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" WHILE I was unacquainted with the facts
on which it is founded, I scoﬁ'ed,with many
others, at the pretensions of the new philosophy
of mind as promulgated by Da. GALL, and now
kmwn by the term Phrenology. Having been
disgusted with the uselessnessof what I had list
enedto in the University of Edinburgh (on mental
science), I became n. zealous student of what I mun-11:14:11.

now conceive to be the truth. During the last
twenty years, I have lent my humble aid in re
sisting a torrent of ridicule and abuse, and have
lived to see the true philosophy of mind estab
lishing itself wherever talent is found capable
of estimating its immense value."—Sm G. S.
MACKENZIE, RR. 8‘ London, and President af
~ the Royal Society, Edinburgh.
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If youwouldlearntheinjuriouseffectsof Drugs,
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of Health,
If youwouldunderstandthecondztrous
Read the ‘Vntrr-(hre Journal.
If youdesiretodispensewiththeservicesofttPhysician,
Read the \\’atca\Cure Journal.
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tosellour publications,
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HO“! TO KEEP WELL.
or supposeduna
But as somefrom hereditaryatrections
voidablecausesdo notenjoyhealth.onedepartment
ofthe
JOURNAL devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatment
of
macaw, whereyoumay1mm
How To RECOVER LOST HEALTH;
Tm: Warns-Cues JOURIAL will clearly presentall
millecb cflllui'cledwith Diet, Exercise,Bathing,Cleanli
ness,Ventilation,DWeIIings,Clothing,Occupation,etc.
and its application‘0 all
Hi'dmpalhl' fully explained»
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Let, then,the Preservationof Healthbe thegreatcon
cern,theparamountbusiness,
of life.
From no publicationcanyougainsomuchvaluablein
formationrclatiVeto theLaws of Life andHealth,as
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JOURNAL
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OUR FRIENDS AND (JO-WORKERS—
all personsinterestedIn HumanProgress—are
invitedto
aid in thecirculationof thePHRENOLOOIC/LL
Jouasan.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE :
SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . 81 00
Ten Copies,toseparateaddresses,
if desired.. . . . .. 5 00
Any personsendingto for ten copies,Will be entitled
to an extracopygratis.
Add six cents:1yetr for eachsubscriberin theBritish
Provincesto paypostage.Specimens
sentfree.

1

FIFTY THOUSAND
subscribers
fortheforthcoming
volume.Shallwenothave
them7 A littleetl'ortbyeachreaderwill procurethem.

j

The bestadvicethatcanbegivento personsin anycon
ditionof Life canbesummedup in threewords:

l li
I.
,

ALL THESE ATTRACTIONS,
in connectionwith the large amountof readingmatter
which we give, and the extremelylow price of our
Jouassa. oughtto insureus at least,

.
.

Eaeasvmos,
embracingportraits,
animals,views,machinery,
etc.,more
numerousand beautifulthan heretoforepresented.vrill
commendthenewvolumeto all readersof goodtaste.
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Psvoaowor; or, theScienceof theSoul.... . .. .. . .
80
.
MISCELLANE OUS.
Ants ANDAms ron Youxo Wont-m. GoodWork“
87
Cnsmsrav,appliedto PhysiologyandAgriculture. 25
Dana’s Dooroas; or, GlanceBehindtheScenes. 87
Doussrlo Asmara; a Manualof Siocl:Husbandry 50
FRUITCamus: sonwasMILLION. Hand Book....
bt'l
liners Towsan Res-oasis.Lectures,Addresses,
etc
25
HOMEroa ALL; theGravelWall Modeof Building.
87
Hornsas'nHarmsroa 'maYousm.RcV.Mr. Weaver 8‘!
Warm;
PocketManualof Composition.. 50
How To
How To TALK; a PocketManualof Conwrsation..
50
How To Bauavn; PocketManualof Etiquette.. .
50
Manna,
A113,”.
Hnw To DOBvsmw;
of Practical
60
HAND-BOOKS
roa lions lurinovmumr.The4above LO
Intros-rams 'i‘arcxvrrss'r. Philosophical.. .. . . . .
75
Theory of. By Dr. 'i‘rall. . .. . . . . . .. .
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Ssvrsd AND\VAaTXXO.Home.EcononnIllustrated S7
Titl'. FARM; a Manualof Practical Agriculture“___
51)
'l'tlF.Gsnlit‘x: withList-iof Fl'th‘fS 8"" Shrubs-H 5'
'l‘ns Horas: a Manualof Rural Architecture.. .. ..
.50
Boast. MANUALS. In onelane vol.. Illn-trated...
5d
Wars or LIFE; Right Wayand WrongWay. ..
60
The aboveincludeshuts portionof our publications.
Sendfor a cataloguecontaininga full list
-- Aoenla‘M‘Hﬂtﬁ’.Tatumliberal.
FOWLER dr.WELLS, 30: mtdway,New York.
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MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
Sketches,Reviews. Poetry, Varieties,etc., will help to
makeup what is acknowleduzdby our Cotempnral’ics
to
be oneof theBestPopularJournals in theWorld.
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87
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WOR KS ON PHYSIOLOGY.
Couna‘sPursmwov. The verybest.. .. . . . . . . . .. .
87
Physiolon of. By Dr. AndrewCombo. 80
Dror'srtosz,
F
ully
FAMILYGYMNASIUM.
Illustrated. .. . . . . . . . .. l 25
FAMILYDawns-r. Usdul andinstructive
.... ... . ..
81
Foot) asp lira-r. A standardworkof reference.... 1 25
Faurrs ANDFanmaoa-stheProperFood of Man... 1 25
Laws andFace ' ' ' ' ' ' '
87
DESCsz ;
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87
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. . .. . ... ..
Naruaar.Laws or MAN. By Spurzheim
80
00
PHILOSOPHY
or SacannHrs'roin'. Dr. Graham.
ansii'iLoor, Anini-dand Mental. Illustrated.... .
87
Sousa.uvnTam'ans'rsLIFE. Louis Cornaro.... .
80
Tim Serrano:or HumanLIFE. By Dr. Graham....
50
TIIB SWEDISH
Movanasr-tfnaa. By Dr. Taylor,“
25
Tonacoo,Workson. By thebestauthors.. . . . . .
6'2
andapproved.. . . . .. .
81
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EDUCATION
will occupymuchattention,especiallyHome Education
and Self-Culture,
andjust that kind of knowledgewhich
theparentnerdsin thedischargeof hisor herduties,will
be liberally imparted. Tun YuUNG, also, will tind the
Jonas“. a friendandfosterfather,to encourage
themin
virtue,shieldthemfrom vice,and preparethemfor use
fulnessandsuccessin life.

l 25

a

PHYSIOLOGY All) ANATOMY,
in their connectionwith Phrenologyand with theLaws
of Life, will be thoroughly,but popularlytreated,auipiy
andproﬁtabletoall; our
illustrated.andmadeinteresting
motto,“ A soundmind in a healthybody,” beingkt'pl.
constantly
in view.
NATURAL HISTORY,
bothof Manandof thelowerordersof theanimalcreation,
in itsrelationto Phrenologicaland PhysiologicalScience,
will receivetheattentionits importancedemands.
HECHAN 105.
As at leastonehalf of the Wealthof theworldcomes
throughtheexerciseof thefacultyof Constructirenoss,
the
YarIOtlsmechanicalarts will be encouraged,
new inven
tionsexplained,andillustratedwithspiritedengravings.

WORKS 0N WATEILCURE
Caravans: their HydropathicManagement..... ..
_
_
Cnoutaa: ltt-CausesPrevention,and Cure. .. . .. .
v
COXSUXPTIHN;
its CursesandProperTreatment...
Com;Book,Hv-lropath-e.Full of goodReceipts..
Doxrs'rroI’asgrrcaor anaors'rnv, Johnson’s...
Faxtav ansrcux, Hydroputhlt‘.By Dr. Show...
annmvirnto Esoronorsnta. Bv
' Dr. Trail ... .
lirnaornnv; or, Water-Cure. Bv Dr. Show.
clearly
'
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Warnanan run run Minnow. By Dr. Trail.
.
Warsn sun VRGPI‘ABLEDim. l‘ir.Lamb. . . . . . ..
Warns-Cues ix Ev»av Ks'owrtDISEASE“.. . .. .. ..
Warxa-CuasMANUAL,givingbriefdirections.. . . .

TH: WATER-CURBJonas“. shouldbe readin every
“mil-I" because
It “‘3 'I'" ﬁrst10mm“In theworld to bring bermcme
""910 ‘1hmmedgeor the."W syswm“r “"3“mum! 5"
It advocatesthe only possiblebasisfor the enduring
prosperityandimprow'ement
of theHumanRace.
It teaches
theSick howtorecoverHealth.
It teachesthosein Healthhowto avoidDisease.
It unfoldsthetruescienceof HumanLife.
It explainstheLaws andConditionsof Health.
It enablesyoutodispensewithall DrugMedicines.
youin mostcast-stobeyourownPhysician.
ILenabIl'H
‘
U "n i-B
2Tbmpwanmm
I“ (1ct
s‘ a“ l'
pr'f“’°“
um“
It tends
tothecorrection
of all lnjurlousHabits.
,
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Its lllﬂtll'ncein societyis in all respectsReformatory.
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leeachmu
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PHBENOLOGY
will still,very properly,forma leadingfeature,and will,
asheretofore.
engagethepensof theleadingPtil’t’llolnglsh!
of America,whowill expla~n
andillustrateits philosophy,
and showits applicationtoall thepracticalinterests
and
pursuitsof th - HumanRace.

a

new AND srrascrrva rssruass,
in addan to thosewhich have alreadyrenderedit so
eminentlypopularanduseful.

’

linpartsseveral

;

The only publicationin theworld devotedchieﬂyto the
scienceof humannaturementallyandphysically,appeals
conﬁdentlyto the loversof progressand of mankindto
continuethatsupportwhichhashithertogivenit so widn
a field of inﬂuenceand so thsita powerfor good. The
combinationof Lu: ILLUSTRATEDwith the Jornmi.

Cimna‘sLac-roarsox I’HRI'NOLOGY.lllnstratcd.. '1 25
0' MAN' By Gt‘nrgecombo' ' ' ' ' n
87
CORN-Inﬂux
Dnvns'csor l’natzsoaoor. Bv Boardman.. . . . . . ..
F7
Eoneuuos COMPLETI. Self-Culture,Memory,etc. 2 50
Enucs'rlov,foundedon theNatureof Man.. . . . . . .
81
Lesson on I’iiastrotoor awnPursronoov.... . . . . 1 25
Msuaiaox, itsHistoryand Phllosoplty...... . . . . ..
75
Mil-08.7 arm 8i~;1.v-iavaovrnrs'r
.... . ....
.
87
MENTALSermon,Weaver‘sLectureson.. .. .. . . . . .
87
Punizsowor Paovr.»As'nlunaraaran .. . . .. . . . . 1 ‘25
87
BILI-CULTUBI ANDPERFECTION
or CHARAYI'IB.
M
Smm-lssrauoroars'Filamenoov. New Edition..
Weiss or GaLt.oatI’nitaxotoov. 5 vols.. .. . . . . 7 00
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CIRCULAR

OUR

PROSPECTUS.

We send the annexed Circular for our friend, the reader, whom we hope will kindly undertake
to ﬁll it up, and return to us, laden with many names, old and new, familiar and welcome. We
will cheerfully send any number of Prospectuses, for circulation, to whom, and wherever, our pe
trons may suggest.

Our object is to place the subject before the whole community, and to induce

everybody to become readers of the JOURNALS.

The UTILITY of our publications is conceded by
all who read them; and the true benefactor is he who puts others in the way to obtain health of
body and strength of mind, long life and happiness. It is the object of our JonaNALs to promote
these, the highest interests of society.
Friends, will you co-opernte with us in this good work ?

You have it in your power to confer a

special favor upon your neighbor, by inducing him to becomea reader of one, or of all our
Will you do it P

if you

Jouaiuu,

have faith in the principles we advocate, or positive knowledge of their prac

tical value, you may well urge them upon thosewho are yet uninformed. Many, on being applied at
ﬁrst, said No, who, after reading a few numbers, becameearnest advocatesand ardent co-workers.
Your letters should be addressedas follows :

STAMP.

l

grow/29 (ma/

M6.

cm?

ﬂea/M7;
Q/I/Zw/

Friends, we leave the matter of forming clubs, and extending the circulation of the JOURNALS,
May we not hear from you soon? Clubs of ﬁve, ten, or twenty, at a time, will

in your hands.

always be thankfully received. Reader, may we hear from you again?

1

To THE READER:
T\VENTY Jounsnns for year, for only $10. See full particulars on the other side. READER, will you not circulate this sheet among your neighbors, and get up
We hope soon to hear from you, with liberal list of names. Now
the time. Please address

new Volumes?

Club for the

is

a.

a

it”

When ﬁlled up with names, it may be inclosed in a letter, with the money, and sent by mail to the Publishers, who
We hope this Cmcunmz may be returned with long lists of names—from ten to a.hundred. Think of it. A Club
11

Tms men may be used to obtain names of subscribers.
will enter the names in their books. and send papers as directed.

FOWLER AND WELLS,
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BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL: A REPOSITORY OF
SCIENCE,

LITERATURE, and GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.
Name.

Post-0mm.

Illustrated with numerous Portraits and other Engravings.

County.

State.

Monthly, Sl year; 10 copies for $5.

Name.

Post-Ofﬁce.

County.

State.

Name.

to Physiology and Anatomy, and those Lows which govern Life and Health.

Post-mike.

County.

'

State.

“Xi-En

Published Monthly.

Post-0mm

$1

a

AND PRACTICE
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ATIIY, ITS PHILOSOPHY

:

WATER-CURE JOUIRNAL: DEVOTED TO I—IYDROP

year; 10 copies, $5.

County.

State.
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PHYSIOLOGY.
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arein dan
weAmericans
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nouv.Alla nation,
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FOWLER AND WELLS.
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IPOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

These
workswill hefoundeminently
useful
toYOUNG"RN and
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findsuch
instruction
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turerson Health.Physiology,etc. They aresix in num
ber,representing
MENT,appliedtoSelf-Education
thenormal
andlife-sizeof all
andJuvenileInstruction.
position
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illustrnlionsoftheorgans
By 0. S. Fowler. Price is?cents.
anda viewof theprincipalnerves.
of thespecialsenses,
AND
MENTAL,
arteries.veins,muscles,etc. For popularinstruction. PHYSIOLOGY, ANIMAL
they
for familics,schools.andforprofessional
reference.
appliedto the reservationand restoration
of healthof
will befoundfarsuperiorto anythingof the kind heft“
bodyand mint. With twenty-sixengravingson wood.
toforepublished,astheyaremorecompleteandperfect
By 0. S. Fowler. Paper,62cents; Muslin,87cents.
set,
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in artistic designand ﬁnish. Price for the
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colored,backedand mountedon rollers,$l2 00. Not
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riage. By Rev.G. S. Weaver. Price87cents.
Improvementof MentalandPhysicalEducation. New
LECTURES
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COMnE’s
WAYs OF LIFE; or, the Right Way
edition,with illustrations.Price's?cents.
Includingits applicationto thepresentand rospectivo
and theWrong Way. A first-ratebook for all young
conditionot'theUnitedStates. Illustrated, l ‘25.
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people. By Rev.G. S. Weaver. Price60Cents.
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notes
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alysisof
everykind
By
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Food
andDrink.
Professor
‘
GUNSTI'I‘UTION' OF MAN, considered in
Pereira. Price $1 26.
MOVEMENT-CURE: Embracing the His
relationto ExternalObjects. By GeorgeCombc. The
only authorizedAmerican Edition. illustrated with
FAMILY DENTIST ; a Popular Treatise
tory and Philosophyof this Systemof Medical Treat
twentyengravings. A greatwork. Price 57cents.
ment,fullyillustrated. By Geo.H. Taylor,MD.
on theTeeth. By D. C. Warner,MD. o7cents.
P‘AMILIAR Li‘lhﬁiiNS UN l'lllilﬂh'tils0t4Y AND
DEFENCE on PIIRENOLOCY, with Argu
its
Laws
and
IIl-TRPTDI'I‘ARY Dli‘SCFNTI
mentsand Testimony. By Dr. Boardman. A good
PursIOLoov. BeautifullyIllustrated. Price $135.
Facts appliedto liuman Improvement.New edition,
workforyoungPhrenoiogists.Price57cents.
Illustrated By 0. S. Fowler. Price 57cents.
AIMS AND AIDS FOR. GIRLS AND YOU)";
EDUCATION: its Elementary Principles
WON!!! By Rev.G. S. Weaver. Price 87cents.
or, the Physiological and
foundedon the Nature of Man. By J. G. Spur/.heim, INFANCY;
Pocket Manual Of
Moral Managementof Childreii. Illustrated. By Dr. How TO \VRITE;
Ml). Containingthelawsof exercise;directionof the
Combo. An importantwork. Pricea?reﬁll.
faculties: motivesto action: educationof the sexes;
Compositionand Letter-Writing. Invaluable to the
durationof nations,etc. Price87cents.
young. Price 80cents; in Muslin,50cents.

BY

“ the people"residingin all
In order to accommodate
partsof the United States,the publisherswill forward,
by returnof the first mail. any book namedin the fol
will be pre-paidattheNewYork
lowinglist. The postage
oilice. Thepriceofeachwork,includingpostage,isgiven,
sothat theexactamountmaybe remitted. Letterscon
tainingordersshould be post-paid.and directedas fOl~
lows: l-‘owuznANDWatts, 30: Broadway.New York.
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PHRENOLOGY.
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A

MARRIAGE;

its History and Philoso

of theFunctions
ohy. With a Phrenoiogicai
. Fowler. 62cents.
.or Happy Marriares. By L.Eglposition

MORAL PIIILosorIiv ; or, the Duties Of

andSocial
ManConsideredin His Individual,Domestic,
Capacities(fromthethirdandlatestEdinburghedition,
revised.corrected,and enlargedby the author). By
GeorgeCombe,authorof “The Constitutionof Man.”
This work is profound,yet treatedwith the simplicity
and familiarity of ordinary conversation,and thus
adaptedto personsof commonsensehoweverlimited
in educationandculture.

SCIENCE, Lectures on, accord
ing to the Philosophyof Phrenoiogy. Illustratedwith
engravings.By Rev.G. S. Weaver. Price 57cents.

MENTAL

PIIRENOLOCY PROVED, ILLUSTRATED,

AND
APPLIED. Accomianied a Chart,embracinga con
cise Elementary iew ofby)Iircnoiot,, with forty-three
illustrativeengravings.A standardworkon thescience,
eminentlypracticaliii its teaching,and adaptedto the
student. $1 25.
generalreaderandtheprolessionai

JOURNAL,

PIIRENOLOGICAL

AMERICAN

lilox'ruLv. Quartn.Illustrated. A year,$1.
By
AND 'I‘IIE SCltll’TUlthS.
Showing the harmonybetween
Rev. John
Pierpont.
of ‘hristandhis Apostles,andthescience
theteachings
ofPhreuoiogyasnowtaught. Price 12cents.

PiIRENoquv

PIIRENOLOCICAL GUIDE.

Desiigncd

for

the Use of Studentsof their own Characters. With
engravings. Price lb cents.
numerous

\_

AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL
PHRI-tNOLOCICAL
ALMANAC. With numerousEngravings. 6 cents.

SYMBOLICAI. HEAD AND l’iIRENOLOCIOAL

CnAtt-r,in Map Form, showingthe NaturalLanguage
of thePhrenoiogicaiOrgans. 25cents.
.
PitRENoI.OCICAL SPECIMENS tor Sootettes
and PrivateCabinets. 40casts,nett,$25.

TIIE PIIRENOI.ooICAL

BUST:

designed

especiallyfor learners,showingthe exactlocationof
all theOrgansof the Brain fullydeveioled. .Price,in~
eludingboxforpacking,only $1 ‘25. [hot mailable.]
\Voitits OF GALL, SPURZIIEIM, COMnE,
and others,togetherwith all works on Phrenoiogy.
Aozx'rssuppliedat wholesale,by li‘owutnAND\YRLLs.
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MOVEMENT-CURE.

Embracing the His

toryand Philosophyof this Systemof MedicalTreat
ment. Fully Illustrated. By Geo. H. Taylor. 81 25.

LAws OF MAN, physiologic
ally considered.By Dr. Spurzheim.A work of great
merit. Price only80cents.

NATURAL

-
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A Pocket Manual of

andDebatc,withmorethanFive llundrcd
Conversation
CommonMistakesCorrected.80eta.; in Muslin,50oil.

HOW TO BEIIAvE;

A

Pocket Manual

of RepublicanEtiquette,andGuideto CorrectPersonal
Ilaiiits, with Rules for DebatingSocietiesand Deliber
ativeAssemblies.Price30cents;in Muslin,00(:qu

The Prin
OF DIGESTION'.
ciples of Dietetics. Illustratedwith Engravings. By
AndrewCombo,MD. Price 80cents.

How

IIIsTORY, eon
sidcredin Relationto HumanAlimentandtheWinesof
Scripture. By SylvesterGraham. Price $200.

EDUCATIONAL HAND—BOOKS

Piivsmmov

PHILOSOPHY OF SACRED

SOBi-‘It AND Ti:MPi-:RATE
LIFE. W'ii'h
Notes,Illustrations,anda Biographyofthe Author,who
Price30cents.
lived lb-iyears. Readthisbook.

TIIE COMPLETE G i'MNASllTM.

A

Pro

fusclyillustratedwork. Beingthe ap licationof Gym
nastic,Calistht-nic,Kinesipathic,ant Vocal Exercises
of BodyandMind, andtheCureof
to the Development
Price $1 25.
Disease. By R. T. Trail,

TEETII ; their Structure,

Disease, and

with theCausesof l-IririyDecay. I"nil of
Management.
Illustrativelingravings. Price it.»ends.
Tilt»; SCIENCE
By
OF Ili'MAN LIFE.
SylvesterGraham.MD. With a PortraitandBiograph
ical:lketehot'theAuthor. Price ’2
Tl-‘A AND Convict-z; their Physical, Intel
lectual,andMoral Btlects. By Alcott. Price tocent.

TO Do BUSINESS ; A Pocket Man
uaiof PracticalAli'airs,and a Guide to SuccessIn Life,
n
with
Collectionof Legal and CommercialForms.
Suitableforall. Price80cents; in Muslin,50cents.

for

Home

Im rovement: “ How to Write,” “ How to Talk,"
“ l ow to Behave,"and “ Howtodo Business.” In one
volume. Price ‘1 50.

COMPLETE.
EDUCATION
Embracing
Physiology,Animal and Mental,CultureandMemory.
In onevol. By 0. S. Fowler. Price $2 00,
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H.Benton When
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"on.Thomas
ofoneofhisinauteiiy
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ago,"Would
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laudnutit-mm
known
nitrnvlN‘LIl
labor.
ofhard
MANUAL
OF
PllONOGRAPHY.
AMERICAN
Beinga CompleteGuide to theAcquisitionof Pittnau’s
PhoneticShorthand. Price 50cents.

TEACHER; being an
InductiveExpositionof ‘honogrsphy,intendedas a
school-book,and to atrorJ completeand thoroughin
of an oral
structionto thosewhohavenottheassistance
teacher.By Webster.Price, prepaidby mail,45cents.

THE PHONOGRAPHIC

l)ii~l'i‘, as saiicfioned- by
MedicalMenandExperiencein all ages; alsoa system
of VegetableCookery. Price*3?cthis
THE REPORTER’s MANUAL. A complete
Address,
FOWLER AND WELLS,
ExpositionoftheReportingStyleof Phonography.With
808Broadway,New York.
illustrativeexercises.By Graham. Price50cents.
v furnisle toorder
All workson l'liOlIngfaph

VECEI‘ADLE

--_._

MANUAL OF PIIONOCRAPIIY, by
Benn Pliman.' The mostpopular instructionbook in
Phonographyyetpublished. Price 60cents.
How To Do Germ AND CET PAID FOR IT.
.
-'l‘ake an Agencyfor our Publication. The.termsare RErt'iRTEtt’s COMPANION,
by Benn Pit
such,therecanbe no1/0~.vihi'lif7/
already
of 1mm,Eva-avFAMILY
‘whohave
students
Designedfor
man.
those
Will heglad to obtainsomeof them. For iartieulars,
acquireda knowledgeof the thecorrespondingstyleof
address,
FOWLER AND WELLS,
Phonography. Price $1.
3d5Broadway,New York.

HOW To GET A PATENT.—TIIE
When singlecopiesare.wanted.the amountin postage
stamps,smallchange,or banknotes,maybe inclosedin a ' mostpopularsynopsisof patentlaw ever published-sent
letter, and sent to the publishers,who will forwardthe on read t‘of a stpgleletterpostagestamp—byFOWLER
booksby returnof theﬁrstmail. Address,
bouerrons or PATENTS,808 Broadway,
cw orl.(LLS,
.
§NDYVi
FOWLER AND WELLS, 8ti8Broadway,NewYork.
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HOW TO TALK;

TUE

+

Theseworksmayhe orderedin large or smallquanti
ties. They maybe sentby express,or asheight, by rail
sailin-z-vesscls,
by stageor canal,to any
road,steamships.
city,town,or villagein theUnitedStates.
WELLS,
803Broadway,New York
FOWLER AND
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ATER-UUIUL.

lVIESMERISB/L

“ Bynootherwaycanmenapproach
nesrsrto thegodsthanby
"
coafarriug
Cicaao.
PHILOSOPHY OF ELECTRICAL PSYCHOL
health
onmen.
“ 17TI. nor-Ll canhothoroughly
oov. A Courseof Twelve Lectures. By Rev.John Bs
in thegerms!
indoctrinatsd
principles
thoroughly
acrqmlint Dods. With Portraitof theAuthor. Price 87cents.
ofllvunorsruv,and"InksIiicIIIsI-lves
theywillwelbuirh
adwiththeLawsor Lin: sawHEALTH,
ctmuci
anysort." m. Tum.
fromallused
ofnocturnal
Patethemselves
FASCINATION; or, the Philosophy of
Charming. (Magnetist IllustratingthePrincipicsof
ACCIDENTS AND EMERGENCIES.
By
Life in Connectionwith Spirit and Matter. Illustrated.
AlfredSmeo. Illustrated. Price 15cents.
By Dr. J. B. Newman. Price 87cents.
COOK BOOK, Hydropathic.
\Vith new LIBRARY OF MESMERISM AND PSYCHOL—
Recipes. By It. T. Trail, ALI). Price 8! cents.
oov, containingthe bestwritingsonthe subicet. With
mitahle.illustrativeengravings.In twovolumesatabout
its Prevention and Cure
CONSUMPTION;
900pages. Price $8.
by the Water Treatment,with directions. Illustrated.
MACROOOSM ; or, the Universe With
By Dr. Show. Paper,62cents; muslin,87cents.
out; bothin theWorld of SenseandtheWorld of Soul.
CIIILDREN; their Diseases and Hydro
By William Fishbough. Price $1 00.
_
pathicManagement.By Dr. Shcw. Price $1 25.
PIIILOSOFIIY OF M ESMERISM AND CLAIR
CIIOLERA ; its Causes, Prevention, and
YOYANCL Six Lectures,with Instruction. 30cents.
Cure; and all other Bowel Complaints,treated by
PSYCHOLOGY; or, the Science of the
Water. By Dr. Show. Price80cents.
Soul. With Engravingsof the Brain andNervousSys
DOMESTIC
PRACTICE OF IIYDROPATIIY,
tem. By Joseph Iladdock, LLD. Price 80cents.
with ﬁfteenengravedillustrations
of im tantsubjects,
———*o.o->——
fromDrawings. By Edward Johnson, .D. $1 50.

FAMILYM’IIYSICIAN,

Hydropathic.

THE

ENCYCLOPEDIA;

A

or the “Tater-Cure;

its

By

Dr. Joel Shew. A newand invaluablework for home
practice. ProfuselyIllustrated. Price, muslin,$2 50.

HYDROPATIIIC

CompleteSystemof Hydmpathyand II glene. An ll
wolargewin,
lustratedwork. By It. T. Trail. ALI).
with a copious index, substantiallybound in library
style,with nearlyonethousandpages. Price $3.

HYDROPATIIY,

and Modesof Treatment,withan
Principles,Processes,
Accountof the LatestMethodsadoptedby Pricssnilz.
By Joel Shew,LLD. Price $1 25.

WATER-CURE.
TO THE
INTRODUCTION
With an Expositionof theHumanConstitution.15cts.

A

OF TIIE WATER-CURE.
of theTrue Principlesof Healthand Lon
Development
and Observr
gevity. Illustratedwith the Confessions
tionsof Sir EdwardL. Bulwcr. Price 80cents.

PHILOSOFIIY

PRACTICE OF TIIE WATER-CURE.

Con

taiulng thevarious roccssesusedin theWater Treab
mentin all casesof iscase. Price 80cents.

RESULTS OF ITYDROPATHY;

treating of

WATER-CURE

Embracing

Constipationand Indigestion. By Dr. Johnson. 57cts.
TIIE SWIMMER’S
GUIDE.
Giving the
Historyof Swimming,withspecialinstructiontoLearn
ers. Illustrated. Everyboyshouldhaveit. 12cents.

LIBRARY.

the mostpopularworkson the subject,in sevenlarge
limo volumes. By American and Europeanauthors.
Every familyshouldhavea copy. Price r7.

IN CIIRONIC DISEASES.
An Expositionof theCauses,Pro ss,andTermination
ofvarlousChronicDiseases.By r. J. M. Gully. $150

WATER-CURE

WATER

AND VEGETABLE DIET in Scrof
nla, CancerAsthma,andmanyotherDiseases. By Dr.
Lamb. A ScientiﬁcWork. Price 87cents.

WATER-CURE

MANUAL.

A

Popular

Work on Ilydropathy. With familiar Directions, By
Dr. Show. Lvery familyshouldhaveit. Price87cents.

IN EvERY KNOWN DIS—
nssa. By ll. Rsussu Translatedfrom the German
by C. II. Meeker. Paper,62cents; muslin,c7cents.

WATER-CURE

J

J

OURNAL AND GUIDE To
HEALTn. DevotedtoIlyoropathyandMedicalReform.
Publishedmonthly,at OneDollara Year.
The
FOR '1‘]!E MILLION.
\VA'IER-CI'RE
Processesof Water-Cureexplainedand popularerrors
exposed. 20cents.
Address,
FOWLER AND WELLS.
803Broadway,New York

\VATER-CURE

EMPI.OYAIEN'I'.—-Y0ung

men

in

every neighborhoodmay have healthful, lcasant,and
by engagingin the.ane of our new
1 proﬁtableemployment
and valuablehooks,andcanvassing
forour popularfamily
journals. Our new rcformatorybooksshouldbe placed
withinthereachof nw-y family in thelam]. Thousands
of co ics mightbe soldwheretheyhave neveryetbeen
introlneed. A fewdollars—say
$15or It’ll—isenoughto
commence
with. Young "It'll and women,teachers,
cler
gymcn, travelingagents,all may engagein this good
cause.withproﬁtto tilvlllsclvesand great goodto others.
Ourjournalsarcct'I-rywlwl’cpopular,and canvases-rs
will
find themwell adaptedto thowantsof the peoplech-ry
whcrc. l-‘ortermsand )itl'llt'illfil’rl,
address
,
FOWLER AXD \VE .I.S, 3':3Broadway,New Yuri;
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LECTURES
ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS.
By
Don. lloracc Mann. In one vol.,6-5" a
with ‘ ﬁne
steelPortraitof theAuthor. I’ricdSlpbtlg?“
THOUGHTS ON DOMESTIC LIFE ; or, Mar
riageVindicatedandFree Love Exposed. With Valu
able Suggestionsto both Sexes. By Nelson Sizer.
Price 15Cents.

TIIE RIGHT WORD IN

THE RIGHT PLACE;
A Pocket Dictionaryof Synonyms,Technical Terms
Abbreviations,ForeignPhrasrs,etc.,with a Chapteron
Punctuationand Proof Reading. This is an indispens
ablecompanionfor everywriterandspeakerwhowould
sayexactlywhat hemeans,and neithermorenor less,
std sayit in thebestway. Price 50cents.

HOW TO LIvE : SAvING AND \VASTING ;

0'. DomesticEconomyIllustratedby the Life of Two
Families of OppositeCharact'r, Iiabits, and Practices,
in a pleasanttaleof real life, full of Iselnl lessons. By
SolonRobinson. Price 75ccnts.i

POWER OF KINDNEss;

inculcating the

ChristianPrinciplesofLovc overPhysicalForce. 80cts.

APPLIED TO PHYSIOLOGY,
Q‘llﬂlﬁltCl- ByProf. Liebig. 20m
AGBICULTUBLAKD
would be
A carefulreadingof the books above-named
of lnestltnnblcvalue to every inrﬁvidual. Let them be
of everyfamily.
of youth,
dcllrhtazc,decorate foundin thepossession
theintelligence
“Bookstoquicken
lniug
home,
enjoyment
at
m toAdversity,
shelter
nlnllﬂisrl.‘
prosperity,
—-.-—
pass
tbsnightwithas,travelwithus,tointo
usoutofdoors,
hefrirud
Cluttw.
withus,"
thecountry
Theseworks maybe ordered'inlargeor smallquantl~
HINTS TOWARD REFORMS, in Lectures,
ties. They maybe sentby express,or asfreight,by rail
Addresses,and other Writings. By Horace Greeley.
rosd, BIBnthIPI, sailing-vessels,
by stageor canal,to any
Enlarged,withtheCrystalPalaceanditsLessons. $125s city,town,or vmagcin theUnitedStates,theCanadns,to
Europe,or anyplaceon theglobe.
TEMPERANCE REFORM ATION—itS History
of the.ﬁrstTemperanceSocietyto
fromtheOrganization
Checksor draftsfor largeamountson New York, Phila
theado tionof theLiquor Law of Maine. $1 25. .
dclphia.or Bostonalwayspreferred. We will pay the
DELIA S DOCTORS ; or, a Glance behind
costof exchange.
theScenes. By IIannah G. Creamer. Price $1.
thn singlecopiesarewanted,the amountin postage
stamps,smallchange,or banknotesmaybeincloscdin a
DEMANDS OF TIIE AGE 0N COLLEGES.
letterand sent to the publishers,who will forward the
A Speechdeliveredby Ilon. Ilorace Mann, Presidentof
AntiochCollege. With an Addressto theStudentson
booksby returnof theﬁrstmail.
Collegelioaor. Price 25cents.
All lcttcrsshouldbepost-paid,andaddrch asfollows:
HOME
FOR
EDUCATIONAL HAND-BOOKS “
FowLG AND_WIII.I.s,
303Broadway,New York.
How to Talk,"
Improvcmmt: “ How to Write ”
“ How to Behave,”and “ How to doBusiness.” In one
———-Qo.ov-—
volume. Price ‘1 60.
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT
IIOME FOR ALL; or, a New, Cheap,
Convenient,
andSuperiorModeof Building. With Ap
Autumn—We transactall kinds of businessconnected
with procuringPatents,eitherin thiscountryor in anyof
propriatePlansandDiagrams. Price 81cents.
theEuropeanstates. We invite theespecialattentionof
KANZAS REGION; Embracing Descrip
inventorsand otherswhomaybe interestedto our facili
ties forObtainingPatentsin Fmeigncountries.Among
lions of Scenery,Climate,Productions,Soil, and Re
the advantages
wepresentare—
sourcesof theTerritory. Interspcrsedwith Incidentsof
FIRST.—'I‘hc
andDrawingsare prepared
Speciﬁcations
Travel. By Max Grccne. Price 80cents.
at this office,wherewe haveeveryopportunityto corre
inventor,
HUMAN RIGIITS, AND TIIEIR POLITICAL
d withthe
andthuslearnfullyhisviewsand
s
a msin reference
to hisinvention. By this meanshis in
Foundedon the Lawsof our Being. By
GUARANTIRS:
tentionsand wishesare betterset.forthand carriedout
Judge Iiurlbut. Notesby GeorgeCombo. Price S"!cts.
thantheycouldbewcre the Speciﬁcationand Drawings
The Exist
IMMORTAIJTY TRIUMFIIANT.
preparedabroad.
SECON
D.—-We arenotconﬁnedto theservicesof a single
enceofa God. By theRev. J. B. Dods. Price 87cents.
Foreign.‘tgcnl,buthavecom ‘lt'lllagentsin variousparts
to,audnoiug business
directlywith,
of Europe,contiguims
_LOVE AND PARENTAGE; applied to the
thedifferentPatentoﬁiccsat u hicb it maybedesirableto
ImprovementofOﬂ'sprinv. Including importantdirec
obtainpatents.
tionsand suggestionstolTnversand the Married,con
Tamra-Our agentsare men of abilityand experience
relations
cerningthestrongestticsandmostmomentous
in theirprofession,
nonebeingemployedby us butsolicit
of Life. By 0. S. Fowler. Price80cents.
orsof thehighestrcptttatzon.
MATRIMONY; or, Phrcnology and Phys
FOURTII.-By a newand peculiarprocess,known only
iologyappliedtotheSelectionof CongenialCompanions to oursclvcs,we are enabledto prepareDrawmusupon
neat,anddurable.
Parchmentthatareat onceeffective,
for Life. includingdirectionstothe marriedfor living
InventorstooOllcn lose si htoi‘the impor'anccof ob
andhappily. Price30cents.
togetheratl'cctionatcly
tainingLettersPatentfrom E‘orcign(‘ountriI-s.not being
TIIE HOUSE: a Manual of Rural
awareof thefactthatEuropeanpatentsfororiginalAmeri
caninventionsoftenprove far moreproﬁtabletothe pat
chitecturc; or, How to Build Dwellings,Barns, and
grantedin our own country.
entcethanthOSe
Out-HousesGenerally. Price 60cents.
in
PatentAgentswhohavenotmadetheirarrangements
TIIE GARDEN: a Manual of Practical
foreigncountrieswill do well to transacttheir business
throughour oﬁicc,as our facilitiesare,in somerespects,
Horticulture;or. How to CultivateVegetables,Fruits,
unequaledby anyhousein theUnitedStates.
and Flowers. Pricc bi)cents.
The businessof this oﬂlcc is strictlyconﬁdential.No
of newinventions;in
TIIE FARM: a Manual of Practical
chargesaremadefor examinations
ventorsmayconsultusasto the noveltyandpatentability
Agriculture;or, How to Cultivateall the Field Crops,
andreceiveour report,by describ
with a most valuableEssay on Farm Management. of theirimprovements,
ing theirinventionstous,andinclosinga stamptopro-pay
Price50cents.
by letterIn reference
the return letter. Communications
a Manual of
ANIMALsz
to Inventionsor PatentL:1Wpromptlyattendedto. '
DOMESTIC
FOWLER AND WELLS, 3U8Broadway,New York.
Cattle,
IIorse II usbandry; or,How toBreed,
Sheep‘iand
Rear, and
anagc the Tenants of the Barn-yard.
Price50cents.
CHEMISTRY

MISCELLANEOUS.

A

Ar

RURAL MANUALS.

Comprising

“The

House,”“ The Farm,” “ The Garden,"and “ Domestic
Animals.” In onelargevolume. Price Qt 60.

PHYSICAL

PERFECTION;

or,

the Phi

losophyof HumanBeauty. Illustrated. Price $1.
FRUIT CULTURE FOR TIIE MILLION; 01',
Hand-Book for the Cultivationand Managementof
Fruit Trees Illustratedwith ninetyEngraving; By
ThomasGregg. Pricc 50cents.

SYRINGES.——\Ve

keep constantly

of the best
for sale,at wholesaleor retail,an assortment
syringes,embracinga varietyof styles,at differentprices.
The practicalvalueof theseinstrumentsis becmuingun
derstood,
haveproper
for health
andno
regard
nstrumcntan
familvaho
0 furnishwith each
will bewithoutone.
MANUALof instructions,preparedby Dr.
ILLUSTRATED
directionsfor itsuse.
TRALL,givingcomplete
The pricesof the bestsyrin cs, sentby mail. pm 0
pre- aid, are trom $2 00 to t 0". Address FOWLER
ANS WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
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1 the shores of the Mediterranean, where his father

l .\ ,
¢

priests and soldiers
'mb had leveled
to the dust. It
easy for any noble
GUISTIPPE GARIBALDI, THE LlllllllA'l'Ol‘. Ol" ITALY.
mind to conceive
wlmt the feelings of
ilc wai
an l'uli'tn must be when he contrasts the.nnci-nt
followed the occupation of a retainer.
,I.;I
renown of his nation with her present \IO-“N-Ml.
by that parent enrly indoctrinatcd into the mysmust
he
long
and
with
what
burning
impatience
teries of sea craft, and taught. to disrcg'u‘d iw
blow against her
for the opportunity to strike
excellent wcmau
dangers but to his mot'
whomhe always recalls with the most tender feel
ings, he was indebted for his kindni-l-s.gentleness,
Both, however, were
and love of humanity.
friends of liberty, and taught him to worship the
free spirit of his ancestors.
After acquiring with avidity the rudiments
of education, and especially the fundamental
principles of ni-.lhemutics and natural science,
he become 12safer under the direction of his

a

HIS ClIARACl‘th

IN the portrnit of Garibaldi we see remark
ably ﬁne temperament.shic'u givis intensity to the
intellect and great purity and elevation to the feel
ings. The forehead
prominent, high, and re
markably full about the eyes, and from the root
of the nose up through its center, evincing very
great practical talent, memory, and readiness of
mind.
The top head
high, particulirlv at Benevo
lence, showxrg sum: in" kindness nnilimrel eleva
tion; while, us
wiil be seen, his head
nar
row and ﬂattened at the sides, indicating frank
ness, unseltishncs-s in pecuniary matters, and
hwk of cruelty. By the shape of his head,we in
fer that Self-Esteem, Firmnees, and the social or
gans are large. giving dignity, unconquersble
creek-runes, and deep-tonedand constant affec
tions.
Garibaldi,
ever man did, deserves the love
and remembrance of all free minds.
devoted
put: lot, from his yort'n. his career has been illus
trated by the most heroic achievementsin behalf
of the common liberties of our race. lie was born
13:16,noon! lily-tour years ago, at Nice,
July
in Inly, n.small but no; undistirguished city, on

l

Q'nnterfn.
r\ .n
Gun-nu.Anricuzs:
Gui-eppe
Gn-tI-nl-llHis urrlvr ant Bhumphy. .
PluuvmlnryV
it:
AminultheClmru-s
ofH4—
andPaciﬁsm“...
“autism
Born.ill Hum........... ,,
It“ l‘htl.\ by or,theDl|~
tln ut llsn considered
in
Ml ln-llrldn-l,sin-ll, and
Domestic
(“warm-IL. .
Phinnnloglrnl
l'iumtnntln.
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DOLLAR.
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No. "3'35lii'oz-Q‘hty, Fae-WYork,

But
own father.
his love of lenrninr:
never deserted him,
and one of his chief
delights in
early
years was to red-l
the. history d“ L'll
country, which till
ed him with an on.
bit-1‘.“ to ﬁnal the
deed-3of the gent
men of Roman an
He
dis
tiquity.
covered wlmt his
door Italy had been
in the days of her
power and glory,
and he saw what she
was in the weeds
of her dehescment
and degradation;
and among the ar
diit 'aspiratious of
his young. iv 1'
ous hunt in: her
rescue from the
horrid
of
crew

l

in)

FUYVLER
AND 'WELLS,
I
AT ONE
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oppressors.
The opportunity to embark in her cause we»
not, h'H‘v'th‘, soon given to Garibaldi, and he t‘ol
low-d his profession will! diligence, making fro
qnent and often perilous voyages to the several
parts of Italy, the Levant, and the Black Sea.
TncSJ not only made him acquainted with the dif
ﬁnnlties and dangers of the sea,but developed his
benevolent nit-actionsin the numerous casesof the
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of the most gallant
and accomplished corps of
their rear, to cut off their forces in detachments.
I
Ari-17.0,their next point, was ini'ull possessionof
young Italy. Nor was
long time before his
and their serviceswere required. France—to llCl' v the Austrian troops, but the people secretly sent
lasting shamebe said—had joined the imperial
them supplies. Hence they turned toward Ulster
despot of Austria, and the infamous Bomba of'Na
na. in the Pope‘s dominions, and next Saint Ange
ples; in a plot against the nascent liberties of the
lo.
Vado. All the way they were harassed by
peninsula, and in favor of the restoration of the
the Austrians; in crossing the Appenines they
impotent and fugitive old traitor, the Pope. Their
had the most desperate encounters, and
wa- not
armies were narrowing with a slow but certain
until they reached Borgo, near San Marino, ten
contraction, like the coiling of some huge snake,
thousand Austrians closing about them, that
around the walls of the Eternal City. But the
was found expedient to disband, and to allow each
undaunted Romans, detecting their purposesunder
one to seek shelter for himself. Even then, large
the treacherous disguise they had assumed, were
numbers still clung to Garibaldi, among them
fully prepared for the event. Their numbers were
lingo Bassi—who was so inliumanly murdered by
few, but their spirit was high and strong. When
the priests at Bologna—Ciccerovchio, the Roman
the question was put to them, whether they were
tribune, with his two sons—one of them scarcely
ready to defend their homes, they shouted with
ﬁfteen years of age—and the lovely Senora Anna,
one accord that they would die in the last ditch.
Garibaldi‘s wife, who though far advanced in
Soon, therefore, the war commenced.
motherhood and otherwise ill, had partaken in
The incidents of we can not recount here, nor
every hardship of the retreat, refusing to be sep
have we space to speak of the prominent part
arated from her husband, and sometimes riding
taken in
throughout by the subject of this
about the little army to encourage the weary with
sketch. A volume would hardly soith us to tell
words of animation and cheer.
the whole history of those memorable days. They
From San Marino they set forth at night, not a
were worthy of the place and the occasion, and
word being spoken, eluded discovery, and soon
proved to all the world that years of tyranny and
after reached Cesanatico, where they seized thir
degradation have not yet quenchedthe old ﬁres of
teen vesselsto convey them to Venice. But their
the Italian soul. Garibaldi‘s invincible legions
little ﬂeet was scattered in the darkness. Some
rivaled the fiery energy of those ancient warriors
of them were never heard of more, and only
who had carried the victorious eagles to the ends
few, driven away by the blockading squadron,
of the globe. Whenever an obstinate defensewas
succeededin reaching land near the mouth of the
to be made, they were called to make it, and
Po. There the Senora died, overcome with ex
whenever an important point was to beconquered,
haustion and fatigue. Garibaldi, almost alone,
they marched to the conquest. Time and again,
but how no one knows, made his way to Genoa,
during the siege of Rome, they sallied beyond the
and thence to the United States.
city walls to attack the besiegcrs in their intrench
He would have been received in this country
inents; at the villa Pamphili, where the whole
with public demonstrations, but he modestly de
day was spent in furious combat with the French,
clined the honor. In order to recruit his linillh
often bayonet in hard, they drove the assailant
he returned to Staten Island, where he dwelt in
from his post; at Palcstrina, they put to route
perfect security, earning by the labor of his hands
three times their number of men, with a fearful
his own support. It was there that the writer of
loss of the enemy’s life; and at Velletri, they
nobler-looking man was
this saw him ﬁrst.
overwhelmed the ﬂower of the Neapolitan army,
never made. He was about the medium height,
commanded by the King in person. After the
and ﬁnely proportioned. His face was sad in its
walls were entered, they Stlsttliﬂtlklthe shock of
expression, but full of intelligence, truth, and
assault, day after day, with coolperseveranceand
kindness. There was an integrity marked in every
uninoving strength and at last, when the rest of
feature which must have won conﬁdenceat once;
the sorrowful city was compelled to surrender,
yet he was not stern nor somber, but animated,
Garibaldi and his noble-spirited young soldiers
almost play ful and enthusiastic. Ilis remarks on
refused to lay down their arms. It was useless
the condition of Europe showed that he was ac
for them, they said, to protract the contest with
customed to look sharply into events, to weigh
three powerful and disciplined nations, but they
their nature and bearing, and to act only On a
would not yield.
rigid understanding of facts. He was not a pa
They resolved, then, to force
their way to safe place of refuge. 'l‘hcir leader‘s
triot from the imagination, but through the mind
speechon that occasion would have done no dis
and heart.
honor to Brutus or the Gracchi. “ Soldiers i" he
Garibaldi, after he left Staten Island, went to
said, “ in recompenseof the love ya may show
California on business, and engaged in the mer
your country, offer you hunger, thirst, cold, war,
cantile marine service of the Paciﬁc.
and death—who accepts the terms let him follow
Some incidents relative to the retirement of
me
The glorious fellows followed him to man.
Garibaldi from the army to private life on his isl
No retreat on record was more full of peril and
and farm at Caprera, are narrated by a corre
more resolutely conducted than this of Garibaldi
spondent of one of our American journals, and
and his friends, through the hostile hosts of occu
they seemto illustrate the eminent character and
pied Italy. Their object in quitting Rome was to
exalted love borne him by the King and people of
reach Venice in time to assist her against the bom
Italy.
"The political men who surround the King
bardment of the Austrians. It was a desperate
evince the necessity of feeling their own way,
attempt, but was also the only courseleft. They
and
to guess what might give pleasure to Gari
westward,
ﬁrst marched
and then north toward
baldi. ' What would he have said one of them
Todi, where they were joined by Col. Forbes. At.
to one. ‘Guribaldi‘s character, on account of his
Orvieto they drew up to give the French battle,
immense virtues, of his heroic self-denial, is a
which the latter declined, preferringtohang upon
very difﬁcult one to deal with. One does not
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shipwreck of others. in which he was called to give
relief
lIe was distinguished even then for hardi
hood and bravery, but much more for his generosity and noble daring. On one occasion he res
cued
company of Several persons from instant
death, at the imminent hazard of his own life,
while at all times be manifested a warm sympa
thy toward the oppressedand the defenseless.
It was during one of these voyages that he ﬁrst
went to Rome, and there, amid the monuments
ofher former splendor and greatness,andthe many
evidencesof her existing poverty and distress, he
conceivedthe hope of her resurrection. When told
that a. society of young Italians was 'already in
being, who had devoted their lives to the glorious
work, the discovery ﬁlled him with unspeakable
joy. Columbus, he says, could not have been
so happy when the new world ﬁrst rose upon his
vision. lie, of course, eagerly enrolled himself
among their number, and when the uprising of
1834 took place, he became a prominent actor in
the eventful scenes.
But the movement proved disastrous in its re
sults, and Garibaldi among others was condemned
to death. Making his escape in disguise from
Gcnon, he navigated the Mediterranean for some
time alone. and ﬁnally succeededin reaching the
coast of France, whence he took passage in a
His original intention
friendly vessel to Brazil.
was then to engagein trade, but ﬁnding on his ar
rival that the patriots of La Plata were in arms,
he engagedin their service as a.naval officer, and
was soon mingled with their public affairs. His
deeds of valor, and the dangerous encounters
which he had with the enemy, secured him the
lasting gratitude of his companionsin arms. No
man who ever fought on the coast said to have
performed more wonders of naval skill and cour
age than this Italian volunteer.
It was there that he married his wife, whose
name and history have become so intimately
native of the
blended with his own. She was
province of St. Catherine's, in Brazil, of excellent
family, and during the many years that he bat
tled for the Republic of Rio Grande, she accom
panied him in most of his expeditions, sharing
the exposure and vicissitudes with the utmost
intrepidity, and yet rendering his domestic' life
serene and cheerful by her gentleness and warmth
of affection. In his encum'pmentsin the dense
South American forests, where the enemy lurked
on every side, she joined in the march and the
bivouac, and in his most daring adventures also
upon the high seasfshe was his friend and com
panion. All who knew her, as well as her hus
band, still speak of her as
woman of heroic
character, full of resource, activity, and skill,
but no less tender and feminine than she was
noble. Her subsequent unhappy end conﬁrms
lends melancholy interest to these par
while
ticulars.
The outbreak of political troubles in Italy, in
1848, seemedlike a call of Providence to Gari
baldi, summoning him to return to his native
land. He arrived at Home in time to anticipate
Mazzini, Avezzani, and others, in their earlier
efforts to organize the Republic. His known abil
ity pointing him out as one of the men bet ﬁtted
to conduct the military defense of the nation in
general of a.
case of attack, he was appointcd
body known as the Legion, which was composed
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know how to lay hold of him. What could we
offer him? The rank of marshal? lie will not
The great
accept it, out of regard for (lialdini.
cordon of the Annunziata? He would answer he
wears no orders. The title of Prince of Calata
ﬁmi? He would say his name
Giuseppe Gari
baldi, and he
he objects to change
quite right
his name.
It would
pension to Garibaldi?
only offend him. An estate? He would say
all he wants.’ ”
Caprera
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the great body of the peoplewill bestow on them;
Word of the Creator, than when revealed with
'
and also, perhaps, more of sagstcityand knowl
equal clearness in his works? Let others answer
edge than they actually possess.
the question. My skill in casuistry
unequal to
On the community at large, this rooted and
the task. That in either case the act
fraught
with irreverence toward the Deity, from involving
pervading dread of the evils of Phrenology op
doubt of his wisdom or goodness,or both, nnd
crates injuriously in a two-fold way. By their
therefore wanting in religion, can not be ques
groundless fears of
demoralizing tendency,
thousands and tens of thousands are induced
tioned. Yet, by many anti-phrenologists, who
to keep aloof from the science themselves, are sufﬁciently ostentatious in their profession of
The recent career of Garibaldi, as tho libera
and to use their inﬂue "e to make others do
hourly perpetrated.
religion,
tor of Southern Italy,
familiar to all readers.
the same. It need hardly be observed that
Of these cases, neither
more strongly por
The enthusiasm of his countrymen when under
persons of this description, being altogether igno
trayed than truth and the interest of science and
his leadership, regarding him as they did in the
rant of it, can not rationally entertain in rela
morals abundantly warrant. In form and color
here not only, but as one inspired to
light of
have witnessed them.
tion to
either opinion or belief. Those states
ing they are depicted as
liberator,
and
be their
protected by Providence
of mind, to be worthy of the names bestowedon
Perhaps nine tenths, or more, of all the anti
against defeat as well as against death, shows the
them, must be the product of evidence. And,
have couversedwith on the sub
phrenologists
mighty inﬂuence which he was able to wield over
from the individuals alluded to, evidence
ex
ject, have belonged to one or the other of these
individuals and massesof men, through the power
eluded by the ignorance which their fears and
two classes. They either had not ventured to up,
ful magnetic force of that singleness of purpose
prejudices throw arpund them. Notwithstanding
preach the science as inquirers, and were there
and patriotic fervor which has always distin
this ignorance, however, its concomitant want of
fore utterly ignorant of it, or, having acquired
guished him; and having liberated Sicily, car
evidence and all other di>qualiiications which
some knowledge of it, and been convinced of its
ried victory to the very threshold of Rome, and
foilow in its train, those individuals do entertain
truth, they still rejected
in fact, on account of
about
the
annexation
of
Southern
Italy
brought
and exercise what
to them tantamount to con
what they dreaded as its hostility to the interests
to the Kingdom of Sardinia by the voluntary
ﬁrmed opinion and belief; because effectually
of morality and religion. In illustration of this,
votes of the people. he resigned his command
prevents them from inquiring, and thus shuts and
and in conﬁrmation of the principle on which
into the hands of King Victor Emanuel and re
bars against them the door of knowledge. Hence
rests, no single incident, perhaps, can be more
tired to his farm. Like Washington, he did his
their ignorance of Phrenology, reducing their
pointed and powerful than the following one, in
duty; and having freed his people, voluntarily
minds, as respects that science, into a state of
which had myself an immediate concern
retired to the level of
private citizen; and
inaction, perpetuates itself. Artful anti-phre
A gentleman of great distinction and worth,
was
excites
the
sur
his
only
duty,
though
nologists, moreover, constantly resort to it, in
and one of the most amiable men
have ever
world,
becausemost men under such
prise ot‘ the
their dcclamations and intrigues, with
known, after having hold much conversation and
view to
circumstances allow their selﬁshness to govern
attended a brief course of lectures on Phrenol
cover the sciencewith odium.
them. No crown could give luster to the brow of
On another portion of the community, the fears
ogy, became a proselyte to its truth. At the
Garibaldi; no position could elevate him in the
and shadowy suspicions which they harbor (in
time of this event he was distant from home, and
estimation of all who love liberty.
had nothing to consult but his own splendid and
open deﬁance of the lights which should dissipate
._-.
masterly intellect. Not so, however, on his re
them) in relation to the pernicious tendency of
the science, produce an effect still more to be
turn to his family. To his wife, woman of corn
PHRENOLOG-Y VINDICATED"
lamented. They seducethem to render up their
est piety and great accomplishments of mind and
AGAINST THE CHARGES 0F MATERIALIBBI AND
FATALIBM
person, he was peculiarly attached. To her he
judgment and positive conviction, to be made the
communicated his views of Phrenology, and at
sport of their vague apprehension of evil.
BY CHARLES CALDWELL, MJ).
The persons here referred to, acquire an ac
tempted to convince her of its truth and useful
quaintance with Phrenology sufﬁcient to give them
ness. But the eiiort was worse than fruitless
Tm: charges of materialism and fatalism,
a knowledge of its leading facts and principles, to
It alarmed her fears. She fancied that she de
though, when strictly scrutinized and fully un
none of which can they offer an objection. Nor
tected in the science the fatal elementsof impiety
derstood, among the most groundless and frivo
do they even pretend to object. They are really,
and irreligion. The fears of the wife were re
lous in their nature that have been preferred
and in spite of themselves,convinced of the truth
ﬂected back on the husband. So deep and tender
against Phrenology, are, notwithstanding, the
of the science; but they shrink, notwithstanding,
was his affection, and so manly his magnanimity,
most pernicious in their effects,and have consti
that he could not bear to be a source of pain to
from what they still regard as its demoralizing
tuted the most stubborn and obstructive barriers
consequences. hey do not, therefore, adopt
being so dear to him. The consequencewas, that
to the dissemination of its truths. The reason
creed, avail themselves of its beneﬁts, or
as
Phrenology lost, through this groundless appre
plain. They are addressed to the feelings which
hension, a powerful advocate. From that period
recommend to others. On the contrary, their
are blind and credulous, instead of the intellect,
the gentleman could never be induced again even
measures are the reverse, signally unreasonable
which, being the mental eye, can see and ex
to converse on the science. Yet his regard for
and culpably inconsistent with moral courage.
amine, doubt and determine. Hence they have
truth withheld him from ever assailing its evi
They allow themselves, by the phantoms of their
excited the fears and awakened and alarmed the
dences.
timidity, to be so far warped and perverted in
prejudices of the community, and called into the
Another less numerous, but more passionate
sentiment, and so deluded in judgment, as to be
conﬂict an honest conscience(the conscienceof the
and intolerant body of unbelievers, have not con
lieve that truth, the favorite creation and highest
public) without the lights by which
should be
ﬁned their nssaults to the supposed injurious
attribute of the God of truth, can be productive
guided.
effects of l’hrcnology. Their warfare has been
of evil!
shall not pronounce this
Though
Nor, to the minds of
vast majority of those
irreverent view of things altogether blasphemous, materially different, in both its form and its
whose cars they reach, are the charges referred
object, more vindictive in its spirit and bearing,
that
deeply blameworthy will hardly be
to destitute of plausibility.
Far from it. To de
and pushed to much more exceptionablc extent.
denied. Those who harbor
through the blind
tect their fallacy, and trace through its ramiﬁ
It has been rude, personal, and repulsiver malig
ness of fear, seemignorant of the fact, that all
cations their mischievous tendency, without aid,
nant. Not content with a crusade against doc
truth
essz'nlially ust‘ful, if correctly underrequires much more of accuracy of research than
trines, this band of belligerents have ﬁercely
stood and skillfully applied. Tuoy forget, more
attacked, also, reputation and standing, with a
The objectionsto the scienceof I‘hrenology,in re
over, that doubt on this subject is virtual inﬁdel
spcct to Materialismand Fatalism,which twentyyears ily.
view to compass their object, by covering with
Yet
reason and common sense do not
agoweresoablyansweredbythelatelamentedCaldwell,
odium the advocates of the doctrines which they
so, am mistaken in their
unite in pronouncing
are now occasionallyraisedby personswho have since
llence, while emptying
deem objectionable.
more erro
grownto manhood,andwe think we can hardlyrender decision. In what respect, ask,
against them their deeply drugged vials of con
ourreadersa betterservicethanby reproducing
thisessay, neous and culpable to doubt the usefulness or
demnation, invective, and abuse, they have de
part of whichonlycanweandroomfor in thisnumber. dread the mizchief of truth, when revealed in the
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quirers, conscientioudy l lboiing for the.establish 1 one. Tillie Tut's we regard as wry-marks of the
ment of truth.
f civilization of the times rather than as an indie-i
Such are some of the products of the belief
tiou of tho lllGT€'tS“of WPlllii].
that I'nrenology favors materialism and fatalistn;
When WQMEGan obi broken pitcher or super
and the evil and discredit of them are Euﬁl
nnnuated teapot ﬁlled with plants in the poorman‘s
That their extinguishment
cottage window, or tome modest vine erecting
cicntly striking.
over the door. we do not expect to meet within
would be eminently beneﬁcial to the cause, and
silks, diamonds, and French, but we feel sure of
subservient to the usefulness of the science, can
ﬁnding somereﬁnementof disposition and eyenrn
not be doubted. It would render the study of it
ing after the higher and the better persons hov
much more general and eﬁcctire, and the results
iog theinncr life of civilization which seeks an
of that study in an equal dugree more abundant
avenue of developmentthrough these tokens of
and available for the welfare of the community.
sympathy with the pure and the beautiful. In
For these reasons, and with such resources as I
such a home, too, we should expect to hear the
can bring to the task, it is my intention, in this
essay, to contribute my part toward the vindica
gentle voice of song. We might ﬁnd no carpet, no
tion of the sciencefrom the speciﬁed evils which
costly furniture; but, we nerd not tell the traveler
that in such a home we would ﬁnd ewrythiug
huve been laid to its charge. And ﬁrst from that
of
1 clean, and an air of reﬁned contentment would
MATERIALISM.
I seemto pervade the place.
This, as heretofore stated, when subjected to
In the future homes of the children of such a
analysis and strictly examined, is one of the most
home, thus reared, if fortune smile on them, as it
indeﬁnite,
frivolous and
mystiﬁed and unintelli
probably will, we shall ﬁnd in the room of the
gible charges. that can well be imagined. llonce
cracked teapot and pitcher a respectableconserva
it is one of the most difﬁcult to be practically
treated and satisfactorily settled. Its levitv and
tory, a rich musical instrument to accompanythe
near approach to nothingness rinder it all but
song. and, at least, a handsomecarpet on the ﬂoor_
untangible. An attempt to grapple with it be LI‘R
Mechanical scienceis evolving Works oi" utility
too close a resemblance to ginspltlg ct air or
and of taste to snob an extent that we are often
striking at a shadow. The inquire: wastes his
amazedat its achievements The washing machine
strength in a fruitless struggle to ﬁnd in his suh
ject something on which to fasten his mind and
for the kitchen, the sewing-machine for the living
bring his exertions to bear on a reality.
All be
room, the melodcon or the piano for the parlor,
fore him is a ﬁtting phantasmugoria, which ap
are ﬁnding their way, not merely among the
pears but to vanish, and gin' place to another as
wealthy, but among the middle classes; also. the
shadowy as itself. Nor is the most intractable
diﬁiculty yet speciﬁed. Far from it.
former, the thriving mechanic, and clerk can not
While the inquircr is threading his way through
only afford to procure them, but can not do with
the entanglementsof materialism, he is instinct
out them.
viver led, by a law of his mind, to soak knowl—
The melodeon,as now improved by Est-y Green,
edge through contrast, and thus makes an at
tempt on the subject of lmmateriulism. And, as
of Brn-tlleboro, Vt., supplies a demandlong felt ~—
for as human powers are concerned, that is liter
viz.: an instrument with such tone and compass
ally an attempt on not/zingnesx. No more are
as to meet the requirements of sacred and socml
our faculties calculated, or intended by lltM who
music, to accompany family singing. having the
bestowedthem on us. to investigate that subject
quality of the orgnn in breadth and richness of
(if subject it may be called), then is our eye to
we the inhabitants of Saturn, or our voices to
tone,and still possessingso much of the sprig‘itli
conversewith them. Consuminately mad as was
ness and vivacity of the piano as to mch- the
the mad Knight‘s assault on the windmill, it was
wants of the parlor.
sober sensecompared to the formal attempt of a
These results seemto be reached by the mole
philosopher to run a tilt with immaterialism.
When will man. in his transcendental visions and ldco. referred to, and
gives us pliasurc to say
fanatical revel-ice, escapefrom insanity ! imma
that we have one of the instruments made by this
terializm a theme to be discussed and illustrated
as unsurpassed by any other
ﬁrm, and regard
by such faculties as we possess,or to serve in any
style of melodcon in the market.
way as a source of knowledge to us! It is as ut
The great defect of the melodeon formerly has
terly untangible to us as the wildest chimera of a
crazed imagination.‘ To our efforts to sound or
been, that
would not respond instantly to
fathom it, it is an oceannot merely without shore
touch, thus rendering
not well adapted to the
or bottom, but without substance or its shadow—
remedy that de
quickest music. in striving
a thing of inconceivable cmptincss~the very void
fect there was (longer of losing the smoothness
of a void ! As soon shall we measure immensity
itself, and make in person the circuit of creation,
and delicacy of tone. These ditlicultics seem to
as form re peoting ilmnalcrial things a single
have been completely'obviated in the lDt‘lei'OnS of
m;
idea.
[M
commune]
llst Green. Anothcrvery valuable improvement
in the nielodcon, patented by thesegentlemen,and
used exclusively in the instruments which lhcy
manufacture. is called “'lhe Harmonic Attach
HOB/IE AND IMUSIC.
ment,” by which the power of the instrument
.
doubled without increuse of size, number of reeds.
Music is becoming, more and more every year,
more puwe'i'illl than
or keys. thereby rendering
a staple necessity of the family and the home.
any other or Similar size and price. Finally, the
Within the last forty years great changes have
combination of the following indispensable quali
quick!!sz of
ties, to
perfect instrument— viz
taken place in our country in many respects.
touch, smoothnessand purity of tone, power. du
Ilie newspaper was then a scarce artio'e and one
rability, beauty and style of ﬁlllhll, in no one of
in a school district among farmers was deemed which points is suiptnscd by any other mezoueon
to the noun:
sulficient. Clocks were ,cn nearly as scarce,
in the country, hnsjusily entitled
“ The l‘cr
by the manufacturers, of
sppl-ud to
and a musical instrument was a rare exception.
frct )lt:lodoon.”—See their advertisement.
Now, when one enters a parlor or oittingn‘oom,
the agent for the State of New
E. \l. Bruce
his eye seeksthe pianoor the melodeun,as a matter
Jersey, and we cordially commendhim to all our
of course, and for-lsdisappointed if he foils to sea
friends. lle may be addressedat Philadelphia.
to}
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nounccd phrenologists as materialism and fatal
ists, heretics and demoralizers. and lb .rrilre
enemiesof the human race. Of this til-1590fvili
ﬁers, I regret to say that no inconsidereblo pro
portion has consistedof membersof somer ‘gious
denomination—clergynicn or laymen, t - both
united, characterized by much more of 2e 1 than
judgment, and much better versed in militant
creeds and sectarian wrangles, than in either the
history or the science of nature. Cased in pre
judice, warped in feeling, and restricted in intel
lect, by their tortuous srtiﬁces and narrowing
and perverting courses of inquiry and thought,
such litigants are peculiarly disqualiﬁed to sit in
judgment on physical questions. Their long-set
tled and engros~ingdogmas, moreover, ~, tangled
with rigid professional habits, and a casts of be
lief exclusive and limited, too often unﬁts them
for liberal research of any description. Such
men, I say, have ﬁgured as the most ranoorous
foes, and the most vehement nothematizcrs of
Phrenolcgy and its advocates. True, a few of
them, less ferocious or more artful than the rest,
while fulminating in wrath against the science,
have assumedat times a milder, and, as they no
doubt would have it thought, a more mor "ll and
charitable tone toward what they misoiled its
n’rl’ullzdvotnrics. They have admitted that phre
nologists may be honest in their intentions—per
haps are so; but that, in their (pinions, they
must be and are deplorably mistaken. In a spe
cial manner, that, from some cause, they are so
blinded as to cause and effect, or perverted in
their mental vision, as to be disqualiﬁed tcjudge
of the nature and tendency of the doctrines they
advocate. That though Phrenology, in its conse
quences, tends palpably and directly to mischief,
its cultivators, who have bestowed years on the
study of it, are too dim-sighted to be sene'ble of
that mischief. In a word, that howercr cc. unenc
nhlc phrenologi to may be in their purposes, their
pursuits are ccndemnable, and they themselves
intellectually dull and imperceptive, and there
fore unﬁt to be the authors and guides of their
own course of action and the arbiter-s of their
own destiny. I shall only add, that apart from
all other considerations, charges such as these are
in no small degree injurious, from their unfortu
nate effect on the human temper, and on s vialin
tercourse. They estrangc men from on
other.
and chill. their mutual F-ifeCi-ltlll!and oh:-..‘ties, if
they do not produce between them actual hostil
ity. To impute to a body of men, whether truly
or falsely, dishonesty or folly, never fails to olfcnd
them, if it does not excite in them open enmity
toward their indiscreet and
delicate "5.15078.
But that charges to this effect have been. or the
last forty years, broadly and uninter: ‘pledly
d their adherents, against
preferred, by fanatics
the vctaries of l’brenology, has been already in
timated, and can not be denied And the gross
ness and repulsive nature of the practice, not to
say its malignit-y and viciousness, are nine .- the
evils aud disgraces of the day. Hence the un
kindness of feeling, not to call it resentment, that
has prevailed between phrenologists and their
opponents; and the spirit of harshness and ran
cor wiLh which their controversy has been con
ducted. rtheir conﬂict has been that of incensed
gladiators, mutually bent on overthrow or de
struction, tether than of calm and dellbtrate in
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time when war and rapine Wore the distinguishing occupations
of noblea men were proud ofthoir descent from
great warrior, per
haps a border chioftain, who was only really
thief and
robber on a

if

There are two Views of human nature relatng to this subject, both
of which are plausible, and may be supported by many facts and argu
ments. The ﬁrst is, that man
superior animal, destined to
merely
draw his chief enjoymonts from
his animal
regulated activity
nature, adorned by such graces as are compatible Midi its
Butll‘t’illltl('_.’.
Life, for example, may be regarded as given to us that we may enjoy
the pleasures of sense, of ri ..'mg family, of accumulating wealth, of
acquiring distinction, and also of gratifying the intellect and imagination
by literature, science. and the arts. According to this view, self-inter
of.

SUUIAL. AND DOMI-IréTIt}CAPACITIES.
BY GEORGE COPJBE.
[Farm'riu: LATESTaxvrssn unisscaon lbt‘l'li).\'.]
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limits of improvement permitted by our nature;
these, we may hope still to advance.
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est, individual agarandizement, and intellectual attainment would be
the leading motives of all sensible men during life; and the moral fiic
ultics would be used chieﬂy to control and direct those scltish propen
sities in seeking their gi'atitications, so as to prevent them from unduly

prolligates and iinbeciles as wise and virtuous men. Many commoners,
also, who have inherited sound brains and respectable characters from
their own obscure but excellent. ancestors, are ashamed of their hum
ble birth. and proud of an alliance witli
titled family, although feeble

There would be no leading moral object in life

and immoral.
But all this the resuit of misdirection of Voneration
ard Lore of Approbation, which increasing knowledge will assuredly
bring to a close.
indicates an infatuation of vanity. compared with
which, wearing bones in the nose and tattooing the skin, are harmless
and respectable customs. If, in a country like Britain,
family have
preserved property and high social consideration for successive contu
rirs, Without
patent of nobility, and without entails, its members

feating their own aims.
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extent of useful knowleon which they have gained, but according to
the place which they linld in \lation to their follows.
proximity
the grand distinction, and this implies tho
to the station of dux that
marked inferiority ofall below the successful competitor.
pursued.
On entering into the basins 55 of life, the same system

The manufacturer taxes his invention and his powers of application to
a

the utmost, that he may outstrip his neighbors in producing better and
greater proﬁt than they; the
cheaper commodities, and reaping
tradcr keeps his shop open earlier and later, and promises greater bar
a

is

a

a

is

gains than his rival. that he may attract an increased number of cus
to be built. or
steam-engine fitted up,
If house
drawn up;
specification; or ini-iuto description of the object wanted,
copies are presented to number of tradesmen; they make offers to
tomers.

a

is

The
preferred.
fora certain sum, and the lowest offerer
execute
was one of several
enormous.
extent of dilfcrciicn in those offers
bridge, the
public commissioneis, who received offers for building
highest of which amounted to £21,036, and the lowsst to (1113.749.
a

I

is

I
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house, the highcst was
received for building
six offers which
Dilferences equally great have been
(£1,975. and the lowest £1,500.
met with in tenders for furnishing machinery and works of various
have made inquiries to ascertain whence these differences
kinds.
arose, and found them accounted for by the following causes: Some
made by
trn-icsman who knows himself to be insolv
times an offer
aware that the
ent; who, therefore, has ltl'lll. lg to lose; but who
known, so that his credit
still good.
not publi
state of his affairs
As long7as _he can proceed in trade, he obtains the moon's of supporting
is

l

and educating his family, and every year passed in accomplishing this /.*\

_,
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\Ve place them in
the system. at the very dawn of their intelligence.
classes at school, and odor them marks of merit, and prich to stimu
late their nmbition; and we estimate their attainments, not by the

is

\Ve shall. by this means. discover to what class of faculties our

institutions are most directly related.
If they gratify our
highest powers, we may regard ourselvrs as having; approached the

existing

our present condition.
rot born to
Even in civilized communities. each individual who
vivid camper-lion for
hereditary fortune. must necessarily enter into
wealth, power, and distinction, with all who move in his own sphere.
\Ve initiate our children into
Life
spent in one incessant struggle.

y

brain.

I
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In considering these questions, shot
likely to be accomplished!
attempt to dissect and represent. with some minutcncss the principles
which chieﬂy characterize our present social condition, and then Com
pare them with our faculties, as revealed by the physiology of the

also
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the scale of moral and intellectual excellence; and secondly, by the
impediments, to right adjustment. of social honors, presented by the
institution ofartilicial hereditary dignities and entails.
an interesting inquiry, Vv'hethor society
destined to remain
forever in its present or in some analogous state, or to advance to a
more perfect condition of intelligence, morality, and happiness? and
the latter be a reasonable expectation, by what means its improvement

obtain higher sailsfiiction from them, but never directly pursuing moral
ends or universai happiness us the chief object of his existence. This

is

it

in

by

“'0 thus account for the fact, that the best of men do not always
attain the highest stations and richest social rewards, ﬁrst,
the cir
cumstance of society being progressive—of its being yet only in an
early stage of its career, and of its honoring
every stage those qtnil
itins which
prizes most. highly at.the time, although they maybe low

while pursuing their high and beneﬁcont behests. History represents
man, in past ages, as having bet u ever in the former condition; either
openly pursuing the gratiﬁcation of the propensities, as the avowed and
only object of lifo. or merely curbing them so far as to enable him to

a

a

of reason and morality. and we may hope that, in time, ambition will
take sounder direction. corresponding with the increase of k!l()“lt‘ll,,;0.
In our own country, the law not. only obstructs reason, but adds a
mighty impulse to our natural liability to err.

their

endangering

The other view is. that mar. essentially rational and moral hiring,
destined to draw his chief happiness from the pursuit of objects related
directly to his moral and intellectual faculties; tho propensities acting
merely as the servants of the sentiments, to maintain and assist them

is

is

a

founders of the American republic, however, were great and enlight
ened men. and they conferred
boon of the highest value on their
posterity, when. by prohibiting artiﬁcial hereditary ranks and titles,
they withdrew the temptations to misdirected ambition which they
hit vitany present. In America the field
left clear for the operation

and
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organization.
forms no argument against these views. that in America there
as jealous distinction of ranks. and as strong' an admiration of ancestry,
as in Britain; because these feelings are admitted to be natural, while
certain that the mass of American society
not better informed
in regard to their proper direction than our own countrymen.
The

neighbors

I

by

(I

is
a

must have possessed sound understandings and l‘l~:])t)CiltI)l(}
i'ni'irality,
and they are, therefore, really worthy of respect. 'l‘he fact that there
are several
might say many) such families,
proof that; the
objects aimed at
charters of hereditary rank and entails may be
better and more effectually attained by obedience to the laws of

own prosperity.
our enjoyments would
not necessarily depend on the happiness and prosperity of our fellow
men; and the whole duty of the higher sentiments would be to watch
over' and direct the lower propensities. so as to prevent them from de
their

injuring

Of
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great scale. At present, great SPlf'Cltngl'itllll‘liltill
experienced by
many individuals because they are descended from
family which re
ceived a patent of nobili.y ﬁve hundred years ago, and has since been
n. detained, by means of entails. in possession of great wealth. although
dining the intervening period their annals have commemorated as many
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the market
produced
consequence is, that snperﬁuity of goods
glutted prices fall ruinously low, and all the manufacturers who have
proceeded on credit, or who have limited capital, become bankrupt,
and the effects of their rash speculations fall on their creditors.
They
;

extremely questionable.
to throw an accumulating burden of
The tendency of the system
am told that in some of the
mere labor on the industrious classes.
great machine manufactories in the west of Scotland, men labor for
sixteen hours a-day, stimulated by additions to their wages in propor
tion to the quantity of work which they produce.
Masters who push
trade on
great scale, exact the most energetic and long-continued

again takes place; and thus in all trades the pendulum oscillates, gen
eration after generation, ﬁrst toward prosperity, then to the equal
balance, then toward advarsity—back again to equality, and once more
to prosperity.
this system what he considers to
The ordinary observer perceives
be the natural, the healthy, and the inevitable play of the constituent
elements of human nature. He discovers many advantages attending

In such circum
exertion from all the artisans whom they employ.
stances, man becomes
mere laboring animal. Excessive muscular
action drains oﬁ“ the nervous energy from his brain; and when labor
ceases sleep ensues, unless the artiﬁcial stimulus of intoxicating liquors
in such instances, to reuse the dormant
be applied, as
generally

and some evils; but these he regards as inseparable from all that
belongs to mortal man. The competition of individual interests, for
example, he assures us, keeps the human energies alive, and stimulates
whence
all to the highest exercise of their bodily and mental powers
poured into the general
abundance of every article that man needs,
\Ve are all interested,
treasury of civilized life, even to superﬂuity.
he continues, in cheap production; and although we apparently suffer
by an excessive reduction in the prices of our own commodities, the

a

it

confers
tem is, that
superiority on the man of acute and extensive
observation and profound sagacity. He contrives to penetrate many of
the secrets which nrevattempted, though not very successfully, to be
kept; and he directs his own trade and manufacture, not always

;
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Individuals are as much controlled by the social system in
condemn.
ﬂoats.
by the current in which
which they live, as raft
have described, you will discover no
In all the systems which
motive higher than those furnished by the propensities regulated by
justice, animating the competing members of society in their evolutions.
to gain as much wealth, and, as its conse
The grand object of each
quence, as much power and distinction to himself as possible; he pur
sues this object without any direct regard to his neighbor's interests or
[com-mun ON no: ILIVEHJ

as
/,

is

as possible of the kind and quantity of goods which he
manufacturing,
of the sources whence he draws his materials, or the channels by
which he disposes of his products. The direct advantage of this sys

somewhat adventurous to question its
inﬁnite plausibility. that
soundness; yet
am forced to do so, or to give up my best and bright
est hope of human nature and its destinies. In making these remarks,
the course of action which
blame no individuals
of course

I

is

;
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other means. Our educatiOn and mode oftransacting mercantile busi
ness support the same system of selﬁshness.
an approved maxim,
that secrecy
the soul of trade and each manufacturer and merchant
pursues his speculations secretly, so that his rivals may know as little

are, on the whole, beneﬁcial, by stirring and purifying the atmosphere;
and regarding this life as mere pilgrimage to better, they view these
higher sphere.
incidental misfortunes as means of preparation for
and such an
This representation has so much of actual truth in

is

in

;

a

society are not only powerfully stimulated to exertion, but actually
forced to submit to most jading, laborious, and endlessdcourse of toil
in which neither time, opportunity, nor inclination his left for the culti
vation and enjoyment of the higher powers of the mind.
The order and institutions of society are framed in harmony with
this principle.
The law prohibits men from using force and fraud
order to acquire property, but sets no limits to their employment ofall

a

in

'to

of property and the attainment of distinction, the practical members of

possesses more abundantly, with
inhabitants, or to provide for those
out rendering any individuals poorer. The evils attending the rise and
fall of fortunes, the heartbreaking scenes of bankruptcy, and the occa
sional degradation of one family and elevation of another, they regard
as storms in the moral, corresponding to those in the physical world,
which, although inconvenient to the individuals whom they overtake,

I

a

a

a

their converting themselves and their servants into laboring animals,
bestowing on the land the last effort of their strength and skill, and
return.
resting satisﬁed with very little enjoyment from it
the acquisition
By the competition of individual interests, directed

a

a

a

a

a
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more like ajaded and ill-treated horse than human being. Yet this
system pervades every department of practical life in these Islands.'
If farm be advertised to be let, tenants compete with 'each other in
bidding high rents, which, when carried to excess, can be paid only by

unmixed good, for all our
transitory, and the ultimate effect
neighbors are running the same career of 0Ver~production with our
ruinously low price,
selves. While we are reducing our shoes to
the stocking-maker
doing the same with his stockings, and the hat
maker with his hats and after we all shall have exchanged article for
article, we shall still obtain as many pairs of stockings and as many hats
for any given quantity of shoes as ever so that the real effect of com
to maintain more
to render the nation richer. to enable
petition
evil

is

I

it

is

a

a

To call man who
mental organs and confer
temporary enjoyment.
routine of occupation—eating, sleeping, labor
passes his life in such
ing, and drinking—a Christian, an immortal being, preparing, by his
exertions here, for an eternity hereafter, to be passed in the society
of pure, intelligent, and blessed spirits—is
complete mockery.
He
premature grave, in which, benumbed in all
preparing for himself
the higher attributes of his nature, he shall be laid exhausted with toil,

I

they will

it,

out the moral effects of

is

you trace

it,

if

is

But
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be found

are, however, excluded from trade fora season—the other manufac
turers restrict their operations; the operatives are thrown idle, or their
The surplus commodities are at length
wages are greatly reduced.
consumed, demand revives, prices rise, and the rush toward production

diﬁ'ers to the extent of from 15 to ‘20 per cent.
Viewed on the principle that the object of life is self-aggrandize
ment, all this order of proceeding appears to be proper and proﬁtable.

.\

to him in any one of them.
I am informed that the cost of production
to a master tradesman thus qualiﬁed, compared with that to one in
other circumstances and of more expensive habits and lax dispositions,

proﬁt he will reap. But as all his neighbors are animated by the same
spirit, they manufacture as much as possible also; and none of them
knows certainly how much the other traders in his own line are pro
ducing, or how much of the commodity in which he deals the pubhc
will really want, pay for, and consume, within any speciﬁc time. The
a

A

individual who pursues it regards.
Another and a more legitimate
cause of low bidding is the reverse of this.
trader has accumulated ~
capital, and buys every article at the cheapest rate with ready money;
he is frugal, and spends little money in domestic expenses; he is active
and sharp in his habits and temper, and exacts a great deal of labor
from his workmen in return for their wages.
By these three circum
stances combined, he is enabled to underbid every rival who is inferior

according to the current in which his neighbors are ﬂoating, but rather
according to the results which he foresees will take place from the
course which they are following
and then the days of their adversity
become those of his prosperity.
The general effect of the system,
however, is, that each trader stretches his capital, his credit, his skill,
and his industry to produce the utmost possible quantity of goods,
under the idea, that the more he manufactures and sells, the more

;

object is so much gained. He can preserve his trade only by obtain
ing a regular succession of employment, and he secures this by under
bidding every man who has a shilling of capital to lose. Bankruptcy
is the inevitable end ofthis career. and the men who have property
ultimately sustain the loss arising from this unjust and pernicious course
of action; but it serves the purpose for a time, and this is all that the
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dred and seventy-ﬁve dollars—afterward made
up to six hundred dollars—for the best papers
upon ten different topics on social science written
by working- men. The adj udicators were the Earls
of Shaftesbury and Carlisle, Lords Brougham and
John Russell, the Bishop of Carlisle, Sir Benjamin
Brodie, Sir Fitzroy Kelly, Mr. Napier, the ex
Chancellor of Ireland; the learned Recorder of
Birmingham, Mr. Commissioner Hill, etc. The
names of the ten successful competitors were an
nounced by Lord Brougham at the Bradford So
cial Science Conference, who then pronounced
Mr. Cassel one “of the greatest benefactors of
the country ” In addition to these prizes, Mr.
Cassel has offered seventeen hundred and ﬁfty
dollars for two tales which shall best illustrate
the advantages of society, industry, perseverance,
and integrity in the race of life, by the career of
two individuals of opposite qualities and ten
dencies.
But
has been in the career of education that
Mr. Cassel’s efforts have exerted the greatest in
ﬂuence and been attended by the most marked
success.
large portion of the working class of
uneducated. In 1851, out of
England
ju
venile population of ﬁve millions, not more than
two millions were upon SChuOl attendance, and
out of these not more than ﬁve hundred thousand
remained at school beyond the age of nine. For
the thousands of youth and young men who had
but barely learned to read, “Cassel's Popular
Educator” was i-sued (sixteen pages weekly) for
two cents. Each weekly number was ﬁlled with
lessons upon all the popular branches of edu
cation. Ilow the people of England appreciated
this undertaking may be gathered from the
fact that aeirculation of two hundred thousand
was attained. This was followed by the Histori
cal and the Biblical Educators. The extent to
which Mr. Cassel’s operations have extended may
be inferred, when we state that the ﬁrm of Cassel,
Potter
Galpiu‘s issue of periodical literature
considerably over half a million per week. Their
circulation of educational works in volumes
very great.
Mr. Cassel visited this country during the last.
year for the purpose of bringing out here the
“Illustrated
Family Bible,” a work which has
already attained an unparalleled success on the
other side of the water, and in the preparation of
which he has been intent for many years. Of the
circulation of two
issue of one number alone
hundred thousand has been attained in England. .
This
unquestionably the greatest success yet
ﬁeld in which Mr. Cassel’s labors
achieved in
have already made him facile p1 inups-the art
of placing the best productions, both of the liter
ary and artistic world, within the reach of the
masses. The illustrations of the " Family Bible”
are designed and engraved by the best artists of
England and France, result which,‘of course, any
publisher could accomplish; but Mr. Cassel the
only publisher in the World who would offer thir
work, in large
ty‘two quarto pages of such
print, with copious notes, and copious marginal
references, for ﬁfteen cents. It is not often the
called upon to admire the union of great
world
commercial success with untiring philanthropy,
and Mr. Cassel’s career presents so remarkable an
that we shall almost be ashamed if
example of
he does not reap as much honor and reward on"
it,
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Mn. JonN CASSEL, the celebrated London pub
lisher,
a living exempliﬁcation of the PNIQI‘
of native talent and common senseemployed in
practical way; and as a self-made business man
and-an educator of the popular mind. he deserves
his high position and extensive reputation.
Lord Brougham, in an address delivered before
the Social Science Conference, held at Liverpool.
in October, 18-38,speaking of the great improve
ments which had taken place in popular litera
ture, remarked “ Of one individual, John Cas
scl, who has taken
leading part-perhaps the
most prominent part—in these important pro
ﬁt. to mention the name, becausehe
ceedings.
has himself been working-man, and has by his
industry risen from most humble station. The
variety of works which he has published
very
great, and their circulation extraordinary. ’The
prices which he gives to secure the best assistance
of literary men and artists, do the greatest credit
to his liberality and good sense,as his remarkable
successproves."
the number of those who, during
Large as
the last thirty years, have made the elevation
of the working classes of England a favorite
occupation, there
probably not one who has
labored so zealously and achieved so much as
John Cassel.
Arriving in London from his
native city (Manchester), with but six cents
in his pocket, he by industry and perseverance
attained high business position. Though unac
quainted with the printing and publishing trade,
he was _'anxious at. the ﬁrst indications of pros
perity to make the press the meansof improving
and elevating the class from which he had risen.
To disseminate the principles and cultivate the
habit of temperance among the people, he pur
chased the copyright of a book which was selling
at sixty cents, and with the view of giving
more extended circulation, issued at six cents—
the cost of paper and printing—and the result of
his experiment was that an edition of twenty
thousand was called for.
Encouraged by his success. Mr. Cassel com“
mcnced the plan of oﬂ‘ering prizes to secure the
best advocacy of measurescalculated to ameliorate
the condition of the working-classes. Six hundred
dollars were offered by him for papers or short
essays on the various aspects of the temperance
movement,which movementhe rightly considered
an essential preliminary to any real improvement
in the condition of working men.
These papers were circulated by tens of thon
sands throughout the kingdom, and excited
good deal of interest in the public mind. The
next prize was two hundred and ﬁfty dollars for
the best essay on the condition of the working
classesof England, and the best means of elevat
ing them. The social condition of Ireland came
share of his attention, and he offered a
in for
prize (1‘ two hundred guineas (over one thousand
dollars) for the best essay on the evils by which
has so long been marked. It was awarded to
Mr. Caulﬁeld Heron, a Professor in the Queen‘s
College, Galway, and one of the foremost politi
cal economistsof the day.
Mr. Cassel has subsequently oﬂ'ered three hun
a
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Map‘ir persons who simply read a text-book on
Phrenology come to the conclusion that the science
may be true as a matter of fact and though they
settle down upon this opinion, they have so little
presented to their minds in practical life which
seemsto bear on the subject, that they naturally
lose sight of the practical truth of the subject;
in short, they are convinced of the truth of Phre
nology in theory, but its practical features do not
seemso clear.
exam.
But
practical phrenologist, one who
almost constantly impressed
ining heads daily,
with
conviction of the practical value of Phre
nolngy, by the striking examples which are daily
brought under his hands. Under the title which
we have adopted, we propose to record, from time
to time, someof those palpable hits which are,
in our professional experience, so frequently oc
curring.
_
Mrs. E. E. 8.,
stranger, called at our otlice
November last for examination. After de
scribing her natural force of character, her in
tellectual energy, her mechanical ingenuity, her
love of the study of nature, her great energy
and perseverance, self-reliance, and coolness in
times of danger, we remarked that she was adapt
ed to the practice of medicine, especially to
on
surgery and difﬁcult casesof disease; that
board a vessel which was on ﬁre, she would be
cool, collected, and understand what to do for
safety, as well as if she had a month to plan; that
she was in carriage, and the harness were to
break, or the horses run away, she would be able
to seize the reins and use every necessary means
for safety.
At the close of the examination, she remarked
that she had been physician for ten years, and
had performed some difﬁcult surgical operations
successfully, when several gentlemen physicians
after consultation had declined to undertake it;
that she was once on board
burning ship, and
was the object of general remark for her coolness
and ability to aid others, who were helpless
through fear; and ﬁnally that she was once riding
in
four‘horse post-coach, when there were no
passengers but ladies on board; that the driver
becameintoxicated and was unable to manage the
horses, and while the other ladies were alarmed
and screaming, she climbed out of the coach win
dow while the stage was under motion, succeeded
in mounting to the box, took the reins away from
the drunken driver and threatened to tumble him
otf
he attempted to reclaim them, and that she
thus drove the four-horse coach over hill and dale
for seventeen miles successfully to the proper
stopping-place without accident; and she added
that this was the ﬁrst time in her life that she ever
drove four-horse team, and that
was also, thus
far. her last.
Now, if this examination had been made before
an audience of a thousand people in the neighbor
hood where all these facis were well known, of
course it would have created no little talk and
excitement; but as these circumstances are daily
happening, we might say almost hourly, in our
priviite phrenological rooms, they are not known
[0 the public, and except to the individual who
the subject of the examination, "my are know“
only to ourselves. Thus we have daily cumu
lating evidenceof [he truth of Phrenology. and the
value of its application as a means of reading
character.
a
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memory ot event ., places, forms, fea
tures, and an inw'nents;
natu
ral critic, readily appreciates restin
blances and ditl'-.-euces.and discerns
the character of persons at sight_
glance what
lie seems to know at
every man can best do, as well as
how to approach persons in order to
secure the most direct and positive
inﬂuence over them.
broad in the temples, indicat
He
ing mechanical judgment and ability
to attend to a complicated business.
He has a quick imagination, but
tends toward the practical, not toward
the speculative and theoretical. All
his ideas are available, and adap'cd
to meet the common wants of eco
nomic life and duty.
His head
rather high, evincing
self-reliance and pride of character,
for his or. njudgment and abil
KEEPLCX
ity, ﬁrmness of purpose, decision of
mind,
love of truth, I'tSIN‘Ci.for en
-_
toil at the anvil
periority, whether
or preside in courts of justice. He
has large Benevolence, which rendr-rs
his mind philanthropic; and being
hearty and earnest in his nature, he
inclines to help the depressed, and
lend the force of his strength and
wisdom to aid the poor and ignorant,
Such an organization
never die
couraged. never afraid of undertaking
large enterprises, believes in driving
business, and in the " nimble six
pence” rether than the “ slow shil
satisﬁed to acquire a com
ling
petency, and would prefer to do the
world million dollars' Worth of good
in making thousand dollars for him
self, rather th~into do a small busi
ness, pocket all the proﬁts, and do the
world little or no good. He has, also
not afi aid to brave
strong courage,
difﬁculty, and inclines to go into the
PORTRAIT OF JOHN (‘ASRl-JL, THE CELEBRATRD LONDON PUBLISHER.
most difficult part: of his business per
--_i.*-__‘__——___ _. __ _ . - _ _
sons-11y,and conqutr oppmititn. pl..ns ways and
to the root of the nose, indicating unusual perour own soil as he has done on his own, brief
means by which to achieve ends, and Ilt‘v’cl‘feels
et-ptiio power. ability to gather knowledge from
though his stay among us has hour.
better than when he
up to his elbows in busi
the active, practical world, and to reduce ideas to
PIIRENOLOGICAL CHAR “.CTI R.
ness;
natural driver,
Few persons possessas much
strong friend, and
an available form
proud, spirited, ambitious, dependent,persever
power to take in details, to understand their rela
The portrait of this man represents most re
ingenious, practical, shrewd, full of
ing man;
tions and uses, and to employ such knowledge suc
markable character. In the ﬁrst place, the reader
common sense, and able to do almtst anything
cessfully in the affairs of life. Such head not
will observea most capacious chest, and those ap
which any man can do, from the making of nail
only adapted to grasp great operations, but to
pearancesof the face which indicate constitutional
to the engineering of large public works. Had he
vigor, endurance, and power. Such large {Hui snperintend all their practical details.
statesman,
been educated for an engineer or ftr
He could be manufacturer, and have a thou
well-set features, combined with a lame head.
he would have done honor to either profession.
sand hands under'his eye. and ﬁnancier to keep
stout, short neck, and deep, broad chest. indicate
them all at work properly. IIc w \uld succeedas
descentfrom a long-lived. hearty, and robth
__-—--—“4-r-.—--.
a min of science and learning; he knows how to
family. Here, then, an excellent physical basis
a
at
the
of
to
subject,
begin
the
foundation
to
go
for a man of po-ver, not merely in a pliysical
ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHY—No. 1.
beginning, and take the regular, successivesteps
8! ‘rie, but also in respect to intellect and charac
t‘lilll‘r'lt'ti'lilil‘. (‘C'Ll \lili'd.
to the climax. \‘i 'iat he attempts to teach others
ter. Tne portrait indicates more strtngth than
remarkable for
Ararnizrm
we measure mar”.l power and
he makes plain and clear. lie
activity of temperament, more niirnentum than
for mankind,
genius by what he.has ﬂCC'JXY.I‘-llhi.t(l
his system he arranges everything according to
velocity, more ability to gnu-p great and import
method, and whatever he follows as a pursuit
we shall discoverfew names,if any. which deserve
ant matters and carry them through successfully,
to rank above that of Cum 'I‘u“1'l-.‘.R(‘oLUM-atrs.
must becomesubset-vitnt to his iv." and adminis
than smoothness, polish, policy. and refinement.
new world. True,
tration, even to the minutest detail
the moral creator of
is
Here are signs of most ﬁrm and (l..illl'il'g L<-.."2i
rather large; heme he. mm
the rocks and the mountain-I, the lakes and the
iii-i
money"
-erve
The phrenological reader will
v0")!
rivers, the forests and the praiiies, the savages
Inks with
to 1m ah.“ vs ideas (v‘\st":'_ "in!
tic
great predominance of the ltvzer part
.
and the wild beasts Wt‘l'? t'rere oftrc the magic
poi.“ ii: .I..
fast-rate
r: . u r and to
forehead How great the d1. 1...." {rt-in the tar
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The portraitof Columbus,whichwe present,indicates magniﬁcentintellect,not onlygroutpracticaland scientiﬁc
talent,butalso far-seeing,comprehensive
also,seemto bestronglyindicated,
cut of mind. The religiouselements,
especiallyVenerntion,which givesa senseof Providence,and willingnessto rely upon Divine guidance. The
wholemake-upof his heartand faceevincesstrengthof character,forc-lnoking,comprehen~ivencss
of mind, and
that.daring and energywhich, relyingupon Providence,and guidedby science.is willing to become leaderin
doubtfulenterprises.He notlargein thescltlshorgans,hencewould not haveenjoyedwar andcruelty. Ills con
questswnuldnaturallybemadethroughintelligenceand morality,ratherthanthroughﬂcrcenessand moreanimal
forceandcourage.
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a
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vessels,whose united tonnage was not the moiety
of one of our modern merchantmen, and capable
of carrying and provisioning only one hundred
and twenty persons.
With this frail outﬁt, with a breast full of hope,
not unmixed with fear, be spread his canvas to
the winds, and setting sail from lluelva on the 3d
of August, 1492, turned his prow westward across
the mighty Atlantic, where no keel had preceded
him. Several private adventurers helped to swell
the number of those embarked to ﬁnd a new
world.
long and perilous voyage awaited him.
Contrary winds and terrible storms subdued all
spirits on board but his. Passengers and sailors
mutinied and threatened the life of the commander.
Ho entreated without avail—they were resolved in
carrying their throats into execution. Ilc pleaded
for only three days more, when he agreed to sur
render himself if their hopeless condition con
tinued. They agreed to wait the three days. On
dawned on our hero, what
that third day, as
harrowing reﬂections must have crowded upon
his troubled spirit! He was beginning to despair
as the day advanced toward noon, when high
among the roaring of the sea there arose wild
must
relief
cry of joy, "Land, 1m!” What
have been to those wearied spirits to look out
it

buried and lOat forever. To his comprehensive
western continent was a real thing, and
spirit
so prepossessedhim that he neither could or
desired to rid himself of the growing impression.
Fully imbued with this idea, he resolved to leave
no stone unturned which he thought would help
him to realize the new great wish of his life, to
set foot on the shores of this ideal world. Poor
and friendless as he was, be determined to appeal
to the mighty and powerful for help.
Prompted by this great thought, he applied to
the Court of Portugal, then a large and powerful
people, where he was ﬂatly refused, and consid
fool or
madman. Dis
ered by the courtiers
heartencd but not discouraged, he next applied
at the throne of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain.
Here he had to encounter the ﬁercest opposition.
He was most contumaciously treated by the cour
ticrs and great men of that kingdom. and reviled
with every opprobrious epithet. But with an
undaunted zeal, quickened by his own deep con
victions, he persisted in his suit, although put off
by every species of courtly double-dealing, until
he at length gained the ear of the gentle queen,
who extended her half-reluctant patronage. lie
was ﬁtted out with a rqu tdron of three small

A

It was no sudden impulse, begotten only to be
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wand of Columbus called it forth to grace and bless I
the world. Centuries on centuries had it been ly
ing in barbaric splendor, a desert and a waste.
There were the vast prairies in all their primeval
grandeur, untrodden by the foot of civilization.
There were the magniﬁcent waters of all this
great continent, never parted by the keel of a
vessel of burden. There were the same mighty
mountains whose bowels had for countless centu
ries contained their hidden riches of coal, and
lead, and iron, and silver, and gold, untouched *
by the productive hand of labor. There stood the
wide, gray forests, many centuries old, upon
which the hand of the woodman had lifted up no
axe. These many millions of acres, covering and
covered by a wealth that no figures could enumer
ate, lay there in uselesswaste, the civilized world
not even knowing of their existence. There were
dim conceptionsof such a world, but in all brains
save one it was vague, dreamy, and uncertain
In Gases, in the year 1436, or thereabout—
‘
even the date of his birth is uncertain—there
came into the world the child of some poor ﬁsh
erman, who was destined to be the tallest man of
the ages. Poor and destitute of everything that
should insure success,unlearned, unprovided with
the means of advancement, yet with a soul en
nobled with its own native wealth and greatness,
this poor ﬁsher-man’s son pushed his way to the
very foremost rank of his fellow-men, and placed
his daring foot on the topmostround of the ladder
of fame. Wrapped up in the ardent breast of this
poor boy lay in embryo all the greatness and
glory of this Western world, its wealth, its growth,
its resplendent prosperity, and its inestimabie
physical and moral capacities. He knew it not;
but One there was who knew it, and foresccing
the result, which as yet has but half appeared,
kept that brave heart, amid all its uncounted
perils, and guided it safely to the mighty pur
posesfor which He brought him into being. As
he grew up, all the nnlilencss of his nature ap
peared. Without money, he compelledwealth to
be his slave; without patronage, he harnessed
kings to his car, and compelled the civilized
world to do homage to his genius. Where others
saw only obstacles, difﬁculties, and danger, hope
lessly insurmountable, he behold the index of suc
oem. With an unconquerable courage and an
undoubting faith, he went straight forward to the
end which he alone of all the race foresaw, ful
ﬁlling the prophecy of his great soul and opening
to the world that was, another world that should
be—the latter richer and more transcendent than
the ﬁrst.

'i‘lns poor boy, this growing man, this success
ful navigator, was the world-renowned discoverer
of America, Cnarsroimnn
Commune, who, as
we have seen, was born about A. n. 1435—6,at
Genoa. He commenced his maritime career in
life at the early age of fourteen, sailing in an ex
pedition ﬁtted out at Genoa in 1459, by John
of Anjcu, Duke of Calabris, the object of which
father, Ilene, Count de
was to recover or
Provence, the kingdom of Naples. Nothing
known of his conduct on this his ﬁrst voyage, and
indeed all traces of his career seem to be lost,
save that he wedded himself to the sea and gave
up his life to maritime pursuits. It was doubtless
in some of his many and multiforln voyages that
.A the idea of Wet-tern world dawned on his mind.
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ous is that connectedwith the phrenological fac
through the haze of that famous 12th of October,
ulty called Locality, or knowledge of places and
and rest their eyes once more on the solid land.
Instantly all was joy and gludness. Those who . directions.
had been most mutinous, now strove with each
A gentleman recently related to us an incident
with which he was acquainted, illustrating the
other in their admiration of the man who had
wonderful sagacity of the horse in this respect.
been the life and soul of the enterprise.
Columbus speedily landed and took possession Mr. John W. Grant, of Ogdensburgh, some twenty
years ago bought a pair of horses in Johnstown,
of the island in the nameof his patrons, Ferdinand
llerkimer County, on the Mohawk, in this State,
and Isabella. The simple-hearted and naked sav
and by a. circuitous route drove them to Ogdens
nges, wondering at the pageant, received with
sincere faith these marauding bands, little mis
burgh, some two hundred miles away. A few
days afterward they broke out of the pasture, but
trusting that these god-like beings, whom they
had supposed were descended from the clouds,
instead of taking the road by which they came,to
were forerunners of their overthrow and utter
return to their old home, they made a bee line.
subjugation.
It should be remembered that the great, trackless
After cruising among the islands—to which he
wilderness of northern New York, with its mount
ains, glens, and lakes, lies slumbering in its soli
gave the general name of West Indies—he set sail
again for Spain, whither prosperousgales speedily
tude on the direct line from Ogdensburgh to the
wafted his little ﬂeet. His return was a triumph.
southern part of IIerkimer County, and through
The king and queen lavished their honors upon
this trackless forest the horses took their course,
him, and the opulent and great loaded him with
and were seen, by parties of hunters and lumber
their regal favors.
men, with their heads toward home, going like
Columbus soonagain set sail for the New World,
wild ones. Before they entered this forest, how
endowed with a much larger and better provi
ever, and indeed after they emergedfrom it, par
sioned ﬂeet, carrying with him princely titles
ties of men made strenuous though iueﬁ‘ectual
and powers, made supreme dictator of all the
efforts to stop them as runaway horses. When the
lands he had discovered or might hereafter dis
man who followed their course inquired why they
cover. But he had taken with him the seedsof
were not stopped, the men remarked that it was a
faction and rebellion, and he was ere long com
thing utterly impossible, and that they might as
pelled to return in bitter humiliation and plead
well have unidertaken to stop a couple of rein
his cause at the foot of the Spanish throne, rather
deer. When the messengerreached the old home
as a prisoner than a ruler. His star had waned,
of the horses,he found them looking as if they had
and was soon to sink in everlasting darkness and
been badly groomed and worse fed.
“
His
night.
guardian angel,” the gentle Isa—
We could relate many instances of this kind
belle, "had gone into glory," and thenceforward
from the various records and the statements of
he was left to buffet his enemies alone and un
personal friends. We will venture to mentionone
friended.
The king, Ferdinand, had proved
which has already been published in this Jovn
treacherous, promising redress only to delude
NAL. According to our recollection of the case,
his victim, until tired of the uncertainty of life,
an ofﬁcer in the army embarked at Marseilles, in
France, and took with him a favorite dog, and
he found a refuge in the grave, and " carried up
having sailed up the Mediterranean several hun
his case to the court of Heaven.”
dred miles, he debarked, and soonafter missedhis
§._-.
dog. In an incredibly short term of time the dog
AND REASON.
appeared in Paris, having made :his way across
the country through Germany, where he never
THERE are some very interesting facts respect
had beenbefore. He did not wait to take passage
ing the instincts of the lower animals, and though
in a ship back, the way he come, but seemedto
it may be difﬁcult to deﬁne instinct. as it is to de
know by instinct in what direction his home was
ﬁne genius, yet Phrenology throws light on the
situated from the place where he found himself
subject. Constructiveness in man requires culti
among strangers, up toward the Black Sea.
vation, and the conjoint exercise of reason, and
The carrier pigeon which is employed to com
when the reasoning power is brought to bear with
municate information, returns to its home in a
the mechanical, the towering dome of the grand
straight line, in obedience to this faculty of the
cathedral,or the almost marvelous organ within
mind, Locality, or instinctive knowledge of direc
it, is the result. The mud-swallow, however, the
tion. Reason must go by compass or by some
ﬁrst year it needs a nest, without instruction, but
other meansof determiningthe true course. Still
by instinct, builds its arched nest, resembling
man has in a less degree than some of the lower
much more the domeof the cathedral than man’s
animals this faculty of Locality. Whoever can
ﬁrst effort in the way of house building; but the
walk about his village or his house in the dark
swallow never improves—she goesto the extent of
exhibits this trait. Whoever carries in.his mind
her ability in the ﬁrst effort. So a swarm of bees
a perfect image of forms, distances, and direction,
builds its honey cells with mathematical exact
has this and several other organs well developed.
Blind men become adepts in ﬁnding their way,
ness, in a manner at once securing the highest
not only in knowing directions, but also in esti
degree of strength with the smallest amount of
mating distances, which indicates an active organ
material, and the occupancyof the least possible
of Size aswell as of Locality. The North American
space for the walls ; but the bee never improves.
Indians are remarkable for the strength and ac
Instinct serves its design perfectly at the ﬁrst
tivity of Locality, as well as of all the other per
'
ceptive organs; and it is well known that they
effort.
will go through trackless forests, hundreds of
There are many other instinctive manifestations
miles, without even the aid of marked trees, and
in the lower animals besides those which pertain
ﬁnd little settlementslocated in zigzwgdirections,
to Constructiveness,and oneof the most conspicu
and that without ditliculty or mistake.
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WE have received the circular of the above
namedschool,which is situated at Amherst, N. H.,
and conducted by Edward B. Hartshorn and H.
Jane llurtshorn. This school is unique in char
acter, embracing the manual labor system, the
vegetarian system of diet, and seeks to be, em
phatically, a Christian household. The school is
yet young, but we are informed that it is succeed
ing admirably. The proprietors and teachers of
this, so far as we can judge by their writings. are
imbued with the spirit of progress and reform;
are hearty and earnest laborers in the cause of
cheap and high-toned education, and the combi
nation of industrial and social happiness, with a
high order of Christian morality. We give a por
tion of the circular.
To young ladies and gentlemenwho are seeking
earnestly for means and opportunity to improve
themselves mentally, morally, physically, and
socially, that they may be prepared to ﬁll their
true station, and wield an inﬂuence for good to
themselves and their fellow-men, this circular is
addressed. We, too, have groped our way along
the dark and difﬁcult path of “ self-education,"
and, having gained a little eminence—a vantage
ground—are anxious to extend a.helping hand to
thosewho desire to rise to a purer and higher life.
We have been strangers and homeless,and com
pelled to meet the stern realities of life—not
alone, it is true, for multitudes on either hand are
bravely contending against adverse fortune.
It is to encourage such to struggle on, that we
have opened the doors of a long coveted home;
which is now under our control, and invite all who
seek the same end as ourselves, to share its ad
vantages, with a chance to pay a part or all of the
expenseof board and instruction in all branches
of a useful and ornamental education, by spending
a port of each day in useful labor.
Our terms, for board, and instruction in the
commonEnglish branches,are $15 per quarter in
advance. In addition to which we shall require
from three to eight hours’ work per day, more or
less, according to the pupil’s efﬁciency. Earnest
and efﬁcient pupils will be furnished with extra
work sufﬁcient to pay the whole expense, if de
sired, and their money refunded at the close of
the term. Those who thus labor for their whole
expenseare the brightest ornaments of our school,
and will complete their education sooner and bet
ter than those who are furnished with money to
defray their expenses.
Parents and guardians who wish to place their
children where they will be carefully trained into
such habits as will enable them to enjoy life, and
be a blessing to society, may be assured that no
pains will be spared to procure that result. We
believe cheerful and prompt obedience to every
reasonable requirement to lie at the basis of all
good order. We intend, in no case, to use harsh
means of discipline. but shall immediately dis
charge those who appear determined to resist
proper authority. The patronage of those who
wish their children indulged in any disagreeable
or injurious habit, or do not wish them to learn
prompt obedienceto all superiors, is not solicited.
Our school exists at present only in miniature,
and can not afford all the et atom of elegant ac
commodation that we anticipate for some future
time, but we hope to provide a comfortable home,
and shall improve our accommodationsas fast as
our means will permit. The luxurious contribu
tions of the ﬁeld, the garden. the orchard, the
dairy, and fountain shall supply our table: while
the agonizing death-groans of our innocent and
dependent friends and servants—the animals—
that toil for and clothe us, shall on no account be
extorted to gratify the appetite of the epicure.
Any further information will be communicated on
EDWARD B. HARTSHORN,
application.
II. JANE HARTSHORN.
Amines-r,N. II.
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welfare; and no high moral or intellectual aim elevates, cnnobles, or
adorns his career. The ﬁrst effect
that he dedicates his whole
living,
powers and energies to the production of the mere means
and he forces all his fellows to devote their lives to precisely the same

the enjoyment of the splendid loveliness of
play of the affections;
nature and the beauties of art; if the expansion of the intellect in the
strengthening and
pursuits of science; if reﬁnement of manners;
the ador
improving the tone and forms of our physical frames and

particular article, and to do nothing else: one man can point
pin, and
do no more; another can make the pin’s head, but can ﬁnish no other
part of it; one can make the eye of a needle, but can neither fashion
the body, nor point it. In preparing steam-engines, there are different

ation, with minds full of knowledge and souls melting with love, of our
most bounteous Creator, constitute the real objects of human life in
the fulﬁllment of this
this world—the end for which we live; and
and be the only rational idea of preparation for a higher state of exist

branches of trade, and different workshops for the different parts of
the machine.
One person makes boilers, another casts the framework

is

ants who live in idleness and luxury on the accumulated fruits of in
But still, with all the dazzling advantages which Britain de
dustry.
rives from her wealth, she
very far from being happy. Her large
towns are overrun with pauperism and heathenism; and in many En
glish counties, even the agricultural population has lately been engaged
in burning corn-stacks and farm-ofﬁces, out of sheer misery and dis
content. The overwrought manufacturers are too frequently degraded
In the
by intemperance, licentiousness, and other forms of vice.

a

If

not counteracted in its effects by an extensive education,
renders
the workmen incapable of properly discharging their duties as parents,
or members of society, by leaving them ignorant of everything except
their narrow mechanical operations.
It leaves them also exposed, by
ignorance, to become the dupes of political agitators and fanatics, and
makes them dependent on the capitalist.
Trained from infancy to a
minute operation, their mental culture neglected, and destitute of cap
ital, they are incapable of eXercising sound judgment on any subject,
and of combining their labor and their skill for the promotion of their
They are, therefore, mere implements of trade in
own advantage.
the hands of men of more enlarged minds and more extensive prop
erty; and as these men also compete keenly, talent against talent, and

The pure, calm, digniﬁed and lasting felicity which
body and mind.
our higher feelings pant for, and which reason whispers ought to be
seldom or never attained.
our aim,
The present condition of society, therefore, does not seem to be the
capable of reaching; hitherto man
most perfect which human nature

Nor does the capitalist escape the evils of the system. In conse
quence of manufacturer competing with manufacturer, and merchant
with merchant, who will execute most work, and sell his goods chgap
est, proﬁts fall extremely low, and the rate of interest, which
just
the proportion of proﬁt corresponding to the capital employed in trade,

no reason to believe that he has yet
has been progressive, and there
reached the goal. In the next Lecture will be stated some grounds
for expecting brighter prospects in future.

that the artisan’s wages are low
decent subsistence, earned by his utmost exer
tions the manufacturer and merchant are exposed to incessant toil and
risk, and are moderately recompensed; and the capitalist, who desires
to retire from_active business, and live on the produce of his previous

*%$>;
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The result

industry, in the form of interest, participates in their depression, and
starves on the smallest pittance of annual return.
Thus, selﬁsh com
petition presents the anomaly of universal abundance co-existing with
individual want, and leads to a ceaseless struggle to obtain objects

It

is

ﬁtted chieﬂy to gratify our inferior powers.
While the competition of individual interest continues to prevail in
limited.
becomes dif
society, the ﬁeld even of benevolence itself
ﬁcult to do good to one individual, or class of individuals, without doing
[cos-rmt'xnon ram-1IIXTIIIJ
in thetexttothecaseof mechanicswhoareuneducated.
conﬁnetheobservations
their employment
is. theyhave
It theyreceive goodeducation,themoremonotonous
Weaverswho haveonceenteredon reading,gen
thought.
themorespareenergyfor
erally becomeintelligent,for theirlabor absorbs smallportionof mind; but they
havenotbeeneducatedat all, theybecomedull andstupid,orunsettledandvicious.
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PROCEED to point out some additional examples of the results of
the competition of individual interests.
Apparently the evils of the selﬁsh system have the tendency to pro

becomes depressed.
ered to the verge of

I

is

is

LECTURE X.
CONSIDERATION or THE PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE CONDITION
or socuzrr CONTINUED.
ofindividualinterests—Disadvantages
Additionalexamplesof badresultsof competition
of beneﬁtingone individualwithoutinjur
attendingthedivisionof labor—Difﬁculty
of
Whetherthedestruction
of charitableinstitutions—Question,
ing others—Instance
humanlife or of corn thegreatestpubliccalamity7- Stateof the Irish peasantry—
ofluxuriesbytheIrish—Theleadingarrangements
Impedlmenisto theabandonment
cannot becomeprac
of societyat presentbearreferenceto sclf-lnierest—Chrislianity
humannatureadmitof suchimprove
ticalwhile this continuesto be thecase—Does
- ment,thattheevds0i individqu competitionmaybeobviated,andthe moralsenti
for hope—Naturallongingfor a moreperfect
mentsrenderedsupreme?-—(:‘r0unds
of Pluto,Sir T. More,the PrimitiveChristians,theHarmo
socialcondition—Schemes
nites,and Mr. Owen.

is

capital against capital, each of them
compelled to throw back
part
of the burden on his artisans, demanding more labor, and giving less
wages, to enable him to maintain his own position.’

is

classes distinguished by industry and morality, the keen competition
for employment and proﬁt imposes excessive labor and anxiety on
nearly all; while the higher classes are often the victims of idleness,
vanity, ambition, vice, ennui, and a thousand attendant sufferings of

Tin:

it

moral effects, there
an attendant disadvantage.
rears a large
number of workmen, who are ignorant of every practical art beyond
the minute details of their own branch of industry, and who are alto
gether useless and helpless, except when combined under one employer.
it

constitute wealth; and in this object we are
eminently successful.
Verin we have our reward; for no nation in
the World possesses so much Wealth as Britain; none displays such
none approaches her in
vast property in the possession of individuals;
the general splendor of living; and none in the multitude of inhabit
mental articles which

These arrangements produce commodities better and cheaper than
one man made the whole needle or pin, or one manufactory fabri
cated the whole steam-engine; but when we view the system in its

It

is

It

but its beneﬁts end there.

the skeleton, and his own trade consists in ﬁtting them together, and
selling the engine entire.

is

if

;

if

if

It

affords an example ofihe
one in
The system
independence of the sevcral natural laws.
which the mind and body are devoted for ten or tWelve hours a-day,
on six days in the week, to the production of those useful and orna
lightly valued;

and heavy iron-beams, a third makes cylinders, a fourth pistons, and
so on; and the person who furnishes steam-engines to the public,
merely goes to these different work-shops, buys the different parts of

if

is

if

is

;

ence, then the system of action which we have contemplated, when
viewed as the leading object of human life, appear stale, barren, and
no doubt supports the activity of our minds and bodies,
unproﬁtable.
and surrounds us with innumerable temporal advantages, not to be

is

the things necessary to his own enjoyment.
But under the present
attended with considerable disadvantages.
system, this institution
Workmen are trained to perform the minutest portions of labor on a

a

is

If leisure for moral and intellectual cultivation be necessary
pursuits.
religious being, this
to the enjoyment of a rational, a moral, and
excluded
for the labor
incessant during six days of the Week, the
effect of which
to benumb the faculties on the seventh. If the soft

MMW

long and extend themselves indeﬁnitely.
We have seen, for example,
the institution of different employments
natural, springingfrom
that
differences in native talent and inclination.
This leads to the division
of.labor, by which every person has-it in his power to conﬁne his
exertions to that species of art for which he has the greatest aptitude
and liking; while, by interchanging commodities, each may acquire
is
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Acqu-r'rlvnsnss
DISEA‘ED. —-.\lr. Gershom
'l‘witt‘i-ll, of Milforl. who oied lutely, nller an
illness of only two days, was the lust member of a
pc‘eult'tr, and. in some reSpccts.
remarkable
family. Though a man of considerable wealth,
owning one of the fiue~tand moat valuable forms
in Milford, he persisted in living in state of the
most utject poverty. (m the announcement of
his deu h, my“ writer in the Boston Journal, the
overseers of the poor took immediate steps to se—
cure his estate for his legitimate heirs. They
found in his hovel a large amount of rilver. de
posited in pine box, nicely adjusted in layers of
dollurs. halves quarters, and "Illniltr coins. They
also found
bug in which there was
henvy
amount of gold. The upeciewas taken to the Mil
ford llnnk for safe keeping Nearly the last words
uttered by the expiring miser were to r: quest. a
neighbor who stood by him to leave the re m. for
fear he would steal the money.
wito sham
doncd him many years ago, and recenvlv, for n
sum,
stipulated
gave bonds that she worll make
no claim up )0 any prep... ay he P'JSaCohﬁLi.
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Btf't-Ouof harkrupicy, and at such times, unfor
tunately. croakere, like frogs around a stagnant
pool, are plenty enough, so that each hours the
chorus of
other crock, when they all set up
really produced.
creaking until a peui"
crouker in a community destructive of healthful
lie leads thrifty men to hoarding
enterprise.
and keeping their energies and their capital from
like on infected
b‘.‘f=iness
and the market. I!"
not the! such men are
flock. It
sheep in
merely valueless as do nothings. but they spread
the contagionof their fears and their hopelessness
to healthier minds, and as
consequence, three
fourths of all the trouble of our panics comesfrom
these creaking panic-makers.
A herd of buil‘lloes or wild horse/I.quietly feed
ing on the prairie, C'tl'lbe panic-stricken in an in
siant. If one of them throws up his head and
utters a terriﬁc cry of fear and starts off at full
speed, the contiguous animals catch the spirit
which seemedto animate the cronkvr, and off they
dws'n at headlong speed. This panic spreads
may contain
through the whole drove. thourli
hundred thou~aud individuals. If one.should
chance to fall, or
the le'idtrs. promo-dby the
ravine, the
drove from behind, are driven into
whole drove will make the like plunge. This
what
called a slmnpulc, or the eltcct of crook
ing among animals
We all remember the panic of 1857. Many
business men of the present day remember also
that awful panic of 1837, and we take occasmu
new to say, Uiul lllullfgil there w.w cau~c in both
llinllillCQB for a stringent money market and a
comparative stngnation of business, we verily be
lieve that nine tenths of all IhH trouble and
and dt-lifPﬁuiiln was OCL‘YLMUlletl
by creaking,
lo<.~l_
(hurt-fore let us impress up in our readers the
U'ify of cheerfulness under trial and dieappcrm
im ur, and moderntion in the hour of successand
hen the heaven pours out its wealth
triumph.
of showers. the earth smiles and reflects its ruin
how of hope. but
does not crow nor shout,
“I'lll‘n in dchi‘lll every green thing;seemsparched
and Wii‘il'i‘tal. we heir no creaking, no coinphint,
hut witness
patient. tenacious endurunce; and
it“we could vi.-it the willow tree upon the hill-side
and study its patient (ﬂ'ort for sustennrtion, we
should ﬁnd
sending ih minute roots to drink
from the stream at the foot of the hill, though
the stream were titty yards dismnt. The willow
crooks not. but tries to hv-lpitself: and when by
i.~-.minute and attenuated rootlets
has found
the brook and drunk its fill,
employs the
thus acquires as a
umhr'igeous foliuee which
:ti-tl weary men. It
eliu'low for heited bU-L
time its success as u llf‘llCilclluu. not in self
vuunting: tht‘i'r’f'ol'ewe end as we commenced.
Cuow ivo'r, Can“: nor.
is

is

a
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is
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a

Secondly. Crook not. If we were to choosehe
tWL‘t'YIthe two vices which constitute the fox? of
our suhj *ct, we confess to
preference tor Crow
one in whom Cautiousneiu
ing. The Crosker
greater than Courage; wlrise llopa
moderite,
who has little faith in Providence. in natural law,
in his own eﬁ‘trrs, and no anticipation of “ the
gooil time coming.’ It may not be a cr me to
crook. and we are hardly disposed to my that
crime to crow; but. it be u crime to crow,
a courugeom crime; itlias
smack of boldness,
and life, and iyous energy in it; while cronking
comesfrom negative spirit—from the do nothing
tendency
Perhaps the crooker
to be pitied
rather than blamed. Fl or. which is the linsis of
creaking,
misfortune—a painful slate of
mind
He who takes his success, and instead of
and crowing 0th‘ it, broods
rej doing in
with
raven wing, us if
were the lust benefactiou he
was ever to receive, and must therefore look into
the dark future and cling to his present achieve
ments as the last plank of the ship,
like a man
who should gather in
bountiful harvest, then
loek his granury and refuse to use any of his
wheat, even as seed for nether crop, but sit and
crook over his last harvest and wonder whether
would last him as long as his natural life would
hold out. The croakcr never enjoys a ﬁne day.
“ weather breeder.” " Ali,
To him
only
look out for
storm
his reply when the ﬁne
weather
mentioned. Suppose there
a stric
tum "1 the m‘m'PY
“'0 m?" ﬁll to ﬁnd
mdrebii
men who crsul: over it as vh=premonition of the
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We remember haughty, tyrannical, overbear
ing man who lost no opportunity to crow when he
was in power, or to assume superiority wherever
he could do it; we remember seeing him once
candidate for ofﬁce. and
required every vote of
his party to give him success. A young man of
inﬂuence who had g-own up in the neigl‘borhood,
and who had suffered in his feelings through the
lordly, overbearing doniinrtion (fthe man in ques
tion, declined to give his sait‘rige, and carried
with him
sum-dent nuru‘..-r of his associatesto
defeat the man's elec" s.- vt'her-rue defeatedcen
didate interrogated the young rotor on the sub
ject, he was referred buck ten yours, to the time
when. as boy, he received from him lurdly and
insole-ht luugunge, which he had resolved to pun
ish in someWay whenever favorable opportunity
should nth-r. “ Now," said the young mun, “ rc
meniher hereafter to treat boys with such respect
as they deserve, and not insult and hurrow their
feelings merely lit-causevou are six feet high and
they are young and week "
a

Tm: words which constitute our title are the
natural outﬂow of a mind admirably harmonized
between two extremes of human character, and
he is s. fortunate man who can stand upon such a
motto, and, in his life and conduct, do justice to
it. We borrow this motto from having seen it
painted on the side ofa dashing business wagon
in New York. The team attached to the vehicle,
either in fact or to our fancy, seemedto have been
selected as an illustration of the motto. The
horses were spirited, without being fractious, and,
when necessary, exhibited moderation without a
loose-jointed laziness. The harness was plain,
neat, and substantial, and the whole affair, even
to the driver, who, we suppose,was not the owner,
seemedto exemplify that happy medium between
shabbiness on the one hand and display on the
other—between an uneasy, restless haste and a
cureless, slovenly, slack, twisted spirit. We are
not certain but this would make a good text for a
sermon, at least from a layman. It naturally di
vides itselfinto two parts——
First, crow not. A crowing, boastful spirit, in
phrenological parlance, originates in Combative
ness, Approbativeness, and Hope When these
organs are large in a person, and not properly
rcstrnined, success tends to inﬂate him; and if
Acquisitiveness be large. business prosperity, as
well as that which uppertains to position and othor
achievements,is deemedan occasion for crowing.
if we look into the street, or boys’ play ground,
we see innumerable instances of crowing in con
sequcnceof transient success. If a boy gets two
runs at one knock in playing ball, or if in mar
bles he makes a doubly successful strike, his eyes
not only shine, but he drops some exultont word
from the crowing category. This inspires his un
tngonist with renewed energy and skill to make
a desperate effort to redeem his lost ground and
repel the assumed superiority of the one who
crews. and the result generally is that the next
turn gives successtothe former delinquent, and an
opportunity for him to crow. If we look into the
political strifes, where one party goes up and
another down, the elevated party hccomes hoirse
in crowing, and we apprehend that it produces on
the vanquished an inﬂuence of resolution, skill,
and 'energy for ultimate triumph which could
hardly be produced in any other way; so that he
who crows, unduly boasts, or lauds himself and
depresses his defeated antagonist, plants in the
mind of that antagonist a high resolve to redresn
his losses, so that crowing by the successful rivul
becomesthe seed of his own ultimate overthrow.
Growing, moreover, is an impudent way of re
joicing. 1f successbe achieved in consequenceof
real superiority, it is no occasion for crowing.
Such a person has no more right to crow than a
pound weight has to crow over a half poundweight
—-than an ox has to crow over a calf; for the ox
was once but a calf, and ere long the calf shall
himself become an ex, and perhaps superior in
strength to the one which now dominates over
him. If success arise from some accidental ad
vantage, crowing is certainly out of place. because
one has no right to crow for that over which he
has exerted no particular inﬂuence: and crowing
over an equal is only a provocation to that equal
to make extra effort to regain his losses, and, in
his turn, to triumph.

Growing also shows bla‘-".it spirit of vanity;
there
certa'nly no dignity in it, and ",0 excel
lent trait
for
man of real successto take
that success modestly, that the whole world ud
mires him who
able thus to accept victory. lie
who carries his wealth, his advantages,his tillanh,
and his successesmodestly, not cringingly,
ud
mired of all men, and every one willing to reu
der him assistance, or speak for him kind word
--to nominate him for high positions, to give him
voice and vote; but he who crews and struts be
rich, or because he
cause he
born of
suc
cessful and reputable family, or because he
intellectual, or beautiful, or learned, awakens a.
rival and an enemy in every man who
below
him.
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is pleasant to turn from all
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these to the contenzllation of science like PUI‘CDuh“
New] and ‘1 Ward in i’“ '70gy’ “Web
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Chlld, ‘fill'e age
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have called them out, those strong qualities
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at,
that,
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ot the future
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that age would appreciate the charity‘s and in
were obliged to make new Lnin'asiiigs and set
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the Type again.
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of theHumanRace.
fullydcvclopcd,\vith
Organs rcprcscntcd.
allthcdivisions
19.Because w“ ihc firstjournal in thoworldto bring
andclassiﬁcations.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices
pcoplca knowlcdgcof the true or Hygienic
of profcssormaylearn.in very shorttime,from this beforetho
Systcmof thc Healing:Art.
modclhcad,theWholescienceof Porcnolozy,sofaras tho
Pllbllrlllctlmonthlyfor$1 year; tcn copicsfor $5.
locationsof theOrgansarcconccrned.”-A". Daily cit/z.
AG ENTS WAN l‘l-Il). Specimcnssoulon application.
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AddressFOWLER AND WELLt'l, 305Broadway,New
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OID
York.
lilic Pains and Pcrils of Girlhood and
copy of the cxccllcnt treatise.
on Hcailh, cn
“'0
arc.poinch outin HINTS
titlcd WATER-Carorot: 'rnn Mituox, will be sent gratis
“th00inWomanhood
l‘()\\’."tlill l’ll YSIUAL l’lilil’liUflUN.
to thosewho send in their subscriptionsbeforeJanuary,
lPricc, $1,by mail.
1861.

FOWLER AND Wizus’
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY.
Our palcnt businch conductedby Mr. ThomasP.
Ilow (authorof theWell-knownand popularsynopsisof
pair-htlaw, “ How toGot Patent”),aidcdbyan ableand
cxpcricncedcorpsof assistants,
bothat homeand abroad.
ELEVENyearsof experience(ontho pan of Mr. How) in
thobusiness,
and thorcsidenceat \‘i'ashington
of an emi
ncntlycarefuland ct'ﬁcicntcxamining
agcnt,formcrlyem
ploycd In the United States ’tltt'tlt('lllicc,and familiar
with its details,enableus toofl‘crto invcntorsunusual
facililicsfor the transaction
of theirbusincss. ‘v'heni is
consideredthat patentof ordinaryvaluc worthRHY
cral thousands
of dollars,
unncccssaryto anythat tho
carcl'ulinanagcmcnt
of an applicationthcrcforis matter
of greatimportanceto thc invtnlor,cspcciallywhen
knownthathundredsof applicationsare l'cjl-ctcdculirt-ly
in conscqucucc
of not beingpropcrlypreparedand pro
sentcd. To performthis nervicein a mannersafeto the
invcntor,rcqmrcs thoroughknowlcdgcof patcntlaw,
clearperceptionand undcrslanding
of mechanicalaction,
yearsof cxpcrirnccandcarclul dcliberativc
considcratlon.
Our patcntbusiucsshas bccn underits prcscntmanage
mentsincethelaltcr part of tho year155:6,
duringwhich
iimc hasincrcascdto severaltimesits previousmagni
tude,anda largeportionofit latelyhasconsisted
ofcnscs
involvingsow-r0conic-ts,andthediscussionand solution
of dillicultanduntroddcnqucst-ons
of patentlaw,bothin
thc Patcnt Otilccand bclorc the Judges of the United
Stat-'5CircuitCourt.
Anvicu lN Ituoaan To run NOVELTYANDPATRNTABXL
ITY or AN lavas-no!
givenfreeof chargeupon rccclptof sufﬁcientdcscrip
lion and skctchor modwl. In a majorityof casesour '
knowledgeof prcvlousinvcntionscnnnlcsitsto ,qivcsatis
factoryinformationto inventorswithoutthe expenseof
spccialsearch.
PRELIMINARYEXAMINATIONS
arc.howevcr,madein caseswhich involve cousidcrable
doubt,fortheusualfeeof livedollars,exceptin cast-sof
chrcinc andunusualc0 ~plic:it.ion
and dllliculty. ’l‘licso
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
ported.
Acrucxnoxs ron PATENTS
are pri paredby us with grcat care,not only toobtain
palcnt,butalsoto protccttho.invcntorswhenthe patent
nhailhavebeensecured. Particularattcnlionis paidto
APPEALSANDIn'rnarmtizxcns,
and diﬁlcult and contestedcascsof everyclass. Cases
\\ hichliavobccnrcjcctcd.cxaniincd,andadvicccivcnfor
tho usual fcc of ﬁve dollars. Many applicationswhich
havobccnrcl'usvdcllhcr fromthewantof pl'uprr[,lflfht'lll
ation,or from Overnighton tho part of thc dcparlnn-n',
might with ckllltul managementby an cxpcricnccd
solicitorbe prosecuted
toa successfulissue—afactwhich
is provedby constant.
cxpcricncc.
Applicationsfor extensions
and rcissucs,additionalim
provementsand canals, promptly and carefully at
tcndcdto.
Centrallylocatedin our comincrt-ialmetropolis,and
havingan abloandexperienced
agentat thclimitof Gov
crnincnt,\vc.arc abletooil'crmorcthanlléllttllaciliticsfor
thc transaction
of businessin this countryin rt‘lllLHHI
to
patcnts;whilc our arrangementsabroad(:llublt-us tosc
curcforcigupatcntson the mostantis'actory
tcrms. Our
proscutarrangements
aresuchthatwe oopc.fortlmfuture
to kct-ppaceWiththedemandsof the public forour scr
viccs,and shall beour purposetotill-MN!
with carcand
promptncsstothowantsof inventors Continuum-antIn:
in
rcfcrcnccto ancntlona,patents,or patcntlaw (Slll'UfUlly
Cbnsidvrr andpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER A ){D WELLS, 305Broadway,New York.
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The Water-Cure Journal.
In
tho truc natureand causeof disc:charefullyand
rationallycxplaincd,andoneof its principalOthCl-o' to
hatch
How to Keep Well.
But assomefrom llcrcdiiary nitroctions
or suppost una
voidablecausclldo notenjoyhcallh.oncdcpurtmont
ofihc
Jill'llNAL is lltfl'Olll‘tl
to articlesrclalivctothe treattucnt
ol'
(llSL'ilSt where.youmaylearn
'
Bow to Recover Health when Sick.
'I‘hc.JOl'ltNAL nowin the ﬂt'tt-cnth
ycarofpn'llication.
and thousandsin cvcrypartof the countryare readyto
testifyto the pricclcssbcncﬂtstheyhavcderivedfromits
pcrnsal.
Publishedmonthlyat$1 year. Specimens
will bc sent
01]application. Alldl'css
Fl) WLEP. AND WELLS.
3.:5Broadway,Ncw York.

OFFICE FOR PATENTS.

rivnity'srirnnxr .txbmcoxvniisarioxisr nccds

.TllE

RIGHT Wont)

IN THE RIGHT

PLACE: A Pocmz'rDimiormnr 0F vaonvxs. Trou
NIOALTERMS,Annnsvuvnorra,Fonziux PHRASEF,
ctc.,
etc, witha Chapteron Punctuationand l‘r0of-llcading.
This an indispensable
companionforcvcrywriterand
speakerwho would say exactlywhat he tncaus.and
ncithcrmorenor less,andsay in thebcstway. Price,
50cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
it
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Among tho many apparcnt triflr-scontinuallybeing
brouubtto the surfaceirom the idealunder-Worldol' the
unknown,thcrc are occasionallysimple articlcscosting
but little in detail, but whosecomb-ni-dbcnclits,list-ful
nose,and cconomyof timeand moncyaggrvgntcon
the
lmvlSofmlllions. Suchanarticle SPALIHNH'S
l’mranzn
GLUE. its usesarc inninncrahle,andasits costis ncxtto
nothing,the demandfor
univcrsal.
is prcpnrcd
with clicmicals.anduscdcold—rtquirlhgbutlitilc skill or
timetorits application.
Manufactured
by
H. C. SPALDING & CO
45Cedar5trcct,New York.
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Reader,do youwantt) berestoredto health,andknow
howtokeepyourscll'andoilicrs“'Ull Arc Ni clcrgy
man? litwyt-r'? lllt’f-‘lltlnl? teacher?an artist? a
man of lt‘lllrs? Arc you a mcchanic?
farmer?
minor? :1student? Are you sick woman,worn down
with work or family cares? or a rl, dclicatc, nervous
fromatady,and prcdlspo-c'lto consumption You may
rcly on lhcro no publicationin theworldfrom which
youcangainsomuchvaluableinformationrelativeto the
Laws of Life andHealth,as

.
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Being Ncw Tbcoryand Systr-inof Practical Pcnman
p, Designedasa 'l‘cxt-Bookfor SchoolsandPrivate
btudcnis.
This thetitleof new Workjust issued,which
bciicvcdwill do moreto improvetho pcnmaushlpof all
clasccsthanall othersevcrbcforowritten. It tcachcsnot
Onlyhowtowrite,butinstruc‘sin whatgoodwriting con
sists. Knowing this, the studcntbccomcs critic, and
this point atla'incd,nothing but practice necessaryto
makehiman accompllched
pcuman.
Scot by mail, post-paid,for 50 ccnts. AGENTS
WANTED.
FOWLER A.\D Will LS,
burlBroadway.Now York.
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LIFE ILLUsriil-t'run.——A rins' class pictorial wcckly, for the family, tho mcrcllant,
mcchanlc.artisan,farmcr,planter,mauul'acturcr,
builder,
fruit-grower,etc. it! your.
Address,
FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
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NEW IMPROVESUJNTS—R'El)UCED PRICES.
Tun Wuhan-zit6; Wilson Mascrlicrcmxo Co. bcgto
statethat,in tho rcductlonof the pl'iCcsof their Sowing
Machines,the public shall have thc bt-ncﬁtofthe Met:
ionsof thc UniicdS'zucsCourtsin tavorof their patents.
This reduction madein the bcllcf thatthe-yWill licrc
lifterhaveno litigationcxpcnscsin llcfcnscof theirrights.
Tho Vv'hcclcr
& Wilson SowingMachincswill nowbc sold
at ratesthatwill payfair proﬁtson thocapitalinvcsrcd,
costof manufacture.
and cxpcnscof making Hill‘s—$thh
priccs uswill enabletheCompany,as hcrctoforc,to sell
ﬁrstclassMachines,andwarrantthemin everyparticular.
They areadaptedto cvcrywantthatcanhesoppllcdby
:1SewingMacbinc,andunprovcdalikl-by Familics,Drcss
Makcrs,CorsciMakers,GnitcrFitters,ShoeBinders,cht
Makcre,andTailors gent-rally.
{34" Each Machinecompletewith Hemmer.
OFFIC
5% Broadway,Ncw York.
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111E lLLUbTPtATED
AMILY (11 M
FASIUM.just published,contains3‘30
Engravings,with all
ncccssaryinstructions
ill
~ Gvnxlttmcs,
CALISTRI'NICS,
1(lNRSlPATllY,
You“. PmLosovir'r,AND
Mann Exnnmsrs,
Tun Am"or SPEAKING,
andexplainsandillustratesin masterlymanner—
llow 'roSIT.Snxn, YALK. ANDRim
Timt"'ro LEAP. Ctiiin, S:<.\'i'n,
axu Swm;
How To Motrin, liinu, Diuvu, arm l-tow;
How TOMAKETlll‘.llonv Li'riin asp Sraamnr,
How To M.th TllFiLinus FIRMAxn STRONG;
How T0Otvr:Guam;'ro Eviziti'Movi:.=ii-:.\'T;
How To Cum:Ill-1mmANDlll'FOlllll'l‘i';
_
How 10520mm mun-u,S'l‘ltliiiti'l‘ll,
ANDBEAUTY.
. It notdcsigncdforany particularclass,or forone sex
but forall clusscsand bothst-Xcs—
FORWoman.
Foa 'rni:HEALTHY,
lxvauo,
For: MEN,
For. '1'!er
Fon Boys .nrn ﬁlms,
You run DPFHRAIED,
FORTHEwuou-iFun“, Poi: Evuui'nouv.
This workcompriscsthe mostapprovcdmcthodsof ap
dircct physicalculture to thc dcvclopincntof the
plying
odin organsand tho invigorationof thcir functions,tho
proscrvliiionof hcaltli,and thc.cureof diseaseand dc
Iormity: and nuswcrnin an admirablemanncroncof the
mosturgentWt‘lllsof theday. Were introduced,as
shouldbe,intoeveryfamilyin the Union, our cadavcrous
mcu,sickly women.and puny childrcnWouldsoon giye
to more robustrace. l’arcnts,Guardians,and
place.
l‘cachcrs,examineTut:ILLUSTRATED
FAMILYGYMNASIUM.
Pricc, prepaidby mail,only $125. Address,
Broadway,N cw York.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308“

d; VVILSON’S
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PIll-llCNOLOGlCAL, AND HY
PHYSIOLOGICAL,
TREES AND PRACTITIONERS
DROPATHIC
or
HAY an ORDERED
FOX? 1'.1-3R. A N D \V F. L I.
By 31w!or Eryn-ms.
PHYSIOLOGY.
beautifulactof anatomicaland physiologicalplates,
six in number,mountedon canvasand rollers,or color
ed. Price, 312.
Also, Lambcrt‘sAnatomicalChartson rollers,colored,
six in theact. l’ricc, ﬁ-ti.
Also, chcr‘a ditto, size of lirc, clcvcn in the act.
Price. $25.
Mauikins,from$825to $1,000
each.
_
Skclctons—Frcnchwircd—rcadyfor usc, from $8.) to
$45each.
IIYDROPATIIY.
Dr. Trall’sEncyclopedia... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . $3
Dr. Shcw’sFamily Physician.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water-Curein ChronicDisc-uses.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50
DomesticPracticeoi Hydropatiiy. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . 30
\Vulcr-CiimLibrary,scvcnvolumes,andother:lﬂlltl
ard works.
The New PockctSyringc....
50
BrcastPumps.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nipple-Shield.... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
03l
PIIRENOLOGY.
Specimcnsfor Societicsand PrivatcCabincts. Forty of
ourbestSpecimens.
size of Life. Castfrom tho hcadsof
John Quinc Adams,Aaron Burr, GoorgcCoinbc.Elihu
Burritt,T.
Benton,Ilcn ry Clay.itev.Dr. Dodd,Thomas
Emmett,
A.
Neal, Silas
Dr. Gull, SylvcstcrGraham,J. (.1.
“'riirht, Black Hawk, (lSt‘t‘OlB,
ctc., ctc. Tltcy can be
packedand sentasfreightor expresswith safcty. Price,
only $25forfortycasts.
Also.Fowler's Phrcnolocry,Combe’sPhrcnology,Phrc
nologlculCharts,andmarkcdBusts.
Crayonllcads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SH fillto *3 Oil
WaterColorlicads....
..
till “
Oil ColorllCUtl5. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. U0 “
00
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great landcd proprietors of England, with revenues of £100,000 per
The
annum, and rolling in every kind of luxury, occupy the other.
hand-loom weavers of Britain, earning ﬁve shillings a week by the
labor of six days, of fourteen hours each, are at the base of the manu
facturing pyramid; while the Peels anti Arkwrights, possessing mil
lions of pounds, appear at the summit.
There
something not agree
able to our moral sentiments, and not comformable to the brother-loving
and \vealth-dospising precepts of Christianity. in a system of which
these are the natural fruits, and according to which, even bene 'olence
can not be manifested toward one human being without indirectly doing
injury to another.
Another example of the solidity and consistency of the prevailing
system may be noticed. Many persons imagine that there
no social
obstaclcto the rich leaving offthcir vanities and luxuries. and
dica
(ll

ting their surplus revenues to moral and religious purposes, or the
contrary, that great good would result from thcir doing so; but the
consequences, even of this virtuous measure, would, while the present
systcm cndurcs, prove highly detrimental to thousands of meritorious
trailers.
Multitudcs of laborious and virtuous families subsist by fur~
iiishirig materials for the luxuries of the rich, and a change
the
direction of their expenditure would involve those families in iiiisfor
tune. Fluctuations in fashion, as taste varies, often occasion great
temporary shill-ring to this class of tho community, and
total Iiiiﬂ‘l
dnnincnt of all luxurious iiidulgences, on the part of the \vciiltliy, Would

ii.\olvc them in irrctrieva'nlo rum.
nl communal
I

is

is

actually in that condition in which tlic loss of food a greater public
calamity than the loss of men.
This argument appears to me to be sound in principle. although
that our benevolent feelings, which
The answer to
wire-drawn.

peasantry, habitually on the brink of starvation, and cgposcd to the
greatest destitution, stand at one cnd of the agricultural scale: and the

By slngulnrcoincidr-ncc,starvation,from (list;we in the potatocrop, is lﬂ‘l
afflictingunhappyIreland,at the timewhenthis editionis in thopressiApiil, 1M1)

it

it

it

may be
thousand quarters, therefore, would havc stinted the poor,
onlyto a fractional, but still to a real extent, sufﬁcient to CFbilbllrll the
principle contended for; so that, continued my friend. Briiish society

siderable deﬁciency in their potato crop.
see
mentioned in the
newspapers, that at this moment (June, 1835,) the peasantry in the
west of Ireland are suffering all the horrors of famine through failure
of that portion of their food?“ Although corn
daily
abundant, and
exported to England, they are too poor to purchase it. . The Irish

4

9
f

is

it

it

if

is

it

if

be abundant,
annually consumed;
which we possess, he said,
is dear, and
be scarce,
cheap, and the poor get a larger share;
the loss even of one
the deﬁciency falls upon the poor exclusively;

The consequence has been, as the purest philanthro
pist will confess, that a destroying angel, who in one night would slay
a million of human beings, men, women, and children, in that country,
would probably occasion less suffering than would arise from any con

i'

a

the removal of one hundred individuals from any branch of labor
would only beneﬁt those who were left, by rendering the coiiipctiiion
less arduous and their remuneration greater; whereas the loss of one
thousand quarters of wheat would necessarily lead to diminution of the
certain number of the poorest of the people. All the wheat
diet of

ical condition.

i

is

a

if

one hunder unmar
reasoner often maintained in my presence, that
riéd men, and one thousand quarters of wheat, were both in one ship,
the loss'of the men would be no public evil, while the loss of the
real one. He maintained his position by arguing
wheat would be
so great, that
that, in this country, the competition for employment.

not occur. \Vhilo
ignorant and barbarous,
pugnacious, reck
less, licentious, and intemperate, qualities which naturally restrain or
destroy population; and
only after morality and intelligence have
been introduced, that capital and industry follow, and population natu
rally and beneﬁcially increases. England prevented the Irish from
ﬁghting, but she did little to improve their moral, intellectual, and phys

is

I

a

;

yet surely there must be some defect in the loading principle
misery
benevolent provision for them really
of our social institutions, when
has the effect of obstructing the path and hindering the prosperity of
the children of more meritorious individuals.
An acute
have heard this line of argument pushed still farther.

that, owing to England keeping the peace, her pop
ulation has increased far more rapidly than her capital, morality, and
left to follow its own course, this docs
knowledge. Where a nation

bane of Ireland

a

is

t

i

I

I

is

it

I

it
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a

good situation,
of the managers, he prevents mine from getting into
say, may be benevolence, but
himself: this,
by stepping into
have heard the
not an imaginary dialogue;
This
not justice.”
could never see a satisfactory
argument stated again and again, and
answer to it. It would be cruelty to abandon the children. even of the
here described, to want, crime, and
victims of such misconduct as

The

have exceeded those which are actually endured from starvation.

is

;

his children were taken into
in bankruptcy; but he had good friends
the hospital, and here you see the end of it; this boy comes out of the
charity better educated than my sons; and, supported by the inﬂuence

lately barbarous in their minds and habits, and, but for the presence of
a large army of civilized men, who pi'cscrvcd the peace, they would
have fought with and slain each othcr.
questionable whether
the miseries that would have attended such a course of action would

is

I

!

is

is

He
now head
vain endeavored to get one of my sons introduced.
not always justice; that boy’s father was
clerk. Well benevolence
was
sporting his horse and gig, and living like a gentleman, while
toiling and saving; he fell from his gig and broke his neck, when he
At his death, his affairs were found to be
had drunk too much wine.

appear a smaller misfortune than the loss of food. Ireland affords a.
There
more of benevolent arrangemcntin the
tendency of barbarous tribes to wage furious wars with each other,
than at ﬁrst sight appears. . The Irish peasantry, in general, were till

striking illustration.

[1
\

Ihave
mitting to incessant toil, and great sacriﬁces of enjoyment.
“Do you see
heard such persons makc remarks like the following:
that young man ?—he was educated in Heriot’s Hospital, and, by the
inﬂuence of the managers of that institution, was received as an ap
had in
prentice into a thriving mercantile establishment. into which
I

l

is

been deﬁcient in some important qualities or habits necessary to suc
cess. Now, amid the competition of individual interests, there
always a considerable number of meritorious persons, who Stand in the
middle line between high and low endowments, who with great. difﬁ
culty are able to maintain themselves and their families in the station
in which they wore born, and who succeed in doing so, only by sub

the

events be contemplated apart from the pain or gratification which our
thc amount of good
benevolent. feelings experience from them, and
and evil, not to the one liuiidrcd stiii'crcrs, but to the community at
country like this, does
large, be solely regarded, the loss of men, in

it.
is

11'

died prematurely, they must, in most cases (for accidents will happen,
even with the utmost care), have inherited fecblo constitutions, or dis
obeyed, in their own persons, the organic laws; and the destitution of
the father
their children is the natural consequence of these causes.
have been in trade, have failed, and fallen into poverty, he must have

fully sacriﬁce many meals to contribute to their preservation.

is,

parents, belonging to the industrious classes, are educated, provided
Yet objections to them have been stated, on
for, and set out in life.
very plausible grounds. According to the principles which I have on
deavored to eXpound in the preceding Lectures, children do not, in
general, become destitute, except in consequence of great infringement
of one or more of the natural laws by their parents. If the parents

[.Iraplsoi.

although obstructed under the selﬁsh system, are not CXllnguibil-Ii,
would receive so much pain from seeing one huiitlrcd human beings
deprived of the pleasures of existence, that 0‘-Cll the poor would cheer

it

[oon'rixunnmost not: ELIV‘IKJ
an injury to others. Nothing, for example, can at ﬁrst sight appear
more meritorious and beneﬁcial, than the institution of such charitable
endowments as that of Herioi’s Hospital, or the hospitals founded by
the two Watsons, of this city, in which children of decayed or deceased
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much of woman, and
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casuac-rsza

in disposition.

Your are not quar
relsorne, but are dis
posed to debate, dis

AND nrocasnnr.
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cuss, and criticise the

You have an active temperament and a
good deal of natural endurance.
Your consti

errors of others, and
try to build up a bet

tution is rather excitable and your feelings are
keen, your thoughts clear and earnest. There

ter thought

is great vigor and positiveness in your whole
mentality, growing out of the quality of your
constitutional

temperament.

Your head is

ﬂict,

into

would

just

PORTRAXT

become comparatively depressed and exhaust
ed in the tone of your organization.

tritious food, but not that which is difﬁcult of
digestion, like pastry, and articles of an oily,
When you work you are
greasy character.
apt to overdo and exhaust your nervous force
through muscular energy;

9»

in fact, it is rather

it

If

to

you Werc

really compelled to go

engaged in a business which re~
quired the full strength of your mind and the
full enlistment of all your feelings, you would

ty-l'our, so as to give your brain time to rest.
You ought to eat beef, oysters, eggs, and nu

their

dislike

you

grapple.

were

You ought to sleep nine hours in the twen

in

when

comes to physical con

rather too large {Oryour body, and you are
constantly liable to work out your physical
strength by mental energy and activity.
If
you

but

minds;

01" DB.
LEVERETT
1n urraovsli or Tll‘l TILIOIAPH.

hard for you to work moderately with the head
or with the hands, consequently you should
take every means to develop the vital

func

BRADLEY,

you
warfare,
contend for a
victory to the

You are not
death.
severe in disposition;
your

res

and

of people are rather sharp, because
your conscience is strong, and your Firmness
large, but you are not overbearing and morose
criticisms

It is no virtue in you to be tem

tions.

and cruel.

You resemble your mother in the quality
and tone of your mind. You are remarkable
for the strength of your social affections;
you love children as well as a grandmother,

perate. You are not inclined to gormandlze,
nor to make of food and drink an idol.
You value property, and can get it better
than you can save it.

You ought to have a

93%;»
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partner who can save
You are more
your gains as you acquire.
of a hand to draw the seine than you are to
pack the ﬁsh. You like to make money, and
wife and a business

would like. as a business man, to accumulate
and enlarge your capital, but you would be
likely to throw all into the business so as
never to have much loose capital

and to hesitate more than is necessary. You
need more Continuity, more patient applica
You like variety, change in
tion of mind.
thought and occupation;
do not confuse you.

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

You have excellent mechanical talent, es
quality of mind which
can think as fast as a dozen

that ideal

pecially
invents.

You
men can produce the results of your thinking,
though, if you were devoted to the use of
tools, you would show decided skill and dex
terity as a mechanic.

to be used

for collateral purposes.
You Cautiousness is large; you are almost
too watchful, guarded, and careful ; too much
inclined to count the cost over and over again,

a multitude of cares

is large; you are
Approbativeness
very sensitive as to what people say and think
of you, and are anxious to have a good repu
tation. You do much to avoid unfavorable
Your

appearances. You need a little more dignity,
pride, self-reliance, personal self-conﬁdence.
Other people have a higher opinion of you
than you have of yourself.

Your hope leads you to anticipate good in the
far-off future; your faith promises success, but
your Cautiousness is so large that you expect
success only in proportion as you deserve it
by watchfulness and effort.

Your sympathy is rather stronger than we
generally ﬁnd it in men. You are quick to be
Yours
impelled by that which awakens pity.

BIOGRAPHY

stzam‘r

gifted with

paddled down to the mouth of Swan Creek,
where the country was yet in its primitive
condition. Not a building was to be seen at
the site of the now ﬂourishing city of Toledo.

the frugality of an accomplished
by their united and persevering

housewife,
energy ﬁnally accomplished the important end
of clearing up and improving a snug little
farm, and rearing a rapidly increasing family
numbering nine sons and three daughters—
the oldest of which is the subject of the pres
ent sketch. Stern necessity required that as
soon as he was old enough, his best labors
be made auxiliary
to those of the
parents in clearing and cultivating the farm.
At the age of ﬁfteen he went to the trade with
his father.
His opportunities at school were

should

limited, and we must rank him among those
who were self-taught.
In his early adoles
cence he proﬁted by the idea that learning

a little better memory of events and of prac
tical and historical subjects, more Language

tion of his time was employed in that calling.

to clothe your thoughts, and a little more
Continuity, less Caution, and more Self-Esteem,

ing tendencies of his parents, who had had
their birth and rearing in the State of Con
necticut, they yielded to his importunate re
quests and permitted him to take a tour West

You enjoy music; are interested in poetry
and eloquence, and are fond of the beauties
of Nature and Art. You could succeed in
most departments of business; but if you had
a little more selﬁshness, a little more hardness
of dls108iti0n, a little less sympathy, affection,
and friendship, you could battle your way
through this selﬁsh world more successfully.
Poor men will go to your funeral, and be more
likely to mourn sincerely for you than proud,
haughty, aristocratic people, because the poor
will miss you, and remember you for past kind
words, if not for more substantial benefactions.

While this work was progressing, be improved

the Maumee.

mind was to the investigation of mathemati
cal and scientiﬁc truth, but other educational
pursuits were not neglected. He soon ac
quired a taste for teaching, and a small por

You are a good judge of character; are
quick to discern the motives and dispositions
of strangers, and are qualiﬁed to transact with
strangers business which requires care, pru
dence, sagacity, and critical judgment.

But a house was to be built, and in twenty
days a snug, hewn log cabin, chinked and
daubed, with its puncheon or split plank ﬂoor,
and mud and stick chimney, was completed.

debt,-purchased a small farm of heavily tim
bered land.
The father, Miles Bradley, a
carpenter by trade, and the mother, Chloe
Allen, skilled in the use of the needle and

anxious to gain knowledge, not
ﬂuent and easy in speech, but
particularly
capable of making a point very clear and of
If you had
setting forth your ideas strongly.

and appear

had been supplied by his indigent but gener
ous parents was exhausted. He proposed to
teach a school, whereupon a meeting was
called and the question decided afﬁrmatively.

the opportunity for exploring the country up
and down the river, and in company with an
other he traversed the old Harrison trail,

His
could be acquired without
schooling.
spare pocket money was appropriated to the
purchase of books, and his leisure moments
The bent of his
devoted to their perusal.

you would make a better talker
to better advantage.

[FEB.,

BRADLEY was born Nov. 25th,
1798, at Milton (now Genoa), Cayuga Co.,
N. Y.
His parents were among the earliest
settlers of that town, who, by contracting a

Even
is not a selﬁsh, sordid, low organization.
You are
your faults “lean to virtue’s side.”
a truthful, candid, open-hearted man, criti
cal in judgment, fond of reasoning and
investigating,

~<<®

At the age of twenty, inheriting the pioneer

ward.

The

provident mothcr ﬁtted out his
knapsack with food and clothing,
and on the 6th of October, 1818, on foot and
alone, he started, passing through the then
little villages of Buffalo and Erie.
At Pains
ville, Ohio, he turned aside to visit friends
well-ﬁlled

who had settled in the county of Geauga. His
next stopping-place was in Huron County,
Ohio, where he found other friends.
Having
now reached what was esteemed the verge of
the Westward, he was advised to halt and
winter there; but not yet satisﬁed, he soon
determined to penetrate farther and see what
might be found in the wilds beyond; accord
ingly, taking the old army trail, he soon
reached Fort Stephenson, at Lower Sandusky
Here
(now Fremont), on the Sandusky River.
he found that the scanty amount of funds which

through the Black

Swamp, to Ft. Meigs on

This trail was scarcely travaled

but by the carrier of a semi-monthly
horseback.
families.

mail on

At Ft. Meigs there were a few
There

he chartered a canoe and

At Perrysburg a single cabin was the only
tenement. On returning to Lower Sandusky
he opened his school, which was continued for
four months with a success most satisfactory
to all concerned.

During a few weeks neces
sarily employed in the collection of his dues,
he acted under a special deputation in the
capacity of constable, the regular ofﬁcer being
absent, thus adding a little to his pecuniary
resources, and carrying him into the adjacent
Indian settlements and other places which he
otherwise would not have visited.
The many
incidents appertaining to his travels, teaching,
and ofﬁcial duties at that age, made impres
sion upon the mind too vivid to be soon for
gotten, and contributed an important share in
the elementary constitution of a more mature
judgment in after-life.

Returning, he reached
home after an absence of seven months, and
was just able to return to his father the exact

amount which

had been furnished for the ex

He
penses of this long and toilsome journey.
now resumed the jack-plane and saw.
It is worthy of remark that the population
at that time was so sparse, and the means of
conveyance so limited, that this whole tramp
of more than a thousand miles, except four
teen miles of the outward

and ﬁfteen of the

return trip was necessarily performed on foot—
now forty-two years since.
On the 16th March, 1820, he married
Maria, daughter of J0seph Sheldon, residing
also in Genoa. In the fall of the same year,
in company with the fatlicr-in-law and family,
and a brother-in-law, Henry 0. Sheldon, now
Rev. H. O. S , of Sidney, Ohio, he emigrat
ed to the State of Ohio, stopping
He then,
ru, Huron County.
with his father-in-law,
explored
lands in the county of Seneca,

ﬁrst at Pe
in company
the unsold

where they
selected each a quarter-section, on which they
afterward settled in the character of true
In the following winter
squatter sovereigns.
he erected a cabin, and in going out with an

1861J
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01:team loaded -with lumber, he met with an
accident which crippled his energies for a

family was augmented by a son. In Septem
ber the lands were offered in market, and the

From the conﬁnes of Huron County to

farm was purchased.
At the end of three years it became evident
The bodily
that he had mistaken his calling.
powers proved to be inadequate to the fulﬁll

time.

the ﬁrst settlement on his route, consisting of
two families, the distance was twenty miles.
The snow being deep, and meeting with some
other hindrances, he was obliged to encamp,
and while cutting ﬁrewood for the night he
inﬂicted a severe out upon the right foot. The
weather was excessively cold, and having no
covering but his common Wearing apparel, and
it being now nearly dark, it was clear that
although the blood was gushingjfreely,
his
ﬁrst care must be for a ﬁre and the necessary
supply of fuel.
Accordingly it was not until
he had cut up the tree which he had felled
for the purpose, and had kindled a brisk ﬁre
which he was enabled to light from his ﬂint,
steel, and spunk, that he attended to the
wound, which he then dressed as best he could.
Having tied his oxen to a tree, he prepared
his lodging by placing a. board upon the snow
before the ﬁre and setting up another edge
wise in the rear. Upon the sofa thus con
structed, the night was mostly spent. The
changing of sides, that each might in turn
participate in the salutary alternation of freez
ing and burning, was an expedient resorted to
under a judicious choice of evils, and the con
test between vigilance and sleep was active,
each in turn predominating.
In the morning
he put the cut booteon the cut foot, hitched
up and started on. Having arrived at Welches,
the little

settlement above mentioned, a dis
tance of six miles, he discovered for the ﬁrst
that the wounded foot was severely frozen,
for that morning proved to be the coldest of
that winter, and the day was referred to for
years as the cold Wednesday.
This mishap
obliged him to accept the hospitality of his
kind host—his foot was enveloped in cold
ashe, and for the space of ﬁve hours, while
the frozen flesh was thawing, the suffering
from pain was indescribable.
The next morn
ing a couch of corn stalks was prepared on the
load of boards, and with a friend to drive, he
enjoyed the privilege of riding, a luxury in
he had \not usually indulged.
At his
cabin, three miles distant, the boards were un
which

loaded, and an employe took charge of the re
turn trip.
It was seven weeks before he
could lay aside the crutches.
On the 16th of March, 1821, the ﬁrst anni
versary of their marriage, the young and en
terprising couple commenced in the participa
tion of the real and well-earned delights of
housekeeping in their own humble dwelling,
the ﬁrst white inhabitants in the township of
Clinton, now ornamented by the beautiful and
ﬂourishing city of Tifﬁn.
The husband did not hesitate to wield the
axe nor to grapple the gigantic oaks, white
woods, and black walnuts, which yet stood in
close and threatening proximity to the frail
tenement.

On the 24th June following,

the

ment of the requirements of his indomitable
mental energies, the consequence of which, in
connection with a malarious climate, “was
that in the course of every summer he was
In May, 1824,
prostrated by a run of fever.
the recuperative energies had become so im
paired as to be of threatening omen, and to
escape the dangers of another summer he de
termined to visit his native State, where he
the following October, when,
having quite regained his health, he returned
to the faithful and beloved wife who had re
mained in charge of affairs at home. Such

remained until
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streams, by means of canals, to the mines. In
1851, he carried levels from Placerville to the
American River, and from Diamond Springs to
the Cosumncs—the latter of which he went
on to improve.
The project was at ﬁrst gene

rally looked upon as too visionary to be un
dertaken or even thought of, and it seemed
impossible to elicit the conﬁdence of any that
might aid him.
In the month of June, how
ever, he found a valuable coadjutor in the
person of John Berdan, Esq, who was also a
civil engineer, and capable of taking similar
viewa of the whole plan with himself, where
upon he and his son united with Mr. Berdan
in the formation of a corporation under the
name of “The Corporation of Bradley, Ber
dan 8: Co.”

was pioneer life in Ohio but a few years since,
but then railroads and telegraphs were un

(of which he was president and
chief engineer), with an authorized capital of
$36,000, and with the object of bringing the
water of the Cosumnes River to the great
dividing ridge between the waters of the Sac

known.

ramento

Soon after his return he rented out the farm
and removed to Norwalk, in Huron County,
where he followed his trade for a time, and
the farm, engaged in
In 1836 he went to try
pursuits.
his fortune in Indiana, and in 1837 his family
joined him in the keeping of a hotel in the
In the mean time he studi
county of Porter.
afterward,
mercantile

on selling

ously devoted his leisure time to the reading
of medicine, and in the spring of 1842, having
attended his second fall course of medical lec
tures, he graduated with credit at the St.
In demonstrative anatomy
Louis University.
especially, he attained the ﬁrst honors of the
class. He soon afterward settled at Laporte,
Ind., in the practice of his profession.
In the course of several years of successful
practice he gradually grew more and more
In the de
disaffected with his new calling.
partments of therapeutics and clinical prac
tice especially, all theory and rules seemed
so void of scientiﬁc certainty in their re
Accordingly, in the spring of 1850,
having suffered some reverses, among which
was the destruction of his dwelling with most
sults.

of its contents by ﬁre, he resolved to try the
then promised fortunes of the Golden State.
The incidents, trials, privation, and even
starvation, suffered by the moving masses
which accompanied him across the plains in
that eventful year, have been so often told,
and are so well remembered, that we forbear
At Sacramento, in California,
a. repetition.
he met his elder son, Joseph S. Bradley, who
had reached.there by way of Mexico-in the
preceding year. Joined by him he engaged
in merchandising

at Weberville,

in Eldorado

County.
Having in earlier life been practiced in sur
veying and civil engineering, and having car
ried a theodollte with him to California, he
soon made himself a pioneer in the great work
of conducting

the waters

of the mountain

and the San Joaquin.
The work
was commenced, and scarcely a month had
elapsed before the practicability of the scheme
was so satisfactorily demonstrated, that capi
tal began to seek investment and the stock
found a ready sale. And now, to use a Cali
fornia vernacularism,
the spirit of jumping
began to manifest itself, and a strong company

of miners was organized to contest, or at least
to divide the ﬁeld.

The work was prosecuted
interruption, and as
occasion required, the capital was increased
until it reached $500,000, which was faith
vigorously

and without

fully and wholly appropriated, and at the end
of four years some 75 to 100 miles of canal
and lateral ditches were in operation along
the main ridge and its principal spurs; open
ing a ﬁeld which has contributed perhaps as
as any other of equal extent in the
golden supply which has, in the last ten years,
so changed the monetary aspect of the whole
commercial world.
much

The stock of the corporation continued at
par until the year 1854. when, owing partly
to opposition, but more to the failure of
several other important canal companies in
the State, it suffered serious and ruinous de
preciation, even though the work was in suc
cessful and proﬁtable operation.
He having
invested all his labor and means, besides con
tracting a large debt in the purchase of stock,
became ﬁnancially
embarrassed, and losing
his most faithful and valued assistant in the
death of his son, he was obliged to go into
the company, however,
liquidation—leaving
in a highly prosperous condition.
Afterward, to aVoid and suppress litigation,
this and the opposing company went into con
solidation under the name of the Eureka
Ditch Company. and the united canals are
now supplying their thousands with the indis
pensable element for the development of the
immense auriferous resources of that extensive
region.
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two elbows of iron having connections with
the extremities of a bar passing through the
helix, and the naked armature, hung at its
center upon the lower elbow or pole, by
means of a delicately ﬂexible spring of steel.
The two elbows are biought near to each
with
some
other at their extremities, which consti
operations
merchandising which,
tute the poles of the magnet. The upper
in real estate, placed him in the enjoyment of
pole siands so far to the left of the lower as
a moderate competency. The health of his
to admit the armature in a perpendicular 7
wife having been declining for several years,
position between them, so that, when the
and she now becoming generally invalid, he
iron
magnetized, the upper end of the
armature
drawn to the left and the lower
felt it his duty and made it his pleasure to re
to the right. At the lower extremity of the
tire from business, repair to a separate dwell
a platina plaie, which, as the
armature
ing, and devote his personal attention to the
circuit
brought in contact with
closed.
care of her who had, for nearly two-score
platina point in one of the adjusting
years, been the companion of his joys, the
screws, whereby the opening and closing of
soother of his impetuosity, and the consoler of
local circuit
effected in the usual manner.
himself
The elbows, in their whole length, are in
With this, he devoted
his sorrows.
close
to
the outer surface of the he
proximity
also to writing and study. This, however,
lix, and are, consequently, directly under the
did not afford the necessary exercise for his
influence of its magnetizing powar. in addi
active, bodily powers, and he erected a work
tion to the lower spiral spring, which serves
bench under the spreading boughs of the live
to draw back the armature, there
a counter
which acts in the opposite di
spring above
oak which shaded the door of his dwelling,
rection, making
necessary to put the lower
and employed himself in light mechanical
or main spring in
higher state of tension,
work, merely for exercise and amusement.
whereby more rapid vibrations and ﬁrmer con
He had been led to think that the electric
tacts are secured than can be obtained by
telegraph, in its then condition, was too slow
single spring in a more lax condition.
This,
and expensive, and that it might be improved.
with the delicacy of
mechanical
structure,
He accordingly tried many experiments in
no friction nor
electricity and electro-magnetisin, which had ' whereby
inertia of unnecessary
ever been a favorite theme in his scientiﬁc re
metal are to be over
searches, and soon brought out a rude instru
come, together with the
ment by which he could transmit and legibly
nearness of the poles to
each
whereby
other,
record at the rate of seven or eight thousand
they mutually react one
words per hour.
This was pronounced a
upon the other to in
splendid success by all who witnessed its ope
crease the magnetic
ration, and in December, 1858, he was induced
force; and some other
considerations, derived
to come to New York to perfect and patent his
from the use of
single
invention.
helix instead of two, are
On the 13th of October, 1859, he obtained a
amongthereasons which
patent for an apparatus, consisting of a pecu
he claims has enabled
liar kind of type and composing sticks, with a
him to demonstrate that,
in this form of magnet,
machine, turned by crank or otherwise, hav
the magnetic force de
ing such devices that, as the type are passed
veloped in the soft iron
the electric circuit
through
opened and
more instantaneously
closed in such order as to produce the letters
and fully established _
cylinder on
and
represented by the type; also,
discharged, and,
consequently,
capable
which the letters are recorded in dots or lines,
of producing more lll
or in zigzag lines representing the common
stantanemis and rapid
telegraph letters. With this he succeeded in
vibrations of the arma
making legible record at the rate of ﬁfteen
ture than
possible
thousand words per hour on a short circuit—
to obtain in the form when two helices are
the Morse method yielding only ﬁfteen hun
was after
dred, or one tenth the amount.
used.
ward tested satisfactorily on the line between
From the united testimony of many super
in
which
evident that
was
New York and Washington,
intendents and operators
ascertained that the speed of its operation was
great advantages are gained, and that they
limited by the action of the relay or receiving
are frequently able. in bad weather, to operate
instrument for
with this relay, when With the old they can
magnet, the indispensable
working the local circuit of the Morse tele
not operate at all.
The extraordinary power of this magnet led
graph. In contemplating this, he soon satis
him to suppose that
might, by some means,
ﬁed himself that the relay in use was too
be made to produce sounds sufﬁciently audible
sluggish for his purpose; whereupon, repudi
for operators who read telegraphic communi
ating the old forms, and consulting the latest
cations by sound. His attention was. there
discovered principles of the science, he went
of
fore, directed to this, which, after a few ex
the
construction
an
instrument
en
about
periments, he successfully accomplished, by
tirely new in its forms, and new also in some
sounding-board
placing the magnet over
important principles.
consisting of an oblong box made of thin res
The cut illustrates this simple little mag
0
the helix,
base-board.
onant wood, upon
Over this
net as used in the relay.

are strung. from end to end, two wires, which
are strained over two bridges in the center.
thin blade of metal extends down from the

anannay’s

RELAY.

is

a

It

is

is

is

armature, having an enlargement at its lower
extremity to serve as a liiile hammer, which
placed between the two bridges. in front and
rear, and as the circuit
opened and closed,
made to strike the wires at the right and
left in such manner as to produce the most
clear and distinct knocks, unaccompanied by
the least tone or prolongation of sound that
remarkable
can tend to confuse the ear.
that the lightest movements of the armature,
local circuit,
capable of opening and closing
are also capable, when acting upon the wires,
of producing sounds which may be read with
ease. This sounder, with a key, as represent
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needed for on ofﬁce,
ed in the cut,
all that
the local battery being entirely dispensed with.
A patent for this improvement was issued
Aug. 281b, 1860.
If the general reader could be brought to
comprehend fully the immense value of Dr.
Bradley’s improvements in telegraphing, we are
satisﬁed he would at once take his true rank
as one of the great benefactors of the world.
The public knows the value of the telegraph
as
has existed, and
knows also the great
expense of transmitting communications and
the comparatively slow process by which
done. By Dr. Bradley’s plan the speed
in
creased eight-fold, and by cheapcning and
simplifying the apparatus. three quarters of
the expense of establishing and working the
telegraphic lines will be saved.
it
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it
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In 1856, having purchased a press and type,
he published the Granite Journal at Folsom,
Cal., which, after a few months, had attained
a good will, enabling him to sell out at a
handsome advance. He afterward engaged in

[FEB.,
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MORAL PHILOSOPHY;

it

MAN

1'\

‘

in

general regard the existing forms and condition of society as the re
sult of our natural faculties, and as destined to be the lot of man to the
end of time.
In perfect consistency with this view, they propose to
provide for the increasing welfare of the race. by exalting the aim of
the selﬁsh principles, and directing them more beneﬁcially by extended
The UnitedStatesof Americaarehappilytreefrom this reproach. In theirprovi
andin themanagement
of theirprisons,theyaregreatlyin
sionsfor nationaleducation,
.
advanceof Britain.
*

“1
'.I.‘55.
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it

dividual interests be the highest that our nature admits of),
would be
wiser in them to follow the example of the political economists, and to
suit their precepts to the human constitution.
Political economists

(25%»—

is

is

is

in

;

if

is

it
is

is

it

i

a

a

inferior ani
ity, and render him capable of impressing, not only the
mals, but ﬁre, air, earth, and water, into his service as laborers. And
him to love
ﬁnally, he has received organs of Benevolence, prompting
all sentient beings, and to delight in their happine; organs of Con
scientiousness, desiring to see universal justice reign; organs of Ideal
and loveliness with organs
ity, which aspire after universal perfection
of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope, leading him to desire communion
pure, excel
with God, and to rejoice in the contemplation of all that
,
lent, and beneﬁcent.
;

(if

obey such precepts, which must therefore be as little adapted to our
nature and condition, as the command to love and protect poultry. but
never to eat them, would be to that of the ﬂex. Instead, therefore, of
divines teaching Christian morality
the system of competition of in

of his own welfare, he Would desire to labor, for his own gratiﬁcation,
even independently of the reward, in the form of food, raiment, and
Again, the
the means of procuring.
physical abundance, which
earth, and the external world generally, are created with an admirable
him,
adaptation to his bodily and mental powers, so as to recompense
very moderate extent of exertion in applying
by great rewards, for
them to his own advantage. Further, man has been endowed with in
vast ingenu
ventive and co-operative faculties, which confer on him

is

it
is

if

engrossed in the pursuit of wealth, or infatuated by the vanity and am
bition of the world. But
a constant struggle for supremacy in wealth
and station be unavoidable among men,
clearly impossible for us to

'

distinguishing moral precepts of Christianity are those which command
us to do to others as we would wish that they should do unto us; to
love our neighbors as ourselves; and not to permit our minds to become

afforded for the actual supremacy of the highest powers
general point of view,
On contemplating man‘s endowments in
nothing would appear more simple and easy than practically to realize
the general and permanent supremacy of the moral powers. We have
and
conferred on him by the Creator
seen that aptitude for labor
that,
enlightened in regard to his own constitution and the sources
is

it

is

if

‘

it worthy of remark, that the system of individual aggrandize
ment be the necessary, unalterahle, and highest result of the human
faculties as constituted by nature,
altogether excludes the possibility
of Christianity ever becoming practical in this world.
The leading and

another.
now time, however, to enter on the consideration of the main
subject of the present Lecture—-the question, Whether the human
faculties. and their relations to external objects, admit of man ascending
the scale of morality, intelligence, and religion to that state in which
the evils of individual competition shall be obviated, and full scope be

it
is

a

is

is

to the general scramble for property and distinction; while every fa
aﬂ'orded to those less favorably constituted, who are incapable
cility
of maintaining the struggle, to sink to the lowest depths of wretched
ness and degradation.
When they have reached the bottom, and are
helpless and completely undone, the hand of
meager charity
stretched forth to support life, till disappointment, penury, or old age
consign them to the grave. The taxes occasioned by our national and
immoral wars render us unable to support imposts for moral objects.

an error to post
nature be capable of realizing this state on earth,
every warrant, both
till after death, more especially as there
pone
in reason and Scripture, for believing that every step which we shall
in
in this life, will prove one of advance toward
make toward

a

it,

is

for arresting them in their downward progress toward it. In short,
the system, as one of self-interest,
From the
wonderfully perfect.
prizes are held out to the laborious, intelli
beginning to the end of
gent, and moral, who choose to dedicate their lives, honestly and fairly,

he truly loves his neighbor as himself; and in which labor and the at
tainment of wealth are not the ends or objects of existence, but simply
the means of enabling him to live in comfort and in leisure, to exercise
habitually his moral and intellectual faculties, and to draw from these
his chief enjoyments. According to the present system, the attainment
human
deferred till we arrive in heaven. But,
of this condition

it

tivated and their comfort promoted, after their days of toil are ﬁnished.
There are taxes to maintain the utterly destitute and miserably poor
after they have fallen into that condition, but none to provide means

constitution, and placed in such circumstances, th
that he has wandered in error and misery so long. Some

With such
wonder

a

indigent, such as medical hospitals, to receive them when in disease,
or baths to preseve them in health, or reading-rooms, or places of in
struction and amusement, in which their rational faculties may be cul

to render the operative classes quiet and industrious laborers, toiling
patiently through this life in poverty and obscurity, and looking forward
Under the self
to heaven as their only place of rest and enjoyment.
ish system, religion and morality do not aspire to the establishment on
earth of the truly Christian condition—that in which each individual
ﬁnds his neighbor’s happiness an essential element of his own in which

it

no general laws to prevent crime by means of penitentiaries and of
abundant and instructive schools.‘
There are laws which tax as to
support armies and navies for the purpose of ﬁghting our neighbors;
but no laws compel us to pay taxes for the purpose of providing, in
our great cities, the humblest luxuries, nay almost necessaries for the

And accordingly, the
effectually improving his own circumstances.
maintenance of the laboring classes in this state of contentment and
the beau ideal of practical philosophy with many excellent indi
toil
the higher and middle ranks of life.
viduals
Under this system, the aim of the teacher of morality and religion

is

it
is

it
is

a

is

I

it

the Alpha and Omega of our social machinery: yet
does not produce
general happiness. Every moral, and may almost say religious, advan
tage incidental to, and not part of, the system itself. There are laws
to compel us to pay taxes for the maintenance of oﬁ'icers of justice,
whose duty
to punish crime after
committed; but there are

the proﬁts of their labor, to prevent the growth of improved notions
in the most
and principles of action among them; for the laborer
proﬁtable condition for his master's service when he possesses just in
telligence and morality sufﬁcient to enable him to discharge his duties
faithfully, but so little as to feel neither the ambition nor the power of

is

is

ing social system evidently bear reference to the supremacy of our
lower faculties. The pursuit of wealth at present generally ends in
the gratiﬁcation of Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation.
The at
tainment of power and distinction in politics, in rank, or in fashion

it

is

raox “wuss! nausea]
[CONTINUED

WI: perceive, therefore, that the general arrangements of our exist

\y

not simple luxuries, essential to their en
consider decent comforts,
joyment, and demand wages adequate to the command of these, as
As long, however, as the
the recompense of their industry and skill.
maintained,
will be the inter
system of individual aggrandizement
eat of the class immediately above the operatives, and who subsist on

if
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SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

if

DUTIES

knowledge,
They would educate the operative classes, and thereby
confer on them mental energy, fortitude, and rational ambition—after
which
might be expected that they would not consent to labor, like
the lower animals, merely for the humblest subsistence; but would

in
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In addition to these
light into the cause is afforded by Phrenology.
high moral and intellectual endowments, man possesses animal propen
They are necessary for
sities, which are blind and selﬁsh impulses.
his sustenance, and their organs are the largest, most active, and earliest
developed in his brain. They are prone to produce evil until they are
His
directed and enlightened by his moral and intellectual powers.

structors, teachers, and directors of works, and they were venerated
and beloved by the other members accordingly ; but no artificial dis
tinctions found a place. This community existed many years, enjoyed

ignorance of himself and of external nature, and his consequent inex
perience of the happiness which he is capable of reaching, appear to
have been the chief causes of his past errors; and the following among
His
other reasons authorize us to hope for happier scenes hereafter.
propensities, although strong, are felt by all well-constituted minds to

At that time they were about two thousand in number.
Here, then, the vice and misery which prevail in common society

be inferior in dignity and authority to the moral and intellectual facul
There is, therefore, in man a natural longing for the realization
of a more perfect social condition than any hitherto exhibited, in
which justice and benevolence shall prevail. Plato’s “ Republic" is the
ties.

most ancient recorded example of this desire of a perfect social state.
Josephus describes the sect of the Essence, among the Jews, as aim
ing at the same object. The “ Essenes," says he, “ despise riches,
and are so liberal as to excite our admiration.
Nor can any be found
among them who is more wealthy than the rest; for it is a law with
them, that those who join their order should distribute their possessions
among the members. the property of each being added to that of all
“ They reject pleasure as evil; and
the rest, as being all brethren."
they look upon temperance and a conquest over the passions as the
greatest virtue."—-( War, ii., ch. 7.) In the days of the Apostles, an
attempt was made by the Christians to realize these principles, by pos
sessing all things in common. The same end is aimed at also by the
Society of Shakers and by the Harmonites of North America, and by
the foHowers of Mr. Owen in Britain : Plato's Republic, and Sir
Thomas More’s Utopia, which was a similar scheme, were purely
The word ‘ Utopian,’ indeed,
speculative, and have never been tried.
is usually applied- to all schemes too perfect and beautiful to admit of

The Essenes labored in agriculture and in
being reduced to practice.
various trades, and seem to have maintained their principles in active
We are not told whether
operation for a considerable period of time.
the primitive Christians formed themselves into an association for the
purpose of producing wealth : so far as we know, however, they
merely contributed their actual possessions, and then gave themselves
up to religious duties; and as their stores were soon consumed, the
practice ceased. The Harmonites are stated to have been a colony of
Moravians united under one or more religious leaders. In their own
country they had, from infancy, been taught certain religious tenets,
in which they were generally agreed; they had all been trained to
industry in its various branches, and disciplined in practical morality;
and thus prepared, they emigrated with some little property, purchased
a considerable territory in Indiana, which was then one of the back
settlements of the United States, and proceeded to realize the scheme
of common property and Christian brotherhood.
They sustained
many privations at ﬁrst; but in time they built a commodious and
handsome village, including a church, at school-house, a library, and
baths. They cultivated the ground, and carried on various manufac
tures; all labored for the common good, and were fed and clothed by
the community.
They implicitly obeyed their chief pastor or leader,
Mr. RilPPo who exercised a mild though de=potic authority over them.
They lived as families in distinct dwellings, and enjoyed all the pleas
ures of the domestic affections ; but their minds were not agitated by
ambition, nor racked

by anxiety about providing for their children.

The latter were early trained to industry, co-operation, and religion;
and if their parents died, they Were at once adopted by the commu
nity. The Harmonites were not distracted with cares about old age
or sickness, because they were then abundantly provided for. There
A fertile soil, favor
was division of labor, but no exhausting fatigue.
able climate, and moral habits rendered moderate exertion suﬂ‘icient to
provide for every want. There were natural distinctions of rank ; for
all were subordinate to Mr. Rapp; and the individuals most highly
gifted ﬁlled the most important ofﬁces, such as those of religious in
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Mr. Owen at last appeared,
great prosperity, and became rich.
bought their property, and proceeded to try his own scheme. They
then retired again into the wilderness, and recommenced their career.

Were in a great measure excluded; and though the external circum
stances of the Harmonites were peculiarly favorable, their history
shows what human nature is capable of accomplishing.
The leading principle of Mr. Owen is, that human character is
determined mainly by external circumstances ; and that natural dispo
sitions, and even established habits, may be easily overcome.
Accord
ingly, he invited all persons who approved of his scheme, to settle at

New Harmony; but as those who acted on his imitation had been
trained in the selﬁsh system, and were, in many instances, mere igno
rant adventurers, they failed to act in accordance with the dictates of
the moral sentiments and intellect, and Mr. Owen's benevolent scheme
The establishment at Orbiston, in
proved completely unsuccessful.
set on foot ten years ago, by the admirers of that gentle
man, fell closely under my personal observation; and there the same
disregard of the principles of human nature and the results of experi
ence was exhibited.
About three hundred persons, very imperfectly
educated. and united by no great moral or religious principle. except
ing the vague idea of co-operation, were congregated in a large build
Lanarkshire,

ing; they Were furnished with the use of two hundred and seventy
acres of arable land, and commenced the co-operative mode of life.
But their labor being guided by no efficient direction or superintend
ence, and there being no habitual supremacy of the moral and intel
lectual powers among them, animating each with a love of the public
good, but the reverse, the result was melancholy and speedy. \Vith
out in the least beneﬁting the operatives, the scheme ruined its philan
thropic projectors, most of whom are now either in premature graves,
or emigrants to distant lands; while every stone which they reared
has been razed to the foundation.
These details are not foreign to the subject in hand. They prove
that, while ignorance prevails, and the selﬁsh faculties bear the
ascendancy, the system of individual interests is the only one for which
men are ﬁtted. At the same time, the attempts above narrated show
that there is in the human mind an ardent aspiration after a higher,
purer, and happier state of society than has ever yet been realized.
In the words of Mr. Forsyth, there is in some men “a passion for
reforming the world ;” and the success of Mr. Rapp, at Harmony,
shows that whenever the animal propensities can be controlled by the
strength of moral and religious principle, co-operation for the general
Welfare and a vast increase of happiness become possible. As, how
ever. individuals are liable to be led away on this subject, by sanguine
dispositions and poetical ﬁtncies, our ﬁrst object should be to judge
calmly whether past experience does not outweigh, in the scale of
reason, these b'right desires and this almost solitary example, and teach
us to regard them as dangerous phantoms, rather than indications of
capabilities lying dormant within us. Certainly the argument founded
on experience is a very strong one; yet it does not seem to me to be
conclusive—and as the question of the capabilities of human nature is
one of great and preliminary importance, a statement will be given in
the next Lecture of the reasons which render it probable that man is
still susceptible of improvement to an unascertained extent. Our
opinions on this point must necessarily exercise a great inﬂuence on
our ideas of social duty ; and the subject is, therefore, deserving of the
fullest consideration.
[comm on ran: 'rwurrv-srvuj
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real characters of foreign tribes and nations will never be
philosophically dellneated and understood till travelers shall describe
their temperaments, the size of their brains, and the combinations of
their Phrenological organs.

added faculties, which raise one class of
animals above another till we arrive at the

if

is

some one of the mental elements; so defective,
indeed, that but for others the subjects in
which they are deﬁcient would become ex
tinct.

completeness of mind. A banjo, for example,
with its simple adjustments, may be said to
give forth music when properly played upon,
but the piano-forte, made on a principle not

which

prompts to procreation, and another which
leads to fear or self-preservation, by hiding or

a

make

utterly
plete

certainly a more com
dissimilar,
musical
instrument.
So the penny
is

another

®
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Man has Constructiveness,
and he has also reasoning, mathematical in
tellect, which enables him to build on the
principle of the bees’ cell, and also to extend
his building capacity to the construction of
almost automatic machinery.
will not do,
then, to decry the perfection of the faculties
Who would attempt
in the lower animals?
to vie with

the dog in smelling power, with
the eagle in the power of vision, or with the
deer in the powar of hearing.
These we
know are external senses. but memory of per
sons, places, things and glimmerings of reason
are seen in some of the lower animals; and in
respect to several kinds of memory and per
ception, many animals
to man.

are equal or superior
is,

may be composed in one individual of more
parts than another, as the piano has more
is

parts of the mind. Let us make this clear.
Certain of the lower animals have—say
powers; one which prompts
three—mental

it

complete mind, and that animals, with
'their two, three, or ten faculties, can not be
said to be destitute of mind, but that they lack

is

sciousness as a simple substance or unity.”
We are right when we speak of the faculties
of the mind, and are also right in speaking of

subsistence,

ﬁrst time as ever.

parts or notes than the banjo, and the organ
more extended than the whistle With its three

which the other possesses, would have more
than a mind. We believe that
takes all the
faculties in full and complete development to

seek

more perfect than that of the
man in this respect.
The bee has the power of building its math
ematical cell, and does
as perfectly the

The only conclusion we can arrive at
that though mind may be a unit, that unit

these faculties, or all of them added to that

to

of the horse

a person destitute of mechanical skill, or
musical talent, or arithmetical ability has a
mind—not a fragment of
mind—then
would follow that one, who has either one of

system of mental philosophy.
We disagree, however, with Prof. Schuyler,
when he says that “ mind
revealed in con

them

of the horse go. For instance,
the horse has the element of locality, the
power to remember roads, places, and direc
tions; so has man, but in general the instinct

notes.

In the study of mind, consciousness of the
the only
possession of a power or faculty
personal evidence of its existence; but when
we ﬁnd either men or animals exhibiting
is

is

“I

it

strated by Phrenology more completely than
could have been done by any other known

not com

are persons who have consciousness of being;
they can say,
feel,” “I do," “I
live,”
think,” but they will be found defective in

a

it,

it,

possible; but we wish to add, that
the plurality of the faculties has been demon

are certainly

musical, the mechanical, the
arithmetical, and, we might say, the logical
faculty be wanting; yet, we know that there
the

If

is

It

a

as we

before
and as other persons manifest
perfect understanding of Phrenology by

organs

They

Are these minds

it

is

The ﬁrst paragraph quoted appears to be a
pretty fair statement of Phrenology.
mind

fragmentary?

“I

REPLY.

feel

it

is
a

plete

Some minds do not have it.

the faculties

It

I

is

afﬁrms, the logical consequent of the position
therein contained, that the mind
incapable
of performing more than one mental action at

I

If

true that we must understand

like to ask whether the musical

a part of the
mental power—is
not a part of the mind, what
it?

more tractable; and man, possessing many
faculties which the horse lacks,
superior to
the horse—not necessarily superior, as far as

it

it

it

is

a

it

a

is

a

is
a

I

We would

is

Is

not known to everybody that the talent for
arithmetic arises from
For
special faculty?
we ﬁnd men of excellent sense who are entirely

The organ,
more than the instrument with
therefore,
three notes, however perfect those notes may
be. So the horse
superior to the sheep, be
cause he has more faculties of intelligence—

is

one having the four faculties
consciousness of being, but

a consciousness of being in four powers.
Now, let us rise to the human species.

mind?

H. H.

is

does not cover the whole ground.

The

has an individual

would add, as explanatory to the position
the paragraph last quoted, that
Schuyler does not flinch from, but absolutely

the same time.

it

mation.

it

sciousness with only three avenues of infor

faculty

taken in

part of the organ or
therefore, equal, as far as
goes; its notes are as perfect, and the relation
of its parts to each other
also perfect, but
piano.

lacks all the other musical ranges, and
does what
though not defective per se,
starts to do;
perfect in its way, but

human species.
Now, the consciousness of
the animal with three faculties
a con

Again, Schuyler says:
as simplesub
The mind revealedin consciousness
wanting in the arithmetical faculty.
George
stanceor lull. We, indeed,speakof the facultiesof too
tntnd; but we are not to be understoodby facultiesto
Combo, for example, was a philosopher, yet he
meanparts of the mind, as the mind was capiltleof
dlvllltlﬂ or decomposition.By heulttrs of the mind we
never was able to master the multiplication
cspacitiesor powersof themind.and not dif
understand
In this faculty, therefore, he was
of compound. table.
ferentpartsoi wholeortiiibrentelements
Thus thefundamental
facultiesof themindaretheintel
well known that there are
lect,thesensibility,andtheWill. By thiswedo notmean idiotic; and
toutthemind
compoundof threeelements.butthat
persons so low in the scale of intelligence
has the power of knowing.feeling.and of voluiiury_ac
that they are not able to take care of them
tion. In the expressions-M think," "Ifeel," ~‘lw1ll,"
te-timony
oruniversalconscious
we havethespontaneous
selves, who are, in respect to ﬁgures, alto
nessin evidenceof the unityof the origin of thesephe
nomena. We areconsciousthatthe sameidrntlcttl or
gether superior to any professor of mathema
self liesbrickof thesephenomena,
and the sourcefrom
whichtheyﬂow.
tics, from the Bay of Fundy to the Gulf of
Mexico.
By giving us your views relative to the
positions taken in these paragraphs, you will
confer a favor.

passed by any equal

is

another, in ten faculties in a third, and, as we
rise in the scale of animated life, we ﬁnd

is,

mind, therefore, can exist in three
in one animal, in four faculties in

but covering all the possibilities of musical
more than the whistle, be
development,
cause
has more parts, more notes, more ea
Take an instrument with three
pacities.
not sur
perfect notes; so far as
goes,

It

not.

faculties

whistle, with three holes to give three simple
a musical instrument; but the full,
notes,
grand organ, made on the whistle principle,

talents, instincts, or faculties which the ob.
not conscious of possessing, he learns
server
is

it,

in discussing the several systems of mental
philosophy, the Professor says:
Anothersystemhas arisenclaimingto slord all neces
ssryjnforuintionconcerningthelthilOsuphy
of mind; this
systemis called PIIHHI‘| -g_v.Phrenolugyis the science
which treatsof the signsor character,as manifestedby
with the
theconﬁgurationof th-:cranium.in commotion
temperamentsand phjsiologicnl developments.When
kept within the proper split-re,it is of great.value in
of individuals,with
enablingitsto forma correctcstlttiattto theirt'httt’imlt-r
andcapnc-ty. But it is n-u,and
re~pect
can notbe.a systemof mental[IDIIOS-Iplty.Canwe ascer
or developthe laws of
tain the factsof consciousni-ss,
mind by our inspectionor'toe pkullit Phrenoiogymust
follow in the WtskB0' philosophy. It affordsmeansof
judgingcharactrrandthereintwestrengthof the mental
tat-ultiesprevi usly known.the localityof whoseorgans
has beenascertained;but if we.would understandthe
lawsof mind. we mustdo not by fuelingthe head,but
bystudyingthephenomena
of mind.

has, the other, which has an added
faculty, has something which the ﬁrst has

is

us your opinion of them in the PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL ?

If

a

JOURNAL—The

passages are taken frotn the writings
of Prof. Aaron Schuyler, an eminent mathe
Will you please to give
matician of Ohio.
following

it

PIIRENOLOGICAL
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Now, there are other animals
have these three faculties, and one
added, viz., the power to defend or' ﬁght.
Now we ask, has the ﬁrst animal a mind?

retreating.
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to study the nature of that faculty intellectu
ally by its manifestation in others, and by
consulting others and accepting from them ex
planations of their

individual

consciousness.
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founded.

-

If,

as our author acknowledges, our science
be correct practically, Phrenology enables one
to determine who
and who
not, well
qualiﬁed to judge of what
right, proper,

is,

sentiment of justice as the foundation of vir
tue, but, under a modiﬁed form, he adheres
that virtue
to the selﬁsh ystem. His idea
consists in “the doing good to mankind, in
obedience to the will of God, and for the sake
of everlasting happiness.”
Selﬁshness here feeds upon the idea of ever
lasting happiness, and Veneration leads to
obedience of the will of God; and these two
qualities of the mind seem to make up, in

is

a

is

thihg which was convenient, appropriate, ﬁt,
as the foundation of virtue.
.
is
Dr. Paley, whose “Moral Philosophy”
very widely studied wherever the English
language is spoken, does not admit a natural

true. and just; and herein we have hint that
the magistrate, and, we may add, the lawgiver
or legislator, should approximate as near as
possible to a perfect phrenological and physio
logical development.
A man the base of whose brain
the pre
dominating part of his nature,
unﬁt to legis
late for a cultured people. On the other hand,
he whose moral and intellectual brain very
strongly predominates over those passions and
emotions through which temptation comes,
not qualiﬁed to judge correctly of the conduct
and the temptations of those who are deﬁcient,
and consequently delinquent.
To legislate for
the people—to administer justice to the delin
quent—the legislator or the judge should not
only understand what temptation means, while
he has enough of moral elevation to lift him
above its domination, or else he can not under
stand how to deal justly and mercifully with
those who, by their conduct, become subject
to penalty.
Schuyler says: “We do not mean that the
mind
a compound of three elements.”
He
is

in making up his consciousness were
those which pertain to utility, and when he
sought to understand virtue, he regarded any

ential

is

Hume wrote an elaborate treatise to prove
that “utility is the constituent or measure of
The faculty or faculties most inﬂu
virtue.”

could be

is

begot upon pride.”

W

a judgment

is,

“the political offspring which ﬂattery

bases on which

is

virtues

tain

is

if

is,

is

if

is

if

is

It

is

a

is

it,

to the public good, and called the sacriﬁce
virtue ;” and he therefore calls the moral

if

human consciousness, which our author sup
poses to be the true method of measuring men
one of the most slippery and uncer
tality,

a

the founders of society, availing
themselves of this propensity, instituted the
custom of dealing out a certain measure of
applause for each sacriﬁce made by selﬁshness

is

and that

is

one half of the mental powers in a high de
gree and a portion in moderate degree, while
one or more of their powers may be almost
wholly wanting, or even idiotic,
shOWs that

if

then would be a sure guide; but since men
possess the different faculties in different de
grees of strength, and since they may possess

it

is

it

is

it

manner as to call out the nor
upon in such
mal activity and energy of every faculty and
sentiment of hi nature, his consciousness

is

department of the mind to ﬁnd it.
Mandeville maintains that "man is utterly
selﬁsh, that he has a strong appetite for praise,

cumstances were such as to lead him in the
right direction, or inﬂuence him to get is the
right direction at all times;
he were acted

is

virtue and living free from vice, he was bound
to acknowledge some moving cause for virtue;
but, singularly enough, he Went to the selﬁsh

a man were perfect in the development of

all his faculties, and his education and cir

is

doing good or being virtuous except the one
given, which originated in his selﬁsh propen
sities; still, hearing other men talked about

If

is

his Conscientiousness, and, reasoning from his
own consciousness, he could ﬁnd no cause for

consciousness alone as a

is

an indirect tendency to promote our own.”
Now, his selﬁsh organs were stronger than

individual

a

Hobbes taught that “we practice virtuous
actions from self-love, because we know that
whatever promotes the interests of society has

lowing

means of determining the qualities and rela
tive strength of the various mental powers.

is

degree.

These conﬂicting sentiments on the subject
of a moral faculty evince the futility of fol

a

inﬂuential

faculty in man which produces the
sentiment of right and wrong, independently
'
of any other consideration.

is

some other power of the mind, which they
themselves were conscious of possessing in an

natural

it,

condition

On the contrary,
gives us pleasure to
state, that Cudworth, Reid, Lord Kames, and
Mr. Stewart maintain the existence of a

recognizes three powers—intellect, sensibility,
that
not a composite
and will.
Now,
mind, we are at a loss to understand what
We go
required to constitute a composition.
farther than this, and Schuyler accompanies
us, recognizing thirty or forty faculties, but
he would understand these as faculties of in
tellect, faculties of affection or sensibility, and
faculties of will.
His idea
we under
the root; the intellect,
stand him, that mind
the sensibility, and the will are three main
branches, while all the phrenological organs
or faculties are sub-divisions of these main
branches, and that they all concentrate in the
we prove a faculty defective in
root; and
any one respect, we suppose he would say that
was like lopping off one of the branches of
a tree without disturbing the main branches,
the trunk, or the root; while our idea is, that
each twig carries its ﬁbers through, and con
stitutes a part of that root, and that the mind
made up of say forty elements, each
of man
mere sprout or
of which
fundamental, not
outgrowth.
As we have said, persons of excellent judg
ment and high moral feeling are sometimes
idiotic in one of the primary mental powers,
and that idiocy, so far as we can understand
like breaking
runs to the very root.
down one string of a piano or violin, and
dark spot—a blank in the mind.
makes
What imperfect minds may do or be in the
spiritual life, certain we are that, in this life,
the mind
dependent for its action and for
its knowledge on separate, distinct, individual
faculties and organs.
In regard to Schuyler’s logical inference
that the mind
incapable of performing more
than one action at the same time, we have
a man’s conscious
simply to remark, that
ness does not teach that he can exercise several
and
several
faculties
mental opera
perform
tions at the same time, we really can not un
derstand the meaning of consciousness. Noth
more apparent than the fact
ing certainly
that one can appreciate colors, comprehend
form, judge of and criticise magnitude, dis
tance, and general arrangement. A person
can feel love for one person and hatred to
ward another at the same instant; he can
musical instrument while he has
play on
all the faculties in operation just referred to,
and each one of these manifestations of mind,
of criticism, and judgment can be performed
separately from all the rest, each depending
upon a special faculty of the mind. When
we approach the domain of feeling, how multi
farious are the operations!
Approbaliveness
seeks, obtains, and enjoys praise, or cringes
under rebuke, while Self~Esteem inspires the
mind to resent the insult, and Combativeness
awakened with Destructiveness to punish
Conscientiousness either rebu king or approving
the whole transaction, while the intellect
forms a judgment and comes to a decision as
to what
appropriate in the premises. Now
all this complication of mental action accom
plished by alternations of two or three powers,
or
the mind as a whole
obliged to take up
each branch or phase of thought and feeling
a mystery.
separately, mind indeed
But
how easy the solution when we say that half
dozen different faculties can be acted upon
by an equal number of exciting causes and all
be simultaneously and independently in action.
the phrenological explana
This certainly
tion of the subject, and none other gives
rational solution of it.
is

of Conscientiousness, deny
the existence of a moral faculty, and endeavor
to attribute the phenomena of wnscience to

active

head.

[FF-K,

if

strong sentiment of Conscientiousness have
been ready to acknowledge the existence of a
moral faculty; others, who have a very in

ment of this faculty or sentiment, and enables
us to recognize these in whom
strong
or weak, by the external conﬁguration of the

if

For
ences in the writings of metaphysicians.
example, on the subject of conscience there
Persons having a
has been much dispute.

foundation of virtue; and possessing this su
periority over all other systems,
points to
the organ in the brain which
the instru

it

derstand why there has been such vast differ

consciousness, that which in other
minds originates in the faculty of Conscien
the
tiousness, -which Phrenology teaches

it

philosophy, which have bewildered the world
by their imperfect explanation of the human
mind, we can, in the light of Phrenology, un

Paley’s

a

in this way persons come to an intellectual
comprehension of something which other peo
ple by consciousness feel and know.
Now, if we open the systems of mental
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idea of the appearance of this ex
The form of the head and
traordinary man
body indicate very great powers of endur
ance. His face was long and his head high,
his cheek-bones prominent and well set, and
his under jaw and chin remarkably large.
Those who remember our remarks upon
Deacon Phillips in last year’s volume, who
was a hundred years old, will find the signs
of Vital power and endurance there de
scribed quite as strongly indicated here. What
a well-preserved body for a man of his years!
Instead of being shrunken and diminutive, it

Mr. Farnham was born July 7th,
1756, in the State of New Hamp
shire, and was accustomed to all

appears well proportioned and in good form.
The head was narrow in comparison with the

the hardships of farm-life in the
forest. He enlisted in the Revolu

height, showing moderate selﬁsh propensities
and a strong intellectual and moral develop

tionary

ment.

1777.

His

nevolence,

Conseientiousness, Firmness, Be
and Veneration were large, his

reasoning and perceptive intellect was good,
and his power of memory remarkably so.
We judge from the shape of the head that
he was not grasping after property, that he
was frank, open-hearted, and truthful; that
he was fond of sport and amusement, a good
talker, not inclined to be intemperate or vio
lent in his passions, and these facts, doubtless,
contributed greatly to the prolongation of his
life.

.
BIOGRAPHY.

Until July last it was not generally known
that any one who had participated in the san
guinary contest on Bunker Hill was living.
A remark on this point in Mr. Everett’s 4th
July oration, at Boston, called forth the fact
that in Acton, York County, Me., the subject
of our sketch resided, in his 105th year, and
who enlisted in the American army in 1775,
and assisted in the memorable struggle.

The Governor of Massachusetts, Mr. Banks

army in 1775, and served

till after the capture of Burgoyne, in

RALPH FARNHAM, 104 YEARS OLD
In 1780 he retired to Maine,
ma us'r suavrvoa or run arr-ran or Bosnia mu.
where he has since resided. He took
joined the Free-Will Baptist Church, of which
possession of one hundred acres of land in the
he has since been a constant member. In his
then wilderness—an
apparently interminable

pleasant farm-house in which he now liVes,
and commenced the arduous task of felling

year he mowed a large piece
of grass land and dug
potato patch; but
since then he has performed no labor except
for his own amusement.

the trees and preparing the virgin soil for cul
For four years he resided quite

lar

forest surrounding him for miles.
Here he
himself a log hut, on the site of the

built

tivation.

But,
alone, leading the life of a hermit.
growing weary of solitude, he, at the end of
this period, brought a wife to share his for

been very regu

years past he has regularly risen at
i.M.,
and retired at
P.M., always engaging aloud

His
living.
second son, Mr.
John Farnham,
aged sixty-three
years, with his
wife and two

son

®F>>

has always

in his habits, and this, perhaps,
one
cause of his extreme longevity.
For several

him seven chil

soldier

Had the oldest
liVed,

would
been

he
have

seventy

ﬁve years

old.

The oldest liv
ing child

is a

daughter.

aged

HOUSE OF RALPH FARNHAM, AT ACTON, MI.

seventy-two, who still earns her livelihood as a
tailoress at Acton village.
The country, when
Mr. Farnham ﬁrst came to
was much infested
it,

Amok, ML, Sept.25%,1860.
Ma. N. P. Bins, Mn. F. W. Lrsoous, nu: urns",
Boston—I have receivedyour kind invitationto visit
Boston,and l thankyoufor thehonoryoudo me. ‘1\hen
[listed in theAmericanarmy,at the ageof eighteen,I
did notsupposethati shouldlive tobe104,andbeasked
by the Governor,and Mayor,and Olhtl' distinguished
people,to visit Boston.
it seemsstrangethat out of all whowereat Bunker
Hill, l aloneshouldbe living. it appearsto me,though
solong ago,asif it werebutyesterday.I can remember
theparticularsof the marchafterI listed—howthepeo
ple cheered,and when near Andover, ColonelAbbott
cameout and said, “ Well done,my lads,”andsentout
cider and grog in pails. We got to Cambridgetheday
beforethe battle. 0! it wasa terriblenihir to me,for it
was the ﬁrst time lever engagedin lighting. [served

Mr. Farnham

dren, of whom
ﬁve are still

sons, now man
ages the farm.

he accepted in

one hundredth

tunes. She bore

and the Mayor of Boston, Mr. Lincoln, with
many others, on behalf of the State and city,
extended a cordial invitation, to the veteran
to visit Boston, which
the following letter:

/

is

excellent

5

CHARACTER.

Tin: portrait of Ralph Farnham, which is
from a photograph, will give the reader an

with thearmythroughthreecampaigns,
and
waspresentand on guardwhen Burgoyne
surrendered. ldon‘t think i deserveany
specialpraisefor theparti tookin theRev
olution. i felt andactedonly as others. I
receiveeveryyearmy pensionof $61 and
66cents—though
l havetopay ‘4 toa law
yer in Portlandtogetit for me.
i have many things to comfortme as I
Journeyalonz throughlife—innumerable
are
the merciesI amsurroundedwith. As to
temporalmatters—kind, loving children,
faithful friends. As to spiritual‘the Holy
Scriptures,andthevariousinstitutionsofre
llgion—allof which are designedfor our
improvementhere. and to prepareus to
dwellin thatbetterworldabove.
If a kind Prowdencesparesmy life and
health,youmayexpecttoseemein Boston
aboutthe8thof October.
Your friend,
Bma Faunau.

a
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RALPH PARNHAM,
THE LAST SURVIVOR 0" THE BATTLI
KER HILL.
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with bears and other wild animals, with which
he had frequent desperate encounters.
Moose
deer were also common, and he once killed an
enormous moose, which weighed over eight
hundred pounds. In 1780 the old gentleman

in prayer, in his own room, before retiring and
on rising.
He was very cheerful, but strictly
a religious man, spending a great portion of
his time in reading his Bible, with the aid of
a pair of spectacles which were used by his
mother, and are at least one hundred and sixty
years old.
He visited Boston in October last, and was

-=s€

v-1“, . .. ...
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soldier, but being very short of provisions
had been obliged to surrender.

Mr. Farnham,”

M. B.—Y0u speak of “two idiots of the

said the Duke, “you

had him there.”
Old Farnham

laughed, and after exchang
ing autographs with the Prince, with whom
he shook hands with great warmth, this noble
specimen of our Revolutionary heroes took his
his departure.
After his return to his home he wrote the

the foreheads being large."
circumference;
The idea that such cases as these should tend
as you say
to make you “an unbeliever,”
they do, is really very amusing. since you add
that the mother ‘administered laudanum to
them in their infancy, while her other
children, who are all intelligent, were not

i

der your own notice or that of your neighbor’s,
that there are certain diseases which seem to
paralyze the power of the brain, though that
brain may grow to full size. Many persons,
by the over-action of their minds, by excessive
study and reading, by extra care and business,
are rendered idiotic;
still, their brains are
it,

large. You probably understand that a horse
may be over-worked, and, as jockeys call
used up, and still he may be able to eat, and
digest, and enjoy tolerably good health in the
vital system; but his limbs are strained, his

rendered valucless,
weak, and he
though he stands as high, his legs are as
large, and, in many respects, he appears as
back

if

i

thus treated.
It is a fact, whether or not it has fallen un

he should be strong. If you will go to the
insane asylum or to the poor-house in any

large place, you will ﬁnd, perhaps, dozens of
cases of idiocy or insanity, and sometimes a
mixture of both, which have :been produced
upon persons from ﬁfteen to twenty-ﬁve years
of age, in consequence of the undue activity
of some of their passions. Their foreheads
are of good size, but the whole tone of their
brain and nervous system has been deranged

;

I

i

I

a

I

is

i

I

I

t

I

i

i

i

i

I

i

I

I

i

a

I

a

I

a

I

it

I

a

I

a

Acton, ML, Oct.QM, 1860.
brief account of my journey home.
will give
Whenwe arrived at Lawrencetherewas largecrowd
at thedepot. They r--questedme to hold my hat outof
thewindow,which did, whentheyshoweredthe “ need
ful" into asl neverexpectedto seein mylife; then,as
thetrain movedon, we left them amid suchcheersas
shallneverforget.
At Dover,N. EL, received like reception,and the
worthy Mayor very kindly nitendcd me over to Great
Falls. and presentedmewith $10bill. At Grrat Falls
metwith the samedemonstrationas at Lawrenceand
of the Great Falls Branch
Dover; and the ticket-master
Railroadinvitedmeto dinnerthat enjoyedverymuch.
Alter leaving(lreat Falls was receivedwith hearty
cheersall thewayalonguntil arrived at Acton. told
them,when gothome,ihat “I had seentheelephant,"
and wasverygladto getback.
amin goodhealth,and myfriends think am better
thanwhen startedon my journey. am surethat am
as well.
amverygratefulfor the honor doneme by theinvi
tationtovis Boston,and themanyattentionswhich re
ceivedwhenthere.
rememberwith specialpleasuremyvisit to Bunker
Hill, attendedby the Charlestowucity authorities,the
military, and music; also, the arl-lres<es
deliveredon
thatoccasionby theMayorsud Mr. Frothi-‘gham. am
alsogreatlyindentedfor the liberal sumsof moneyand
the many presents received. My thanks, which
all ihave to offer,seembut poor return for so many
favors. oughtespeciallyto mentionMrs. W. Fsrnbarn
Lee, and the companyof lancers,and Mayor flan-i,or
Charlestown,and Mr. Gilmore'sConcert Band, for their
libi-rulpresents.
'lhouith am in my 105thyear, am not pastall use
fatness; splitmyown kindlingwood andbuild myown

=>>~

who are healthy-looking, their
heads being all right in shape and full in size,
measuring twenty-two and a half inches in

same family

quiet

letter:

following

TALK WITH READERS.

is

“ch,

he

months, and it) days.

you may easily understand how,
from an over-dose of poison called medicine, or
to health, a
by any other set detrimental
brain may become robbed of its power to not
illustration

normally in the manifestation of mind. Though
we can not always understand what causes
have been at work to produce such effects,
there are cases enough which we do under
stand, to give us safe analogies by which to
explain all that we can not directly trace to
their causes.
Some children, who have been healthy for
several years, will all at once fall into a fit;
the frightened mother may not understand
why, but when the physician inquires after
may be found to have
the child’s habits,
eaten unripe fruit, or a quantity of dried
apples, dried beef, salt ﬁsh, cloves, nutmegs,
or something else, which had deranged the
or disturbed the nervous system.
the knowledge thus brought to light,
the convulsions of the child would have been
a mystery to its anxious friends during its en
stomach
Without

tire life.
We should remember that all effects must
have a cause, and when we know many causes
which may produce idiocy upon those who
to say not
or; born to be intelligent, that
natural fools, we should not be staggered by
few cases which we may not be able to unders
stand. Houses sometimes take ﬁre and are

a

Mr. Farnham that he was present at the sur
He observed
render of General Burgoyne.
that the latter was a ﬁne man and a brave

parted this life at his own house, where he
had lived for the last eighty years, on the
26th day of December, aged l04 years, 5

ery necessary for motion and power; but the
nervous system, through which the arm has
been supplied with activity and {power, has,
By this
by some cause, been paralyzed.

consumed, and
the ﬁre originated

never known by what means
but people understand this

subject so well, that they know there must have
been some natural and adequate cause. So,
also, in paralysis of the limbs, or ofthe brain by
or idiocy, the mind in its action
governed bylaws as absolute as the laws of
attraction and gravitation, or any other of the

insanity

is

score. The Duke of Newcastle then made
several inquiries as to the veteran’s recollec
tion of the great struggle, and was told by

The change of habit and the excitement in
cident to his visit to Boston, however, were
too much for a man of his years, and he de

man whose arm had
been paralyZed?
This may occur in the
twinkling of an eye, and the whole power of
the arm be destroyed, and that for life; still,
the muscles
the blood circulates through
and the bones are there, and all the machin
it,

Prince rising, taking the old gentleman by the
hand, and leading him to a seat. After some
introductory remarks, Mr. Farnham said that
he had heard so much in favor of the Prince
that he was half afraid his people were turn
As for himself he had come to
ing royalists.
tell the Prince that he had no unpleasant
feelings toward him or his family on the old

without the general health of the body being
seriously impaired.
Did you ever see

is

Their meeting was very cordial, the

is

hotel.

some by studying
ambition,
and some by other undue ex
ercise of the whole mind or of some of its
faculties, are rendered idiotic or insane, with
out the brain being small or ill-shaped, or
disappointed
mathematics

When, therefore, you ﬁnd
natural
laws.
handsomely-shaped heads of full size, accom
for granted,
panied by idiocy, you may take
that there has been some cause at work sufﬁ
cient to paralyze the natural action of those
brains.
it

having been named to the Prince that the old
soldier would be glad to see him, the Prince
sent him an invitation to visit him at his

they can neither Work nor take care of them
Some by the loss of friends, some by
the loss of property, some by drink, some by

selves.

a

Wales to this country, was the interview be
tween him and that sole survivor of the he
It
roes of Bunker Hill, Ralph Farnham.

,

it

scenes and describe them with great interest.
One of the most interesting incidents con
nected with the recent visit of the Prince of

ﬁres. I am the ﬁrst one up in themorningandtheﬁrst
onein bedat niaht. I neversleepor lie downin theday
time,but riseat fiveand retire at seven; and this 1con
tinuesummerand winter. I havealwaysbeentemperate,
andfor"var thirtyyearspast I have nottastcda dropof
spirituousliquors,or evencider. l wasneversick in my
life soasto rrqulretheattendance
of a physlclan.
Abouttwenty-tireyearsago I broke my thigh by fall'
log on theice.and hada surgeontosetit; but thisis the
only time a doctorever attendedme. I live on plain
farmer‘sdict, drink tea and coffee,andeat a verylight
supper,nevereatingmeatafterdinner. 1havenodoubt
it is owingto theseabstrmiousandregularhabits,and the
avoidanceor medicineat all little ailments,thatmylife
hasbeensoprolonged.
I votedfor GeneralWashingtonforPresident,andhave
votedat everyPresidentialelectionsince,and hope to
voteat thenextelection. This is thedutyof everyUhris
tiau freeman.
This letter,which my grsndsouhaswritten at my di
rection,l havecarefullyreadandapproved,and I signit
with myownhand.
Itsuit Falltllsl.

it
is

received with the most marked attention. His
memory being excellent, he could recall old

[Fan

;
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ment are those persons who themselves possess a high moral develop
ment of brain, they are inspired, in this faith, not by a demon, but by
Heaven; for the moral sentiments are the God-like elements of our
nature ; and the very fact that these ennoblitig expectations are enter
tained by men possessing the best moral affections, affords an indica

1'

it,

tion that Providence intettds that they should be realized.
In propor
tion, then, as a large devslopmcnt of the organs of the higher faculties
becomes general, the conviction of the possibility of improvement, the
and the power of realizing it. will increase
desire for

1'

'

Since the textwaswritten,! havevisitedthe United Statesof America,and seen
largenumbersof skttl'sof nativellldilnb. andalsoliving individualsof theseraces,and
in thetextsupportedby thisevidence. Seethemostauthen
havefoundthestatement
tlo descriptionsof theseskulls in Dr. Morton’sCronin Avior-(cane,an admirablework
containing78 drawings,of the sizeof life, of the skulls of nativeAmerican ladians,
descriptions
oi thementalqualitiesof thetribes.
with letter-press
The failureof thedisciplesof Mr. Owen,at Orbistou,in Lanarksliire,mayhesup
posedto bea refutationof thisremark; buttheyfollowedtheaspirationsof theirmoral

it

is

It

is

It

is

is

sentiments,
withoutconsultingthedictatesof enlightenedintellect. They believedthat
thegoodwhich theystronglydesiredcould beat oncerealised,by measures
suggested
by themereforceof thedesire,withoutfulﬁllingthe preliminarycontiilionsnecvuary
to success.They assembleda numberof selﬁshand ignorantpeople,and expeelrd
that,by fewspeeches
theycouldaltertheirmentalcon
andby living in community,
and moral. This waslrra-r
dition,and renderthemin thehighestdegreedisinterested
tinnril,and failure was the natural result; but this doesnot showthat wivcrjntcsns
mightnot hayeled In happierends.
Sun: or Enrica-noniN Excuse —The registerof marriagesin England throws
an incidentallight uponthestateof education. The partitsm--rrledsign theirnami-s.
thi-ycan write,and hill! their marks. theycan not. Judging by thiscriterion,
appearsthat.among100menwho marryin England,thenumberunableto wriu- Y3.
Among100womrn.49; and the meanof both.4!. As
estimatedthat thenumber
whomarryannttnllyis onlyabout per mm. of thepersonsmarrlaecahlc,thedataare
thi-yarc w
ton llmltrd to affordsureresults:but in theabsenceof betterevrdr-nce.
worthyof attention With thisqualiﬁcation,wegive the proportionsfor the diifcrent
sectionsof thi-country.
or ENdLANb.-Of 100of eachsexwhomarry,thenumberwhosignwith
SCHOLARSHIP
marks is—
Msii'l.
Females.
Marin
86
South-eastern
countlea.... . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..... 8's . . . . .. 40
..
Snuth-mldland do.
no.
Eastern
South-western do.
We-tern
do.
Ni-rth'midlend do.
North-western do.
Yorkshire
do.
do.
Northern
MonmouthandWales
The Metropolis.. .. .. .
The fact that 41adultsout of everv100can notwrite their names disgracefulto
England,and to theCnurchin particular.whoseespecialonly was,eitherto make
provisionfor theeducationof thepeople.or to seethat wasmill“ by the>t-ite.The
Church.in its collectivecr-paclly.hasiti factbeenhmtil» to thediffusionof kllﬂll?dsos
Rem-w of the Regh-t‘a-~onsra Swond A-inuaﬂ Report of births, Deaths,an!
Marriages,” England,in .IteSollemurs0/ 21dAUQUot'it40.
[to as ooa'rrauan.)
It

the excellent qualities exhibited by a few can not be said to be beyond
the ultimate attainment of the majority.
Further—as
the ﬁrmest believers in man’s capability of improve

and its attendant enjoyments, has scarcely yet begun.

is

love of God into every mind.
men, and
the
brains exist, human nature must be capable of reaching this condition;
and as we are all of the same race, and regulated by the same laws,

application of them to increase the intelligence and happiness of the
great mass of the people, with a view to realizing Christian morality

it

peace and good-will to
If men possessing such

faith and worship, have been instituted after acquiring sound and sys
tematic views of our own nature, and its wants and capabilities.
The
commencement ofdiscovery in the arts and sciences, and of the art of
printing itself, are still comparatively recent: while the practical

is

introduce

houses, the plans of our towns, our modes of industry, our habits of
living, our amusements, nor even the details and forms of our religious

it

rejoice in institutions that should

people are uninstructed in everything deserving the name of practical
science. Neither our scheme of life, the internal arrangements of our

.
.

are genuine philanthropists—good,
pious, wise, long-suffering, and
charitable.
They see and lamettt the ignorance, selfishness, blindness,
and degradation of the unenlightened masses of mankind, and would

like the lofticst mountain in extent, and their
kind, their ignorance
knowledge as the most diminutive mole-hill.
The great body of the

it
is

in proportion to the predominance of the organs of the superior senti
Many persons enjoy
ments and intellectual powers in their brains.
ing this combination may be found in all Christian countries.
They

ages; but the wisest of thctn have the most forcible conviction that
the ﬁeld of their knowledge of nature, physical and mental, when
us
compared with the vast regions of territory still unexplored,
span to the whole terrestrial globe; and as to the multitude of man

it

savage races, in the collection of the Phrenological Society, afford
proofs of this factﬁ"I Moreover, individuals are ﬁtted to institute,
maintain, and enjoy a highly moral and intellectual social condition,

which still prevail, even in the best informed classes of society.
in truth, an error to believe that even modern Europe
enlightened,
in any reasonable meaning of the term. A few of her ables-t men are
comparatively well instructed, when tried by the standards of other

a

It is
age skulls of the modern inhabitants of the same countries.
certain also, that, in civilized nations in general, the moral and intel
lectual organs are larger, in proportion to the organs of the animal
propensities, than they are in savages. The skulls of civilized and

ages; we have not yet fully escaped. This
proved by the mass of
uneducated persons everywhere existing,‘ by the imperfect nature of
the instruction usually given, and by the vast multitude of prejudices

if

skulls several centuries old have been disin

men, they act blindly and with terrible energy, pro
ducing misery in every form.
if the progress of knowledge be destined
to augment virtue and enjoyment, our brightest days must yet be in
reserve because knowledge
only at this moment dawning even on
civilized nations.
has been well observed, that we who now live
are only emerging out of the ignorance and barbarism of the dark

8

Wherever

terred, they have presented moral and intellectual organs less in size
in proportion to those of the propensities, than are found in the aver

in uncultivated

.

did ﬁve hundred years ago; and, the development of the brain also
appears to improve with time, exercise, and the amelioration of social

periods of the direst sufferings of human nature, we shall ﬁnd them
uniformly to have been those of the most benighted ignorance; and
Phrenology conﬁrms the records of history on this subject;
shows
us that the animal organs are the largest and most active, and that,

’n

that the capacity of man for improvement is greater than experience
may, at ﬁrst sight, lead us to suppose.
In the ﬁrst place, man is obviously progressive in the evolution of
his mental powers.
The moral and intellectual faculties bear a far
higher sway in the social life of Europe iii the present day, than they

constitution, out of the dark chaos in which they have
hitherto existed, will his means of acting wisely, and advantageously
for his own happiness, be augmented.
If we trace in history the

is

render it probable

his own

.

brain improveswith time,
Reasonsfor expectingfuture human improvement—The
superiorbrains and minds
exercise,and the ameliorationof institutions—Existing
prove the capabilityof the race—Thebestmen are the fin-nestbelieversin man‘s
happinesswill increasewith the progressof
capabilityof improvement—Human
knowledge-Ignorancestill prevalent—Manyof our sufferingstraceableto causes
removableby knowledgeand thepracticeof morality—Thisexempliﬁedin poverty,
and thevicissitudeand uncertaintyof conditions-Meansby whichhumanimprove
closelylinkedwnhgeneralimprove
mentmaybeeffech -The interostofinrtlvlduais
viewof theChristianpre
mentandprosperity—Examples
in proofof this—Extensive
of attendingto public
cept,thatwe oughtto love our neighboras ourselves—Duty
of politicalscene
affairs—Prevention
of war—Abolitionof slave-trade—luiperi‘ection
myin its tendencytopromotegeneralhappiness—PropOsal
tosetapartstatedportions
of timefor theinstructionof thepeoplein theirsocialduties,andfor thedischargeof
of cndeavoringto equalize
them—Anticipated
good electsof such a measure—Duty
viewsof politicalicutioutotson
happiness-Duly of maintainingthe poor—Opposite
thissubjectconsidered—Causes
of paupcrirrn,and meansof removingthem—These
of thepoor,buton thecon
causesnotstruckat bythepresentsystemof management
trarystrengthened.

5

or was Pnosritcrivit c0NniTioN or socts'rY
coN'riNusu.-nurv or MAINTAINING THE POOR.

consinssli'rmN

institutions.

Again: man, as already mentioned,
clearly and undeniably pro
gressive in knowledge; and this single fact authorizes us to rely with
conﬁdence on his future improvement.
in proportion as he shall
evolve a correct knowledge of the elements of external nature, and of

a
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purposes, writers and speakers have referred
to and considered. Of these, that which de

is

nies to man the possession of an immaterial,
immortal, and accountable mind, appears to
be the form which
charged against Phren
But the charge, as
as “baseless” as

is

ology as one of its evils.
will be made to appear,
a

any other “fabric of
vision”
can express or fancy conceive.

@¢>>>

which

words

it

I

It

of

is

it

it

that He has not.

content with them as they have received them
from their unerring Creator.
And had He
chosen, in His wisdom, to form them out of
different substance, their content would have

material

His own perfections proclaim
And
deterioration of
by
it

worse.

a

made

it

a spontaneous change, Would indicate in
some original
defect or radical blemish of

Their conﬁdence in the Deity,

his designs and operations,
boundless.
Of enlightened and reﬂecting anti-phrenolo
gists (if they can be induced to reﬂect with

or structure incompatible with its
being the product of a Gon or rnsricc'rion.
Such deteripration would conclusively show
that

it

a

‘

it

been the same.

was not “very good," but radically

defective.
As respects mere duration, then, we have
no ground to believe that the material uni
verse will fall short of its Aurnoa—or cer
tainly of anything else He has created. It:
ln
existence as matter will be everlasting.
change.
form and combination only will

interpreted and fully understood, anything in
compatible with thc immortality or accounts
bility of the human soul, or in the slightest
degree unfriendly to them?
reply that there

will be as end
As a system or aggregate,
lessin duration as the spiritual creation, em
bracing angelic as well as human spirits. For

is

it

it

is

it

never be forgotten that the immortality
not an attri
of created spiritual substance
bute essentially inherent in that substance.
Such an attribute would render
independent

‘let

is

It

as dependent
not so.
of God. But
on HIM for its immortality as matter is. And
repeat, that He has nowhere disclosed His
is

a

The supposed in
compatibility and unfriendliiiess are but no
tions—groundless notions, arising from
mis

it

not, and defy refutation.

it

seriousness on the subject),
ask the cause of
their deep hostility to materialism in the ab
stract?
Is there in the doctrine, when fairly

purpose to annihilate the one substance any
more than the other-—matter any [more than
spirit.
Whence arises, then, the Vulgar notion that
necessarily perish
matter, ﬁom its nature,
The question may be easily and con
able?

Nor has the Deity. in any of His revelations,
either pronounced matter perishable in itself,
or declared His positive intention to annihilate

Forms and combinations of
ﬁdently answered.
matter are mistaken for matter itself; in its
The former are perpetually
simple condition.

it. The Scriptures, indeed, refer to future
changes that are to occur in masses of matter,
but to no annUiilation.
The conﬂagration of
the world, occur when
may, will be but

changing—coming into existence, altering, dis
solving, and passing again into other forms of
being—the latler never.
All the phenomena that make up the vast

change of one great aggregate into another.

and ever-active economy of the universe—the
varying positions and aspects of the heavenly
and action of
bodies, meteoric ﬂuctuations
every description, the beauties of spring, the

a

not to annihilate.
To burn
will be conceded by every one that no
given portion or- kind of matter can destroy
itself.
Such a supposition Would be absurd.
Nor can any one portion of matter annihilate
another; for to annihilate
as essentially an
act of Supreme Power as to create.
Nothing

short of the Deity, then, who be

is

of ground for believing or suspecting that na
ture to be essentially and spontaneoust per
ishable.
On the contrary, all observation and
all experience, as far as; they may avail in
such an investigation, contradict the belief.

it

the most crude and indeﬁnite notions.
Of materialism there are several forms,
which, on various occasions, and for different

it

are made out of the substance best
suited to the purposes for which they were
created, be its essencewhat
may, they are

it

minds

is

i

is,

they imagine the term to be of terrible import.
But what that import
very few of them
with whom
have conversed have any but

if

I

very good yet. We have no reason to believe
that the Creator himself has intentionally

is

cxclaim, “Materialism, materialism l”
as literally by rote, and with as little mean
ing. as would the parrot or the magpie. True,
now

Deity had completed creation, including mat
ter as well as mind, He pronounced
all
“very good.”
He was, therefore, satisﬁed
with it. And
was very good then,

any of the works of creation, or to usurp a
share in the superintendence or direction of
them.
Under a full conviction that their

It

Not so, however,
a vast majority of their disciples and
followers.
They have learned the imputation,
as a battle-cry, from their leaders; and they

is

opponents. But they hava less of
pretension and self-conceit, and being much
less captions and difﬁcult to be pleased, they
are not so prone to murmurs and fault-ﬁndings.
They are less inclined,
mean, to except to

conception or misconstruction of the doctrine.
In its own nature, for aught we know, or can
even fancy to the contrary, matter
as im
mortal as anything else. We have no shadow

with

to be much more a being of experiment and
caprice, than one exempt from “any shadow
We are told, on the highest author
turning.”
ity—no less than His own—that when the

of their

No doubt those who ﬁrst imputed materialism
to Phrenology, had, or believed they had, some
meaning in their words.

it

formed—they say nothing; be
cause they know nothing. Yet have they just
as much, and as accurate knowledge on the
subject, as the most sagacious and the wisest

thousand of those who

are in the habit of
preferring it could answer the question in a
way to be understood—or whether half a
dozen in a thousand would answer it alike.

to speak with reverence, would a course of the
kind comport with what we are taught to be
lieve
His character.
would bespeak Him

I

of which

is

the question, What is the precise meaning of
materialism, as a charge against Phrenology?
I doubt exceedingly whether one in every

claimed that He created the material universe,
todevote
again to actual annihilation.
Nor,

I

the matter, frivolous as it is, shall be treated as if
it were worthy in itself of serious consideration.
Were I to introduce the discussion by asking

trary, they accede to both, and that in perfect
accordance with the principles and doctrines
of the science they profess. But as respects
the substance of the mind—the thing,
mean,

is

[coin-moanraoir ran: 4
In truth, it is discreditable to the scienceof an
advanced period in the nineteenth century, which
is boastfully pronounced the age of reason, com
mon sense. and practical knowledge, and when
theory is professed to be discarded for fact—it is
discreditable that at such a time, and under such
circumstances, the subjects of materialism and
immaterialism should be brought into question,
and spoken of as themes of interest and import
ance—worse still, as matters essential tomorality
and religion, on which the good order and pros
perity of temporal affairs, and an eternity of woe
or felicity depend ! That such abstractions (I was
near saying iii/iitities) as substance, essence,and
entity, were dreamed of and dosed on in the clois
ters of the ﬁfteenth and sixteenth centuries, when
nearly all of mental exercise was abstraction and
hypothesis, is not surprising. But that such phil
osophical foolery should be practiced now, is mat
ter of amazement, and shows that we have but
partially escaped from the superstitions and
phantasies of the “dark ages.” But unmeaning
as the inquiry is, and unsatisfactorygas the issue
must necessarily prove, the eﬂ'ortto say something
on the subject must be made, becauseit is expected
and promised, and shall be therefore commenced
without further delay. And in the course of it,

stowed existence on matter, can deprive
of
existence.
And He,
repeat, has nowhere
avowed His intention to do so—nowhere pro

I

BY CHARLES CALDWELL, M.D.
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Phrenologists neither deny the immortality
and accountability of the human mind, nor
are in any way opposed to them. On the con
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glories of summer, the fruitfulness of autumn,
and the desolation of winter—are nothing else
than the product of changes in the forms,
combinations, and arrangements of matter.
So are the avalanche

and the volcano,

the
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A Svnscnrsnn in Missouri, when sending on
for booksand renewal of his subscription,writes as
follows:
“ Having beenan
humblereaderof the Pnszsonoo
zcu. Jouinur. for the past year, am thoroughlycon
vincedof thetruthsof its teaching;of Phrenoiogybeing
soundand demonstrable
science;and long toseeits
permanentadvocatesscatteredover the land, and its
teachingsinculcatedwith the commoninstructionof our
country,and every familybecomea zealousadvocateof
its claims.
‘The properstudyof mankind man,‘
andto
will contributemy mite,thoughbut dropin
theocean.
J. L. H.

it

Foam Cums—We
should be glad to send a
clubof thispaperto everypostofﬁcein theUnion. Will
notyou whoreadthis seeto thatoneshall be received
at yourofﬁce7 The verylow pricesat which we putour
club rateswill precludethe possibilityof anyone'l sup—
posingwcdesiretheformationofclubsentirelyonourown
account;for will be rendin seenthat25,00"subscribers
at ourregularratesfor single subscriptions,
giveus much
more profit,with less labor, than would 50,000at club
rates. Butsolongaswe believewe candogoodby pub
lishingat all,solongweshall desiretoincreasethenum
berof our readers,whetheror notwe gainanypecuniary
advantage
thereby.
it

Glassgnuhtntsf
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a

;
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Tar: AMERICA!
PHRINOLOGICAL JOURNAL
for 1861will beprofuselyembellished
withportraitsof the
great,thegood,andthevicious; engravingsof usefulin
ventions;specimens
from theanimal kingdom; illustras
tionsofNaturalScience,Architecture,
Fruits,etc. sothat
the Farmer, Mechanic, Merchant, Minister, Parent,
Teacher,andScholarshallﬁndin eachandeverynumber
of theJOURNALnot only substantialknowledge,but use
ful informationandrich intellectualentertainment.Pub
lished at $1 a year, by Fownaa Ann Wnus, No. 308
Broadway,New York.
it

Maori/mum, the great. civilizer, yielding as
doesonehalf thewealth,and beingthe sourceof nearly
all the comforts,conveniences,
andelcganccsof life,will
have prominentplacein Lira ILLus-rairrso. New in
ventionswill be explainedand illustratedwith spirited
engravings. So manygreatattractions,
withsolarge an
amountof soundandracyreadingmatter,shouldcall into
theﬁeldthousands
of co-workers,whowill extendthecir
culalionof Lll'l ILLUBTBATED
toeveryneighborhood
and
everyfamilyin our broadland. Publishedat $9 year
by Fownla Aim Wanna,No. SLSBroadway,New York.
Liberaldeductionto agentsandclubs.
a

Tau editor of the Day Dawn says: “ The
AIIIIOA! PHKINULOGICAI.
Jouarui.
ﬁrst-classserial
a

ll

We envyitspubli:burstheamountofgoodtheymusthave
thehappinessof doing. The perusalof suchworksﬂres
us with zeal to do whatwecan for our race. It
pre
eminentlya workfor youngmen,andwill do honortothe
finestdrawing-roomtable." Publishedat ll
year by
Fownna mu qun, No. 808Broadway,New York.
is
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W. W.-—Your description of the Tempera
mentc not so clearas to warrantus in decidingpre
ciselywhat theyare; but so far as we can judge,there
would be no palpableobjectionto their union. For ﬁfty
centsyou could procure,by mail,the Innsme Burs
Insnuema, which would instructyou how to judge of
thesubjectof Temperamenls.

" How TO LIVE ?—that
the essential ques
tion. Not howto live in the merematerialsenseonly,
but in the widestsense. The generalproblemwhich
oompreheuds
everyspecialproblemis-the rightrulingof
conductin all directionsunderall circumstancel.In what
way to treatthebody in whatway totreatthemind in
whatwayto manageour affairs; in whatwaytobring up
family; in what way to behaveas citizen; in what
wayto utilizeall thosesourcesof happinesswhichnature
supplies—how
to useall our facultiesto the greatestad
vantageof ourselvesandothers—how
to live completely.”
Thus writesHerbertSpencerin hisrecentworkon edu
cation. To teachHow 1!) L1", in its widestsense,has
beenand is theobjectof the Pnalnommcn. Jouaint.
EverythingthatpertainstoEducation,Physical,Moral,or
Intellectual,finds placein its columns,and to give its
readerssuchinformationu will enablethemtolive better,
is theearnestendeavorof its publishers.
The Pnansomoron. Jonmun, nowtheonlyoneof the
kind in theworld, publishedmonthlyby Fownaa Aim
Wanna,808Broadway,New York, at One Dollar year,
in advance. Specimensfor examinationsent when
desired.

a
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T. A. D.—l. Does the organ of Individuality
formperceptions
indepcndcntof the otherperceptiveor
gans,Size,Form, etc.
Am. Yes. If this organ couldexistin personin
stateof perfection,andthe othersbeeithersuspended
in
their actionor annihilated,Individualitywould serveits
normalpurpose—
namely,to give to theminda recogni
tionof something.The omceof Individuality torecog
nizethingsas simpleexistences,
withoutrespectto color,
form,size,or density. Form and Size can not notuntil
after Individualityhas perceivedthe thing to be acted
upon. An infant scespersons,but
sometimebefore
can discriminatebetweenone person and another,
or ratherbefore learns to know ils httcndanisfrom
strangers.
2. Shouldnottheorganof Languagebevery deﬁcient.
in personsborn dumb?
Am. No person born dumb. Those who are born
without hearing power are called deaf and dumb,but
theyare dumbonly becausetheycan not hear. A mute
child laughsand cries as naturallyas anychild, showing
thathepossesses
all thevocal organs,and no!organ
ically dumb. Besides,we are acquaintedwith many
mules,and accordingto our experiencewith them,they
arethegreatesttalkersin theworld,and generallyhave
thesign of Languagelarge. Those,however,whomwe
know have been educated,and theywill sit and write
with you for hours,if you can not talk with them by
signs.
8. Do not the temporalmusclesthrowan impediment
in thewayof Judging the size of Constructiveness
and
Ideality,andwhat thebestmeansof obviatingthisdif
ﬂcuiiyi'
Ana. We experienceverylittle difﬁculty"cm themuc
clcs in decidingupon the size of thoseorgans;still we
are obligedto be careful,and sometimes
we requestthe
subjecttorelaxthe musclesby lettingtheunderjaw fall
slightly. SometimesIdeallty droopsin he development
towardConstructiveness,
or, perhaps_more
properly,the
upperpurl.or Constructiveneu
andthelowerpartof Ide
nlityare developedtogether. In suchcaseswesuppose
Conltructlvcncss
to actmorenaturallywith Idealltythan
with thepcrceptivcs,thusgiving to the mind an inven
tive tendency,and the dispositionto exerciseimagina
tion alongwith Constructlvcness.MOH'OVt‘l',
when Ide
alityworksdownwardtowardConsiruciivcncss,
werecog
nize the artistic disposition—thetendencyto exercise
mechanicalskill along with artistictaste;and theman
will be an artistic mechanist, notan artist; and an
artist,will show skill in brindng out his concepiions.
When Identity lifted up toward Spirituality,the ten
dencyof that faculty to givc dreamy,ethereal,ro
manticcastto themind andinsteadof ldeuiity working
with tangiblethings.and clingingto objectsof beautyin
nature, revelsamidtheetherealfanciesof an exaltedor
spiritualnature.
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change in the mode of existence of matter
Nor is the conversion of dead into living mat
ter a creation, but simply another change in
the mode of being.
To say the whole at once. Matter is im
mortal, if the Deity choose ,to have it so.
And of spirit, nothing more can be alleged.
Its immortality also depends on His will alone.
Be its essence what it may, it is as far from
being independent of Him as matter is. It
exists in strict subordination to the laws He
has imposed on it.
And He can decree its
immortality or annihilate it at pleasure. Nor
can anything more perishable be predicated
of matter.
Were materialism true, then, the mind of
man would lose by it not a jot of its immor
Of its moral accountability the same
tality.
is true. That, also, might remain untouched.
Accountability
does not attach to spirit, be
cause it is spirit.
It attaches to
because,
for reason of His own, the Deity chooses to
hold
accountable. And, for reasons equally
valid, He can, if He please, hold matter ac
countable also. lndeed,
mistake not, we
are taught to believe that He does so. The
bodies of the wicked are doomed, after the
resurrection, to suffer in common with their
spirits, in consideration of their having co
operated with them in the commission of sin.
And, on contrary grounds, the bodies of the
righteous are also to participate in the enjoy
ment of bliss.
That the Creator can, then,
He please,
attach to the human mind, as a material sub
stance, accountability as well as immortality,
will not be denied. Nor does any one know
that He has not done so. He has nowhere
told us that He has not nor has He furnished
us with powers to make the discovery our
selves, by curiously prying into His works.
To take
less abstracted and more practical
view of this subject:
any conceited spiritualist so presumptu
ous as to assert positively that the Creator
has not formed the human mind out of matter
By such assertion, he fairly implies that he
possesses so intimate and thorough an ac
quaintance with the mind, as to know cer
tainly of what substance the Creator has
formed it.
But
pretension of the kind
would be in an equal degree audacious and
groundless.
In plainer and stronger terms
would be impious and false.

Tet

is

ter. But altogether erroneously.
Death and
the annihilation of matter have no shadow of
resemblance or of analogy with each other.
Instead of its annihilation,
death is but a

it

By the great body of mankind, life and death
would seem to be identiﬁed with existence and
non-enstence.
The two former terms, I mean,
are regarded as synonymous with the two lat

is

into bodies and systems. But it is of com
pound matter alone. From its creation to the
present moment, we have reason to believe
that not a particle of simple matter has lost
its existence.

a

and animal creation.
The whole
economy of nature, I say, as far as it is known
to us, consists, and always has consisted, of
changes in matter, accumulated and arranged

it

vegetable

Does any one contend that the Deity could
not make the mind of man out of matter, and
still attach to
immortality and accounta
bility
That would be a notion no less
groundless and culpable; being,
would be
denial of the Deity’s omnipotence.
And no
one will be guilty of impiety so ﬂagrant.
Who will venture to assert that the Creator
ought not to make the mind of man out of mat
ter?
No one, surely.
Or
so, his presump
tion
still more consummate and impious;
because he dares to interfere with the designs
and counsels of the Creator.
He rebelliously
aspires to
—“ Usnrpthebalanceandtherod
BejudgeHis justice; betheGod of God1”
[T0 an corn-moan]

G

earthquake and the cataract, the rushing tor
rent and the storm-beaten ocean. And so are
the countless forms and movements of the
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ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SIIRUBI.
WI: are now prepared to furnish ornamental
trees and shrubs, in quantities, at the following
very low prices, viz. :
For the entire collection of ﬁfty. . .. $10 00
" Twenty-ﬁve,purchaser's selection 6 00
u
u
or
6
our
“
" Twrlve, purchaser’s
4 00
“
“
“
3 00
our
Each plant will be distinctly labeled, and war
ranted true to name. All are well grown, ﬁne,
and healthy.
Those desiring to order the whole collection,
may have somewe have namad. If so, they may
strike any ten from the list, and we will supply
their places with others equally valuable. The
orders will be well packed and delivered free of
expense, to any express, railroad, or steamboat in
New York. The freight thereafter to be paid by
the purchaser.
We annex a list :
common NAMES.
BOTANICAL NAMES.
dwarf double
Amygdalus. .. . . . . . . . .
.Almt‘iind,
re .
ﬂmorpha fruclicosa. . . .Indigo Shrub.
Azalea nudiﬂora . . . . . .Azalea, pink colored.
Berberis purpurea . . . . . .Purple-leaved berberry.
Shrub,
Calycanthus lmigatus.Sweet-scented
purple.
Pea
Tree.
Caragana arborescms. .Siberian
Clethra alnifolt'a . . . . . . .Ciethra, fragrant.
Colutea arborescem. . . .Bladder Senna, yellow.
Carchorus (Kcrn'a) ja
ponica . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Japan globe ﬂower.
scarlet
Cydom'a (Pyrite) japon- Quince. Japan
icn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ﬂowering.
Cytisus sropnrius . . . . . .Scotch Broom.
Deulzia scabra. . . . . . . . .Deuizia, scabrous, beau
tiful.
Deulzia gracilis . . . . . . .Deutzia, graceful, neat.
.Deulzia,
creuate
DruIzia cruiala . . . . . .
Euonymus europzus.. . .Strawberry Tree, Euro
pean Scarlet.
Euonymusfructu albo..Strawberry Tree, white
fruited.
Foraytliia viridisn'ma. . .Chinese Golden Bell.
Hulcsill diptera . . . . . . . .Silver Bell, two winged.
Hibiscus rubro pleno. . .Althea frutex, red.
Hibiscus nrdens . . . . . . .Althea frutex, bright red,
Hibiscus roseo. . . . . . . . .Althea frutcx. roseate.
Hibiscus speciosa. . . . . . .Althea frutex, carnation
striped.
Hydrangea radiata. . . .Hydrangea, ray-ﬂowered
white.
Lom'cera lartan'ca. . . . . Early red tartarian.
Lonicera alba. . . . . . . . . .Early white.
Philadelphus coronan‘usSyringa, European 1‘“.
grant.
Philadelphus Gordoni- Syringe, Gordon's Ore~
.
.
gon,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
anus. . . . . . .
grandi- Syringa, garland, large
Philadelphia
ﬂowers.
ﬁuruii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
slender branch
Phi/adelphua gracilis..
.Syriinga,
e .
Philadelphia; nana. . . . .Syringa, dwarf.
Prinus vrrlt'cillullls. . . . .Winterberry, scarlet.
llubinia hispida . . . . . . . .Acacia, rose
. . . .Spiriea. Hooker’s new.
Spilaa Hookeri.
Spima opulafulia . . . . . .Spirsea, Guelder Rose.
leaved.

>>
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Herbaceous and Border Plants.
Our collection of herbaceous and border plants
will include
100 varieties Carnations.
“
Phloxes.
“
Herbaceous Spirzoas.
"
Lychnes.
“
Campanulas or Canterbury bells.
“
Delphininns or Larkspurs.
“
Clematis, climbing.
Also—Peonies, Diletras. Sedum, Asclepis, Digi
talis (Foxglove), Orobus, Aconitium (Monkshood),
Iris, Yuccas Roses, etc., etc., comprising over 100
different species.
We will sell these in quantities at the same
price of the ornamented shrubs and trees, viz.:
60 plants, $10; 25 plants, 36; 12 plants, $4.
If the selection is left to us we shall give a general
assortment. The purchasers can, if they prefer,
name the numbers of each variety.
£8“ Every plant distinctly labeled, and war
ranted as represented.

Flower Seeds.
Having made arrangements with Mr. B. K.
Bliss, of Springﬁeld, Mass., well and extensively
known as one of the most reliable seedsmenin the
country, to furnish us with seedsof his own rais
ing and importation, we are prepared to receive
orders from our subscribers and friends, with full
conﬁdence that we shall be able to give them
entire satisfaction.
We shall furnish five assortments, put up in
packages, as follows:
No. I will contain 20 varieties.
ii
u
u 2
16
II
u
u 3
u
st
n 4
10
it
u
u 5
5
Those packages in which is the least number of
varieties, will contain the choicest, newest, and

A

WORD WITH You.

Reader,do youwantto berestoredto health,andknow
how to help yourselfandotherswell? Are youa clergy
man? a lawyer? a merchant?in leaclier'lan artist? a
hum of lcllrl’sl' Are you a mechanic? a farmer? a
miner? a student! Are you a sick woman,worn down
wmi work or familycares? or a g-rl, delicate,nervous
fromstudy.and predlsm-edto consumption? You may
relyon thereIs no publicationin theworldfrom which
you cangainsomuchvaluableinformationrelativeto the
aweof Life and Ilcullh, as
The Water-Cure Journal.
In it' thetrue natureand causeof d'sensearefully and
rationallyexplained,andoneof its principalobject: to
teach
How to Keep Well.
But assomefrom Hereditaryaffectionsor supposeduns
ofth
voidublecausesdo notenjoyhealih.onedepartment
of
Jones“. is devotedto articlesrelativetothetreatment
diseases,
whereyoumaylearn
Sick.
How to Recover Health when
The Johann. is nowin theﬂiloenthyearof publication,
and thousandsin everypartoi the countryare readyto
tesllfyto the pricelessbeneﬁtstheyhavederivedfromits
perusal.
will besent
Publishedmonthlyat ll year. Specimens
on application. Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,
8J8 Broadway,New York.
is

BHRUBS, PLANTS,
SEEDS.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS, AT BE
DUCED PRICES.
OFFICE, No. 505Broadway,New York.
“ This Machinemakeslhc ‘ LOCK-STITCH! and ranks
beauly
higheston accountof the elastici'y.permanence.
of theclimbingwhendone,and
dealrableness
andgent-val
wlile rangeof its application.”—Report
tho.of American
Institute,New York.
with the awardsat the
This Reportwas in scnordance
FAIR OF THE U\ITED STATES AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY; It theFairsof the
AmericanInstitute,New York ;
Boston;
Mrcllumcﬂ'Association.
Franklin Ins itnle. Philadelphia;
MrlrﬁflOlllnnMcchauch Institute,Washington;
Mechanica'Institute,Baltimore;
Mechanics’Association,Cincinnati;
Keliiuckv Instilule Loui~nlle;
St. Louis;
MechanicalAssoc'ation,
Mechanlcs'Institute,SanFrancisco;
at thesmileFairs of
Ohio,
Maine,
Vermont,
Indisna,
Conn~cticut,
Iowa.
Tennessee,
New York,
Illinois,
New Jersey,
K entucky,
Pennsylvania,
Michigan,
Virg-nic,
Wisconsin,
Mllslellppl,
California,
Missouri
andat hundredsbfcountyfairs.
WITH

a

3hiiiriisimints.

& WILSON‘S

WHEELER

SEWING MACHINES,

J

Anvrznrisnman'rs intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore theion. of the monthpreviousto the one in which
forthenextnumber
theyaretoappear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
Tsaxa—Twenty-llvecentsa line eachinsertion.

TREES,

Spiraeapaniculata raseaSpirsea, rose-panicled.
span double
Spirma prumfolia plenoSpirma,
white.
Spirwa Reevesiana. . . . .Spirtna, Reeves’ Chinese
white, beautiful.
Spinea ReevesianaplenoSpirte i, Reeves’ Chinese
double White.
Spirma Douglassi. . . . . .Spirnaa, Douglass‘ ﬁne
re .
Spirza callora eel For-Spiroea, Chinese pink
ttmei .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . panicled.
Symphoria racemoaa . . .Sncwberry.
Symp/ioria glamrrala. .Iodian Currant.
Syringa vulgaris ceruleaLiiao, purple or blue.
Syringa alba. . . . . . . . . .Lilac, large white.
Syringa Emodii . . . . . . .Lilac, Nepal.
Sl/ringa Perai'ca . . . . . . .Lilac, Persia.
Viburnum prumfolium . Viburnum. snowycluster.
Wrigela roam . . . . . . . . .Weigela, Chinese rose.
Weigela ambilis .. . . . . . .Weigela, Chinese pink,
twice ﬂowering,

[FEB.,

MISCELLANEOUS
‘

Booxs

Bentby Mail on receiptof price.

LARan-za’s HAND-BOOK or NATURAL
PHILOSOPHY. First Course,with over400Illustrations.
A newwork for Colleges,etc. Price $1 75.

LARnNsa’s HAND-BOOK or NA'rnsAL

PHILOSOPHY. SecondCourse.embracinzHeat,Mag
netism,lleculclty, andGalvunlsm. Price $1 on.

LARDNER’S HAND-BOOK or NATURAL

Third Course,embracingAstronomy
PHILOSOPHY.
and Meteoroogy. Steelplates. ‘2.

LATIN Sci-Icon chrIoNAaY.

Latin

rarest seeds.
The price for each package sent post-paid, by
Persons sending ﬁve
mail, will be ONE DoLLAn.
dollars will receive all ﬁve assortments, and a
“
The Garden,” which is the
copy of our work,

75cents.

best book of the kind published.
In a future number we shall give a list of the
contents of each package.

Its ApplicationtoAgricultureand Physiology. Price .1.

’JEROME KIDDEB‘S NEW AND ,IMPROVED

a

ELECTRO-MAGNETIQ MACHINE

Is thebestin the marketfor thecureof Paralysis,Rheu
matism,and a greatvi-rielyof nervousand chronicdis
orders. it has ﬁve differentcor cuts—theDirect, the
Double Direct,the Alternating,the DoubleApemmng‘
186,-, For
and theReﬂexCurrent. PatentedSeptember,
full paltlcwul‘saddress
KIDDEB,
Broadway,
420
N
ew
York
EBOME
1|!

J

English andEnglish-Latin. Price Qi 5‘3.

Lacruass ron run Flassms.
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YOUNG

By JamesJackson,M.D., LLD.

LIEElo’s

PanICIAN.

Price $1.

AGRICULTURAL

CHEMISTRY.

LIFE or BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

26.

less

or

Price

EMINENT

Price

AMERICANS.

Comprisinirbrief Biographiesof over Three Hundred
Persons,with Portraits. Price $2.

LIVES or 'rnr. Hsaons or THE REVO
LUTION. Price $l 95.
Address,
rowuaa AND WELLS,
803Broadway,New York.
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GARDEN STATE OF THE WEST.
ms:
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
HAY! IOI BALI
1,200,000ACRES OF RICH FARMING LANDS,
nt
TRACTS OF FORTY ACRES AND UPWARD,
on
LONG CREDIT AND AT LOW PRICES.
Theattentionof theenterprising
and industrious
portion
of thecommunityls directedto the tollowingstatements,
and liberalinducements
oneredthemby the
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY,
which, astheywill perceive,will enablethem by proper
energy,perseverance,
and industry.to provide comlort—
able homestorthemseivesand families,with, compara
tivelyspeaking,verylittlecapital.
I.-LAN [)8 OF ILLINOIS.
No Statein theValleyof the Mississippioffersso great
an inducementto the settleras the State of Illinois.
There is no portionof theworld whereall of thecondi
tionsof climateandsoilsoadmirablycombineto produce
greatstaples,Coatsand Warm, as the prairies
Ihtﬁe‘
ol 1nos.
tw‘o
IL—EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS.
These lands are contiguousto a railroad700miles in
length,which connectswith other roads,and navigable
lakesandrivers,thusaﬂordirigan unbrokencommunica
tion with theEasternand Southernmarkets.
III.—RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS.
Over$100,00il,000
of privatecapitalhavebeenexpended
on therailroadsystemof Illinois. Inasmuchaspartof the
incomefromsev'erai
of theseworks,with a valuablepub
lic fund in lands,no todiminishthe Stateexpenses,
the
TAXES ARE LIGIIT, and must, consequently,
every
day decrease.
IV.—TIIE STATE DEBT.
The StateDebt is only$10,103,398
14,out, within the
last three.years,hasbeenreduced$2,959,746
$0; andwe
mayreasonably
expectthatin tenyearsit Willbecomecx
hncL
Y.—PRESENT POPULATION.
The Stateis rapidlyﬁlling up with population;868,026
personshavingbeenaddedsince1860.
makin thepresent
population1,719,496—a
ratioof 102percent. tenyears.
VL—AG ICUL FURAL PROD UCTS.
The Agricultural Productsof Illinois are areaTerthan
thoseof any therState. The Productsrent out durln
thepast carexce'ded1.500.000
tons. The wheatcropo
1800approaches
85.000.000
of bushels,whilethecorncrop
yieldsnot lessthan140,000,000
bushels.
VIL—FERTILITY OF THE SOIL.
Nowherecanthe indus'riousfarmersecuresuchimme
diateresultsforhis laborasupontheseprairie soils.they
beingcompos- of deep,rich loam,thefertilityof which
unsurpassed
by anyon theglobe.
VIII—TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS.
Since18.54
theCompanyhavesold 1.300.000
acres. They
sellonlyto actualcultivators,andeverycontractcontains
an agreement
to cultivate. the roadhasbeenconstructrd
through these,lands at an expenseof $30,000,000.
In
1650the populationof the forty-ninecountiesthrough
which passeswasonly835.598,
sincewhich479.293
have
beenadded.makingthewholepopulation814,591—a
gain
of 143per cent.
IX.-EVIDENCES
OF PROSPERITY.
As an evidenceof the limit of the peopie. maybe
statedthat 600;00 tons oi freight, including 8.60,000
bushelsof gum and 250300barrelsof ﬁour, werefor
wardedovertheline lastyear.
PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT.
The pricesof theselandsvary lrom to to $25per acre
accordingto location.quality, etc. First-classfarming
landssellfor about$10or $12peracre; andthe relative
expenseof sllndtlillgprairielar ascomparedwith wood
land is in theI’uIIOot‘l to 10in ftvor of theformer. The
termsof sale[orthebulk of theselandswill be
ONE YEAR’S INTEREST IN ADVANCE
at six per cent. per annum.arid six interestnotesatsix
per cent. payablerespeetwt-lyin one, two. three four,
ﬁve,and six years fromdateof sale; and tour neiestor
prini‘pal, payablein four,ﬁve.six, andsevenyearsfrom
dateof sale; thecon'ractstipulatingthatone.tenthof the
tiaci.purchasedshall be fencedand cultivated,eachand
everyyear.forﬁve yearsfromthedateof sale,sothat.at
theendor ﬁve yearsone halfshall be fencedand under
cultivation.
TWENTY PER CENT WILL BE DEDUCTED
from thevaluationfor cash.cchpt thesameshouldbeat
dollars peracre,whenthecash price will beﬁvedol
ars.
Pamphletsdescriptiveof the lands,soil, climate pro
ductions,prices,and termsof paymentcan be had on
uppiicatiou10
J. W. FOSTER, LtND COMMISSIONER,
Iuaxors Cart-rust.RAILROAD,
Chicago,Illinois.
For the namesof theTowns,
and Cuba iiltu
atcduponthe Illinois CentralRailroa
Villages,
seepageslSS,189
190.Appleton‘sRailway Guide.
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The Rights of Woman.
The Equalityof theSeresin theeyeof Justice—Rights
knowno distinctionof Sex The Rt his of Womaninfer
red fromher mentalconstitution—Te no ionof Marriige
beinga civil contractretuted—Thc
absurdityandinjustice
of thisideaof ibeCommonLaw—Whomaycontractmar
riage-Second Marriages—The
rightof Divorce—Thetest
in casesof Divorcewould be the moral ﬁinessfor mar
riagcofthepartycomplained
against—Divorce
oughttobe
We give below the table of contents of this most
total in all cases-Marriagea sacrednaturalordinance
and not the creatureof the Law—Relationof Ilusband
valuable book. which should be read carefully by
andWifeundertheCommonLaw-Objections againstthe
every voter in every section of the country
legalannihilationof the Wife—Tb0_lossof moraldignity
of theWife "11(erthet‘omtnon
l aw—And thesacriﬁceof
The Origin of Human Rights.
her rightsof personandproperty.
Rightsarenotcreatedby thelaw- It can notprescribe
The Right of Property and its Moral Relations.
a dutyor declarea right BXt't'plin consonance
with the
NaturalLaws—Thelaw oughtto bemerelydeclaratory
of
The originof thisright—Thesenseof Propertyis innate
Natural Richts and Wrongs—Thenecessityof a Mental in man.andis sharedby
commonwithsome0ttne
Philosonhy10a pr inerunderstanding
of IIumauRights— animaltribes—Butwhenblmgn
guided by the humanintellect,
Plll't‘nitltlgyadoptedasthetrue
of Mind—Mr.
andactingunderthe impulseof thesentiments
properto
Ptii'os0ﬁhy
heiiihiim’serror in denyingNatural
lights—Theory
of
man,it
risesto
greatdign-ty
and
importance—The
natural
Human Rightsbasedon the innatepowersand disp si
rightof Property—TheViewsof variouswriterson this
tion<of the mind—Thefundamental
Rightsof Man are, subjectconsidered—Man's
true relationto Propertyand
theRight to Estisienceand the Riaht to Happiness—The Wealth—Theabuseof
Wealth—Diversityof the human
ArgumentStated—TheNatural Depravityof Mandenied
in reference
to theacquisitionof Property—Ine
—Toe ficnltlesof Mankindconsideredin referenceto the faculties
qualityof Men‘sEstatesthe resultof their mentalconsti
SocialState—TheArgument—Rightto live.in Societ in
tuton—ThelawsOughtnotto interlereto retardor beneﬁt
ferred—Andsuch beingthe right of mankind,the late any manin theacquisition
of Wealth—Theycanonly ro
can not requirethesurrenderor anyNaturalRightsfrom tecthis acquisitions—The
evil of Corporations—Fact."
ons
theSocialMan.
Credit rysicm—Nature‘sCreditSystem—Speculation
and
PaperMoney—Lawsaﬁ’ircting
TradeandBusiness—Right
The True Function of Government.
oI EminentDomainandits properlimitations.
Governmentisa thingof Moral Nec ssity.arisingfrom
' Intellectual Property.
inf-rior Intellectualand Moralorganisationsin a portion
of Mankind—Thedoctrineof Equalityconsidered~
What
The Natural Right of an Authorto exclusiveand per
degreeor moralre-trulntmaybeimposedbyGovernment petual
-—Agoodmanneedsnocoercionfrom the law—Thetrue by pubpropertyin hiscopy—Thisrightis notsurrendered
icut'on—Theold CommonLaw acknowledged
and
adaptation
ideaof Civil Lib. rtv—A'I‘he.
of the Laws to the
tots rlgnt—Opinionsof Mansﬁeld,Blackstone,
n of the Human Mind—Thelawsought to he protected
Constituttatd thegreatEnglishJu-Igcsonthissubject—This
rightat
eneral, equal, and impartial-Priviieges at war with
Common
Law
wasimpairedby
the
of
Statute Anne—But
tights The usurpationand injustice01SpecialLegisla
thiscannotaﬂ'ect
theQuestioninthisCountry—IntheSuite
Lon.
of New York theCommonLaw is adoptedby theConsti
The Constitution of Government
tnt-on—Audbyit the rightor“an authorto exclusiveand
The peopleas Stinl'Blgll by the Constitutiondelegate perpetualpropertyin his Copyought tobe upheld,with
or
the pnwcf 0t governmentto their repre~cntatives
out referenceto the Act of Congress-Foreign Authors
for a
agents In a pure Demo-racythereis no necessity
oughtto be protected
againstthepiracyof theirworksby
WrittenConstitutionReasonsfora writtenConstitution
in
Americanpublshers.
Government—The
oilii-eof theConstitu
a Representative
A
copyof
thisbookwill be sent by return mail,on re
maybealteredorchanged
tion--It is notirrevocable—but
at thepleasureof themajority0i thepeople—Thep- cple ceiptof theprice,67cents.
to anyform01Gov
can notbind themselvesill'thOC'sbly
FOWLER AND WELLS.
-Thc distributionof
ernmentor modeof Il'lmlll‘SlrIlliOIl
805Broadway,New York.
thepowersof GovernmentbytheConstitution—Appomt
choicebv the people—Reﬂections
mentof ()IIICUI’s—TIIPII'
uponAmericanimitationsof theBritisuConstitution.
D,
A FIRST-CLASS
Constitutional Limitations and Pr hibitions.
WEEKLY PICTORIAL PAPER,
of
The tendencyof Governmentto overact—Necessity
againsttheoppressions
or theState—TheCon
guarantees
run run
l'llulloll oughtto be repletewith prohibitionsuponState FRIENDS OF PROGRESS AND THEIR
FAMILIES.
of someof the
aiiiliority~tiiiji-ctionsto toe.I)Ilraa"0102y
planof
The
thePaperembraces:
enumerated
and reasonsfor
presentprohioitions—These
more—TheRightsof Man requirethattheleadingprinci
A Weekly summary of Passing Events, For
picsof Criminal Jurisprudencei-houlilbe settledin the eign.Domestic,Literary,Scientiﬁc.and IIumanitery,w th
lunoamcntallaw of theState—TheStolecannottatevi-n
miscellaneous
intelligence,
socondensed
astopresentin a
gennceupon a prisoner-It can only restraina criminal moderate
compasseverythingwhichan intelligentfamily
trotndoing fortior wrong—Theoryof chip mil restraint oughtto know.
b
rieﬂy
rightto inﬂictthe Pan
andtreatment
stated—The
New Inventions, calculated to save labor. pro
uponthe Rights
i-limentof Deathdenied—Infringements
anddignitylife,areillus
of Op-nionto be guardedRgullletby the Constitution— motecorniort,abridgesuﬁ'ering,
tratcdanddescribed.
Religious liberty is not well securedby the American
Commotion—Theobservanceof Sunday—Enfrnnchlse
Better Health is the ﬁrst necessity of the
mentof theclergy.
people.andit is oneof theobjectsof era ILLUSTRATED
to
point outtoecausesof ill-healthand the meansof regain
Constitutional Limitations Continued.
ing andpreservingit.
of a Stateoughtto guard
Pubic Debt—TheConstitution
Rural Aﬁ‘alrs.-—A considerable portion of our
againstan unjustpublicdentbylimitingtheExpenditures
spaceis devotedto matterdesignedto promoteAgricul
ot a Stateto its necessities—What
are the legitimateex
ture,Horticulture,
Fruit Culture.and rural aﬁ'airsgener
pensesora StateY—Eitceptfor these.themajoritycannot
of Lira Itws'raa'ran hasmetWith
bind the minority—'I‘ne" People’sResolution"-—L~_giii ally. TIIISdi‘PHleseub
universalapproval.
Ialive actionuponit iii theStateof New York The Righl
of EminentDomain—Thenecessityof deﬁningthe“Hills
Finally.“ Whatever may tend to Illustrate Life
0' itsexercise—Lawsaﬁ'ecting
ihe reinIIOIIof Debtorand asit passes,
whatevermayassistour readersto livewisely,
Creditor—ProposedReformsto the New York Constitu
to live happily,or to live long.is comprehended
in our
tlou.
plan. We aspire to make our paper worthy in every
_
respectof its name; and we have abundantmeansand
The Elective Franchise.
facilitiesforattainingourobject.
The basisof popularSuffrage—Theproper relationof
theindivnlu.dman to the Stile-Reﬂectionson theCon
Tannin—We will send Ten Copies,one year. for
of New York relativetothe Ep-ctive #10;Five Copies,for :6;
Sl‘llllltliitllPI'HVIAIHIIS
ThreeCopies,for $4; OneCopy,
Franchi-e—t'ju-il'ﬁi-ations
of an Elector—TheProperty for .2. Paymentin
advance.
vote‘t—Reauipu
persons
maynot
' The papersentno longer
for
QuullﬁL‘tlIl-ilI—\Vlnil
thanpaidfor.
and against.the Exerciseof too Elective Franchiseby
Subscriptions
maycommence
at any time.
Women-Conclusionuponthem.
CanadianSubscriberswill send 26 centsa yearaddi
Rights Emanating from the Sentiments and AI
ionalfor U. S. postage.
factions.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
toSocietyfor
The naturalrightof Sell-Defense—Appeal
808Broadway,New York.
redressof Wrungs- Neither Societynor an llileltllIlII
,
.
maytake vengeancetora Wrong—RuttheStateis lionnd
'Intc WAY TO Avoni
to mee outJilslict- in iill cases-And wrongsto theSenti
whicharenot.now
incns and Atfectionsdemandremedies
the Pains and Perils of Girlhood and
providedby thelaw»--'1‘liepresentremediesby aﬁ‘ording womanhuod- Womanhoodare pointedoutin HINTS
onlya pecuniaryrecompenseare improper—Injuriesto
I'OWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION.
the Sentimentsand Aﬁeclionsarisingtromslander,libel,
Price,at, by mail.

Hones

it

seduction,andadultery,etc..oughtto betreatedasCrim
inal oﬁ‘cnses—lfnot,the partiesinjurcdwill resortwith
impunityto vindictiveselfredress—
l heduel canonlybe
avoidedby treatingthewrongsoutof whtch it arisesas
Criminalotfcnses.
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RIGHTS AND THEIR POLILIGAL
GUARANTEES.
BY E. P. IIURLBUT, ESQ,
or
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run scram“: cover or run S'I'A’I‘Ior
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POEMS.

not necessary to speak in terms of commenda
tion of the heart-poet of America.
We are
aware, however, that thousands sing the songs,
“ My mother’s Bible,” “
Woodman, spare that
tree,” "\Vhen we were boys together,” and
many others, which have become household
words, without knowing that General George
P. Morris, of “ The Home Journal," is the
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in blue and gold, has just been published, by
Certainly
Charles Scribner, New York.

is

of

the poems of this favorite author,
one hesitates whether to do more than merely
state the fact that a beautiful edition of them,

is

To speak

is

MORRIS'

A

Thus we see that Mirthfulness

develop itself, no matter how serious the sur
roundings, as powder does not stop to ask
about propriety when ﬁre
applied to it.

a

funny.”

is

it,

under such circumstances, but he replied,
“How could I help
when the thing was so

a

Our friend again burst out
laughing, when his messmate, who was man
aging the boat in imminent peril of being
swamped, sharply reproved him for laughing

a

“Hold on now.”

is

Jones’

is

chosen Davy

is

he had

a

fact that

is

The

regions rather than to have his hair pulled,
and that he had got sick of his bargain and
was willing .now to be lifted aboard by the
hair, seemed embodied in the declaration,

it
is

taking'him again by the hair of the head,
when he cried out, “Hold on hard now.”

if

be held up that way, good-bye,” and down he
went.
Soon coming to the surface, hoWever,
he made another grab for the drowning man,

is

well; if you prefer to go down rather than to

a

the boat, when the man cried out, “Let go.”
Such a request, under such circumstances, ex
cited his Mirthfulness, and he replied, “Very

is

ferer came to the surface, he grasped the hair
of his head, and was trying to lift him into

is

ing fallen overboard and the sea being rough,
he leaped into a boat, followed by another, to
save the drowning man; that when the suf

a

In regard to his sympathy and daring he
remarked, that he had already, at eight differ~
ent times, exposed his life to save the life of
others. On one occasion, at sea, a man hav

is

and

sad.

it
is

under circumstances the most sorrowful

a

and fun

induce him to laugh

it

his love of mirth

is

that

it

would laugh at anything which was amusing,
no matter how serious or solemn the sur

A

ness, and Mirthfulness ; and described him as
being self-sacriﬁcing for those who might be
in difﬁculty, and bold, daring, and impulsive
when an occasion of importance awakened
We also told him that he
those feelings.

was such that it would

1861.

much safer to let the toes
rail-car riding
ache, than to allow the lungs to feed on the foul
air around the stove.
When you set out on
winter journey,
you
are liable to suffer from cold toes, which many
“
rubbers," fold
people do in spite of
piece of
as to style of publication and contents, we
newspaper over your stocking, which you can
its
and
what
price
have not seen;
more,
readily do, your boots or shoesare not irration
so low that everybody can afford to buy it.
better than “ rubbers,” which
ally tight. This
are, in fact, very cold comforters in extreme,
.—
while they make the feet sweat in moderate
SBASONABLE HINTS ABOUT PER
weather. The main use of India-rubber ovcrshoes
SONAL COMFORT.
to keep out water, and for that they are second
only to a stout, water-proof, first-rate calf-skin
rmiv shawl may be made warm by folding
boot. There
not
more villainously unwhole
impervious
The paper
ncwspnper inside of
some article of wear made than the high:toppe'd
to the wind and cold air from outside, and prevents
rubber boot.
makes the foot tender, especially
the rapid escapeof the warm air beneathit. Every
one knows that the heat of the body carried 011' in children, gives an ugly gait, and when left off
in any weather, the wearer
liable to “catch
much more rapidly in high wind than in calm.
cold.” St. Crispin
the best friend of the human
The wind blows away the heat evolvedfrom the
foot, when his leather and stitches are honest
body; but in a perfectly still air this heat remains,
Altht-ugh the bodycan take in greater number
and constitutes an atmospheric envelop so nearly
of degrees of heat than
gets from its own fur
of the same temperature with the body itself,
nace, the stomach, yet its capacity
limited in
that the latter
not so quickly mbbeonf its
this respect. For example, when the hand
natural heat.
warm, you can not hold in the air of hot oven
There are somevery interesting facts about the
cold, and especially
for a second; but when
body in power to make and contain heat, which
there for some
when damp also. you may hold
are familiar to all, when told, but which are sel
time without being obliged to withdraw it. And
dom thought of in daily experience. For example,
so of the whole body. It appears_that the body
the body will hold great deal more heat than
may carry less, as well as more heat. than the
gets from its own furnaces. The stomach
furnace, and our food the fuel.‘ It keeps up
quantity supplied by its own furnace. Its ex
tremities and its surface often become painfully
uniform temperature in the blood equal to about
cold.
98° of Fahrenheit's thermometer. If the stomach
In winter,
traveler occasionally ﬁnds in
could consumefood fast enough to maintain that
heat, the body could not be frozen by any extreme
hotel deﬁciency of bed covering; or in the sen
sitiveuess of disease, he may require more than in
of cold. But in proportion to the severity of cold
health. The newspaper for which he paid two
exposed, the rapidity with
to which the body
loses. Some substances taken into the
cents on the cars, spread under the upper cover,
which
stomachmake hot blaZemuch soonerthan others,
will be equal to an additional blanket.
as brandy. To put brandy in the stomach like
piece of silk oil-cloth. stitched in the folds of
shawl,
more ﬂexible than the paper, and will
putting pitch under a steam boiler. It soonburns
out, and the greater heat injura the furnace.
whole winter. It has the advantage of
last
We say that the body will hold more heat than
securing inward warmth without the additional
measured
thicker garment.
gets from its own furnaces. Heat
weight of
The constitutional vivacit-y and temper of
by degrees. On going out of a warm room, the
person has much to do with his endurance of cold.
body will immediately begin to lose its heat, and
a sort of nervous ﬁre that
it must part with a certain number of degrees For this vivacity
lessens the sensibility to outward imprmsions.
before can begin to feel cold. The direction has
sometimes been given-“ Don’t hug the stove, if
An indifferent, milk-and-water person, without
at the mercy of every 00ld
you are going to set out on cold journey." But
energy and force,
blast that sweeps round the corner. He, and
experience says—do hug it. Get in as many
500.
degrees of heat as you can carry,
especially she, has no defensebut to wear a dozen
Then wrap yourself up well, and you can econo
shawls during the day, and sleep under a halo of
mize these500 degreesthrough a long ride. But
blankets at night. One without any mental pur
if you had bnly token 100 degrees at the start,
pose (unfortunately therc are such), though in
much more liable to catch cold
they would have been exhausted midway of the
vigorous health,
than a spirited delicate body bent on some positive
journey, and then you would have begun to feel
pursuit.
an unhealthy habit to
cold. Nevertheless,
In this world of changeable climates, there are
accustom one’sself on ordinary occasionsto more
not few peoplewho get habit of bein annoyed
a very com
actually needed. This
heat than
in the slightest egrce rid
by any weather that
verse to their present caprice. In winter, they
mon fault, and bears on the pocket as well as on
summer,
like
in
winter;
rhey prefer autumn;
don‘t
the health. One may easily get the habit of re
the most delightful season
and in autumn,spring
quiring two or three more blankets on bed than
of the year.
snowstorm in August would be
are necessary. Somefamilies will burn twice the
a perfect
charming, but in its proper season it
comfort.
do,
For
such
and
nuisance.
people, we are utterly in
others
fuel that
enjoyfless
of
useful
hints.
We hope
any
writing
capable
ﬁrst,
cold
the
often
body
get
The extremities of
they will succeedin doing what they have set out
warm. But
to painful degree, while the trunk
do,
until
into
they
are punished
acquiescence
to
so long as the trunk keeps warm, in a person of
with all the seasonsof the year—that is. in mak
common vigorous health, there is little fear of
ing themselves uncomfortable, no matter what
“ catching cold‘,’ by aching toes or ﬁngers. In
wmd blows or what sun shines.— The Century.

author.
The book before us contains memoir
of the author, which can not fail to be interest»
ing to all who admire his poetry; and that
equivalent to saying everybody of good sense
more ﬁtting book for a gift,
and good,taste.

it

IN the examination of a sailor in our office,
we found very large Benevolence, Combative

roundings;
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You strike out into
hold

water before

you learn to swim,
and if you were a
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speedily unfold
your whole char

PHREd'OIDGlCAL CHARACTER.
[0n the 28dof January.1860,just abouta yearbefore
her death,a friendbroughtLolato ourofﬁceforexamina
tion. Shewasnotonlyentirelyunknownto theexaminer,
butwasdisguisedbyanunfnhlonabieandwemightsayan
untidydress,witha view,aswenowthink,ofimpreuing
and of neces
\u withtheideathatshewas uncultivated,
sitywaslliiing somemenialstation;in otherwords,to see
if Phrenoiogywould deieetthe peculiarqualitiesof her
erraticgenius. We give theexamination“ream. as it
was taken down by a phonographlereporter.—Ens.
PKIJII. Joanna]
You have a very active brain, a very in
tense mind, very sharp feelings, and a very
You can not take life in
positive character.
a quiet, easy manner, but are disposed to do
whatever you do on your own responsibility,
and act and think for yourself. You have the
qualities of mind peculiar to your father, and

267.
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soldier you Would
take the

city

by

by stratagem.

Your mind lies
on the surface—it
iseasilyseen.

You

acter, and the bad,
as well as the good,
is seen at once.
You have no cloak
around your heart;
are as courageous
as any soldier ever
was ; are almost
fond of opposition ;
are really comba
tive and strong in
argument, and are
a powerful oppo
nent, but you are

/
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LOLA MONTEZ—FBOM A PHOTOGRAPH BY MEADE BROTHERS.

not cruel ; have
not a malicious and revengeful mind.

You will

You are susceptible of strong congujal love,
but you have so much of the masculine in
your character that you love women almost
as well as man does; still, you appreciate the

at the same time possess many of the elements
You have a strong
of mind of your-mother.
religious nature, and yet you are a.very free
You can not well get along without
thinker.
being pious—at least, without religious wor

conquer, however, because you have so much
positiveness of mind.
You have a strong social nature, are warm
hearted, and very adhesive.
Few persons
cling to their friends with greater tenacity,
and you are more annoyed when persons speak
against your friends than when they speak

whoever attempts to govern you will make a

ship—but you are far from having any super
stitious feelings.

against you; are susceptible of strong love to
children and of strong love to country.

mistake, for you never were, and never will
be, subdued.

society of gentlemen and seek their company,
and, with the right kind of a companion, you
would be a very devoted and loving wife; but
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You are kind, sympathetic, benevolent, and
generous in your impulses. You take pleasure
in doing good.
lntellectually
you are smart, knowing, ob
and quick to perceive.
serving, practical,
You accumulate a vast amount of knowledge
opportunities, and you have a

'with limited

good memory of everything that you see or do.
You have a great love for traveling, and
remember places with uncommon accuracy.
You also have large Language, and can easily
You love to talk, and fre
tell what you know.

quently wish you were a man. If you were,
you would be either a speaker or soldier.
You love music, and have considerable
You are a wit, and
ability as a musician.
your jokes are all pointed and frequently sar
castic; are fond of reading and of all classes
You
of mental development and excitement.
also have good talents in acting, representing,
and conforming; are quite free in the use of
money. You want property to spend, not to
lay up and hoard.
The faults of your character are that you
are too free, frank, open, and not sufﬁciently
cautious, restrained, circumspect, and easy in
You need more Spirituality
your manners.
and more abstract philosophy; are rather too
bold, too spirited, too executive, positive, in
dependent, and liberal in your views to suit
the world as it is.
arooassnv.

Thia remarkable woman, who died in this
city January 17, after a long and severe ill
ness, and whose remains were interred in
Greenwood Cemetery, January 20, was born
in 1818. Her father was only about twenty
and her mother ﬁfteen when they were mar
ried, and Lola was born duringv the second
At her baptism she
year of their marriage.
was christened Marie Dolores Eliza Rosanna
she was afterward called Dolores,
Gilbert;
from which she derived her name Lola. At
an early age she displayed the elasticity of a
creole and the gracefulness of a Spaniard,
with the wit and vivacity of a native of Ire
land. Her mother was a creole of striking
beauty, and is said to have married in succes
sion a Spanish and an Irish ofﬁcer. This cir
cumstance gave rise to conflicting accounts as
to her nationality;
and the singularly cosmo
politan impression of her appearance was not
calculated to solve the mystery, although, ac
cording to her bwn account, she was ushered
into the world in the beautiful city of Limerick,
and was brought up under the care of her
mother, in England, until she was six years
old. Lola’s mother had in the meantime mar
ried a. Captain Craig, with whom she went to
India, leaving the young girl in charge of
Captain Craig’s father, at Montrose, Scotland.
She was afterward sent to London, and placed
in the family of the Commander-in-Chief
of
the Bengal forees, Sir Jasper Nichols.
With
the daughters of Sir Jasper Nichols she was
sent to Paris to school, and after spending sev
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eral years there. Miss Fanny Nichols and
young Lola were aunt to Bath to ﬁnish their
education. She remaincd there about eighteen
months, at the eXpiration of which time her
Lola was then
mother returned from India.
about fourteen years of age. She was in
formed by her mother that she had come home
The enormous
to take her back to India.
amount of dressmaking caused suspicion in
young Lola’s mind, and upon further inquiries
she was informed by Captain James that her
mother had promised her in marriage to Sir
Abraham Lumly, one of the Judges of the
Supreme Court of India, and about sixty
years old. This piece of intelligence aroused
her anger, and in a deﬁant tone she informed
her mother that she would never consent. A
family quarrel followed, and in her despair
she appealed to Captain James for assistance.
On the next day the latter eloped with her to
Ireland. where Captain James’s family resid
ed. After a great deal of trouble they were
The alliance, however, did
ﬁnally married.
not prove conducive to her happiness; and,
after having followed her husband to the East
Indies, where he eloped with a Mrs. Lorner,
she soon returned to England.
On this home
ward journey she attracted the attention of
her fellow-travelers
by her exuberance of
spirit and varied personal and mental attrac
'
tions
Among her most ardent adipirers was
a young Scotchman, of the illustrious house
of Lennox, who was only with difﬁculty rc
strained by his friends from offering her his
hand. In London she led a gay life, being
courted by the Earl of Malmesbury, the ex
Mittister of Foreign Affairs, and other distin
guished noblemen, and making occasional ro
mantic excursions to Spain and to other parts
of the Continent.
Wherever she went she
was the observed of all observers, conquering
the hearts of men of almost all countries by
her beauty and blandishments, and their ad
miration by her unﬂinching independence of
character and superior intellectual
endow
ments. After various adventures, she made
her débiit on the stage, ﬁrst as a. simple ﬁgu
rante. and afterward as danseuse at the Porte
St. Martin.
With the prestige that hovered
around her association with the beau-morale in
England, and the furore she created on the
stage, a woman of her beauty and genius
would, probably, in the latter part of the
seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth
century. have become the chosen favorite of
Louis XIV. or Louis XV.
But times had
changed, and under the reign of Louis Phil
ippe journalists
began to wield the power
which was formerly held by kings. One of
these new monarchs of the nineteenth cen
tury, M. Dugarrier, managing editor of the
Pressc, conquered the love of Lola Montez,
but came to an untimely end in a duel fought
with M. Rosemond de Beauvallon, a political
Having accompanied her lover to the
writer.
gambling-house, where the duel had originated
in a quarrel between the two gentlemen, Lola
was summoned as a. witness oii the trial.
Dressed in deep mourning, she appeared in
the court, which was crowded with the élite
of the journalistic, literary, artistic, theatri
cal, and fashionable Bohemia of the French
metropolis, amid the admiring whispers of the
vast auditory.
Her testimony having placed
the act of De Beauvallon in a very murderous
light, he was sentenced to ten years’ imprison
ment, and Lola, to whom her lover had be
queathed about $4,000, soon left Paris, to the
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great disappointment of many enterprising
let-sees, who had expected to reap golden har
vests from her appearance on the stage with
the (clot of the duel still fresh upon the public
mind.
Lola repaired to Munich, and created
a great sensation there as adameuse.
This
visit to the capital of Bavaria inaugurated a
King Louis
new and brilliant era in her life.
was then on the throne, and being a monarch
of poetical and romantic nature, he fell deep
ly in love with the witty Irish lady, who, if
she did not reciprocate the affection of her
veteran lord, conceived feelings of sympathy
and respect for his high-minded and generous
nature, which she asserted to the last. The
pious Abel was at that time at the head of the
and his 'policy was diametri
administration,
cally opposed to all kinds of liberties, whether
in matters of church, of state, or of love. No
more picturesque contrast can be imagined
than that between the grave, heavy, and senile
representative of Bavarian political and theo
logical orthodoxy, and the sunny, gipsy-like
freedom and humanity-loving Lola.
Her pro
motion to the rank of Countess of Landsfeldt
was strenuously opposed by the Ultramontane
cabinet. but it was compelled to relinquish its
The
power (Feb, 1847) by Lola’s inﬂuence.
followers of the ministry among the people
A new
became loud iii their remonstrances.
cabinet was formed of Maurer, Von Rhein,
chetti, and others, with a view of conciliat
ing the Ultrsmontane party; but Lola’s inﬂu
ence, growing to formidable proportions, was
in vain opposed by the Diet, which assembled
on September 20, 1847. In order to punish
the ministers for their inability to restrain the
members of the Diet in their anti-Lola preju
dice. a new cabinet was formed in December,
with Wallerstein at its head, and which be
came the pliant tool of their designs. Ostra
cised by the beau-mantis of Munich, Lola
found compensation in the devotion of a num
ber of young enthusiasts, chieﬂy students,
who, under the name of Alemanni, constituted
themselves her protectors. These chivalric
youths were soon persecuted by the anti-Lola
Riots
party among the students and citizens.
broke out, in consequence of which Lola or
dered the University to be closed in the begin
ning of February, 1848, but the exasperation
of the Ultramontnne Munichers rose to such a
degree (February 10 and 11) that the King was
reluctantly induced to reopen the seat of learn
ing, and consent to the departure of the lady.
Lola, however, resisted for some time, and,
after endeavoring in vain to regain admission
into the city, she took up her abode near the
Lake of Constance, still hopeful of a restora
tion to power.
In the meanwhile, however,
the reaction of the revolution of February 24
began to be felt, and in Munich. and during
the disturbances which broke out in March,
the indignation of the populace was directed
against Lola, although the poor woman had
sought, long before the outbreak of the French
revolution, to give a more liberal tendency to
the political institutions of the country.
On
March 17th she was formally deprived of the
title of countess, and orders were given for
her imprisonment, while her devoted lover re
linquished his crown, on March 24th, in favor
of his son Maximilian,
the present King of
Bavaria.
Lola was soon afterward in the
midst of her friends in England, where her
extraordinary career in Bavaria naturally had
the effect of increasing the number of her ad
mirers. She accepted the hand of one of them,
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PHRBNOLOGY VINDICATED
The Episcopal funeral
place on Saturday.
service was performed at Mrs. Buchanan’s
AGAINST THE CHARGES (YI‘ MATERIALIBM AND
FATALISM.
house, and the remains of the deceased were
followed to Greenwood by some of the most
CALDWELL, M.D.
BY
CHARLES
respectable citizens and their families.
The New York Evening Post, in an article
[cox-rum anon anon 29.]
on Lola Montez, says that about four weeks
before her death, the Rev. Dr. Hawks was re
THUS, fair and harmless, then, in the eye of
quested to call on her, and did so. He found
reason and philosophy;
and, stronger still,
her with her Bible open at the story of the
thus, fair and harmless, in the eye of common
Magdalen, and she expressed to her visitor her
sense, stands the misunderstood and much
sincere anxiety in regard to her future wel
“ I
abused doctrine of materialism.
Against its
fare. At the same time she was hopeful.
can forget my French, my German, my every
truth, no rational and solid objection can be
“
thing,” she said,
but I can not forget ' raised.
Nor against its moral principles and
Christ.”
Before she died she purchased the
can any accusation be justly prefer
tendency
little plot in Greenwood where she is now
red. That, if it be not misapplied, or in some
buried. On her cofﬁn was a plate with the
“ Mrs. Eliza
way abused, it is unproductive of mischief, is
simple inscription:
Gilbert, died
January 17th, 1861, aged 42 years.”
The
And every form of mis
perfectly certain.
name of Lola Montez, by which she was best
application and abuse, whateverbe the nature
known, was assumed when she went on the
and value of the thing thus dealt with, is sure
stage at Paris, professing to be a Spanish
to be in some shape productive of evil.
dancer.
She subsequently adopted this name
'
whenever she appeared in public.
Her last
then, reason and philosophy, common
appearance was at a lecture, at Mozart Hall,
sense and morality, find nothing erroneous or
a year or so ago, when she was listened to by
blameworthy in materialism, how stands the
a large and highly intelligent audience. The
matter in the view of the Christian religion
exploits of Lola on the railroad cars in this
In precisely the same attitude.
Materialism
country have been widely circulated by the
doctrine.
Nor
imma
no anti-Christian
press. One time she persuaded the engineer
to allow her to ride with him on the engine.
terialism adopted, or in any way countenanccd,
While he was looking elsewhere, Lola sud
When cor
by unsophisticated Christianity.
denly turned on a full head of steam, and
rectly construed, the New Testament does not
away dashed the engine at a fearful speed, to
hint at either the one or the other—much less
the great dismay of the engineer.
does
pronounce either to be an element of
Another time Lola was in a car, when she
orthodox belief.
In the substance or essence
pulled out one of her favorite little cigars and
coolly lighted it. The conductor soon made
of the human soul, that production
no
takes
his appearance I
concern.
Its immortality and accountability,
“
Madame,” said he, blandly, “ you can not
with its purity or eorruptness, are all
aﬂirms,
smoke here.”
and all to which
attaches the slightest im
Madame went on smoking without paying
the least attention.
portance. And, as already intimated, these
“Madame,” repeated the conductor, a little
attributes are as compatible with a material
“
savagely,
you can’t smoke here.”
essence as with an immaterial one.
Lola looked up at him, gave a. sweet smile,
True, the New Testament speaks of the soul
and asked :
“ What do you
and the body, the ﬂesh and the spirit of man.
say, sir '1’”
“I say you can’t smoke here.”
But what of that?
When these terms are
“ But you see I
can, though,” replied Lola,
traced to their origin, and havs their actual
sending out an extra puff and smiling at the
meaning developed, they seem to be employed
absurdity of the conductor’s theories.
to discriminate between one form of matter
Mrs. Gilbert, Mrs. Heald, Countess Lands
gross and
feldt, Lola Montez—by whatever of her nu
and aiiother—between that which
merous names she may be known—did not
subtile and reﬁned-—
impure, and that which
die in a state of utter dependence on friendly
much rather than between something material
hospitality, as many supposed. She had some
By no Greek and
and something immaterial.
money, three hundred dollars of which she
Latin scholar will this be denied. The same
has left to the Magdalen Society ; the re
mainder, after paying off her just debts, is to
terms (pneuma and psyche) which, in Greek,
go to charitable objects. The peculiar cir~
signify soul or spirit, signify also air or wind.
cumstances in which Lola Montez was placed
Of the Latin tongue, the same true. Spiritus
must be considered in viewing her career. She
denotes ‘at once the air we breathe, the wind
had talents, and decided to make use of them
that fans us, and the spirit which presides
to get on in the world.
She was a Becky
Where
Sharp on a grand scale, only not quite so
over our movements and thoughts.
heartless as that imaginary character.
Her
easy. Because
fore
this? The answer
most eccentric actions were speedily reported,
spirit and wind are attenuated and subtile;
but her many acts of generosity, especially to
material and the
not because one of them
poor literary people—and there are several
not in
In truth, there
other immaterial.
of this class in New York who can hear testi
mony to this—were known only to the recipi
the writings of the Evangelists or Apostles a
ents of her careless bounty.
single clause or word that hints at immate
Lola had many good traits of disposition,
as an ar
rialism; much less that enjoins
and those who knew her best professed warm
If there be, has escaped my
ticle of belief.
affection for. She was a woman of decided
therefore respectfully ask for
notice; and
talents, and excelled as a conversationalist.
I
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Mr. Heald, a wealthy young ofﬁcer, which,
however, subjected her to a trial for bigamy
on the part of Mr. James, the East Indian
husband of her early days. She escaped from
this dilemma by following her new husband to
the Continent, spending some time in her fa
vorite country, Spain.
Mr. James died in
1850. and his death was followed by that of
Mr. Heald, so that Lola was again in the full
enjoyment of that independence of all ties
which was the most congenial to her nature.
In I852 she visited the United States, and at
tracted great attention by interesting narra
tions of her adventures.
During her stay in
California, she was said to have formed a ma
trimonial alliance with a third husband, a
Mr. Hull, which, however, was soon termi
nated by divorce.
A few years afterward she
proceeded to Australia, and gained the sym
of
the
pathy
people of Melbourne by appro
priating the receipts of her theatrical perform
ances to the Wounded in the Crimean war
She subsequently returned to the
(1855).
United States, and gave a series of lectures
in New York and other cities, which displayed
much ability and versatility, and were numer
ously attended ; and, after a tour of lecturing
in England and Ireland, she again retraced her
steps to this country, in the autumn of 1859.
She published a volume of her lectures,
with her Autobiography, Arts of Beauty, or
Secrets of a Lady’s Toilet, and Anecdotes of
Love.
She spoke the principal European lan
guages with great ﬂuency and eloquence, and
her varied attainments, together with a bound
less store of experience and anecdotes, gathered
up among almost all nations, made her com
Her appearance was
pany very attractive.
that of a semi-Irish, semi-Spanish lady of
great intelligence and reﬁnement. Her elocu
tion was very distinct. and in her public ad
dresses she adopted a lady-like, conversational
She had re
tone, avoiding all gesticulation.
sided of late in New York, and for some time
her
health
had
past
given serious apprehen
sion to her numerous friends and admiress.
For several months she had been deprived of
the use of her limbs by paralysis, one side of
her system having become completely palsied.
During her illness. by invitation, she took
up her abode with Mrs. Buchanan, the wife
of the celebrated florist, who knew Lola in
Scotland, they being in their younger days
school companions.
Lola gradually grew
worse, although the best of medical skill was
employed and everything supplied her calcu
lated to alleviate her sufferings.
About two
weeks before her death she began to sink, and,
being aware of the fact, her whole time was
occupied in devotional exercises. But in this
respect, anterior to the period we allude to,
she exhibited a marked change on her previous
life.
Her whole desire seemed bent toward
engaging in religious conversations with every
body with whom she came in contact, and in
them she exhibited a deep knowledge on theo
logical subjects. During the last week of her
life she sent for and was attended by the Rev.
Dr. Hawks, of Calvary Church, and was also
attended by members of the congregation of
the church, and to them, while engaged in re
ligious conversation, she exhibited a thorough
On
repentance “for her past erratic life.
Thursday, the day she died, Dr. Hawks was
clergy
the
when
asked
by
at her bedside, and
man if she still thought she had found for
giveness with her Saviour, not being able to
speak, she nodded assent. The funeral took
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ism.
the foregoing considerations,
feel
in the inference, that the doctrine of
]

From
justiﬁed

The primitive fathers of the Christian Church
(those, mean, of the ﬁrst and second centuries),

materialism

I

But had a belief in immaterialism,
repeat,
been essential to Christianity, and to our eter
nal welfare, as immortal beings, such revela
certainly have been made to us.
To say nothing of the tender and indulgent
attribute of mercy, the justice of Heaven would

it

It

a

I

a

it

In some actions more organs; in
others, fewer are necessarily engaged.
By a fair analysis and exposition of the sub
can he made clearly to appear that
ject,
organs.

metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists them
selves are compelled to explain
large major
ity of mental phenomena,
they attempt to
explain

them at all, on the same principles

is

organs. But by them this refer
made to the heart, stomach, and bow
els, in which they contend that the affections

it

is

is

it

are seated; while by phrenologisls
made
to certain portions of the brain.
But as re
spects the external senses, speech, and mus
cular motion, the parties concur in belief. To
the performance of the whole of them, the
same material organs are acknowledged to be
indispensable.
Thus far, then, as respects materialism,
and meta
phrenologists, anti-phrenologists,
physicians go hand in hand. And, except as
regards the sentiments and affections, their
harmony
complete. Here, however, they
separate, for reasons which shall be rendered;
wide.
Nor do the
and their separation
admit of
spirit and principles productive of
no
middle
ground on
There
compromise.
which the parties can meet. One or the other
must ultimately abandon its position; and no
gift of prophecy
requisite to foretell- by
which party the surrender Will be made.
Metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists con
tend that man possesses ccrtuin purely spirit
ual faculties, which have no shade of depend
ence on matter. Pre-eminent among these are
reason, conscience, and veneration, or a senti
ment of piety and homage.
“
On the ground of this immaterial or purely
spiritual” hypothesis, phrenologists and their
antagonists are openly at issue. To the exer
cise of the faculties just cited, phrenologists
maintain that matter is as necessary as
to voluntary locomotion, speech. or the exter
nal senses. They assert that reason can not
exist without the organs of Comparison and
Causality, veneration or piety without the
organ of Revercnce, nor conscience, or a sense
of right or justice, without the organ of Con
scientiousness. Nor do they rest their doctrine
on mere assertion. They illustrate and prove
from four distinct sources:
1. Inferior animals entirely destitute of the
organs in quostion are equally destitute of the
is

it

I

it

it

denominated mental. In every action, whether
be one of voluntary motion, sensation, or
calls into requisition, and employs,
thought,
as its instruments and ministers, the corporeal

a

a problem which involves
of substance and essence,
and can not be solved. Nature has bestowed
on us no faculties for such disquisitions.
Nor,
as already stated, do the Scriptures contain
any revelation to enlighten us on the subject.
is

be true or false,
the consideration

Phrenologists, however, farther believe that
the mind, though the superior portion of man,
does not alone perform any of the phenomena

if

it

is

It

I

is

not a doc
Immaterialism, then,
repeat,
trine of Christian origin.
a pagan dog
ma, engrafted on Christianity by metaphysical
reﬁnement and logical subtilty.
Whether

- tion would

a

is

scientiousness.

terial which composes the body.
believe,
moreover, that
not, like the body, liable
to change, decay, and dissolution; but that its
condition
an heir
permanent, and that
of immortality.

By metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists
the affections and sentiments are also referred

is

doubt the metaphysical Christians of the day,
who had more in their constitution of Causal
ity and Wonder, than of Veneration and Con

organs of
nerves, speak without
speech, nor perform voluntary motion without
suitable muscles.
And these instruments,
say. are all made of matter.

it

it

oras and Plato, especially from the seductive
creations of the latter.
And those by whom
was ﬁrst adopted and transplanted, were no

on this point
am no dissenter.
Though
profess to know nothing certain respecting the
substance of mind, whether
be material or
immaterial,l am persuaded that
some
thing exceedingly different from the gross ma
is

it

or fourth century, that immaterialism
was
broached as a Christian doctrine.
And then
was derived from the writings of Pythag

Notwithstanding all have said on the sub
ject, most phrenologists concur with their op
ponents in relation to the nature of the human
mind. They believe
to be immaterial. And

I

I

it,

;

beneficence of conduct and uprightness of life
not denunciation or persecution, malediction
or abuse. Nor was
think, until the third

other scheme of mental philosophy. For every
such scheme partakes of the doctrine, and
‘
Phrenology does no more.

is

of the sentiments and

Christianity

it

It'was

have been discuss
no necessary connection.
Phre
not more directly and essen
nology, mean,
tially chargeable with materialism than any
ing there

it

ity.

affections, not of cold dogmatism, cavil, and
opinion. Its fruits were humility and charity,

science and the doctrine

Between that

an

an ear, taste and smell
tongue and nostrils, feel without

sensitive

to material

plain.

it

Theirs was peaceful and
improve their piety.
practical, not theoretic and militant Christian

without

ence

'l‘he reason

can not see without

eye, hear without

mission.

is

to their faith and worship, in the
midst of danger, persecution, and death. Their
endeavors were, not to detect the essence of
their souls. but to regulate their tempers and

clinging

and solitary capacity, can per
must employ
form none of these functions.
as its instruments the necessary forms of or

But grant the truth of the worst that anti
phrenologists and fanatics can say of material
ism. and Phreiiology does not suffer by the ad

I

were

I

They

neither speculative metaphysicians nor vision
They Were Christians
ary transcendentalists.
—ﬁrm, thorough-going, fearless Christians,

it

nothing to testify to that effect.

cause of truth, the promotion of science, the
liberalization
of the human mind, and the
welfare of man.

is

At least they have left behind them

agree with the rest of the world, that the mind,
as an immaterial organless substance, and in

ganized matter.

it

rialism.

statement, all men who have spoken or writ
ten on mental philosophy concur in opinion.
therefore universally regarded as true.
But metaphysicians and anti-phrenologists

timid and unthinking;
or a dream of the fan
cy, to feed prejudice and repress inquiry.
And
for these purposes
has been used with
de
gree of success eminently injurious to the

I

they knew nothing of the doctrine of inmate

affections and sentiments, and every form of
motion.
In the correctness of this

voluntary

its exclusive

it

dox in their creeds, and as spotless in their
lives, as the most zealous and sanctimonious
sectarians of the nineteenth century.
Yet

smelling, and feeling, together with the
faculty of speech, are as literally mental oper
ations as perception or reasoning.
So are the
ing,

Error in
mischief, either now or hereafter.
some shape can alone prove mischievous.
Materialism
but a bugbcar to frighten the
is

conversed with them—those venerable and holy
patriarchal Christians were probably as ortho

can lead to no form of

is

some of whom were cotemporaries of the long
est lived of the Apostles, and no doubt saw and

can not be shown to be either
or immoral; and that,

groundless, irreligious,
belief in
therefore,

I

I

all.

The external senses of seeing, hearing, test

is

it

must have lain endlessly
lation. therefore,
concealed from us. Yet could our faculties
have detected that as readin as immaterial

is

Wherefore,
they are silent on the subject.
then, are those who profess to be their follow
Nor
this
ers so boisterous and intolerant?

Our mental exertions
plain.
could not reach it. Without the aid of reve

is

it,

some intimation to that effect
pronounce
would have doubtless been given by the Mes
But
siah himself, or by some of his Apostles.

the reason

the scheme of redemption
reply
easy; because

The

is

now

as most religionists

was

\Vherefore

is

-<€>
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revealed to us?

is

riality of the human spirit as essential to

with the advocates of Phrenology.
To illus
trate and conﬁrm this position by a reference
to facts:

It

not have doomed us to perish through igno
rance.

[Mancsn

is

the chapter and verse of either of those pro
ductions in which it may be found. I shall
only add, that were a belief in the immate

It
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it

machine, but a step out into the dark, as
were, developing that which was new to

it

is

is

is
a

if

it

it

it,

We have known several instances imNew
York of the rope or chain breaking and letting

is

if

is

if

the platform down with the men upon
in
nearly all of which cases, severe injuries,
not death. have occurred.
The apparatus of Mr. 0., referred to,
so
the supporting rope or chain
adjusted that
breaks, by means of springs certain hooks are
instantly thrown out into notches prepared for
the purpose. and the platform
stopped where
is. Mr. O. remarked that he knew his ap
paratus had been the means of saving already
ﬁfty lives.
Dec. 7th,
little boy, E. V. B., six years
old, was brought in by his father for an ex
His head measured twenty-two
amination.
inches, and his chest twenty-two and three
He was
quarter inches over thick clothing.
described as possessing remarkable artistic and
mechanical talent, power of conceiving and
executing; also, ability as a thinker and ora
most excellent memory of
tor, and as having
forms, facts, and ideas.
After describing at length the best method
of keeping him back, and inducing physical
labor as a means of sustaining his health and
life, his father stated, that he already ex
talent in
hibited, for a child, remarkable
a beggar called at the door,
sketching; that
while he was being attended to by some mem
ber of the family, the little boy with his pen
cil and paper would make
hasty sketch of
him, which would readily be recognized by
all who had seen the mendicant, and that al
horse, or a man,
most anything-a picture,
in any attitude—the child could sketch with
surprising readiness.
The little fellow saw something in our
rooms which he wished to sketch, and asked
for pencil and paper, and evinced a facility in
drawing which
very rare in persons three
times his age.
On the same day we examined young man,
R. W., who was very much wanting in the
development of the organs of Calculation and
We described these deﬁciencies, and
Tune.
cast of his
asked him to allow us to take
head, which he promised to do at some future
time. In corroboration of our description of
him, he said that in ﬁgures he considered him
self almost idiotic, and was obliged to remem
ber anything that was expressed by ﬁgures by
the forms which they represent when written,
rather than by remembering the number or
amount; and in respect to muic, he said that
he knew nothing about discords, and though
persons had made what they said were the
most aggravated discords, he was not conscious
when the discords occurred and when the ac
cast
cords were made. We hope to how
of his head to exhibit these deﬁciencies.

if

made by questioning and cross-questioning, to
learn something which might implicate him,
he were really one of the invading party. But
during the whole ordeal he was as calm, cool,

if

he had been at home
and self-possessed as
in his own house.
was further developed, also, in reference
the inven
to his mechanical talent, that he
tor of the new Hoisting Apparatus, which is
is

so constructed as to render

safe in case of

the breaking of the rope or chain.

In factories

.

a

a

forty-six hours, during which time those in
charge of him were changed every two hours.
The guard was composed of citizens of intelli
gence and discrimination, and every eﬁ'ort was

a

.during the great excitement respecting John
Brown, and the people there thought him to
be one of John BroWn’s party in disguise.
He was apprehended and kept in custody for

a

After the examination was concluded—
which was a written one—he informed us, that
he happened to be in Charlestown, Virginia,

is

a

everybody.

the bottom—perhaps seventy-ﬁve feet—and
often happens that men ride up and down with
goods, or without them, instead of going up
the stairway.

a

which led him to invent, and that his inven
always be something original;
not
mere attachment to some other person’s
tions would

the
platform heavy burdens are placed, and
chain or rope be defective, sometimes breaks,
and lets the platform run down in its grooves to

if

is

I

a

will, coolness and self-possession in times of
We also remarked that
danger and difﬁculty.
his mechanical ingenuity was of a character

the top of the building, which
sometimes
six or eight stories, and that there
dumb
waiter, or more properly a platform, which
carried up and down by machinery.
On this

a

is

It

a

I

I

On the 5th of December last, in examining
Mr. E. G. 0., we stated that
he was
man remarkable for his ﬁrmness of
the head of

may be known to most read
and stores, as
ers, the hoist-way goes from the basement,
twenty feet below the street, and extends to

it

is

It

is

it

It

it

it
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of
Where, then, is the “pure spirituality”
faculties which, the mind itself being un
an
extinguished
are
thus
affection
by
touched,
of matter?
Let anti-phrenologists answer.
The hypothesis is theirs; and they are bound
to be sound, or to
and prove
to defend
And the former
as untenable.
abandon
measure being impracticable, the latter
the
only alternativa left them, as men of reason,
ingenuousness, and conscience. As well may
“
they assert the
pure spirituality” of hunger
and thirst, as of reason, reverence, and con
science. The one set of mental conditions
as palpably dependent on material and appro
priate organs as the other. And an injury
done to those organs deranges or extinguishes
In
both sets alike.
word, composed as hu
of body and spirit, in every act
man nature
that man performs, whether of sensation, in
tellection, or voluntary motion, his mind and
his matter are indispensable to each other.
They are indispensable, also, to his natural
existence, as an acknowledged member of
God’s creation. Separate them, so as to with
draw one of them but for moment from him
in any of his operations, and during that mo
man no longer, but a new mon
ment he
ster, which creation disowns—as literally de
naturalized as were the Houyhnnms or Yahoos
And with such
of the Dean of St. Patrick!
monsters have metaphysicians and anti-phre
creation of
nologists peopled and deformed
their own, from the days of Aristotle to those
of Gordon. Jeffrey, and their satellites. For
tunately, however, such a spurious creation
has nothing in harmony with that which the
Deity pronounced “ very good.”
If the foregoing facts and statements be true

set at deﬁance),
(and opposition to their truth
there is no scheme of mental philosophy, wor
thy of the title. which does not essentially par
take of materialism.
And Phrenology does
nothing more.
not pure materialism, any
more than the mental philosophy of Locke or
what
Beattie, Reid, Stewart, or Brown.
ought to be, semi-material, and nothing
more.
“renders
unto Caesar the things
that are Cmsar’s”—-concedes to mind, as well
as to matter, what justly belongs to it. But
to neither does
give, in intellectual opera
tions, a monopoly of inﬂuence.
For, as al
ready stated, a large majority of phrenologists
subscribe to the doctrine of the immateriality
of the mind; though they pretend to no deﬁn
ite knowledge on the subject. Nor should any
body else; for, as heretofore alleged, no such
con
knowledge
attainable by man. From
sciousness of this, many enlightened and pious
even Christian
Christians,
ministers, have
frankly acknowledged that materialism may
be true; and that they do not hold a belief in
To
inconsistent with orthodox Christianity.
this acknowledgment
have been myself a
witness.
trust, in the preceding pages,
Having, as
sufﬁciently vindicated Phrenology from the
either re
charge of such materialism as
shall now endeavor to
pulsive or dangerous,
show that still greater injustice has been done
to the science by the weightier and more ca
lumnious accusation of FATALISM.
'
[10 a: continuum]

It

corresponding faculties.
2. Idiots who, by a
defective organization of the brain, are denied
the organs of Comparison, Causality, Vener
ation, and Coiiscientiousness, are incapable of
reasoning, and possess neither a sentimerit of
reverence nor ofjustice.
They certainly make
no manifestation of such attributes.
3. An
injury done to the brain by accident or disease
deranges or destroys the reputed "spiritual"
faculties just enumerated, as certainly and
completely as it does those of seeing. hearing,
feeling, or moving.
Indeed, it sometimes ex
tinguishes the higher and so-called “spiritual”
faculties, while the senses remain uninjured.
Let the accident be a severe blow on the
In either
head, and the disease be apoplexy.
case the individual falls, and every mental
He retains no more of rea
faculty vanishes.
son, reverence, or conscience than he does of
sense, speech, or the power to walk; and usu
ally no more of the three latter than a marble
statue.
Why? Because they are all alike
the product of mind through the instrument
ality of the brain as its organ of action; and
that organ is now unﬁt for action. Nor, with
out the aid of the brain, can the mind any
more manifest those faculties than the brain
can without the aid of the mind.
4. Other
things being equal, the degree of strength
with which men reason, and the intensity
with which they feel, and exercise veneration
and a sentiment of justice, are proportionate
to the size of the corresponding organs. In
proof of this latter position, the noted Rammo
hunRoy was a remarkable instance. Though
most of his cerebral organs were large, and his
mind powerful, he was exceedingly deﬁcient
in the organ of Veneratipn; and the corre
sponding sentiment was equally wanting in
him.
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their faculties.

In support 'of this last proposition,l
solicit your attention, for a
brief space, to our helpless condition as individuals.
In social and
civilized life, not one of us could subsist in comfort for a day without
the aid and society of our fellow-men."r
This position will perhaps
be disputed by few; but the idea
we only acquire
general, that
property enough, we may completely realize the happy condition so
delightfully sketched by Moore, when he invokes felicity to
friend in
the following

!

;

is is

Vicissitude and uncertainty of condition also afﬂict thousands who
are placed above the reach of actual want of food and raiment; yet
how much of these evils may be traced to the dark mysteriousness in
which trade
in consequence of which, each
generally conducted
manufacturer
often in secret ruining both himself and his neighbor

a

;

is

by over-production, without any of them being aware that he
the
and how much evil
source of his own and his neighbor’s calamities
may be ascribed to the grasping and gambling spirit which prompts
sound edu
so many persons to engage in wild speculations, which

;

;

you taken
longing for some particular book—not a rare or old work,
but one on an important and generally cultivated science, say Lyell’s
repaired to the circulating
Geology, or Gregory’s Chemistry—and
You searched the catalogue for
in
library of the county town?
it

the dictates of an enlightened understanding and a sound practical
morality, under wise social arrangements, this source of suffering
might also be dried up, or very greatly diminished

the shops contained
trict had not yet adopted the use of that article
only the things which they demanded; and you speedily discovered,
that, however heavy your purse might be, you could not advance one
step beyond the sphere of enjoyment of the humbler people into whose
territory you had come; Or, during a residence in the country, have

was
vain
Perhaps you applied at the best bookseller’s shop, but
The bookseller looked into his London or Edinburgh
not there, either.
correspondent’s catalogue, found the name and price at once, and
offered to get the book for you by the next monthly parcel
but in the
mean time you received a convincing proof that you could not, with
;

if

is

But who that con
another vast source of human suffering.
templates the fruitfulness of the earth, and the productiveiiess of
a higher-minded and more
human labor and skill, can doubt that
considerate population could be reared, who should act according to
of life,

you felt certain that you should be able to supply your want, found
in vain
The general inhabitants of the dis
that you searched for
it

if

it
is

to them,
reasonable to believe that in every succeeding generation
fewer parents would produce children with feeble constitutions, and
feWer adults would cause their own deaths prematurely, by ignorant
infringement of these lawa.
Poverty, and the consequent want of the necessaries and enjoyments

Wealth can not purchase such happiness as this.
Have any of you, in
traveling, ever lost or broken some ingenious and useful article which
and
you were constantly using, purchased in London or Edinburgh
have you, in coming to a considerable village in the country, where

a

inherited from parents, or to direct disobedience
of the organic laws in our own persons. If knowledge of the causes
the sanctions of
of health and disease were generally diﬂ'used, and
religion and of public opinion were directed toward enforcing attention
feeble constitutions

words
“ Peacebearoundtheewhereverthourov‘st;
May life be fortheeonesummerday;
And all thatthouwishest,and all thatthoulov’st,
Comesmilingaroundthysunnyway."

!

we are able to trace many of our
with external nature at present
sufferings to causes which are removable by knowledge and by the
The evils of sickness and premature death
practice of moral duty.
may. in general, and with the exception of accidents, be traced to

a

is

such improvements, and a ﬁrm conviction of the}
impossibility of individuals in general ever attaining to the full enjoy
ment and satisfaction of their highest and best powers, except by
means of social institutions founded on the harmonious action of all

is,

is,

to higher morality and more universal enjoyment.
Another reason for believing in human capability of improvement
that imperfect as our scientiﬁc acquaintance with ourselves and

accrue to himselffrom

it

discoveries in art and science have been hitherto devoted. This, I
say, can not be the ultimate design of Providence; and therefore I
conclude, again, that we must be as yet only evolving our destinies;
that we are now in a state of transition, and, let us hope, advancing

The ﬁrst step toward realizing this object
general
to produce
conviction of its possibility, which
have endeavored, in this and the
The next
to communicate to
preceding Lectures, to accomplish.
clear perception of the advantages which would
each individual

a

who, by combining the exertions and accumulating the proﬁts of the
labor of these industrious classes, have become almost princes in for
tune—we can not deny that, to some extent, this is the use to which

boundless yet so extensive that its limits can not be deﬁned, lies within
the reach of man, and let us proceed to consider some of the means by
which
may be attained.

if

vast game of hazard, in which a thousand should be losers, and only
one the fortunate winner; and yet, at this moment—when we view,
and
on the one hand, the condition of our operative, agricultural,
manufacturing
population, too generally pressed to the earth with
poverty and toil; and on the other, a few men of superior talent,

forbear to waste your time by proving
in detail, and only
remark that we can not reasonably suppose that the progress
des
tined to stop at its present and still imperfect stage.
For all these reasons, let us hope that improvement, although not

that

'

so much, and are capable of accomplishing incalculabiy more, intended
that they should augment the happiness of all his children. He never
could have designed them to be employed merely in carrying on a

love, war, and plunder—and of civilized citizens of the world, you
will ﬁnd the aggregate enjoyment of the people increased with every
extension of knowledge and virtue.
This
so obvious and certain,

I

survey the ingenuity and utility of our mechanical inventions, and
consider the extent to which they have increased our powers of pro
ducing the necessaries and elegances of life, it seems difﬁcult to doubt
that the Creator, when he bestowed on us faculties which have done

without

is

Civilized man
that his happiness should be by that means increased.
With his numerous inventions, and his admirable command over phys
ical and animal nature, appears almost like a God, compared with
the savages of New Holland, and other helpless tribes bearing the
When we
human form, without manifesting human intelligence.

that he can scarcely advance a. step in
inducing a palpable amelioration of
his condition.
you will trace the history of our countrymen through
their various states, of savages, barbarians—chivairous
professors of

improvement
knowledge and morality

?

[CONTINUIDnon nnncaar NUIBIBJ
THE external world is clearly constituted with the intention that
man should exert his highest faculties, illuminated by knowledge, and

Iassigri for believing in the capability of

last reason which

The

man for

out drawing

on the stores of a more scientiﬁc

'

population, advance,

AlexanderSelkirklived in solitudefor fouryears,on theuninhabitedislandannan
Fernandez,in comfort,and evenwith enjoyment,afterhe had becomeaccustomedto
his situation;but he had lineclimate. fertilesoil.and unboundedrangeforaction.
A humanbeingleftwithoutaid in a civilizedcommunitywould be far morehelpless
and miserable.
a

MAN

is,

OF

a

DUTIES

cation in political economy might prevent!
Evils like these appear
to be to some extent avoidable, by knowledge of the principles which
govern commerce, and by the practice of ~prudence and morality by
.
individuals.
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few years ago we used to hear the maxim often repeated, that
private persons had nothing to do with public affairs; that their bus
iness was to mind their shops, their manufacturies, their professions,
and their families, and to leave public matters to public men. The
evil consequences of the world having followed this rule in past ages,
may be read in the wide aberrations of many of our laws and institu
tions, and of our social condition, from the standards of reason and
general utility.
If you will peruse the pages of history, you will ﬁnd
the caprices of a single sovereign often leading to wars which spread
devastation and misery among millions of people. These could not
have been waged
the millions of persons on whom the calamities
fell had considered the public interest inseparably connected with their
own, and had had courage to exercise an enlightened control over the
actions of their rulers.
Another instance
presented in the history
of the slave-trade.
proceeded from individual rapacity, and consti
It
tuted the foulest blot that ever stained the fame of Britain.
enriched a few individuals at the expense of every principle
human
ity, and in deﬁance of every Christian precept. At no period was it
approved of by the general voice of the people but each was too busy
with his private affairs to make a simultaneous and general effort to
arrest its progress. At last, growing intelligence and' increasing
morality. in the great body of the people, did produce this co-opera
was extinguished,
tion
and, after ages of crime and misery,
the
nation paying £20.000,000 for the freedom of the slaves. If the British
this
insist
on
the
cessation
of
odious
been
able
earlier
to
had
people
traﬂic. how much of human misery, besides the loss of the $120,000,000,
we trace narrowly the great causes
would have been avoided!
why our rulers have been permitted to Waste the public'resources, and
incur the national debt, which now forms so great an impediment to
public improvement, we shall ﬁnd that too often the‘lnleldllﬂlS of~the
nation were calculating the private gain which hostilities would yield
to them. War created a demand for farm produce to maintain ﬂeets
arm them,_and so
and armies, for cloth to clothe them, and for iron
and men shut their eyes to the fact that it was_destroying the
forth
in the end, he
would,
national resources, and that they themselves
Unfortunately the maxim, that each of us should
forced to pay for all.
he can, and leave
mind his private affairs, make gain of the public
too
The
public measures to public men, still reigns
much vigor.
number of persons who take an enlightened interest in social welfare
this the case, that even in this course of
still small: so much
Lectures, the audience has diminished in proportion as have left the
interests of individuals, and proceeded to discuss those of the public.
This indicates a humble degree of mental cultivation.
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compelled, by social necessity, to place their children in schools of
which they did not approve, because they could ﬁnd no better. Nay,
enlightened teachers have told me that their schools are arrested in
their progress, and retained in arrear of their own knowledge and con
victions of improvement, in consequence of the prejudices of parents
rendering it unsafe for them to adopt new methods. The improved
schools. so far as they exist, have been created by the enlightenment
of parents and teachers, by the aid of the press, and by the general
spread of knowledge.
Is any of us convinced that human life is rendered unnecessarily
laborious by our present habits of competition, and does he desire to
limit his hours of labor, and long ardently to enjoy more ample oppor
tunities for exercising his moral and intellectual faculties ?—he soon
discovers that while his neighbors in general continue to seek their
chief happiness in the pursuit of wealth or the gratiﬁcation of ambi
tion, he can accomplish little toward realizing his moral desires.
He
must keep his shop open as long as they do; he must labor in his
manufactory up to their full standard of time; or if he be a member
of a profession, he must devote as many hours to business as they;
otherwise he will be distanced in the race, and lose both his means of
subsistence and his station in society. So true is this representation
that, in my own day, many of the men who, without fortune, have
embarked in public life—that
who have taken the lead in public
affairs, and devoted
large portion of their time to the business of the
community—have ruined themselves and their families.
Their com
petitors in trade, manufactures, or professional pursuits were dedica
ting their whole energies to their private duties, while
they were
dividing their attention between them and the public service; and
they were, in consequence, ruined in their individual fortunes, and
sank into obscurity and want.
Yet
certain that the business of
the state, or of
particular town or city, should receive
due portion
of attention from the inhabitants.
This dependence of individuals on the condition of the social circle
in which they live, extends through all the ramiﬁcations of existence.
Does any individual entertain higher notions of moral and religious
duty than are current in his own rank and age ?—-he will ﬁnd, when
he attempts to carry them into practice, that he becomes an object of
remark to all, and of dislike and hostility to many.
Does another
perceive the dangers to health and comfort, in narrow lanes, small
sleeping apartments, and ill-ventilated rooms and churches, and desire
to have them removed ?—he can accomplish absolutely nothing, until
he has convinced
multitude of his fellow-citizens of the reasonable
ness and advantage of his projected improvements, and induced them
to co~operate in carrying them into effect. Does any of us desire to
enjoy more rational public amusements than those at present at our
command ?—he can not succeed, unless by operating on the under
standings and tastes of thousands.
Perhaps the highest social pleas
ure of life
that of familiar converse with moral and intelligent
friends; but do we not feel that, from the limited cultivation of taste
and intellect still prevalent, our social parties are too often cumbrous
and formal displays of wealth and luxury, and occasions much more
of 0stentation than of pleasing and proﬁtable mental excitement?
only by a higher general education that this evil can be removed.
the want of mental resources that causes the dull display.
But perhaps the strongest proof of the close connection between the
public welfare and private interest
afforded by the effects of any
great political or commercial convulsion.
In 1825-6, we saw exten

it,

plications have been made to me for information where seminaries for
rational education, particularly
for females, were to be found; but
until very recently, i could not tell. because none such, to my knowl
edge, existed. There are now some of these in various parts of the
kingdom; but before they were instituted, individual parents were

A

If you are a parent, and see the imperfections of the prevailing sys
tem of education, you can not amend it until a teacher and a large
number of parents shall have concurred in views similar to your own,
and combined in the institution of an improved seminary.
Many ap

sive failures among bankers, merchants, and manufacturers
and how
universal was the individual suffering throughout all classes
Labor
ers could ﬁnd no employment, and the shopkeepers who depended on
them had few customers, and of these many were unable to pay. The
great manufacturers who' supplied these classes with clothing and
articles for domestic use were idle; the house proprietor suffered for
want of solvent tenants, and the landed proprietor found a dull and
disadvantageous market for his produce. Contrast this picture with
the condition of the country when the great branches of manufacturing
industry are prosperous, and how different the happiness of individu
als
Thus
appears, that even under the present system of the pur
suit of individual interest, the real welfare of each individual
much
more closely connected with that of his neighbors than
generally
recognized.
This proves that a fundamental element of individual
advantage
public prosperity.
According to my humble conviction, therefore, the very ﬁrst lesson
relative to our social duties which should be given to the young.
to
open their understandings to the great fact, that the precept of Chris
tianity which commands us to love our neighbors as ourselves,
actually written in our individual and social constitutions, and must
be practically realized before individuals can become truly prosperous
and happy.
The precept has been generally interpreted to mean that we should
do speciﬁc acts of kindness to the men who live locally in our neigh
borhood, or who are connected with us by ties of intimacy or kindred
but, although this
unquestionably one, and a very important appli
cation of
the principle of the precept goes much farther.
enjoins
us to arrange our social institutions and our whole practical conduct
in such a manner as to render all simultaneously and, as nearly as
may be, equally, happy; and apparently our nature has been consti
tuted to admit of this being done with unspeakable advantage to all,
whenever we shall thoroughly understand our constitution, its wants
and capabilities.
At present this principle
imperfectly understood,
and certainly not generally acted on.

;

your supplies from a district more advanced in intellectual culture.
Now, the principle which is here illustrated holds good universally
in social life.
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even intellectually, before the general inhabitants of the country in
which you were located ; because the means of doing so did not exist
around you. If you survey the catalogue of a country circulating
library, you will ﬁnd that it contains chieﬂy the standard novels, with
the current magazines, and such voyages and travels as have acquired
a general popularity.
With these you must rest contented, or draw
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tinguished individuals
who adorned the walks
of science at that time,
among whom were Ab
ernethy, Brewster, Cu
vier. Gall, etc.
While in Europe he
contributed several ar

ticles to Rere' Cyclope
dia. 1a 1817he became
Professor of Medical u
risprudence and the In
stitutes of Medicine in
In 1819 he
this city.
was made Professor of
Obstetrics, and retained
the position until 1826.
when all the Faculty
resigned, and started
what was known as the
Rutger’sMedical School.
This lasted four years,
and since its dissolution.
Dr. Francis has devoted
himself to the practice
of his profession and
the pursuit of litera
ture.
Besideshis numerous
publications,
medical
Dr. Francis was a pro
liﬁc contributor to the
magazines and news
papers. He was fond
of the drama, was per
sonally acquainted with
many of the most dis
FRANCIS.
tinguished actors, and
wrote a series of theatrical reminiscences for one
of the city papers; and he numbered among his

J

THE

LATE

DR. JOHN W.

DB. JOHN

W.

FRANCIS.

J

Du. orm Waxrzrraan Faancrs, whoseportrait
accompanies this notice, has just completed his
earthly career. He died at his residence in East
Sixteenth Street, this city, on the morning of Feb
ruary 8th. He had for sometime beenslightly out
of health, but was thought to be convalescent.and
his death, at the time it occurred, was unexpected
by most of his friends. His life has beena long
and useful one, and his name will long be cele
brated in the annalslof medical science. and will
live in his numerous contributions to the liters,
ture of his times.
He was born in this city on the 17th of Novem
ber, 1789, and has resided here during almost his
His father was a German, and his
entire life.
mother was of Swiss descent. At an early age
he was placed in a printing-ofﬁce in this city ; but
after working at the types for someyears. spend
ing his leisure hours in study, he entered an ad
vanced class in Columbia College in 1807, and
soon after commencedthe study of medicineunder
Dr. Hosack. After taking his degree, which was
in 1809.he went into partnership with Dr. Hosack,
in the practice of medicine, whom he also assisted
in the publication of a Quarterly, entitled The
American Medical and Philosophical Register.
He was appointed, in 1813, to the chair of .Matcrta
Mcdica in Columbia College, and soon afterward
visited Europe for the purpose of perfecting his
qualiﬁcations for the professorship. He there be
came acquainted with several of the most dis

<4§>

personal friends many of the most distinguished
literary characters and statesmenof his times.
He was chosen the ﬁrst President of theMcdical
Board of the Woman's Hospital ; he was also one
of the most conspicuous membersof the Academy
of Medicine, having been its President. As Presi
dent of the New York Phrenological Society, he
delivered an able addrem on its organization, and
was a warm friend of Dr. Spurzhcim.
Dr. Francis was a member of Calvary Church,
was visited in his last illness by Rev. Dr. Hawks,
and died without pain in, the full hope of a bliss
ful immortality, leaving a widow and two sons to
mourn his loss.
ln the May number of the Jounmu. for 1868,
we gave a very elaborate Phrenological Character
and Biography of Dr. Francis, to which we re
fer subscribers who have the back volumes. We
will here simply say that he had a very ﬁne con
stitution and great vigor and activity of body and
mind. His brain was large, and in the main
well-balanced. His intellectual organs were large,
especially those which give memory and the power
of expression. He had also great energy. strong
social feelings, and high moral developmen's,es
pecially those which give sympathy and a beneﬁ
cent spirit of patriotism and,philanthropy. Dr.
Francis was a good and useful man—his friends
were numerous and cordial, and they_will_ long
cherish his memory.

Manon,
B. RARBY.
cuanacraa an IIOGIAPKY.

JOHN
ruaawomorcar.

rﬂnlwoaotircn. cnanacna.
MR. Raasv has a harmonious physical de
velopment; is smooth built; remarkably easy
in motion, as if every joint were lubricated,
and every part of his system hung on centers,
He has a smooth phre
so as to move easily.
nological development, indicating harmony of
feeling and thought, and a self-possessed equa
nimity of disposition and presence of mind.
He has a great amount of nervous power, but

it does not evince itself in him in a ﬁdgety,
sensitive, impatient, and excitable disposition;
but, combined with a full share of the vital
and motive temperaments, his nervous system
is well sustained; and though his feelings are
quick and his intellect rapid in action, he is
not betrayed into impatience, or easily thrown
He has a right organization
off his balance.
to be a soldier or a seaman. He can keep
possession of his faculties in times of danger,
responsibility, and excitement, and think as
clearly in the midst of responsibilities as at
any other time.
His ability in managing animals arises from
this mental harmony and self-possession of
which we have spoken, in conjunction with
He would
great natural magnetic power.
show skill in controlling men, especially pris
oners, sailors in mutiny, and soldiers who are
disaffected or doubtful of their ability to obey
orders without being annihilated by the foe.
He has a remarkably magnetic eye, and has
large Individuality, Firmness. and Continuity,
which enable him to ﬁx his attention and con
centrate his purposes upon a given thought,
or thing to be done; and he has the power of
impressing. by look and by touch, this calm

sovereignty of his own will.
He has very large Order, and does every '
thing by method, even the subjugation and
training of his own disposition and motives;
and whatever the temptation of the moment
may bring to bear upon him to change his line
of action, he is still able to hold his own pur
pose under such control that every element of
strength in him remains concentrated to the
point desired. In other words, there are no
deserters, no cowards, no members of his men
tal faculties which dodge in the hour of need.
He has courage, but not cruelty; and in
training a horse he never becomes angry,
never loses his temper; and he evinces cour
age and power without any mixture of malig
nity or selﬁshness.
His moral organs are well developed. He
has great natural kindness, a full share of re
spect and veneration, and love of the right and
the true.
He has an excellent power to judge of char
acter and motive, estimates strangers at a
glance, and is rarely mistaken in this ﬁrst
This faculty enables him also to

impression.
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understand animals, and thus comprehend
their strong and Weak points.
For years we have observed that those in
whom the organ of Human Nature is strongly
developed, have skill and capacity to train
dogs, horses, and oxen; to produce obedience
without cruelty, and to bring them into such
intelligent subjection as to make them worth
more in the market in consequence. Great
horse-breakers and trainers we have known
who would recognize valuable qualities in
animals that were not generally appreciated
by the community ; and by training such ani
mals for a few months, they would sell them
for double their original value.
Such men
can succeed in horse-trading.
These talents, which are possessedby every
man in various minor degrees, seem to ﬁnd
their culmination and highest excellence in
Mr. Rarey, just as the talents for poetry and
oratory are sometimes evinced by single indi
in such a degree as to render them

viduals

conspicuous in their
history.

day and immortal

in

Mr. Rarey’s social organs are large, and
he becomes not only strongly attached to men
and animals, but is able to exhibit his friend
ship and aﬂ'ection so as to make an impres
sion.

Hence he is popular in society; and
his moral sympathies, joined to his general
mental harmony, render him polished in so- _
i
ciety and acceptable wherever he may be
placed, even when among strangers, by whom
his distinguishing talents and reputation are
not understood.
srooaarnv.
[For manyof thefactaIn this sketchwe areindebted
to Frank Leslie’sIllustrated I‘aper, the Rural New
Yorker,and Wﬂku' Spirit ofthe TimeeJ
MR. RAREY was born in Franklin County,
Ohio, and is now in the thirty-third year of
His father was living in what was
at that time almost a wildemess, neighbors
being few and far between. John, being the
youngest child, had no playmates, and being

his age.

JOHN

B.

of a sociable nature, he soon found compan
ions among the farm horses and colts, and it
was a source of pleasure to his father, while

system.

at work

gent treatment of an animal

in the ﬁelds, to take him out with

BARRY—THE

cess and experience could be reduced into a
He had dim ideas that what he ac
complished was merely the result of intelli
naturally

supe

him; and as soon as he was verging on three

rior; and that the Creator, having intended

years, he was set astride of the plow horse,
and in this (to him) exalted position had his
natural fondness for the animal encouraged.

the horse for the companionship of immortal
beings, must have given the exalted animal
intellectual endowments in harmony with his

At four he had his own pony, and soon be

destined purpose. With this developing idea he
now for the ﬁrst time practically noticed that
colts, however wild, allowed calves. sheep, and

came famous for riding out and visiting the
neighbors, the nearest of whom were several
miles away from the homestead. When he
was twelve his father gave him a colt, which
he broke to suit his own notions. This colt
became one of the ﬁnest “trick horses.”

other domestic animals to associate with them ;

Stimulated

he therefore concluded that the colt was not
by nature indifferent to society, but, on the
contrary, was friendly with those who would
offer no harm.
With this notion he went to

he had pupils sent him from the distance of
two or three hundred miles.
It was now conceived by him that his suc

work and “scraped”
up an intimacy with
those wild colts, and soon was gratiﬁed to ﬁnd
his advances were not repulsed, but, on the
contrary, rewarded with positive demonstra
tions of affeclion.
The practical result im

by his success, he bought other
colts, and took horses to educate. Such was
his reputation, even while yet a youth, that

HORSE-TAMER.
mediately following this was, that he could
catch and halter colts with perfect case, while
others could not come within their reach by
many rods. Now was established for the ﬁrst
time clearly in his mind the law ofkindneu,
which is the entire foundation of his system.
He practiced his art and acquired a consid
erable reputation in our Western States
wherever he was known.
In the year 1858 he went to England, and
in a brief time so well satisﬁed the eminent
ofﬁcials in authority of his undoubted power
to perform the Wonderful feats which rumor
ascribed to him, that permission was given to
him to exhibit his skill before the Queen of
His success was
England and her Court.
complete; and afterwards, on several occa
sions, be exhibited before the Queen by special
request. These experiments were repeated in
Paris and the other courts of Europe, and al
ways with unequivocal success. Royal Com
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missioners examined his system and pro
nounced it valuable, exhibiting a means of
perfectly controlling the nature of the wildest
and most savage horses. Mr. Rarey was en
gaged to teach his method to the military
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which was famous in the sporting annals of
the “ fast-anchored isle.”
Cruiser was thus a prisoner when Mr.
Rarey appeared before the English public as
an expert in subduing horses with vicious

ofﬁcers both in the English and Continental
services, and it may be said with lustice, that
he has inaugurated a new and humane sys
tem of taming the most savage of the equine

dispositions, and making them useful and
The animals experimented upon
obedient.
by Mr. Rarey in his earlier exhibitions were
noted for evil habits, but Cruiser was, unap

I
species.
The main idea. of Rarey’s system seems to
be the admirable blending of ﬁrmness with
It has been said that
patience and kindness.
the struggle is tremendously severe, and that

proachable, and it was determined that the
Yankee and this equine fury should meet and
Press and people
struggle for the mastery.
were willing to award the meed of praise for
whatever

the horse lies sweating, quivering, and pant
ing, as if his broken spirit was rushing out in
streams of hot vapor from his nostrils. There
is, however, one consideration overlooked.
This desperate and prolonged struggle be

system;

tween the man and the beast for the mastery,
only occurs when the subject is a bore of in
tractable temper and conﬁrmed ferocity in all
It is not to be supposed that in
other hands.
so great a horse-breeding, breaking, and train
ing country as England Mr. Rarey would be
long without having his system and himself
put to the severest test that could be devised.
A thoroughbred stallion was selected, whose
ferocity had made him the dread and terror of
the great breeding establishment at Swacliffe.
Cruiser was held to be the most savage and
intractable horse in England, and upon him
Mr. Rarey was to operate. While he was in

training as a racer his ungoveriiable spirit had
not displayed itself to any great extent, but
he had given such indications, that John Day
gave a warning to the man who took him to

of merit there was in Mr. Rarey’s

“what had been accomplished was
De
all very well—but just try Cruiser l”
not to be frustrated in his plans,
Mr. R. wrote to Lord Dorohester, requesting
that Cruiser be forwarded to him in London.
“ that the horse could
His Lordship replied,

termined

He
not be sent; Mr. Rarey must go for him.
had not been out of his box for three years,
and to approach him was impossible without
endangering life.”
When Mr. Rarey took him in hand he was
The con
a perfect ﬁend in temper and fury.
. diet was terrible, but mind gained a complete
mastery over brute force. In course of time
Mr. Rarey became proprietor of the animal.
'
The once dreaded Cruiser is now the pet of
his conqueror.
His victory over this noted horse set the
seal upon the merits of his method for the
taming of the most ferocious of horses.
At the farewell exhibition given by Mr.

Rarey, at the Crystal Palace, London—which
was introduced.
was a great ovation—Cruiser
He was not only no longer a dangerous and
Swacliﬂ'e, not to take his halter off in any
In spite of the caution, the groom did . ferocious savage, but playful and docile.
stable.
The most furious subject at Mr. Rarey’s
so, and before they could get Cruiser out
again, they had to take the roof off the build
ing and lasso him from above. As he grew
older he got worse, and he was conﬁned in a
box or stall lined with iron plates, from which
he was not taken out at all for years.
a
possessing
animal
Cruiser—an
The horse
bred by Lord
fame that is world-wide—was
Dorchester for racing purposes, and when in his
three-year’form was ﬁrst favorite for the Derby
—-the great racing event ofthe year in England.
Previous to the day set apart for the trial, had
temper displayed itself, and if we are rightly
informed, when brought to the score, he ran
away with and severely injured his jockey,
thus clouding the hopes and aspirations of his
owner and supporters. He was returned to
the stable, but his violence increased to
such extent that it was necessary to conﬁne
him in a box stall, and the mere mention of
his name was sufficient to send a thrill of fear
through the veins of all the jockeys in the
Several times his owner had al
most concluded to shoot him, and would have
done so were it not for the fact that he was
the last representative of a strain of blood
kingdom.

a»
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last exhibition in England was an Irish mare,
whose screams ﬁlled the transept before she
was brought in. She was a powerful gray
roan, and kicked, bit, reared, and howled in
Watching his
the inost ferocious manner.
opportunity, however, Mr. Rarey got his strap
on her fetlock and ﬁnally overthrew her. to
the delight of the vast audience, who at one
time feared that she might get the better of
of his cool courage and patience in her efforts
to eat him up.
Mr. Raroy returned to his nativa country,
bringing Cruiser with him, and during the
month of January last appeared many times
at Niblo’s Garden, New York, and at the new
Academy of Music, Brooklyn, and exhibited
his wonderful powers before immense audi
ences, who were surprised and delighted with
his performances on several of the worst horses
that could be procured, including one wild and
He has since ap
furious Mexican mustang.
peared in Philadelphia, with like distinguished
success.
We remark, in closing, that Mr. Rarey
must be regarded as a public benefactor, not
merely in showing us how some of the most
vicious of horses can be reclaimed from

[MARCH,

their bad habits and made valuable, but in
teaching the world how that noble animal,
the horse, can be subdued to the will of man
and to the highest capacity of usefulness; but
chieﬂy does he deserve consideration for teach
ing how all this can be done Without that
savage treatment. which, while it is in the last
degree cruel to the animal, is debasing to the
character of the man himself who exercises
it. Few men who use horses or oxen appear
to think that the exercise of the Christian
law of kindness is of any account in their
treatment and training, but use the roughest
of language and the whip or club without
All men
consideration and without measure.
Rarey’s
men can not be equally successful.
eminent success to a great extent lies in his
magnetic power and his patient, persevering
ﬁrmness and equanimity of temper. All can fol
low his example to the extentof their capacities,
and those who are so far destitute of the traits
necessary to manage animals that they can
not improve on the modes now prevalent on
the streets and in the ﬁelds, should not be al
lowed to exercise their barbarism on the suffer
ing ox or noble horse. Rarey is a reformer, and
deserves the kind remembrance of all who love
that noble animal which, in his highest uses,
" Shareswith his lord thepleasureandthepride.”

0....
PHRENOLOGY IN PARLIAMENT.
Once,in thatloftycapitolof thought,
The cranium,a longdebatearose,
In whichold timidCautious-asswasbrought
To more; Country“!!! to angryblows.
UnyieldingFiunml occupiedthechair ;
vas'ruau-rv therecordskepL
“ Mini" wasthequestionof discussionthere
“ Was hea seraph,or a wormthatcrepti'”
CAUHALITY,
whosefull-orbi-dforeheadshone,
A moonin thedark midnightof his hair,
Seemedlike ii monarchrisingfromhis throne,
For naturecrownedhimking andleaderthere.
His wordswerefew,buttheywerefactson ﬁre;
His logiclighiened,and hethunderedtruth:
“Man is God‘sgreatestwork,andshould aspire
in thedawnof youth.
To heaven,commencing
The universe."helaid, “ wasbuiltfor him,
With thevastscaffoldingof sunandslur,
And thegreatfuturein thedistancedim,
Speedingpastagesfromthetimesafar,
Would raisehimfromthegrowling dustbelow
To noblemanhoodandto god-likedeeds Malia his emotions,like therivers.flow.
While hisgreatheartgrowsbroaderthanhiscreedl.”
Soonasthegreatlogiclanstoppedhisspeech,
A little,pinched-upmummyof a man,
With gimlt'teyes,andlips like theblack leech,
And skin loostingyfor his bones,began,
In tonesa crossblele n growlandsqueal,
To say,“The endof humanlifeis gain.
Man hasa peck-1,nota heartto feel,
And he whodoesnotﬁll it livesin vain.

Rothschild,andnotthechildof God, I know
la b inoredmomon earthby youngandold.
Gold is thegodbeforewhichnationsbow,
And manin heavenw1ilminethestreetsof gold."
Acqmsr'rivnlsa -poke,
Thesesentiment-s
Hard by thecolors wherehis wealthwas[in],
When Mia-rnromass,brimmednfrl‘ with ajiike,
Cried,“ Lock yourchesl,and sit uponthelid.
And whenyou die, to pay thatdebtyou mos,
in yoururn.
Leaveall yourboardedtreasures
For theywill surelymeltwhereyou will go,
and paperthere,ihoughwell indorsed,will burn.
But sinceyouhaveno soulto loseor save,
You neednotbe afraidof pailid death;
No rent is pain bytenantsof thegrave,
No 11muponits bank todraw a breath."
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All this thejolly speakersaid,and more.
With laughterwreathinghis good~natured
face.
“ Will someI no m onthat may take theﬂoorI”
SaidWi'r, whoscarcecouldﬁnda standing-place.
Fair as Adonis,plumpof limb,and tall,
Wearingred lips andmelancholyeyes.
This neck,andheadroundasa cannon-ball,
Axs'rrvsaass,whosewordswerewingedwithsighs,

Thatjewelof theair,theoriole,
Brightskelnsof skyandsunshinewovein strains,
Embodimentof somesweetpoet'ssoul, .
Magniﬁcentmusicianof theplains—
Hangshis mosscradleon thelonelytree,
Wherenightshallwatchit with a thousandeyes,
And windsshallrockit with handsnonecansee,
And God shall guardit with hissleepless
skies.

How
did laughto seethefuni
Wrr shookhis head.andslappedhis littleknees,
WhenCstouu'rtoa, countingnumberone,
Saidmanwasnotdesignedforsceneslike these.
He shouldadd to his graces,anddivide
His timeamongthevirtuousandgood;
Subtractno evil—pro:tics far andwide
The GoldenRule, solittleunderstood.

With deepemotion,andin under-tones,
Said,-' Now thetruthtransparently
is seen,
The heartsof loyalmenweremeantfor thrones.
Wherelovelywomanshouldbecrownedthequeen.
To feelhersoftheartpulsingin herpalm—
To win fromherripe lips onethrobbingkiss—
To feelthepressureof herround,whitearm,
I’d risk my presentandprospective
bliss.

Beholdthelaureateof thelist’ningair
Ascendingto theskyat momandeven,
Spiritof songclimbingthestarrystair,
With hymnsfor angelsat thegateof heaven.
Thesebirdsandblossoms
teachthehumanrace
The lessonwhichtheloyalheartwill know—
Man,like theﬂower,to heavenshouldturnhis face,
And wing his heartwith songfromvalebelow.
“ All thatis veryﬁne,indeed,”saidWt'r;
“ Your language'blossoms
song,
intosweetest
But Pegasusandthepoetsneeda bit
0f somethingin themouthtohelpalong.
The haltingfootstepor thelimpingverse—”
Fiannass,whoﬁlledwith dignitythechair,
Broughtdownthegavel,and in languageterse
CalledWu' toorder,andrestoredit there.

Up roseLOCALITY,whoknewhisplace,
Thoughon theera of ﬁercediscussiontossed;
The squareandcompass
on his browandface
Madeit impossiblehe shouldbelost.
“Though thisworldis a lonesome
wilderness,
Wilhoutthehearthereﬁndsa kindredheart,
The compassnaturegivesto guideand bless—
With that,why shouldbe fromtheright departi’”

I

I wouldnothavea presidentnorking
To ruletherealmin whichI live andmove,

But somedearwomanwitha weddingring
Shouldbemyqueenof hearts,andreignin love.
Heavenleftmorethanitslight in women’seyes—
Morethanits beautyin her featuresfair,
A winglesswatcherfromthestern skies,
Th'ecuticlerevealstheangelthere."

Next VINIBATIOII, withsolemnair
arosetospeak
And earnestcountenance,
utteredthere,
He wonderedat thenonsense
And thoughtthesentimentwasworsethanweak.
Man shouldnotworshipwoman. Godalone
Shouldreignin everyhumanheartsupreme.
He wouldnotbeara rival nearHis throne,
So wakeyounglovefromhisluxuriousdream.
He mustnotforfeithisimmortalsoul
0n thesweetaltarof a lady‘slips,
Nor drownhis youngheartin thecoral'bowl,
passionsips.
From whichintoxicated
He honoredwomanin herpropersphere,
But shewashumanonly,notdivine.
here
Wu- laughed,and said,“that hercircumference
In hoopswastwentyfeetof crinoline.
laugh
Shehadbeencalleda hemisphere”—a
Rang fromtheopenmouthand heartof Miam—
“ Now she’sman’sbetterandhis biggerhalf,
And love dream that her sphereis heaven,not
earth.”
Then CAUTlOUSNESS,
white-hairedandold,arose,
And, trembling,leaneduponhis oakencrutch;
He wipedhis wateryeyesand blowedhis nose,
Saidhe had muchtosay. “ Why, then,saymuch,”
Said Wrr. Now, this was more than he could
stand,
80downhe sat,whiteasa ghostwith fear,
Took downhis spectacles
withtremblinghand,
And fromthedimglasswipeda timidtear.
Then Hon sprangto his feet,his radianteyes
Illumedhischeerfulfacewithjoyful light,
As thebrightgloryof theeveningskies
Floodswithits beautythefair browof night.
His voiceseemedlike thering of goldenbells,
And his freshheartbeatin thehealthystrain;
His wordsdroppedin thesoullike dropsin wells,
That thirstagapefor showersof summerrain.
In everycloudhesawan angel’swing—
In everystorma bowof promisebent:
He heardtheheavenlychoirof seraphssing,
And sawGodthroughthestarryﬁrmament.
He saida goldenfuturewaitsto crown
Man withunfadingwreathsof rosessweet,
That mightshallnotforevertrampledown
The rightintothedustbeneathitsfeet;
That thesewhoplant theirliveswithnobledeeds
Shallseethembloomin if‘ltll and living words,
As ﬂowersspringup andblossomfromtheseeds
Scattereduponthesoilby singingbirds.
thechair,
H ext IDIALITY addressed
In richestlanguage,classicalandchaste;
On his broadforeheadrolleda waveof hair,
A rosepeepedfromhisbutton,nearthewaist.
He spokeof ﬂowersof everyformandhue,
Saidthatthebeautyof thesummerskies,
Sunshineandstarlight,andtheheavenlyblue,
Had beenrepeatedin thewild-ﬁowers’eyes.
0
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SPIRITUALITY,as whiteassnow,
With his thin handuponhis pulsingheart,
Arr-se.and“ Light” waswrittenon his brow,
The hatterof thecurtainmadehim start.
For he,at ﬁrst,supposeda ghostwasnear,
Yet he wasnotafraidof ghoulsandspooks,
For his pureintuitionswereasclear
,,
As pebblesshiningin thesummerbrooks.
“ Man needssomeholyangelhereto guide
throughthisvaleof tears,
His wanderingfootsteps
Or hemaystepfromvirtue’spathaside,
And scourgewit‘l wastinggrief his futureyears.
My mentalvisionbringsthedistantnear,
I seethroughsubstanceandthroughspaceafar;
My soulhasvision,andmyheartcanhear
The voicesspeakingin themorningstar.”
Bannvotxxcsstoodup withsmilingface,
Humanityuponhis foreheadshone,
And charity,witheverysistergrace,
Crownedhim theirmonarchon his holythrone.
“ For man—man‘s
weal,”
presentandprospective
He said,“ I’ll givemypurse,myhand,my soul,”
And thenhis feelingheartforcedhim to feel
Within his pockets,and he gavethewhole.
His namestoodﬁrston thecharitablelist,
He neverturnedwithscornthepoor away,
Nor heldthedollarwith convulsivejlst,
For fearthelittlejoker wouldnotstay.
His handwasopenllke his generousheart,
His lips weremusicalwithpleasantwords;
Shouldhe,alas! fromthiscoldworlddepart,
We’dmisshim,asthewoodswouldmissthebirds.
Coasrauo'nvlaltssnextcame,withrulesandlines
face;
Upon his browandearnestelooking
His jack-knifewasa cautionto thepines,
His pencilseldomfailedtoleaveits trace.
“ Man is a curiouscreature,andcanbuild
GreatEastesns,or a cabletelegraph,
MaketreatieswithJapan, and havethemﬁlled
With wordsthatwouldbecomean epitaph.”
“ That is, deadletters,I supposeyoumean,”
Said Wrr, his faceaglowwithradiantpun;
“ Our brotherJonathanis notsogreen,
He cannottakegoodcareof numberone.”
Tom,
Then Inns-non, personating
Savein complexionlookeda veryJap,
A regalvisitor,indeed,freshfrom
GreatJeddo, and thefunnylittlechap
Wishedin his hearttheladieslovedhim too;
’Twaslaughableto seehim—slyyoungmen!
He playedhis cunningtrickson belleandbeau,
And askeda beautyto becomeTycoon.
He saidbutlittle,thoughheactedmuch—
Indeed,he madeonethinkof that“What is it ?”
Barnumkeeps:Joyce Heath‘syoungestorphanchild.
Which anyonefora fewcentsmayvisit,
If he will drawhis admirationmild.

EVIXTUAIITT putdownhis pen,
Or, rather,pressedit closebehindhis ear,
As thoughhe meanttoplumehisorganwhen
He spoke,or wingthewordstherestshouldhear.
“ Man,”hesaid,wrthgravity,“ is buta scroll
On whichtheredordof a life is kept,
And thechiefendof the immortalsoul
Is to remember
wherehe fedand ‘ slept.’"
“ The songsof thisdaymaybestatutes
next—
Tunesarethebestthoughtscrystalizedin sound,"
SaidTuna. LANGUAGIwasevidentlyvexed,
And spokeright up anddownandall around.
His speechwasfreefromthought,butfatof word—
Inriecd,he hada cataractof syllables—
Ilis lips,like the respondingmocking-bird,
Couldneverputthethoughtin whatit tells.

Aoaaasauhvassdid notriseat all—
He wastoopleasantandpoliteto say
The studiedcompliments
thatsometimes
call
A smileof joy, like sunshineby theway.
Inasmvsumss said,“ WhereverI roam,
Upon thelandor on theyeastysea,
Thereis no placein all theworldlike home—
Castleor cot,homeis theplaceforme.”
Counarxvaanss
saidhe wouldcrossthemain
To ﬁghtthechampionon old England‘sshore;
Take off thebelt,andthencomebackagain,
And laughtoheartheBritishlion roar.
Dss'raucrtvnrrssvowedhewouldshed
The bloodof mortalmanwhodareoffend;
He liked tri-colors,blueandwhiteandred,
Thoughpaintedwithoutpencilsby his hand.
ThoughAminurrivuass workedwell hisjaws,
And openedwidehis mouth,andfrequently,
He did notspeak,butopenedit because
He lovedto eat,andwould notwaitto dry.
Poor mani he hada stomachbroadanddeep,
to match;
And a capaciousmouthwell stretched
He workedit on tobaccoin hissleep,
And at thetablekeptit tothescratch.
Susanna"!sternlasa mountainstood,
That lookeduponthewaitinghills below,
Beforeit hurlsuponthesilentwood
Its awfulavalancheof iceandsnow.
Sun-crowned
and tall, I sawhim rise,
The admirationof themultitude;
His largeorbswontheirazurefromthe skies,
His veinswith liquid lightningwereimbued.
“ Beholdthe oak,"he said,“ king of thevale—
He wearsthethunderscarsuponhis breast,
And lifts hisarmsto wrestlewiththegale
That comeswithlightningarmedacrossthewaste.
Amid itsfoliagethelinnctsings
lay;
The songthatmocksthepoet'ssweetest
Above,a thousilndyearsof wideningrings,
Wherenature’sperfectrecordmarksherway.
For writtenthereuponthefoldedscroll,
Within thearchivesof thenobleoak,
The.historyof theseasonsastheyroll
Is jotteddown,pointedwith lightningstroke,
Sothatthefuturewanderero‘ertheplains,
wild,
In thisfairlandof rocksandwood-scenes
May hearfactsblossomintosong,in strains
That pleasealikephilosopherandchild.
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The mountainleansitsheadagainsttheskies,
And looksbeyondthecloudswherethundersroll,
50 man,throughfaith,lifts hisadoringeyes
Abovetheformsof earththatclogthesoul.
sea,
Hts heartis like theever-heaving
That breaksin wavesuponthewaitingshore,
Until hismanlybosombeatingfl'ee,
Ascendsto heaven,wherecarcsshallvexno more.
He readsa lessonin thebuddingrod,
And in thelanguageof unwindingstreams;
The rainbowis theautographof God,
Writ, in softrain-drops,on thesun'sbrightbeams."
Thus spakeSusnnn-rv,andall werestill
I noticed,while with wondrouspowerhespoke;
Fmasnsacouldscarcecontrolhis iron will,
And Min-rnrcutsssrestrainedhislaughandjoke.
But it waslaughable,indeed,tosee
How Satr-Esrsns heldup hislittlehead;
He wonderedwhatrightanybodyhadto be
While hewasliving or whenhe wasdead.
Xlisthoughtswereants,his headof nut-hillshape;
Wi-r said,“Combo on the Head”would suit com
[plete;
Altlioughhe hadtheforeheadof an ape,
in hisfeet.
He hadVastunderstanding
Ceirsk-rivzntsagrewknottyin thelist;
Dasrsuc-rrvsa'nss
turnedpurplein theface;
Evnr'ruau'nr readloudhis list;
“ You all areoutof place."
cried,
And Ounaa
INRABH‘IYIIBB saidhewouldgo home;
While Auxaa'rivaalssjust tookit drink;
Old Caunousasssliedfkomthenoisyroom;
Canaan-n lmploredthemall to think.
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ABOUT SOMEBODY.
[T is said that every boy has a hungry year

—a year in which he grows rapidly, and in
which, though he may eat himself full, he
never has enough. There is generally also in
the experience of every energetic specimen of
the masculine gender, an exceedingly wise
year, in which nobody can tell him anything
that he did not know before, or which he can
not improve by emendation.
But this wise
season, unlike the Sophomore season in college,
frequently lasts several years instead of one,
and nowhere do We think it is more signally
evinced than among clerks'; and it is for their
especial beneﬁt that this article is written.
We have often noticed, and presume the ex
perience of thousands of others will indorse
the statement, that clerks from sixteen to
twenty-three years of age are always much
more pert, exacting, impudent, and patronizing
in their advice and in their ungencrous criti
cisms upon customers, than are persons from
thirty to ﬁfty years of age, especially the lat
ter. if a customer wants an article, and does
not ﬁnd precisely that which suits him, the
young clerk will insist upon it that he can not
ﬁnd a better article or a. cheaper in the mar

graspedhis darlingpurse;
Acourst'rrvaaass
Sacsarivasnsshisinmoatthoughtconcealed:
ilors thushadthefatesthatmatterswereno worse;
And Vaaasst'lontohis God appealed.
Lszmuaoaharanguedthemobin wordystrains;
BINIVOLIHOI heldouta friendlyhand:
ThereSaar-Esra“ his loveof self maintains;
Aensasaualss triedtoconsoletheband.

ket, or will in some other way contrive to
show his own wisdom and the want of it in the
middle-aged man or woman who may chance

Wl'l‘crackedhisjokes at otherfolks’expense;
And iinn'rios tookhim nicelyoff;
Als'rivssass wouldnot drivewomenhence;
Vi'ra'rlvsamsdid notregardhis cough.
(blaranc'rivsivxssproceededwithhisplan;
And ioaamv begantosoar;
Finishes arose,andorderedeveryman
To takehisseat,or leavethesenatelioor.

Street, Boston, the beardlcss clerk thinks the
eminent clergyman, judge, or lady from the
interior must be green not to know the way
to the Revere House; and the brainless snob

Thus quietwasrestored,andpeaceprevailed
In thegreatcapitolof thoughtoncemore;
Apologiesweremadeto thoseassailed
By angryor; anson thecongressfloor.
LANGUAGB,
speech;
delighted,madeanothY'r
Tuna wassopleased,hesangaloudforjoy;
prayed,andtriedtopreach,
While Vaxaita-rtos
WIT setthegroupabouthim in a roar.
And theyadjournedat lastto rest,
forexerciseandplay,
To feastthl-mselves
And while thehumanheartvibratesthebreast,
They will holdsessions
eacheventlulday.
Oh! it is truethisparliamentcontrols
The sublunsrymsttersherebelow;
If naturehasomittednoblesouls
For bodieshere,shemarksit on thebrow.
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Mason BROTHERS.

Among the eminent
Photographicartistsof this metropolis,the talentedand
enterprisingMeade Brothersstand in the front rank.
Theyhavebeenestablished
twentyyears,elevenof which
havebeenattheirpresentlocation,238Broadway,nearthe
Astor House. Their placehas recentlybeennicelyreﬁt
ted. and their galleryof picturescontainslikenessesof
manyEuropeans,aswell as Americans,of eminence. It
to saythateverystyleof pictureknown
is not necessary
to theartcanbeprocuredat thisestablishment.
Roors.
J. D. Sage, l3 Canal Street, New
York. is a geniusin the department
of roofit. He takes
matedor rottenroofstorepairand keepin goodcondition
fora lerrnof years,fora certainsum perannum,and he
is thus benclltng householders,and at the sametime
doinga ﬁrst-ratebusinessfor himself. We havetried his
work,andlike it.
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to be the customer.
if one wants information
he rarely gets a civil, polite, generous answer
from one of these popinjays.
in Washington

.

of Broadway supposes everybody ought to know
the way to the Dusseldorf Gallery, to the
Metropolitan Hotel, or to Barnum’s Museum,
and they are not slow in endeavoring to manu
facture something which they call wit out of
any apparent want of knowledge or experi
ence of the city which any person may evince,
while, at the same time, with all their fancied
wisdom they hardly know that pumpkins do
not grow in the ground and potatoes on trees.
Ninety times in a hundred you will not ob
tain a civil answer from one of those graceless
sparks, if a. question happens to be in the
slightest degree out of the line of their par
ticular vocation, or such a question as they
may not suppose exactly relevant to their par
ticular department of business. On the other

hand, if you ask the some question of a man
old enough to be a. father to those wise young
sters, ninety times in a hundred you will
not only get a. civil, but a. gracious, answer;
and on going into a store, hotel, railroad sta
tion, daguerrean saloon, or other place of pub
lic resort, we never fail to look about to ﬁnd
some one advancing to middle life, or even to
old age, if we want to ask the simplest ques
tion for our own convenience. A few gray
hairs, a little baldness, or some honest wrin

[MAROH,

kles in the face serve as a guaranty to us that
the man has lived long enough to learn to be
civil; that he may have been in strange
places and wanted information; that he has
seen enough of the world to know that cer
tain articles of food, certain descriptions of
goods are not common to and familiar
people of certain localities.

with a.

What would one think on landing at Char
leston or Savannah, direct from Portland,
Maine, or Halifax, perceiving trees which were
new to him, he should step into a respectable
store near at hand, and seeing a handsome,
well-dressed clerk idle at the counter, and step
ping up to him should ask: “ Will you please,
sir, tell me what trees those are '1’”and he were
to reply, with a sneering laugh and a ieering
don’t you
associates, “Why!
those trees?
I reckon you must be
smart not know the palmetto tree.”
Or sup
pose a.gentleman from Charleston or Savannah
look

at his

know

to land

at. Portland some bright morning,
never having spent any time at. the North,
but being perfectly familiar with the palmetto
and other Southern trees and plants—suppose
way relative to

he were to ask in a similar
trees in

the streets of Portland. which he
had never seen in the South, in like manner
he might etipect the young blood .to laugh at
his ignorance and insult him by asking him if
he had been brought up in a band-box and
did not know a spruce tree. Now, we ven
ture to say that in either case a. middle-aged
man would have said: “Certainly, sir; that
is the palmetto tree,” or, “ that is the spruce
tree. I suppose you are from the South, or
North ?” or, “is this your ﬁrst visit to this
region ?” and on being answered in the atiir
mative, he would reply in a way that would
show his earnestness to communicate

any
thing which would ministcr to the informa
tion or the pleasure of the stranger.
When a
man has traveled over nearly every available
degree of latitude, he will learn that every
thing does not grow in the place of his nativ
ity; will learn that the orange, the palmetto,
and the pineapple are not to be found along
spruce, the beech, or the sugar
maple;
indeed, a person can travel but a.
short distance without ﬁnding something new,
strange, and interesting, and it is only the
side the

person of little knowledge who will sneer at
a person’s want of information in any particu
lar thing.

We therefore venture the advice to those
young

sprouts

(supposing,

of course,

they

will regard it as an imperilnenoe), to give a
answer to every candid, civil question,
whether the person be one of apparent. im
portance or not. If he be poor and ignorant,
you can not afford to degrade yourself by an
He
impertineut and unsatisfactory answer.
civil

assistance, and it should not be
he be elderly and respectable, he
doubtless could teach you your alphabet in

needs your
refused.

if

adapted to each—thus presenting to each person
a guarantee and guide to

old friends.

is

Good wine, like true friends, im
in the
proves by time. He whose heart
right place does not think the less of his

Success and Happiness.
Charts, amply illustrated, with full
descriptions of character, given daily at

friends because the snow that never melts has

FOWLER AND W'ELLS,

fallen on their looks.

308 Broadway, New York.
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BABBITT,S FRENCH
Enasivs
CHEMICAL
Boar, advertisedin anothercolumn,proves,on trial,to
beall that claimed.
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G. F. R. writes, “You may regard me as
regular subscriber for the PHRENOLOGICAL
consider
JOURNAL to the end of my life, for
worth to me more than ﬁve times the
costs; indeed,
to any
amount
prefer
have any
journal or periodical with which
acquaintance.”
subscriber from Stockton, Mo., writes,
“Those who have taken the PHRENOLOGXCAL
and will
JOURNAL are highly pleased with
continue to be, so long as
pursues that high
course
which
characterizes
and independent
its past history, and remains entirely neutral
in respect to politics."
should
S. B., of Ohio, writes, Feb.
not send you so small a remittance, but
very difﬁcult to get up clubs these times.
have taken the JOURNAL, without intermission,
for the last ﬁfteen years, and hope to continue
‘
to do so through life.”

in

speci

mens:

GULIEI.MUB.—lﬂt. Does exercise and persever
ancein mathematics.
particularlyﬁguresor algebra,drill
anyof theintellectualfacultiesbutCalculation'
Runnln. if you will send us club of Twenty
AM. The specialfunctionof the facultyseemsto be
New Subscribers for the Punsnonooicn. Jous
calculationin general. Those who have the powerof
nan, and Ten Dollars, before the ﬁrst day of May
mentalarithmetichave the organ large. Colhurnand
othereminentmentalcalculatorswerelargelyendowed
next, we will send you, as a Premium, post paid,
with the organ. Dr. Gall calls the senseof numbers,
copy of our work, entitled EDUCATION Cozu
and still he statesdistinctlythat arithmeticis its chief
rns-rn, price Two Donnans Firrv Curr-rs, for
lphere. He regardsit, also.asthe organof mathematics
of
which
see
advertisement
in
the
description
in general. Dr. Spunheim,on the other hand,limits its
present number. This oﬂ'er will hold good until
functionsto arithmetic,algebra,and logarithms,and of
such as
opinionthat theotherbranchesof mathematics,
the ﬁrst day of May, and no longer. New sub
arenottheolmpleresultsof thisfaculty. hiost
geometry,
scriptions for the WATER Cum: JOURNAL may
especiallythosewho excel in
eminentmathematicians,
form part of clubs as above, convenient.
have had Causality,Continuity.and
pure mathematics,
Firmness. Dr. Gsll observes,
thatwhentheorganof Cal
culationpredominatesin an individual,all his faculties
receivean impressionfromit. lie knew physicianin
whom wasverylarge,wholaboredto reducethe study
of medicine.and eventhe virtue of particularmedica
E. W. T.—lst. Does largo Conaoientiousness,
principles; andoneof hisfriends,
deter personfrom ments,to mathematical
withoutregardto its combinations,
endeavoredto establish
having similar developmenl,
feeling superiorityoverothers?
l
anguage
on
similarprinciples
universal
at
A to No. That nottheofﬁceof Conscientiousnrss
Dr. Vlmont mentionsan experimentwhich convinces
all. n hasto do with rightandwrong,justiceand injus
him that do have an idea oi numbera [it certain
tice SelfEsteemgives dispositiontofeelconsequential, hour.on twevesuccessiveevenlniia,hegavea dogthree
and,if youwill, superiority piecesof meat,whichhe threwintodifferentpartsof the
independent,
proud-spirited,
room. Afterward,he keptonepieceof meatonthetable,
oVerothers. Whensuchconduct analyzedbytheintol
and threw down the other two The animal camefor
mayrecognizetheinjusticeof any
lect.Conscientiousuesa
themas usual; butnot tindiugthe third piece,he be
to searchfor in everypartof the room,and harke in
coursecalculatedto depressone who worthy,and to
When Dr. Vlrnont threw down the
order to obtain
to Islume his plill'i!withoutjud.causeor right.
third piece,lie cries immediulel ceased. its behavior
‘Zd.DoeslargeFormdelightin colors,withoutreference wasthesamewhenfouror live ecesof meatwereused
ldealityor Color?
in theexperiman
Am. No. Form judges of shape,Color of hue and
2d. Whatstudiesarebestadaptedto drill the mind for
shade,and Idesiity receivespleasurefrom the harmony soundresumingupondiﬂerentlulijccts'!
Arts. Mathematics,Metaphysics,Chemistry,and His
of all the qualltleowhich combineto make beautyand
tory.
perfection.
a

couragement that they possess a double value.

Of such letters we give the following

PREMIUM.

a

friend; and not only are letters from such in
dividuals welcome in a business point of view,
but they hear such words of approval and en

a

us yearly for so long a_ time that their hand
writing looks familiar as the face of an old

A

have returned to

a

Some of our subscribers

<>>>

written

a

it

In some
has found a home for twenty years,
and will for twenty years to come. We like

pointing out the line of scholarship or profession,
whether editing, teaching, writing. preaching
the Law, Medicine, or Legislation, etc beet

a

Yns, the people like the JOURNAL.

houses

Business Partners,
showing who can harmonize, and who possessthe
kind of talent ﬁtted to manage business with the
least capital, the least risk, the least friction and
greatest prosperity-to those who are ambitions
to enter the
Learned Professions,

a

LIKE IT.

Apprentices and flcrks,
showing what trade or avocation each best qual
iﬁed to ﬁll with health. pleasure, and proﬁt—to

i'
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THE PEOPLE

Young Ladies and Gentlemen,
teaching who are. and who are not, mentally qual
ﬁed to enj'-y life together, and who may, and who
never should, marry—to

p

it

is

;

It

forgot his duty to age, whether distinguished
and eminent or not. We say to the young,
treat all persons civilly. especially the weak
and the ignorant.
He shows his nobleness by
his kindness to the poor and the uncared-for.
The great and honored will secure respect
easily enough from all.
costs nothing to
honor the honorable
hence those whose stock
of good breeding
small can do that, but
takes a good supply to respond graciously to
the weak, the unknown, and unhonored.

teaching them how to become more and more
adapted to each other, and thereby avoiding do
mestic jars, and securing all of earthly happiness
possible to their natures—to

H.— lat. What
the temperament of a person
who very short,slim, snugly built, with long tare,
sharpnose,verytineIlllk' skin,blackhair,andblueeyes?
Am. Seldom
questionproponndedto us on the
temp-ramcntswhich containsanythinglike soclear and
distinct descriptionas would enableus to judge with
luliicicnt accuracyto Venture positiveanswer. We
drsire that personsshouldstudythe temperaments,
not
onlyfor theirown gratification,butto renderthatknowl
edgepracticaland usefultothemselves.Thereis hardly
a monththatwedo not receiveletterson the subjectof
temperament.if anypersonwill takethetroubletoorder
the" IllustratedSelf-instructor,"which costsby mail but
fiftycents,handsomelyhound,he will have a prettyfull
explanationof the temperamenls,
with portraitsto illus
tratethem,togetherwith descriptionof the characteris
ticswhicharemostcommontoeachkind of temperament.
Besidesthis,hewill have workofa hundredengravings
on thesubjectof Pbrenology,and full descriptionof the
natureandqualityof eachof thementalfaculties.
The temperament
of the individual mentionedby our
questioner,namely,“a short,slim, snugly-builtperson,
flee,
sharpnose,"etc., doubtlessMentalpre
with long
dominating. Thc I-lcckhair,
be course,would indi
catemoreof the Motive,andsomething
of theVital. The
long faceand sharpnooeindicateagaintheMentaltem
peroment.
2d. In examiningthe headsof somepersons,you say
thisor that organ or qiiniliy is inheritedlrom the father
or mother. ilow canyou tell
Am. We wrotean articleof severalpagesin theJOIIP
run, some three years ago. enlitled “Resemblancoto
Parents,"in which we endeavored
to explain the subject
prettyfully. We introducedseveralportraitsasexamples
of peroonsresemblingthefatheror themother,or eachin
part. We canonlysayherethatcertainformsandquali
tiespertainto themasculine,and otherformsand quali
tiespertainto thefeminine. Theseareshownin theout
line of the body, the features,and the phrenologlcal
organa The man has more Firmncss, Self-Esteem,
Causality,Combativcncss,
and Destructivencu;the wo
man, more Venoratiou, lnbabltivoncas,Cnut‘wusness,
Approbatlvenoss,
andParentalLove.with betterdevel
opmentof theorgansof Memory.
a

amusement of said “codger” and the lasting
chagrin of the self-complacent wiseacre who

showing the former how to regulate their own
tempers and dispositions, especially as they are
brought out in the treatment and training of the
latter—to
Husbands and Wives,

it

a

by some dandy sprout of the law, or a bishop
by
juvenile
coxcomb of the cloth, has
been set aside as an “old codger,” to the

are most invaluable, as shedding light on the dis
positions of
Parents and Children;

These questionsshould have been answeredin your
ownmind. 'I‘helrverystatementseemsto be sufﬁcient
answerto them; andwe introducethemhereto induce
you,andotherswho inclineto askquestions,i0 endeavor
to answerforthemselves
questionssosimpleandplain an
theseappeartobe.

it

A

whose personal appearance was not attractive
or prepossessinq. have been, in many instances,
snubbed by their inferiors.
chief-justice

EXAMINATIONS

it

is

is

pose he does not know the way to the Revere
House or Astor House,
that proof positive
that in all culture and general information he
not your superior?
Eminent individuals,

PHRENOLOGIGAL

,

nearly every subject except the one to which
are particularly
devoted, and possibly,
even, he may have been reared to that.
Sup
you

is
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COFFEE AND LPOPLEXY.
Evasr person who has attained to forty
years of age will doubtless have observed that
sudden deaths, occasioned by what is called
“apoplexy,” or by what
called “an affection of
within the last twenty-ﬁve
a frightful ratio.
The old
when hearing so much

is more commonly
the

heart,"

have

years increased in

lady who remarked,
said about persons
when I was young,

nervous, “La!
did not have any narves,” stated an
apparent truth, though one not fully borne out
being

people

by anatomy.
In her early days, when luxu
ries were few and labor abundant, persons did
not become nervous, as they do at the present
day, under the stimulus of high living and
exciting modes of life. Who ever heard of
dyspepsia forty years ago? Though a few
might have been troubled with that disease, it
was so very rare that the name did not become
known to the common people. Consumption,
rheumatism, dysentery, and fevers were known,
but nervousness, dyspepsia, diseases of the
heart, and apoplexy are in this country appa

rently

modern.

We believe that heart-disease
in a majority of cases,

and apoplexy—which,

Ziitsraturt, (genial

§timm

linguaitnrg Hf

[WHOLE

1861.

NUMBER,

268.

are but one disease, one being the result of the
other—are produced, in ninety-nine cases in a
hundred, by the use of one or all of three

partakes more or less of both characters of
voluntary and involuntary eﬂ‘ort, and although
a man can stop breathing for a time, or can

articles, namely: coffee, tobacco, and spices.
However much coffee and tobacco may affect
the nervous system in general, they seem to
have a peculiar effect upon the involuntary

breathe more rapidly than usual, or more
irregularly, under the control of the will, still
we think that the involuntary nerves of mo
tion would, in respect to breathing, ultimately

nerves.

To make this clear, we remark that
men and animals have several sets of nerves.
First, nerves of motion and nerves of sensa

master the voluntary system; that is to say,
though a man could stop breathing for ﬁfty or
sixty seconds, yet it would be impossible for

These are entirely distinct in character
and function, and although they may be side
~
by side in

him to commit suicide by holding his .breath.
The heart, on the contrary, acts day and night,
when

one common

well

sheath, their
character or

wake; in infancy, in
idiocy, in insanity,

function

and all the changes
of this varied life,
still that powerful

tion.

is

as

different

as

gas and

water,whose
pipes in a y

4V
'

chance in a
building
lie side

to
by

A

/

'

,_7

‘
i '
11 gig],
.> ~:\\\\/\\\\\

f

s id e ; and
No.1.—Mr.N.
these nervous systems are so distinct, that one
may be paralyzed without injuring the other.
There is many an arm which, having been
paralyzed, its owner can not move voluntarily,
but which retains its sensation of feeling as
perfectly as ever.
The nerves of motion are also divided into
two sets—one is called the voluntary, the other
the involuntary.
We use the voluntary nerves
in walking, and in all the motions which are
The nerves of involun
governed by the will.
tary motion serve to carry on the various vital
functions of the human body; the processes
secretion, of excretion, of digestion, of
assimilation, and especially the process of the
circulation of the blood, not one of which
would it be safe to leave to be performed by
of

volition

merely.

The

process of

breathing

we sleep as
when we

as

pump continues to
act, and no man, by
an effort of the will,
can stop the beating
of his heart; and, we
might add, no man,
by an effort of the will, can start it when stop
ped, although, by inviting exciting thoughts, by
working up the imagination, the whole system
can become excited, and with it the circulation
—-but this is excited only in sympathy with
the other parts of the body. For example, if
a man is angry or afraid, and has either to
fight or run, his whole system will become
agitated, and the heart’s action will increase,
so as to send through the system the re-vital
izing element of the blood more rapidly than
common, to invigorate the man for the exi
gency. But who, by saying, “Heart, beat
faster," can insure obedience, or who, by say
ing, “Beat slower,” will be obeyed ?
We have said that the use of coffee, tobacco,
and spices appears to aﬁect the involuntary
system of nerves which operate on the heart

®>>>
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Now, if this be so,
aside from all other questions of health and
propriety in respect to the use of these articles,
it comes to be a grave question who may use

and some other organs.
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poor, falls away and makes the eyes glaring
and outstanding.
The middle part of the face being plump
and rounded, indicates a healthy development
of the stomach and digestive system. Chil

[APRIL,

mon, the cloves, and all other spices have the
go-by. Avoid them, partly because they pro
duce a general feverishness of the system, and

opposite the molar teeth.
Persons with a small chin, like Mr. N., are
found to possess :1.Weak circulatory system,

such spasmodic action of that organ as to
throw the blood unduly upon the brain, and
thus produce apoplexy, from the habitual use
We believe
of the three articles named.

that
to say,
vacillating and irregular,
and such persons are liable to palpitation of
the heart, ﬂushed face, and a rush of blood to

use coffee, tobacco, or spices without
palpitation of the heart and general disturb
ance of the circulation, while such evils are
not palpable in cases like the portrait No. 2.

is

many respects the reverse of the ﬁrst.
The
The
check-bones are not broad or prominent.
rather leak, and the
middle of the face
is

is

long, square, broad, and heavy.
some nervous relation betvreen
There
different parts of the face and different organs
Persons with a full and promi
nent check on each side of the nose. especially
if the face there be broad, will be found with
large and vigorous lungs; they will, as were,

it

of the body.

live on air, and can not endure to be where
they can not have an abundance of it. In
consumption, that pnrt of the face ﬁrst presents
a hectic ﬂush, a feverish state. As disease of the
lungs advances, that part of the face becomes

be a weak

will be the last part of his organization to give
while Mr. N., No.
informs us that he

without any theory
If he drinks cup
a

;

and that from experience
he was led to avoid them.

of coffee or glass of brandy, the blood rushes
to his head so as to make him almost blind.
We know not a few who, by the use of to
bacco in any form, though exceedingly fond of
and having used
for twenty years, will
be afﬂicted with symptoms similar to those
just described as arising from the use of coffee.

it

if

strong.”
“ You have
followed
6!Yea."

it

for years ?"’

“ Then your
child was born diseased in
brain, having been kept intoxicated by
from
its earliest existence, and now that you nurse
and drink such strong coffee, and so much
of
your child has never seen a sober hour,
it

obliged to avoid coffee, and everything that
calculated to agitate the circulatory system,

it

;

“ Much ?”
“Yes, three times a day, and that very

l,

out;

organization one to whom coffee should be ac
counted
poison, and remarked—
“ You drink
coffee, suppose 3‘”
U Yes."

and

now so far gone that you will not be

able to raise it."

Others, again, suffer in a similar manner from
the use of cloves, cinnamon, or other spices.
We have known children to be thrown into

She remarked, in reply, “Nova understand
why my ﬁve other children have died in the

violent convulsions by eating nutmeg.
lady
of our acquaintance, who had been nibbling
from nutmeg, was thrown into violent spasms;

only one among many instances of
This
similar character which have fallen under our
professional notice. Our cemeteries are ﬁlled

her face became flushed and her eyes set;

with short graves. Coffee—acting as we have
described, and also producing in children a
so prevalent
tendency to brain-fever, which

still she was conscious, though very much
From that day to this she has been
very sparing in her use of nutmeg and all
other spices, and, we think, wisely.
We
therefore would raise the warning voice to all
young people, to let the pepper-box, the cinna

alarmed.

cradle.”
a

—,

a

2,

the cheek, and then suddenly tapers off, show
ing an exceedingly small chin. The other
Mr.
face in
portrait, No.
presents

The trouble with this man would

ness of the digestive and respiratory systems.
The heart beats quite stiflly and steadily, and

was affected, and whether she would be able
to raise the child, and
would
so, whether
be sensible or otherwise.
We gave
single
glance at the mother, and recognized in her
a it

not

whip-cords, all over the forehead and head
generally.
The mother came to inquire in
we thought
respect to the child’s brain,

if

We have found, by thousands ofobservations,
that persons having such
chin as Mr. N. can

A lady brought to us her child eight months

is

through the middle of

;

was not able to keep the head
to protrude
erect, and the large veins were laid on like

A

it

very broad face at the cheek

also full

it

else its beating would be greatly accelerated,
and the whole circulatory system, as indicated
by the pulse, seriously disturbed.

a

will be seen, has

a

1,

The portraits which we give in connection
with this article exhibit a striking difference
Mr. N.,
in the forms of the face. No.
is

old, whose head was vastly increased in size.
The opening of the top became much larger,
instead of closing.
Its eyes were beginning

it

be unﬁt for business.

It

of stomach sickness, and become very
pale; and by putting the ﬁngers upon the chin,
the heart would either almost cease to beat, or

is is

a

if

they drink one
either of mind or body; yet,
cup of coffee every morning for
fortnight,
of the
they suffer so much from-palpitation
heart and a rush of blood to the brain, as to

chin

plain

it,

We know persons of robust constitution, of
active habits, and excellent general health,
who can bear all the fatigues of hard labor,

boncs.

of this article.

if

me

cess in the subject; by putting the ﬁngers on
each side of the face, the subject would com

I

injures

their coffee stronger, so as to brace
themselves up, and thus they keep their infant
children fairly intoxicated with the stimulation

it

ﬁnd that

very much.”

drink

a

and

it

interdicted

I

it,

tion;” and another, “Yes, my physician has

quantity of coffee, but must increase the quan
tity; and, feeling somewhat exhausted, they

is

I

If
I

I

addressed to reply, “Oh, yes, gave up coffee
six months ago on account of a rush of blood
to the head,” or of palpitation of the heart.
smoke more than my
Another will say, “
am troubled with palpita
usual quantity,

will increase or decrease the respiratory pro

Many mothers think that when they nurse,
they must needs use not only their ordinary

it,

is

a

you would avoid apoplexy;” or, “If you use
tobacco, your heart will suddenly stop some
We say
dead man.”
day, and you will be
more common than for persons thus
nothing

very weak, or, what would be
coffee, to use
better, none at all.

it,

if

it,

Nothing is more common in our private ex
aminations than for us to say to certain per
sons, “ If you drink coffee, you must quit

Experiments in animal magnetism have
been made on
ensitive subjects, and the
operator by putting his ﬁngers upon the check
under and outward from the eyes, could, at

have an irregular action of the circulatory
system, and who are sensitive to the effects of

is

ﬁle.

cold.

a

that we can point out individuals thus spe
cially liable to apoplexy, almost as rapidly
as men could be marched in review, in single

the brain under the least excitement, and at
the same time, perhaps, the hands and feet are

to

We believe that at
early death therefrom?
least one third of the human race of to-day
are liable to palpitation of the heart, and to

We advise them also to break away from
the use of tobacco,
they have formed the
habit, as well as to avoid coffee. There may
be some who can use the latter without seri
ous injury to health
but
behooves all who

is

ill for a short time with
difficulty of the stomach and bowels, will be
seen to fall away rapidly in the cheek just

it

dren who become

are not needed, but chieﬂy because they de
range the circulation, and render those who
use them liable
apoplexy.

is

Who can use strong
impunity.
coffee, who can use tobacco, or make free use
of spices, without being liable to a spasmodic
action of the heart, and probable sudden and
them with

of late—has slain its thousands.
The chil
dren of tobacco-users are liable to be exceed
ingly nervous and sensitive in the action of the
heart and brain; besides, they are liable to be

w<<®
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born with a. tendency to dyspepsia, and thus
tobacco sends its thousands of little victims to

selﬁsh faculties, lead persons to inﬂict venge
ance in excess (which is revenge) upon those

untimely graves, before they have themselves
sinned in this respect. A man who is satu
rated with tobacco, whose nervous system is

who give oﬁ'ense.

a. love of truth for its own sake ?”
Conscientiousness, if it can be at
tributed to a single faculty;
but in man’s
complex nature it is difﬁcult to suppose that
Conscientiousness alone can be highly gratiﬁed
Answer.

with truth in the abstract, without a. number
of other faculties readily and pleasurably
the faculty which
responding.
Causality,
looks to consequences and anticipates results,
would certainly give in a. cordial adhesion to
the

love

of

strengthen

truth, and serve to sustain and
Conscientiousness.
So Cautious

Answer. By having very large Destructive
ncss and Secretivencss, and generally Acquis
itiveness, and having just enough of the moral
and religious faculties to exhibit the outside
garment of the gentle sheep; for if a man
had nothing in his composition but the mere
wolf, he would not be likely, in his outward
demeanor, to simulate the sheep. A man
must have some notion of virtue and religion
in order to be able to counterfeit their charac

of mankind

his neighbor

would

strengthen the

and he who loves himself, and
as himself, having conscience

and reason sufﬁcient to teach him theintrinsic
of truth, and the intrinsic wrong of

value

being

Answer.

offspring

nearly

In

of

the

every

if not coarser, than

the

female.

In

the

species the male is larger, rougher,
and the
coarser, because masculine;

female is smaller, smoother, more delicately
organized; and the only reason we can give
the
because she
female, that this
order of nature.

There

are sometimes, to be
sure, apparent exceptions to this rule; but the
that the feminine
ﬁner
general law
is,

of truth;

others.

ous and earnest in her character than
not the love of revenge the

ConscientiOUsness;

but

the

overmastering

energy of Destructivencss, and perhaps other

D»—

if

A son, on the contrary,
resembling his mother, will still be
less ﬁne than she, but more reﬁned and sympa
he had resembled his father.
thetical than
resembled her mother.

strongly

Fifth. “What

is

“Is

she

if

Second.

action of the love of justice in a low form ?”
Answer. If it could be called the love of
justice at all, we should reckon it to be in a
very “low” form. The idea of punishment
originates in Conscientiousness; and revenge
Doubtless the hint of
is unjust punishment.
the wrong-doing of an adversary originates in

if

the

grained, because of its femininity;
moreover,
a girl resembles her father, she will be ﬁner
grained than he, but stronger and more vigor

falsehood, must value truth for its own sake as
foundation of happiness to himself and

4
4 5

8 5 ti

8 6 6 6
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CHARLES CALDWELL, M.D.

[conruvuxu"on rats: 87]
IN the consideration of this intricate

and
much vexed question,
not my purpose to
endeavor to prove that the will of man isfree,
in the loose and unlimited interpretation which
the term may receive. Such freedom, trans

of the human will.
In the performance of his
voluntary actions, man
as strictly under the
control of the laws of his moral and intel

have a ﬁner mental organization

boys,
parents 2‘”

is,

good

love

_—e-.¢_a.->—_

PHRENOLOGY VI N DI CATED
AGAINST Till CHARGES OI‘ MATRRIALISH

department of
nature we ﬁnd the male larger and stronger,

that girls

and

the

Sizeof headsmeasured—inches
.... .. SB .. 28} .. 19}
From earto Individuality “ . . .. .. b} .. b} . .
“
" Benevolence “
. 5} .. 4}
“
“ Firmucss
“
. . . ..
..
..
“
“ Philoprugenitivcness
. . . . ..
..
..
“ Individualityto
“
. . ..
6}

same

“How do you account for the fact

than

can

to mankind, and

the

liberty, would
would be incom
patible with subjection or deﬁnite responsbil
ity to any form of law.
But this
not true

Fourth.

human

not fail to be injurious

exhibits

cending the bounds of rational

tcr.

ness, enlightened by intellect, would give a
sense of safety and pleasure in consequence
when on the side of truth, and since falsehood

indirectly to one’s self. Love for friends,
interest in society, and a benevolent regard for

table

following

.

alim llH exhibited a spirit of revenge, which
we doubt, the case might be made out.
Third. “ How does a. man become ‘a wolf
in sheep’s clothing,’ phrenologically ?”

The

ﬁgures:

..

teach him the injustice from which he has
suffered. If it could be shown that the lower

standard.

the

distance from

the

middle of a. line drawn through the opening
of the ears to Individuality,
Benevolence,
Firmness, and Philoprogenitiveness in a large
head, and in a small head respectively '8”
Answer. We have no tables setting forth

be wild licentiousneas,

nature as the streams are under the
inﬂuence of gravitation in their descent to the
ocean: or the planets in the performance of
lectual

their journeys around the sun. Nor are the
laws which govern the movements of mind
less deﬁnite, positivs, and unchangeable than
those which govern the movements of matter.
Were the case otherwise, to reason as to the
grounds and motives of human conduct would
be impossible; and all efforts to that effect
would be futile.
Let the actions of man be
free from the guidance of affective causes and
controlling inﬂuences, and by no extent of ex
perience or depth of wisdom could they be fore
seen or reasonably calculated on from one mo
ment to another.
A moral and intellectual
chaos, with the confusion accompanying
would everywhere prevail. When
say that
will or will not perform a certain deed, my

I it,

First. “What mental faculty gives a man

in his face. It may be that a
person would evince a spirit of revenge with
out any of the monitions of conscience to
throw vitriol

is

questions, to

perfectly well balanced;
consequently the
measurements can not be taken as an absolute

I

P. 5. asks the following
which we reply.

is meaner and bascr than all, seek revenge as
a. jealous woman sometimes does, namely,

that
meaning
purpose to obey
motive
which now inﬂuences me. And some motive
must always inﬂuence us, else are we aliens
and outlaws from the system of nature, violators
a

TALK WITH READERs.
J.

23} inches, which we call large. We have
also measured one which was 19! inches,
which we call small, but neither of these are

it
is

“He that hath ears to

nearly an equal ratio.
hear, let him hear.”

either bury the dagger in the heart of his ad
versary, call him to the deadly ﬁeld, or, what

It

are ﬁfty of these cases to-day where
there was one forty years ago, and the increase
in the use of coffee and tobacco has been in

reports correctly, tends to arouse his Amative
ness, his Approbativeness, Self-Esteem, and
Destructiveness to such a degree, that he will

a calculation could be made to approximate
correctness by drawing a. right_angled triangle.
We have measured
head which was 23
inches in circumference, another which was

is

there

being supplanted in his possession by a rival,
feels that injustice has been done him, and
that action of Conscientiousness which this

which indicate the distance between the open
ing in the ear and the organs in question, not
from the center of the brain; but counting
about six inches for the width of a. large head,

l

being cut otf in a moment by an affection of
the heart, or by apoplexy, which is practically
the same thing.
It may be safe to say, that

revenge.

what the distance should be in well-balanced
large heads and well-balanced small heads.
We have taken a few caliper measurements

is,

a day passes that we do not read in
the newspapers of men in the vigor of man
hood, and in the midst of their usefulness,
Hardly

forms of

many

is

be indicted for manslaughter, or, perhaps more
properly, for infanticide.

are

is

excitement from

there

is

all on ﬁre with unnatural

tobacco, coffee, and alcoholic liquors, can not
be expected to become the parent of healthy
and if the laws of nature could be
children;
translated into a statute form, such men might

But

Destructiveness and Conscientiousness seem to
be the ministers of its execution.
A lover
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controlling

inﬂuence.

They

are not

;

only, moreover, essentially different in their
nature and tendency some of them have bear
ings so directly opposite as to be checks on one
another, should any one of them threaten to
run to excess in their action. All these facul
are useful, and therefore valuable in

ties

consistent, under proper
regulation, with morality and virtue, and nec
essary to the completion of the human mind
necessary, mean, to ﬁt man for the world he
lives in, and to qualify him for the duties of

I

themselves—equally

the station

he

occupies.

Vice

and crime,

rather than to seek it.
third family, some children are covet
In
ous from their cradles. They greedily, and by
instinct, grasp at everything within their reach,
always illiberally, and at times unjustly
and, having gained possession of the object

to their own
desired, they selﬁshly apply
gratiﬁcation, regardless of the wishes or wants
of their associates. Others, again, of the same
family, reared under the same roof, and the
same external inﬂuences, manifest
spirit of
unmixed kindness, generosity, and disinterest
edncss.

a

is

is,

it
is

is

vice, phrenologists assign an intelligible, and,
as they believe, a veritable cause. Each pro
the product of
pensity
speciﬁc organ of
a

the brain; and, other things being equal, its
proportionate to the size of that or
gan.
large organ, a strong propensity, and
strength

the reverse.
moreover, to be borne in
mind that, in common with muscles and other
parts of the body, the size and strength of cere
bral organs can be greatly changed by educa
tion and training.

And while suitable excite

ment and exercise invigorate

them, inaction
and want of excitement debilitate them. At
pleasure, therefore, cerebral organs, when too
strong, may be enfeebled, and strengthened
when too weak. Thus may the balance be
tween the organs be maintained.
Though
not contended that this balance can be in

it

is

peaceful and
from danger,

the contrast presented
that
men may be, by nature, more or
less prone to vicious indulgences, the propen
far stronger in some than
sity
in oth
ers. And this
in accordance with the les
sons of Scripture on the same subject.
For these different degrees of propensity to

It

is

are slow in resenting injuries,
timid, and inclined to shrink

from

though all

is,

is,

fearless, perhaps enamored of danger, and,
under resentment, prone to combat. Of these
heroes in miniature, the brothers and sisters

drawn

is

is

it it

around them, and pained at the

and proof has been to
children, because their native dispositions have
not been yet materially changed by the influ
ence of education.
And the inference to be

all cases rendered sufﬁciently complete for the
security of morals and the promotion of vir
can be made highly available in the
tue,
amendment of the disposition and the pre

Regardless, apparently, of their own
gratiﬁcation, their chief object seems to be the
gratiﬁcation of others. Ishould speak more
philosophically were to say that their grat

vention of crime.

In the view of anti-phrenologists, this doc
eminently objectionable, because, as
they assert, its issue
inevitable and unqual
iﬁed fatalism.
any they, man has a mate
rial organ of crime, that crime he must com

trine

mit as certainly as he must see with his eye,
hear with his ear, or breathe with his lungs.
This objection being utterly wanting in
no bet
strength, or candor, or both united,
it
is
is

tent,

a

a

mental faculty also distinct and
strument of
These organs and faculties, how
speciﬁc.
ever, are not independent, but exercise over
each other a modifying and, to a certain ex

everything

very thought of giving pain or offense, or of
injuring property.
In another instance, some children of fam
ily are irritable and passionate, resolute and

reference for illustration

is

is

Phrcnology shows that the human brain
composed of thirty-six or thirty-seven distinct
and speciﬁc organs, each being the seat or in

ferent, but directly the reverse.
They are
mild in their tempers, affectionate and kind to

By no one of observation and experience in
life will this statement be denied. On the
contrary, its correctness
fully established by
facts and scenes of hourly occurrence.
My

If,

"

I

demonstrated already.

and even in the tearing or burning of wearing
apparel, the breaking of glass windows, and
the destruction of household furniture.
In their dispositions and characters, the
other children of the family are not only dif

prefer punishment to
departure from truth.
In a special manner they never permit their
innocent comrades to sustain blame, or incur
a penalty for faults which they have them
selves committed.

it

shall engage in
preface, therefore,
the enterprise.
In this attempt, the truth of
the science will be regarded, not as a postu
late to be demonstrated, but as a theorem
farther

way annoying, perhaps tormenting, their broth
ers and sisters; in puncturing servants with
pins, needles, or penknives; in inﬂicting pain
and mutilation on domestic or other animals;

ment, equivocation, deception, and open false
hood; while others of the same household are
frank, conﬁdential, and communicative, and

is

it

I

action.

by ill temper, and, as soon as they are capable
of action, are addicted to mischief, cruelty,
and vice.
They delight in teasing or in some

;

found in other doc

On thecontrary,
appear that, on the principles
hope to make
of that science, a more satisfactory exposition
of free-will can be given than on those of any
Without
other scheme of mental philosophy.
trines of moral

ity.
Even in members of the same family,
educated alike by precept and example, this
difference of propensity
in numerous in
From their ear
stances exceedingly striking.
liest infancy some of the children are marked

a

than

is

inconsistent With

nothing in Phrenology more

it

show that there

is

is

I

Creator to govern his actions.
My object, then, say, in the present dis
not to prove the abstract and
quiaition,
positive freedom of the human will, but to

observation, and can not therefore be disputed,
much less denied. The propensity
in many
cases a strongly-marked constitutional qual

a

sence, and form a kind of fate, which bind him
Much
to maintain them pure and iiiviolate.
less can man so far control his nature as to
become independent of the motives and inﬂu
ences which are ordained and ﬁttcd by his

ceive from nature a much stronger propensity
to vice than others. This
veriﬁed by all

is

it

(if

exception. They are circumscribed and de
may be so called)
termined by the law
of his own nature and perfections. He can
not swerve from truth, justice, or goodness,
because they are elements of his moral cs

Another truth essentially connected with
this subject, and which the inquirer therefore
that some persons re
should never forget,

it

To this, even the actions of the Deity form no

condition of the mind requires for its amend
ment the one or the other.

I

positive a bond of law as there is between a
falling body and the earth which attracts it.
Were the case otherwise, man, I repeat, would
be an anomaly in creation, all things else
being governed by law, and he being lawless.

ble of great alteration by training.
They can
be strengthened or weakened, according as the

a

any hampering control; though he also feels
that, in whatever he does, he is inﬂuenced by
some cause.
And between that cause and the
action he performs there is as natural and

For
must be borne in remem
disciplined.
brance that the mental faculties are suscepti

playfellows whatever they possess, that they
may minister to their enjoyment.
Some chil
dren, again, are prone to secrecy and conceal

is

as to be able to prevent such abuse or misap
be suitably educated and
pliance. provided

iﬁcation consists in gratifying their compan
ions. For the attainment of this, they cheer
fully and even joyously distribute among their

is

act. man is sufﬁciently free for all the pur
poses of moral agency and personal account
In his selection and pursuit of a line
ability.
of conduct, as well as in the performance of
individual actions, he feels himself free from

@@
[APBJL,

A

therefore, are not the necessary product of the
they are but the incidental
human faculties
fruit of only a few of them, when abused or
so constituted
And the mind
misapplied.
;

of its harmony, and totally dissimilar to every
thing else within the compass of creation.
In the sphere, however, for which he is in
tended, and within whose limits alone he can

'

is
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The answer to
corre
ter than a cavil.
spondingly plain and easy. Man has no organ
of crime, nor does such a doctrine make any
He has several organs
part of Phrenology.
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thought of so doing. She said she could go up
and down hastily through three or four ﬂights

clear and palpable, that an attempt to illus
trate it farther must fail.
Let a single effort,

of stairs, no two of which had the same num
ber of steps, and afterward could recall by re
ﬂection the precise number of steps of each
over
ﬂight of stairs—that
to say, could live
again in memory; that she had even heard

sented in another point of view no less fatal
to the doctrine I am opposing.

That man brings into the world with him a
propensity to vice, has been already repre
sented, is a tenet of Christianity, and will not
be denied. In his mind or his matter, there
fore, that propensity must be rooted. There

Anti
place of deposit for it.
phrenologists plant it in the mind—phrenolo
Are the former sure that
gists in the brain.

is no third

their location of it furnishes the best guaranty
against fatalism?
Let a fair analysis of the
matter be made, and the question will be an
SWered.
There are but two modes in which full se
curity against the evils of avicious propensity
can be attained; the propensity must be erad
icated by a change in the substance in which
it is located, or it must be counterpoised and
neutralized by a virtuous propensity.
Is the
substance in which the propensity to vice is
located, mind or spirit? Then must the mind
or spirit be changed and improved either
wholly or in part, else will the evil propensity
be permanent.
Is the seat of location mat
ter?
Of it the same is true. It must be al
tered and amended in its condition, otherwise
the vicious propensity which it harbors and
cherishes will ﬂourish.
But the mind or spirit of man is believed to
possess neither separate portions nor distinct

It is held to be perfectly simple
and indivisible.
It can not, therefore, in the
localities.

way of improvement, be changed only in part,
It must be changed in Into, or not changed at
all.

But, as respects a substance simple and
partleaa, change and annihilation are the same.
Such a substance can not be in the slightest
degree altered without an absolute extinguish
ment of its identity.
In the nature of things
the case can not be otherwie. A moment’s

You effect in him a complete meternp

tity.

Not more radically would you
extinguish his identity by metamorphosing his
body into that of a stork or an ibis.
But suppoe the case were otherwise.
Ad
mit that the spirit may be somewhat changed
and reformed, and still remain the same spirit,
what do anti-phrenologistl
gain by the con
cession ? Do they, in fact, gain anything by
it? Let them answer these questions for
And to try their ingenuity far
themselves.
ther in the solution of problems, I shall pro
to
them a'question or two more. Are
pound
they sure that it is easier to change and im
prove the condition of a depraved simple
spirit, than of an organ of compound matter ?
Do they really know that such condition of
spirit can be changed and imprOVed at all?
No, they do not, because they have never
witnessed the phenomenon, nor can they form
the slightest conception of it
Having no
shadow of acquaintance with the nature, or
any of the attributes of spirit, they know
nothing respecting its susceptibility of change,
the means of operating on it for the purpose
of changing
or the mode in which those
means should be employed. To say every
thing at once, they are utterly ignorant of the
whole concern, because
beyond the com
prehension of the human faculties.
[To an com-mono]
sychosis.

-_.
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a

to verify

her correctness, and always
herself correct.

found

The writer of this has been conscious of the
same power, and
frequently awakened in
the night by the striking of the clock, when
the question arises as to the hour, and he
throws his mind back, and, as
were, hears
the sounds over again, and counts them; and,
having another clock within hearing, which

generally two or three minutes slower, often
waits till
strikes to verify his correctness as
to the number of strokes struck by the other.
We think a. person will hardly be able to per
form these things without an active condition
of Order, Time, and Number, or Calculation.
We have heard of men who became monoma
niacs from the excessive activity of each of
these organs. One man counted all his steps,
and knew how many steps
required to go
from his place to every place where he was
accustomed to visit, and never went or returned
without counting them.
Another was accustomed to count all the
panes of glass in the windows in a house on
the opposite side of the street from his window,
and would sit there by the hour counting.

To such an extent do these habits tend to Wear
upon individuals, that they become exceed
ingly nervous, and abstracted from almost
everything else. Some persons are Order mad,
extra fastidious in regard to arrangements and
neatness. One lady became so excessively
tidy that she could not walk abroad for fear of
coming in contact with something which would
offend her order or disturb her sense of neat
ness.

EXAMINATIONS.

Flsmne in the head of a. lady very large

We once knew
person whose faculty of
Time was so extremely strong and active that

we described
Order, Time, and Calculation,
her as being strongly inclined to keep accounts
in her head, and also to do everything by
method, and to keep the time of day, and to
count her steps, especially in going up and
down stairs, and also to remember the strokes
of the clock without having consciously count
ed them when they were made, This descrip
tion seemed to strike her very forcibly, and
she turned to her friends and remarked that
was literally true, but the fact had seemed so
singular to her that she had declined to men
tion
to her friends, although she had often
—l>—

he were awakened at any hour of the night,
and often has been awakened by his friends
on a wager, he would tell within ﬁfteen min
utes of the time of night, though he had been
He would also
sleeping three hours soundly.
tell the day of the month when anything had
occurred of an apparently trivial character for
months and even years back; and, what
little singular to the common mind,
perhaps

is

and condition of them all.
It is a
departure from such condition of them that
does mischief.
But this subject may be pre
regulation

she could recall the
ing her mind back upon
number of blows given; and she had some
times gone to the room where the clock was,

a

injurious, precisely as is that of our cerebral
organs. Our physical, moral, and intellectual
soundness and comfort consist in the correct

unconditional annihilation.
To extinguish in
an individual, therefore, a propensity to vice,
change his mind or spirit in the slightest de
gree, and as far as that substance is con
cerned, you utterly destroy his personal iden

it

state is

and indivisible substance the
The slightest alteration in it is

it
is

Their excessive or preternatural

simple
same is true.

it,

us.

other

it

breathe with those organs only when or be
cause their functions are inordinate and ex
cessive. On the contrary, it is the natural
state of the organs alone that it is salutary to

strokes, the question would occur to her, What
hour did the clock strike? and then, by throw

is

Change even a blue ray of light, consisting of
a line of simple particles, into a red or an
orange ray, and its identity is destroyed. It
is a blue ray no longer, nor does it manifest
any characteristic properties as such. Of any

it

therefore. which anti-phrenologists draw by an
alogy from our eyes, ears, and lungs, is ground
less and futile.
We do not see, hear, and

clock strike in another room, and, being busily
occupied with something, had not counted the

it

A particle of light or of caloric is regarded
as a simple body. Change either, and it is
necessarily converted into something else. It
is a particle of light or of caloric no longer.

it,

of the organs. which alone produce crime, may
be in most instances easily prevented. The nat
ural action ofevery organ, when under due reg
ulation. is useful and necessary. The inference,

it

however, to that effect he received for what it
be thought worth.

is

But, as already mentioned, all excess
ive action. and all abuse and misapplication

it

evil?

is

reﬂection on it will render the truth of the po
Hence it is already so
self-evident.

sition

a

which may lead to crime, unless they are pre
vented from acting to excess, or if they be
abused or misapplied.
And what is there
that may not. by misuse, be productive of

53
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this man was nearly idiotic in everything else.
But the whole State in which he lived probably
did not possess another individual
equal in memory of Time.

M

who was his
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clear away the rubbish that impeded the play of our selﬁsh faculties,
and to teach the advantage of repealing all laws that impede a man
in following his own bent, in search of its own happiness in his own

03,

MAN

is

[raeu 'rrur.tnm'r asvissn mmnvaen 31111103.]

The prevalence of these views would lead to numerous and import
We should learn to regard public measures in their
ant advantages.
real relationship to general utility, and not through the distorting

it

medium of our private interests and partialities.
We should prescribe
class interests as public nuisances; and believe in the incalculable
power which society possesses to improve its condition whenever
We should feel much more dis
chooses to act in the right direction.
posed than at present to promote, with our moral inﬂuence, the ascend

ency of all measures calculated to lead to public good, relying on their
Another effect would be,
beneﬁting ourselves in our social capacity.

is,

The gigantic efforts of Britain in war afford an ex
right direction.
ample of the prodigious power, in the form of violence, which we are
our forefathers had dedicated to the phys
capable of wielding; and
ical and mental improvement of the people the same ardor of mind
and the same amount of treasure which they squandered in battles
between the years 1700 and 1815, what
different result would at
this day have crowned their labors
If they had bestowed honors on
the benefactors of the race as they have done on its destroyers, how
different would have been the direction of ambition
The next requisite for improving our social condition
the command
of time for the discharge of our social duties. One day in the week
set apart for teaching and practicing our religious duties but in that

is

devote all the time and attention that may be necessary to bring them
into accordance with the dictates of our higher powers.

moral, and intellectual, calculated to lead to the gratiﬁcation of all
our powers. We need to be enlightened regarding the constituent
elements of our own happiness, and to pursue
in combination, in a

is

;

is

the conviction that, in the general case, our individual enjoyments
are inseparably connected with those of the society in which we move;
and that
both our interest and our duty to study attentively the
and to
nature, objects, and practical results of our social institutions

whether the increase of happiness has, in all ranks, kept pace with
the application
What seems new to he wanted
of principles in harmony with our whole nature, physical, animal,

that of its riches.

;

is,

if

a

a

I

do not mean, of course, that each of us should
public prosperity.
become political reformer, or conservative, or a brawler about town
politics and police regulations, as these constituted our chief business,
This would augment, instead of
to the neglect of our private duties.
What [wish to enforce
diminishing, the evils of our social condition.

sideration as being useful in their day. But society must advance in
has augmented its wealth, while many persons doubt
its course.

it,

is

[coin-moanraox usacu sunnxm]
_
the
ONE of the most certain marks of a truly enlightened mind
power of comprehending the dependence of our individual welfare on

it

way, restrained only by the obligation that he shall not directly injure
or obstruct the prosperity of his neighbor.
In the infancy of civiliza
created
tion, the exposition of the natural laws by which wealth
and diffused
most valuable, and these writers are worthy of all con

!

D

DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.

a
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!

DUTIES

CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AN
BY GEORGE comer.

if
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PHILOSOPHY;

communicated by our public and authorized
day, little instruction
teachers touching the affairs of this world, and the laws by which the
is
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happiness of our social state may be best promoted. The other six
days of the week are devoted to the advancement of our individual
interests in the pursuit of wealth, or, as the Scripture designates
to

expect to attain some selﬁsh end through their public inﬂuence and
connections. From the general disbelief in disinterested motives,
public men are at present frequently rewarded with obloquy and

tice of them.

abuse, however zealously and uprightly they may have discharged
and this deters men of delicacy, who also enter
their ofﬁcial duties
tain a strong sense of justice, from accepting ofﬁcial trusts. There

bodies by laboring when nature demands repose. With all deference
to existing opinions,I should humbly propose that a speciﬁc portion

is

It

:

a public
which we might practically love our neighbors as ourselves
recognition of the principle, as one capable of being carried into effect,
would, in itself, bend many minds toward realizing it.
Secondly, such an arrangement would enable, and also excite, the
people at large to turn their attention seriously to moral and social
considerations, in which their true interests are so deeply involved,
meritorious and advantageous to neglect
instead of considering
would tend to remove a dense mass of ignorance and
them; and

I

If
prejudice which offers a powerful obstacle to all improvement.
be correct in thinking that individual men can not realize the Chris
tian precepts in their actions, while living in a society whose ruling
motives are opposed to them,
obvious that the rectiﬁcation of our
social habits
an indispensable prelude to the introduction of practical
and how can these be rectiﬁed unless by instructing the
Christianity
Thus the religious community
people in the means of improving them
are deeply interested in promoting the plan of reformation new proposed.
?

;

is

I

I

it

is

unquestionable that the great aim of all these writers has been to

In the ﬁrst place, the great importance of social institutions and
habits to individual happiness would be brought home to all.
would be half a day dedicated to the consideration of the means by

it
is

I

I

Within the last ﬁfty or sixty years, political
economy has been discussed on philosophical principles
but the
leading aim of the economists has been to demonstrate the most effect
The very title of the ﬁrst valuable
ual means of increasing wealth.
“ The W'eallh of
Work on the subject in this country
Nations,” by
The principles which he expounded,
Dr. Adam Smith.
true, are,
am now advocating;
in many respects, coincident with those which
and no one can value his labors, and those of his successors, such as
Ricardo, M‘Culloch, and their followers, more highly than
do; yet
attention of society.

this purpose, some of the following consequences might be expected to
ensue.

it

means, in its extensive sense, that individual enjoyment can arise only
improved social habits and institutions—then
shall not be
thought to be guilty of extravagance when
remark, that in times
past this view has rarely, to any practical end, been pressed on the

from

of time should be set apart for teaching in public assemblies, and dis
charging practically our social duties, and that all private business
should then be suspended. If half a day in the week were devoted to

it

is

I

and importance of their social interests and duties.
If be correct in the opinion that the happiness of each individual
inseparably connected with that of the society in which he lives,
and that the law that we must love our neighbor as ourselves, really

Those unofﬁcial individuals
who discharge public
duties must either sacriﬁce to them the time which their competitors
are devoting to their private interests, or cycrtask their minds and

is

is

left too open to them. The remedy for these evils
to educate the public at large into
perception of the real nature
a

is

hence the ﬁeld

of “the meat which perisheth.”
In the existing
arrangements of society, our social duties do not appear to be gener
ally recognized as incumbent on us. There are few seminaries for
making us acquainted with them, and no time
allotted for the prac

5

I

fear that there are also too
are, fortunately, many exceptions, but
The truly enlightened
many examples of the truth of this remark.
and disinterested shrink from the means which selﬁshly ambitious men
employ, not only to obtain, but to wield and preserve power, and

it,

the collection

;

that men of far higher moral and intellectual character would become
candidates for ofﬁces of public trust and honor, because they would be
At present
certain of support from a moral and intelligent public.
the busy men in all the minor departments of political and public life,
are too often those who are actuated by a restless vanity, or who

it
is

a.
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Thirdly, the dedication of a speciﬁc portion of time to our social
leave leisure for truly virtuous and enlightened men to

duties would
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a resource induces the indolent and vicious to relax their own efforts
to earn the means of subsistence, leads them to throw themselves un
blushingly, and as a matter of right, on the public bounty, and thus
operates as a direct stimulus to poverty.
Other authorities have
taught the very opposite doctrine, and given Ireland as an instance of

impoverishing their families by discharging their public duties. But
as individual morality and happiness never can be securely and per
manently maintained without social improvement, it follows that some

unexampled destitution, arising from no legal provision existing for
the poor; and it is now proposed to enact poor-laws for that country?
the rich be not compelled
This proposal is based on the ground that,

adequate means must be used to communicate to men in general a
correct and elevated view of their own nature, position, interests, and
duties, as rational beings, with a view -to induce them to improve

to support the poor, they will abandon the whole class from which the
indigent arise, and allow them to sink into the lowest depths of igno
they be forced to main
rance, misery, and degradation; whereas,
tain all the victims of unhappy circumstances, they will be prompted
by their own interest to care for them, and promote their social

operative tradesmen and small shopkeeper absolutely rise and fall
with every wave of public prosperity or adversity;
whereas the
landed proprietor and the great capitalist are able to weather many a
social storm, with scarcely a perceptible abridgment of their enjoy
ments.

After the people at large are enlightened, and thoroughly imbued
with the love of justice and of the happiness of their neighbors, another
social duty will be, to carry into practice as far as possible, and by
every moral means, the equalization of the enjoyment of all—not by
pulling the fortunate and accomplished down, but by elevating the
orders. With this view, all privileges and
obstruct the general welfare should be abol
but gradually;
and, if possible, by inducing their

condition of the inferior
artiﬁcial

ranks which

ished, not violently,
possessors to give them up, as injurious
ﬁcial to themselves.

to the public and not bene

The next social duty which I mention, relates to the maintenance
of the poor. Much diversity of opinion prevails on the causes of pov
erty and the remedies for it; as also on the best means of managing
the poor. Many political economists have taught that there should
be no legal provision for the indigent, because the knowledge of such

>>>

if

if

is

is

it

it,

is

if

is

is

assumption, because the industrious classes are, if possible, more
directly and seriously affected by the good or bad management of
public interests than the rich, in whose hands alone it has been
imagined that the discharge of social duties should be placed. The

It

such duties to discharge, except to pay taxes and to bear arms in the
militia, and that they go out of their sphere when they turn their
attention to public affairs.
This appears to me to be an erroneous

is

“

Chambers’ Information for the People,” which contains an excellent
exposition of a variety of public duties; but it is necessarily limited,
in comparison with the vast extent of the subject. Nay, not only has
no suﬁicient instruction in social duties been provided for the people,
but the opinion has been very generally adopted that they have no

The causes of that degree of poverty which amounts to destitution,
are great defects in the body or the mind of the individuals who fall
into this condition, or in both. The lame, the deaf, and the blind may
be poor through bodily defects, and should be comfortably supported
by the more fortunate members of society. Their numbers are not
great in proportion to those of well-constituted men, and the expense
of their maintenance would not be felt as a severe tax,
they were
the only burdens on the benevolence of the community.
The idiotic
belong to the same class. All that society can accomplish in regard
to provide comfortably for those who exist, and to
to such persons
This can be
use means to limit their increase in future generations.
accomplished best by instructing the community at large in the organic
laws, and presenting to them every intelligible motive to obey them.
The most numerous class of destitute poor
that which springs
from deﬁciency of siza or quality in the brain, or in the intellectual
not amounting to idiocy, but occasioning so much menial
region of
weakness that the individuals are not capable of maintaining their
place in the great struggle of social existence. Persons so constituted
often provide for their own wants, although with difﬁculty, during
the vigorous period of their lives, and become helpless and a burden
That the primary cause of
on the community in the wane of life.
an imperfection in their mental organs,
their falling into destitution
any one may ascertain by qualifying himself to distinguish well-con
stituted from ill-constituted brains, and then going into any of the
charity-workhouses and asylums for adults, and observing the heads
and temperaments of their inmates.
obvious, that teaching the
organic laws, and improving the external circumstances of society, are
the most feasible means for lessening in future times the numbers of
these unfortunate individuals.
Another proof that physiological defects lie at the root of the evil
of poverty may be obtained by observing the temperament, and size
and forms of the heads, of the children of the higher and middle
classes, and comparing them with those of the children of the poor,
The latter children, with
found in the parish eharity-workhouses.
some exceptiom, spring from parents who are the refuse or dregs of
the community, and through whose feebleness and vices they become
burdens on the parish.
Their children are palpably inferior in tem
perament, and in size or form of brain, to the offspring of parents of
and teachers who have been employed
the middle and higher ranks
in the schools of the superior grades, and have afterward taught the
children of public charities, have remarked an extraordinary difference
of native capacity between the two, the children of the pauper asy
lum being much less apt to learn.
;

So little attention has been paid to instructing the people at large
in their social duties, that I am not acquainted with a single treatise
on the subject calculated for popular use, except the 38th number of

following:

is,

touk place, without previous preparation.
At present, ignorance of
sound social principles is so prevalent, that such unions might be
abused ; but a young and rising generation may be prepared, by train
ing and education, for comprehending and performing their social
duties, and then leisure for the practice of them would lead only to
good.

it,

manner, the result would be the formation of innumerable clubs and
debating societies, in which vivacious but ignorant men would imbue
the weaker brethren with discontent, and lead them into mischievous
errors. This would probably happen if a sudden adoption of the plan

left to itself,
quite adequate to provide for them. Other men,
equally wise and experienced in the world, are altogether disbelievers
in this alleged power of the principle of benevolence; and argue, that
the only effect of relying on
would be to permit the avaricious to
escape from all contribution, and to throw the burden of maintaining
the poor entirely on the benevolent, who, in general, are overwhelmed
with other demands on their bounty.
.
Scientiﬁc knowledge of human nature, and of the inﬂuence of
external circumstances on happiness, can not be general when such
widely different doctrines, regarding a question so momentous, are
supported by men of equal profundity and learning.
The view of
which
the
presented by the new philosophy

'

correct, there can be no natural obstacle to the dedication of sufﬁcient
‘
time to the duties in question.
Perhaps the notion will present itself to many persons, that if the
industrious classes were congregated to receive instruction in this

improvement.
Again, some political economists, of whom Dr. Chal
the chief, regard all compulsory assessments for the poor as
mers
fairly
injurious to society, and maintain that private benevolence,
is

their social habits and institutions, as a necessary preliminary to their
individual well-being.
In the “ Constitution of Man,” I have endeav
ored to show that the power of abridging labor by mechanical inven
tions appears to have been bestowed on man to afford him leisure for
cultivating his moral and intellectual powers; and if this idea be

it'

transact public business, without exposing themselves to be ruined by
their competitors in the race of private interest.
Under the present
system, the selﬁsh are enriching themselves, while the patriotic are

Bladethetextwaswritten,suchlawshavebeenenacted.
[TO a: commons]
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In
head

the ﬁrst place your
is high, and not

This indicates a

broad.

to your name, to your neighbors, and especially
to your friends, to guard against just censure;
not merely to do right in the abstract as

in

between

surround

‘ yourself with the comforts
and conveniences of life.

You never knew what the
real feeling of the miser is
to love money for its own
sake.

You can hardly be other
than

of

man

a

liberal

it,

spirit; are more disposed
to render service than to
to do good to
exact
selﬁshly

than

appropriate the
of other people.

Cautiousness

It

Your
large.

to

services
is

others

renders you pru~

This idea

is

machinery, mental and physical, appear to be
not only strong, but harmonious, so that one
does not wear much upon another.
well illustrated

by Dr. Holmes’

together.

a

one-horse shay,” which ran
hundred years and a day, and all broke down
“wonderful

a

a

it

You have strong social

and selﬁsh man
impulses;

have

been popular in the family circle, in
the social group of society, especially in those
supposed to
little communities where each
you were
be a personal friend to all; and
always

any position in church or state,
many persons would appeal to you on personal
magistrate;
considerations -— not merely as
they would regard you as an elder brother
rather than as sovereign to hold the sword over

occupying

their

heads.

There

f

a

You can not ex~
goes down on your wrath.
tertain feelings of bitterness and personal

Your Benevolence being large,
acting along with your Conscientiousness and
Friendship, induces you often to sacriﬁce your
hostility.

case and convenience for the good of individ
ual and the public.
strong sentiment of veneration
You have
and respect for whatever
spiritual, Godlike,

This faculty gives you compli
ance, respect, tenderness of other people’s
and standing.
Your Hope renders
feeling
you strong in anticipation, and your Cautious
and sacred.

ness warns you to beware of difﬁculties

and

dangers, and to provide against inconveniences
and evil in the future.
Still, your Hope

are few men who are
and retaining friends as

promises you that by effort, by prudence, by
the aid of Providence, you will come out right;
and your advice to young men when they are
always of aprudential character,
prosperous
to make them guarded, to live within their
means, and avoid being in debt. But when

of making
you are; and the children, the young people,
the little girls, all feel free to approach you,
because you show
fatherly fondness for

capable

anger sometimes ﬂashes up before you have
time to put on the cover; but the sun seldom

a

'

a

mere physical
ifestation of feeling.

unﬂinching than in any other respect.
You sometimes feel the emotions of anger,
but they are of short duration.
You are so
sensitive in your natural organization, that your

is

a a

is

is

hardship of body and of mind. Your head
almost twenty-three inches in circumference,
which
131'ng and you have body enough to
sustain the brain.
Nearly all parts of your

very frank, open-hearted

if

ad

safe coun

is

system are

You must have been
developed.
strong man in your day, and capable of
great deal of physical labor, and of enduring

You have

always been

a

organs and muscular

quarrel as

ﬁrm, positive, decided in
purposes, especially when you have
settled the question as to the justice of the
There are few men who feel as
position.

a

tory

mirably

of the future.

is

if It

is

We seldom ﬁnd a man of
your age, or any age, who has more prominent
indications of strong vitality.
Your chest
remarkably large, hence you have excellent
The digestive and circula
breathing power.

You are naturally

your

ments of duty when they are exacting, and
You should be known as
hard, and difﬁcult.
man of prudence, of perseverance, of
uprightness, and in this point you are more

the head, as
more naturally worked with
the higher faculties for self-preservation, pro
tection to friends and reputation, to right
wrongs, and obey conscience rather than to

cal constitution.

such circumstances would be that, where you
were well-known, the people would disbelieve
such statements.

and dangers, and leads you
to provide for the wants

a

a

You haVe naturally a most excellent physi

ture and assert untruths to your disadvantage
and aside from the intrinsic feeling of innocence,
the only consolation you would ﬁnd under

strong an impulse to do right and hold the
scales ofiustice even, to submit to the require

You have but little Secretiveness, but little
desire to hide your thoughts and emotions.
not of a physical
Your Combativeness
character.
seems to be lifted high up on

[Reportedfrom dlctatlon,without any knowledgeon
thepartof theexaminerof the nameor characterof the
subject]

candidate for ofﬁce,
was the sorest part of
all that political antagonists would manufaw

is

CHARACTER AND BIOGIAPKY.

You have always felt very sensitive under the
lash of partisan rancor; and
you were a

dent, watchful,

guarded,
solicitous about difﬁculties

PHI IIOLOG [CAL CHARACTII.

Sometimes your Approbativeness
has rendered you extra sensitive, induced you
to borrow trouble, feel fretted and chafed
when people found unnecessary fault with you.

,'

to

and

want,

the appearance of evil,” to keep an unsullied
as well as an intrinsically honest

reputation
character.

if

for its uses, and seek it
only as a security against

yourself and God, or as between
and those with whom you are
brought into immediate contact, but to “shun
yourself

it

the side-head which
give selﬁshness, severity,
and animal impulses.
You value property only

PHIIIOLOGICAL

Your love of approbation
large; you have
always felt that your reputation must be kept
without spot; that you owed
to your family,

organs, which give height
to the head over the organs

predominance of the moral

selor for others, and
man.

You have inherited your social
from your mother, which renders
qualities
your mind mellow and pliable.

them.

is

acteristics :

[APRXL,

it

Your phrenology indi
cates the following char

JAMES DRAPER.
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they are swamped, and in trouble, your advice
is always of a hopeful character, again chang

tiveness, indicating that you eat to
live, rather than live to eat; you

as their prospects brighten.
You think a man is never bankrupt as long as
he can retain his integrity—as long as he can

are satisﬁed with the common corn

ing to admonition

look his heavenly Father in the face and feel
a consciousness of a wish and will to do
right.

You

live for principle

more than for

proﬁt; for righteousness more than for self.
you are naturally capable of
lntellectually,
taking a high position, but your intellectual
power is not evinced so much by any brilliant
scintillation

as

the

by

general

harmony,

balance, and strength of your mind.
You

have large Perceptive organs, which

bring to you a knowledge of the eternal world.
You are able to pick up information on every

You
hand, and become well versed in affairs.
have also an excellent memory of facts, of
that which has come within

your experience;
and to many persons you are an oracle in re
spect to the history of your neighborhood, and
of the incidents and circumstances which have
transpired in your day. You could carry
more business in your mind than eight men in
ten who would

follow

the same course.

If

you were a lawyer, you would remember the
business of the courts for years, and could
quote cases with sufficient accuracy to satisfy
and opponents.
You have an
historical memory, which enables you to recall
what you read, and remarkable memory of
both court

words.

As a scholar, you Would have been
taste and
distinguished
for your literary
and if

ability;

you

had been trained

for

public speaking, you would have been distin
guished for the free, full, and happy manner
of

uttering

your

thoughts.

Your

large

Cautiousness might have rendered you too
guarded and cautious perhaps; but with your
excellent memory of facts and freedom of
language, there would have been but little
occasion for hesitation.
You may sometimes
enter into details and particulars too fully to
satisfy people of less memory and conscience
than yourself;

but you never feel satisﬁed to

speak without

guarding

the bearer from all

misapprehension.

With your large social organs, and excellent
memory, and talking talent, you should be an
excellent companion in the social circle,
especially in relating anecdotes of half a
century ago.

You are the kind of man. taking

your physiology into account, to carry your
best qualities far down to old age, and to be
as Well qualiﬁed for business in these respects
at eighty as most men are at sixty.

Age im

pairs your faculties less than is generally the
case
You have never burned out your forces
much by hot and angry passions. You are a
man of warm affections and sympathies; but
you have not those corroding selﬁsh elements
which fret and wear upon a man’s constitu
tion.
appear to have rather small Alimen
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forts of life.
Your power lies in a clear and
wall-balanced
memory, in great
ability to explain your thoughts
and express your ideas, in talent to
think and gather knowledge, in
moral

and religious sentiments,
which tend to raise your mind into
the higher

plane of disposition,
feeling, and action, joined to sen
sitiveness, ambition, will, circum
spection, and prudence, combined
with a full degree of energy and
uncommonly strong social disposi
tions.

For a man of age you have this
peculiar trait, namely : You value
all your old friends who are living;
make friends of middle-aged peo
ple, and with all the children as
You
they come upon the stage.
feel that you are isolated
because you are old, but seem to

never

[I0] arooanixv Aim ctulama an inn non]
people,
The
born in Roxbury, Norfolk County, Mass.
from gray hairs clear down to the cradle, and
lasbnamed James Draper had a son James,
you never get into that lonely niche which old
who was born in Dedharn, Mass, in the year
age furnishes to the majority of people. You
1720. He removed to Spencer in 1742, and
are youthful, mirthful, and love all the chil
have

an afﬁliation

with

dren, and the amusement and hearty hope that
belong tothe earlier period of life; and young
people do not feel when you are in their pres

died there in 1781, leaving a son James, who
was born in that town in 1747, and died in
1825, being the ﬁfth of the same name in a di

ence that you are old.
' You could have succeeded well as a literary

rect line of descent.

man, as a teacher, as a magistrate, and in
settling the quarrels and adjusting the differ
ences of selﬁsh and fractious men. You
would have made a ﬁrst-rate judge of probate,
postmaster,justice of the peace, or legislator.

lf men generally had such organizations. both
mental and physical. as yours, four ﬁfths of all
the grasping and selﬁshness of the world, and

nine tenths of the outrageous crimes, would be
abrogated. We call yours an unselﬁsh head,
with strong tendencies toward the moral and
religious.

BIOGRAPHY.

The Hon. James Draper was born in Spen
cer. Worcester County, Massachusetts, Feb.
26th, 1778, and is consequently now eighty
He is the seventh in regular
three years old.
descent from Thomas Draper, of Yorkshire,
England.

This Thomas Draper had a son named
James, born in 16l8, who emigrated to Amer
He was
ica, and settled at Roxbury, Mass.
one of the original proprietors of the ancient
He died in
town of Lancaster, in that State.
1691, leaving a son, also named James, who
was born in 1654 and died in 1698.

This James Draper had a son, born about
the year

1»
You

JOURNAL.

1694, whose name also was James.
He died in 1768. The two last named were

This James Draper was
the father of the subject of this biographical
sketch, who is the sixth of the same name, and
was born at Spencer, as before stated.
The subject of the present notice having re
ceived a farm from his father, cultivated it as
the principal means of subsistence until he
was about thirty years old. Having been born
in the stirring times of the American ReVolu
tion, when the ravages of war had so impov
erished the whole country that the great mass
of the people were obliged to toil and struggle
hard to obtain the bare necessaries of life, the
means of obtaining even a good common-school
education were exceedingly limited.
Possessing a strong and almost unconquer
able desire for the acquisition of knowledge
during the years of his early manhood, he has,
by diligently improving his leisure moments,
demonstrated the truth of the old adage, that
“where there is a will there is a way.”
The schools to which he had access in his
younger days were very few indeed, and pos
sessed only limited advantages to those attend
ing them, being taught mostly by incompetent
teachers, assisted by such texbbooks as Bai
ley’s Dictionary,

Noah Webster’s

Grammar,

and Perry’s Spelling Book. which latter book,
however, contained, as its title-page announc
ed, “the Only' Sure
Tongue.”

Guide

to the English

AMERICAN
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town, keeping at the same time a public house
then.
These two callings he followed in

By diligence and perseverance, after arriving
to early manhood, he was enabled not only to
supply the deﬁciency caused by the want of
early

advantages, but to qualify himself for
the important and laudable position of teach

whole or in part for fourteen years.
In 1810 he received from Gov. Gore a com
mission as justice of the peace, and is still in

ing the rising generation
In 1797, at the age of nineteen, be com
menced teaching school in the winter season,

commission, having held the ofﬁce more than
ﬁfty years. During that time he has sat and
presided on trials, in civil and criminal actions,

: in one thousand and thirty-two cases. He has
also joined many couples in the bands of
matrimony, written many wills, and an al
for eleven years. Possessing also a taste for
most innumerable number of deeds, leases,
the “concord of sweet sounds,” and having
and other legal instruments.
Betwaen the
acquired the theory and practice of sacred
while he cultivated his farm in the summer,
which alternative employment he continued

years 1813 and 1837 he was a member of the
House of Representatives of the Massachu

music, he devoted his winter evenings during
this time to teaching the young people in his
native town and vicinity this pleasant and
accomplishment, with very satisfac
tory results.
On the 6th of June, 1805, he was married

setts Legislature
ate twice.

valuable

to Miss Lucy Watson, daughter of Capt. Sam
This connection
uel Watson, of Leicester.
was a happy one, proving to him the truth of
“ whoso
the declarations of the wise man, that
findeth a wife ﬁndeth a good thing,” and that

“a

virtuous

woman is a crown to her hus

band.”
The result of this union was four daugh
ters, who were all married in due time, and
proved to their respective husbands the truth
of Solomon’s description of a virtuous woman,

‘

tvvelve times, and of the Sen

In 1820 he was a member of the Convention
for amending the Constitution

of the State.

This convention numbered among its members
many of the most distinguished men of the
State, among whom were the elder President
Adams, Daniel Webster, Judge Story, and
In this digniﬁed assembly the
Judge Parker.
great

questions

of

constitutional

law,

the

rights, liberties, and duties of the people were
amply and ably discussed in all their bear
ings,and he has ever considered his attend
ance upon this convention the most instructive
and useful school to which he ever had the

who, he says, “looketh well~ to the ways of
her household, and eateth not the bread of
The heart of her husband doth
idleness.

honor of being admitted.
In 1832 he was appointed one of the county
commissioners for the county of Worcester, by

safely trust in her, and she will do him good,
and not evil, all the days of her life.”

and a half years.

The eldest daughter, Emeline, married Wil
liam Rice, by whom she had two sons and
One of the sons is in busi
three daughters.
ness at Holyoke, Mass, and the other in New
York city. The daughters, with their father,
reside at Worcester, Mass. The second daugh
ter of Mr. Draper, Julia Ann, married Rev. J.
Ellis Lazell, who was, at the time of his mar
riage, pastor of the First Baptist Church in
Brooklyn,
Chandler

N. Y., for her ﬁrst husband; and
M. Pratt, Esq, of New England

Village, Mass., for her second huband. By
her ﬁrst husband she had one son, Ellis Dra
per Lazell, who is now in business in New

York. Sophia A., the third daughter, married
M. M. White, by whom she has two children 3
and Lucy W., the youngest daughter, married
Emory Rider, they have but one child living.
Both these daughters, with their families, now
reside in New York.
Thus, though the sub
ject of this notice has been called to part with
the companion of his youth and two of his
children, and though he has no descendant
bearing his own name, still he is rich in the
affections of two devoted daughters and a
goodly number of children’s children, which,
we are told, are the crown of old men.
In 1808, ﬁnding that farming was less to his
taste and less profitable than other pursuits,
he engaged in mercantile business in his own

Gov. Lincoln,

which

ofﬁce he held for three

The duties of these com

[APRIL,

States pensioners, procured their evi
dence and obtained the pensions and lands to
He has
which the claimants were entitled.
likewise, to a considerable extent, acted as

United

agent for various

insurance

companies.

In

1841 he wrote and published a history of the
town of Spencer, and the present year, being
twenty years later, he has prepared a second
edition of the same, which has been revised
and enlarged, and is now just issued from the
press. Having now entered upon his eighty
fourth year, though his step is still as elastic
and his mental faculties as bright as those of
most men at seventy, he has retired from all
business, and awaits his ﬁnal departure with
tranquil peace and hope.
It is but simple justice to say, that in all
the various important positions in which he
has been placed during a long and active life,
his duties faithfully and
with signal ability, and thereby won for him
self a good name and the entire conﬁdence and

he has discharged

W.—

respect of his fellow-men.

PHTER HENRY LING.
PHRENOUOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.
PHRENOLOGXCAL cuaaaca'ma.

Tm: portrait of Ling, which we present, is
called an excellent
the Movement-Cure.

likeness of the founder of
It indicates a ﬁne and

The features are prom
active organization.
inent and sharp, and the lines of the face very
distinctly deﬁned, and these indicate a tem

ers and retailers; to lay out and establish
roads, and to build, superintend, dispose of,

perament which gives distinctness of chance
ter, intensity of emotion, and positiveness of
The form of the head shows un
disposition.

and keep in repair the court-houses, jails, and
other public buildings of the county.

common ﬁrmness and independence, the love
of truth and justice, energy, and force of char

missioners were to grant licenses to innhold.

In 1837 he was appointed by Gov. Everett
chairman of a commission to visit all the un
incorporated lands in the State, and recom
mend what disposition was most proper to be
- made of them. This duty was duly perform
ed on the part of the commissioners, and a
report of their doings was printed and submit
ted to the Legislature, and the recommenda
tions embodied in the report were fully con
ﬁrmed and established by that body.
He has served his native town in the capac
ity of town clerk, selectman, assessor, treas
urer, overseer of the poor or town agent, re
peatedly, having held some one or more of
Hav
these municipal ofﬁces for ﬁfty years.
ing some practical knowledge of mathemat
ics, he was also employed as a surveyor of
land for a number of years.
As executor, administrator,

or by power of
attorney, he has investigated and ﬁnally set
tled with the judge of probate, sixty-six es
tates of deceased and insolvent persons, and
has also acted as commissioner on the estates
of insolvent persons.
He has also investigated the claims of many

'

It also
acter, with strong social sympathies.
indicates a practical mind, love of truth for its
own sake, and a disposition to follow prac
tical truth, irrespective of speculative theo
ries. The head shows the perceptives con

larger than the reflective organs,
consequently he had more practical and sci
entiﬁc talent than philosophical, speculative
He was well qualiﬁed to be a
abilities.
scholar in the languages, in literature, and in
siderably

the natural and exact sciences.
In such an organization we expect direct
ness, energy, positiveness, perseverance, truth
fulness, ambition to excel, and, in the main,
singleness and integrity of purpose. He had
not the indications of so much robustness of
health and constitution as of activity and ex
citability, which give the tendency to exhaust
We are informed by his bi
vitality unduly.
ographer that both his parents died early, but
Ling
of what disease we are not informed.
himself was subject to gout and rheumatism,
and we therefore may infer that his parents
were highly sensitive in their nervous organ
ization, and perhaps his father was too much

this period he resided for the most
part in Upsala, Stockholm, Berlin, and Copen
hagen; but it is not known in what manner
he was employed.
All we know is,‘that he
During

studied at Upsala, and passed his theological
examinations at Smaland, in December, 1797;
afterward he was tutor in several families; at
one time at Stockholm, at another in the coun
try.
Suddenly he left Germany, and went to
Denmark.
In 1800 he studied in Copenha
gen, and the following year took part in the
in
to

Germany, and passed on to France and Eng
land, whence he returned to Copenhagen,
with a perfect knowledge of the languages of
these different countries.
During this period he received on different

The realization of this idea now became
his grand aim, the more so as he pictured to
himself the brilliant image of mankind re
stored to health, strength, and beauty.
Ling
thought not, like his predecessors, of merely
imitating the gymnastic treatment of the
ancients, but he aimed at its reformation and
improvement.
At this period of Ling’s life begins that part
of his history which for us possesses the deep
est interest. Quite unknown, but attracting
the attention of every one by his appearance,
he made his :16th at Lund in the spring of
1805. Versed in several modern languages,
and
thorough master of fencing, he began to
teach them both, and being proud of all that
concerned his fatherland, _he lectured with
enthusiasm on the old Norse poetry, history,
and mythology.

In the same year he was appointed profess
or of fencing at the University, and began at
once to re-ﬁt the fencing-saloon connected with
for several gymnastic exer
and prepare

occasions military appointments, the character
cises, which were commenced without delay.
of which are unknown to us. It is said that . He soon excited the attention not only of the
during his travels he was frequently reduced
inhabitants of Lund, but of the other towns
to the most trying circumstances, even suﬁ'er
in the kingdom.

'69
is

a

of

of the application of his art. Ling opened a
new ﬁeld for physical investigation, hitherto
untried, and almost unknown, even to the
He
most learned physicians and naturalists.
the most
conducted his researches with
scrupulous exactness, and in the most earnest
manner frequently recommended his com
panions to do the same. He did not acknow
good one until
ledge new movement to be
he was able to render an exact account of its
eﬁ'ects. His intention was not merely to make
gymnastics a branch of education for healthy
a

development of the body, of its
powars and capabilities, by suitable system
atizcd exercises, ought to constitute an essen
tial part in the education of a people.

analysis

details.
Not only to himself, but to others also,
must the gymth be able to give an account

to be
remedy
persons, but to demonstrate
for disease.
Herein we ﬁnd the explanation of the strong
public interest taken in Ling’s ideas. Layman
who

a

open before him in its roughest aspects; he
found himself exposed to incessant vicissitudes,
reduced at times to absolute poverty and want.

About this time the idea struck him that an
harmonious

by the most careful and untiring

it

he soon distinguished himself for his great
talents, and his energy and devotion to study.
When Ling left the schools, he saw life

as well as the mind, by movements based on
and henbegan to realize
rational principles;
that fencing, howsver valuable as an exercise,
could not accomplish all that was desirable.

the bodily and psychological condition of man,
knowledge which can be obtained only by
investigating human nature as a whole, and

had always

looked upon bodily move
deception, in their sickness, anxious
for the re-establishment of their health, were
easily induced to seek relief for their ailments
ments as

by the new method, and were not disappointed.
The curative movements were ﬁrst practiced
in 1813, while Ling remained at Stockholm;
but before this time they were neither disre
garded nor treated with neglect at Lund.
his stay at Stockholm, a change
for Ling’s usefulness took place,
which, in the improvament of his circum
At ﬁrst he
stances, extended itself rapidly.
During

fortunate

was appointed master of fencing at the mili
tary academy in Carlberg, near the Swedish
He became the director of the Cen
capital.
tral Institution, founded at his own sugges
tion. Soon after, at Stockholm, he had the
happiness to be appointed by royal ordinance,
with a regular salary of 500 rix-dollars, as
a

the too severe training of a capricious tutor.
The young Ling was afterward sent to the
Here
schools of Wexio for further instruction.

perience (for he suffered then from gout in his
arm), taught him to infer the wholesome
effects which may be produced on the body,

of man, in his corporeal and mental nature,
to the ancient beau-ideal. He must, therefore,
know what effects movements produce upon

a

portrait, which he received from his mother,
as a souvenir of love and reverence, the grow
ing boy passed the days of hischildhood under

was

other natural sciences were not at all sufﬁcient
for the gymnast, whose aim
the elevation

a

son’s birth, and his mother, who married again,
Possessing no
died a short time afterward.
remembrancer of his father, except a small

career which

it

November, 1766, at Smaland, in Sweden. His
father, who was a curate, died soon after his

that

a

was born on the 15th of

of

already providentially marked out for him,
and which from deliberate choice, and with
characteristic
energy, ho steadily pursued.
His reﬂections upon fencing, and his own ex

it,

Peter Henry Ling, the founder of the new
system of curing disease, called the “Swedish

naval battle against Nelson, a avolunteer
a Danish ship. He afterward returned

there every day, and his great skill in this art
soon became notorious, and his passion for
He was now only at the
grow with his skill.
commencement
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devoted to books and to sedentary life, and the
organization of the son may have been thereby
rendered less enduring.
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ing the pangs of hunger. At one time he was
glad to shelter himself in a miserable lodging
in a garret at Hamburgh ; he was even forced

Ling wished to put gymnastics in harmony
with nature, and began in 1805 to study an
atomy, physiology, and the other natural

to wash, with his own hands, his only shirt.
These privations, however, did not depress
him; although without means, the desire of

sciences.

continuing his travels, to develop and improve
his knowledge, buoyed him up, and enabled
him to surmount all difﬁculties.
He was
proud of his ability to endure privations, and

own words.

to do without what are thought by most to be
indispensable necessaries.

ought to form the constant study of
man
the gymnast. But we ought not to consider
the organs of the body as the lifeless forms of
a mechanical mass, but as the living, active
instruments of the soul.”

Ho thankfully accepted
of the North Star.
both, but used neither the title of the ﬁrst nor
He was much
the insignia of the latter.
gratiﬁed by the proof of the lore of his friends
and pupils, when on a festive occasion they

Ling looked on anatomy and physiology as
the essential and necessary basis of gymnas
tics. But according to his idea, these and

silver medal. He had
presented him with
the deeper gratiﬁcation of seeing at length his
ideas realized, his art established in Sweden,

determined him to study the art of fencing
Two
during his second sojourn at Stockholm.
fencing-masters, French refugees, had founded
there at this time a fencing-school.
Ling was

is,

1834, was a mark of the increasing
by his
general favor conferred on him and
His sovereign raised him to the
country.
dignity of a Professor, and Knight of the Order
year

it

that sacred genesis, which
“Anatomy,
shows us the masterpiece of the Creator, and
which teaches us how little and how great

a

The same impulsive energy which previous
ly induced him to take part in a sea-ﬁght,

The high value he set on these
studies, and the enthusiasm with which he
pursued them, are forcibly expressed in his

the founder and director of this Institution,
for the setting out and preparation of which
not more than 200 rix-dollars were voted.
The important increase of public support
which was accorded to the Institution in the

ease

/
TO TEACH
AND HOW TO
PHILOSOPHY
STUDY NATURAL
AND CHEMISTRY.

HOW

a

FEW persons are aware of the great differ
course of
ence between the labor of giving
lectures on natural philosophy and chemistry,
and one on elementary mathematics, drawing,

if

if

or music, etc. Teachers in the latter branches,
they understand what they teach, need no
Even
in the more difﬁcult
preparation.
is

some
problems of mathematics, preparation
times necessary, a single hour’s study, to re
fresh the memory,
amply sufﬁcient for
teacher of average capacity to post him up

a

is

of teaching, almost never paid for in propor
tion to the labor required.
But the poor teacher gives (if he loves the
science) all that he has—all his time, which
often called the poor man‘s capital-and he

is

BY P. H. VANDER WEYDE, M.D.

cient capital to spend much of
in this way.
If sometimes one so fortunate as this, he,
of course, gives up a most laborious branch

for a lecture of one or two hours’ duration,

works the whole day to prepare experiments
for the lecture he gives during one or two
hours at night. Often one day
not sufficient,
assome experiments require several days’ pre
paration, and sometimes a whole day after
ward to clean and repair. Usually assistance
necessary, and most teachers in those scien
ces have their assistants, whose labor
valu
able in proportion to their knowledge.
The labor in
laboratory where the basis
of scientiﬁc lectures
prepared may be in

teaching it. This latter—we are sorry to
confess it—is often the case; and
exposes
the teacher to great danger of making er

he
be constructed by the teacher,
able to
do it—and what thorough chemist
not?—
he can do everything.
Secondly. When the instructor posts him

is

is is

it

it

a»

an object, the
Firstly. When economy
same piece of apparatus may, by spending
time, serve several purposes; and others may

if

a

is

roneous statements, of being soon found out,
is worth
and his knowledge valued at what
by the most intelligent members of his class.

:

creased greatly by two causes

is

provided—we repeat the conditions—he un
derstands his subject, has previously received
regular course of instruction, and
himself
not studying the subject at the same time he

self up in all later discoveries, and feels the
importance of communicating and demonstrat

a

a

It

a

if

is

a

muneration in proportion to their higher talent,
and this depends again on the time and sacri
fices spent to obtain this higher talent.
So, in educating our children, we must ex
pect that their remuneration in later life will
depend on the sacriﬁces made in their prepa
ration for active life (we are aware of occa
sional exceptions, but speak of the general
To educate
son for
laborer or a
rule).
daughter for a seamstress costs almost nothing
but the board, but what
the remuneration

Just enough to sustain
they may expect?
their lives, and often not even that. To teach
them
good trade or make them teachers of
common school costs already some sacriﬁces,
but they will later be better off. The study
of an art, as music or painting,
thoroughly
accomplished, does still better pay in later
life, but costs about as much as a university
education. What, ﬁnally,
considered as the
most expensive preparation for life we can
give our children should, therefore, command
the highest remuneration for their time and
talents.
Let us now see what preparation
re
quired for an instructor in natural philosophy
and chemistry.
We do not speak of those
traveling lecturers who speak on a single spe
is

a

is

Cure,” from which this sketch of its founder
taken.
———~_0.0—0

in value
apparatus which
proportionate to the capital of the institution
where the science
taught, and usually be
as very few teachers possess sufﬁ
longs to
ments require

a

We

tune of a thorough education in their respec
tive professions, either by help of their family
relations, or (what has more merit) by their
own independent efforts, command higher re

if

which

practical application, where
appropriate,
should be the necessary accessory.
Those philosophical and chemical experi

quired for that profession; so,
physician, a
minister, or
lawyer, who had the good for

is

of

sequences drawn from both, and the mention of

time,

is

exhibit

ﬂowing

a

full

work by Dr. G. H. Taylor, entitled
Exposition of the Swedish Movement

he has any left.
has been adopted in society as perfectly
just, that the remuneration of a profession
to be proportionate to the time and capital re

chemical lecture.
Expla
naturally from the experi
ments, given in a plain, familiar style, so as
to be understood by every one, should take the
place of reading long, tedious essays. Con

nations

cial subject, and in three or six lectures have
expounded all they know; but we speak of
those men who lecture two, three, four, or
even ﬁve times

a

for

system

practiced with

of the so-called

is

success;
refer to

a

diseases, and this

is

From this beginning has sprung up a scien
tiﬁc system of movements as a remedy for

them to understand him), he will be abene
factor to them, as his efforts will economize to
them in later time a thing worth more than

a

his system on these truths.

We say:
a teacher feels the importance
of posting up his pupils in everything new
belonging to his subject (of course as far as
their mental faculties and preparation allow

It

organism, and of the importance
mechanical and physical laws to be observed
in its education and remedial treatment, based

practical demonstrations in the latest discov
ered branches of natural philosophy and chem
istry.

a

the

is

of

be inventors never received instruction with

money—their mental and physical labor—the
But to
real and only source of all wealth.
do this the teacher must give still more of his

facts
experiments illustrating
should form the principal part, the foundation

is

passed an examination in anatomy, physiology,
and the bodily movements.
Ling being convinced of the unity of the

and understand as well, or even better, per
a lecturer reads the book for

physical labor, which would be wasted, and
at present in reality
wasted at an enormous
and incredible rate, for thousands of would

haps, than
him.
The

it

and

is

course,

it

the

is

ﬁnished

having

without

is

a

are educated, and no one obtains
diploma, or
an official license to act as a practical teacher,

have tried, of reinventing, of studying, and
will
experimenting in the wrong direction.
later save them
great deal of mental and
is

is

he only reads es
complished by the teacher
says, copied from some work on the subject.
A student of intelligence can read for himself

is

teachers

a

clever

if

Institution

is

In the Central

This
ing to his class all new discoveries.
will place such class in position that they
will never waste time in repeating what others

If

it

teach natural philosophy and chemistry nwotu
fully without experiments. Nothing can be ac

it,

Ling.

“An

single mind in a class, without exhibiting the
matter and the ejects
the force. Or, to use
the common phraseology: It
impossible to

if

adopted their use increased every year, and
among them were physicians who, in the
beginning, had been the most Opposed to

as easy as he
pils draw or sing. and may take
has a mind to. But
impossible to impress
Ute laws governing mailer and force. even on

M

[APRIL,

a

dition and age, the healthy as well as the sick,
executed, or were subjected to, the prescribed
number of those who
The
movements.

board. The teaching of drawing or music
easier still, where the teacher makes his pu

a

the orphan institutions, and into all country
schools. In the rooms of the Central Estab
lishment at Stockholm, persons of every con

labor than to draw his ﬁgures on the black

it

many

introduced

ago, not only into all the military
academies of Sweden, but into all town
schools, colleges, and universities, even into
years

is

education of the people.
Ling’s
gymnastics were

Let us now see how
with a course of
lectures on natural philosophy and chemistry.
Those sciences can not, with any degree of
success, he taught by simple lectures, as ma
thematics can, where the teacher has no other

it
is

made use of in every grade of society, and
incorporated, as an important element, in the
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teaching them how to become more and more
adapted to each other, and thereby avoiding do
mestic jars, and securing all of earthly happiness
possible to their natures—to

New Edition.
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showing the former how to regulate their own
tempers and dispositions, especially as they are
brought out in the treatment and training of the
latter—to
Husbands and Wives,

“
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EXAMINATIONS

0. 0 —Who was Swedcnbnrg ? Where and
whendid be live, andwhatwere his sentimentsla a re
ligiouspointof view? Also, whatwerelllltphreuoiogicai
?
developments
Ans. This question,compounded
usit is, wouldrequire
an entirevolumeof theJOURNALto answer. We will give
Wu»however,a skeletonanswer,whichis all we havethe
spaceto do. lie WasbornJan. 29th,1689,in Stockholm,
aged85.
Sweden. He died in London,March29th,1772,
Ills wr-tlnga,settingforth his religiousviewsand philo
amountto somesixty volumes. In
sophicalresearches,
regardto his religioussentiments,
no brief statement
can
fully let themfirth. He did not layclaimto inspiration,
butto theopeningof his spiritualsight,anda rationalins
us he
ltruciion in spiritual things, which was granted~
said.to enablehim to conveyto theworlda real knowl
edgeof the natureof man'sfutureexistence. in many
with modernSplrilualiam.
respects,his ideascorrespond
He hada large head,a verylarge forehead,a strongin
but
teiieokand high moraland religiousdevelopments;
weak.
hisselﬁshnaturewascomparatively
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a copy of our work, entitled EDUCATION Coar
rns'rs, price Two DOLLAR! Firrr CENTS, for
a description of which see advertisement below.
This offer will hold good until the ﬁrst day of
May, and no longer. New subscriptions for the
Warnn'Cnnn JOURNAL may form a part of
clubs as above, if convenient.
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are most invaluable, as shedding light on the dia
positions of
Parents and Children;

1. Does not the perverted exercise of a faculty
developits organmorelargelythanits normal exercise!
All. Yes, asa generalthing. but the pervertedexer
elsewhencarriedtogreatGXI‘EII,weakenstheorgans,by
producingan cxhansttvofeverishaction.
9. DoestheIo~sor purnlisisof thelimbshaveanyeﬂ’eet
in omittingthe
forFililll‘nlllgthebrain,providedthe
body healthy?
vital functionscontnuc
Ana. We believethe loss of limbstendsto disturbthe
harmonyof the circul‘tion,andalsothatof the nervous
action,andthereforethesystemis notaswelltittedto give
normal supportto the brain as beforethe amputation.
The paralysisof anypartof thenervoussystemmustbe
somedetrimenttotheactionof thatwhichis leftin a com
parativelyhealthystate; butwe doubtnotthe bodymay
givesuchsupportto thebrainin eitherconditionnamed,
that therewouldbe no apparentdefccl.of mentalpower.
Each stringof a musicalinstrument,
we thlnircwill givea
bettertonewhenall theotherstringsare presentand in
harmonyof tunethanwhenalone.

a

eral branches of natural philosophy can not
be understood without them. After this he
studies the wide ﬁeld of his science, of which
every subdivision is extended enough to make
awhole lifetime insuﬂieient to penetrate them.
He must understand the three or four princi
pal languages of the scientiﬁc world—~Engliah,
French, German, and Italian.
(Even the old
fashioned literary education, including Latin
and Greek, will beneﬁt him, but is not of as
absolute a necessity as the modern languages.)
The study of these is only necessary to keep
him posted up in all new discoveries on the
continent of Europe, without being dependent
on that which translators choose to select for
ﬁlling up scientiﬁc magazines, and which often
they make unintelligible.
[cosont‘nsnon red: 64.]

PREMIUM.
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Glurrtspouhtnis.
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In the ﬁrst place he is to
such a profession?
study thoroughly
mathematics, in all its
branches, not excluding the highest, as sev
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year

without

a

round, for the same audience,
repeating anything, and in no two or
three years come to the end of their knowl
edge. What study is required to ﬁt a man for
whole
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DISEASES

OF

THE

THROAT

AND

LUNGS.
BY R. T. TRAIL. M.D.
There no doubtthattheauthorhasclearlytracedthis
veryprevalentand rapidlyincreasingclassof diseasesto
their trueorigin,and pointedout the best,and theonly
rational,plan of preventionor cure. The wide-a read
distribution,therefore.
of thislittlebookcanhardly all to
save thousandsof valuablelives, while its teachings,if
generallyadoptedby society,wouldatoncearrestthefur
ful ravagesof consumptionand its kindred maladies,
whichnowlhrosten,erelong,to ruin, not exterminate,
thehumanrace.
Its Contentsembrace:PreliminaryRemarks~Formsof
Consumption—Other
Aifectlonsof theThreat and Lungs
- Geographyof ConsumptionIn the United States—
Cnusos0i Cnnsumption—
PersonsmostLiabletoConsump<
tion—Stagesof Consumption—Prognosis—Treatment
of
Conanmption—Tcinperature
andClimate-Clothlng—Diet
—Drink—Bathing—“Throat-All”—Quinay—Croup—-Dip
if

W

theérinr-Intiuenu—Pniegmronig.
up es sent, . or] cents.
rowasa AND
seeare-dim, New York.

one,
a

6

s

PRESERVE
.

a

PATENT.

To Get Rich. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...Plulsvl Yon; Hmrl.
. .Pusaltvl Your: lIaAL-rn.
To EnjoyAnimal Life..
To Do Good. . . . . . . . . ..
..Pussr:itvz Youa lisAL-m.
. .PRISRBVEYot'it HEALTH
To AcquireKnowledge
To AttalnEminence.. . . . . . .. "Puss-ave Youit IInAL-m.
of Healthbe thegreatcon
then,the
Preservation
Let.
cern,theparamountbusiness,of life.
Thereis nopublicationin theworldfromwhich you can
somuchvaluableInformationrelativeto theLaws of
gain
its and Health,as
THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL.
In
thetruenatureand causeof diseasearefully and
rstionallyexplained,andoneof its principalobjects to
teach
HOW TO KEEP WELL.
But as somefrom hereditaryaffectionsor supposeduna
ofthe
voidablecausesdo notenjoyhealth.onedepartment
Joe'sst is devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatmentof
diseases,
whereyoumaylearn
HOW TO RECOVER LOST HEALTH.
The JOURNALis nowin theﬁfteenthyearof publication,
and thousandsin everypartof the countryare readyto
testifyto the pricelessbeneiilstheyhavederivedfromits
perusal.
Publishedmonthlyat ‘1 year. Ten copies,.5.
FOWLER AND WELLS.
803Broadway,New York.

8

.
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designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocationof all the Organsof the
Brain, fully developed,which will enable
everyone to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. It. maybe packedandsentwith
safetyby express,or ast‘reight(not by mail)
to any part of the world. Price, including
box for packing,on] $125.
FOWLER AND WELLS, SUS roadway.New York.
“ This oneof themostingeniousinventionsof theage.
A caatmadeof plasterof Paris.thesizeof thehumanhead
on whichtheexactlocationof eachof thePhrenologic
fullydeveloped,wlth
allthedivisions
represented.
Organs
an
classiﬁcations.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices
of s rofeasormaylearn.in very shorttime.from this
sofar asthe
mode head,thewholescienceof
Phrenolyy,l'. Daily Sun.
locationsof theOrgansareconcerned."—

JOURNAL,

a“

I

Tm:

understandthe
heartsof your eopieyoushould
to understandthis you
princi ies of nmanNature,an‘properly
sboul become uaintedwith Phrenol . Call upon
FOWLE
AND WELLS, 140. Broadway.
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A

FOWLERANDWaus, 808Broadway.can,by an examina
tion of your head. tell you what to undertake,with a
reasonableho of success. Charts, with full written
descriptionan advice,givendaily.

is

BURR‘s

PUBLICATIONS,
1801.
AMONG THEIR LATE ISSUES ARE:
1. PROF. ALPIIONSO WOOD'S NEW EDITION OF
THE CLASS-BOOK 0F Bt-TANY, designedfor all
arts of the Union; the most thoroughand accurate
ext-Bonkever issuedfrom theAmericanpress. 840
Price, ‘2. (The old edition is still published.
pages.
r ce.$1 50.)
2. PUJOL AND VAN NORMAN’S COMPLETE
FRENCH CLASS-BOOK. embracing GRAMMAR.
CONVERSATION, and LITERATURE, with an Ade.
Dir-timzary,all in one volume. Price, .150.
gum!
0 Frenchbookextantwill comparewiththisexcellent
treatisefor givinga thoroughandsystematic
knowledge
of theFrenchlanguage.
MANUAL, being a
8. MANSFIELD‘S POLITICAL
CompleteYicw oftheTheoryand Practiceof theGen
eralandStateGovernments
of theUnitedSlates.adapt
ed to the use of Colleges.Academics,and Schools.
Price, 75 cents. This work is exactlysuited to the
times;whenthepeopleof thenationshouldunderstand
Fowler and Wells’ Journals.
principlesof the Governmentunder which they
ve.
Postmasters,
Clergymcn,Teachers.and othersare re
4. MRS. WILLARD‘S SCIIOOL ASTRONOMY AND
questedto actasAgentsandgetClubsfor our Journals:
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY. With engravings.
THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN
Price, 75cents.
MRS. WILLARD‘S LAST EDITION OF HER EX
PIIRENOLOGICA'L
CELLENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
OijA YEAR.
Thisbook broughtdown to the “ John Brown Raid."
Price,Tbcents.
Devotedto all thoseProgressiveMeasurestor theEleva
tionand Improvementof Mankind. Amply Illustrated
ZACHOS' ANALYTIC ELOCUTION, being an
with Portraitsof theVirtuous and theVicious; alsoof
Analysisof thePowersof theVoice,for the purposeof
all theRacesof Men.
Expressionin Speaking,illustratedby CopiousExam
THE
lee,and markedby a Systemof Notation. By J. 0.
ohm,A.M. Price, $1.
PECK'S GANOT’S POPULAR PHYSICS, beingan
AND
Introductor Courseof Natural Philosophy,with over
HERALD OF HEALTH, 81 A YEAR.
800splendi illustrations. Price, .1.
Philosophyand Practice; to
HOWE’S YOUNG CITIZEN‘S CATECHISM, Book
Hydropslhy,its
Devotedto
for 'YoungScholars,upon the Principles of Civil and
PhysiologyandAnatomy; and thoseLaws whichgov
with Questions
andADSWH’I- Price,
StateGovernment,
ern Life andHealth. Illustratedwith numerousappro
Hi cents.
priateengravings.
s. Text-Book for
of eitheror bothJournals,will
HANNA‘S BIBLE HISTORY;
Clubsof TIN, composed
besentoneyearfor Ftvs Dollars,with an extra copyfor
Schoolsand Academics. 0n the cstocheticslplan.
Price, 81.
theAgent.
Samplenumberssentgratuitously.
10.DAYIES' ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND DIF
Add centsto eachJournal topaypostageforltheyear
FERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Price,
for
Canadiansubscribers.
‘2.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
11. DAVIES' NEW ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. An
UniversityAlgebra.
to
15cents.
Introduction
Price.
In-iPress, a overly—Editionof
ALGEBRA. An
IS. DAVIES' NEW UNIVERSITY
Introductionto Bonrdon’sAlgebra. Price, '1.
TO GET A
A. S. BARNES A: BURR,
51and58John Street,New York.
This valuable work for inventors and Patenteea
A. S. BARNES ArBURR ubilsh—
has undergone a thorough revision, and will con
Dntdee'Seriesof Mathematcs.
tain the
Parker& Watson'sSeriesof Readers.
MontcithAtMcNally’sSeriesof Geographies.
New Patent Law Entire,
Clark’sSystemof EnglishGrammar.
Porter‘sPrinciplesof Chemistry.
in which many important changes have been
SchoolHistories.
EmmaWillard
made.
Norton& Porter'sFirst Bookof Science.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postagestamps.
Smith’sSpellersandDelincrs.
0!
Penmanship.
Becrs’System
Fowum AND Wnnns,
Smith6:Martin‘sBookkeeping.
808 Broadway, New York.
EmmonstitPage‘sGeology.etc.,etc.
Sendf-r their Catalogueof over 200volumesof
Educational Works, known as the A'ah'onulSeries of
THE WATER-CURE JOURNAL.
Standarde’cltoolBooks.
If youaresick,anddesireto bewell,
‘
NEW
Read the \Vatt-s—Cure Journal.
BATTERY,
ELECTRO-GALVANIC
If youarewell,anddesireto avoiddisease,
CILIBIAT‘ID ron m onstao or
Read the Water—Cure Journal.
NERVOUSNESS. NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
If youwouldknowthetruescienceof HumanLife,
ANDsIMII.AitMamas,
Read the Water—Cure Journal.
WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
If youwouldlearntheinjuriouseffectsof Drugs,
MODES OF APPLICATION.
Read the Wales—Cure Journal.
Pairs, $10.
theconditionsof Health,
It youwouldunderstand
FOWLER AND WELLS,
Read the ‘Vntot-Curc Journal.
i8Broadway,New York.
If youdesiretodispensewiththeservicesofa Physician,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.
This Jovuasn—theﬁrstin theworldtobringbeforethe
$1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00.
eoplca knowledgeof thetrue,or IIyglonicsystemof the
ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND
Icaling Art-—ispublishedmonthly,at $1 year: ﬁve
New York, will secure,
WELLS, 805Broadway,
.for#5.Specimens
by returnof ﬁrst mail, l’hnnographicBooks, copiesfor H, or ten
sentfree,by
F0axles
LEE AND WELLS
from the study of which you can, without a
teacher,becomea practicalVerbatimReporter.
805Broadway,New York.
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&

RECENT

Being NewTheoryand 'stemof Practical Penman
ship, Designedas Text- ook for Schoolsand Private
Students.
This thetitleof newwork just issued,which is
believedwill do moreto improvethe penmanship
of all
classesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
only howtowrite,butinstructsin whatgoodwritingcon
sists. Knowing this, the studentbecomes critic, and
this point attained,nothing but practice necessaryto
peninan.
makehim an accomplished
Sent by mail, POSIPPII'I. for 50 cents. AGENTS
WANTED.
FOWLER AND WELLS.
808Broadway.New York.
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BARNES

S.

AT REDUCED PRICES,
With Glass Cloth-Presser,Im roved Loop-Check,New
StyleHemmer,Bin er.Corder.etc.
OFFICE, NO. 605 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
“ Themachinefor family
Illurtmted.
“ This Machinemakesthense."-I.i_‘fs
LOCK-STITCH.Y andranks
beauty,and
highest,on accountof elasticity, ermaneuce.
of thestitc ing whendone,andthe
generaldesirableness
widerangeof its spplication.”—Report
of American In
stitute,New York.
This Report was in accordancewith the previous
awardsat the
FAIR OF THE UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY;
at theFairs of the
AmericanInstitute.New York
Mechanics’Association,Boston:
Franklin Institute,Philadelphia;
MetropolitanMechanics‘Institute,Washington;
Mr-chanics’
Institute,Baltimore;
Mechanics'Association.Cincinnati;
KentuckyInstitute,Louisville;
MechanicalAssociation,St.Louis;
Mechanics’Institute,SanFrancisco
at theStateFairs of
Maine,
Virginia,
Tennessee,
Vermont,
Illinois,
Mississippi,
Connecticut, Missouri,
Kentucky,
Ohio,
Michigan,
New York,
Indiana,
Wisconsin,
New Jersey
California,
Pennsylvania, Iowa,
andat hundredsof CountyFairs.

is

ADVERTISEMENTS intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesenttothePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
theyareto appear. Announcements
forthenextnumber
shouldbesentin at once.
Tram—Twenty-tivecentsa line eachinsertion.

A.

Lak’w.‘

b WILSON’S

SEWING MACHINES,
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PACKAGE NO. 1.—TWENTY VARIETIEB.
fragrant.
Amaranth,
Axstatnm,
Globe
mixed.
llavlkWI‘M.
Stir-cot
Allissurri.
llyﬂf‘lllul
Bean.
antiGerman
Asterl.
Clifun
Balsan-s.
LoveCrass.
D-rtrhlc
Mixed
Cypieal. Ltrplirn
ﬂ"Stirrrtnsr
mrutL
lvlvldcre
Lorry‘s.
Cnlnpstnuln,
Mrrrnurrrtte.
l‘anliy
Taft,tinsmixed.
insllist.
hiltullrs—Isove
Animated
Osll.
(llarliia.
Gonvolvulua,
Parts,
Sweet
major,
railed.
mixed.
Gilly,mlxsil.
Bwt-et
Sultan.
PACKAGE NOV2.——!IXTEENVARIETIES.
DwarfAllor,mixed.
Sensitive
Plant.
Looking-Clara.
L‘\Vt'll\l¢l.
Vsnus‘
m'xcd,
birkapnr.
lint\‘l.'|
oi Peru,
quaint-z
grass.
Slietre,
nrCatchiiy.
Brimlira-:llls,
.Ai‘l'wjllllt'llnl,
rrlllvil.
livelsalll];tiuwar.
Zinnia.
Csntlry
ofHsavrn.
ltinlti<
Rose
listrrrrr
LoveLizaBleeding.
\‘t'rirlrtt.
ltsllsn,mixed.
Hullyliock,llwarf,
Cypress
Vine.
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GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
S
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Those packages in which
the least number of
varieties, will contain the choicest, newest, and
rarest seeds.
The price for each package sent post-paid, by
mail, will be ONE DOLLAR. Persons sending ﬁve
dollars will receive all tive assortments, and
the
copy of our work, “ The Garden," which
best book of the kind published.
No package contains any variety that
found
in any other. So he who purchases the whole
will have sixty-three ditferent kinds. Each paper
usually desired for
contains more seeds than
often the case that neigh
one garden, and
bors join in sending for them.
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We wouldcall your particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which
highly recommendedby Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,
the most perfect instrument
and pronounced
of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to CONSTIPATION will derive
great beneﬁt from the daily use of this Syringe,
and effect radical cure of the difﬁculty, as well
as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and debilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.
is

is

is

NR.

;
5 4 3

FARMERS.

All

Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction.

Price, $1 50. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent. discount, when ordered by
the dozen. and to go by express or its freight.
All orders for the above Instruments will meet
with prompt attention.
FOWLER AND Wanna,
308 Broadway, New York.
Onc vo‘.,l2n-ro. Price, ‘1 60.

AMERICAN WEEDS snn USEFUL

PLANTS. Being secondandillustratededitionof Agri
anddescriptionof use
culturalBoiany; an enumeration
ful plantsandweeds,whichmeritthenoticeor re uirethe
attentionof Americananricultnrists.By Wm. )arllng
ton,ILD. Every Farmeror Farmer‘ssonwhowishesto
knowthenamesandcharacterof theplantsgrowingon
his farm,shouldstudythisbook.
FOWLER AND WELLS
808Broadway,New York.
‘
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FLOWER

We are enabled to oﬂ'er our friends an assort
ment of ﬂower seeds, which we think will meet
the approbation of all. We got them from the
most reliable sources, and believe there no va
riety in the whole which
not attractive and
worthy of cultivation.
We shall furnish ﬁve sasorttnents, put up in
packages, as follows: will contain 20 varieties.
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IL—AGBICULTUBE.
of
We havebeencompelledtorestrictourelucidations
and shall endeavor
his greatinterestthroughout1860,
deduction,
to atonethereforin teal. Whateverdiscovery,
is calculatedtorenderthe rewardof labor
demonstration
devotedtocultivationmore ampleor morecertain,shall
receivepromptandfull attention.
lli.—MANUFAC'I‘UEES_. ETC.
wherebyAmeri‘
We hail everyinventionor enterprise
toandadvantageously
canCapitalandLaborareattracted
orMechan
of
Manufacturing
anydepartment
in
emploverl
tothePublicWeal.in
icnl industryas realcontribution
moreremuner
moreconvenient,
suringampier,steadrer,
and
atingmarketstothePartner,with fulicremployment
betterwagesto the Laborer. The Progressof
MlnlilF,
Iron-making,Steel-making,Cloth-weavin etc.,etc., n
our country,andtheworld,shallbewatche andreported
by uswith an earnestandactivesympathy.
IV.-F()REIGN AFFAIRS.
in London,Paris,
We employthe bestcorrespondents
Turin, Berlin,andotherEuropeancapitals,totransmitas
there
greatchanges
of
the
advices
accurate
early and
silentlybutcertainlypreparing. In spiteof the pressure
World is now
of DomesticPolitics,ournewsfromtheOldrender
more
varied and am le; but we shall haveto
eventfulyearjust beforeus.
perfectduring
V.—HOME
NEWS‘ienm n mom s,
corresoon
We em lo re isr
Gold
at the let min ogquarlle:in the Rocky MountainFrom
theyseemrequisite.
so
wherever
Region,and
portionsofourowncountry,wederive
themoreaccessible
correspond
inatnl fromthe multifarious
our information
the
entsof theAssociatedPress,fromourexciranes,and
to print
occasionallettersof intelligentfriends. We mandmost
withthefullest
gene-tilnewspaper.
thecheapest
that anywhere
of usefulintelligence,
summary
authentic
“
last,"
aiforded. Honingto makeeachday criticonthe
and print in 'lt-randbetterpaperfrom yearto year,as
co
the
through
enlarged
steadily
generous
are
our 11101"!
operationof our manywell-wishers,wesolicitand shall
of publicfavor.
laborto deservea continuance
TERMS.
per nnnnm)..... . .. .. i6
DAILY TRIBUNE (811issues
“
“
. . . . . ..
SEMI-WEEKLY (104
“
“
. . . . . . . ..
WEEKLY (5‘2
Weekly,two copiesfor $5,ﬁve for
T0 CLUBS.—Se1niand anylarger
for 4‘20,
‘11 25,tencopiesto one addressclubof
twentyan extra
numberat the latterrate. For
club of forty, we sendTHE
will be sent. For
copyLY TBI BUNE at oneyear.
D
Weekly:Three eaglesfor $5,live for $8,ten for £12,
and anylargergum or atthe rateof $1 ‘10eachperan
to eachsubscriber.To
num,the paperto be
an extracopy.
clubsof twent wesenaddressed
extrato
Twentycoplestoone(tr/drumfor $20,withone
fortywe send
him whosendsus theclub. For clubsof
of
eachclub
For
7‘rtbuns.
onecopyof theSmti-Weeklv
onehundred,THE DAILY TRIBUNE wiilbe scatgratis
oneyear.
Pa rnentalwa inadvance. Address
TEE TRIBUI E, No. 154NassauStreet,New York.
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BOOKS

Gases! ANDPatina. TheirNatnral 'to .
CharlesL. Flint I .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
ANDDsiar Fanimto. By CharlesL.
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MrFaltrn‘Cows
Axaaicsa' Faurr CnL-rnais'r.By John Thorn
Hons: Aim Hrs Disassss. By RobertJennings...
Aoaicuu'vasi. Cnnsis'ritr. By Jae.F. W.dohnston
m ire APPLICATION!'ro AGRICULTUBI
Onassis-rar
san PHYSIOLOGY
.... . .... ... . . .
Dani) 0N 'rira Disassm or Cs'rrr.
Conan! Lira ar COPELAND
. . . . . . . . .. ..
Non-m AMERICANIssac-rs. By B. Jaeger
or Ara. By Grtscorn.. . . . . .
utnRAausas
Essa
axon.
lots-ranIOlt 156'.
J. J. '1‘
Entry MarvHis Own Lamar; . .. . .
MYB'l'llilmor Ban-Kaariivo Examnnn. By M.
Qnisar
as
or Foe: scans,andtheMoneyweMade
Oga.{sax
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
w
PEAR Con-roan. Its Propagation,Planting,Cultivatinn,ele.. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
85
or
Csracutsx
Citzins'rrtr.........
80
DOIBBTICAim Oaalusziv'rsl.
Povnmr. With sixty
ﬂveoriginalPortraits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
25
By mail,
on receiptof rice.
post-g‘aéd,
WLEB AND 'ELLS,
tf
808Broadway,New York.
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VALUABLE

.

FOR

PROSPECTUS.
now in its XXth Vel
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE
been
umn. During the last year THE TRIBUNE itshas
spaceto
obligedto devotequite largeproportion
hoe
limitour
beableto
henceforth
Politics,butweshall
and devotemost_o our
devotedto Political discussion,
in
columnstosubjectsof lessintense,but moreabidin
terest. Amongthese,wemeantopayespecialattentonto
I.-EDUCATION.
The wholesubjectof Education,bothPopularandGen
eral, will be discussedin our columnsthroughoutthe
some
year 186‘,andwe hope toenlist in thatdiscussion
thinkersand ablestinstructorsin our
of theprofoundest
the
country. It atonceour hopeand our resolvethat
theex
causeof Educationshallreceivean im etusfrom
ertionsof THE TRIBUNE in its bch during the year

PACKAGE NO. L—TBN VARIITIEB.
For:st-lie~Nut.
Lsntana—baantliul
Hollyhocka,
double,
mixed.
Girysttuthsnitim,
tincst
mlxed.
Iceplant.
C.
WM"
Foul-o‘clocks.
nitlithii‘i'riiii'
Foxgloves.
Horiesly.
PACKAGE N0. 5.—l-‘IVI: VARIETIEB.
Truelenonette.
Dwarf
Chrysanthemum,
flowered
TenWeeks“
Stuck,
double
mixed,sister,varieties.
extraline.
Clematis
tlamtila.
Smith's
PrizeBalsam.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,NewYork.

a
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PACKAGE N0. 8.—TWELVI VABIITIEE.
Polyanthus,
mixed.
Globe
Altersi‘lncsl
mixed.
Pertnim.mined.
Amaranthus,
Joseph's
coat.
Sweet
RockeL
Carina
indiesor u “n ah“.
Plain:Urummondti,
mtasti.
Muskplant.
Petunia,
mixed.
Ionkahood.
Ornamental
.
Gourd
Poppy.
llaxican

.

it

The moderateprice atwhich
"
stitch,cannow
Machinesmakin the GaovnndzBurn all,
and renders
be had,bringsthim withinthe reachof
asunneces
makinginferiorstitches
theuseof Machines
sa as is unwise.
greens desiringthebestMachines.andtheright touse
them,mustnot onlybesureto buyMachinesmakingthe
are
GBOVIR d»Dannastitch,butalsothat suchmachines
madeand stampedunderour patentsandthoseof Eu.“
Hon‘ Jr'
s. M. 00.,
onovna s. BAKER
495Broadway,N ewYork.
152Fulton Street,Brooklyn.
ly

GARDEN SEEDS.

The following,putup in packagesat 10centseach,will
besent,prepaidby mail, on receiptof price toanyPost
oﬂlcein theU. 5.,by Fownit an Warts, N. Y.
urge squash
Peppar,
Artichoke,
Fprruiahdo.,
Sweet
Anpsrerrus,
tiweut
Mountain
do.(forIn").
thra EarlyTurnipBeet,
largeCheese
Pumpkin,
EarlyBlood
'l‘ui-nlp
do.,
do.,
Mammoth do.,
Loin:Blood
Radish,
LongSmooth
Srsriet
Blooddrt.
Len/z
'l‘nrnlp
do.,
EarlyPurple
Caps
Broccoli,
Scarlet
Eur
York Cabbage, White do. do.,
Yellow do. do.,
Eat-lWakefield to...
Itarly0xHeart
do.,
ClrlnssaWintordm.
Blarl:Pall do.,
LII'KEhis Borzoi: do.,
arms,
do.,
Victoria
IAIKeLateDrtrrnnosd
LxrgeLatePlatDutch
do.,
Linn-tundo.,
Savoy
do.,
Fluv'Drumlteaii
9.10117.
60.,
5mm"
liedDutch
EarlyliornCarrot,
Spinach,
llcnnd
do.,
do.,
New Plandera
LoneOt-anau
Prickly
LongWhite do.,
do.,
larly
Nonparail
(hnliilowst,
WhiteBushSquash,
Thorhurn's
EarlyLondon
do., Bummer
Crook
Neckdo.,
do., LtnrsCocosnut do.,
Lats do.
do., Boston
EatlyWaichnren
Harrow. do.,
EarlyShort
Cucumber, Winter
Green
Crook
NeckML,
LargoRedTomato,
EarlyWhite
Spined110.,
hrys BodSmooth
ItsrlyGreen
do.,
Clusterdo.,
Long(ii-sen
Prlrklydo.,
LorneYellow do.,
do.,
WestIndiaGherkin,
BedCherry do.,
improved
NewYorkit" plant, YellowCherry do.,
Cut-led
PearShaped do.,
Scotch
Kala.
WhiteCebbatuLettuce,
YellowPlum do.,
EarlyWhiteDutch
IreDrnmheut do.,
Turnip,
EarlyCurled
0.,
Silesiado.,
WhiteGlobe
llsrdyGreen
do.
WhiteNorfolk
do.,
FinaNutmeg
do.,
Hulk Islon,
YellowSit-nu
Green
do., YellowAberdeen do.,
Citron
do.,
Skiiiman'a
Netted
NewYellowFinlanddo.,
Csntelnpo
Improved
do.,
BatsBags,
Sage,
Ice CreamWater do.,
NewOrangedo.,
do., Slimmer
Savory,
Carolina do.,
do.,
Winter do.,
Apple
do.,
Seeded
do., Siveet
hisrjorsni,
Thyme,
Citrondo.,
forgrourvu,
Long Green
hrs,
Balm,
Lrtnon
improved
Coriander,
Dwarfdo.,
LargoliedOnion,
l-‘rnlnl.
do.,
Lavender,
Yellow
bile
Large
Whitedot,
Rosemary,
l-Ixtrn
Hyssnp.
CuiluiI'srliley,
Improved
Paranip,
Peniryroysl,
Clrt'rry
Pepper.
Catnl
but;Cayenne do.,
Kiscampane.
In additiontotheabovewecanfurnishmostof therare
seedsin marketatlowestprices.
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it
is

the reverse.
the above considerations

All

will

illus

trate,

is
a

In the ﬁrst place, Why there are not many
teachers to be found in the natural sciences.
large number of would-be
Surely there
teachers who, by their ill success, show that

it
is

is

It

[n natural philosophy some more mathe
is true
knowledge
required.
there are books published pretending to teach
in
the science without mathematics, but
We confess
fact a poor science in that way.
does not amount
better than nothing, but
So, for instance, in optics
to much after all.
can nothing he explained without trigonome
try. ln mechanical philosophy the knowledge
of the higher branches. as conic sections, cy
indispensable: slid the knowl
cloids, etc.,
edge of the differential and integral calculus
of immense advantage.
So our advice is: Study mathematics as
matical

it

It

is

is

a

it

is

a

however, requires the predediiig knowledge
of geometry, as far as stereometry and goni
ometry, and can not be studied without.

a

Many

impeded in his progress
by a deﬁciency in the elementary common
'
school subject.
One branch of chemistryrcry'stallography—

it

causes, but they
menters, by unavoidable
should as a rule succeed, and failures be the
With some teachers or professors
exception.

chemical student

is

to ﬁnd quickly the cause of the
failure, if things do not directly go as was ex
pected. Some experiments may occasionally
fail altogether in the hands of the best experi

judgment

arithmetic and the elements of algebra.

it
is

if

must, like all arts, be obtained by practice,
and practice alone will form the successful
Success in experimenting will
experimenter.
the teacher understands this
demonstrate
art and possesses the acute discriminating

nature.
If they want to study only chemistry, they
have to understand th'orOughly all the rules of

is

it

is

natural sciences who understand the theory of
the science they teach, but are entire stran
an art,
As this
gers in experimenting.

ferent studies, to insure steady progress and no
in the road to the knowledge of

obstruction

a

advice to students about the succession of dif

He must try to master the art of ex
perimenting; for instance, be an electrotyper,
photographer, etc. There are teachers in the

a

some parts

a

is

a

experimentally and satisfactorily
of optics and acoustics.

scopes, polariscopes, magneto-meters, helixes,
etc.
word of
We will close our remarks with

a

only he
privations of the comforts of life,
may move among his best friends—micro

necessary
Knowledge of drawing
and even he must be
for his illustrations,
musician, to be able to explain
somewhat of
Fourth.

n

tion.

it
a

;

favorite pursuit—the study of the secrets of
nature—and be rather contented with many

if

also an adviser to his class, who, in such case,
will be eager to apply to him for informa

a

is

remote idea of the labor attending him or,
3d. He loves natural sciences so much that he
will make all kinds of sacrifices to satisfy his

is

a

if

a

the science with experiments,
no way at all to teach natural phil
osophy and chemistry. 2d. I-le intends to give
inexperienced and has not
experiments, but

is

is

is

tend toillustrate

which

a

a

truths, as all can not be purchased.
Third. He must improve all opportunities
to obtain information about all branches of
industry, and this prosecuted steadily will
teacher, but
make him able to be not only

compiled from some books, or have them par
tially committed to memory, and does not in
is

bench, turning-lathe, blow-pipe, etc., to make
the natural
for demonstrating
apparatus

man accepts such
Fourlhly, Why,
small salary, one of three things
situation at
the case: lst. He will only read lectures

a

is,

Fortunately, how
about at their own level.
ever, the more intelligent part of learners
have no such notions.
Second. He must obtain practical knowl
edge to handle all kinds of tools at the work

neither all that prepara
nor the work at

tory, extended knowledge,
tached to each lecture.

Tm: no placewherethe scienceand practiceof
Phrenology so important-aslu lts relationto the nur
of children. The knowledge
seryand the management
lmpnrtsto the motherand nursewho are wise
that
enoughto consultits doctrines, esseni‘ialto the per
fect developme. and well-belngof everychild. It in
structsparentsin the true principlesof mental health
and life,and guidesthemin the selectionof the proper
meansand appliancesfor the managementof their oﬂ
spring. Under the stimulusof the inventivespirit,new
devicesare constaninbeingbroughtbeforethepublicat
andcareof little children,and
for the amusement
~:nl.lon
thenurseriesof thelandaboundin babyinventionsof all
sorts,muchof which uselessandof sucha natureasto
and
producepositiveinjuryandto promotederangement
deformity. Afler muchtimeandattentionbestowedupon
Brown,of
thiscity,
Dr.
the sublectof babymanagement,
in perfectinga Bxsx Tasnsn thatseemsto
hassucceeded
embodynearly everydesirablerequisitehithertofound
and
hobby-horse,
baby-jumper,
in thecradlecode—swing,
all otherarticlesof nurseryfurniture. Thls BABY TIIDII
mothers
a
ndhealthof
the
comfort
designed
promote
to
is
andchildren. Every onewho observesthe development
and growthof thehumanframein the infant,knowsthat
ofactive
thelittlecreaturerequires peculiarcombination
“
andpassivemotion. It wishesand needsto be carried
in thearmsanddandledon theknees.”
The nursecficn becomeswearyof the constantlyin
creasingWeightof thedailygrowingchild,which there
forefrequentlythrownintoconstrainedandunnaturalpo—
throughlife
lneradloable
sitlons. Permanentdeformities,
by any medicalor surgicaltreatment,are thus caused,
hip-joint,
the
suchas curvatureof the spine,diseaseof
andothermaladiesthatneednotbe speciﬁed.
Dr. Brown'sBsav Tuscan ls designedto give child
perfectfreedomof motion,withoutllgalure,compression,
or restraintof any kind, and at the sametimeto provide
with perfectsecurityagainsttheseinjuries to which its
and ignorancecontinuallyexposeit. This
helplessness
light and easy
very simple arrangementfurnlshes
motion, far more agreeableand salutary than any
or kneesof
lap
the
on
joltlng
amountof lrottlng and
thanrocking lit cradle (which
motheror nurse—better
or beingheldin thearmsof
oftenproduceasea-sickness),
personsitting in a rocking-chair. It permitsand en
courageathefree actionof the chestand abdomen,and
promotesthe naturalexpansionof the lungs, heart,and
all therespiratoryanddigestiveorgans,while givesfree
playto thelegsandarms,andto thewhole muscularsys
tem. It enablesa child todirectandcontrolits own mo.
tlons,so far as conelslentwith its safety. The‘baby
mayhaveits rattle-boxandothertoyson little tahlcbe
forell. Sittingup and lyingdown are perfectlyoptional
with.thechild. Cleanliness insuredby neatandsim
ple contrivancethatcan be understoodat glance. A
largeamountof thelaborlavishedin washingtheinfant's
clothing savedby ltsuse.
Nauseaandvomitingare commonlysupposedto bein
separablefrom the infantile state. They are generally
theresultof stufﬁngandjolting or rocking.
When thechild ccnsiantlyheldin thearmsof nurse
or mother, is oftensuﬂbringfromthe luhalatlonof can
bonlcacldgas fromthe lungsof thosewho notits“babe
kndo'll " andsometimesfmm otherinsalnbriousexhala
tlonsfromtheir persons.
All of theseundesirablecondltlonsmay be almosten
tlrely nvoliled by tho introductionof this useful labor
savlng BABY Tasnsn, which is a nest and tastefuliimiir
that may,by simplechan es easilymade.be converted
swing, carriage,
intoa sleepingcouch, be
in theaura:ry.
and manyotherarticles K-jumper,
a

branches requiring

attached to the above duties can not

undertake to fulﬁll them at as small compen
sation as would be fair for teachers of other

t

to make a subject as clear to such hearers as
it is to himself, they feel themselves equal to
think him to be in learning
him—that

Thirdly, Why any man who knows what
labor

is

those who try it.

‘-v

PHRENOLOGY AND MACHINERY IN
THE NURSERY.

is

We ﬁnd often that ignorant per
sons call this deep, scientiﬁc, thorough instruc
tion, because they think higher of the learn
ing ofa teacher the less they understand him,
and vice versa. If the teacher has the talent
detail.

is

found out to be very laborious and exciting by

is

many hours in preparing the experiments for
may appear
each lecture.
Experimenting
but
easy to an audience who only look at
it,

'

a

With difﬁcult subjects, and not dark or incom
prehensible for initiated minds, much less to
make simple things muddy by a roundabout

ls

requiring only speaking,
and in the lecturer neither the previous labo
rious education and study, nor the labor for

than for a lecture

it

pacity to impress upon the minds of the pupils
clearly the facts he wishes them to under
stand; to ﬁx in their memory the principles
he wishes them to remember; to be lucid even

Secondly, Why the remuneration of such
teacher should be greater for each lecture

Take ﬁrst to
exclusively;
preparation.
you can not poniny know more of this sub
Opens to you
lime science than you want.
the door for all further knowledge, much more
than all the foreign languages which may be
crowded into you, and which are surely an
additional advantage, but may be dispensed
with, if time can not be found to study them.
But mathematics can not possibly be dispensed
with, and has rightly often been called the
key to all science.
Coons. Uinon Luzon-roar, Dec.17th,1860.
~<¢>

it

they are not prepared for an undertaking hun
dreds of times more difﬁcult and laborious to
fulﬁll than successful praying or preaching.

1861.

is

[00an
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But by all this he is not yet prepared to be
a good teacher, if he does not obtain by spe
cial application the following five requisites:
First. The art of teaching, that is, the ca

[APRIL,

a
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be increased
rendered
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price, though

not only much more
to

the

publishers,
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We

therefore,

ﬁnd

for aiding

universal
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circulation
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the Phrenological

departments of the enlarg
ed Journal acceptable and proﬁtable to the
and Educational

with that the

racy elements of LIFE lLLUBTRATED, to make,
under the union of both, a Journal more
extensively

W

useful,

and

popular,

referring

to club

practical,

It

Plot! "i’

than either could be alone.

will

be

seen, by

AND BIOGRAPHY.

Tms eminent man has a re
markable physiology and pine
may be said,
nology. Of him
as

can be of few American

scholars, that he has, literally,
“ I. sound mind in a. sound
He has a capacious
body."

PROFESSOR

chest, and breathes deeply and
freely; a good muscular sys~

tem, which renders him strong, earnest, and
active; also a large brain, and a very active
nervous system; but that nervous system
so amply supported by a. healthy and vigorous

is

of EIGHT moss, and the choicest
of matter which have made the
“ LIFE" so
columns of
widely popular, will
hereafter ﬁnd place in the enlarged Journal.
We intend toabate nothing in zeal, energy,
addition

kinds

reader, and by incorporating

LOUIS AGASSIZ

it

portion of the title of the united publication.
JOURNAL being now enlarged by the

to render

PROP.

it

its name as

The

and expense,

the

PHIIENOLOGICAL CKAIACTER.

a

contributes

more
of

__.-.-—.

this number of the Pnassowor
which

the

AND LIFE lLLUSTRATlID.”

CHARACTER

cu. JOURNAL we have merged Lu-‘n ILLus
TRATED,

new rea

Jonnsn.

“PHRENOLOGICAL

body, that his intellectual manifestations are
all normal and healthy.
We have all seen how confused and dis
torted the rays of light are which pass
through wrinkled window-glass, and also how
pure and equal the rays which pass through
glass which

is

.
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Name.
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straight,

clear,

and

sound.

LOUIS

AGABSIZ.

This ﬁgure illustrates the distorted, abnormal,
and eccentric mental manifestations which
come through the medium of an unhealthy
physical system—a brain not well sustained
by a healthy body. Prof. Agassiz, having a.
large, well-devaloped brain, sustained by a.
most

excellent constitution and admirable
health, sends forth thoughts which are clear,
normal, distinct, and true, like the sun’s rays,
which pass through a. perfect medium. We
could almost count on our ﬁngers all the real

AMERICAN
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healthy and well-balanced men to be found in
either of the three learned professions in our
Nearly everybody is warped, made
country.
up of strength and weakness not only, but
their qualities are not exhibited in a harmoni
ous and healthy manner, for the simple reason
that, in the process of acquiring an education,
the tone of the body has been depressed or
misdirected. Some have an undue tendency
of blood to the brain, others have dyspepsia,
and thousands of others have a peculiar
nervous irritability, which seems to unbalance
the normal action of the mind; and when we
ﬁnd, in the pulpit, at the bar, in the legisla
ture, or in the. halls of science, a man who
has maintained the healthy balance of his
physical constitution and a harmonious action
of his brain, it gives us a pleasure akin to
that of the traveler who, having wandered
among stinted shrubs and dwarfed herbage, on
arid plains, comes in sight of an oasis of ver
dant meadows and trees bearing luscious fruit.
Prof. Agassiz is like such an oasis, and the
world is indebted to that health of body, and
that early culture of body and mind in har
mony, for the great results of his labors.
A side-view of the head of our subject
would show an enormous development of the
perceptive organs, and a large development of
the upper or rcﬂcclive part of the forehead,

PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL.

A.WM~~\A wwAA

His Language is amply developed, as seen
by the unusual fullness underneath the eye.
His head is comparatively wide through the
region of the ears, indicating energy, efﬁ
ciency, economy, and prudence. The head is
also high, showing strong benevolence, rever
ence, and ﬁrmness.
He is kind, liberal, respectful, persevering,
independent, truthful, just, and warmly social
in his disposition.
He is a man of compre
hensive intellect, excellent memory, great
activity,
ance.

originality,

industry,

and persever

BIOGRAPHY.
The

science of

Natural

History

has re

development.

Observe, also, that fullness on the temples,
which is the region of Constructiveness and
He has a remarkable talent for
comprehending the adaptation and ﬁtness of
things, for studying the combinations and inter
ldeality.

play of thoughts and things—in short, he has
mechanical and inventive talent, joined to that
Ideality which gives a creative imagination.
His large perceptive organs, especially large
Individuality and Order, which give quickness
of observation, and order in the arrangement

a celebrated

gymnasium.

The

development prac

ticed in that school were admirably adapted
to the habits and tastes, as well as the phy
sique of young Agassiz, and such was his
proﬁciency that he was promoted to the Acade
my of Lausanne before he was ﬁfteen. Here his
unquenchable thirst for knowledge led to the
severest application to his studies, and ena
bled him to outstrip his fellow-students in the
race for academic honors. About 1826 he
was matriculated at the University at Zurich,

fellow-students.

Nature

seems to have

tion, which be early improved by his constant
exposure to the rough mountain-air of his na
tive land.
in no other portion of our globe is
there to be found such wild and romantic
scenery as among the hills of Switzerland,
and there, too, are the physical features of the
race most perfectly developed. Besides all

Here, in this invigorating atmosphere, Louis
Agassiz drew in the ﬁrst inspiration of his
mortal existence—it was in the little town
of Orbe, at \Vaatland, Switzerland, in the
year 1807. His father was the intelligent
and pious pastor to the church of the village,

passed intellectual

was

hardy methods of juvenile

archives of science.

designed him for his task in giving him “a
sound mind in a sound body.”
From his birth
he seems to have inherited a strong constitu

is the region of Human

ness of thought, ability to grasp ﬁrst princi
ples, and to understand the philosophy of
things and ideas. The whole front-head, from
the cars, is long and large, showing unsur

where

where his modest bearing, the purity of his
life, and the close application of his intel

this, science, learning, and religion have for
ages been cherished, liberalized, and encour
aged among the fastnesses of these eternal

At Causality, on each side of the center of
the upper part of the forehead, the head is
largely developed, showing a Webstcrian ten
dency for logic, outreach and comprehensive

means within his reach to'bring them forth in
all their due proportions and richness. At
the tender age of eleven he was sent to Biel,

ceived more illumination
from the lips and
pen of this profound scholar than from any
other one man of the whole army of those
“whose names are written on high” in the

and if the
especially the middle portion;
reader will look directly in the center, where
the forehead joins the hair, he will see a dis
tinct upward and forward development. This
Nature and Compari
son, which impart to the mind the power of
discrimination, criticism, and the study of
analogies in matter, mind, and morals.

Wm“

hills.

and young Louis was early taught the pre
The good seed thus early
cepts of holy living.
sown in the soil of his soul has never died
out, but has been fostered and grown to happy
results.
Almost in his infancy he exhibited
the strongest love of knowledge.
He would
listen to the conversation of his father and
those friends who visited him with

a mani

festation of intelligence quite remarkable in
so young a child, and when he had learned to
read he was always found with some instruc
tive book in his hand. Before he was ten
years of age he exhibited a decided predilec
He
tion for the pursuit of natural history.
was never happier than in threading the in
tricate

mazes of his. mountain

of everything.
T0 the thinker, Order imparts
method to his thoughts, and that harmony in
the action of the mind which is necessary to
The middle of the
become a general scholar.

home, or in
those sharp ncclivities in search of
some new fern, or ﬂower, or fossil, or other
manifestation of his favorite study, while the
ﬁnding of the least of these ﬁlled his soul with
delight, amply repaying him for all the fa
tiguc and labor he had undergrne.

forehead is rounded and prominent, showing
great power to retain knowledge, and to recall
it for use when wanted.

Pastor Agassiz had the sagacity to discover
the rich germs of intellect in the soul of his
brave boy, and he determined to use every

climbing

lectual powers to his studies won for him the
respect and even the love of his tutors and
Here he acquired that broad
and deep foundation for his knowledge of med
icine and the exact sciences which has made
him a marked man in these studies. Having
graduated with the highest honors of the Uni
versity, he entered the world-renowned schools
Here he devoted
of Munich and Heidelburg.
himself, for the space of nearly three years, to
the study of comparative anatomy and its
kindred sciences, to no branch of which was
he more devotedly given than to chemistry in
all its wide and liberal range. It was from
the latter of these institutions that he received
the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
While pursuing his studies at Heidelburg,
and after his graduation, he devoted himself
great zeal to the study of the natural
history of the piscatory races. It was about
this time that the celebrated Martins asked
and obtained his assistance in compiling and

with

his famous work containing an ac
count of the ﬁshes, discovered by Spix, in the
The arduous and delicate
waters of Brazil.
task of arranging and classifying the one
hundred and sixteen species of ﬁshes which
editing

Spix had discovered, fell entirely to the hands
of our youthful student; yet so successfully
was this work accomplished, that there has
not yet occurred the necessity for a re-claSsi
Immediately on the conclusion of
ﬁcation.
this great work, he wrote and published his
“Natural History of the Fresh-Water Fishes
of Europe,’7 a work of great thoroughness, and

which has become a textbook for students in
this department of science. Nearly in con
junction with this, his untiring pen gave to

the world his “Researches on Fossil Fishes,”
of Echinodermes,”
and his “Descriptions
themselves a. rich library of scientiﬁc knowl
edge. It was wonderful to behold the amount
labor of which he was capable.
He seems to have been possessed of powers of
mental endurance which were actually inca~
No sooner was
pable of fatigue or ennui.
one work accomplished, than with a spirit re

of literary

freshed, rather than wearied with

past tasks,

l

i

c>>
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he entered upon his new labors with a zeal
which knew no bounds or satiability.
It was while engaged in these works that a

try.

ment.

friend sent him a ﬁsh-scale, of peculiar shape,
which had been exhumed from the chalk

and from the sunny shores of the Paciﬁc to
the waters of the Passamaquoddy.
At this
time he was called, by the University of Cam

the qualities of
external objects, and the relation they bear to
each other. While listening to his eloquence,
we forget his deformity; every blemish
for
the time, thrown into the shade. We watch

He afterward

received a

from these slender materials the exact posi
tion and relation of this antediiuvian among
He ﬁrst drew a proﬁle of the ex
his tribes.

call to the professorship of Comparative An
atomy in the University of Charleston, South
Carolina, but on due deliberation decided to

its

remain in Cambridge.
But, after all, it is the morale of the man

the

that renders him a favorite in all the circles

the

of his acquaintance.
Modest, affable to his
inferiors and respectful to his compeers, his
society is eagerly sought and cordially cher

Journal qf Arts and Sciences, then, as now,
where it was published at
Five years subsequent to this publi
cation, in which Agassiz had risked his repu
tation, his friend fortunately discovered a per
fect fos'sil specimen of the defunct race of ﬁsh
issued

at Paris,

length.

Upon ex
es, and sent it for his inspection.
amination, so accurately had he made his
drawing, not a single line had to be altered.
Professor Agassiz has not been a mere stu

world; he has “looked

dent of the outward
through

nature up to nature’s God.”

ished by all whose opportunities bring them
into contact with his gigantic intellect and
His history is one
gentle, childlike nature.
which every youth of our land should study,
and whose pure character he should strive to
emulate.

.-.
[ForLifeIlliillilft-d.)

BEAUTY AND INTELLIGENCE.

From

BY MRQ. R. S. HUME.

all his scientiﬁc researches he has resolved, to
his own satisfaction, several of the popular
questions of theology prevalent in the world.
About twenty-ﬁve years since he gave the

world his famous work, “Study of the Gla
ciers,” in which he controverted the popular
idea of the creation, and the planetary changes
which the surface of the earth has undergone
The religious and
since it became a planet.
scientiﬁc schools were startled by the views
advanced by this astute savan, and the whole

literary world was ﬁlled with the controversy
which they evoked. The niodesty with which
he threw these opinions before the world has
only been equaled by the bearing and courage

with which he has constantly maintained and
defended them against church and college.

If

[1‘ has been remarked that persons in whom
the moral sentiments and the intellect pre
dominate are seldom remarkable for beauty.
Indeed, it is generally conceded that a. major
ity of highly intellectual persons have been
plain, and some of them exceedingly so. The
superﬁcial observer might suppose that the
Great Creator, designing to be impartial in
His gifts, bestows beauty on some and a high
order of intelligence on others. The reflecting
mind, however, discovers a more immediate
naturally elicits admiration,
produces ﬂattery, ﬂattery begets
vanity, and vanity devotes its leisure time to
the contemplation of its own charms, the dec
oration of its person, and preparing for re

cause.

Beauty

admiration

The organ of Approbative

a complete revolution of these long-established
opinions may not rationally be expected, yet
a marked change is already apparent in the

newed adulation.

faith of thousands.

are always thirsting for fresh conquest. Under
these circumstances, the intellect and moral
Could we
sentiments are little cultivated.

Mr.

Agassiz has studied with great care the
historical record of the world, and made him

self familiar with the political constitutions of
the

various

countries

practical workings

of mankind, and their

with the respective na

tions among which they have been cherished.
After long and impartial examination, he de
cided in favor of the government of the United

ness becomes extremely active, and such per
sons are not content with past victories, but

physical

is,

Elizabeth

loved

literature

and

the
Notwithstanding
aspired to authorship.
cares and duties devolving on her as a sove
reign, and her amusements, her tournaments,
and grand progresses through

her domains,

still she found intervals of leisure to return to
her favorite studies.

But her literary

taste

had been formed before she was exposed to
In her youth
flattery or subject to vanity.
she was considered an unfortunate

princess,
because imprisoned by her cruel sister; but
probable that to this long and solitary con.

ﬁnement

she

chd

much of her greatness.

Books were her only companions, and, having
quick apprehension and a retentive memory,
large reﬂective organ, she assiduously
the remarkable talents for which

with

cultivated

The ladies

she was afterward distinguished.

of her court and kingdom, in imitation of their
queen, devoted themselves to literary pursuits;
and in no age can England boast so high an
order of intelligence among its females
during the reign of Elizabeth.

as

‘~’

A WORD FOR PHRENOLOGY.
[A gentleman,a strangerto us,residingin theStateof
hillrlﬁﬁlppl'writing recentlyon business,makesthe fol
lowingremarks,which we think are too goodto belost,
and which,no doubt,he will besurprisedto seeIn print.
- Ens. Pusan. Jona.]
“ SEVERAL years
ago, while in Yale College,
read some of your publications, and liked
Having graduated in 1854 at that no
of course, studied there the
ble institution,
old

Rev. Henry Giles

cumstances giving me great varieties of char
acter for observation,I am becoming more and

may have had much influ

into seclusion, and the human mind, when
deprived of external sources of enjoyment,
instinctively turns within itself for entertain

spirit set to work to examine the
features of our widely-spread coun

wardrobe.

by some casualty, been cut off in early life
from the common routine of amusements pe
culiar to their class. The deformity of the

on reaching our shores his

Immediately

and caused her to believe she was

them.

ence, by depriving him of the society of his
fellows and the pleasures attending such so
ciety, in producing the profound thinker and
His misfortune threw him
eloquent orator.

indefatigable

Elizabeth,

She painted her face, and
very beautiful.
seldom appeared twice in the same attire, and
at her death left one thousand dresses in her

trace the history of literary persons, perhaps
we should ascertain that many of them had,

States, and resolved to become a loving and
obedient subject of the same. Accordingly,
some twenty years since, he took up his resi
dence with us, becoming a naturalized citi
zen.

for more than twenty years, vied with each
other for her affections, in order to share her
power, deceived even the masculine mind of

of
system of Mental Philosophy—that
Hamilton, Reid, etc.; but with nearly seven
years of close observation of men under cir

more convinced

of the truth

and value

of

year ago
phrenological science. More than
bought about ﬁfteen dollars’ worth of your
read Combo on
works and publications.
a

de

stowed on her by her subjects, and the excess!
ive flattery of numerous lords and princes, who,

the ‘Constitution

of

indeed, somewhat

before, reading,

Man,’

and aftor, and,
thought

I

ﬁsh, placing the acquired scale in
proper place, and then gave it a name and
He then sent
scribed its habits, etc.
drawing, together with the description, to
tinct

gland was plain in person, yet, notwithstand
ing her unusual strength of mind, she was
The extravagant praise be
given to vanity.

it

to the University.

I

had come to the hands of any scholar.
daunted, Agassiz set to work to give

his lips with strict attention, and are con
vinced by his reasoning.
Elizabeth of En

1,

Nothing

tc the chair of Nat

Philosophy, which we believe he still
occupies with honor to himself and usefulness
ural

is

which

bridge, Massachusetts,

a

It had

arose the habit of

observing

I

beneath the city of Paris.

Hence, probably,

investigation—of

I

formations

once belonged to a race of ﬁshes now extinct,
and this was the only available testimonial

He explored the land and the waters all
along the coast of our seaboard, from the far
ther shores of Lake Superior to the Atlantic,
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Here, in their characters and bearings, all
things present themselves under not only a

how to use them. As respects any form of
mental improvement, therefore, education, con
ducted on their notions, would be wholly un

different, but an opposite aspect. Phrenology
offers no such disrespect and injustice to the

that in a few years they will read the Bible
and Gall, Spurzheim, Combo, Caldwell, and

For the extinguishment of the propensity giv

Happy
together as peacefully as ‘Barnum’s
Family,’ but with more solid and beneﬁcial
ends than that of mere exhibition, although
the exhibition, even, in the instance stated,
illustrates the secret of adaptation, and teaches
the
us to ﬁnd in apparent incompatibilities
common ground upon which all truth stands.
As we approach unity, we approach God."

mx ran

51.]

deny or even con

Will they
any of these allegations?
assert that they can, by education and train
ing, so far improve the human spirit as to
convert it from a feeble to a strong, or from an

a

it

it,

not only unintelligible

unqualiﬁed nonsense. So replete
folly, and so repulsive to common

it
is
is

this sort

dictory,
with

and contra

sense, that, when thus analyzed, stripped of
its garb of superstition and prejudice, which
has so long concealed and protected
from
derision, and exhibited in its naked form and
it

[corrome

substance, possessing at once, within its own
compass, a heterogeneous mass of vices and

is

AID

BY CHARLES CALDWELL, LLD.

WILL anti-phrenologists

or matter,
rank absurdity.
In truth, to
represent the human spirit as an indivisible

it

VINDICATED

AGAINST THE CHARGES 0F MATIRIALISM
FATALIEM.

countervailing sentiment can reside. But to
allege that a vicious and a virtuous disposi
tion can inhabit the same point of either spirit

virtues (for human virtues have an existence
as well as human vices)—a representation of

“>—
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ing a proneness to
his spirit can not be
changed except miraculously; nor has
any
virtuous and
separate portion, in which

is

Fowler together; and when they do so, they
will probably find a family of works living

the constant commission of his besetting sin.

thus dealt with, no one will
have the weakness to adopt and defend it.

fallacy—when

immoral to a moral one ? Will they even haz
ard their reputation, by declaring their positive

Yet has
been the doctrine of metaphysicians
since the days of Aristotle, and
the doctrine
of anti-phrenologists at the present day. And
deserves any name,
repeat that, as far as
is

it

it I
is

it

unsophisticated fatalism. And the reason
of this assertion has been already rendered.
The doctrine,
can be so called, inﬁxes in
the spirit of man an active principle of vice,

if

knowledge that education operates on the spirit
If so, they hold their reputation by so
at all?
frail a tenure that they will certainly lose it.
They do not know, nor does anybody else, that

it

trovert

from whose destructive inﬂuence no earthly
means can rescue it. All hope of amendment,
therefore, from human efforts being thus ex
tinguished, our race has no alternative, under

ized matter is changed by education, can not
be doubted; because the fact is susceptible of
proof. But that the human spirit is precisely

this scheme of philosophy, but to sin on, in
utter despair of sublunary aid, and looking
for the means and the process of reform e1

the same after education that it was before, is
a position which, though not, perhaps, demon
strable, there is much more reason to believe

elusicely from above. But on the fallacy, un
christian character, and ruinous tendency of
this hypothesis,
were a waste of time in me

than to doubt.

As already stated, if it be in
any way altered, no matter whether for better
or worse, its identity is destroyed.

to dwell any longer.
shall therefore decline
all further consideration of
with the single
by a thorough examination of
remark, that

Such are some of the defects of the hypothe
sis maintained by anti-phrenologists and meta

the subject, metaphysicians and anti-phrcnol
ogists can convict me of a single error in pre
ferring against their scheme of philosophy the

They know not that the spirit can be changed;
they are ignorant of any means by which a

it,

I

if,

charge of fatalism,
shall be instantly re
nounced. Meantime, as relates to such charge,
it

physieians respecting the moral improvement
They im
of man by education and example.
plant vicious propensities in the spirit, from
which they are utterly unable to remove them,

it

he experiences in his spirit the slightest
change by any form of education he can re
ceive. On the contrary, there is strong reason
to believe that he does not. That his organ

let the doctrines of that philosophy, as just
represented, be fairly contrasted with those of
I
Phrenology, and the issue be marked.

thor of unqualiﬁed evil.
Our science only ad
mits that certain propensities belonging to
man may become sources of vice, through the
fault of their possessor, who negligently allows
them to run to excess in their action, pampers
and urges them to such excess
improper
by

fatal
incongruous, vague, and unintelligible)
ism is complete. Unless supernatural agency
come to his aid, each individual must be in

practices, or in some other manner misapplies
or abuses them. And all these things he does
voluntarily and of choice, having
amply in
his power to prevent or avoid them. In this
case,
say, no shade of imputation
thrown
on the Deity, as
He were actually the au
thor of sin; whereas
impossible, as might
it

which Geology has pointed out on
and in the cranium of old mother earth. As
the best Christians now read the Bible and
Hugh Miller together, it is not improbable

Such an admission would

virtually pronounce the Creator to be the au

is

culiarities

vicious in its nature.

be easily made to appear, to defend from that
irreverent and iinpious charge the doctrines of
anti-phrcnology.
But, without further remark
on the errors and mischiefs of that fast-fading
scheme of mental philosophy,
shall again
turn to its opposite, and, as respects the charge
of fatalism preferred against
bring its doc
trines more strictly to the test of observation
and experience, reason and common sense.
According to the doctrines maintained in
Phrenology, none of the mental faculties of
man, in their natural and well-regulated con
dition, as already mentioned, are tributary to
vice; and but a few of them can become so,
even in cases of excess, misapplication, and
abuse. These are Amativeness, Destructive
ness, Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, and Se
cretiveness; and they have their seats, not in
simple spirit, but in compound material organs,
whose vigor of action,
likely to become ex
cessive in degree, and vicious in its issue, can
be restrained and overruled in
manner to be
presently described.
From this enumeration
will be perceived
that all the faculties which, by their excess or
abuse, may minister to vice, belong to the
animal compartment of the brain.
In oppo
sition

to these, or at least as a balance to
their impetuosity, and prevent their
propensities from running into vice, may be
arrayed the reflective faculties, all the strictly
bridle

moral faculties, and the most powerful of those
that may be called semi-moral.
By this an
tagonism of mental powers, the mind can be
held in a state of equilibrium, as relates to
vice and virtue; or rather, as will presently
appear, a preponderance toward the latter
may be easily imparted to it.
The restrictive faculties, more especially
referred to as being best qualiﬁed to withhold
the mind from vice, and incline
to virtue,
are Causality and Comparison, Benevolence,
it

On the principles of this hypothesis (if, in
deed, principle can be predicated of a thing so

Deity, through an accusation of His works, as
to admit of the existence of
human propen
sity, one of the constitutional elements of man,
a

in

I

radicate

it,

the spirit the
scions of vice, which nothing but the Creator
of the spirit can pluck out.
They

a

availing.

if

Phrenology will claim for its rugged places,
valleys, and strata the same respect which
enlightened Christians are already extending
to similar protuberances, deﬁciencies, and pe

change in it can be effected; 'nor were such
means in their possession, would they know

it

tianity, or rather its modern expounders, will,
I think, ﬁnd, ultimately, that the science of

[MAY,

if

against you as being
materialists, and the alleged conﬂict of your
system with the doctrine of responsibility—
but I see no consistency in the charge. Chris

much on the charge
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Self-Esteem,
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strength, whose only tendency is toward vir
tue ; and another which, in co-operation with
the latter, gives them steadfastness and per

must sustain in the regard of his fellow-men.

severance.
In addition to these, three more,
as just mentioned, co-operate occasionally in
the same good cause.

And it is repeated that
the organs of the faculties which may minister
to vice can be enfeebled not a little, and those
of the faculties which, from their nature, must
subserve the cause of virtue and sound morals,
in an equal degree invigorated, by a judicious
and well-concerted scheme of education and
Thus may the balance in favor of
training.
virtue be made greatly to preponderate.
If a mind thus constituted and disciplined
can have any liability or propension to fatal
ism, it must be to a fatalism of virtue, rather
than of vice.

Its

leaning

must

moral rather than immoral actions.

be toward
Any one

of the strong moral faculties will be as likely
as any one of the animal to become the ruling

self-degradation.

will remonstrate with

him

Approbativeness
on the loss he

Cautiousness, invoking him to beware, will
alarm him for his personal safety and welfare.
The reﬂecting faculties will place before him,
in colors of blood, the fearful and ruinous con
And Firmness,
sequences of the deed of guilt.
associates, will
to their resolution and perse

with

uniting

these virtuous

giVe stability

And I repeat, that
Hope, Wonder, and Ideality, being much more
akin to good than evil, and much more grati
ﬁed with beauty than deformity, will not fail
to unite in the praiseworthy association.
verance to their efforts.

Such is the confederacy of moral and re
ﬂecting organs and faculties that may be ar
rayed against a single animal organ, each of
them individually

being nearly, and some of
to itself in size and

them entirely, equal
strength, to withhold

it from

crime.

And

moral

man within their

faculties unite and co-operate, they
must necessarily predominate in inﬂuence and
action over any one or two, or even all of the
animal faculties, and not only restrain their
propensity to crime, but prove, in their own
joint power, a certain and abiding fountain of

it,

passion of the individual, and sway his con
duct.
And when the reﬂective and all the

they can effect their purpose as certainly and
easily as seven or eight men, each equal in
strength to the intended offender, can, when
resolutely determined on
prevent a single
murder.

reach from perpetrating
And the same confederacy may be

brought to act against any other animal organ,
and stay its movement, when about to plunge
into some immoral and forbidden deed.

I

apprised of the lawless propensity of the in
ferior one. His consciousness sufficiently ad
vises him of the fact.
Thus simple and efﬁcient
might say per
the system of moral checks and bal
ﬁsct)
ances which Phrenology recognizes and pre
which
sents, and the mode of establishing
it

sense of

so plainly teaches. Is
inquired of me
what that mode is?
consists
reply, that
in giving to the moral and reﬂecting organs
it

ties which may, by excess, neglect, and abuse,
lead to vice, and sight, at least, of about equal

him who possesses it. If he falls into his be
setting sin, therefore, he can not excuse him
self on the plea of ignorance.
He can not,
mean, plead that his superior organs were not

and their faculties an ascendancy in power
and inﬂuence over the animal ones, by culti
vating and strengthening the former by exer
cise, and restraining and moderating the ac
tion of the latter, in case they be inordinately
and dangerously vigorous.

Am asked again, in what way the animal
organs of the brain may be reduced in power,
when they threaten to become source of an
noyance and crime?
reply, in the same
way in which any other organ of the body
may be reduced in tone and weakened in ac
Protect those organs from every form
of unnecessary exercise and excitement, and
thus keep them tranquil, which may be effect
ed without difliculty, and the work
done.
tion.

is

irrecoverably lose whatever sentiment of self

(I

respect and personal dignity he may have
hitherto possessed, and will pass the remain
der of his life under a deep and withering

it

vention of vice and the promotion of virtue.
Such, in its relation to morality and im
morality, vice and virtue, is the constitution
of the human mind.
It possesses jive facul

a

repentance and the agonies of remorse. Self
Esteem assures him that he will forfeit and

is

unite their inﬂuence to that of the more strict

ly moral and the reﬂective organs in the pre

and in concert, will not be denied. With equal
ease, moreover, could they restrain the indi
vidual from the commission of any other crime
or misdemeanor, were his purpose known to
them. And the propensity of an organ to
vicious indulgence
never concealed from

I

stain from an act which is not only unjust and
ﬂagrantly wrong in its own nature, but which
can hardly fail to visit him in future, whether
sleeping or waking, with the condemnation of

sinate, the others being privy to his felonious
design. That
perfectly in their power to
prevent the deed, provided they act opportuner

I

and they may all be materially
powerful;
augmented in size and strength by suitable
training.
It might be correctly added, that,
in many cases, Hope, Wonder, and Id'eality

his hand from the meditated

deed.

it
is

Conscientiousness, in a manner no less
stern and mandatory, admonishes him to ab

—to withhold

diminished and their excess
Their power
prevented. Not more certainly are the mus
cles strengthened by exercise and enfeebled by
is

Cautiousness, Love of Approbation, and Firm
ness. And these are also seated in cerebral
organs, most of them comparatively large and

69
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inaction

than the organs of the brain.

By

every portion of the body
invigorated, and by withholding exercise de
maxim as incontestably
This
bilitated.
exercise

judicious

with Destructiveness

organs with murder, and will, on the same
principles, and with the some salutary result,

true as that things equal to one and the same
thing are equal to one another.

so largely developed as to give him a propen
sity to the shedding of blood. His confeder

be opposed by them.
Combativeness on
the eve of
lawless quarrel or
mischievous

training, as may be easily accomplished, the
confederacy of faculties leaning toward virtue

Benevolence, in the emphatic language and
subduing tones of clemency, kindness, and
mercy, implores him to do no injury to the

In either case, the combina
tion of the higher organs to preserve peace
and morality, and to prevent crime,
the
same. And, provided those organs are trained

object of his malice, and to inﬂict no pain on
Veneration sol
his connections and friends.

and invigorated, as they are and ought to be,
as certain,
their success
certain.

him, in the name of all that is
sacred and holy—especially as he regards the
precepts, example, and injunctions of the wise,

that of eight strong and resolute
repeat, as
men overasingle man, not superior in strength
to either of them, in the following case:
The party
assembled in the same room.
stranger caters, to whom one of them

not act confederately, but seek each one its
own individual gratification.
As far as concerns the vindication of Phre

I

is

if

a

a

I

I

is

is

It

is

than any single fac

nology from the charges of materialism and
might here close my paper. But
fatalism,
few remarks of
more di
havs promised

I

a

a

determined to assas

much more powerful

ulty, whose excess of action may lead to vice.
And the animal faculties, especially when
their propensities are inordinately strong, do

rect and pointed character on the subject of
of that
Free Will; and to the fulﬁllment

i

0%—

hostile, and whom he

is

the good, and the revered of all ages, climes,
and countries, and the commands of his God,
with the penalty annexed in case of violation

is

emnly warns

and dishonor?

is

lows:

is

They are as fol

A

to restrain him from crime.

riot?

is

Or
duplicity, treachery or open falsehood?
does Amativeness urge to an act of profligacy

acy of antagonizing organs, if duly cultivated
and strengthened, will be more than sufﬁcient

Is

Docs Secretiveness meditate deceit or

In Phrenology, then,
no
repeat, there
there be, its cast
fatalism.
Or
moral.
For, under such a scheme of education and

is

Suppose an individual

is
a

For the more complete illustration
and establishment of this point, a brief anal
ysis of it will be sufﬁcient.

virtue.

is

Is Acquisitiveness about to lead to theft,
swindling, or any other form of felony or
fraud?
These acts are odious to the same

-<<>®
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at pleasure to certain selected purposes and
pursuits.

free. And,
_ moral faculties, he feels that
under that impression, he would severely con
demn himself did he refuse to obey the virtu
ous impulse.
In this way do the affective
it
is

As respects itself, however, the will is not
so free as to be arbitrary.
It is controlled, as

overrule

already mentioned, by causes under the de
nomination of motives. And those motives
govern it in its actions, as certainly and uni

In another person, who
defective in Con
scientiousness and Veneration, the predomi
nant faculties are Acquisitivencss and Corn

formly as gravitation

bativeness.

of the running stream and the falling body.
AmI asked what these will-controlling mo
tives are, and whence they are derived?
I
answer : They are propensities or appetites in
the form of desires, and are furnished by the
affectivefaculties of the mind—I mean, by the
animal propensities and the moral sentiments.
It is in some shape for the gratiﬁcation of
these that the intellectual faculties will to
act, or not to act.
Provided, therefore, the

purposes the intellectual
is

faculties.

He

in need of money, but being
too idle and unprincipled to resort to the re
is

governs the movements

to their

sources of honest industry, his boldness de
termines him to gratify by robbery his lawless
cupidity.
Here, again, the will conforms to
the overruling propensity.
Accordingly, the
intellectual

faculties being put into requisi
tion, suggest the time and place most suitable
for the ambush, and provide the weapons to

it

I

me in the wrong.
l’hrenology unquestionably furnishes,through
the affective faculties, the motives between
which the will may choose, in a much more
simple and intelligible

manner, than any other
scheme of mental philosophy with which
am
In truth,
know of no other
acquainted.
scheme in which the existence and operation
of such motives
intelligible at all. The
I

tellectual faculties ; for to that class of facul
ties alone does it belong. It is nothing, there
fore, but a power of applying those faculties

with all, and does not leave them until their
comforts are complete. While thus engaged,
though his will
under the control of his
is

Phrenologists, on the contrary, regard it
as only a function or mode of action of the in

ties.

open their prison door, and restores
them to light, and liberty, and joy.
Are they
in want of food, and clothing, and a place of
shelter and residence?
He provides them

I

throws

Metaphysicians and anti-phrcnologists con
sider the will as a distinct faculty of the mind.
possessing a control over certain other facul

is

to the term Will.

And that, perhaps, should be the sum
phy.
mit of my aim. But in alleging that
is
much more compatible,
might safely defy
mctaphysicians and anti-phrenologists to put

hypothesis that the motives, and the will, and
the memory, and the judgment, and the im
agination are all seated in the mind, which
even less than
partlcss indivisible point—
such an hypothesis amounts to a mental laby
a

pressor, and thus disarms cruelty of its power
to injure.
Are they broken-heartedly and
He
hopelessly languishing in
dungeon?
a

promise I shall now proceed, with the settled
And
design that my remarks shall be brief.
first, of the meaning that should be attached

[MAY,

rinth, which
have neither the sagacity to
thread, nor the courage to attempt it.

I

PHRENOLOGIGAL

TALK WITH READERS.
T. A. D. Did Dr. Gall say that the only
way to prove Phrenology was to destroy cer
tain portions of the brain, and thus show that
certain faculties of the mind were thereby
destroyed
?
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be suitably educated and
inclined, the intellectual
faculties,
in providing mean to gratify them by meet
ing their desires, will necessarily minister to

actually controlled by the master propensities.
In proof that
not constrained,
instead
of one traveler unarmed, four or ﬁve well

Ans. No. Dr. Gall discovered Phrenology
by other means, and though, like other medical
men of his time, he may have experimented in
that way on animals to learn the seat of
muscular motion in the brain, he never to our

armed, and

knowledge

the establishment

wealth,

promotion of virtue—and the reverse. Are
the affective faculties so uneducated, or so
badly educated, that those belonging to the

is

carrying with them immense
approach the place of the robber’s
concealment, though his Acquisitiveness burns
with ardor for the booty, he, notwithstanding,

Why?

shrinks from an attack.

Because his

Cautiousness, taking the alarm, warns of the
danger of an encounter with so formidable
party, and assumes, for the time, the control

ing compartments ? In such a case, the intel
lectual faculties become the panders to evil
and licentious passions and minister to vice.
In each instance the affective faculties, though

of the will.
In a third case, an individual being unprin
cipled from a lack of the moral organs and
is

strongly marked with Acquisitive
faculties,
ness and Cautiousness, and
defective in
Combativeness.
Such a man possesses the
elements of a thief, and will basely pnrloin
is

they have no will of their own, furnish the
motives which govern the will, and, through

a

compartment of the brain are loose
and unbridled in their propensities, and pre
ponderate over those of the moral and reﬂect

animal

and Benevolence are predominant faculties,
introduced to a family that has suffered wrong
and oppression, and been reduced by them to

tiveness pointing to the property to be gained,
and Cautiousness to the mode of gaining it.
In every other voluntary transaction, wheth
er virtuous

or vicious, the mental machinery
the same. The aﬁ‘ective faculties

is

:

concerned

having justice done to them, and to relieve
their sufferings by ofﬁces of kindness and acts
of beneﬁcence. And to this desire his will

furnish the motives to action, and lead the in
tellectual faculties, through the medium of the
will, to prepare the means.

Hence, to furnish means for the
accomplishment of his intention, his intellect
ual faculties are immediately at work.
Are
the sufferers still agonized by the actual con
tact of the rod of injustice?
That rod he in.

In conclusion, though
do not pretend to
have completely solved, in the foregoing pages,
the problem of Free Will, because Ideem such

dignantly

snatches from the hand of the op

I

I

I

solution impracticable,
trust
have shown
to be fully as compatible with Phrenology
as with any other scheme of mental philoso

it

conforms.

is

is

poverty and bitter distress. A strong desire
awakened in him to redress their wrong, by

is

what he has not the courage to procure by the
pistol.
Here, again, the will
inﬂuenced by
the dominant propensities, unbridled Acquisi

it,

the instrumentality of
throw the intellect
ual faculties into action. To exemplify this
proposition
An individual, in whom Conscientiousness

even contemplated so absurd a
practice as to commit multiplied homicides to
verify his theory of the relation of brain to
mind.
2d. How
organs of

and by what
Hope

means were
and Conscientiousness

the
dis

covered?

Ass. By repeated and long-continued ob
servation on people who had the faculties in
question strong and weak, and on those who
were insane in these respects.
3d. Please describe the peculiar develop
ment of the organ of Language which in
dicates the memory of names.
Ans. That kind of memory, we think, de
pends on a combination of faculties with
Language, among which are Individuality,
Order, Tune, and Continuity.
4th. Have eminent men received Phrenology
as
science
?

and the

a

of sound morals

if,

faculties

it
is

affective

correctly

be employed on the occasion. Nor
the will
under the slightest degree of constraint, though

Ass. The celebrated Dr. Vimont was ap
pointed by his fellow-members of the Royal
College of Medicine of Paris, to investigate
Phrenology and report upon its claims.
He
spent two or more years, and went into a most
elaborate analysis of the whole subject; col
lected thousands of specimens of animal
phrenology, and, ﬁnally, contrary to the ex
pectation of his friends who appointed him,
and contrary also to his own original predilec
tions, he made a most elaborate and over
whelming report in favor of Phreuology.

—<<1®
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He was President of the ﬁrst Phrenological
But
Society formed in the city of New York.
We need not go to the realm of the dead to
ﬁnd believers in and advocates of Phrenology
among men eminent in science and in litera
Dr.

J.

few of the living
We beg to mention
V. C. Smith, of Boston; Dr. Samuel G.

:

a

ture.

;”

Howe, of Boston; Dr. Andrew Boardman, of
New York, author of the “Defense of Phre
of New York,
Judge
nology
Hurlbut,
is

author of “ Human Rights and their Political
based on l’hrenology;
Guarantees,” which

Nicholas,

t>>

Superintendent

J.

of Philadelphia;
Marion Sims, of
New York; Dr. Buttolph, Superintendent New
Jersey State Lunatic Asylum; Dr. Rockwell,
Superintendent Vermont Lunatic Asylum; Dr.
Dr. Bell and Dr. McClintock,
Dr. Valentine Mott and Dr.

Insane

Asylum,

if

it

it

twenty generations were to use

tobacco, a generation would inherit an ap
substance. Still,
petite for so nauseous
true that this one child, in some
doubtless
freak of nature, inherited a love for
tobacco; as some children inherit a love for
liquor, or some other poisonous drug.
A gentleman once called at our ofﬁce for
and we found his Philopro
examination,
peculiar

genitiveness, or parental love, largely de.
veloped, and casually remarked to him that
he was fond of children, and would tend
babies with
pleasure, when he abruptly
have
broke out “ No, sir, you are mistaken,
ever
ﬁve children, and not one of them did
can not bear the idea of
“ But,”
remarked, “you are
fond of children, anxious for their welfare,
love to see them play, are disposed to buy
things for them at Christmas and at other
times, for the pleasure their joy affords you.”

take on my lap.
such

thing.”

he said, “This
true; still,
can not
bear the idea of taking one of my children in
ever kiss one of them.”
my lap, nor did
Then

it

I

I

could be pessible
my children, yet how
had so strong an interest in and love for

I

it

A

believe that

now found out the secret of this peculiarity.
never dreamed why dreaded to touch one of

them; but now see through it. My brother,
older than myself, was four years old when
Iwas born, and he had been ill all his life;
he was weak in the back, and required to be
held as an infant much of the time, and was
so peevish that he thought nobody but my
mother could hold him; and often she thus
held him until wearied almost to distraction,
and her feelings, doubtless, became intensely
excited with a spirit of repulsion toward
holding him, but not toward his interests and
his happiness; and I,” said he, “have in
herited that disgust which my mother must
have experienced so intensely.”
There are, doubtless, thousands of other
disgusts which'j we inherit as well as pref
erences.
The love for music, interest in
pictures, in shells, in geological specimens, in
ﬂowers, in horseback-riding, and the thousand
other things for which certain persons ex
hibit an almost insane fondness, to the ex
clusion of other things more congenial to the
Our peculiarities are, doubt
general mind.
less, inherited as much as the color of our
hair; and we can not always ascertain the
relations between our own peculiarities and
certain peculiar conditions which existed on
the part of our parents anterior to our birth.

—<-.¢-—v.-e__

an.

gig was the occasion of
upsetting of
Washington’s being born in the United States;
an error of a miner in sinking

a well led to

the discovery of Herculaneum;
and a blunder
in nautical adventures resulted in the discov
ery of the island of Madeira.
nobleman to his
“Now, gentlemen,” said
guests, as the ladies left the room, “let us
understand each other; are we to drink like
men or like beasts 'z‘” The guests, somewhat
“ Then,”
indignant, exclaimed “like men !”
he replied, “we are going to get jolly drunk,
for brutes never drink more than they want ”
LOOK AT Tins—Were we to ask
hundred
men who from small beginnings have attained
condition of respectability and inﬂuence, to
a

as in

back, and all of them, male and female, used
tobacco in some form, yet we are loth to

part ?” He sat a moment in silence, and every
muscle of his face seemed to be in motion,
“
have
and with swimming eyes he replied:

a

as well

literature

to
really crying for the tobacco, and brought
with avidity.
We know the
him, and he ate
ancestors of this child for two generations

your mother was wearied to disgust by being
obliged to hold him in her lap? or was he ill,
thus inducing fatigue and wearincss on her

what they imputed their success in life, the
“
was from being
general answer would be,

It

in

science, and one of the foremost men of his
time for liberal culture and scope of mind, was
believer in and advocate of Phrenology.

cidentally discovered by his crying for tobacco
when his father put
into his own mouth.
He thought he would see
the'child was

“ No.”
“Had your mother ill-health before
your birth? and was the child older than you
pretty young when you were born, so that

it

eminent

of New

man who, as an infant, craved tobacco, and
would eat
without nausea. This was ac

I

York,

W. Francis,

nauseous 1n the extreme to nearly

everybody, and the remark might be ventured,
that of twenty million persons not one would
like the taste of tobacco. Yet we know one

I

The late Dr. John

Now,

I

il

reaping the fruit which he planted, and his
writings, inspired by Phrenology, shall
lumine the path of the true teacher in all
coming time

singular.

a

is

it

it,

and he taught
practiced upon its teachings,
and made
the basis of his entire system of
The world
instruction and mental culture.

and

I

more, for its present educational excellence,
than to any other ten men, studied Phrenolog
under the great Spurzhiem, and understood it
theoretically as well as any man of his time;

unnatural

is

tures, essays, and books.
Horace Mann, to whom the nation owes

parently
tobacco

it

surpassed for clearness and vigor, sustained
the science for more than forty years, by lec

are inherited, there seem to be some traits
exhibited by different persons which are ap-,

I

Professor Charles Caldwell, M.D , president
of the Transylvania University, at Louisville,
Ky, whose pen was never, in this country,

power. His peculiarity
study, religious emotion, and a disinclina
the
tion for worldly
Though
pleasures.
general phases of character and organization

I

regard l’hrenology as the true basis of the

moral and intellectual

is

I

science of mind.”

actions unbalanced, and, therefore, peculiar.
Another man, in the same family or neigh
borhood, may have weak passions and strong

it

and disease, the more ﬁrm are my convictions
of the soundness of the phrenological doctrines.

or eccentricities.
Other men
peculiarities
have extra strong passions, which make their

if

of Physic, Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. etc., said :
“The more closely I study mind in health
and Practice

MAN who has an evenly balanced brain, a
harmonious temperament, and a healthy body
glides along through life without
showing

is

being as true, as well-founded in
fact, as the science of Astronomy and Chem
istry.”
Dr. John Mackintosh, Professor of Principles
Phrenology

PECULIARITIES.

MENTAL

a

portion of every clay, for twenty years, to the
study of Phrenology,” and adds, that he
“feels convinced of the phrenological being
the only sound view of the mind, and of

Ward Beecher, and we might add many others.

is

He said that he “had devoted some

Society.

:

to the support of Phrenology, and was for
years president of the London Phrenological

fessor of Chemistry, Yale College; Rev. Dr.
BelloWs, of New York; Rev. David Syme,
Professor of Mathematics,
etc., Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Rev. John
Rev. Henry
Pierpoint;

a

Brown, the present Superintendent Blooming
dale lLunatic Asylum; Prof. Johnson, Pro

in the
Medicine, and Dean of Faculty
University of London, lent the strength of his
great name and eminent scientiﬁc attainments

I

of

This peculiarity seemed very singular, and
for a few moments we studied
earnestly;
by intuition, we were led to ask
and, as
him this question “ Are you the eldest child ?”
if

Washington, D. C., formerly of the Blooming
dale (N. Y.) Lunatic
Asylum; Dr. D. T.

I

The celebrated Dr. John Elliottson, F.R.S.,
of the Royal Medical Society of
London, Professor of Principles and Practice
President

71
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early compelled to think for and depend on
ourselves.”

MORAL PHILOSOPHY;
MAN

CONBXDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
BY GEORGE COMB}:

is

might be against the imperfections of their natural constitutions.
In
point of fact, in feeding pauper children with the most moderate quan
tity of the coarsest and cheapest food, means are actually taken to
perpetuate the evil of pauperism; for bad feeling in childhood wcakens
the body and mind, and consequently diminishes the power of the
individuals

to provide for themselves.
Attention, therefore, ought to
be devoted, not merely to the support of existing paupers, but also to
the means of preventing another crop from springing up in the next
generation. Our present system may be compared to that which the

Seenoteon nextcolumn.

I

I

it

is

is

it

'

:

I

it

l

a

if

farmer would have pursued,
he had watered the ﬁeld after pulling
new growth,
up the rushes, in order to assist nature in accomplishing
In making these observations, beg to be understood that do not

is

with nutritious diet, and paying the utmost attention to their physical
and mental training.
By the present system, they are fed on the
poorest fare, and their training
very imperfect.
They look dull,
inert, heavy, and lymphatic, and are not fortiﬁed so much as they

The precedingLecturewaswrittenanddeliveredin 1835,andtheviewsof pauper
ismwhich containswerethengenerallyregardedastheoreticalandunfounded.Bub
sequcnteventshavenotonlyprovedthemto besound,buthavestronglyexcitedpublic
attentiontothc painful fact,that in Scotlandpauperismhas increasedand rapidly
of thePoor
increasing. ProfessorAlison,in his twopamphlets“ 0n the Management
by irrefrngabieevidence,that the
in Scotland,"has, in my opinion, demonstrated,
to theircomforb
wretchedpittancesdoledoutto thepoorin thiscountryareinadequate
and that continuallyincreasingpauperism theactualand inevi
able subsistence,
andphysicaldegradationin whichthey
of thedeepmentaldepression
tableconacquenco
habituallyexist. 1540.
In England,Dr. Ray and Mr. Tuil'neii,in theiradmirablereport,datedin January,
1841,on “ theTraining Schoolat Battersea,"
observethat“the pauperchildreneasem
bledat Norwood,from thegarrets,cellars,andwretchedroomsof alloysandcourtsin
thedensepartsof London,areoftensentthitherin low stageof dcalitution,covered
only with rags and vermin; oftenthe victimsof chronic disease,almostuniversally
emaciatedwith want. The low-brewedand
stuntedin their growth,and sometimes
or malign aspectof theboys a true index to the mental
inexpressivephysiognomy
the hopelessspirits,and thevicious habitson which
darkness,the stubborntempera,
“ The peculiarityof thepauperchild’sconditionis,
themasterhastowork."
or indolence,or vice,have sunk intodestitu
that his parents,eitherfrom misfortune,
tlon. In many instanceschildren descendfrom generationsof paupers. They have
beenborn in theworstpurlieusof greatcity,or in themostwretchedhovelson the
“ They have seen
parishwaste. They havesufferedprivationof everykind."
andhaveknownneithercomfort,kindness,nor virtue."
muchof viceandwretchedness,
and haveinstituted, modeof treatmentcal
P. 202-8. Thesegentlemenrecommend,
culatedto removethesecausesof pauperism. 1842.
Sincethesenoteswerepublished,s newpoor-lawfor Scotlandhas beenenactedand
for thepoor but
comeintooperation,calculatedto providemoreadequatesustenance
theprinciplesadvocatedin thetextcan scarcelybe saidtobe recognizedby thosewho
arechargedwith carrying intoexecution. 1846.
is

I

it

inferior brains; and that these are the great parents of poverty.
To
prevent these children from rearing an inferior race, also bordering on
pauperism, and from becoming paupers themselves in the decline of
would be necessary to improve, by eyery possible means, their
life,
defective organization.
This can be done only by supplying them

as during intoxication
was raised above it. He then experiences an
internal void,
painful prostration of strength and vivacity, and a

'
'

is

a

which so grievously distresses them!P
have said that the children
in the eharity-workhouses
have generally low temperaments and

Hence the
thought, for the time, into pleasing and vivacious action.
drunkard enjoys a momentary happiness; but when the stimulus
withdrawn, the tone of the system sinks as far below the healthy state

a

is

is

remove them, and so long as they shall conﬁne their main efforts to
making cheap contracts for supporting the poor, so long will they have
constant succession of indigent to maintain.
a great
Nay, there
tendency in their proceedings to foster the growth of the very poverty

The
operates most injuriously on the mind.
system, through which
intoxicating ﬂuid, by its inﬂuence on the nerves of the stomach, stim
ulates the brain, and excites the organs of sensibility, emotion, and

a

By this means he dried the soil; the rushes disappeared, and
have never since been seen there; the labor of pulling them up
cost
devoted to further improvements.
saved, and the money which
So long as society shall neglect the causes of poverty, and omit to
tion.

ism mentioned was bodily and mental defect, and
was held that
those thus afﬂicted should be maintained by society.
Another cause of pauperism
the habit of indulging in intoxicating
This practice undermines the health of the whole nervous
liquors.
is

a

parent of rushes; and when he succeeded to the farm, he cut a deep
drain through
high bank, obtained declivity sufﬁcient to cause water
to ﬂow, and then constructed drains through the ﬁeld in every direc

a

is

it,

and of the effect of these and other circum
found incorporated with
stances on vegetation.
He thus discovered that stagnant water
the

IN the immediately preceding Lecture
entered upon the considera
tion of the social duty of providing for the poor. The removal of the
cause: of pauperism,
was observed, should be aimed at, as well as
the alleviation
the misery attending it. One great cause of pauper
it

excellent person died, and his son succeeded to the farm.
The son
had received a scientiﬁc education, and had heard of the chemical
qualities of soil, of the various metals and minerals which are usually

CRIME.

AND

it

that he had managed the rushes to great advantage that year.
But it
so happened, that the rushes, like the poor, constantly reappeared,
and the labor of pulling them up never came to an end. At last this

PAUPIRISM

Causesof pauperismcontinued—Indulgence
in intoxicatingliquors—Causes
producing
love of these:Hereditarypredisposition;Excessivelaborwith low dict; ignorance
—Eifcctsof commercialconvulsionsin creatingpauperism—Duty
of supportingthe
poor—Evilsresultingto societyfromneglectof this duty—Removal
of the causesof
pauperismshouldbe aimedat—chal assessments
for thesupportof thepooradvo
cated—Opposition
to newopinionsis no reasonfor dcspondcncy,
providedtheyare
sound—Treatment
of criminals—Existing
treatmentanditsfailureto suppre- crime
—Light thrownby Phrenologyon this subject—Three
classesof combinations
of the
mentalorgansfavorable,unfavorable,and middling—irresistible
proclivityof some
men to crime—Proposed
treatmentof this classof criminals—Objection
as to moral
responsibilityanswered.

it

an old relative of my own coped with the rushes
which grew abundantly in one of his ﬁelds. He employed Women,
whom he hired at so many pence a-day, to pull them up; and if the
wages of the women fell from 10d. to 6d. or 8d. a-day, he thought
manner in which

LECTURE XII.

u

glory who are able to reduce the assessment on the parish one half
per cent. Without meaning at all to depreciate the advantages of
economy, I remark that this mode of management reminds me of the

conceive the statement of new principles to be neither arrogant nor
leaving them, as
do, to stand or fall by the result of
observation and experience!
unnecessary

'
'
'

when resistance is no longer possible, obtains the greatest quantity of
food and raiment for the smallest amount of money. Economy in
contracts is the grand object; and those managers are covered with

;

poor of a parish, according to the present system, is a man who resists,
to the very last extremity, every application for charity; and who,

qf

Now, although these facts go to the root of the evil, they are gen
erally unknown and unattended to. An accomplished manager of the

a

[corn-moanno! arms. nuxnnJ

it

in nature, and to be highly important,
use the freedom to announce
them for general consideration, in the conﬁdence that they will in
time become practical.
Whatever may be thought of these views, one
fact, at all events, can not be controverted, namely, that society has
not yet discovered either the causes of poverty or the remedy; hence,

I

[raox 'rnn u'rxs'r anvxssnnnlnnuaon DITIONJ

it

OF

blame any particular managers of the poor for their proceedings, or
accuse them of neglect of duty. The principles which
am now ex
pounding have hitherto been unknown to these persons, and are not
yet generally acknowledged by society at large.
Public men, there
fore, could not easily act on them. But believing them to be founded

I

DUTIES

[Mug

I

on,
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An additional cause of intoxication is found in ignorance. When
an individual
enjoys high health and a tolerably well-developed
brain, he feels a craving for enjoyment, a desire to be happy, and to
be surrounded by happy friends. If he be uneducated and ignorant,
his faculties want a scene in which they may vent their vivacity, and
Objects on which they may expend their energies, and he discovers
that intoxicating liquors will give
time, of the pleasures of which he
artiﬁcial stimulus, the bottle is then
excitements of the mind, calculated

I

;

is

increased
and the number of the ignorant
increased
and
as society carries thcse wretched beings habitually in its bosom;
as they prowl about our houses, haunt our streets, and frequent
our highways; and as we can not get rid of them,
follows that
We must suffer. in our property and in our feelings until we do
;

and a nourishing diet supplied to such men, they
Would, after a few weeks, be surprised at the pleasurable feelings
which they would experience from this better means of supplying the
waste of their systems.
-

arranged by the Creator on the principle
of dispensing happiness to the community in proportion to their obe
dience to the moral law,
here again beautifully exempliﬁed.
By
neglecting the poor, the number of individuals possessing deﬁcient
brains and temperaments
increased; the number of drunkards
is

were withheld

of our own interests.
The fact that the World

it

extremely grateful in restoring sensations of life, vigor, and enjoy
ment. This cause may be removed by moderating the extent of labor
and improving the quantity or the quality of the food. If alcohol

fringement of the dictates of Benevolence and Conscientiousness, but
an outrage on Veneration (seeing that God has commanded us to as
sist and reclaim them). Moreover,“ would tend also to the injury
is

to produce in them a love of intoxicating ﬂuids.
Again; a tendency to drunkenness appears to be caused by ex
cessive labor with low diet. The nervous energyis exhausted through
the medium of the muscles, and the stimulus of alcohol is felt to be

that tend ultimately

them destitute would not remove any one of these causes, but in
crease them.
To allow our unhappy brethren, who thus appear to
be as frequently the victims of evil inﬂuences over which they have
little or no control, as of their own misconduct, to perish, or to linger
out a miserable and vicious existence, would be not only a direct in

is

tion, and they transmit an abnormal condition of organization to their
children.
This doctrine has been ridiculed, as if we taught that chil
dren are born drunk.
They are no more born drunk than they are
born in a passion, but they are engendered with conditions of brain

of intoxication, which impair the mind by lowering the tone of the
whole nervous system; 3dly, want of mental cultivation
and 4thly,
depression arising from commercial disasters—the question, Whether
the poor should be provided for by society,
easily solved. To leave

is

portion of the community for his maintenance.*
Various causes lead to these unfortunate habits. One is hereditary
If the parents, or one of them, have been habitually
predipositiou.
addicted to this vice, its consequences affect their physical constitu

am correct in the opinion that the chief causes of pan
then,
perism are, 1st, a low temperament, and imperfect development of
brain, attended with a corresponding mental imbecility, although not
so great as to amount to idiocy; 2dly, hereditary or acquired habits

our duty toward them.
for their wretchedness

Nay, we must suffer in our health also;
often the parent of epidemic diseases, which
do not conﬁne their ravages to them, but sweep away indiscriminately
the good and the selﬁsh, the indolent and the hard-hearted, who have
is

bauches, it is so exhausted and enfeebled that it is equally unﬁt to
The habitual drunkard thus sinks into the
execute its functions.
condition of an imbecile, and may become a burden on the industrious

73

;

Btrong craving for a renewed supply of alcohol to recruit his exhausted
During intoxication, the brain, from over-excitement, is inca
pable of healthy action, while in the intervals between different de
vigor.

If,
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allowed the exciting causes to grow up into magnitude beside them?
On the other hand, by applying rigorous measures not only to main
tain the poor, but to remove the causes of pauperism, these evils may
be mitigated,
not entirely removed. If a practical knowledge of the

This was the real source of the
improve our external condition.
drunkenness which disgraced the aristocracy of Britain in the last
I am old enough to have seen the last dying disgraces
generation.
of that age. The gentlemen were imperfectly educated, had few or

organic laws were once generally diffused through society, and sound
moral, religious, and intellectual education were added,
can not
doubt that the causes of pauperism would be perceptibly diminished.
Phrenology conveys
strong conviction to the mind, that precepts or

resources, and betook themselves to drinking as a last
resource, for the sake of enjoying the pleasures of mental vivacity
From an analogous cause, some legal and medical practitioners, who
who reside in the provinces, fall into these pernicious habits. Their
limited sphere of duties does not afford a constant stimulus to their

knowledge are not sufﬁcient

and commercial systems, and
which, by deranging trade, deprives many industrious individuals
of employment, casts them on charity for subsistence, breaks down
their self-respect and feelings of independence, and ultimately de
grades them into helpless pauperism.
every few years in our manufacturing

'

The phenomenaattendingthe differentstagesof intoxicationappearto indicate
that the brain is aifectcdalsodirectlyin the followingmanner,althoughevidenceis
still wanting to renderthis viewcertain. Intoxicalingliquorsacceleratethe action
of the heart,andcausean increasedﬂowof blood to the head. The first effectof this
is to stimulateall the organsinto greateractivity,and to producefeelingsof vivacity
andpleasure The bloodcirculatesmostfreelyin the largestmentalorgans,because
they have the largestblood-vessels.As intoxicationproceeds,the smallerorgans—
with blood,and their functions
thoseof the intellectualpowers—areﬁrst overcharged
becomeimpaired; next,the organsof the moral sentimentsare gorged; and lastly,
firsthis humanity,thenhis
thoseof thepropensities;sothatthedrunknrdextinguishes
a merebreathingunconscious
mass.
animalnature,andat lastbecomes

W

a

I

by

a

is

a

for mitigating the evils which afﬂict it.

The temperance societies are
in this respect. The substitution of comfortable
food for intoxicating beverages has the direct tendency to beneﬁt the
extremely useful

havealreadyndvertedto the destituteconditionof the poor,andits tendencyto
causetheincreaseof pauperism.ProfessorAlison,in his pamphlet“On the Manage
of theirex
mentof thePoorin Scotland,"has shownthatanotherof theconsequences
tremewant theprevalenceof epidemicfeversamongthemin thelargetowns. This
afﬂictionis no longer conﬁnedto themselves. In 1839,the Fever Board and the
every
Directorsof theRoyal Infirmaryof Edinburgh reportedthat,“ notwithstanding
exertion,feverhas kept its groundin this city, and that on threedifferentoccasions
within thesetwentyyears has assumedthe form of an appallingepidemic;that its
ravageshaveextended,
whileits malignityhas greatlyincreased,the mortalityhaving
risenfromonein twentyto nearone in six; cmdIt Ma passedfrom the dwellhlgaof
thepoor to thoseof therich, and prevailed endemiceramongfamilies 4» easyand
nﬂiuentcircumstances;thatwithinthelasttwoyears musthaveaffectedat leastten
thousandof thepopulationof thecity." in 1888,onein thirtywereaffected. Here we
seetherich failingvictimsto diseaseoriginatingin theirown neglectof thepoor. A
morestrikingillustrationof themodeof operationof the naturallaws,andof the cer
taintyof thepunishment
whichis inﬂictedfor infringingthem,couldnot havebeenpre
sented.
it

The last cause of pauperism is a great convulsion which occurs

it

cation dowmvard.

requisite toward the possession of this vigor; and as this fact has not
hitherto been known—at least, has not been attended to—it seems to
me probable that society does not know
tithe of its own resources

is

enness from the classes holding rank and respectability in society, and
the same effect may be expected to follow from the extension of edu

the external world, before sound precepts can be realized in practice.
favorable state of the organs, on the condition of which men
Now,
tal strength or feebleness in this world depends,
an indispensable
a

minds, and they apply to the bottle to eke out their enjoyments.
A more extensive and scientiﬁc education is the most valuable rem
We have seen mental cultivation banish drunk
edy for these evils.

themselves to insure correct conduct

The higher faculties of the mind must be brought into a state of suﬁ
cient vigor to be able practically to resist not only the internal solic
itations of the animal propensities, but the temptations presented by

‘
I

no intellectual

if

him a vivid experience, for the
is in quest. For the sake of this
resorted to, instead of the natural
at once to render us happy and to

PHRENOLOGICAL

to bear the burden, and to double
but least able, to support it.*

it

these classes, bestow more charity, in proportion to their incomes, than
the very wealthy.
To' trust to voluntary contributions, therefore,
would be to exempt thousands who are most able but least willing
on those who are most willing,
is

The correctness of this observation
supported by the following
extract from a Report by the Committee of Contributors to the Royal
Inﬁrmary of Edinburgh, presented to the general meeting held on 5th
January, 1845: “This state of matters has induced us to look with

I

a

is

It

it

policy for both the public and the poor, am humbly of opinion that
the community,
they were alive to their own interests, as well as
to their duty, would supply the pecuniary means for laying the axe to
the root of the tree, and by a rational education and elevation of the
physical and mental condition of the lower classes of society, would
bring pauperism to
close, or, at all events, diminish its present
gantic and increasing dimensions.*
Here the regret always occurs,
that our senseless wars should have wasted so much capital that we
gi

is

It

generally be in the inverse ratio of each other. This inference, unfor
also supported by facts.
has frequently been remarked
tunately,
that the humbler classes of society, and also the poorer members of

imperfect development of brain, habits of intoxication,
ignorance, and commercial ﬂuctuations, efﬁcient means must be used
can either cease or be effectually
to remove these causes before
diminished; and as the removal of them would in the end be the best
perament,

must provide twenty-seven millions of pounds sterling annually to pay
the interest of it; a sum which, but for these wars, might have been
thou
applied to the moral advancement of society, and have carried
a

the selﬁsh feelings, with intellect and prudence predominate, will pos
sess most wealth; and yet this very combination of faculties will
render them least willing to bestow. Their wealth and benevolence will

nance of the indigent as at present to a great extent wasted, in conse
quence of no efﬁcient measures being adopted by society to check
to a low tem
am correct in ascribing
pauperism at its roots. If

I

it

is

their dispositions to act charitably are as widely different.
Not only
the pur
so, but as the leading principle of our present social system
may be stated as a general rule (allowance
suit of self-interest,
being always made for individual exceptions), that those in whom

induce us all to discharge this duty voluntarily, we should be com
pelled to do so by law.
On another point
am disposed to carry our social duties farther
than
generally done. Iregard the money applied to the mainte

it

feelings differ very widely in relative size in different individuals, and
experience supports the conclusion which we draw from this fact, that

In a sound social system this
to any one of these objects.
should not be the case.
a social duty incumbent on us all to
alleviate the calamities of our unfortunate, and even of our guilty
brethren; and until our moral principles shall be so quickened as to

farthing

I

discover by observation that the organs of the benevolent and selﬁsh

them all, and most of whom subscribe to several, while the remaining
twenty or thirty thousand of the adult population of the city and sub
part of the burden, never contribute a
urbs, who are able to bear

I

done—by legal assessment, or by voluntary contributions?
Phrenol
ogy enables us to answer this question also. The willingness of any
individual to bestow charity depends not exclusively on the quantity
of wealth which he possesses, but likewise on the strength of the
benevolent principles in relation to the selﬁsh in his mind.
Now, we

have been told that these, and all
Asylum, and the Royal Infirmary.
the other charitable institutions of Edinburgh, are sustained by about
ﬁfteen hundred benevolent individuals, many of whom subscribe to

if

it,

by sound knowledge, toward the accomplishment of this end.
Holding
then, to be clearly both the duty and the interest of so
ciety to provide for the poor, the next question is, How should this be

ﬂhn

a

whole nervous system and to increase the vigor of the higher powers
Society at large should bend its best energies, directed

of the mind.
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of Leith

accomplished, and pay them with a hearty good-will,
would all return to ourselves in social blessings.

it
is
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[CONTINUED

it
is

that the contributions are under 663,000. When
recollected that
the object of the institution
to provide a comfortable abode, the best
medical skill, the purest medicines, and the most experienced nurses

PERPETUAL MOTION.

is

is

it

;

it

must move forever, or
motion,
parts. The idea necessitates a
im
in some way upon itself;

certain quantity of motion from
piece to piece through the circuit, or such accumulation at one point
as shall overcome the resistance at another, so that an undiminished
force returns always upon the ﬁrst piece (prime mover)—the ma
chine thus to impel itself, and,
possible, perform, over and

above this, some useful Work. This problem, worked upon through
century past,
2,000 years, and never more faithfully than within
yet without one instance of well-attested success, has, aside from
its demonstrated impossibility,

deservedly

attained

to a “bad

emi

,

is

it,

I

I

'

ProfessorAlison has arrived at thesameconclusionsby meansof practicalobser
vation. He says: “In followingoutthisinquiry (into theconditionof thepoor), have
long sinceformed,and do not scrupieto express,an opinionwhich cannotexpectto
bein the first instanceeitherwell receivedor generallycreditedin this country,viz.,
thatthehigherranksin Scotlanddo muchless(and what theydo,lesssystematically,
and thereforeless edectnally)for the reliefof povertyand of sufferingsresultingfrom
than thoseof any other countryin Europe which really well regulated." And
min n M“, respectablecitizens(of Edinburgh)never appearamongthesuscribcrs
to anypublic charity,at the sametimethat theysteadilywithstandall solicitation:for
privateaims,and thusreducethepracticeof this Christianduty(charity)to the utmost
of thePoor in Scotland,pp. 11and28.
possibleslmplicity."—on "to Management

aid from an exterior source or

cause; and hence, such that, once in
until destroyed by the wear of its
circle or circuit of parts, returning
plies the uninterrupted transfer of a

it

it

are voluntary societies for supporting the destitute
House of Refuge, the Deaf and Dumb Institution, the Blind
There

tinually restored or renewed, without

a

sick,

:1

forms.

i

is

be applicable to many cities besides Edinburgh, and they lead to the
conclusion that while the present principles of social action prevail,
compulsory assessment
indispensable, and am inclined to carry
the length of assessing for the maintenance of the poor in all their

term the primary meaning of which
MOTION
in such sense applicable to actual
enough, and which
phenomena, as the planetary movements but one that has been wrest
ed from this, its proper use, to name any imaginary mechanism, such
motion shall be con
that within itself the power required to give
PERPETUAL

obvious

if

there must either be some misapprehension as to the institution, or a
callousness to charity which we are unwilling to impute.”
Iselect these examples of local charity becauseI believe them to

BY LEVI REUBEN, M1).

is

to relieve the bodily sufferings of the poorer classes of society; and
when we consider the deep interest which those in more fortunate cir
cumstances have that the progress of disease should be arrested (inde
pendent of higher consideration), we can not resist the conclusion that

because they

is
a

is

26,000, and the inhabited houses 4,600—making (exclusive
of Portobello, Musselburgh, etc.) a total population of about 160,000,
and 27,000 inhabited houses,
surprising, and much to be lament
ed, that the subscription contributors above 5s. are under 1,800, and

I

sand blessings in its train.
If our moral sentiments were once ren
dered as active as our propensities have been, and fear still are, we
should devote our public assessments to beneﬁcial social objects,
render them liberal in proportion to the magnitude of the work to be

is

anxiety to the revenue, and more especially to that part of the ﬂue
tuating branch arising from the subscription, contributions, and church
collections; and when we consider that the population of Edinburgh
133,000, and the inhabited houses 22,500, and that the population

is

'

W

in thetext has,to someextent,been
It gratifyingto observethatthe suggestion
of England. Seetheirad
recentlycarriedinto effectby the Poor-LawCommissioners
“
mirablereport On theTraining of PauperChildren.” 1841.

%@

from which

a less wheel shall

be

a

kept constantly working;
piston-rod, rising
and falling with the expansions and contrac
tions, due to natural changes of temperature,
of a body of oil conﬁned in a bulb and tube,
and on the surface of which the piston rests,
may be caused, by means of a ratchet on the
upper end of the rod, with interposed delicate

it

is

that the power taking effect in useful work
always the whole power applied, less this
sum-total of resistances.
If this be true of

all machines moved by exterior power,
must
power acting within,
One
upon some one of the pieces of a circuit.
set of pieces of mechanism
just as inert as

be true of all moved by

the other.

true through the whole of an

ordinary machine or circular arrangement,
must be (for any given time) equally true of
each piece and connection in the one or the
other.

Everywhere, at every point and trans
fer, action and reaction are equal; and for the

is

is

4,

perhaps multiplied to some extent, a successive
accumulation of momentum within the parts
may be secured, affording the desired surplus
for neutralizing
work.

resistances

At ﬁrst utterance,
plausible
complex,

this

and performing
seems the

most

case, but only because, being more
not so easily analyzed; accord

in this direction that the larger
ingly,
*number of speculators have been led astray.
But when we apply to this case the law of

virtual velocities, viz.

that what

gained in

the magnitude of effect of a given power
always and necessarily lost in time, and vice

is

;

3,
it

the whole power applied
ﬁrst of all con
sumed to an amount exactly equal to the sum
of all the resistances within the machine and

that may be imparted or attained, thus surely
state of rest. But,
the
supposition still remains that, by some artful
disposition and combination of contrivances,
tending back to

versa,

seen that in this case also the total

momentum, or the quantity of action, during
any certain period, in an arrangement return
ing upon itself, must be equal in all the parts.
only
The accumulation from piece to piece
not understood.
fancied, because the case
A man can not press a nail into board; but
truly a sledge-hammer, he
letting down on
because a
drives
home at a blow; this
is

is

machines, impelled by motors from
without, as the momentum of water or wind,
weight or strength, of animals, steam, etc.,

it

reservoir

a

is

is

it

whole power
can receive,
simply impos
sible and absurd.
Again, take other cases;
the tides never rest; a large tide-wheel may
be made, while the tide
strongest, to ﬁll

ordinary

;

to be done; and this being true, the
supposition that the whole work of a machine
shall far exceed, or in the least exceed, the
is

work

the required surplus of power may arise. But
an admitted and universal fact that, in

it

pieces, interposed between the point on which
a motor acts and the material on which its

transmitted by the piece shall be greater than
that impressed upon or imparted to
from
preceding pieces in the circuit, so that thus

is

is

and meanwhile do some use
quired to run
ful work besides. Now, any machinery
only a connected series of inert and inactive

place (in some piece or connection)
within the machinery, the force generated or

is

it,

ingenious mechanic still busies himself with
that shall pump
projecting a water-wheel
back, to the top of the fall, all the water re

some

a

wheels, we secure from the running streams
But the over
perpetual power and work.

against the resistance, or suffering conversion
into heat. Or,
must be imagined that at

If

;

its transfer, fall in rain, and return in rivers,
will continue and by renewing our water

doing parts of the impelling force are continu
ally subtracted, being consumed in acting

is

!

a

with needful power, and then yield
surplus
with which to grind, saw, plane, etc.
While
the ocean, the land-slopes, and the requisite
heat exist, the round of evaporation, cloud and

no friction, and set turning in an exhausted
But the nature
receiver, could move forever.
of matter and force forbidaany such case the
parts in contact must rub and wear, and in so

it

is

is

it

;

it

ignorantly, he expects to devise such a ma
shall ﬁrst feed itself
chine, in such way that

and all other resistances which might retard

is

the movement of the parts; but practically,
this
A wheel on pivots, having
impossible.

a

in no case a machine
“perpetual motion,”
expected to go forever
one that, however
Well made, must wear out by the grating and
jar of its parts; and inconsistently, because

bodies that must be used,
will be seen that,
series of parts returning upon itself, these
causes must, in time, very sensibly, and in
most instances rapidly, reduce any movement
in

is

terior cause of the motion; but this, by the
nature of the present question,
excluded.
2. There must be total annihilation of friction

which absolute pliability or hardness
desir
able, and adhesion of parts and of air, are in
the very nature and circumstances of the

accumulated action
expended al
most at a point (the head of the nail) and
within an instant of time. So, a man’s effort
readily accumulates in
ﬁy-whcel the force
gradually

is

ﬁnd instances of true perpetual motion, but to
ﬁnd any power adequate to arrest such motion.
But what the imaginative mechanist seeks as a

is

worn out, there are only ﬁve methods or con
ditions supposable.
1. There must be an ex

is,

lief that every particle of matter in the uni
verse is in incessant motion through space.
The grand difﬁculty, in the outset,
not to

But, remembering that some friction, resist
ance of air, rigidity or softness of parts in

it

do the work of continually propelling it. To
devise any machine, moving perpetually until

lighter at the same moment; or, to ﬁnd a
body heavier than itself; or, what amounts to
the same, to ﬁnd a force greater than itself.

is

momentum due to inertia, or to gravity, or the
direct action of attractive or repulsive forces,
as those of magnetic poles, can be made,
wholly within the parts of the mechanism, to

a

school-boy’s club, must move off with undi
minished speed in a right line, and forever,
In truth, observation thus far leads to the be

without, in form of gravity, momentum, heat,
elasticity, or, ﬁnally, food. The only admis
sible cases, then, must be those in which the

a

movements, once imparted, saVe by action of
some opposing force from without.
By the
same law, gravity and our atmosphere being
removed, every ball or pebble propelled by a

the effective action can be greater than at
others at the same time. M. de la Hire long
since demonstrated that, in this aspect, the
problem of a perpetual motion amounts to
this: To ﬁnd a body that
both heavier and

:

perpetual motion sought, because in them the
moving force
continually
supplied from

it

being 0, or inﬁnitesimally small, no percep
tible retardation takes place. By the ﬁrst law
of motion, they can not cease from these

a

the heart’s incessant pulsation through eighty
or more years. But none of these afford the

is it
is

santly, both in the way of rotation and of trans
and the resistance they encounter
lation;

wise, felt less and less strain from the ends
toward the middle; the seeker of a perpetual
motion, equally ignorant of mechanical law,
thinks that at some one connection in a circuit

a

may oscillate until worn out; and in muscular
action, we have the not uncommon instance of

is

ments can not be claimed as furnishing or
solving the so-called perpetual motion?
The
earth and other planetary bodies move inces

impinging or urging body must always lose
what that impinged upon or pushed gains.
The earlier engineers, in their ignorance,
thought
chain, rope, or beam, pulled length

it

yond a few instances for illustration, would be
in like degree impertinent.
First, what move

like effect
tion to awhecl or crank; and
may be secured by the expansions and contrac
tions of a long metallic rod ﬁxed at one end,
and with a ratchet on the other.
pendu
lum duly suspended, and aided by a spring,‘

substantial reason that only by means of so
much reaction can we get any action at all.
Nil Jat quad non habct; the generated force
never can exceed the communicated force; the

it
is

wheels, combinations, engines to which these
attempts—always in the nature of things ab
surd—have given birth; but the details, be

machinery for changing direction of movement
and multiplying velocity, to give a continuous
and very considerable movement in one direc

75

it

In
the history of mechanics.
have been the plans, devices,

a

in

terminable

A

nence”
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required, on coupling instantly the appropriate
parts, to punch a metallic plate. But, in 1860,
a supposed inventor constructed an arrange
ment of an oblique bar having a heavy ball
on the end, which

one person could readily

if?»

guide and propel about a vertical axis until
much force was accumulated, when, instantly

M
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WAY,

the thousands who still embark in this pur
suit.
A machine
described by S’Grave

propel a railway car by the

in the course of the revival of the search for

sande, 1774, named, from its inventor, Orf
fyreus’ Wheel, and claimed by the latter as a
motion
externally there was
“perpetual

a perpetual motion, in the seventeenth cen
tury; and it is copied by Mr. Dircks in his

seen only
wheel, or rather drum, 1?. feet in
diameter and 14 inches in breadth, very light,

;”

forthwith

a

would

is

coupling the axis with some very heavy body,
this was moved. The enthusiastic contriver

lacy of asupposed gain of moving force at some
point or points in a circuit of actions is afforded
in the arrangement shown in Fig. l. The cut
represents one among the earlier devices arising

recent book on the subject, from Bishop
Wilkins’ “Mathematical Magick” (in two
books, 5th ed., 1707). An inclined shaft or
cylinder, A B, has cut in it a helical cavity
M—
or Archimedes’ screw, as shown at
its lower extremity being supposed to dip
into the water of the reservoir, CD. About

L

the cylinder
H',

I,

and

are ﬁxed three water-wheels,
and the water raised at a

K;

great mechanical
clined

advantage within

is to be discharged

screw

the in
at top,

and so to fall successively into the vessels,
E, F, G, and the reservoir, acting with
considerable
water-wheels.

power in its course, on the
The good bishop, when he

had fairly thought out this device, was in
clined to cry out “Eureka!”
Having ex
perimented, he thus gives us his results.
“Upon trial and experience, I ﬁnd it [this

any considerable

stream in

the fall.

2.

will not be

This stream, though multiplied,

of force enough to turn about the screw.”
That
the water rises slowly and with in

petual motion ; and a gentleman of Wall Street,
more learned in civil than in mechanical law,
squandered on so absurd an arrangement nearly
$2,000, before being advised of its necessary

chanical

Indeed, in many circuitous arrange
ments, there may be at certain points a pos
sibility of gain of power which is only for
bidden by the completion of the circuit of
movements, and the necessary equalization of
failure.

reactions through this means; and the con
triver, seeing this possible gain, fails to see as

is,

power of one man upon his bar and ball, mis
taking a momentary for a permanent result,
and believing he had achieved at last the per

it

falls quickly, and its blow
termissions;
brief and ineffectual.
5. Finally, may not

some succession of magneto-electric with me
or with

electro-magnetic

apparatus
the de

plain

mechanical

years ago this
ipated;

A few

but the recent establishment

of

or quantity of motion,
a, with
given
'mechanical
effect, and vice versa; so
that, ﬁnding as we now may the value

compounded again, and the supposed gain is
So there are other ways of re
neutralized.
claiming or accumulating moving force at a

of each force in terms of the other, we
shall discover that the law of equality of
action and reaction
to be extended

point or for a moment, as when weights are
made successively to drag or fall upon some
part; but either the reaction is immediate, or

from the mechanical

A very good illustration of the fal

chamber of the Landgrave of Hesse, and closed
with his seal, moving for two months.
At

have been antic

be resolved into two components acting at an
gles with this line, there follows, so far, an
absolute increase of the total impelling force ;
but in the circuit the resolved force must be

derstood.

the law

law forbids?

might

If at any
clearly the inevitable general law.
part a force or motion along a certain line can

of

a

is

1'.

must correspond with a given impulsion

to all the agencies

or forces of nature

;

and the ignis fatuus
of the fanciful or ingenious mind (suﬂ'er
ing for lack of education or of sound
is

judgment)
placed just as far beyond
reach as before. In fact, by the broad
est generalization, the impossibility
of a
self-impelled machine becomes a sure axiom
is

of science; and
one a knowledge of
which would save, even now, time, talents,
money, peace of mind, and often sanity, to

it

tion and work; so that own continued accu
mulation through an inﬁnite number of parts
could not sufﬁce for perpetual motion, as un.

erated speed till
reached twenty-ﬁve or
twenty-six revolutions a minute, and at this
rate continued to turn—in one instance, in a

supply the means of obtaining
sired surplus of moving power, and thus
accomplish by electrical stratagem what

equivalency, in mechanical
units, of all forms of force, leads us to see
that a given action of magnetic force

in the circle of actions it is brought to bear at
some other point, as in elevating the weights,
In no case is there
and there is no real gain.
a residue of gain to meet the expense of fric

2.

relates that this wheel, receiving a slight im
pulse in either direction, moved with accel

Fro. 3.
the end of this time

it

1.

is

FIG.

FIG.

thin deal boards, and the
whole covered with waxed cloth, its horizon
tal axis resting in supports.
S’Gravesande

constructed with

it

machine] altogether insufﬁcient for any such
purpose, and that for these two reasons:
1. The water that ascends will not make

was stopped to prevent

wear; and though the prince attested that there
was no fraud in its construction, S’Gravesande
examined the whole carefully, still detecting
no communication.

M

The maker, however, in
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descent intoasluice,
then to be fed along
and returned up the

apt greatly to covet. A very common attempt
has been to construct a wheel, a cylinder, or
an endless belt passing vertically about two

inclined plane of an
Archimedes,
screw,

plus of downward pressure shall be obtained
to keep up the motion.
Now, a simple dia
gram and calculation will show, in such cases,
that while the leverage of each weight going
down is greater, the number of the weights
actually being lifted at any one time is also
the greater; and as, besides this, the inertia
and concussion of the weights, and the friction
they cause, has continually to be overcome,

all such contrivances stand hopelessly still,
with an unliquidated balance of resistance to
be overcome against them. The necessity that
a greater number of the weights shall continu
ally be acting against the movement, or on the
side of such an arrangement expected to be
ascending, is shown in the plans presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. The wheel with curved sup
porting partitions and incloscd balls, Fig. 2,
may be taken as a type of its class; and many
mechanics may recognize it as an old acquaint
ance, or at least, a near relative of one ! That
in Fig. 3 is a highly complicated
attempt in the same direction—a device for
which a patent was asked in England by Geo.
Linton, of Middlesex, 1821. The operation of
this wheel is too obvious to require minute
shown

but it may be remarked that
description;
besides the increased downward pressure to be
of the jointed levers,
A, B, etc., each leVer was to receive, at h, a
weight—this to be carried around and up to
gained by the unrolling

a height a little above the axis, then deposited
in a grooved trough, and by mere gravity to
roll back toward h, again in its turn 'to make
The failure of so elaborate a
the like circuit.
contrivance should certainly lead the inventor
to taboo its

class

altogether.

One inventor

let ﬁfteen feet of an endless chain,
coiled round a vertical cylinder moving on
would

polished steel pivots, weigh down against ten
feet of straight chain ascending on the other
side; but, spite of his almost frictionless
shaft and pulleys, by the laws of resolution
and composition of force, the excess of weight
of parts of his chain-coils on opposite sides of
the shaft balance each other; and the interaction of impulses throughout his circuit results, as it necessarily must, in a perpetual
Another would let
rest, due to equilibrium.
.
.
op su ccoss we ly 1n to pockets m
heav y balls d1"
the Periphery of 5 Wheel, W the descending

;%

is more complex, but
the result
similar.

At one agency for
patents in this coun
try, it is stated that
about ﬁfteen appli
cations occur yearly
for patents upon pro- .
fessed perpetual mo

.ﬂ

but consider
ing the many agen
cies in operation, and

a
.1
'

_

‘

tions;

I 4"

the fact, known to
most mechanics. that
a movement of this
sort fails of being
patentable
because
the application must

PORTRAIT

be accompaniedwith
a working model, it

OF

safe to conclude that throughout the
country there are every year many hundreds
of these abortive machines in course of plan

4

(“PARSON”)

ning or of trial.
Much interest was recently
excited in such a machine, said to have been
invented by Mr. J. G. Hendrickson, of New
Jersey; but with an ofﬁcial denial of the
assertion that a working model had been in
the U. S. Patent Ofﬁce, and had been operated
there, this report also fails to the ground.
The examples occasionally put on exhibi
tion are, of course, but so many ingenious
tricks.
The latest marvel announced is
a

winding

secured

tained

self-winding
at

'
)

z
1

clock:

intervals

from expansion
metallic bar?

is not the
by force ob

and contraction

of a

Finally, perpetual motion, as commonly
understood, is found to be simply a name for
an impossibility, and, besides, a name that
is ill chosen.
For much curious historical information on
this subject, the reader is referred to the
h
or’ seven for self'
‘IPE_RPETUU“I MOwLE;
“(119th
L'10t1v°_power’durmg “To Inh’ 18"“
Gentunes’” by Henry Ducks! C' E'3 London,

1861*

. By ",8 kind Damiano“ or the mm," of Apple,
ton‘l New Americln Cyclopsdllylhisﬂrllclﬂwillbe found
we mbra'ce
In themalethesubstance
0!theshorterarticle
preparedfor ml, work on n“
6 "mm, and by the
samewriter.

BROWNLOW.

W. G. BROWNLO W.

is

that of

-

EVERYBODY in this country has, at least,
heard of the notorious Parson Brownlow, for
many years editor of the Knoxville
(Tenn)

Whig, and a Presbyterian clergyman in that

State.

There
not in the United States,
probably not on earth, another specimen of
the genus homo which may be called his fel
His organization
most
low, or parallel.
marked. His features, as may be observed
by the portrait, are full of angles and ridges,
and drawn into stern muscular positions, as

if

ascending half, so as in effect to weigh more
in moving down and less while lifted, a sur

and momentum of
the fallingbans upon
the wheel; the case

is

and then falling
descending half-revolution,
closer to the axis, or rolling inward in the

worked by the excess
of power afforded by
the continued weight

4.,

so that

./f

by weights thrown out on
arms, or rolling out in inclined grooves in the

rollers,

.

philosopher—the

being one, we may remark, that the
possessors of like marvels in our own day are

I;

the

ordeal

,2?
4:? II
I.
a .4". ,.
,z-I/£61,

of

side, being delivered
at the lowest point of

.'I

curiosity

77
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censed at this scrutiny, broke up the wheel
charging its destruction to the im-

forthwith,
pertinent

*§§
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his mind were wrought up to positive deci
sions, and his feelings wound up to a high
His features also indicate perfect self
pitch.
possession and independence of mind.
His phrenology shows uncommon energy,
courage, determination, pride, force, and will
power, arising from very large Combative
Firmness, and an excitable
also indicates great prac
temperament.
tical common sense, a ready, quick, clear, and
very distinct mind—one that is well versed in
ness, Self-Esteem,

It

_

1861.]

practical subjects, and capable of gathering
knowledge rapidly from experience and all
His forehead, also, indi
available sources.
cates good memory, great power of illustration
and judgment of character, together with an
uncommon power of language, ability to put
4
‘
which
his strong angular thoughts into words,
are full of force and characteristic of the subject

AMERICAN
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His temperament and whole organ
in hand.
ization indicate strength rather than ﬁneness,
which, joined to very great strength, hardi
hood, and endurance, gives to his thoughts
and feelings the quality of roughness, bold
He can
ness, positiveness, and sharpness.
not say anything in a tame, pliant, smooth,
plausible way—is bold and audacious in the
style of his comparisons and in his in-vective;
in word and action he is original, copies no
body, and could hardly do it if he would.
He is a man of kindly sympathies, and were

it not for his irascible spirit, his love for con
test, and desire to annihilate his opponents, or
the subject against which he speaks or writes,
he would have an entirely different reputation
from that which he now has. In the social
circle, among his personal friends, he is doubt—
less cordial, kind, obliging, sympathetic, gener
ous, and magnanimous, but he is a hearty hater.
Not long since, when his voice temporarily fail

=<Qrs
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ments of all Western men who have any pre
tension to culture; but we believe him to be

the greatest infantile mortality.
It is with
those who are well-housed and have a plenty

frank, and a scorner of lies and by
pocrisy, with an intensity which is really re
freshing in these days of double-dealing.
In January last he replied in his paper to

of food and raiment and culture.

some inquiries
respecting his antecedents,
“ I was born and raised in
birthplace, etc.:
Wyth County, Va., and my parents were both
I have lived in
natives of the same State.

plainly-fed

just,

East Tennessee for thirty years, and although
am now fifty-ﬁve years of age, I walk erect,
have but few gray hairs, and look to be

I

younger than many persons of forty years.”
On the subject of Union and Secession, the
plucky person, in reply to threats of hanging
for his
trong, outspoken sentiments, dis
courses as follows :
am for my country, and on the side of

“I

Government, and in every con
test, either at sea or on land, I shall rejoice in
the triumph of the government troops, ﬁght
the General

True, among
the poor there are many deaths from contagious
diseases, and occasionally an instance of wast
ing decay;

but the ragged, bare-footed, and
laborer’s child is more often ruddy,

rollicking, hearty, and healthy than the Well
cared-for child of the opulent.
No doubt ex
tra warm rooms and too little out-of-door ex
ercise sends many a child to the grave.
Can
dies, rich food, irritating condiments, and this
everlasting nibbling between meals of cakes
and delicacies, tend to impair the young stom
ach and debilitatc the nervous system and pro
duce early deathf but we believe the prime
destroyer of the children of to-day is TOBACCO,
ﬂanked on either hand by its coadjutors, tea
and coffee, and in many instances supple
mented with that scourge of scourges, alco
holic drink.
Boys smoke and chew tobacco.

school, and has lost none of his constitutional
hatred of the Democratic party; and living in
Tennessee, he takes the pro-slavery side of

They think
Thus, in the years of
growth, they shatter their nervous systems,
denounce Secessionism, and war against the
derange their digestive and circulatory ap
storms of fanaticism at the North, and the as
paratus, and fail to develop into that brawny,
saults of demagogues and traitors at the South, ‘ robust manhood which nature intended in
In all candor,
though their number is legion.
their organization.
They become pale, sal
I believe that in a Southern Confederacy the 1 low, lank in cheek and lank in abdomen,

that question; hence he classes Abolitionists
and Locofocos in the same category, and utters
his anathemas and makes faces at the two at

hung.

the charge of hypocrisy; at least, he is an
open, square-spoken man, has no disguises, is
not afraid to be unpopular, and dares to utter
what he believes, regardless of how it may
take; and it is sometimes thought his vanity
has a sphere of action in being odd, peculiar,
In other words,
eccentric, and audacious.
that he takes pride in doing things as other
people do not, in saying bolder, stauncher,
rougher, ﬁercer things than anybody else,
His
lay or clerical, dare to utter.
statements border on profanity and sacrilege,
and no man would dream of his being a par
either

son to read his ordinary_editorials and letters.
On a late visit to Washington, he remarked
that, when

he got away from “that den of

thieves,” he breathed freer; and, while there,
it is related of him that he was accosted on
the street by a beggar for alms, when he step
ped into a store and wrote an order on the
President for any small sum he might choose
to give, and in consideration he proposed to
relinquish all his claims to any portion of
public patronage.
In 1857 he visited Montgomery, Ala., and
delivered an address, and his friends gave him
a dinner, at which they pressed him to take
‘No, gentlemen, it is
wine, when he replied,
as much as I can do to manage myself with
out drinking.”
is a man of talent, but is one
of the boldest and most rugged in his state
The

Parson

But, come what may, -through weal or
woe, in peace or war, no earthly power shall
keep me from denouncing the enemies of my
country, until my tongue and pen are para
lyzed in death !”
Parson Brownlow

is a character not afraid

to speak his mind; and what is more, is not
afraid of being unpopular on account of what
he believes to be the truth.
He has back
bone, courage, pluck, stamina, in contradis
tinction to the too common spirit of expediency
and smooth-faced gentleness, which leaves
truth and the Master to the mercy of enemies.

._.

SHORT GRAVES.
erldo

so many children

die?

Why are

our cemeteries ﬁlled with short graves ? Why
do more than half of the children born never
reach the age of manhood ?

Is it because God

has not made man as wisely or as well
made the ox or the dog?

as He

Who would think

of raising cattle or horses if ﬁve out of every
ten died before being old enough to come to
the yoke or the harness !
There must be some great mistake in the
original organization of man, or else some
egregious errors in the habits and training of
the human race.
There are several reasons for these early
deaths, for this want of stamina in the human
And let it be remarked, that it
constitution.
is not among the poor and ignorant, the hard
working and plain-living class, where we find

?

No man can lay to his door

weak in the back and weak in the head, fret
ful, ﬁdgety, nervous, and not more than half
Many boys of seventeen, when
developed.
we advise them not to smoke, tell us they can
not possibly leave off smoking.
They must
either chew or smoke; and they reveal to us
the amount of their indulgence in this respect,
which is really alarming.
Ten, twelve cigars
a day is nothing uncommon; an amount, in
deed, every day sufﬁcient to kill three men
who were not previously accustomed to the
vile weed. These boys do not attain to their
normal growth by an inch and a half in height,
and twenty-ﬁve to ﬁfty pounds in weight, and
are lean, scrawny, nervous, half-built wrecks.
They marry the daughters, perhaps, of men
of similar habits, and these daughters, housed
up in ladyhood without exercise, accustomed
to strong coffee and tea, they are about as
nervous, and nearly as much debilitated, as
their tobacco-smoking bridegrooms.
They
have children born to them; and from such
can
be
children
?
healthy
expected
' parents
It is said that the Fejee cannibals have be
come wiser than to kill tobacco-users for the
purpose of food; for they ﬁnd it impossible to
eat them, so saturated have they become with
the poisonous drug!
If a cannibal will not
eat a tobacco-user, is it not fair to suppose
that children will inherit the nervous condi
tion and debilitated state of a parent so satu
rated ?
Many a mother nurses her child after hav
ing drank two or three cups of strong coffee,
and that child from birth
to speak bluntly,
drunk on coffee till, from enlargement of brain
hurried off to tiny grave.
or brain fever,
The use of tobacco produces, on nearly all
more or less disease of the throat.
who use
Who shall say that the prevailing epidemic,
Our
Diptheria, was not born of tobacco
> young men must quit tobacco, or the race
will be ruined.
a

the same time.

freedom of speech and of the press will be de
nied, and for the exercise of them I will be

and smart.

is,

the Parson

it manly

it
is

It should be remembered that
is an intense Whig of the old

Locofocos.”

ing under the stars and stripes. Should Ten
nessee go out of the Union, I shall continue to

it,

ed him, he remarked, “that he would spend the
balance of his life, when unable to speak or
write, in making faces'at Abolitionists and

I

by the way-side, but bring forth fruits of kindness, peace, and love in
the appointed season)":
forbear suggesting any particular plan by which the objects now

I

detailed may be accomplished; because no plan can become practical
until the public mind be instructed in the principles, and convinced
am new teaching: and whenever
of the truth of the doctrines, which
they shall be so convinced, they will devise plans for themselves with
greater facility and success than we can pretend to do, who
live only in the dawn of the brighter day. ,
advert, relates to the treatment of
The next social duty to which
criminals, or of those individuals who commit offenses against the
The present
persons or property of the members of the community.

I

inﬁnitely

is

to leave every man to the freedom of his own will, until
have committed an offense; in other words, until he
shall have seriously injured his neighbor; and then to employ, at the
public expense, oﬁcers of justice to detect him, witnesses to prove his

is

It

crime, a jury to convict him, judges to condemn him, jailers to im
prison, or executioners to put him to death, according as the law
will be observed that in all this proceeding
shall have decreed.
no inquiry into the causes which led to the crime, into the
there
remedies for crime, or into the effects of the treatment on the offender

it

is,

a

if

ip

animal passions are relatively moderate.
The third class
intermediate between these two.
They have the
organs of the propensities, of the moral sentiments, and of the intel
lectual faculties nearly in
state of equilibrium.
They have strong
passions, but they have also strong powers of moral
emotion, and of intellectual perception.

and religious

Fortunately, the lowest class of minds
not numerous.
The high
est class appears to me to abound extensively; while the middle class
also numerous.
The middle and the highest class are at least as
twenty to one in comparison with the lowest.
am aware that many of my present audience, who have not
attended to Phrcnology, may regard these, not as facts, but as danger
ous fancies and groundless speculations.
To such persons can only

a

it

if

abounded most where punishment, especially severe punishment, has
to improvethe
The seriouseffortsnow making by the SanitaryCommissioners
of criminals; by
healthoflarge towns; by theprisonboardsto improvethetreatment
andpublicomccrsto providehousesof refugeandreclamationforyoung
by magistrates
to improveconvict
chambers;and by CaptainMaconochieto inducethe government
evidenceof theprogressof soundprinci
affordthe mostsatisfactory
management—ail
piestowardpracticalresultswithinthelasttenyears. 1846.

i

is

should be disregarded merely because they are unknown to those who
have never taken the trouble to observe them.
respectfully solicit
you to consider that the brain
not of human creation, but the work
manship of God, and that
a most pernicious error to regard its
functions and its inﬂuence on the mental dispositions with indifference.
beg leave here to assume that the views now presented are founded
in nature, and to apply them in elucidation of our social duties in the
treatment of criminals.

In the case of persons possessing the lowest class of brains, we are
presented with beings whose tendencies to crime are naturally very
strong, and whose powers of moral guidance and restraint are very
feeble. We permit such individuals to move at large, in a state of
society in which intoxicating liquors, calculated to excite and gratify
their animal propensities, are abundant, and easily obtained, and in
which property, the great means of procuring pleasure,
everywhere
exposed to their appropriation; we proclaim the law, that
they in
is

a

a

difﬁculty in accounting for our want
We should still, however, ﬁnd
these principles of
of success in putting an end to crime; for,
appears
criminal legislation and punitive inﬂiction be sound,
strange anomaly that crime has everywhere, and in every age,

they will take the same means that phrenologists hava
say, that
taken to discover whether these are truths in nature or not, they will
ﬁnd
as impossible to doubt of their reality as of the existence of the
sun at noon-day; and there
no rule of philosophy by which facts

W

if

if

is

if

quired skill; and from all these causes they rush to crime, as the
directest method of_enjoying pleasure.
The class of minds which forms the greatest contrast to this one
that in which the moral and intellectual organs decidedly predominate
over those of the animal propensities.
Individuals thus constituted
have naturally strong feelings of moral and religious obligation, and
vigorous intellectual
perceptions, while the solicitations of their

I

is

a

a

is

is

he infringe
a just and proper subject for punishment,
guidance, he
it. The premises and the conclusion in this last view are consistent
correct description of human
with each other, and
this were
nature, there would be no gainsaying the propriety of the practice.

"

presents itself to their own peculiar minds; they are impatient to
obtain gratiﬁcation of their passions; they feel few restraints from
conscience or religion, as to the mode of doing so; they are greatly
deﬁcient in intellectual capacity, in patience, perseverance, and ac

is is

is

a strange inconsistency between
and legal standards on the proclivity of the human
mind to evil.
The articles of our Church teach us that the human
heart
deceitful above all things and desperately wicked; while,
moral agent, that
regarded as so completely
legally, every man
he can command his will and his actions; and hence, that, when
laid down for his
clear law which his intellect can comprehend,
our theological

sic»—

beings thus constituted are placed in a dense society, in which every
man
struggling to acquire property and to advance his own fortunes,
they commence the same career; but they take the road that ﬁrst

it

the treatment of criminals.
As to the cause of crime, there

eney, in point of size, over those of the moral and intellectual faculties.
Such men feel the impulses of passion very strongly, and are internally
urged by vigorous selﬁsh desires, which vehemently crave for gratiﬁ
cation; while, on the other hand, they possess only feeble glimpses of
moral obligation, and a glimmering of intellectual perception. When

I

or on society; yet every one of these points should be clearly ascer
tained before we can judge correctly of our social duties in regard to

a former Lecture, the brain may be divided into
those of the Animal Propensities, Moral Senti
ments, and Intellectual Faculties.
In some individuals the organs of the propensities bear the ascend

if

practice
he shall

As mentioned

three great regions:

is

if

it

if
it

it,

be true, we are sow
to their graves; but,
scend, contemning
ing in young minds seeds that will grow, ﬂourish, and ripen into an
A thousand
abundant harvest of practical fruits in due season.
years are with the Lord as one day, and with society a hundred years
Let us sedulously sow
are as one day in the life of an individual.
will not perish
sound and good,
the seed, therefore, trusting that,

We need not waste time, however, in speculating on this subject, but
may come at once to facts.

is

it will be the same in regard to the application of the new philosophy
to the social improvsment of man. The present generation will de

appears incredible that, in
well-governed country like this,
where detection and punishment are almost certain to follow crime,
any man should infringe the law,
he were not urged by impulses
which obtained the mastery, for the time, over conscience and reason.

a

It was the same in regard to the circulation of the blood, and

ocean.

enables us to detect.

is

mately adopted. Galileo was imprisoned for proclaiming the ﬁrst
Fifty years elapsed before his
principles of a scientiﬁc astronomy.
opinions made any perceptible progress, but now they are taught in
schools and colleges,,and the mariner guides his ship by them on the

been most extensively administered, and that
has abated in all
countries where penal inﬂiction has become mild and merciful.
There
however, an error in this view of human nature, which Phrenology

It

supposing them to be founded in nature, ever to be carried into exe
cution, seeing that the opinions of society are strongly opposed to
All new
them ? In answer, I appeal to the experience of the world.
opinions are rejected, and their authors persecuted or ridiculed at ﬁrst;
but in all instances in which they have been true they have been ulti

79
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The question is frequently asked, How are these principles, even
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In October, l835, saw another example of the same kind in the
jail of Newcastle, in the person of an old man of seventy-three, who

is

it

was then under sentence of transportation for theft, and whose whole
He had been twice transported, and at
life had been spent in crime.
the age of seventy-three was still in the hands of justice, to suffer for
These are facts, and being facts,
his offenses against the lawflt

is
a

is

God who has ordained them. Phrenologists are no more answerable
answerable for
for them, or their consequences, than the anatomist
blindness, when he demonstrates that the cause of that malady
defect in the structure of the eye. Blame appears to me to lie with
those person who, under an infatuation of prejudice, refuse to examine
into these most important facts when they are offered to their con

l8:

c>>

a

if

<>>

a

I
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near
In October,1889, visitedthe StatePrison of Connecticut,at Weathersﬂeld,
Hartford,in presenceof theRev.Mr. Gallaudet,Principal Totten.andothergentlemen,
deﬁcient,
a
ndtheanimal
the
moralorgans
werevery
in
whosehead
man
and saw
of the prlsr-n,statedthatthismanhad
organslarge. Mr. Pllsbury,thesuperintendent
andthat
passedthirtyyearsof his life in theStatePrison,under(ourseveralsentences,
week,be againengagedin crime.
hewould,in
he hadno doubtthat, thenliberated,

is

if

it

it

it

a

it

is

is
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new philosophy dictates that the idea of punishment, considered as
mere retribution, should be discarded.
Punishment, in this sense,
arises from an
really means vengeance; and the desire for inﬂicting
erroneous conception of the structure and condition of the criminal
mind, and from the activity of our own passions, which are excited by
the injuries inﬂicted on us by the actions and outrages of this class of
to withdraw external temptation, and to supply,
persons. Our duty
the
by physical restraint, that deﬁciency of moral control which
great imperfection of their minds. We should treat them as moral
patients. They should be placed in penitentiarics, and prevented from
abusing their facultie, yet be humanely treated, and permitted to
enjoy comfort and as much liberty as they could sustain, without
injuring themselves or their fellow-men.
They should be taught
morality, knowledge, and religion, so far as their faculties enable them
and they should be trained to industry.
to learn
[weas oomnmJ
is

SUBSTITUTION or STEAM ron Anni/i1. Powan.—The

steam-engine

is

of seeing.

the causes of crime what they may, punishment has not yet been suc
cessful in removing them, and that therefore
can not, on any grounds
of reason, be maintained to be of itself sufﬁcient for this purpose. The

acknowledged to be the most important modern agent of civilization.
Much of the slavish toil endured by our forefathers in manufacturing
and agricultural

pursuits has been dispensed with by its application.
are now traversed with an ease entirely unknown
before its introduction, eﬁ'ecting intercourse with the remotest nations
See. and land

on the face of the earth.

The iron horse harnessed to our carriages,
ladened with the heaviest goods, outstrips the ﬁeetest racer, enabling
merchant and traveler to reap the beneﬁt of a mighty power with an
economy of time and money utterly unattainable by other means.
The substitution of animate for inanimate power has from facts been
proved to be easy of operation and effectual in its results, and as the
or
natural tendency of every operation in these days of progress
should be, to obtain the greatest return for the smallest proportionate
no doubt that within a few years steam will be applied
outlay, there
to most of the work now done by horses. From animal power being
evident
everywhere limited, and also expensive in its application,
that some more powerful agent, more economical in working becomes
none more
erful, useful.
necessary; and for this purpose there
cheaper, or more manageable than steam power.—Dub in Builder.
is,

remarked, that he considered him most properly treated when he was
handed over to the lunatic asylum, because, although his brain was
not diseased, the extreme deﬁciency in the moral organs rendered him
morally blind, just as the want of eyes Would render a man incapable

that
to say, that crime has gone on increasing in amount, in propor
tion as punishment has been abundantly administered; and they shut
their eyes to the conclusion which experience has established, that be

is

to the most energetic action of the animal propensities, whenever an
external cause of excitement presented itself. In him the brain, in the
region of the propensities, was enormously large, and very deﬁcient
The physician, Dr. Crawford,
in the region of the moral sentiments.

am
What, then, should be done with this class of beings? for
speaking only of a class, small in comparison with the great mass of
society. The established mode of treating them by inﬂicting punish
ment has not been successful.
Those who object to the new views,
constantly forget that the old method has been an eminent failure—

it

that he was not insane, in the usual acceptation of the term; that all
his mental organs and perceptions, so far as he possessed them, were
sound, but that he had scarcely any natural capacity of feeling or
comprehending the dictates of moral obligation, while he was subject

be sound.

it

to the lunatic asylum in Dublin, in consequence of the belief that a
life of such undeviating wickedness as he had led, could result only
for he had repeatedly undergone every species of
from insanity;
punishment, civil and military, short of death, and had also been sen
tenced to death—all without effect. Yet the physician assured me

of deﬁciency in the moral organs, are as blind to the dictates of bene
volence and justice, as the others are deaf to melody; and that
equally cruel to prescribe to them, as the law does, the practice of
moral duties, and then to punish them severely because the fail.
Yet
the conclusion that this treatment
cruel
inevitable, if the premises

is

I

I

a

real inﬂuence in determining the actions of the
cases, the brain had
Especially, wherever the moral and the intellectual
individuals.
organs were very deﬁcient, and the organs of the propensities were
found the whole life to have been devoted to crime and to
large,
saw a criminal of this description, who had been sent
nothing else.

have no perception of melody; and
will be admitted,
would be cruel to prescribe to them the task
that, on this account,
of learning to play even
simple air, under pain of being severely
But most people immediately demur when
punished if they failed.
we assure them that some human beings exist, who, in consequence
individuals

is

I

I

I

I

had repeatedly gone to jails, and requested the jailers to write down
the character and crimes of the most distinguished inmates of the
had examined their
prisons; that before seeing these descriptions,
heads, and also noted in writing the dispositions and probable crimes
inferred from the development of their brains, and that the
which
This could not have happened unless, in such
two had coincided.

hearing, the persons thus afﬂicted should not be placed in situations
in which perfect vision and hearing are necessary to enable them to
avoid doing evil; nay,
will also be granted without much difﬁculty,
that deﬁciency in the organ of Tune may be the cause why some

is

if

(a

is,

ob
apply them. On the other hand, the conviction forced on me by
servation, not only of the brain, but of the lives and histories of great
that they do not enjoy these controlling
and habitual criminals,
powers in an adequate degree to enable them successfully to resist the
temptations presented by their passions and external circumstances.
mentioned that
In treating of the foundations of moral obligation,

The question now presents itself, What mode of treatment does this
view of the natural dispositions of criminals suggest?
Every one
the optic nerve be too feeble to allow
capable of understanding that
of perfect vision, or the auditory nerve too small to permit complete

is

such men are actuated

proposition which few will dispute),
by strong animal passions
there must be an antagonist power, of some kind or other, to restrain
and guide them, before they can be led to virtue or withheld from
vice. Now, the well-constituted members of society, judging from
their own minds, assume that these individuals possess moral feelings
they choose to
and intellectual capacities adequate to this object,

sideration, and who resolutely decline to give eﬂ‘ect to them in the
treatment of criminals.

is

It

external circumstances.
appears a self-evident proposition, that

if

;

if,

in the ecstasies of their drunken excitement,
vade this property, or
they commit violence on each other, or on the other members of the
community, they shall be imprisoned, banished, or hanged, according
to the degree of their offense and in that condition of things, we leave
them to the free action of their own faculties and the inﬂuence of

[Mn,
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THE QUEEN'S MOTHER.
VERY few Americans who read, some weeks
ago, a notice of the death of the Duchess ochnl,
knew that in her England lost one whose life
has had a more important bearing upon Great
condition, and power, and happiness
as a nation, than perhaps the lives of any
dozen of her greatest men in this century.
The admirable conduct of Queen Victoria,
Britain’s

since her accession to the throne, has had an
immense share in producing the patriotic public
sentiment which animates every Briton, and
this enthusiastic love of their country and
adoration of their Queen is the moral inﬂuence
which, more than physical advantages, to-day
makes Great Britain the greatest, most power
ful, and most secure nation in the world.
Now the just deceased Duchess of Kent was
Queen Victoria‘s mother.
A German by birth, and Duchess of the
little German Principality of Leiningen by
her ﬁrst marriage, she married in 1818 the
The
almost penniless English Duke of Kent.
only child of this Union, the present beloved
Queen of England, was born the next year.
The Duke died soon after his daughter’s birth,

To pay
these, his widowed Duchess magnanimously
She might then
gave up all his property.
leaving a host of debts behind him.

have retired to her German

principality, to
liVe the empty and vain, but easy life of little
German princes.
But like a true mother, she
determined that her daughter, the heir-appar
ent to the British

throne, should be educated
in the country she was one day to rule, and
should be taught by herself.

To do this was a bitter sacriﬁce in many

the task it developed on her to perform. So
thoroughly has become the accord between the
throne and the people, so entirely has the
Queen realized the English ideal of constitu
tional sovereignty, that this generation half
believes a faultless monarch part of the natu
ral

It half forgets in its

order of things.

supreme contentment at the result, the instru
ments by whose hands that result was for so
years prepared. It is none the
for much of the internal

many long

less certain that

peace they now enjoy, Englishmen are indebted
to the royal lady whose remains will on Mon

That the Duchess of Kent

day be interred.

brought up the future Queen in every womanly
virtue and every English principle, is but one
of the services the beneﬁt of which we have

81

eldest grand-daughter, by her excellent quali
ties, gain the attachment of a neighboring ally,
and give birth to a son who will probably one
day become the sovereign of that country.”
She had her reward—and she deserved it;
for not according to the court guide only, but
according to all that was noble in her heart of
hearts, and with a most sacred sense of her
responsibility, the Duchess of Kent was the
Queen’s mother. And not only in her daugh
ter was she blessed. It reads like a romance
-—the account of her family’s prosperity since
life began. In 1818, when she,
then the widowed Regent of the little princi
pality of Leiningen,
accepted the almost
her English

felt for a generation.

penniless Duke of Kent, the house of Sam
Coburg was scarcely known in Europe, except
Its head, it is
by republican denunciations.

free nation.

true, ruled, as its heir rules still, the little
principality which gives the family its rank,
but he was not then the leader of German

It is her special praise
that she presented to England a queen worthy
to reign ovsr not only a high-principled, but a
For ﬁfteen years, through difﬁ
culties which now seem almost incredible, the
Duchess of Kent held on to her great aim to
train up a sovereign of England, and not the
chief of an English party.
The ﬁerce party
strife of those evil days, when the alteration
of the succession was gravely planned, is now
Yet it is
remembered only by the historian.
certain that the faintest swerve to the right
hand or the left, the slightest concession, more
especially to the Orange side, would often
have relieved

the

obstacles which

Duchess

must

almost insurmountable.

of

have

Kent

from

seemed to her

That the concession,

was never made, is a service for which every
Englishman does wisely to be grateful to the
memory of the dead.”

Prince Leopold had married
political opinion.
the heiress of the British Crown, but his
personal importance terminated with her death,
and he, however high in rank, was, as regards
a great pensioner.
The
politics, simply
Duchess lived to see her house strengthened
by the frank adoption of a great principle, rise
to the level of the highest families of the
world, and strike its roots broad and deep in
the European system. If the marriage lately
announced should be completed, six of her
grandfather’s descendants will have sat on
thrones, which may yet become more numer
ous. The reigning Duke of Saxe-Coburg has
gained no territory, but he is the accepted
advocate of that unity for which every German
Prince Leo
hopes and will one day strive.

She was a German, and the English
do not like Germans, or indeed foreigners of
She was poor, and her allowance
any kind.

When the young Victoria was twelve years
of age, the Duchess of Kent was unanimously
chosen, by Parliament, Regent of the country,

from Parliament was, for the education of an
heir to the throne, abeggarly pittance, £5,000.
Indeed, her income would not have sufﬁced for

in the event of the death of the King, William
lV., while Victoria was yet in her minority.

of continental

“Six years afterward,”

sovereigns.

of

of

ways.

herself
Leopold,

and daughter, had not her brother,
afterward the heroic King of the

Belgians, for many years made her a consider
able allowance
out of his own income.
Patiently, lovingly, and with a wisdom which
has called forth words of highest praise from
England’s greatest men, she trained her royal

“she

says Lord Granville,
saw that daughter, at the early age of

eighteen,

not yet arrived

at

the years of

womanhood, placed in the most difﬁcult and
responsible situation which any of her age and
sex could possibly occupy—the ruler of one of
the greatest kingdoms in the world.
In her
daughter’s

reign

she beheld

the

beneﬁcial

after rejecting the throne of Greece,
accepted that of Belgium, and became the
most popular, and one of the most inﬂuential

pold,

the Duke

Great

Britain.

A grand-daughter

is Queen of
Saxe-Coburg
A prince of the line is King

of Portugal, one Prince will be Queen of
Prussia, another, it is said, will mount the
throne of Hesse-Darmstadt, and leave the race

still rich in possible sovereigns of the future.
The house is now the only one which occupies
more than one ﬁrsvclass throne, the only one

Palmerston said recently: “ From the
earliest infancy of her majesty, the mother and

her previous education, and the
inﬂuence of those personal qualities which she
had fostered and developed. Soon after she

daughter have been perpetually together, and
their daily intercourse has been that of mutual

saw the Queen, of her own free choice, con
tract a marriage which has been of great

affection and reciprocal conﬁdence. To the
care and attention of the late Duchess of Kent
we owe in a great degree that full develop
ment which we so much admire of those great

advantage to this country, and which has led
to a degree of happiness not to be surpassed in
She saw her daughter
any sphere of life.

great advance solely by
inﬂuence, without producing one great soldier,
without adding one to the long list of con

and eminent qualities by which our sovereign
is distinguished.”
And an English journal
says: “ The very extent of the success which

times of national

reign for nearly a quarter of a century, during
glory and prosperity quite

quered peoples. The Hapsburgs, at the zenith
of their prosperity, had fewer subjects; the
Bourbons have not succeeded in acquiring so

daughter.

effects of

Lord

the Duchess

achieved in her life-work

has,
indeed, almost blinded us to the greatness of

She saw her bring up a numer
unexampled.
ous family in a manner that gives us promise
of their emulating her own private and public
She had the satisfaction of seeing her
life.

which occupies more than two thrones of any
Afew years more and a clear fouth of

kind.

the European world will be ruled by a family
which in 1818 hadfcwer subjects lhan are com
lainccl in many an English county. And they
have effected this

many
families
Coburg,

independent
who

so

Romanoff,

kingdoms.
nearly

Of the nine

divide

llapsburg,

as

Europe—

Hohenzollern,

A
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Bourbon, Bonaparte, Savoy, and Othman—
the House of Coburg alone has been steadily
It is not
and unswervingly
constitutional.
impossible

that

half a century hence half

men
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are famous

for deeds far

less
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noble

never
inspired her. Ambition
made a truly great man—and it is not the great

tional kings.

men, but the small ones—not the true women,
but the empty-headed ones—who are anxious

And while
mother sit

the descendants of this
on their

securely

royal

constitutional

thrones, shielded from harm by the willing
loyalty of their subjects, nearly every throne

ﬁrmness, and conscientiousness were traits
inherited directly from his mother.
Is any

the unextinguished rankling animosities of
the coup d’état of 1852, and suggests how little
is wanted to kindle another conﬂagration on

achievement in war, or art, or letters greater
than this of giving to the world a man whose

His exchequer is exhausted, and Magyar and
Austrian equally object to all demands made
upon them to replenish it. Were his throne
carried away on the revolutionary wave, and
his family fugitives on some hospitable shore
next week, very few of his subjects would
shed a tear, or deny themselves a pleasure on
hearing of it.
The King
and

Queen

hunted out of their capital,

of

Naples were
and besieged in

the fortress of Gaeta like wild beasts in their

lair; and when both were driven away before

famous for

ﬁrmness.

—wc discover a sovereign who has not one
The nominal
head of the
unpaid friend.
Church is throned amid foreign bayonets—
protectedfrom his subjects, not. by them—most
detested by those who have longest enjoyed the

A negative brain, on the contrary, would be
covered with a. thick growth of ﬁne shining
hair (if the scalp be healthy) lying ﬂat to the
skull, upon which the owner would be likely
to expend considerable care, it being the only
portion of the head capable of appreciating
Various combinations of these
extremes would produce varying conditions of
the hair.

improvement.

Those persons who possess a healthy, ﬁne,
physical development, carry within
themselves a good degree of vitality, upon

which

_.

OF THE

which

the mind can depend for a supply
evidently exists in robust men like
Lewis Cass and the late Daniel Webster.

BRAIN.

IN speaking of the hair that covers the hu
man brain, we would observe that each hair
is hollow, and that its color, as well as its
vitality, depends upon the glands situate at
its root. Any cause, therefore, which debili

falls

to Rome, that widow of two
center of brilliant traditions

‘

HAIR OF THE HEAD—SOPTBNING

subjects knew no bounds.

we turn

little consequence, as his pride does not run in
that direction.

strong

hair of its

If

piety,

place God may put him, he shall do a man’s
work in the world?

tates those glands

civiliza'ions—the

Wesley’s

which should animate the soul of every true
mother so to train her child that in whatsoever

the guns of Sardinia, such was the memory of
wrong doing, the enthusiasm of their

more feared than loved. His overwhelming
clouds of Cossacks are his chief protection, at
least in his Sarmatian territories.

John

deeds leave their impress upon the ago? Can
there be any object of ambition greater, nobler,
more inspiring, and more purifying than this,

their

The Emperor of Russia is compelled to
come to terms with his Polish subjects, by the
terrors of a universal insurrection.
He is

brain under it. Such hair would be difﬁcult
to keep combed down sleek, and such a result
would be, in its owner’s estimation, of very

have owed their best qualities to noble mothers.

ment, and, notwithstanding the polished dis
guise, against the Emperor himself, indicate

The Emperor of Austria scarcely keeps his
above the surging tide of revolution.

A highly positive brain would be likely to be
covered with a strong, but not always a thick,
growth of hair, generally standing on end, as
the result of the electrical condition of the

for fame and the World’s applause.
God has so ordered it that most great men
The mother of Napoleon was distinguished for
courage. The mother of Washington
was

chin

more electricity and creates more vitality and
action at the roots, as well as upon the brain.

never have

in Europe is tottering.
,
In Paris, the tirades of the corps legislatif
against all that relates to the Imperial Govern

the streets.

ﬁne, shiny hair indicates a negative condition,
and marks an eﬂ'eminate mind.
That hair which stands up on end attracts

Very true, but she had a reward far above all
fame, and she liVed a life and performed duties
to which the mere empty desire for fame could

Europe may look back to the Duchess of Kent
as the uncrowned ancestress of its constitu

necessarily

nutrition,

in which

deprives the
case it soon

out.

Baldness, or the shedding of the
hair upon the top of the head, is caused by
the laxity of ﬁber, which, again, is attributa
ble to nervous relaxation.
Hair that naturally stands up, or is made
to stand by constant combing upward, assists
in producing a healthy action of the glands;
and the head, therefore, whose hair stands up
is not so liable to become bald as that on
which the hair is constantly combed down.
The erectness of the hair is the result of a,
healthy

action

at its root, and indicates

th

a

healthy and vigorous general constitution.
\Vhy some persons sooner become bald than

But

when the physical organism is not
to the mental, which calls for more
vital electricity than the physical body can
equal

supply, the mind will seek in the surrounding
electriﬁed elements that which nature de
mands, causing the hair which covers the
internal

battery to be raised, or to stand on
end, as in the case of William H. Seward or
the late John C. Calhoun.

All sudden and .violent mental emotions act
as repellants to nervous electricity, driving it
from the centers through the capillary rami
ﬁcations.
Thus, in fright, the electrical cur
rents are driven off, and a sensation is expe
rienced in the scalp, as if the hair stood on
end. In severe cases, permanent torpor of the
nerves of the scalp, and the consequent loss of
color of the hair, has frequently been the re
sult of fright.

Vital electricity is consumed just in pro
portion to the intensity and continuance of
If the consumption should be
thought.
greater than the supply, mental imbecility

others is because, from the laxity of ﬁber, the
blessings of his reign. Were he to be cast
secreting glands sooner become feeble. Dry,
v' “‘i“ be the consequence
into the Tiber, or, as of old, to take to his ‘ harsh hair indicates a want of that
The consumption
proper,
heels, shouts of joy would rise from every
of mental electricity is as essential to deep
healthy action.
house in Rome. and his own priests would sing
thinking as water to the wheel or steam to
The condition of dry, harsh hiiir may be
the locomotive.
jubilales and Te Deum.
Therefore, ifelectricity, gal
improved by washing the head, by friction of
But Queen Victoria
love of her millions

sits entlironed in the j the scalp, or any other means by which a
constitution-loving
positive electrical condition of the scalp may
citizens: and no private sorrow of hers but is
be maintained while the individual is in gen
shared by the nation.
eral good health.

vanism, or animal magnetism were daily con
ducted, through nature’s channels, to the im
becile mind by human cﬁ'ort, suffering human
ity would receive direct aid, the softening of

And yet some misguided persons will say,
the noble lady to whom, under God, all this
happiness and prosperity is owing, was not
known by name, even, to the greater part of

the brain would be arrested, and the tenden
cies to idiocy would be mitigated.
It may be asked why the hair of the various

the

civilized world.

of

She was not famous;

as

Those persons whose hair stands up or lies
loose, are more active and efﬁcient than others,
for the reason that they have a more positive
electrical
greater

condition of the brain, as well as
kinds of animals, and the feathers upon birds,
of ﬁber; whereas smooth, i stand up when the animal is -in anger, or in

ﬁrmness

-@

l
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they kept their brains at work, and did not
suffer themselves to be shorn of their strength

exertion is essential to the pres
The
the intellectual
powers.

must not be permitted to
corrode the delicate machinery of the mind;

rust of

inactivity

and that it may be preserved in good working
order, it must be kept running, and no time be

This ac
given for the accumulation of rust.
tion can not be kept up without a motive
power, or stimulus, which is found in study,
politics, the work-shop, in any pursuit that is
followed with apurpose.
The mental calm of
an aimless life generally results in mental
With no strong incentive to ac
stagnation.
tion the powers are suffered to fall into decay;
the ﬁner sympathies are lost in the all-absorb
ing selﬁshness that is bred by idleness, and the
whole nature is deformed. It is said that in
the game of chess it is better to play with a
Whether this
poor plan than with no plan.
be true of chess or not, it is certainly true of
the game of life, which must be played with a
design, and that a wise one, or we shall be
the losers.

The old men, seen everywhere,
who have sunk into mere inanities are such,
not because their minds are worn out—for that
because their efforts have
relaxed, and their intellects have so long lain
dormant that they can not now be roused to
Humboldt wrote his “ Cosmos” when
action.
can

not be—but

past eighty; Benton ﬁnished his “Debates”
while the hand of death was upon him;
Voltaire’s best work—“lrene”—was written

is

a

is

is

is

these dreams of ignoble repose, but
discharge every duty which lies in

not as strong

cheerfully

as formerly, his present age
being about seventy years.
Causality, Com
parison, Constructiveness, and ldeality are
largely developed in his head; and the ap

pathway, and so keep in play every
power, enlarge the grasp of the mind, and ﬁt
it for a reception of the great truths which
their

will be revealed in another and higher stage

pearance of the brow and features generally,
resemble considerably your out of Zerah Col
burn in the “ Self-Instructor.”

of existence.

ARI'I'HMETICAL PRODIG’Y.
Masses.

Enrrons—I have recently visited

an old gentleman who was said to possess ex
He has no
traordinary powers of calculation.
education, and makes all his calculations in
the head, never having learned to use a pen or
For the purpose of testing his ability

pencil.
in this

direction, and making observations
upon his craniological developments, 1 asked
him to give me the number of days from
March

23, 1837, to the same time in 1861.
immediately
replied, 8,766—the exact
number.
I asked for the hours, and he re
He

plied, 210,384.
would be over

He said

that the minutes

twelve

and the
millions,
seconds not quite eight hundred millions.
The former, I believe, is 12,623,040, and the

During abrief examina
latter, 499,296,000.
tion of his head, he wrought out an example,
and at the close of my remarks stated the
The example
question and gave the answer.
was this: If a cannon-ball ﬂy at the rate of
two miles per minute, how long would it be in
of
going one hundred and eighty millions
The time he stated to be, 171 years
miles?
1 month and 13 days, which answer
believe, a little less than one day and a half
not sufﬁciently
too large; but the error
great to account for a non-observance of the
leap year, which shows that he divided by the
mixed number, 3654*.

is

common, but directly above the
ridge of the bone there
a depression. He
informs me that his power of computing

asked him to give me

ZOOLOGICAL Museum—Professor
Agassiz—
the peculiar pet of all classes of Boston society
—has just reported the condition of his new
Museum of Comparative Zoology.
He states
that his applications to leading naturalists and
museums in Europe for specimens have been
liberally answered. Many valuable collections
have already been received, and othersare on
their way to Cambridge.
The amount of
material accumulated in the museum would
make volumes, equal in scientiﬁc importance
to any published by the learned societies of the
old world.
During the past year no less than
91,000 specimens, represen‘ting 10,884 species,
have been added to the museum, and this
number
probably to be increased when the
packages only partially examined shall have
received the proper attention.
This
cer
tainly
great result, the importance of which,
says the Professor, may be appreciated when
stated that, less than acentury ago, when
Linnaeus published the twelfth edition of his
“ Systema
the whole number of
Nature,”
animals then known by him from all parts of
the world did not amount to 8,000.
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an invaluable
perlodlcal. Those who are sutTt-rlng
from chroni: dls
easea,feeblcnessof body,or despondencyof mind, will
remedyby perusing the Water-(hire
speedilyﬁnd
Journal. Those who have musssum)in corpurearmo
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of

the eye than

!

Constant

not in a spirit of degrading
mammon-worship, but for the purpose of in
Let thcm no longer
creasing their usefulness.

t

spreading among those to whom, if carried
into practice, it would be most injurious.

rod and

is

rest at the eve of life’s sultry, toilsomc day.
It is to be regretted that this sentiment is

feet in

is

in calm repose. This period of retirement is
looked forward to as the season of refreshing

test their
the question of
made according

The appearance of the organ of Number in
his head
somewhat singular.
The eyebrow
extends laterally farther beyond the corner of

spheres of action;

cherish

can

280 rods in a mile.

upon the mind gives a new impetus to his
faculties.
Let our business men, then, enlarge their

I

they, so far, have been active partici
pants, and spend the remainder of their days,
away from the toil and turmoil of the world,

readers
accuracy by
solution.
In
distance, the computation
to the English method, of IR

is,

which

Your mathematical

is

BY 1!. W. THOMSON
Tiutiui: is an idea prevalent among our
business men that, when past the meridian
of life, they should retire from the scenes in

the man, and you clip off his
faculties, one by one, until there seems a very
death of his soul, and he rests like a dead
weight on society.
But, on the other hand,
every additional incentive brought to bear
burdens of

I

(ForLlh mutt-M]

The former example he wrought, as he in
formed me, several years since, while sawing
off a stick a few inches through, without stop
ping the saw; and the latter product was the
result of a computation made in a dream.

is

mechanism and to its consequent destruction.
Continue to narrow the duties and lessen the

lake thirty miles square and ten feet deep,
1,000,000. drops to a cubic foot, he
afﬁrms will take forty-three places of ﬁgures.

allowing

a

corresponding debility, thus proving that vital
ity has been withdrawn during the action.

in

a

Every burden cast aside, every duty
penalty.
shirkcd, tends to the loss of some motion, to
the stoppage of some part of the mental

RETIRING PROM BUSINESS.

is

by the enervating repose of idleness. There
is work for every man; and if he squander
his vital forces in indolence he must suffer the

standing being the condition of the surface
which requires the discharge.
Passion, even
without bodily action, is ever followed by a

SOLOMON W. ana'r'r.
RACIXI, WIBCOXBL‘X.

and 15. The number of inches in 180 mil
lions of miles he says
10,886,400,000,000;
and to express the number of drops of water
a

enabled to contract with its greatest possible
The hair, feathers, etc., assume a
power.
standing position under these circumstances,
as the conductors through which the surplus
emanations pass oﬂl—the cause of their thus

obtained the result—140,625—by
multiplying
the multiplicand by its component parts, 25

a

of the
every muscle is

condition

the product of 375 multiplied by itself, which
he did almost instantly.
He said that he

it
is

produces a highly positive
entire surface under which

at eighty-three.
In every age there have been
old men—in the 'senate, on the bench, in the
powers have shown
pulpit, literature—whose
little, if any, diminution with age, because

.l

Our answer is this:
preparation to ﬁght.
The passion which impels to muscular action

ervation
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supply

the

de

is,

ﬁciency a. year or two ago by publishing a
picture in lithograph culled “ Young Amer
ica,” and the laughable fact of the matter
that the little fellow
not more than three
more philosophy than
years old; but there
fun after all in the picture.
true that we have now only children
and would-be men, the idea of youth having
become obsolete.

nothing strange in this city to see a
boy ﬁve years old with a cigar in his mouth,
swearing like a pirate.
Boys of ten having
these habits are very common, and a boy of

vile

habit,

to call such

not a smoker.

this precocious iniquity,

boy,

is

be lawful
ﬁfteen,
indeed a rarity who

is

but now we ﬁnd sharp
lads of
nervous-looking
wrinkled,
sixteen, and from that to twenty, wearing all
the marks of care, anxiety, and age. Indeed,
appearance;

visaged,

we go to our immigrant docks, we see the
hardy sons of the Emerald Isle step ashore
with their round youthful faces, carrying their

little bundles under their arms, wearing hob
nailed shoes and corduroy trowsers, and they
remind us by their healthy looks of the youths

it

we used to know in boyhood, when for a. per
son under thirty years of age to smoke was
certainly was a.
considered a disgrace, and
One has only to stand on Broadway
rarity.
and see the cadavcrous, nervous, irritable
young men pass his window for a. single hour
that some subtle, insidious
working at the vitals of society, not
enemy
sad solution of the
need we look long for
a

is

to be convinced

;

it, is

mystery, for nearly every young man will be
The vice
seen with a cigar in his mouth.
respectable well-dressed people indulge in
even doctors and ministers practice it. And
sometimes smoking doctors recommend smok
is

The habit
ing to their patients.
prevalent
also
destruction of our people
not aware that
prevalent, and the public
is

is

—the

is

this poisonous drug

at the bottom of the

mischief.
Young men who reach manhood under such
and if
are comparatively inefﬁcient;
they live to be thirty-ﬁve or forty, and suc
habits

is

it

owing more to their
ceed in business,
excellent natural constitutions than to any
a

it if
it

care they take of themselves.
particular
chance
has
And the next generation,
We verily
be?
to grow up, what will
there were not an infusion of
believe that

This

this re

healthy blood from abroad, and this evil habit
were to be continued for another hundred
years, a. man twenty-ﬁve years of age would
if,

indeed, any children
be considered old,
could be brought to the age of puberty.
Still, young men say they feel Well—tobacco
does not injure them; but the slightest ac
quaintance with Physiology will teach the
observer that their very looks, their great
glaring eyes, their sunken checks, and their
nervous, anxious expression of countenance
at the
working
testify that the poison
foundation of their health, and that. soon they
will utterly break down; and though the
individual has no other chapter of life free
from this bad habit with which to compare
his present feelings and condition, and though
kindly Nature in the spring-time of his life does
her best to patch up his constitution and send
all a
health through his veins and nerves,
mockery, and his system will soon give
evidence of physical bankruptcy.

'

endeavored to

ful

it
is

artists

We remember, thirty years ago, when there
were young men, and even youth.
We re
member their ruddy looks, their hearty health

is

our

spectable degradation
sapping the life of
our young men, and making them old prema
turely.

if

WE hear much of Young America, and
for it for years. One of

have been looking

a

"*"H,
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OLD YOUNG MEN.
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CONSTITUTION.
ARTICLEL
Sac-non 1.—Tiiis Society shall be called the
Pnnnsonoorou.Socrz'rv.
Sac-nos 2.—The object of this Society shall be the
advancement
of thescienceof Phrenology,and thepro
motionof intercourseumongPhrsnologists,by meetings
for the readingof papers,the exhibitionof casts,busts,
and by discussionsand
andotherillustrativespecimens,
investigations;topointouttheimportanceof Phrenoiogy
as thetruephilosophyof mind,and its severalapplica
jurisprudence,and
tionsin education,self-improvement,
respectingthe
medicine; to correctmisrepresentations
science,and to awaken a more extendedand lively
interestin its cultivation.
LITIOL! n.
Snerroni.—The OBIcersof thisSocietyshall consistof
a President,Vice-President,Secretary,Treasurer,and a
Boardof threeTrustees,whoshallbe electedannually.
2.—ThiaSocietyshall havepowertodetermine
BIO'I'ION
the duties of its (ulcers, and the duration of their
termsof ofﬁce.
Annual :11.
Sac-non1.-The Societymayadmitto membenhipany
individnulof goodmoralcharacter,onbeingrecommend
ed (in writing)by a memberof theSociety.
for membershipsmust be
Sac-non 2.-—Appiications
meeting.
madeat themonthlyor semi-monthly
Ssc'rron8.—Anypersonson being elected,and taking
theirseatsasmembers
of thisSociety,shall sign theCon
stltutionand By-Lawa,and payto theTreasurerthesum
of—— —— asan initiationfee.
a quorumfor
shallconstitute
Sac-non4.—Flv_emembers
thetransactionof business.
SECTION
b.—TheSocietyshall have powertolevysuch
to carry into
as may be deemednecessary
contributions_
eifecttheobjectsof thisSociety.
Sacrrox 0.—Any memberof this Societymaybe ex
pelledby a voteofa majorityof all its members.
Snc'rroN7.—This Constitution,or any clause thereof,
shall not be abolished,altered,or amended,exceptby it
Voteof twothirdsof all themembers.
so '-:- J'
' ‘
BY-LAWS.
L—The statedmeetingsof theSocietyshall beheldon
\-—-— of everymonth,or moreor lessfrequently,asthe
Societymay,at Itsannualmeeting,direct.
IL—The electionof Ofiicersshall beannually,on the
- ﬁrstTuesdayof January,and by ballot; a majorityelect
ing, andin caseof a tie,thepresidingofﬁcershallgivethe
castingvote.
IIL—It shall bethedutyof thePresidentto presideat
eachmeeting,preserveorder,regulatethedebates,
decide
all questionsof order,and proposequestionsfor discus
sion,in caseno questionis beforethemeeting.

it

ferent circumstances.

is

study.
To call attention to the value of such societies,
and to facilitate their formation, we publish the
following as a covenant form of Constitution and
By-Laws, which may be modiﬁed to suit the
wishes of people in various localities and in dif

I

if

great law.
There is not only a friendly pleasure in such
association. but there is really a great philosophi
cal requirement for it. Union is strength, dis
union is weakness; concert is power, isolation is
inefﬁciency. Each one of a hundred, by associa
tion, comes in possessionof the best thoughts of
all, and each being thus instructed by the wisdom
of all, may there also ﬁnd strength to modify )r
overcome his characteristic defects. Since Phre
nology treats of mind, its study is necessarily of a
social character, and this fact gives additional
value to an association in which to prosecute its

It

MAN possessing a social nature instinctively
seeks association in nearly all the great interests
of life. Governments, churches, cities, neighbor
hoods, fraternities, and families are based on this

/

of theViceIV.-'l‘he President,with theconcurrence
President,shall have power to call specialmeetingsof
theSociety,by givingduenoticethereof.
V.—It shallbethedutyof thePresident,and in caseof
the presidingofﬁcer,at eachstatedmeeting
his absence,
of the Society,to appointsomememberwhoseduty it
meeting,to read a paper
shall be, at thenext succeeding
on PnnxnoLoor, Pnrsronoor, or someof the namar.
scrawcss. It shall alsobe the dutyof the President,at
the expirationof his term of ofﬁce, to presentto the
of the Society
Associationa synopsisof the proceedings
duringhis termof ofﬁce.
VL-It shall be the dutyof theVice-President,in the
absenceof the President,to performhis duties; and in
caseof theabsenceof both,a Presidentpro tern.shall be\/
chosen,whosedutiesfor thetimebeingshall be thoseof
thePresident
VIL—It shall be the duty of the Secretarytokeep a
recordof theproceedingsof eachmeeting; to read the
of the precedingmeeting;give noticeto all f
proceedings
themembersof eachmeeting;andall thenamesof each
as they may be admitted,and keep and preserveall
recordsanddocumentsbelongingto theSociety.
VIll.—lt shall bethedutyof theTreasurerto keep a
regular and correctaccountof monetarymattersappen
taining to the Society; to collect all money due the
or otherwise;to payall orderssigned
Societybymembers
by thePresident?and further,it shall behis duty,at the k
expirationof his term of oﬂice,to presentthe Societya
writtenreportof all his actingaand doingsin his oﬂ‘icial
capacity.
IL—It shall be the dutyof theSecretaryto writeand ,.'
on behalfof the
answerall lettersand communications
I .
Society.
I;
.
X.-It shall be thedutyof theBoardof Trustees,upon
order of the Society,to report,from time to time, the
characterand coatof such books,casts,and busts,and
othermattersastheymaydeemdesirablefor theSociety.
It shallalsobetheir dutyto providea room,and haveit
suitablyfurnishedfor themeetingsof theSociety.
XL-Any personpossessing
therequisitequaliﬁcations,
may
andcimplylngwith theprovisionsof theConstitution,
becomea memberof thisS clety,by a voteof two thirds
of thememberspresent.
XXL—Any personof eminencein either of the pro
fesslons,or who is a memberof anylearnedor scientiﬁc
body,residingwithin the county,may,by a vote of two
thirdsof the memberspresent,headmittedto' honorary
.
W
membership.
K
XML—As womanneedsall the aid Phrenologyand
Physiologycan give in the importantduty of domestic
trainingand education,it shall bea specialdutyof the
Society to inducewomennot only to becomemembers
of the Society,but also to becomefamiliartheoretically
andpracticallywith thesesciences.
XiV.-It shall requirenzote of two thirds of all the
membersto alteror amendtheaboveBy-Laws.
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THE WAR.
UNTIL Fort Sumter was ﬁred on by the South
troops, we had not allowed ourselves
to believe that a collision Would really take

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

COMMISSION

Carolina

AGENCY.

Having for many years past been in the
of making
for our
purchases

practice

place between the seceded States and the old
Union.
On the 12th of April, the anniversary
of the birth of Clay, the South Carolina troops,

country friends with apparent satisfaction
to them, and the demand for such services

under the command of Gen. Beauregard, late
States army, opened ﬁre with
seven forts and batteries on Fort Sumter:

cluded

of the United

under Major Robert Anderson, U. S. A., with
about sixty men. Several vessels had been
dispatched from New York with a view to re
the garrison if it could be done
a collision, but if resistance was
offered it was the design of the administration
to re-enforce as well as to re~pr0visi0n the
provision

without

garrison, if possible. A storm at sea delayed
the vessels, and the attack was made in antici
pation of their arrival.
Major Anderson and
his gallant ofﬁcers and men fought bravely
for thirty-six

hours, after having eaten their
last loaf, and having become exhausted from
long serving their guns as well as from want
of food and repose, the wood work of the in
terior part of the fort having been set on ﬁre
by hot shot and shells from the assailants’
batteries. The heroic commander of a band
of heroes capitulated after being urged to do
so by a deputation from Beauregard under a
ﬂag of truce.
This capitulation allowed the
Major and his garrison to salute their ﬂag and
take it with them with all their side arms and
personal property, and to have a free passage
to any parts of the country they might desire.

This form of capitulation was offered by Major

Anderson before a gun was ﬁred, he being out
of provisions and seeing no means of a supply.
On Sunday, April 14th, the fort was evacuated.
Major Anderson reached New York by sea on
the 17th. President Lincoln on the 15th, by
proclamation, called for 175,000 troops to repel
insurrection and to protect the capital.
To
this call all the Northern States promptly
responded, and two days afterward several
regiments from Massachusetts were on their
way to the Federal city.
In Baltimore, April
19, there was a collision between a riotous
crowd and the Massachusetts 7th regiment as
it was passing through that city, and two or
more soldiers and several of the rioters were
killed.
The New York 7th regiment, the pride
of the Empire City, left on the 19th amid the
shouts and benedictions of hundreds of thou
sands, and the whole city was decorated with
ﬂags from roof to pavement.
On the 23d,
four regiments left New York and Brooklyn
for the city of Washington.
Whatever

may be the result of this strug
is but one feeling north of Ma

gle, there
son and Dixon’s

line, and that is enthu
siasm for the honor of the stars and stripes,
the ﬂag of WASHINGTON, of Jackson,
and
Scor'r.

being

constantly increasing, we have con
to establish in connection with our

other business,

a

COMMISSION

AGENCY,

of purchasing and forward
ing to any portion of the country, anything
that can be found in New York.
Our
for the purpose

extensive

acquaintance

and long

business

us advantages which we
are able to use for the beneﬁt of our cus
experience

give

tomers, and we shall use our best endeavors
to render

our purchases

as regards

quality

satisfactory,

both

and price.

In order that our plan may be tested,
we will gladly ﬁll any orders for the fol
lowing commissions:
On sums less than ten dollars. . . .10 per cent.
“
“
“
over
6

Expenses of packing
by the purchaser.

paid

and shipping

to be

The money must

accompany

each order; but in cases where

the

amount

exact

can

not be known, a

portion, say one half the estimated

amount,

can be sent with directions to collect the
balance by express

on delivery.
We will guarantee in every instance to
fumish the same quality of goods at as low
prices

our

except

could

be procured

commission,

as

they

for were the purchaser

here.

Funds should be sent in drafts on New
York, Boston, or Philadelphia, when con
venient.
When the discount on money
exceeds

one per

cent, it will be charged

to the party ordering.

For our reliability we refer to our busi
ness

standing

for the past twenty years;

of thousands throughout
who have had dealings with

to the hundreds
the country

us, and to the principal

business-men

in

New York and other cities.
Send on your orders—any amount from
six cents upward—and give us a trial.
Be particular

to state how the goods are

Small packages weigh
ing but a few ounces can be sent by mail
for six cents an ounce, postage prepaid.
When sent by express
or as freight,
to be forwarded.

charges

can be paid on delivery.
Fownza

85

-¢~

Address,

AND WELLG,
308 Broadway, New York.
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Qiurrtspunhenis.

C. A.—Is there any objection to the union,
marriage,of two personswith extremeblackeyes? by
Am. The chief objectionis, that thetemperament:
are
probablytoomuchalike; besides,veryblackeyesare
not
asstrongasblueor gray,hencethechildren,
bothof whose
parentshave very black eyes,would be likely
to have
weakeyes.
E. W. T.—1. Is an organ inherited
or is it madesoby cultivation?andthenin very large,
its highs-Itpowerfails,doesit comedowntooldagc,when
full size,and
is it thenat full morepoweriulthan if it
neverhad been
morethanfull 7
Ana. The tendencyto becomevery large,or to
remain
onlyfull or average,is
inheritedJust asthetendencytobe
six feettall,or onlyﬁveor live anda half feet;
butthesix
feet of height must grow by normal-physical
culanrc.
The whole brain sometimesbecomessmaller and
less
powerful in age, even as the muscularsystem
becomes
smallerand weaker. We think an organ having grown
lessby age is not as strongat full asit wouldhave
been
at full in theprime of the man’slife; buthadit
beenfull
only at theman'sprimeand diminishedone
alsoby age,
it wouldbe weakerthanan organhaving
descended
from
largeto full. Impressionsmadeupona youngbrain
and
mind aremorelastingthan thoseof subsequent
age,be
causethe brain is moresusceptible,
the mind hasfewer
knowledges,and, as it were,lives themover and over.
When childrenknow but few persons,their namesand
countenances
are madeiuetfaceabie,
partlybecauseseen
and connedoverandover; in later We,namesand
faces
becomeso multipliedthatthemind cannotkeeptrack
of
all. It is supposedthat factsand
of
an
CXIWI‘iQIICOI
im
portantcharacter,or these
important,because
madeon the fair, unoccupie
apparently
tabletof the mind, are in
somewaytreasuredin the centralportionsof
andwill thereremainfreshafter the outer the brain,
substanceof
thebrain has ceasedto be delicatelysusceptible
to out
ward impressions,
in somemanneranalogousto the fact
thatthemanwhosesighthas becomefeebleor is entirely
lost can recall,by memory,the beautifulvisionsof
form
andcolorwhichhe had receide in earlylife,
throughthe
agencyof his now slghtlesseyes.
E. R. S.—-The “ Onguent,” to make
whiskers
grow on smoothfacesin six weeks,to whichyou
refer,is,
mostundoubtedlyan unmitigatedhumbug. It hasbeen
on salefor years,andof courseis soldto beardless
persons
who hopeto realizea crop,andwhentheyfind
themselves
sold theypocketthe loss and say nothing,and another
cropof greenonesfollowsuit,andsothethingprosperr.

__.‘4—vQ-.—__

Malena Em'rons PHRINOLOGICAL JanNAL:
The believersof Phrenologyarebeingsurprisedbynews
papersassertingthat“ lllind Tom" is a rnctieal
tion of the absurdityof the science,an thata illustra
sent to examinehis head(by you),found him professor
deﬁcient
in theorgansof Time andTune; will you gratifyan
old
subscriberbyan explanationin thenextnumber7
Re, 1y.The reportof suchan examinationbyno,or any
one sent by us, is entirely without foundation—Ens.
~—
Joussxr.
Acxivownnncunivr.
Our excellent likeness of
Prof. Agassizis froman original photographby Whipple,
of Boston,whosepopularityasan artistis broadlybased
on substantial
merit andwe cordiallycommendhim asan
artistto all our friends.
Foa the use of the portrait of Ling in our last
number,we areindebtedtothecourtesyof Dr. CharlesF.
Taylor,of NewYork, authorof the "Theory andPractice
of the Movement-Cure.”Dr. Taylor wasamongthefirst
to introducethe Kineslpathicor Movement-CareTreat
ment in this country,and is one of its mostsuccessful
practitioners.
Da Bn'r'roLPn. the successful and popular
superintendent
of theNewJersey LunaticAsylum,located
at Trenton,is one of theveryfewmenfittedby constitu
tionalorganization,
culture.andexperienceto understand
andmanagethe insane. The Annual Reportof the In
stitutionabove-named
for thelast year is received,and it
exhibitsthemostsatisfactory
evidenceof excellentmun
agemenl,and we are glad to see that the Legislative
Committee
appointedto examineinto its affairs,and the
SlateManagersin theirreport,cordiallyconcurin regard
ing theinstitutionandits ablesuperintendent
as equalto
theverybestin thecountry. It is a raregift to beableto
understandthe peculiaritiesof insane ersonsand to
managethem successfully,
and in this 0 assof persons,
whichcouldalmostbe countedon one'slingers,wemust
countDr. Buttolph.
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ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND
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by return of first mail, Phouographic
iiom the studyof which you can, without
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SEWING MACHINES,

A

is

BATTERY,

cansnalt'rsnron 'rm: ousmo or
NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RIIEUMATISM,
ANDSIMILARDiseases,
WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.
PRICE,$10.
FOWLER AN D WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.

THE CROSSED PATH ' A Storyof ModernLife. By
Wilkie Collins.authorof“ omanin White,”“The Dead
Secret,”etc. Onevol.,12mo,cloth,$1 25; or in twovols.,
papercover,for 11.
»
11.
MESSAGE
CHARLES DICKENS’ NEW BOOK.
7'
THE UNCOMMERCIAL
AND
~r '1.
FROM TIIE SEA
B‘St
By Charles Dickens (Boz author of
“A
TPAVELER.
“ The Pickwick Papers,”etc. Completein onelargeduo
WHEELER a WILSON’B
decimovolume,l-Ioih,for $1 25: or cheapedition,In
one volume,papercover,for 50cents.
III.
WAR; Tim
SECESSION, COERCION. AND CIVIL
AT REDUCED PRICES.
“
TALE or 18*“. By 'l. B. Jones, authorof Wild Western
With Glau Cloth-Presser,Improved Loop-Check,New
Scenes,"“ War Path,” “ Rival Belles,”etc. Onevolume,
Style Hemmer,Binder,Corder,etc.
cloth,$1 25; or In two volumes,papercover,for $1.
OFFICE, NO. 505 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
IV
“ Themachinefor familyuse.”—Lt'fe
Illustrated.
Two YEARS m
LIFE IN THE OLD WORLD; on,Bremcr,author
“This Machinemakesthe LOCK-STITCH! andranks SWITZERLAND
of
By
Fredrika
ANDIrau'.
beauty,
“
higheston accountof the elasticity.permanence,
“Homes in the New World,” “Neighbors,” Home,"
done,and
stitching
when
ofthe
“ Four Sisters,”“ Fatherand Daughter,”etc. Translated
andgeneraldesirableneas
of American
thewide rangeof its application.”—Report
by Mary Howitt eXpI'csslyfor the Americanpublishers,
Institute,New York.
whopurchased at a very largecost Completein two
duodecimovolumes,of near 1,100pages. Price,
with
the
in
accordance
was
Report
This
la2rge
sprevious
"A'I‘ES
50.
awards at the FAIR OF TIIE UNITED
v.
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY; at theFairs of the
HARRY COVERDALE’S COURTSHIP AND“ MAR
AmericanInstitute,New York;
RIAGE. By the authorof “ Frank Farleigh,” Letvis
Boston;
Mechanics‘Association,
Arundol,” etc. One volume,12mo,cloth, ‘1 25; or in
Franklin Institute,Philadelphia;
twovolumes,papercover,for s1.
MetropolitanMechanics’Institute,Washington;
vr.
Mechanics’Institute,Baltimore;
THE THREE COUSINS. By JamesA. Maltlsnd,Esq.,
A
ssociation,
Cincinnati;
Mechanics‘
authorof "The Watchman.”“The Wanderer,”“Diary
KentuckyInstitute,Louisville
of an Old Doctor,”“The Lawyer‘sStory.” "Sartaroe,”
St. Louis;
MechanicalAssociation,
etc. Competein one largeduodecimovolume,cloth,for
Mechanics’Institute,SanFrancisco;
{I 25; or in two volumes,papercover,for .l.
of
at theStateFairs
V".
Tennessee,
Virginia.
Maine,
THE GREATEST PLAGUE OF LIFE; oa, Tm: An
Illinois,
Mississippi,
Vermont,
or a Goon Saxvas'r.
in
Stuart!
LADY
a
vas-rcaasor
Kentucky,
Missouri,
Connecticut,
By onewhohasbeenalmostworriedtodeath. Complete
Michigan,
Ohio,
New York,
volume,papercover Price,50cents.
in
one
Wisconsin,
Indiana,
New ersey,
vm.
California,
Iowa,
Pennsylvania,
By the Hon.
THE NOBLEMAN’S DAUGHTER.
andat hundredsof countyfairs.
Mrs. Norton. Price, 25cents.
11:.
TEXT-BOOKS OF Socnu. REFORM
THE MAN WITH FIVE WIVES. By Alexandre
Dumas, the author of “ The Count of Monte Christo,”
rususnan Br m
“ The Three Guar~'smen,"
“Twenty Years Alter,” etc.
AMERICAN SUNDAY SCIIOOL UNION.
Onevolume,octave. Price, 50cents.
BABCLAYS; on, Tarrso 'ro Ssava Two Mas-runs.
1:.
It mo,extramuslin. Price, 45cents.
THE RUINED GAMESTER. By GeorgeW. M. Rey
BESSIE GORDON‘S LESSON. limo, cloth, with en
nolds,authorof “ The Courtof London," “ RoseFoster,”
gravedirontispicceand vignettetitle-page. Price, 12 etc. One volume,octavo. Price,50 cents.
cents.
xr.
BROKEN CISTERNS; 0a, Tm: Sroav or Jussrs
CAMILLE; On. Tm; CAMELIALanr. (“ La Dame
Woa'rumoros. Beautifully illustrated; thick Izmo.
Aux Camellas.") The greatestbook in theEnglish Ian
Price, 65cents.
literal translationfrom the French of Alex
price
re Dumas the Younger. One volume, 010111,
CIRCUS GIRL AND SUNDAY SCHOLAR. 18mo, guagc.
cloth. Price, 30 cents.
$1 25; or, in twovols.,papercover,for 81.
xii.
DAY-DREAMS; on, Sronr or Amos:Curronn. Four
M ASTER. French,
THE LANGUAGES WITHOUT
lull-page illustrations. 208 pages, limo. Price, 80
German,Spanish,Latin, and ItalianWithout Master.
cents; in muslin,35cents.
Bovs CONTBABTBD. Completein onelargevolume,cloth, $1 '25.
ELMSGROVE; oa, SUNDAY-SCHOOL
mt.
Price, 15cents.
LITTLE BEAUTY. By Mrs. Grey. Complete
ENVELOPE MAKERS. Illustrated. Price, 25 and 80 inTHE
volumes,paperCij‘i'el"price $1 or, bound in one
two
cents.
volume,cloth,price$l 25.
HUGH FISHER; on, Hour: Paisclruzs Caaaisn Our.
xrv.
Price,80and85cents.
MARY STUART, QUEEN OF SCOTS. By G. W.
PRINCIPLES AND RESULTS. 18mo,cloth. Price» M. Reynolds. Onevolume,papercover,50cents.
50cents.
'
xv.
RAGGED HOMES, AND HOW TO MEND THEM.
COPSIN HARRY. This new book by Mrs. Grey is
limo, cloth. Price, 60cents.
just publishedfrom advanceLondon sheets,and is far
exigen
superiorto the “Gambler’sWife," and Is boundin one
An admirableexpositionof the conditionand
large duodecimovolume. Cloth,price $1 25; or, in two
cirs of thatportionof thecommunityreferredto,andthe
modesof reachingthem.
two volumes,papercover,for al.
Xvi.
READY WORK FOR WILLING HANDS; on. Tm:
authorof
“Irish
By
the
ALLISON.
Couroa'r
S'roavor
THE COUNTESS AND TIIE PAGE. By G. W. M.
of someof the
Amy." A veryexpressivedevelopment
Reynolds. Onevolume,paper. Price,50cents.
trueprinciplesof socialreform. 816pages,with orig
xvii.
inal illustrations. Price,45cents.
THE MEMOIRS OF VIDOCQ. Written by himself.
ROBERT DAWSON; on, Tm: Baavz Srmt'r. Price,
Completein one volume,cloth, price $1 25; or, in two
3';and85cents.
cover,for
volumes,paper
$1.
RUTII ELMER. A Tale for School Girls. Written for
Copiesof anyof the abovebookswill be sentto any
the American SundaySchool Union, and especially one,to anyplace,freeof poslage,oi remittingthe price
adaptedto teach the importanceand value of right
in letterto thepublishers.
training in domestichabits and duties. 126pages.
Addressall ordersandlettersto thepublishers,
Price, 20and2ccens.
T. B. PETERSON dzBROTHERS,
Full Cataloguesof the Society‘spublications,and
No. 806ChestnutStreet,Philadelphia,
will besent,onapplication,free
samplesof its periodicals,
oi charge. Address
And theywill receiveimmediateattention.
THE AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION,
BOOKSELLERS, NEWS AGENTS, and all
others,will pleasesendon theirordersat oncefor what
1122ChestnutStreet,Philadelphia,
ever theymaywantof theabove.
599Broadway,New York.
1t.
;
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ELECTRO-GALVANIC

And Publishedby
BROTHERS,
T. B. PETERSON
N0. 806 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
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ALL BOOKSELLERS EVERYWHERE,
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PUBLICATIONS,
1861.
AMONG THEIR LATE ISSUES ARE:
1. PROF. ALPIIONSO WOOD‘S NEW EDITION OF
THE CLASS-BOOK OF BivTANY, designedfor all
artsof the Union; the most thorough and accurate
ext-Bookever issuedfrom theAmerican press. 840
ages. Price, $2. (The old edition is still published.
’rlce, 8150.)
2. PUJOL AND VAN NORMAN’S COMPLETE
FRENCH CLASS-BOOK. embracing GRAMMAR,
CONVERSATION, and LITERATURE, withan Ade
uuto Dictionary, all in one volume. Price, $1 :0.
No Frenchbookextantwill comparewiththisexcellent
knowledge
tmatiseforgivinga thoroughandsystematic
of theFrenchlanguage.
MANUAL, being a
8. MANSFIELD‘S POLITICAL
theGen
CompleteView of theTheoryand Practiceof
of theUnitedStates,adapt
eralandStateGovernments
ed to the use of Colleges.Academies,and Schools.
Price, 75 cents. This work is exactlysuited to the
times;whenthepeopleof thenationshouldunderstand
principlesof the GOVL'IIIIIIUIIIunder which they
lie.
MRS. WILLARD’S SCHOOL ASTRONOMY AND
ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY. With engravings.
Price, 75cents.
5. MRS. WILLARD‘S LAST EDITION OF HER EX
STATES.
CELLENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED
"
This book broughtdownto the John BrownRaid.”
Price,75cents.
ELOCUTION, being an
ZACHOS’ ANALYTIC
Analysisof thePQWersof theVoice,for the purposeof
by Copiou-iExam
illustrated
Speaking,
in
Expression
Ies, and marked by a Systemol‘Notation. By J. C.
Eachos,A.M. Price, $1.
PECK'S GANOT‘S POPULAR PHYSICS, beingan
IntroductoryCourseof Natural Philosophy,with over
800splendidillustrations. Price, $1.
Book
IIOWE'S YOUNG CITIZEN‘S CATECIIISM.
and
for Young Scholars,upon the Principles of Civil
andAnsvvers.Price,
with Questions
StateGovernment,
50cents.
Text-Book for
HANNA’S BIBLE HISTORY;
Schools and Academies. On the catecheilcalplan.
Price, $1.
DIF
10. DAVIES’ ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND Price,
FERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.
$2.
ALGEBRA. An
11. DAVIES’ NEW ELEMENTARY Price,
75cents.
Introductionto UniversityAlgebra.
ALGEBRA. An
12. DAVIES’ NEW UNIVERSITY Price,
Algebra.
81.
Introductionto Bourdon’s
A. S. BARNES it BURR.
N
ew York.
Street,
51and53John
A. S. BARNES A: BURR publish-—
Davies'Seriesof Mathematics.
Parker 6rWatson’sSeriesof Readers. _
Monteith& McNally‘sSeriesof Geographies.
Clark’sSystemof EnglishGrammar.
Porter’sPrinciplesof Chemistry.
EmmaWillard’sSchoolHistories.
Norton& Porter'sFirst Bookof Science.
Smith’sSpoilersandDeﬁners.
Beers’Systemof Penmanship.
Smith6r.Martin’sBookkeeping.
EnimonsthPage‘sGeology,etc.,etc.
Send for their Catalogueof over 200volumesof
Educational Works,known as the National Series of
Standard SchoolBooks.
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ADVERTISEMENTS intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
forthenextnumber
theyaretoappear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
Tantra—Twenty-live
centsa line eachinsertion.
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APPEAL TO PATRIOTS!
For theBeneﬁtof theFamiliesof thosewhomayfall

IN DEFENSE or THE FLAG OF THE UNITED

sures,

g

b
y
g

l

The entire profits of the sale of the PORT
MAJOR ANDERSON, whit-1.was tllkéﬂat rog‘gilrmgf
wrilhcrcafterbedepositedin Bank t'orthe beneﬁtof the,
familiesof thosewho mayfall in the presentcontestin
defenseof theFlag of theUnitedStates,andpaidoverto
the committee
authorizedto take chargeof such contri
butionsby thegreatUnion Meetingof April 'lOth.
E. ANTHONY, 301Broadway,New York.
NOBLE MEMORIES CLUS ER ROUND THIS POR
TRAI l‘l TWENTY MILLIONS OF FREEMij CAN,
Vi
FEELING IT. SOON ROLL UP A FUND
ITIIOUT
“ ILL GLADIIEN
TIIE HEARTS OF THE
TIIAI‘
Vi IDOWS AND THE FA'I‘IIEI-CLESS.AND DO HONOR
AT TIIE SAME TIME TO THE BRAVE ANDERSON.
The prcssthroughouttheUnitedStateswill servetheir
-a
' 88 wide publicityas
countrywell
win the ab0‘9
possible,

CORNWALL COLLEGIATE SCHOOL.

ThepositionofthiaInstitutionoffersunusualadvantages
in healthfulness
andbeautyof situation,easeofaccess,annd
freedomfrom injuriousinﬂuences.A limitednumberof
pupilswill be receivedintothe familyof the l’rinci al,
and instruptedin anyof the branchesof thorough‘n
gltsh classicalor mathematical
education.The greatest
care
taken to excludethosewhose moralcharacter
would be an injuryto their companions.For Circulars
or otherinformation,address
ALFRED COX ROE, Princi aI,
Coaswsu, ORANGE“0.,N. Y.
'

6,000 AGENTS
TO
WANTED,
sell Six New Invaartoas—twoveryrecent,and of great
valuetofamilies; all pay greatproﬁtsto Agents. Send
fourstampsandgetciehty agcaparticulars.
bt".
EPIIRA M BROWN, Lowell,Mass.
._._._-=_,___
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Being NewTheoryand 'stemof Practical Penman
ship,Designedasa Text- ook for SchoolsandPrivate
Students.
This thetitleof newwork just issued,which
believedwill do moreto improvethe penmanshipof all
classesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
only howtowrite,but instructsin whatgoodwritingcon
sists. knowing this, the studentbecomes critic, and
this point attained,nothing but practice necessaryto
makehim an accomplished
pcnmau.
Sent by mail, post-paid,for 50 cents. AGENTS
WANTED.
FOWLER AND WELLS.
808Broadway,New York.

How

.fI JVew Edition

TO

of

GET A PATENT.

a

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone
thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.
FOWLER AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

CONVERSATION

ITS FAULTS

AND

ITS GRACES.
edition,revised,withadditions. Cloth,60cents.
New
O WLLR AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
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PACKAGE N0. 1.-—TWENTY VARIETII-ZS.
Azctatum,
fragrant.
Amaranth,
Globe
tulxed.
Aliyasum.
SWeet
Haukwec-i.
Hyacinth
China
Aaierl.
andGennan
Beau.
D.uhleMixed
s.
Balm“:
LoveGlass.
Igelvtdeie
Cypress. Lupinem‘xcd.
01'Summer
Cultipnttulit.
Lusty“.
Mlirnonctte.
Nigelia—Lovc
t‘andy
'I'uft,linemixed.
In Hill».
Clnlklrl.
Animated
Onll'.
major,
Convolvulus
mixed.
Sweet
Pen.mixed.
Gilly,mixed.
b'vvcet
Sultan.
PACKAGE NO. 2—SIXTEEN vsnm'rrzs.
Plant.
Scrisithe
Dwarf.tser,mixed.
Looking-Gilli.
Vvuus’
Law-odor.
1mk-pur.
ManetofPeru,
m'xed.
Sllcne,
orCatchﬂy.
qtixkinz
gram.
BrimGracilia,
Zinnia,
Aetoclltieum,
ntlxt-d.
Everlntiu;flower.
ofHenvtti.
R.an:
Birdﬂower,
Callill')‘
Wrightl.
LotsLiesBleeding.
Datum
Cypress
Vine.
Bull,ll0tk,d\vlt‘f,
Italian,mixed.

0~
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Those packages in which
the least number of
varieties, will contain the choicest, newest, and
rarest seeds.
The price for each package sent post-paid, by
mail, will be Our: DOLLAR. Persons sending ﬁve
dollars will receive all ﬁve assortments, and
copy of our work, “ The Garden,” which
the
best book of the kind published.
No package contains any variety that
found
in any other. So he who purchases the whole
will have sixty-three diﬂ‘erentkinds. Each paper
contains more seeds than
usually desired for
one garden, and
often the case that neigh
bors join in sending for them.

is

a

FLOWER SEEDS.
We are enabled to offer our friends an assort
ment of ﬂower seeds, which we think will meet
the approbation of all. We get them from the
most reliable sources, and believe there is no va
riety in the whole which is not attractive and
worthy of cultivation.
We shall furnish ﬁve assortments, put up in
packages, as follows :
will contain 20 varieties.
c
a
16
u
cc
u
u
cc
at
u
u
it
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PROSPECTUS.
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE is now in its XXth Vol
ume. During the last year TIIE TRIBUNE has been
obligedto devotequite a largeproportionof its spaceto
Politics,but weshallhenceforthbeableto limitour space
and devotemostof our
devotedto Political discussion,
columnsto subjectsof lessintense,but moreabiding,In
terest. Amongthese,wemeantopayespecialattentionto
L—EDUCATION.
The wholesubjectof Education,bothPopularandGen
eral, will be discussedin our columnsthroughoutthe
some
yearISGI,andwe hope to enlist in thatdlSL‘lIsBItlll
thinkersand ablcstinstructorsin our
of theprofoundest
country. It is at onceour hopeand our resolvethat the
causeof Educationshallreceivean impetusfrom theex
ertionsof THE TRIBUNE in its behalfduring the year
1561.
II.—AGRICULTURE
We have beencompelledtorestrictour elucidatiousof
his great interest.throughout1:60,and shall endeavor
to atonethereforin 1561.Whateverdiscovery,deduction,
is calculatedto renderthe rewardof labor
demonstration
devotedtocultivationmore ampleor morecertain,shall
receivepromptandfull attention.
ETC.
III.-MANUFACTURES.
We hail everyinventionor enterprisewherebyAmeri
andadvantageously
canCapitalandLaborareattracted-to
of Manufacturing
or Mechan
employedin anydepartment
Ical Industryasa realcontributiontothePublic Weal,in
suringampler,steadier,moreconvenient,moreremuner
and
atingmarketstothe Farmer,with fullt-remployment
betterwagesto the Laborer. The Progressof Mining,
Iron-making,Steel-making,Cloth-weaving,etc.,etc.,in
our country,andtheworld,shallhewatchedandreported
by us with an earnestandactivesympathy.
IV.-FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
in London,Paris,
We employthe bestcorrespondents
Turin, Berlin,andotherEuropeancapitals,to transmitas
early and accurateadvicesof the greatchangesthere
silentlybutcertainlypreparing. In spiteof the pressure
of DomesticPolitics,our newsfromtheOld World is now
varied and ample; but we shall haveto renderit more
perfectduringtheeventfulyearjust beforeus.
V.—IIOME NEWS.
in California,
We em loy regular paid correspondents
at the [st musof Daricn,in the Rocky Mountain Gold
Region,and whereverelse they seemrequisite. From
portionsol'ourowncountry,wederive
themoreaccessible
our informationmainlyfromthemuitilariouscorrespond
attdthe
entsof theAssociatedPre~s,fromour exchanges,
occasionallettersof intelligent'l'riends.We aim to print
generalnewspaper,
thecheapest
with thefullestandmost
of usefulintelligence,
authenticsummary
thatisanywhere
afforded. Hopingto “ makeeachdaya criticon thelast,”
and printa batterandbetterpaperfrom yearto year,as
our meansaresteadilyenlargedthroughthegenerousco
operationof cur manywell-wishers,
we solicitand shad
laborto deservea continuance
of publicfavor.
TERMS.
per annum)..... . .. . .. 86
DAILY TRIBUNE (311issues
“
"
“
SEMI-WEEKLY (104
. . . . .. 8
“
"
“ )....
WEEKLY (5'2
) . .. . . . . . .. 2
TO CLUBS—Semi- Weekly,two copiesfor $5,ﬁve for
$1125,tencopiesto one addressfor s20,and anylarger
numberat the latterrate. For a clubof twentyan extra
co y will he sent. For a club of forty, we send TIIE
D ILY TRIBUNE gratisoneyear.
Weekly:Threeco dot;for 9, ﬁve for $8,ten for $12,
and any largernum er at.the rateof $1 20eachper an
num,the paperit) beaddressedto eachsubscriber.T0
clubsoftwentyWesendan extracopy.
Twentycopiesto oneIii/drew for $1),withoneextrato
him whosendsus theclub. For clubsof fortywe si-nd
onecopyof the.s'nni-ll'nkli/ Tribune. For eachclubof
onehundred,THE DAILY TRIBUNE will besentgratis
oneyear.
Paymentalwaysin advance. Address
THE TRIBUNE, No. 154NassauStreet,New York.
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PACKAGE NO. 5.-—rtva v/tnm'rrns.
TreeMixnonetie,
Dwarf
Chrysanthemum,
Ten\Vecks‘
Stock,
double
mixed, aster,vatletica. ﬂowered
exttaline.
Clematis
ﬂatuula.
Smith's
I'ilzeBalsam.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.

is

FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,
495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agenciesin all theprincipal (‘t'iesand Townsin the
'nitd States.
The Grover dzBaker Sewing Machine Companyare
andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
nowmanufacturing,
machinesmakingtheShuttle0r Lock
ferentsalesrooms,
Stitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir
celebrated
GroverdzBakerStitchMachines,thusaﬁording
thepublictheadvantageof comparingthestitchesof the
two leadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgment
merits. This is theonlycompany
as to their respective.
bothkinds of machines,andtherefore
thatmanufactures
theonlyonethatcanofferthis privilegeto thepurchaser.

PACKAGE N0. 3.—TWELVI~I VARIETIES.
I'olyanthus,
mixed.
Aaters,
Globe
finest
mixed.
.
_ mixed.
otttha
Atuaianthuu,
Joseph's
coat.
Sw'cet
Itwket.
Catina
India orIndian
Sb)
‘L
PhloxUrnmmnndii,
plant.
mixed.
Moi-k
I'etuliiit,
mixed.
Mllllksllm-d.
Ornamental
Gourd.
Poppy.
Mexican
PACKAGE N0. 4.—'rr:1v VARIETIEI.
Forget-Me-Not.
Immune—beautiful.
llollyitocka,
double,
mixed.
Chi southeintitn,
fittest
mixed.
Iceplant.
Cnnwlia-FIOWeted
Balsam.
Ft'lIQ-ti't'llickl.
Pipe.
Dutchman's
Foxglovca.
Honesty.

it
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CELEBRNOISELESS
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SEEDS.

The following,put up in packagesat 10centseach,will
besent,prepaidby mail, on receiptof price to anyPost
oiilcein theU. 8., by Fowuta sap Watts, N. Y.:
Artichoke,
Pepper,
LaureSquash
Aaparag
us,
Spanishdo.,
Sweat
ExtraEarlyTurnipBeat,
Swivel
Mountain
do.(forIn"),
EarlyBlood
Turnipdo.,
Pumpkin,
Lame('heeaa
do.,
Mammoth do.,
Loni:Blood
Long\mootlt
Radish,
Blooddo.,
Loni:Scarlet
Cape
Broccoli,
Turnipdo.,
In ly Purple
Scarlet
CabbagO, While (it). ‘10.,
Early Yotk
EarlyWakefield do.,
Yellow do. do.,
Early0xHeart
itinterdo.,
do.,
Chinese
latgeLateBergen do.,
BlackPall
do.,
do.,
Rhubarb,
Victoria
LaureLate[lrutnhead
do.,
Linith do.,
LaureLateFlatDutch
Savoy
Salsify,
do.,
Pinelli‘umhead
do.,
RedDutch
Scormnera,
EarlyHornCarrot,
Spinach,
Round
LongOrangedo.,
do.,
New Flanders
LongWhite do.,
Prickly
do.,
FarlyWhiteBushSquash,
Nonparell
Cauliﬂower,
'I'horburn'n
EarlyLondon
do., Summer
Crook
Neckdo.,
do., LimaCocoanut do.,
Lats do.
Eatly \Valchcren
do., Bi'mton
Marrow d0.,
Earlyshort(in-on
Cucumber, Winter
(lookNeckdo.I
I-Zarly
LargeliedTomato,
do.,
White
leued
I-huly
Large
Green
Clusterdo.,
do.,
RPllHmooth
LargeYellow (10.,
Pricklydo.,
Green
LOIIZ
do.,
WestIndiaGhezkin,
do.,
RedCherry
Improved
NewYork[(53plant, YellowCherry dut,
Kale,
ClliledScotch
PearShaped do.,
WhiteCabbaitolettuce,
YellowI'lum do.,
EarlyWhiteDutch
In-Dtnmliead do.,
Turnip,
Karly(‘IltleilSilesia60.,
WhiteGlobe
do.,
Hardy
(Jim-n
.io.
“'hltoNorfolk
do.,
Fine Nutmeg
MuskMelon, YellowStone
do.,
Green
do.,
f‘ltton
YellowAberdeen 60.,
Skillmnli'a
Netted
do.,
NewYellowFinlanddo,.
Cant-dope
Improved
do.,
BritaBaga,
Sage,
Ice CreamWater do.,
Newthatngdo.,
do.,
Savory,
Summer
Carolina do.,
do.,
Winter do.,
Apple
500(ledo.,
Marjoram,
HWeet
do"
Citrondo., forpresence,
Thyme,
Loin: Gnu-n0kra,
Balm,
Lemon
Improved
Dwarfdo.,
(Mi-lander,
Peusel,
LameliedOnion,
Large
do.,
Yellow
Lavender,
LargeWhitedo.,
Rosemary,
Extraleed Parsley,
Hyanop,
Improved
Parsnip,
Pennyroyal,
Cherry
Pepper.
Catnip,
Biecampane.
Lot-i:(layenne do.,
In additiontotheabovewecanfurnishmostof therare
seedsin marketat lOWest
prices.
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THE YOUNG GIANT

OF

AMERICAN

THE WEST.

BY A. L. STONE
SOMEBODY has called us the Youno GIANT
OF THE War.
He hasn’t many of the graces
of the exquisite—this young giant—so the
foreign

artists have drawn

him.

The shirt

and the patent leather and the patent air;
of the French dandy, he doesn’t much aﬁ'ect.
His clothes are thought not to sit well, to be a

frill

awkwardly made and awkwardly worn.
But he gets up early in the morning and dresses
in haste. He doesn’t spend much time before
the glass.
He runs his ﬁngers through his
little

hair instead of a comb—his only anxiety being
to keep it out of his eyes-and neglects the
In the portrait, his shoes
pamatum entirely.
are broad and thick-soled, but he stands ﬁrm in
them, and when he swings them they have
His hands are large, but there's
a gripe in them. His hat brim is narrow, but
it lets the light of heaven on his face. His
shirt collar is high and sh], but it keeps him
looking straight ahead after his destiny. His

momentum.

coat is short-waisted, he doesn’t run to waste
The piece of apparel
(waist) in broadcloth.
that clothes his nether limbs steps a little too
soon in its dowaward

reach, but he is growing

sofast.

In short, there may be found many a more
gentleman—ﬁtter for ladies’

polished-looking

presence—but there are apparent in him such
bone and muscle—such wiry cords about the
a long-armed and
louse-strung joints—such
deep-chested outﬁt for the wrestling of earth’s
potentatcs, that the sight of him doesn’t much
encourage those jealous ones to try a fall.
They may make game of him—and
what they ﬁnd him—GAME.

that’s just

He had his
But he wasn’t always a giant.
It was a rude nursery in
cradling.
which he learned to walk—it was a rough
own

discipline that shook him free from his leading

string.
Scarce two generations of men—and many
an individual lifetime still wearing greenly on
in the midst of us—span the entirelength of
our national eristence—an added century and
a half will go back to our forefathers’ ﬁrst
coming—and within these brief periods the
germ has become the oak, the fresh-born foster
child of Liberty has become the youthful giant.

—N. Y. Teacher.
Tm: Hrnnoruur FOR Des-rnoruva Issac-rs.
-—IIighly important unsolicited and unexpected
testimony from Dr. Asa Fitch. Entomologist of the
S'a'e of New York. and the most distinguished
In the Country
in the country.
auth'rity
Gentleman of January 25th, 1861. in a lengthy
article on the best mode of destroying insects, by
Dr. Fitch, we ﬁnd the following :
In my experimentsfor destroyln noxiousinsect,‘1
have for along time felt the want0 Ill ciﬂcientinstru
mentwithwhichto showeranddronchtheleavesortrees
and herbswith certainvegetableinfusionsand chemical
solutions,to cleansethem frominsectverminthereon—
‘ an instrumentmoreclplcious thanthes)rings and more

@
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economicalthan the gardenengine. This want is at
lengthi'ully
by the Hydronult of W. T. Vosu.
supplied
manufacturedy
the American HydropnltCompany.at
lbi NassauStreet.New York. This implement,costing
and sentby expresswherever
812.if I rightlyremember.
ordered.shouldbein everycountryhabitation,as a safe
guard againstﬁre. if not neededfor any of the several
otheruse;to whichit is applicable. And thebestadvice
I cangiveourquerist.is tofurnishhimselfwiththisinstru
ment,and when thesehugeagain appearon his quince
leaves,treatthemeachandeveryoneto a doseof tobacco
water,alooe.quassla.andotherbitterinfusions.soap-suds.
weak
lime water,etc.. and long beforehe has ex
blustekye.
the pharmmopoala.
we think he will cometo
somethingthat is such an eﬂlcaeloulremedy for this
insect.that.elatedwith thediscovery.hewill immediately
let theworldknowit throughthecolumnsof theCountry
Gentleman.

- "-
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I'M NATURE'S

CHILD.

BY LIISS E. M. Li.

Tnl skiesarebright—thoworldis fair,

The rippling stream.theroaringsea.
The mountainbreeze.theﬂowrctsrare,
All. nll bearcharmsmostdearto me,
For I amNature’schild.
I lovethefree,glad thingsof earth,
I lovethetreeswithverdurerife.
Ito children,whenin hoursof mirth
They drownthewearycaresof life—
I’m Nature'smerrychild.
Hurrah! hurrnhl my echobrings
A toneI fondly,fondlygreet;
I'll shoutagain—andlet it ring
Until it startsmeto myfeet,
Aﬂ‘rightedat thesound.
The thundcr~cloud.
thesnow-capped
hill.
The light'ning'sﬂush.thetempest’s
roar,
The wild windswhistling,piping shrill,
Delightmeever.cvermore,
For I amverywild.
I’m wild with joy and wild with thought.
I‘m wrldwith hopeandwild with grief;
I’m Nature‘schild—haveoftensought,
In Nature’stoneto ﬁndrelief;
I loveher musicwell.
-o—o

OUR STELLAR

SYSTEM.

Tm: grandest of all problems with which science
has grappled, is the relation of the stars to each
other. Sir William Herschell, with his_ great
telescopeand his comprehensivemind. led the way
in this sublime study, and the path which he
marked out is now being pursued by able and
earnest observers, all over the civilized world.
The results yet obtained in regard to the position
of the ﬁxed stars in relation to each other and
their distance apart are neither as positive nor as
deﬁnite as our own solar system, still, within cer
tain limits, some facts have been determined
which almost overwhelm the mind with their in
conceivable grandeur.
First. it has been ascertained that our sun is
one of an innumerable multitude of stars which
are grouped together in onecollection or system,
separated from other stars in the universe. The
general form of this stellar system, and our posi
tion in it. have been roughly determined. It is
in the form of an irregular wheel with a deep
notch on one side, and with a portion of another
wheel branching out from it. Our sun is situated
pretty near the middle of the system. and about
where the branch divides. The dimensionsof this
collection of stars are so vast, that if expressedin
miles they would require rows of ﬁgures of such
confusing length as to convey no deﬁnite idea to
the mind, and the plan has been adopted of stat

[Mann 1861.

ing the time a ray of light would require to tra
versethem. It would take a locomotive ﬁve hun
dred years to pass from the earth to the sun. while
a ray of light makesthe journey in ei ht minutes,
and yet a ray of light, moving wit
the same
velocity, would require three years to reach the
nearest ﬁxed star! In applying this measuring
rod to our stellar system. it is found that. through
the thickness of the wheel, the distance is such
that light would occupy 1,000years, and through
the diameter not less than 10,000years in making
the passage! In some directions. indeed, the sys
tem stretches away into the depths of space be
yond the reach of the most powerful telescope to
measure.
If we pass through the inconceivable distance
we have been considering. out beyond the bound
aries of our stellar system. we ﬁnd a region of
empty space. destitute of stars, at all events of
thosewhich are luminous and visible. Traversing
this void space through distances which nppall the
mind by their immensity. we ﬁnd other system
of stars probably similar to our own.
And
astronomersare now considering the possible rela
tion of these several clusters to each other
whether there is not a system of systems—Snien
hﬁe .llmerican.
‘s—o
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LIBUT.‘GEN. WINE'IBLD

The organization
before us indicates
a great development
of the middle and
lower
portions of
the forehead, show
'
ing large percep
tive organs and an
excellent memory of
details and particu
in short, a
lars,
practical mind, one
that can not only

SCOTT.

PHRENOLOGlCAL CHARACTER AND arooaarur.

.—.“_

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

take in a wide range

GENERAL Scor'r’s name is familiar to every
child in America, and is uttered with respect
wherever the English language is spoken. His

low them all down

also, is nearly as familiar to the
as his name. The likeness of him,

detail, and keep in
mind all facts and

public
which

to

ed to modify or in

history

in his

brilliant capture of Vera Cruz, and all the
other strongholds on the road to Mexico, and
“
ﬁnally entered into the boasted Halls of the
Montezumas.”
General Scott’s constitution is most remark~
able. He stands about six feet ﬁve inches
high, and is well-proportioned throughout. His
broad and deep chest and his long and well-de
veloped body evince most excellent vital

leading

PORTRAIT

OF

LIEUT.-GEN.

WINFIELD

SCOTT,

U.S.A.

great
of

organs, and lay the foundation for health, im
His
mense physical power, and long life.
head is in proportion to his body, large, but
not too large.
One of the great secrets of his
success
that he has vital steam enough
ways to work his brain to the very best ad
When the brain
vantage.
too large for the

development
which

Order,

leads him to organize systematically all his
plans and purposes. Another strong trait
Constructiveness, which gives him the power
of forming complicate combinations in such

is

the world’s

Another

trait in the charac
ter of Scott is his

military

a

in

extraordinary

al

achieVements

most

is

the

ﬂuence results.

is,

of

minutest

conditions calculat

we present, was taken some ﬁfteen
ago, when he may be said to have
achieved the zenith of his power as a man
and a general, and had then just performed

years

some

their

manner that all parts of his plans shall work
He can do many things at a
in harmony.
time, or take into account many facts and cir-

i

portrait,

<<<>
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cumstances which act upon each other to pro
His organ of Human
duce modiﬁed results.
Nature, or the power to understand mind and

tion.

The manifestation of this faculty some
times appearing in an undue degree, General
Scott has been blamed and ridiculed.
He has

loft with ﬁve children, contriVed to give him a
good education. He chose the legal profession,
and was admitted to the bar in 1806, at the

to measure men and know how to
guide, control, and employ them, is a strong
He has large Benevo
trait in his character.

been charged with

lence, which is indicated by the great height
of the head from the root of the nose upward.
Wherever Benevolence can be employed as a

for possessing the same quality.
The basis
for these criticisms of his character arises from

When the war of 1812 broke
age of twenty.
out he applied for and receiVed a commission
of captain of artillery, and accompanied Gen.
Hull in his inglorious campaign.
The ﬁrst battle of our young hero was

motive,

source of inﬂuence or means of doing good,
His Venera
he is never found wanting.

This gives him a high
respect for authority and law, as well as for

tion is also large.

things and subjects which are sacred and re
ligious, and in conjunction with his Order,
Constructiveness, and Approbativeness, tends
to establish in his character great regard for
punciilio in respect to courtesy, duty, and
obligation, and the manner of fulﬁlling them.
General Scott’s head is broad, but not ex
He has sufﬁcient force and
ceedingly so.
severity of character;

but the height of his

being fond of dress and
display, of“ fuss and feathers ;” and
his style of correspondence has been criticised

military

fought

in the soldier, moved by patriotism and heroic
valor to carry his ﬂag to victory whenever he
meets a foe, to face the cannon’s mouth and
any and every danger; when it is considered,

men;

moreover, that from this faculty, though it
may be sometimes abused, arises the desire for

British ﬂag.

an unspotted character, and a fame above the
reach of reproach, or even question, the
reader may see a thousand causes for rejoicing
in the large development of this faculty in our

head, or the strength of his moral sentiments,
tends to modify the sterner elements of his
He has courage and executive
disposition.
force, and great driving energy; but these

subject, where he ﬁnds only occasion to regret
its power and activity in consequence of these

not being predominant over the
qualities
elements of his
moral and sympathetical

found fault.

nature, he seldom loses the control of his
temper, or does from haste or heat an in
act.
In the hour of battle, he
judicious
evinces unbending force; but in the hour of
victory he shows compassion, justice, and re
gard for the rights and interests even of his
enemies.
His social organs are large.
circle he is playful, pliable,

In the family

little

frothy aberrations of vanity, in respect
those who are not his friends have

to which

Great purposes are accomplished more by
than by large sums of

thoughtful calculation
money or numerous

bodies of

men.

One

and competent ﬁnancier
has more power in Wall Street than a couple
of score of ordinary brokers; one sound and

thoroughly

shrewd

consistent statesman is the helm to a legisla
tive body; and one thoroughly accomplished
soldier will do more for the well ordering of
an army than ﬁfty mediocre generals and

ters, when about ﬁfteen years of age, playfully
taking all manner of childlike liberties with

captains.

warrior

The world has produced few great
military leaders—men whose strategic acu
men could successfully control immense bodies
of armed troops.

All countries and all times

or governor of armies, but the fond
and affectionate father, yielding patiently to
inconvenience, and what most men would con

have

sider annoyance; and yet that keen blue eye
of his which, when his mind is excited on
great subjects, ﬂashes like an eagle‘s, was as

No living man more combines all the grand
elements of a successful soldier than our own

mellow and gentle as a.woman’s.

That

part of General Scott’s character
has been least understood, and for
which he has been chieﬂy criticised, remains
to be considered, and this has to do with his

which

Approbativeness and Self-Esteem.
The latter
organ is large, and imparts to his character
and, with large Firm
ness, great determination, a disposition to ac
dignity,

self-reliance,

cept responsibilities, and to bear burdens in
the hour of trial without ﬂinching or self

produced such men. Great occasions
have always found some mighty intellect to
direct them to a wise and successful issue.

Scott.
without
always
whole

Patriotic

being selﬁsh, brave
rashness, prudent, but never weak,
cool and collected, he takes in the

matter

without

in hand with

a calm and a
steady view, never precipitating his plans, and
never ﬂinching in the hour of mortal peril.

In times of danger hitherto, he has given
evidence of his perfect generalship, and in this
hour of the country's trial, no man is found so
suitable to carry out the plans of the govern
ment as their well-beloved

mission

a force of

with

against

a. British

On being exchanged, Scott again repaired to
the ground of his former exploits, where he was
engaged in several lesser actions, with success,
until midsummer, when he took Fort Erie,
and fought the bloody battles of Chippewa
and Lundy’s Lane, in which he exhibited a
rare mature military knowledge, and fought
with a bravery that insured success under the
most fearful circumstances.
In this last ac

and conﬁdently

liainstown,

and afterward

After

surgical aid. Congress voted him a
large gold medal, inscribed with the names of
“
Chippewa.” and “Niagara,” and bearing his
The States of New York and Vir
likeness.

further

ginia likewise bestowed a similar high com
pliment by votes of thanks, and making him
valuable gifts.
After the war

General

Scott served hi

country in several capacities, both as a soldier
and a civilian, and his name has been con
nected with every presidential campaign since
1828. In 1841, by the death of General Map
comb, he became commander-in-chief of the
Previous to this, he had been sent
army.
several times to quell the revolts of some of
our most restless tribes of Indians, and was
chosen by Jackson as the leader of the army
that was to put down South Carolinian nul
He was also ordered to Maine, in
1839, to adjust the difﬁculties between that
State and the British government respecting
our north-eastern boundary, and his mission
liﬁcation.

was conducted with skill and wisdom.
The brilliant military career of General
Scott in the late Mexican war not only reﬂects
the highest glory on his name, as the chief
who planned and executed all the movements
of

Scott, the son of a farmer, by the
name of William Scott, was born near Peters

ment of San Juan

of this quality, as it was seen in Jackson and
some others, is in General Scott softened by his
moral sentiments and esthetic tastes in part,

on the 13th of June, 1786.
burg, Virginia,
He was the youngest of two sons, and had
three sisters. His father dying when he was

but chieﬂy by his excessive love of approba

a child, his mother with a small property, and

Winﬁeld

to Geneva.

sufficiently, he slowly journeyed
toward Philadelphia, whither he repaired for
recovering

command, and comparative coolness in times
of greatest responsibility ; but the rough edge

This gives him pride and power to

hundred men,
force of thirteen hundred

and, although defeated, such was the
desperate valor with which he held out against
the overwhelming odds, that the victoryseemed
rather to hover over the American than the

trusted Lieutenant- General.

distrust.

some four

tion he was severely wounded, and had to be
borne on a. litter to Buffalo, thence to Wil

BIOGRAPHY.

and paternal.
We remember to have seen one of his daugh

him; and we saw in him, then, nothing of the

at Queenstown Heights, under com
from Madison as lieutenant-colonel,

this love of reputation which sometimes is re
dundant in its manifestations; but when we
consider that it is also one of the strongest
incentives to great and glorious achievements

the American

Mexico,
military

army, from the bombard
de Ulloa to the capture of

but forms one of the most glorious
campaigns on record. It took the

world by surprise, and established forever the
chivalrous courage and military prowess of
When we consider the
our citiZen soldiery.

-%

cabinet, and his far-reaching and compre
hensive sagacity in the management of the

pains with it every time we pass through
we become accustomed to the annoying

it

Since the accomplishment of this great
work, General Scott has resided at the capital
of his country, actively discharging the im

a pair of boots that could count and measure
distances, and explained by saying that at
friend’s house there were several steps, one of
which was an inch higher than the others.
When he commenced to go there, he always

portant duties of his high ofﬁce, winning the
approbation of his government, and securing
the good opinion of all his fellow-citizens.
O

a

A friend of ours once remarked that he had

perfect success.

stubbed his toe on this higher step; but be
coming accustomed to
his boots knew

if

it

it

it

it

it

it

is,

is

is

reverse.

We can change from one kind of

fruit to another without feeling any essential
man accustom himself to the
loss. But let
use of condiments, and in short time he thinks
he must have mustard, or something else, on
his food.
Let
appears tasteless without.
him drink tea or coffee—he forms a yearning
habit which will show itself the instant that
denied gratiﬁcation.
Alcoholic liquors
and tobacco come under the same category.

A

glass of brandy before dinner, and
cigar after
in thousands of cases, constitute as much a
man eats at the
part of the dinner as what
takes the whole to satisfy him;
table, and
a man who
not accustomed to the
brandy and tobacco dines with the other man,
and
quite as well satisﬁed without this be
ginning and ending as his companion
with
while

things.

great sagacity and

it,

he executed with

A man may eat bread, vegetables,
really serviceable,
fruit, and anything that
and drink water, and he will be conscious of
having formed no habit in the matter. We can
we may have bread, or the
dismiss potatoes,
habit.

is

San Juan Island, in Nugent’s Sound, a mission

in

it

selves until by frequency of doing we form the
habit, and then can not well break away from
it. Suppose a door or gate to latch with difﬁ
culty, so that we are obliged to take special

it,

it

Everybody knows there are certain things
which we do that may be unpleasant in them

Congress, and which has been ﬁlled by no - hindrance, to this painstaking effort; and after
other. It is the highest military ofﬁce in the
the difﬁculty shall have been removed, and
United States army, and General Scott has
the door made to latch by being merely pushed
since ﬁlled it with the most eminent ability.
together, we still stop to lift the latch and
In 1859, General Scott was sent by the
coax
to shut; and such a habit will last
government to Washington Territory to adjust
perhaps several weeks before, by daily
the difﬁculties relative to the occupation of
practice, we get used to the new condition of

which

a

it,

we perform duties almost

The truth
nearly everything we use
in the way of food and drink which
liable to
injure us, becomes the basis of what we call

a

into habit, until
automatically.

weed.

if

action; to do things which are necessary to
be done daily or hourly in some systematic
manner, and thus doing, the custom grows

nothing more unnatural and more difﬁcult than
to become accustomed to the use of the vile

a

Shortly after this he received the appoint
ment of Lieutenant-General
of the Army of
the United States, an office just created by

faculty of Order seems to lie at the
foundation of all natural and legitimate habits.
It gives us a disposition to have a rule of
The

attempt to conquer the habit, have found
ten
times more difﬁcult to do without
than they
did to form the habit, though we can imagine

a

cratic candidate.

apparent necessity to our comfort.
It is said that man is a creature of habit,
and this is very well, provided the habits of
the man be right.

ﬁber of his being. We presume that those
who have used tobacco for years, and made an

is

being raised to that high honor, and his place
was ﬁlled by the regularly nominated Demo

The ordinary meaning of habit is the doing
of anything with such frequency that it be
comes easy, and so that we almost do it imper
ceptibly, or until the doing of it becomes an

could break away from
and cast
behind
his back at any moment that he thought
necessary and were to make up his mind
to do it. But let him try
once, and he will
ﬁnd that the habit has taken root with every

a

nomination of the Whig party for the ofﬁce of
President of the United States.
He failed

HABIT.

It

In 1852, General Scott received the regular

difﬁcult to break away from
and.
question
ed on the subject, he will say, as do those who
drink liquor and coffee, that he uses
because
he has got in the habit of
but that he

it

On the establishment of peace General
Scott returned in triumph to his home, to
receive the congratulations of his friends and
the thanks of his countrymen.

man, he “conquers his
prejudices” with laborious pertinacity, he
strives for the mastery; and
less than twelve

is

he come short of the highest expectations of
his government.

__—§‘0-—0

it,

the duties of Commander-in-chief, President
of the country, and Secretary of the Treasury.
In no respect did he fail, and in no respect did

is

months he has become so addicted to the use
of this nauseous narcotic that he ﬁnds
very

HABIT is said to be second nature; and it
often becomes equivalent to ﬁrst nature; or,
that is to say, superior to all that is natural
in man.

General Scott was now virtually the Gov
ernor of Mexico, and he became sole director
of public affairs.
His position was novel and
difﬁcult in the extreme. Alone he performed

it

frame have not diminished under the burden

entrance into the capital of
triumphant
Mexico; in all these masterpieces of military
execution, the head and the band of the com
mander-in-chief are seen, and place him at
military

is

the rest, to act like

of years.

successful

smoke; what a face he makes up how pale he
looks about the lips as his stomach revolts at
the nauseous practice! But, ambitions to do like

armies of the government, show that the
vigor of his intellect has not abated a jot, and
the elasticity and endurance of his gigantic

treras; the fall of San Antonia; the bloody
action of Churubusco ; the ﬁght at Molino del
Rey; the bombardment and storming of the
almost inaccessible Chapultepec; and the ﬁnal

once among the great
heroes of modern times.

convenient, custom makes
quite as incon
venient to change back to what
right and
Observe
boy who
proper.
learning to
!

Here, at the age of seventy-five
years, he shows himself the same great,
calm, strong mind he has ever been in all
important emergencies. His counsel in the

is

the ne
Perote; the occupation of Puebla;
gotiations carried on while the enemy rested
awhile at this latter place; the battle of Con

called him to arms and to the councils of the
nation.

it

Ulloa; in the disposition made of the city and
castle after the surrender; in the orderly line
of march taken up from Vera Cruz to the
capital ; in the heroic storming of Cerro
Gordo; Th6 capture of Jalapa; the taking of

Divine
Providence.
The serious troubles
which for the past few months have been un
happily distracting our country, have again

which was the step automatically, and would
and measure the steps without. any
“
blunder;
but,” said be, “my friend has had
the steps overhauled and reduced to one height;
and now my boots insist on making an extra
high step where
was formerly necessary to do
habit; and though at ﬁrst in
it."7 This

count

it,

in the history of modern warfare.
We have no time to follow the hero in detail
Sufﬁce
throughout that splendid campaign.
it to say that under the wall of San Juan de

Here his life seemed passing to a quiet and
peaceful close, emblazoned with a halo of
But such was not the ordination of
glory.

them.
little girl ten years old was brought into
our ofﬁce by her mother for an examination.
She was remarkably plethoric in her constitu

A

fearful odds he had to encounter, and take
into account the fact that he fought the enemy
on his own soil, having to contend with all the
deadly inﬂuences of climate, we feel that we
can conﬁdently assert that it has no parallel
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formed
possibly do without coffee.” She had
habit before the age of ten, so that she thought
impossible to surrender it.
Many persons have a habit of nibbling their

clusions in cases of partial idiocy like the one
They are obliged to recognize
in question.
one of the ﬁrst principles of Phrenology,
namely, the plurality of the faculties, in pre
senting a case of general idiocy with one of
two faculties not only as active and strong as

not merely an intellectual
genius
special talent for
power, and that there
We
music independent of general intellect.
do not regard the case of Blind Tom, therefore,

is

if

as any argument against Phrenology.
Twenty
years ago, while the writer

is

to the pocket, or subversive

was

in South Deerﬁeld, Mass.,
physi
presented the skull of a person for

cian

is

lecturing

in

it

a matter of the ﬁrst consequence to all
persons, more especially to the young, to in
dulge no practice which, when consolidated
into habit, shall be detrimental to health,

By placing a light inside the
skull, we discovered that the entire frontal
organs are lo
bone, where the intellectual
cated, was exceedingly thick, except at the
location of the organ of Tune; and the skull

examination.

of

morals.

BLIND TOM.

skull,
of a female who was intelligent

a stupid idiot. A few
the same time, yet he
nights ago, a piece was composed expressly
for the occasion—a most difﬁcult piece—and

exhibited

it

if

is
a

It

is

some

nine or ten years of age, when, in consequence
of ﬁts, the intellect was destroyed; and that she
high degree of musical talent, and
that this was the only mental faculty that
seemed to be active, but the passions and pro
pensities, as we had stated, were decidedly
The doctor had regarded this skull as
an objection to the truth of Phrenology, but
at once yielded his skepticism when this ob

a

small development of the regions
of the intellect, should not also know that the
organs of Tune and Time may be decidedly
a

great external develop
large, and not make
ment. The other powers of the intellect being
weak and the organs small, those which are
and active like Time and Tune,
have ample room to expand without making
much external development. Besides, we have
not seen the head, and are not disposed to
accept the criticism of these men respecting

developed

Most persons who attempt to

jection was explained.
There are many cases of idiocy, and of
partial development, which might not be easy,

disposition,

while

still a youth

he

company of showmen as a
collector of wild beasts, and employed himself
with success in hunting in the forests of

hired himself to

New Hampshire, and Vermont.
He
subsequently received a severe injury in the
refractory Bengal
spine by the attack of
tiger in the possession of his employers; and
Maine,

for the next ﬁfteen years, being obliged to dis
continue his employment as a hunter, he re
sumed his trade. Having accumulated some
rnoney, he engaged in the shoe trade in St.
Louis, where he was burned out and lost all.
The “gold fever” by this time breaking out in
California, he repaired thither in 1849. He
went into the mountains, and followed various
occupations—mining,
trading, farming, and
Sometimes he was rich, at
stock-raising.
other times poor—had many thousand dollars
worth of cattle stolen from him in a single

night; and thus harassed in the fall of 1852,
disgusted with the world and dissatisﬁed with
himself, he abandoned all schemes for the ac
cumulation of wealth, and took up his abode
in the wildest parts of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, resolved to make the wilderness
home and wild beasts his companions.
He was temperate, and his laborious occupa
tions had hardened his frame, so that to walk
during a whole day, or endure hunger and
his

had been
thirst, was comparatively easy.
a part of his early education to shoot Well, and
he was well qualiﬁed, therefore, for mountain
After spending some time
life and hunting.

during life, for the best practical phrenologists
should be re
to decipher correctly; but
membered that cases of this kind afford no

in the mountains, alone depending upon his
wife for support, his brother, who had ac
quired some property in mining, followed him,

just argument against Phrenology in general,
no more, indeed, than a distorted spine or mal
formed vital organs disturb the general laws

to furnish

it

N. E. F.

little singular that men wise
Ans.
enough to be editors should not understand
distinctly that a person like this boy Tom, who
the brain
idiotic, and has, consequently,

Time and Tune.

until

of Anatomy and Physiology, or the propriety
of studying these on the basis of the general
Anti
by which they are governed.
poor shift when
phrenologists are driven to
they must take a blind idiotic negro boy whom

laws

a

almost entirely wanting.
Will you give your opinion on the subject
through the JOURNAL, and refute this slander

be healthy,

physician who presented the
remarked that the skull was that
The

strong.

Some of the editors in this city have said
that this upsets the science of Phrenology, as
the organs of Time, Tune, and Imitation are

on the science of Phrenology?
Cnronmnl, 0.

Tune.

they confess to be a musical genius, and bring
him forward as an argument to overthrow
Why don’t they take the in
Phrenology.
telligent, the men of varied attainments and di
verse character and disposition, and bring them
forward as an argument against Phrenology;
Phrenology be not true, normal develop
for
ments would furnish the best possible argu
ments to overthrow it.

if

it

correctly,

not idiotic,

with the exception of the single organ of

a

is

is

‘

a

once he played
after hearing
singing “ Dixie" at the same time.

decidedly dull,

if

ing the people by his wonderful performances
He plays the most ditlicult
on the banjo.
pieces after having heard them once, plays
two different tunes and sings another piece at

is

in Covington,
Massns. Eni'ross—There
Kentucky, opposite this city, a musical wonder,
He does
negro boy known as “Bind Tom.”
not know a letter of the alphabet, nor one note
astonish
in music from another, and yet he

was described as being that of a. female, as
having all the propensities and passions active,
but the intellect

roving

a

is
a

musical

vised him to wear thimbles on all his ﬁngers,
he could not otherwise break the habit.
so imperious in its cravings,
Since habit

convenient

is is

I

marks of the highest order of musical genius.
The conclusion
inevitable, therefore, that

a few months ago, paid the debt of
He was born in Medway, Mass,
October 20th, 1807, and was brought up to the
shoemaker; but being of a
occupation of

himself,
nature.

It

A

they are ever found in persons of ﬁrst-class
intellect, but more than this, exhibiting all the

who was addicted to this habit said he would
“ but,’7
give thousands of dollars to be rid of it;
even
said he, “I can not break myself of it;
gnaw my glove ﬁngers into holes, We ad

New York a year ago, which collection
now
at Barnum’s American Museum
but Adams

copartnership, the brother
the necessary funds while he was
to engage in the capture of wild beasts for
menageries. For this purpose be turned north

and they formed

ward to Oregon.
We have not room to describe, as has been
work entitled “ Adventures
done at length, in
of James Capen Adams,” and published by
Crosby, Nichols, Lee,
Co., of Boston, all
the imminent peril or hair-breadth escapes in
his conﬂict with the grizzly bears or other wild

it

nails, and keeping them gnawed off down to the
Children frequently have this habit,
quick.
gentleman
and break themselves from it.

THERE are few persons who have not heard
Many thousand
of Adams, the bear hunter.
persons saw his menagerie of grizzly bears in

&

it

a

;

I

!

it,

termine the developments of well-balanced
heads but they are not slow to rush to con

JAB. CAPEN ADAMS, THE GRIZZLY
BEAR HUNTER.

is

criticise Phrenology in this way know so little
of the subject that they are not able to de

;

We advised that
ency of blood to the brain.
she should not learn to drink coffee ; or, if she
to cease to do so, when the little thing
used
“ Oh
can not
looked up artlessly and said,

[JUNE,

a

’

a

M

a
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animals in the mountains.
In December last we gave a detailed account
in Life Illustrated of many of the terriﬁc on
sets which Adams had with the bears and
other animals, one of which was a severe in

<<>
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rise up half an inch above
its usual height, and, at
such times, emitted a sin
gular odor, similar to that
of burning
phosphorus.
This same odor was ap

of his

head as of the Wound, which ﬁnally
caused his death but a few months afterward.

parent during the convul
sions to be mentioned here
after.
at
Hemorrhage,

The

such

it

times, occasionally
occurred
also
took
place at the
slightest
touch, such as removing
the dressing,
a little dry
;

or adherent.

ﬁneness, cvincing clearness of
mind, persistency and earnestness of feeling.
His head, as we observed by examination, show

appeared cheerful, but was
'
not generally inclined to
converse.
Whether this

This, as it appears under the microscope
(power of two hundred and ﬁfty), is a very re
markable development of epithelioma.‘l
Case—James C. Adams, aged forty~seven,
when about two years old, fell into the ﬁre,
and burnt the top of his head so severely,
that adjoining portions of the parietal bones
came away, leaving an opening as large as a
silver dollar, from which there was a constant
discharge until

about seven years ago, when,
a grizzly hear, he had

in an encounter with

his scalp turned down over his eyes. After
this wound, his head entirely healed, and re
mained well till two years ago, when, while
correcting some member of his happy family
of animals in a cage, an ungentlemanly man
monkey dropped down upon his head, and
it,

It was
clawed, bit, and tore it open again.
now found impossible to heal
as an epithe
a

lial growth attacked the dura mater, and very
most unsightly dis
rapidly developed into
ease. The growth extended through the osse
one opening, one inch above the scalp, present
ing a vivid-red
crest of a fowl.
with

appearance, not unlike the
The interstices were ﬁlled
oﬁ'ensiVe pus.
The disease extended

from the left temple toward the right, four
inches, and about three and a half in the op

If

The brain was seen to rise
posite direction.
and fall distinctly.
a spasmodic effort was
made, like sneezing, the whole tumor would

'

In

A fine skin, like thatwhlchcoversthe lips and mu
cousmembrane.The dun mater themembrane
which
lnclosestho braln.

>>

I

tration of strength.

Al

though he boasted that he
had disease enough to kill
most men, he said that he
should fulﬁll his engage
ment to perform with his
trained bears that season,
and then die,‘ which result

J. C. ADAMS, THE GRIZZLY BEAR HUNTER.
followed, as he
had predicted.
Nothing of interest occurred until within
ability communicated with the ventricles, as
about four weeks of his death, when paralysis
they contained about an ounce of pus.
of the right side took place, after
convulsion
The weight of the brain, with the dura ma
which attacked him in the horse-cars.
The
ter and epithelial growth attached, was four
'
convulsions continued at intervals, until his
pounds.
death, which followed about four weeks after
interesting, in connection with this
their ﬁrst appearance.
He suffered
good
case, to allude to that of our distinguished
deal of pain at times.
In this, a
friend, Dr. M. Swett, of Maine.
Sedio Cadaver-is, sixteen hours after death.
large portion of the frontal and malar bones
speedily

Body emaciated rigor mortis moderate. The
whole of the diseased mass had receded from
the surface three quarters of an inch, and pre
sented that white appearance so well described

was blown off by the discharge of
cannon.
But in the patient (Stewart),
remember
false membrane, or curtain-like
correctly,
a

DUB-A MA
TER, FOLLOWING AN lNJURY—ABBCESB IN
THE BRAIN.

It

IPITHELIAL GROWTH FROM THE

a

readers:

ural buoyancy of mind.
For the last eighteen
months of his life, the dis
ease extended so rapidly
as to produce great pros

a

post-mortem examination, by Dr. J. H. Warren,
which we copy from the Boslon Medical and
Surgical Journal, will be interesting to our

the disease,
am unable
to say. Iam inclined to "
the opinion, that both op
I
erated to depress his nat-

talent, and uncommon ﬁrmness and
self-reliance.
The following account of the

chanical

arose from the lonely hab
its of a hunter’s life, or

by Rokilansky

covering, extended over the denuded surface,
and afforded a fair amount of protection. In
our case, the diseased dura mater could be

the calvaria, the dura mater was
found adherent entirely around the edge of the

seen throngh the opening for many years, and
fair share of health,
yet the patient enjoyed
and was in intellect by no means deﬁcient.

in his works on Pathological
Anatomy, in which may be found a very full
description of epithelial cancer.
Upon re
moving

opening, and extending back for about an inch.
Upon the right side, the dura mater adhered
slightly to the arachnoid, beneath the growth.
Upon the other, the membranes were replaced
by a dense white tissue, which ﬁrmly adhered
to the brain itself over
surface about an inch
in diameter.
Beneath this was an abscess
a

ed large CombatiVeness and Destructiveness,
combined with very great Philoprogenitive
ness, ﬁrst-rate practical intellect, good me

He at times

;

of

I

dications

if

temperament will see in his large chest the
basis of great endurance and power, and will
also see in his features sharpness, and the in

if
I

portrait which we give of him shows
nothing of his phrenology, save his large Per
ccptives; but those who are familiar with

93

about an inch in diameter, which in all prob

a

ing, or dressing, from his head, and gave us an
opportunity of seeing it; but we were quite as
intent on making an observation of the form

JOURNAL.

.M,._. ....WAA_,W“W.

died of the same disease in the face.
‘His father

_-n.¢_’.>—

Ksowmncs

can not be acquired without
troublesome, and
pains and application.
like deep digging for pure water, but when
once you come to the springs, they rise up and
'
meet you.
is

he lost a considerable portion of the top of the
skull.
When we saw him last year exhibit
his bears in New York, he took off the cover

.cM»M~-.w

It

jury of the head and brain by a bear, in which
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husband

sessed; either beside himself with presump
tion, or carried away by self-conceit; either a
fool
madman or
No great work was ever yet accomplished

always the ansWer of unthinking power to him
who talks of mysterious things before the

which, in its beginning, was not looked upon
as impossible by the greatest and wisest men
Believe you that
Caesar, or
Cortez, or Napoleon, or Wellington had ac
knowledged their plans or their hopes to the
world, in the very outset of their career, they

it,

got his growth, or taken the stand conceded to
him at last by acclamation, depend upon

if

him
was the key of a great mystery in
heaven, and for aught he knew, when he
touched the damped string, the thunders of the
bottomless pit might have consumed him—

otherwise

than at the risk of being hooted to
is

“Much learning hath made thee mad,”

in vain that he would reply,
speak
am not mad, most noble Festus
They
the words of truth and soberncss."
dare not believe, lest thrones might be tumbled
multitude,

“I

to the earth, and the nations be lifted up.
not been so always and everywhere,
Has
thatjust in proportion to the disclosures of their
plans and hopes, by the great men of every
age, in advance of their consummation, has
been the lack of sympathy and faith on the

To preserve a character
part of the world?
for modesty, or common sense, indeed, such
men are obliged to withhold these revelations.
Call to mind the difﬁculties of Mahomet, of
Calvin, of Columbus, of Gustavus Adolphus,
of Fulton, of Ledyard, of Galileo, of Harvey,
of Gall and Spurzheim, of all, indeed, who
have been greatly distinguished, and you will
ﬁnd two things to be always true of the whole

strength of
First, that they were upheld by
purpose—a holy self-reliance, which nothing
could quench or abate and secondly, that al
though they never betrayed themselves to the
world till their great works were accomplished,

madman or fool?
out being denounced for
Had he done so in the market-place, through
which he had wandered.
few years before,

thousandth part of their
nor ever permitted
good opinion of themselves to leak out, even
before their best friends, their difﬁculties were

a two-penny loaf, would he not
have been packed off to
lunatic hospital?

multiplied at every disclosure, their character
for common sense put in jeopardy by every

a

believe you that even Franklin would have
been permitted to acknowledge to those about
him what he really hoped and expected, with
a

no great man ever lived who,
at some period of his life, was not remarkable
for arrogance,'or presumption, or self-conceit—
in the opinion of others. Long before he had
multitude—yet

And when Franklin, already past
patience?
his youth, went up and touched his knuckle to
the key, at the risk of certain death—for to

a

a

Arrogance and presumption are vices; and
self-conceit
pitiable weakness. So say the
world.
So believe the loud, unreasoning

the constellations in his dreams, where would
have been found one to listen to him with

munching

a

is

What the humiliating
self-distrust?
what
sensation of helplessness, of perpetual depend
ence, of utter worthlessness, when cast upon
Are these virtues?
our own resources?

Galileo, in his boyhood, had prophesied of the
stars, and told others how he walked among

it

is

if

is

virtues—but

[J

death

would not have been pitied for their folly, or
If
regarded with amazement and derision!

are

l

be other
thousands about him, how could
wise than that they should believe him pos

you
eyes you will see them change color;
listen to their voices, you will detect a distant
quaver, showing that after all they have suf
fered, and felt, and hoped and promised, they

humility

!

even when best satisﬁed of their ﬁnal success,
would have been permitted to reveal themselves

of the day.

very foreheads.
Modesty and

is

it

a

of change and transmutation.
But in comparative youth, should the high
purposes of a man be revealed to the sleepy

or of a father—by the admonitions of the ex
perienced, or by the entreaties of friends—it
in vain that such people ever pretend to have
conﬁdence in themselves. If you watch their

God help us!
have no faith in themselves.
written upon their
What are we good for?

precious than life—their reputation for common
sense.
and Watt, and Ferguson,
And Arkwright,
of them all,
and Brindley, and Fulton—which

:

the duties of a citizen or of a son, of

not

I

that, urged on
of society—by
a

is

It

vain
ing and resolute.
every side by the obligations

the

only “stake their lives upon the throw,” and
“ stand the hazard of the die,” but they stake
ten thousand times more
what to them

!

voices and try to stand erect; to be as other
men are, who prosper in the great business of
life, decided, prompt, and vigorous, unwaver

matters little wherefore, when
that mighty furnace—the youthful heart-is in
full blast, with dreams of power and progress,
membered—it

Lo
rush in where angels fear to tread.”
They
stout-heartedness of such men

a

it,

is

It

resources, or their connections, they are all, to
a man, affected with a disqualifying self-dis
in vain that they lift up their
trust.

with
kindling with enthusiasm—heaving
with
vast and generous hope—sweltering
ambition; the ambition to be—and to be re

having rushed into the holy of
man—for
holies without putting off his shoes—for hav
ing touched the ark without leave; for “fools

;

all whom everybody pitie
and nobody helps—all whom it is in vain to
whatever may be their
help, my life on
business talent, their genius, their virtue, their
everybody else;

of an Empire.
Being of slow growth, great plans must have
their beginnings afar 05; generally, therefore,
in comparative youth, when the heart

hands to the sky; and all would have ac
knowledged that he had deserved his fate—poor

is

for inefﬁciency and helplessness;
all those who, notwithstanding their many
virtues, are a burthen to themselves and to
remarkable

he was but preparing
preface to the Code
Napoleon, which, of itself, was but a single
chapter in the Biography, not of a Man, but

blasted for his awful hope, in the very act of
stealing ﬁre from heaven. And pious men
would have wondered and lifted up their

a

hearty self-reliance.
If you will call up before you
And again.
all th0se of your acquaintances who are most

the life of a nation.
And when Napoleon
blasted the Alps, and launched armies like
thunderbolts from among the stars—even then

He would have gone down to
presumption?
all future ages as another Prometheus, thunder

It

ways ﬁnd them remarkable for agenerous con
ﬁdence in themselves—in other Words, for a

takes awhole generation, perhaps
whole life
-—-nay,peradventure, whole centuries for them
to ripen.
The institutions of Lycurgus, for
example, were not for his life—they were for

corpse, what living man
was there, of all this world, who would not
have pitied his rashness or shuddered at his

'1‘

You will al

all alike, and all of a family.

earth a blackened
growth.

a is

ministers of the gospel or merchant princes,
and you will ﬁnd, however they may disagree
in everything else, that in one thing they are

steadfastness, or both.
But great plans are of slow

it

ever heard of, whether among men of business,
painter, or poets, mechanics or lawyers,
soldiers or statesmen, sculptors or architects,

tempted him so to risk his life.
But, had the
bright thunder fallen upon him when he
touched that key, had he been lifted from the

a

may be his condition,
every great man you

Little
they are accomplished.
men by no plans at all—by continual waver
ing and shifting—by a want of originality, or

!

know, whatever
business, or history;

Great

by great plans—perse

vered in till

a

LOOK about you, my friends, whatever
may be your age or experience ; stand up, and
look about you on every side, while the great
multitude go hurrying by you in a cloud of
dust; ﬁx your eye upon their acknowledged
readers; call to mind every distinguished man
you

ever be otherwise?

men are distinguished

it

And how could

DY JOHN NEAL.

And what would have become of his reputa
tion for modesty
Once triumphant, with the
whole world on his side, there would be no
was that had
danger in avowing what
1'

he was looked upon as exceedingly presumptu
ous, vain, and obstinate.

can,

it

SELF-RELIANCE AND SELF-DIS
TRUST.
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Had Fulton lived some forty years
plished.
earlier, England might have been carried by
The legions of Napoleon, ﬁve
steam-ships.

so charming, pro
liope; but then its voice
ducing such
harmony of sweet sounds. It
was the ﬁrst time that we ever heard our
is

revelation, and they themselves were regarded
even by their patrons as little better than
visionaries, whom it would do no harm to let
have their own way for a while, since, at the

PHRENOLOGICAL
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thousand strong, might have swept
He might
a hurricane.

baby’s voice, and what a thrill of happiness
did that little sound send through our bosom

venture to say that he would answer monarch

Most of these great men were obliged to tell
their story in the highways; to let the multi

after monarch at his capital—that
was one
it
It might mean much, or little.
thing.

But we are too happy to express our feelings.
We are at least two feet taller than we were
before our baby was born, and think ourselves

tude into their storehouses and laboratories for
a penny a-piece, as it were, having not the
means, like Tycho Brahe or Sir Humphrey
Davy, to carry on their experiments by them
selves.
And yet, how they suffered!
And

was an oracular

Moscow.

But having forgotten the policy of
his youth—having published his plans—hav
ing threatened—he was obliged to do what he
threatened, or to forfeit his position forever as
a warrior-prophet.
And so with Spain and
Had he not published his plans—
England.
had he not turned himself inside out, as it
were, before all the nations of the world, all
that he threatened might have been accom

>>~

ws’va GOT

BABY.

Last Wednesday afternoon to us a child was
We feel proud
born, but not a son was given.
of our baby—it

better half says.

so pretty and sweet, so our
a girl, of course——our

girl, so we gave up to her—the
times being too hard to split the difference and
have a girl and boy, both at once. Our time

wife wanted

will come next, see

don’t. Our baby
weighs eight pounds, and all the ladies say
that
such
pretty little angel, and looks

just like its papa. Of course everybody will
know when
has black
resembles us.
eyes, dark hair, and the sweetest little face,
and the way

can cry

a caution to a Ca1

0

not to insult

us, for we feel‘ big enough and
strong enough to whip every one of the seces
sion States back into the Union, and
single
man wouldn’t be
taste for us. We are
doubly sound on the Union issue now. \Ve
never intend to secede from our baby. Hurra,
hurra

we’ve got

baby.

.—
A.

REPORTER'S

EXPERIENCE

is

Mn. RUSSELL, the London Times’ corre
spondent, now in this country, was sent years
ago to Ireland to report O’Conneli’s speeches
during the repeal agitation.
The following
told as the result of his mission:
One of the ﬁrst meetings the newspaper
man attended was in Kerry.
Having heard
of O’Connell’s polite qualities, he thought he
would ask that gentleman’s permission to take
a verbatim account of the oration.
The

“Liberator” not only consented, but in his
oiliest manner informed the assembled audi
ence that “until that gintleman was provided
all writin7 convaniences, he wouldn’t
spake a word,” assuming an extra brogue,
which was altogether unnecessary. Russell
was delighted.
The preparations began, and
were completed Russell was ready.
“Are you quite ready ?” asked Dan. '
“Quite ready.”
“Now, are you sure you’re intirely ready ?”
With

“

I’m certain, sir. Yes.”
The crowd becoming excited and impatient,
Dan said, “ Now, 7pon my conscience, won’t
begin the speech till the London gintleman
intirely ready.”

is

it,

7

a

THE editor of the Missouri American seems
He gets off the following:

to be in ecstasies.

It

on, before your reputation is established—nor
even then. Had Napoleon held his tongue, he
might
have come back triumphant
from

ILLUSTRATED.

A

Keep your own counsel, therefore, if you
mean to do anything or be anything in this
world.
Let no more of your plans be guessed
at than may be absolutely necessary for getting

WIT LND PHILOPROGENITIVENESS

is

mad-house.

.__..

is

he acknowledged his
opinion of himself and of his projects before the
best friend he had on earth, it is highly prob
able they would have had out a commission of
lunacy against him and shut him up in a

It

before Syracuse—had

if
it

preparing his machinery for snatching up the
galleys, and getting ready his burning-glasses
for the destruction of the ﬂeets then lying

“ This up-hlllwork,"saidJenny;
“ So life,"said I; “shall we
Climb up alone or,Jenny,
Will youcomeandclimbwith mei"
Redderthantheblushingberries
Jenny‘scheeks momentgrew,
While withoutdelaysheanswered,
“ will corncandclimbwithyou."
it is is

both were fulﬁlled, or as good as fulﬁlled.
Why, man alive ! had Archimedes himself, in
the height of his reputation—while
he was

is

throw a ton weight of iron from
Dover to Calais, with a steam-engine.
Both
were proverbs among their brethren, the mill
wrights and engineers, until the prophesies of

a

he could

Lonelyworkis pickingberries,
So I joined heron thehill;
“ Jenny, dear,"saidI, “ yourbasket's
Quitetoolargefor oneto till."
two—totill
80 westayed—we
Jenny talking—Iwasstill—
Lcadingwherethebill wassteep,
Picking berriesup thehill.

a

would be run, clothes washed, and potatoet
boiled by steam, within ﬁfty years from the
day he wrote, and the latter to declare thas

I

genious mechanics the world ever saw—when
the former undertook to prophesy that carriages

a

of the most in

0s a sunnysummermorning,
Early asthedewwasdry,
Up thehill I wenta berrylnz,
Need I tell you—tellyou why7
FarmerDavishada daughter,
And it happenedthatI knew
On eachsunnymorningJenny
Up thehill wcntberryingtoo.

it

engines and tunnery-vats—one

JENNY DAVIS.

AND

it

or of Perkins, the manufacturer
millwright,
of steam-guns and copper-plates, unburstable

I

it
is

Just what became of poor Fulton’s,
lamp?
when he undertook to set the North River
a-ﬁre. Have you forgotten—or have you never
heard of what they said of Oliver Evans, the

is

own secrets, in after-life, made him a prisoner
and a pauper.
[10 an CONTINUE-1

a

opinion they had of themselves.
What would
have become of Sir Humphrey Davy’s reputa
tion for modesty if he had foretold the safety

young mother with her ﬁrst-born.
Young men
and young ladies, our advice to you
to go
and do likewise—it will make you feel so
happy to have a baby. We warn everybody

I

boasted himself
into the
Yes—Napoleon
grave.
Keeping his own secrets made him on
the earth a king of kings.
his
Publishing

to us. Poor old maids! from the bottom of
our hearts we feel sorry for them.
that
they could only realize the happiness of a

After waiting another moment or so, O’Con
ears were all

nell advanced; eyes glistened
attention, and the reportorial

;

they would have been made to suffer a thou
sand times more had the leading philosophers
of their age, to say nothing of the World, been
permitted to look into their hearts, or even to
guess at the hopes they entertained, or the

tempt for them, and intend to lam the ﬁrst one
that presumes to have the eﬂ'rontery to speak

a

him or provoked into
unbelief, all his glorious self-conﬁdence became
visible afar off, it was all over with him.

a

piqued into thwarting

good enough to become a preacher. We pity
everybody that hasn’t got a baby; and as for
old bachelors, we entertain a sovereign con

;

threat, which was quite sure
to be accomplished.
But when he came to
talk freely of his plans and purposes, of the
how and the when, so that all the world were

!

hundred

over the land like

!

worst, glorious simpietons ! they were nobody’s
enemies but their own.

pencil arose.
Dan gave one more benignant smile on the
correspondent, winked at the auditors, and
commencedhis speech in the Irish language, to
the inexprcssibie horror of the present editor
of the Army and Navy Gazette, and to the in
ﬁnite delight of all Kerry.
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CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
BY GEORGE CUMBE
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THIS mode of treatment would render their lives happier than they
would
could ever be were their persons left at large in society; and
consider the restoration of this class of
make them also useful.

applied—not vindictively, but in aﬂ‘ection and humanity;
and that
then the offenses of this class of criminals will be diminished in

There remain two other classes of minds to be considered in relation
legislation—those
whose organs of propensity, moral
sentiment, and intellect are pretty equally balanced, and those in
to criminal

whom the moral and intellectual faculties predominate; but the con
sideration of these must be reserved till the next Lecture.

and instruction, they should ever become capable of
self-guidance, they should be viewed as patients who have recovered,
they should relapse into
and be liberated, on the understanding that

a

is,

their outrages, although we do not regard the individuals as guilty.
By what means may society be
The important question, therefore,
most effectually protected against their injurious assaults on property
and life? The disciples of the old school answer, that this may be
best done by holding them responsible for their actions, and punishing
them; but in doing so, they turn a deaf ear to the lessons of experi
ence, which proclaim only the failure of this treatment in times past.
They close their understandings against the examination of new facts,
which promise to account for that failure; they assume, in opposition

if

to both philosophy and experience, that these men can act rightly
they choose, and that they can choose so to act; and ﬁnally, in conse~
quence of these prejudices, errors, and false assumptions, and without
considerations for the real welfare either of society or of the offenders,
they indulge their own animal resentment, by delivering over the vic
tims of cerebral malformation or disease to jailers and executioners, to
is

be punished for committing actions which their defective mental con
no wonder
impossible for them to avoid. There
stitution rendered
form of treatment.
that crime does not diminish under such
The disciples of the new philosophy, on the other hand, answer the

a

I

In individuals thus constituted, the large organs of the
propensities give rise to vivid manifestations of the animal feelings,
but the large organs of the moral sentiments and intellect produce
also strong moral emotions and intellectual perceptions. In practical
conduct such persons are, to
remarkable extent, the creatures of
external circumstances.
If one of them, born of proﬂigate parents, be
trained to idleness, intoxication, and crime, his whole lower organs
equilibrium.

will thus, from infancy, be called into vivid action, while his moral
sentiments will receive no proportionate cultivation.
His intellectual
faculties, denied all rational and useful instruction, will be employed
only in serving and assisting the propensities; they will be sharpened
to perpetrate crime. and to elude punishment.
Such an individual
will be prepared to become an habitual criminal, and he will be the
more dangerous to society on account of the considerable degree in
which he possesses moral and intellectual faculties.
These will give
him an extent of intelligence and plausibility which will enable him
only the more successfully to deceive, or probably to obtain access to
places of trust, in which he may commit the more extensive pecuiatious.
on the other hand, an individual thus constituted be placed from
infancy in the bosom of
moral, intelligent, and religious family, who
present few or no temptations to his propensities, but many
powerful and agreeable excitements to his higher faculties;
he shall
have passed the period of youth under this inﬂuence, and in early
manhood have been ushered into society with all the advantages of a
shall

if
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it

it,

and that by erroneous legal deﬁnitions of insanity, and by legal ﬁctions,
The actions of
the really insane should not be treated as criminals.
are without hesi
the morally insane, whom we wish to include in
tation condemned; and no one doubts that we should put
stop to

Tin: second class of heads to which direct your attention
that
in which the organs of the animal propensities, of the moral senti
ments, and of the intellectual faculties, are all large, and nearly in

a

is

organs in the brain, and in his, from ascendency of the passions pro
duced by cerebral disease. Society absolves idiots and the insane
from punishment, and we only plead that this class of unfortunate
in nature;
beings should be as extensive in the eye of the law as

CONTINUED.

a

is

if

a

to condemn such actions as wrong, and to arrest the perpetrator of
them in his wild career. Now, the case of the class of offenders
precisely analogous. Like the mad
which we have been discussing
man, they act under the inﬂuence of uncontrollable passions, existing,
in their case, in consequence of the natural predominance of certain

CRIMINALS

respectable profession, and a high character, and been received and
cherished by the virtuous as one of themselves, then his moral and
intellectual faculties may assume and maintain the ascendency during
life.
again, an individual of this class have been religiously educated,
but, in early youth, have left home, and been much thrown upon the
to say, left to associate with persons of indifferent char
world—that

a

is

is

wrong which outrages
and acting harmoniously; and every action
we see a furious madman or a mischievous
or offends them. Hence,
idiot (whom no one supposes to be free agents) burning a house or
murdering
child, we are compelled, by our whole moral faculties,

OI"

If,
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As formerly mentioned, the distinction between right and
wrong does not depend on the freedom of the human will, as many
Every
persons suppose, but on the constitution of our faculties.
action
morally right which gratifics all our faculties, enlightened

objection.

TREATMENT

Criminalsin whomthemoral and intellectualorgansareconsiderably
developed—In
ﬂuenceof externalcircumstances
on thisclass—Doctrine
of regeneration—Importance
of attendingtothefunctionsof thebrainin referencetothissubject,andthetreatment
of criminals—Powerof societyover the conductof men possessingbrainsof the
middle class—Case
of criminalmadesoby circumstances-Expediency
of keeping
certainmenfrom temptation—Thefts
by posl'oﬂiceOﬂicials—Aid
furnishedby Phren
ology,in selectingpersonsto iill conﬁdentialsituations—Punishment
of criminals—
Objectsof punishment—Its
legitimateendsaretoprotectsocietybyexample.and to
reformtheoffenders—Means
of effectingthesepurposes—
Conﬁnement—Employment
—Unsatisiactory
slateof ourexistingprisons—Moral
improvement
of criminals.

If,

if

moral training

immoral habits, they should be restored to their places in the asylum.*
has been frequently urged that this doctrine abolishes responsi
loss to comprehend the exact import of this
am at
bility; but

XIII.

LECTURE

if,

persons to the possession of a moral self-control as nearly hopeless:
they resemble those who are blind and deaf from irremediable defects
in the organs of sight and hearing.
however, by long restraint and

it

[J

ing reason; by regarding the advantage at once of the criminal and of
society: they say that physical and moral restraint are the only effec
tual remedies for this great evil; that these should be unhesitatingly

number!
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Since the ﬁrst editionof thiswork waspublished,Mr. M. B. Sampsonhad treated
thewholesubjectreferredtoin thetextin a masterlymanner,in Letterson “ Criminal
Jurisprudenceconsidered
in relationto Mental Organization.”They havebeen pub
lishedin cheapform,and stronglyrecommend
themto theattentionof the reader.
The viewspresentedin thetextarenowoperatingon themindsof themiddleclasses
of society,althoughstill opposedby thelearned. Lawyersin generalrejectthem,but
juries give elect to them in their verdicts. latelyheard a bishopand a lawyer
lamentingoverthedegeneracy
of moderntimes.evincedby theimpossibilityof Lnduc.
ingjuriesto convictfordeath,wherethepleaof insanitywasurgedas defense! 1846,
a

!

I
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haveconversedon the subjectof the irreclnimabladispositionsof this classof
of prisonsin Britain and the
criminals,with intelligentand humanesuperintendents
United Statesof America.andtheyhaveexpresseda decidedconvictionthatthereare
prisonerswhomno punishmentwill recalltovirtue,butwho,whenliberated,constantly
theircareerof crime.
recommence
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by looking at facts; by consult

a

question by appealing to experience;
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In religion, this process is generally called regeneration. According
to my observation, the men who are converted and reformed from ha
bitual proﬂigacy, and who continue, afterward, permanently moral
and religious characters, possess this combination of brain.
They
become proﬂigate at ﬁrst, from the energetic action of their large organs
of the animal propensities ; and when subsequently they become
respectable Christians,
intellectual powers.

they act under the control of their moral and
,

I am aware that, in making this statement, I am treading on delicate
ground; because many sincere and excellent persons believe that these
results ﬂow from the inﬂuence of the Holy Spirit, and that the Holy
Spirit operates in regenerating sinners altogether independently of the
laws of organization; in short, that the inﬂuence is supernatural.
I
do not at all dispute the power of God to operate independently of the
natural laws: the very idea of his being omnipotent, implies power
to do according to his pleasure, in all circumstances and times; but

it appears to me that, the age of miracles being past, it does not now
please God to operate on the human mind either independently of, or
in contradiction to, the laws of organization instituted by himself.

This reduces the question, not to one respecting God’s power, for we
all grant this to be boundless, but to one ofﬁlct—whether
it pleases
him actually

to manifest his power over the human mind, always in
harmony with, or sometimes independently of, and at other times in
contradiction to, the laws of organization;
and this fact, like any
other, must be determined by experience and observation.
I humbly
report the results of my own observations; and say that, although I
have seen a number of men of renewed lives, I have never met with
one possessing a brain of the lowest character who continued moral
amid the ordinary temptations of the world.
Such men occasionally
appear moral for a time; but they do not remain steadfast in the
paths of virtue when temptation is presented. On the contrary, I have
uniformly seen regenerated men who maintained their position, possess
a brain in which the organs of the animal propensities, the moral sen
timents, and the intellect, were all considerably developed, so that in
these instances the inﬂuence of religion seemed to me to operate com
That inﬂuence cast the
pletely in harmony with the organic laws.
balance in favor of the higher sentiments, gave them the permanent
ascendancy, and hence produced the regenerated character.
These observations can be met, not by argument, but by counter
facts. If any one will show me cases in which men possessing the
defective brains of idiots, or the diseased brains of insanity, have, by
any religious inﬂuences, been converted into rational and pious Chris
tians, he will completely overthrow my conclusions; because such
facts would show unequivocally that it does please God, in some
instances, to operate on the mind, eyen in our day, independently of,

rouse any feeling, this lasted only for a moment. If you examine the
development of her head, as shown in the cast, you will ﬁnd that the
moral and intellectual organs are very deficient.
In regard to moral,
intellectual, and religious impressions, she was in a condition similar
to that in which a person with an extremely small organ of Tune
would ﬁnd himself in relation to music.
Either he could not perceive

the melody at all; or if he did, the impression would die instantly
when the instrument ceased to sound in his ears.

Perhaps some of you may be of opinion that this is a discussion
which belongs more to theology than to moral philosophy.
In reply,
I remark, that the question regarding what is the scriptural doctrine
touching regeneration belongs to theology, and I avoid all discussion
of it; but the question, Does any religious inﬂuence act independently
of, or in contradiction to, the laws of organization, is one which belongs
to philosophy.
Indeed, it teaches a fundamental point in moral phil

osophy _: because, if the laws of nature, on which alone philosophy
rests, are liable, in the case of mind, to be traversed by inﬂuences of
any kind operating independently of, or in contradiction to them, moral
There may be a theology com
philosophy can have no foundation.
prising a code of moral duty, founded on Scripture; but assuredly
there can be no philosophy of morals founded on nature.
In like
manner, there can be no natural religion; because all our scientiﬁc
observations and conclusions will be constantly liable

to be falsiﬁed,
and rendered worse than useless, by a supernatural inﬂuence producing
results entirely independent of, or in contradiction to, the causes which
are presented in nature for the guidance of our understandings.
This
question, therefore, is not only important, but, as I have said, funda

mental in a course of moral philosophy; and I could not consistently
avoid introducing it. Many theologians deny that any sound phil
osophy of morals can be drawn from the study of nature; and found
This opinion
morals, as well as religion, exclusively on revelation.

leads them to shut their eyes to many most important facts in nature,
and to depreciate their value.
It appears to me that they err in this
conclusion; and that theology will be improved, when divines become
acquainted with the constitution of the human faculties, their depend
ence on organization,

and the natural laws of man in general.

I

beg you to observe, that this question here assumes a different
aspect from that in which it is generally presented to your consider
we ﬁnd
ation.
In the discussions which commonly take place on
arguments and opinions stated against arguments and opinions; and
the result
mere unproﬁtable disputation.
In the present case,I
adduce facts—in other words, God’s will written in his works; and
no
these are placed, not against the Bible (for, be
observed, there
declaration in Scripture that any religious inﬂuences operate independ
ently of, or in contradiction to, the natural laws), but against human
inferences unwarrantably (as
appears to me) drawn from Scripture,
that this
the case. We place facts in nature against human inter
is

the inﬂuence of these combined causes and circumstances, his moral
organs may recover their activity, his early religious impressions may
resume their ascendency, and he may come forth a repentant sinner
and a reformed man.

Thomson, who attended Mary Mack
innon, the mistress of a brothel, while under sentence of death for
murder, that he found it impossible, on account of her great natural
incapacity, to convey to her any precise views or feelings of religion,
or of the heinousness of her crime, and that he was greatly grieved to
observe that nearly all he said fell powerless on her mind; or if it did

it,

of the animal organs may begin to decay; or they may be exhausted
by excessive indulgence; or he may suffer aﬂlictions in his health, in
his family, or in his worldly circumstances (all which have a tendency,
for the time, to quell the energy of the animal passions) ; and under

by the late Rev. Dr. Andrew

it

acters and dispositions, he may gradually deteriorate.
In the dawn
of manhood and blaze of his passions, his conduct may be not a little
But as he advances in life, the energy
proﬂigate and disreputable.
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and these too, deduced at ﬁrst, and now
pretations of Scripture;
insisted on, by men who were, and are, entirely ignorant of the facts in
question.

country, and especially of prison-discipline societies, you will discover
that individuals distinguished for their religious character, form a
large and highly inﬂuential portion of them. These persons act boldly
in any respect,
and conscientiously on their own principles; and
if,

through life; and we see madmen continue insane until their brains
are restored to health by natural means. Nay, further; Iwas told

it

On the contrary, we see individ
examples have yet been exhibited.
uals whose heads are less than thirteen inches in circumference at the
level of the eyebrows and occipital spine, continue irretrievable idiots

I

that
consider
to
second reason for introducing this subject
be of great importance that religious persons should be correctly
informed concerning the facts. If you examine the lists of the mem
bers of the most useful and benevolent societies in all parts of the

is,

to, the laws of organization.
Nay, if examples
shall be produced of men possessing the worst brains, becoming per
manently, by the inﬂuence of religion, excellent practical Christians
amid external temptations, I shall yield the point.
But no such

A

or in contradiction

their views

happen to be erroneous, they become, by their very sin

AMERICAN
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There are instances of individuals committing crime who do not
have described, but who
belong precisely to any of the classes which
have, perhaps, one organ, such as Acquisitiveness, in great excess, or
another, such as Conscientiousness, extremely deﬁcient. These indi

dispositions, and oppose the practical application of it in criminal leg
islation, in prison-discipline, and in schools; and they obstinately
refuse to inquire into the facts, because they imagine that they have
the warrant of Scripture for maintaining that they can not be true.
This conduct is unphilosophical, and sheds no luster on religion. It

viduals occasionally commit crime under strong temptation, although
knew an individual who
their dispositions, in general, are good.
had
good intellect, with much Benevolence, Veneration, and Love of

Thirdly, I introduce this subject because, from the extensive observ
have been made by Dr. Gall, Dr. Spurzheim, and their

ations which

followers, during the last ﬁve-and-thirty years in many parts of the
world, I have the most complete conviction that the facts which I new
state are true, and that they will inevitably prevail; and that, when
ever they do prevail, the enemies of religion will be furnished with a

I

a

a

a

a

his religious friends, who did not always repay it; he next proceeded
to assist the poorer brethren; he also opened his house in great hos
pitality to the members of the congregation to which he belonged.
These actions gratiﬁed at once his Benevolence and Love of Appro
but the
bation, and rendered him extremely popular in his own circle
expenses which they entailed speedily placed his master’s cash so
extensively in arrear, that he had no hope of recovering the deﬁciency
;

who had studied and observed the natural laws in regard to the inﬂu
ence of the brain on the mental dispositions, was deliberately excluded
from that society, lest he should attempt to point out to its members the
advantages to be derived from knowing and obeying the laws of God W

was promoted, and intrusted with buying and selling, and paying and
The temptation to
receiving cash, his moral principles gave way.
which he yielded was not
selﬁsh one. He was much devoted to
religion, and began by lending hi master’s money, for a few days, to

by any ordinary means. He then purchased lottery tickets to
large
amount, hoping for a good prize to restore him to honor and independ
ence. These prizes never came, and the result was, disclosure, dis
grace, and misery.
a

Society of this city was formed, religious
when the Prison-discipline
into that
men specially objected to the admission of an individual
society, because he was known to be a phrenologist, and to hold the
opinions which I am here expounding; in other words, an individual

large organ of Secretiveness was com
Approbation, but in whom
His life had been
bined with
great deﬁciency of Conscientiousness.
clerk. while his duty
respectable for many years, in the situation of
was merely to write books and conduct correspondence; but when he

a

impedes the progress of truth, and retards the practical application of
the natural laws to the removal of one of the greatest evils with which
society is afﬂicted. This is no gratuitous supposition on my part;
because I know, from the best authority, that within these few weeks,

I

cerity, union, and devotion, the most formidable enemies to improve
ment. In consequence of profound ignorance of the facts in nature
which I have stated, this class of persons, or at least many of them,
are alarmed at the doctrine of the inﬂuence of the brain on the mental

The way to prevent crime, in cases like this,
to avoid presenting
temptation to men whose defective moral organs do not enable them
to withstand it. Phrenology will certainly come to the assistance of
affords the means of determining
society in this respect, because

inevitable consequences. They will point to that opposition, and pro
claim, as they have often done, that Religion sets herself forward as
the enemy of all philosophy, and of every moral and social improve

beforehand, whether any great moral deﬁciency exists. The chief
ofﬁcers of the post-ofﬁce in Britain frequently have persons pressed on
them to act in subordinate stations, who are recommended, not by their

it
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new weapon with which to assail her, by the opposition which relig
ious persons are now making to improvements in the treatment of
have said, of these facts, and of their
criminals, in ignorance, as

own ﬁtness, but by inﬂuential political patrons; and the consequence
that scarcely
day closes in which one or more capital felonies
called
have not been committed, in abstracting money from letters.
the attention of Sir Edward Lees, late secretary of the Edinburgh post

will give effect to this distinction;

and it therefore becomes every
sincere friend to the best and holiest of causes, not to give occasion to
the scoffer to point the ﬁnger of contempt at its resisting truth.
To return to the subject from which We have digressed, I observe,

oﬂice, to the aid which Phrenology might afford toward the remedy of
this evil, by enabling the government to select individuals in whom
the moral and intellectual organs so decidedly predominate over those
of the animal propensities, that they would be free from internal

that in the case of this class of brains, in which the organs of the pro
pensities, moral sentiments, and intellectual faculties are nearly in
equilibrium, society enjoys a great power in producing good or evil.
by neglecting education, by encouraging the use of intoxicating
liquors, by permitting commercial convulsions attended with extreme
destitution, society allows individuals possessing this combination of

temptations to steal, and of course be more able to resist the external
He visited the museum of
temptations presented by their situations.
the Phrenological Society, where
showed him the skulls and busts
of many executed criminals, from Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,

is

is

determined, to a great extent, by their
arises; and as their conduct
external circumstances, the only means of preventing them from
to fortify their higher faculties by training and
becoming criminals
education, and to remove external temptation by introducing improve
ments, as far as possible, into our social habits and institutions.

I
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supportedby publicsubscriptions,
whichhave
could nameimportantinstitutions,
beenbroughtto an admirablestateof eﬂiclencybyaid of thelightswhich Phrenology
shed;on thehumanmindin healthandin disease;butwhichaid iscarefullyconcealed
in private,les', werethefactavowed,
fromthepublic.althoughMndidly acknowledged
shouldwithdrawtheircoutributiousl 1846.
theevangelicalsubscribers
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innovation into practice!
to press on your attention
introduce these facts
The reason why
the dereliction of social duty which the better constituted members of
society commit, while they neglect to use the light which Providence

presents to their eyes. If ofﬁcial persons place men in whom the ani
mal faculties predominate, or in whom the balance between them and
the moral powers only hangs in equilibrium, in external circumstances
in which temptations are presented to the inferior faculties stronger

If thepost-omceandotherpublicauthoritieswouldorderaccuratecalls to be made
and compare
from theheadsof all their servantswhoareconvictedof embezzlement,
themwith the headsof thosewho have maintainedthe highestcharacterfor tried
integrity,theywouldsee differencethat would forcethemto believein theinﬂuence
of organization
on the mentaldispositions:butwhile thepatronageof governmentis
thepublicinterestsmust
wieldedchieﬂyas meansof rewardingpoliticalsubserviency,
givewayto thoseof partypoliticians.
a

is

It

ing opportunities for innocent recreation, this class of men shall be led
to seek their chief enjoyments from their moral and intellectual facul
ties, and to restrain their animal propensities, they may be effectually
saved from vice.
from this class that the great body of criminals

borne out by large experience,
sufﬁcient reason why Phrenology,
should not be applied in this manner; but added, truly, that, being
only a subordinate functionary, he had no power to carry so great an

a

;

;

a

thorough and all-pervading training and education, moral, relig
by well-regulated social institutions providing
ions, and intellectual
and also by aﬂ'ord
steady employment, with adequate remuneration
by

and enabled him to compare them with the skulls and busts of virtuous
was
he acknowledged that the difference was so palpable that
and that he could not see any
impossible to avoid the perception of
men

'
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it

it

mental organs to be thrown back, as
were, on their animal propen
continual succession of criminals.
If
may expect to rear

sities,

is,

does not emanate from her own professors. Such an
accusation will be unfounded when directed against religion; because
it will be applicable only to religious men who are, at the same time,
But only the enlightened and the candid
ill-informed and dogmatical.
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' The textwaswrittenin 18854,and an improvementhassincetakenplacein the
management
of British prisons. A prisonact has been assed,appointingBoardsfor
thedirectionof prisonsin Scotland,andMr. Frederick ill, a gentlemandistinguished
for humanityandintelligence,hasbeennamedInspectorof them. 1841.
The improvement
of prisonsin bothsectionsof theislandsteadilyproceeds;butstill
thetruephilosophyof prisondiscipline littleunderstood.1846.
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has pleased
that
Providence to constitute man a progressive being, and to subject him
to
rigid discipline in his progress to knowledge.
Our ancestors suf
fered and died under the ravages of the small-pox, until they discovered
vaccination; and we lately suffered helplessly under cholera, because
we have not yet found out its causes and remedies. There are mer
chants who employ Phrenology in the selection of clerks, warehouse
men, and other individuals in whom conﬁdence must be placed, and
they have reaped the advantages of its lights.
not
may here remark, that the number of really inferior brains
great; and that of all the countless thousands who are intrusted with
the
property, and have the power of appropriating or misapplying
number who actually do so
Still, those who
comparatively small.
do not know how to judge of dispositions from the brain, are left under
an habitual uncertainty whether any particular individual, on whose
ﬁdelity their fortunes depend, and whom they had always regarded as
an example of the highest class, may be found, on some unlucky day,
to belong to the inferior order.
repeat, then, that the ﬁrst step toward preventing, and thereby
to avoid placing men with inferior brains in
diminishing, crimes,
external circumstances of temptation, which they are not calculated
to resist. The second
to give every possible vigor to the moral and
intellectual faculties, by so exercising and instructing them, as to cast
the balance of power and activity in their favor.
to
And the third
improve, as sedulously as possible, our social institutions, so as to
encourage the activity of the higher powers, and diminish that of the
inferior faculties, in all the members of society.
The next question to be considered
How should men, having
brains of this middle class, he treated, after they have yielded to tempt
ation, infringed the law, and been convicted of crime?
The estab
lished method
to conﬁne them before trial in crowded prisons, in
utter idleness, and in the society of criminals like themselves; and
after trial and condemnation, to continue them in the same society,
with the addition of labor; to transport them to New South Wales,
or to hang them. In no aspect of European and Christian society are
there more striking marks of
still lingering barbarism than in the
treatment of criminals.
In almost no other institutions of society are
there more glaring indications of an utter want of the philosophy of
mind than in the prisons of Britain!I But let us descend to particulars.
We have seen that men of the middle class of cerebral development
are led into crime in consequence of
(and most criminals belong to
the ascendency, for the time, of their animal propensities; but that,
considerable extent, also moral senti
nevertheless, they possess, to
ments and intellect.
In treating them as criminals, we may have
various objects in view.
First, our object may be revenge, or the
desire to inﬂict suffering on them because they have made society
suffer. This
the feeling of savages, and of all rude and naturally
cruel minds: and
we avow this as our principle of action, and carry
consistently into effect, we should employ instruments of torture,
and put our criminals to cruel and lingering death. But the national
mind
humanized beyond the toleration of this practice.
humbly
think, however, that as we profess to he humane, we should entirely
discard the principle of vengeance from our treatment, as unchristian,
to mingle even
unphilosophical, and inexpedient, and not allow
covertly, as fear
still does, with our system of criminal legislation.
Or, secondly, our object may be, by inflicting suffering on criminals,
to deter other men from offending. This
the general and popular
notion of the great end of punishment; and when applied to men of

It

laws; and the only answer that can be offered

is,

It may appear hard that these punishments should have been
inﬂicted for so many generations, while men did not possess any ade~
quate means of discriminating natural dispositions, so as to be able to
avoid them.
This difﬁculty presents itself in regard to all the natural

;

Loss, annoyance, and sometimes ruin, ensue from these depre
dations; and if the municipal law held those responsible for the evils
who appointed the delinquents to office, the natural chastisements for
placing improper persons in situations of trust would reach the primary
offenders.

the middle class of faculties,
not without foundation.
Individuals
who are strongly solicited by their animal propensities, and have a
very great deﬁciency of the moral and intellectual faculties-3th“
to say, criminals of the lowest grade of brain—are not alive even to
the fear of punishment.
You will ﬁnd them committing capital
felonies while they are attending the execution of their previous
associates for similar offenses. Their moral and intellectual organs
are so deﬁcient, that they possess no adequate controlling power over
their propensities to enable them to proﬁt by example.
The terror of
punishment, therefore, scarcely produces an appreciable effect on their
conduct and some persons, drawing their observations from this class
alone, have concluded, as a general rule, that suffering inflicted on
one offender does not deter any other individual from committing crime.
But
Wherever the organs of
respectfully differ from this opinion.
the moral and reflecting faculties possess considerable development.
example does produce s)me effect; and the higher the moral and
intellectual faculties rise in power, the more completely efﬁcacious
does
as an enormous
become. What one of us would not feel
evil to be dragged to prison; to be locked up, night and day, in the
to be publicly tried at the bar of a
society of the basest of mankind
criminal court, and subsequently transported as felon to
distant
colony?
Most of us instinctively feel that death itself, in an honor
able form, would be perfect bliss compared with such a fate.
therefore, any of us ever felt, for a moment, tempted to infringe the
criminal law, unquestionably the contemplation of such appalling con
sequences of guilt would operate, to a considerable extent, in steady
But the error
ing our steps in virtue.
very great, of supposing that
all men are constituted with such nice moral sensibilities as these.
Superior minds feel in this manner, solely because their moral and
intellectual organs are large
and the same feelings do not operate to
the same extent in the case of men possessing inferior brains.
Laws have been enacted, in general, by men possessing the best
class of brains, and they have erroneously imagined that punishment
would have the same effect on all other individuals which
would
have on themselves.
consider
certain that the
While, therefore,
fear of punishment does operate beneﬁcially on the waverers,
regard
its inﬂuence as much more limited than
A man
generally believed.
will
be
who has
tendency to commit crime
capable of anticipating
the consequences of offending with
degree of precision corresponding
to the extent of his intellectual endowments; but in the same propor
tion will his capacity for eluding them, by superior address, increase
whence there
a counteracting influence, own in the possession of
intellect.
The faculty chiefly addressed by the prospect of punish
ment
a
Fear, or Cautiousness; and although, in some men, this
powerful sentiment, yet, in many, the organ
deﬁcient, and there
little consciousness of the feeling.
arriVe on this
On the whole, therefore, the conclusion at which
that the condition of convicted criminals should be such as
point
should be felt to be a very serious abridgment of the enjoyments of
must necessarily be, even
moral and industrious men; and this
under the most imprOVed method of treating them; but do not con
of
suffering should be added to their
sider
advisable that one pang
that pang be not calculated to
lot for the sake of deterring others,
questionable point in
prove beneﬁcial to themselves.
Indeed,
at all warranted in inflicting on one of its
morals, whether society
view to
members suffering which can do him no good, solely with
beneﬁt itself by deterring others, at his expense, from committing
crime.
appears to me that this
unjust, and, therefore, inadmis
unnecessary.
sible
and
still less defensible, because
Thirdly, our object in criminal legislation may be, at once to protect
society by example, and to reform the offenders themselves. This
appears to me to be the only real and legitimate object of criminal
best
law in a Christian country, and the question arises, How may
be accomplished
been
necessarily an individual who has
condemned criminal
convicted of abusing his animal propensities, and thereby inﬂicting
evil on society. He has proved by his conduct, that his moral and
intellectual poWers do not possess sufﬁcient energy, in all circum
stances, to restrain his propensities. Restraint, therefore, must be
supplied by external means; in other words, he must, both for his own
sake and for that of society, be taken possession of, and prevented from
doing mischief; he must be conﬁned. Now, this ﬁrst step of discipline
itself affords a strong inducement to wavsrers to avoid crime; because,
to the idle and dissolute, the lovers of ease and pleasure, conﬁnement
a sore evil; one which they dread more than a severe but shorter
inﬂiction of pain. This measure
recommended, therefore, by three
serves to protect society, to reform
important considerations—that
the criminal, and to deter other men from offending.
[10 an cos'rnwnnJ
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than they are able to resist, a great portion of the guilt of their offenses
lies with those who thus expose them to trial; and although the crim
inal law does not recognize this as guilt, the natural law clearly does
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desire to obtain phrenological descriptions of
their character, talents, and defects; the
business or profession best adapted to them,

will be glad to learn that by sending to us a
likeness, properly taken, we can giVe them the
advice they need. Indeed, within a few years

is

Daniel

Webster.

The

forehead

immensely large, the posterior or social region
large, while the side-head in the region which
gives prudence, policy, economy, and executive
or propelling energy
not large.
line shows a head fuller

The inner

These two lines form a very obtuse angle
where they meet at the top of the forehead.
This head indicates great observing power and
practical talent; not great reflection or power
of abstraction, nor great Benevolence, Imita
He
a
tion, Veneration, or Spirituality.

at the sides than that of
Webster, and

the better

balanced of the three. The
side

right

of

Webster’s

head appears to have been
fuller
than that of the

left; the same, to a great
er extent,
also true of
the one represented by the

and hatters know that two
Wig-makers
heads can hardly be found in athousand the
shape of which is so similar that a difference

side of nearly all heads

would not be required in a wig or a hat to
A few years ago, a curious
constitute a fit.
invention was brought out for the use of hat

larger than the left, and
sometimes the shape of
the head
affected by the

or width

of heads often varies from an inch

half to two inches.

directly

it
is

is

over the opening of the ear. The
well developed back of the ear, in the
region of the social organs, while
rather
broad through the middle portion above and
about the ears, indicating that the propelling
or energetic organs are strongly marked. From
head

Firmness, however, the head slepes toward the

0

is

great. A line drawn from
development
Firmness
and another from the
forward,
root

of the nose upward, would form an
acute angle instead of an obtuse one, as in
the case of Mr. T., Fig. 2. Across the brows,
as will be seen, the perceptives are not large,
and that inexpressive look, as contrasted with
is

very
the piercing expression of Fig.
marked and apparent.
The upper part of his
forehead
very large, showing great reﬂec
2,

a

a

2
is

is

a

a

is

is

and its size and form are traced with absolute
accuracy from the picture given by the cam
era. The reader will observe great elevation
from the ear to the organ of Firmness, which
situated on the middle line of the head

hence his force of character, animal impulse,
and selﬁsh feeling are comparatively weak.
But upward and forward of the ears the

tive power, and his meditative, almost blank,
in harmony with it. Benevo
lence, Veneration, Imitation, and Ideality are

expression

is

in

2

3,

1,

ﬁnd presented in the center or longitudinal
line.
from
Fig.
Mr.
daguerreotype of
T., who called at our ofﬁce for an examination,

organs, the back part of his head
(below the index or projecting line) being light.
He has also a narrow head around the ears,
and also upward and backward from the ear;

very large, which give that elevation and ex
pansion of the upper and front parts of his
head. He
theoretical, meditative, and im
is

is

if

I- ,,-----._~-_

that the head varies around where the
hat comes, we introduce Fig.
and Fig.
to
show how much variation in shape we often

there much difference in
equal size, nor
their length, but between the side-heads, or
region of the propensities, how vast the differ
ence
The inside ﬁgure
quite well balanced, the

8.

social

a

thousand or two he will be convinced that the

Fig.

illustration, and give them precisely as they
came from the hatter’s instrument.
The
foreheads of the two inner ones are of about

for

was wet and brushed down smoothly,
that
we obtained a perfect outline of the heads as
presented in the engravings.
This young man has fair, though not large

the shape of heads
really
great, and that Phrenology may be true,
variety in the shape of heads
especially
an evidence of that truth.
Having shown, by

A neighbor of ours,
hatter, gave us
hundred of these forms cut from pasteboard as
marked out by the “head measurer” or “ con
formeter,” three of which we selected for this

head, we requested him also to sit
for
daguerreotype, that we might have
In both these portraits the hair
publication.
singular

Let any skeptic on
Phrenology visit any one of our hatter: who
takes and preserves the forms of heads by the
instrument referred to, and by looking over a

and

difference in

Orr-runs:or Hssva.
Fig. 1.—Hoarzoicra1.

Fig.
the likeness of
young man whose
head we examined the next day after that of
Mr. T., Fig.
and as he had
somewhat
it

it

is

such an impediment to practical
can not be relied on.
Phrenology, that
Now, in point of fact, the variation in the
thickness of skulls really amounts to more
than the eighth of an inch, while the length

energetic,
and affec

is

l.

and that

clear-headed, practical,
independent, determined, friendly,
tionate man.

a

skulls

knowing,

a

which, acted upon by springs, will spread out
by slight pressure so as to fit all sizes and
shapes of heads. These pieces, much more
narrow than the keys of a piano, have an

the assertion that there

difference in the shape of heads,
the difference in the thickness of

Fig.

2,

very little

Fig.

objections

3
is

One of the oldest and
most common
to Phrenology

engraving, Fig.

are held,

a

infants.
2.

children

as being of the right size. This instrument is
like a hat in shape, but is com
posed of a great number of narrow pieces,

sented by three outlines as seen in the annexed

is

is

way
while

somewhat

attachment above the head so as to mark the
exact shape of the head on a reduced scale,
with all its irregularities, precisely as repre

The right

is

ters, for the purpose of ascertaining precisely
the shape of different heads, at the horizontal
line where the hat is worn, so that it may be
ﬁtted to the exact shape of the head as well

medium size.

is

tion.

_/

l

forehead; and the forehead itself being very
prominent across the brow‘s in the region of
the perceptive organs, slopes rapidly back to
meet the sloping line from Firmness forward.

is

this department of our business has become
very considerable, and a single mail often
brings to us ﬁve or six ambrotypes or photo
graphs for examination and written descrip

head of

UNE,

is

shape of heads, or that these differences can
readily be seen in the likenesses if properly
taken for the purpose. Thousands of persons,
residing in distant parts of the country, who

developed in the side-head, in the region of
the selﬁsh propensities.
The larger ﬁgure,
the form of the
represented by dotted lines,
is

PERSONS not acquainted with Phrenology
have little idea of the vast differences in the

different rcgions being about equally develop
ed, while the next larger one
enormously

is

OP CHAR
ACTER FROM LIKENESSBS.

is

WRITTEN DESCRIPTIONS
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proﬁle views of heads, we now introduce
front view, of Theodore Ascherfeld, Fig.
sion.

a

manner by the hatter’s instrument, would be
widest in front, narrow over the ears, and
terminate in
point behind, precisely the

discoursed music of

and in such

a

character

ordinary

mas

terly manner as to
Fig. 6.—LoanLivaarooi.
the audience, every
member of which will doubtless remember
is

a

6

the occasion with pleasure through life.
a portrait of Lord Liverpool, and
Fig.
front view, enables us to judge
being nearly
of the width of the forehead and the expan
sion of the side-head, both of which are very
inconsiderable

and show a signal contrast to

v

is

There
no apparent deﬁciency, but
good development of intellect in Fig.
but the musical and mechanical organs are

Fig. 5.
rather

a

is

and amaze

delight

6,

is

is

4

a

too weak; she
a little too gentle
and reserved, delicate, reﬁned, and high-toned
in feeling to mingle freely and pleasurably
is

nature

go to work and thus commence to exercise the
organs of acquisition, economy, and energy.
Having, as we think, shown very exclusively

descriptions of character, either of themselves
or of their friends, send to us their daguerreo
type likenesses for this purpose.

This

his own composition
of such an extra

Destructiveness, Secretiveness, Combativeness,
and Amativeness, hence the animal in her

family of spendthrifts, who soon ﬁnd
the bottom of the hill, and are then obliged to

and what he could

ence, he brought in
his instrument and

little above and back of them, in
especially
the region of the organs of Alimentiveness,

raise

right aspects, we will now take occasion to
remark, that many persons who reside at a
distance from us, and desire full written

being ap
proved by the audi

the portrait of a young lady re
markable for gentleness and purity of disposi
tion. Her head
narrow about the ears,

to keep property in a given line, the poor of
one generation become the rich of the next,
and that those who inherit property generally

musician, and had his great accordion near by
where he,-could get
and show us and the
audience what he had done in construction

course

Fig. 6.-—Tuaonoas
Ascusanu).

become active, so that his posterity
would inherit from their activity a larger de
velopment of the organs. In this way
that in this country, where there are no laws

that there are vast differences in the shape of
heads in every part, and that these differences
can be detected readily by an observation of
the portrait, provided
presented in the

do in music.

Fig.

would

public examination of his head, ascribing to
him great mechanical and musical talent,
after which he informed us that he was a

it

reverse of the other.

hand, and this he plays with consummate
skill. We called him out from the audience,
a stranger, at one of our lectures, ten years
ago, at Clinton Hall, in this city, and made

’
of posiFig. T.—Fax.vr Foaaas'rsa.
tion, and go to
work to acquire the means of independence
and for the support of a family, thesc faculties
pride

This engraving
in the right position, not
only for the purposes of phrenological examin
but one view
to be taken, but
ation,
also in the best position as portrait to keep.

is

and

taken in like

time forget his

it

with concentration
Fig.

if

character,
of mind.

3,

force of
intensity

He invented, and con
traordinary performer.
structed with his own hands, a mammoth
double accordion with a full set of keys on
both sides of the instrument, one for each

.

and at thesame

That position which shows all the forms of
head and face most perfectly should be regard
ed as the best likeness to satisfy affection as
well as science.
Some likenesses, however, are taken in such
a manner that we can not well determine the
form and size of all parts of the head. Those
who wish to send us their portraits should, if
possible, have them taken expressly for the
purpose, according to the following rules: In
the ﬁrst place, the hair should be laid down to
the head as smoothly as possible, and there
should be no puffs, braids, or other arrange
ment of hair or combs which will in any way
obscure the true form of the head. Secondly,
but one view of the head be taken,
should
called by artists
three-quarter view,

be what

it

1,
it

in Fig.
would be found widest just over
the ears, and to taper off almost to a point in
front, indicating, phrenologically, energy and

ness, which give width to the head, are large.
He
distinguished as a musician, being
teacher and composer as well as
most ex

_

is

2,

3,

or such as are represented by Fig. 1. If
like those
we had a horizontal form of Fig.

will be seen that the head

greatly spread beyond the eyes. The organs
of Tune, Constructiveness, Mirthfulness, Ac
quisitiveness, Secretiveness, and Destructive

.

poor,

become

a

A

2

a

sharp roof, a ﬂat roof, or the
gambrel roof, ought certainly to see a differ
and Fig.
ence in such heads as those of Fig.
houses with

the eyes; still

money-making.
he were to

it

human head,
ought not to re
quire very sharp judgment to do it.
per
son who can discern the differences between
it

than the

or side-expan
The portrait shows much width between
is

Fig.

object no larger

4.

which shows enormous lateral

ed by inches in an

gans of energy,
ingenuity, and

is

may be express

depress, by the
disuse, the or

a

they

a

that

a

great

5, a

differences are so

the tendency to

it

the practical observer, and the self
sacriﬁcing philanthropist.
Having presented and explained several
friend,

of

When

a

sense

touch."

through many genera

has had

is

very

it

it,

nice

“a

tions

is,

is

often ex

people
press

located, which are all large and influential in
her character.
She
the
pro-eminently
gentle and affectionate sister, the Platonic

as

law of primogcniturc

if

does

require,

is

developed. Along the side-head, where
the light falls so distinctly,
the organs of
and Cautiousness
are
ldeality, Sublimity,

is

ferences it
not

well

is

To
detect these dif
eye.

ticed

if

the most unprac

it

give practical intellect, memory, love of liter
ature, poetry, sense of morality and religion,
integrity, and personal self-respect, are all

by

even

leaning to the ardent in love,
particu
The organs which

‘

and we think a broad difference will be per
ceived

has

larly distasteful to her.

very small, and we see no signs of either Ac
quisitiveness, Secretiveness, or any of the side
organs being more than moderate. We doubt
whether such a head could easily achieve its
own fortune, and doubtless
may be true that
his inheritance of position and property by the

3

with ordinary society. Anything that borders
on the robust and hilarious in sport, or that
a

The other man is practical, inde
In these respects
pendent, and energetic.
they are contrasts in character.
Now let the reader compare these two heads,
aginative.
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head he peculiar, like Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 5,
or Fig. 6, there should be a perfect proﬁle
taken, like Figs. 2, 3, or 4, to show the outlines
of the head, and also a front view, like Fig.
5 or 6. These two views, if the hair be laid
smoothly, like Figs. 2, 3, and 4, each of which
was taken purposely to show the shape of the
head, the latter, for a lady, being done very
successfully, we can determine nearly every
point of character with sufﬁcient exactness for
practical purposes. Thirdly, we desire persons
to send us, with the likeness, the size of the
head in inches around at the place indicated
by the little dash at the forehead and back
head of Figs. 2 and 3, that is to say, around
the middle of the forehead and the prominent
This will give the
point of the back-head.
average size. Fourthly, the age, size of chest
under the arms; the weight, complexion,
color of hair and eyes, would aid us in arriv
ing at ajust estimate of the temperament or
quality and power of the constitution.
Moreover, those who send likenesses should
send with them the names of the portraits or of
the persons sending them, and the post-ofﬁce
address. We have sometimes received like
nesses without name or address, and some
time after letters from their owners would
arrive, but we could not tell which belonged
to whom.
Two viewa may be put in one case, or can
be carefully done up without a case by using
a piece of tin, pasteboard, or a thin piece of
wood, and thus save postage.
It is better to have likenesses taken on
paper, sheet iron, or leather, when it can be
done, as these are lighter, and as they require
no case, they cost less postage and are not
liable to be broken. When ambrotypes are
sent, they are frequently broken by the post
master stamping the name of his post-ofﬁce
on the package. Those who thus send should
request the post-master to mark the package
with a pen instead of a stamp.
Our charge for a full written character from
daguerreotype or other likeness, including
postage on
DOLLARS.

the

return

package,

is

Fova

We have written many in this way, and
our accuracy of description has created great
from
One was recently sent u
surprise.
England, and we have just received a most
cordial indorsement of the correctness of the
character given. On this point a correspond
ent writes as follows:
Massns. EDXTORS—I see it stated in the
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL that you send “a
full written description” of a person’s character
I
by an examination of his or her likeness.
confess I have somedoubts as to the ACCURACY
Will you have the
of such a description.
kindness to removeor conﬁrm them by ending
me a description of the character of the person

JOURNAL.

whose likeness is inclosed herewith, for which
inclose the amount agreeably to your terms?
Please let me hear from you at your earliest
convenience, and oblige,
E. R.
Yours,

I

On receipt of the above, with the “likeness,”
a written description was made out and for
warded by mail, and the following response
and acknowledgment was received by us:
Massns. Fowum AND WELLS—I have your
“description of character,” together with the
likeness sent you a few days since.
Allow me to thank you for your promptness
in replying, and also for the conclusive proof
you have furnished me of your ability to
describe character correctly by simply seeing a
I consider your description
person’s likeness.
a good mental daguerreolype of the prominent
and distinctive features of character. perhaps
a better one than could havefurnished myself,
with the advantage ofa personal acquaintance.
Yours truly,
E. R.

I

THE CHAMELEON.
An ofﬁcer in Africa thus writes of the habits
of this animal:

“As

some of the habits of the chameleon

may not be generally known, I will take the
liberty of mentioning a few of them, which
came under my own observation.
One morn
ing, on my return from parade, I saw, close to
my own tent, a very rare chameleon, hanging
on a bush. I immediately secured him, and
provided a box for him to repose in. In the
course of a few days he became quite familiar,
and having seen 'them before, I knew how to
gain his affections, which, in the ﬁrst place,
was done by feeding him well, and in the next
place, by scratching his back with a feather !
[used to put him on my table at breakfast,
and in the course of a very few minutes I have
seen him devour at least ﬁfty flies, catching
them in the most dexterous manner with his
long, slimy tongue—nor does he ever move
from his position; but so sure as an unfortu
nate fly comes within reach, so sure he is
caught, and with the rapidity of thought.
In
the forenoon I always gave him a large slice
of bread, which he devoured ; and he generally
supped on as many ﬂies as he could manage
to entrap, setting at deﬁance the ‘noble
Hamlet’s’ theory of the chameleon’s death.
Promises would not have suited him at all,
being, at the end of each day, considerably
more like a crammed capon than an air-fed
chameleon.
It is not true that this animal
will change color according to what he is put
on; but he will change shade according as he
is pleased or displeased. His general hue is a
bright green, with small gold spots over his
body: he remains at this shade when he is
highly pleased by being in the sun, or being
fed, or scratched, which
he delights in.
When hungry—and he is very easily made so—
his hue changes to a dusky green, almost
black, and the gold spots are not to be seen;
but I neVer could perceive any other color on
his body but green, in a variety of shade;
the spots enlarge very much when he is in
good humor—so much, indeed, as to give a
yellow tinge to the upper part of the animal ;
but in general, they are merely little yellow
spots here and there, on the back and sides.

JUNE,

PHRENOLOGY; ITS HISTORY
DOCTRINEB.

AND

BY LEVI REUBEN, M. D.
PIIRENOLOGY, a term compounded from the
Greek words, (ppnv,miml, aml koyog, discourse,
may be concisely deﬁned as a system of phil
osophy of the human mind, founded on the con
nection of mental manifestation-s with their phys
ical organism—the brain.
The word LOGOS,and its use, are too familiar
to require remark.
The word PHREN affords
a striking illustration
of the principles that,
in human knowledge, the material became deﬁ
nitely appreciated and named long before the
aspects of being; and that, in there

spiritual

after conceiving of and naming the spiritualele
ments, the ideas or terms, or both, already per
tinent to the outer world, were transferred in a
manner to the inner, acquiring in time wholly
new meanings, in spite of the circumstance that
in the transfer they carried with them a certain
amount

of

long

familiar

signiﬁcance,

and

Thus, Pnnnn
explanatory force.
was the old Greek name for the midriﬂ' or
Hence, by a slight extension of
diaphragm.
meaning, it came to name the region which
hence of

we call
cordia.

that of the heart, the breast or pne
As this was believed to be the seat of

certain feelings, passions, and perhaps, even,
for a period, of operations of intelligence, the
name PHRIN in time very naturally passed
over to these immaterial
entities, and so,
ﬁnally, signiﬁed in one of its senses the feel
ings, or power of feeling, the intelligence—the
mind.
In this way, indeed, almost all meta
When men’s
rnvsical terms are melamionical.
comprehension passed over the boundary cut
ting off the exoterie from the esoteric world,
this comprehension carried its old symbols or
and put them to the
language along with
new uses as they arose.
The origin of Phrcnology, as a system,
clearly to be credited to the fertility of con
single
ception and patience of research of

is

like Fig. 7, and, if a man, the side of the head
on which the hair is parted should be present
If the
ed to the instrument, as in Fig. 2.
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of Francis Joseph Gall,
Dr. Gall was born at
physician.
Tiefenbrunn, in the Grand Duchy of Baden,
March 9th, 1757. His penetrating mind was
organizing mind—that
a German

early impressed with the fact of the extreme
The ﬁrst special
diversity of natural talents.
observation made by him seems to have been
that of a prominence of the eyes, in the case
of those of his own brothers and sisters, and
among his schoolfellows, who were

those

noted for memory of words, the ability to com
mit and recite passages from authors, and in
general for linguistic

proﬁciency

and talent.

Following out the hints thus obtained, he ar
as he believed, at the
rived, ultimately,
function and location of twanty-seven organs
cerebral localities of mental faculties.
These, naturally enough, in a ﬁeld so new, he
named in view of their action, rather than
from any attempt to ﬁnd their normal charac
or
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ter; and this action was, in many instances,
due to the extravagant
or perverted
manifestation in which he must often have

that

Hence, such terms as instinct of
murder, vanity, etc.
Before entering more minutely upon its his
tory, we may premise that Phrenology, as de
found them.

veloped and understood at the present day,
aims to be neither simply a science of mind,
nor a theory of the functions of the brain as
a collective bodily organ, but a system includ
ing the elements of both mind and brain, with
their inter-relations, and with consequent ap
plications in respect to the development of the
mental faculties, to the conduct of the indi
vidual and social life, to education, legislation,
Thus its ﬁeld is
the arts, morals, and religion.

any conclusion arising in this direction would
naturally be strengthened by frequent obser
vation of the marked diversity of capabilities
of different individuals, and by the phenomena
of dreaming, idiocy, and partial insanity, when
these also came to be reflected on. This sort
of approach toward phrenological ideas could
easily occur, and must have done so, without
any real conception of the central truths of
the system.

Again, our own consciousness as

more precisely the brain, as the seat of
thinking principle or Ego; this conclusion,
being conﬁrmed by the results of the not
frequent diseases and injuries of the head

103

1784, or twelve years before the publication
of the views of Gall, devoted the ﬁfth chap
ter of his Dissertation on the nerVous system
to the question: “ Does each of the Divisions
of the Intellect cccupy a separate portion of
the Brain?”
After reasoning that the cere
brum proper, i. e., the hemispheres, must be
the seat of all the powers of thought—a view
which phrenological observations corroborate,

the

is held by physiologists as well as
phrenologists of the present day—Prochaska
inquires whether it is probable that there is

too,
un-'

some partition of the cerebrum between the
different intellectual faculties; and he is led

and

to answer this question afﬁrmatively, though
without assuming to have determined the real
location of any one of the faculties.

well as observation indicates the head, and

brain.

comprehensive one. Its main
subject-matter naturally divides itself, in ac
cordance with the two phases above named,

Accordingly we ﬁnd Pythagoras, Aristotle,
Plato, Galen, Heller, and others, locating the
soul in the brain.
We see that Aristotle al
ready recognized (what he considered as) three

into—l. A theory of Psychology, or the con

mental faculties—the

an extremely

—@
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and which

Thus we ﬁnd an increasing, and at length
almost complete, unanimity of opinion among
scientiﬁc men in regard to special connections
of mind and brain—a growing tendency in the

operations; and 2. An Organology, or view
of the relations of the cerebral parts or organs

judgment, imagination,
and memory. It is true that departures oc
curred from the belief referred to in respect to
the locale of the thinking powers: Van Helmont

The last-named sub
to the mental faculties.
ject may further be regarded as embracing—

considered the stomach as the seat of the in
the pineal gland; others,
tellect; Descarte,

of having inductively established the doctrines
of plurality of mental faculties, and of corre

(a) Organology proper, or the anatomy and
physiology of the cerebral masses, and though
yet imperfectly ascertained, the laws of the

other localities quite as fanciful.
But up to
the time of Gall, the sentiments and passions
were—at least much more commonly than

sponding cerebral organs, and of having dis
covered the actual places of many of the

Oram'oscopy—
Observationof Temperaments, Physioqnomy—
“
“. Features,
(Character-knowing);
“
“ Attitudes,etc.;
ansxoaoor ;

i

Organologyproper(anatomy,etc.,of brain); . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J

Percnonoor (mentalelementsand operations);........ .. ................
The phrenological system assumes that the
value of all the signs of character here re
ferred to, is based on a necessary correspond
ence for every individual: First, between
mind and brain; and secondly, between the
on one hand, and other parts of the
physical organization, as well as the habits
brain

and conduct on the other.
Of what we may properly term the phreno
psychical systems of mental philosophy, Dr.
Gail’s stands neither as the ﬁrst nor as the last;
it may, however, safely be said to be not only

1491

a

some

what like chart.
Ludovico

l
)
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Dolce,

of Venice, 1562,
in a work on

markable exception !] in disease or injury.
Our largest experience shows us that the facts
could not well have been otherwise.

Human

still

which he applied the names : l. Fantasia; 2.
Cog-t'lativa; 3. Vermis (implying probably con
nective substance); 4. Sensus Communis; 5.

long step of intelligence
Spencer well shows,
in any direction
quite sure to awaken in
multitudes of minds a reaction and hostility

Imagina;

6. Estimation;

7. Memoraliva;

It is curious to
8. Olﬁlctus; and 9. Gustus.
note that, in this scheme, the seat of the Un
derstanding was the upper forehead, and that
the ﬁrst and ﬁfth of the regions were very
nearly those now assigned to the ideal

and

constructive faculties.

its wider progress and more substantial growth.
Differences in the nature and exercise of the
mental powers, in other words, the idea of a

tendency is prominent and unmistakable in
the works of Willis (1784), Descartes, Mal
pighi, Sylvius, and others. Tissot contended

plurality of faculties, must early have forced

that every perception should have in the brain
its proper ﬁbers.
And Prochaska, also, in

\

save in perception and voluntary movaments,
or any inﬂuence of body on mind, save [re

nature, subject to limitation as it
ever true to itself; and, as Mr.

the most prominently known, but also by far
the most consistent and generally satisfactory,
these traits doubtless furnishing the reason for

minds, and

in the Edinburgh Review,
1815; and by the fact that men like Lords
Jeffrey and Brougham went so far as to deny
that there is any reason whatever for suppos
ing the action of mind through material organs,
cates and claims

the m e m o r y,
presented a chart of nine regions or organs, to

and physiologists, as
their respective sciences were enlarged, ar
rived only at clearer views of the connection
of the mental faculties with the brain.
This

itself on the attention of thinking

The violence of the hostility expressed
toward the new system may be judged of from
a perusal of the article respecting its advo

Modern

anatomists

Herbert

energetic.
proportionally
Besides, to enter
into special causes, while the leaders of opinion
and of affairs disliked the lucid revelation of
which
Phrenology
presented, the
clergy as earnestly dreaded the supposed ten
dencies of the newly embodied doctrine to
motives

materialism

and individualism.

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, with many other promi
nent physiologists, still rejects Phrenology,
though the former acknowledges that there

is

we have:

into three regions, appropriating these from
before backward to the Aristotelian faculties,
Petrus Montagna
in the order above given.
na published in

itself.

is,
is

afforded by temperaments,ﬂaturcs, attitudes,
etc. Or, to represent these relations to the eye,

latter, then only, and for amultitude of readily
imaginable reasons, an open and inveterate
opposition to the doctrines invoiVed manifested

a general correspondence between diversities
of form and size of the brain and diversities
of character.

But
would be strange
the
brain, the noblest organ in man, were but a
chaotic mass of ﬁbers; and in truth, no
generalization of science rests on ﬁrmer basis

if

ation of the cranium), and also the indications

special faculties, or marking their “organs”
in the brain, was that of Albertus Magnus,
who, in the 13th century, divided the cranium

his claims

a

sense, or the knowmg of the mental charac
istics through signs; the latter again, includ
ing Cranioscqry (signs learned by the examin

otherwise—supposed to reside in certain vis
cera, as the heart, liver, spleen, etc.
Perhaps the earliest attempt at placing

But when Dr. Gall came out with

a

action and interaction of the faculties through
these; and (b) Physiognomy, in the broadest

very direction in which at the last Phrenology,
as a deﬁnite system, made its appearance.

is

elements and their

it

sideration of the mental

T=<<>e
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In this course of investigation its author was,

To give the thought

as broadest expres
sion, Diﬂ'ercnlialion [individualization] of both
structure and function, coordinately carried

forward, is the law of all organic develop
ment. At the very acme, therefore, of organic
life, this differentiation should surely be be
gun and markedly present, even if not yet
That the leading metaphysicians
complete.
of the half century past have refused to recog
nize the basis of Phrenology is not strange,
when we consider the oppositeness of its
method, which directly charges their own pro
cedures with incompleteness and insufﬁciency,
and that the new science arises in the attitude
of a rival system to teachings ﬂowing in a
widening stream down from the fountains of

from about the close of the century, aided by
the cooperation of the second organizing mind
system, that of John Gaspar
Spurzheim, who, born at Longuich, on the
Moselle, December 31st, 1776, and educated
at Treves, appears ﬁrst to have attended Gall’s

of

the new

Spurzheim; {and previous to 1832, he had
published some of his larger works, and had
formed phrenological societies in New York,
Philadelphia, and other large cities. Still the
number of adherents of the new system re

brain.
The most important innovation intro
duced by these philosophers, originally due to
Dr. Gall, and one from lack of which all
previous attempts at examining the cerebral
structures had been little better than triﬂing,
was that of substituting for the old method of
slicing

the

brain

tions of the various bundles or aggregations of
cerebral ﬁbers. He who would examine the
anatomy of the leg, its muscles, membranes,
arteries, etc., by cutting that limb into trans
verse slices, and observing the cut sur

material 'with

which

he has undertaken

to

to the methods

insisted

on by Bacon

and

Comte rather than in the attitude of admirer,
than of exemplar?
As already implied, the observations of Dr.
and the

Gall Were in the outset incidental,

unexpected; but the seeming
establishment of one coincidence between form

results wholly

of cranium and mental capacity naturally led
a mind, possessed of high generalizing power,
to look for other such correspondences. It was

“ the
not, however, until after he had, by
multiplied observations of many years, and
the concurrence of thousands of examinations
and comparisons of cerebral development with
mental manifestation, ascertained the exists
ence of several organs of the brain,” that he
attempted to bring the subject to the notice of
others, by means of a course of private lec
tures; and it was still later in life that the

full number of twenty-seven organs had been
arrived

at and named by him.

Dr. Gall’s

lectures was
phrenological
given in Vienna, in 1796; and a like course
was repeated yearly in that city until 1802,
ﬁrst

course

of

when, by order of government, their further
In course of his
repetition was forbidden.
duties as a physician, aided by the opportu
nities afforded by access to the hospitals,
especially to a Hospital for the Insane, of
which he was in charge, Dr. Gall continued
diligently his collection of facts, and his house
was always open to those who desired to wit
ness his modes of dissection of the brain, or
to communicate with him in regard to the new
discoveries.

@PF—

Dr. Caldwell wrote
University.
and lectured on the new system, and with

the constant assistant in the phrenological de
monstrations, making the dissections which
his master explained, and himself discovering
certain particulars in the anatomy of the

awards to phrenological principles and doc
but to this fact is it not a sufﬁcient

deal, still treats these in the spirit of philoso
phy rather than in that of science, and stands

Transylvania

much enthusiasm and industry, from the date
already named until and after the arrival of

from above
horizontally
downward, the more rational and painstaking
procedure of tracing the courses and connec

reply, that Mr. Spencer, notwithstanding his
acumen as a reasoner, and the large extent to
which scientiﬁc facts and laws enter into the

whose ﬁrst phrcnological lectures, after his re
turn in 1821 from Europe, were delivered be
fore his class in the medical department of

lectures toward the close of the year 1799.
Not long after this period, Spurzheim became

Even the latest, and one
Greek philosophy!
of the aculest of philosophical writers, Mr.
Spencer, is quite chary in the recognition he
trines;

of Kentucky, who appears to have studied
under Gall in Paris in the year 1821, and

faces, would be pronounced to belong to a
very juvenile style of anatomist; but up to
the time of Dr. Gall, this method, necessarily
much less successful in an almost homogene

mained small, and was, in a noticeable degree,
made up of members of the medical profes
sion. A more decided impetus was, however,
given to the spread of phrenological doctrines
among the people of this country by the
lectures of Dr. Spurzheim, who landed in New
York, June 20th, 1832, and whose brief labors,
chieﬂy in Boston and its vicinity, were unhap
pily too soon closed by his early death, on the
10th of November of the same year. The
increasing popularity of the system has been,
since that time, earnestly and effectively
seconded by the lectures and cranioscopic ex
aminations commenced in the year 1834 by
the brothers, Orson Squire Fowler and Lorenzo
Niles Fowler, the former then a recent gradu
ate of Amherst College, Mass, who estab

mass like the brain, had been
mainly, or indeed exclusively, adopted in at
tempts at the structural study of that organ.

JOURNAL in the city of Philadelphia,
the ﬁrst
number bearing date October 1, 1838; who

After fruitlessly appealing to the Austrian
government for leave to renew the suppressed
course of instruction, the associated philoso

subsequently removed to New York city in
1842; whose pointed and practical writings
are known in every school district, and almost

phers, in March, 1805, left Vienna, and lectur
ing on their way in that year
at Berlin, Pots

every home in the land, and whose labors in
this ﬁeld promise to be yet for many years

ous-looking

dam, Leipsic, Dresden, Hallé, Weimar, Jena,
Gottingen, Brownschweig, Hamburgh, Kiel and
Copenhagen; and subsequently at Bremen,
Amsterdam,
Leyden,
Frankfort,
Munich,
Berne and many other places, in which course
they dissected and demonstrated upon the
brain

in presence of Cuvier, Fourcroy, St.
Hilaire, Demangeon and others, they arrived
at, and commenced lecturing in, Paris in the
fall of 1807. Here their great work on the
and Physiology of the Nervous
“Anatomy
System”

was commenced, being completed by

Gall alone in 1819. From 1813 forward, their
labors Were carried on separately.
In March,
1814, Spurzheim arrived in London, and soon
after instituted a course of lectures in that
Not long after, he took up his residence
city.
somewhat more permanently in Edinburgh,
predicting what the facts subsequently veri
fied, that this city should prove a center for
the spread of the system through Britain.
He
resided and labored from 1817 to 1832 chieﬂy
in London and Paris.
The

system of Phrenology was ﬁrst dis
introduced into the United States by
means of the labors of Dr. Charles Caldwell,
tinctly

lished the existing AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL

continued.
The lectures of Mr. George Combe, in
1838—40, in various cities from Boston to
Washington, contributed much to the general
and favorable introduction among us of the
new mental philosophy; and still more, the
“‘ Constitution of
Man,” and other well-knoWn
works of the brothers George and Andrew
Combe.
It will be impossible here, how
ever, to present more than these salient points
Other names
in the history of Phrenology.
and facts will appear in connection with
changes introduced or proposed in the scheme
and naming of admitted faculties.
It is evi
dent to the careful observer that, since the
period of Dr. Spurzheim's death, the number
of
of the believers in Phrenology—that
those who actively or tacitly uphold its doo
trines in their totality, or in the essential
features—has very greatly increased; yet
will appear, as we proceed, that certain of the
principles of the system, both theoretical and
practical, are still under discussion.*
The next article in this series will present
a comparative view of the nomenclaturos of
Gall, Spurzheim, Combe, and the Messrs.
Fowler.
[-ro an common-1).]
is,

organization whatever.”
its most recent as well
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stated by Spencer in the words:
than
“Localization of function is the law of all
that

it

rr/
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By
of the Editors, the materialsof the
article,permission
‘I’hrenology" by the samewriter, in “Apple
ton'sNew American ncyclopcdia,”are includedin this
however,withadditionalmatter.
series,accompanied,

'
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JOY A DUTY.
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protector, friend, and provider, and our ever
lasting all, it needs no language to portray the

faculty of the mind has a two-fold
Every faculty
joy and of pain.
is exercised in harmony with nature,

EVERY

nature—of

pleasure which it gives.
To the intellectual nature,

what is more

and with its correlative

pleasurable than the acquisition of knowledge ?
With what delight does the mathematician
solve abstruse problems l And the logician—

being, produces pain.
Every one can appreciate

how he delights in interrogating nature, in
reasoning upon her laws, and reaching out
into her vast domain and comprehending her
But even these faculties may be
mysteries!

which

faculties, produces
Every faculty and mental emotion
pleasure.
when used in contraVention of the laws of its
this

teaching

when applied to the physical senses. Light,
when brought to the eye under proper circum
when it comes in
stances, is pleasurable;
When
excessive brilliancy, pain is the result.
the eye itself has become diseased, inflamed
from any cause, the quantity of light which,
to a healthy eye, would produce pleasure, now
produces pain. The sense of hearing furnishes
a similar example; and though sound may
not be musical, it yet produces pleasure; but
if that sound be increased in volume, it be

Q
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ness does not even appreciate all those ele
ments of safety and security which, in the
But is
various phases of life, we require.
there more intense pain in the whole category
that of concentrated and

of emotions than
excessive fear?

Secretivencss, which gives
reserve and policy, imparts pleasure when
properly exercised; but unduly exercised it
produces jealousy, suspicion, and deceit. The
love of property, when duly gratiﬁed, is pro
motive of joy; and when we secure ourselVes

so that their results, if not so
directly, may indirectly become sources of
There is a possibility of
pain and sorrow.
excess of reflection ; of such an undue absorp

against future want, Cautiousness also joins
in the chorus of pleasure, and the intellect, as

tion of one’s time, strength, and effort as to
become a perversion of one’s nature.

pleasure.
human being wants a

perverted

The

imagination

paints fancy pictures,
revels in its airy creations, and gives a joyous

well, is pleasurably excited.
The love of home, Inhabitiveness,
the most inﬂuential
elements of
Every

well-organized

is among

But when these emotions

home, and rejoices in its possession; not as a
matter of property, merely, though that en
hances the pleasure; not as a shelter to secure

become warped, what hideous monsters, what
grotesque and fantastic images do they pro

one against the storms and the heat (though
Cautiousness adds to the pleasure which these

The roar of trumpets and
pianos, of horns and clarionets, may become
painful, which music, if removed far enough
to become softened and diluted in reaching us,
would be delightful.
Honey is delicious to the

duce, as in cases of delirium Iremens. Mirth
is a joy-creating
faculty; when
fulness
pleasurably exercised, every part of our being

contemplations awaken), but the nest, the ﬁre
and more
side, the home in the abstract;
especially when it be considered as the center

when we are placed in
down the ridicule of

taste when it is taken in proper quantity, but
in excess it becomes repulsive.
The same
law holds good in respect to every physical

others, what a painful appreciation of our
own situation does this same faculty produce
in us !

of the family circle, as the depository of one’s
possessions, the home becomes exceedingly
dear. But what is more painful than home

sense; but when we rise to the contemplation
of mind in its various relations and combina

of liberal-hearted

those who have not, could not
explanation;
appreciate one. When a person has no home,
and he wanders forth a stranger among stran

tions, our subject becomes luminous with
illustrations of the mostintense signiﬁcance.
We need only to mention the organs of per

we have for others, awaken a glow of hap
But
piness which it is difﬁcult to describe.
what poignant sorrow comes to us through the

gers, though his heart may not yearn for any
knowrr spot on earth, and though he may not
be called home-sick for any particular place,

faculty of Benevolence, when it is
exercised in the way of extreme pity at the
recital of suffering and grief which we have

he is yet unhappy because he has no abiding

annoyance

arises

On the contrary, see what
from beholding distorted

shapes, ill-assorted magnitudes, bad perspec
tive in drawing, inharmonies of color, or
colors of a miserable quality, with disorder in
the place of arrangement ! and what is there
which does not really take hold of the soul
that is productive of more uneasiness, not to
say misery?
The “Pleasures of

Memory”

have been

immortalized in song, and may be met with in
the experience of every human being'whose
life has contained anything that would give
pleasure; but when the mind reverts to scenes
of sorrow and sadness, of sin and shame, what
burning recollections, and how painful the
retrospect !

The worshiping

element, Veneration, when

excessively exercised, especially if Self-Esteem
be moderate, produces such a feeling of un
worthiness and littleness, and such a painful
sense of the exaltation of the Supreme Being
and of superior men, that intense unhappiness
is produced by its action; but when it leads
us to look up to our heavenly Father as a

g»—

call

The joy of giving to the poor, the pleasure
benefaction, the kind wishes

same

not the means or the opportunity to relieve!
Hope, the winged god, which lifts us up above
the darkness and the tempest, is full of radiant

joy; but when the faculty is reversed by dis
appointment, it seems to roll back upon us
a recoil of sorrow; and this element which
was given to us as a source of pleasure when
Con
disappointed, produces poignant grief.
science, when exercised properly, gives the in
dividual great satisfaction ; but, oh! how keen
the remorse when its nature is outraged.

it dances with de
Approbativeness—how
How
light under the sunshine of applause!
it shivers and crouches instinctively when
made the subject of contempt and reproach!
With what self-complacency does Self-Esteem
lead us to regard ourselves, and with what
easy dignity do we walk forth among men!
but let one be degraded, or not recognized ac
cording to his true merit and dignity, what
agitation, and rage, even, is awakened in the

sickness?

Those

who

have felt it need no

place.
The joy of parental love is most intense.
Watch the fond mother as she cherishes her
babe. Observe the happy father as he leads
his child

forth, bending to instruct its open
ing mind, his imagination going forward to
the future, and tell me the joy of parental
love.

But turn to the empty cradle, to the
short grave, or, worse still, think of the truant
son, the wayward daughter, and then mea
sure, if you can, the crushing grief of the
mother and the sorrow of the father writhing
under the anguish of parental love in its
painful activity.
Conjugal love

perhaps, the strongest of all
the social elements. How
dilates the hope
of the young
How
ﬁres the imagination

!

normal activity.

But
to

it

the

circumstances

it

have to do with

physical qualities of external things—with
forms of beauty, with magnitude, color, ar
rangement, and relative position—to show how
much of pleasure may be derived from their

seems elated.

is,

is even true of

How
inspires the ambition and nerves the
enterprise in view of the happy union which
the future promises!
But let this faculty be
reversed by jealousy, by unfaithfulness on the
part of the loved object, and how painful the

a pleasure to provide against storms, accidents,
and difficulties; and no man feels the pleasure

emotions produced
How dear are the joys of Adhesiveness or
how painful and sad the reﬂex
friendship!
action of this faculty!
When friends prove
treacherous, or suffer, what sadness ensues!

of security so much as he who has a keen
sense of danger.
A man without Cautious

Combativenesa and Destructiveness, those en
ergetic and often-abused qualities of character

gives pleasure when
It is
exercised in the atmosphere of security.

mind!

Cautiousness

!

which

this

!

ception—those

And

it

comes painful.
musical sounds.

halo to the spirit.

%e:
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are governed by the same law of pleasure and
exercise, and unhappiness
when their action is reversed or perverted.

joy in legitimate

faculty of the mind, and every ele
ment of the moral and social constitution is
Every faculty is given
under the same law.
Every

for joy, and its wrong use is a source of
There seems to be wisdom in this
misery.
arrangement, as when the child stretches

THE DUTY OF EVERY HUSBAND.
Evi-zm' husband whose love for his wife is
more than a pretense, ought to make a will
which shall secure her, at his death, from the
tyrrany and the intrusion of his relatives.
A man dies no sooner for having made a

[JUN],

the trouble and expense of a will? This shuts
off the intrusion of strangers, and the tyranny
and rapacity of overbearing relatives.
How
widow

a husband
from want

may legally screen his
by his
and ill-treatment

relatives z—A husband, if he leave no children,
may will his property exelusively to his wife.

will;

and to one of right feelings, there is an
indescribable satisfaction in knowing that in
case of an untimely death, by accident or
pestilence, or otherwise, his wife, if she sur

if he wishes the property to be hers, so that
she can sell, or at death will it to whom she
pleases, he can so have it. If he wishes the
property to be the wife’s for the term of her

vive, shall be subject to no man’s mercy and
to no man’s whims.

natural life, and to pass to his relatives at her
death, he may so word his will.--Porfland

Especially ought that husband to do this
who has acquired his property in whole, or in
The human mind can
part, by marriage.

Transcript.

faculties in a natural and proper manner, tak
ing hold on life, its duties, its achievements,
its anticipations, its philosophy, and its facts,
pleasure ﬂows to it. But when, through ex

conceive of no wrong so burning as that of a
defenseless widow deprived by her husband’s

cess or neglect, he uses his faculties wrongly,
the action of his mind becomes painful, and

relatives

warns him that he is in the wrong, and teaches
him on a higher plane the same lesson which
the child has learned from the blaze of the
candle.

ness is (aside from law), and of right ought
to be, hers, and hers only.

forth its hands and feels of objects and enjoys
the sense of touch; but when he thrusts it
into the ﬂame he feels poignant pain, and thus
receives a necessary lesson of practical wis
dom.
So, when the mind reaches out its

._.

RELIGIOUS

EDUCATION
DRBN.

OF CHIL

Rsv. Da. BUSHNELL, in awork published thir
teen years sincc, under the title of Christian
Nurture, gives the following noble utterance
on the subject of the religious training of the
young:
“ Children are discouraged and hardened to
good by too much of prohibition.
There is a
monotony of continuous, ever-sounding prohi
bition which is really awful.
It does not stop
with ten commandments, like the word of Si
nai, but it keeps the thunder up, from day to
day, saying always thou shalt not do this, nor
this, nor this, till, in fact, there is really noth
ing left to be done. The whole enjoyment,
use, beneﬁt of life is quite used up by the pro
hibitions.
The child lives under a tilt-hammer
of commandment, beaten to the ground as fast
as he attempts to rise. All commandments,
of course, in such a strain of injunction, come
to sound very much alike, and one appears to
be about as important as another. And the
result is that, as they are all in the same em
phasis, and are all equally annoying, the child
learns to hate them all alike, and puts them all
He could not think of heartily accept
away.
ing them all, and it would even be a kind of
irreverence to make a selection. Nothing so
fatally worries a child as this fault of over
commandment.
“There must be no attempt to raise a con
Any such religion will
science against play.
certainly go to the wall ; any such conscience
will be certainly trampled, and things innocent
will be done as if they were crimes; done with
a guilty feeling; done with as bad effects every
way, on the character, as if they were really
the worst things.
Nothing is more cruel than
to throw a child into the attitude of conﬂict
with God and his conscience, by raising a false
conscience against that which both God and
nature approve. It is nothing less than mak
ing a gratuitous loss of religion, required by no
terms of reason, justiﬁed by no principle, even
of Christian sacriﬁce itself.”

<>>

of

all interest in and control of

property, which in every sense of human fair

All legal and human experience shows, be
yond cavil and dispute, that no man’s relatives
can be safely trusted to do right by his widow,
and still less by his children.
So far as the
law will allow (and it gives the unprincipled
a latitude which can be comprehended by
none but the victims), they will tread upon the
widow, plunder the orphan. The heirs-at-law
of the intestate, when he leaves no children,
turn like hungry wolves upon the widow as
upon fair prey, whom it is legitimate to
wrong, to persecute, and to rob.
As administrators of his property and the
guardians of his children, they regard the
former as already their own; the latter as
simply as so many troublesome incumbrances,
whom justice to themselves demands that they
should subject to all manner of evil treatment,
and eventually defraud them of every farthing.
The instances are rare—so rare as to be
exceptions to the rule—where

relatives

deal

fairly with either the widow or the children,
and though the meaning and intent of the law
are that they shall do right in all cases, yet
the temptation to do wrong is so great, and
there are so many ways by which a dishonest
mind may elude the most carefully drawn on
actments, that it has been found impossible to
frame laws which shall effectually protect the
widow and guard the interests of the orphan.
So long as the present arbitrary rule, that a
wife may not be the legal wife of an intestate
husband, shall remain upon our statute-book,
just so long will the widow be the prey of the
husband’s relatives, and the orphan be sub
jected to their tyranny and rapacity.
How a husband may legally protect his
widow

and children :—A husband may will

his property for the term of her natural life;
and appoint her the executor of his estate and
the guardian of his children, to whom, at her
death, the property is to descend. But why
not make a law to the same effect, and save

as“
THE SIGNAL STAR.
BY IAINY POKER-Brill.
I'll notrecallmy childhood,
With all its sweetdelight,
Its simplebird-likegladness—
It wasnotalwaysbright.
Even morninghadhertear-drop,
And springhercloudedsky,
And on thefairestcradle
I‘ve seenthe shadowlie.
I’d notrecallmychildhood,
throng
Thoughtendermemories
Aroundits rosyportals,
Preluslveto life'ssong;
The full-voiced,living chorus
Is swellingroundmenow,
And a rosierlightis resting
Upon mymaidenbrow.

I havemadea changcfuljourney
Up thehill of life sincemorn;

I havegatheredﬂowersandblossoms,

I‘ve beenpiercedby manya thorn;
But fromoutof thecoreof sorrow
I havepluckedajewel rare,
The strengthwhichmortalsgather
strifeandcare.
In theirceaseless
Now I grasplife‘sbrimmingbeaker,
And howe'erthebubblesglow,
I'll pausenottill l’ve tasted
The deepestwavebelow;
Thoughbitterdregsmaymingle,
The crimsontideshall roll,
In full andfearlesscurrents,
Throughthefountainsof mysoul.
No! I’d notgo backto childhood,
From theradiantﬂushof noon,
And wheneveningclosesroundme,
I craveoneonlyboon:
Amid thevalley'sdarkness,
Its dangersanditsdread,
The signalstarof Judah
To shineabovemyhead.

Tun pastoral Wordsworth was accustomed at
times to dine out, and one night, with Haydon,
the painter, he was going home in a state of ele
vation that made locomotion uncertain. On being
led to a coach-stand by a young gentleman,
Wordsworth, who loved to let people know who he
was, said, " Sir, you have been courteous to a
stranger, and nowl will tell you who I am. I am
the poet Wordsworth." “ And I,” said Haydon,
“ am Benjamin Robert Haydon, the rent historic
painter.” The young man who had ‘therto been
so attentive, dropped their arms immediately, and
indignant at what he believed to be a hoax, ex
claimed, “ You are a pair of lying. drunken
vagabondsl" and left them in the middle of the
street.
‘
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in all the moral virtues, and led
through the whole course of the polite arts and
sciences. He should be no stranger to courts
and to camps; he must travel to open his

;

is

a

it

it

a

I

if

national prejudices, of which every country
has its share. To all these more essential im

seen nothin’ on him sens.”

is

It

I

have him think even
vogue; neither would
dress itself beneath his notice.
no Very uncommon thing in the world

to meet with men of probity;

there are like

if

mind, to enlarge his views, to learn the policies
and interests of foreign states, as well as to
fashion and polish himself, and to get clear of

trundling round the ivorles, and after recover
ing from his ﬁrst surprise at the, to him,
singular aspect of the room, inquired
any of
them had seen a stray steer, afﬁrming that the
“blasted critter got away as he came through

provements he must not forget to add the
fashionable ornaments of life, such as are the
languages and the bodily exercises most in

it

it,

a

a

a

!

imaginable, decked out in
slouched hat,
long blue ﬂock, and
pair of
cowhide shoes, big as gondolas, with
huge
whip under his arm, stalked into a billiard
dozen persons were
saloon, where half

taown with his drove t’other day, and he had
The bloods denied
all knowledge of the animal in question, and

with

much side winking at each other, pro
ceeded to condole with him on his loss in the
most heartfelt manner.
He watched the game
with much interest, as he evidently had never
seen nor heard of anything of the kind before,
and created much amusement by his demon

Anson G. Ci-rssrsn was the poet at Hamilton
College this year. His themewas “ The Gods." The
followingwill givean ideaof thequalityof thepoem:
“Self is god—youknowhimby his talk—
His pompousways—hisall-importantwalk
The royalswaggerof his emptyhead—
His jokesof leatherandhis punsof lead.
All of Philosophyin himresides;
All of Religioniu his heartabides;
He plannedtheworldandﬁxedits boundsandbars;
Iie sowedthegoldenpollenof thestars;
’Tls by hispleasurethatour musclesmove—
Our heartsexpandwith sympathyandlove;
"It. throughhis kindnessthatour lungsreceive
The vital atmosphere
by whichwelive;
I‘d ratherchangemysweetandhappylot,
I'd ratherbe torpldHottentot,
I'd ratheron thePrince of Kaihr wall,
I’d ratherlosemy yet-to-beestate,
I’d rathermake mouthfulfor whale,
And betheJonah of anothertale
I’d ratherbe dogandbaythemoon,
I'd ratherbe corkscrewor spoon,
I’d ratherbe latyr or an elf
Than worshipman,and havethatmanmyself!”
a

structed

est ‘Jonathan

_»

SELF-WORSHIP.

;

is

this distinguished man
to be born, he must
run through a long series of education. Before
he makes his appearance and shines in the
world, he must be principled in religion, in

Tm: richest thing of the season, says the
Newburyport Herald, came off the other day in
the neighborhood of the market.
The green

a

which

a

endowments with

a

Besides the natural

is

perhaps the most un
the great characters in life.

won against another hundred.
Of course he
could not any way blunder into another game,
and they could now win back what they had
lost, and ﬂeece the fellow of his oWn roll besides.
They sent out for
famous player, who hap
pened to have money enough to bet with him,

u a a

a

ﬁnished gentleman
common of all

enough to cover
and at
they went again,
when, by some strange accident, greeny won.
He now oﬂ'ered to put up the hundred he had

SAW THE STEER?

4—.

WHO

a

easily obtained; neither are there many men
have
genius to excel this way.
A

that

a

impertinence, obliging and complaisant with
out servility, cheerful and in good-humor with
out noise.
These amiable qualities are not

so irritated him that he offered to play another
game, and bet two dollars, which he pulled
out of a big roll—for
seems his cattle had
sold well, and he was quite ﬂush.
This bet
he also lost; when, mad as a March hare, he
pulled out a ﬁfty spot, the largest bill be had,
and offered to bet that on another game. The
crowd mustcred round, and raised money

ponents of about ﬁve hundred dollars, that
they began to smell
very large mice. When
everybody got tired playing, gawky pulled his
frock over his head, took his whip under his
arm and walked quietly out, turning at the
door, remarking, “Gentlemen,
you should
happen to see anything of that steer,
wish
you would let me know.”
At last accounts
they had not seen the steer, but they came to
the conclusion they saw the elephant.

Blow loudto thecrowd,
Who our comingwaittospy;
We arecoming,coming—come!
Rub thecindcrsfromyoureye,
As we’resliding,andaregliding,andare riding
Into town
Neverhorselessneedof “ hiding,“or lessneedof
Rubbingdown.

a

I

I

When
view the ﬁne gentleman with regard
to his manners, methinks
see him modest
without bashfulness, frank and affable without

him, which so elated him that he
began to think himself a Phelan, and
he offered to bet
dollar with his opponent,
which of course he lost. The loss and laugh
actually

and another game was played, which Jonathan
bet and won.
Another hundred was also
raised and bet and won, and
was not until
he had blundered through a half
dozen
games, and by some unaccountable accident
won them all, draining the pockets of his op

;_

void of all inordinate passions, and
full oftenderness, compassion, and benevolence.

intrepid,

Hear thebell listenwell
“ Clearthetracki" thecry
We areﬂying,ﬂying—ﬂown
lec " streako’ lightning”by.
What racket! howwe clack aswe track
O‘ertherails!
But ourponyneedn’tslackit, for his
Strengthneverfails.

a

a

it

1

a

a is

To this Iwould have
capable of.
clear understanding, a reason free
from prejudice,
steady judgment, and an ex
tensive knowledge.
When
think of the
heart of
ﬁrm and
gentleman,I
imagine
nature

joined

TRISH'Sthebell! listenwelll
“ All aboard!" is thecry;
We aregoing.going—gone—
We’ll bebackby-and-by.
New we’rejumpingwith thumpingand bumping
O‘ertherails;
But our horsehas“ takensomething,”andhis
Strengthneverfails.

a

I

it

gentleman,
graced with all the
suppose
and elevation of spirit that human

dignity

BY THEPZABANTHARD.

a

I

the ornament and delight of society.
When
the frame of mind peculiar to a

consider

RAILROAD SONG.

a

I

I

sembling together such qualiﬁcations as seem
requisite to make the character complete. In
shall premise in general, that
order to do this
by a ﬁne gentleman
mean a man completely
qualiﬁed as wellfor the service and good, as for

is

a

beholder.

praise

it

is

a

everything he says or does
accom
panied with a manner, or rather
charm, that
draws the admiration and good-will of every

I

I

as what may or ought to be.
shall follow their example, in the idea
am
going to trace out of a ﬁne gentleman, by as

varnish

i

so much what

brightness of his imagination, so all the great
and solid perfections of life appear in the
ﬁnished gentleman with
beautiful gloss and

it,

is,

.

When a good artist would express any re
markable character in sculpture, he endeavors
to work up his ﬁgure into all the perfections
his imagination can form; and to imitate not

mates all the different parts of learning by the
force of his genius, and irradiates all the
compass of his knowledge by the luster and

movements. However he gradually got his
hand in, playing as well as could be expected
for a greenhorn. All hands now began to

it

gentleman?”
to answer the question.
Below we give the
opinion of an eminent authority (whose writ
ings have stood the test of more than a century)
on this important subject. Let every one read
it and proﬁt thereby.

what one seldom sees. He
properly
compound of the various good qualities that
embellish mankind.
As the great poet ani
is

is a perfect
there are few who would venture

a

man

it is asked, “What

strations of applause when a good shot was
made—“ Jerusalem l” He made hold to re
quest the privilege of trying his skill, when
he set the crowd in a roar by his awkward

a

wise a great many men of honor to be found.
Men of courage, men of sense, and men of
letters are frequent; but the true ﬁne gentle

ONE seldom passes a day without hearing
some one described as“ a perfect gentleman ;”
yet when
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had full

ability to do; and we wish our
readers would read in Matt. xxv. 14-30 this

it

account, as a proper exposition of our views
of moral responsibility, based, as
will be

sense;
nology.

it
is

is

seen in each case, on the capacity or ability of
the respective individuals.
This
common
theology, and accord with

Phre

This question has been asked us a

is

a

is,

is

is
is

is

a

is

a

adapted to meet the wants of our minds.
We
are repelled from others who are good and
kind and just, and whose manners, whose
social

sympathies, and whose general tastes
are not in harmony with ours.
-On—O

THE EXHIBITION
THIS

structure

is

PALACE OF

1862.

to exceed its illustrious

predecessors in grandeur, in beauty of design,
and elegance of ﬁnish. The main hall
to be
is

A

is

if

make that person agreeable to us. We are at
tracted to those who have mental constitutions

moderate

550 feet long, 250 feet wide, and 220 feet high
The picture galleries, built of bricks, will be

Self-reliance

of diverse kinds, and

2,300 feet in length, 60 to 70 feet high, and
from 35 to 55 feet wide.
The nave and tran

supposed to require courage, energy, perse
verance, and a fair degree of Self-Esteem to
man who has large Con
constitute it.

septs are to be 2,200 feet long, 80 feet wide, and
100 feet high. The sheds and other necessary
buildings are planned on a corresponding

that be well trained, will
structiveness,
have self~reliance on subjects in that direction,
provided he has anything like the qualities

scale.

Ans.

necessary to produce self-reliance in general.
man who has large Combat-iVeness, and a
not easily made to
strong muscular frame,
cower before

force not superior to his own;

The whole work must be ﬁnished in

less than one year from the present time, or by
the 12th of February next. The Guaranty
Fund, which amounts in all to £350,000,

is

persons with
Self-Esteem who have self-reliance.

!

know

reliance?

headed by that truly royal patron of the Arts
and Sciences, the Prince Consort, for £l0,000.
stated by competent auth0rities, that the

large Self-Esteem
will,
doubtless, strengthen his self-reliance.
There are two features of Self-Esteem.
When the organ
developed high up toward

entire structure will cost £250,000, or $1,000
to be located at South Kensington.
000.

Firmness, we expect to ﬁnd dignity, self-pos
When that part
session, pride of character.
not well developed, and the lower part
seems large, we notice that persons like to

every

but

he have

The

building

will

be made suitable

for re

permanently on the site, and will in
Palace of
way outshine the Crystal

maining

1851, or any other structure of modern times.
writer states that the great hall will contain
cubical area more than ten times as large as

that of the great transept of the Hyde Park
would contain ﬁve of the
building, and that

are persons who
can not be governed by kindness?
so,
what would be their character

ﬁdence in their own powers.
4. Are persons of like development at
tracted toward each other?
Why do we feel

center transepts of the present Crystal Palace
There
a
its height will be unparalleled.
vast space to be occupied by the world’s pro

ANs. A person who could not be governed
by kindness would be one in whom the animal

so strongly attached toward some persons, and
feeling toward others,
an unapproachable

ducts, its inventions, manufactures, and works
of art.

propensities were strong, and the intellect and
the moral and social faculties weak.
But

though they may have none but kindly feel
ings toward us?
Ass. Persons of like development,
they
be harmonious and appropriate, are attracted
toward each other, while persons with very
large Self-Esteem never like those with a

America will be allotted all the room she
to be hoped that
can creditably ﬁll, and
no time will be lost in making preparations for
having the country'well represented in all the

turbulent

g»—

and ungovernable, except by force,

;

is

it
is

If

?

there are fewer persons who can not be easily
governed by kindness than most persons are
inclined to suppose.
Individuals who are

it

take responsibility.
They are not digniﬁed,
but they seem to have self-possession and con

Another reader asks
1. Do you think there

if

:

thousand times, and many times answered.

able to talk amply; but
a person have fair
similar develop
talent, one having
ment will be more agreeable than one who
taciturn, or an excessive talker.
A person’s
kindly feeling toward us does not always
talking

is

ceived, and no more; the responsibility, there
fore, being equal to the talent which was
approved according to what each did, or pun
nished for failing to perform that which he

not a good talker.
The former
anxious to
have a good listener, and feels pleased and
ﬂattered by the silence and attention of the
bearer, and the bearer who can not talk well
rejoices in the possession of
friend who

is

“Parable of the Talents,” where all having
received“ according to their several abilities,
were required to improve what they had re

evocation as requires those qualities.
3. How does Self-Esteem differ from self

rule, and a man having similar developments
a

will not submit to it. A person who
good talker will generally seek one who

It

it,

be criminal; but when we come to the theo
we have only to quote the
logical view of

Sleep abundantly; avoid irritating food; take
much exercise in the open air; and cultivate
fortitude and energy, by pursuing such an

The same
chelopinent.
true of
Conibativeness, and several other faculties;
and the reason why,
that
proud, over
bearing, dictatorial man
strongly inclined to

It

not as a punishment for crimes, but to prevent
them from repeating against society acts
which, to the sound and strong mind, would

away the power of thought and action?
Ass. Modify the conditions of the person.

similar

a A

before courts;
and thousands
are conﬁned in jails, poor-houses, asylums,

consideration

temperament, to overcome that excitement and
embarrassment which sometimes almost takes

it

weakness, under a beneﬁcent judgment, should
claim.
Any person who is idiotic and imbe
cile, not only has a right, but receives due

son having

be the best way for a per
predominance of the mental

is

weak mind have always a right before a court
to such allowance in their behalf as their

character.

2. What would

is

that a person who has become
intoxicated by his own act and wish should be
held so responsible for his actions in that con
dition as he would be if sober. Persons of

to be hard

exercise his individual
a

It is by many persons thought

is

this discretion.

in the way of governing persons who are not
highly endowed with these qualities; and one
who
well endowed by these qualities can not
be governed in any other way, except when he
in duress and can not assert his feelings or

I

and the records of courts are full of instances
showing the authority for and the exercise of

self-re

if A

exercise discretion in the treatment of persons
charged with crime; and the statute books

to give

that dignity,

calmness,
consistency, and justice, tempered with kind
ness, will always produce a beneﬁcial effect

a

or teaches that all men are equally responsible.
There is no court in the land which does not

and Secretiveness
We believe

is

before God ?

Ass. We know of no person who believes

Caution
straint.

if

accountability

governing others. To govern well, a person
requires good sense, strong Conscientiousness
and Firmness, with rather large Self-Esteem,
full share of Benevolence, and enough of

a

2. If you answer this question in the
afﬁrmative, then, in your opinion, ought all
persons to be held to the same standard of

the dispositions of the subject.
person who
can not govern himself never succeeds well in

is

Ass. Yes, doubtless.

qualities and dispositions of those who govern
are as often the source of the difﬁculty as are

is

destined, if oultivated, to become great, while
others are doomed to groveling stupidity?

generally have not been properly directed
and trained in their early days. Again, the

A

J. L. H. inquires—l. Since children inherit
their organization from their parents, do they
not also inherit the activity in mind and body,
If this is so, are not some
and vice versa?

[J UNE,
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departments.
ably exhibit

Many manufacturers may proﬁt
their

goods to the millions
1

that
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is

is

is

it

have subsided.
Therefore we say to
our brethren of the quill, lay up rich matter
with which to give interest to your columns
when the present war fever shall have abated.

@u
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J. P. S.——Doesthat which called the under
standing.originatein single phrenologicnlfsculty,or
morethanone and thesameof theterm
dog;0mrpquire
wl
Ana. The organs of the reﬂectiveintellect produce
whatthemetaphyslcians
call theunderstanding.Knowl
edge obtainedby the use of the perceptivefaculties.
Wisdom or understanding the conclusion!which the
reﬂectivefacultiesform respectingknowledgegainedby
theperceptives.A man’sdog mayperceiveall thefacts
which cometo us by perceptions;but having little re~
ﬂectiveintellect,he notableto drawcorrectinferences
from facts. Therefore,the masterseeingthesame facts
thatareclearlypresentedto thedog, ableto drawwiser
conclusions
fromthemthanhis caninecompanioncan do.
Is theorganof Wit thefoundationof rislbllity,or the
perceptionof thatwhich laughable7
Ana. If you will read the deﬁnitionof the organof
Mirthfulnessor Wit, in any phrenologlcalwork extant,
youwill findyour questionansweredin theafﬁrmative.
We often receivelong strings of questionswhich any
workeverpublishedonPhrenology,oreventhedeﬁnitions
of theorgans,wouldanswer.
8. Doesimaginationspringfrom singleorgan
Ana. We supposethat Id! allty the fountainof most
of thosesentiments
and emotionswhich comeunderthe
headof imagination;still,thosewho evincethe highest
order of imaginationgenerally have large Spirituality,
and most frequenllylarge Cnusuliiy,Mirthfuiness,and
Secreiiveness.Eachoneof thesefacultiesappearsto con
tributesomethingtowardthat which we understandby
the term imagination,thoughwe regard ldeality as its
centraland masterelement.
How wouldyou mark Lord Bacon‘sCausality,Com
parison,andWit, on thescaleof seven
Ans. At thetopof thescale.
is

is

is

is

7

a

is

?

I
.i

a

shall

is
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I
is

is

a

is

this stirring up of the editorial ele
ments will be of service to the reading world,
even after the special cause of this arousement

W. W.—Do negroes have scams or sutures in
their skulls, dividing the bony structureinto dlﬂerent
pieces,thesameasthewhttoman
Am. Yes; the negro skull composedof the same
REFRIGERATORS.—-lf any of our readers de
numberof piecesand divided by suturesjust like thatof
siretopurchaseoneof thosealmostindispensable
articles, thewhiteman. Thoseseamsoftengrow up nearlyrolid
we shouldadvisethornin examinethePolar Refrigerator, as personsadvancein age; thoseof theAfrican become
madeand sold by Bartlettdz.Lesley,426Broadway,New
soearlier in life than thoseof theCaucasian. The bony
York. We have studiedits principlesthoroughly,and
structureof theAfrican moredenseandsolidthanthat
feel convincedthat is the mostscientiﬁc,and, conse
of thewhiteman; theteethalsoaremoresoundandstrong
quently,thebest,aswell as the mosteconomical,
Refrig
andthoskull-bonesareusuallysomewhatthicker,andthe
eratorin use.
seamsaremoreearlyclosedby depositsof bonymatter.
is

'r
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a

action of the machinery.
Could anything be
more like a brain turned into brass?
“ The
inventor of this wonderful aﬁ'air,
Timothy Alden, was
practical printer, and

believe

is

a register wheel, which makes signals for the
letters before they are taken, and which will
allow as many as sixty to accumulate before
they are disposed of, with no hindrance to the

compared with its former tone and temper, and
surprising how much latent ability has
been evoked by the war and rumors of war
now so prevalent on this continent.
We

A

is

is

cigar, mend the grammar, or criticise the copy
that
to say, the necessity of
rigidly keeping up with the unvarying steam
propulsion of the machine.
This
done by

SEEING 'nru ELEPHANT.—The origin of the
phrase “ seeing the elephant"
as follows:
It narrated of certain farmer that his life's
desire was to behold this largest of quadrupcds,
until the yearning becamewell nigh mania. He
ﬁnally met one of the largest size traveling in the
van of
menagerie. His horse was frightened,
his wagon smashed,his eggs and poultry ruined.
But he rose from the wreck radiant and in
triumph. “
ﬁg for the damage,” quoth he, “ for
have seen the elephant i”
a

a

s.

is

brought miraculously to pass.
“Perhaps the most curiously ingenious part
of the invention
that which gives the com
positor
chance to scratch his head, or indulge
in a revery, or speak to
friend, or light a

laymedownto sleep.

“ Dod knows the rest,” she murmured;
and the
white lids closed over the bright eyes,and she was
asleep again.

I

'

it

has been a well-taught
type-setter himself,
that
seemed to me as the locomotive seems
to the stage-driver, or as the steamboat to the
paddle of the canoe, an impossible dcsidcratum

I

I

Now

I

is

work to which speed
necessary), in a short
time. Without going into a particular descrip
tion of the machinery,
may say, as one who

I

It

is

steam power, aid the cost
about $1,500.
would clear itself, of course, by the saving
of labor (to say nothing of the acceleration of

I

is

It

it

it

right end up and right side
ﬁngers, turning
front, and putting
into the line, to be ad
justed with spaces.
a revolving table of
brass—the machine—worked
by the smallest

I

for the letter a, for instance, being instead of
the old fashion of taking up that letter with the

AN lxx-‘arvr‘sPaarzn.—When
little three-year
old sister lays her fair check against mine, and,
with dimpled arms clasped around my neck,
prattles in her innocent way, don’t think of the
path her little feet must tread? Are there any
thorns to pierce them—any piis into which she
may fall? Now think of it.
must tell you of
her little speeches.
think she
so cunning—
though perhaps am partial; if so, pardon. One
night last week she crept into my lap. and are
was aware of
fell asleep.
took her up to her
little bed, but before putting her in,
said—
“ Nellie must not forget her little
prayer."
She
commenced—

I

is

!

a

is

of

process—an auto-reciprocation
outlay, which
wondrous to believe (for an editor, at
least)
may be
possible principle in nature
“ The
worked like a piano, by
type-setter
playing on keys—the mere touch on the key

it,

comparison with the new invention for setting
types—a visit to which was the object of one
of his recent walks in New York.
“Alden’s type-setter not only can set type
as fast as eight men, but distributes or restores
to their places the same amount by the same

I

is

a

WILLIS, in the Home Journal, says the
machine “ to insert
pig at one end and grind
out sausages at the other,”
really slow in

—-obviating,

:

a

TYPE-BETTER.

change must do, a comparative dearth in the
department of journalism.
We have observed
that every paper we open, from the Rio Grande
to Newfoundland,
spirited, racy, and vigorous

it

A NEW

H

Tm: Piuivcn 0s WALEs‘ Dom—Extract from a
letter to person in Quebec " You remember the
Prince had
large dog presented to him by the
people of Newfoundland. When on board the ship
a boy was put to look after him. He got so fond
of the boy that he would not take notice of the
Prince. The morning they came into Plymouth,
the Prince gave the boy .65 and took the dog out
of the ship; but as fast as they did so the dog
jumped on board again. The Prince was at last
obliged to take the boy to London, and he stopped
there ﬁve days. The Queen gave him £l6 and a
suit of clothes. He returned to Plymouth, and
was here but one day, when he had to be sent for,
becauscthe dog would not eat. The boy sold his
sailor‘s clothes, and said, ‘I am now a gentleman
for life.’ "
a

during the exhibition year.— London American.

it

a

a

a

the Atlantic

will

kept out of their columns during the war, to
be inserted when peace and business activity
shall have returned, bringing, as such

2.

sett’s type-setter ?”

It

tens of thousands extra American visitors in
1862.
will be good time for London and

good to the world), in comparison with
(as
the twenty years’ invention of this Massachu

IN these stirring times every newspaper
crowded to overﬂowing with war news, leaving
scarcely any opportunity to chronicle other
interesting incidents.
not the part of
wisdom, not only, but the duty of editors to
save up such important matters as may be
Is

i i
i
.i

victims, in these “fast days,” to this kind of
overtaskingl
Yet Alden lived enough of life,
measured by beneﬁt to his race. What
were the eventless centuries of Methuseiah

attractive collections of the exhibition, and
the publicity thus given them will amply rc
Aside from those directly
ward the exhibitors.
interested in the exhibition, we shall expect

steamers. Even the Great Eastern
be able to ﬁnd proﬁtable employment

A WORD TO EDITORS.

.

it

he devoted twanty years, dying when he
had at last perfected it—his brains and nerves
giving way to the disease of over-concentration
of thought and will.
How many men are

if

honor. There are a thousand inventions in
use in America which are practicallyunknown
in Europe, that could form one of the most

to

L

is,

will be gathered here from all parts of the
It
however, the American inventors
who will reap the richest harvest of proﬁt and

109
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SINGLE SUBSCRIPTIONS:
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To Cums-5 copies.....
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subscriptionsreceived
@- No
months.
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A Complete
BYDROPATHIC ENCYCLOPEDIA.
systemof Hydropathyand Hy lone. Illustrated
'with800engravings. By R. T. rall, M.D... . . . .88 00
By
FAMILY PHYSICIAN, HYDROPATHIC.
Dr. Joel Show. A new and invaluablework for
homepractice. Prothsclyillustrated. . . . . . . . .. .. 50
CONSUMPTION: its Causes.Prevention,andCure
by Water-Treatment.By Dr. Show. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 89
CHILDREN: their Hydro athic Managementin
25
HealthandDisease. By r. Show. . . . . .. .
TOBACCO, WORKS ON Comprisin Essaysby
Trail, Show, Alcott, Baldwin, Bur ell, Fowler,
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60
Greeley,andothers
ALCOHOL AND THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
Illustran by Diagram. By Prof. Youmans.. . . 80
HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION;
or, The Philosophyof Human Beauty: Showing
and Retain Bodily
How to
Symmetry
Acq‘trtire
Avo
igor. SecureLong Life, and
Health.and
the Iniirmitiesand Deformltiesof Age. . . . . . . . . . . 25
An
WATER-CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE.
Expositionof theCauses,Progress,and Termina
tionsof variousChronic Diseases. By Dr. James
M. Gully............................... . . . . . .. . 25
WATER AND VEGETABLE DIET IN SCROF
ULA, CANCER, ASTHMA, etc. By Dr. Lamb.. 88
WATER-CURE IN EVERY KNOWN DISEASE.
By Rausse. TranslatedfromtheGerman.. . . . . .. . 68
DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF HYDROPATHY. with
fifteenengravedIllustrationsof importedsubjects,
25
from Drawings. By Edward Johnson,M.D.......
25
HOME BOOK OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott......
OF
WILDERNESS
FORTY YEARS IN THE
25
PILLS. By Dr. Alcott.......................
THE LAWS OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott...... .. 25
88
........
Alcott
By
Dr.
FIRESIDE GIFT.
PHYSIOLOGY OF MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott.. 88
COURTSIIIP AND MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott.. 88
By
LETTERS TO A YOUNG PHYSICIAN.
James Jackson,M.D... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. ..... .. 25
Sentby mail,pre
Iiabdwcipblrﬁcigtlgfs’
808Broadway,New York.
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'3 The
is known as “Anderson’sConstitutions”which is
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printed1728.
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Carlile'sManualof Freemasonry
a Key-Stoneto the MasonicArch Knights Tem
plar, Druids,etc.; with an explanatoryintroduc
tionto theScience,andfreetranslationof someof
'the sacredScripturenames. 12mo,cloth.. . . . .. . 850
Cupper’sUniversalStair-Builder. An entire] new
and original Treatiseon Stair-Building, tair
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Journals.

NOTINCREASED.
INLAIIGEI)ANDIMPROVED—PRICE
Postmasters,Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare re
questedto actas AgentsandgetClubsforour Journals:
THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN

PHRENOLOGICAL

siAYEAI-t.

JOURNAL,

Devotedto all thoseProgressiveMeasuresfor theEleva
tionandImprovementof Mankind. ArnplyIllustrated
with Portraitsof theVirtuous and theVicious; alsoof
all theRacesof Men.
THE

WATER-CURE

JOURNAL,

AND
HERALD OF HEALTH, 81 YEAR.
Devotedto Hydropathy,its Philosophyand Practice; to
and Anatomy;and thoseLaws whichgov
PDYsIOIOQy
ern Life andHealth. Illustratedwith numerousappro
priateengravings.
of eitheror bothJournals, one
Clubsof Ten, composed
yearforFive Dollars,with an extracopyfortheAgent.
Samplenumberssentgratuitously.
Add centsto eachJournal topay postagefor theyear
for CanadianBUDII‘I'IIJGI’S.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
A

WILKES,

TO TAKE

BATHS.
By MISS HARRIET N. AUSTIN, M.D.
Price cents,with one-centpostagestampto pre-pay
theknowledge
postage.As thewarmweatherapproaches,
whichthistractfurnishesmaybemadethemeansof sav
of lives. Addresithe author,at
ing thousands
" Ona Hoax,” Dansville,LivingstonCo.,N. Y.

0" The lowestcashpriceto theTradefortheabovebook

judges it is accountedthebest
is 65. By competent
book that has, as yet, appearedon the subjectoi
Stair-Building.
The Lord's Prayer in 100
Cosmouophographg.
Languagesand haraeters.Svo,cloth. ... . ... .. 200
Scarce,
a
ndoriginallypublished
at #5.
‘5'
Dr. Gall, thecelebratedFounderof the Scienceof
Phrenology. His whole work Translated into
English by Dr. Lewes. 6 v0ls...........
700
Laeon; or,ManyThingsin Few Words. Addressed
thosewho think. Large paper copy. 8vo,
eoth. .. . . . . . . . .. ......... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 150
on and Times of the AmericanRevolution,with
remarkableincidents of the period. By E.
Watson. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ............. 150
By mail,post-paid.on receiptof price.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

A .New Edition of

How To GET

A

PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
'
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.
FOWLER AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

"IO N Till
Qateitt 015::
""1" Done
prompt Q5?"3
inthemost
\
andsatisfactory “1“
manner.

IMPORTANT T0 INVENTORS.
PATENT OFFICE

DEPARTMENT.

We transactat thiscitiesall kindsof business
connected
withprocuringPatents,eitherin this countryor in anyof
theEuropeanStates.
Having securedthe aid of the best PatentAttorneys
knowntothepublic,bothin Englandandon thecontinent
of Europe,we are ableto affordthe bestof facilitiesfor
obtainin Patentsin foreigncountries.
The80icitorwhohaschargeofourPatentOﬂlceDepart
ment,hasforthepasttenyearsbeensuccessfully
engaged
in obtainingpatentsfor inventions,and during the later
portionof that time has devotedparticularattentionto
cases.
contested
The businessof thisOfﬁcewill be strictlyconﬁdential.
No chargeswill be madefor examinationsof newinven
tions; inventorsmayconsultusasto the noveltyand pat
and receiveour report,
entabilityof their improvements,
bydescribingtheirinventionsto us,and inclosinga stamp
to repaythereturnletter.
by letterin referenceto Inventions,
ommunicattons
attendedto.
Patents.or PatentLaw.
Broadway,N ew York.
FOWLER AND WE romgotéy
,

GEORGE

How

HOT WEATHER!
a

AMERICAN GENTLEMAN’S NEWSPAPER.
A cuaomoui or THE
TURF, FIELD SPORTS, LITERATURE, AND THE
STAGE.
Punusnxn nvsar Sit-mans! Monntno,
At No. 835Broadway,cornerof Worth Street,Moffat‘s
Building, New York.

THE

COOKERY.
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OF THE TIMES;

SCROFULA

By F. “'ILSON HURD, M.D., Dansville,N. Y.
Price cents. It is worth dollar. Every familyin the
land shouldhaveit. Addresstheauthor.

8

WILKEs’ SPIRIT

ALL PAR

CAUTION

SOROFULA

SendfortheJune numberof THE LAWS OF LIFE.
ER RDITA RY
and read Dr. Jackson‘s lecture on
SCROFULA. It will costyoubut cents,andthelecture
worthtendollars. By the way,doyou whodo notread
thisJournal knowhowmuchyoulosefromnot taking
Each numbercontainsa lecturefromDr.Jackson.besides
ableeditorialarticles. Specimencopiesof backnumbers
Address
will besentfreeon
RIET N. AUS PIN, M.D.,
MISS IIAapplication.
Dansvilie,LivingstonCo.,N. Y.

6

M.D., 258Pacific Street,Brooklyn,L. I.

OAnTION.—I

TIES, and particularlymanufacturersof Mowing and
Reaping Machines.againstthe saleor use of Machines
embracingthe double-jointedconnectionwith the cutter
bar or finger-bar,or thecutter-barhung to the frameof
theMachinein anyﬂexibleor yielding manner,so as to
alloweachendof thecutter-baror ﬁnger-bar,or whatever
it maybe called,to riseor fall independently
ofthe other,
or thatbothendsmayyieldsoasto passovertheundula
tions in the surfaceof the ground, withoutraising the
whole length of the cuttenbar bodily. All persons,
parties,or manufacturers
infringingthe Patentof Brown
selling or using machines
6:: Bartlett,or manufacturers
with a double-jointedconnectedFinger-Bar,or Cutter
Bar, with theFrameof the Machine.without a license,
will beprbsecuted
to thefull extentof thelaw, asall such
Machinesare a directintrinzement.
STEPHEN S. BARTLE I‘T, Providence,R. I.

.

LA VERGNE,

.

ELIZA DE

.

MES.

.

ﬂ“

As we desire to issue the JULY number
of theJOURNALas earlyaspossible,we will be obligedif
asearlyas
our friendswill give us their Advertisements
the5thof June.

t4:

AnvEIt'rIsEMEIv'rs intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
forthenextnumber
theyareto appear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
Tamra—Twenty-ﬂve
centsa line eachinsertion.

CARPETS—IMPORT—

ANT TO IIOUSEKEEPERS.—In laying down your
Carpets,don’t forgetHarrington’sPatentCarpetLining,
for layingunderCarpetsandOil Cloths.to protectthem
fromthenail-headsandanyunevenness
in theﬂoor. It is
madeof two layersof heavyelasticpaper,witha layerof
cottonbetween. It is a mufﬂerof sound,andwill cause
a carpetto weartwiceaslong. Sendfora circular.
Soldby all theprincipalCarpetdealers.
N. Y. CarpetLining Co.——sole
manufacturers,
440Pearl
Street,nearChamberStreetextension.
J. R. HARRINGTON, Agent.
Also manufacturers
of CottonBatts,Twine, Mattresses,
andBed Comforters.
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PLATES

BY R. T. TRALL, Ml). Price $12.
Theseplateswerepreparedexpresslyforlecturersand
teachers,
as well as for students.They representall of
of thehumanbodyin
theorgansandprincipalstructures
site,andof the sizeof life. Everyfamilyoughtto have
man,woman,
a
ndchildoughttobefami
a set,andevery
liar with the wonderfulstructuresand functionswhich
theyso admirablyillustrate. Thereare six in theset,as
follows:
a frontview
The Heart and Lungsw-No. 1 presents
of the lungs,heart,stomach,liver, gall-bladder,larynx,
thymus.
andparotidglands,commoncarotidarteriesand
al portionsof thebowels,
jugularvein; alsoof the
)lOl'Btasin Life.
andcawlor omentum. (grind
Diascctlons.-No. 2 is a completedissectionof the
heart,exhibitingitsvalvesand cavities,andthecourseof
theblood. The largearteriesandveinsof theheart.lungs,
andneckare displayed,with thewindpipeand its bron
chialramiﬁcations;
alsotheliverwith itsgall-bladderand
ducts;the pancreas:the kidneyswith their uretersand
aorta,or largearteryof the
blood-vessels;
thedescending
chestandabdomen,with its branchesinto the right and
venacava,or greatveinof
leftlilacarteries: theascending
theabdomenandthorax; theuterusanditsappendages—
ovaries,
fallopiantubes,roundandbroadligaments,etc.
Nervous SystemP-No. 3. Side view of the brain,
heart,lun liver,bowels,uterus,and bladder. Also the
varioussu ivislonsofthebaseofthebrain.withthewhole
lengthof thespinalcord,showingtheoriginof all thecere
bro-spinalnerves. Very usefulto physicians,phrenolo
lecturers,andothers.
gists,teachers,
The Eye and the Eon-No. 4. The anatomyof the
of theminute l
eyeandear,representing
thearrangements
in the
nerves,andotherstructures
concerned
blood-vessels,
functions
of seeingandhearing. Beautifullycolored.
DigestionP-No. 5. The alimentarycanal complete
of the
exhibitingtheexactsize,shape.and arrangements
structuresespeciallyconcernedin digestion ms. the
mouth,throat,tongue,esophagus,
stomach,
smallandlarge
intestines,with the liver, gall-bladder,and the biliary
ducts;also the internalstructureof the kidneys,and a
of the lacteal absorbentsand
beautifulrepresentation
withthetho
glands,thoracicduct,and theirconnections
racicarteriesandveins. Coloredto representLife.
Circulation- Skim-No. 6. The lobesof thelungs
andcavitiesof theheart,valves,etc.,withthelargevessels
ofthestructures
of thecirculation; alsoa minutedissection
follicles,sweatglands,etc.—ex
of theskin—thesebaceous
hibltiugtheextentand importanceof the greatdepurat
ing functionof the surface. The mostnaturaland best
evermade.
Everylecturer,teacher,andphysicianshouldhavea set.
Price for thewholeset,beautifullycoloredand mounted,
$12 We do notsellsingleplates. Address,
FOWLER AND W KLLS,
308 Broadway,NcwYork.

SYRING E S.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
We would call your particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which is
highly recommended by Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,
and pronounced it the most perfect instrument
of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to CONSTIPATION will derive
great beneﬁt from the daily use of this Syringe,
and effect a radical cure of the diiiiculty, as well
as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and dcbilitatc, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.

All

Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction.

Price, $1 50. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent. discount, when ordered by
the dozen, and to go by express or as freight.
All orders for the above Instruments will meet
with prompt attention.
FOWLER. AND Wanna,
308 Broadway, New York.
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CELEBFNOISELESS

scuttle illnesses.

FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,
495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agenciesin all theprincipnl (Wiseand Townsin the
WWII Slates.
The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Companyare
new manufacturing,
andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
ferentsalesrooms,
machinesmakingtheShuttleor Lock
Btitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir
celebrated
Grover& BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
thepublictheadvantageof comparingthestitchesof the
twoleadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgment
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonlycompany
thatmanufactures
bothkinds of machines,andtherefore
theonly onethatcanoﬁcrthisprivilegeto thepurchaser

6,000

AGENTS

W ANTED,

T0

sell Six New vasa'rtoxs—twovery recent,and of great
valueto families;all pay greatproﬁtsto Agents. Bend
particulars.
fourstampsandgeteighty age-s
bt“
EPIIRA M BROWN, Lowell,Mass.
Sent,pro-paid by ﬁrst mail, to any Post-(micein U“
'nt'tedStatesor (innit/u.
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87
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87
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87
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76
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75
Msaataois,its Historyand Philosophy.... . . . . . .
80
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.. . . ..
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87
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2 50
MORALaxe Imannacvust.Benson... . . . .. . .
87
Maura. Samson,Weaver'sLectureson. . . . . . .. . . .
.......
1 ‘25
PnanrtoaoorPaovxn awn Ittusraarsn
Jouaiua. A year,monthly. . . . .. 1 00
PHBENOLOGIOAL
By Dr. Pierpout 15
Pnasxomovsun 'rnsSCRIPTURRS.
Gums. A goodbookforbeginners lb
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ARCHBISHOP

combination

discrimination, knowl
edge of character, and
general strength of or
ganization, gives him
the great power he is
able to wield in his
important post of duty.
he has ever learn

All

HUGHES.

ed from experience and
observation, or from
books,vhe can call up
to aid him in decisions
or guide him in action.

PHRENOLOGXCAL eaaaac'rea.

Tm: organization of this eminent man ex
hibits at once ﬁneness of texture, healthful
He has a broad and well
ness, and power.

Hence he is a man who

developed chest and a ﬁrm and vigorous frame.
As the portrait shows, his face is com paratively
large; he has broad, high cheek-bones, a

is remarkably ready,
. prompt in answering,
quick at repartee, and
one who, for every

prominent and strongly-set nose, and the mid
dle and lower portions of his face, with an
arched and manly brow, all~tend to show vital

site for the long-continued

exercise of both

and physical power.
He is a good
His phrenol
specimen of a man physically.
ogy and physiology exemplify the qualities of
a generous and noble nature.

mental

Observe what prominence and fullness the
lower and middle portions of the forehead pre
sent. All the Perceptive organs are largely

¢>>

of these

perceptive and reten
tive faculties, joined to

PHRENOLOGICAL cranium-52a AND mesa/nun.

energy, ﬁrmness of muscle, and those qualities
of endurance and hardihood which are requi

Nothing

his

attention,
and very little escapes
his memory; and the

Qlfoutents.
ran:
Hughes,
Archbinimp
Charac
terandUiuginpliy
......-t. 1
Phrenoiugy
;iis History
and
IJ.»¢ti-|||"_N0,
z_A, ______, a
PhreIducatlon
andTralnlug
(um-mm“;
nﬂ‘lyg‘CQH"
__I_ 5
A Young
Wife‘s
Barman.
.. . 6
A mother‘s
Love.
.......... . 9
of EmilyCaroline
Death
Fox I
Mlllllrylap .............. .. s
;"r,meon.
loni l’l’lllulophy
tin ofHunconsidered
In
Social,
hisindividual,
and
Capaclllea
....... I
Domestic

271.

emergency that

POBTRAIT

OF

ARCHBISHOP

HUGHES,

OF

NEW

YORK.

may

arise, always has at
hand every fact and
every argument which

developed, rendering his mind open to all out
ward things, quick to gather knowledge, to ob
serve phenomena, and to comprehend every

His head
has ever come to his knowledge.
indicates less profoundness of thought and

thing that is transpiring within the reach of
his observation.
This group of organs is ex

practical, administrative power; and for his
in
success as a debater he is particularly
debted to his practical judgment, retentive

in development, and eminently
The middle of the
inﬂuential, practically.
‘ forehead indicates discrimination,
criticism,
traordinary

scope of

mind in argument than it does of

As
ness of memory, and power of criticism.
a philosopher, in generalizing and combining,

4

.

§
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grand in art and nature, and great facility in
the use of ﬁgures of speech.
His Order and Constructiveness appear to be
large; hence he is systematical and orderly in

its powers.

everything, and readily comprehends the inter
play of complicate affairs, and those things
which, to some persons, would appear mixed
up and confused, are clear to his mind. Hence
he is able to control discordant elements, and

obscurity to the position he occupies.
Such a head will rise anywhere, and become
prominent in proportion to the facilities which
circumstances afford it for the outworking of

bow and his companions, in the plunder which
rewarded the ﬁrst successful invaders of lovely
but unfortunate Ireland.
Of course, from the
time of their conversion from paganism they
You, sir, must be acquainted

were Catholics.
aroonsruv.

John Hughes, present archbishop of the city
of New York, was born in the north of Ireland,
of honest but obscure parentage, in the year
1798. At the age of seventeen he came to
this country, and engaged in his preparatory
studies for the ofﬁce of priest. Having spent
seven years at the College of Mount St. Mary,

with the melancholy annals of religious intol
erance in Ireland, and may remember that
when
traitor to his country, or, for what

I

from

know, to his creed also,wished to make his peace
to the Irish government of Queen Elizabeth,
Mac Mabon, Prince of Monaghan, the traitor’s
work which he volunteered to accomplish was
‘10 root out the whole up!
the Hugheau.’

of

he is not so strong as many who are less bril
liant, ready, and available In talent.
His Ideality and Sublimity appear to be
large, giving him a love of the beautiful and

New,

a

AMERICAN

2

He did not, however, succeed in destroying
them, although he ‘rooted them cull—prov
ing, as a moral for future times, that persecu
tion can not always accomplish what
pro

large.

as an eloquent divine and an active citizen.
In 1830 he received a challenge from Rev.

persevere in whatever he attempts to do. Op
position generally tends to make such a man
strong, because it arouses his energy, awakens
his ambition, and all those qualities which

Dr. Breckinridge, a distinguished Presbyterian
divine, to a public discussion of their respect
ive dogmas. He accepted
and the discus
sion was carried on in the newspapers.
After

poses. In the year 1817 a descendant of the
sept of the Hugheses came to the United States
of America.
He was the son of
farmer of
moderate but comfortable means. He landed

give breadth,
character.

courage,

and

positiveness

of

His Cautiousness appears to be fully devel
oped, and his Combativeness comparatively
large. He is not wanting in courage, either
He is willing to de
personally or mentally.
and his cause against opposition,
and engages in it promptly and spiritedly.
Such a man is not afraid of hardship and trial,

fend himself

ward the same question was orally discussed
by the parties.
In 1838 Mr. Hughes was appointed bishop
of the diocese of New York, and removed his
residence to that city the same year. Here he
set himself with great vigor to the work of
reform in the Catholic Church, and embroiled
himself

His organ of Language appears to be above
average ; and with such a ﬁnely organized

harmony of the various parishes of his see.
In 1840 the Catholics came into collision

general constitution, combined with such readi
ness and freedom of thought, he has the ele
ments for a ready and eloquent public speaker,

with the authorities and citizens of New York
on the subject of the common schools, and

of affairs as connected with his ofﬁce. He
could have succeeded well in art or mechan
ism, as an editor, as an advocate, or as a legis
lator. It is not strange, with such an energetic,
organization, with such ﬁrmness
and independence, such positiveness and ad
ministrative qualities, joined to so ready and
high-toned

harmonious

an intellect,

that he has arisen

spirit in which he performed his duty on that
important occasion.
During this controversy Bishop Hughes ad
dressed to the mayor
long letter, giving

a

practical qualities necessary for a business
man, and, so far as we can learn, he exhibits
talent of this character in the administration

by the bishop, who won for
himself great credit by the urbane and catholic

history of himself since he became a citizen
of America, an extract of which we will insert
specimen of his style, and as throwing
light upon the course he has pursued:
“It
came to
twenty-seven years since
as

a

guineas in his purse. He never received of
the charity of any man without repaying; he
never had more than a few dollars at a time;
he never had a patron in the Church or out of
he who has the honor to address
it; and
you now as Catholic bishop of New York.”
In 1850 Dr. Hughes was appointed, by Pope
Pius IX., archbishop of New York, which was
accordingly raised to the dignity of a metro
politan see, and since his inauguration he has
been an active citizen, and secured the respect
of the inhabitants of the mighty city where
he resides.

_‘.0.__
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twenty-seven

organs

of

mental

by Dr. Gall, all have
been in substance retained by his successors,

faculties

ascertained

and all but one in the character of distinct or
The omission of this one
individual faculties.
supposed faculty was made by Spurzheim, who
satisﬁed himself by investigation of the case
that Dr. Gall’s two supposed powers of Ian
guage—the “sense of names,” and “sense of
relations of words"—were but different mani
festations of a single power, to which he gave
the name, Language.
To the number of rec
powers of the mind thus
left, Spurzheim added, ﬁrst, by distinguishing
in Gall’s faculty of the “sense of things” the

ognized individual

two powers of Individuality and Eventuality;
and secondly, by discovering the ofﬁce and
seat of Conscientiousness, Hope, Wonder, Size,
In
Weight, Time, Order, and Inhabitiveness.
Mr. George Combe’s enumeration, the last

my majority of age and other circumstances
My early ancestors were from
permitted.

these was replaced by Concen
and he added the localities of
trativeness;
“Love of Life” and Alimentiveness, the prob
able existence of which had been admitted by

Wales

Spurzheim.

this country.

I

He would have excelled in almost any secu
He has those

lar department of business.

of the Catholics

a

his mind.

pers, was afterward transferred to the Common
Council rooms, and was conducted on the part

became

a

mitted to his care. His Veneration appears
to be larger than his Benevolence, imparting
more of a religious than philanthropic tone to

This
conscientiously send their children.”
discussion, at ﬁrst conducted in the newspa

I

give cheerful anticipation and love of justice,
determination to secure his rights, and a tend
ency to protect those whose rights are com

character, and that thus the whole Catholic
community were wronged, by being compelled
to support schools to which they could not

a

His moral and religious organs appear to be
His large Hope and Conscientiousness

large.

Bishop Hughes entered into a full discussion
of the subject, asserting that “the public
schools of New York were of a sectarian

is

and his reputation in these respects corresponds
with his organization.

;

of care and responsibility, but rather enjoys
labor, care, and burden, seldom seeking ease

a

and retirement.

bitter controversy with several
in
He perse
prominent laymen of his church.
Vered in his efforts, however, and had the
satisfaction of witnessing the full success of
his measures, and the entire restoration of

on these shores friendless, and with but a few

it
is

His Firmness and Self-Esteem appear to be
He has a strong will, a ﬁrm temper
and determination, and a strong inclination to

Maryland, he was ordained
Soon after receiving orders, he went to
the city of Philadelphia, to preside over a par
ish, to the care of which he had been ordered
by the archbishop.
Here he became popular

it,

and talent to excel in either.

at Emmitsburg,

it

priest.

bring order out of chaos when necessary. These
organs, joined to his perceptives generally, give
him excellent judgment of mechanism and art,

citizen as soon as

and very probably shared, with Strong

named of
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better

ties, increasing their number to 43 and they
have changed again several of the names.
their most recent classiﬁca
The following
tion (1860) of the faculties and organs which

to the present time, are given in the subjoined
tables. The ﬁgures placed after names in the
second of these tables refer to the correspond

they regard as ascertained (the deﬁnitions, for
the sake of condensation, being slightly modi
ﬁed in some instances), the whole arranged in
four groups of affective and two of intellectual

new ideas and system much clear insight into
the subjects of the human powers, feelings,
and conduct, before impossible, has been at
tained.
But at the same time, such study will
doubtless show—what the brevity of the period

ing faculties (under quite different appellatioiis)

faculties, as follows

or the naming of the cerebral

organs.
Dr.

R.

of Cincinnati, has
“System of Anthro
1842,
pology” (published at Cincinnati, 1854), which
departs in many particulars from the received
system; especially in subdividing the brain
and increasing the number of faculties ad
Buchanan,
a

since

taught,

a

much greater extent, and in rec
mitted, to
ognizing and claiming to locate, chieﬂy in the
base or under surfaces of the brain, faculties
antagonistic to nearly or quite all those which

;

may be termed the useful or noble—thus ad
mitting regions of vice and crime, as well as
of virtue, and excellence supposing such ele

;

ments of mind as hatred, antagonizing love;
bascness, integrity
sensibility,
hardiiioodf

smilily, pride, etc.; and
these and other of the more
vile, criminal, or unfortunate manifestations of
mind, including proﬂigacy, Tax/mess,indolencc,

coarseness, ideaiity;
acknowledging

mania, suicidal
essential, and

propensily,
invariable

etc, as original,
elements of the

!

mental constitution
In the system of Gall and his followers, the
untoward and criminal phases of mind and
character, including many of the antagonistic
elements just referred to, are explained upon

is

the suppositions that almost, or quite every
actual faculty can have a two-fold action,
either a right use, or
namely, an action that

is

an abuse; while, associated in some way with
these conditions, each faculty can also have an
exercise which
either pleasurable or painful.
It will be seen that neither the system of Gall
nor that of Buchanan admits, for a moment,
or in any way, the doctrine of “total deprav
doctrine which, indeed, the intellectual
ity
is

and religious advance of the age
co-operat
ing with Phrenology to banish from enlightened
not from ecclesiastical formulas.
belief,
But while alike excluding the idea of total de
quite as evident that upon the
pravity,
whether

is

actual human depravity,
for each in
partial or in degree,
to
dividuai innak and original, or whether

question
which

it
is

J.

classiﬁcation

if

;

:

1.

Dr. Caldwell, though one of the earliest and
most earnest disciples of Phrenology in this
country, as already stated, appears not to have
introduced any important changes into the

is

;

:

[a

;

b,

8,

-

he?»

plisiied.

it

I.

;

fr

;

b, 4, 8, 2, 1,

9, R 7, 6,

9,

B,

2.

4,

1, I.

i,

8,

1,

,

I.

:

is

9. 7.6.b. 3-2.1.

~H__H
*“NFQQP“P?PPPP

Noxuucurrns or Gsu. (translated).
Instinctof procreation.
Love of young.loveof offspring.
Attachment,
friendship.
Courage,quarrelsomeness.
instinct,murder.
Cam'VOI'OIll
Deceit,cunning,tact.
. Senseof right of property.
Hauzhtiness,
nauteur.
pride,
glory.
. Vanity,ambiton,loveof
. C \llntlulut'l!‘ioresight.circumsnection.
Senseof things,educabiiity,perfectibiiity.
. senseof place,senseof space.
. Senseof persons.
Houseof words,senseof names.
lb. Senseof relationsof words.
16.Senseof colors.
17.Senseof tune.
1*. Senseof relationsof numbers.
senseof building.
19.Senseof nie-~hsnlsm,
iii. Sagacityin comparison.
'21.Mi-tuplleicaltalent,penetration.
Wit.
i3. Poetictalent.
compassion,
24. Good-nature,
benevolence.
2). Abilityto imitate,mimicry.
26.Religioussentiment
perseverance.
21. Firmness,constancy,
Enousu Nousaoha'ruu or Brusznms.
iii. ImLLlCl'UAL nent.
s. PIOPSXHITIBI.
“55'
Destructivencss.
(5)
Artistiveness.
(1.) Perceptice.
(1)
Philvvmeniliwnw (1) 2s. Individuality.(11)
4. Aiihesivencss.
,3_ Form (13)
(8)
Inhabitiveness.
Q4 3mg
Q5,went,“
Comnativeness.
(4)
,6)
Secretivene-s.
2g Gown(,6)
8. Acqiiisitiveness.
(7)
ﬂ_ Loomm (1.2)
ConstruciiVehsss.
2g ("den
(19)
9.
n. sax'rnrnirrs.
80-Qalicuiation.(18)
1M“willfulliiud
10.Caniiousness.
(iii)
T'me
1i. Approbaiivencsa.
(9)
'u- Tuned”)
12.Self-Esteem.
(8)
88-Lﬂnsu-se- (‘4115)
18.Brnewlence.(24)
1t. Reverence.
(26)
(2‘) Ewan-6‘
15.Firmness.(27)
84- COmPll'lwn-(2°)
16.Conscientiousness.
17,“We,
as. Causality.(21)
Probable Faculties.
ﬁnalize;
Desireto live.
$0.Mirthlulness.(‘22)
Alimenuvenesa.
21.Imitation.(2.5)
The arrangement adopted in Combe’s “ Sys
tem of Phrenology” (4th ed., Edinburgh, 1836)
substantially as follows

is

Division
Arrsonvs Facets-Ins.
(1.) Doum'no Gaour:
Amativencss—the
sexualinstinct,or impulse;A. Con
jmrality—ihepairinginstinct,excini-iveloveof one;
ParentalLove—loveof oﬂspring,love of young,or of
pets:
Friendshi the gregariousor social impulse,attach
mentto ends;
Inhabitiveness
—ioveof homeand country,desiretolo
cat-e,patriotism
Continuity—persistence
of emotionor of thought,up
piicstion,absorptionin onething.
Starter!Gaour:
(2.)
E, Vitativeness—iove
and tenacityof life,dreadof anni
hilation
to resistandoppose,resolute
Comoativeness—impuise
nrss,courage;
Destructiveness—readlness
toinﬂictpain,todestroy,or
executiveness;
to exterminate,
forfood;
Alimeniiveness—appetite
1‘, Bibativem-ss—fononess
for wateror otherbeverages;
Acquisitivmie~s~desire to possessand own, impulse
of gettinganiihoarding;
10,Secretiveness-instinct
of reserveand evasion,cun
ning,policy;
11,Cnutiouaness-sense
of danger or evil, desire of
safety,watcntulness;
12,Aoprobutiveness
—ioveof approvalor of praise,loveof
display,senseof reputation~
ambition;
13,SelfEsteem—sese of self-appreciationand self-re
spect,dignity,pride;
of will andpurpose,perseverance.
14,Finances—tenacity
(3.) Mean. GROUP:
senseof rightandtruth,feelingof
15.Conscientiousness
justiceando'iilgution,intetrity;
of and happinessin futuregood.antici
16,Hove—sense
utiiin;
I'LPBpirituaiity-sense of the unseen,faith, [love of the
marvelous,
creduiity];
1Q,Veneratliin—vnseof Deity,adoration,worshi
19,Benevolence—41cm"
of human wen-being, ove of
others,sell-sacriﬁce.
(4.) Susi-Panama's Gaonr
of building,abilityto com
20,Constructivensss—insilnct
bineor construct nthesisY];
0 thebeautifulandperfect,or thepure
21, [duality—sense
'l];
andelegant[imagination
B, Sublimity—ioveof the vast and grand,senseof the
infinite;
ﬂ, Imitation—abilityto patternalter,copy,or mimic;
28, erihfulness—seiiseof the absurdor ridiculous,wit,
.
humor.
Division II. INTILLICTUAI.Fsot'ixriss.
(1.) Psacnrnvl Gaorrr:
of thingsor individualob
94. individuality—perception
jec's,curiosityto see;
ofshape,or conﬁguration,
‘25,Form—perception
including
features;
Funnies.
Oanas
26, Size—perceptionof dimension or magnitude,and
Phiiopro
Amaiiveneas;
Genus Paorausmls:
quantitygenerally,senseof space;
enitiveness; Concentrativeness; Adhesiveiiess;
of forceand
Aliment-venous; 97,Weight-perceptionof effortor pressure,
Combativeness;t Destructiveness;
resistance,
of gravityandequilibrium;
Becretiveness; Acquisitlveness;
Love of Life;
23,Color—perception
of hues,tints,lights,andshades;
Constructivenees.
method,system;
of arrangement,
GenusIl Ben-rials“: (1) Sentimentscommonto man 29,Order—cognizance
of numbers,
andtheirobvious
80,Cilcuiation—cognizanes
andthelouver
animals:10,Self-Esteem;11.Love of Ap
relations
robation;i2, Cautiousness.(2) Sn rior sentimenis:
81,Locality—cognizance
of place,andof situation
Firmness; i6,
Benevolence;14, Veneration;
of ewents,occurrences,or
Conseientiousness;
11Hope; 18,Wonder; 19,identity, as,Eventuaiity—.ognizance
facts,
20,erthfnlness; 21,imitation.
and duration;
88,Time-cognizanceof succession
Osnn II. Isa-lumen. Faoutrrns.
of melodyandharmony;
84,Tune—cognizance
85,Language—cognizance
anduseof all signsof thought
Genus Tan Exnasui. Susan.
andfeeling,wordsinciuded,powerof expression.
GenusII. Panomrva Faouurins notingexistenceof ob
jects [retainedfrom 2d edition t2, individuality; 2:5,
(2.) RIILIOTXVI Gaour:
Form; 24,Size; 25,Weight; 26,Coloring.
of dependence,and of efﬁ
86, Causality—cognizance
GenusllL I’laonnlva FACULTIRS,notingobviousrela
tocause;
ciency.or therelationof eifv-ct
tionsof objects:27,Locality; 2*, Number; 29,Order;
of identity
0t resemblances.
87,Comparison—c4ignizance
80,Eventuslity: 81,Time; :52,Tune; 33,Language.
powerof uiialysisandof
anddiuereuce,discrimination,
Genus1V. ltsrnno'rivnFacuuins: 84,CJDIPAIIIOu; 85,
criiicism;
Causality.
C, HumanNature—discernment
of characterand mo
tive '
Dr. Vimont, Robert Cox, Sidney Smith,
abilityto conform,and to be
D, Agiceabieness—suavity,
writers,
T. Smith, and other trans-Atlantic
in sympathywiththoseaboutone.

in the ﬁrst:

eiapsing since the origin of the system would
lead us to anticipate-~that neither the analysis
nor the classiﬁcation of the mental faculties
has yet been finally and satisfactorily accom

J.

and order adopted in the earlier, and in the
known nomericlatnres, appearing in
course of the progress of the Galiian system

;”
a

The names

new terminology.

is

most entirely

:

supposed normal character was also adopted
by Dr. Spurzheim,
and in following out this
principle, he was obliged to introduce an al

A

careful study of the schemes of the
mental powers here presented. can not fail to
show at once and unmistakably to the unpre
judiced mind, the fact that through aid of the

;

have criticised portions of both the scheme of
faculties and the location of organs, and have
proposed greater or less changes.
The brothers Fowler admit still other facul

The principle of naming the faculties with
reference to their tranquil manifestation and

be regarded as accidental and acquired, these

~<<.
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sides.
two systems very clearly take opposite
It is not proposed here to discuss the issue
a
thus raised, but simply to call attention to
less than
point which, to the phrenologist, not
to the inVestigator more exclusively of meta
be pro
physical or moral questions, must
in
nounced one of no triﬂing magnitude and
terest.

Dr. Buchanan, as well as some who adopt
in the main the system of Gall, has questioned
whether the region appropriated in the ordinary
scheme of cerebral organs to the faculties that
have been termed “Human Nature,” Agree
ableiiess,aiid liiiitati0ii,with the anterior portion
of the organ of Benevolence, has been hitherto

properly understood. In Buchanan’s scheme
this region is regarded as the seat of the essen
tially humane and human emotions, or senti
mental intellect, including the impulses to
sympathy,
sincerity,
and allied emotions. Appropriating Adhesive
ness to the gregarious impulse, the tendency to
cleave to familiars and to combine into com
truthfulness,

liberality,

munities, still there seems to be Wanting a
higher social group—that set of reﬁned and
almost intelligent emotions which constitute
the glory and charm of the best social inter

PHRENOLOGIOAL
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it not be where the cranial conformation has in
Doubtless: and
the past been most deﬁcient?
we believe observation will show that this
greatest deﬁciency, as the general rule in any
nation, community, or hundred or thousand of
people, taken anywhere, from the Australian
or Feejee up to the most elevated German,
type of man, ap
English, or Anglo-American
pears iii the portion of the cranium and brain
above the reﬂective group, and bounded by this
in front, by Constructiveness and Acquisiiive
ness at the sides, and by Marvelousness and
Veneration posteriorly—a region thus embrac
ing the locality now more especially con
sidered, along with those of the allied senti
ments of Benevolence, Imitation, and ldeality.
are, however, here stated
suggestions, than as embodying

These

thoughts

rather

as

ascertained results.
The peculiar means relied on by Dr. Bu
chanan for determining the localities of certain
organs, especially of those in the base of the
brain, consist mainly in an assumed principle
or the excitement of the
of impressibilily,
faculties through various agencies correspond
ing to the feelings to be evoked, by means of
bringing into an active or recipient state other

course, as opposed to the mere blind propensity
and impulse to have one’s near fellows, boon
companions, or acknowledged neighbors. It is
a notable fact that thus far in the world’s

special faculties of“physical” and “mental
sensibility," the ofﬁces and seats of which are
The fact
ﬁrst claimed as being determined.

rare and exceptional instances,
self-interest has carried the day against this
higher, more truthful, and spiritual communion
It requires but little ac
of human souls.
“ the
quaintance with what we are led to call
“ life,” or “society,” to lead any one to
world,”

supposed practical developments and results,
was much more written of and apparently
more relied on a few years since, when the
“ pathetism"
kindred ideas of Mesmerism and

history, with

decide that when Pope penned the line—
“ Self-loveandsoclalarethe same,"
he must have

had in

his

thought what is

true in philosophy, rather than what is true in
ﬁzcl, in regard to human relations and conduct;
or otherwise, the social of which he could
conceive was of an extremely low order. Let
us note, too, the remarkable circumstances that
the “humane school” in literature is of modern

origin, that

the “Song

of the Shirt,’7 the

characters exemplifying poverty and
privation iii the writings of Dickens, and the
researches carried on among the people by

salient

Michelet, Ducpetiaux, Simon, and others, have
no types in ancient or middle-age writings; and
that the spirit of Howard, of Florence Night
ingale, and of benevolent care for unfortunate
in all ways, is in the most
fellow-beings
favored regions of the earth steadily and cer
tainly taking the ground once ﬁlled up by the
zeal and rigor of the Simeon Stylites and the
Loyolas,

of

religious

ascetics,

inquisitors,

beadles, and jailers.
Now, facts like these mean a decided and
great change in the development of the human
the human mind as a whole;
faculties—of
and where are we to look for the corresponding
change in the cranial conformation?

Should

that this doctrine of

impressibility,

with

its

were attracting unusual attention, than it has
lately appeared to he, leads the writer of this,
to question whether the
as an individual,
former, any more than the latter, has been
found to be in any sort an efﬁcient, trustworthy,
and available instrumentality, for purposes of
scientiﬁc
and such

discovery
conclusion

or of therapeutic effect;
must suggest that we

be slow to receive any scheme of
faculties established mainly through agencies
of this kind, at least until sufﬁcient proofs of
should

the results so arrived at be obtained from in
vestigations or reasonings based on quite other
and independent lines of evidence.
Dr. W. B. Powell, of Kentucky, has pro
posed certain modiﬁcations of the scheme of
He claims, among other things, to
faculties.
have established a three-fold division in the
cerebellum and its functions, namely, into: i,
a faculty of JiIotion, including the impulse to
and regulation of the muscular movements (a
function specially insisted on by physiologists) ;
2, Amativencss proper, or in the sense of im
pulse merely; 3, the Sensuous element orfccl
ing, active in the touch and in caressing.
Dr. Carus, of Dresden, has published a
(Stuttgart,
1841), in
“New Cranioscopy”
which he divides the brain into a small num
ber of regions, rather than into organs. This
system, which has not become very generally

[J ULY,

known, Mr. Combs in his later writings
forth and criticises.

sets

Among those who have become known in
this country for the advocacy or the populariz
ing of phrenological principles, should also be
mentioned, Mr. D. P. Butler, and Mr. Nelson
Sizer—gentlemen who (especially in the in
stance of the last named) require no introduc
tion to the readers of this JOURNAL, but who
are named in justice to the system they have
long been, and are still, so ably engaged in de

Mr. Sizer’s direct,
fending and disseminating.
forcible, highly illustrative, and practical treat
ment of topics relating to the mind and to life,
is shown in numerous articles appearing in
this JOURNAL, mostly without the name, and
through a long course of years. One of the
points touching a highly important practical

question which this writer has, I think, admir
ably elucidated, is that contained in his expo
sure of the fallacy of the so-called doctrine of
“ Free-Love,” in which, ﬁrst establishing the
“ Every additional fac
general principle that
ulty possessed by one species of animals above
those of others, raises that species above the
others in the scale of being,” he infer that the
superaddition of the feeling of Connubial Love
to mere Amativeness in Man (as in certain
lower creatures), is proof for each of the higher
grade of development; that hence, monogamic
union in mankind is the highest condition,
socially and morally; and that individuals
possessing in good degree this added develop
ment, thus stand in nature as the law to the
race.
The advocates of the Gallian system of
Phrenology feel that the strongest conﬁrmation
of the general features, and in a very good
degree of the details, of that system is found
in the examination of crania, and in particular,
of those of noted characters and of criminals,
as well as of the skull of animals; and ex
tensive collections of these and other specimens
have been made. That of Dr. Gall contained
of human crania, etc., 354; the Edinburgh
museum has 463 natural specimens, and 380
artiﬁcial, the former including crania of vari
Dr. Devillc, of London, accumu
ous nations.
lated 5,450 pieces, 2,450 human specimens,
and 3,000 crania of animals; among the for
mer were many of persons of marked peculi
(Edinburgh Phrenological
arity of character.
Journal, vol. xiv., p. 32.) The remark last
made applies also to the collection of Messrs.
Fowler and Wells, of New York, which, though
it has contributed largely to similar cabinets
still numbers
in Boston and Philadelphia,
about 4,000 pieces, including about 300 human
skulls, 200 of animals, 500 casts or busts, and
Dr. Viinont, of
3.000 portraits and drawings.
Paris, accompanied his memoir for the French
Institute (l827), among other specimens, with
2,500 craiiia of animals, of 1,500 of which he
Dr. S. G. Morton, of
had studied the habits.
had collected in 1841 above
Philadelphia,
1,000 crania, more than one half of which
were human, of many nations, and supplying
mainly the materials for his craniological
works.
Some further thoughts in regard to the
scheme of faculties and organs will form the
subject of the next article.
[TOa: OONTIIUIDJ
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PHRENOLOGICAL

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PERE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED—N0.

will send the hands to the requisite keys

Tan term education has more meaning than
those who use it generally suppose. The ac
quisition of book knowledge, the science of

to dancing, or walking, or using the knife and
fork, so that we do it without thinking—at
least without special or conscious reﬂection.
In reading we are not conscious of seeing
every letter, but. let a letter be wanting, or
defaced and we instantly detect it.

arithmetic, geography, grammar, and the like,
to most minds answer as a deﬁnition of the
But in its widest sense it
word education.
embraces not only the training

of the intel

lectual powers and the acquisition of scholastic
it embraces the training and

knowledge;

development of the moral sentiments, the
guidance and control of the animal propensi
ties and of the social dispositions.
It em
braces still more, taking in the development of
constitution and training of the
muscles in obedience to the mind.

the bodily

In respect to the education of the emotions,
passions, and sentiments, there are two forms
in which they may be educated to act. The
imagination, the most exalted and reﬁtted part
of the mental nature, may be diverted from its
action and led into the ﬁelds of
wild and romantic fantasy until the mind loses
its just balance.
The appetite for food,

legitimate

nature’s commissary for resupplying the wast
ed energies of the system, may be so trained
as to crave noxious drinks and stimulants.
Acquisitiveness, or the love of property, may
be wrongly educated so as to take a miserly
direction.
The faculties which give energy,
courage, industry, and force are frequently
perverted by training to act as low and

In like manner
quarrelsome dispositions.
prudence may be perverted to fear, ambition
to vanity, and pride, which should give a just
self-estimation, may be warped so as to ex
hibit austerity and haughtiness.
The perversion of the faculties produced by
improper inﬂuences exhibits the susceptibility
of the mind to training and culture, and ought
to be a hint to all who have the charge of the
young, not only as a guard against improper
inﬂuences, but as an encouragement to place
before the mind of the pupil such conditions
as

shall

be calculated

to lead

it aright.

Mental discord arising from bad training and
vicious habits is as palpable as the jargon of
untuned musical instruments, or well-tuned
instruments incorrectly played upon.
Physical training is as important

to the
body as culture to the mind.
Bodily strength
may be present and the individual be unable
to use that strength with any degree of suc
cess. It requires a trained band to make a
barrel or a boot, and it requires a trained mind
to show the highest success in the arrange
ment and expression of thoughts, and in the
successful management of business. A person
may have an educated mind in reference to
music, and yet not have the trained hand
But when
necessary to play the piano-forte.
the hand is trained to perform the dictates of
the will, and the mind is also educated in
musical science, the mere sight of the notes

almost instinctively.

Persons

We become accustomed

capacity to learn
One remembers forms and

differ in

their

different things.
can recall or reproduce them; another remem
bers colors; another has mechanicaljudgment;

another has the power of remembering words;
another remembers places, and is apt in
geography; still another has great analytical
power and is fond of philosophical investiga
tions; another is abstract and metaphysical;
and each can acquire education in conjunction
with his strongest quality, and each of these
persons may possess some faculties very weak
and be incapable of any considerable advance
mcnt in these respects. In short, every person
may be a genius in one thing, and very weak
in another. Other persons there are who are
well developed in every faculty, and can learn
one thing as well as another.

All

they need

is time and a fair opportunity.
Others, again,
are dull in everything.
What they get is by
the most protracted and laborious effort.
Phrenology reveals this mystery of the
mind and opens to the teacher and the parent
ﬁrst
two important
considerations.
The
teaches what the pupil can best learn, and in
what he can gain the highest degree of success.
The other fact teaches the weak points, and,
therefore, what needs cultivation.

It is customary to put ten or twenty boys in
a class of arithmetic, and the fashion has
obtained of not allowing those who have great
talent in arithmetic to advance faster in that
The class, in
department than the dullest.
cluding the smart ones, has only such lessons
given as the dullest can master, and at the
commencement of a new term the whole
class must go back and work up from the
beginning, and get perhaps a third of the way
through the book, and so repeat for years;
whereas the boys who are gifted in ﬁgures
should have free scope, and compass the whole
science as early as may be, and thus have
time to labor at something else at which they
may not be smart. The ambitious boy who
happens to be dull in any one department is
apt to overstudy and break down his health,
because he is ashamed to be behind his
associates.
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Still, he may be able to excel in

every study but a single one.
From the earliest ages these diversities have
existed and will exist forever. Yet the meta
physician before he had learned by experience
the character of a stranger, was never able to
say to a person, “You can do this, and can not
do that; can learn one subject, and can not
well learn another.”
They have adopted the
principle, that whatever a person could do in

5

one respect he could do in all respects, and
thus they have required equal excellence, if
not from each individual as compared with all
others, at least from each person equally on all
topics. Mental philosophers, moreover, have
taken their own minds and dispositions as the
basis of their writings and philosophy.
What
they possessed they supposed to belong to the
race in equal proportion, if not in equal
degree; what they lacked, they supposed did not
exist.

Hence the endless diversities of opinion
among metaphysical writers in regard to what
constitutes a mental faculty or power of the
mind. One believes man has conscience;
another

that he has none, but that he is
induced by the love of praise to do that which
is approved as just and proper by the com
As no one mental philosopher was
munity.
likely to have a perfect organization, every one
would exhibit in his writings some truth and
some error. Having no standard to judge of
mind but that of personal consciousness, the
world was left in darkness respecting the true
the mind until the system of
philosophyiof
Phrenology was discovered by Doctor Gall.
Perhaps one of the greatest errors of the
mental philosophers consisted in describing the
combined action of several faculties as a single
power, and therefore each of the faculties
recognized by them was likely to involve
several faculties ofdifferent degrees of strength.
For instance, they speak of “the faculty of
memory,” when there are no less than twelve
distinct faculties of memory.

They speak of
“the faculty ofj udgment,” when there are near
ly as many faculties ofjudgment as of memory.
They speak also of love as a distinct power, and
here again we have many elements of love.
One loves children, but not friends; another
loves

friends devotedly, and can not bear
One has very strong benevolence,
social affection, if any; and so on

children.
but little

through all the possible varieties of

mental

development.
With such a system of mental philosophy,
education must be a matter of mere specula
tion, for there could be no rule or base line.
Phrenology teaches the relation of the brain
to the mind, and also points out the organs of
the various faculties, and shows, by means of
determining the quality and size of the or
gans, the various powers possessed by each
person. This science throws a ﬂood of light
upon the laws of mind, and is accordingly held
by all who truly appreciate it as a system of
truth of the highest practical value to the
family, to the scholar, to the legislator, to the
world.
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How ENGLAND 1s Fan—The extent to which
Great Britain is dependent upon other countries
for grain is scarcely understood among us. For
the four years which preceded the present, her
imports of breadstulfs for home uses reached an
ayeragc ofbetwccn 8130000000 and $l40,000,000,
an amount as large as the Whole cotton crop of
This includes rice, 70,000 tons of
this country.
which were imported from India alone, during
each of the last two years.
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young husband was bright, cheerful, attentive,
and fond, as he had appeared to her before the

the town in which her parents resided.
“Nor do I,” was the answer. “ If Edward
have been
in anything, unkind to her,

was

I

know, to ﬁnd out all about them. There may
be some little impediments to happiness lying
right in their path, which
may help them to
pick up and cast aside; some little want of
in the machinery

of their

lives,
movement in harmony, that

may show them how to adjust.”

a

“I guess you are right, taking that view of
the case,” said Mr. Barton.
The visit of Mrs. Barton was made accord
After the ﬁrst brief season of glad
ingly.
ness that followed
meeting with her mother
had passed, Martha’s
countenance showed
some lines not written there by sweet content.
The mother asked no questions, however, in
the beginning, calculated to draw Martha out.

a

I

her

husband.
But she did not encourage Martha
to speak on the subject.
She wanted to see
more and understand the case better. On the

servants, who do pretty much as they please.”
“Why, mother l”
“ It
have looked on
true, my daughter.

third day the cause of trouble between Ed
ward and Martha—for a discordant string was

with closely observant eyes since

And

in consequence her young husband, in
whose ideal of home perfect order had been
included, found everything so different from
his anticipations, that a graceful acquiescence
was impossible.
“ don’t know what has come over
Edward,”
said Martha to her mother on the morning of

is

I

household duty.

“He used to be so kind, so gentle, so
considerate of my comfort and feelings.
But

table.

he seems to be growing

more impatient

and

harsh in his manner every day.”
“Has the reason of this never occurred to
Mrs. Barton’s manner was grave.
you ?”
“ can
imagine no reason for the change,”
replied Martha.
“ He
disappointed in something, evidently.
He does not ﬁnd in you all he had expected.”

“ Mother I”

The young wife had astartled

look.
“

must be so, Martha, else why should he
be different from what he was?
He has had
an ideal of
wife, and you have failed to
reach his ideal.”

The face of Martha, which had ﬂushed,
became almost pale.
“ And
am free to own,” continued the
mother, “that you fall considerably below my
ideal.

do not wonder at Edward’s

disap

pointment.
Tears began to fall over the young wife’s
cheeks.

presence, the source of
your neglect of
plain
a

in

was so this morning;

and

so yesterday.”

“He was annoyed at the burnt steak this
“That
morning,” said Martha, in answer.
am sure. I’m not the
wasn’t my fault,
cook.”
“

your place to have a competent cook,”
said Mrs. Barton.

“If

can ﬁnd one, mother.”
not to be trusted

“The one you have now

to prepare
meal.”
know that; but how can

“I

help myself.”

“And knowing that, you never “rent near
the kitchen to see that she did not spoil the
steak intended for your husband’s breakfast.
might have taken you ten or ﬁfteen minutes
to superintend, personally, the preparation of
worthy of
this morning meal, and so made

being set before your husband; but, instead of
this, you sat reading or talking from the time
you were dressed until the bell rang. When
we went down, there was no butter on the
table; no knife and fork to the dish of meat

;

the fourth day, after her husband had left her
for his place of business.
Her eyes were
swimming in tears, for Edward had spoken
hastily, and with ill-nature, at the breakfast

I

I

lay

I

The basis of the difﬁculty lay in the total
for the position she had
assumed—that of housekeeper, we mean.
unﬁtness of Martha

in my

annoyance

is

living.

impatience

It

assumed at the beginning of her visit by both
of the young people, was gradually laid aside,
and she saw them in the real life they were

have been

here; and must say that am disappointed in
you. In every case that Edward has shown

I

really jarring in the harmony of their lives—
became more clearly apparent to the mother.
The little external restraint which had been

is

with

is

she had ,referred in talking

I

which

a

little

no salt; nor any napkin at your husband’s
plate. The table-cloth was soiled, and you
scolded the waiter for not putting on a clean
The meal opened in disorder, which you
might have prevented by a little forethought,
and progressed and ended in annoyance and

one.

Now, who was to blame for all
this ?”
“
But, mother, you don’t expect me to go
into the kitchen and cook ?” said Martha.
“ The
captain who undertakes to sail a ship
Is
more
must know all about navigation.
bad feeling.

it

I

will have an opportunity to
week or two,
see how she and Edward are getting along
We must live with people, you
together.

Barton was already beginning to see
impediments and obstructions to

should be. There seems to be no anticipa
tion of his wants, and no provision against
discomfort.
left to your two
Everything

the

to expect that a woman who
takes upon herself the obligations of
wife
Is
should know how to conduct a household
unreasonable

a

yet favor the visit to Martha.
this. If Igo there and stay a

Mrs.

“I

fail to comprehend you, mother,” was
replied to this.
“ You do not make his home as
pleasant as

?

is

“I’ve thought of all that,” replied Mrs.
is

a feeling of annoyance at

it

a

home, and see father and mother both. And
then will come in for
portion of the enjoy
to be considered.”
ment, which

“But you have not done for him all that you
know how to do,” said Mrs. Barton.

woman less responsible in her position than
If so, what moral laws give the dis
man
?

a

a

than merely to receive
visit from you.
She
will get back for a little while into her old

blows.”

tinction

I

a

it

strikes me as a
pleasure to yourself.
Now,
better arrangement to have Martha pay us
visit.
will do her
great deal more good

a

exhibited

a

did not mean,” replied Mrs. Barton,
smiling, “to include you in the visit.”
“Oh, then you propose to take all the

It

Edward

I

“I

with cold eyes and clouded face, nor speak in
angry impatient words that hurt me Worse than

I

is

It

I

“What?”
“ A visit to Martha.”
“That will be out of the question, at least
for me,” said Mr. Barton.

I

little sober.

I

a

a

to come home and make us a visit.

nearly four months since she went away.”
“ was going to suggest something different.”

I

little

Martha’s manner
constrained also, and her face a
Once or twice during the meal

is

She had been pet with him since
childhood, and this separation, in consequence
The
great trial.
of her marriage, was
thought of her being unhappy pained him.
“Suppose,” he said, “that we send for her

prevents

morning

It

probable that something, unseen before, has
revealed itself since marriage, and stands as
a sort of irritation between them."
Mr. Barton sighed. He was very fond of

which

second

cloud over his countenance.

I

is

It

of character and
temperament in every one, that only a close
And Martha
intimacy can make apparent.
not im
has these as well as Edward.

adaptation

on the

things not rightly ordered.

greatly deceived in him.”
“There are peculiarities

Barton, “and
The reason

But

after her arrival, she noticed that he did not
talk quite so freely as usual at the breakfast
tablc, and had something very much like a

?

I

is,

wedding-day.

it

“I

DON’T just like the tone of Martha’s
letters,” said Mrs. Barton to her husband one
day. Martha was a daughter who had been
married for three or four months, and was
then living several hundred miles away from

“ I’m
have
sure,” she said, sobbing, “that
been to him all that know how to be. If love _
would draw upon me favors and kindness he
would never look at me as he does sometimes,

It

BY 1‘. l. ARTHUR.

Martha.

The

She wanted a little time for observation.

It

A YOUNG WIPE’S BORROW.
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have not seen them.

The captain

answer yes, in case there is no one
else to prepare your husband’s food. If you
have an incompetent cook, or one not to be

things that involve the comfort of your hus
band, for these are of the highest considera
tion.
You asked him yesterday morning to

trusted, then it is your duty to make up her
deﬁciencies by a personal attendance in the
kitchen, just as often and just as long as the

get

and

badly cooked and badly served.

“Let me tell you howl have found it in
your badly managed household,” resumed the
mother.
“Perhaps, seeing through my eyes,
may help you to a better appreciation of things
as they actually are. Twice, since I have
been here, there has been no water in my room,
and I have had to come down in the morning
and get it for myself."

is
is

The cruet-stand itself

reply.

I

catsup at the bottom, and an oil-bottle empty.
will not describe.
Pepper and vinegar bottles
as dark as lead; and
the napkin-rings 8nd spoons not much better.”
“Pray stop, mother !” said Martha, inter
posing, with
than white.

a face rather

nearer to scarlet

must say a word or two further.
“No;
Can such things be, and escape your husband's
Can such things be, and not
observation?

That is too bad ! To think
“Oh, mother!
that Margaret should have been so careless!”

prove a daily offense and annoyance to him?
Can such things be, and not irritate him, at
He would be more
times, into unkindness?

The daughter’s face crimsoned.
“Now, if you had been a careful

than mortal, my child, were he temper-proof
against assaults upon good-nature like these.”

house

keeper, or a thoughtful one, you would have
visited my chamber to see that all was right
§§E¢=%Fs

Martha

was not a fool—though

I

I

is

“Did

it
i

you cook this also ?” asked the hus

band.
“

superintended the work,” was answered.
only necessary for some people to look
at things, and they will come all right,” said
shouldn’t wonder, Martha,
Edward, “and

“

you belonged to the number.”
There was
compliment and a reproof in
the sentence, and both were felt.

“Do
need to say another word, my
daughter?” said Mrs. Barton, when she was
alone with Martha again.
think not, mother,” was answered.
“ Since our talk
yesterday have been looking
at my place, as a young wife, from a new

“I

have not under
stand-point, and ﬁnd that
stood my duties.
But they are very plain
now; and shall not need another reminder.

there are

too many in her position, we are sorry to say,

fall

into some strange notions

Young

girls

about

wife’s condition.

They think of

as

than useful; as
invested with more queerin dignity than
homely administration of service in the house

something

more ornamental

to be loved, and patted, and
hold.
She
cared for with untiring devotion and tender
ness; but caring for her husband, in the un
attractive uses of
family, in the kitchen,
need be, does not enter some imaginations as a

I

She did not make any

stuff that has been made in the house since we
entered it.”
The steak was praised next.

—@
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perceptions were beginning to be

enlightened.

Well, as said,
delicious!
[wouldn’t give this cup of coffee for all the

it

Martha’s
a little

offensive to the eye. There
a
smeared mustard-bottle, with a smeared spoon
—a catsup bottle with half an inch of tomato

ing.”
“ You did?

I

don’t wonder that he is disappointed
and dissatisﬁed.”

have

Your

I

I

cleanliness—since

nor aclean knife or fork.

I

ness.

regard

a

been here;
cruet-stand

standing rebuke to
haven’t seen
really clean
a

dish—as

present in all parts of the household, with
taste, order, neatness, economy, and cleanli

her mistress'.

a

Edward set down his cup, and
“Yours?”
looked across the table in real surprise.
made the coffee this morn
“Yes, mine.

a

disgrace to herself and

But, this wife is too indolent, or too
proud to go down into her kitchen and see that
his food is made palatable and healthy; to be

I

for.

The sloven

liness with which Margaret sets the table

is

toils

is

His

instead of the exception.
Most especially
this the case in what appertains to the dining
room. and kitchen.
The meals are always

time

her pleasure in seeing her husband’s pleasure
was so great.

I

He looked past all
lip afﬁrmations, and saw thc failure in deed.
“ And failure in deed seems to be the rule
under your administration of the household,
ling cymbal in his ears.

“No,” replied Mrs. Barton; “it
none of
my handiwork.”
“ But it’s
mine,” said the young wife, who
could not keep back the acknowledgment—

I

lips coldly; and your
were spoken, were as sounding brass and tink

I

during four or ﬁve hours every day; nor
for calls on pleasant friends; no, no.
work would suffer—losses might follow;
comfort and luxury fail for the wife he

Martha, touched his
loving words,
any

mother.

if

throughout every day ; busy for you as well as
He can’t ﬁnd time for reading
for himself.

didn’t feel your indifference to his comfort?

Your kiss, depend upon

infer?”

looked from his wife to her

I

trust an incompetent cook ? Thought, purpose,
hands are all busy in his work, and busy

so slight a service for your husband. Do you
imagine that he never thought of your failure
to do for him what he had asked!
That he

Edward

I

that he isn’t activa in every part of his business?
That he trusts an incompetent clerk, as you

warm, and he had to go out, after
dinner, wearing athick cloth coat,just because
you had almost willfully neglected to perform

And

I

plied in the act of assuming the relation that
you now hold.
Do you suppose for a moment

usually

Your handiwork,

a

And yet it was as much implied in
the act of taking a wife, as the other was im

Oh, you
things! and told him he’d better direct his
tailor to send for it. The day had become un

don’t know

so delicious.

a

ferred to.

make?

tasted anything

have

I

don’t remember that the subject was even re

when

what reply did you
hated darning above all,

is

I

and when he asked for

On the next morning as Edward lifted his
cup to his lips, he said, with a smile of pleas

is

ing himself up to daily care and work in order
to secure for his wife the comforts of a home ?

me:
“What ﬁne coffee, Martha!

enduring husband.

is

view of the case actually degraded the wife
into a household drudge.
“ Was it
stipulated,” answered Mrs. Barton,
“that Edward should engage in business, giv

No, you read, and toyed with ﬁne needlework

all the morning, but never touched the coat;

if

even referred to,” said Martha, who did not
yet see clearly, and who felt that her mother’s

as well as from the more

the delicate wife

it,

“I

earnest, demands earnest work from all—from

He
pink-lined
envelopes.
brought them at dinner-time.
He asked you
to darn a rent in a black alpaca coat, so that
he could wear it. Did you do as he requested?
some

it,

case may require.
You contracted to do this
when you became a wife.
don’t remember that the subject was

you

saw that, to hold fast to her husband’s love,
she must do something more for him than
offer loving words; for, life being real and

I

under the bed or bureau for a month. But,
this only affects your guests—is only so much
taken from their comfort.
Let us look to some

I

7

tion; saw that, in holding herself above do
mestic duties and manipulations,
she was
governed more by pride and indolence, than a
just regard for wifely or womanly dignity;

You
And it is so everywhere in man’s work.
ask if I expect you to go into the kitchen and
cook?

i

My ﬁngers are soiled with everything I
and I am sure it hasn’t been swept

here.
touch:

I

active and predominant in every part of the
ship; for on him rests all the responsibility.

to whom the word most signiﬁcantly applies.
She saw, through her mother’s clearer vision,
the blindness in which she had been, and the
folly of her defective household administra

It l

charts, and sees and knows for himself that
everything is done at the right time and in the
right place. His thought and his will are

there. You would
never have left your
mother’s comfort dependent on the uncertain
administration of a servant.
Next, the room
hasn’t been dusted twice since I have been

a

does not trust the ship wholly to the man at
He takes observations, examines

the helm.

if
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thing at all included in the relation of husband
and wife.”
“ And coldness, irritation, ill-nature,
and
too often alienations are the consequence,”
said Mrs. Barton.
“ You felt a change in your husband.

Did

not the cause present itself?”
“Not until you pointed it out to me.”
“ Can it be possible that you were so blind,
my daughter ?”
“ I was just so blind, mother !”
“ Do you wonder that Edward was annoyed,
at times '9”
“ I wonder that he had so much forbearance,”
“I wonder that he did not
was the reply.
speak out plainly and tell me my duty.”
“You might not haVe understood him,” said

WI//ll/¢»///¢¢¢/l,l/N
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A BROTHBR'B

LOVE.

BY M!!! L. A. PLATTE
WOMAN can always trust a brother’s love.
Let poets and novelists expatiate on that other
kind of love; let them tell of hearts that are
joined as one forever, or of those which are
united for a season, and then voluntarily tear
themselves asunder, breaking the heart-ten
so abruptly that they will never adhere
Yet—
again.
“ I speaknotto disprovewhatBrutusspoke.”

drils

We know that love exists; we live and act
through its genial influence.
Still, much
which bears the name and resemblance is not

wholly Platonic.

“He could not have said all
Barton.
that l have said. There would have been the
appearance of a selﬁsh regard for his own
comfort. Young wives do not always under

But there is a love which no woman can or
ever need doubt—s. love which never dissem

stand a husband’s reproving words, which are
more apt to blind than to enlighten; for they
are usually spoken under the impulses of
chafed feelings.

ever there was, between a young man and
woman, candor without offense, admiration
without ﬂattery, love without jealousy, that
young man and Woman must be brother and

should

sister.

Mrs.

It is better, therefore, that I
have helped you to see clearly in a
matter involving so many consequences.”
[Norm—if this mother had taken care, as
every mother should, that her daughter was
taught these useful lessons of housekeeping
while under the parental roof, she would have
the importance of the
understood
position and responsibility of the duties of a
housewife before she assumed them, and she
and felt

would have started right, and never marred
her oWn peace by losing favor in the eyes of
Mothers in these days bring up
her husband.
their daughters to listless, lounging, ladyhood,
attending themselves to all the cares and
drudgery of domestic affairs, and when their
daughters marry, though they may be versed
in music, light literature, ornamental artistic
idle-work, they know literally nothing of those
realities of the home which every wife, worthy
that sacred name, must sooner or later reach
in theory as well as experience. If the ele
gancies and comforts of the dining-room depend
on the knowledge and watchfulness, if not
solely upon the hands of the wife, why, in the
name of all the comforts of home, do not
mothers train their daughters to understand,
not only how to attend to these things, but
also impress upon their minds the importance
of practicing them at the very threshold of
their wedded life.
We are acquainted with a Wealthy lady who
has several daughters, and she required each
in turn to take the charge of all the house
hold affairs for a week, and to be mistress, the
mother giving advice when the extempore
housekeeper found any difﬁculty, or kindly
criticising errors which she committed through
ignorance or carelessness. All her daughters
became model wives, and were patterns as
housekeepers in the several neighborhoods
Pusan. JOURNAL
where they settled—Ens.
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bles, never decays, and never is transferred to
And if
another—such is a brother’s love.

To some these may seem rather broad asser
tions, and unsupported by proof, yet we deem
them self-evident; for who ever heard of a
sister being offended because her brother told
her the truth—because

he told her what he

thought of her dress, manners, or personal
appearance; truly, the facts communicated
may be unpleasant, yet, being uttered by a
brother, it takes away half their painfulness.
And if a brother admires his sister’s hair,
eyes, dress, or walk, his love makes him tell,
truthfully, what he thinks, and sisters know
how to appreciate such compliments.
There is still another feature not to be over
looked in a brother’s love—it is his unbounded
conﬁdence in his sister’s affection; she can tell
him just what she thinks (a luxury which she
can not partake with many other men), and if
she happens to feel a little irritable, she can
say to him

disagreeable and even unkind
things, and know herself forgiven before her
words were ended.
But, disappointment

to the young man of

questionable morals, who attempts to pass
himself off as a gentleman to a young lady
who has a brother; for, thrbugh her brother,
she has access to his real character; hence,
brothers are not only lovable, but convenient,
since it is through them we view other men as
they are, when divested of their assumed vir
tues, or of the still more deceptive clothings
which our imaginations paint for them.
“
Moreover, brothers serve as equalizsrs” to
our opinions of other men, since they keep us
from going too high or too low in our estima
tions of them. For when a woman detects
flattery, falsehood, or treachery iii her embod
ied ideal, the reaction generally produces dis
trust and hatred to mankind, and she mentally
calls all men villains and liars; but a knowl

M
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edge of her own noble, generous brothers
softens this judgment, and assures her that
other sisters may have brothers equally as
true and manly as her own.
But among young ladies this distrust is un
frequent, and not half so deplorable in its
effects as that ideal perfection which most of
them paint for their lovers; and were it not
that we know the faults of our own good
looking brothers, we might believe certain
smooth-faced individuals to be what we would
like to think them, and what they would like
to have us think them—perfection !

MOM——
[ForLifeillustrated]

DEATH OF EMILY CAROLINE

FOX.

BY G. C. HOWARD
Tuou pure andspotlessfallingsnow,
Now droppingslowlyon theearth,
Why dostthouﬁll myihoughlswith woe,
Impartlnggloomwhereoncewasmirth?
I knowthy mission—fallmostlight
Upon themound,andsoftlylave
The hallowedspotwithvirgin white,
That rlscso’eryoungMllly’sgrave.
The skiesweptsadlywhenwe placed
Her eoﬂlnin its earthlycell,
And droppingﬂowers,thatsweetlygraced
The formof onewelovedsowell;
Shecalmlywith herkindredsit-pt,
Reposingin hernarrowcave,
While all with childlessparentswept,
And mournedaroundyoungMilly’sgrave.
Last New-Year‘sDay I lefttheegay
And happyin thyfather‘shome;
Next sawtheeon thydeath-bedlay,
And cry,for “ Johnny did notcome.”
Then toyourfavoritecottagebrought,
Dressedforthe tomb,thatmaidenform,
That rosesoplayfully,andsought
Her gardenlowers lit earlydawn.
Thoseﬂowersmaybloomandbudin white,
Flt emblem!of thypurity,
light,
But Milly’sform,andfootsleps
Wiih radianteyes,we shall notsee.
or shallowpond,
Near rabbit-house
Runningaroundonsummermorn,
With wrenthedbouquet,of whichsofond,
Bright Charley-Any. to adorn.
My daughterDelia,sad‘syourface;
Milly, yourplaymate,hasshegone7
Will youno moretogethertrace
Your graveledwalkthatskirtsthelawn,
0r play ihe hymnon Sabbatheve,
And Milly singher favoritesong—
“ I oughttolovemymother1"—grieve,
For shewholoved's forevergone.
MOIll'ufor theyoungandtenderheart,
Weepforthedaughterpassedaway
Too earlyto know woman‘spart,
Too lovely,perfecttodecay;
The bloomof life andspringof yelrli
Mustdie. His law,whotook,whogave—
Cease,parents,unsvslling tears,
You’ll sleepnearyoursweetMilly’sgrave.

—_—‘o.v->—

Mru'mnv Mina—Messrs. J. C.

R. Smith,
71NassauStreet,New York, havepublishedan excellent
map of thatportionof theUnited Stateslying south of
or militaryopera
New York, embracingall the 568110!
tions. They also give,on themargin,enlargedviewsof
the District of Cululiibia. embracingAlexandria and
Arlington Heights; also Harper‘s Ferry and vicinily;
Fortress Monroe, including Sewall‘a Pomt, Norfolk,
Portrmoulli,and themouthof the Chesapeake;an en
larged view of Fort l’ickens, Pensacola,Warringlon
Navy Yard, PensacolaBay and therelativeposiilou of
Fort Pickens,Mobile Buy,and themoth of the Missis
slnpi; Cairo and vicinity, and olher placesof interest.
The map about twentyby thirtyinches,and maybe
sentby mall. Price, 25cents.
Ev)?
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of, by the muscles, from the brain, the nervous energy, which, in the

It

it

is

case of criminals,
expended by their large organs of the propensities.
The greater the number of the higher faculties that the labor stim
will be. Mounting the steps of a tread
ulates, the more beneﬁcial
mill exercises merely the muscles, and acts on the mind by exhausting
the nervous energy and producing the feeling of fatigue.
does not

a a

excite a single moral or intellectual faculty.
Working as a weaver
or shoemaker would employ more of the intellectual
powers; the
occupations of
carpenter or blacksmith are still more ingenious;
while that of
machine-maker stands higher still in the scale of
mental requirement.
Manycrirninals are so deﬁcient in intellect, that

is

it

is,

they are not capable of engaging in ingenious employments; but my
prop0sition
that, wherever they do enjoy intellectual talent, the
more effectually
draWn out, cultivated, and applied to useful
purposes, the more will their powers of self-guidance and control be
increased.
is,

Supposing the quiescence of the animal propensities to be secured
by restraint and by labor, the next object obviously
to impart vigor
to their moral and intellectual faculties, so that they may be rendered
capable of mingling with society at a future period, without relapsing
into crime.

The moral and intellectual faculties can be cultivated
only by exercising them on their natural objects, and in their legitimate
ﬁelds. If any relative of ours possessing an average development of

expression to a moral emotion without

if

it a

the bones and muscles of the legs, had nevertheless, through sheer
indolence, lost the use of them and become incapable of walking,
we ﬁxed him in
should we act wisely, with
view to his recovery,
an arm-chair, from which
was impossible for him to rise?
Yet,
when we lock up criminals in prison, amid beings who never give
its becoming a subject

of

is

;

a

I

to society, and presents every obstacle to their practical

adoption!

LECTURE XIV.
DUTY OF SOCIETY IN REGARD TO THE TREATMENT OF CRIMINALS.
The punishmentof criminalsproceedstoo muchon the principleof revenge—Conse
quencesof this error—Theproper objectsare the protectionof societyand the
in
of accomplishingtheseends—Confinement
reformation
of thecriminal—Means
of the
penitentiarytill theoffender renderedcapableof goodconduct—Experience
0
in GlasgowBridewcll—Eifecta
corruptingelectsof shortperiodsof imprisonment
of humanetreatmentof
of transportation—Examples
simpleimprisonment—Effects
for
an
criminalsin Germanyand France—Failureof the tread-mill—ﬂuggestions
penitentiaries—Punishmcnt
improvedtreatmentof transportedconvicls—American
of death may ultimatelybe abolished—FurtherparticularsrespectingAmerican
laborsystemat
considered—Silent
of solitaryandsocialconﬁnement
prisons—Results
Auburn.
a

it

It

immoral ideas and impressions to each other’s minds. In the next
place, they should be all regularly employed; because nothing tends
more directly to subdue the inordinate activity of the animal propen
sities than labor.
drains
occupies the mind, and physiologically

injurious

PROCEED to consider the duty of the highest class of minds, in
This class has
regard to criminal legislation and prison-discipline.
received from Providence ample moral and intellectual powers, With
necessary for their
as much of the lower elements of our nature as
well-being in their present sphere of existence, but not so much as to
hurry them into crime. Such individuals have great moral power
committed to them by the Creator, and we may presume that he will
hold them responsible for the use which they make of it. Hitherto,
this class, chieﬂy through want of knowledge, has fallen far short of
In my last Lecture,
their duty in the treatment of criminals.
and con
disavowed by Christianity,
remarked, that, as revenge
entirely, as
demned by the moral law of nature, we should exclude

I

is

The proper treatment
to separate them, as much as possible, from
each other; and while they are in each other’s society, to prevent
them, by the most vigilant superintendence, from communicating

it

their experience to each other, and in cultivating,
by example and precept, the propensities into increased energy and
more intense activity.

a principle, in our treatment of criminals; but that, nevertheless, it
may be detected mingling, more or less, with many of our criminal
regulations.
Under the existing system of criminal legislation, every man Is held
responsible for his actions, who, in the phraseology of lawyers, can
and this responsibility consists
distinguish between right and wrong
in being subjected to certain extent of punishment-in other words,
The prisonsin the United Statesof Americaare conductedin mannergreatly
superiorto thoseof GreatBritain and Ireland; but eventheyadmitof improvement.
shalladdsomeremarkson themto thenextLecture.
a

in communicating

If this should not afford society amore effectual protection
against his future crimes, and be more in consonance with the dictates
stand condemned as
of Christianity than our present treatment,
humbly
would have these blessed effects,
vain theorist; but
entreat of you to assist me in subduing that spirit of ignorance and
dogmatism which represent these views as dangerous to religion and
habits.

is

;

pensities were naturally strong, were left in complete idleness, so that
their strongest and lowest faculties might enjoy ample leisure to lux
uriate
and they were placed in each other’s society, so that their
polluted minds might more effectually avail themselves of their leisure

I

I

could not imagine an institution more perfect for
habitual criminals,
the purpose than such jails.
Men, and often boys, in whom the pro

profligate associates cultivates and strengthens the propensities, does
the society of virtuous men excite and strengthen the moral powers.
By this treatment the offender would be restored to society with his
inferior feelings tamed, his higher powers invigorated, his understand
ing enlightened, and his whole mind and body trained to industrious

;

I

a

If

;

ciates. In our British jails, criminals, until lately, were utterly idle;
they were crowded together, and lived habitually in the society of
each other
intoxication being the only stimulus that was withdrawn.
wished to invent
school or college for training men to become

The individuals who undertake this duty are, in general, prompted to
by the vivacity of their own moral feelings and the manifestation
of these toward the criminals excites the corresponding faculties in
them into action. On the same principle on which the presence of

is

is

to withdraw every object and communi
activity of the propensities,
cation that tend to excite them. The most powerfully exciting causes
to crime are idleness, intoxication, and the society of immoral asso

higher minds that hold communion with them; by rendering their
labor the means of purchasing the stores which they consume; and
by encouraging them to read and to exercise all their best powers in
The inﬂuence of visitors in jails, in
every practicable manner.
ameliorating the character of criminals,
explicable on such grounds.

is

is

is,

[counsel-mno! was IUIBIL]
How should the criminal be treated under
conﬁnement?
The moment we understand his mental constitution
and condition, the answer becomes obvious. Our object
to abate
the activity of his animal propensities, and to increase the energy of
his moral and intellectual faculties.
The ﬁrst step in aliaying the

Tun next question

cise and improvement, as we would do the patient with feeble legs,
by pinioning him down to a chair?
All this must be reversed.
Elfcctual means must be provided for instructing criminals in duty
and knowledge, and for exercising their moral and intellectual facul
ties. This can be done only by greatly increasing the numbers of

if
it

MAN

ridicule; when we exclude from their society all moral and intelligent
men calculated to rouse and exercise their higher faculties; and when
we provide no efﬁcient means for their instruction, do we not, in fact,
as effectually deprive all their superior powers of the means of exer

a
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mental and physical suffering—proportioned to the magnitude of the
offense which he has committed. Although even in the metaphysical
schools of philosophy it is generally admitted, that the impulsive, and
also the intellectual faculties, are distinct in their characteristics, and

[JULY,

in nearly

utter disregard of the measures adopted to deter
from
and at this day, although important improvements have
been effected in prisons, criminal legislation
still far from being

it
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iniquity;

is

its»

crowned with success.

If any class deserve punishment for these proceedings, would be
on the higher class, or on the men to whom a
disposed to inﬂict
bountiful Creator has given ample ability to reclaim their less fortn
nate brethren from vice and crime, but who, through ignorance, and
the helplessness that accompanies
leave this great duty undis

common, he may be actually impelled by his nature to appropriate
objects suited to gratify his propensity, regardless of the preferable
rights of others; or he may be destructive or deceptive in his tenden
cies—prompted by strong internal impulse to take away life, or to
commit fraud; but the law takes no cognizance of his mental con

charged.

He may be grossly ignorant; he may be undergoing the
stitution.
pangs of starvation; or he may be surrounded by the temptations pre
sented by intoxicating liquors and a social atmosphere of ignorance
It
and proﬂigacy; still the law takes no account of such things.
inquires only whether he possesses so much intellect as to know that

pecuniary loss, but from disgrace, sustained by the relatives of proﬂi
gate offenders—we may regard the sum-total as the penalty which the
virtuous pay for their neglect of the rational principles of criminal

it

a

it

to render imprisonment more terrible, and thereby increase its efﬁcacy
as means of deterring other men from offending. No doubt
will
very terrible to virtuous men—to individuals of the highest
render
class of natural dispositions—because nothing could be more horrible
is

to them than to be conﬁned in idleness, amid vicious, debased, and
not the class on whom prisons are
proﬂigate associates; but this
intended to operate as objects of terror; these men have few tempta
Those to whom prisons should be rendered
tions to become criminals.

it,

it

if

it
is

it

is

I

is,

;

a

is

forced to work, in the society of ten or a dozen proﬂigates like her
locked up alone during the night.
self, during the day, and
At the
end of the sixty days she
liberated, and turned adrift on society.
man commit a more extensive theft, he
committed to Bridewell

If

is

for three months, or perhaps transported; the term of conﬁnement and
the period of transportation bearing a uniform, and, as far as possible,
a supposed just relation to the magnitude of the offense. The inten
tion of this treatment
to cause
quantum of suffering sufficient to
deter the criminal from repeating the offense, and also others from
committing similar transgressions; but we shall inquire whether these
effects follow.
If we renounce, altogether, the principle of vengeance as unsound,
we shall still have other two principles remaining as guides to our
a

it

is

is

it

it,

to proceed
instruction for them—society seems, without intending
almost exclusively on the principle of revenge. Such treatment may
clearly not beneﬁcial to the criminals; and yet
be painful, but
pain, deliberately inﬂicted, without beneﬁt to the sufferer,
simply
may be thought that this treatment will serve
vengeance. Perhaps

days’ conﬁnement causes a quantity of suffering equal to fair retri
bution for robbing the till.
If female steal clothes from ahedge,
she
sentenced to sixty days’ conﬁnement in Bridewell, where she
a

in which they shall be doomed to
associate, night and day, with each
of eradicating any portion of moral
minds)—and in omitting to provide

days’ imprisonment in jail
that
to eight days’ idleness, passed in
the society of accomplished thieves and profligate blackguards, at the
end of which space he
liberated.
Here the quantity of punishment
measured out seems to be regulated by the principle, that the eight

is is

In committing men to prisons
idleness—in compelling them to
other (the most effectual method
feeling left unimpaired in their

In regard to the treatment of criminals when placed in such pen
have already remarked, that, in the sentences pronounced
itentiaries,
under the present system, the principle chieﬂy, although uninten
tionally, acted on by the superior class of society, appears to be
revenge. If a boy rob
till of a few pence, he sentenced to eight

is

it

is

subjects from actions injurious to society, and assumes that sufcring
the best or only means necessary to accomplish this end; and
does accordingly.
punish him

reformation,
probable that the total loss to society would not be
greater than that of the present system, while the advantages would
unspeakably exceed those which now exist.

is

it

is

It

out its punishment, in other wards, its vengeance, upon him for having
makes no inquiry into the ﬂecks of its
disregarded its dictates.
a free,
Strong in its own ﬁction that he
inﬂictions on his mind.
aims at no object except deterring its
moral, and responsible being,

If the sums thus expended were collected and applied,
under the guidance of enlightened judgment, to the construction and
proper appointment of penitentiaries, one or more for each large dis
trict of the country, and
offenders were committed to them for
legislation.

is

It,

fraud, deception, and
If he is not purely idiotic or
hundreds of other acts, to be wrong.
raving mad, he may be in any of the unfortunate conditions now men
tioned, and yet know this fact. And this is enough for the law.
then, by a ﬁction of its own, and often in opposition to the most glaring
indications, assumes him to be a free and responsible being, and deals

In point of fact, the natural law does punish them, and will
continue to punish them, until they adopt the right method of pro
ceeding. If we reckon up the cost, in the destruction of life and
property, expenses of maintaining criminal ofﬁcers, courts of justice,
and executioners~and
the pangs of sorrow, ﬂowing not only from

a

it has declared stealing, killing, ﬁre-raising,

1

do not exist in ﬁxed and deﬁnite proportions to each other in every
individual, yet these facts, and the consequences which ﬂow from
An
them, have been and are disregarded by our criminal legislators.
individual may be born with so strong an instinct of acquisitiveness
and such Weak moral and intellectual powers, that, like a fox on a

class of minds, therefore, they, in a
of objects of terror and aversion
un
of reform
and they therefore had no
marked on them as that of instruments
of vengeance, or means employed by the higher minds, for inﬂicting
on their inferior brethren what, judging from their own feelings, they
intend to be a terrible retribution, but which these lower characters,
from the difference of their feelings, found to be no formidable punish

and least injurious to the criminal.
as have contended, the world
be really constituted on the principle of the supremacy of the moral
sentiments, we shall ﬁnd, that whatever measures serve best to pro

it

;

l

If,

is

is

The principle of protecting society authorizes us to do everything
necessary to accomplish this end, under the single qualiﬁcation
that we shall adopt that method which
most beneﬁcial to society
that

tect the public interests, will also be most beneﬁcial for the offender,
and vice tersa. In the view, then, of social protection, any individual
who has been convicted of infringing the criminal law, should be
moral patient, to the managers of a well-regulated
handed over, as
not until he shall have endured a
penitentiary, to be conﬁned in
certain quantity of suffering, equal in magnitude to what
supposed
to be a fair revenge for his offense, but until such a change shall have
been effected in his mental condition, as may afford society a reason
it,

is

ment at all. Thus, through ignorance of human nature, the one class
was deter
continued to indulge its revenge, in the vain belief that
ring offenders; while the other class proceeded in its career of crime,

and, secondly, that of reforming

a

;

of proﬂigate society. On this
great degree, lost the character
deniably they were not schools
recognizable feature so strongly

:

steps ﬁrst, that of protecting society
the offender.

;

formidable, are the lovers of pleasure, men enamored of an easy, dis
solute life, enlivened with animal excitement, not oppressed with
Our
labor, nor saddened by care, reﬂection, or moral restraint.
prisons, as recently conducted, were not formidable to such characters_
They promised them idleness, the absence of care, and the stimulus

$3§
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they are conducted.
The vieWs which I have expounded in this and the preceding Lec
ture are strongly elucidated and conﬁrmed by a report of the state of
the Glasgow Bridewell in 1826, which I obtained from the late Mr.
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Mr. Brebncr has observed that offenders committed for the ﬁrst time,
for only a short period, almost invariably return to Bridewell for new
committed for
long period, they return less fre
oﬂ'enses; but
This fact established by the following table, framed on an
quently.
average of ten years, ending 25th December, 1825.
Of prisoners sentenced for the ﬁrst time to 14 days’ conﬁnement,
there returned under sentence for new crimes

8

cent.
about10
months'conﬁnement,
“
“
“
“
H 73w U
(I
l‘
H
U
H
u
“
“
none.
24 “
14

r

96

About. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 75percent.
“
80days’conﬁnement,
about60
N
H 50
H
40 U
H
l‘ 40
l‘
60 H
“ 25
“
months’ “

During the ten years, 93 persons were committed for the ﬁrst time
for two years, of whom not one returned.
Mr. Brebner remarked, that when prisoners come back to Bridewell

J

a

two or three times, they go on returning at intervals for years. He
has observed that
good many prisoners committed for short periods
for ﬁrst offenses, are afterward tried before the High Court of usticiary
and transported or hanged.
Judging from the ultimate effect, we here discover that the individ
uals who for some petty offense are committed to Bridewell for the

a

a

is

of the Peninsular war, whether merely as camp-follower or with her
husband
not known; but he
supposed to have been killed in some
of the many engagements that took place, and she to have consoled
herself with another,
not many more. In one engagement with the
enemy, the serjeant-major of the regiment she followed was killed by
a shot; on which (while,
imagined, the engagement still contin
ued) she contrived to get at the body, and riﬂed the dead man’s kit’ of
its contents. Among these were his marriage and other certiﬁcates,
which she carefully concealed and preserved for after use.
On
returning home she passed herself off as the widow of this serjeant
nurse’s place
major, in order to obtain a. pension and afterward, on
in Chelsea Hospital becoming vacant, she applied for, and obtained

it,

812 120

9‘!

‘

215

. . . . . ...

a

. . ... . .. . .
Old offenders

——trudgingalong with the army and its gallant leader through its long
and remarkable retreat, till the battle of Corunna.
After this, she
was with the army under ‘the Duke’ in Portugal, and during the whole
a
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and uttering counterfeit coin and we now proceed to give some par
ticulars of her truly eventful history, with which Mr. Powell, the
solicitor to the Mint, has obligingly furnished us.
“ The ﬁrst that
known of her
as the Wife of
soldier serving
under Sir John Moore in Spain, and whom she ‘followed to the ﬁeld’
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it appeared in the London
Weekly Chronicle of 26th January, 1845, and
only one of a thousand
similar illustrations which could easily be collected from the records
of the prisons of the United Kingdom.
“ Hisroar or
Comma—A woman, named Mulhern alias Lock
wood, was committed in Lancaster last week, on a charge of coining
minds of a male and female offender.

if

sun: or camss

of that

is

and truly humane superintendent

55:

Brebner, the enlightened
establishment :

The chief forms in which the law punishes, are conﬁnement in
prisons (until very lately in idleness and amid vicious associates), and,
in more aggravated cases, transportation to a penal colony.
present the following example of the effects of imprisonment on the
is

unspeakably beneﬁt society.
It would convert our prisons from
houses of retribution and of corruption into schools of reform.
It
would require, however, an entire change in the principles on which

ultimate welfare of the individuals themselves, as well as to the inter
ests of society, there
far greater humanin in a sentence for
ﬁrst
offense, that shall reform the culprit, although the Menu itselfmay be
small and the conﬁnement long, than in one decreeing punishment for
a few days only, proportional solely to the amount thhc crime.

A

able guarantee that he will not commit fresh crimes when he is set at
it is obvious that this course of procedure would be humanity
itself to the offender, compared with the present system, while it would
large.
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widow; having all the necessary docu
ments, she was enabled to answer every question, and her identity
was never doubted. But when she had been comfortably located here
also as the serjeant-major’s

for some time, the real widow came home!
Her application for a
pension, its denial on the ground that the widow was already provided
for, and the real widow’s reiterated assertions that she was the widow,

second husband, whose real name, however, was Stafford, and who
was
very skillful mason by trade. He was convicted, and she was
then acquitted as being his wife, and supposed to be acting under his

tenced to only 14 days“ conﬁnement for their ﬁrst offense, 75 per cent.,
or three fourths of the whole, returned for new crimes. On the other

criminal.*

This proves that, looking to the

a

,

-

a
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Mr. Brebncr mentionedthat hedid not believethat all of theseindividualswere
completelyreclaimed butthattheyhadreceivedsuch impressions
of Glasgowprison
discipline,that, disposedtoreturntocrime,theysoughtout newﬁeldof action.

‘

‘

the same prison as

a

it,

a

conﬁnement
hand, the training, discipline, and ameliorating effect of
for two years, for the ﬁrst offense, seems to have been so efﬁcacious,
that not one individual who had been subjected to
returned again to

;

crimes and to undergo new punishments (which We see by the table he
rarely failed to do), until, by gradual corruption, he was ultimately
0f the delinquents sen
prepared for transportation or the gallows.

in 1836 she was convicted at Aylesbury for coining, and
direction.
she then said she was ﬁfty-ﬁve years of age. She was again tried for
the same offense at Warwick in 1838, but acquitted, owing to the
insufﬁciency of evidence; and in July of the same year she was again
tried, and this time in connection with a woman named Eliza Per
ceval. the offense being the same. Lockwood (prisoner) got eighteen
months’ imprisonment, and her companion twelve months. From that
time till the present apprehension of Mrs. Mulhern alias Lockwood,
etc., Mr. Powell had almost entirely lost sight of her; sometimes he
thought he recognized her business talent in the different cases for
In the
warded to him, but was not able to follow out the claw.
answers she now gave to the questions contained in the Description
false
statements, not
Paper,’ prisoner had in almost every case given
wishing, doubtless, to renew her acquaintance with the Mint solicitor
denied
all
stoutly
knowl
with
she
him,
previous
and when confronted
edge of Mr. Powell, till he mentioned one or two passages’ in her
Ah
told you that tale
life, when she said:
on PAGI non-rum]
‘

it

;

a

prison, introduced him to accomplished thieves, and enabled him to
proﬁt by their instruction
and, when thus deteriorated, and also
turned him loose again into
deprived of all remnants of character,
the world, unprotected and unprovided for, leaving him to commit new

‘

offense he had been sentenced to two years’ conﬁnement instead of 14
days. The sentence of 14 days’ imprisonment merely destroyed his
moral sensibilities (if he had any), initiated him into the mysteries of

if

ﬁrst time, for only 14 days, are in reality more severely punished than
those who, for some more grave infringement of the law, are sentenced
at ﬁrst to two years“ imprisonment; nay, the ultimate result to the
for his triﬂing
petty delinquent would have been far more beneﬁcial,

caused an investigation by the late Sir Charles Grant.
The result
was, that Biddy was turned adrift on the wide world,’ and was lost
sight of for several years. Her ﬁrst re-appearance was in the char
acter of a coiner, as which she was tried and convicted in 1828, and
In 1834 she was again tried;
sentenced to ayear’s imprisonment.
but this time under the name of Lockwood, and in company with her

<<<>ﬁ
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or prudence. He knew no way of accomplish
ing purposes but to plan correctly and to exe
cute with an earnest purpose and a steady
hand. He was no hypocrite, was not inclined
to say one thing and mean another, and some
times he was considered perhaps too severe and
direct in his criticisms of the conduct or mis
management of delinquents.
Conscientiousness and Hope were
He loved justice for its own sake.

large.

He looked
it,

on the bright side of the picture, expected suc
conﬁdent
cess, and was willing to work for
that effort rightly directed would triumph.
He had respect for authority, for age, and
things sacred; was sympathetical and kind
toward those who needed his assistance.

In this organization we see the energetic,
business man, the clear and comprehensive
a

a

of

man of ingenuity,
practical econ
thinker,
man capable of rising to dis
omy: in short,
tinction and accomplishing much by the exer
cise of his own powers, guided by good com
mon sense and an honest purpose.

Mr. Connor’s Language was well developed;
and his strong social feelings, joined to his ex
cellent intelligence and his wit, made him a
good talker, and rendered him always accept
able in the social circle.
He could have succeeded in almost any pro
fession to which he might have been devoted,
a

but especially would he have stood high as an
engineer, civil or military, as a builder, as
merchant, as navigator, or as a lawyer.

CONNER,

A

person

such a head and temperament is sure
to make a mark in the world, wherever he
having

His head was large, and
may be placed.
amply sustained by a large and well-developed
body.

There

was great natural

harmony in

the different functions of the physical system.
He had large lungs, excellent digestion, a ﬁrst

brings the ideal into practical use. His Ac
quisitivcness was rather large; hence he had
a ready sense of value, of proﬁt and loss, and
an ambition to excel in business affairs.
His Mirthfulness is largely indicated in the
portrait, and whenever circumstances favored
its manifestation, it was always ready.
He had a very strong will and unconquer
able determination.

He had also Self-Esteem

and Approbativeness—the

former giving self

reliance, respect for his own opinions, inde
pendence of feeling, power to dominate over
other minds, and an unhesitating conﬁdence in

rate muscular system, and an active nervous
He was strong in body, and
temperament.
very clear and active in mind.

his

His phrenology indicates great practical
talent joined to a ﬁrst-rate reﬂective intellect.
His mind was clear and critical, and he gene

tempts, sensitive to the praise and censure of
his friends and the public, and disposed to do
and suffer much to keep a spotless reputation

rally arrived at correct conclusions without
hesitation, and was not afraid to act on his
own intuitions.
He had an excellent memory
of subjects with which he was connected and

and a character above reproach.
His friendship and social attachments were

interested, excellent judgment of character and
motive, understood men at the ﬁrst glance,
knew how to govern the headstrong and en
courage the timid—in short, knew how to put
the right man in the right place.

own judgment ; while Approbativeness
rendered him ambitious to excel in his at

strong.

He could always make friends read

ily, and secure the co-operation of people in
anything in which he was disposed to lead off.
His Cautiousness was fairly developed, but
he was more known for energy, thoroughness,
executive force, perseverance, and a. dashing,
straightforward vigor of action, than for policy

a

United States, where every man, untrammeled
by hereditary and exclusive privileges, has a
free opportunity, without question or hin
drance, to develop whatever of native power he
amply opened for such men as
has, the path
our subject to rise to distinction.
He was born on the 22d of April, 1798, near
Hyde Park, Duchess County, N.Y. His father
scow ferry on the Hud
was the keeper of
son, the only means of conveyance then in use
at that place for passengers. Having become
partly from being bondsman for a

involved

friend, his means were limited, which pre
vented him giving to his son more than a few
quarters (f schooling.
In 1811 our subject was apprenticed to
Samuel Brewer, of the newspaper called the
Public Advertiser, published at the corner of
Water and Pine streets, New York. In this
ofﬁce he learned the mystery of type-setting.
In addition to his duties at the “ case,” he had
to make up the Southern mail, and to deliver
a route of papers from Pine to Beekman streets.
Beekman Street, at this period, resembled but
little the same street at the present day.

It

JAMES CONNER was aman having a remark
able organization, combining strength and act
ivity.
Positiveness and determination were

His Constructiveness was large, and, added
to this, he had more than a common share of
imagination and that ready judgment which

a
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qualities evinced in all his actions.
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was the “court end” of the city, with such
people as the Lawrences, Bownes, and Blood
goods as residents. Jacob Barker, the cele

AMERICAN

made an arrangement with Conner, his ap
prenticeship being canceled in consequence of
the discontinuance of the Advertiser, to join
the new establishment of the National Advo
cate as a compositor.
After remaining for several months in this
connection, Conner arrived at the correct no

While here, Mr. Conner
country) were run.
began to think seriously of the duty all men
owe to themselves—that of embarking in busi

ing of type, more with the view of manufac

ness on his own exclusive account. With that
in view, he labored from ten to eighteen hours
out of the twenty-four.
Thus he continued at
work for some three years, and came away re
warded with some three thousand dollars clear
profit.
Arrived

Street.

For

these premises, on a site which alone costs
thousands now, the rent then asked was only
three hundred dollars.

While in
of quite an unexampled character.
Murray Street he made an important advance
in type-founding, by taking old stereotype

was among the ﬁrst who brought the art of

plates and cutting an alphabet of some Sixteen
Line Pica Antique, which seemed to him to be

to the most experienced
But in order to learn this new busi
printers.
ness, our subject entailed upon himself a tem
porary loss of some three dollars per week, in
the hope that the enlarged experience he should
only

gain would more than compensate him in the
Soon after this he conﬁned himself
long run.
to the stereotyping business, and was engaged
by Hammond Wallace at a respectable salary.

much wanted at that time for large posters.
Of these he stereotyped and sold immense
quantities, blocked on wood.
We next ﬁnd Mr. Conner in Spruce Street,
near Gold, his landlord being his valued

it
i

matrices were procured, and the casting was
some way to completion, when this Lotliian
turned round upon his heel, and, to the con

head.”

perately and wickedly had this Lothian played
his game, and melancholy was the aspect of
our friend’s place—no single article ﬁnished;
here a lower case of Long Primer, there a
Bourgeoise capital, in another spot an Italic
Brevier, and so on to an almost interminable
extent—every size and form, but each lacking
a necessary something. This was misfortune
enough, yet more was to come. The Method
ist Society ordered a font of a particular sized
type of Mr. Conner, which the course Lothian
difﬁcult undertaking for the
pursued made
new type-founder;
and the publication of

card by the old type-founders, in which they
announced a reduction in the price of type of
twenty-ﬁve per cent., rendered his position
still more critical.
But these gentlemen were
ignorant of the energy of Conner—were una
ware of his being one of those few men who
No sooner advised
know no such word as fail.
of these facts than he shaped his course accord

Here our printer
friend, Jacob Lorillard.
erected a rear building for the casting of
plates. This he found bound to do, from the
necessities of a. business which had become

ingly.
Immediately placing himself in corre
spondence with everybody he supposed might,
through the love of gain, legitimate trade, or

great in a comparatively brief period, and was
enlarging every day. In addition to his ordi
nary custom, that of the Episcopal and Meth
odist societies had recently accrued to him.

friendship, desire to dispose of such articles as
would perfect his series of faces, from Nonpa
reil to English, in addition to such two-line
letters as are necessary in newspapers, he

The occasion, he thought, was opportune for
the publication of a folio Bible, being the ﬁrst
ever stereotyped in the States or any other
country. For this, long before he had ﬁnished
he found a customer in Silas Andrus, of

sought to counteract the machinations of his
The crisis was
fear
false friend, Lothian.

it,

and intrusted

the alacrity so prominent
Of course, this
casting business was kept secret. Molds and
feature in his character.

What a situation for poor Conner—with
much of his capital locked up in what was
Des
only worthless, half-completed stock!

due of his lease on No. 1 Murray

man by the name of Watts, on the spot of
ground where the Centre Market now stands.
This Mr. Watts, in connection with Mr. Fay,

that the correcting and repairing of stereotype
plates ought to be a distinct branch in itself,

about the task with

rendering by Mr. Daniel Fanshaw of the resi

By zeal
sively known, he advertised freely.
ously and consistently adhering to this prin
ciple, Mr. Conner’s success in trade has been

proof of his efﬁciency in the new art of ﬁnish
ing stereotype plates for printing.
Conner engaged with the Bible Society, Mr.
Fanshaw having made the happy suggestion

turing such as he consumed in his own busi
ness, than with any idea of sale, Conner set

sternation of his proposed victim, coolly ex
never will, by any act of
claimed, “Sir,
mine, allow you to manufacture type over my

ment in a practical knowledge of ﬁne job
and became a ﬁrst-class pressman as
He became connected with an English

ner engaged with them, and never quitted their
employ until long after he had afforded them

Induced by a letter-cutter,
triumphed over
named George Lothian, to embark in the cast

in our city, Mr. Conner soon made
arrangements for a home and a proper location
for business.
A fortunate opportunity for
commencing soon presented itself, in the sur

work,
well.

the ﬁrst quarto Bible ever stereotyped on the
western side of the Atlantic.
Watts selling
out his interest to B. & J. Collins, young Con

How many who would have succumbed under
How few there are who could have

the trial

come a book printer, and engaged in an ofﬁce
He made rapid advance
of this description.

stereotyping to any perfection in the United
States. At this establishment, in the capacity
of an ordinary compositor, Conner, then not
more than eighteen years of age, worked on

in Mr.

the supervision of the press-rooms, in which
several of the Treadwell power presses (being
about the ﬁrst power presses ever used in this

Mr. Conner, all through his life, had been
noted for his free and courteous demeanor. As
a tradesman, his method of acting was that of
selling cheaply, quickly, and for sure returns;
and to the end of making his business exten

tion that his business would be but half learned
in a newspaper ofﬁce. He determined to be

now come to a circumstance

a

About this time peace was pro
compiled.
claimed between the United States and Great
Britain, and the late talented Mordecai M.
Noah, returning from his consulate at Tripoli,

We

Hartford, Connecticut, who readin agreed to
the price ﬁrst asked—ﬁve thousand dollars.
Elated, as he well might be, by his success in
this connection, and anxious, as he ever was,
to keep good faith to the very moment, Mr.

a

hours of labor to bring them out. Our sub
ject was engaged in setting up this work, and
acquired a great admiration for the terse,
comprehensive style in which the books were

Connor’s life which, perhaps, more than any
other we shall have to record about him,
proves the indomitable energy of the man.

may be said, ruin or pros
ful one, involving,
Happily the latter was the issue,
perity.
while an additional triumph was presented on
the occasion in the election of Mr. Conner, by
his fellow-printers, to the Presidency of the
New York Typographical Society,
chartered
institution, with considerable capital.
a

tiser at the time young Conner was connected
with the ofﬁce. So valuable were they deemed
to the publishers, that .they required extra

Carter’s stereotype foundery, on a large weekly
salary, which was soon changed to a contract
at a certain price per thousand ems for com
position and ﬁnishing plates for press. To
this the addition was subsequently made of

I

perpetrate at his expense.
The writings of Cobbett, the great English
politician, were in course of publication in
England, and were being copied in the Adver

Conner was himself compelled to devote
eighteen hours daily to the personal super
vision of the work.

a

is reported to have played upon his associates,
willing always to accept in exchange such
smart things as his companions were able to

New York was destined to lose our young
friend for a season at least. Removing to Bos
ton, Mr. Conner took active charge of Timothy

it

brated banker, also resided in this aristocratic
locality.
Conner was not only remarkably industrious
as a lad, but given as Well to sport and amuse
ment, and many are the funny tricks which he

13

I
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He decided on stereotyping an elegant Poly
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glot Bible (12m0). To this end he got up a new
sizo and style of type, called Agate, cut in a
condensed and compressed manner; the inten
tion being to admit of a certain number of ﬁg
ures and points coming within a given space,
the whole included in a center column of
notes, otherwise the notes would not come
within the same page as the text referring to
them. Of this Bible he made several sets of
plates from the same composition, then took
out the references and center column of notes,
and completed many sets of an 18mo Bible,
and a proportionate number of plates for the
New

Testament.

Being

desirous

that

the

Polyglot Bible should appear with a few wood
engravings, he secured the services of J. A.
Adams, Esq., to execute them in the highest

All the
and most ﬁnished style of the art.
arrangements completed, Mr. Conner had the
satisfaction of publishing a splendid edition of

the Bible as an annual New Year’s present.
About this time he was further engaged in
stereotyping and completing.v in quarto form, 8.
Commentary on the Holy Bible, which was
entitled the “Cottage Bible,” edited by Rev.
Dr. Patton, which he afterward disposed of for
the sum of ten thousand dollars to a gentleman

Following this, Mr. Conner
in Hartford.
stereotyped and published Shakspeare’s Works,
complete in one volume.
The publication of Sir Walter Scott’s entire
This con
works was done by Mr. Conner.
sisted of seven octavo volumes of closely
An idea may be formed of
printed matter.
the extent of Mr. C.’s dealings, when we say
that on this work alone he invested forty to
At this period his type
ﬁfty thousand dollars.
foundery had so enlarged that he was induced
to dispose of his stereotyping establishment,
and devote himself entirely to the manufacture
of type and the publication of Scott’s works
in parts.
Once, in view of his extreme good fortune,
“ he to touch a
the saying had been that, were
The wish of
stone, it would turn to gold”
retirement from business had been growing on

supplied anew foundery was purchased. Here,
manfully ﬁghting the great battle of life once
more, he realized, as he had in years by-gone,
the triumph reserved for true courage. There
was the usual sale of type—the usual dropping
These enabled him to pay
back the ﬁve thousand dollars—his “borrowed
capital,” as he called it—which he returned
with gratitude, knowing that it had enabled

in of customers.

him to resume his position in the busy, moving
world.
From this time Mr. Conner continued to
prosper, all the while clearing up old demands.
His former responsibility, in the form of debt,
he cleared olfin a brief period.

In 184-! Mr. Conner was elected to the ofﬁce
of County Clerk for three years, and in 1847, so
general was the approval of his ofﬁcial conduct,
that, at the expiration of his ﬁrst term, he was
re-elected to the same ofﬁce. During the six
years of his ofﬁcial duties, Mr. Conner never
lost sight of his business—that business he had
brought to so high a degree of excellence, and
to which, it seemed, all his instincts were di
rected.

He continued to make additions to his

stock of materials, and to receive increased
In fact, it may be said, his ambi
patronage.
tion appears to have centered in making his
foundery the type foundery for variety of styles,
elegance of face, and durability of metal.
But, probably, it is what Mr. Conner long
ago achieved in his profession that will inter
est the reader more. Among these, elaborated
by the process of chemical precipitation, was
the casting of letters
matrix.

from

an electrotyped

Previous to Mr. Conner’s successful

efforts in this direction, Messrs. Mapes and
Chilton, chemists, had experimented to produce
to a copper plate which Mapes
Ascertaining
wished to use for his magazine.
the perfect success of the experiment under
a fac-simile

other hands, he was anxious to have their bat
It was, to his
tery tried on a copper plate.
joint delight, successful,
and Mr. Cliilton’s
and a very favorable report was inserted in
many of the European scientiﬁc periodicals.

of his sons, recognized the sole opportunity of
resigning the charge in its transfer to some
He selected such a person—a rnost
partner.

In the course of his experimenting, Conner
took a Long Primer Italic capital T, and in
serted it through a piece of stereotype plate.
This was attached to a copper wire by solder

amiable, correct man. Trusting too much to
a conﬁdential friend, Mr. Conner was made
Lately so sflluent, he now discov
bankrupt.
ered that he was without a dollar in the wide

of the wire; a weak solution of sulphuric
acid was made and placed in avessel; a solu
tion of common blue vitriol in another apart

world.

ment;

Mr. Conner, who, in 1832, in the immaturity

But a character like his can always invoke
wealth, some way or other. Nobody doubted
that Mr. Conner could, at this distressing
crisis, have raised thousands of dollars on the
strength of his mere promise to pay on a par
ticular day. We shall cause no astonishment
when we say that it was so arranged by a few
estimable friends that a. credit of ﬁve thousand
dollars should be opened for him, payable in
funds so
one, two, or three years. On the

ing; some zinc was attached to the other end

%<>ﬁ
[J our,

and more valuable scale. Mr.
Conner, therefore, ordered a fancy font of type,
which he originally had cut on steel, selecting
therefrom a perfect alphabet, points, and ﬁg

on a larger

ures, and then shaved a stereotype plate on
both sides. This he lined off into sizes equal
He then
to the matrices he desired to make.
the necessary openings through the
plate, and inserted the types designed to be
precipitated on. which he cut off and soldered
made

This proved a highly successful
experiment, as it gave him a perfect set of
This plate is
matrices at one precipitation.

on the back.

still to be seen at Mr. Connor’s establishment,

as originally made, and is regarded as a great
curiosity—being supposed to be the ﬁrst alpha
'
bet thus made in this or any other country.

His next experiment was made on a more
extended scale, and to this end the apparatus
was enlarged so as to admit three fonts of
fancy type, which were placed in communica
tion with the precipitated copper at the same
Between each letter was inserted
operation.
a piece of wood, made to the height necessary
to separate each matrix from the other, as it
came out, it being impoasible to connect the
wood along with the precipitated metal. Thus
divided, each matrix would fall apart without
the labor of sawing.
This experiment, how
From the
ever, was by no means successful.
circumstance of wood being used as dividing
and

becoming wet, it swelled, such
causing the type to spring from the
In the process of pre
bottom of the trough.
cipitation only a very thin shell was found on
lines,

swelling

the face of the type, about the same quantity
having found its way to the bottom, in conse
quence of the springing of the dividing lines,
and the throwing of the types off their feet.

All

these difﬁculties

have been since over

come, and his establishment has several thou
sand precipitated matrices that can scarcely
be told from those made from a steel punch.
For many years the necessity for a change
in the old system of casting type had been
urged both by employers and workmen—by the
latter more particularly, as the one then in use
was both laborious and injurious to the health.
experiments to that end had already
been made, and with some success; but the
ﬁnal triumph was reserved for David Bruce,
Jr., whose inventive mind conceived the crea
tion of a machine far in advance of any that
Several

were

had yet been presented. The importance of
this invention at once recommended itself to

placed in their respective apartments, and the
process of extracting the copper from the sul

Mr. Conner, who arranged with Mr. Bruce for
a certain number of his new machines, with

phate, through galvanic action, commenced,
and the copper obtained was thrown on the
intended matrix.

the privilege to manufacture as many more as
his business wants might require.
The sim

then the matrix

and the zinc

Conner and his assistants then took a small
cut of a beehive, and setting this also in the
same way, obtained a perfect matrix, which
These
is now in use at Connor’s foundery.
successes encouraged him to other experiments

of the invention, and the ease with
it could be worked, soon won for it
commendation and approval, but. there were
some slight imperfections and omissions, which
were attended to as they presented themselves.

plicity
which

This machine, as patented by Mr. Bruce, is

<<®
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by the throat, though a single blow from the
sufﬁcient to strike him
paw of his enemy
dead.
He rushes into the conﬂict without

that Conners’ United States Type Foundery
takes rank with the most extensive foundries

seeming to measure the peril of his adventure.
Courage, requiring a combination ofjudgment

He died May

and prudence, together with force and impetu
osity, measures the caliber or the power of the
antagonist, and engages in the conﬂict with

a

greatly the
advantage of his uncle, namely—a residence
for years in the United States, in England,
He learned here and in En
and elsewhere.

gland the power of the people, and how to
comprehend and employ public sentiment to
His uncle believed in cannon,
his advantage.

is

a

is

in kings, in aristocratic power. Louis
of the
leon has learned that power
ﬁrm
and that the true way to make
to make the people feel that they

a

'2’

a

the power to manifest mind in
healthful and
vigorous manner depends upon the health and
vigor of the physical organization; or, in other

the edge of either be
cutting qualities; but
turned destructively upon its user, the very
quality of sharpness.becomes the direst of
evils.
like the cutting edge, all
Courage
right when rightly directed, and wrong only

words, the temperament
as necessary to
mental manifestation as temper in an edge-tool
necessary to its cutting qualities, or as steam
to the engine, or water to the mill; and we

when its direction
3. What

faculties

perverted.
does the game of chess

cultivate?
Ans. Individuality,

Napo

Locality, Form, Order,
Calculation, ConstructiVeness, and Continuity.
4. What developments produce modesty?

people,
throne

Ass. Before this quality became obsolete,
was supposed to require for its manifestation

are its

large Veneration,

supporters.
Louis Napoleon has large Perceptive Organs,
which qualify him to take a practical view of

is

selﬁshly exercised, become noble heroism when
used for the defense of principle, truth, and
We prize a razor and a saw for their
justice.

Cautiousness, full or large
Approbativencss, moderate Self-Esteem, large
Ideality, and rather large Mirthfulness, the
latter facully giving an appreciation of the

tury'we

are surprised that anybody who has ever read
upon the subject, or, indeed, who has reﬂected,
should not be able to answer this question
For one has only to
promptly and correctly.
look at the man in health, and then again no
tice his manifestations when his health
im
is

so great a
been more
but he has

their action are high and beneﬁcent. The saute
faculties which wrangle and quarrel when

have taught, and in every book we
have written, in every number of the Prmsno
LOGICAL Jouruur. questions of this character
have been answered practically, namely: That

acting under the inﬂuence of benevolence and
kindness, or of sound judgment, the qualities of

it

is

He
not
very little sympathy.
man as his uncle, though he has
successful in administrative policy;
had opportunities which gave him

labor, half so much as he would be with
better body. The question may be propounded
in another form, to wit: If two grist-mills,
precisely alike, and both of admirable pattern,
were erected, one upon Niagara River, the
other upon a diminutive trout-brook, would
there be any difference in the character of
their performance?
For
quarter of a cen

paired, to see the whole force of this subject.
6. Are

any of the faculties

of the brain

involuntary?
Ans. Yes; in some sense they all set invol
Fear or cautious-nose arises not only

untarily.
without
press

any effort, but against effort to sup
whenever imminent peril
presented
is

phrenological qualities are somewhat pecu
liar. He has large Secretiveness and Cautious
ness, which make him wary, watchful, and
He has great self-reliance and
suspicious.

‘

is

is

made
Ass. In general, we reply that he
up of those physiological elements which give
wiry persistency and toughness of organiza
His
less brilliant than enduring.
tion. He

Combativeness and Destructiveneis,
feelings.
acting under selﬁsh and malign feelings, lead
to quarreling, revenge, and moroseness; while,

power to sustain his brain to enable
to work,
while one with
weak body
unable to ac
complish, in the way of study or intellectual

a

poleon?

steam, and either become a wreck, or return
to his port. Again, a man with a good head
and a ﬁrst-rate body can study, think, and
achieve intellectually,
because he has vital

is

are the particular physiological
and phrenological developments of Louis Na

power to grapple with the difﬁculties, would
be likely to fall off into the trough of the sea,
like
steamship with an insufﬁcient head of

it

on several

if

L. L. asks for information

points.
1. What

9%

ity of mind in itself, per se?
almost
single faculty to act alone.
impossible for
Moreover, nearly every quality, especially of
the animal propensities, may be exercised
under the dominion or guidance of wrong

is

J.

OF RELATIONS.

circulation, placed in similar circumstances,
would be more likely to be overpowered by
He would feel fretted, irritable,
opposition.
anxious to excel, but not having manliness and

is is

_

--

the full consciousness of the hazard, danger,
and difﬁculty of the case.
Consequently,
never in itself a vice, but always
courage
virtue.
But how are we to consider this qual

a
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is
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is

31st, 1861.

is

in this country and in Europe.

is

a

what next to bring out,just as he did in his
more youthful days, and with such results,

pathWay as a clipper-ship severe the waves,
dashing them proudly from its prow.
man
with the same development of head, but with
weak lungs, feeble digestion, and imperfect

a

and Cautiousness.

is

'

.

possessed of every attribute which constitutes
true man. He was planning and thinking

intellect

Bravery dashes on to achievement, blind to
danger, or, at least, not necessarily recognizing
having in view only the end to be attained.
dog brave that takes a tiger or grizzly bear

A it,

a

assist an honest, struggling debtor with means
as well as by an extension of credit; a man

with

A

is

is

A

conjunction

table energy, and
courage not to be shaken
by adversity; a man who was ever ready to

it

a

with while a printing press or a type foundery
man of consummate
remains in existence.
talent in his vocation, of strict honor, indomi

is

in
good cause or in a bad cause, and these
qualities become injurious or beneﬁcent, ac
cording as they arc employed.
Bravery, as a
blind impulse,
Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness in combination.
the exer
Courage
cise of Combativeness and Destructiveness in

machines for sale.
Such are a few of the achievements ofJames
Conner in the trade his name will be linked

be any difference in their characters
Ass. Yes, or, at least,
vast difference in
their manifestations.
For instance, a man of
ﬁne bodily organization, who
full of warm
and nutritious blood, having Combativencss,
Approbativeness, Hope, and Self-Esteem large,
would engage in whatever was presented to be
done with a hearty, manly earnestness, and
he would divide opposition which impeded his

a

a

a

is

a

is

by one of the parties thus purchasing having
advertised all his old home-made type-casting

in phrenological developments, but different in
bodily conditions or developments, Would there

a

virtue?
Is courage, in itself, ever a vice?
Ans. Courage, in itself,
unquestionably
desirable quality, and as such, it can not be
called
vice. Courage may be misapplied.
A man may be valorous, intrepid, and brave

of the extended patent, have introduced one
of these machines in England and another in
shown
Germany, with entire satisfaction, as

ridiculous, and rendering
person sensitive
about taking any position which might be
criticised in a ridiculous light.
5.
there were two persons exactly alike

If

it,

is,

at present regarded as being as near to perfeo- I subjects, and the whole base of his brain is
and
tion as it
large, giving him policy, practical sagacity,
perhaps, possible to make
love of property, and all combined with a full
must soon become of general use in all found
degree of the social nature.
eries, both in this country and in Europe.
2. Is not courage, under all circumstances,
The Messrs. Conner, who are now the owners
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their steps, or count anything which is pre
sented to the eye; and though it is a fatigue
and annoyance to them, they can not break off

an aversion to some particular thing, owing,
doubtless, to some mental state of the mother.

The vari

drinks was excessively offensive.

the following questions :
1. Do not some persons receive predisposi
tions in certain directions from their ancestors,

ous functions and faculties of the human sys

which do not belong to any of the faculties or
the temperaments, and consequently can not

really wonderful; and all the knowledge which
possessed by physicians, philosophers, and

proved or depressed by the modifying inﬂuences
of circumstances, as they are brought to bear
We can not understand
upon the individual.

is

by the insane.

exhibited

A man will exhibit sanity in

every respect for hours, and even months, until
he
brought in contact with some substance
is

or scene, or some particular subject
introduced
to his mind, when instantly the mind falls off
from its balance, and exhibits the strangest
aberrations.
In the case our friend suggests,
of
person having large Combativeness and
Self-Esteem, etc., we think his premises are
not well laid.
We do not find persons with
thesecourageous, independent elements strongly
in the main, timid,
marked, while the person
retreating, and weak in character, unless the
so prostrated
health and tone of constitution
is

nary transmission, from our parents, all that
we have and are naturally.
This nature,
whether harmonious or eccentric, may be im

of the mind—we

is,

the individual, his friends would say that in
his daily life be exhibited the opposite traits.
Ass. We inherit by ordinary or extraordi

of the workings

might say voluminous mysteries—is

that the mind can not Work with

its normal

vigor.
2.

appears that the marriage of relatives
apt to be detrimental to the interests of their
the principal reason because the
offspring.
Is

faculties of Combativeness, Self-Esteem, etc.,
were found large, the phrenologist should give
a bold, enterprising, courageous character to

mystery

It

if in such a case as above mentioned the

can not in all cases account

for the peculiarities and the wonderful singu
larities exhibited by the human race. Another

is

(as advanced in Fowler’s “Love and Parent»
age”), and do not exhibit themselves externally,
it appears to me that the phrenologist would
be liable to be deceived by them. For instance,

metaphysicians

a

disturbed mentally by hearing the
wind blow uncommonly hard.
If these traits
of character are transmitted from parents
through the agency of existing states of mind
greatly

tem, including the common animal appetites
and nervous sensibilities of the individual, are

is

be detected by the phrcnologist?
For example,
we sometimes see a person who is frightened
at triﬂes, or is afraid of a thunder-storm, or is

parties are more likely to resemble each other?
If not, what it?

that

constitutionally detrimental for near relatives,
whether human or animal, to marry,
that
the constitutional weaknesses and excesses of

an exalted

activity of Cautiousness, Combativeness, Con
structiveness, Tune, or any other power of
mind or character which may not be manifest

‘$

to the external

observer.

But we think no

reasons why

it

One of the chief

is

Ans.

is

may inherit

is

how a person can inherit or possess “qualities
which do not belong to any of the faculties or
the temperaments,” but we can understand
an individual

it

the bare smell of whisky or of lemon in hot

then, domestic animals, by interbreeding, and
even crops of grain and fruit degenerate by
being planted in the same soil, and are improved

relatives are more likely to fall on the same
points, and, therefore, by multiplying

these

it
is

If,

We have known persons who, not being
accustomed to use liquor much, would become
intoxicated on hot whisky-punch, and ever after

by exchange, as we have stated, even though no
organic or physiological reason could be traced,
sufﬁcient to know the fact, and wisdom to
obey the suggestions of such experience.
valuable knowledge

Much

possessed by the world,
without comprehending the philosophy, in all
respects, which underlies that knowledge.
generally happens that the greatest improve
ments in mechanism are discovered accident

It

will.
E. W. T. starts some interesting topics in

life.

ally, and the greatest strides in philosophy are
that
to say, we know
chieﬂy empirical;
there
a difficulty, an error, a trouble, and
we grope to ﬁnd the cause. and by experiment
ing, stumble upon it. Physiology has only
just commenced to learn the true causes of
many forms of disease, and the best methods
of improving the body and mind; and most
persons who devote their lives to the develop
ment of great truths are surprised at the end
of their career, however much they may have
made progress, at the great amount that yet
remains to be learned before perfect knowledge
shall be possessed. They are astonished at
how much there
yet to learn, and how little
nothing bet
they know, and we think there
ter calculated to promote personal modesty
than the idea which the popular mind enter
tains of the great attainment and strength of
knowledge possessed by individuals who are
nature.
Few persons more
investigating
keenly feel the lack of knowledge than those
who have acquired the most. The landsman
wonders why
ship can not be exactly steered
from port to port.
No one knows so well as
the navigator the inﬂuences of the winds and
currents which stand in the way of performing
And no man so Well as
perfect navigation.
the physician and physiologist comprehends
the world of hidden facts which pertains to the
complicated condition of that great mystery,
the human system. However vast a man’s
attainments, as compared with knowing noth
ing, the amount to be known, like looking
skyward, appears inﬁnite.
is

meditation, calculation,

pre
or the exercise of the

the crops originally do not
to continue the
grow five miles apart, than
same seed, on the same soil, year after year.
exchange seed-corn,

is

tellectual faculties that they act without

Let person make himself
sick with toasted cheese, and
will be likely
to cure him of eating cheese in all forms for

after be his bane.

We know
physical vigor in the posterity.
that in domestic animals this
also
true;
true in respect to continuing the same crop on
one piece of ground.
better for farmers to

if

sions and feelings, everything but mere intel
lect, act involuntarily, more or less, and some
of the feelings altogether so; and as we have
remarked, it is true, also, of many of the in

bread to excess, so as to make him sick; the
that warm gingerbread will ever
probability

health and to the maintenance of mental and

is

itself, just as Mirthfulness
involun
tarily acts in places where we would fain be
sedate; but speaking generally, all the pas
whistles

And a similar inﬂuence is often brought to
bear upon an individual in his own practical
Let a person eat warm ginger
experience.

joints.
There may be intrinsic and
hidden reasons, as doubtless there are, why
the marriage of relatives
detrimental to
break

is

sometimes

it

of Tune

faculty

a

The

is,

the habit.

undue activity of the brain, so that their strong
and weak points come in the same places. In
other words, their vices and virtues do not

it
is

A person sometimes inherits

an uncommon appetite for particular things—
cherries, cheese, ardent spirits, camphor—or

this were not the

is

other respects.

tual faculties are as impulsive and involuntary
as the passions.
Sometimes persons count

If

so as to break joints.

Now, suppose
case, the roof would leak.
relatives marry, they are both liable to have
tendency to scrofula, or
disposition to dys
pepsia, or
torpid state of the liver, or an

is

exhibiting an
ﬁre, water. or storms—without
undue amount of fear relative to dangers in

across

the joints of the course below.
The different
courses of shingles on a house are always laid

a

it. There is something mysterious, yet very
interesting, in the fact that a person may in
herit great fear of some things—snakes, dogs,

the bricks constituting one course lying

is

ness along with a small development of that
organ; but with a large development, he may
also inherit an uncommonly intense action of

like laying up a
defects, in some points
brick wall without breaking-joints, not having

It

has

Cautious

a

of

activity

a

can fail to feel a tender yearning for a pretty
child or any other pet?
Some of the intellec

remarkable

is

affective faculties or feelings are spontaneous
or involuntary.
Who that has Parental Love

inherited

a

lap or around the neck, and this may serve as
an illustration of the forms in which this sub
ject may be presented. Nearly all of the

case can be found in which an individual

it
is

to the mind.
Let there be made an artiﬁcial
snake, and let the individual observing it know
that it is artiﬁcial; every fiber of his system
will creep with horror if it be thrown into the

Mesa“
is
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EDUCATION OF CHILDREN.

it
is

is

is

in this precocious age, reason
cultivated,
and the little one
called on to reﬂect even
before
In child
fairly out of the cradle.
hood, the attention and memory are easily ex
cited by things that impress the senses and
move the heart.
More real instruction may
few hours spent in the
study of Nature, than months of toil over the
stereotype aphorism of pedagogism.
a

be obtained from

is

No one can doubt that precocious children
are much worse for the discipline they are
compelled to endure. In many instances the
mind
unnaturally strained, and the founda
tion for future insanity carefully laid.
When
the studies of maturer years are crowded into
the child’s head, parents and teachers do not
a

is

reﬂect on the fact that the brain of the child
not the brain of
man, that the one

is

digging-tools, takes a gabion on his head, and in
the night approaches to the desired position; lay
ing down the gabion endwise to the enemy, he
begins to dig and ﬁll it with earth, and makes a
hole for himself to stand in, and an earth breast
work in front of him, by ﬁlling the gabion as soon
as possible. In a few minutes a line of men thus
at work will dig a trench of such depth, and
throw up a breastwork of such height, as to make
a protection for themselvesagainst the shots from
the enemy‘sbatteries. When one set of men have
room to work in safety, and are thus protected,
additional men are sent, and by daylight a for
midable earthwork will have been raised. A few
may be killed in the operation, but such is the
fate of war.
We give the following list of articles constitut
ing a ration from the army regulations:
20 oz. fresh and salt beef, or 1‘2oz. pork; 18 0:.
soft bread or ﬂour, or 12 oz hard bread; 2Q 02.
beans, or 1 3-5 of rice; 1 5-6 oz. sugar; 1 oz cof
fee, ground; } gill vinegar; Q 01. candles; j oz.
soap; i oz. salt.

it

is

is

matured and can bear exertion, while the
other
growing, and requires repose. To
This must answer the subsistence of a soldier
husbanded,
the
during the day, and if properly
expect a child’s brain to bear with impunity
ration is ample.
the exertion of one that has reached the age
men
The rations for a company of seventy~scven
of manhood,
not less rational than to sup
aggregate as follows:
pose capable of doing the same amount of
96} lbs. fresh and salt beef; 5?} lbs. pork; 86}
lbs. soft bread or ﬂour, or 661 10s hard bread;
actual labor.
lbs. beans or 7} lbs. rice; 8} lbs. sugar; 41 _
The ﬁrst ten years of life should be devoted
lbs. coffee, ground;
packs
quarts vinegar;
to the education of the heart and the forma
lbs. soap; quart salt;
pints soft
potatoes;
soap.
tion of principles, rather than the acquire
Company rations are served daily, and each
ment of what
usually termed knowledge.
can,
cooks,
who
with
has
its
own
proper
company
Nature points out such a course, for the emo
attention and care, supply the men well each
meal, and have enough to spare. If they do not
tions at this period are the liveliest, and at this
know now, they will soon learn. by saving scraps,
time they are unalloyed by passion, and are
making mixed dishes, etc., to make the rations go
from this source that
easily molded.
as far as possible.
the mass of men draw their happiness or
misery. Our readers are usually governed
is

it

is

3

1

3

3,]
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it

are going on in the struction of the brain.
Care should be taken that they are not inter
Just that degree
rupted by over-excitement.

It

of exercise should be given to the brain at this
necessary to its health.
may
period as
be unnecessary to add that, at this period of
life, special attention should be given, by both
parents and teachers, to the physical develop
ment of the child.
Pure air and free exercise
are indispensable, and when either of these
are withheld, the consequences will be appar
ent in all future life.
too often the case
that the seeds of protracted suffering are sown
in the constitution of the child through igno
rance of this fundamental physical law.
The
time has come when the united voices of these
innocent victims should be sounded in trumpet
tones in the ears of every parent and teacher
throughout the land. Give your children free
air and wholesome exercise,
you would have
them enjoy good health and intellect.
the
want. of this rather than any other reason that
causes so many premature deaths, and ﬁlls
the cemetery with little graves. -— Southern
Teacher.
is

is

it

a

few occur where
is
rightly—very
necessary we should think profoundly.
Up to the seventh year of life great changes

feel

if

I

it

7 ;

The seawasmountainsrolling,
When BarneyBunilineturnedhisquid
And saidto Billy Bowling:
blowing,Bill
“A strongnor'wester‘s
Hark! don’tyouhear roarnow
Lord help'eml how pixiesall
Unhappyfolkl on shorenow!
“ Foolhardychapswho live in towns,
What dangertheyareall in,
And nowlie quakingin theirbeds.
For feartheroot shallfall in!
Poor creatures!howtheycnvyus,
And wishes,I’ve notion,
For ourgoodluck, in such storm,
To be upontheoceanl
“ And asfor themwho‘reoutall day
On businessfromtheirhouses,
And lateatnightarecominghome
To cheertheirbabesandspouses;
While youand Bill, on thedeck
Are comfortablylying,
My eyesi whattilesandchimneyqiots
Abouttheirheadsareﬁyingl
“ And veryoftenhaveweheard
How menarekilled andundone
By overlurnsof carriages,
By thievesandﬁres,in London.
We knowwhatrisksall landsmenrun,
From noblemcnto tailors;
Then, Bill, let usthankProvidence
That youand aresailorsl"

is

0!: nightcameon a hurricane,

a

In fact, every
more by feeling than reﬂection.
day life presents an infinity of occasions when
essential to our happiness that we should

it

BY CIIARLISDlliDXN.

It

THE BAILOR'B CONSOLATION.

1,

Now that war is upon us, every newspaper is
ﬁlled with information relating to martial aﬂ'airs.
Many terms of a technical nature, relating to
war, are now used daily in the papers. which are
not familiar to the general reader. We give a
few of these terms, which will be acceptable to all
readers:
The Columbiad or Pat's-ban (pronounced pay
:an) is a large gun, designedprincipally for ﬁring
shells, it being far more accurate than the ordi
nary shot-mortar.
A Mortar is a very short cannon, with a large
bore —someof them thirteen inches in diameter—
for ﬁring shells. Those in use in our army are
set an angle of forty-ﬁve degrees, and the range
of the shell is varied by altering the charge of
powder. The shell is caused to explode at just
about the time that it strikes, by means of a fuse,
the length of which is adjusted to the time of ﬂight
to be occupied by the ball, which of course corre
sponds with the range The accuracy with which
the time of the burning of the fuse can be adjusted
by varying its length is surprising; good artiller
ists generally succeedin having their shells explode
almost at the exact instant of striking. In load
ing a mortar, the shell is carefully placed, with
the fuse directly forward, and when the piece is
discharged, the shell is so completely enveloped
with ﬂame that the fuse is nearly always ﬁred.
The fuse is made by ﬁlling a woodencylinder with
fuse-powder, the cylinder being of sufﬁcient length
for the longest range, and to be cut down shorter
for shorter ranges, as required
A Dahlgrm gun is an ordinary cannon, except
that it is made very thick at the breech for some
three or four feet, when it tapers down to less
than the usual size. This form was adopted in
consequenceof the experiments of Capt. Dahlgren,
of the United States Navy, having shown that
when a gun is burst, it usually gives way at the
breech. The Niagara is armed with these guns,
and at the Brooklyn Navy Yard there are sixty,
weighing about 9,000 pounds each, and six of
12,000 pounds weight, the former of which are
capable of carrying a nine inch, and the latter a
ten inch shell, a distance of two or three miles;
and there is one gun of this pattern which weighs
15,916pounds, and is warranted to sendan eleven
inch shell four miles.
A Casemate is a stone roof to a fort, made suf
ﬁciently thick to resist the force of cannon balls,
and a casemate-gun is one which is placed under
a casemate.
A Barbell: gun is one which is placed on the
top of the fortiﬁcation.
An Embrasure is the hole or opening through
which guns are ﬁred from fortiﬁcations.
Loop-Holes are openings in a wall to ﬁre mus
.ketry through.
A Stand of ﬁrms is the equipment of one scl
dier, and consists of the weapons and accoutre
ments he wears, varying with his branch of the
service.
A Gabion is made of sticks or brush woven
together at one end and three sides, like a basket
or crockery-crate. One of these is carried by
each man on his head and back, and is used in
making advanced intrenchmenta against estab
lished forts or batteries. Each man, armed with

I
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is
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is

a

is

it

a

it

when
deceit, of craving after sensual indulgence, and snatching at
offers, however criminal and even disgusting sometimes its char
formed in the penal colonies.”
acter,
“ the allowance to all of ﬁxed rations of food
3. Another error
and clothing, whether labor and good conduct are rendered for them or
not.”
Their employments are generally irksome to them, and often
studiously (although most unwisely) made so by the principles of the
Here, then, through labor that
irksome, and food supplied
a premium offered to idleness
and as
irrespective of performing
idleness can be reached only by deceit and imposition on their task
given to the practice of falsehood. Their
masters, a fresh stimulus
;

it,
is

is

system.

occasional success in deception encourages them, while their occasional
detection and punishment irritate and stimulate them, like gamblers,
“to try again.”
is

4. Another error of the system
of a precisely opposite character
not less injurious.
to this, yet
Certain periods are ﬁxed when
“ but their
applications
prisoners may apply for speciﬁc indulgences
and when granted, the rcsults may,
may be granted or refused at will
The ofﬁcers employed are
in most cases, be also canceled at will.”
greatly attached to this part of the system, as investing them with
;

salutary influence, authority, and control,
what they regard to be
Captain M. views its effects very differently.
over the convicts.
“Placed (says he) as little gods in the communities
which they
move, they become tyrannical and capricious almost of necessity.”

without some),
“By ﬂattering their weaknesses (and no man
impairs insensibly the better parts of their character, and brings into
say all this (continues Captain M.) the more
prominence the worse.

it

The following description of the penal colonies in Australia shows
what the consequences of the second form of punishment—transportation
—really are. Captain Maconochie, late superintendent of Norfolk
“ The Management of Prisoners
in the Penal
Island, in his account of

to estimate the exertions of others, might reasonably fear
or not.”
injury, whether he actually sustained
vast school of evasion and
Through these two circumstances, “

in

effects, are responsible to God and man for all its painful consequences.

which

is

it,

ﬁction, directly contradicted by facts; and in my opinion, these per
sonages who, in enacting our laws, create this ﬁction and persist in
in the face of positive demonstration of its mischievous
acting upon

another conse
Slovenly and imperfect execution of work
quence and even the good men dare not resist the esprit dc cmps of
the mass, which
constantly, through its interests, directed to idle
ness. A man who should “ furnish in his own person
measure by

;

whose cases needed restraint and treatment for cure, much more than
I repeat that the
punishment in the form of vengeance or retribution.
assumption of the law that they are free moral agents, is purely a

work.

is

ency to wrong (although perceived to be wrong), which all the relig
ious, moral, and intellectual training that they had received—all the
inﬂuence of public opinion that had reached them—and all the terrors
of the law which they had either heard of or experienced—had failed
From these premises, unbiased reason would
to eradicate or control.
conclude that they were no! free moral agents, but moral patients,

disgust to labor, and impairs all industrious tendencies in the convict;
cultivates every original and acquired capacity for deceit or evasion;
and in extreme cases leads even to mutilating the person to avoid

a

effects, no person capable of reasoning can doubt, that although this
husband and wife were both capable of distinguishing intellectually
between right and wrong, there was in their minds some strong tend

may be whiled away with the least possible discomfort.
2.
errs in “punishing by compulsory labor, in the due perform
ance of which the men have no individual
interest."
This gives a

I

to the Mint ever make known to the world the ‘curiosities of his legal
experience,’ that world Would be astonished to ﬁnd with what utter
recklessness these sons and daughters of crime have looked upon the
violent and ignominious death of their most intimate companion.”
If the existence and character of a cause is to be judged of from its

their sentences, if means were afforded by good conduct to do so. At
how their time
present the constant thought, even of the best men,

is,

the strange lives of two coiners furnishes a striking commentary on
the utter inutility of mere punishment, as deterring from the future
commission of crime; and should the present or any future solicitor

middle-aged, the married, the provident, and the ambitious feel
strongly, and would make great exertions to shorten the duration of

is

employed by the chief builders at Sydney, and at good
He, it
wages; while she had also obtained proﬁtable employment.
seems, is very clever as a workman in Gothic architecture, and at cut
ting out grotesque heads and other ornaments for churches.”
The Chronicle, which reports this case, adds, “The above sketch of
regularly

to conduct during that time.”
The young, the single, the careless,
reckless, and proﬂigate care little about the loss of time; while the

it

At the
fate till she saw Mr. PoWell in Leicester jail.
expiration of her term a subscription was raised to enable the woman
Thompson to follow her ‘husband’ to Sydney, and she arrived there
In October last the governor of Abingdon jail had received a
safely.
letter from her, stating that ‘James7 (Lockwood or Thompson) was

husband’s

He describes the errors of the existing system to be the following:
1. “
measures its sentences by time, with little or no reference

;

after that, with a woman of the name of Harriet Thompson—whom
he had taken to supply the place of his wife on her being sent to
prison for eighteen months ; and on the 25th of January he was trans
ported for life, and she (Thompson) was imprisoned for two years.
Ann Lockwood, if we recollect aright, was not actually aware of her

things as they are, and for suggesting how they may be improved.

is

or nothing was heard of him ; but in 1838 he was tried at Warwick,
and in January, 1839, he
where he got three months’ imprisonment;
was tried at Gloucester, and sentenced to a year’s imprisonment.
Lastly, he was apprehended at Abingdon in the following, or the year

conversant with Phrenology, has enjoyed the advantage of eight years’
study and observation in the penal colonies, during the last four of
which he had the principal charge of the prisoners in Norfolk Island.
He possesses, therefore, high qualiﬁcations for portraying faithfully

it

[oomiwnn no! no: ILEYHJ
_
“ In 1821, Lockwood
(her husband) was convicted at the Surrey
In
assizes of coining, etc., and sentenced to one year’s imprisonment.
and sentenced to six months’
1833 he was convicted at Warwick,
The following year he was tried and convicted at
imprisonment.
For the next three years little
Stafford, and sent to jail for one year.

[Jch,

it
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and many changes have been introduced into the arrangements for the
management of convicts in the penal colonies; but these have related
chiefly to details in the administration, leaving the principles very
at all, improved.
Indeed, the inevitable operation of the
slightly,

The evil effects on the men are equally apparent.
thus subjected.”
“ Every feeling of self-dependence
universal rely
speedily lost in
ing on favor, hypocrisy, and fawning, playing on the weaknesses of

if

;

prevailing principles on the minds of the convicts has not yet been
Only a deeply interested eye-witness (says
sufficiently understood.
Captain M.) can thoroughly appreciate their effects and only a prac
ticed hand can successfully develop better principles on which a new
system may be advantageously founded.

<>>—

Captain

M., besides being

a

is

I

I

frankly, because include myself among those spoken of; and during
my four years’ command at Norfolk Island, nothing was more con
was
tinually before me than the progressive deterioration to which

I

am author
Colonies,” printed in 1845, but not published, but which
the attention of the British Government,
ized to cite, remarks—That
and of the public, has of late years been much directed to this subject,

others, and not studying, by patient diligence and integrity, to deserve
and reap their due rewards.”
5. Under the existing system, the men are almost universally inde
cently lodged.

“They are now, for the most part, accumulated in
from ﬁfty to one hundred and ﬁfty each, usually

rooms containing
without

light, and without

other convenience than night tubs for the
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a

a

of,

;

is

is l”

a

betraying
comrade, or otherwise, with or without risk,
considered an adequate government object
what
“ among the worst men who are so beneﬁted and there
the milder and more domestic virtues
that am aware

promoting
They are
no example

is

I

I

is

is

It

a

of

is

1

being timi
this
fault in the administration of the sys
larly rewarded. Nor
“
essential to itself 1” The results are next stated.
tem, but
have seen
the progress of deterioration!
astonishing how rapid
ﬁne promising young men, and comparatively innocent, in a few
months pass through every degree of wickedness; and, in fact, have

It

is

it
is

the young, and otherwise the most interesting, who
“
notorious in the penal
generally fall both fastest and farthest.”
colonies that the new arrivals are much better generally than the
older prisoners, though they speedily acquire all their evil ways, but
observed that

it

is

is

is

evil in the management to
given to all that
such an ascendancy
which after their arrival they are subjected, such fetters are thrown
afforded for the development of bad
over all good, such scope
by
is

the sphere for every virtue, except submissive
passions, so narrow
nes, not in itself a virtue at all, but rather a weakness, preparing for
“
any set
evil influence as much or more than for good direction," that

is

;

it
is

it

I
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if

7.

had been expressly
The present system operates defacto as
contrived to accomplish the moral ruin of the men. The individual
whole life
condemned for seven, fourteen, twenty-one years, or
time, to the inﬂuence of these circumstances, and no moral or religious
“
good conduct” for which
conduct can extricate him from them. The
pardon may be obtained, consists in “shooting a bush-ranger,

a

it of

of

by

deter from crime by sevare punishments.
Temper: under its inﬂuence
their
feel themselvesonly challenged, both in their own eyes and those
these.” However strange
may
the recurrence
companions,
“
appear to those unacquainted with the subject, yet crime thrives on
severeexamples," and “ most certainly in direct competition with them.”

a

is

I

a

is

it
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The concluding
enings of the law, and Would have escaped its toils.”
as
of the highest practical importance;
remark on this point
not,
feature in the criminal character, this daring
follows: “ As
think, sufﬁciently adverted to by those who advocate the attempt to

with their native country (their just quarrel
will venture conﬁdently
to call it), by trampling where they have the power on every feeling
of humanity and every interest of civilization
No words can add strength to the terrible features of this represent
ation.
Society owes a debt of gratitude to Captain Maconochie for
having lifted up the vail and shown us the monstrous evil in all its
hideousness and horrors.
If the humane principles which now advocate shall ever be adopted
feel conﬁdent that they will), the sentence of the criminal
(and
judge. on conviction of a crime, should simply declare that the indi
certain offense, and that he was not ﬁt to live
\‘idual had committed
should contain a warrant for his transmission
at large in society.
to
penitentiary, to be there conﬁned, instructed, and employed, until
liberated in due course of law.
The treatment in prison and the pro
cess of liberation would then become the objects of greatest import
ance. There should be ofﬁcial inspectors of penitentiaries, invested
with some of the powers of
court, sitting at regular intervals, and
They should be authorized to
proceeding according to ﬁxed rules.
receive applications for liberation at all their sessions, and to grant
the prayer of them, on being satisﬁed that such
thorough change had
been effected in the mental condition of the prisoner, that he might
safely be permitted to resume his place in society. Until this convics
tion was produced, upon examination of his dispositions, of his attain
ments in knowledge, of his acquired skill in some useful employment,
of his habits of industry, and, in short, of his general qualiﬁcations to
provide for his own support, to restrain his animal propensities from
committing abuses, and to act the part of a useful citizen, he should
be retained as an inmate of the prison.
Perhaps some individuals,
whose dispositions appeared favorable to reformation, might be liber
ated at an earlier period, on sufﬁcient security, under bond, given by
responsible relatives or friends, for the discharge of the same duties
toward them in private, which the ofﬁcers of the penitentiary would
a youth were to commit such an
For example,
discharge in public.
offense as would subject him, according to the present system of crim
inal legislation, to two or three months’ conﬁnement in Bridewell, he
might be handed over to individuals of undoubtedly good character
bond that they should be answerable for his
and substance, under
proper education, employment, and reformation; and fulﬁllment of
this obligation should be very rigidly enforced. The principle of
revenge being disavowed and abandoned, there could be no harm in
following any mode of treatment, whether private or public, that
should be adequate to the accomplishment of the other two objects of
criminal legislation—the protection of society and the reformation of
the offender. To prevent abuses of this practice, the public author
ities should carefully ascertain that the natural qualities of the
offender admitted of adequate improvement by private treatment; and,
If any
secondly, that private discipline was actually administered.
offender liberated on bond should ever re-appear as
criminal, the
penalty should be inexorably enforced, and the culprit should never
verdict ﬁnding that his reformation
again be liberated, except upon
had been completed by a proper term of training in
penitentiary.
[To a: oownxum]

if

bation which they obtain “conﬁrms the tendency to reckless daring,”
a quality which, “ more or less, characterizes all prisoners, and with
out which thcy would probably have been scared by the ﬁrst threat

otherwise leave the colonies, and spread over the Paciﬁc.”
Every
where “ they rob, they murder, they steal, they commit every excess
that comes in their way, they catch at every passing sensual enjoy
ment, they gratify every brutal appetite, they revenge their quarrel

I

‘-‘

a
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the more prizes its sympathy and approval instead. In this manner
generated
strong and even tyrannical public opinion among the
convicts themselves,” a school in which
courage, patience, daring,
self-sacriﬁce, and ﬁdelity’7 are often elicited, but “ uniformly directed
The appro
against the Government and the interests of free society.”

fair by others to meet them with their own weapons, and ‘diamond
cut diamond’ becomes thus a general rule.
Meanwhile, the hardier
and more enterprising of them (generally the worst, and in such cases
no language can over-rate their wickedness) effect their escape, or

a

is

“culpable negligence and severity;’7 to disregard their natural feel
“
ings, and to subject them to much harsh and contumelious language.”
The individual being thus degraded in the eyes of others, speedily loses
his own self-respect also, yields without restraint to present tempta
tion, and falls into a state of “almost inconceivable wickedness.”
Dcspairing of earning the approbation of the free community with
which he
associated, “ he naturally falls back on his own class, and

new sphere the vices of their old condition.
They enter the market
prepared to take any advantage that may offer; and while they thus
may happen,
too often thought
lie, steal, rob, or defraud, as

a

a

is

is

6. The deep degradation of the convicts, consequent on all these
the next evil of the present system. Captain Maco
circumstances,
view of their moral state, which
truly appalling.
nochie giVes
Their low condition prompts the ofﬁcers to overlook all their interests,
and in the administration of justice among them to treat them with

it a

remedy at all.

one class necessarily involves the deep injury of every other. “Wild
beasts us these men are made, weak and wicked as they become, they
are the laborers in the penal colonies, and rise, many of them, to be
small tenants and proprietors in them. They carry with them to their

a

is

It

whole state of degradation to which these men are subjected, and can
A partial remedy would be found no
be removed only with it.”

of men in the world would be ruined,” and “ even the most virtuous
and intelligent in the kingdom would speedily be destroyed by it."
“ willingly admit that an
maintained
aspect of external decency
by the discipline imposed, which vails much of the real effect from
superﬁcial observation but theﬁzcts here stated are indisputable.”
Nor does the evil end with the prisoners; for in society the ruin of

I

is

l”

it

is,

quotation : the picture is completed in these words—all are “reduced
on this point, low
to a common low level; and the actual level
exhibited in their language, habits,
almost beyond conception;
Better accommodation, says Captain M.,
feelings—everything
“
interwoven with the
would not now stop this monstrous evil.
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relief of the wants of nature.”
The injurious effects are most deplor
able. “Personal
reserve and delicacy are speedily banished, the
most disgusting scenes become familiar ;” I can not proceed with the
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SUCH THING!

BY MRS. GEORGE WASHINGTON WYLLYS.

“ Tm: most convincing proof of woman’s inferi
Not
ority to man. is her lack of executive ability.
one woman in a thousand is able to provide for
herself; henceher natural dependenceupon man !"
No such thing, my dear sir! What do you
know about woman’s executive ability 3 Did you
ever see her taking command of a ship, or man
aging the surplus funds of a bank ? Did you ever
see her on top of a load of hay, or hallooing to a
team of oxen? Of course you never did. Did you
ever give her a chance to show whether or not she
had the real “ snap” about her? No, of course
you did not. Then what businesshave you to open
your mouth—0r your inkstand—on the subject.
No executive ability ! There never was such a
monstrous heresy since the days of Adam and Eve
-—it is enough to make the pen drop from our par
alyzed female ﬁngers! What is it that enables a
womanto be the smiling companionof her husband,
the governessto his boys, the nurse to his babies,
the seamstress,cook, and housekeeperall at once?
What is it that gets up splendid dinners for seven,
out of scant material for ﬁve? What is it that
makes the prettiest of little jackets for half a dozen
white‘headed youngsters, out of old coats, and
trowsers, which my lord had pronounced ‘~not ﬁt
to be seen" long ago? What is it that plans, and
calculates, and puzzles, late into the winter nights,
in order that the men may get credit, and money,
and general gloriﬁcation. This isn’t executive
ability—certainly not!
If ever a man shows good sense,it is when he
comes home to his better half with his plots and
schemes,and says: " Wife, what had I better do
about it?" And if he ever does a prudent thing,
it is when he takes her advice!
As for the providing part of the business, we
know a good many women who not only provide
for themselves,but provide for their husbands too.
And the supplies are not limited to the mere
question of bread and butter, but include the
article of brains!
Why is not a woman able to take care of her
self? She is just as well qualiﬁed as a man, if
she only had the moral courage to think so. Only
steer clear of the popular mistakes, and you‘ll do
well enough, sister women! Don‘t suppose that
you must impale yourself on the point of that ever
lasting leedle, if you happen to want a few pcn
nies. Taking in plain sewing don’t pay in any
other coin than consumptions and genteel starv
ation. Don’t open a select school or a boarding
houss, and for pity’s sake don’t marry for a
home, unless you want the privilege of working
for two, instead of one, with stale tobacco, fault
ﬁnding, and crying babies thrown in. That’s
what it generally amounts to.
Do something that will pay! There is nothing
on a woman’slist of employments that will answer
this requisition, do you say? Then what is to
prevent you from helping yourself to somerespect
able job within a man‘s list? Probably that un
selﬁsh animal may objcct. but shoulder yourself
in,.nevertheless. We haven‘t a bit of patience
with the huge six-footers who crowd in with their
baskets to pick up every red cheek that falls from

a»
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l life's apple-tree, while the women are expectedto
content themselveswith whatever sour little crabs
may drift out into the dusty highway. Is that a
fair division? We know that womencan do scores
of things hitherto placed "out of their sphere.”
Go straight ahead, in a business-like way. You
'
never will have any rights, unless you proceed
boldly up, to ask for them. You have enough
1 executive ability, in spite of the say-so of dyspeptic
, editors. You are not a bit more “naturally de
pendent” on man, than man is on you. And if
i
fact, instead of starving to
, you don‘t prove that
death on needlework and boarding-houses, you
,
have not the spirit we give you credit for. If
trades and professions are not open to all the
world, women included, we would thank someone
to show us the particular law in our constitution
that shuts the gate!

Moo—

THE GRUMBLERS.

ABOUT

BY H. W. THOMSON.

MY young friend was talking

about the
in his ﬁery, impetuous style.
hate them,” he cxclaimed—“ yes, hate them.
How can I help it,77he continued, “ when their
fault-ﬁndings and
told you so’s’ ring con
stantly in my ears, and their horrid growling

“I

grumblers

‘I

keeps up

an infernal

discord

everywhere?

Their overweening self-esteem and consequent
cynicism is detestable; the complacence with
which they cast sneers and slurs on everything
and everybody is odious, and their discontent
with all things on earth really unendurable.
It makes my blood boil to see their long faces,
or to hear the Jeremiads
fashion

to utter with

which

lugubrious

it

is their

accent and

owlish mien, and sets my imagination at work
to devise ﬁt torments for their punishment.
Listen to their cant about the monster evils of
society and the necessity of reform, and then
to their attacks on the true, earnest men who
seek to ameliorate these evils, and to their
ejaculations of holy horror at the ‘vandalism’
and ‘sacrilegious
innovations’ of the real
reformer, and tell me, if you can, what words
will give expression to your loathing and con
Even Nature receives a
tempt for them?
share of blame.

Don’t they always ﬁnd it too
hot or too cold, too Wet or too dry, or discover
that the seasons are out of season?
Howl
wish their ears were as long as their faces, and
powers of speech, like those of their

their

quadruped brethren, limited
of brays!”

to the utterance

Having exhausted his vocabulary of epi
thets, and being quite out of breath, he paused
for a moment, when seeing, by his ﬂashing
eye and dilated nostril, that he was preparing
to discharge another volley of anathemas at
the obnoxious grumblers, I ventured to suggest
that if he kept
this strain much longer,
on in
l should be left in doubt as to whether he were
not a grumbler himself.
He blushed, and
dropped the subject.
After his departure,

I

began to reﬂect on

@@
[J ULY,

what he had said, when the query rose in my
“ Are the grumblers really such an un
mind,
mitigated evil ?” As i thought of the ardent,
sanguine temperament of the friend who had
just left me, of his fruitless efforts to construct
a “ perpetual-motion” machine, and of the
many other schemes, equally absurd, in the
pursuit of which he had wasted his time and
talents, and remembered that he was but the
type of a large class, I concluded that it would
be well for the grumblers to redouble their
It is bet
sarcasms and sneers at such follies.
ter, thought I, that the bubbles which these
hot-heads are chasing so eagerly should burst
now, touched by the cold breath of scorn, even
if nothing better be put before them instead,
than when their energies have been exhausted
in the mad pursuit.
They have power, if
It is
rightly exerted, to accomplish much.
power, precious power, so much needed to
keep up the onward march of civilization, that
they are wasting, and that must be turned into
Thinking of my friend
the proper channel.
and his class reminded me somehow of their
opposites, the sluggards, who, were it not that
they are occasionally spurred up by the fault
ﬁnding and taunts of the grumblers. would
“Yes,” I
soon relapse into more inanities.
mentally resolved, “the grumblers, if an evil
at all, are what is paradoxically termed a nec
essary evil.”
With this I was about to dismiss the subject,
when I was startled by hearing my good
genius whisper, “ Haven’t you a word of sym
Don’t you remem
pathy for the grumblers?
ber that many of them were once as cheerful
as yourself, cherished hopes as bright, and
strove after as high an ideal as you used to ?"
“ as you used to” were uttered in
(The words
a tone of reproach that sent a twinge of
“ But,” continued my
remorse to my heart.)
good genius, “they were not endowed with
that happy elasticity of spirits which naught
can long depress, and the blight of disappornt
ment fell upon them. Theirs, truly, has been
a bitter experience, and it is but natural that
they are misanthropists.
“ Then there are others who are unable to
keep pace with the times, and conscious that
they are falling in the rear, and must soon be
supplanted by men who meet the requirements
of this fast age, instinctively combat every
thing which may hasten the advance of society.
These are the “Old Fogics,” harmless and
Neither of these do any hurt, save
pitiable.
to themselves. Only liars and cowards fear
their grumbling, and but impracticabilities
are demolished by it. Why not remove the
stigma of ‘evil’ which you have afﬁxed to
them, and content yourself with voting them
bores ?"
“There is another class of the grumblers,
as you style them. It is composed of those
whose conceptions of truth are purest, and
who
whose designs are most philanthropic;
see the masked falsehoods, the littleness and
hypocrisies of'the world, and do not restrain
Though their
their impatience therewith.
attacks upon time-honored lies and respectable
old evils may savor of petulancy, the deadly
enmity manifested against them by the phari
saical and ignorant attests their nobility of
purpose. They are seldom appreciated; but
theirs is a work in which you can not but bid
them ‘God-speed !’ ”
“God speed them i” l fervently responded.
My good genius remained silent, and l was
left to my reﬂections.

deep-set eye of lightest blue-gray. It is neither
massive nor delicate, nor decided in coloring.
Flexibility, mobileness, are its ruling attributes.
He is pale, and looks quiet, as are his opening
sentences at the commencement of the lecture.
But wait until the spirit within leaps, leopard
like, into the kindling eye. Wait until his
face ﬂushes with the dawning of a strong pur
pose, and the knotted veins in his temples and
forehead ﬁll, strain, and disteiid, and his nerv
ous hands tremble with emotion, while every
clear, powerfully-spoken word reVerberstes to
the farthest end of the hall.
His eye and
voice magnetize you.
His powerful panto
mimic delineations startle and rivet you. It
is not possible for you to do otherwise than
look and listen.
You shudder as he describes
some terrible sin or pain; and while you are
white with emotion he turns about, and you
ﬁnd yourself laughing convulsively at some
You feel what
irresistibly comic description.
he feels, you see as he sees, and laugh or sigh

E»—

deed men of the time.

Phrenology and Phys
iology are sister sciences; and it is on this
ground that these gentlemen have taken a

stand, against which all the sophistry of
credulity and the chilling inﬂuences of mate
rialism never can, never will prevail.
Hith
erto the science of Phrenology, in particular,
has been treated merely relatively, and hence
all our efforts to ameliorate the condition of
the race have been made from external planes,
and not from the groundwork of physical and
The excellent lectures
mental capabilities.
which Messrs. FOWLER and WELLS
have
delivered during the last eight days, have been
strongly marked by a tone of honesty which is
At the same time, there
utterly irresistible.
is that case and sociability which render them
remarkably interesting and attractive.
To
say they are doing a great work is not saying
enough. To say they are advancing the great
cause of human emancipation from the thrnll
dom of the worst of slavery—that of the sensual
man—is not uttering one fraction of a word too
It may be urged by some that it is
much.
their profession, and they live by it.
True,
but what of that?
Men don’t live on air !
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L. H.—1. What. temperament, and the de
of whatorgans,arerequlslleto insuresuccess
velonmi-nt
in the studyof Phrenology,human nature,psychology,
andalsoto insuresuccessin poeticalcomposition
AM. The phrenologistrequires temperament
of a
high order—quick,yet strong,to impartboth mentalac
tivityandpower,and enablehim to appreciateand give
due placeto all the conditionsand forceswhich go to
makeup character. He needsan ampleintellectto give
power of mind—inshort,he needsa gooddevelopment
of all theorgans,sothathe maycomprehend
theiraction
in others,and havelanguageenoughto giveutterance
to
his conclusions.The poetrequirestheabove,with pre~
dominanceof ldenlity, Sublimity,Spirituality,and per
oeptlveintellect,Joined to an exaltedand excitabletem
perament.
The developmentof what organs necessaryto
producelarge Concentrativeness
Ana. Large Continuity,Flrmness, and Individuality,
and strong,butnotcxcitnblc,temperament
Why
thatsomepersonsbearmalicein opposition
to theirwishesandbetterjudgment?
Ana. BecausetheyhaveverylargeDestruetlvchess,
and
their “betterjudgment." not strongenoughto control
themaliciousfeeling.
8.
B.—I am in the habit of washing my head
thoroughlyeverymorningwithcoldwater. no injurious
to thebrain
41's. It
not lujurlous,nnlcssyour hair very long
andallowedto bemattedtogether,
soasto keepcontinu
ally dnmp. As ii habit,wettingthe headeverymorning
is bencﬂciaL Whenthehair verylong, shouldbeal
lowedto bang looseand ﬂowing,sothat will soonbe
comedry aftertheablation.
7

seldom our lot to record visits of strangers
under such feelings of deep respect and admir
ation. Messrs. FOWLER and WELLS are in

i

s

say it belonged to a large,
strong, rather coarsely-proportioned man. The
face is not more than ordinarily noticeable,
save for the jutting of the low brow over a

During the last few days the people of Not
tingham have been made somewhat sensible of
the true position that man holds in relation to
It is
himself, to society, and to his Maker.

is

itself, you would

IN ENGLAND.

Ail-mathe closeof a recentcourseof lecturesin Not
tingham,England,by Messrs.Fownss.AND Wanna,the
followingeditoiialandletterappearedlin
theTimes,which
wecopyasa gratifyingexpression
of publicsentiment:

is

strong-looking, rugged head, made to look still
larger by a thick, bushy crop of iron-gray hair,
attached to a small, slender, almost frail body,
and a hand peculiarly shapely and delicate for
a man with such a head. Seeing the head by

W
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the small, plain man gets up and takes the
ﬂoor. Is that Gougli?
There is nothing ex
traordinary about him that I can see, except
the somewhat striking dissimilarity of a large,

probable that a considerable portion of the
existing opposition to Phrenology arises from
its tendency to humble us, and perhaps there
are few whose heads have been examined by
Fowuza and WELLS who have not felt more
or less mortiﬁed by the report of their phren
ological development, in certain respects; but
surely, it is a great advantage to be made
aware of our deﬁciencies—indeed, it seems to
me the great advantage desirable from Phren
ology, for we are generally, at least sufﬁ
ciently, conscious of our better qualities. * ’I‘
I am respectfully,
S. SOUTHALL.
(Signed)
Norrisonsu, Enema», May 8d,1861.
.i.

plain, ordinary looking man takes the seat just
in front of me. I do not notice him at all, but
turn to three other gentlemen who take seats
around him, in quest of a face striking enough
to be Gough’s.
But, in the midst of my quest,

PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

To THE EDITOR or “ Srnvsnson’s WEEKLY
Tums—Esteemed
Friend: it appears to me

a

Not an inch of sitting or standing
repletion.
room uiimonopolized.
Every one was waiting
the coming of the matchless orator.
But what is all the noise about?
A small,

1

others, contending for one of the few
available seats on the platform. That secured,
I had leisure to look around. What a house
it was, though!
Crammed over and above

is

with

is

Early though the hour was, the house was
already ﬁlled, and I found myself, in common

is
it

appeal. You ought to see him lean forward,
with both hands on his knees, and cap the
climax of some ludicrous story.”
And so, though I smiled at my friend’s en
thusiasm, I went to Gougli’s last lecture.

is ‘P

“You ought to see and hear him. You ought
to see him clench his hands, throw back his
head, and pour out a torrent of iiivective or

The philosopher—the
metaphysician -—-the
statesman—the minister does not dine off what
he says and does ! We should be very content
indeed to ﬁnd men in other departments of the
social circle devoting as much time and energy
and money to the cause of human emancipa
tion as do Messrs. Fownsn and WELLs.
Society would soon be on the “rails” instead
of the “ road.”
We should soon begin to see
a millennium of goodness dawning, rather than
see men stand idly by, “gaping” for some ex
ternal, indescribable, unphilosophieal jumbling
up and destruction of nature before men can
be happy; and instead of the hard, and chill
ing philosophy of a deathly materialism, man
would merge into that spiritual “beauty for
ashes,” which is now only too often aimed at
through a mysterious and spurious process.
There are more preachers than those who get
into the pulpit;
and if it is only the one
lesson we may learn from these gentlemen and
their lectures, worthy the attention of us all,
it certainly is—that every man may help to
make himself and his neighbor batten—Not
tingham (England) Weekly Times.

2

A FRIEND came into my room, one evening,
not long since, in a state of great mental ex
“ What’s
“ I’ve
ultation.
going '1’” says I.
been to hear Gough,” said he, enthusiastically.

in sympathy.
His powerful dramatic actin'l.
his voice and eye, give a touching interest to
the simplest story. But. through all, a watch
ful intentness on the object he has in view
never leaves him. He masters you, but in the
midst of all this seeming abandon he is perfect
master of him-set]: His hits are not at random ;
they all aim at one point. The greatness of
his subject grows and deepens at every touch.
', He does not seem to mind when a round of ap
plause drowns his voice for a time, but it
braces him like strong wine for a new effort.
When he passed me, a few minutes after
the lecture ended—a small, plain man, look
ing like any one of a hundred men whom you
may happen to meet on the street, mufﬂed in
beaver overcoats, i said, mentally, “Well,
after all, that quiet little man possessesa power
for which most men would willingly exchange
higher intellectual and physical qualiﬁcations
—the ability to sway the feelings of a crowd—
to mold their emotions like molten lead in the
ﬁery crucible of a strong will and a subtile
instinct.”
Mr. Gough, as our readers well know, has
lectured for the most part on the subject of
But his last tWo lectures on
Temperance.
“London,” which he has been delivering the
past season, have been received with great
favor, and his success in this line proves that
his peculiar power as a public speaker is not
conﬁned to a single theme. Certainly he has
achieved a success, and done an amount of
good which any man might well be proud to
own—St. Louis Democrat.
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subject. We aresorrythatit is stillso littleknownin this
thepublictheadvantageof comparingthestitchesof the
country,andshall beglad if thisnoticedrawsattentionto
two leadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgment
its merits. Possessingequalinterestwith Tonn‘swork,
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonlycompany
it embracesa wider range of subjects,and (IteCtlStlBS thatmanufactures
both kinds of machines,andtherefore
Sabbath-56,10“ theonly
them with more niinuteuess.”—Seottt'slt
onethatcanoii'erthisprivnegeto thepurchaser.
Teackern’Magazinr.
THE TEACHER TEACHING ; or,The Principlesofthe
“ TeacherTaught" reducedto practice. By the same
SCROFULA!
SCROFULAll
author. 872pages,litmo.cloth. Price, 75cents.
Sendfor theJune numberof THE LAWS OF LIFE,
and read Dr. Jackson‘s lecture on HEREDITARY
“A new erawould dawn upon the juvenileworld,if
will costyoubut cents,and thelecture
SCROFULA.
thesetwobookscould be read and digestedby all who
have to do, or ought to have to do,with their religious is worthtendollars. By theway,doyouwhodo notread
thisJournal knowhowmuchyoulosefromnottakingit?
lnstructlon.”—PurmhVisitor.
Each numbercontainsa lecturefromDr. Jm-kson.brsltlﬂ
THE ROCK. With an introductionby theRev.'Henry
ableeditorialarticles. Specimencopiesof backnumbers
A. Boardman,D.D. 864pages,l2mo. cloth. Price,
will besentfreeon plication. Address
75 cents. In this volume the true ends of life, the
RIET N. AUSIIN, M.D.,
MISS H
natureof real religion, and the reasonableness
of its
Dansville LivingstonCo., N. Y.
claims,with tho perplexiliesand dangers,the duties
and privilegesof the believer,areconsideredin a way
whichcannotfall to impressthecandidmind.
By F. WILSON HURD, M.D., Dansville,N. Y.
rususnsn ANDroa SALEnv
THE AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION,
Price9cents. It worth dollar. Every familyin the
No. 1122ChestnutStreet,Philadelphia,
land shouldhaveit. Addresstheauthor.
No. 599Broadway,New York, and
Mt WashingtonStreet,Boston.

Union

!

PI-IRENOLOGICAL

!!

AMERICAN

22

Cockade,

Containing MedallionAmhrotypeLikenessof WASH
INGTON, the
a

i332»—

Frl'l‘llllll OF "UR COUNTRY!
With ThreeStreamers,
uponwhich are inscribedthe
words,

“UNION AND CONSTITUTION,”

And Thirty-fourStars.
Every patriotand loverof his countryshouldwearone
of thesebeautifulmemenloes
on the

FOUl8'l‘ll OF

JULY!

Sent,post-paidby mail,for 19cents; $2per dozen; or
Sl8 per hundred,by
FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Br -adway,New York.
@— PATRIOTIC BADGES for 10centseach; 31per
dozen; or $6perhundred.
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HYDROPATHIC ENCYCLOPEDIA.
Complete
rystemof Hydropatliyand Iiy lone. Illustrated
with800engravings. By R. T. ‘rall, M.D...... . .SS 00
FAMILY PIIYSICIAN,
By
IIYDROI’ATIIIC.
Dr. Joel Show. A new and invaluablework for
homepractice. Preluselyillustrated.. .. . . . .. .. 50
CONSUMPTION: lts Causes.Prevention,andCure
by Water-Treatment.By Dr. Shew.. . . . . . .. . .. 8S
CHILDREN: their Hydro athlc Managementin
Healthand Disease. By r. Shew. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25
TOBACCO, WORKS ON; Comprisin Essaysby
Trail. Show, Alcott, Baldwin, Bur ell, Fowler,
Greeley,andothers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 60
ALCOHOL AND THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
Illustrat bya Diagram. By Prof. Youmans.
80
PERFECTION;
HOT \VEATHER'!
How To TAKE HINTS TOWARD PIIYSICAL Beauty;
Showing
or. The Philosophyof Human
BATHS.
How to Acquire and Retain Booin Symmetry,
$5 SAVED—$1 27 Paocunsas
By MISS HARRIET N. AUSTIN, M.D.
Health.and Vigor. Secure Long Life. and Avoid
POST-PAIDSuasonmslts.Patent Press and Book for
Price cents,with a one-centpostageShle topre-pay
thelniirmiticsand Deformit'esof Age.. . .. . . . . . ..
25
co \liig businesslettersinstantlyandperfectly.
postage.As thewarmweatherapproaches,
VhoiesaleAgentsandCanvasscrswanted.
theknowledge WATER-CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE.
An
whichthistntctfurnishesmaybemadethe means0tsav
For particulars,address,with stamp,
Expositionof theCauses,Progress,and Termina
ing thousands
of lives. Addresstheauthor,at
J. H. ATWA'l‘ER, Providence,R. I.
6t.
tionsof variousChronic Diseases By Dr. James
" Ova Hons,” Dansville,Livingston00., N. Y.
M. Gully. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 25
WATER AND VEGETABLE DIET IN SCROF
PIIONOGRAPHIC PUBLICATIONS.
ULA, CANCER, ASTHMA, etc. By Dr. Lamb.. 88
SAVE Your: CARPETS—IMPORT
said,whenpresented
witha verbatim
re
Hort.TIIOIAIH.Bail-row
ANT TO HOUSEKEEPERS.—In laying down your
WATER-CURE IN EVERY KNOWN DISEASE.
portof oneof hismasterly
speeches
takenbyalittleboy,“ HadPao
fortyyears
ago,
beenknown
IOQIAI'HY
it wouldhaveuvln
By Rausse. Tran-latedfromtheGerman... ..
Carpets,don't for et Harrington’sPatentCarpetLining,
88
or mumIAUOI.
Twairrvvnaas
for layingunder arpelsandOil Cloths,to protectthem DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF IIYDROPA HY. with
AMERICAN MANUAL Oi" PHONOGRAPHY. Being
fromthenail-headsandanyunevenness
in theﬂoor. It is
ﬁfteenengravedillustrationsof importedsubjects,
a completeGuidetotheAcquisitionofPttman‘sPhonetic madeof two layersof heavyelasticpaoer,with layerof
fromDrawings. By Edward Johnson,MIL...“
25
Shorthand. By LONGLIY. Price, 50cents.
c0ttonbetween. It is a muiiierof sound,and wrll cause
HOME BOOK OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott. . . . .. 25
carpetto weartwiceaslong. Sendfor circular.
THE MANUAL OF PHONOGRAPH Y. By Prnuir.
Sold by all theprincipalCarpetdealers.
FOR'I‘Y YEARS IN THE WILDERNESS OF
of
A newandcomprehensive
N. Y. CarpetLining Co.—solemanufacturers,
PILLS. By Dr. Alcott.. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
25
Expsosltton
440Pearl
Designt- for
with copiousillustrationsand
xercises.Phonogra‘phy,
Street,nearChamberStreetextension.
THE LAWS OF HEALTH. By Dr. Alcott. . . . . .. 25
schoolsandprivatestudents.New edition. 60cents.
J.
R.
HARRINGTON,
Agent.
FIRESIDE GIFT. By Dr. Alcott. . . . . . . .. . . .
THE REPORTER‘S COMPANION. By PITIAN AND
88
Also manufacturers
of CottonBatts,Twine, Mattresses,
Paossaa. A CompleteGuide to the Art of Verbatim
PHYSIOLOGY OF MARRIAGE. By Dr. Alcott.. 88
andBedComforters.
Reporting, Designedto follow Pitman‘s Manual of
AND
By
COURTSHIP
MARRIAGE.
Dr.
Alcott..
88
Pnonography. #1.
AN EXPOSITION
LETTERS TO A YOUNG PHYSICIAN.
By
THE PHONOGRAPHIC TEACHER. By Prnsax. On
JamesJackson,M.D...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
or
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
1'!!!
2!:
thebestmethodof impartingPhonography,containing
Sentby mail,pre-paid.on receiptof price.
a full courseof lessons,with practicalhintson Lectur
SWEDISH Mov EMENT-CURE,
Style. '1.
ing, etc. Engravedin theCorresponding
FOWLER AND WELLS,
IXBIAOING
808Broadway,New York.
THE HISTORY OF SHORTH AND. from theSystemof
The History and Philosophyof this Systemof Medical
Cicerodownto theinventionof Phonography.Edited
Arr-#—
Treatment,with examplesof Single Movements,and
andengravedon Stoneby PITIAN. 75cents.
directionsfor their use in variousformsof Chronic Dis.
THE PHONOGRAPHIC READER. By Pt'riniv. A
ease,forming completemanualof exercises;together
rogressiveseriesof readintrexercises.A usefulwork
with
or everyPhonographicstudent. 250ents.
A SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL
THE PHONOGRAPHIC TEACHER. Beingan Induc
HYGIENE.
tive Expositionof Phonography.intendedasa school
book,and to aifordcompleteand thoroughinstruction By Gaoaoa H. Tartan, A.M., M.D., Princi al Physician
to loosewhohavenottheassistance
of an oral teacher. to theRemedialHygienicInst-luteof New York City.
Being NewTheoryand sternof Practical Penman
Price, post-paid,SI 2-". Address,
By Waasra. Price, prepaidby mail,45cents.
ship, Designedas Text- ook for Schoolsand Private
FOWLER AND WELLS.
THE REPOR I‘ER‘S MANUAL. A completeExposition
Students.
808Broadway,New York.
ot theReportingStyleof Phonography. With illustra
This is thetitleof newwork just issued,which is
tiveexercises.tillcents.
believedwill do moreto improvethe penmanshtp
of all
J!
New
Edition of
classesthanall otherseverbeforewritten. It teachesnot
NEW MANNERS BOOK,
in
only howtowrite,butinstructsin whatgoodwritingcon
Phonolgvaphy.
by um.
Containingvaluableextracprinted
Compiled
To
A
sists. Knowmg this, the studentbecomes critic, and
75cents.
this point attained,nothing but practice necessaryto
PHONOGRAPHIC COP Y-BOOKS, with moroccocovers,
This valuable work for Inventors and Patentees
m-tlrehim an accomplishedpenman.
for theuseof students.Price,60cents. COP Y-BOOKS
has undergone
Sent
mail, poet-paid,for 50 cents. AGENTS
thorough revision, and con
WITHOUT COVERS. Price, 10cents.
WANTE .
FOWLER AND WELLS.
tains the
THE AMERICAN PHONETIC DICTIONARY, with
Broadway.New York.
tint-l
PronounclngVocabulariesof Classical,Scriptural and
New
Patent
Entire,
Law
GeographicalNames. By Damn. S. SMALLRY. rice
in which many important changes have been
'4.
Persons at
distancewishing to procureany book
made.
The abovebookswill be sent,prepaid,by returnof the
advertisedin our Jourmats, by remittingus the amount
mast MAIL,on receiptof theprice.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.
of
thepriceof
thebookin
moneyor p0stauestamps,will
‘2" All lettersshouldheaddressedas follows:
have promptlyforwttrdt-d0 mail.treeof postage.
Fowu-m AND WELLS,
FOWLER AND WELLS,
Address
FOWL
AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.
308 Broadway, New York.
808Broadway,N ew_York.
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GREAT REDUCTION

.

IN PRICES!

We wouldcall your particular
attention toour improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which
highly recommendedby Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
who have examined, used it,
the most perfect instrument
and pronounced
of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to CONSTIPATION will derive
great beneﬁt from the daily use of this Syringe,
and effect radical cure of the difﬁculty, as well
as avoid the constant use of Cathartics, which will
afford only temporary relief, and dcbilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigorant.
is

6

6

.

.

.

c
ti:

t

WATER-CURE

Dlssectlons.-No.
completedissectionof the
heart,exhibitingits valvesandcavities,andthecourseof
theblood. The largearteriesandveinsof theheart.lungs,
and
displayed,with thewindplpeand its bron
chialneck_are
ramifications:alsotheliverwith itsgall-bladderand
ducts; the pancreas:the kidneyswith their uretersand
blood-vessels;
thedescending
aorta,or largearteryof the
chestandabdomen,with its branchesinto the right and
leftiliacarteries:theascending
venacava,orgreatveinof
theabdomenandthorax; theuterusandits appendages—
ovarles,fallopiantubes,roundandbroadligaments,etc.
Nervous System.-No. 3. Side view of the brain,
heart,lungs,liver,bowels,uterus,and bladder. Also the
varioussubdivisions
ofthebaseofthebrain.withthewhole
lengthof thespinalcord.showingtheoriginof all thecere~
bro-spinalnerves. Very usefulto physicians,phrenolo
gists,teachers,
lecturers,
andothers.
The Eye and the Eon-No. 4. The anatomy
of the
eyeandear,representing
thearrangements
of theminute
nerves,andotherstructures
concerned
in the
blood-vessels,
functionsof seeingandhearing. Beautifullycolored.
DIgestlon.-No. 5- The alimentarycanalcomplete
exhibitingtheexactsize,shape and arrangements
of the
structuresespeciallyconcernedin digestion,"2., the
mouth.throat,tongue,
stomach,
esophagus.
smallandlarge
intestines,with the liver, gall-bladder,and the biliary
ducts;also the internalstructureof thekidneys,and
beautifulrepresentation
of the lacteal absorbentsand
glands,thoracicduct,and theirconnections
with thetho
racicarteriesandveins. ColoredtorepresentLife.
Clrcnlatlon- Slum-No. 6. The lobesof thelungs
andcavitiesof theheart,valves,etc.,withthelargevessels
of thecirculation; also minutedissection
ofthestructures
of theskin—thesebaceous
follicles,sweatglands,etc—ex
hibitingtheextentand importanceof the greatdeputat
ing functionof the surface. The mostnaturaland best
evermade.
Everylecturer,teacher.andphysicianshouldhave set.
Price for thewholeset,beautifullycoloredand mounted,
$12 We do notsellsingleplates. Address,
FOWLER AND W ELLB,
308 Broadway,New York.
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PHRBNOLOGICAL

PLATES_

BY 3- T- TRALL» M~D- Price $19
Theseplateswerepreparedexpresslyfor lecturersand
teachers,as well as for students.They representall of
the organsand
of thehumanbodyin
principalstructures
sttu,andof the sizeof life. Everyfamilyought to have
a set,andeveryman,woman,andchildoughtto befami
liar with the wonderfulstructuresand fun 0“ “h eh
,
theyso admirablyIllustrate.Thereare six in the set,as
follows:
The Heart and Lurigss-No.
presents
a frontview
of the lungs,heart,stomach,liver, gall-bladder,laryn
thymus.andparotidglands.commoncarotidarteriesan
jugularvein; alsoof the
portionsof thebowels,
andcawlor omentum. rincigal
lore as in Life.
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TstitliaFII'cnﬁh
PocrkétPrtctltznaryﬁ Ignaz...“
Evil, mymﬁﬁfyerw‘gra’tmel or nge;?::
25
25
________.._. . __. ‘ .__u
The 0,.” and h.aDiseases
Moneywemade
of
Fog; can
Acrtgs,
50
OlLr It‘tarni,
andhthe
c'o'
' - ' -- ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '“Peri
The Constitutionsof the Freemasons;containing
the Hiawry_Charge,“Regulathnaof ma; M0,;
AncientandRight WorshipfulFraternity. In the
. yearof Masonry5m. 4th,one .............. ..
00
OFFICE FOR PATENTS.
of what
5* The above an exact fac-simllereprint
FoWLEa AND WELLs’
” which
is
known
as
“Anderson’sConstitutions
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
worth 41". and difficult to be procured. London,
printed1723.
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. ThomasP.
Ilow lauthorof thewell-knownand popularsynopsisof
in threeparts.with
Carlile’sManualof Freemasonry
patentlaw, " How toGeta Patel-UH,aidedbyan ableand
Key-Stone
a
to the MasonicArch Knights Tem
corpsof assistants,
bothathomeandabroad.
experienced
plar, Druids,etc.; with an explanatoryintruduc
(onthe partof Mr. How)
Estsiv yearsof experience
of someof
tiontotheScience,andfreetranslation
atWashingtonof an emi
thebusiness,
and theresidence
thesacraoScripturenames. l2mo,cloth.. . . . . 250
examiningagent,formerly_em
nentlycarefulandefﬁcient
UniversalStair-Builder. Au entirelynew
ployi-din the United StatesPatent Office,and familiar Cupper's
and original Treatiseon Stair-Building,Stair
with its details,enableus toofi'erto inventorsunusual
Cases,Hand-Bills, etc., etc., illustratedby 29
of theirbusiness.When is
facilitiesforthe transaction
50
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
plates. 4w,3d edition......
that patentor ordinaryvalue worthsev
considered
dollars,
unnecessary
saythat
to
the
of
eralthousands
"S The lo westcashpriceto theTradefortheabovebOok
judgesit accountedthebest
is to. By competent
of an applicationthereforis a matter
carefulmanagement
book that has,as yet, appearedon the subjectof
tothe inventor,especiallywhen
of greatimportance
Stair-Building.
are rejectedentirely
knownthathundredsof applications
in conse henceof not beingpropertypreparedand pre
Cosmonophography.The Lord's Prayer in 100
sented.qI‘o performthis servicein a mannersafeto the
. .. 200
LanguagesandCharacters.Svo,cloth
inventor,requiresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw,a
Scarce,andoriginallypublishedat 15.
action,
of mechanical
andunderstanding
clearperception
consideration. Dr. Grt'l,thecelebratedFounderof the Scienceof
andcaretuldeltbﬁl'lﬂlve
yearsof expr-rir-nce
Phrenology. IIis whole work Translated into
Our patentbusinesshas beenunderits presentmanage
Englishby Dr. Lewes. vola..... .......... .. . 700
duringwhich
mentsincethelatterpart of the year18.56,
Lacon; or, ManyThingsin FewWords. Addressed
time hasincreasedtosewral timesits previousmagni
of cities
tude,anda largeportionof later hasconsisted
thosewho think. Large paper copy. Svo,
involvingseverecontests,
andthediscussionandsolution
0th. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .
ofdiﬂlcultanduntroddenquestonsof patentlaw,bothin
Timesof theAmericanRevolution.withremarkable
the PatentOtiiceand beforethe Judges of the United
till
incidentsof theperiod. By E. Watsou... . . . . ..
StatesCircuitCourt.
By mail,post-paid.on receiptof price.
ANDPATENTABIL
To
Tan
Novsmv
is
Raoaab
Anne:
WELLS,
Broadway,
N
ewYork.
AND
308
FOWLER
IT? or an Isvsariox
givenfreeof chargeuponreceiptof sufﬁcientdescrlp~
tion and sketchor model. In a majorityof casesour
FOWLER AND WELLS’ JOURNALS.
knowledgeof previousinventionsenablesustogivesatlsp
factoryinformationto inventorswithoutthe expenseof
Enlarged and Improved. Price not Increased.
s
earch.
special
Postmastcrs,
Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare re
PaaLnunsav Exsutiu'i'toss
are.however,madein caseswhich involveconsiderable questedtoactasAgentsandgetClubsforourJournals:
doubt.lor theusualfeeof fivedollars,exec in casesof
THE ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN
exrreme
andunusualco oplicationand di culty. These
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
ported.
Armies-rious roa Paran'rs
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
are preparedby us with great care,not onlytoobtain
patent,butalsoto protectthe inventorswhenthe patent
shallhavebeensecured. Particularattentionis paidto
Arrests arm In'rsaraasitcns,
A GUIDE TO HEALTH.
and difficultand contestedcasesof everyclass. Cases
examined,
andadvicegivenfor
whichhavebeenrejected,
These Journals commenceNew Volumeswith July,
Many
applications
which andhavebeenenlarged,givingnewin each
the usual fee of five dollars.
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewantof properpresent
ation,or from oversighton the part of the department,
24 Pages Monthly, instead of 16.
experienced
b
y
might with sltilliul management an
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:
toa successful
issue—afactwhich
solicitorbe prosecuted
is provedbyconstantexperience.
Singlecopy,monthly,one year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 00
additionalim '
and reissues,
Applicationsforextensions
addresses, desired
copies,
Ten
t
oseparate
00
......
provementsand cavtats, promptly and carefully at
tendedto.
Any personsendingFive Dollarsfor ten copieswill be
m
etropolis,
a
nd
Centrallylocatedin our commercial
entitledto an cattracopy grati~. Add six cents year
havingan ableandexperienced
agentattheseatof Gov
for eachsubscriberin theBritish Provincesto paypost
ernment,weareabletooliermorethanusualfacilitiesfor
countryin
in
relationto
thetransaction
of business this
sentfree.
age. Specimens
abroadenableustose
patents;whileourarrangements
FOWLER AND WELLS,
terms. Our
cureforeignpatentson the mostsatislactory
aresuchthatweno forthefuture
presentarrangements
803Broadway,New York.
to keeppacewiththedemandsof the pa lie forour ser
vices,and shall beour purposelo attendwithcareand
Agents wantedeverywhere,to sell our publications.
in
tothewantsof inventors Communications
promptness
Sendforour WholesaleList and ConfidentialCircular.
referenceto inVentlons,patents.or patentlaw carefully
eonsioer'dandpromptlyattendedto.
6,000 AGENTS
WANTED, TO
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.
veryrecent,and of great
INVENTIONS—IWO
Six
cosvsitsariomsr needs sell
STUDETNT
greatproﬂLs
families;all
to Agents. Send
my
valueto
andgeteighty agesparticulars.
THE RIGHT WORD IN THE RIGHT fourstamps
EPIIRA M BROWN, Lowell, Mass.
bt'
PLACE: A Poem Dionoiuar or Snroivm, TIC!!
NEW
IIIOALTamas,Assasvisriorvs,Foaaiert Patissss,etc.,
etc.,witha Chapteron Punctuationand Proof-Reading.
companionforeverywriterand
This is an indispensable
ELECTRO-GALVANIO BATTERY,
speakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
csLssas'i-sbroa Tus-ouaiite or
neithermorenor less,and say in thebestway. Price,
NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
50cents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.
asp snnua DIBIABIS,
$1.00 $1.00 $1.00 $1.00. WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.
ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND
WELLS, 804Broadway,New York, will secure,
Pains, 810.
by returnof first mall, PhonographicBooks,
FOWLER
AND WELLS,
from the studyof which you can, withouta
808Broadway,New York.
teacher,becomea practicalVerbatimReporter.
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1 00
DiCllOl'ﬁl'yﬂ‘
grungyaan'Coun‘tjlngt-IHIoilise
_‘ 7 00
g‘l‘lee'git_
Nugeng'glmprnved
FrenchandEnglishandEnghm
9&3
in“

Shaver; Life andCharacterof VincentPricssnitz;Shak- “
int: Out the Reef; Thingswhich I haveSeenin a Water- ‘
Cure—No.T; JottingsbytheWay; Dialogue;Publishers’ I
Column; Notes and Queries; Literary Notices; The l
Month: Our atioual.Anniversary—Dreadful
Iiiortality—
Home-Treatment;Hip-Diseasesand Deformltles Our
Miscellany;Scissor
MedicalArmy; To Correspondents;
etc.,etc,
ingg,
V
FOWLER AND WELLS, 303Broadwal'inewY0 k-

N
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Anatomical and Physwloglcal
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PUBLICATIONS.
THE WATER CURE JOURNAL F011 { MISCELLANEOUS
.......
M... use..."
so to
now with comma new or theTutors; The l was.“
“
1 25
l
;
Anti~
l
Lays
Academic
of
an
Trea'ment—No.
their
Dictionary........
Teeth, and
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PHRENOLOGICAL

a

AMERICAN

1861.]

All

Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction

Price, $1 50.

Prepaid by mail, 32.

Twenty per Cent. discount, when ordered by

the doz~-n,and to go by expressor as freight.
All orders for the above Instruments will meet
with prompt attention.
FOWLER AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

"$1

W

1

JOURNAL.
“\mexmw

AMERICAN PHRENOLOGIOAL

tn the
Sentpre-paid by theﬁrst mat! toan Post-0110a
UnitedStates Candi/Ia.

WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.
Agentswantedeverywhereto sellour publications.
Circular.
Sendfor our WholesaleList andConfidential

is

a
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.

is

is

it

6

.

Valuable and Acceptable to All.
Itsenlargedformwill enableustofurnishmuchvaluable
readingmatter,asidefromthemedicaldepartment.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:
SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.... . .... . . .. ....81 00
00
Ten Copies,to separateaddresses,i desired... . . ..
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STEPHEN ARNOLD DQUGLAS.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.

.‘__

PHRENOLOGICAL CHAR ACT!!!»

Tm: late Stephen A. Douglas had an organ
which was remarkable
in many
respects. His temperament indicated a com
bination of the motive, mental, and vital,
inﬂuential in the order in which we name
them. His black bushy hair, dark complexion,
ization

and wiry, enduring muscular system indicated
the motive temperament. His very large head
and uncommon activity and excitability indi
cated a strong mental temperament, while the
fullness of his features and the general stout i
ness of his organization indicated a good de i
There i
velopment of the vital temperament.
are few men who are able to endure as much
i
hard labor and excitement as MmDouglas i
his
ten
years.
last
Indeed,
the
sustained for
i
politics, and from that hour to his death he
whole life was one of turmoil and contest.
l was either
deeply engaged in political matters,
He had hardly attained to his manhood before
he entered the lists of debate, controversy, and ! or prosecuting the labors of his profession

£883»

with uncommon earnestness. The term by
which he is widely known—"' Little Giant”—
lias much meaning in it. In that terse title is

-- ﬁ-m—m—

%
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embodied the public sentiment of the West
relative to him who bore it; and we interpret
it to mean the active

manifestation

in

his

character of ﬁve or six of his leading phreno
logical developments.
Combativeness and

Destructiveness

were

PHRENOLOGICAL

JOURNAL.

bearing in debate, and to employ rougher ex
pressions than were consistent with the posi
tion he held.

We mean that

if

he could have

maintained a more equable temper, and used
smoother and more persuasive language, he
might have carried with him a public senti
ment which would have been greatly to his

These made him ready in dis
cussion, prompt to oppose, earnest in his pur
poses, and courageous to grapple with what

advantage in his aspirations for the Presidency,
while his earnest friendship, his enthusiasm,

ever of opposition might be brought to bear
Whether his cause were strong
against him.

his simplicity of manner, and his straight
forward boldness would have secured for him,

or weak, it appeared to make no difference in
the earnestness and courage with which he

as they did, the unqualified
friendship of the less cultured

entered the contest.

community.
The head of Mr. Douglas was broad, as in
dicated by the portrait, showing large Con

large in him.

His Firmness

was also

large, hence be had a very strong will and a
spirit that would not bend before difﬁculties.
His Hope was large, which gave him confi
dence in his cause and in his ability to win
success.

He had also large reasoning organs
and a vigorous intellect generally, and for a
man of his culture and opportunity he made
intellect felt in a signal manner.
In
addition to this he had large Language, which
made him one of the most ready, off-hand

his

The
speakers the country has produced.
action of the faculties already enumerated as
they were called into vigorous exercise on the
stump in the West, doubtless suggested to his
admirers the title which with so much
pleasure and pride they gave him, “the Little
Giant.”
There are certain other qualities,

support and
portion of the

structiveness, considerable imagination, good
general watchfulness and prudence, fair regard
for property, and uncommon energy. Had he
to business, he would have
been one of a thousand for his power to drive

devoted himself

it successfully.

He might have excelled as a
in the sciences, especially in mathe
matics, engineering, and chemistry.
He had
an excellent memory of faces, and a good

scholar

Mr. Van Baron, and is one of the
leading elements of his personal popularity.
The brow of Mr. Douglas appears to be

and ability to command the results of his ex
periences, and recall whatever has fallen
His massive forehead
under his observation.
taken as a whole indicates strong and com

him troops of friends. Probably no public man
of our country has had more strong and cordial
personal friends than the man. of whom we

prehensive thought-power, ability to grapple
with subjects of importance, and to meet and
master those involving
difﬁculties.
His

write.

He had just enough of pride to give him
independence of feeling and to raise him above
the feeling of anxiety as to the speech of people.

knowledge of men was excellent.

He would meet with as much cordiality the
roughest farmer or mechanic as he would the
most polished gentleman; and we presume no

This faculty was a
great aid to Mr. Douglas in understanding and
ruling men.

man living can accuse Mr. Douglas of having
given him the cold shoulder because he was

His

Benevolence

was

really

a generous

man.

own ability; and with a more extended early
culture, he could have taken rank with the
best scholars and foremost statesmen of his
age. His great executiveness of character and
force of mind joined to an impetuous temper
i led him sometimes to be dogmatical and over

2'.»—

His ambition was. therefore, unduly
stimulated, and it is doubtless true that he
was thus led to regard success as the chief

early.

consideration, and that he sometimes kept his
conscience at bay, and followed expediency
rather than those high dictates of duty which
are sometimes exemplified even by politicians.
BIOGRAPHY.
Stephen Arnold Douglas was born at Bran
don, Rutland County, Vermont, on the 23d
day of April, 1813. That branch of the
Douglas family from which the subject of our
descended, emigrated from Scotland,
and settled at New London, Conn., during the
earlier period of our colonial history.
One of

sketch

the two brothers who ﬁrst came to America
afterward movod to Maryland, and selected a
home on the banks of the Potomac, near the

and may be found throughout the Southern
States. The other brother remained at New

considered themselves objects of his special
friendship, because he could so readily re
member their person and name. This trait is

heavy and frowning, indicating large percep
tive organs, quick, ready recognition of facts,

rendered him ambitious to achieve something
large and magniﬁcent.
He never doubted his

He
possessing so many elements of strength.
was placed in a peculiar position, being led
into political and public life and popularity

those who had been once introduced to him

knew no bounds; he had only to be introduced
to aman and take him once by the hand to
make him his friend for life; and this power

courage, and so much of native common sense
and intellect, it did not lead him to be vain,
sensitive to popular praise or censure, but

mental powers into subjection to Conscientious
ness than would be desirable in a person

The
present site of the city of Washington.
descendants of the latter are very numerous,

strong with

poor, unlettered, unknown, or unpolished.
He
had large Approbativeness, but joined as it
was with so much Firmness, such rampant

it was more difﬁcult for him to bring all his

memory of names. He never forgot a person,
and could generally recall the name—s0 that

however, which serve to render Mr. Douglas
not only popular but powerful.
He had un
commonly large social organs. His friendship

ful adhesiveness, joined to that free and easy,
familiar
and companionable
characteristic
which so much distinguished him, made for

[AUG.,

Few per
sons could comprehend character with more
readiness, or see more deeply into the work
ings of the human mind.

pocket was

large, and he was
The road to his

kept worn smooth, and he was
freedom and

willing to spend money with

liberality, and the fact that he died poor is an
evidence of his liberal spirit.
The chief faults attributable to Mr. Douglas
in a phrenological point of view were too
much Combativeness, Destructiveness, and
Firmness joined to an excitable temperament,
rendered him enthusiastic, irasciblc,

which

overbearing, and sometimes rough in his man
ncrs. His Conscientiousness, as well as we
can recall the size of that organ, from a pretty
careful inspection of his head some two years
since, was about fully developed. We believe

London, and his descendants are scattered
over New England, New York, Pennsylvania,
and the Northwestern States. The father of
the statesman, Dr. Stephen A. Douglas, was
born at Stephentown, Rensselaer 00., New
York, but removed, when quite a youth, to
He married Miss Sarah Fisk,
Brandon, Vt.
by whom he had two children—the ﬁrst a
daughter, the second a son. On the 1st of

July, 1813, without

any previous illness or
physical warning, he died suddenly of a disease
of the heart.
At the very moment of his at—
tack and death, he was playing with his
daughter at his knee, and his son Stephen in
his arms.
The grandmothers, maternal and paternal,
of Mr. Douglas, were both descended from
William Arnold, who was an associate of
Roger
Rhode
was

Williams in founding the colony of
Island.
The son of William Arnold

appointed governor of that colony by
II. The descendants of Governor

Charles
Arnold

are very numerous throughout lthode
Island at the present day.
The early life of Mr. Douglas was spent
upon, a farm, with the usual New England
He
advantage of a common school education.
much desired a collegiate education, but find
ing that the circumstances of his family would
not permit this, and that he was likely to be
thrown upon the world without either a pro
fession or a trade, by which he could sustain
his mother, sister, and himself, he determined
upon acquiring some mechanical pursuit, that
being the most promising and certain reliance
James W. Sheaham, speaking

for the future.
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of this era in the “Life of Stephen Douglas,”
says: “Bidding farewell to his mother and
sister, he set off on foot to engage personally
in the great combat of life; on that same day
he walked fourteen miles, and before night
was regularly indentured as an apprentice to
He worked
a cabinet-maker in Middlebury.
energy and enthusiasm for
about two years, the latter part of the time at
a shop in Brandon, and gained great proﬁciency
in the art, displaying remarkable mechanical
at his trade with

skill; but in consequence of feeble health, and
a frame unable to bear the continued labor of
the shop, he was reluctantly compelled to
abandon a business in which all his hopes and
pride had been centered, and to which he had
become sincerely attached. He has often been
heard to say, since he has become distinguished
in the councils of the nation, that the happiest
days of his life had been spent in the work
shop, and, had his health and strength been
equal to the task, no consideration on earth
could have induced him to have abandoned it
either for professional or political pursuits.”
After quitting his business, he entered the
academy of hi
native town, and began a
course of classical studies, to which he devoted
himself for about a year, with all that energy
and enthusiasm which were a part of his na

West."

Provided with a small sum of money,
he left Canandaigua, and ﬁrst rested at Cleve
land, Ohio. Here he made the acquaintance
of Hon. Sherlock J. Andrews, who kindly ten.
dered him the use of his library and ofﬁce until
he should pursue his legal studies for the year
required by the laws of the State, when he
would be entitled to practice.
Mr. Douglas
accepted, and at once entered upon his duties
as law clerk for Mr. A., but in less than a
week was prostrated by bilious fever, and was
conﬁned to his room for many weary months.
It was not until October that he exhibited any
signs of permanent recovery, and he was then
advised to return home, as in all probability
he would again be attacked by the fever in the
spring—an attack his feeble health and deli
cate frame would not be able to sustain. Un
der these circumstances he concluded to change
his residence, but he never thought of taking
the backward road, and becoming dependent
upon his friends at home. A further step into
the West was his determination, and he de
clared “ he never would return until he had
established a respectable position in his pro
fession.”
The closing days of October found him once
more on the move, and after some wanderings

ﬁrst school year, at the earnest solicitation of
his mother and step-father, he removed with
them to their home in Canandaigua, New

in sickness and poverty, he reached Illinois,
very poor, and taught school for a few months.
In 1834, then 21 years old, he opened a law
ofﬁce, and from that time began a career of
signal success. In 1835, when 22 years of
age, he was elected Attorney-General of Illi

York, and at once entered the academy at that
place. He remained at Canandaigua nearly
three years, and such was the zeal of his ap

nois, by the Legislature of the State. Resign
ing this ofﬁce in December of the same year,
he was elected a member of the Legislature

plication that he mastered his classical studies,
and followed a course of legal instruction un
der the supervision of the Messrs. Hubbell.

At the period of which we write, the laws of
New York required a seven-year course, four

by the Democrats of Morgan County.
In
1837 Mr. Van Buren appointed him Register
of the Land Ofﬁce at Springﬁeld.
In August,
1835, he ran for Congress, but was defeated
by ﬁve majority in a poll of 36,000 votes.

of which were to be passed in the pursuit of
classical knowledge, to entitle a student to
admission at the bar; but such was the proﬁ

From this time on till 1840 be practiced law;
but in that memorable campaign he stumped
the State seven months for Van Buren, much

ciency of Mr. Douglas, that he was allowed a
credit of three years for his classical attain
ments.

of the time speaking in debate from the same
stump with the now President of the United
States. In 1841 he was chosen Judge of the

his boyhood Mr. Douglas exhibited a
strong liking for political controversy, and this
taste now had a wider ﬁeld. The re-election
of Jackson in 1832, and the animated, vigor

Supreme Court by the Legislature, and in 1842
was elected to Congress, from which time we
ﬁnd him on the larger ﬁeld of national affairs.
He was transferred from the House of Repre

ous, and heated discussions constantly occur
ring, developed and matured this peculiarity
of character, until he made the study of the

sentatives to the Senate, March 4th, 1847, and
was re-elected in 1853 and 1859. In the can

ture.

In the mean time his mother married
Gehazi Granger, Esq., and at the close of his

In

political history of the country a subject of
the deepest importance.
We are not aware
that he made any addresses during that excit
ing campaign; but it is well known that in
debating clubs, and in all gathering, large or
small, he was a most enthusiastic champion
'
of “Old Hickory.”

In June, 1833, Mr. Douglas (being a few
months over twenty years of age) started for
that uncertain region then designated as “The

vas, in 1858, for the election of the members
of the Legislature, on which depended his own
re-eleetion, Mr. Douglas was opposed by Abra
ham Lincoln.

They canvassed the State to

gether, speaking alternately to the assembled
people, and the speeches of both have been
published in a volume, which shows this to
have been one of the ablest contests of its kind

In 1854 Mr. Douglas advocated and carried
through Congress the notorious Kansas‘Ne
braska bill, abrogating the Missouri Compro
mise, and opening those territories to the ad
mission of slavery.
This brought on the
Kansas troubles, and it is thought by many
awakened the spirit which has since culmi
nated in revolution.
Mr. Douglas doubtless
intended to conciliate the South by his popular
sovereignty doctrine, and thus secure the union
of the Northern and Southern wings of the
Democracy, and thereby secure his own elec
tion. He, however, opposed the “Lecompton
Constitution,” and the admittance to the Union
of Kansas, under that constitution, against the
will of her people, and this estranged from
him his Southern friends, and the division of
the Democratic party and the election of Lin
coln was the result.
As a proof of his ability, we may cite the
fact that he was the recipient of more import
ant public trusts, while yet a young man, than
ever fell to the lot of any other person of
whom history speaks. Before he was 35 years
of age, he held the ofﬁces successively of State’s
Attorney-General,
Assemblyman, Register of
a Land Ofﬁce, Secretary of State, Judge of the
(State) Supreme Court, Member of Congress
(House), to which he was thrice elected, after
being once defeated, and ﬁnally entered the
Senate of the United States when but 35
years old. He was nominated for the Presi
dency by the convention of 1860, commanding
a majority of the votes from the beginning,
and two thirds (by the decision of the presi
He received a large
dent) on the ﬁnal ballot.
popular vote, exceeding that of any of his
competitors, except the successful one, though
not his relatiVe proportion of the electoral
ballot.
Mr.

Douglas

was twice

married—ﬁrst

in

April, 1847, to Miss Martha

Denny Martin,
daughter of Col. Robert Martin, of Rocking
ham County, N. C., by whom he had three
She died
children, two of whom are living.
Jan. 19, 1853. He was, again married, Nov.
20, 1856, to Miss Adele Cutts, daughter of
James Madison Cutts, of Washington. D. C.
Mr. Douglas was unwell when he returned
from the seat of government to
the ﬁrst of May, and addressed
assembly on the duty of all to
Union.
He never made an abler

Chicago, on
an immense

support the
speech.
“Upon that occasion,” says a Chicago cor
respondent of the New York Herald, “he
clinched the rivet that bound the Democracy
of the great Northwest in the bonds of union.

His words rolled out in unbroken cadences of

In this canvas Mr.

patriotic devotion to his country as they never
rolled before. His great heart swelled in grief
at the thought that this goodly land was soon
to be made the scene of fratricidal strife, and
his counsel was to ‘strike quickly, strike

Lincoln made a national reputation, and laid the
foundation for his election to the Presidency.

surely, strike fatally, and at a blow crush
treachery from the land.’
Those who then

this country has witnessed.
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heard his soul-stirring eloquence will, to the
end of life, remember it; how he appealed to
the latent energies of the people, both native
and foreign born ; how he wept when he por

mind, all the operations of the latter being
necessarily accompanied with—indeed, indis
pensably conditioned upon—vital and chemical

trayed the falling of the dome from the Temple
of Liberty: how he kindled ﬁres of patriotism
and national pride in the breasts of the most

changes in the substance of the former.
3. The brain is a double organ, the halves
of which may, as in the case of the eyes, not

2. The brain is the immediate organ of the

stoical of his hearers; and as he closed, how
he appealed to the God of nations and of bat

singly, but usually do act together. All the
cerebral organs, whether situated quite apart,

tles to hold the destiny of the common weal in
His own right hand.
That was his last, his

as in the case of the organs of Calculation or
Combativencss, 0r apparently meeting lateral

most glorious, and successful effort. His im
mense audience, with one heart and one ac
cord, rose, as if swayed by some more than

ly, as in case of Eventuality, or existing in a
mass not Severed in halves, and near together,
as in case of Amativeness, are in reality

human agency, and with shouts of ovation to
speaker and their common country,
pledged life and honor and purse, and every

duaL

their

4. There

are individually

distinct

mental

perpetuity and maintenance

thing that man holds dear on earth, to the
of the genius of

parts or faculties, bound together in a unitary
consciousness or .Mc, which latter invariably
claims the whole of them as being in and of

democratic-republican liberty.”
He had suffered for several days before this

itself; and every such individual mental face
ulty is really manifested, or brought into dis

from acute rheumatism, and at the close of
this great speech he was carried home and

coverable action, through its proper and sym
metrically placed pair of cerebral parts or
organs.

laid on his death-bed.

His disease soon as

sumed a typhoid form, and he gradually sunk
till the morning of June 3d, when he quietly
Being asked by his wife
breathed his last.
what word he wished to leave for his two
boys, Robert and Stephen, and for his mother
and sister, he replied: “ Tell them to obey the
laws, and support the Constitution of the United
States.”

_<Q.O>_
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REUBEN, M.D.

As stated in a preceding paper (AMERICAN
PHRENOLOGICAL Joumuu. for June), that de
partment of Phrenology which considers the
relations of the parts or organs of the brain to
the mental faculties, has received the name
Organology, while that which treats of the
mental elements and operations, without re
gard to their connection with the brain, takes
the quite as apposite term Psychology—already
familiar in other, but in some instances less
Both these subjects
appropriate meanings.
will come under review in the present article,
at. least in some of their aspects. To some

“$6?
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5. The power of the mind, or of any faculty,
other things being equal, will be as the size of
the brain, or of the corresponding dual organ.
Much controversy and not a little casuistry
were, many years ago, called out in respect to
the important qualiﬁcation—other things equal
—here made. In truth, however, the principle
is one of the broadest and most positively
establishcd kinds, one which is admitted, and
indeed can not. be dispensed with, in every
true science, from mathematics or mechanics
up to physiology, and ﬁnally to the science of
brain and mind, as well as to all the deriva
tive sciences, from that of the mental man, as
politics, ethics, etc. This is so for the simple
reason that, like Phrenology, all the rest of
these sciences deal with cases involving com
plicated conditions, or the possible presence and
inﬂuence at the same moment qf several causes,
snd hence, in estimating in any one of the
sciences, Phrenology included, the effects that
must follow ﬂuctuation or variation of one
certain element, say Size, in relation to mental
manifestation, it is absolutely required that for
the occasion we exclude the other conditions
or causes, or what is the same in effect, give

[Auo.,

modify, though they never can make, the men
tal manifestations.
Among the most striking proofs of the as
sumed division of mind into faculties are these:
1. Unlike powers, as the appetites, the
observing and reasoning powers, and particu
lar ones in each of these classes, manifest
themselves ﬁrst, in any individual, at different

Still more, the order of ap
periods of life.
pearance of the faculties in different individuals
is in a general way, and in many particular
instances, the same.
2. Genius, and talents generally, are of
many different kinds, almost always partial;
and as a rule, these partial conformations, or
strong points of certain minds, are found to be
transmitted. 4
3. In dreams, while the reasoning powers
appear to be inactive or unconscious, the per
ceptives, in the way of memory and suggestion,
and the affective faculties

generally, may be

active.
4. Idiocy and insanity are often partial, a
result not explicable in any way on the suppo
sition that the total mental power is an actual
Many idiots
(as well as a potential) unit.
have the power of music, or of construction,
or one or more others, in remarkable strength ;
and in monomania, the wife may be rational
every object but her husband, the
parent toward every object but the child, one

toward

of either sex or any age toward every relation
but that in respect to Deity, or to properly, or
to danger, and so on. To these facts must be
added the excitement of particular faculties
during many cases of local disease or injury
of the brain.
Faculties

must

not

be confounded with

Power may express degree
powers of mind.
or strength; it may apply to a mental action,
as memory or conception; and when used to
refer to mental elements, it is still usually
employed in a vague, more or less broad, and
undeﬁned sense, as when we speak of one’s
perceptive, or reasoning, or emotional power.
But a faculty, properly so called, is an indi
and distinct one among the total

vidualized

mental capabilities ; it is a power having ref
erence to a given kind of object or relation in
external or internal nature, and hence as

them a ﬁxed value.
After our given element
has been determined, we bring the others in
again to see how they will affect the complex

utterly unsusccptiblo and dormant toward all
other possible objects and relations as is the
eye to melody proper or the touch to flavors.

or general result.

of its ﬁrst principles, the following:
1. Mind and body are in this life insepara
ble, and must be investigated together. Man
“
proper is not a merely immaterial, but a con

Among the “other things,”
then, required to be dealt with by the cranial
ogist, the quality of the organization (the
other tissues and the brain being safely taken

In a word, then, a faculty is no indeﬁnite,
changing area of the total mental capacity; it
is a strictly deﬁned and truly unitary power—
A mental power is ad
an element of mind.

as in this respect corresponding), temperament,
which is allied to the former, and the physical
conditions known as health, disease, freshness,

mitted as primitive and elementary—i.
true faculty, when either—

crete Ego”—-that is, he appears, so far as the
present life is concerned, to consist of both an
immaterial and a physical being, presenting

fatigue, exhaustion, etc., are at once seen to
be of the highest importance.
This is so, in
strict accordance with the prior truth of the

in another.

themselves to us as two sides or aspects of one

mind’s dependence on cerebral conformation;
these “other things” perceptibly and notably

extent, of course, certain principles pertaining
to both of them have been anticipated in the
topics of the previous papers.
As it is now developed, the system of Phre
nology involves, as among the most important

indivisible

nature.

i. It

0., as a

exists in one kind of animal, and not

2. It may be- shown to vary generally in
power in the two sexes.
3. It is not always proportionately strong
with others in the same individual.

it

it

it,

Phrenology thus gives us, as correctly
as limited time will allow, the anatomy of the
does not follow that
has yet
mind; but

I

a

detected and set forth, in nearly as full degree,
the functions of the several faculties, especially
the intellectual;
the various acts these can do
and the mental products they can yield; in
word, the physiology of the same mind already
so commends.ny anatomized.
And
have

claimed, accordingly, that Phrenology can be
come a satisfactory—a completebody of mental
science, only through a combination, yet to be
brought about, of a knowledge of the mental
processes, or the physiology of mind, portions
of which are already furnished to us in the
fruits

of

scheme of

study, with a true
elements, or anatomy of mind,

metaphysical

is

is

It

is

is,

a

'

is

is

:

it

a it

It

of

of

I

of

beauty, wonder, etc.

Kames admits a. sense of

property, fear, sense
Bacon
Deity, etc.
clearly individualizes the disposition ﬁn" con
cealment. Sir Vt’illiam Hamilton’s supposed
“ faculties" are in some instances
really such

of

it

ologists.

Qf

I

it

is

established, the latter of which, in the order
in which
shall name them,
especially in
sisted on, though both are admitted by phren

power, desire
esteem, benevolence, and the
moral sense. Brovvn recognizes the principle
of malevolence,pride, the original emotion

—in others, more acts or results.

Indeed, the
imperfect conception of the mental elements
running through his whole scheme will yet be
found a chief source of the real imperfections
in the results he has attained to, as they are
sufﬁcient reasons for its failure to be an en
during system of mental science.
sup

Of these principles, the ﬁrst
that
probably every faculty, but more especially
and certainly each one of the intellectual
faculties, can stand to its proper object or re
lation, in nature, in different attitudes—that

position at least plausible, that different meta
physicians have best individualized and set

Being without even a tolerably well ascer
tained and ﬁxed chart of mental elements, and
one based on such principle that, in working

in different relations of the consciousness
toward the object without.
An intel

within

faculty has one act toward its object
present, another toward its object past, or in
some instances, perhaps, toward its object
future.
But the second principle
not less import
lectual

ant.
that, in consequence of particular
connections established in the development of
the brain itself, fron certain pairs to certain
other pairs of organs, these are able to act

forth generally those faculties which were
most inﬂuential in their own mental characters,
activity, and experience.

it

stated

But while we thus insist so decidedly on the
singleness of object of each elementary power
of mind,
will be asked how can the func
tions of any such faculty be complex? how
can
present many processes to be studied?
The answer
found in two principles readily

pated by certain of the metaphysical writers,
though in respect to others the latter diverge
widely.
Stewart admits as special mental
the young
powers the serual instinct, love
and of society, sudden resentment, desire

is
a

mind, and not to make clear all the processes
the elementary powers can perform. As I
have in a previous volume of this JOURNAL

was to have been expected, and in fact
We find
true, that many of the received
phrenological elements are allowed or antici

It

instances, yet what is thus secured is mainly
to disclose the framework or mechanism of the

of one, or of several of the

out, “many men of many minds" can co-oper
ate to develop the whole of a mental man
hood, metaphysicians naturally enough reject
cd each other’s schemes, and metaphysics
drifted back and forth to suit the types of men
who prosecuted the study.
Against uncer
tainty of this sort the phrenologist
pretty
well guarded. He knows, for example, that
is

hit the true principle of individualization
of
mental powars, and has, it appears, already
successfully applied it in a large number of

anticipate that either in all these a like ele
ment
yet to be found, or else that we are
crediting some work to Comparison that be
longs to other faculties.
.

every system excluding this fundamental idea
must continue just so long to lack.
But while Phrenology has thus so happily

only thing its own nature allows
to deal
with—and that
dependence, as of this on
that, of eﬂ'ect on cause. So, again, though
we say Comparison makes us acquainted with
relations of resemblance,ﬁtness, degree, etc.,

is,

that is possible only in virtue of the funda
mental phrenological idea of a ﬁxed number
of eo-existent and collateral mental elements
making up every mind, and a clearness which

remove from what
obvious.
So, too, with
the reﬂectives.
Causality enters into a mul
titude of results in our thinking;
but if
mistake not,
has everywhere and always
one simple relation of thingsto deal with—the

is

ready secured over metaphysics in point of
deﬁniteness of idea and sharpness of distinction
of the elementary mental faculties and their
objects—u. deﬁnitcness and clearness, indeed,

In accordance, now, with the two principles
just stated, consciousness, sensation, attention,
perception, conception, simple suggestion, mem
cry, and volition, though prominent facts in
the mental rcalm, are not faculties of mind,
but only processes or results arising in course
of the activity
faculties.

is

candid explorer can not but be struck with the
immense advance which Phrenology has al

the multiplied appearances, offered to
really
one, and only one object, and that
purely
elementary one—namely,
the phenomenon
conon.
So of every other perceptive, when
we analyze its knowing down to the last

it

boundaries—the essential nature and object—
are not yet decided. But, even saying nothing
of the comparative rccency of the system, the

activities will be.

is

and not a few, like Carlisle and James Mill,
resolving all into one faculty—mind itself.
It
is true that, even in Phrenology, some elements
are yet wholly in question, and of others the

invisibility being neither light proper nor
shade proper, and all light and shade being
really simple or mixed color,
follows that the
perceptive faculty we name Color has, in all

is

ments alike faculties; another grouping both
actions and elements under a single faculty;

the mental operations, accepting such notions
in their least valuable form—namely,
one
affording us much less certainty and precision
in predicting what in given cases the mental

it

including under a given term more, another
one calling some actions and some ele

less;

faculty becomes engaged, and
only some
times not obvious because of the complex
natures under which the objects themselves
are presented to us.
Thus, blackness or

I

mental element, the so-called faculties admit
ted by the metaphysicians have always been
in a state of ﬂux and change, one writer

proper to the one elementary capacity of the
knowing mind
really found in all those
apparently unlike objects about which the

action or result as the unavoidable consequent
upon some other. Caution
however, re
quired not to accept this latter principle in ton
vague and general a manner, but to carry our
analysis in apparent instances of this sort as
far and as sharply as possible, since otherwise
we are liable to rest with confused notions of

is

For want of such canons, and of a proper
conception as to what should constitute a

If at ﬁrst view certain faculty seems to have
several kinds of objects, this will doubtless be
found due to defects for the time in our analy
sis; the one elementary object or relation

is

plexity of manifestation, it is seldom that, in
the case of a single mental power, all of them
can in practice be applied.

of mind has one, and only one object, or kind of
object, found somewhere in the natureof things.

it

These are the canons by which mental ele
ments may be determined; but owing to com

consentaneously or together; or, in other in
stances, the cxcitemcnt of one
made imme
diately to elicit action in one or more others.
Thus, very much among our mental operations
the result of combinations of active faculties,
or of a ﬁxed and natural flowing out of one

being given to us by Phrenology

itself.
has been already implied that, in the last
analysis, each individual faculty or true element

It

state.

which

\
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is,

4. Its activity appears or disappears at a
different period from that of others.
5. It may singly act, or rest from action.
6. It is distinctly transmitted to offspring.
7. it may singly be in a normal or a mbrbid
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casm are determined by the motive in each
case, or by combination of other mental ten

feeling, or humor, as a
distinct faculty; or else to consider that those
phases of wit which we term humor and sar

to regard the mirthful

dencies. This subject,
must be admitted,
Mr. Scott
one of considerable difﬁculty.
has argued very pertinently, in the Edinburg

place in the great human mind. He who can
not think or conceive these elements, therefore,
must look for signs, must observe and compare;

Phrenological Journal, that the fundamental
to discriminate,
ofﬁce of the faculty of Wit
or discern diﬁ'erences; and Mr. Watson, though

he must think toward and conceiveabout them.
Of course there still remains the possibility
that, by multitudes of facts, and by discrimi

less forcibly, has assigned as its ofﬁce a cog
nizance of the essential or intrinsic nature
things, in opposition to their more manifest or

A

it

qf

is

is,

bility

is

and the almost certain proba
therefore, that they have their actual

nevertheless;

included in the ofﬁce of some other faculty,
necessary to do
or that, as Spurzheim found
with Gall’s “Sense of Things,” a so-called

ratiocinative

is

is,

which have marked the path of
merely a gradual ascent
metaphysics;
solid basis, and by sure steps of devel
from
opment, toward the perfection of an enduring
Science of Mind.

is

an important question whether the
placing of the amative propensity ﬁrst in the
not the means of some
list of human powers
opprobrium to the phrenological system; but

It

ideas).

That persons of really great mental power,
as distinguished from mere activity of mind, as
well

as from limited

capacity,

have always

full or large brains,
fact sufﬁciently estab
lished.
That proper intellectual power, and
development of the anterior portions of the
a principle equally incon
brain, go together,
testible.
In all questions, however, of size of
at once ob
organs or of limited regions,
is

superstructure—the

namely, Comparison, Causality, W'it, Imagin
ation (the power of hypothesis), and Synthesis
(the power of constructing in the realm of

it
is

it

a

is

overturning

(reﬂective) faculties, instead of
two, are four, or perhaps ﬁve, in number:

is
a

it

is

single power must be split, or a new element
how
brought in. The strong presumption
ever, against the need of these changes; and
even where they must be made, the effect
and
nothing like that perpetual vacillation

it

But admitting that the
apparent characters.
claims of these newly proposed elements can
be made good, then
would appear that the

a

nating and sound reasoning, he may show that
given faculty or its object has not been prop
erly analyzed or understood, that its essential

in this direction
slight, or that the individual
has the phlegmatio constitution, or has been
placed in circumstances tending to repress
rather than to elicit mental activity.
But admitting the truth of all that has thus
far been stated in connection with the phreno
logical system, there may still remain the
question, to what extent the localities found or
ﬁxed upon for the special organs of the mental
faculties are to be received as positively ascer
tained. In the outset, the determination of
the places of organs was made, usually or
always, by means of an extensive examination
and comparison of heads of individuals having
the special trait of character involved power
fully or deﬁciently developed, while the survey
often extended to the cases of criminals, the
In
insane, and subjects of disease or injury.
certain instances, a general conﬁrmation was
found in comparative craniology.
Repeated
cases of disease or injury have since conﬁrmed
certain organs, as Language, Tune, Amative
ness, etc. The reliance once placed on mu
tilations of the brain of living animals
now
in the main, and properly, abandoned; though
by means even of such
method
has become
evident that a portion of the cerebellum
concerned in the ofﬁce of co-ordinating and
regulating the muscular movements.

is

elements.

becomes necessary

is

so feeble as to be mainly overlaid and smoth
ered up by stronger tendencies; but other
sound and philosophic minds have found them,

To suppose this, however,

it

grouped with

[AUG-,

a

his utter want of ability, did such exist, to
comprehend Hope, or Spirituality, or Causal
ity, or Secretiveness, is no sort of disproof that
such are true, indispensable elements of every
human mind. These or others may be in him

it

the true intellectual
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Dr. Thomas Laycock has attempted to an
swer the question necessarily arising as to the
mode of interaction

of the faculties through
the cerebral organs, by arguing that all nerv
ous action, including the functions of the brain,
automatic.
(British and Foreign Medica

appears to be unphilosophical, as
shall hope to
of course unnecessary.
have the opportunity in other articles of ana

must be taken into account. To decide upon
the latter, a central or ﬁxed point of departure
must be assumed or found;
quite common
to assume such point midway between the

arising from unequal thickness of
bones of the cranium, from unequal size of the
frontal sinuses, etc., are minor and partial,
measure of un
though they must introduce

openings of the two cars. Comparison, then,
of the total depth of an organ or part from
this ﬁxed point outward, with the depth of

specting the question of the tendency of Phre
nology to materialism, its advocates are divided,

face, quite disappoints the observer; but on
taking a proﬁle view of such heads, the re
haps not

whether the hypothesis and the synthesis-giving
powers are properly provided for in the exist

face, becomes evident, sustaining at once the
rule and the system. So there are still more

ing schemes.
has also appeared to me that Wit proper,
the ofﬁce of which
to take cognizance of

numerous instances in which, in respect to the
face, the forehead shows as prominent and de
but our disappointment
cidedly intellectual;

incongruity, absurdity, and hence ludicrousness
of ideas, and the action of which
truly

in such cases, at not ﬁnding the mind corre
removed
spondingly active or powerful,
when we discover that the total depth of brain

argumentative

and

convincing,

should

be

a

markable depth of anterior brain, though per
marked feature in respect to the

is

is

is

It

is

tions can be performed without supposing also
a special faculty, the office of which
the
synthesis or combination of thoughts, and

a

into the judgment

obtained.

Re

it,

though the opinion that mind, as an organizing
force, dominates in reality over the material
has its ﬁrm supporters.
conditions expressing
But the system,
completely established, will,
new educational,
claimed, carry with
social, political, and theological science.
hoped that this somewhat brief account
of the history and doctrines of Phrenology,
now for the time brought to a close, may serve
at least as an outline of the salient features of
growth and of principle characterizing this
most recent system of the science of mind—a
system which, however changed in details,
seems destined to endure as the index and
germ of all that is ever positively to be known
in respect to the nature and phenomena. of the
At some future time
may
mental world.
further consider certain difﬁculties in respect
to the localizing of the organs, and the subject
of cranioscopy, and also examine more fully
the scheme of the mental faculties.

if

it
a

it
is

true estimate of power. Thus, there are
known for remarkable power of
mind, whose phrenology, upon a view face to
individuals

certainty

I

I

may fur
beauty and perfection (Ideality).
ther inquire whether all known mental opera

for

difﬁculties

is

truth, as different from mere combination of
ideas—which should be regarded as a faculty,
distinct from that giving the emotion of love of

other parts, as Well as of the superﬁcial area
of one protuberance with that of others, fur
nishes, along with temperament, etc., the data

to

ultimate in a doctrine of psychology, and an
art of reading character.
Supposing the facul
ties chosen and the organs placed aright, the

it
is

a form of

imagining power—that which invents hypoth
eses, and evolves or creates new expressions of

Clzirurgical Review, 1845 and 1855.)
In its application, Phrenology claims

It

forward facts showing that there

is

lyzing the very vague ground now included
under the various uses of the term imagina
tion, and in that case may be able to bring

a

I

is

it

instincts

is

covering the part, but also the total depth or
projection of the brain-mass in that direction

is

carried on, of the alimentive propensity, the
prominence given to the former of these two

is

in view of the real priority, both in time and
in the order in which the bodily functions are

vious that mere elevation above or depression
below the parts surrounding,
no true crite
rion; in fact, for each faculty or region not
only the superﬁcial expansion or area of skull

°

stant aid of her poor little boys. They were
never from her side, and it was touching to
behold their sympathy, their gentle ministra
tions, and everybody prophesied that they
would be blessed in coming years, for their
thoughtful kindness toward their mother.
The widow recovered, but it was now the
heart of a bitter winter, and their little stock
of fuel was nearly gone. As soon as her
strength

permitted, she walked on a cold
cheerless day to the shop of her employer, and
told him her pitiful story. But it was hard
times; her illness had made room for others
as destitute as herself; in ﬁne, they had not
one stitch of work to give her. With a sink
ing heart, but praying to keep her courage, the
poor woman toiled on from shop to shop until
it became late, and what with her tears and
thedarkness
she could hardly see her way
home.
“ If Mr. Hart himself had been
there,” she
soliloquized, bending to the strong wind and
drawing her scanty shawl closer about her
“ I know he would have
form,
given me work."

was admitted into the room where sat the
stranger.
He arose as she entered, and gazed
with a curious air till she presented the purse.
Then he started with pleased surprise, laid
down his paper, took the gold and deliberately
counted it over.

“It is all safe,” he said, “you have not
taken—’7
“ Not one piece, sir,” she cried eagerly,
trembling as she spoke.
“You seem poor," remarked the stranger
carelessly.
“I am poor,” she replied.
“Got a family, I suppose.”
“ Four little boys, sir; I am a widow.”
“ Humph, humph, as I supposed—that’s the
old story.”

“ Ask

Mr. Hart, the tailor,” cried the
widow, stepping forward a little; “he knows
me well; he knows if I am poor, I am
honest.’7
A bright red spot bumed on her cheeks as
she spoke, and she forced back the tears.
“ Now confess,” said the stranger, rising
and walking to and fro before the ﬁre, “con

As she whispered thus through her chatter
ing teeth, a tall man with long gray beard

fess that you expected a large reward for this.”
“1 did think, perhaps—7’ and she turned
with quivering lips to the door.

passed by her; as he did so, something fell to
the sidewalk and laid upon the crusted snow.
Sarah paused; she heard the noise made by
the little packet, and something led her to

“Stop, stop,” cried the stranger, “you know
you never would have returned the purse had
you not expected to be paid for it.”
“Sir,” said the widow, her tone indignant,

search for it. Oh, joy ! it was a. purse, heavy
and ﬁlled to the brim; yellow and shining laid
the gold within its strong meshes, as she
carried it toward a lighted window.

her thin form towering, and, oh, the withering
rebuke in her voice and manners.
The stranger paused, holding the purse in

But a moment she lingered, pressing the
money with her numbed ﬁngers, the sorrowful
tears chasing down her thin cheeks, then start
ing forward to ﬁnd the owner of the purse,

L>>»

For a moment she drew back, but then re
membering that her poor boys were hungry at
home, and in bed because there were no ﬁre,
she burst into tears as she took
saying,
“This will buy bread for my poor children,”
and hurrying away buried the bitterness of
it,

Suddenly, like a ﬂash of lightning, the
thought occurred to Sarah that not one cent
of the new-found treasure was honestly hers.

her.

that morning in her own heart.
was four o’clock on the same day. Sarah
scanty ﬂre, busy in sewing
Goodwin sat by
a

more,” she ejaculated fervently; “ this is gold !
God put it in my way ; he saw I was despair
ing."

his hand; then drawing forth the smallest
possible coin that it contained, offered it to

It

“ My poor boys, they shall want food no

is

it

;”

while the boys appropriated their wardrobe,
danced about the ﬂoor, shouting with glee.
“ What’s in the
pocket, here? here, what’s
in the pocket '9” cried Jimmy, thrusting his
hand in that receptacle, when lo! out came
the very purse of gold the widow had returned
that morning.
scene of joyous confusion followed, and
the voice of prayer ascended from Sarah
Goodwin’s full heart. Again and again she
counted the glittering treasure. Five hundred
seemed an almost endless fortune.
dollars;
How her heart run over with gratitude to God
and the stranger.
She could not rest, till throwing on her
bonnet, with checks glowing now with hope
and happiness, she ran back to the hotel to
pour out her thanks.
carriage stood at the door, laden with
trunks behind. The driver mounted the seat
as she had reached the steps, and turning her
head there, within sat the mysterious stranger
with the long beard. She had not time to
speak, but he nodded his head as he saw her
with clasped hands standing there, her very
face seeming prayer embodied.
Sarah

never saw the eccentric stranger
She took
little shop and stocked
well, and put her boys to school.
the proprietor of a handsome
To-day she
again.

it

weary illness she had no other attendance save
the occasional help of a neighbor, and the con

The next morning, having eaten nothing, for
she could not touch a farthing of the gold, she

Almost
paralyzed with astonishment, the
widow remained on her knees, her eyes riveted
on the words—“
present for the fatherless

store.

Of her four boys, two are ministers,
a doctor, and the other
a thriving
merchant.
one

Nobody knows where the man with the long
gray beard has gone, but if he be living and
his eye meets this, he will know that he

is

giving their mother every cent of their earn
ings as often as they found work to do.
At last the mother fell sick, and through a

beard. But he had already gone out again;
she must call on the marrow, they said, and
ask for Mr. Ashcroft.

is

their

were good children,
homes after nightfall, and

A

in

always

latter

a

The

is

boys.

Of course she could do no more than describe
the stranger by his tall stature and strange

“Work for me, perhaps," murmured the
widow, untying the huge package, when sud
denly there came to light four suits of strong
gray clothes, with four neat, shining black caps,
exactly ﬁtting to the dimensions of her boys.

it

her

She knew him by his long singular
beard; and timidly crossing the street, she
made her way into the billiard hall, and there
bewildered by the light, knew not what to say
till twice asked by a servant what she wanted.
enter.

a

four to nine years, struggled through winter’s
cold and summer’s heat, providing her little
Meat
family with bread, and that was all.
and luxuries were denied Sarah Goodwin and

prove too strong for her integrity.
Opposite the great hotel, as she stood hesitat
ing what way to take, she saw the stranger

patches on the very poor clothes of her four
boys.
“ Run to the
door, Jimmy,” she said to the
eldest, as a loud knock was heard.
“
0h, mother l” the boy cried, returning, ‘"'a.
big bundle for us!
it? What can
What
be 'r‘”

loved.

_——‘0.0-._—

five years of age, the
INFLUENCES.~At
father begins to rub the mother out ofthe child;
at ten, the schoolmaster rubs out the father;
at twenty, the college rubs out the school
master; at twenty-ﬁve, the world rubs out all
his predecessors, and gives us a new educa
tion, till we are old enough and wise enough
to take reason and religion for instructors,
when we employ the rest of our lives in un
learning what we have previously learned.

A

MAN

is

her struggles, were poor and could not. So
she, a widow with four boys, from the ages of

she walked hurriedly up the street, fearful
that the temptation, should she arrive at her
poor room and see her hungry children, might
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A SKETCH OF NEW YORK.
SARAH Goonwm was the name of a poor
seamstress residing in the city of New York.
She was not wholly friendless, but those whom
she knew, and who would have aided her in
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obliged to keep his word when

nobody will take it.

,-.
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it

was frustrated.
them, however, revealed the design, and
There are
very few attempts at escape; and when the reformed inmates leave
the establishment, the directors use their inﬂuence to ﬁnd for them

I

it

situations and employments in which they may be useful, and exposed
to as few temptations as possible. The plan had been in operation for
four years, at the time of my visit, and understand that
continues
to ﬂourish with unabated prosperity.

It

is

Another instance of the successful application of rational and
afforded by “ La Colonie Agricola et Penitentiaire
humane principles
de Mettray,” about four and a half miles from Tours, in France.

a

It

is

is

described in the Journal de la Société de la Morale Chrclicnne, for
contrasted by Captain Maconochie with his
September, 1844, and
own system, in an appendix to the documents formerly mentioned.
was founded in 1839, for the reception of young delinquents, who,
under
pecial provision to that effect, are acquitted of their offenses

still to a considerable extent maintained, by voluntary

@c»

is

It

(as our lnnatics are) comma ayant agi sans discernement (as having
acted without discernment), but are sentenced to speciﬁc periods of cor
rectional discipline before their ﬁnal discharge.
was founded, and
contributions—

:

is

is

is

are a head-master and two assistants, and a separate house for every
forty boys. “The boys are further divided into four sections or sub
families, who elect every quarter an elder brother (from ainé), who
assists the masters, and exercises
delegated authority under them.
We attach much importance,” say the directors, “to his situation
being thus made elective.
Knowing the boys as we do, we can tell
the dispositions of each section from its choice.”
The labor imposed on the inmates
all useful. “ In England they
use crank and tread-wheels for exercise

but our criminals universally

object to this, and express great indignation at being set, as they call
‘to grind the air7 (moudre l’air). We find
of much importance
that our occupations, whether ordinary or for punishment, produce

a

equal humanity and reason in this observ
can be reformed only by strengthening their moral
and intellectual faculties; and, “ grinding the air” on tread-mills,
whatever effect
may produce on the calves of their legs, seems little
The tread-mill, by not only dis
calculated to improve their brains.
sensible result.”
ation.

There

Criminals

pensing with, but absolutely excluding, all thought and moral feeling,
cal
and exhausting both mind and body in sheer aimless fatigue,
culated ﬁrst to exasperate, and ultimately to blunt whatever little
mental power the individuals may have carried with them into prison.
“' we are
“ Before inﬂicting any
punishment,” continues the Report,
very anxious both to be perfectly calm ourselves, and to have the
culprit toned down to submission and acquiescence in the justice of our

“On grave occasions we also frequently assemble jury
of his companions to hear and decide on his case, reserving to ourselves
only the right of mitigating any punishment awarded by them.
severity.”
remarkable that these young people always on“ on the side
Captain Maconochie highly approves of “Prisoner Juries” for the
sentence.”

is

A

a

selected the time of his wife’s expected conﬁnement, when they sup
posed that his attention would be much engaged with her. One of

and comparatively comfortable life in the common prison.
Expulsion,
and, in consequence, a return to the severe penitentiary discipline,
inﬂicted, and
sufﬁcient.
There
the greatest punishment which

is

authority, and shed around him the highest and purest in
ﬂuences from his own beautifully'moral
and intellectual mind.
He
mentioned that only once had an attempt at crime been projected.
few of the worst boys laid
plan to burn the whole institution, and

unlimited

itentiary discipline in the central prisons, to which they much dread
Without this, the fatigue and moral restraints imposed on
returning.
them by the directors, would make them desire to return to their idle

a

I

an unbeneficed clergyman, himself belonging to this class, and thus
became thoroughly acquainted with the feelings, manners, and tempt
When
visited the establishment, he possessed
ations of the pupils.

Lastly, Their employments consist chieﬂy of those connected with
and country life; a strong wish being entertained that
agricultural
they should settle to these on being discharged, rather than return to
dense societies.
Before coming to this institution, the boys undergo a rigorous pen

It

;

is

that of parental affection mingled with strict and
steady discipline, in which punishments are used for reformation, but
The teachers are drawn chieﬂy from
never with injurious severity.
the lower classes of society and the head manager, Candidat Wicher,
the treatment

branches.

of

is
a
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as a last resource, and who was treated in every respect like the
other inmates, and with marked success. The inmates are retained,
necessary, till they attain the age of 22. They are instructed in read
master
ing, writing, and religion, and are taught a trade. There
for every twelve, who never leaves them night or day.
The plan of'

given to them, with
4. A carefully impressed religious education
as much purely intellectual culture as may comport with their pro
posed future condition as laborers.
Reading, writing, arithmetic,
linear drawing, and music are considered to constitute the requisite

it
is

I

whose parents voluntarily
applied to have them received into the
institution, for the reformation of their vicious habits.
Among this
saw the son of a German nobleman, who had been sent to
last class

to them.

it

a

portion of them consisted of young culprits apprehended for ﬁrst
offenses, and whose parents, rather than have them tried and dealt
contract by which the youths were
with according to law, subscribed
delivered over for a number of years to this establishment for amend
ment. And a third portion consisted of children of evil dispositions,

strict order, obedience, and other discipline imposed on them, by ap
peals to their judgment, interests, and feelings, rather than by direct
avoided in regard
coercion.
Corporal punishment, in particular,

is

tion, and who afterward, with the consent of their parents, had come
voluntarily to the institution for the sake of reformation.
Another

ilies, with common interests and tasks.
3. In all other respects they are placed in circumstances as much
as possible resembling those of free life; and are led to submit to the

;

offenders who had been condemned by the courts of law for crimes:
and suffered the punishment allotted to them in the house of correc

usually created in large assemblies of criminals.
2. For this purpose, the boys are divided into small sections or fam

is

A

It

it,

uated in a ﬁeld of a few acres, without walls, fences, bolts, bars, or
gates. It is supported by subscription, and the annual cost for each
was £10 48. sterling.
then
individual in 1837, when I visited
contained 54 inmates, of whom 13 were girls.
portion of them were

The principles of management are the following
1.
social or family spirit (esprit dcjitmille) is sednlously instilled
into the pupils, as opposed to the selﬁsh or merely gregarious spirit

a

[coiv'rixvan730! mu nnazaJ
THIS plan, or one closely resembling it, has been tried in Germany
with the best effects. At the village of Horn, near Hamburgh, there
is a house of refuge for juVenile offenders of both sexes, named Das
Rauhe Hans.
It consists of several plain inexpensive buildings, sit

contributed.

is
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OF

CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
BY GEORGE coMnE.
,.
[raox nu urns-r asvissn IDINBU‘BGK
ant-nom]

A

DUTIES

one benevolent individual, Count Leon d’Ourches, having endowed
during his lifetime with 150,000 francs, and the King and Royal
Family, the Ministers of the Interior, of Justice, and of Instruction,
with many public bodies and private individuals, having also liberally

trial of prisoners, as calculated to interest the body of them in the ad~
ministration of justice, to break down their otherwise natural Opposi
“They should, however,’7
tion to
and to assist in attaining truth.
says he, “judge only of the fact, and not of the fitting sentence on it.
it,
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conduct;
known."

but 79 are irreproachable.

Of the remaining 12 nothing is

If such a system were adopted in this country, a sound and service
able philosophy of' mind would be of importance, to guide the footsteps
of judges, managers, inspectors, liberating ofﬁcers, and criminals
themselves.

such a philosophy, the treatment would be em
pirical, the results unsatisfactory, and the public disappointment great.
have explained in view, you read
keeping the principles which

I

If,

Without

A

attentively the various systems of prison discipline which have been
tried, you will discover in all of them some lurking defect in one
essential particular or another, and perceive that their success has
been great or small in proportion as they have approached to, or
receded from, these principles.
few years ago, there was a rage
for tread-mills in prisons; these were expected to accomplish great
effects. The phrenologist laughed at the idea and predicted its failure,
for the implest reason: Crime proceeds from over-active propensities
and under-active moral sentiments; and all that the tread-mill could
boast of accomplishing, was to fatigue the muscles of the body, leaving
the propensities and moral sentiments, after the fatigue was removed

it

by rest, in a condition exactly similar to that in which they had been
before
was inﬂicted.
The advocates of the tread-mill proceeded on
the theory, that the irksomeness of the labor would terrify the offenders
it

if

it,

so much, that
they would refrain from ‘
they had once undergone
crime during their whole lives, to avoid encountering
again.
This
sufﬁcient foundation.
The labor,
notion, however, was without
although painful at the time, did not, in the least, remove the causes
of crime; and after the pain had ceased, these continued to operate,
offenses were repeated, and tread-mills have now fallen considerably
into disrepute.
Captain Maconochie, who has been long acquainted with Phre
nology, proposes the following improvements, in accordance with the
views now advocated, in the treatment of transported convicts: Two
sentences should

be pronounced

against convicted

criminals—ﬁrst,

7,

;
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is

is

a

is

a

is

is

should be required to redeem exclusively by labor and good conductj
a sum being placed to his credit daily as wages, according to his
be neglected his labor, or other
behavior, or charged to his debit,
wise oﬂ'ended. This ﬁne should, in no case, be dischargeable by
mere payment in money, obtained by the convict from any source

a

received in all 411 children, of whom 102 have been discharged. Of
these latter, 4 have been re-convicted (June, 1844); 1 has been appre
hended and awaits a new trial; 6 are considered only of middling

a

cation of two fruitful ideas—the substitution of a domestic or family
spirit in our pupils, instead of one proceeding from more gregarious
association, and the seeking from moral inﬂuences the restraints which
other systems look for in walls, bolls, chains, and severepunishments.”
The result of this statement is stated thus: “ The institution has

separated from free colonies altogether, and not even be subject to
them, but be kept in direct correspondence with the government at
home.”
Captain M. attaches great importance to this point.
His suggestions for the improved management of penal settlements
are the following:
The sentence, besides prescribing
term of banishment, should
fine (graduated according to the offense), which the convmt
impose

if

“From the second year of' our establishment, we think that we may
say that vice had become unpopular, and the bad were under the
inﬂuence of the good.” “ The cause of our success has been the appli

becomes inconsistent;
lost sight of amid
while its importance
variety of other questions, interests, and details. The expense, also,
military, and
greatly increased by the heavy police—judicial,
executive—which
indispensable to keep down the confusion, abuse,
and crime thus created.
“Penal settlements, therefore, should be

a

Maconochie entirely subscribes to this opinion, provided that the time
thus spent be not too long, and that this treatment he not considered
as capable of constituting a complete moral course.

Captain Maconochie states conﬁdently, from much experience, that
the mixture of
still
free and convict population, while the latter
in a state of bondage,
fatal to both. The administration of justice
impaired by its dependence on colonial interests and prejudices, and

besides his own labor and good conduct in prison. Indeed, to do away
with every idea of this kind, Captain M. proposes that “a factitious
debt of 6,000, 8,000, or 10,000 marks should be created against every
man, according to his offense," and be redeemable in the manner now
mentioned, and that these marks should exercise all the functions of
money in relation to him.
2. No ration, except bread and water, should be allowed to him of
right; for everything else he should be charged in marks, as the
representative of money.
3. He should be allowed to expend the marks he has earned for
necessaries, or even for present indulgences, at his discretion, but
never to obtain his discharge till, from his labor and economy combined
(both voluntary), he should have fully redeemed the sum charged
against him in his sentence.
seems almost unnecessary to contrast this system with the one
In the present one, everything tends to evil; in
now in operation.
the one proposed, everything would tend to good. The introduction
of
representative of wages, to be earned by the convict’s labor and
good conduct, \vould give him an interest in exertion, and present
These alone would change entirely the char
motives for self-control.
“They would remove that taint of
acter of the convict's condition.
The absence
slavery which, at present, corrupts every portion of it.
of ﬁxed rations, also, irrespective of exertion or conduct, Would further
improve the men. Under both stimulants, they would give twice the
amount of labor that they do now, with half the superintendence,’ and
this alone would make their maintenance much more economical.”
As a further strengthener of the motives to good conduct, the utmost
certainty should be given in prisons to the operation of the system of
ﬁne in
reward earned should unfailingly be given, and
marks.
curred by neglect or misconduct should unfailingly be exacted. There

A

tion, when little aptitude for it is exhibited amid a crowd. It is in a
cell, too, that religious impressions are most easily and certainly con
veyed, and that ﬁrst habits of industry may be formed.”
Captain

term, unless cured.

is

ever restrained in their general conduct in society, prompts them,
unconsciously to themselves, when they come to think of criminals, to
distrust the efﬁcacy of moral treatment, and to exaggerate the advan
tages of severe inﬂictions.
In the Mettray Institution, “ we use the cell to prepare for our
other inﬂuences, to enable our pupils to recover from the turbulence
of excited feeling, and sometimes also to lay a foundation of instruc

incident to it. The discipline in the penal settlement should be main
tained until this weakness convertedinto strenglh. Like a patient in
an hospital, the convict should not be discharged at the expiry of a

1.

” The principle involved in this fact extends through
proverbial
every branch of society. The excellent but stern moralists who, in
the social circles of life, in parliament, and at public meetings, advo
cate severe punishments, are, in this respect, “rude minds.”
There
is in them a lurking element of resentment and revenge, which, how

banishment for
10, 15, or other term of years, from the parent
country
and, secondly, hard labor in a penal settlementuntil discharged
under its regulations.
The two sentences should have no necessary
dependence on each other. The expatriation should be considered as
imposed to protect the society that has been injured from the early
return of one who has shown himself weak amid the temptations

It

All rude minds are inclined to severity." The greatest harshness,
he adds, of naval and military ofﬁcers who have risen from the ranks,
compared with those who have always held an elevated position, “is
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discretion in regard to either as possible, in order
that the men may speedily learn to look on themselves as the architects
of their own fortune, and not to trust to deception, evasion, and play
ing on the weaknesses of others, as means of escaping from labor or

should be as little

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

recompense in marks, and by negligence and disobedience forfeit these.
This initiatcry schooling would wean him from vicious recollections,
cultivate and gain his will, and enlarge his understanding, and would
thus lay the foundation for subsequent moral and intellectual improve
ment, by continued though less exclusive care. The issue from this
secluded stage of treatment should be made, in every case, to depend
on proﬁciency.
“experimentally;

“I

speak on all these points,” says Captain M.,
for however imperfect were all my proceedings in

Norfolk Island, and although thwarted in every possible way, they
yet left no doubt of the tendency of the principles on which they were
founded.”
5. After this probation, the men should be required to form them
selves into parties of six, who for a time—not less than eighteen months
(and longer in case they should not redeem the stated number of

it,

it

it

conditions, on both sides, punctually fulﬁlled.
ﬁnal discharge, every facility should be afforded to the men to
On
disperse, and enter as useful members into the free society of the colo
nies; but they should not be permitted to return home till the expira
tion of the period of banishment prescribed by their sentences.
Besides these means of improvement, Captain Maconochie proposes
to employ largely secular and religious instruction, and to institute
courts of justice easily and conveniently accessible to the prisoners,
particular part of their probation, even to act as
them, at
in trying delinquents, and to be eligible to serve as police or
special constables. As they approach their freedom, well regulated
amusements—such as music, readings, experimental and other lectures
allowing
jurors

——should be open to them on suitable payment for admission.
“In
every way their minds should be stirred and their positions raised up
to the usual privileges of freedom, before these are fully conﬁded to
them. Much may eventually depend on the transition not being at
last too great.”
not sym
only justice also to Captain M. to observe, that
pathy with any mere physical suffering inﬂicted on the convicts by the
it
is

but access to a public hall should be
course of discipline;
allowed to him, to hear public worship and receive general instruction.
By regularity of conduct and proﬁciency in learning he should earn a
similar

The whole arrangement should be, as
any local authority.
were, a
matter of contract between each convict and the government; and the
local authorities should have no other control OVer
than to see its

present system that prompts him to desire reform. He states that
more physical exertion
undergone, and greater privations are endured,
by many an honest English laborer, than are even now imposed on the
so contrived as to work out the
But the system
convicts by law.
is

consist of moral, religious, and intellectual instruction, in a peniten
tiary.
During this period, he should be secluded from all general
intercourse, beyond the society of a few individuals undergoing a

8. The ﬁnal liberation of the prisoners from restraint, as Well as
every intermediate step toward
should in every case depend solely
on having served the prescribed time, and earned the corresponding
number of marks. No discretion on either head should be vested in

is

gambling spirit which is so characteristic of the convict class, and
which at present everything tends to encourage.
4. During a period of not less than three months, commencing with
the convict’s ﬁrst arrival in the penal colony, his treatment should

and directing

a

justice and honesty, and the habit of connecting enjoyment with
virtuous action, and suffering with negligence and vice, would be fos
tered; while the certainty of the consequences of their own conduct
would contribute toward steadying their minds, and eradicating that

expensive and less efﬁcient instruments for controlling
the convict mind and labor.

a

shortening the periods of their conﬁnement. Voluntary labor and
economy, thus practically enforced (as the only means by which the
convicts could ever obtain their liberty), would tend to cultivate in
them habits of activity and self-command, the most important prep
arations for a return to freedom. By this means, also, the sense of
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perversion of all their natural feelings and the misdirection of all their
intellectual faculties; and by way of curing this moral degradation,
severe punishments are resorted to. These inﬂictions, however, in
The system obviously fosters,
stead of removing, increase the evil.
does not create, the condition of mind which leads to the
although
offenses for which these punishments are inﬂicted; and in so far as

conduct of the worse, and therefore a right to watch, inﬂuence, and,
necessary, control them. This would create an esprit dc corps in
the whole body, directed toward good—a matter of ﬁrst-rate importance

does so, the punishments can be viewed in no other light than as
this whole
unnecessary and unproﬁtable, and therefore cruel.
scheme of moral and intellectual degradation, and its attendant unnec

in the management of convicts.

essary and proﬁtless suffering, that rouscs Captain M.’s indignation,
which, however, he never unbecomingly expresses in any of his com

6. When the convict had acquitted himselfin a satisfactory manner,
and redeemed, by his industry and good conduct, the marks allotted to
these different stages, which should extend over three years at the least,
he might be rewarded by a ticket of leave in the penal settlement. In
this sphere, the means should be afforded him to earn a little money,
as a provision for his return to society. Small farms or gardens might,
with this view, be let at moderate rents, payable in kind, to the men
holding this indulgence, and the surplus produce, beyond their rents,
should be purchased from them, at fair prices, into the public stores.
This mode of obtaining supplies, besides creating habits of industry
and cultivating the feeling of private interest among the convicts,
would tend to improve the agriculture and develop the resources of
the settlement; the cost of the produce would be nearly as low as if

it

is

It

if

it

marks)—-should be held to constitute one family, with common inter
ests and mutually responsible; laboring, if they labor, for common
benefit; and idling, if they idle, to the common injury.
By this arrangement, all interests would be engaged in the common
improvement, and the better men would have a direct interest in the

munieations.
This leads me to another remark.

The admitted advantages attend
ing scientiﬁc knowledge, compared with mere vague and individual
impressions concerning a subject, should suggest to Captain Maconochie,
and every other individual who may be charged with the execution of
the new plan, the duty of applying the lights of Phrenology, as far as
they will go, in all the discretionary parts of the treatment. By no
The
other means can they act securely, consistently, and successfully.
cerebral development of every offender should be examined and re
corded; and where places of trust and inﬂuence are to be disposed of,
the, men who by previous labor and good conduct have earned the
right to be presented to them, and who, besides, have the best moral
and intellectual development of brain, should, cateris paribus, be pre
This rule will be found, in the end, to be the most humane,
ferred.
just, and expedient for the whole community of offenders; because the

ment, and receive (say) sixpence per day as money salary, besides the
marks attached to their situations.
The eﬂ'ects of 'this arrangement would be to enlist a proportion 'of
the best prisoners in the service of the establishment; to inﬂuence the

highest minds are most needed, and best calculated to do good, in such
a sphere. We can easily foresee that certain individuals with large
animal and intellectual, and very deﬁcient moral organs, may, while
under the ordeal of servitude, restrain their propensities, perform their

conduct of the others by enabling them to look to the same advantage in
their turn; and to allow of a diminution in the number of the free

prescribed tasks, and earn the necessary marks for promotion; but yet
that when they are placed in
situation in which internal self-acting
morality must supply the place of previous external restraint, they

ofﬁcers employed, and also of the military guards, who are much more

a

raised directly by the government, and much lower than if imported.
7. A ﬁxed proportion of the prisoners (say 3, 4, or 5 per cent.) should
be eligible to ﬁll subordinate stations of trust in the general manage
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Phrenology will afford valuable aid in attaining this object.
Further—I consider that it would be highly advantageous to the

it
is

necessary to with

The

discipline of the
liquors are completely
the convicts are prevented from conversing with

excluded, in which
each other, in which each one sleeps in
separate cell, and in which
regular habits and hard labor are enforced, appears to me to be well
calculated to accomplish this end.
But this
only the ﬁrst step in the process which must be com
pleted before the convict can be restored to society,
of living in
as a virtuous man. The second
enlighten the moral and intellectual powers to such
when liberated, shall be able to restrain his own

with

is

development of brain; but in selecting, at discretion, instruments for
the moral reformation of others, we should use the most complete
means in our power to ascertain the actual qualities of the instruments,
and prefer those which are best suited to accomplish the end in view.

from them every exciting inﬂuence.
American State prisons, in which intoxicating
a

under their authority, constantly doing evil, yet seeming to do good,
and extremely difﬁcult to detect and expose. No arbitrary addition
should be made to any man’s sufferings because he has an unfortunate

In order to weaken the animal propensities,
draw

is

may prove wanting and inefﬁcient.
Such men, owing to their unscru
pulous dispositions and powerful intellectual capacities, will be plaus
ible, deceptive, and dangerous ofﬁcers, fountains of injustice to all
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the prospect
to invigorate and
an extent that he,

and why should not the lowest class do the same?
In point of fact
they actually do so; and many of them believe that the portion of
society which is out of prison
at the bottom, as unprincipled, proﬂi
gate, and criminal as themselves, only more fortunate and dexterous

intellectual faculties of their inmates.
During the hours of labor no
advance can be made beyond learning
trade. This
valuable
addition to convict’s means of reformation; but
not all-suﬂicient.
After the hours of labor, he
locked up in solitude; and Idoubt much

in avoiding temptation and detection. One means of correcting these
erroneous impressions, and enabling such persons to understand their
own dispositions, and the real relations in which they stand to virtuous

he can read, for want of light; but assuming that he can, reading
a very imperfect means of strengthening the moral powers.
They
must be exercised, trained, and habituated to action.
My humble
that in prisons there should be
opinion
teacher, of high moral

is

I

is
a

it
is

a

is

a

is if

a

is,

men, and also of delivering their minds from the admiration of fraud,
violence, obstinate pride, and many other abuses of the propensities,
which at present they regard as virtues, would be to teach them the
functions, the uses, and the abuses of every faculty, and particularly
the peculiarities in their own cerebral organization, which render their

is

propensities amid
the usual temptations presented by the social condition.
There
only one way of strengthening faculties, and that
by
exercising them; and all the American prisons which
have seen are
lamentably deﬁcient in arrangements for exercising the moral and

is,

criminals themselves to teach them Phrenology as part of their moral
and intellectual
Many individuals of average minds,
instruction.
who are untrained in mental philosophy, assume their own feelings
and capacities to be the types and standards of those of all other men;

and intellectual

POSTSCRIPT 10 THE PRECEDING Lucretia—Since the preceding
Lecture was delivered in Edinburgh,
hava personally visited the
State prisons at Boston; at Blackwell’s
Island and Auburn, in the

ment, they should be indulged with the liberty of social converse and
action, for a certain time on each week day, and on Sundays, in pres
ence of the teachers, and in these convcnationes, or evening parties,
they should be trained to the use of their higher powers, and habitu

'

:
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is

is
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In the Eastern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania the convict
locked
up, solitary, in a cell, during the whole period of his sentence. He
permitted to labor, and
instructed in moral and religious duties; but
he
allowed to hold no converse with society, nor with the other
inmates of the prison.
The following remarks on these prisons are
offered to your consideration

<>>~

Simpsonon PopularEducation,p. 274. First edition.

a

is

it
is

a self-evident

A difference of opinion exists among intelligent persons, whether
the system of solitary conﬁnement and solitary labor pursued in the
Eastern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania,
or the system followed in

Living in entire solitude weakens the whole nervous system.

it It

is

Auburn of social labor in silence, enforced by inspectors, and solitary
conﬁnement after working hours,
more conducive to the ends of
criminal legislation.
The principles now stated lead to the following
conclusions:
external excitement from the animal propensities, but
operates in the same manner on the organs of the moral and intellec
tual faculties.
to
Social life
to these powers what an open ﬁeld
the muscles;
their theater of action, and without action there
withdraws

is

occasionally visits the cells, instructing the ignorant, and administer
ing the reproofs and consolations of religion.it

from which they are expected to spring, and yet this
truth.

is

is

is

a

other, upward of ﬁve hundred convicts may be seen, without a single
individual being observed to turn his head toward a visitor.
Not
heard throughout the apartments.
whisper
At the close of the day
labor
suspended, and the prisoners return, in military order, to their
solitary cells; there they have the opportunity of reading the Scrip
tures, and of reﬂecting in silence on their past lives. The chaplain

In no country has the idea yet been carried into effect, that, in order
to produce moral fruits,
necessary to put into action moral inﬂu
ences, great and powerful in proportion to the barrenncss of the soil

can be no vigor.
Solitude, even when combined with labor and the
use of books, and an occasional visit from a religious instructor, leaves
the moral faculties still in a passive state, and without the means of
stated to Mr. Wood, the able superintend
vigorou active exertion.
ent of the Eastern Penitentiary, that, according to my view of the laws
of physiology, his discipline reduced the tone of the whole nervous

I

lar order to the several work-shops, where they remain under vigilant
superintendence until the hour of breakfast, when they repair to the
common hall.
When at their meals, the prisoners are seated at tables
in single rows, with their backs toward the center, so that there can
he no interchange of signs. From one end of the work-rooms to the

of the convicts in morality and understanding.
Captain Maconochie’s
system of marks embraces all these advantages; and by such means,
by any, the convicts would be prepared to enter into society with a
chance of resisting temptation and continuing in the paths of virtue.

in harmony with solitude.
system to the level which
[oormwnn on no: roan-Two]
is

is

who are conﬁned and punished in them.
In the prisons of Auburn and Sing-Sing, in the State of New York,
and at Weathersﬁeld, in the State of Connecticut, the system which
has been adopted
one combining solitary conﬁnement at night, hard
labor by day, the strict observance of silence, and attention to moral
and religious improvement.
At sunrise the convicts proceed in regu

is

individuals

ated to restrain their propensities.
Every indication of over-active
restriction of liberty and enjoyment,
propensity should be visited by
while these advantages, and also respectful treatment and moral con
sideration, should be increased in exact proportion to the advancement

it

I

I

State of New York; the Eastern Penitentiary and the Moyamensing
Prison of Philadelphia;
and the State Prison at Weathersﬁeld, Conn.
cheerfully testify to their great superiority over the vast majority of
British prisons, but
am still humbly of opinion that the discipline
even in them proceeds on an imperfect knowledge of the nature of the

if

I

perceptions unsound on certain points, and their proclivities
directions dangerous.

a

in certain

power, for every eight or ten convicts; that after the
close of labor, these instructors should commence system of vigorous
culture of the superior faculties of the prisoners, excite their moral
and religious feelings, and instruct their understandings.
In propor
tion as the prisoners give proofs of moral and intellectual advance

The passions
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His forehead was very
expanded, show

much

ing large Causality and
Comparison, and great
natural
and

to plan

talents

think.

His

structiveness

was

and

his

Form,

and purposes.
If he had possessed
Secretiveness and less Firmness and
pride, he would have been more smooth and
agreeable in his manners.
Indeed, his chief
characteristics were those of strength, deter

plans

am

larger

Size,

Weight, Order, and Cal

mination, and breadth of mind.

cnlation were largely de
veloped, laying the foun
dation for practical and
scientiﬁc

attainments.

His head was high, in
dicating sympathy and
knowledge of
ﬁrmness of
character,
. purpose, and determina
l tion of mind.
It also
kindness,

morality, in
tegrity, respect for things
sacred, and also that in
indicated

ventive

imagination

which arises from large
Ideality,

Spirituality,
and

Constructiveness,
His
Causality.

lan

guage was large, and he
was, doubtless, good in
conversation, free and
copious in speech; and
had he been trained to

‘
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x. BRUNEL.§

1.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY

.—

PHRENOLOGXCAL cnassc'rsn.

Tm: portrait of Brunel shoWs that he pos
and character

ﬁdence in his own judgment was not easily
His Wit was also Well indicated,
unshaken.
and though he was not a very playful man, he

sessed the following qualities
In the ﬁrst place he had a ﬁrm,
istics.
enduring temperament, excellent digestion,
and a large head. His circulatory system was

would often express himself in awitty man
ner, and frequently so respecting subjects of a
grave and serious nature.

not equal to the digestion and the respiration,
He
as indicated by the smallness of the chin.
He
was constitutionally liable to apoplexy.
was an incessant smoker, as his biographer in

Behind Constructiveness the head
appears to be ﬂattened, showing Acquisitive
ness and Secretiveness to have been moderate.

Tobacco being calculated to disturb
the action of the heart, and to interfere with
healthy circulation, tending to produce apo

forms us.

plexy, and paralysis of the brain and nervous
system, we are not surprised that he died of
this disease, though his biographer concludes
“ in consequence of an
that the disease was
We prefer
undue degree of mental labor.”
to hold

his habit

of

incessant smoking re

sponsible, at least equally with excessive
mental labor, for inducing the disease which
produced his early death; but however we
may divide the responsibility of his death be
tween these two causes, he died twenty years
earlier than he should have done with such a

l

speak in public, he would
have made an orator.—
His talent for learning languages was excellent.
His Self-Esteem was large; hence his con

constitution.

§¢>>>

His Aequisitiveness

does not appear to have

been large.

Stockholders generally complain of the great
Had he
cost of the works which he planned.
been more largely developed in Acquisitive
ness he would have exhibited a greater
this respect, though the works
not have been so substantially built.
Engineers who have a very great degree of the

economy in
might

spirit of economy, will make low estimates,
and bring their work within these limits.
Economy, We believe, is not generally a fault
in the character of engineers, for their works
usually surpass their estimates; but, we think,
that a. greater degree of Acquisitiveness than
Brunel’s

head shoWs would

not endanger the

permanency of public works by a parsimonious
economy of expense.

[Auo.,

His social nature was fully indicated, but
the great power of his mind lay in his plan
ning talent, and in his courage, perseverance,
determination, and self-reliance, and these
traits were shown in the carrying out of his

Con

ple, giving a mechanical
direction to his mind,

A
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mocnarnt.‘
The

death of this eminent engineer, which
occurred September 15th, 1859, deprives Eng
land

of one of her greatest scientiﬁc men.
The name of Brunel has long been familiar as
a household word, owing its celebrity mainly
to the late Sir Marc lsambard Brunel, who
constructed

the famous block machinery at
The
Portsmouth, and the Thames Tunnel.
recently deceased gentleman was the only son
of Sir Mare, who had also two daughters, one
of them married to Benjamin Hawes, Esq.,

M.P., late Under Secretary of State for the
Home Department.
Isambard Kingdon
Brunel was born at
in 1806. His mother, ci-devant
Miss Kingdon, was of an old and respectable
The young Brunel was
family of Hampshire.
Portsmouth

sent at an early age to a college at Caen, in
France, where he remained for some years,
and became perfect master of the French lan
guage, mathematics, and the elements of the
physical sciences. He also excelled in fencing
and athletic sports, although small of stature.
On his return to England be commenced the
study of civil engineering in the ofﬁce of his
father, who was then engaged in
the construction of the Thames Tunnel, and
illustrious

he was appointed one of the assistant engineers
to that celebrated work.
He had a narrow
escape from death in 1828, while engaged in
superintending the works under the bed of the
river, for the water broke through the roof of
the excavated passage, and washed all those
who were in it with

tremendous rapidity up
the shaft, a distance of more than three hun
dred feet.
Many were drowned, but Mr.
Brunel was thrown up to the surface of the
difﬁculty,
pit, and was extricated without
though he sustained severe injury in his right
leg, which caused him to walk somewhat
lamely for the rest of his life.
He

next studied

the construction

of

the

steam-engine in the factory of Messrs. Bryan,
In 1833 his
Doukin & Co., of Bermondsey.
father was consulted respecting the construc
tion of the Great Western Railway from London
to Bristol, and thence to Milford Haven, in
Wales, and to Falmouth, in Cornwall—such
The old gentle
being the original projection.
man, not possessing the requisite activity for

@
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such an undertaking, recommended his son to
the favorable notice of the projectors. This
introduction was the making of the youthful
engineer, who was soon afterward appointed
to the task, and entered into it with extraordi

In those days there existed
nary ardor.
among the landed gentry and the aristocracy
These demo
Very great hestility to railways.
cratic institutions leveled alike hill and dale,
the gentleman’s mansion and the peasant’s
cottage, and crossed an antique park with as
little remorse as they did a wild heath. The
Liverpool and Manchester Railway, opened in
August, 1830, had proVed a triumphant ref
utation of the old fogy calumnies and calcula
The London and Birmingham line,
tions.
then in process of construction, and the South
western line, to Southampton, had been pro
jected.
The progress of the railway system was
becoming irresistible; but the obstinacy of the
red-tape aristocracy became only the more in
No scheme ever encountered more
veterate.
opposition than the Great Western
The preliminary surveys and esti
Railway.
mates were made in the autumn of 1833, and
the bill was introduced into the House of

violent

Commons by Mr. Charles Russell, on the
opening of Parliament in 1834. It was, of
course, referred to a committee, and evidence
The most
for and against it was taken.
eminent counsel Were retained for the pro
moters, as well as for the opponents of the
measure; Sir William Follett, Sergeant Mere
wether, and Mr. Talbot being among the for
liter, and Mr. Jay, Mr. Wrangham, and others

PHRENOLOGICAL
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From that moment Mr. Brunel may
be said to have lived on the road. He
caused a traveling carriage to be con
structed, wherein he could read, write,
and sleep at full length; in this he trav—
eled night and day between London,
Bristol, Plymouth,
Cardiff, and other
places, laying out the lines, and design
ing those numerous great works which
have made the Great Western Railway
the most perfect undertaking of its kind
in the world.
He, at the same time, un
dertook the construction

of the Hun
gerford Suspension Bridge, across the
Thames from Hungerford Market to Lam
beth; the formation of a railway from
Merthyr Tydvil to Cardiff, in Wales,
and the construction of a very bold suspension
The
bridge over the Avon, near Bristol.

'~_

latter was intended to carry a roadway from
the summit of the St. Vincent’s Rock (a height
of about three hundred feet), to the opposite
hill, called Leigh Wood, about the same height.
There being no ready communication across
the river, on account of the rise and fall, and
the rapidity of the current, Mr. Brunel caused
a bar of wrought iron, eight hundred feet in
length, to be made and hoisted into position
from rock to rock. A basket of wood, capable
of containing four persons, was made to tra
verse this bar, and by this method the work
men and engineers were transported from one
side of the river to the other—the least height
from the high-water mark being two hundred
and ﬁfty feet. This suspension bridge lan‘
guished for many years for want of funds.
The completion of the other works was ae~
complished successfully and rapidly, for Mr.
Brunet was not the man to let things go to

and the line of country selected by Mr. Brunel.
Those who attended this committee day after

sleep. He was next employed in the construc
tion of the Bristol and Exeter, the Oxford and

day, as the writer of this memoir did, were
ediﬁed by the contradictory opinions given by
such men as old George Stephenson, Dr.
Lardner, ,Vignales, Wollaston, Giles, Robert

Didcot, the Plymouth and Falmouth, Worcester
and Wolverhampton,
Cardiff
and South

Faraday, and others.
Stephenson, Macneill,
Every possible ﬂaw was discussed, and every
objection urged. This time the opponents of
the bill were successful, and it was rejected
on the ground that it did not offer a complete
line to the public.
This was, in fact, a griev
ous oversight, for the bill only asked for power
to construct a portion of the line between
London and Bristol.
The law expenses of
this application alone cost the promoters
Next session (1835) an amended
$80,000.
and complete bill was brought before Parlia
ment, and was carried through both Houses,
in spite of the most determined opposition of
The
the large landowners and the Tories.
latter were headed in the House of Lords by
Duke of Cumberland (the late King of
The opposition proved of no avail,
Hanover).
and the bill became the law of the land, at an
expense to the promoters of about $200,000.

the
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The opinions of the most
eminent scientiﬁc men were also taken as to
the sufﬁciency of the estimates, and the works
among the latter.
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Wales, and Yeovil and Salisbury railways;
he was also appointed consulting engineer of
the Tuscan and Sardinian railways.
He pro
jected the Great Western steamship, which
was built under his superintendence; but on
her passage down the Thames she caught ﬁre;
in the confusion and smoke Mr. Brunel missed
his footing and fell into the hold, severely in
juring his back. He was removed to his house
in Duke Street, Westminster, where he re
mained for some time under the surgeon’s
hands; and though he recovered from the ac
cident, he never wholly got rid of its effects.
He was concerned with Mr. Stephenson in
the erection of the great Tubular Bridge over
the Menai Strait; and was consulted on most
of the great engineering undertakings of the
day, and especially that of the sewerage of
During the Crimear'i war the gov
London.
ernment commissioned him to erect a hospital
at Renkioi, on the Dardanelles, capable of
accommodating three thousand men.
But

17,035}
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his latest and greatest work was the Great
Eastern steamship, whose triumphs he has not
lived to witness.
He died of paralysis, the
natural result of the ovartasking of his brain
and the undue excitement of the system. He
was a man of indefatigable

industry and per
severance; of unbounded reliance on his own
resources; and of the greatest personal
He was small in stature, but of
courage.
commanding aspect and manner; an indomita
ble will pervaded his actions, and he was re
markably active in his movements. He pos
sessed the fortiter in re, though the suaviter in
mode was too often wanting.
He was an in
veterate smoker, and at the commencement of
his engineering career was never without a
cigar in his mouth. He frequently worked
twenty hours a day, and as frequently all
and the writer of this memoir has
night;
known him abstain from going to bed an entire
week.

With the exception of smoking, he was
temperate, and even abstemious.
In 1835 he
married Miss Fanny Hei'slcy, of Kensington,
by whom he had one son. He was a member
of the Royal

Society of London, of the In
stitute of Civil Engineers, of the Society of
Arts, of the Societies of Astronomy, Geology,
and Geography, and of many other similar
learned bodies. Louis Philippe, King of the
French, conferred upon him the Cross of the
Legion of Honor.
His father having received
only the barren honor of knighthood, the
preﬁx of “Sir” did not descend to him; nor
did he covet those artiﬁcial emblazonments on
which men of small minds set so much store.
He has passed away in the maturity of his in
tellect, in the 54th year of his age, regretted by
a nation, and mourned by a large circle of
friends.
Of his qualities as an engineer, it
would be superﬂuous to speak. His works
testify of him.
But he has been condemned
by many for the extravagance of the means he
employed to accomplish his ends, and certainly
few of the shareholders in any of his vast
schemes have much cause to congratulate
themselves on the amount of their dividends.
He had a remarkable narrow escape from
death on one occasion. He had invited a
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such as

physicians, lawyers, savans,
state councilors—all
resolved

If

academicians,
to wage unceasing warfare on that enemy to
the health and pocket of man—the weed.
these reformers curtail

\

WISDOM

defense that can neither be

stormed nor surrendered.

C»—

t 5

is
a

its consumption, the
result will be speedily felt in the public rev
enue, for the annual income from that source
alone comes very near $40,000,000.

from the ships before he could get within riﬂe
shot. Many officers had by this time come
upon deck, and two of them, seeing their com
rade single-handed, hastened to join him.

is

is

is

is

it,
is

is

’s

C
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breaking the neck.

The

bear now turned in

his agony, and, seeing his other antagonist,
rushed toward him. A deep breath was drawn
by all the spectators, the relief was so great
when the animal turned away from his breath
with

a

less enemy.

His

new assailant was

armed

fowling-piecs, loaded
The distance grows less between

double-barreled

with ball.

is

them, and no report as yet reaches the ear.
About twenty-ﬁve yards, and still no report.
now
Can his gun have missed fire? No—-he

is

is

coolly dropping upon one knee and taking de
the ﬂash, and now
liberate aim. Ah! there
the report!
The creature
down, and has
Look! he
up again, but only
raised upon his fore leg. Now the officer
another re
Ah there
going close to him.
!

is

is

is

rolled over.

port, and the bear lies at full length upon the
And
ﬂee-ice, incapable of further mischief.
now the three hunters meet over the body of

“I
it

their victim.
“
said
Ah, man
knock against my ribs as

felt my heart
would beat a

was all over
hole there; for began to think
could hear the bear snort
with me when
close at my heels. But for that shot of yours,

0—,

should be in a poor ﬁx by this time.”
From that period an order was given that no
one should leave the ship unarmed or alone.
The Polar bear

capable of getting living
as the following anecdote
a

avoid being seen, he made a circuit to obtain
the shelter of some elevated portions of ice,
and by so doing was
considerable distance

the point they attack in
the head backward and

it

One of the ofﬁcers snatched up his riﬂe, and
started alone to shoot the animal.
In order to

the head, and this
the seals, drawing

if

and the body swayed from side to side.

effect, and at all events would prevent the use
of his teeth; still, a blow from the fore paw
would be sufficient to destroy life,
aimed at

,

the cause of the peculiar
attitude they assume when doubtful of objects
before them. The head
thrown back, the
nostrils dilated, the breath forcibly drawn in,

His pon
Crack went

arrested in
Mr.
riﬂe, and the brute
his course for a moment, and the lower jaw of
the animal, or rather the front part of
seen hanging down.
The ball had taken

P

to sight.

This

close.

is

spread being unusually
large in proportion to his other organs of sense,
and hence We find him trusting more to than

Now he

raised in the air.

I

the nerve of smell

of?

derous paw

I

The bear’s sense of smelling
highly devel
oped, the bones and membranes upon which

yards

i”

land and ice, stopping from time to time, and
raising his black-tipped muzzle to sniff the air.

few hundred yards,” said an old quartermas
steadily ﬁxed upon the
ter. Every eye
within a few
chase, till at last the bear

I

it

obstacle in

pursuing their prey.
From the deck of one of the Arctic ships, a
white bear was seen cautiously approaching
from the southward over the uneven surface of

[Auo .,

Before they were many yards on the way, he
ﬁred. The white bear turned and dashed to

even when blind,

ward him at full gallop.
There was no time
to re-load, and nothing left but to run for his life.

party had encamped for rest.
men were all of them stowed away in
their blanket-bags, beneath the wolf-skin cov
erlet in their small tent. Suddenly a shock

one of the best runners in the vessel.

The

bear gained rapidly upon him. His two mess
mates, who had gone forth to make a diver
sion, also ran as fast as they could, with the
hope of coming within riﬂe shot before the
victim could be overpowered.
The suspense of the next few moments was
intense, and exclamations of “Run, run for
l” were
your life!” and “‘God help poor
heard from many lips.
“ Not the shadow of a
hope, unless Mr.
can pick the bear off with his riﬂe at

A

was given to the flimsy house, and suddenly
great crash.
down
came upon them with
a

The sight from the ship was
one of great anxiety, although the officer was

it

skin of the back.

traveling

The

In moment they scrambled from beneath the
coverings, and beheld a large white bear, qui
etly poking his nose among the articles upon
the sledge. Not a moment was to be lost; an
old bombardier of marine artillery dived be
a

Away he went over the fioe-ice at a terrible
rate, the bear after him, greatly infuriated
from the slight wound he had received in the

will prove.

neath the fallen tent, and brought out a loaded
close to the bear’s head,
gun, and placing
stretched him lifeless upon the ice. The party
was much astonished at the animal’s standing

it

to

it,

ORGANIZATION.-—-An organ
ization is now forming throughout France, and
the men that give tone to society there belong

bodies would be an insurmountable

a

_‘0.0.-—-——

ANTI-TOBACCO

surface of the snow, or to the safe
not
passage over newly-formed ice. Were
for this provision, the unwieldy weight of their

yielding

it

his boldness and presence of mind:
“On one occasion he was crossing in a
basket which, some years ago, hung from a
rope stretched from rock to rock, answering
the purpose of a suspension bridge across the
Some hitch occurred in the
Avon, at Clifton.
tackling, and the basket remained ﬁxed in the
middle, swinging frightfully over the river,
Brunel coolly climbed
some 350 feet below.
the rope, disengaged the knots, and was drawn
back in safety. Audacity was one leading
An
feature of Brunel’s engineering character.
this
illustrates
anecdote is related which
Brunel held vieWs in contradiction
strikingly.
to those of his brethren, as to the employment
of a certain kind of Roman cement in railway
Other engineers objected to
bridge building.
its use, as it hardened too fast to allow the
Not so Brunel.
work to settle properly.
Trusting to his own view, he used this mortar
in one of his first large bridges, constructed by
It fell soon
them for the Great Western line.
Brunel entered the room
after its erection.
where the directors were assembled in dis
comﬁted conclave, to discuss the accident.
‘I congratulate you, gentlemen, on the fall of
bridge,’ was Brunel’s entry on the subject.
us! on an accident involving
‘Congratulate
disaster and the loss of £
?’ was the
angry and amazed rejoinder.
‘Certainly,’
said Brunel, coolly, ‘I was just about to put
up two hundred bridges 0n the same prin
ciple.’ ”

illustrate

to apply their immense muscular power in
admirably adapted to the
progression, and

is

We close the biographical sketch of this re
markable man with the following anecdotes,
taken from the London Guardian, which

water.

P

lodged, and Mr. Brunel recovered from his
imminent danger. We believe this to be the
only known instance of a substance remaining
in the windpipe without causing death.

they move, either on land or in the
The great length, breadth, and ﬂatness
of their paws afford a large surface whereby
which

is

as to hold him upside down; and
while in this position, by incessant patting on
the back, the obstinate coin was at last dis

contrived

creatures caged and cramped in the Zoological
Gardens, with only a small pond to swim in,
we can form no idea of the swiftness with

a

mained two days in a state of choking, but at
last cured himself by means of a frame that
he caused to be constructed, which was so

upon the powers of the White or Polar Bear
Accustomed to see those
(ursus maritimus).

is

it entered the windpipe, where it stuck edge
wise. Surgeons were sent for, but all their
He re
efforts to extract it proved fruitless.

Tun following, related by a naval ofﬁcer, at
one time engaged in the search for the late Sir
John Franklin, will serve to throw some light

is

bring it out at the ear. He took a half sove
reign (a coin about the size of a half dime) and
jerked it into his mouth, but so violently that

THE WHITE, OR POLAR BEAR.

is

party to his house, and by way of
amusing the children was performing some
One of these consisted in
conjuring tricks.
pretending to swallow a piece of money and

juvenile

C

'38

inoffensive to be shot at. On examination, he
was found to be totally blind, from cataract, in
both eyes, and must for some time past have
procured a living by scent alone.
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A sailor who belonged to the crew of a ship
employed in the whale ﬁshery once undertook
to attack a large Polar bear which he saw on
the ice at a distance.

It was in vain that his

companions tried to persuade him to give up
the design. He laid hold of a whale-lance
and approached the bear; the hear was, how
ever, as brave as the sailor, and stood waiting
for the attack. The sailor, seeing him so bold
and powerful an animal, grew faint-hearted,
and, after standing for some time motionless,
took to his heels. The bear pursued him with
enormous strides. when the sailor dropped the
whale-lance, his cap, and then his gloves, one
after another, to prevent the hear from follow
ing him.
Bruin

examined the lance, tore the cap in
pieces, and tossed the gloves over and over;
but, not being satisﬁed with his spoil, he still
pursued the sailor, whom he would, without
doubt, have torn in pieces, had not the rest of
the crew, seeing the danger of their compan
ion, sallied forth to rescue him. The affright
ed sailor ran toward his comrades, who opened
to him a passage, and then prepared to attack
the bear.

The hear was, however, as prudent
as he had proved himself to be brave; for,
after surveying the force of his enemies, he
effected an honorable retreat.
sailor,

The

valiant

who had ﬂed before his

courageous
enemy, never stopped for a moment in his
ﬂight until he had reached the boat, preferring
to he laughed at for a coward rather than to
remain and encounter the bear.
Let the
young remember that foolhardiness is not real
courage.
The Polar hear of average length, when full
grown, appears to vary from six to seven feet.
There are, however, instances on record of a
much greater magnitude; for example, the
specimen in the British Museum, brought
home by Sir J. Ross, from one of his northern
expeditions, measured seven feet eight inches,
and its weight, after losing, it is calculated,
thirty pounds of blood, was eleven hundred
and thirty-one pounds; and another individual
is described by Captain Lyon as measuring
eight feet seven inches and a half, its weight
being 1,600 pounds.
The ﬁrst and most striking character of the
Polar bear, which distinguishes it to the eye
of the non-scientiﬁc observer, is its color, which
is of a uniform white, with a tinge of straw
color more or less prevailing.
In its ﬁgure,
though the limbs have the massive thickness
peculiar to its race, there may be easily traced
a striking distinction, referable, no doubt, to
its almost aquatic mode of life.
The contour
of the body is elongated, the head flattened,
with a straight profile, the muzzle broad, but
the mouth peculiarly small.
The neck, which
forms a most remarkable

feature, is continued
twice as long and as thick, if not thicker, than
the head, which is thus thrown out far from
the shoulders, so as to give it a poking air.

t>>

The paws are of huge dimensions, and covered
on the under side with coarse hair, whence it
derives security in walking ovcr the smooth
and slippery ice. The fur is long and woolly,
except about the head and neck, but of ﬁne
texture and considerable value.
On the inhospitable shores where the Polar
bear resides there are no forests to shelter him
in their recesses; he makes the margin of the
sea or the craggy iceberg his home, and digs
his lair in the snows of ages.
His habitat may be considered as bounded by
the arctic

circle,

willingly pass.

below which

he does not
and western

W
The

northern

winds, however, often drift numbers on ﬂoat
ing islands of ice to the coast of Siberia and
the shores of Nova Zembla.
On the northern
coast of America, also, down to Hudson’s Bay,
the present species is by no means uncommon.

A MODERN

SOLOMON.

A rrnaow named Donks was lately tried at
Yuba City, Cal, for entering a miner’s tent and
seizing a bag of gold dust, valued at eighty-four
dollars. The testimony showed that he had been
employedthere, and knew exactly where the owner
kept his dust; that on the night of October 19th
he cut a slit in the tent, reached in, took the bag,
and then ran off.
Jim Buller, the principal witness, testiﬁed that
he saw the hole cut, saw the man reach in, and
heard him run away.
“ I put for him at once,” continued
the witness,
" but when I ootohedhim I didn’t ﬁnd
Bill’s bag,
but it was found afterward where he had thrown
it)!

Counsel for (be Prisoner.—-How far did he get
in when he took the dust?
Buller.—Well, he was stoopin’ over, about half“
in, I should say.
Counsel.-May it please your honor, the indict
ment isn’t sustained, and I shall demand an no
quittal on direction of'the court. The prisoner is
on trial for entering a dwelling in the night-time,
with intent to steal. The testimony is clear that
he made an opening, through which he protruded
himself half way, and stretching out his arms,
committed the theft. But the indictment charges
that he actually entered the tent or dwelling.
Now, your honor, can a man enter a house when
only one half is in and the other half out 2
Judge.—-I shall leave the whole matter to the
jury.
They must judge of the law and the fact
as proved.
The jury brought in a Verdict of “ guilty” as

to one half of his bodyI from his waist up, and
“ not guilty” as to the other half.
Th: judge sentenced the guilty half to two
years’ imprisonment. leaving it to the prisoner’s
option to have the “not guilty” half out oﬂ‘, or
take it along with him. A judgment, we think,
worthy of Solomon.
The abovereminds us of two men who owned a
dog in partnership. One was fond of the dog, and
desired to keephim; the other was anxious to have
him killed, and thus save the tax. One day he re
ported to his partner that he had shot his half,
and he might do as he liked with the other.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING PHRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED—No. 2.
To EDUCATE is to draw out or call forth the
To runs a faculty is to guide,

faculties.

control, and regulate its action until
that
action becomes habitual.
Now to educate or
to train a child, a dog, a horse, or anything
else, it would seem to be of the utmost im

portance to understand perfectly the character
of the being to be educated or trained.
If a
man were to undertake to drive a team of
horses as many cruel men drive
oxen, there
would not be one pair of horses in a million
that would not declare war against the master

and either conquer him or run away from him.
Moreover, horses differ from each other almost
as much as they do from oxen in
disposition.
Ono horse can be managed only by
careful,

tender treatment; another horse is stiff-headed,
coarse in qualities and disposition, and seems
to require to be treated with a determined will

and a stiﬂ' hand. Some oxen will bear club
bing over the head and almost constant
whip
ping, while others would resent such inhuman
treatment and become entirely unmanageable
by such adriver.
The same is true of dogs and
every other sentient being that serves man.
The mind of man is more complicated
and
reﬁned in its quality and character than
that
of the lower animals, and requires a
corre
spondingly nice and complicated mode of treat
ment; and if any one fact stands forth more
than another in conjunction with this
subject,
it is the need of as complete and
thorough a
knowledge of the being to be educated as can
be obtained. That this knowledge is
imper
fect among parents and teachers
needs no
proof. That it needs to be increased ten-fold
will not be questioned; nor will it be
ques
tioned by any who have given the
subject
careful attention, that Phrenology, as
an
exponent of the mental nature of man, stands
forth unequaled for its simplicity, comprehen

siveness, and availability.
We should hardly
be disputed though we were to say that it was
the only system of mental
philosophy which
has any claim to conﬁdence as a practical
aid
in gaining a knowledge of, and
exerting a
direct inﬂuence over, the human mind.
Phrenology points out the capabilities of
each person, what qualities require to be
de
veloped and what passions repressed.
It
enables us to discriminate with
certainty
between the proud and the humble, the tur

bulent and the peaceable, the courageous and
the cowardly, the generous and the
selﬁsh,
the thrifty and the shiftless, the passionate
and the cool-headed, the hopeful and
the de

sponding, the cautious and the reckless, the
cunning and the artless, the talkative and the
taciturn, the reasoning and the weak-minded,
the ideal and the practical, the
witty and the

sedate, those who are qualiﬁed for mechanics
and those who would fail of
success in that

_
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Relative to her musical talent, although nearly
all in the institution sing daily at family wor
ship, sho has never been known to sing a note,

Many

and seems to take no interest in it.’7

pursuit to which selﬁsh inﬂuences and igno
rance had devoted them. After a thorough
apprenticeship and ten of the best years of

can not help it,” calmly responded Mr.
Combo; “she has large Order and Ideality,
and is capable of exercising taste and being

their lives, by accident or in despair of success
an
they have adopted a business without
apprenticeship, but a business which required

neat.

painters that a neighboring city can boast
was raised a carpenter, and though he was
always sketching with his pencil on the white
boards upon his bench the portraits of persons
and the outlines of objects, he still had no
settled idea that he possessed artistic talent.
He happened to be at a phrenological lecture
of ours where he had an examination, and
was informed that he was naturally adapted
to be a painter.
He took the hint, laid aside
the plane, and took up the pallet.
Some ten
years later we met him after he had been
called upon to paint the portraits of three
State for its public
in a ﬁne house, had

governors of his native
gallery.

He

lived

acquired position, and was in a fair way to
He was again
independence.
pecuniary

called, when the matron read the description
to her, and remarked, “Now, Hannah, the
gentleman says you can be neat and learn
music, and I wish you to try and prove
whether he is true in his opinion or not.”

facility scarcely excelled by the skillful pia
nist in evoking from the instrument the most
delicate harmonics, though the unskillful hand
may

make that

instrument

give forth

the

wildest jargon and discord.

———<~.~>—

TOADB, FROGB,

AND FISH.

CURIOUS HISTORY.

On the 29th of March last, while
was out
witnessed
most
upon my morning’s ride,
curious sight.
As
approached
small,
sheltered, shallow pond, heard a great multi
tude of frogs vociferating

notes of different

think are only thus uttered
varieties, that
at about this time of the year, and which had
often caught my ear before, though had never
been able to see the croakers while so engaged
until now.

remembered how easy
to get
eagles and hawks on horse

Mrs. Shurlock has informed us that the girl
did try to sing, and in less than twelve months
became an excellent singer, and the leader

near our wildest

the choir in the chapel of the institution.
She
the same time became one of the
most neat and orderly in the same household,

foolish frogs could as readily be deceived by
the horse and carriage; and then, too,I had

also within

and these habits still continue with her years
after her marriage and settlement in life.
Had

not

this

examination
been made to
encourage alike the girl in her efforts, and her
managers to take the proper means to call out
and train these faculties, she would have re
careless, slatternly person, and in
respect to music have been mute for life.
mained

Now, noatness and order are blessing to her
self and family, and her musical talent lends
a charm and grace to her life.
This ﬂat con
of the phrenologist, which her
previous life and character had presented, left

tradiction

back, and that
this way, and

had frequently shot them in
occurred to me these more

shot the golden plover from
wagon, and had
heard of its being Daniel Webster’s method of
was satisﬁed
enjoying ﬁeld sports, until
could be done. The brute creation have no

it

We have many illustrations of ill-chosen
pursuits and of changing, even in middle life,
with decided success. One of the best portrait

learning

developments, and they can be called out.”
After Mr. Combe had retired, the girl was

Q/'

and wealth.

of

capable

and Tune large, and is
music.
She has the

a

rapidly up to distinction

She has Time

a

the exercise of another class of faculties, and
they have triumphed, not only over the want
of training and experience, but over the em
barrassments of their condition, and have run

“I

traits of children may be played upon by the
teacher or the mother who understands the
true mental philosophy, with an ease and

I

thereby directed to appropriate occupations.
persons utterly fail to succeed in a

lived, because of her ﬁlthiness, and she is
regarded as incorrigible by all who know her.

in character and talents, though they
may belong to the same family or stand in
the same class at school. The contradictory

a

respectable, could they have had in childhood
such an analysis of their character and talents
as Phrenology would have afforded, and been

She has been turned away
uncleanly habits.
many times from good families where she has

successfully to those who are

unlike

idea of numbers, and can not count. All these
thoughts, just as thoughts will, flow through
was
my mind in a. couple of seconds, when

I

failed to win respectability. and secure their
daily bread, and are thus made wretched for
life.
Some of these persons might have had
vocations and became eminent, or at least

Hannah; “for,” said she, “she is the most
slatternly person in the house; and notwith
standing all our efforts to reform her in this
respect, she continues in her disorderly and

part instruction

a

vainly endeavoring to become qualiﬁed for
some profession or mechanical trade, and have

the

I

have spent the formatory period of their lives
sweating over the classics or mathematics, or

After the subjects had
Mrs.
descriptions were read.
Shurlock, the matron, remarked to Mr. Combo
that he had made a signal failure relative to

retired,

a

of excelling in music.

strong.
not only teaches the disposition of
individuals, -but what motives to present to
those different dispositions to bring forth in
them what
good and to restrain that which
bad, and how to induce obedience and im

I

and that education has been badly conducted,
because the ﬁrst principles of the mind have
not been generally understood. Thousands

mode of awakening dormant powers to activity
as well as how to depress those which are too

it
is

give his opinion of each in writing.
One girl
named Hannah Porter he described as being
naturally tidy, a lover of order, and capable

moral

Phrenology opens to the teacher and to the
parent the primary elements of the mind. It
informs them what are the native talents and
the weaknesses of the child, and the proper

I

powers than ever before had
been known to the world.
At present man is but half educated at best,

innate

Mr. Combe’s predictions, which, at the time,
gave him no little discredit.

I

government of mankind, and last, though not
least, it gives a nobler elucidation of man’s

In 1839, when Mr. Combe was lecturing in
Philadelphia, he visited the House of Refuge
for the purpose of studying the character of
the institution.
He was requested to examine
the heads of several of the inmates, and to

and teaches us what civil and criminal laws
are required for the proper guidance and

and our informant, the worthy
appeared to take great pleasure in
stating this triumph of the science, and re
joiced in the practical advantages derived from

I

It points out the true
scholastic education.
theory of prison discipline, and furnishes the
only sound basis for the treatment of insanity,

to him, and to adopt one which has become
not only a success, but the pleasure and pride
of his life.

his conclusions;

matron,

wheeled up among the alders and some last
year’s blackbirds’ nests close by the side of
the smooth water, and sat within six feet of

I

and
occupations, what particular branches of study
a person can best succeed in, and lays the
foundation for domestic training as well as

house and gave a history of his career, and of
the former examination,
and openly and
decidedly gave Phrenology the credit for ad
vising him to leave a pursuit which was odious

I

teaches, therefore,
sciences, what trades and

it I

Phrenology

It

gained.
what
arts

him no consolation but the belief in the cor
rectness of the science and in the justness of

is

is

brought forward for examination in public, and
a similar statement in regard to his talents
was made, when he invited the writer to his

a

department, those who are distinguished for
the various kinds of memory, and those whose
minds lose their knowledge about as fast as it

[AUG.,
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the gathering, which consisted of many bushels
of green and yellow frogs, all engaged in an
interesting but most unharmonious concert.
The place seemed literally alive with them,
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little circles caused by the dilating and con
tracting of the throats of the. delighted
songsters, until it was not only ﬁlled with
music, but with Ilogarth’s lines of beauty,
which went ﬂashing, breaking and fading in
every direction over the smooth surface of the
glittering pool. Upon close inspection I found
these creatures were depositing their eggs, and
that there were already bushels of the little
black, bead-like globes upon the water in con
glutinated masses, while they were, I suppose,
Ap
being impregnated by the other sex.
parently this gathering had been called for the
sole purpose of thus propagating their race. It
was much the gayest day I have ever witnessed
among the frogs, and I have no doubt another
year must pass before they will again enjoy
such' another rejoicing, or I shall witness a
All the toad
sight so curious and ludicrous.
family seem thus to deposit their eggs in the
water, including the tree toad.

said his say he is done, and he withdraws from
our view modestly to his place of retirement.
We have a curious ﬁsh, which looks like
a toad, and has the same expression of eye
and countenance, while its form is that of
a tadpole; it makes a nest, lays eggs, and
watches over the same while hatching, and
protects the young until they can take care of
themselves. It is known as the toad, or oyster
The nest is made generally in the mud
ﬁsh.
under a pole, and is about one foot deep where
the mother keeps, when she is as much dis
posed to protect her young, for which she is
very jealous, by snapping and biting as though
she were one of the canine family.
They can
bite quite as hard as the dog; the jaws are
exceedingly powerful, so that the ﬁshermen, to
save their books, are compelled to break or
unjoin them.
They will
after quitting the water.

live

a long time

Besides this we have three other varieties
which I think might be included in this family
of toad ﬁsh. Two of them have small mouths,
like those of the tadpole. One is covered with
sharp spines, and is called the horned toad ﬁsh.
The other has the faculty of inﬂating itself

Lizards make their nests in the ground, and
with wind until as tight as a bladder, and can
so do the snakes that are oviparous.
But the ' be excited to this inﬂation by scratching its
toads and lizards shed their skins like the ser
Its teeth are like those of the sheep.
belly.
Another is found when dead only along the
pents, except that the toads pull theirs off with
their feet and mouths, and eat them. I do not
know that frogs ever make such changes of the
outward garb, except it may be at the time
they are being metamorphosed from the ﬁsh to
the reptile, when we observe a change in their

strand of the sea shore, and always when dis
covered has a dead duck in its stomach.
Perhaps the ﬁsh is killed by being unable to

color. The tadpole is brown, while the new
creature to which it is transformed when it as
sumes the frog state is yellow, green, and spot

ﬁsh to drift to the shore. The mouth of this,
like that ﬁrst named, is very large and frog
like, with long, sharp, hooked teeth, doubly
set and each muscularly movable like those

ted. Indeed, at this transformation, the whole
animal in shape and everything else is changed,
and after this there is nothing left to appear
ance of the tadpole. All the toad family are
The tail of the tadpole drops
metamorphosic.
oﬁ', and is not absorbed as might be supposed,
but goes when such an appendage can be no
The forelegs are formed
longer of use.
previous to those of the bind, and are seen
days before the shedding of the tail.
The
place where these tadpoles and frogs congre
gate has been familiar to me as far back as I

For months every year it is

dry, and I have wondered how the
frogs and kindred could live there, and why
they did not migrate to the two other ever
ﬂowing streams which are upon either side, at
entirely

the distance of not more than a quarter of a
mile. It has been always the home of multi
tudes of the biggest kind of bull frogs, which
every year bellow for a few weeks, and then
I suppose when
disappear to parts unknown.
the place is dry they are buried beneath the
tussocks and large grass, but we never ﬁnd
them, and no man ever heard a bull frog ex
cept when when he was entitled to be heard,
and in his season of speaking.
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and I counted ﬁfteen or sixteen with their
heads out within the space of two feet, while
below the surface there seemed as many more,
and the whole basin was equally thronged.
The water was all in motion, and divided into

can remember.

$
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When he has

In approaching its game it at times will
crawl with that peculiar kind of caution we
witness in a pointer dog when coming upon a
moving covey, and then again when thus en
gaged itwiil slowly and awkwardly walk, but
its general motion is that of hopping with
great quickness, and with long leaps, at times
ﬁve or six feet at a bound.
To get from them their greatest speed, which
is very interesting. you have only to drag a line
slowly on the ground after them, which they
seem to imagine their great enemy the snake,
while they will scream with fear and lead off
at a tremendous rate, and at their longest
strides, causing you to remember the old pro
verb, “One who has been bitten by a serpent
fears a rope’s end.”
They do not like much sun, and generally, if
the day be bright, keep to their homes (each
having his own, under boards, and near our
doors and about our wells) until the approach
of twilight, when they will come out, earnestly
seeking water.
Sometimes I have seen them
perched upon the sides of the troughs drinking
like little beasts. while their bright eyes were
A constant supply of
sparkling with delight.
water should be kept within their reach. The
hop-toad is the friend of the gardener and far
mer, and is entirely worthy of their friendship
and protection, being harmless, and feeding
upon worms and insects which are our pests,
and which destroy our plants and fruits.—
Gcrmartlown Telegraph.

digest the mass of feathers which cover the
fowl, and that the light bird causes the heavy

of some kind of sharks, and that of the fang
of the rattlesnake, made so, I suppose, that
they may the more readily disengage their hold
when fastened to things too strong for them,
and it would seem they are intended only for
the purpose of catching these birds while upon
I have
and beneath the surface of the water.
nevar known one of the ﬁsh found that did not
contain a duck, and generally this a coot. I
once saw a ﬁsh which was brought from the
Paciﬁc Ocean, called the frog-ﬁsh, that also
had the toad expression of face, and the tad
pole shape, with four feet. It bedded in the
mud and took its prey by stratagem, with a
sort of line and pole fastened to its head. On
the end of this line was attached a false bait,
which the ﬁsh would wave and dangle as we
would ﬂourish a bait to catch a pike, until the
small fry were thereby coaxed directly into the
aws of the hideous-looking reptile.
I could name no other creature with an eye
so wonderfully

expressive as the common hop
toad, which, while engaged in watching its
prey, is so beautifully sparkling and bright as a
to remind one of a living diamond, or I might
say an intellectual jewel.

——-.~.o’—

IM» “ all. Illustrated."

JESSIB'S HAIR.
IY JENNY LEITCH.
I was lookingthrougha drawer

Filled with lettersdimandold,
Somebrimmedo’erwith loveandkindness,
Othersverycalmandcold.
They whowrotethemfar arescattered—
Somebeyondtherestlesssea—
Bomeareon thewesternprairies,
Onebeneaththecocoatree.
TherewereletterswarmandlovingI
But asyearsawayhaveﬂown,
Thosesameheartsforgottoloveme—
Lips andletterschangedtheirtune.
When fromouta foldedpaper
Droppeda tressof glossyhair;
Twlnedaboutbyfadedribbon
Was thislock,sosoftand fair.
Ah! it stirredmy heart‘sdeepfountains,
Anti thetearsbrimmedup space,
For it broughtsoplainbeforeme
Jessie‘sloving,earnth face.
Years goneby shesentthistoken,
From herhomebesidethesea,
Folded up as I hadfoundit,
With thewords,“ Rememberme.”
Now shesleepswithoutawaiting,
Underneaththevallcy'ssod;
Our poor esslc’searth-tiredspirit
Bestsforeverwith herGod.
But of all old friends‘mementoes,
Kind orloving,rich or rare,
Nonehavesomuchpowertomoveme
As thislock of Jessie’shair.
For it seemsasthoughI heldhere
Of herveryself a part—
Betterfar thanbookor letter,
Thoughthewordscamefromtheheart.
Oldenmemories
throngaboutme,
From mylips escapes
a prayer,
As I sit in duskytwilight,
With deadJessie’sgoldenhair.

J
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istered.
These views are supported by the “Report of Dr. James B. Cole
man, Physician to the New Jersey State Prison [in which solitary
conﬁnement, with labor, is enforced], addressed to the Board of In
The Report states that “among the
spcctors, November, 1839.”
prisoners there are many who exhibit a child-like simplicity, which
shows them to be less acute than when they entered. In all who
have been more than a year in prison, some of these effects have been
observed. Continue the conﬁnement for a longer time, and give them
no other exercise of the mental faculties than this kind of imprison
ment affords, and the most accomplished rogue will lose his capacity
The same inﬂu
for depredating with success upon the community.
ence that injures the other organs will soften the brain.
Withhold
its proper exercise, and as surely as the bandaged limb loses its power,

will the prisoner’s faculties be weakened by solitary conﬁnement.”
He sums up the effect of the treatment in these words: “While it
subdues the evil passions, almost paralyzing them for want of exer
cise, it leaves the individual, if still a rogue, one who may be easily
detected ;” in other words, in reducing the energy of the organs of the
propensities, it lowers also that of the organs of the moral and intel
lectual faculties, or causes the convict to approach more or less toward
Dr. Coleman does not inform us whether the brain
general idiocy.
will not recover its vigor after liberation, and thus leave the offender
as great a rogue after the close as he was at the beginning of his con
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guidance, or who inherit property that requires to be protected, whose
case we are now to consider. We may be called on to discharge these
duties, either by the ties of nature, as being the next of kin, or by
being nominated guardians or trustees in
deed of settlement executed
by a parent who has committed his property and family to our care.
Many persons do not regard these as moral duties, but merely as
discretionary calls, which every one may discharge or decline without
and there are individuals
blame, according to his own inclination;
who recount some half dozen of instances in which trustees and
guardians, after having undergone much labor and anxiety, have been
rewarded with loss, obloquy, and ingratitude
and who, on the excul
patory strength of these cases, wrap themselves up in impenetrable
selﬁshness, and, during their whole
duties for any human being.

lives, decline to undertake such

It
impossible to deny that instances of ﬂagrant ingratitude to
guardians have occurred on the part of wards; but these are excep
the practice of declinature were to
tions to a general rule; and
become general, young orphans would be left as aliens in society, the
prey of every designing knave, or be cast on the cold affections of pub

lic officers appointed by the state to manage their affairs.
While there are examples of misconduct and ingratitude on the
part of wards, there are also, unfortunately, numerous instances of
malversation on the part of guardians
and those who are chargeable

\

I

I

aged with integrity, and whose education had been superintended with
but
have known
kindness and discretion, have proved ungrateful;
several ﬂagrant examples of cruel mismanagement by guardians.
In
one instance, a. common soldier who had enlisted and gone to the
a

Peninsular war, left two children, and property yielding about £70
He was not heard of for
consider
a-year, under charge of a friend.
able time, and the report became current that he had been killed.
The friend put the children into the charity work-house as paupers,
and appropriated the rents to his own use.
relative of the soldier,
who lived at
distance, at, last got tidings of the circumstance,
obtained
legal appointment of himself as guardian to the children,

A

and training

The Pennsylvania

a

the moral and intellectual
system preserves the convict from con
tamination by evil communications with his fellow-prisoners, and
prevents the other convicts from knowing the fact of his being in
It does not, however, hinder his associates who are at large
prison.
The
from becoming aware of his conviction and imprisonment.
reports of the trial in the public newspapers inform them of these;
and I was told that they will keep a note of them and watch for him
on the day of his release, if they should happen themselves to be then
at large, and welcome him back to proﬂigacy and crime.
The principles of criminal legislation now advocated necessarily
imply the abolition of the punishment of death.
cient means for invigorating

with this offense are too apt, when called to account, to complain of
hardship, and want of just feeling on the part of their wards, as a
screen to their own delinquencies.
have known some instances,
indeed, but very few, in which children, whose affairs had been man

a

The Auburn system of social labor is better, in my opinion, than
that of Pennsylvania, in so far as it allows of a little more stimulus
to the social faculties, and does not weaken the nervous system to so
great an extent; but it has no superiority in regard to providing effi
faculties.

charge the duties of guardians toward them. When the children are
left totally destitute, the parish
bound to maintain them; and that
duty has already been considered under the head of the treatment of
the poor.
therefore, only children who stand in need of personal

;

ﬁncment.

been deprived, by death, of one or both of their parents; and an-obli
gatiou devolves on some one or more of the members of society to dis

a

of liberation approaches, and feel bewildered when set at liberty.
In
short, this system is not in harmony with a sound knowledge of the
physiology of the brain, although it appeared to me to be well admin

;

Wood admitted that convicts, after long conﬁnement in solitude, shud
der to encounter the turmoil of the world, become excited as the day

still are strictly social and very important.
refer to the
duties of guardianship and surety.
As human life
liable to be cut short at any stage of its progress,
considerable number of children who have
thereare always existing

is

If

if

powers will be capable of offering scarcely any resistance.
he be placed amid virtuous men, his higher faculties will feel
acutely, but be still feeble in executing their own resolves.
Mr.
intellectual

HAVING discussed the social duties which we owe to the poor and to
more private nature,
proceed to notice several duties of

criminals,
but which

a

If he meet old associates, and return to
ing on an enfeebled frame.
and profanity, the animal propensities will be fearfully ex
cited by the force of these temptations, while his enfeebled moral and

drinking

sxn asatrnnoas.

Guardianship—Adutynot to he declined,thoughlta performancei sometimes
repaid
with lngratitude—Themisconduct oftenon thepartof theguardians—Examples
of
bothcases—
Particularcircumstances
in whichguardianshipmaybedeclined—Dulles
of guardians—They
shouldstudyand sedulousiyporformtheobligationsincumbent
on them—Property
of wardsnot to bemisappliedlo guardians’own purposes—Co
guardianato bevigilantlywatched,and checkedwhen acting improperly—Care
for
education,and settingout in life of thewards—Dutyof suretyship
themaintenance,
—Dsngeraincurredby its performance—These
may be lessenedby Phrenology—
Sellishueuof thosewhodeclineto become
sureth in anycasewhatever—Precautions
underwhichsuretyshipshouldheundertaken—No
manoughtto bind himselftosuch
an extentasto exposehimselfto sufferseverely,or to becomesuretyfor sanguine
and prosperousindividualwhomerelywishesto increasehis prosperity—Suretyship
forgoodconduct—Precautions
applicableto this—Dutiesof jurors—Fewmencapable
of theirsatisfactory
ofjuries—Dutlea
ionsfor the improvement
performance—Suggea
ol'arbitrators—Erroneons
notionsprevalenton thissubject—Decisions
of “ honestmen
judging accordingtoequity”—Prlnciples
of law oughtnotto bedisregarded.

is

increased in susceptibilily, but lowered in strength. The excitements
that will then assail him will have their inﬂuence doubled by operat

.

is,

patient recovering from a severe and debilitating illness, makes a more
vivid impression than when delivered to the same individual in health ;
but the appearances of reformation founded on such impressions are
deceitful.
When the sentence is expired, the convict will return to
society, with all his mental powers, animal, moral, and intellectual,

K

I

to a sound one. Hence it may be quite true that religious admoni
tions will be more deeply felt by prisoners living in solitude than by
those enjoying society, just as such instruction, when addressed to a

LEC

[AUG.,

DUTIES or GUARDIANS, SURETIES, Juaons,

It

raox no: 'mra'n-rrvil
[OORTINUID
are weakened and subdued, but so are all the moral and intellectual
of the nervous system is increased,
powers.
The susceptibility
because all organs become susceptible of impressions in proportion to
their feebleness. A weak eye is pained by light which is agreeable
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took them out of the work-house, presecuted the false friend, and
compelled him to refund the spoils of his treachery.
In another instance, both the father and mother of tWo female chil
dren died, when the eldest of the children was only about three years
of age. The father was survived by a brother, and also by a friend,
both of whom he named as guardians.
He left about £3,000 of prop
erty. The brother was just startingin business, and had the world
He put £1,500 of the trust-money into his own pocket,
before him.
without giving any security to the children; and, during the whole
of their minority, he used it as his own, and paid them neither capital
His co-trustee, who was no relation in blood, was an
nor interest.
example of generosity as strikingly as this individual was of selﬁsh
ness. He lent out the other £1,500, took the children into his house,
educated them along with his own family, applied the interest of the

half of their fortune which he had rescued, faithfully, for their beneﬁt,
When the
and ﬁnally accounted to them honestly for every shilling.
children became of age, they prosecuted their disinterest uncle for
the portion of their funds which he had mistaken for his own; and
after a considerable litigation they succeeded in recovaring principal,
interest, and compound interest, which the court awarded against him,
in consequence of the ﬂagrancy of the case; but they were loudly
taxed by him and his family with ingratitude and want of affection,
for .calling to a court of law so near and dear a relative 1
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tion to the guardian.
It has often appeared to me, from seeing the
loss and suffering to which individuals are exposed from ignorance of
the fundamental rules of law on this subject, that instruction in them,
and in other principles of law applicable to duties which the ordinary
members of society are called on to discharge, should form a branch
of general education.
After having become acquainted with our duties as trustees or
guardians, we should bend our minds sedulously to the upright dis
charge of them. We should lay down a positive resolution not to
convert our wards, or their property and affairs, into sources of gain
to ourselves, and not to suffer any of our co-trustees to do such an
act.

However tempting it may be to employ their capital in our own
business, and however conﬁdent we may feel that we shall, in the end.
honestly account to them for every shilling of their property—still, I
say, We ought not to yield to the temptation.
The moment we do so,
we commit their fortunes to all the hazards of our own; and this is a
breach of trust.
We place ourselves in circumstances in which, by
the failure of our own schemes, we may become the instruments of
robbing and ruining helpless and destitute children, committed, as the
most sacred charges, to our honesty and honor. If this grand cause
of malversation be avoided, there is scarcely another that may not be
easily resisted.
After abstaining ourselves from misapplying the funds of our

As a contrast to this case, I am acquainted with an instance in
which a body of trustees named in a deed of settlement by a mere ac
quaintance, a person who had no claim on their services through

wards, our next duty is to watch over our co-trustees or guardians. in
order to prevent them from falling into a similar temptation.
Men
of sensitive, delicate, and upright minds, who are not in the least

relationship, managed, for many years, the funds of a young family—
superintended the education of the children—and accounted faithfully
for every farthing that came into their own possession; but who, at
the close of their trust, owmg to their having employed a law-agent

prone to commit this offense themselves, often feel extraordinary hes
itation in checking a less scrupulous co-trustee in his malpractices.
They view the act as so dishonorable that they shrink from taxing
another with it; and try to shut their eyes as long as possible to mis
management, solely from aversion to give pain by bringing it to a
close. But this is a weakness which is not founded in reason, but on
a most erroneous view both of duty and of human nature.
I can
testify, from experience and observation, that a man who is thoroughly
honest, never objects to have his transactions examined with the
utmost strictness. He is conscious of virtue, and is pleased that his
virtue should be discovered; which can never be done so effectually
as by a close scrutiny of his conduct. \Ve shall, therefore, never
offend a really good and trustworthy man, by inquiring habitually how
he is discharging his duty.
On the contrary, he will invite us to do
so ; and esteem us the more, the more attentively we watch over the
affairs of our pupils.
,
That stewardwhoseaccountis clear,
Demandshis honormayappear;
His actionsnevershunthelight;
Ha la,andwouldbeproved,upright.
Gay'sFablu, Part IL, Fab. 6.
On the other hand, if the organs of Conscientiousness be so defective
in any individual, that he is tempted to misapply the funds committed
to his care, he stands the more in need of being closely watched, and
of having his virtue supported by checks and counsel; and in such
circumstances no false delicacy should be allowed to seal our lips and
tie up our hands. We can not givejust offense by the discharge of
our duty in stopping peculation.
If our co-guardian be upright, he
will thank us for our scrupulosity; whereas, if he be dishonest, his
feeling of offense will resemble that of a rogue at the ofﬁcer who
detects him and brings him to justice, which is unworthy of con
sideration.
But even in this case, we shall give much less offense than we
it it a fact, of which I am convinced by extensive observa
imagine.
tion, that men in whom the organs of Conscientiousness are deﬁcient,
and who are thereby more prone to yield to temptations to infringe
justice, have very little of that sensibility to the disgrace of dishonesty
which better constituted minds feel so acutely, and hence we may
speak to them very plainly about their departures from duty without
their feeling debascd. But whether they be offended or not, it is the
duty of their eo-trustees to prevent them from doing wrong.
If the funds of our pupils be properly preserved and proﬁtably
invested, there will generally be little risk of great failures in the
These consist generally
remaining duties of trustees and guardians.
in seeing that the children are properly maintained, educated, and set
Every trustee will be more able to discharge these duties
out in life.
well, in proportion to the range and value of his own information.
[so as con-rim.)

who did not attend to his duty, and to the children having turned out
immoral, were sued personally for £1,000 each, and were involved in
a very troublesome and expensive litigation.

I mention these facts to convey to the younger part of my audience,
who may not have had experience in such matters, an idea at once of
the trouble and risks which often accompany the duty of guardianship.
At the same time, I have no hesitation in saying, that I consider every
man bound to undertake that duty, with all its diseomforts and
dangers, where the dictates of the higher sentiments urge him to do
so. If one of our own relatives have been laid in a premature grave,
nature calls aloud on us to assist and guide his children with our
experience and advice. If we have passed our lives in habits of sin
cere friendship and interchange of kindness with one not connected
with us by blood, but who has been called, before the ordinary period
of human life, to part from his family forever, we are bound by all the
higher and purer feelings of our nature to lend our aid in protecting
and assisting his surviving partner and children, if requested by him
to do so.
There are instances, however, in which men, from their vanity or
more selﬁsh motives, do not appeal, in their deeds of settlement, to
their own respectable relatives and friends for assistance; but name
men of eminent rank as the guardians of their children, under the
double expectation of adding a posthumous luster to their own names,
and securing a distinguished patronage to their family.
This practice
is disowned by conscience and by just feelings of independence, and
trustees called on in such circumstances to act, are clearly entitled
to decline.
Suppose, then, that a case presents itself in which one of us feels
himself justly required to accept the office of a trustee or guardian,
under a deed of settlement—what is it his duty to do?
Certain rules
of law are laid down for the guidance of persons acting in these
capacities, with which he should, at the very ﬁrst, make himself
They are framed for the direction of average men, and,
acquainted.
on the whole, prescribe a line of duty which tends essentially to pro
tect the ward, but which also, when observed, affords an equal protec
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ETIQUHTTE AND BAD MANNBRB.
ron GENTLEMEN TO CONSIDER.

BY IMRB. GEORGE WASHINGTON WYLLY.

Tunas is nothing so terrible as a breach of
etiquette in this world of starch and paste-board.
NeVer trust to your instincts of natural politeness
—if there is any doubt, run to your etiquette
book. To gentlemen, this rule is especially ap
plicable.
Don‘t commit the unpardonable blunder of
speaking to a lady without an introduction. No
matter if her collar is dropping eff—no matter if
her lace mantle is detaching itself from the rest
of her garments—unless you can ﬁnd someone to
introduce you, it would be a fearful lapse of man

pleasure in giving and receiving the most trivial
attentionsthat ought to insure their more frequent
repetition. Have a little faith in humanity.
Take it for granted that the world's intentions are
kind, and you will be astonished to see how many
good-natured individuals there are in it. But as
for theseformal people, who deal out everything
by weight and measure, we would have them ban
ished to the North Pole at once. They have no
business to freeze us up, if they happen to prefer
the icicle temperature for themselves!

——4-0.0->——
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“ It is your country'sﬂag.myson,
And proudlydrinksthelight;
O’eroceans‘waves,in foreignclimes,
A symbolof our might."
“ Father,whatfearfulnoiseis that,
Like thunderingof theclouds?
Why do thepeoplewavetheir hats,
And rushalongin crowds‘I"
“ It is thenoiseof cannon,boy
The gladshoutof the tree:
This is thedayto memorydear—
‘Tis Freedom‘s ubilee."

J

“I

wlshthatI werenowa man,
I'd themy cannon,too,
And cheeras loudlyastherest—
But, father,why don’tyou‘i”
“ l‘m gettingold andweak,butstill
My heartis big with joy;
manya daylike this—
I’ve witnessed
Shoutyou aloud,myboyi"
“ Hurrah forFreedom’sJubilee i
God blessour nutch land!
And mayI live to holdthesword
Of Freedomin myhandi”

W

" Well done,myboyl—growup andlove
The landthatgaveyoubirth;
A homewhereFreedomlovesto dwell
Is paradiseon earth."

THE "HERO" OF THE REGIIVIBNT.
A room; volunteer. by the name of H——, not
yet twenty years of age, a very quiet and unpre
tending character, was placed as guard over the
guard tent, at Portland, Me., with strict orders to
allow no one to pass either in or out. Our stal
wart youth shouldered his musket, and signiﬁed
that he understood the order. Now, while he was
pacing back and forth at the entrance of the tent,
Lieut.—ColonelW— was conversing with a friend

[AUG.,

can’t pass now, unless you pass over my dead

My-,)
The Lieut.-Colonel, who had from some cause
lowered his pistol, leveled it a second time at the
broad shoulderedyouth. Ho, nowise daunted, ex
claimed, in a determined voice, “ Shoot!” and in
the same instant he prepaw'l to charge with bayo
net upon the oﬂicer.
At this critical moment twenty pistols were
pointed from the bystanders, attracted by the
He lowered his
scene, upon the Licut.-Colonel.
weapon and retired.
Thus closed a scene which has made young
H—- the hero of the regiment. His fame spread
far and wide, and citizens in the neighboring city
have been greatly excited by a desire to see the
hero.
The “hero” is a member of the Norway com
pany, one ~ofthe most splendid in the country.
The average height of this company is 5 feet 10or
11 inches.
has gone by
From his childhood young
the aobriquet of “ Colonel.” and, by my troth! I‘m
thinking the quotation marks will comeoff shortly.
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PROFITS

ON

PATENTS.

it may be true that the great
majority of the articles for which patents are
granted do not yield to the inventors or their
assignees any considerable remuneration or
proﬁt, there is much money made by means of

M_ALTH0UGH

Howe, the inventor of the railroad
bridge, received a most fabulous income from
the tariff paid him by railroad companies for
the use of his improvement.
Howe, the in
ventor of an important part of the sewing
patents.

machine, is said to have an annual income
from the tariff paid him by builders of sewing
machines for the use of his improvement.
amounting to more than two hundred thousand
dollars a year.

At the late session of Congress an attempt
was made to procure an extension of Morse’s
telegraph patents, and the attempt was op
From Dr.
posed by Dr. Levorett Bradley.
Bradley’s memorial, in opposition to the ex
tension, it seems that the line between Boston
and New York yields sufﬁcient proﬁts every
three months to pay for building the line!
Stock has been issued for large amounts more
than the line cost, and on this artiﬁcially in
ﬂated stock great dividends are made.
The capital stock of the American Telegraph
Company, for their line betWeen Boston and

within.
Washington, is now $1,535,000, upon which
At length the friend bade the Lieut.-Colonel
the net proﬁts amount to ovar 20 per cent. per
“ good-bye,” and emerged from the tent. But
It is known that responsible parties
annum.
there was no passing the guard. He made the
will give bonds to build a line over the same
attempt, but was thrust back. A secondtime he
to do the same amount of
route and stock
made the effort, but with the sameresult. He was
‘
pushed back a third time, when the Heat-Colonel
business now done, for $75,000.
to let his friend
steppedup and commanded
dividend of cent. per cent. was paid, a few
‘I
ass. H—— said it was contrary to orders. and
years ago, upon the inﬂated stock of the
he could not pass. Then the Lieut -Colonel (lch
companies, after
greatest of the Western
a pistol, cooked it, and leveled it at the head of
which the stock was multiplied by five, so as
in
and
out
to
had
a
right
pass
he
saying
to amount to some millions.
when he chose.
No deﬁnite statement can be made of the
returned, “ Perhaps you have; but you
it,

gentle impetus into the street!
We are tired and sick of thesenonsensical form
ulas and cut and-dried rules. Are we to run to
the authorities to know when it is proper to sneeze
and when to cough? Are we to wink and breathe
and yawu only according to advice ? A gentleman
will be a gentleman, and a lady will be a lady
under each and every circumstance, and we have
just about as much conﬁdence in the varnished
surface 0 “ manner" imparted to one who enfolds
“
himself in the prim maxims inculcated by soci
ety," as we have in a piece of veneerei furniture.
It will chip and scale of, and there is the original
wood visible underneath!
We like a gentleman who is not too polite to
render any little impromptu service to his fellow
creutures, and a lady who, instead of resenting
“
any interference with a frigid stare, says, Thank
you!" with such a beam out of her bright eyes,
as assures you that she means it! There is a

AMERICAN BOY.

“ Farm-.3,lookup andseethatﬂag,
How gracefullyit ﬂies!
seemto be
Those prettystripes—they
A rainbowin theskies.”

ners to address the lady.
Never oﬂ’er the shelter of your umbrella to an
unknown female, if a sudden shower comes up,
and you happen to be provided for. No! Don‘t
allow common humanity to have anything to do
with the affair. N o matter if, in the words of the
unlettcred, it rains “ pitchforks with the tines
downward.” Ten to one, if you venture any such
rash oﬁ'er,it will be refused with such a look.
Wormwood and crab-apples! who would want to
“
undergo it twice ? For it isn’t proper” to walk
under the umbrella of a gentleman who has not
“
left his card. And ladies must be proper," even
at the risk of catching a cold which will last from
_the Fourth of July to Christmas Day.
The same precaution must be observed in a
It may be exceed
day‘s ride in a railroad-car.
ingly dull—it probably will be-to sit twelve
mortal hours beside a lady, without allowing the
corner of your eye to wander in that direction, or
opening your lips, even to make a remark on the
state of the weather. But etiquette must be ob
served, and if you were to say to her that the
clouds betokeneda storm, she might be suiﬁciently
horriﬁed to faint away. Then, where would you
be?
Be very cautious how you offer your hand to
assist a lady out of a stage. it is a free country,
and if she prefers going out head foremost to the
usual method of descent, do allow her the privi
lege. We have seen a gentleman's polite assist
ance refused with such a “vinegar and lemon
juice" look, that we really thought he would have
been quite justiﬁed in giving the atfronted dame a
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telegraph companies, owning
Washington to New Orleans m'a Richmond,
Charleston, Savannah, and Mobile; also the
lines from New York to Buffalo, Louisville to
New Orleans, and other lines.
Mr. F. O. J.

it,

Smith, who owned one quarter of the Morse
patent, sold that quarter, with stocks acquired
from
reserving a remaining interest of
$75,000, for $300,000, as appears from the
contract sale with the American Telegraph

0

Company.
The reason
is

why so great a number of
patents are of no service to the inventors, or
the world,
not in all cases because the in
Ventions are valueless.
Inventors, generally,
are poor business men.
They do not know
how to put their inventions properly before the
world.
Some ask such enormous prices for
that nobody will attempt to
bring them into use. The imaginative faculties
are generally strong in inventors, and when
their invantions

it

a

they have produced that which they regard
as
good thing, their imagination recognizes
as a harbinger of millennial glory, and, of
course, for so great and good an invention mil
it,

lions of dollars, they think, ought at once to
be given them,otherwise they will hold
and
“a blind and selﬁsh world” permits them to
do so.

cheated out of his share of the

proﬁts.
First-rate

agents
We

the sale of

rights

pretty high tariff for their
know some who demand one

generally demand
services.

for

a

inventor

is

Others, again, sell their patents to un
enthusiastio
reliable,
adventurers, without
substantial means or business talent, and, of
course, the invention falls to the ground, or the

half the gross receipts for selling, and such

a

is

It

a

men return to the inventor more money than
those who offer to
sell for a ﬁfth or quarter.
a singular fact, that
great majority
of'the useful inventions have been made by
is

persons not in the line of business to which
the inventions stand connected. There
a

Whitney, Morse, Goodyear, Howe,
Blanchard, and M‘Cormick are not to stand
alone ‘in our history as great and successful

inventors.

Somebody will invent a successful locomotive
wagon for common roads; or
cheap and suc
cessful furnace, forge, and stove for burning
bituminous coal, so as to consume the smoke,
such places as Pittsburg, in this

to relieve

country, and Shefﬁeld, Manchester, Birming
ham, and other towns in England, from that
sooty pall which ever hangs over them.
Somebody will invent a method for carding
and spinning ﬂax, hemp, and other fibrous
substances, with as much facility as we now
do cotton and wool.
Stockings, gloves, shirts,
and drawers will be knit by machinery, com
seam or ﬁnishing by hand;
plete, without
and we devoutly trust some method will be
devised for destroying the worms which devas
tate our shade-trees in New York and Brook
lyn.
He who will do any of these things
cheaply, and thereby successfully, will reap
both fame and fortune.
“No more at pres
ent.”

————<-o.o>_

STAND LIKE AN ANVIL.
BY BISHOPDOLE}:
“ Snxn like an anvili” whenthestrokes
Oi'stalwartstrengthfall fierceand fast;
Stormsbutmoredeeplyroottheoaks,
Whosebrawnyarmsembracetheblast.
“ Standlike an anvili" whenthesparks
Fly for andwide, ﬁeryshower;
Virtue andtruthmuststill bemarks
Wheremaliceprovesits wantof power.
“ Standlike an anvili" whenthebar
Lies red andglowingon itsbreast;
Duty shallbeliic‘sloadingstar,
And consciousinnocenceitsrest.
“ Standlike an anvili" whenthesound
0f ponderoushammerspainstheear;
Thine butthestill andsternrebound
0f thegreatheartthatcannotfear.
“ Standlike an anvili” noiseandheat
Are bornof earthanddie withtime;
The soul,like God, its sourceandseat,
Is solemn,still, serene,sublime.

section of our country, “including Canada,”
as a cotemporary graciously expresses it.
Our friends will confer

“Tits.

PHRENOLOGICAL

favor by showing

Jonas“.

AND LIFE

to their neighbors, and solicit
ing their names as subscribers.
Specimen
numbers will be sent when desired.
ILLUSTRATED”

_‘...>-_-

RUTH'S MEDITATIONS.
[Kussuso AID aooxrso 'l'lll canon]
themile onethinkingabout?
Very wonderfulthings,no doubt-—
Unwrittenhistory!
mystery!
Unfathomable
Yet he laughs,andcries,andants,anddrinks,
And chuckles,and crows,andnods,andwinks,
As if his headwereasfull of kinks
And curiousriddlesasanysphinx!
Warpedbycolic,and wet by tears,
Puncturedby pins,andtorturedby fenrs,
Ourlittlenephewwill losetwoyears;
And he'll neverknow
Wherethesummersgo
He neednotlaugh,for he‘llfind so!
Who cantell whata babythinks?
Who canfollowthegossamer
links
By whichthemnnikinfeelshis way
Outfromtheshoreof thegreatunknown,
Blind andwailing,andalone,
Into thelight of day?
What doeshe thinkof his mother‘seyes?
What doeshethinkof his molhcr'shair!
What of thecradleroof thattiles
Forwardand backwardthroughtheair
What doeshe thinkof his mother’sbreast—
Cupof his life andcouchof his rest?
What doeshethinkwhenherquickembrace
Presseshis handandburieshisface
Deepwheretheheart-throbs
sink andswell
shecannevertell,
With a tenderness
Thoughshernnrmurthewords
0! all thebirds—
Wordsshehaslearnedto murmurwell
Now he thinkshe’llgo Io sleep1
canseetheshadowcreep
Overhis eyes,in softeclipse,
Overhis brow,andoverhis lips,
Outto his littleﬁnger-tips
Softlysinkingdownhegoes!
Down he goesl Down hegoes!
and can/nay retreatingto her seat]
[Ra's-ing
See! he hushedin sweetreposei

Wan

—%>—

Law winter, the Western papers say,

a

the lines from

Fulton,

a

year, from 20 to 25 per cent. (The stock of
that company is over $1,600,000.)
He is also
the owner of a large amount of stock of other

the prize from all the building fraternity.
We desire to say, in closing, that many in
ventions of great value remain to be made.

_

owner of 1,007 shares of stock at $100 each,
on which the net proﬁts have been, the last

linen-draper invents an improved pattern of a
lighthouse for
storm-smitten reef, and takes

a

from his patents. He stands on the
books of one of the telegraph companies, viz.,
the American Telegraph Company, as the

a

realized

a

arich man, and his riches have been

Well-written
articles, short,
pithy, and of general interest, are solicited for
publication from men and women in every

it

that he i

without any reverential vail over his vision,
looks onward and upward, and discovers a
wealth of truth yet undeveloped. Hence a

real estate in his splendid mansion,
near the Fifth Avenue, New York, his estate at
Poughkeepsie, and other property, it is clear

ditional matter.

?

valuable

surpass all who have gone before them. On
the contrary, the person who sees only the
concentrated result of all past experience

7

large amount of very valuable telegraph stock
Mr. Morse holds now, and from the highly

since June, and that the JOURNAL has been en
larged eight pages, to make room for the ad

a

kind of reverence which appalls modest people,
and discourages the presumption of trying to

i

He must, however, under any circumstances,
have realized an immense sum. From the

is

paratus and the processes of the trade, and
stand before the vast accumulation with a

brethren, as well as readers
“
generally, will please bear in mind that
Life
Illustrated” has been merged in this JOURNAL

cow

ﬂoated down the Mississippi on a piece of ice,
and caught such a cold that she has yielded
nothing but ice-creams since. To sweeten the
only necessary that the
cream we suppose
cow be fed on sugar-cane.
it
is

the public; but from what he has received
from his patents, it ought to be very great.

LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
Oua editorial

is

reason for this. Those who have been edu
cated to a business have become familiar with
all the growth and improvement of the ap

I

amount of the present wealth of Professor
Morse, as that is a private matter, which it
might be deemed to his interest to keep from

45

not the multitude of applauses, but
IT
the good sense of applauders, which gives
value to reputation.
is

1861.]
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IN WEEKLY NUMBERS, AT TEN CENTS,
AND

AnvaaTisEMtN'rs intended for this Journal, to
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
forthenextnumber
theyareto appear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
Taaxs.—Tweuty-ilve
centsa line eachinsertion.

OCTAGON

WATER-CURE

AND

MANUAL-LABOR INSTITUTE, for beautyof scenery,
pure air, softwater,and forstricthygienicdietandtreat
ment,is secondto none. For particulars,address,
D. H. MAXSON, M.l). ; Mrs.O.A. W. MAXSON, M.D.
Petersburgh,RensselaerCounty,N. Y.

ELEoTRIo WEATHER

INDICATOR.

—Every farmershouldhaveoneof theseneatanduseful
instruments,which foretellthe weatherfrom 12 to 24
hoursin advance. Mailedfree,on receiptof 50cents,by
themanufacturers,
LEE tit 00., Newark,N. J.

SAVE YOUR

CAEPETS

IMPORT

ANT TO IIOUSEKEEPERS.—In laying down your
Carpets,don’t forgetHarrington‘sPatentCarpetLining,
for layingunder CarpetsandOil Cloths,to protectthem
fromthenail-headsandanyunevenness
in theﬂoor. It is
madeof two layersof heavyelasticpaper,witha layerof
cottonbetween. It is a muiiierof sound,andwill cause
a carpetto weartwiceaslong. Sendfora circular.
Soldbyall theprincipal
dealers.
Carpet
N. Y. Carpet Lining Cn.—so
emanufacturers,
440Pearl
Street,nearChamberStreetextension.
J. R. HARRINGTON, Agent.
Also manufacturers
of CottonBaits,Twine, Mattresses,
andBed Comforters.

$5 SAVED—$1 27

PROCURES

Pear-earn Suascaisaas. Patent Press and Book for
businesslettersinstantlyand perfectly.
cowiog
holesaleAgentsandCanvassers
wanted.
For particulars.address.withstamp,
Bt'
J. H. ATWATER, Providence,R. I.

Booxs.

Persons at a distancewishing to procureany book
by remittingus the amount
advertisedin our JOURNALS,
of thepriceof thebookin moneyor postagestamps,will
haveit promptlyforwardedbymail, freeof postage.
Address
FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,N ew_York.

How

A New Edition. of
TO

GET

A

PATENT.

This valuable work for inventors and Patentees
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law. Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.
'
Fowum AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.
TO
6,000 AGENTS WANTED,
sell Six Nitw IaszTIoNs—two veryrecent,and of great
valuetofamilies; all pay greatproﬁtsto Agents. Send
fourstampsandgeteiirhty agesparticulars.
bt"
EPHR
M BROWN, Lowell, Mass.
NEW

ELECTno-GALVANio

BATTERY,

CILEBRA‘I'ED
roa ’I‘Ill cnatrtoor
NERVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RIIEUMATISM,
ANDSIMILARntsaAsits,
WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.
Paton,$10.

AND WELLS,

FOWLER

808Broadway,New York.

$1.00

$1

$1.00

$1.00

$1.00.

ONE DOLLAR sent to FOWLER AND
WELLS, 80siiroadway,New York, will secure,
by returnof ﬁrst mail, PhonographlcBooks,
from the studyof which you can, without a
0 teacher,becomea practicalVerbatimReporter.

W”

-

[Auo.,

MONTHLY PARTS, AT FIFTY CENTS EACH.
‘\

e/-'
'\\Tl.ll \Y’I.
senate iiilteiuuts,

FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,
495BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agenciesin all theprincipol (Wiseand Townsin the
Unit d States.
The Grover A: Baker Sewing Machine Companyare
andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
nowmanufacturing,
machinesmakingtheShuttleor Lock
ferentsalesrooms,
Stitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir
celebrated
Grover& BakerStitchMachines,thusaffording
of comparingthestitcnesof the
thepublictheadvantage
twoleadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgment
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonlycompany
thatmanufactures
bothkinds of machines,
andtherefore
theonly onethatcanofferthisprinlcge tothepurchaser.

OFFICE

FOR

PATENTs.

FOWLER AND WELLs’
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. Thomas1’.
How (authorof thewell-knownand popularsynopsisof
patentlaw, “ flow toGeta Patent”i,aidedbyan ableand
corpsof assistants,
bothat homeandabroad.
experienced
Eu:sz yearsof experiencetedthe partof Mr. How) in
at Washingtonof an emi
thebusiness,
and theresidence
nentlycarefulandefﬁcientexatninlng
a ent,iormerlyem
ployedin the United StatesPatent0 cc,and familiar
with its details,enableus toofferto inventorsunusual
facilitiesforthe transaction
of theirbusiness.When it is
that a patentof ordinaryvalue is worthsev
considered
of dollars,it is unnecessary
eralthousands
to saythat the
management
careful
of an applicationthereforis a matter
tothe inventor,especiallywhen it is
oi'greatimportance
knownthathundredsof applications
are rejectedentirely
in conse uenceof not beingproperlypreparedand pre
sented. o performthis servicein a mannersafeto the
inventor,requiresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw,a
of mechanical
action,
andunderstanding
clearperception
yearsof experience
andcarefuldeliberative
consideration.
Our patentbusinesshas beenunderits presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpartof the year1356,duringwhich
timeit hasincreasedtoseveraltimesits previousmagni
tude,anda largeportionof it latelyhasconsistedof 60508
involvingseverecontests,
andthediscussionandsolution
of patentlaw,bothin
of difﬁcultanduntroddenquestions
the PatentOiiice and beforethe Judges of the United
StatesCircuitCourt.
ADvxosIN Rauaan To Tun NOVELTYANDPATENTABIL
r" or AN Invss'rtozt
is givenfreeof chargeupon receiptof sufﬁcientdescrip
tion and sketchor model. In a majorityof casesour
knowledgeof previousinventionsenablesusto give satis
factoryinformationto inventorswithoutthe expenseof
specialsearch.
Paauunuar EXAMINATIONS
are,however,madein caseswhich involveconsiderable
doubt,tortheusualfeeof fivedollars,exceptin casesof
eitlremeandunusualco opiicationand difﬁculty. These
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
ported.
APPLtcATIoits'roa PATENTS
are preparedby us with great care,not only toobtaina
patent,butalsoto protectthe inventorswnenthe patent
shallhavebeensecured. Particularattentionis paidto
Arrans urn INTnas-saartons,
and diiiicult and contestedcasesof everyclass. Cases
whichhavebeenrejected,examined,and
advice.givenfor
the usual fee of five dollars. Many applicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewantof properpresent
ation,or from oversighton the part of the department,
mi ht with skilliui managementby an experienced
solcltorbe prosecuted
toa successfulissue—afactwhich
is provedbyconstantexperience.
Applicationsfor extensions
and reissues,additionalim
provementsand caveats, promptly and carefully at
tendedto.
Centrallylocatedin our commercialmetropolis,and
havmgan ableandexperienced
agentat theseatof Gov
ernment,we areabletooffermorethanusualfacilitiesfor
thetransaction
of businessin this countryin relationto
abroadenableus tose
patents;whileour arrangements
cureforeignpaientson the mostsatisfactory
terms. Our
presentarrangements
aresuchthatwe hopeforthefuture
to keeppacewiththedemandsof the public i'orour ser
vices,andit shall beour purposetoattendwith careand
promptness
tothewantsof inventors Communications
in
referenceto inventions,patents,or patentlaw carefully
considered
andpromptlyattendedto.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 308Broadway,New York.

EMPLOYMENT—ACTIVE,

INTEL

LIGENT YOUNG MEN, who havebeenthrownoutof
situationsby the war, can hear of EMPLOYMENT
which,
er efforts,can bemadeprofitable,
by
by addressing
}pro
O LER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,NewYork.

WILL MAKEA
Large,Handsome8voVolumeof 882Pages,
avaav SIX learns.
The First Volumewill be Illustratedwith
MAPS, AND FINE STEEL PORTRAITS OF LIEUT.
GEN. SCOTT, BRIGADIER-GEN. ANDERSON,
MAJOR-GENS. FREMONT, DIX, BUTLER,
BANKS. PRESIDENT LINCOLN, GEN.
CAMERON, GOVERNOR SPRAGUE,
JEFF DAVIS, BRIGADIER-GEN.
McLELLAN, AND OTHERS.

REBELLION

THE

RECORD,

EDITED BY FRANK MOORE,
At'Tnoaor “DIARY or ran 'AMIBICANaavow'rtoa.”
only
Impartial,Systematic,and ProperlyDi
It is the
gsstedHistoryof the
GREAT SECESSION REBELLION.
Containingall theDocuments,
Speeches,
Messages,
Seces
sion Ordinances,Proclamations,Rumors, Incidents,
Patriotic Songs and Ballads, togetherwith Graphic
Accountsof the Movementsof Troops, both at the
Norih andSouth.
From theHon. Edmrd Everett.
“" '
I considerthe ‘ Record’a veryvaluablepubli
cation. 1 have sent the two monthlynumo.rs to Mr.
CharlesAdamsby thelaststeamer. " '”

'

'

From theBujulo Daily Courier.
“This is a timelypublication. Everybody,of course,
readsthehistoryof thetimein thenewspapers.
butin the
‘ Record’a consecutiveness
is lvento the heterogeeous
materialwhichthePressdaily urnishes,andit is put in a
shapewell adaptedfor preservation.”
F1amtheI’ln’lade'phiaPress.
“ A work of permanent
valueandinterest.”
Dom theNew York Tribune.
“ As a work of presentand future reference,it will
proveveryacceptable.”
From theNew Mk Courierand Enquirer.
“ Everyintelligentpersonwill appreciateit."
From theNew York Times.
“There must be a verygeneralwish to preservethe
storyof thisgreatepochin the nationallife; but to do so
withouttheaid of a publicationlike thepresent,it would
be necessary
to preservea fileof daily papers—achronicle
fartoovoluminous. " 'l ' Mr. Frank Mooredigestsin
its pagesall thereis of valueor interestin thejournalsof
" We can not speak too highlyof the
thecountry.
industryandsoundjudgmenttheworkdisplays.”
From thePM! rdzlpMa Chronicle.
“ The preservation
of manyof the authenticated
state
mentsandoﬂicialpapersis a greatpresentconvenience,
andwill, when thework shall have beencom letedand
bound,provein thefuturea valuablememori of an era
thatshalllive in historyperpetually.”
From theNew York Independent.
“ Everyone who wishesa completerecordof the stir
ring eventsnow transpiring.shouldprocurethis weekly
serial. In a smallcompassit givesthecontents
of a dozen
dailyhem-papers.
From theBostonTranscript.
“ It is quiteindispensablefor reference,
and formsone
of themostremarkablespecimens
of currenthistoryever
published. We advisethosewho would preserveand
ponderthe authenticchronicleof “the SecondWar of
of this
AmericanIndependence,"
to possessthemselves
valuableandinterestingserial.”
From theBostonCommercialBulletin.
“(Thosedesirousof preservingin permanentform for
referencea recordthatwill beof real value,will findthis
to beonethatis carefullypreparedandarranged.”
From theNational Intel/farmer.
“ While making this‘Record’ the depositoryof ‘facts
Mr. Mooreaddsto these,
siftedfromrumorsand guesses,’
of authentic
compilation
its staplecontents,
a Well-assorted
speeches,dispatches,and proclamations,
as well as of
leading articlestaken from influentialpapers. Acting.
moreover,on the rmciplethat‘posierlty lovesdetails,’
the editorof the ‘ iary’ gathersin its pagesthe songs,
ballads,and ‘ fugitiveleaves’which aredestinedto form
thematerialsthat mustbeconsultedwhenthetime shall
struggle.”
cometo writethehistoryof thismomentous
G. P. PUTNAII. Pnnususa,
582Broadway.New York.
'5." Circulars,with a list of thecontentsof Parts l., IL,
and Ill. (one half the volume),are now reaoy,and can
be hadon application.
Book Agentsand Canvassersarewantedto sell
given.
thiswork. Liberal commissions

'

E.

AND

WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.
i

Agentswantedeverywhere
to sellour publications.
Bendfor our WholesaleList andConﬁdentialCircular.
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HEALTH.
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is

is

Valuable and Acceptable to All.
Its enlargedformwill enableustofurnishmuchvaluable
readingmatter,asidetionsthemedicaldepartment.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE
SingleCopy,Monthly,OneYear.... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . $1 00
Ten Copies,to separateaddresses,i desired. . . . . . ..
00
Any personsending$5 for ten copies,will beentitled
to anextracopygratis.
Add six cents year for eachsubscriberin theBritish
Provincesto paypostage. Specimens
sentfree.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.
Agentswantedeverywhereto sellour publications.
Bendforour WholesaleList andConﬁdentialCircular.
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23.?“ PRESERVE

To Get Rich.. . . . . . . . . . ..l’nnsaava YOUR HEALTH.
To Enjoy AnimalLife.... . .annva Yon HEALTH.
To Do Good.........
.... ..Pnassnva Youa linuru.
To AcquireKnowledge.... . .. Paassavl Your. Hut-m.
To attain Eminence
. .. .
. ..Pazsnavlt Youn llaatns.
Lct. then,the Preserva'ionof Healthbe thegreatcon
cern,theparamountbusiness,of life.
From no publicationcanyougainso muchvaluablein
formationrelativeto theLawsof Life andHealth,as
THE WATER-CURE
JOURNAL.
In
the true natureof dlscase fully and rationally
explained,andoneof its principalobjects toteach
HOW TO KEEP WELL.
But as somefrom hereditaryalfectionsor supposed
una
voidablecausesdo notenjoyhealth.onedepartment
ofthc
Jonas:
devotedto articlesrelativeto thetreatment
of
diseases,whereyoumaylearn
HOW TO RECOVER LOST HEALTH.
Tun Warns-Coal Jonas“. will clearly presentall
subjectsconnected
with Diet,Exercise,Bathing,Cleanli
ness,Ventilation,Dwellings, Clothing,Occupation,etc.
Hydropathy fully explained,and its applicationto all
knowndiseases
pointedout.
If youaresick,anddesireto bewell,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.
If youarewell, anddesireto avoiddisease,
Read the Waneer Journal.
If youwouldknowthetruescienceof HumanLife,
Read the “Water-Cure Journal.
If youwouldlearntheinjuriouseffectsof Drugs,
Read the Water-Cure Journal.
If youwouldunderstandtheconditionsof Health,
Read the \Vuter-Curc Journal.
I! youdesiretodispensewiththeservicesol'aPhysician,
Read the Wales—Cure Journal.
But while the WATER-CUREJonas“.
intendedto
treatprincipallyof disease,its nature,cause,effect,and
remedy, columnswill be interspersed
withsuchmiscel
laneousmatteraswill make
it
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l
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.
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With the Jn-nr Nuxnaa,1861,commenced
theana-rr
Slootm Vonniu: of the Wants-Coal JouansL. It was
enlargedbytheadditionof eightpagesof readingmatter,
thusgiving,forthesamepriceasheretofore,
Twan'rv-rouaPaola Mom“, msrasn or SIXTEEN.
Tns Warns-Coax Jouanu. should be read in every
family,because
It wastheilrstjournulin theworld to bring beforethe
people knowledgeof thetrueSystemof theHealingArt.
lt advocatesthe only possiblebasisfor the enduring
prosperityandimprovement
of theHumanRace.
It teaches
theSick howto recoverHealth.
It teachesthosein Healthnowto avoidDisease.
1tunioldsthe truescienceof lluman Life.
It explainstheLaws and Conditionsof Health.
It enablesyouto dispensewithall Drug Medicines.
ltenablesyouin mostcases
tobe yourownPhysician.
Its doctrinespromoteTemperancein all things.
It tendstothecorrectionof all lnjurlous Habits.
Its inﬂuencein society in all respectsIteformatory.
Its teachingsbenctiteverybodyandlnjureno one.
The bestadvicethatcanbegivento personsin anycon
ditionof Life canbesummedup in threewords:
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FIFTY THOUSAND
subscribers
fortheforthcoming
volume.Shallwenot have
them
littleeffortbyeachreaderwill procurethem.
OUR FRIENDS AND CO-WORKERS—
all personsinterestedin Human Progress—arc
invitedto
aid in thecirculationof thel’nulsotooicsl. Jouaaat.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE
SingleCipy, Monthly,OneYear ............ ..
00
Ten Copies,toseparateaddresses,i desired... . . . .
00
Any personsending$5 for ten copies,will be entitled
to an extracopygratis.
a
Add six centsa yearfor eachsubscriberin theBritish
Provincesto paypostage.Specimens
sentfree.

a

ALL THESE ATTRACTIONS,
in connectionwith the large amountof readingmatter
which we give, and the extremelylow price of our
Jouazun, oughtto insureusatleast,

a

ENOBAVINGS,
embracingportraits,
animals,views,machinery,
etc.,more
numerousand beautifulthan heretoforepresented.will
commendthenewVolumeto all readersof goodtaste.

a

is

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES,
Sketches,Reviews. Poetry,Varieties,etc., will help to
makeup what acknowledged
by our cotemporarics
to
beoneof theBestPopularJournalsin theWorld.

;

J

a

;

PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY,
in their connectionwith Phrenologyand with theLaws
of Life, will be thoroughly,but popularlytreated,amply
illustrated,andmadeinteresting
andproﬁtabletoall our
motto,“ A soundmind in a.healthybody,” beingkept
constantlyin view.
NATURAL HISTORY,
bothof Man andof thelowerordersof theanimalcreation,
in itsrelationto PhrenologicalandPhysiologicalScience,
will receivetheattentionin importancedemands.
MECHANICS.
As at leastonehalf of the wealthof theworldcomes
throughtheexerciseof thefacultyof Constructiveuess,
the
variousmechanicalartswill be encouraged,
new inven
tionsexplained,andillustratedwithspiritedengravings.
EDUCATION
will occupymuch attention,especiallyHome Education
and Self-Culture,andjust that kind of knowledgewhich
theparentneedsin thedischargeof his or herduties,will
be liberally imparted. Tu: Youno, also, will tlnd the
OUINAL friend andfosters
father,to encourage
themin
virtue,shieldthemfrom vice,and preparethemfor use
fulnessandsuccessin life.
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PHBENOLOGY
will still,very properly,forma leadingfeature,and will,
engagethepensof theleadingPhrcnolozlsts
asheretofore.
of America,whowill explainand illustrateitsphilosophy,
and showitsapplicationto all thepracticalinterestsand
pursuitsof theHumanRace.
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With the Jun Norman, 1861.
theTurn"
commenced
Foua'rnVonmn:of theAllalcsn PBBEIOLOGICAL
Jona
IAL. It was enlargedby the additionof eight pages
of reading matter,thus giving, for the sameprice as
heretofore—
TWENTY-FOUR PAGES MONTHLY,
INSTEAD OF SIXTEEN.
The THIRTY-FOURTH
Voums oi the Antitrust: Pusa
nonocxcu.Jouasst. opencd'wlthseveral
NEW AND ATTRACTIVE FEATURES,
in additionto thosewhich have alreadyrendered so
eminentlypopularanduseful.
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ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.
P310!1101‘
INCREASED.

a

NEW VOLUME.

WATER-CURE

NEW VOLUME. ENLARGE!) AND IMPROVED.
PRIOI NOTINOBBASID

a

awn mus: ILLUSTRATED.
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Sentpre~pafdby Mejlrot mail, toany Post-Oﬂcsin the
UnitedStatesor Canada.
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COTTONIZED

AMERICAN
PLAX—PIBRILIA.

IMPORTANCE or RECENT mscovmuss To THE
NEW PBOCESS.—'ADAPTA
wonLD.—LYMAN‘s
TION or FLAX as A PAPER s'rocx.

Ammo the processesrecently applied to the
disintegration of ﬂax, hemp, and other ﬁbrous
plants, and the preparation of the product for
textile purposes,the most eﬂicacious, and by far
the most economical. is that discoveredby Mr. A.
S. Lyman, of New York, and lately patented in
several European countries and India, as well as
in the United States. The principle of this inven
tion consists in a highly ingenious application of
the explosive power of steam to the separation of
the ﬁbers of all vegetable materials. In all
ﬁbrous plants, such as ﬂax, hemp, cane, etc., when
freshly cut, sap, or if dry, after being soaked a
short time, moisture is found to be minutely dis
tributed throughout the entire structure of the
This simple clement it is which is con
plant
verted into an agency of immense but easily
regulated power, for the complete disintegration
of ﬁbrous plants of any and every description.
The modus operandi consists in the use of a
strong iron cylinder, say twelve inches in diameter
and twenty-four feet long, having a valve at
either end, carried by an arm moving on a center,
so that the end of the cylinder can be thrown open
to its full area. This cylinder being more than
half ﬁlled with ﬂax or hemp recently cut, or
charged with moisture by being soakedfor a brief
period, the valves at the ends of the cylinder are
closed, being made steam-tight, and, by means of
a pipe from a boiler, steam is supplied to the
cylinder of any required pressure to the square
inch. In a few minutes the moisture in the hemp
or ﬂax is raised to a temperature above that
requisite for becoming steam, but it can not be
converted into steam, being controlled by the
pressure of the steam which already ﬁlls the
whole available space for steam within the cylin
der; the valve at the mouth of the cylinder being
now let loose, the conﬁned material is discharged
from it with a loud explosion, and being suddenly
projected from the cylinder, where it was under a
pressure of 200 lbs., into the atmosphere at a
pressure of only 16 lbs. to the square inch, the
heated moisture within the ﬁbrous material in
stantaneously ﬂashesinto steam, rending and dis
integrating the material as completely and
minutely as the moisture was distributed through
out its ﬁbrous structure.
In the case of ﬂax and hemp it is found that
this process of blowing separatesin the mostcom
plete manner the ﬁber from the shove or woody
portion of the plant, from which it is then freed
by being passed through an ordinary burr-ing
mill; and being afterward washed in a mild
alkaline solution, it can be carded and used in
combination with either wool or cotton. or both,
and as well for felting as for spinning purposes.
In this condition the ﬁber, thus simply and inex
pensivelyprepared, is applicable to many valuable
uses—taking the place of wool with equal utility
and at not more than one third of its cost—and of
cotton, in those fabrics in which it is combined
with other textile substances,with equal advan
tage and at a very large reduction on the cost of
cotton. When, however,the ﬂex ﬁber is subjected
to a second blowing process, it is found to be
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minutely subdivided in a natural manner into its
ultimate or componentﬁbers, which are ascertain
ed to be of the length of from one and a half to
two inches. By meansof a simple and ecanomi
cal process.applied by the inventor, the commi
nuted ﬁber is bleached, any remaining gum is
removed, and it is reduced to a condition in which
it can be made capable of being spun alone in the
same manner as cotton. Although experiments
on a large scale, in this respect,have not yet been
made. there remains little doubt that, with some
slight modiﬁcations of machinery, which experi
ence and ingenuity will easily supply, this cotton
ized ﬂax can and will be used and spun by itself,
in the same manner as ordinary cotton, while by
this process it can be manufactured at half the
cost of cotton.
For textile and felting purposes, in combination
with wool and cotton, or with both. and especially
as a substitute for wool, its value and great
economyare already established, and for all such
combination purposesit can not fail henceforth to
come into extensive use. Specimens of felted
cloth, half wool and half ﬂax; of stockings in the
like proportions; of felt hats, one third ﬂax and
two thirds wool, and other fabrics are exhibited.
Thread or spun goods cloth are being made, all of
which articles manufacturers pronounce to be im
proved by the admixture of ﬂax, but, as ﬁrst
samples, are greatly inferior in quality, they say,
to what will be produced.
One peculiar advantage of the Lyman process
is, that by means of it no single particle of the
ﬁber is wasted or becomesrefuse; but every part
is equally valuable for the highest uses. By this
process, moreover, the ﬁber of hemp can be made
equally available with ﬂax; and it is specially
adapted to the treatment of jute and numerous
other ﬁbrous plants in like manner.
The ﬁrst application of this most ingenious
invention has beento the disintegration of ﬁbrous
material, and its conversion into paper stock, for
which uses it bids fair to supersede,in economyof
production, any existing agency. In the treat
ment of the hemp plant for this purposeits results
are most striking. But its future value to the
manufacturing community will be chieﬂy in the
economicalpreparation of ﬂux for textile purposes.
To the agriculturist it presentsa powerful induce
ment for turning to proﬁtable account the vast
area of Western lands specially adapted to the
growth of ﬂax and hemp; while it furnishes
facilities for utilizing the many thousands of tons
of ﬂux straw which heretofore have been,and still
are, left as useless to rot upon the ground, after
the removal of the seed.
The cost of the apparatus for' working Lyman’s
process is very inconsiderable, when contrasted
with its produce; while hardly any skilled labor
is required. A battery of three guns, of the
contents of forty cubic feet each gun, with steam
boiler, tub‘ng. etc., can be set up for a cost in all
not exceeding $6,000. In Illinois and Ohio,
whose soil is specially adapted to the culture of
ﬂax and hemp, coal costs not more than two, in
many places but one dollar per ton. The shove
or boon of the ﬂax will furnish a large portion of
the fuel for working ﬂax. Farmers in Illinois will
contract to deliver hemp, with the seed on it, at
$5, or before the seedripens, at $3 to $4 per ton;
and ﬂax can be had abundantly, we learn, at $6
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the ten. In the use of hemp for paper stock the
woody part or shove is equally valuable with the
ﬁber; and from accurate trials made it is ascer
tained that a ton of hemp of 2,000 lbs. will yield
56 per cent., or 1,120 lbs. of bleached paper stock.
Each gun is capable of blowing 14,000 lbs. of
hemp. producing 7,840 lbs. bleached ﬁber per day
'
of 20 hours.
Of ﬂax it is found that one ton of 2 240 lbs.
yields 324 lbs of pure bleached ﬁber, and a large
proportion of material for fuel. Hemp or ﬂax
requires to be in the gun only from ﬁve to six
minutes, and two minutes sufﬁce for loading.
This admits of eight and a half charges per hour;
sevenmay be safely counted on.
From resul's already obtained, a bleachedpaper
stock, from hemp, ready to be run off into paper,
can be produced at a cost not exceeding thrcc
cents per lb, worth fully sevenor eight cents,and
which can, at a further cost of not more than one
cent, beconverted into paper of ditl‘crent qualities,
worth, on an average, not less than twelve cents
the lb. The manufacture already, to a consider
able extent, of paper from the cane reed, shows
results nearly if not equally as promising as those
from hemp. It is, however, in the application of
the processin question to the preparation of ﬂax,
hemp,and other ﬁbrous plants for textile purposes,
as a substitute for or supplement to cotton and
wool, that it is, at the present time, especially
interesting. The Lyman process,at once simple
and economical, and acting on ﬁbI'Oll-l plants in a
manner peculiar to their natural construction, by
one stroke, supersedes the laborious, tedious. and
expensiveprocessesof disintegration heretofore in
use. It is this which gives to it its peculiar char
acter and value; and destines it to ﬁll a highly
important function in the economyof one of the
most valuable and essential branches of human
industry.
In view of the lamentable political disturbances
which now agitate this country, and of their dis
astrous consequencesto the manufacturing indus
try of Europe as well as America. it is not easy
to over-estimatethe importance of the application
of such inventions as the one in question to the
developmentof a substitn'e for cotton. The un
certainty of the duration of the impending civil
war which already carries dismay to many a
humble home on the other as well as on this side
of the Atlantic, and the prospect of a very great
diminution, or indeﬁnite interruption of the
supply of an article of such prime necessity as
cotton, furnish the most powerful stimulus to the
discovery no less of other sourcesof supply, than
of someother suitable textile material which may
serve as a substitute for it.
Let it be remembered that cotton owes its
vaunted sovereignty as much to the ingenuity of
Whitney. as to the peculiar fertility of Southern
soils. Contrast its history since the discovery of
the cotton gin with that of the preceding period,
and the extent of its obligation to that invention
is manifest. It requires but the application of
mechanical ingenuity to the treatment of ﬂux, a
plant indigenous to almost aviarysoil and climate,
to adapt it to all the practical utilities ot' the
cotton plant. This desiibratum we believe to be
substantially supplied by the simple and efﬁca
cious invention of Mr. L man ; and it can hardly
be doubted that in an age remarkable for mechan
ical ingenuity, any requisite supplementary
appliances will be forthcoming in the progress of
this new and most interesting branch of industry.
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THIS portrait, presented for our examination
by a friend, without any indication of the name
of the original (nor had the examiner ever

.

His

inven

is

is

His
Causality
large; hence he has
an inquiring mind,
fond of investigating,
and learning the phi

GEORGE

B.

MoCLELLAN.

head

evincing

is

uncommon force,
courage, fortitude, and self-reliance; he never
felt the necessity of being helped, protected, or
sustained.
He has Cautiousness and Secre
tiveness large enough to give him policy and
broad,

prudence; and his Destructiveness and Com
bativeness, joined with very large Firmncss,
give him that self'dependencc and conscious
ness of power which gives promptness to his
decisions and earnest execution of his plans.

losophy of everything.
He
capable of look

ing ahead, and seeing
the end from the beginning; and his very large
Perceptive qualities tend to open his pathway,
and to throw light on everything in his immedi
ate vicinity. He will perceive the best way and
he were
most ready access to results; and
thrown into straits ofdiﬁiculty, he would form
new plans and combinations almost instantane

if

MAJ.-GENERAL

is

accuracy in all he does.

is

is

»

mathematical

is

the circumstances by which he
surrounded,
his best. He
and his ﬁrst judgment
remarkable for order, for precision, and for

and

tions.

before seen a likeness), indicates the following
in the ﬁrst place he has a most
qualities:
marked and positive Temperament, evincing
activity and endurance in a high degree. Hi3
phrenological developments are also marked.
His Perceptives are large; hence his mind

them with uncommon rapidity, clearness, and
He seldom feels the necessity of
accuracy.
asking advice, because he perceives instantly

His Con

structiveness,
Form,
Size, Order, and Cal
culation being large,
qualify him for engi
neering, mechanism,
and for forming com
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He grasps the
quick, clear, and practical.
facts and conditions of things almost instant
aneously, and forms a judgment respecting
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Self-Esteem, ﬁrmness, and the execu
tive faculties lay the foundation for uncommon
independence of spirit, and a desire to pursue
ously.
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his own course, to superintend and to execute
He is well organized for an
his own affairs.
engineer, for a mechanician, for a superintend
ent of business, and to be a controller of other
He understands character, knows men
at a glance, and is able to rule almost despot
ically without giving offense, or seeming to
abridge the rights of those who are governed.
He has active sympathy, warm affections, is

minds.

considerate of other persona’ feelings, and,
still, when duty calls, would face a cannon’s
He is a' smart,
month without
flinching.
sound, clear-headed, long-headed, persevering,
man, and
forcible, self-reliant
capable of making his mark anywhere.

courageous,

BIOGRAPHY.
the son of Dr.
Gnoam: B. MCCLELLAN,
George McClellan, an eminent surgeon late
of Philadelphia, was born in that city, Dec. 3,
1826. At the age of sixteen, or in 1842, he
entered the West Point Academy, and gradu
ated in 1846, at the age of twenty, at the head
On the ﬁrst of July of this year
his title was Brevet Second Lieutenant of En
of his class.
gineers.

This was the period of the Mexican war,
and McClellan was called into active service.
Congress (May 15,1846) had passed an act
adding a company of suppers, miners, and pen
toniers to the corps of engineers, and McClel
lan was made Second Lieutenant in this com
Col. Totten names with warm appro
pany.
bation his great exertions, with two others, in
organizing and drilling this corps. As the re
cruits assembled at West Point, they were at
once put into a course of active drill as in
fantry, and of practical instruction in making
the different materials used in sieges, running
saps and forming ponton bridges ; and through
the exertions of three ofﬁcers only, when they
sailed from West Point (Sept. 24), seventy-one
strong, the Colonel says they were “in admir

This company was ﬁrst or
able discipline.”
- dared to report to General Taylor, and Went to
Camargo; but were then ordered to counter
march to Matamoras, and move with the col
Here Captain Swift and
umn of Patterson.
nineteen men were left in the hospital, and

Colonel Totten, at Vera Cruz, saw this com
pany, now rejoined by its captain, land with
the ﬁrst line on the beach under General
"' During the
Worth, and its service here.
siege of Vera Cruz,” Colonel Totten says,

“I

was witness to the great exertions and service
of this company, animated by and emulating
the zeal and devotion of its excellent ofﬁcers,
Iiieutenants Smith, McClellan, and Foster.”
Until the surrender of the Castle, Lieutenant
McClellan was engaged in the most severe and
trying duties, in opening paths and roads to fa
cilitate the investment, in covering reconnois
ances, and in the unceasing toil and hardship
of the trenches. “ The total of the company,”
Colonel Totten writes, “ was so small, and de
mands for its aid so incessant, that every man
may be said to have been constantly on duty
with scarcely a moment for rest and refresh
Captain Swift was still too ill for
such labors, and died soon afterward; but Col
onel Totten remarks, the other ofﬁcers directed
“ the operations of the siege with
unsurpassed
intelligence and zeal.”
Such is the plain and

ment.”

record of the earliest war experience,
at the age of twenty, of the noble soldier who

truthful

is now the General of the Army of the Poto
mac, and whose star is ﬁxed in the American
constellation.
Let the next stage forward be related in the
“ Severe la

official words of Colonel Totten:

bors followed the surrender of Vera Cruz and
its castle, and accompanied the march to the
battle of Cerro Gordo, in which the company
displayed, in various parts of the ﬁeld, its gal
and efﬁciency.
It entered the city of
Jalapa with the advance of Twiggs’ division,
and Puebla with the advance of Worth’s_
lantry

the pause at the latter place, the in
struction of the company in its appropriate
During

studies and exerciqsvas resumed by its per
severing and zealous ofﬁcers, and assistance
was given by all in the repairs of the defenses.
Marching from Puebla with General Twiggs’
division, the company was joined to General
Worth at Chalon, and arrived in front of San
Antonia on the 18th of August, having greatly
the road of obstructions

assisted in clearing

a few days before the
landing at Vera Cruz the company was under
Lieutenant Smith, who had but one other of

placed by the enemy.”

“During the
ﬁcer, Lieutenant McClellan.
“
March,” Colonel Totten says, to Vitoria from

St. Augustine.
The service of the company
was now noble, and is speciﬁed all along in
the ofﬁcial reports. Before the day of Centre

from that time until

Matamoras, the company, then reduced to forty
five efl'ectives, executed a great amount of work
upon roads, fords, etc., as it did in proceeding
thence to Tampico, when it formed, with one
company of the Third and one of the Seventh
infantry, a pioneer party, under Capt. Henry,
of the Third infantry.

The detailed reports
of these labors exhibit the greatest efﬁciency
and excellent discipline under severe and try

ing circumstances, Lieutenant Smith having
then but one ofﬁcer, Lieutenant McClellan,
under his command.”

The company on the 19th was ordered to
take the head of General Pillow’s column at

ras, General Twiggs, on discovering his enemy
in a naturally strong position, with breast
works that commanded approach in every di
rection, dispatched tWo engineers to reconnoi
ter, one of whom was Lieut. McClellan. _ They
were stopped by the Mexican pickets, had their
horses shot under them, and were compelled to

$nm

McClellan several times in his ofﬁcial report,
Twiggs thus writes: “Lieut. G. B.

General

McClellan, after Lieut. Calender was wounded:
took charge of and managed the howitzer bat
tery with judgment and success, until it be
came so disabled as to require shelter.
For
Lieut. MeClellan’s efficiency and gallantry in
this affair, I present his name for the favorable
consideration of the General-in-Chief.”
After a night of exposure to a pitiless storm,
the army fought the next day, August 20, the
battles of Cherubusco, and that ﬁne soldier,
Gen. Persifer F. Smith, thus completes the rec
ord of McClellan: “Lieut. G. W. Smith, in
command of the engineer company, and Lieut.
McClellan, his subaltern, distinguished them
selves throughout the whole of the three ac
tions.

Nothing

seemed to them too hold to be

undertaken or too difﬁcult to be executed, and
their services as engineers were as valuable as
those they rendered in battle at the head of
their gallant men.”
day McClellan

For such conduct on that
was brevetted First Lieutenant.

Lieut. McClellan was brevetted’Captain for
and meritorious conduct in the next

gallant

battle, El Molino dcl Rey; but declining, he
was still lieutenant on the great day of Che
pultepec, and the General-in-Chief,
naming
him with four others, uses these words: “Those
ﬁve lieutenants of engineers won the admira
tion of all about them.”

His name appears in
the ofﬁcial reports in connection with varied
and most arduous service. On the night of the
11th of September, Captain Lee and Lieuten
ants Tower, Smith, and McClellan, with a
company of sapper, were employed in estab
lishing batteries against Chepultepec, which
were actively served during the next day (12th),
which was the day before the assault.
Lieut. McClellan long before daybreak of
the 13th was in the ﬁeld, and Major Smith, of
the engineer corps, thus says of his morninng
work: “ At three o’clock a party of the sap
pers moved to the large convent in advance,

Lieut. McClellan
and found it unoccupied.
advanced with a party into the Alameda, and
reported at daylight that no enemy was. to be
The sappers then moved forward, and
had reached two squares beyond the Alameda,
when they Were recalled.”
This company
seen.

was under senior Lieutenant

Smith, and was
engaged during the day in street ﬁghting until
three o’clock in the afternoon, and particularly
in breaking into houses with crowbars and
axes. Major Smith says : “ Lieut. McClellan
had command of a company for a time in the
afternoon, while Lieut. Smith was searching
for powder to be used in blowing up houses
from which our troops had been ﬁred upon con
During this time,
trary to the usages of war.

which Lieutenant Mc
tle of Contreras—in
Clellan was with Magruder’s battery, which

while advancing the company, he reached a
strong position, but found himself opposed to a
large force of the enemy. He had a conﬂict
with this force, which lasted some time; but

rendered splendid service.

the advantage afforded by his position enabled

return.

The action soon commenced—the bat

After

mentioning

-.
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The Secretary

to Congress, says of McClellan’s
services:
“The examination of the approaches and passes
of the Cascade Mountains, made by Captain

McClellan, of the corps of engineers, presents
a reconnoisance of great value, and though
performed under adverse circumstances, exhib
its all the information necessary to determine
the practicability of this portion of the route,
and reﬂects the highest credit on the capacity
and resources of that ofﬁcer.”
Nor was this
the whole

z¢>>>—

service of this indomitable public

a

a
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AND FACULTIES.

BY LEVI REUBEN, M.D.
How much and what, in philosophical treat
ises, or in our ordinary language, respecting
the mind’s powers and operations,
at the
present time more or less currently
under the term, Imagination

included

Very little study
required to show that the
meaning of this word—tho sum-total of what
embraced under it—has changed very slight
since the time of its earliest adoption, or,

rather, transfer to the realm of mental phenom
ena. As to the common language, this
strictly true in respect to the metaphysiciuns,

is

a

it a

a

a

a

with Gov. Stevens, of Oregon-

of War, Jefferson Davis, in his ofﬁcial report

is

Yakima Pass among the Rocky Mountains and
the most direct route to Puget Sound. He was
associated in the exploration of the forty-sev
enth and forty-ninth parallels of north latitude

is

sissippi River to the Paciﬁc Ocean; and among
other duties, he made the reconnoisance of the

Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, in which ca
pacity he was acting when the present un
happy strife broke out, and he was tendered
the place of Major-General of the Ohio State
forces, and a little later Gov. Curtin, of Penn
sylvania, also endeavored to secure his services
in organizing the volunteers of that State. He
accepted, however, the earliest offer of Ohio,
and he very promptly organized the militia of
that State in amanner so original and efﬁcient
as to elicit the warmest encomiums; and per
citizen sol
haps no State in the Union has
diery bidding fairer to keep the people true to
the duties of both citizen and soldier at the
same time as Ohio under this system.
But so thoroughly had Gen. McClellan de
monstrated that he was scientiﬁc soldier, that
on the 14th day of May he was tendered com
mission in the United States Army as Major
General, and he was assigned the Department
of Ohio, with
wide district, including West
ern Virginia.
His work since the 27th of May,
when, with a portion of his command, he en
tered Virginia,
too well known to need more
than
passing reference. His success has
been rapid and complete, while the noble words
that he has uttered in his proclamations have
been admirably calculated to appeal to that
mysterious power, which, in the long run, must
be the arbiter in this country—public opinion.
Such
the record which an ofﬁcer—yet but
thirty-ﬁve—has made of service to his coun
try. It. shows indomitable energy, untiring
industry, and rare fertility of resource. But
something else
required in order to make
such
commander as the hour demands—the
a

a

Capt. McClellan, in the next year, was one
of the engineers who were ordered to make
explorations and surveys to ascertain the most
practicable route for
railroad from the Mis~

Illinois Central Railroad.
Having served here
three years, so much valued were his services
that he became General Superintendent of the

is

was assigned to duty under Major Marcy in
the expedition that explored the Red River;
and then ordered as senior engineer to Texas,
on the staff of Gen. P. F. Smith, with whom
he was engaged in surveying the rivers and
harbors of that State.

in the line of his profession of engineer, for he
became Vice-President
and Engineer of the

a

of

come the text-book of the service, and intro
duced the bayonet exercise into the army.
next service was to su
Capt. McClellan's
perintend the construction of Fort Delaware,
in the fall of 1851; in the spring of 1852 he

PROCESSES

while some have in a tolerable degree ana
lyzed and individualized the contents of the
term, others have either not made the attempt,
have failed; so that there
or, making
necessarily much discrepancy and some con
tradiction

in the results at which different
authors have arrived.
Thus, Sir Wm. Hamil
ton, speaking on this very subject, says:
formerly observed that philosophers, not hav

“I

ing carried their psychological analysis so far
as the constituent or elementary processes, the
FACULTIES in their systems are only precarious
theseprocesses, in binary or even tri
nary combinations—unions, consequently, in
which hardly any two philosophers are at one.”
How far Hamilton’s account of imagination
unions

is

And now, as there was no call by his coun
try for services in the ﬁeld, he resigned (1857)
his position in the army, and became simple
American citizen; but still kept, as
were,

amenable to his own criticism, we may see
hereafter.
An incidental consequence of these facts
that some light must be thrown upon that total

is,

sappcrs and miners and pontoniers. He con
tinued here until 1851, but the military rou
tine was not enough for him.
During this
period he translated from the French, which
he knows thoroughly, a manual which has be

+

IMAGINATION:

is

much grasp of the subject as to add to the rep
utation of a brave and efﬁcient ofﬁcer in the
ﬁeld, that of a large comprehension of the sci~
‘
ence of war.

is

:

Lieut. McClellan was brevetted Captain for
and meritorious conduct in battle at
Chapultepec, and the following year (1848)
saw him commander of this great company
gallant

a

The company left this city May 23, 1848,
marched to Vera Cruz, and arrived at West
Point on the 22d of June.

and receiving
commission in the United
States Cavalry, he was appointed one of mil
itary commission of three ofﬁcers, to proceed
to the Crimea and Northern Russia for obser
vation on the existing war; and his report
“On the Organization of European Armies
and the Operations of the War,” evinced so

.7

gives in general his term of service:
McClellan, on duty with engineer com
pany from its organization at West Point; in
the siege of Vera Cruz, and in all the battles
of Gen. Scott’s march to the city of' Mexico.”
Lieut.

is

thus

three years, other duties which largely raised
the reputation of Capt. McClellan.
After ex
ecuting a secret service in the West Indies,

'

ﬁdence, and so ﬁlled with sympathy as to win
esteem and love. In such way he served his
Totten
country in Mexico.
Chief-Engineer

results of his inquiries will be found in a very
valuable memoir herewith submitted."
To this engineering service succeeded, for

;

it

is,

keenly watched by the men j. and what is said
of McClellan
was so marked by
that
thoroughness as to command respect and con

it,

It is the every-day life of the officer that is

of

railroads, and to collect information and facts
established in the construction and working of
existing roads, to serve as data in determining
the practicability of constructing and working
roads over the several routes explored. The

is

This, however, can convey no just idea of the
labor and skill that are required, in order that
lasting honor may be conferred on the country.

rare power to command men; and this Gen.
McClellan has, because he himself whole
souled man, and has the power of intellect.
His private life
as beautiful as his public
career has been both brilliant and solid; and
though he moves quietly and with no preten
sion in the ordinary business circle, yet in the
battle-ﬁeld, when all his energies are roused,
he shows that genius for war that prompted
the unreserved tributes of admiration that are
seen in ofﬁcial reports.
Gen. McClellan’s work in Virginia has com
manded a like admiration from the country.
He has held, at various points, 30,000 troops
under him, and he has had them ever at the
right time in the right place. Gen. Scott
,marched from Puebla with less than 11,000
rank and ﬁle. There were but 8,500 in the
battle of Contreras; but 3,300 at Molino del
Rey; and but 6.000 in the entrance into Mex
ico. So that Gen. McClellan had under him,
in his late command, 30,000, three times the
number of troops that Gen. Scott had at Con
treras.
The work done in Western Virginia
so splendidly is, at least, as good an assurance
as the country can have, that Gen. McClellan
fully capable of leading on triumphantly the
noble army of the Potomac.

ly is

In this report, its closing words, Sec
retary Davis says “ Capt. McClellan, of the
corps of engineers, after the completion of his
ﬁeld operations, was directed to visit various
servant.

broader or a narrower one—which in
-—-be
the mental world we cover by the term, Imag
it
a

him at length to drive it off, after having killed
more than twenty of its number.
Such is the ofﬁcial record of McClellan, so
far as brilliant special service is concerned.
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ination, by bringing in to air aid the etymology
of the word itself.

in the sphere of mental action there are still
many such unmeasured ﬁelds; and one of
that
those,
appears to be shown above,

seems to be accounted for in the very origin of
the term, or rather, by the purpose in reference

represented under the term new to be consid
do not promise to reduce all this broad
ered.

is

I

it

I

consider hereafter whether

1.

if

I

it

lt

lf

In

a

a

If

I

I

a

2.

I

a

lt

a

Let us add to these deﬁnitions a few other
accounts of our subject:
sense‘
By imaginationwe mean,In comprehensive
thatoperationof the mind by which ii—(i) receives,(‘2)
accordingto higher
retains,(’) recalls,and (4)combines,
laws,theidealImagesfurnishedto bythecommonsense
andby thesenses."-—Feitchtsraleben.
“Imagination ls reproductive,storesthe mlnd with
ofldcaspreviouslyobtain
idealImages,"etc. [Conccptlon
cd throughperception] When a numberof Ideashas
beenalreadystoredupla themlnil,thcn,these“maynow
be combinedtogethersoas to form newimages,which,
thoughcomposedof the elementsgivenin the original
of our
yetarenowpurelymentalcreations
representations,
own. Thus, mayhavean imageof rockin mymind,
andanotherlmngeof dlamond. combinethesetwo
of a
together,and createthe purelyideal representation
diamondrock."—rllorell.
pro
denotes
lmaglnailon,in thesenseof thepoet,
cessesof creationor composition,
governedbyﬁxedlaws~
— Wordsworth.
Imagination(the hl‘her, creative,or eomblnlngform)
“presupposesabstraction,to separatehom each other
qualllies,etc., ' andllmJudgm-nl andtaste,todlrect
“ maybe
usin formingthecombinatlons."Its operations
equallyemployed
aboutall thesubjects
ofourknowledge."
~b‘tmart.
a

' '

'

it

not, in some one special sense, be used to name
an individualﬁzculty of mind.
This extreme comprehensiveness of meaning

We shall

Conceptlnn:imageIn themind; idea.
agtnatt‘omwereoftenasjust as theywere bold
Ills
andstrong.-Dennte.
8. Conirlvnnce;schemeformedIn themind; device.
All their{annotnattom
againstme.—!,am.Ill.
4. Conceit;an nnsolldor fancifuloplnlon.
ll. First motionor purposeof themlnd.
t.

a

is

may

to the conquest and store
parts, and so add
that, in similar directions, science has already
won.
Doubtless am safe in saying that with

powers, whether perceptive or reasoning.
may
Again, in respect to any given power,
name either the general process of activity, the
special act, or the mental result of such act.

it.

it

highest degree important that we attempt to
carry the chain and compass also into such tcr
ritory; that we endeavor, at the least, to
measure, bound, deﬁne, and individualize its

I

it

It

is

there be still remaining any
Surely, then,
vague, undeﬁned, and, hence, imperfectly com
prehended territory in respect of mental faculty
or operation,
would appear to be in the

it

is

Already, then, we have discovered that the
one of extremely compre
term imagination
hensive signiﬁcation; one applicable, indeed,
in some sense or senses, to all the intellectual

of precision, because we know that
an
extension of knowledge in its best form, and of
the power, use, and advantage which such
knowledge confers.

The two latter deﬁnitions give quite clearly
certain senses of the word, as now understood.

'

brief article in a French encyclopedia
(title not copied) very clearly characterizes
conception, or the power of holding before the
mental view, ideas obtained through the senses,
and then
terming this “ passive imagination
describes
second or higher sort as sampler,
;”

world.

knowing), Goethe found that the cranial bones
were but expanded vertebrae; and, but for his
penetrating Causality (dependence-knowing),
Newton must have failed to demonstrate—
however he might have conjectured—the law
of gravitation.”
We delight in this extension

lmaglnation,in th proplr some,signiﬁes livelycon
ceptionof objectsof sight[7]-Retil.
We have powerof modifyingourconceptions
[ideas],
by comblningthepartsof dllferentonessoasto formnew
wholesof ourown creation. shallemploythewordim
aginationto expressthls power. apprehendthisto be
thepropersenseof theword, Imaginationbethepower
which glves birth to theproductions
of thepoetandthe
palnler.—Stewnrf.
[Imagination]selectsthepartsof dltfcrentconceptions,
or objectsof memory,to form whole [or wholes]more
pleasing,moreterrible,or moreawful,thanhaseverbeen
presented
in theordlnarycourseof nature—El. Encye.

I

when

(eﬂ‘ort-knowing), this man has established
principle in Mechanics; by his ready mastery
of Size (quantity-knowing), that one has solved
problem in Algebra
or, “Through his
powerful faculty of Comparison (resemblance

IIAGIIATIOI:
The poweror facultyof the mind by
whlch conceivesand formsIdeasof thlngl [previously]
communicated
to bytheorgansMacaw—Encyclopedia.
Imagination understand
to be the representation
[In
of
an
individualthought—Bacon.
mind]
Oursimpleapprehension
of corporealobjee's, prey
ent, some[perception]; absent,isimagtnatton[cou
'
eepl'on].—6tuncflle.

'

it.

pictures, or, at least, symbols, answer
placed before the avenues of sense.
They are forms, states, or changes of conscious
ness, symbolizing, however, objects and rela
tions not in consciousness, but in the external
which

extension of method and precision of
which we have just spoken, into and through
out ﬁelds of knowledge before only confusedly
and immethodically comprehended.
For example, we are no longer satisﬁed to
say, generally and vaguely, “ The mind think;
“ We know things and their rela
things,” or
tions.”
We can now say, “ Through materials
furnished by his active perception of Weight

Of Webster’s deﬁnitions, the essential are
the following:

a

if by no other circumstance, by the
may have,
extreme breadth of the meanings
will of course not be forgotten. We speak of
ideas or thoughts as being mental pictures,
only because we know that, in some way, they
serVe to the intellectual faculties uses like those
revealed,

very

And, in the outset, let us consider some of

A

of some idea of relation, or truth, or thought
of almost or every possible kind.
The wholly metaphorical use of the term,

made to replace the previous stretch of monot
onous wilderness, just so science obtains and
shows her continual, present growth by this

a

consciousness of the idea. of some object, qual
ity, combination of objects or qualities, scene
or phenomenon, or of some idea, supposition,
or combination originated within the mind, or

tion has supplanted a pre-existing barbarism
known by the limits to which farms, roads,
and canals have been pushed forward and

it

usage actually does, as a term, at sometimes,
though not in every instance, include all the
We may say that,
cases here enumerated.
spoken of as an act, imagination is at different
times used to signify the picturing within our

body. of science. In fact, as the breadth of
territory over which in any country civiliza

;”

any relation, say of resemblance,causation, dif
ference, absurdity, beauty,ﬁtness, and so on; or
even the fact of a trutjt embodying some such
Imagination can, and in practical
relation.

just such vagueness, however, unavoid
able as
may be at the ﬁrst, that must be
cleared up and reduced to precision and order,
can
before the subject-matter exhibiting
come fully within the requirements, or into the

if

device that we contrive toward im
proving the engine; avessel of peculiar sort
upon hearing her structure and parts described;
a landscape, a meteor, a battle; and then, by a
little extension of the sense, a thought noting

unknown

ployment of the term, not in conversation only,
but in metaphysical, and even in phrenological
works will readily prove.

it

our mental consciousness, things in themselves
extremely unlike; as, a horse, the color ml;
an engine that we have seen, some hitherto

As
conse
vague terms—thought, feeling.
nearly as vague and
quence, its meaning
loose as theirs. This, observation of the em

is

I

the results at which lexicography and meta
physics have arrived, in their essays to parcel
out and characterize the whole scope of the
term, Imagination.

it

I

AGINO, and IMAGINOR, the latter meaning,
conceive. Finally, from
picture to myself,
this, lMAGlNATlO, a picturing in the mind, a
mental image or copy.
Now, We can picture in, or represent before;

us, therefore, to ﬁnd imagination almost co
extensive in use with those broad, and hence

It

From lMITOR, we have IMAGO (at ﬁrst, prob
ably, IMITAGO), the likeness, form, or image (of
a thing).—-an apparition, a portraiture, a shad
ow; and, ﬁnally, an image in the mind, an
idea, or conception. Hence were formed IM

territory to measure and order;
shall, at the
least, attempt to individualize and deﬁne some
of its portions.

is

I

I

$mm,

to cur mental experiences, to serve which
was introduced.
To form a mental picture or
a notion well-nigh as bread
representation,
as to think, or toﬁel.
should not surprise

a

\Ve do not readily, or with certainty, trace
this Word farther back than to the Latin verb
(somewhat long for a root-word). lMl'l‘OR,
stand
copy, mimic, imilalc,—hencc, again,
for, or represent (some object or thing).
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employing the stores furnished by passive im
agination, guided by associations of these ideas,
and also by judgment and taste, adding that
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this form “ is especially the portion of thinkers
and of artists.”
Wayland admits and discusses conception,
which presents again in mind our-ideas of sen
sible
original
objects;
suggestion, which
evolves or projects from within the mind itself,
upon the stimulus of perceptions, such ideas as
those of resemblance, cause, space, etc., .poetic
imagination, as above deﬁned ; and philosophic

PHRENOLOGICAL
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of feeling which give inspiration to poetry and
I
oratory, and a conception of the sublime.”
incline to believe that, were Mr. Fowler to
revise this statement, he would not now direct
ly ascribe the conception of the sublime to
Ideality.

But with this exception, and with the
understanding that “imagination” and “fancy”
here included signify the feeling, emotion, or
sentiment exciting to acts of imagination

and

imagination, the ofﬁce of which is to evolve ‘ fancy (proper), and not these acts themselves,
which are clearly intellectual, I do not know
rational conjectures, or hypotheses.
that a more clear, full, and correct characteri
The last-mentioned views of imagination are
zation of the function of Ideality than the pas
quoted by Havens, but without direct judgment
sage quoted aﬁ'ords, could well be given.
upon them; his ultimate conclusion being that
imagination proper deals only with materials
directly furnished by the senses, and that its
creative activity is wholly in the way of com
bining in new forms—conclusions
both of

which, I believe, fall short of doing justice to
the subject.
Dr.

J. R.

ties, among

Buchanan admits reﬂective facul
others, of Reason, Ingenuity,

Scheming, Invention, Composition, Ideality, and
as sentiments closely related to these, Imagi
nation, Spirituality, etc. He states that imag
ination “is an essential element of a profound,
original, and creative mind.
It contributes
materials to reason, in the form of hypotheses,”
etc. Again, “ Ideality is the source of reﬁne
ment, delicacy, and copiousness of thought—of
deep and subtle speculation—9f generalization,
abstraction, AND dreamy reminiscencc[.']—more
vague in its action than reason.”
Now. though
in these passages there is doubtless conveyed
some truth, there is also positively much error;
and the whole tenor of the ideas is the very
opposite of the clear-cut, individualized, and
scientiﬁc—indeed, a strong intimation that the
“dreamy,” rather than the acute observation
of mind had suggested these parts, at least, of
the author’s phrenological scheme.

Mr. Geo. Combe says of imagination and
fancy that “neither of them is synonymous with
thephrenological term Ideality.”
He says that,
in the simplest sense, to imagine is to conceive;
while, in the higher sense, “Imagination
is
the impassioned representation of the same
things—not

merely in the forms and arrange
ments of nature, but in new combinations
formed by the mind itself.
In Phrenology,
therefore, conceptipn is viewed as the second
degree of activity of the knowing and reﬂecting
faculties [perception being theﬁrst], and imag
ination as the third.”
And again, he says of
the knowing and the reasoning faculties, that
all of both classes alike, “ haveperception, mew
ory, and imagination.”
Mr. O. S. Fowler ascribes imagination, in
the sense of a sentiment of love of the beauti
ful and exquisite, to the faculty of Ideality;
his summary of the function of that faculty
being in’the following words: “ IDEALITY.-—
Imagination—fancy—love
of the exquisite, the
beautiful, the splendid, the tasteful, and the
polished—that impassioned ecstacy and rapture

<>>

A rapid glance ovar these many accounts
and deﬁnitions of imagination, would seem at
the ﬁrst, along with frequent agreements, to
disclose a large amount of contradiction and
confusion.
Something of these latter qualities
we must certainly admit; but we believe that
a thorough study of the statements quoted will

result in showing a somewhat less amount of
real confusion and oppositeness of view than
at ﬁrst appears. A part of the obscurity left
upon the subject is clearly due to a practice
still far too prevalent in the science of mind,
by which different writers employ in one case
different names for the same process or power,
and in another, may apply the same names to
correctly conceived and real processes or pow
ers, but unfortunately to different ones. An
other part of the confusion, it is fair to expect,
will be found due to imperfect or incorrect ap
prehension, on the part of some of the writers
quoted, of certain of the topics treated of.
In entering upon the discussion of' this sub
ject, then, it will at once appear, we should
aim to individualize

and keep distinct, as much
as possible, the faculties to be treated of, and
also their special acts or operations; to apply,
as far as our vocabulary allows, always a sep
arate term to each act or process, not less than
to each faculty of the mind; and not to be con
tent with ﬁnding one or two processes, how
ever correctly, and saying practically—“ See !
these are what imagination
means”—but
rather attempt to explore the whole subject
matter, and (if may be) enable ourselves at the
conclusion to say—“ These acts, processes, or
faculties exhaust the whole meaning of the
term imagination; under some one or more of
these, what is so termed can always be classed.”
In carrying on this inquiry, the following,
among other principles, will be considered as
known, or easily to be proved:
1. That through the senses (which are not
mental faculties) the Perceptive Faculties of
the mind are directly brought into exercise;
the mental

pictures or ideas those faculties
thus obtain being properly termed perceptions,
and the act also being perception. Sir Wm.
Hamilton commits the very serious error of

supposing that all these various
powers
Faculty.

constitute

but

a single

perceptive
Presentative

And yet Hamilton remarks that per

*@

’
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ception, memory, and imagination are in each
person active about the same sort of things, as,
whether it be about words, or forms, etc.
This is the doctrine of Phrenology; and it is
an admission of a fact for which one presenta
tive faculty will not account—a fact requiring
be several presentative (per

that there shall

ceptive) faculties, each securing its own sort
of perceptions. A like error will below be
seen to have been committed by this distin
guished metaphysical authority, in respect to
each of the several faculties he admits.
2. That certain perceptive faculties cognize
each a simple phenomenon, quality, or object,
—as in case of Weight, Size, Color, Form, and
probably Sound; certain others cognize each
some obvious relation of phenomena, qualities,
or objects,—as in case of Locality,
Time,
and Tune;
Ordcr, Language,
Calculation,
while one other cognizcs groups of qualities
concreted (grown-into-one) in individual
or
whole things as existing in nature—Individu
ality; and still another takes note of changes,
single or complicated—namely, EVentuality.
3. That perceptions, once secured, are more
or less ﬁrmly retained in the mind, and each
class by the faculty which
it.

at the ﬁrst secured

This is Retention, or Simple Memory.-—In

Hamilton’s scheme, one Conservative Faculty.
4. That retained perceptions are also vari
ously associated in the mind, so that upon re
call of any one it brings up [or reproduces in
consciousness one or more others, according to
what has been termed the law of Suggestion
(Simple).—Hamilton’s

one Reproductive Fac

ulty.
5. That the recalled ideas can, not volunta
rily changed, be held before the mind’s eye
and examined, giving the act of' Conception;
or their parts can be newly arranged or com
bined, giving one phase of what is more com
monly meant by the term Imagination—Ham
ilton’s single Representative Faculty.
6. That the Reasoning Faculties have for
their ofﬁce to discover and furnish in our know
ing certain ideas of relations that are not, like
the simple relations of time, place, etc., obvi
ous, but that may be called recondite or non
sensible relations. Such are resemblance,known
through the faculty

of Comparison;

depend

ence, through Causality; diﬂerence (probably,
or incongruity), through Wit ; possibly, others.
—-Hamilton’s two Faculties, Elaborative and
Regulatice.
7. That besides Wit, in the sense now nam
ed, there is a sentiment or sense of the ridicu
or Humor, the organ of
lous, Mirthfulness
which is perhaps seated next above that of the
former in the brain; and the former, if alone
strong, explaining what are termed cases of
“ dry wit,” “acumen,” and keen discrimina—
tion.
8. That Identity proper is a sentiment only,
its ofﬁce being to impart love of and delight in
the beautiful, the perfect, and the exquisite
-e=i%==

In truth, it is a fact that, through cer

ulty seems here to be called for:
11. That if a true guess, conjecture, or hy
pothesis can not be shown to be the work of
Comparison, Causality, or Wit,—and of course
it can not be the product of ,a sentiment, ldc

tain nervous connections, any increased activ
ity of one of these sets of glands may be made

ality,-—then, a second new intellectual faculty
seems to be required, in order to explain these

pend directly on the circumstance of such sim
ultaneous operation.
Just so, between the
various nodules or masses of ganglionic or gray
matter composing a large part of the brain,

peculiar but very constant products of the
mind’s action.
Let us now see how much, from the deﬁni
tions already quoted, should be distinctly ex
cluded, as forming, even under its largest lat
itude, no part of the meaning of imagination.
Webster’s ﬁfth deﬁnition, referring to purpose
or impulse of the mind, may safely be excluded
as ﬁnding no place in the philosophical usage
of the word.

Feuchtersleben’s ﬁrst three steps
—receiving, retaining, and recalling—form no
possible part in what can be called Imagina
tion.
They are previous processes. The ab
straction, judgment, and taste referred to by
Stewart, are certainly no parts of the process
of imagination, as viewed by that author in the
connection given; they are merely auxiliary
activities of the reasoning faculties and ideal
We shall hereafter see that the faculty
ity.

to waken to greater activity the other sets;
and certain large physiological results, as di
gestion, nutrition, and blood-puriﬁcation, de

those of which in the cerebrum must be con
sidered as seats of the knowing and affective
powers, there are, as anatomy clearly shows,
nervous connections (or commissures), distinct,
numerous, and running in various directions;
and it is perfectly evident that these have no
other essential use than that of establishing
communication of inﬂuence, and of course of
activity between the different gray masses of
the brain, those belonging to mental faculties,
as well as those concerned in the mechanical
(automatic) actions of the system, being among
them.

.

In this way is explained the inter-action be
tween the feelings proper and the intellect.
We see certain objects: there then arise in our
consciousness not merely ideas of those objects
(the work of intellect), but also certain appro

that abstracts can imagine its abstraction, etc.
Exclude also association, judgment, and taste
in the account next quoted. On the vagueness

priate impulses or emotions (the work of pro
pensities and sentiments). On the other hand,

of Buchanan’s statements we have already re
marked; and we will here only add that the

the spontaneous and inner action of the propen
sities and sentiments will also cause the intel

copiousness, subtlety, as

lectual faculties to be brought into action—this
action originating from within, and not through
the senses. So, certain propensities and senti

qualities

profundity,

well as the processes generalization and ab
straction, will all have to be eliminated from
our estimate of the contents of imagination, in
any proper understanding of the term. In re
gard to the assigning of a combining power to
the faculty of Ideality, we have remarked
above.
But there is another, a very general mental
fact, and one which in ordinary language is
very commonly included under the vague idea
and term Imagination, but which we must, be
fore proceeding with the subject itself, quite as
carefully exclude.

That the mind, however many and however

ments have closer connections than others; or
certain intellectual powers; or some of the
former with some of the latter. We are not sur
prised when we ﬁnd these particular faculties
thus manifesting themselves simultaneously or
in close succession; because our long observa
tion and our own experience have led us to
expect these coincidences and sequences, and
to regard them as entirely natural, human, and
ham.

To take the most marked case of all: It will
be hard to ﬁnd among all the elements of the
human mind any single one that has in all
ages more stimulated into activity the ideal

unlike its faculties, really acts in most instances
by the simultaneous or commingled exercise
of many of these faculties, is a principle ad

sentiment, to clothe its objects with all the ex

mitted in all phrenological

cellences, glories, and perfection

l>>=

systems, and too

possible to

a

it.

it
is

Amativeness.

This propensity, then, when in action, pow
erfully enlists the action of ldeality as a senti
dees of Hope, Benevolence, and
ment, as
some others, and also of the properly knowing
and reasoning powers (intellect), which must
furnish the facts, examine the conditions, and
provide the means, to its own gratiﬁcation.
The person under its influence not only imag
ines perfections in its object (this being the
work of ldeality), but also imagines (in the
sense of conceiving, combining, and conjectur
ing, in the intellect) all manner of relations
and probabilities affecting this ordinarily- in
dispensable need of being.
The same thing
true, in various degrees,
of the other affective faculties.
Acquisitive~
ness
surely no part of intellect; but
both
spurs Ideality to imagine (feel) the glories of
wealth, and sets the intellect at work to ﬁnd
and adopt all the means to its possession. It
the commonest phenomenon to ﬁnd a man’s
acquisitiveness driving him to study all that
pertains to the qualities, history, and relations
of pig-iron or point lace; but the acquisitive
ness

still no part of the intellect that does
this work of knowing about the iron or the

lace. And just as we should err in bringing
the acquisitivenes
into the intellect, because
sets intellect in motion, so we shall err

if

time.

it

stomach, and it may be the salivary glands,
are at'work.
All these can work at the same

history, biography, experience, alike attest this
assertion.
And yet, no faculty or element of
the human mind can be ﬁzrthe'r removed ﬁom
the intellect—more totally a thing out of and
apart from all intellectual operations—than is

we call that a part of imagination (intellect
I
ual), which in fact only spurs us to conceive
vividly the ideas we have, separate and com
bine them anew, conjecture or guess concerning
them, and do all that intellectual work proper
which we very commonly include under the
term IMAGINING.

I
What, then, are the faculties (affective) that
strongly appeal to and elicit intellectual imag
ination, of whatever form this may have
a.—In general way, we may conclude, any
?

combining parts of ideas into new or previously
unknown ideas. Some new intellectual fac

I

is

that, accordingly, no perceptive, reﬂective, or
sentiment thus far named is by its nature such
that it can voluntarily perform the ofﬁce of

secreting bile at the moment,- nor do all the
lobules of the liver fail to secrete bile because
the gastric glands within the coats of the

Not merely has this been true
true now.
Poetry, ﬁction,

it

and

ivity, than this.
in the past;

a

into

is involuntary;

things, by Individuality,

observe that one secreting lobule of the liver
does not at any time cease its action from the
fact that any one or scores of other lobules are

is

the material wholly.
the concreting of qualities

ing for the time from among the total possible
powers. Brieﬂy to illustrate the principle,

thought, than has the passion of love (Amative
ness, including in this, as may be done for all
purposes of the present argument, the emotion
of Connubial Love) ; and
will be hard to ﬁnd
any element that has been the spur to greater
amount of general and special intellectual act

is

tangible—in
10. That

well established by actual observation and con
sciousness to need argument here. Mental
effort is really always unitary, in a manner;
and usually by aggregates or complexes group

[Snm.,

is

by the perceptives, and guided in its
activity by similarities, dependences, and dif
ferences discovered by the reasoning powers.
That ConstructiVeness works in the visible and

terials

JOURNAL.
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9. That Constructivcness proper is rather a
or impulse, than a perceptive or
reasoning power; being furnished with its ma
propensity

PHRENOLOGICAL

very powerful propensity or sentiment.
b.—But specially, certain ones of these, as :—
treated of.
Amativenesk-already
strong, and
2. Philoprogenitivcness—when
1.
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joined with full Ideality.
3. Acquisitiveness—see

above.
4. Constructiveness—which pQWerfully im
pels its owner to put together, modify, devise,
adapt, invent; and, by necessity, to know all

the qualitie and phenomena that will in the
given cases have to be regarded.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING- PERE—
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED—No. 3.
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is,

is

It

it,
is

to quality and quantity of food. including the
one of the most im
proper time for eating
portant lessons relating to our physical being.
a most difﬁcult part of our education, and
one which
perhaps, more frequently neglect
ed than any other which falls within the sphere
of every-day use.
The lower animals seldom exhibit anything
which looks like reason in respect to their
manner of eating and drinking, but they are
guided by what may be called instinct—mere
appetite. In respect to the selection of their

a

is

is

detri
food, they usually reject whatever
mental or noxious, and always eat the best
most pleasing to
they can get—that which
the appetite. Though
dog may have lived
ten years in
family, and have been fed on
a

is,

-—<4.v>—-—

bread, vegetables, and meat every day of his
life,and perhaps never had food in such quantity
as to have any surplus, yet he will always de
vour ﬁrst the meat, then such bread as may
then such vegetables as may
have come in contact with gravy, and last,
when his appetite
nearly satisﬁed, he reluc
tantly devours the dry bread, the most unsa

embraces physical training, or the develop
ment of the body; also, the development of
the different mental faculties, and the excess
of the faculties, and also their perversion by

child will do pre
vory part of the meal.
cisely the same thing—will eat the meat, the
butter, the delicious fruit ﬁrst, and cry for
denied, will then turn to get'somc
more; but

We have
improper training.
of the errors of the Mental
treating upon the mind, and
tainty of their systems as a

of that which

A

if

less agreeable to its appetite.
increases in age, and comes
under the dominion of his thinking, reasoning
is

suggested some

is

have butter on

it,

IN the preceding articles of this series we
have endeavored to deﬁne what we understand
We have shown that
by the term Education.

Philosophers
the great uncer

But as a child

guide to correct

intellect, he subjects the faculty of Aliment
iveness to the control of his judgment to some
extent. He does not eat the dessert ﬁrst, nor
gnaw the butter from his bread, and eat all his

tastes or talent of each individual, thus show
ing that Phrenology would become the great
educator of parents and teachers, and enable
them to direct their efforts wisely in the edu

meat, and afterward the bread and vegetables;
but he eats the more important articles—that
which will taste good with a keen appetite—
and reserves the delicacies for the close of the
meal, when his appetite for hearty, strong food

cation and training of the young. In this and
succeeding articles we propose to offer some
practical hints for the application of Phrenol
ogy to domestic training and to scholastic edu

has been satisﬁed. The dog, as we have said,
never learns this lesson by age, but seizes the
most delicious morsel ﬁrst, and makes wry
faces at common food at the close of his meal.

cation.

While the child

a

exercise and labor induce. Nature has kindly
planted in us, as part of the mental nature
of the individual, the faculty of Alimentive
ness, which renders eating and drinking not
only

duty, but a pleasure.

To eat right as

is

is

kind and quantity until they are old enough to
in the
choose the right food, and to take
right manner. What shall we say, then, of
parents and nurses who appeal to appetite as
it

seeks its natural food at' the very
means of building
threshold of its being, as
up the growth, and supplying the waste which
generally

sixteenth year; and parents can not do their
greater injustice than to allow them
children
to eat and drink as they please in regard to

a means
governing, and managing, and re
straining children, who promise to the already
excited appetite some choice delicacy, some
view to sub
thing the appetite craves, with
ject the turbulent faculties of the child to tem
a

The ﬁrst, and, indeed, the mast imperative,
nourishment.
The new
of human wants
born infant, prompted by this intuitive hunger,

perience or wisdom of the parent; and our im
that there are very few children
pression
who are qualiﬁed to govern their appetite and
exercise
properly until they have reached the
it

is

ripened
or reason; but subsequently, as he
and instructed by experience, he employs his
intelligence and his energy as a means of grati
fying the lower elements of his nature.

a

This he does in the ﬁrst place without thought

young he exhibits, as we
have said, in the exercise of appetite, the
merely animal impulses.
During this season
he should be guided and controlled by the ex

.of

an animal with bodily wants, and he
Man
has a class of propensities which instinctively
prompt him to provide for his animal wants.

-

Phrenology, on the con
ideas of education.
trary, we attempted to show, makes us no
quainted with the fundamental principles of
the mind, teaching us at once the peculiar

is

10. Hope—prayerbially stimulating the in
tellect to the combining or creation of intel
lectual pictures and schemes, quite unreal,
and unless based on seVere fact and reason,
The grand architect who oversees
visionary.
“castles in the air,” “chateaus in Spain,”
and elsewhere!
11. Spirituality (Marvelousness)—impelling
the intellect to picture the unseen, the spiritual,
the supernatural.
l2. ldeality—do., do., the perfect and ex
quisite; to strive after ornament, beauty; to
secure all that gratiﬁes taste; to make self,
life, mankind, and the world something con
tinually more glorious than they have yet ar
rived at being 2—“ adifﬁcult thing,77 as will at
once be seen, and that gives toevery form of
or fancy exercise
intellectual
imagination
enough!
Finally, it may be remarked that any emo
tion which would ordinarily incite intellectual
imagination, gains in its impelling force when
it is associated with a. large development of
as was
this last-named sentiment, Ideality;
implied in speaking of Philoprogenitiveness.
From this brief review, general and special,
of the inﬂuence of the affections and sentiments
proper on the intellect, it will be seen that,
though powerfully promoting the intellectual
processes, serving to vivify intellectual con
our ideas and
ceptions, and to multiply
thoughts, yet all these impulses of whatever
name really stand outside ofintellect, and really
take no part in its operations. It will be seen
that, if the writer and the best phrenological
authorities with whom he meets do not wholly
mistake its function, ldeality, along with the
other sentiments, must thus stand outside the
intellect.
That, in a word, Ideality is not
imagination (in the proper sense), and does not
in any sense perform what are properly to be
called acts of imagination, nor evolve and re
[deality very often
tain ideas of imagination.
is the hidden spring, but it is neither the whceL
work moved nor is it the ﬁlbric wrought out.
It can not produce a single intellectual concep
tion, form, combination, conjecture, or creation
of any kind; but it is often the potent impulse
to the production of any or all these; and it is
a most delicate sense or intuition, besides, that
by its pleasure indorses, or by its pain repels,
the product which the toiling intellect may
have evolved.
Thus, then= we have found
that other general mental fact which is to be
excluded from the true meaning of Imagina
tion; namely, all action of propensities or of
sentiments, properly as such, including all
action of the faculty of Ideality, as commonly
and rightly understood.
But after excluding these parts of the sense
of this term, admitted in a few of the deﬁnitions
of authors, and in common or unscientiﬁc
speech, how much shall we ﬁnd to remain?

a

Cause of things.

H

is

to represent in idea
of the Deity—the Unknown

is

unrealizad.‘
9. Veneration—leading

A

to imagine and
8. Benevolence—leading
work for conditions of human happiness as yet

At a future time, I hope to show that what is
with more or less propriety named imagination
_ will still include—
1. The process of Conception (simple) on the
part of all the intellectual faculties.
2. The process of Conception (original), giv
ing new products, as the elements of new
forms, melodies, etc; also, a work of all the
intellectual faculties.
3. A process of Combination, in the realm of
ideas, not of matter.
4. An act of Conjecture or
ypothesis, evolv
ing new relations of known facts or ideas:—
whether
there
and then to inquire
probably
not—
or
5. A yet unrecognized Faculty of Combina
tion for ideas and relations; namely, one of
Composition or Synthesis.
6.
yet unrecognized Faculty of Conjectuje
or Hypothesis.
[re a! continuum]

a

forms and causes of danger.

JOURNAL.

it

the conditions
5. Self-Esteem—devising
requisite to secure honor to self.
6. Approbativeness—do., do., to secure ap
proval or applause.
us to imagine all
7. Cautiousness—driving

the attributes
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have changed the form of stimulant to coffee
or tobacco, or both. After listening to a lecturc on Temperance from a distinguished ad

child becomes older, and
As
weaned,
should be fed upon a plain diet in general, not
such as mature people eat. In England and

may retreat will show their wisdom by obey
ing the teachings of these sore experiences; but
those will be wiser who learn temperance by
their example, and studying the laws of their

their morals together.
The rules for training this faculty are few
and simple.
For the ﬁrst year of a child’s
its mother be healthy, nature has pro
life,
vided its best food, and, so far as possible. this
should be given to the child at given periods,
according to its constitution.
Some mothers

Though it may take several generations of
temperate parentage, and a thorough applica
tion of correct training, to rid mankind of the
deleterious effects of past intemperance, yet
who will be dissuaded from the effort by the
difficulty of the case, or consider it a'waste of

*

We
time, when so great a result is at stake?
sometimes think, notwithstanding tens of thou
sands have discarded the use of alcoholic

if

nurse their children every time they cry or ap
pear restless, and thus keep the stomach in an
unhealthy condition, containing food half di
gested, and, indeed, in nearly every condition,
from that ﬁt to be taken into the blood to that
which

raw and crude.

Nothing can be more

destructiVe to the tone of the stomach than
such habits, unless
be the taking of noxious
substances; but wholesome food thus mixed
it

being.

is

de
These produce irritability,
spondcncy, loss of memory, insanity, and death
in various ways.
Mankind has had a sore les
son on the abuses of appetite; and those who

is
it

nervousness.

such an early training, what wonder
that
when they come to maturity they seek tobac
co, alcoholic liquors, highly-seasoncd food, and
thereby break down their constitutions and

becomes noxious, and there are very few chil

it

a

a

a

if

is

a

is

a

a

is

whole digestive apparatus should be produced,
and also in that organ of the brain which gov
erns that department of our nature.
With

if

ter the nerves, and derange all the organic
functions, if indulged in to excess. Let the
reader look among his neighbors, and how
common he will ﬁnd complaints of dyspepsia,
of a torpid state of the liver, of scrofula, of
palpitation of the heart, and what is called

to be their chief means of exercising influence
over their children.
Thus treated,
easy
to understand how the unnatural fever in the
it
is

demon or a fool. Its effects are, therefore,
more palpable than those which rise from other
forms of intemperance; but these just as surely
sap the foundations of health, gradually shat

Some mothers we know who carry
cakes, candies, and the like in their pockets,
wherever they take their children, and to ap
peal to appetite with some such delicacy seems

a

or uneasy.

children ought to live as well as the parents.
By that they mean that they should drink coffee and eat meat and highly-seasoned food with
adults; and these same parents understand
perfectly well that a horse at ﬁve years of age
will sell for ﬁfty or a hundred dollars more, to
be put into hard service in the city,
that
horse has never eaten bushel of oats in his
life, but been kept exclusively upon hay and
grass. Men are wise as to horses, cattle,
swine, sheep, and asses, but appear to be
utterly wanting in practical sense in respect
to the training and management of their own
children.
We believe that adults should live
on
plain diet, that which
easy of diges
tion, not spiced, compounded. or concentrated,
including vegetables and fruit in large degree.
Three times
day, we think,
sufﬁciently
frequent, and these at regular intervals; nor
should the person ever eat heartily just before
retiring, even though circumstances have com
pelled him to work hard all day on
mere
breakfast.
If a person can not sit up an hour
and
half after eating, he should retire on an
empty stomach, though
person might eat a
small quantity and retire in half an hour with
out detriment.
When will men become as wise as an ox,
which, left to roam the ﬁelds at will and seek
his natural food, never over-eats, and rarely
exhibits symptoms of disease during his whole
life
He has no artiﬁcial habits; his appetite,
guided by instinct, not pampered by cooking
and fashion, remains unperverted.
Nature,
having established the physical laws which
men
as
well
as
govern
animals, would secure
to man health and happiness,
he would use
his reason in guiding his habits as the animal
follows his instincts.
The organ of Alimentiveness, which
lo
cated just forward of where the top of the ear
joined to the head, and which, when large,
indicated by width and fullness in that re
the ﬁrst organ in the mental constitu~
gion,
tion which comes into activity.
The infant or
the animal an hour old seeks nourishment,
prompted by the faculty of Alimentiveness,
and, as we have shown, ten thousand miseries
follow in the train of its abuse.
not strange that man, the noblest crea
ture God has made, should stumble at the very
dawn of his life in the exercise of so important
a faculty as Alimentiveness for the preserva
tion of life and the physical constitution, that
faculty being, we may say, one of the low
est elements of his nature?
If all the other
powers were as badly directed. as much abused
as this, the doctrine of Total Depravity would
need no further illustration or proof.
a

and work it up into nourishment for the brain
Alcoholic liquors set the nervous
system on ﬁre, and make man a maniac and

and body?

dren to some form of inteinperance, when they
nurse or feed them every time they are fretful

ding, orham and eggs—in short, precisely such
food as healthy laboring man would eat. We
often hear parents remark that they think their

a

wrong training and use of this primary faculty,
Alimentiveness.
Mothers and nurses may not
be'aware that they are training up their chil

meat and much vegetables. In the United
States we often see little children two years
old making
meal of roast beef and plum-pud

?

of appetite here, in the room of gout, a luxury
applying chieﬂy to our cousins over the water,
And what is
are scourged with dyspepsia.
dyspepsia but a breaking down of the tone of
the stomach, and inability to digest the food

ened with oatmeal batter, upon Vegetables of
various kinds, and upon soups made with little

is

does society stamp its use with disgrace, as
does that of alcoholic liquors.
a
The whole system of intemperance

Scotland. children are not allowed. generally
to partake of such food as adults eat, but they
are fed upon oatmeal porridge. or milk thick

Is
it

more ruin to health and happiness than alco
holic liquors; and the most melancholy fact in
the case
that men are not aware of it; nor
it

comparatively but a few years since dyspepsia
became known in the United States. We used
to laugh at the accounts of gout among well-fed
English people; but now our people, by abuses

tobacco, and that tens of thousands smoke and
chew who regard themselves as temperatev
men, it will be seen that tobacco is working

is

extensive culture and good common sense have
yet learned that tobacco, strong tea and coffee,
and highly-seasoned food are almost equally
It is
destructive to health and happiness.

to untimely graves, leaving widows
and orphans in poverty, with nerves all on ﬁre
as an unhealthy inheritance from the short
When it is remembered that
lived father.
nearly all who use alcoholic liquors also use

annually

is

dren thus fed who do not become irritable,
feverish, and dyspeptical.

is,

rich, unwholesome, concen
It is within the memory of all
trated diet?
persons of middle life when society was ﬁrst
awakened to the fact that alcoholic stimulants
were not only unnecessary, but alarmingly de
structive to health; but very few persons of

[SEPT.,

liquors, that we are still an intemperate peo
ple. Many have given up the bottle, but only

ordinary gratiﬁcation.
vocate of the cause, we found him smoking at
Society has wept and mourned over the
‘ the
hotel, which he did constantly for nearly
dcsolations of perverted appetite until the entwo hours. We inquired of him why he did
tire doctrine of Total Depravity has appeared
so, and he remarked, that having given up
to be exempliﬁed through the abuses of the
Children
liquor, which hehad used to excess, he feltthat
single faculty of Alimentiveness.
badly trained
he must have something to keep his nerves
sometimes inherit from parents
braced up. As a matter of health, we hardly
in appetite a tendency to these abuses; and
know which is the worse practice of the two.
what can we expect from the children of pa
rents who have been ignorantly drugged by
Though smoking may not make a man neglect
or abuse his family, it sends thousand of men
tea, coffee, tobacco, and alcoholic stimulants,
or surfeited with

w<<>§§5
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porary obedience? This method of training
produces a feverish excitement in Alimentivc
ness, which, as the child matures, increases in
strength until it will not be satisﬁed with
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MAN

CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL, SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
,
av scones: comes.
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OF

is

DUTIES

a

on,

THE

are presented. The possession
honesty, when strong inducements to
of property, committed to their charge in
conﬁdential manner—that
to say, in such circumstances that they may misapply
for a time
without detection—frequently operates as an irresistible temptation,
it
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and, to the consternation of their sureties, they seem to change their
character at the very moment when their good conduct was most
implicitly relied on. We sometimes read in the newspapers of enor~
mous embezzlements, or breaches of trust, or disgraceful bankruptcies,
committed by persons who, during a long series of years, had enjoyed
a reputable character;
and the unreﬂecting wonder how men can

to pay a certain sum of money, if the principal obligant fail; or
become bound for his good behavior and proper discharge of duty, in
any ofﬁce to which he has been appointed. Great losses and much

change so suddenly, or how, after having known the sweets of virtue,
they can be so infatuated as to part with them all, for the hollow illu
sions of criminal gain. But the truth
that these men, from having

It

if,

namely, by engaging to pay the debt in case of default-—or to indem
nify us,
through negligence or dishonesty, we shall suffer loss.
appears to me that the practical application of Phrenology will
diminish both the necessity for demanding security and the danger of

;

it
is

is

it

it

and can not, therefore, see any ground on which those who decline,
in all circumstances, to undertake
can be defended.
appears to
me to be a necessary duty, which presents itself to many individuals;

It

may be hazardous, we
and although, when imprudently discharged,
are not, on that account, entitled entirely to shrink from it. There
are several precautions, however, which we are not only entitled, but
called on, to adopt, for our own protection. In the ﬁrst place, no man
should ever bind himself to pay money to an extent, which,
exacted,
would render him bankrupt; for this would be to injure his creditors

if

We therefore require that some one, who knows his qualities,
should certify his possession of prudence and integrity in the only way
which can convince us of the entire sincerity of the recommendation,

We come now to inquire into the practical rule which we should
In the present state of
follow, in regard to undertaking suretyship.
in many instances indispensable;
society, the exacting of security

it

class.

while we have no means of accounting for these diﬂ'erences of result;
will
but
you will study Phrenology, and apply
practically,
clear up many of these apparent anomalies, and enable you tojudge
when you are safe, and when exposed to danger.

is

there are also plausible persons who are only ostensibly honest; and
we are never certain that an individual whom we are disposed to trust
or employ, may not, in an unlucky hour, be found to belong to this

because, in some cases, such obligations lead to no loss, while in others
they are ruinous in the extreme. Our understanding
perplexed

it,

Suretyship is a lame substitute for a knowledge of human character.
There are men whose prudence and integrity are proof against every
temptation; and if we were certain that any particular individual
whom we designed to trust, or to employ in our affairs, was one of
these, we should desire no other security for his solvency or good con
duct than that afforded by his own noble nature.
But we know that

every wind of temptation that might blow against it.
of some importance to
In judging on the subject of suretyship,
know the characteristic distinctions of the different classes of minds

if

ance that they will never be called on to pay. Ishall attempt to
expound the philosophy of the subject, and we shall then be better
able to judge of our duty.

the three regions of the brain nearly equally balanced, never stood at
Their integrity, like a
any time on a very stable basis of virtue.
pyramid poised on its apex, was in danger of being overturned by

I

misery often arise from suretyship; and in consequence, many persons
lay down the rule never to become surety for any human being;
while others, of a more generous and conﬁding nature, are ready to
bind themselves for almost every one who gives them a solemn assur

is,

[con-risen raon auoun- mman
Tun next social duty to which I advert, is that of suretyship, or
A surety may either engage
cautionary, as it is called in Scotland.

the class in which these regions and that of the propensities stand
nearly in equilibrium.
No man of prudence,
he knew Phrenology,
would become surety for men of the lowest class, or be accessory, in
any way, to placing them in situations of trust; because this would

fulﬁll them by payment.

if

a

a

Secondly—We should consider the object sought to be attained by
If he be young man who desires to obtain employ
the applicant.
moderate scale on his own
ment, or to commence business on
a friend, in a temporary, unexpected, and blameless
account, or
emergency need our aid, good may, in these instances, result from the
wanted merely to enable
the suretyship
But
great deal better;
doing well, to do, as he imagines,
to extend his business, or to get into a more lucrative
may often pause, and reasonably consider whether we
a

act.

is

predict that the brain was not in a healthy condition.
The jailer said
that he was not aware of her brain being diseased, but that she was
subject to intense and long-continued headaches, during which her
mental perceptions became obscure; and the physician, on hearing my
remark, expressed his own matured conviction that there was diseased
action in the brain.
This leaves, then, only the middle class of

ruin in the career of social kindness, they should limit their obligations
in proportion to their means.

if

a

I

a

I

I

Among several thousand criminal bonds which
have
seen, have never met with one possessing the highest form of com
bination.
Only once, in
female
penitentiary in Dublin,I found
whose head approached closely to this standard, and
ventured to

In general, men, even of ordinary prudence,
ﬁnd, by experience, that they are compelled to pay at least one half
of all the cautionary obligations which they_ undertake, and the
imprudent eVen more. Unless, therefore, they are disposed to go to

if

if

misconduct.

benevolent obligations beyond the extent which he can discharge
without sovare and permanent suffering to himself; and in subscribing
such obligations, he should invariably calculate on being called on to

is

if

if

be exposing them to temptations which their weak moral faculties s
could not withstand.
Men having the highest combination of organs,
well educated, might be safely trusted without security; or
we
did become bound for them, we should have little to fear from their

;

by his suretyship
nay, he should not bind himself gratuitously to pay
any sum for another, which,
lost, would seriously injure his own
family.
In short, no man is called on to undertake gratuitous and

I

granting it.
have repeatedly shown to you examples of the three
classes of heads: ﬁrst, the class very imperfectly endowed in the
moral and intellectual regions; secondly, the class very favorably con
stituted, in which these have a decided preponderance; and, thirdly,

a person who
to enable him
situation, we
are about to

According to my
serve our friend, or injure both him and ourselves.
observation, the men who have succeeded best in the pursuits of this
world, and longest and most steadily enjoyed prosperity and character,
are those who, from moderate beginnings, have advanced slowly and

undertake it.

steadily along the stream of fortune, aided chieﬂy by their own mental
resources; men who have never hastened to be rich, but who, from
the ﬁrst, have seen that time, economy, and prudence are the grand

it

individuals, or those in whose brains the organs of the propensities,
moral sentiments, and intellect are nearly equally balanced, as those
for whose good conduct surety would be most necessary; and these
are precisely the persons for whom
would be most hazardous to
The necessity and the hazard both arise from the same
thus constituted may be moral as long as external
withheld; but they may, at any time, lapse into dis

Individuals

temptation

¢%

is

cause.
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_ As a general rule, therefore, Iwould dissuade you from undertaking
suretyship merely to increase the quantity, or accelerate the march,
of prosperity,
your friend, by the aid of time, prudence, and economy,
in his power ultimately to command success by his own
have
resources.
a

In becoming bound for the good conduct of an individual in
new
employment, you should be well aware that the situation into which
you are about to introduce him is suited to his natural dispositions
and capacities, and not calculated to bring the weaker elements of his
character into play, and be the means of ruining him as well as
is

a

injuring yourselves.
young man has any
Suppose, for example, that
latent seeds of intemperance in his constitution, or that he
fond of a
wandering and unsettled life, and that, by becoming surety for his
faithful accounting, you should obtain employment for him as a
mercantile traveling agent, you might manifestly expose him to

»

if

I

temptations which might completely upset his virtue.
have known
individuals, who, in more favorable circumstances, had acquired and
maintained excellent characters, ruined by this change. Again,
an
individual be either extremely good-natured, so much so that he can

It

is

it

is

It

if

it
is

;

is

is a

is

a

is,

if

is,

tible of removal,
should not be permitted to exist.
All of you who have served as jurors, must be aware of the great
disadvantages under which individuals labor in that situation, from
want of original education, as Well as of habits of mental application.
civil cause which embraced
knew an instance in which
jury, in
a long series of mercantile transactions, including purchases, sales,
bills, excise entries, permits, and other technical formalities, was
composed of four Edinburgh traders, and of eight men balloted from
the county of Edinburgh, where
borders on Lanarkshire and Peebles
shire, men who occupied small farms, who held the plow and drove
their own carts; persons of undoubted respectability and intelligence
in their own sphere, but who knew nothing of mercantile affairs;
whose education and habits rendered them totally incapable of taking
notes of evidence, and, of course, of forming any judgment for them
When the jury retired at ten o’clock at night, after a trial of
twelve hours, one of the merchants was chosen foreman, and he asked
the opinion of his brethren in succession. Eight of them echoed the
con
charge of the presiding judge; but the other three announced
trary opinion. The jurors from the country, seeing that the merchants
[ooirrumnnon non SIXTY-FIVE.]

selves.

a

them from abject poverty, when their schemes shall have reached
their natural termination in ruin; and this has been found to be pru
dent advice.

it
is

me for the counsel. Such speculative men generally fall into great
destitution in the end; and my recommendation to their relatives has
uniformly been, to reserve their own means, with the view of saving

to some extent,
be the best that can be obtained. This apology
well-founded; and the superior intelligence of a few frequently guides
a vast amount of ignorance and dullness in a jury.
Still, the extent
of this ignorance and inaptitude
a great evil; and as
suscep

a

a

characters of this description to extend their speculations, and advised
them to reserve their funds for emergencies of a diﬂerent description,
which were certain to arise; and at the distance of
few years, after
the advice had been forgotten by me, they have returned and thanked

is

and they act accord
powers, failure will be inevitable;
lhave repeatedly urged individuals to abstain from assisting

intellectual

found inhabiting
house, or
As soon as he
certain rent, his name
farm, of
placed on
summoned in his turn to sit on the bench of
justice, and there he disposes, by his vote, of the liVes and fortunes
that as
of his fellow-men.
The defense maintained for this system
tWelVe individuals are selected in civil cases, and ﬁfteen in criminal,
the verdict will embody the average intelligence and morality of the
whole; and that, as the roll of jurors includes all the higher and
middle ranks, their decisions,
not absolutely perfect, will, at least,
juror.

possessing shop, or
the list of jurors; he

it

a

if

they know that whatever promises the individual may make, or how
ever sincere may be his intentions of being prosperous, yet, that
he
multitude of affairs, beyond the reach of his
involve himself in

to serve as

a

F

a

is

it,

One beneﬁt of Phrenology, to those who make a practical use of
to enable them to discriminate between
man’s hopes and his real
When they see considerable deﬁciency in the organs of
capacities.
Intellect, or in those of Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, and irmness,

a

life—and in a few years he dissipated every sixpence of it in enter
prises and speculations of the most extravagant description.

that of acting privately as arbitrators between disputing
According to the present practice, no
parties, or publicly as jurymen.
special preparation for these duties
supposed to be necessary. A
young man may have obtained any kind of education, or no education
he may possess any degree of intelligence and talent; and he may be
upright in his dispositions, or very much the reverse; yet none of
these things are of the least consideration in regard to his qualiﬁcation

charge,

is

obtaining possession of the moderate patrimonies of his brothers and
in short, the
sisters, the funds provided for his mother’s annuity;
whole capital left by his father, as the fruit of along and laborious

talents and dispositions which can be relied on in practice,
much disappointment, loss, and misery, must inevitably be sustained,
by the improper location or employment of individuals in the com
Phrenology promise to aid us in
plicated relations of society; and
arriving at this object,
worthy of our most serious consideration!
Another social duty which men are occasionally called on to dis

it

loss on their sureties. I have seen deplorable examples of families
absolutely ruined by one of their number possessing this character.
By brilliant representations of approaching fortune, he succeeded in

natural

a

men arises from their over-sanguine, ambitious, and grasping disposi
tions, which are rendered only more ardent by encouragement. The
chances are many, that they will ruin themselves, and bring serious

is

instead of helping to accelerate it; to advise them to practice economy
and patience, and to wait till they acquire capital of their own to
increase their trade. The danger of undertaking obligations for such

should be appointed to such situations; individuals whose integrity
and love of justice and duty are paramount to all their other feelings;
and then, with average intellectual endowments, their conduct will
be irreproachable.
clear, that until we possess an index to

a

their acquaintances to become sureties for them to raise money in
order to extend their business. I recommend to those to whom this
appeal is made, to moderate the pace of these sanguine speculators,

other office of trust; and the reason appears to me to be, that the free
command of'money presents greater temptations to the weak points of
For this
character than almost any other external circumstance.
only men of the highest natural moral qualities who
reason,

I

full of sanguine hope, inordinate
There are other individuals,
ambition, or boundless love of gain, who never discover the advantages
of their present possessions, but are constantly aiming at an imaginary
prosperity, just at arm’ length beyond their reach; and who solicit
their friends to aid them, that they may seize the prize. They urge

ingly.

if

a

maturely.

not resist solicitation; or
he be ambitious and fond of display and
you aid him in obtaining an
power; or very speculative; and
agency for
bank, by which means he will obtain an immediate
command of large sums of money, you may bring him to ruin, when
you intended to do him
great service; for his integrity will thereby
be exposed to assaults in all these directions.
has been remarked,
that more men prove unsuccessful as bank-agents than almost in any

if

elements of ultimate success. These men ask only the means of a
fair commencement, and afterward give no trouble, either to the public
or to their friends. Success ﬂows upon them, as the natural result of
their own course of action, and they never attempt to force it pre

[Serr.,

a

‘

theintromis
Severaljoint-stockmmpanleshaverecentlybeenformedtoguarantee
aloneand goodconductof personsemployedto situationsof trust,and the moderate
premlumswhichtheydemandspeakhighlyfor thegeneralintegrityof theindustrious
classesof GreatBrltaln. In the Phrmolooical Journal, vol. xlv., p. 297,someremarks
will befoundon theusewhlohmaybemadeof Phrenologybytheseassociatlonl.
*
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for study, the pleasure will prove proportion
ately greater, as the lady has been admired in
silence, and for her mental worth alone.

The

to show how familiar

was her knowledge of

the Greek and the very spirit of its literature.
In 1850 she revised the translation, and in its
probably will remain the most
present form
perfect of all adaptations. Its grace, and force,
and profound passion show with what enthu

cast literally

siasm the translator entered upon her task.
Professor Boyd, the celebrated Hellenic scho

of the age; and, as such, will bear study.
The mental and heart history of Mrs. Brown

lar, was her companion in study, and to him
she dedicated the ﬁrst edition; and her fre
quent allusions to that gentleman show what

is

it

it

a

attuned to spirit-harmonies, which even child
may drink in with delight; but
miracu~
lous in its power, for
strikes to themes and
stirs to passions which only the “Old Masters”
can emulate.

A woman in all her sympathies
a

is

and instincts, she
an academician in her
wisdom, and
companion of the greatest
minds of the age in her philosophic powers;
and thus constituted, she confessedly stands
among the “chosen

few” whose names the
world will not suffer to be forgotten.
Elizabeth

Barrett

was

Browning

born in

a

London, in 1812. From infancy her health
was feeble, and she grew into
fragile child,
unsuited for the usual associations of youth.

:
no

In the whole range of

English

ship with books, and soon became
prodigy of
precocious development; but
precocious, the
child’s mind suffered no lapse, for we hear of

and power, and originality
yet the mannerisms, and obscurity of meaning,
and license, poetic and unpoetic, which marked
almost every page, sufficed to cheat her of

if

a

In consequence, she early made companion

;

her “Greek accomplishments” as early as ten
and at fourteen (1826) appeared her ﬁrst pub
lished volume—An Essay on Mind—in which

is

no more pathos,
thrown into verse;

“popular” appreciation.
In 1844 the “Drama of Eirile’7 was given
to the world.
To this Work the author’s best

learning, by its familiar discourse of great
minds and their productions.
true that,

produced what has immortalized her name.
not the province of this paper to attempt

is

It

=?EBF—

is

powers were pledged. The ﬁeld was a.hazard
ous one, for Milton had trod there before her;
but conﬁdence did not forsake her, and she

It

If not admirable as poem,
ity and powsr.
showed a most wonderful proﬁciency in
a

it

the idiosyncrasies which have lately marked
her muse give the work the stamp of original

there

is

is

is

it

is
a

it

a

eminent poets of England.
The blemishes of
the work are of a very positive character,
termed “popular taste
judged by what

Literature

is

her favorite Greek authors.

In this work Miss Barrett but

less marked nature.

study, and there pursued her readings and
labors, storing her mind with the best of what

lapse, which left little hope of her recovery.
She was borne back to London, and kept in
strict seclusion, forbidden even the company of

reached the popular heart;
partially
and,
though critics differed much as to its merits,
servad to place the author among the most

but the beauties of the work are also of

conﬁnement she turned to proﬁt, however; for
while others idled, she shrank away to her

sorted to Torquay Beach, Devonshire.
There,
in sight of her window, she beheld that beloved
re
one drown, and suffered, in consequence,

Who but a living poet-soul could have thus
uniquely coined study into rhythmic beauty?
In 1838 appeared “ The Seraphim, and
other Poems.”

of her mannerisms and idiosyncrasies.
In all these years Miss Barrett was an inva
lid, conﬁned almost entirely to home. The

for the restoration of her failing physical pow
ers, and, in company with a favorite brother, re

it

Her lyre

of expression truly astonishing; while every
page, nay, almost every line, bears the imprint

a very choice library could afford. Before the
appearance of her last-mentioned volume, in
1844, Miss Barrett was ordered to the sea-side

5”

her later works.

a

sion over all

is

it

is

the key-note of much of her song,
hardly comports with a reed to chant
the majestic “ Drama of Exile,” and the pro
phetic numbers which lay scattered in profu

is

it,

And this

though

fers in her“ Wine of Cyprus,” where she says
“And think of thoselong mornings
Which mythoughtgoesfar to seek,
When,betwixtthefolio'sturnings,
SolemnﬂowedtherhythmicGreek.
Pastthepane,themountainspreading,
Sweptthesheep-hell‘s
tinklingnoise,
While a girlishvoicewasreading,
Somewhatlow for ui’aand0“.
Then whatgoldenhourswereforall
While wesattogetherthere,
How thewhile vestsof thechorus
Seemedtowaveup alive alrl
How thecothurnstrodmajestic
Down thedeeplsmblclines,
And therollingauspiestlc
Curled,like vaporovershrines!”

I

“ I amno trumpet,buta reed-—
A brokenreedthewindindeed
Left ﬂatupona dismalshore;
Yet if a littlemaidor child
Shouldsighwithin earnest-mild,
This reedwill answerevermore."

real enthusiasts they Were 'in their pursuit of
to him she re
gems among the old mines.
is

ing are so nearly related, that one must needs
answer for the other.
In one of her exquisite
utterances she says:

It

“speaks for itself”--it is the
head and outline of one of the noblest minds

of the poet’s pen. In all moods and
measures she almost uniformly self-possessed,
and touches each theme with an ease and ﬂow
fertility

It

cast of that serene and noble face is given us

rendition of the renowned drama, and served

students and lovers of poetry
mine of
exhaustless wealth, which will yield stores of
beauty so long as the ideal has its worshipers.
The other poems which helped to ﬁll the vol
ume in which the “ Drama” was printed are
of various character, and betray the wondrous

was from this

conﬁnement that she cried out in spirit, thus:
“ countthedismaltimeby monthsandyears,
Sincelast felt thegreenawardunderfoot,
And thegreatbreadthof all thingssummer-mute
Met mineuponmylips. New Earth appears
As strangeto measdreamsof distantspheres,
Or thoughtsof Heavenwe weepat. Nature‘slute
Boundson behindthisdoorsocloselyshut,
strange,wild musicto theprisoner‘sears,
Dilatedby thedistance,till the b'
Growsdim with iaucicswhich feu tootine;
While ever,with a visionarypain
Pasttheprecludedsenses,sweepandshine
Streams,forests,glades—andmany goldentrain
0t sunllthills, transﬂguredtoDivine.”
it

exhibited more patience than is usual with
people who are never content at any partial
knowledge of a notoriety; but, now that the

In 1833 appeared her translation of the
tragedy of Eschylus’ “Prometheus Vinctus.”
at once assumed the position of an excellent

Leigh” has since become, and for the reason
beyond the taste
that its lofty ideality places
of the great majority of readers. But to the

a

their fancy.
With this studied exclusiveness there has been

admirably

And again:
“ When somebelovedvoice,thatwasto you
failethsuddenly,
Both soundand sweetness,
And silence,againstwhichyou darenotcry,
Achesroundyoulikea strongdisease,and new—
What hope Whathelp Whatmusicwill undo
That silenceto yoursense? Not friendship’ssigh;
Not reason’ssubtlecount; notmelody
Of viols,nor of pipesthatFaunusblew;
Not songsof poets,nor of nlghtingales,
Whoseheartsleapupwardthroughthecypresstrees
To theclearmoon; nor yetthespherlclaws,
Selbchanted;nor theangel'ssweet All-Hails,’
Metin thesmileof God. Nay, noneof those.
SpeakTuou, availingChrist! andtill thispause."
'

as suited

able expression of the poems served greatly to
excite critics and comment.

and its moral

wrought out; but for all these qualities, so
not
requisite for agrcat poem, the “Drama”
“popular” in the same way that “ Aurora

1

and comeliness

rally powerful,

of‘its power,
and, very properly, the lady never refers to
those “early efforts.”
At ﬁfteen, however,
we ﬁnd her an anonymous correspondent of
the London Atheneum, and the rather remark

is

“dear guessers” full liberty to give her such
form

in her gave the foreshadowing

I

lately, public- curiosity in regard to her could
only be gratiﬁed in part, for she has studiously
avoided any publicity of her features, leaving

any analysis or critique of this great poem.
Its conception
gene
daring, its execution

7

W1: take pleasure in presenting a notice of the
eminent poet, Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett Brown
ing, whose medallion portrait is preﬁxed. Until

at ten, she wrote poems of much merit; but
not at that era that the poetic sentiment

I
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edness of the pair, that they can thus give the
world an insight into the most secret springs
of their being.
We have dWelt upon this episode in the
poet’s life, because to us it is a truly blessed
spectacle when so much mind can come out of
its seclusion, to become the very impersonation
of womanly devotion and tenderness. How
such a history shames the absurd notion, pre
vailing in certain minds, that an intellectual
woman is somewhat unsexed, and rendered in
capable of loving deeply and passionately !
Shortly after this happy marriage, the two
poets—one in heart and soul, though still two
in their name and fame~removed to Florence,
Italy, where their permanent residence was
ﬁxed.

None more than the Brownings are
friends of popular liberty; and Florence, with
its sweet air and freedom to foreigners, is a
proper ﬁeld for their repose. Mrs. Browning
sings, in the little

lyric from which we have

already quoted :

“I amno trumpet,buta reed:

No ﬂatteringbreathshallfrommelead
A silversound,a hollowsoundl
I will notring, for priestor king,
Oneblastthat,in rwchoing,
Wouldleavea boadmanfaatorbound.”

Well has she kept her promise. In her
“ Cass. Guidi Windows, or
Sketches of the
Italian Revolution in 1848,” she showa how

mezﬁm/ﬂte “7
Miss Barrett received from Robert Browning
one of that poet’s last compositions—a play—
Which he hoped would serve to amuse her for
an hour.
by writing

lady acknowledged its receipt
To this
the poet a Greek letter.

The

epistle Mr. Browning replied in the
The correspondence contin
same language.
Hellenic

ued, all in Greek, and soon grew warm and
loving, as Greek verbs so Well ltnow how to
move. The consequences were an interview,
a real love-match, and a wedding—all to the
utter astonishment of the literary, as well as
of the social, world of London.
Of this most
singular courtship the poet-wife has given us
many records. Her “Portuguese Sonnets” are
not translations, as they purport, but her own
heart utterances.

Let us quote, to teach our readers how poets
woo:
“ First timehe kissedme,he butonly kisscd
The fingersof thishandwherewithI write;
And, eversince,it grewmoreclearandwhite,
quick withits ‘ Oh,listi‘
Slow to world-greetings,
When theangelsspeak. A ring of amethyst
I couldnotwear here,platnerto mysight
Than thatﬁrstkiss. The secondpassedin height
The tirst,andsoughtthe forehead;andhalf missed,
Half fallingon my hair. Oh, beyondmecdi
That wasthecrysmof love,whichLove‘sowncrown
did precede.
With sanetlryingsweetness
The third uponmylips wasfoldeddown
indeed,
Sincewhen,
purpleslate!
perfect
In
I havebeenproud,and said,‘ My love,myowni’ "

ezc>%

This is as musically told as if the “silver
ring” of that kiss were woven into the lines.
In another, she thus gives expression to the
power and depth of her love passion:
“ How do I lovetheet Let mecounttheways:
I do lovetheeto thedepth,and breadth,andheight
My soulcanreach,whenfeelingoutof sight
For theendsof beingandidealgrace.
I lovetheeto thelevelof everyday’s
Mostquietneed,by sunandcandlelight.
I lovetheefreely,asmenstrivefor right;
I lovetheepurely,astheyturnfrompraise;
I lovetheewith thepassionbut touse
In myold griefs,and withmychlldhood'sfaith;
I lovetheewith a love I seemedto lose
With my lostsaints. I lovetheewith thebreath,
Smiles,tears,of all my life; andif God choose,
I shallbutlovetheebetterafterdeath.”

her heart is with the popular cause in poor, op
The volume is full of strong

pressed Itsly.

expression, glowing at times in its enthusiasm,
yet stern in its purpose of stigmatizing tyranny
and upholding liberty.
Very knowing critics
pretend to detect in the volume evidence of her
assimilation with the idiosyncrasies of her
husband.
It is true, there appears less of the
obscurity and mannerisms of her earlier poems
in what has fallen from her pen since 1846;
but to us it seems that she is still distinctively
Mrs. Barrett Browning; and even in her last,
and perhaps best work, “Aurora Leigh”—
wherein plainness of speech is remarkable
we ﬁnd her impress so certainly stamped upon
the undercurrent and expression of the whole
as to make this charge of “conjugal copyism"
one of much injustice.
So far as the husband
has succeeded in giving true English
perhaps too classically

sion to her

expres
trained

tastes, there is no desire to deny the presence
Also in this most exquisite utterance:
“ I nevergavea lock of hair away
of his mental inﬂuence; but when it comes to
To a man,dearest,exceptthisto thee,
stripping her of originality, making her simply
Which nowuponmy fingersthoughtfully
an echo of her husband, we feel like crying,
1 ring outto thefull brownlength,andsay,
“ Fie, for shame i” upon such criticism.
It
‘Take it.’ My dayof youthwentyesterday;
My hair no longerboundsto myfoot’sglee,
generally proceeds from those persons who,
Nor plant I it fromroseor myrtletree,
jealous of merit in woman, seek to prove her.
As girls do,any more. It only may
the shadow of some man who is sure to have
Now shadeon twopalechecksthemarkof tears,
Taughtdroopingfromtheheadthathangsaside
gone before.
Throughsorrow’strick. I thoughtthefuneral~sheara
“Aurora Leigh,” which she pronounces the
Would takethisfirst; butLove isjustiflcd.
best and maturest of all her productions, is
Take it thou-ﬂnoing purefromall thoseyears
The kissmy motherleﬂ.herewhenshedied.”
worthy of this promise, and now stands out

If man ever had riches lavished at his
shrine, that man certainly is Mr. Browning.
It is a beautiful comment upon the pure-mind

Auto
in bold relief from latter-day poetry.
biographic and didactic in its character, it yet
has all the charm of romance, and every page

AMERICAN

glow; with and irradiates the soul of the poet
and pure-hearted defender of humanity. There
are, it is true, passages of tedious tale, and
some expressions which. in a previous number,
we have characterized as inexcusably careless
and in bad taste; but what poem of equal
length possesses fewer faults of commission?
All writers are guilty of lapses and haste, to
a greater or less degree; and it scarcely be
comes the reader to cull these blemishes to the
neglect of the beauty which is the character
Leave such carping to the
istic of the whole.
critic, whose ofﬁce seems to be to sift the chaff
from the true grain, rather than grain from the
chaff.
Space forbids that we should refer at
length to “ Aurora. Leigh,” though we confess

it would give us great pleasure to make quota
tion of some of its many remarkably ﬁne pas
sages, as showing something of the power and
moral that is in the poet’s pen. Let us take

it for granted that lovers of poetry have already
become possessedof the volume, and are, there
fore, familiar with its character.
We quote the following description of the
lady, as given by a gentleman who met the
He says:
poet, some time since, at Florence.
“Mrs. Browning I found possessed of a de
cidedly ﬁne intellectual countenance, the eye
black and large, the cheeks at that time very
thin, which, with a diminutive chin, gave the
lower part of the face a somewhat triangular
shape. The features were regular, except the
mouth, the upper part of which projected a

If it were not for this defect,
little too much.
and the evident traces of illness, she might
have been pronounced handsome. Her black
hair was worn in ringlets, falling on either
side nearly
delicate

to the waist, which gave to the
a strange, sprite-like effect.

ﬁgure

Her voice had that true Shaksperian quality
of excellence in woman—it was low, clear,
and sweet. The countenance, upon the whole,
wore an intensely calm, melancholy expres
sion, with the manner of one who had long
lived a very retired life.”
Mrs. Browning died June 29, 1861, at Florence.
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER
The portrait of Elizabeth Barrett Browning
presents to the eye of the phrenologist many
remarkable qualities.
She had a singularly
sensitive temperament, and all the tenderness
and delicacy of the female nature; and these
were heightened, we might say sublimated, by
that delicacy of physical health which may be
said to have laid her nervous system bare to

,the touch of every inﬂuence calculated to act
Joined to this
upon her sensitive sympathies.
feminine and nervous delicacy, she had uncom
monly strong social affections, and her yearn
ing love, with its many tendrils, reached for
and clasped every lovable object. Nearly ev
ery stanza of her poetry throws the light of
love upon whatever she describes ; and when
we add that, surmounting this delicacy of na
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ture, and this uncommon
strength of affection, she
possessed a most philo
sophical, scholarly, and
masculine intellect, we
present to the reader a.
combination
teristics

of

charac

scarcely

met

with once in a hundred
years.
Her grasp of
mind may be found in
Harriet
Martineau
or
Madame de Siael; and
others may have been
equally distinguished for
their social affections;
but where, except in the
subject before us, can be
found that rare combi
nation of intellectual
and philosophical power
with
such depth and
super-sensitiveness of af
fection?
How full and
heavy the back head ap
It is not stint
pears!
ed, narrow, or short, but
broad, deep, projecting
backward, and full in all
its parts.
Conjugal and
Parental Love appear to
have been streng, with
Adhesiveness and Inhab
itiveness decidedly large.
She had rather large
“‘HORBCUE, ml BCHOONIB
S. I. WAIHNG.
Continuity, which gave
intense and patient application to the mind.
Her moral and religious organs appear to
PHRENOLOGXCAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY
have been large. especially her Veneration and
Benevolence.
Her forehead was massive, and
PHRENOLOGICAL crunac-rnn.
the head apparently large as a whole.
Her
WILLIAM TILLMAN, on account of his heroic
ldeality and Sublimity were almost excessively
developed; but with her large Causality and
conduct in recapturing the schooner S. J.
Comparison, which gave a strongly marked
Waring, and bringing her safely into New
philosophical and critical cast to her mind. she
York, has excited great interest and attention.
had a tendency to prune the luxuriance of her
His constitution is strong; he has broad
imagination, and to keep it within bounds.
Her excellent memory enabled her to hold
shoulders, is thick-set and well built, weighing,
in her mind all the knowledge which her ex
we judge, about one hundred and seventy-ﬁve
tensive reading had procured, and her strong
pounds. His head measures twenty-two inches
intellectual judgment enabled her to use her
in circumference; and from a careful personal
knowledge to excellent advantage. But the
examination we ﬁnd the following develop
inspiration of her labors originated in her im
ments.
agination, her strong religious sensibility, and
her uncommonly deep-toned love-spirit, her in
He has more than a common degree of Firm
tellect serving as a. pilot or guide to her emo
ncss and self-reliance, considerable Self-Esteem,
tional nature. The peculiarity of her writings,
and large Approbativeness and Conscientious
aside from that almost wild originality which
ness. His social faculties are well indicated.
characterizes her style, is an outburstingﬁel
ing, as if her heart was all aglow; and even
His Combativeness and Destructiveness are
when she writes in a strain of sadness, she
not predominant qualities, though they are ra
never fails to evince the intense warmth and
ther strong. We judge that he would never
generosity of her soul. Her very winter moon
quarrel nor exercise cruelty if he could well
light seems blended with a glow of sunshine;
and could she have lived healthy and robust,
but that he would be executive and
avoid
the world would have lost, perhaps, something
thorough in whatever he undertook to do.
of that plaintiVeness which weakness and dis
“The organs which give perseverance, self-reli
ease gave to her writings; yet it would doubt
ance, sense ofjustice, and courage are strong.
less liave been more than compensated for in
The most remarkable feature of his charac
that stately grandeur and intense vigor which

WILLIAM TILLMAN.

it,

1861J

her writings would have evinced, had such a
brain and nervous system been coupled with
robust bodily health.
The strings were too
strong for the harp, and their music, though
hushed, teaches the world how great a treasure
it has lost.

his uncommonly large Perceptive organs,
ter
which give practical talent and good common
sense. The portrait shows avery great prom
inence in the middle and lower part of the
is
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forehead, but the head itself

presents these
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the re-taking

here, it is said several attempts were
made to spirit him away by bribes and prom
ises, and it was at his own request that he
arrivsd

was

sent to the House of Detention.

schooner

is

worth

about

twelve

The

thousand

dollars, and very likely he will be awarded
half the amount as salvage. What the cargo
is worth, we have not yet learned, but, no
doubt, it is also worth several thousand dollars.

or wm. TILLMAN, 'rns srswaan.
William Tillman says that he was born of
smart

in Milford,
Delaware, and is
twenty-seven years of age. His parents moved

free parents,

I

I

I

a

I

is,

I

I

I

I

I

So we hauled him over on to the cabin.

The Marshal—Was

he quite dead?
he was not quite dead, but
not have lived long. We ﬂung him

Tillman—No;

I

I

can.”

he would

I

I

I

in the cabin.
Do you know that
charge of this vessel to-night?

told this

Jim, the

Southern chap (one of the pirates), here. He
"Jim, come down here
called him aft. Says
have taken

am going to

master that he would get rewarded in Charles
ton for performing his duty so well in bringing
the schooner in; he had also heard
conver
sation not intended for his ears, in regard to

put you in irons.”
“Well,” says he, “I am
willing." He gave right up.
kept him in
irons till eight o’clock the next morning.

the price he would probably bring; and he had
heard the prize-master say to one of his men,
“ You talk to that
steward, and keep him in
good heart; by G—d he will never see the

“Smith (the name Milnor went by on board),
Iwant you to join us, and help to take this

North again.”

Tillman conferred with two of the seamen
about taking possession of the schooner, but
they declined adopting any plan, saying that
none of them knew how to navigate her back,
should they succeed in getting control.
Till
man thought the mattcr over for three days,
and then made an appeal to the German, and
"' If you are a man to
stick to your word,
said,
we can take this vessel easy.”
Then we
made a plan that
should go to my berth, and
when most of them were asleep, he was to
give me some sign, or awake me. We tried
this for two nights, but no good chance offered.
But last Tuesday night we caught them
The mate
asleep, and we went to work.
comes to my berth and he touches me. He
your time.’7 Iwent into my
says, “Now

I

for him, and

I

then sent the German

said,

But mind, the least crook or the

vessel back.

turn, and overboard you go with the
rest.”
“Well,” said he, “I will do the best
And he worked well all the way
can.”

least

back.

He

couldn’t

do otherwise.

It

of the vessel, it was
piloted, in a great measure, by the negro, who
brought her safely into this port. When he
After

in my right hand.
told the young German,
“Well, let’s get him overboard as soon as we

was

pump or sink.
Marshal—Did

they beg, any of them

?

The prisoners brought into this port are James
Milnor, of South Carolina, and James Dorsey,
of New Jersey.

him by the hair of the head with my left hand,
and struck him with the hatchet, which
had

Tillman—They didn’t have any chance to
was all done in ﬁve minutes.
In
beg.
seven minutes and
half after
struck the
ﬁrst blow, the vessel was squared away before
the wind and all sail on. We were ﬁfty miles d
the
south of Charleston, and one hundred
to

Sidney as second mate. These were the
three men who were killed by the steward.

The

I

After the capture, the captain of
the Jeff. Davis placed on board of the Waring,
Amiel as captain, a Charleston
Montague
pilot ; and a man named Stevens as mate, and

the cabin.

Charleston
live man—they may take me
there dead.’ ” He had been told by the prize

a

New York.

into

straight

over the starboard quarter.
Then
German to go and call that man

I

master soon at Savannah.
The Waring was captured by the privateer
Jeff. Davis some two hundred miles south of

down

second mate was not quite dead. He was
“ catched’7
sitting, leaning against his berth.

the negro, “ yes, you will take care of me, when
you get me there.
raised my hat, and said:
‘Yes, sir, thank you.’ But afterward
said
to Billy (the German), ‘I am not going to
a

was attended with success. On board of the
schooner, after its capture, he had been tan
talized by the captors, and was promised a

and he said to me, ‘When you go down to
want you to go to my house, and
Savannah,
will take care of you.’
thought,’7 continued

is

impressed as prisoners.
The negro, who is shrewder than the general
run of his race, saw slavery staring him in the
face, and he undertook the bold step, which

I

;

‘

of Charleston, and one hundred to the east
S. J. Waring, from the fact that having been
ward.
On the voyage they treated me in the
captured by the privateer Jeff. Davis, she was
'
best kind of way, and talked the best kind of
recaptured by the steward, Tillman, a colored
man, who killed three of the prize crew with
talk.
a hatchet, and, with the assistance of another
“One day the ﬁrst lieutenant of the pirates
band on board, secured two others of the
was sitting in the cabin, cross-legged, smoking,

went

I I

schooner

Then the German chap jumped
“ mittened” on to
over, and we
him, and ﬂung
him over the starboard quarter.
Then we

I

to the

the head.

I,

attaches

whether he was dead, or no; but
jumped on
deck, and, as did so, the mate, who had been
sleeping on the companion-way, started from
the noise he heard in the cabin.
Just as he
rose upon his feet, struck him in the back of

I

interest

:

BIOGRAPHY.
Great

and a prize crew of ﬁve were put aboard, who
were unarmed.
To use the language of Till
man “ They run ten days and didn’t ﬁnd Char
leston; we were, however, only ﬁfty miles south

in the mole of the head—that
right across
the middle of the head.
did not stop to see

a

left their mark.

tosh, a passenger.
On the 7th of July they fell in with the
privateer Jeff. Davis, L. M. Coxetter, captain,

walks

It

acted upon by the sense of self
preservation, made him brave and heroic in
his late trying circumstances; and we fancy
that we discovered a shade of sadness on his
countenance, asif these ﬁfteen days of peril had

termination,

Donald McLeod,
seaman, of Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, thirty
years of age, has been sailing out of New York
for seven or eight years; and Bryce Mackin

was up to; he never said a word more.
right across the cabin to the second
mate’s room, and gave him~one severe blow
what

I

four years out of New York

passenger jumped up very much in
fright.
told him, “ Do you be still;
shall not hurt
hair of your head.”
The passenger knew

I

a

which

ment.

requires ingenuity and practical judg
He is pleasant in his manners and
speech, and appears to be possessed of a kindly
disposition; but his great resolution and de

,

The schooner S.
Waring had started on
voyage to Buenos Ayres, in South America, with
an assorted cargo, which, with the vessel, was
valued at $100,000.
There were on board, the

his temple as near as
could, and hit him
just below the ear with the edge of the hatchet.
With that he made a very loud shriek. The
a I

has been in the employ of
00., No. 227 Front Street, New
York, by whom the schooner was owned, for
the last three years.

captain and mate; William Tillman, steward;
William Stedding, seaman, born in Germany,
twenty-three years of age, and has been sailing

tion.

room and got my hatchet.
The ﬁrst man
struck was the captain.
He was lying in a
state-room on the starboard side.
aimed for

I

I.,

He

Jonas Smith

[8121,12,

I

dom of expression and good powers of descripJ
He has very good mechanical talent,
and might succeed well in a mechanical trade

his home.

J.

Size, or judgment.
memory of conﬁguration;
of proportion ; Locality, or memory of_ places;
or memory of facts. His
and Eventuality,
Language is also large, which gives him free

to Providence, R.
when he was fourteen
years old, and he has since called that place
8:

qualities in astill more striking manner. From
the ear forward to the root of the nose the dis
tance is very great; we rarely ﬁnd it so great
in heads of the same size. This shows very
or observation; Form, or
large Individuality,

g<<k=g
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eastward.

a.

Tillman said that at ﬁrst he had thought of
securing all the men, and bringing them all to
New York alive in irons; but he found this
was impracticable.
To use his own language,
“There were too many for that; there were
ﬁve of them and only three of us.

After this,

r<<>ﬁ
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varied, and an unequal struggle against the
French and Bavarians.
Of this struggle, and

lapidated royal and baronial castles frown
from the heights, and forcibly recall to the rec

of the immortal peasant Hofer, we shall have
a few words to say presently.

ollection of the traveler the days when might
constituted right, and when tyranny retained
what rapacity had appropriated.

It is to be regretted that our tourists do.n0t
submit to a little inconvenience, and deviate
in a small degree from the common track for

The picturesqueness of the national costume
forms also a very attractive ingredient in the

the purpose of contemplating some of the beau
ties of the Tyrol. While Switzerland, how
ever, is visited by thousands of our citizens

Ruined

mingled beauties of the landscape; and if the
contemplation of mental attributes of a pleas
ing nature can add anything to our appre
ciation of the physical beauties of rural life;
if we can mingle things so essentially dis
tinct though always in contact, as mind and
matter, and can contrive

to have a higher

appreciation of the beauties of the latter in
consequence of our consciousness of the bean
the former, then, indeed, will the
charms of the Tyrolese landscape stand out
ties of

in bolder relief when heightened by the char
acter of the peasantry. This character mainly
consists of a naive simplicity
of manners,
and quite a total absence of all aﬁ'ectation;
bold, open-handed, and open-hearted; fond of
speaking the truth, and of calling things by

who
make the grand tour of Europe, the Tyrol
is seldom even thought of, although it might'
be reached by merely crossing the boundary;
but in getting to this boundary, the high road
into Italy must be widely departed from. That
high road lies through Switzerland, and is

is,

is
a

is

is

it

if
is

There
nothing, perhaps, in the whole sys
tem of social economy that exercises so im
portant an inﬂuence in molding the social and
political character of a people, as the nature
of the tenure by which they hold possession
of the soil.
So long as a man cultivates land
which
not his own, he
always more or
less at the mercy of his landlord.
the coun
try be densely populated, and
same time purely agricultural,
are not easily procured, and

be at the

so that farms

also, the land
lord has the power of eviction,
amounts al
most to a power of life and death. In the
Tyrol, however, this power
very much re
stricted as
in every other country in Eu
rope, except in the British Islands alone. Still,
though he has not this tyrannical privilege so
long as the tenant fulﬁlls his part of the agree
ment, yet he can, notwithstanding, subject the
latter to a series of innumerable petty annoy~
ances. The tenant, conscious that he
ever
at the beck of this servile tyrant, that he
constantly under close surveillance, that his
is

towers and di

rises into sublimity.

be

very

is

enlivened by the echoes of their riﬂes, as com
manded by Hofer they maintained a long, a

portion.
This, however,
the fact (and
requires corroboration),
easily explained.

If

templation of Alps, lakes, glaciers, avalan
ches, and waterfalls, quite as grand and mag
niﬁcent as those of Switzerland;
so much so,
indeed, that its picturesqueness very frequently

the brave Tyrolese formed a solitary, yet a glo
rious, and, unfortunately, an unsuccessful ex
ception. Long were the mountain solitudes

or Germanic

it

can be derived from the con

own days, when the whole continent of Europe
lay crouching at the feet of the ﬁrst Napoleon,
fearful of being devoured by the idol even
while in the act of burning incense to its honor,

in the attributes of manly independence which
so eminently distinguish those of the northern

if

beauties which

and of the inaccessibility of their mountain
passes, driven back, or worse, have nearly an
nihilated, hosts of foreign invaders.
Even at
the beginning of this century, almost in our

said by some tourists, that the
character of the inhabitants of the southern or
Italian portion of the Tyrol falls very far short

if,

though at the same time one of the most pic
It has all the
turesque, countries of Europe.

villages.

garb of the peasant. They have, by availing
themselves of the wildness of their solitudes

it

THE Tyrol is one of the most mountainous,

risen to the dignity of a nation (the people do
not, in fact, desire it), yet brave hearts have
throbbed, and still throb there under the homely

The German portion
the larger, by about
The Italian portion
much more
populous in proportion to its extent, and
abounds in larger and better built towns and

is

PART I.

one third.

and Germany,
whereas the Tyrol leads nowhere, is not par
ticularly easy of access, and must be sought
for its own sake. The traveler, in order to

most careless expressions are noted, almost his
very thoughts put upon record, has to act by
rule and speak by measure the moral elastic
ity of
freeman departs from him, and in its
stead comes that stiffness, and often dissimula

approach the Tyrol, must make a circuit of a
part of Bavaria and cross the Bavarian Alps,

akin to military discipline, until
tion, which
at last he dwindles down into
passive slave

or he must travel through the Grison valleys
of the Engaddine, where all accommodation's
are of the roughest description.

apparently, contented with his condition; in
short, he becomes a human volcano, whose ex
covered with snow, but whose inte
terior

A glance at a good map will show the situ
ation of this rugged country, which is divided

a mass of liquid ﬁre. In the fullness
rior
_of time comes the eruption which at once cov
ers up with its overwhelming torrent not only

easily accessible from France

a

[I‘orLifeIllustrated]

THE TYROL AND ANDREW HOPER.

Italy.

in securing her national indepen
dence; still, though she yet remains under the
thralldom of a foreign government, and has not

is

_.o.o->—-—

than

Switzerland

;

them, by a verdict for salvage on vessel and
cargo in their favor.

physical comfort.
The Tyrol has been less fortunate

our geographical readers, that the Tyrol forms
no part of either Germany or Italy, but
por
tion of the hereditary possessions of the house
of Austria; the terms German Tyrol and Ital
ian Tyrol mean merely that the northern por
tion adjoins Germany, and the southern portion

is

and We presume he will pay them well for
their time, until~the court shall provide for

proliﬁc in moral degeneracy and in mental
hallucination as it is in the ampliﬁcation of
abstract science, experimental philosophy, and

It

found it impossible to walk the streets. Mr.
Barnum invited them to spend a few weeks in
the Museum, where the public could see them,

a melancholy truth, that the
of the nineteenth century is as

it

These men were so beset by the thronging
hundreds who wanted to see them, that they

civilization

is

vage on the ship and cargo for them, which
ought to be not less than $10,000, or 15,000
each, and have it securely invested and placed
in the hands of trustees for their beneﬁt.

still remains in flourishing vitality, for it is
unfortunately

is

the

is

before

the town of BotZen to the north, ahd all to
the north of this line is known as the German
Tyrol, and all to the south as the Italian
Tyrol. It
we presume, needless to inform

is

examination

States authorities, in New York, Till
man and Stedding Were honorably discharged.
The public seem determined to secure sal

United

owing to this circumstance, that in these se
cluded districts the noble old Swiss character

it

a careful

can back alive,

a

After

I

is

I said, well, I will get all
and the rest I will kill.”

63
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by an imaginary line into two unequal parts:
the German Tyrol, which leans on Germany

for in the Switzerland of the present day, except
in some of the small mountainous or pastoral

and Bavaria; and the Italian Tyrol, which
slopes down to the lakes and fertile plains of

agrarian despotism, but also the landmarks of
social order, leaving the fabric of the state to
be again constructed out of the debris. The

cantons, and these do not lie in the great route
of European tourists.
Perhaps it is mainly

Lombardy.
This line is supposed to be drawn
across the country from east to west, leaving

peasant proprietor, on the other hand, certain
that even
revolution can not deprive him of
a

their right names; frugal, industrious, tem
Such frankness, mod
perate, and hospitable.
ern travelers tell us, would be in vain sought

portion are tenants.
The valley of the river Inn runs through all
the northern portion of the Tyrol.
It is shut
out from the lower or Italian Tyrol by a lofty
chain of mountains, the only road over which
is by Mount Brenner, at an elevation of 6,000
feet above the level of the sea.

This valley

of the Inn, reckoning its sinuosities, is nearly
100 miles long; its greatest breadth does not
exceed eight miles, while in many places, and

the First, king of France; Theodoric, king of
the Ostrogoths; King Arthur of England; the
crusader Godfrey of Bouillon, king of Jerusa
lem several of the early counts of Hapsburg,
the ancestors of Maximilian, and of the now
reigning emperors of Austria; Mary of Bur
gundy, the ﬁrst wife of Maximilian the Arch
duchess

Margaret,

his

daughter

of Spain;
spouse of Philip
princess of Portugal.

Joanna,

and Leonora,

for a considerable distance, it does not exceed
or three miles broad.
Innspruck, the
principal city, is situated about middle way in

All who have visited this remarkable tomb,
more particularly in the gloom and silence of
twilight, have described the effect as.being pe

this valley.

culiarly solemn and impressive. Warriors clad
from head to foot in plate armor, princes with
their crowns and robes of state, and ladies

is,

these rivers are Botzen, Lavis, Trent (the cap
The Tyrol
notwith
ital), and Roversdo.
standing its forests, lakes, glaciers, and moun

It

a

tains covered with eternal snow,
tolerably
contained in 1780 a
well-peopled country.
population of about 600,000, and paid an an
nual tax to the Austrian government of 3,000,
000 ﬂorins, or about $1,500,000,
The silver
and copper Works at Schwatz, in the upper
Tyrol, were among the most proﬁtable things
in the emperor’s hereditary dominions;
and

eager, and at the same time with almost fear
ful interest. Many of them have written their
names in bold and legible characters on the
history of the world, and have so modiﬁed the
circumstahces of the age in which they lived,
that we, even now, at this distance of time
and place, can feel the effects of their actions.
To be among their representatives, even in
bronze, in the gloom of a cathedral, with only
a thin gleam of twilight half admitted through
stained glass, and alternately intercepted and
reﬂected by massive columns, groined roofs,
and fan tracery,
to be in a situation which
well calculated (as Shakspeare has
to make us

a beautiful
is

city, and contains many objects of very great
the
interest.- The most remarkable of these

chewtheand
0! sweetandbitterfancy.
There“

is,

is

is

about 14,000.
This metropolis of the Tyrol

spruck

their court dresses, stand before us in
most minute detail, and are contemplated with

it)

the salt works at Hallo, in the same division
of the country, yielded annually about 300,000
ﬂorius ($150,000).
The population of Inn

with

is

main territory of the lower or Italian
Tyrol is comprised in the valleys of the Ei
sach and the Adige.
The principal towns on
The

is

two

however, in this church at Inn

;” it

It is
it

them are Clovis

a

a

a

it

is

Among

is

I.,

tion or admiration.

will be necessary to take a brief glance at
the history of the country, and more particu
larly at the few years which preceded his ap
pearance as gucrilla chief.
The house of Hapsburg. which originated
in the neighboring mountains of Switzerland,
the chiefs of which eventually became dukes
of Austria and emperors of Germany, obtained
possession of the Tyrol in the fourteenth cent
Events of this kind were brought about
ury.
in the usual manner in which nationalities
were then either crushed out or transferred,
that
by war, by marriage, or by purchase.
The people were not then invented (the reader

will

pardon the coinage), and the modern
method of ascertaining the opinions of nations
by means of universal suffrage was not, of
had been pro
course, even dreamed of, and
posed, would

have been laughed to scorn by

prescriptive legitimacy.
In the acquisition of the Tyrol, however, by
the house of Hapsburg, the three methods of
acquiring sovareignty above alluded to were

all put in requisition.

There was
marriage
between one of the chiefs of the Hapsburg dy
nasty and a native princess of the Tyrol in
whom the succession rested; there was a ﬁerce

contest with the duke of Bavaria; and there
was a purchase from him of the sovereignty,
peace.
which purchase formed the basis of
Thus were the Tyrolese transferred to the
house of Hapsburg, under whose dominion,
with a slight exception which will be noticed
presently, they have since remained.
but justice, however, to the Austrian govern

is

above alluded

generally willing to give to the proudest piles
that courtly adulation has raised to the mem
ory of emperors and kings.
That the story of Hofer may be understood,

It

Tyrolese

the bar

a

and Italian

to: the peasantry of the German portion are
nearly all proprietors, while those
i of the Italian

resent (for as likenesses many of them must be
entirely imaginary) the persons who formed
the subjects of the deceased emperor’s aﬁ‘ec

Yet notwithstanding

renness of its appearance, this tomb calls for
larger share of the sympathies of humanity,
and
greater degree of reverence, than we are

a

Germanic

statues in
sleeps underneath, twenty-eight
bronze, of kings, queens, princes, and stalwart
warriors clad in armor.
The male ﬁgures are
nearly eight feet high, and are intended to rep

for their cause.

if

The answer is easy, and has refer
reasoning?
ence to the contrast of character between the

feat of the Turks in Croatia, etc.
Around this magniﬁcent tomb stand, as
sentineling the remains of the monarch who

remains of a

ment to remark that its treatment of the Tyrol
was left in the enjoyment of all
was mild.
diet, or representa
its ancient privileges,
tive body, and other sufﬁcient liberal institu
tions.

it

possible bearing can it have upon the
question, if question there be ? Or what point
have we in view to establish by this train of
What

Charles the Rash, duke of Burgundy
his cor
onation as king of the Romans at Aix-la-Cha
his combat with the Venetians; his de
pelle

contains only the moldering

man who sprung from the people—the keeper
was always
of an inn or public-house—who
with them, and of them, and eventually died

It

Now, the reader will very naturally ask,
What is the meaning of this long digression ?

the principal events of Maximilian’s life, such
as his marriage at Ghent with the daughter of

unmarked by either bronze or marble;
boasts neither “storied urn nor animated bust

is,

the ﬁshes.

ble, the compartments being divided from each
other by pilasters of jet-black marble.
There
are in all twenty-four tablets, which represent

if

city instead of being made to serve as food for

work lies mainly in the bassi-relievi which
cover the sides of the monument, and which
are sculptured out of the ﬁnest Carrara mar

;

landlords, whether that same cargo of tea
would not have been quietly retailed in Boston

surmounted by a bronze statue of the emperor
kneeling, and
surrounded by other subordi
nate works of sculpture.
The beauty of the

,

in Boston respecting the nominal duty of three
pence a pound on tea; we question very much,
had they been conscious that they could be
turned out of possession at the whim of their

This vast monument consists of a

I.

of points. It might, perhaps, be'a matter of
curious inquiry with the philosophic historian
whether the people of America, had they been
tenants at will, would have raised such a rout

Cross.
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spruck, among other ﬁne monuments in mar
ble, and statues in bronze of Catholic saints,
one tomb which deserves particular notice—it
that of the peasant patriot, Andrew Hofer.

tomb or sarcophagus of white and black mar
ble, six feet high and thirteen feet in length,

;

If a country is to be truly
happy and independent, the ﬁrst care of her
statesmen should be to see that the people
touch the soil in the greatest possible number

without a murmur.

tomb or mausoleum of the Emperor Maximil
in the cathedral church of the Holy

ian

;

his holdiiig, is much less disposed to submit to
the insolence of power, and will unhesitatingly
take the ﬁeld against grievances to which the
poor holder of another man’s land will submit

‘4<>
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We have thus taken abrief glance at the
peculiarities, physical and social, of the Tyrol
and Tyrolese, and given a condensed view of
its history.
In our next issue we will present
our readers With an outline of the very une
qual struggle so nobly maintained by Hofer
and his peasants against the French and Ba
varian forces.

M“ WW

is

it,

may be supposed that those only who are well known to be qualiﬁed
for
will be called on to discharge it; but the reverse too'often the
case. Individuals who are themselves ignorant of'the nature of an

a

is,

is

It

arbitrator’s duties, are nojudges of what qualiﬁes another person to
discharge them, and often make most preposterous selections.
very common opinion, that the referee
the advocate of the
indeed,
party who nominates him, and that his duty consists in getting as
many advantages for his friend as possible. Hence, in anticipation of

I

a

is
a

It

;

is

is

generally given to the two referees, in case of
disagreement, power
difference in opinion, to choose a third person, whose award shall be
ﬁnal
and not unfrequently this wersmlm, as he
called in Scotland,
halves the differences between the two discordant arbitrators, and
assumes that this must be absolute justice.
.
favorite maxim with persons not conversant with law, that
all disputes are best settled by reference to “honest men judging
have never been blind to the imperfections of

If

is

a

I

A

a

it

a

the freight from Liverpool, and all the expenses of the arbitration;
and assigned as his reasons for doing so, that he, the arbitrator, was
not bound by rules of law, but was entitled to act according to equity;

that the seller would sustain an enormous loss by disposing of the
would bring; that the purchaser had escaped
cargo at Leith for what
a serious evil in being alloWed to reject
and that, therefore,
was
very equitable that the purchaser should bear
little of the seller’s
burden; and in his opinion the freight and costs would form a very

it

a

moderate portion of the total loss which would be sustained.
He
would teach the purchaser not to order whole cargoes
added, that
again, which he thought was going beyond the proper limits of his
was a very dangerous thing for any man to order a
trade besides,
whole cargo, especially when he had not seen the goods before they
were shipped.
Perhaps some persons may be found to whom this may appear to be
ajust judgment; but to every one acquainted with the principles of
trade, and who perceives that the seller’s bad faith or unbusinesslike
error was the sole cause of the evil,
must appear, at best, as a
not
Well-intended absurdity,
downright iniquity.

Iknow another case, in which the arbitrator found himself much
puzzled, and resorted to this method of solving the difﬁculty.
He
called the two parties, Mr. A. and Mr. B., to meet him in
tavern,
and placed them in separate rooms. He went ﬁrst to Mr. A., and told
him that he had seriously read all the papers, and considered the case,
and had come to the conclusion that he, Mr. A., was entirely in the
a

it

is

Analogous to the duty of jurors,
that of acting as arbitrator
between individuals who have differences with each other which they
can not amicably adjust.
This being altogether a voluntary duty,

referred to an “honest man.”
He decided that the goods were not
conformable to the order given, and that the purchaser was not bound
to receive them but he nevertheless condemned the purchaser to pay

it
;

I

drew his bills, kept his books, and, as far as possible, supplied his
want of original education; but be strongly felt the extent of his own
defects. His affairs had required such constant active exertion, after
he had entered into business, that he had found no leisure to educate
himself; and he was so far advanced in life when
conversed with
.
him, that he had then no hopes of going to school.

they were greatly inferior, and even some of the
articles different in kind from those ordered; and also that they Were
faded, and on the point of perishing through decay. The purchaser
refused to receive them; the seller insisted; and the question was

it

is

A

I

it

is

low, but in England
Scotland the standard of education
knew an Englishman who had acquired a fortune exceed
humbler.
ing £70,000, whose whole educational acquirements consisted in read
ing and the ability to subscribe his own name. He was, as you may
clerk always accompanied
suppose, a man of great natural talent.
him in his mercantile journeys, who conducted his correspondence,

discovered that

a

In
still

it

wouldpursue such studies as would enable them to acquire it.

recollect a decision of this kind which astonished both parties.
trader in Edinburgh had ordered
cargo of goods from Liverpool,
according to
description clearly given in a letter.
They were sent,
and invoiced according to the description.
When they arrived,
was

if

it

;

it

would be considered disgraceful to want this qualiﬁcation
be, that
that parents would strain every nerve to obtain
for their children;
and that all who required to be the architects of their own fortunes

dispensed absolute justice when they have followed the dictates of
their own understandings, unenlightened, inexperienced, and sometimes
swayed by many prejudices.

;

into their educational attainments, and to render these
indispensable by law to their being placed on the roll of jurors, or
even of voters, and also to their exercising any public ofﬁce of trust,
regulation would probably
The effects of such
honor, or cmolument.
a

examination

have here described, nor are they always successfully
applied;
but the objects aimed at, both in framing and applying them, are
unquestionably truth and justice.
Yet honest men, judging according
tq equity, too frequently treat all such rules with contempt, assume
their own feelings to be better guides, and conceive that they have

it

It

ant with our private interest, instruction calculated to qualify us to
comprehend questions of private right and public criminality would
might be use
undoubtedly form a branch of our early instruction.
ful to confer certiﬁcates or civil degrees on young men, founded on an

which

it

If

a

community are called on to exercise the very important office ofjurors,
and may become the instruments of taking away the life or property
of their fellow-men, their education should be so conducted as to
reasonable extent for discharging so grave a duty.
qualify them to
we were accustomed to look on our social duties as equally import

I

is,

The majority were not to blame; they had been called on to dis
charge a public duty for which they were totally unprepared, and they
did their best to accomplish the ends of justice.
But what [ humbly
submit to your consideration
that, as the ordinary members of the

.

must be permitted to say, that have
seen the worst of them far surpassed in absurdity and error,
by the
decisions of honest men judging according to equity.
any of you
have ever acted as an arbitrator, he must have found that the ﬁrst
difﬁculty that presented itself to his understanding, was the wide dif
ference between the contending parties regarding matters of fact. The
law solves this difﬁculty by requiring evidence, and by establishing
rules for determining what evidence shall be sufﬁcient.
Honest men,
in general, hold themselves to be quite capable of discovering, by the
inherent sagacity of their own minds, which statement
true and
which false, without any evidence whatever, or at least by the aid of
a very lame probation.
The next difﬁculty which an arbitrator
to discover a principle in reason by which to regulate
experiences
his judgment, so that impartial men may be capable of perceiving why
he decides as he does, and that the parties themselves may be con
vinced that justice has been done to them. In courts of law, certain
rules, which have been derived from
comprehensive survey of human
affairs and much experience, are taken as the guides of the under
standing in such circumstances.
These are called rules or principles
of law.
They do not always possess the characteristics of wisdom

;

party who lost his cause.

=%i!=—

law and of legal decisions; but

is,

minority, who understood the case thoroughly, differed from the judge;
they took great pains to explain, from their own notes, the leading
circumstances to the majority, and succeeded in bringing them over to
their opinion; and the result was, a verdict of a totally opposite
description, to that at ﬁrst proposed. I obtained this information the
day after the trial, from one of those who had stood in the minority.
The verdict was right, and no attempt was made to disturb it by the

%

I

[commune not: pass [1712110515]
were all on one side, and they on the other, acknowledged that the
details of the case had extended far beyond their capacity of compre
hension; that they really could form nojudgment on the question, and
The
therefore concluded that it was safest to follow the judge.

according to equity.”
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wrong, and that he meant to decide against him, but had called him

repelled, and he was again solicited to name a sum, under pain of
having a decision immediately pronounced, which would deprive him
of all.
sum. There was
wide difference
He at last named

mental energy, and considerable Veneration,
and hence gov'ernment Would begin.

would

as instinctively

obey;

This
still seen among children; for in their enterprises they
follow and obey certain individuals as leaders who possess such qual
iﬁcations as those now enumerated. Agood illustration of this occurs
in the autobiography of Benjamin Franklin.
The force of character,
and fertility in expedients, arising from his large and active brain,
made him a ruler in childhood as well as in mature age. “Residing
and on it.
near the water,” says he,
was much in
learned to
swim well, and to manage boats; and when embarked with other boys,
was commonly allowed to govern, especially in any case of difﬁculty;

“I

I

it,

which he was willing to accept, if Mr. A. could be induced to offer
as an amicable compromise, to save him the pain of pronouncing such
a judgment.
Mr. B. argued, and was listened to; his arguments were

large organs of Self-Esteem and Low of Approbation, would naturally
assume superiority, and command. Men with smaller brains. less

it

he had studied the case, etc., and was extremely sorry that he regarded
him as completely in the wrong, and meant to decide against him ; but
as he had a regard for him, he begged to know the smallest sum

with intellect, without any special design or agreement on the part
either of governors or of subjects. In rude ages, individuals possessing
large brains (which give force of character), active temperaments, and

is

decision.
Mr. A., after expressing his surprise and disappointment,
and arguing his case anew, which argument was heard patiently, and
pronounced to be unsatisfactory, at last named a sum. The arbitrator
proceeded to the room in which Mr. B. was waiting, and told him that

[SEPT.,

I

and Mr. B. to meet him, to try if it were possible to negotiate a com
promise between them, to save himself from the disagreeable necessity
of pronouncing such a decision. He concluded by asking Mr. A. what
was the largest sum he would voluntarily offer to avoid the impending

M
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to the power of the rulers, and to ascertain and enlarge the boundaries
of the liberties of the subjects.
External circumstances also modify
the character of the government.
surrounded by powerful and

This accomplished, he introduced them to each other,
compromise.
'
and boasted of the equity of his mode of settling the dispute.

ambitious neighbors, the subjects of a particular state forego many
individual advantages, for the sake of the higher security which they
derive from placing the whole power of the nation in the hands of a
single individual.
They prefer
enables the
despotism, because

a

a

This decision was more disinterested than one of
An arbiter, Quintus Fabius
by Cicero.

similar

kind

mentioned

If

backward

each in turn with

is
a

;

went

I

his adverse decision, till he forced the one up and
beat the other down, so that they at last met; and then, keeping them
still apart, he caused each of them to subscribe binding letter of

a

and upon other occasions was generally the leader of the boys.”
In proportion as the moral and intellectual faculties develop them
selves in a tribe or nation, there
tendency to deﬁne and set limits

a

but the referee was not to be defeated; he
and forward between them, constantly threatening

between the sums named

and rather to restrict than unjustly to extend their claims.
They both
acted on this advice, and
space of unclaimed ground was left in the
middle.
He gave to each the boundary which they had claimed, and

stances, where local situations, such as those of England or the
United States of North America, expose the national independence to
few dangers, the subjects, in proportion to their moral and intellectual

the middle space to the Roman people

advancement, naturally limit the power of their sovereigns and rulers.
regard the form of government of any particular country to have
arisen from the following causes, or some combination of them

a

I

!

it

executive government to concentrate and propel the whole physical
force of the kingdom against an invading enemy. In other circum

a

Labeo, being
appointed by the Senate of Rome to settle a boundary between the
people of Nola and those of Naples, counseled each to pvoid greediness,

:

LECTURE XVI.

it,

it,

We discover, also, organs of Veneration, giving the tendency to look
and to obey it.
up with respect to uperior power, to bow before
There are also organs of Self-Esteem, prompting men to assume
and to exact obedience. Government seems to
authority, to wield
mo to spring from the spontaneous activity of these faculties, combined

which the

it
is

a

is

;

is

;

is

general consent of the people. There may be conquest, and masters
the result of force triumph
and slaves; but this form of government
and one duty incumbent on the people in such a state
ing over right
to overthrow the victor's dominion as speedily as possible.
of things
an error to suppose that nature requires us when we enter into

is

a

is

Man
the social state to abandon or limit our rights as individuals.
social being, and ample gratiﬁcation of all his faculties,
compatible with his
within the limits of morality and health,
“ Man has a right,” says Mr. Hurlbut,‘
existence in that condition.

by nature

is

“ to the
gratiﬁcation, indulgence, and exercise of every innate power
its only use.
and faculty of his mind. The exercise of a faculty
one thing, that involves a question of
The manner of its exercise
The right to its eXercise
another thing, in which no ques
morals.
is

In the human mind, as disclosed to us by Phrenology, we ﬁnd social
instincts, the activity of which lead men to congregate in society.
We observe that they differ in natural force of character, intellectual
talent, and bodily strength, whence some are powerful and some weak.

cultivation

people have undergone.
the just exercise, by one or few
Rationally viewed, government
individuals, of the poWer and authority of the nation, delegated to
the
them for the general good and the only moral foundation of

is

None of these

character and condition of the nations with whom

involved but the existence of the innate faculty, and the objects
presented by nature for its gratiﬁcation,” p. i3. Rulers and subjects
are all equally men, and equally placed under the Divine lawa; and
as these proclaim the obligation on each of us to do to others as we

tion

is

a

it

altogether independently of the will of their subjects.
views appear to me to reach the truth.

of the organs in the

is

a

‘
‘

,

it
a

compact, by which the subjects surrendered part of their natural
liberty to their rulers, and obtained in return protection, and the
administration ofjust laWs for the public beneﬁt. Some have assigned
to
Divine origin, and held that kings and rulers, of every rank,
are the delegates of Heaven, and have a title to exercise dominion

Fourthly-The

they are geographically in contact.
And,
Lastly—The extent of moral and intellectual

It

lo

n

a

a

;

VARIOUS opinions have been entertained by philosophers regarding
the origin of government. Some have viewed
as an extension of
the parental authority instituted by nature; others as founded on a

First—The size and particular combination
brains of the people.
Secondly—The temperament of the people.
Thirdly—The soil and climate of the nation.

Essayson “ HumanRights,andtheirPolitical Guaranties,by E. I’. Hurlbut,Coun
selor-at-st in thecityof New York," 1845.Theseessaysarewrittenon theprinciples
of Phrenology,andconstitutea profound,lucid,andphilosophicaltreatiseon thesubject
of HumanRights.

'

GOVERNMENT.
derivedfrom Phrenology—Cir.
Various theoriesof theorigin of government—Theory
cumstnnces
which modifythe characterof government—Governmentthepower
and authorityof nationdelegatedto one or fewof its membersfor the general
of doctrine
consentof thepeopleits onlymoralfoundation—absurdity
good—General
of theDivine right of governors-Individualsnot entitledto resistthe government
wheneverits actsare disapprovedby them—Rationalmodeof reforming govern
thence resulting—
ment—Politicalimprovementslow and gradual—Advantages
governmentbeforeand
Independence
and libertyof a nationdistinguished—French
of differentkindsof government
government—Relations
aftertheRevolution—British
‘ r "
‘
for “
tothc humanfaculties-Om.'--:(l.) A’ .,
sizeof brain (2.) Intelligenceand loveof countrysufﬁcientto enablethe peopleto
liberty—High
not in concert,and sacriﬁceprivate to public advantage—National
of thefore
forits attainment—Illustrations
moraland intellectualqualitiesnecessary
goingprinciplesfromhistory—Republics
of NorthandSouthAmericacontrasted—The
intoSicily.
SwissandDutch—Failureof theattempttointroduce freeconstitution
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standing. We must, by quiet and gradual efforts, loosen the attach
ment of the feelings to the injurious objects, and, by soothing and
persuasion, incline them to the new and better principles which we
.
desire them to embrace.
the soundest wisdom in this arrangement of Providence,
There
slow and gradual; because, in the
which political improvement
very nature of thing, pure moral institutions can not ﬂourish and
produce their legitimate fruits unless the people for whom they are
This
intended possess corresponding moral and intellectual qualities.
fact will become abundantly evident when we trace the progress of
government more in detail.
The ﬁrst requisite toward the formation of a government by a nation

it

it

is

A

is

a

is

is,

It

investigate the causes of these different phenomena.
The social duties which we owe to our rulers are extremely
important; yet we can not comprehend them aright without under
standing thoroughly thc subject of government itself, and the relations
of the different kinds of
to the human faculties.
On this account,

the brief exposition which
propose to give of this subject
not
foreign to the grand question of our moral duty.
To secure and maintain national independence, the ﬁrst requisite in
the people appears to be adequate size of brain.
You are well
is

the propensities and sentiments are mere blind instincts, and that they
often cling to objects to which they have been long devoted, independ
ently of reason. They show us that when we desire to change their
direction, we must do much more than simply convince the under

is

who attempt changes, however beneﬁcial, on public
institutions, without this preparation of the general mind, encounter
all the hazards of being sWept- into perdition by the more force of
ancient prejudices and superstitions, even although these may have
their roots entirely in ignorance, and may be disavowed by reason.
The principles of Phrenology are excellent guides; they teach us that
individuals

the Revolution of 1688. The Scottish and Irish nations now form,
along with England, one empire which
independent, and all the
people of which are free. That
the nation owns no superior on
earth, and every individual
protected by the laws, in his person, his
property,.and privileges, not only against the aggression of his neigh
bors, but against the government itself.
The only obligation incum
bent on the subject toward the state
to obey the laws; and when he
has done so, the rulers have no power over him whatever for evil.
The history of the world shows that some nations live habitually
under subjection to foreign powers that other nations are independent,
but not free; while a few,
very few indeed, enjoy at once the
blessings of independence and liberty.
may be advantageous to

;

a

generally per
be done, to continue to obey. As soon as the evil
desire for its removal pervades the public mind, the
ceived, and
By the social law,
amendment becomes easy of accomplishment.

country; for although
Was conquered by the Normans, in the year
1066, the conquerors ﬁxed their residence in the vanquished territory,
made
their home, and in
few generations were amalgamated with
the native population.
But England was not properly free till after

a

is 3

is

The same result occurs in regard to
pelled to walk by himself.
individual
attempts to arrest or improve a government. The ﬁrst
to convince our
step, in a rational and moral course of action,
fellow-men of the existence of the evils which We wish to have
and until this
removed, and to engage their co-operation.in the work

impiisoned; and life was as insecure as liberty.
Under that sway, the French nation was independent, but the people
were not free. They are now both independent and free; for no
foreign nation rules over them, and they, as individuals, are protected
by the law from all arbitrary interference with their private rights by
their own govarnment. The inhabitants of Britain have long enjoyed
both advantages.
England has been independent almost since the Romans left the

I

a

a

neighbors to adopt the same social movements with ourselves. If we
attempt to advance alone, even to good, we shall ﬁnd ourselves situated
like
soldier on
march, who should move faster or slower than his
column.
He would be instantly jostled out of the ranks and com

imprisonment of any individual, for an indeﬁnite period, without trial,
without even specifying his oﬁ'cnse, and without allowing him to com
municate with any power or person for his protection or vindication.
There was no restraint against the murder of the victim when so

it

I

social law of our nature, out of which government springs, binds us
have endeavored to show that
together for good and also for evil.
we can not attain to the full gratiﬁcation of our own desires, even
although enlightened and reasonable, until we have persuaded our

dependence. But a Frenchman enjoyed no protection from the arbitrary
and unjust acts of his own government at home. The kings were in
the practice of issuing “ Lettres de cachet,” or warrants for the secret

a

it
is

is

it,

is

chosen by the French people to rule over them.
The idea that government
instituted and maintained exclusively
for the welfare of the people, does not, however, imply that each
individual
authorized to resist
whenever he conceives that
injurious to his particular interests or disagreeable to his taste. The

by the French Government, which was independent and powerful, and
made
a point of honor to protect its subjects from foreign aggression
-—for permitting this would have implied its own imbecility or

is

is,

on the French nation. After the Revolution of July, 1830, when
Charles X. was driven from the throne, the French ahjured the prin
ciple, and, to prevent its recurrence, insisted that Louis Philippe
should be styled the king, not of France, but of the French; that

ay, their internal government was despotic; the personal liberty,
lives, and fortunes of the subjects were placed at the uncontrolled dis
posal of the sovereign. No foreign potentate could oppress French
man with impunity, because thc offender would have been chastised

it

right of this kind to govern France;
and when Louis XVIII. was
restored by the victorious arms of the sovereigns of Europe, he, out of
his mere grace, issued a charter, conferring a certain extent of freedom

Great confusion prevails in the minds of many persons regarding the'
words liberty and independence, when applied to nations.
nation
does not owe submission to any foreign power.
independent when
Thus, France and Spain, under the Bourbon dynasties, before the
French Revolution, were both independent; they owned no superior.
But they were not free; the people did not enjoy liberty; that
to

acquainted with the phrenological principle, that size of brain, other
conditions being equal,
the measure of mental power.
Now all
experience shows, that wherever a people possessing small brains have
been invaded by one possessing large brains, they have fallen prostrate
is

princely rights become an overwhelming idea, and obliterate from the
mind the perceptions of all moral and intellectual distinctions incon
sistent with themselves. The Bourbons pretended to have Divine

that
be independent of foreign powers.
If
do not possess
independence, the people must of necessity submit to the will of their
foreign master, who generally rules them according to narrow view
of his own advantage, without the least regard to their feelings or
welfare.

it

princes, and nobles have rights of property in the homage, services,
and devotion of other men, which they are entitled to exact for their
own beneﬁt and gratiﬁcation, whether agreeable to the will of the
subjects or not, ﬂows from egotism unregulated by reason and justice.
It is an example of the selﬁsh system carried to infatuation, in which

67

it

only government which the moral and intellectual faculties can recog
nize as founded in nature, is that which ﬂows from, and is exercised
directly for the beneﬁt of, the subjects. The doctrine that kings,

JOURNAL.

it

would have them do unto us, and to love our neighbors as ourselves,
the notion of right in any one man or class of men to rule, for their
own pleasure or advantage, over their neighbors, against their inclin
ation and inconsistently with their welfare, is utterly excluded. The

is,
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before them.

The Peruvians, Mexicans, and Hindoos have uniformly
their independence when invaded by European

been deprived of

[cos-risen on
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TALK WITH READERS.
P. M., lowa.—We can not, for many rea
sons, comply with your request. You send us
the sizes of your organs as marked by a phre
nologist who left several organs unmarked be
cause he had too little acquaintance with the
science to mark them; and on this marking
you ask us to study your character and capa
bilities, and write out and publish our opinion
in the PIIRENOLOGICAL Jounxiu. for your ben
eﬁt merely.
This JOURNAL is intended to be
interesting to all readers; but we can not see
how such a description, with no name, por
trait, or biography, could be of the slightest
interest to anybody but yourself.
You may say you subscribe and pay for the
JOURNAL, and therefore have a right to make
such a request. We think the Jonas“. is
worth the subscription price, and on that score
we are square.
To examine heads is one of
our leading departments of business, and if
you were here, we should charge you even
more than the subscription price of the Joun
run. to tell you verbally

your capacities for
business, adaptation for education, and how to
manage your passions and propensities, to say
nothing of committing that opinion to paper
and printing it.
If you wish a full written

statement, you
can send us your address, asking for the “ Mir
We will forward it to you
ror of the Mind.”
free of charge, and this will inform you how
to have a likeness taken from which a full
written

character can be made, setting forth
talents, defects, etc., including the charges.
life do not write this so much for your sake

merely, as to answer a class of similar inquir
ers, some of whom, like yourself, do not give
us their name or address, thus making it im
possible for us to answer them, privately, by
mail. We receive letters not a few asking our
opinion, in writing. of the character and capa
cities of the writer, to be sent by mail, and
they do not even send us a stamp with which
to pay the postage; nor do some of them even
claim that they are subscribers to the Jona
NAL, that is to say, that they have paid a dol
lar for the JOURNAL, which
the price.
Five

is amply worth

\

a year would not
properly compensate us for such kinds of work
that we do gratuitously.
Yet persons writing
us do not intend to be selﬁsh or mean. They
hundred

dollars

do not stop to consider that we can not spend
our lives in getting knowledge for the beneﬁt
of mankind, pay thousands of dollars rent for
an ofﬁce, collect a cabinet at great cost for free
exhibition, support our families, and spend our
time writing letters ofadvice to persons we never
saw, and pay the postage on such letters of ad
vice out of our own pockets. We like to please
everybody, and having tried with no small cost
to do so, it sometimes gives us pain to ﬁnd it
impossible, without

a miraculous

addition to

the contents of our collapsing purse, or a su
pernatural augmentation of wisdom and the
grace of patience.

—‘0.0.———

ASBIGNMENTS OI" FRENCH
PATENTS.

chascrs, the ﬁrst which accomplishes the
formalities prescribed by Article 20 is the only
legal assignee.

Finally, the assignee, by not under private
seal, can neither attack infringers nor defend
the patent.

Consequently, many inconveniences are at
increasinganxietyofAmeriesninventors ,tached
[Theconstantly
to the transfer of a patent by not under
in Francerendersthemedia;
to securetheirimprovements
op'rnmit of assigningFrenchpatentsa matterof interest private signature, besides that such a mode is
to manyof our readers,to whom,we believe,we can not
not legal, and has no effect with regard to
rendera bctterserviceupon this point thanby the pub
others.
lication of the following translationof an able article
Nevertheless, as a great manyinventors and
which recentlyappearedin Le Genie lndustrl'cl,a well—
lrnown French journal, devotedto mechanicaland in
acquirers of patents have a repugnanee to the
ventiveinterests]
entire payment of the tax at the time of the
or assmunnsrs
nun Licassss roa WORKING
assignment, they may, to palliate the principal
PATENTS or INVENTION.
(rinses)
inconvenience, make out the assignment by
1st. ASSIGNMENTS.—Th6 20th Article of the
notarial act. They will have thus accom
“
The
law of July 5, 1844, expresses itself thus:
plished one of the two conditions prescribed by
total or partial assignment of a patent, whether
gratuitously or for a consideration, can not be
made except by notarial act, and after the pay
ment of the whole of the tax determined by
Article 4.
“ No assignment shall be valid with respect
to third parties, but after having been recorded
in the office of the secretary of the prefecture
of the department in which it shall have been
made.”
The application of this Article 20 having
given place in many circumstances to different
interpretations, we believe we must express
our opinion on this subject.
The obligation of paying the total amount
of the annuities remaining to accrue at the
time of the transfer of a patent, has formerly
been considered as an impediment to these
transactions, and as a charge which is posi
tively an incurnbrance to the patent, it scarcely
being important, in effect, which of the two,
the seller or the purchaser, effects the payment.
This is a reduction to which the price of the
patent is ordinarily subject. This pretension
of the purchaser of retaining this sum to the
detriment of the patentee, is the less justiﬁable
that he has but effected a payment by antici
pation.
But in imposing this obligation, the legis
lators had in view the security of assignees
The law does
and the rights of third parties.
not occupy the place ofconventions which exist
between the parties ; the owner of a patent and
the person who purchases may at their risks
and perils transmit the rights of the patent by
act under private signature, and continue to
pay the tax by annuities, if they choose to do
so; but, at the same time, they must take to
themselves the consequences of the irregular
ity of such an assignment. We remark, never
theless, that there is no penalty for doing so.

It is especially for the interest of the purchaser
The
be regularly transferred.
holder of the title may, in fact, die, make a
long absence, forget the payment of an annu

that it shall

ity, or, indeed, his heirs sell the same patent
to another person. Then, between two pur

the law; then when one of the parties recog
nizes, at any subsequent time, the necessity
guarding his rights With regard to third parties,
he can make a delivery of a copy of the notarial
act,deposit the amount of the taxes ofthe patent,
and make a registry of this act at the prefec
tnre, at the same time producing the proof of
the payment of the annuities of the patent.

This latter formality, which does not further
require the co-operation of the two parties,
but solely of the party in interest, simpliﬁes
the contingencies, considering that the person
interested, to put his rights in regard to others
in regular order, may always do it without the
presence or the concurrence of the other.
This course does not naturally offer the en
tire security which attends the accomplishment
of the two formalities concurrently, but it per
mits the suspension or delay to a certain point
of the payment of the whole amount of the
taxes, the principal obstacle to the transactions.
In this case the annuities must be paid with
exactness on their successive maturity, to avoid
opposing claims, which would result in the
forfeiture of the patent for default of the pay
ment of an annuity in seasonable time.
But it remains well understood, that so long
as the two conditions prescribed by Article 20
of the law of 1844 are not accomplished, the
patentee is the sole legal owner, and that'the
irregular nssignee has no ofﬁcial title, and can
neither sue infringers in his own name nor de
fend it against actions in forfeiture; his rights
are exclusively limited to the covenants which
bind the tWo contracting parties, without any
effect upon others.
[To an cos’rnwnnj

——‘o.ov——

Errac-rs or TEA AND COFFEE on Caucasus.—
The common practice of allowing children two or
three cups of strong coffee or tea at each meal,
can not be too strongly condemned. These drinks
are narcotic stimulants, producing effects on 'the
brain and nerves like those of opium. New, in
children, the nervous system is highly excitable,
and the use of such beveragesas tea and wise in
creases greatly the tendency to convulsions and
other grave affections.

4am
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FOR SOMETHING TO
U ."

WAITH‘TG

" TURN

BY H. W. THOMSON.

Have you ever seen a person after a ﬁt of
After a ﬁt of that kind, people
epilepsy?
have no remembrance of anything done to
them during the ﬁt. During the epileptic
paroxysm,

the brain

is all but

completely
happens after the

“Wurmc for something to turn up, are
you '3” Well, it’s likely you’ll wait a long
time are the golden opportunity for the accom

torpid.
The same thing
anesthetic sleep of chloroform.
in neither
case can a man remember what he never felt.

plishment of those grand schemes that you
idly muse on in your day-dreams, presents
itself.
Indeed, i fear that before anything

But mark what may happen after amputation
The
performed on a patient under chloroform.
same man who felt no pain in the stump
either during or after the operation may con
tinue for many successive months to be attack

“turns up,” you will. through long waiting,
have fallen into such lazy, dreaming habits
as to be incapable of rousing yourself to such
an effort as will be necessary to proﬁt by it.
Don’t talk of adverse circumstances.

Leave

that to weaklings and cowaris who passively
yield to their force. The great end of life is
to triumph over them. if you encounter ad
verse circumstances, nerve yourself for the
greater eﬁ'ort, cling more tenaciously to your
purpose and press on. You will then realize
that success ever attends him who with ﬁxed
purpose toils on earnestly, despite poverty,
obscurity, and reverses, nor pauses till his end
is gained.
“ Waiting for something to turn up i” Do
you expect that Fortune will shower favors
upon you simply for waiting? or that honors
will attend you unsought?
If you do, you
are certainly

mistaken.

Naught

other than by energetic, persistent effort. If
accomplish anything in life, stop
this frittering away of your time; cling no

you would

longer to the delusion that “Fate has better
things in store” for you. Fate has in store for
idlers and siuggards but poverty, low station,
and the contempt of their fellows.
Go to
work! Don’t let your high aspirations lead
you to disdain a humble beginning, but do pa
which is nighest, lowly
The ﬁrst step may scarce seem
to repay the effort it costs, but it is a step to
ward the end ; another will bring you nearer;
that work

though it be.

and it is only thus, advancing step by step,
that any lofty purpose may be accomplished.
Your destiny is in your own hands. The
material is about you out of which

to carve
your own fortune, if you choose to do so. Or
you may, while waiting to elude the inexorable

law by which labor is ﬁxed as the price of all
excellence, delay until life is spent and all
opportunity is lost.

Which do you choose?

——4-..0->_
THn Baum—One of the readiest roads to
the head is through the lungs.
You may
reach the brain in a ntinute, with chloroform,
for example.
The power of this drug is some
thing marvelous.
When under its inﬂuence a
man may have his limb cut off without any
sensation whatever; and even when he re
covers from the artiﬁcial
have

§§§=%§s

neither

pain

the identical
local symptoms for
his limb was removed, at the hour of
the day or night when he was wont to suffer
martyrdom before its removal.
And more

which

than this, if seized by his old enemy during
sleep he may wake exclaiming—"' Oh, my leg,
my leg! it pains me the same as when it was
on."7 More curious still, he may tell you he
can, so far as his own feelings are concerned,
actually move the foot of the amputated limb.
What do these facts prove?
They prove: i,
that the brain is the source of all motion and
all sensation, morbid 0r sane; they prove
inversely, 2, that the brain is the source of
rest and remission, sleep included; they further
prove, 3, that the brain is the source of all
paroxysmal
recurrence, whether the more
prominent symptoms be general or local.—
London Medical Practice.

that ever

“turns up" will open any avenue to success

tiently

ed with

trance he may still
nor uneasiness. Why?

@usintss

Zlntitts.

Pow-OFFICE, COUNTY, AND S'tiA'rn.-—It seems
asif all who arecapableof writing letterswould seethe
necessityof giving their addressesin full, particularly
whenwriting tostrangers.But we are in receiptof let
ters almosteveryday,datedWashington,or Jackson,or
Plugtown,or someother place,without appendingthe
countyor State. When we findoneof this kind, we ﬁrst
look at theenvelope,and to thecreditof the postmasters
beit said,we aresometimes
abletodecipher,fromtheink
spreadthereon,thelettersstandingfortheStatein which
it is mailed. But quiteasoftenwe tindthemtotallyomil
ted,or soblottedastobe illegible. We next referto the
publishedlist of post-odicea,
when.ifit is someoutlandish
name,like Ouaquagn,or Burnt Corn,or 0kohoji,we are
prettysure to accomplish
ourdesign,for no two persons
wouldeverthink of givingsuchnamesto post-oilices;
but
in mostcaseswe find from two to twentyof the same
name. When but two,we can sometimes
tell fromwhat
Stateby lookingat thedateof theletter,andconsidering
if it has had time to comefrom the farther State; but
when thereare twenty,we throwdown theletterin dis
gust,andif thewriteris obligedto write again beforehe
receivesa Journal or a reply,areweto blameforit? Ai
waysgiveyourpost-ofﬁce,
county,andState.
ELEVEN COPIES son FIVE DOLLARS. -—Our
friendswill pleaseunderstand
thattoobtainElevenCopies
of our Journals for Five Dollars,the namesand money
mustall besentin atonetime. Someseemtounderstand
that theycan senda single subscriptionat a time,and
when theyhavesent four, and four dollars,by sending
anotherdollar theyareentitledto sevencopies. Not so.
Our termsare,onedollarfora singlecopy,oneyour; live
copiesfor threedollarssentat onetime; and for live dol
lars at onetime,elevencopies.
Caves are considered as broken up when the
timefor whichthemembersthcrcofhavepaid theirsub
scriptionshasexpired. Havingbeena memberof a club
oneyeardoesnotentitlea subscriberto receivehis Jour
nal for lessthanonedollara yearthereafter.A newclub
mustbemadeuptosecureit for ﬁftycentsa year. When

a clubis formed,additionsto it canbesentin at the same
rates: that is, if it is a club of ﬁve, additionalmembers
mustsendsixtycentseach. Additionalmembers
toa club
of tenwill sendﬁftycentseach.
Jacons' PATIN'I' Ponrrouo PAPER FILE.—
0f propersizefor theI‘naaxonoorcsnandWA'IIil-CUBI
Jouuara-for sale at this office. These Files will pre
servethe Journals as nicelyas if theywere bound,and
will lastfor years. Price 50cents. They will besentby
mail, postpaid,whendesired.
Fownna arm Watts, 808Broadway,New York.
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Qitrrtspunhtnts.

D. B —In what consists true religion, and what
is it foundedupon‘?
AM. Love—notphilosophy. It is foundedon God‘s
goodnessandman’sneedof a spiritualfather.
A few passagesfrom the Bible will makethe matter
plain.
" What dothGod requireof theebutto do justly
(Con
scientiousuess),
love mercy (Benevolence),and walk
humblywith thyGod" (VeneratlonandSpirituality).
“ Pure religionandundeiiledbeforeGodandtheFather
is this,to visitthefatherlcss
andwidowsin theiraﬂllctlon
(Benevolence),
and to keep himselfunspoiledfrom the
world,” i. 0., live in obedienceto the higher faculties,
keeping the selﬁshand nnimai dispositionsunder duo
restraint.
Religionisa verysimplething. Polemiealtheologyand
formularicsof doctrinesare very complicated
; though
thesemay be necessaryin a certain sense,they have
causedtheworlda greatdealof trouble.
We havenoticedthatthosewhohaveweak moraland
religiousfaculties,and therefore“ have need that one
teach them,” are generallynoisy debaterson religious
subjects,and take it upon themselvesto obtrudctheir
warped and distortedopinicnsupon everybody.What
wouldbe thoughtof onewhohadconstitutionally
a weak
musicalperception,
werehe to sethimselfup asa musical
critic? Yet men but poorlyendowrdwith religioussue
ccptibiiitiesaretheveryonesto makethemselves
at once
hoarseandridiculousinvclghingagainstreligion. Does
goodfatherlovehis
a
child? Let thisfeelingbea hint of
God'scareandloveof his children? Doesthechild love
andtrusttheparent? Let thissuggestour dutyto God.
E C C.—i have become convinced that the
of Inventionis in theorganof Spirituality! What
germ
0 youthinkon thesubject?
Ass. The facultyof Spiritualitydoubtlessis an clement
of that power,especially
of inventionin manyeXt-rcises
whenthesubjectis one of a speculative
or creativechar
acter. Someinventionsor discoveriesresult,doubtless,
from pure intellect,the imaginativefaculties having
nothingto do with them; othersrelateto artand beauty,
whenIdeaiityfurnishesthesuggestion;others,again,are
strictlymechanical,
andConstructivoness
tracesthecom
binationswhichconstitutethediscoveryor invention.
James Dustin—We locate the organs of Spirit
uality,or Marvelousness,
and Imitationaswe do,because
wedeemit thecorrectmethod. We haveexaminedmore
bonds,probably,than any otherperson,and our experi
encecorroborates
thelocationwe givetheorgansnamed.
We keepno instruments
for measuringheadsbutthetape
andcaitipere.

ﬂitting

lithium.

Tan A-rnlmrtc Mom-any for August is a very
interestingnumber,as maybe inferredby thefollowing
to wit: Treesin Aseemblages;MissLu
tableof contents,
cinda; A Soldier’sAncestry;Flbrilia; Nat Turner'sIn
surrection;ConcerningVeal; Reminisceneea
of Stephen
A. Douglas; Our River; Agnes Borrento; MalleClad
Steamers; Parting Hymn; Where will the Rebellion
leaveus‘i TheodoreWinthrop; Dirge; ReviewsandLit
eraryNotices.
The article“ Fibriiia” setsforth theCottonquestionin
a mannerinterestingto everybody,and explainsall that
is knownon thesubjectof a substitute
for that important
staple,in tin: andotherplants.
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A GUIDE TO HEALTH.
Thoso Journals commenceNew Volumeswith July,
andhavebeenenlarged,givingnowin each

if
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.

24 Pages Monthly, instead of 16.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:
Singlecopy,monthly.one year.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .81 00
addro-ses, desired
....... . . 00
separate
t
o
Tan copies,
Any personsendingFive Dollarsfor ten copieswill be
centsa year
Add
six
gratis.
copy
an
aura
entitledto
for eachsubscriberin thoBritish Provincesto pay post
senttree.
age. Specimens
FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.
A outs wantedeverywhere,to sell our publications.
Sen for our WholesaleList and ConﬁdentialCircular.
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BOOKS
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Gaassasasp Pnaa'ra. TheirNaturalHistory. By
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NEW EDITION,

So longexpected,andimpatientlylookedfor,
Y.
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FEW BOARDERS

PITRIAN’!

-COMPANION,
REPORTER’S
'
O

BOARDING.—A

withpleasantrooms,bathingfacili
canbeaccommodatod
ties,and hygienicfood,at the BrooklynHeights Water
Curc. PersonsfromabroadvisitingNewYork on business
or pleasurewill ﬁndhereall theretirementandcomtortof
home,andat thesametimebe convenientasthebusiness
ofthecity—three
ferncsbeingwithinliveminutes’
portions
war .
Terms—from$5to $10 week; transientboardersfrom
at to $1 60a day.

is

INSTITUTE.

52MortonStreet,New York.
CHARLES H. SHEPARD, M.D.,
Has removedto the
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS WATER-CURE,
63and65ColumbiaStreet,Brooklyn,N. Y.,
Formerlyoccupiedby Dr. Gao. F. Aunts, who is now
AssistantSurgeonin theBrooklynPhalanx.
Dr. Shepardhopesbyhisenlargedfacilitiesforthetreat
mentof disease,andthe superiorlocation,to giva ample
satisfaction.
notonlyWaterTreatmentin itsvari
His planembraces
which,
ous forms,but also the SwedishMovement‘Curc,
thoughcomparativelynewin this countryas a remedial
a out,hasalreadyproveditselfinvaluablein theremoval
0 chronicailments.
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LIFE ILLUSTRATED.
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HE PHRENOLOGICAL BUST,

designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
the exactlocationof all the Organsof the
Brain, fully developed,which will enable
everyone to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. 1' maybepackedandsentwith
safetyby express,or as"eight (not by mail)
to any part of the world. Price, including
ill-l1.
box for packing,only at 25.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808BroadwayINew York.
“ This is oneof themostingeniousinventionsof theage.
A castmadeof plasterOfParis.thesizeatthehumanhead
on whichtheexactlocalionof eachof tho Phrenological
allthedivisions
fullydcvolopcd,wrtli
0r ans represented,
theservices
an classiﬁcations.ThosewhocannotObtain
of professormaylearn.in very short time,from this
Phrenologysofarasthe
of
head,
t
hewholescience
model
ocatiousof theOrgansareconcerned."—N. Daily o'im.
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Price not Increased.
Enlarged and Improved.
Postmasters,
Clergymen,Teachers,and othersare re—
questedto actasAgentsandgetClubsforour Journals:
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varietyafterthreeyears’trial,
remarkable
BERRY.——Tliis
hasprovedto be the mostwonderfulStrawberryin culli
vation; it has beenproducedthis car,sixteenof which
weighedone pound; it is as rr activeas theWilson,
muchlargvr,and liner ﬂavore ; the berryis a beautitul
the highestmarkwtprice; it con
scarlet.andcommands
tinueslongin bearing,andmaintainsitslargosizethrough
BROOKLYN
sent to New York marital.lrom Watervllet,
Water-Cureis locatedat Nos. 68and65ColumbiaStreet, out.Y.,It wasthe20thof
July, longafterall Othervarieties
up to
N.
Brooklyn,L. 1. Outsidepracticeattendedto bothin city
commanding
a highprice; it is without
had disappeared,
CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M.D.
andcountry.
doubtthemostvaluablemarketborryin cultivation. It is
muchmoreprolilicthantheTriomphodo Gand,largerin
size,and altogethermoreattractive. The Austinwill now
Carin—T0 THE PUBLIC.—
reducedprices,givingall anopportu
Hsving enteredinto thearmyof the UnitedStates,I beg beoti'credat greatly
this variety for a most roﬂtablomarket
nity
to
leaveto announcotomyfriendsand thepublicthatCass.
lantswill bedeliveredin rotaion as ordered,at
berry. plant
H. SHIPABD,M.D., will succeedmeasproprietorof the
$l pi-rdozan.‘5 par hundred,or $30per thousand.
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS WATER-CURE,
Orders addressedto either CIIAUNCEY MILLER,
N. Y., or
ShakerTrustee,Albany,~
it! and6.5ColumbiaStreet,Brooklyn,N. Y.
WM. 8. CABPEN l‘hR, 468Pearl Street,New York.
and I earnestly
Dr. Snsralao hasmyentireconﬂuence,
himto all whowish to betreatedhydropath
recommend
ically. Suchwill ﬁnd him an experiencedand capable
N. Y., COLLEGE
BROOKLYN,
physician,whowill giveto theircaseall thecare andpa
ite City
GRAMMAR SCHOOL and Gymnasium,
tiencewhichinvalidssomuchrequire
alTorin, 2d
A.M.,Rcctor.
HART,
Hail. Rev. L. W.
With a lirmreliancein thefaith thatDrugs andStimu
Private tuition,
time.
any
at
September.Admittance
sick
from
the
will,
hanshed
at no distantday,be
lants
room,andholdingto lhis withoutconcessionor compro— evenings. 'i‘crmsverymoderate.Circularsatbook-stores
lt'
andthis on“.
mise,I romalnyourfriendand well-wishcr,
GEO. F. ADAMS, M.D.

New Patent Law Entire,

in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postage stamps.
FOWLER AND Wanna,
308 Broadway, New York.
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GREAT AUSTIN SEEDLING STRAW

This valuable work for inventors and Patentecs
has undergone a. thorough revision, and con
tains the
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NEBVOUSNESS, NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
aan SIMILARnissssits,
WITH INSTRUCTIONS 1N ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.
Paics, 810.
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BATTERY,

'

FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,
495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Agenciesin all theprincipI-l Otllasand Townsin the
Unit swm.
The Grover A: Baker Sewing Machine Companyare
andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
now manufacturing,
machinesmakingtheShuttleor Lock
ferentsalesrooms,
Stltch.of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir
celebrated
GroverdzBakerStitchMachines,thusaﬂordrng
thepublictheadvantageof comparingIhostitchesof the
two leadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown judgment
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonlycompany
bothkinds of machines,andtherefore
thatmanufactures
the onlyonethatcanoler thisprivilegeto thopurchaser.
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A. S. FULLER, Myrtle Avenue. Brooklyn,agentfor
O. W. GRANT,offersforsale plantsof the mostpopular
grown,at pricesannexed.
varietiesof Strawberries
Frommorethan200varietiesfruited,haselectsthefol
lowing six as being,in his opinion,the moatworthyof
generalcultivation:
For 1,000.
For 100.
Baa-ram .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..82 00. . . . . . ..Qlli 00
S
l 6)..
Taioarn as GAND.
Wilson‘s ALBANY.. . . . .. . . .. l 00..
1 ‘0..
Vicourrasss n’ilssioaa'r
1 00..
.
Taouor‘s Vic-roars......
Hooxsa...u.. .. . . .. . .. . . . . ..100........
Of these,hebelievestheBartlettandTriomphdo Glad
to be thebestfor oncralcultivation. Although,perhaps,
notquitesoproll c as Wilson‘sAlbany,or so largeasthe
Austin,theyareof muchbetteriiavor,andwilh ordinary
attentionwill produceas muchfruit as any varietycan
withoutdoingpermanentinjury to theplant.
varietiesho oﬂcrs at $l 00 per dozen,
The
following
mai :
prepaidby
WIZARDor run Noam,
0w
WONDERFUL,
Boa-r S-r.Juana,
Mar QUEEN,
La Cons-rams,
Kama IIOBI'INBI,
Ans'ria,
Parson IMPERIAL
Any othervarietiesfrom his extensivecollectionwill
prices. Address
befurnishedat reasonable
A. S. FULLER, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.

Anvxa'risamaiv'rs intended for this Journal, to
secureinscrtion,shouldbesentto thePublisherson or be
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one In which
'
forthenextnumber
theyaretoappear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
Tamra—Twenty-ﬂvo
centsa line eachinsertion.
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READY ROOFING,
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THE PIIIGE 0F TIN.

IMPORT
SAVE Your: . CARPE’IS
ANT TO HOUSEKEEPERS.—In laying down your
CarpetLining,
Carpets,don’t for at Harrington’sPatent
\VILL LAST TWICE AS LONG.
for layingantler CarpetsandOil Cloths,to protectthem
and anyunweonessin theﬂoor. It is
fromthenatl~heads
madeof two layersof heavyolasllcpaper,witha layerof Requiresonlytohenailed down. HEAVIEST WOVEN MATERIAL EVER. USED FOR ROOFING.
cottonbetween. It is a muﬂierof sound,andWillcause
rollsandshippedto all partsof thecountry.
a cltIpM.to weartwiceas long. Sendfora circular.
Car t dealers.
Sold by all thePI'HICIIWI
Express,or a small piecefor two stampsby mail.
Samplessentby
m“
440Pearl
e
N. Y. CarpetLining C<t.—-so
m‘snufacturers,
"II
StreeMnearChamberstreetexlei's
B. HARRINGTON, Agent.
of CottottButts,Twine, Mattresses,
Also manufacturers
andBedComforters
23 CEDAR STREET, new YORK.

Put upon

GUTTA PERCIIA RO0FlNG C(IM'PANY,

$5 Samara—$1

27_PROCURES

PosT-nm Seascaiasns. Patent Press and Book for
no ting businesslettersinstantlyand periectly.
wanted.
WholesaleAgentsandCanvassers
_For particulars,address,with stamp,
J. II. ATWA'l‘ER, Providence,R. I.
Gt'
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ANNUAL
REGISTER OF RURAL

1362.

1862.

AFFAIRS.

THE EIGHTH NUMBER, for 1562,of Ta: Inns
T-ax'rsoANNUALRants-ranor Buns]. Arrstss Is now
and
nearly ready tor the press. In the attractiveness
valueof itscontentsWedo notthinkit hasbeensurpassed
by any precedingnumber. We submitbelowa plﬂtlll
varietyand
whichwill showtheir
absreelof its contents,
presentnum
theexti-nttowhichtheyare'IIuslrated—lbu
berol‘theANNUALBaoisTitttconutiningmorethan
ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY ENGRAVINGS.
The Austin. Rams-ranfor 1862will be readyearlyIn
andwearenowpreparedtoreceiveordersfor
September,
singlenumbersor in quantity,whichwill befilledassoon
asIt is issued. The attentionof Oﬂicersof Agricultural
Town,County,
andotherswhoproposeattending
Societies,
or StateFairs this Fall, is particularlyrequestedto the
readysale which mayhe had for tile Knots-randuring
and on other occasionsthroughout
theseanniversaries,
autumn and winter. TERMS—as heretofore:Single
Copies,post-paid,Twenty-livecents; One DozenCopies,
est-paid,Two Dollars; One Hundred Copies,Filteen
Dollars,andlargerquantitiesata turtherreduction.
Amongothervaluablechapters,the ANNUALBlots-ran
will containthefollowing:
for 156-4
I. FARM BUILDINGS — Thirty Eagravings and
iurDesi its.
II. VEGEI‘AB ‘ PHYSIOLOGY, or How Plants
Grow-Sixty-oneEngravinas.
III. THE GRASSES—TnirteenEiigravlngs.
This articleincludesplain andconcisedescriptions
of no lessthanTwanr-Two of thediﬂeroutgrasses,with
of whicheveryfarmershouldbelamiliar
thepeculiarities
by carefullydrawnillus
—eleveuof themaccompanied
tl‘atlons.
IV. LIGHTNING RODS—ThirteenEngravings.
V. BALLOON FBAMrS—Twenty-t‘ourEngravings.
VI. MOVABLE COMB BEE-HIVES—Etght Engrav
Ill .
ORCHARD AND GROUNDS—Fourteen
VII. 'I‘I'I‘ii‘,s
‘
Engravii-Els.
FAR -How FortunesareSometimes
Sunk.
VIII. THE
1X. FRUITS AND FRUIT CULTUKE—One Engrav
tag.
X. THE DAIRY.
XI. DOMESTIC AN IMALS—Two Engravings.
XII. RURAL AND liOMESI‘IC ECONOMY, Etc.
XIII. UsEFUL TABLES.
XIV. ADVERTISEMENTS.
This, precededbytheusualCalendar
andAstro
nomical Calculations,forms a book wpages
tea is certainly
cheapatits retailprice; andthe Publishers,with a view
0!
itscirculationstill widerandlargerthanthat
rendering Number,areprepared,asaboveintimated,
of anyprevoua
to niferthemostliberaltermsforitsintroductionin quan
tities,eithertoAgents,AgriculturalSocietlut,Nurserymen,
Dealersin ImplementsandSeeds,or anyotherswhotake
an interestin thedissemination
of uselulreading,and in
of Burst Improvement.
thepromotion
Addressall ordersor inquiriestothe nhlishcrs,
LUTHER. TUCKER A: 80 , Albany,N. Y.

*J
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OUR FARM OF FOUR ACRES,
AND'KB'I'
MONEY WE MADE BY IT.
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WELLS,

808Broadway,New York.

SYRlNG E S.
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!

OFFICE FOR PATENTS.
Fowai-m sun Wanas’
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. ThomasP.
How (authorof thewell-knownand popularsynopsisof
patentlaw, “ How toGeta Patent”),aidedbyan ableand
corpsof assistants,
bothathomeandabroad.
experienced
Mr. How) in
experience
ELEVENyearsof
(on the partof
,and ther u
atW u U of an emi
theh ‘
nentlycarefulandefﬁcientexaminingagent,formerlyem
ployedin the United StatesPatentOilice,and familiar
with its details,enableus tooifer to inventorsunusual
of theirbusiness.Whenit is
facilitiesfor the transaction
that a patentof ordinaryvalue is worthsev
considered
to saythatthe
of dollars,it Is unnecessary
eralthousands
of an applicationthereforis a matter
carefulmanagement
tothe inventor,especiallywhen it is
of greatimportance
are rejectedentirely
knownthathundredsof applications
in conse henceof not beingproperlypreparedand pre
scnted. o performthis serviceIn a mannersafeto the
inVentor,requiresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw,a
action,
of mechanical
andunderstanding
clearperception
consideradnn.
andcaretuldeliberative
yearsof experience
Our patentbusinesshas beenunderits presentmanage
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1806,duringwhich
timeit hasincreasedtoseveraltimesits previousmagni
ofcuses
tude,anda largeportionof it latelyhasconsisted
involvingsevarecontests,
andthediscussionandsolution
of patentlaw,bothin
of difﬁcultanduntroddenquestions
the PatentOllice and heterothe Judges of the United
StatesCircuitCourt.
Anne: is Breast: To run Novas-n an» PATIN’I‘ABIL
r" or as Isvsa'rtois
is givenfreeof chargeuponreceiptof sufﬁcientdescrip
tion and sketchor model. In a majorityof casesour
knowledgeof previousinventionsenablesustogivesatis
factoryinforintitionto inventorswithoutthe expenseof
specialsearch.
PBBUIKNAPJ'EXAXINATIONS
are,however,madein caseswhich Involveconsiderable
doubt,tortheusualfeeof livedollars,
in casesof
dl culty. These
extremeandunusualco i-plicatlonandexcelpt
are carefully made and elaboratelyro
exam‘llnattons
orte .
p
Arrucs'rtoxs roti.Pantth
are pr aredby us with great care,not onlytoobtaina
patent, utalsoto protectthe Inventorswhenthe patent
shallhavebeensecured. Particqu attentionis paidto
Arrasts Aim INTIBIIBENC,
and diilicult and contestedcasesof eweryclass. Cases
examined,
andadvicegivenfor
whichhavebeenrejected,
the usualfee of tive dollars.~Many applicationswhich
havebeenrefusedeitherfromthewantof properpresent
ation,or from oversighton the part of the departmen
with skilliul managementby an experience
might
toa successfulissue—afactwhich
prosecuted
soleitorbe
is provedby constantexperience.
and reissues,
additionalIm
Applicationsforextensions
provementsand caveats,promptly and carefully at
tendedto.
Centrallylocatedin our commercialmetropolis,and
agentat thesealof Gov
havingan ableandexperienced
ernmetft,weareabletoottermorethanusualfacilitiesfor
of businessin this countryin relationto
thetransaction
patents;whileourarrsn ementsabroadenableustose
terms. Our
cureforeignpatentson t 0 mostsatisfactory
aresuchthatwebe forthefuture
presentarrangements
to keeppacewiththedemandsof the pu lie for our ser
vices,andit shall beour purposetoattendwith careand
in
tothewantsof inventors Communications
promptness
referenceto inventions,patents,or patentlaw carefully
andpromptlyattendedto.
considered
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
EVERY STUDENT AND CONVERSATIONIBT needs

THE RIGHT WORD IN THE RIGHT

PLACE: A Pools-r Dlo-rtoaaa!or Srs'oitrxs, Taun
NICALTamra,Ansatvtniotts, Foaaiox Pnnssls, etc.,
etc, witha Chapteron PunctuationandProof-Reading.
foreverywriterand
companion
This is an indispensable
speakerwho would say exactlywhat he means,and
neithermorenor less,attdsayit in thebestway. Price,
bucents.
FOWLER AND WELLS, New York.

,

I‘LMPLOYMENT.——ACTIVE,

INTEL~

LIGENT YOUNG MEN, who havebeenthrownoutof
situationsby the war can hear of Ext-Levant" which,
er eiforts,canhe madeproﬁtable,
by
by addressing
lpro
0 LEE AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New
York.

We wouldcall your particular
attention to our improved Syr
inge, here illustrated, which is
highly recommendedby Pro
fessors in Medical Colleges,
and has received encomiums
from the Faculty and others
she have examined, used it,
and pronounced it the most perfect instrument
of its kind ever introduced to the public.
Persons subject to CONSTIPATION will derive
great beneﬁt from the daily use ofgthi
yringe.
and chest a radical cure of the diﬂiynl , as well
us avoid the constant use of Cathsr'ti'" I which vrill
aﬁ'ord only temporary reIicf, and debilitate, while
the injection acts as an invigoritnt.

All

Instruments warranted to give
perfect satisfaction.

Price, $1 60. Prepaid by mail, $2.
Twenty per Cent. discount, when ordered by
the dozen. and to go by express or as freight.
All orders for the above Instruments will meet
with prompt attention.
FOWLER AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.
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bally,withallthecandorandfaithful
nessof conﬁdentialcommunications,
and,whendesired,
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by a bookor
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THE EDUCATOR.——DEVOTED
Enuoa'nox,andthe Marina. Monks,and Parental, De
of Man. Every teachershouldreadit. Every
velopment
youn: manandwomanshouldreadit. Everyphysician,
preacher.anti studentshould read it. It aimsto make
menwiser,healthier,andbetter. Its circulationhasbeen
sincethe
Increasedbyﬂee hundredadditionalsubscriliers
last issue. The next numberwill be enlargedand im
provedevcryway. Puolisbedtwicea month,at ‘i (toa
yearin advance. Address
REV. A. R. HORNE, Quakcrtown,Pa.
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indivgually, they possessed great energy and courage, and could not
be subdued; but their reﬂecting organs were so deﬁcient that they
were incapable of co-operating in a general system of defense. The
consequence was, that, as individuals, they resisted to the last extrem
ity, and were exterminated, although never subdued. The Araucanians
possessed equally large organs of the propensities, but greatly larger
intellectual organs. They were capable of combination; they acted
in concert, and preserved their independence. The natives, of New

is

it

if

they are extirpated
Zealand appear to belong to the same class; and
must be on account of the smallness of their numbers.
assailed by external violence, the great body of
When a nation

is

It

if

is

the people must be prepared also to sacriﬁce their individual interests
at the shrine of their country before independence can be maintained.
The connection between national independence and individual welfare
so palpable and so speedily felt, that a'small portion of moral sen
timent sufﬁces to render men capable of this devotion. indeed,
Coinbativeness and Destructiveness, which delight in war—and Self
Esteem, which hates obedience, be strong, these, combined with intel
only when indolence
lect, are sufﬁcient to secure independence.
and avarice have become the predominant feelings of the people, com
bined with a want of vigor in Self-Esteem and Combatchness, that
they prefer their individual comforts and property, even under the
galling yoke of a foreign foe, to national independence.
a
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elucidationof thecausesof thelxoarnsnsscl and Lian-n
The firstphrenologicai
of nation;was given by Mr. GeorgeLyon of Ed-nburgh,in severalable essays lib
lishedin thesecondand third volumesof thePhrenoloqicalJournal |n 1825and 826,
of the
The evidenceof thesoundness
then advanced,sh‘ordedby thespeci
on which have been conqueredby Eurnpeln
mensof the skulls of nationsand trprinciples
invaders,aswell asthoseof tribal whichhavesuccessfully
resistediheseinvaders,con
collectionof thePllfr‘l'lﬁloglcﬂSooleiyat hdinliurgh,inverystriking. It
tainedin they
of strenth fromtheworkof Dr. Morton,of Philadelphia,
hasreceived greataccession
“
on the Grimm Americana.” Dr. Pritchard.in the NaturalHistorySectionof the
ata meetingheldon the29thAugust,1589,
British Association,
broughtforward paper
of variousunclvllizcd racesof mankind,and recommended
on the extermination
a
intotheir haiiiisand history. He pro
grantof moneylor assistln his investigations
ceeded,apparently
without avingreadtheWritiqu of phl’OhlllORisLs
on thesubject,and
certainlywithouthavingexaminedtheevidenceon containedin the Phrenologicll
Society’sMuseum. Indeed.in answerto questionfrom Mr. H. 0. Women,be con
fesst-dthathehadnotexaminedinesknlll in theMuseum. Dr. Prlicbard is manof
tan-ms,and indeedhehasneedtobeso,when heundertakestoelucidatethe natural
hisloryof man With determined
resolutiontoshuthiseyesagainstihemostim oruint
discoveryihat hasever beenmadein thisbranchlif ach-nee.Nor doeshestnii alone
in thisdetermination.in l~8~t,
metin Edin'ill'il'l»he"!!!
whentheBritishAssociation
memberof the Asaiclation, wrote lunar,offeringto give demonstra'lon
of ihe
national skullsin the PhrenologicalSociety‘sMuseumbeforeany of ")6 sectionsin
which sucha communicationcould be received; but the secretariesdid not even
answermyletteri

it
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defense, they must necessarily fall before a body of
This
invader ,,wlio obey a skillful leader and act in combination.
Their brains, particularly in the
was the case with the Caribs.
of Combativeness and Destructiveness, were so large, that,
regio

;

is,

You can easily understand that,
public welfare.
the individuals of a. nation may be,
they should
intelligence as to be incapable of joining in a

a

pted and debased, put forth their energies to recover their
open ence, that, with the aid of Britain, the foreign yoke was broken.
The second requisite to independence
that the people shall possess
so much intelligence and love of their country, as to be capable of
'
concert, and of sacriﬁcing, when necessary, their individual

a

t ..

i

a

king and nobles were sunk into such efi'eminacy, that they became the
' of the men of energetic brains who then swayed the destinies
It was only when the great body of the people, who were

it a

it,
is

national independence are invaluable, and these
examples should operate as strong motives to the observance of the
organic laws, in order to prevent deterioration and diminution of the
brain in a nation, and to avoid mental imbecility, which is their
invariable accompaniment.
In Spain, the aristocratic class had long
infringed these laws, and in the beginning of the present century her

;

them?"I

is

,

mention, they have successfully resisted. The
Caffres, and others, are examples of barbarian
a full size, successfully resisting the efforts of

These facts in the natural history of nations were unknown until
Formerly, all differences between
Phrenology brought them to light.
different tribes of people were accounted for by differences of climate,
education, and institutions; but we now see that development of brain
fundamental. and
one chief cause of the differences of national
does so
Climate certainly operates on the mind, but
institutions.
knowledge of the
only through the nerves and brain; and hence
inﬂuence of the brain on the mind, and on the institutions which ﬂow
from
the basis of a sound philosophy respecting the independence
of nations.
not only inde
when
nation
The last and best condition of
owns no foreign master, and when
when
pendent, but free; that
each inhabitant acknowledges no master at home. except the laws and
magistrates, who are their interpreters and administrators.
Before a people can attain to this form of government, they must
possess not only the qualities requisite for independence, but far higher
moral and intellectual gifts than mere independence demands. The
love ofjustice must have become so prevalent, that no limited number
of individuals can muster followers sufﬁcient. to place themselves in
the condition of masters over the rest. The community in general
must be enlightened to such
degree, that they will perceive the
inevitable tendency of individuals to abuse power when they possess
without control; and they must have so much of devotion to the
general interests as to feel disposed, by a general movement, to oppose
otherwise
and put an end to all attempts at acquiring such dominion
the nation can not enjoy liberty.
They must, also, as individuals, be,
in general, moderate, virtuous, and just in their own ambition; ready
to yield to others all the political enjoyments and advantages which
they claim for themselves.
The original European settlers
History confirms these principles.
of North America were English families, who had left their country
under religious or political persecution; and their numbers were
recruited by industrious persons, who emigrated to that land with
view to improving their condition by the exercise of their industry and
moral
talents. When they threw off the yoke of Britain, they were
and an intelligent people—they instituted the American republic, the
freest government on earth, and which has ﬂourished in vigor to the
present day.
The continent of South America was peopled at ﬁrst by ruflian
warriors and avaricious adventurers, who waded through oceans of
blood to dominion over the natives, and who practiced cruelty. oppres
sion, and spoliation, but not industry, as their means of acquiring
succession of men
wealth.
Their numbers were maintained by
animated by the same motives, and possessing essentially the same
characteristics, sent out by the corrupted government of old Spain to
harvest of spoil.
They were not the amiable, the religious, and the
laborious sons of the Spanish soil, driven away by oppression, hating
injustice, and flying to a new country for refuge from tyranny, as was
the case in North America.
In the beginning of the present century
the troubles of Spain tempted these South American colonists to dis
claim her authority, and they waged for their independence a long
and a bloody war, in which they were at last successful.
In imita
tion of the North Americans,', they then formed themselves into
republics, and instituted government by laws.
But mark the result. The cruel, base, self-seeking, dishonest, vain,
and ambitions propensities which had distinguished them as Spanish
colonists, did not instantly leave them when they proclaimed them
selves to be free citizens of independent republics.
On the contrary,
these feelings which had characterized them from the ﬁrst continued
to operate with fearful energy. As private individuals, the new
republicans devoted themselves to evading payment of all government
taxes; the duties exacted on imported commodities were pocketed by
the functionaries intrusted with their collection, or converted into the
means of oppressing rival
politicians and traders. Their public
couriers were robbed. In their senates they formed themselves into
cabals for the promotions of projects of local advantage or individual
and when not successful, they obstructed all measures for
ambition
the general advantage, or appealed to arms to obtain their objects.
The consequence has been, that, owing solely to the ignorance, the
selfishness, and the absence of general morality and love of justice in
the people, these states, with the richest soils and ﬁnest climates in
the world, with independence, and with the most improved forms of
domestic government, have, since they acquired their liberty, exhibited
almost one unvaried scene of revolution, bloodshed, and contention.
This
the penalty which Providence ordains them to pay for their
parents’ transgressions, and for the immoral dispositions which they
have inherited from them.
[To a: cos-nst

it

shall immediately

Caribs, Araucanians,
tribes, with brains of
Europeans to enslave
The advantages of

[Snr'r., 1861.

a
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On the contrary, wherever the
nations, whose brains are larger.
invaded people have possessed brains larger, or as large, as those of
their assailants, and also the second requisite for independence, which

is
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NATHANIEL
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P.

trade successfully, and
at mature manhood laid
aside the tools

BANKS.

Governor,

cnsnacrsn .uvn BIOGRAPHY.

he is in a high degree tough and enduring, is
one of the few wiry, hardy men that never
tire or weary with labor, mental or physical.
Those

PORTRAIT

OF

MAJOR-GEN. NATHANIEL

ruling spirit among his associates.
His phrenology indicates uncommon self
reliance, and is in most excellent harmony

do his own duty fully, and to require of those
who are his subordinates the most implicit
It has been said by those
conformity to rule.

with

who opposed his election as Speaker of the
House of Representatives, that he was the
best administrative ollicer that ever satin that
chair, not excepting the great Henry Clay;

Hi Conscientiousness, as well as Firmness, is
large. He has a. keen sense of
what is right, a quick appreciation of his re
sponsibility and that of others, a. disposition to
remarkably

Member

of

still young, he is a ma
jor-general in the United
These
Army.
States
facts speak in unmistak
able language, that Na

is the great ruling quality of the
of General Banks.
Physically,

his positive temperament. His Firm
ness is almost excessively developed.
His
will is law wherever he has responsibility.

his

Congress, Speaker of the
House of Represents
tives, and now, while

organization

qualities of temperament give him
great positiveness of character and ability to
control the minds and guide the actions of
others. From childhood he must have been a.

of

trade, obtained an edu
cation, and studied law,
becoming a leading man
in the Legislature of his
native State, also its

PHRINOLOGICAL cuanac-rsn.
Powun

274.

foundation of the gov
ernnient.
His superior,
as a presiding oflicer of a

, |

New York.

A YEAR, IN

NUMBER,

P. BANKS.

thaniel P. Banks is a.
most remarkable man.
His powerful and ac
live organization lies at

the foundation of all his high achievements in
His head appears to
the midst of difﬁculties.
be very high, and is not broad, especially in
the middle portion, his Secretiveness and
Acquisitiveness
He is a very

being moderately

developed.

frank, straightforward
man,
averse to all chicancry and double dealing.
‘
that he would do more business in a given
lle values property only as an instrument of
good; and the fact that he, at this time, is
time, and sway the House, or lead it more coni
without a fortune, is an evidence at once of
pletely, than any presiding otﬁccr since the

<<<=>§§

\
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his moderate Acquisitiveness and large Con
Any man who has occupied
scientiousness.
such positions as he. could have become rich,

Mr. Banks ﬁrst exercised his influence on
the public mind through the medium of the
newspaper press. as editor of a journal pub

had property been an object of ambition. and
had he not been endowed very highly with the
elements of justice, integrity, and manliness.

lished in his native town.

large in the region of the rea
The head
soning intellect; his mind takes wide range,
His
and grasps principles without difﬁculty.
enormously developed, indica
Comparison

cating the principles of the Democratic party
--then in minority in the State—with abil
a

a

is

is
a

ity, courage, and yet with that judicious mod
eration which
characteristic of his tem

is

ting

a quick, clear, and strong power of
His knowledge
and discrimination.

perament,

he

strenuously

labored

for

the

Massachusetts, conferred upon Mr. Banks th
appointment of assistant agent to the Board.
After delivering many public addresses in fur
therance of the-object for which he was select
ed, he resigned the ofﬁce in September of the
same year, in consequence of having previ
ously accepted from the Legislature the ap
pointment of member of the State Valuation
or Census Committee, which then began its
sessions.

Mr. Banks on several occasions had been
Democratic Conventions of,

honored by the

men at the ﬁrst glance, and knows how to rule
and guide those who are placed within the
“ the
range of his inﬂuence, and how to select
right man for the right place.”
His Perceptive organs are large, giving him

of_ every shade of partisan
hesitate to unite upon.

can not

State Senate, which he had‘ always declined.
In November, 1850, however, he was elected

has been asserted that Mr. Banks has
never been defeated in a popular election.
This
a mistake.
He was for six successive

to the Senate from that county by a majority
of about two thousand over his competitor.
At the same time he was chosen to represent

quickness of ,obscrvation, power to gather
for use. He
knowledge rapidly and arrange
good mathematician, a
capable of being

defeated candidate
years, in his native town,
for the Massachusetts Legislature, and at the
commencement of the gold excitement was

Waltham

engineer, and an efﬁcient business
man; has talent for speaking, but his style
would be compact, vigorous, and elevated
His Moral
rather than ornate and ﬂowery.

about emigrating for a more promising ﬁeld of
political exertion in California,
but was de
terred by the thought of his obligations to the

jority

friends who had so long stood by him, and who
desired him to await another trial.
On this
he was successful, and
1848 was elected to

held

time till his election to Congress he was regu
larly returned to the Legislature, showa the
satisfaction with which his course was regard
ed by his fellow-townsmen.
His ﬁrst speech
in the Massachusetts House of Representatives,

evident, however, from the many important
positions of trust, responsibility, and honor
which he has ﬁlled in his brief and eventful

evoked by the presentation of certain resolves
on the slavery question, and by the animad
versions of
Free Soil member upon the
Democratic party, was delivered on February
23d, 1849, the purpose of
being to show that
the masses of that organization, in co-operat
it

is

It

Nathaniel Prentiss Banks was born in Wal
tham, Mass, January 30, 1816. From all we
can learn, he had but few advantages of edu
cation during the early part of his life.

a

BIOGRAPHY.

ing for .the territorial

enlargement

of

our

national

grave and important studies of history, politi
cal economy, and the science of government—

pending, relative to the Wilmet Proviso, im
parted a peculiar interest to this speech, which
was listened to with a degree of attention such

the introduction of what appears to us the
stepping-stone to his present high position.
In a small debating society formed in his
native village he took a prominent part, gain
ing that acquaintance with parliamentary
he subsequently turned to such
useful account in the deliberative bodies of his
As an
State and of the Federal Government.

rules which

illustration

of the zeal'with

which he attend

a

is

it

related
ed to this branch of his training,
that, when temporarily residing in a neighbor
ing town, he was in the habit of walking

distance of nine miles an evening and back,
to be present at the meetings of the society.

F?

rarely bestowed upon the ﬁrst effort of
new member.
He caught the ear of the
House, and always after was one of its leading
members.

a

During

his

legislative

took an actiVe and inﬂuential

career he

part in the pub

lic business, serving on the important commit
tees (especially

important in a State like
Massachusetts) on Railways and Canals, and
on Education.
Among the more noticeable
speeches delivered by him here, Were those on
the proposition to enact
Plurality Law with
a

into details in reference to Gen. Banks’ early
life, we will proceed with this short sketch by

as

is

by example the force of industry,
As
energy, perseverance, and self-reliance.
our limited space will not permit us to enter
illustrating

domain, had not been inﬂuenced by
the desire
extending or strengthening the
institution of slavery.
The discussion then_
6r

life, that those few advantages were not
thrown away, but most faithfully improved;
and that he still found time to devote to the

reference to‘the elections of members of Con
gress, and on questions connected with the
railway interests of the State.

In the early part of 1850, the Board of
Education, desirous of calling public attention
to the subject of procuring certain changes in
the laws relative to the educational system of

County with

nomination

for the

in the House, and on the meeting of
he decided to remain in the

the Legislature

popular branch of that body. By a large ma
he was chosen, on the ﬁrst ballot,
Speaker of the Massachusetts House of Repre

For two successive sessions he
the position of presiding ofﬁcer of a
legislative body embracing about four hundred

sentatives.

members, a position which had been adorned
by the parliamentary accomplishments of some
of the most eminent sons of the old Common
wealth, yet never with more distinguished
success than during the incumbency
subject of this sketch.

of the

In 1853, at the assembling of the Convention
to revise the Massachusetts Constitution, Mr.
Banks was chosen president, and the manner
in which he acquitted himself did no discredit
to his previous reputation.
After repeatedly declining a nomination to
Congress, Mr. Banks ﬁnally acceded to the
party, and in 1852
member of the National House
of Representatives, to which his constituents
have since twice returned him with increased
wishes of the Democratic

was elected

majorities.
During the period of his Congres
sional life, Mr. Banks attained a commanding
prominence among the rising statesmen of the
He has spoken little, but always per
nation.
tinently, and with marked ability and effect.
The election of Mr. Banks to the speakership
of the National

House of Representatives was
what ﬁrst brought him prominently before the
American people. His Democratic antecedents
had made him probably the only available

of the Republican
party which
nominated him against the candidate repre
senting the Administration—a
position of so
trying a character as to have extinguished
candidate

a

_

in

is

a

geous and independent in the discharge of
toward friends, and just

duty, warm-hearted
toward his foes.

the Massachusetts Legislature as a represent
ative from Waltham.
The fact that from that

Middlr-sex

a

a

is

a

is

ﬁrst-rate

He
benevo
class, are large.
organs, as
lent in his disposition, respectful toward
superiors, upright and honest in his feelings,
energetic in his disposition, thorough, coura

opinion

It

most eiccllent; he understands

it

is

of character

a

promotion of temperance, popular education,
and such other moral objects as good citizens

analysis

at»'

He subsequently

controlle the columns of a newspaper ]l1
In both of these sheets, while advo
Lowell.

[Oor.,

politician of merely ordinary nerve, and of a
discretion anything short of invincible.
His
conduct, when elected, fully justiﬁed the selec
At the close of his
tion of his supporters.
term of service, the unsurpassed ability, dig

w

nity, and fairness with which he had discharged
the duties of the chair, were generally can
ceded, and by none with

more distinctness

altitude

renders

this

beautiful

valley wholly unsuited to agriculture, yet its
luxuriant pastures may some day allure thither
the hardy adventurer with his llocks and herds.

the opening of the ear, directly behind De
structiveness and Secretiveness.
These organs spring spontaneously into act
ivity very early in the history of the human

desk, and his clear, decisive call for “order,”
Would quell the tumult like the edict of a

being.

ﬁt him

Hartman—It
is a beautiful and ro
mantic sheet of water in the interior of Wash
ington Territory.
It is seventeen miles in
length, from east to west, and about twelve
miles over at its greatest width.
The eleva
tion is over 4,000 feet above the sea level.
It
is fed by two small streams—Moose Creek from
the west, and Willow Creek flowing through a
succession of tule marshes from the north.
This lake has no outlet; the waters contain a
mixture of salt and saleratus in strong solu
tion, and are exceedingly offensiVe in odor and

it

it

if

if

it

is

This
true in engineering
and in the accomplishment of great works.
true in some battles; but in nine cases out

ecutive faculties.

of ten, when the outline of the plan has been
followed, personal encounters, hand-to-hand
struggles, and indiscriminate skirmishes, guid
ed by the passion of the moment, become prac
In ordinary per
tically the law of battle.
sonal disagreements, the intellect rarely does
more than act as priming to set on ﬁre the
passions of Combativeness and Destructive
ness, after which they act at random, impelled
straint.

though Willow

ness, strong reasoning intellect, and that equa

it,

is,

it
is

gineer’s

courage and force,
a subject of
to all parties.
But when this
wonderful engine escapes from its track, when
ceases to act under the guidance of the law
gratulation

by which

by their own energy, apparently with no re
Some persons have large Cautious

it
is

is

is

is it

propensities to resist, to struggle against oppo
sition, to overcome. Sometimes the most care~
ful planning, the most labored preparation
which the intellect, guided by science, can
made, and seems to guide the ex
command,

taste. The immediate surroundings are dreary
and barren in the extreme. No ﬁsh liva in
Creek, its tributary, contains

ravines, over bridges, through tunnels, and
across the plains, at the rate of ﬁfty miles an
hour. Its energy, the outworking of the en

power when organized into a locomotive en
under our con
gine, so long as that power
breaks from that control,
trol; but when

is

-———4*0."————
LAKE

and scatter right and left bad, unworthy, and
improper opposition to theirjust progress. In
like manner the engineer
proud and the
passengers happy when the locomotive, with
its long train of cars, rushes onward across

to act so blindly, so unthoughtfully, as when
angry.
seems to be the natural impulse of these

It

of the Massachusetts militia,
admirably for his new duties.

upon them, so as to keep them, as we might
train of cars, “on the track ?” We
say of
seldom complain of the normal action of Com
bativeness and Destructiveness. We are proud
to see friends dash on nobly in a good cause,

fant in this respect
more or less true also of
for
man never seems
the actions of adults

is

chief

exist; they not only will spring into spontal
neous activity, but
right that they should
do so. But the great question
How shall
the other parts of the mind be brought to bear

and dirc disaster
the result, we shrink from
that power with fear and dread. So the pas
sions of anger, or, more properly speaking,
executiveness and courage, while guided by
intellect and restrained by sympathy, friend
ship, honor, and moral sentiment, lay the
foundations of deeds which immortalize men.
only when they break away from their
true line of action, when they get “off the
track,” and act illegitimately, that they be
come despots in their character, and lead to
sad consequences. “Be angry and sin not”
recogniles the action of these faculties, even

they are evinced by anger; and the restric
tion, “sin not,” seems to hold anger to legiti
on the track. But when
mate oﬁices—keeps
we become angry, and sin through that anger,
we abuse the faculties—ave are led astray by
them.
it

he can serve his country to better advantage.
Gen. Banks’ great energy, his wall-known ad
ministrative ability, and the military knowl
edge which he acquired while commander-in

tend to modify, check, guide,
these passions.
not the
question whether these propensities shall exist
in the mind, nor whether they shall rise into
activity; for they not only exist, but ought to

constructed and put in motion,
and dashes down an embankment, carrying
with
its living freight,
then only that
its speed becomes a mischief, and its momen
tum desolation and death. Thus we glory in

to say, there
nothing of mind or memory
connected with them. What
true of the in
is

from political life.
He removed to
Chicago early in the present year, to connect
himself with the Illinois Central Railway as
managing director, but President Lincoln has
called him from this post, to place him where

seems contented;
These feelings, of course, are not only
instinctive, but blind in their action; that

angry.

a.

retire

so,

is

to

;

his intention

succeed in doing
cries as
not,

is

on announcing

If

instantly

for freedom and to

is

by surprise

arms of its nurse or by its clothing,
commences to struggle
overcome the restraint.

it

charged the duties of this responsible position;
and as parties were marshaling for the contest
in the fall of 1860, Mr. Banks took the State

action of Coinbativeness and Destructiveness,
comes into play next to appetite in the order of
development. When the child ﬁnds itselfcramp
ed and restricted in motion, whether by the

It

a. seat in Congress and the Speaker’s chair.
Three times the people of the State emphatic
ally indorsed the manner in which he dis~

As we have said, Alimentiveness, or
appetite, expresses the ﬁrst want of the new
born infant; and we suppose that anger or
executiveness, which arises from the combined

as shall

and restrain

is

is

is

large frame, his presence and hearing, when in
the chair, are singularly digniﬁed and com
manding. During the most turbulent sessions
of Congress, his little hammer striking on the

Mr. Banks was elevated to the gubernato
rial chair for the ﬁrst time in 1857, by a. coali
tion of the same elements which secured him

to refrain from appealing to them directly in
the hour of exasperation, and secondly, to as
sist or awaken the activity of such other fac
ulties

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PHRE
NOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED—No. 4.

cretion, and that imperturbable calmness which
“
has given to him the designation of the Iron
In the base of the brain, backward from
Man,” are united to unwavering promptitude
the organ of Destructive
of decision, and to a. thorough acquaintance 1 Alimentiveness,
ness, located directly over the opening of the
with parliamentary rules. His voice is well
situated about an
ear, and Combativeness
trained and of great compass, and his utter
inch and a half upward and backward from
Though not of
ance distinct and impressive.

despot.

The great object of training and education
in conjunction with these propensities should
be to guard against their undue excitability,

It

great

is

The

people constitute the exception, and not the
rule of action.

a

say that no decision of his as Speaker was
ever overruled.
Mr. Banks possesses in a remarkable degree
the qualities of a presiding oﬂicer. His dis

of basaltic rocks on the west, and the timbered
slopes of the Blue Mountains on the cast.

ble moderation of temperament which enables
them to think of consequences and count the
cost even when aroused to anger; but these

it

remark that Mr. Banks “stood so straight that
It
he almost leaned over to the other side."
is a sufﬁcient conﬁrmation of this judgment to

This stream drains a

numbers.

valley, commencing twelve miles
north of the lake, having an area of 5,000
miles—u. luxuriant meadow, bounded by cliffs

it

cating the vote of thanks with which Speaker
Banks was honored on the last day of the ses
sion, eulogized his impartiality in reference to
the sectional struggles of the House, with the

immense
beautiful

it

opponents on the floor.
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The development of Destructiveness

gives
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An irritable
angry feelings he would control.
child often inherits this quality from an equal
ly irritable parent, and for this state of mind

at the same time, or alone, producing bitter
ness and a spirit of cruelty, it is necessary not
only to be calm, but very ﬁrm and very kind,
so as to awaken opposite feelings in the child.
It is the nature of mind to be affected by feel
ings corresponding to those which are exercised
toward us or in our presence. It is the nature
We can
of Mirthfulness to excite merriment.
not be in the presence of a person of mirthful
disposition, especially if that faculty be at the
time active in him, without having the feeling
become contagious.

We

laugh because the

other laughs.
In like manner, Self-Esteem
exhibited by another arouses in us a spirit of
dignity. Friendship awakens affection, Benev
olence makes us sympathetical, and anger ex

I»—

his own anger to control such a child!
A child with an undue development of these
organs should be fed with a plain, cooling
diet, and its treatment in all repects be uni
It is rarely the case that an
formly kind.
angry child can be managed, without great in
jury to its disposition, by one who is not cool
and self-possessed. Soothing tones and amia
and its
ble language should be addressed to
steady and
passion will soon subside; then
it,

powers. When only Combativeness is excited,
all that is necessary is to employ a calm and
quiet manner. If Destructiveness be excited

he is rather to be pitied than blamed. How
illy adapted is a parent who can not control

efﬁcient rebuke may be addressed to its moral
and intellectual
qualities. which will be
aroused to condemn the bad conduct, and thus
the mind becomes fortiﬁed against the rebel
lious faculties, and the power acquired toquell
Every
the next mutiny among the faculties.
such victory gives exercise and consequent
strength to the higher faculties, and lays the
foundation of self-control. To speak to child
in anger, so as to excite wrath, increases the
a

between mere Combativeness or Destructive
ness acting singly and the combination of these

a

As soon as a child is old enough to show
anger, his education in that respect should
begin. Care should be taken to discriminate

a

it
is

is

it

is

It

It

it

ing, self-controlling elements.
still another method, and that
There
There may be children who can be
the whip.
punished and governed by the use of the whip,
who can not easily be managed in any other

is

Wrath.

moral feelings of the child will be fully
awakened to sit in judgment upon the previ
ous wrong conduct. Thus we cure the erring,
violent passions, and awaken the self-restrain

this be resorted to,
way; but we believe
should be done by those who are not generally
inclined to whip—by moderate, prudent, calm

it

not govern others well who can not govern
therefore one should never allow
himself;
himself to become angry with a person whose

anger has subsided, with a kind and ﬁrm state
ment of the case, so that the intellect and the

people; and then the child should be allowed
Let him have an hour, or four
time to think.
hours, or let him wait till to-morrow at a
ad
given hour; and when the castigation
is

hard work to use up his superabundant ener
gy. It is only the perversion of the propelling
forces that produces ﬁghting, wrangling, and

take to conquer the child with a whip, and
leave no ill effect on the mind of the subject.
But this should be followed, when the child’s

ministered, let

be thorough; and one such
Will be likely to last the

judicious whipping

he were
child for ayear, or for life; whereas,
seized upon violently, and angrily whipped,
would only awaken bad pas
and cast aside,
sions, and blunt or suppress the higher and
hundred
better feelings, and make way for
sour and unmanageable‘
whippings, and for
temper for life.
The worst feature of the whole system of
whipping consists in the fact that most persons
whip only when they are angry, and as a mere
manifestation of anger. They evince no mo
rality, no intellect. no sympathetical spirit, but
only mere physical force, inspired by the pas
sion of anger, and, of course, this awakens in
This,
the child the corresponding feeling.
however,
education, and an education of the
be reformed altogether.
worst kind. Let

if

wrath, but grievous words stir up anger,” and
it reveals the true theory of training Destruc
tiveness and Combativeness.
A person can

candor, as when you administer medicine.
will subdue the anger in half the time would

a

suits that require force, and thus become in
The best method to sober
dispensably useful.
ahigh-tempered boy—and it applies equally
well to a horse—is to give him a plenty of

uninﬂamed, but they have not been expand
ed by exercise and enlarged by use. That
proverb is full of truth and sound philosophy
which says, “A soft answer turneth away

be found to work like a charm.
may be
sufﬁcient to dash only a little from the ﬁngers
on the face and neck of the child, but this
must be done in all calmness, kindness, and

if

tiousness, Friendship, Constructiveness, and
The energy of
faculties.
the intellectual
Combativeness and Destructivenes may be
legitimately worked off upon laborious pur

quent children, and with the best results.
Not only have the organs been kept calm and

being angry, under the ingenious treatment of
an amiable sister or a judicious mother, who
was cool and calm in her manner. Another
excellent mode to cool the rage of anger
to
This will
pour water on' the refractory child.

a

are propelling forces, and need guid
ance; We Would, therefore, make them a team,
and harness them to Benevolence, Conscien

They

grew up; while other children in the same
family, the parents having been warned by
Phrenology, or by their own common sense
and the bad effects of such treatment upon one
child, have adopted a new course with subse

will be easy to relate some story in which
er,
his own angry conduct will be shown in such
light as to make
appear improper or ridic
ulous.
We have seen a child in one minute
changed from rage to laughter at its folly for

it

should not be to suppress or crush them, but
to train them to act in obedience to, and in
harmony with, the higher powers of the mind.

easy to call out something interesting to its
other faculties.
When the child becomes old

it

severely treated, in whom the organs of De
1y, but are terriﬁc when engaged. Others
assail boldly, but are not cruel; and we see 5 structiveness and Combativeness were doubt
these traits in the human race in nearly every
less unduly developed by this means, and the
degree of modiﬁcation.
natural consequences, wrangling and quarrel
In the education of these faculties the effort
ing, scolding and ﬁghting, followed as they

When children are excited to anger, there
are two excellent modes of managing them.
The ﬁrst
by withdrawing the mind from the
objects of anger. If the child be young,

it

Some of them seem to possess
character.
almost nothing else, if we except appetite, as l, flame, and his organs of Combativeness and
Combativeness,
Dcstructiveness become enlarged and inﬂamed;
in the case of the shark.
which is the foundation of courage, boldness, , and as the child increases in age and ripens in
such experiences, he becomes quarrelsome,
and intrepidity, gives width to that part of the
turbulent. and cruel, and seems to feel a kind
human head just backward of the top of the
ears. Some animals appear to possess very
of satanic delight in ﬁghting with and tor
\
large Destructiveness and but limited Combat- , menting others. We have known many in
l stances where children have been roughly and
a
reluctantinto
contest
come
They
iveness.

tics.

is

cases, because the passion is vcry
strongly manifested, and the organ largely dcveloped. We refer to these animals, also,
because this is the crowning quality of their
tretne

Nothing is more
that what he does is wrong.
~
, common than for parents to become irritated
l by the anger of their children who are less
l than a year old, and we have seen them treat
l
ed harshly. and often severely whipped. This
manifestation of anger by the parent generally
l
1 makes the child worse, by adding fuel to the

tempest, while
calm, steady, unruﬁled tone,
under the command of reason, benevolence,
and affection, will allay the storm, by prompt»
ing the activity of the opposite class of facul

is

| cites our anger. If a child shows anger, it
l awakens the same feeling in the parent, espe
l cially if the child be old enough to understand

it

Width to the head just above the opening of
In carnivorous animals and birds,
the ears.
every head is widely developed in this region;
witness the cat and owl, the eagle, the bullWe mention these exdog, and the shark.
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THE TYROL AN D ANDREW HOPER.
P A BT I I .
Tin: ﬁrst Bonaparte, in the rapid campaign
of 1805, so shook the power of Austria as to
give rise to the opinion that it could never
again revive, and while it was in this helpless
condition, he insisted as one of the terms on
which he would grant peace, that the Tyrol
should be ceded to his ally, the King of Bava
ria, and the Emperor Francis was pompelled
to make this humiliating sacriﬁce in the treaty
of Presburg.
Thus were the Tyrolese, with their political
rights and privileges, their lives and proper
ties, almost their very souls, transferred from
one master to another with as much uncon
cern as if they had merely been a ﬂock of
sheep or a drove of oxen. A bold, hardy race

JOURNAL.

He was then about forty-two years of

age; of irreproachable morals; his fortitude
and bravery universally acknowledged ; gifted
with a rude though expressive kind of rustic
eloquence; of a commanding personal appear
ance; and being sincerely attached to all the
dogmas and ceremonies of the Catholic Church,
and a little devoted to convivial pleasures, he
was precisely the man to head a popular in
surrection of a people essentially Catholic,
and who are generally attached to wine.
- As in all popular insurrections which are
properly managed, signals were adopted'for
the purpose of conveying intelligence to the
remotest part of the country so as to insure a
rising in mass. In this case three signals
were made use of: sawdust was throwrr on
the rivers Inn and Eisach, which thus carried

of mountaineers were not likely to be content
with such a change. - They loved the Empe

the intelligence along in their rapid course;
ﬁres were lighted on the tops of mountains
and on the ruins of the old castles ; and women

ror Francis; they had an hereditary traditional
dislike to Bavaria; their Diet had not been
consulted on the transfer; and, in short, the

and children ran from rock to rock, from glen
to glen, and from cottage to cottage, saying;
“ It is time l”

whole transaction was against the wishes and
feelings of the people. The King of Bavaria

The ﬁrst blow was struck by Hofer.
It re
sulted in the signal defeat of the Bavarians in

had indeed solemnly guaranteed to them all
their ancient rights, privileges, and usages,
but the guarantee was only on paper, and the
ancient maxim, “ Put not your faith in princes,”
was destined in their case to ﬁnd another ex

the valley of the Eisach, where they lost 900
His
men, including wounded and prisoners.
friend Speckbacher, on the same day, drove

empliﬁcation of the soundness of the warning
it contains. Their representatives states were
suppressed, the public funds and savings se

peasants took Innspruck, the capital, notwith
standing the gallant and obstinate defense of
General Kinkel and Colonel Dittfurt, who dis

questrated, ecclesiastical properties conﬁscated,
and new taxes levied; and all these at the

puted every inch of ground. The latter, when
dying of his wounds, asked by what distin
guished ofﬁcer they had been so well led to

mere dictum of the King of Bavaria, whose
ﬁrst act had been to suppress the representa
tive bodies. Their prejudices, also (and where
is the nation free from them '3), were rudely
offended, and their pure domestic feelings ﬂa
grantly insulted by the licentiousness of the
French and Bavarian soldiery.
The low mur
mur of discontent was soon heard; then suc
ceeded the more deﬁnite and audible language
of hatred ; this was followed by the deep, con~
ccntrated whisperings of revenge ; and ﬁnally,
in 1809, when Bonaparte was again in the ﬁeld
against the Emperor Francis, an insurrection,
the last refuge of outraged humanity, burst
forth.
The Tyrolese rose almost to a man in
the rear of Bonaparte, opened a communica
tion with the Archduke John of Austria, who
had led an army into the neighboring plains
of Lombardy, and effected a very formidable
‘diversion in favor of the Austrian cause, being
ﬁrmly determined to drive their hated enemies,
_the Bavarians, out of the country.
Andrew Hofer was than keeping a small inn
in his native village in the valley of the Pas

,i

antry.
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the Bavarians out of the important town of
Halls; and in a few days afterward, 20,000

battle. The answer is characteristic of men
who ﬁght upon their native soil and in defense
“ but
of it—“No one i” said the Tyroleans;
we fought for our religion, the Emperor, and
our fatherland."

it would be inconsistent with the nature of
this article, which has already extended to a
greater length than we intended, to follow the
details of this war through the numerous bat
tles and skirmishes in which

Hofer and his

eornpanions', though badly supported by the
Austrians, were for a long time victorious.
Every expedient which the nature of the coun
try would admit, and they were many, or
which could be devised by the ingenuity of a
people determined upon the expulsion or ex
termination of the invaders, was resorted to
They were attacked in
against the Bavarians.
front, flank, and rear; in close deﬁles, from
dense forests, in narrow valleys, in deep chasms,
from overhanging rocks; their loss was terri

scyer, and in a house inherited from his fa
ther. He was one of the ﬁrst to take up arms,

disheartening, sometimes over
ble, always
whelming; but the brave peasants were not
Hear what
guilty of any unnecessary cruelty.
the Frenchman Mercey, who wrote an account

and his example and encouragement, added to
those of his friends Speckbacher and Haspin
ger, had a wenderful inﬂuence upon the peas

of the war, says :
“They only killed those who resisted. ‘Cut
me down those fellows as long as they stand

Céier—
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up against you,’ said Hofer; ‘but once down,
give them quarter.
Only a coward strikes a
man that is on the ground, because he is afraid
he should get up again.’
This was the Span
ish insurrection, with its monks, its peasants,
and its guerillas; but'it was the Spanish in
surrection without its crimes and its horrors;
and if there was inhumanity on one s‘ide,'it was
certainly not on that of the Tyroleans.
They,
at least, did not murder their prisoners after
the battle.

Hofer, when a conqueror, spared
the lives of his opponents, but when conquered,
his own life was not spared.”
Through all these successes it is a question
whether the Austrian troops did not retard 'ra
ther than advance the cause‘of the Tyroleans.
Feeble, dispirited, and badly oﬂicered, they
were seldom to be had when they were wanted,
and even when they were to be had, were of
little service, until at last their general, Chas
teler, either from cowardice, or from some
other unexplained cause, retreated, and left
the Tyroleans to sustain the whole brunt of
The Archduke
the campaign single-handed.
John obtained some successes in northern lt
aly, but notwithstanding this the tide of fortune
turned, and the French were again everywhere
successful.
They succeeded a second time in
Vienna, the capital of the Austrian
empire, and the German portion of Austria
being thus subjugated, they were enabled to
march an army into the Tyrol to co-operato
Marshal Lefevre entered
with the Bavarians.

taking

the Tyrol with a strong French and Bavarian
army, by the valley of the Inn, while at the
same time generals Buses. and D’Hilliers be
gan to penetrate at the other side, by the valley
The Tyrolese were unprovided
and all the regular materiel of
war, and the invaders were sanguine in their
expectations that the undisciplined peasantry
would at once lay down their arms and sub

of the Adige.
with artillery

mit to the Bavaro-French government. This
conclusion, however apparently logical, was
based upon an ignorance at once of history
Hofer and his cem
and of human nature.
panions, though unsupported, and even aban
doned by the power to whom they acknowl
edged allegiance, had not yet entertained the
idea of surrendering, but on the contrary,
were more than ever determined'to give the
invaders a practical exempliﬁcation of
am.
The mightthatslumberlin a peasant‘s
They rallied in their mountains, and sweep
ing down upon the Bavarians from the lsel
berg, defeated them though they numbered
9,000 men and had 25 pieces of cpnnon. They
next defeated a body of French and Saxon
troops in the valley of the Eisach ; and when
the Duke of Dantzic attempted to force a pas
sage through a narrow gorge in the neighbor
hood nf Sterlzing, they destroyed nearly the
whole of his vanguard, though composed of

This last exploit de
4,000 picked Bavarians.
serves a few words of explanation, inasmuch

for:
a

cies of a court-martial, and shot down like
bandits, and at last poor Hofer was left almost

The

French

mountains

of the

government had set an

extraordinary price upon his head. None knew
the place of his retreat but his family and a
friend and former conﬁdant, and he had the
baseness to betray him.
Alas! that among

which attempted to penetrate by the valley of
the Adige, were also routed with tremendous

the open-hearted, faithful
traitor could be found—that

loss, and this was followed up by Hofer, who
pursued the Duke of Dantzic and beat him in
a pitched battle, notwithstanding that the lat

of Hofer, and more horrible still,
that he should be a minister of that religion,
yct such was the fact. This man was a priest

established, of which Hofer took the direction,
for the court of Austria was too much embar
rassed to attend to the affairs of the Tyrol.
Had the imbecile Austrians done their part
of the work but half as well as Hofer and his
brave peasants did theirs, the affair would
have had a different termination, and the ca
reer of Bonaparte would probably have been
ended in 1809 instead of 1815.
out this glorious

insurrection

But through
they either left

the noble peasantry to carry on the campaign
assistance, or they thwarted and dis

without

heartened them by their presence.
But the gloomy side of the picture yet re
mains

to be drawn.

On the 6th of July the

lost the decisive battle of Wagram,
which was followed by a most disgraceful arm
istice entered into by them on the 12th, and
Austrians

on the 14th the Emperor Francis signed the
treaty of Vienna, by which they were again
formally transferred to the Bavarians.
Al
though they were aware that now the whole
power of France could be brought to bear upon

such

a

he should be a co

religionist

—a Catholic

Let his name be con
priest!
signed to eternal infamy; and that we may
assist with our very limited abilities in doing
It was Donay.
so, we give it to the world.
In the darkness of night he led a strong de
tachment to the place, and the but was sur
rounded. Hofer’s fortitude, however, did not
fail him even in this trying moment. He pre

is

cordance with the modern military code; but
Hofer has destroyed my prestige of invincibil
ity; he hath thwarted my ambition; he has
turned aside for a season the full tide which
was sweeping over Europe, and he must there
fore die.
have spoken.”
Such, in fact, was
the meaning of the imperial language, and
Hofer died, as
was carried out to the letter.

brave, religious man. M.
lived,
Mercey, whom we have quoted before, says of
“They killed
this part of the transaction:
him out of obedience. After his death, how

he had

ever, they rendered him the same honors that
are paid to a general officer and the body of
the Tyrolean patriot was borne to its last
home

on

the

shoulders

of

French

grena

diers.”

to a company of French gren
am Andrew Hofer ! French
adiers, saying,
Kill me at once, but save my wife
men, fire!
and children.”
He was loaded with chains

The Emperor of Austria granted
pension
to his family; and in 1823 he ordered that the
remains of Hofer should be transferred from
Mantua to the church of the Holy Cross at Inn

and carried down to Moran, where he was
joined by his family, consisting of his wife, a
son and a daughter.
He was then marched to

spruck.

sented himself

“I

Botzen, and from there transferred under a
strong escort to Mantua, then crowded with
his unfortunate
He bore up
countrymen.
manfully, as might be anticipated, against all,
and only shed tears when he was forcibly sep
arated from his wife and children at Botzen.
He

was

soon arraigned

before a French

court-martial, presided oVer by General Bison.
The glaring iniquity of the case, joined to the
heroic bravery and humanity of the prisoner,
pleaded strongly in his favor, and it is but
common justice to the F rencb ofﬁcers to state,

a

ter had concentrated all his forces. The re
sult of this last engagement was that the
army immediately evacuated
Bavaro-French
the Tyrol, and a provisional government was

Tyrolese

suﬂieient reasons for the verdict you have pro
in ac
may be, and perhaps
nounced;

it

mit of one of the loftiest

he must be put to death within twenty-four
hours of his condemnation.
Icare not for
the ﬁrst trial; you may have had good and
is,

man lay concealed in a small
hut situated in a rocky hollow near the sum
extraordinary

;

From the beginning of December, 1809, un

til about the middle of January following, this

Tyrol.

already tried, and adjudged not guilty of any
crime deserving the penalty of death; you
must try him again; and what
more, you
still more,
must condemn him; and what
is is

alone.

ceeding which, in modern days, stands alone.
might be ren
Translated into plain English,
dered thus: “ Here
man who has been

On the 22d of February six of the
patriot companions in arms entered the cathe
dral bearing the cofﬁn, upon which lay the
broad-brimmed hat of the peasant and the
An immense concourse of
followed the remains to the tomb.
Since writing the commencement of this art~
iele we have found, upon further research,

sword of the hero.
Tyroleans

monument has been erected to the mem
ory of Hofer in the cathedral church of the
executed in per
Holy Cross, lnnsprnck.
fectly white Carrara marble, and consists of a
that

is

Dantzic was forced to ﬂy and abandon his can
non and nearly all his baggage to the Tyrol
eans. About the same time the other army

more were taken prisoners by the French, and
these last were handed over to the tender mer

of Europe,
and even of mankind; this calling out for a
second trial, accompanied by a command that
a pro
a verdict of guilty must be returned,
the common sense and humanity

It

and every object that could cover a marksman,
and quietly 'and securely completed the work
already so destructively begun. The Duke of

even on the tops of their mountains, and this
Some laid
through all the rigor of winter.
down their arms, some escaped into'Austria,but

condemned and shot within twenty-four hours.
Here, indeed, was an outrage committed upon

a

trees, stones, and rocks. Taking advantage of
the state of confusion and despair created by
such an unlocked-for catastrophe, the riﬂes of
the peasantry ﬂashed from behind rocks, trees,

contest was too unequal.
They were hunted
from post to post, from rock to rock; obliged
to conceal themselves like wild beasts in the
depths of their forests, in remote caverns, and

it

In an instant, more than a
go your ropes!”
thousand of the Bavarians were crushed,
smashed, and buried under an avalanche of

(Hofer’s
and took prisoners upward of2.000 men. This,
however, was the last of their successes. The

Hofer had been guilty of clipping
emperor!
the wings of imperial ambition, and his fate
was therefore sealed. The commands from
Paris, conveyed from Milan to Mantua by
telegraphic signal were. that Hofcr should be

a

above the measured tramp of the soldiery, a
voice was heard exclaiming, “Hans, is every
“
thing ready '9”
Yes,” was the response heard
from among the rocks, which was immediately
“
In the
followed by the word of command,
name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, let

in the valley of the Passeyer
native valley), and killed, wounded,

met the French

into the power of
monarch, whether that
monarch be a constitutional king or an elected

it

longer treated as soldiers, but as rebels and
brigands, still they were determined to make
one last effort for fatherland and liberty. They

But,
the bravery to vote for a full acquittal.
alas for the poor insurrectionist when he falls
a

to them.
Knowing that the enemy were about to force
this pass, they kept possession of the perpen
dicular rocks which rose like walls on each
side, and having brought immense rocks, and

that whoever continued the war should be no

is
a

them; although the Emperor Francis recom
mended them to yield; and although Beau
harnois, the French viceroy of Italy, proclaimed

suspended in that position by means of ropes,
until the enemy was fairly in the pass, and
immediately beneath them. Then sounding

[Ocr.,

that a majority of them were
limited pe
riod of confinement, and that two had even

as it very forcibly elucidates the peculiar
method of warfare which the Tyrolese very
commonly adopted, and which the physical
peculiarities of their country almost suggested

trunks and arms of trees to the very edges of
the precipices on each side, they kept them

—@
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ﬁgure of the patriot eight feet high, standing
upon a rough block of the same material,
_ which is itself supported on a parallelogram

1861.]

mic base of white marble, also about eight
feet high.
Peace to his memory!
May many such
arise in that old Europe, with aspirations as
pure, but with better founded hepes and more
trustworthy

anticipations,

Till slavesanddespotsbe butthingsthatwere.
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ARTILLERY.
IMPROVED

GUNS AND PBOJECTILES.
CASTING CANNON.

Cannon are cast solid.
They are afterward
bored out, and several successive borings are
necessary.
Mortars are made in the same
In casting cannon, a mold of sand is in
way.
closed in a frame-work of iron.
The molten
metal, after being put into the mold, is allowed
two or three days to cool, and then, with the
sand adhering, placed in an oven and baked
for an equal length of time. After being taken
from the oven, the mass is buried in the earth
for a certain length of time, in a perpendicular
position, to prevent any ﬂaw or fracture.
RIFLED

cannon.

In the old smooth-bore cannon the iron balls
could not be made to ﬂy exactly in a straight
line.
The same gun, aimed in the same di
rection, would vary the ball from side to side
of a mark several feet, in shooting a mile or
less. By riﬂe-boring the barrel, a good gunner
can new hit a man a mile or two off, or so far
as he can be sighted. As iron cannon-balls
can not be pressed into the grooves, a ring or
cup of lead is put on the back part of the ball,
and this, on ﬁring, is expanded or forced intd
the grooves, which not only give its rotary
motion, but lead also stops up the space around
the ball, and prevents the escape of gas, thus
giving greater power to the powder. ' The
space necessarily left between a solid ball and
the barrel is called the windage.
RIFLING

OLD SMOOTH-DORE CANNON.

All our old cast-iron cannon that are in
good condition may be riﬂed, and thus be made
doubly effective in warfare.
They are sufﬁ
ciently strong, we believe, to withstand com
mon charges; but if it is desired to submit
them to extraordinary charges, they can be
strengthened

to any degree by shrinking
bands upon them.
Mr. Basth Britten, of London, has riﬂed
several cast-iron service guns, from 9-pounders
up to 68-pounders, with a few broad grooves,
one sixteenth of an inch deep in each, and
wrought-iron

they have been subjected to ﬁring both solid
shot and shell with great success. The '9
pounders were ﬁred with 1} lbs. of powder;
the 32-poundcrs with 5 lbs.; the 68-pounders
with 7} lbs. The conical shot was used—the
68-pounder ﬁring 90-pound shot. The riﬂed
32-pounders were tried with 48-pound shells,
the elevation being 23d degrees. The average

W
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range was 5,585 yards—over three miles; the
average deviation from the line of arm (target)
was 7i yards with ten shots. These were
again tried with an elevation of 10 degrees.
The average range was 3,392 yards; the ave
rage deviation, 2 66-100 yards.
The unriﬂed smooth‘bored 32-pounders were
then tried with solid 32-p0und shot; charge of
powder, 10 lbs. (double the quantity), and
elevation 10! degrees.
The average range
W1182,738 yards; the average deviation, 25
yards.

It thus appears that by riﬁing old cast-iron
cannon their range is increased one third, with
half the charge of powder, while their accu
racy is increased in the ratio of 15 to 1.

At a range of 6,000 yards, the old guns
riﬂed have considerably more precision than
the old guns unriﬂed at 3,000 yards; while,
at the same time, they throw projectiles about
50 per cent. heavier.
They ﬁre shells either
with time fuses or percussion shell, which ex
plode when they strike.
Gen. James, of Rhode Island, has succeeded
well in riﬂing old cannon, and he now a con
tract to riﬂe a large number for the govern
ment, at $100 each.
We have a large number of old cast-iron
cannon in our arsenals, navy-yards, and forts.
They can be rendered far more effective by
riding, which can be done at a moderate ex
pense. Measures will at once be taken to im
prove a number of 9, 12, 24, and 32 pounders
for effective service.
The most destructive
gun is that which has the greatest range, the
most ﬂat trajectory, and which carries closest
to the line of aim. According to the experi
ments of Mr. Britten, common cast-iron cannon
become triply more destructive after being

Their range is greater at a lower ele
riﬂed.
vation, which gives them a ﬂat trajectory, and
this is effected with smaller charges of pow
der.

This is a subject which

attention of our

military

deserves the

engineers.

There

are plenty of machine-shops in our country in
which tools could be adapted, in a very short
period of time, to riﬂe cannon.

CARRONADES.

A carronade is like the howitzer, but differs
from it in being fastened to the carriage by a
loop of iron under the middle, instead of rest
ing on “trunnions,”
or projections from the

It is named from Carron, a village
Scotland, where it was ﬁrst made.

side.

THE COLUMBIAD.

thicker

at the breech than at the muzzle,
which gives great strength to that part of the
piece where the principal force of the 'powder
is exerted, so that lighter cannon of great bore,
for large shells, can be cast in this form with
less danger of their bursting.
Both solid shot
and shell are ﬁred from the Columbiad.
Tm: rumma
The Paixhan

is only another name for the
Columbiud, and is so called from Gen. Paix
ban, of France, who introduced the invention
from America to the French army.
THE DAHLGREN GUN.
The Dahlgren gun somewhat resenibles the

It is used for ﬁring both solid
It is named after Captain

Columbiad.

shot and shell.

Dahlgren, of the United States army, who de
vised it.
THE wmrwon'rn 01m.
gun is a riﬂed cannon, load
It carries a long, conical
ball, cast with projections on its sides to ﬁt the
grooves of the gun. The breech is screwed
The Whitworth

ed at the breech.

oﬂ‘, when the load is put in, and then screwed
on again for ﬁring.
'rnn ssnsrnonc

These are short, stout guns, having a large
They are not set upon wheels, but upon
a heavy, low frame-work, and are used for
heavy balls and shells high in the
air, to fall down upon fortiﬁcations, into forts,
towns, etc. They are too short to throw a ball
throwing

against the side of a wall.
nown‘zsns.

gun is also a riﬂed piece.
Its principal peculiarity is in the ball used,
which has bands of lead cast upon it to ﬁt the
groove. It is somewhat objectionable for ﬁeld
use, because these bands are apt to ﬂy off and
kill those standing near the gun when it is
discharged.

famous riﬂed cannon of the Griffen patent.
These cannon are rolled, not cast, and have
been proved to be a most efﬁcient engine of
They carry a ball, with great accuracy,
war.
to a distance of nearly four miles.
There are several guns being constructed of
material, and on new principles,
which promise to surpass in range and eﬂi

different

chamber back of the ball is smaller

ciency anything

than the

ly howitzers

of light

weight,
easily carried over mountains.

which

can be

causes.

thnix

Iron Company, at Phcenixville,
Chester 00., Pa.., have received an order from
the government for six hundred of the new and
The

The howitzer is longer than the mortar, and
carries a smaller ball or shell.
The powder
rest of the barrel, in which it differs from
other cannons. Mountain howitzers'are mere

GUN.

The Armstrong

THE Gnu-‘an

bore.

in

The Columbiad diﬁ'ers from the howitzer in
having no chamber, the bore being of equal
diameter throughout.
It is also made much

MORTARS.

horizontally
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ever before produced; and
from what we have heard and seen of them,
we do not doubt that a great improvement, if
not a complete revolution, in arms will shortly
be made.

Straﬂ'acher of Schweitz, [and Furtz of Uri to put in execution the
And
measures they had concerted for the deliVery of their country.
here we perceive the power of combination which a people possesses
The whole
who act under the inﬂuence of the higher sentiments.
inhabitants of the sevaral cantons, we are told, were secretly prepared
for a general reVolt, and the design, which was resolved upon on the
17th of September, 1307, was executed on the 1st of January, 1308.’
‘ On that day,’ says Coxe, "the whole people rose as with one accord, to
defy the power of the house of Austria and of the head of the empire.
governors, and with a
They surprised and seized the Austrian
moderation unexampled in the history of the world, they conducted
them to the frontiers, obliged them to promise on oath never more to
serve against the Helvetic nation, peaceably dismissed them, and thus
accomplished their important enterprise without the loss of a single
life.’ ”

in great force, and the
people were called op to sacriﬁce life and property in defense of their
“Never did any people,” observes Russell, “ ﬁght with
liberties.
The

Austrians

soon invaded the country

They purchased it by
greater spirit for their liberty than the Swiss.
above ﬁfty battles against the Austrians, and they well deserved the
prize for which they fought; for never were the beneﬁcial effects of
“ In the mean
time,”
liberty more remarkable than in Switzerland.”
a
to
few insulated traits
myself
shall conﬁne
continues Mr. Lyon,

“I

of character, indicating, in an eminent degree, the possession of the
higher sentiments, which we have all along predicated to be necessary
to the acquisition and enjoyment of freedom. The ﬁrst that I shall
notice is their conduct in regard to the assassins of Albert, the great
enemy of their liberties, who, at the very'moment when he was on his
march to invade the country with a powerful force, was assassinated
by his nephew, with the assistance of four conﬁdential adherents.
After the deed was committed, they escaped into the cantons of Uri,

' PhrenologlcalJournal, vol. “L, p. 247.
et<>>>f

it,

it

the pride of their enemies. They took post on the heights of Mor
garten, and waited the approach of the enemy. If ever there were
circumstances in which they might haVe relaxed their rigid virtue,
was at the time when their liberties and their very existence were at
but even at this moment they disdained to recruit their ranks
from those whose lives had been sullied by the violation of the laws.
The petition of ﬁfty outlaws, that they might be permitted to share

stake

the dangers of the day with their countrymen, was, therefore, unhcs
Besides those who fell
itatingly rejected. The victory was complete.
in the battle, not less than ﬁfteen hundred, most of whom were nobles
or knights, were slain in the rout: and Leopold himself with difﬁ
culty escaped under the guidance of
peasant to Winterthur, where
he arrived in the evening, gloomy, exhausted, and dismayed. A
solemn fast was decreed to be held, in commemoration of the day, in
‘

which

the God of hosts had visited his people, and given them the
and the names and heroic deeds of those
victory over their enemies
champions who had fallen in defense of their country were ordered to
be annually recited to the people.”
somewhat similar, although not so full
resisted by force of arms, and at the
expense of the greatest sufferings and sacriﬁces, the tyranny of Spain,
for the sake of liberty of conscience; and at last established at once

The history of the Dutch
of noble generosity.
They

their independence and freedom; and both they and the Swiss con
tinue to enjoy these advantages to the present day. How unlike was
the individual character of the British Americans, the Swiss, and the
Dutch to that of the Spanish Americans
and how different the uses
they have made of their independence when obtained!
The

which

last illustration

with which

can not exist without

shall trouble you, in proof that freedom
and morality in the people, is
'

intelligence

afforded by Sicily.
“
well known,” says Mr. Lyon,*‘ “that, during the course of
the late war, the island of Sicily was taken possession of by Great
magnanimity peculiarly her own, she resolved to
Britain; and with
bestow on her new ally that form of government, and those laws,
under which she herself had attained to such'a pitch of prosperity and
Whether the zeal thus manifested to the Sicilians was
glory.
zeal
a

obeisance on pain of death ; or the sequel of that story, in which the
William Tell nobly dared to disobey this imperious
illustrious
of Untcrwalden,
command. This example determined Melchtat

chanting hymns, and, kneeling down in the open air, implored ‘the
God of heaven and earth to listen to their lowly prayers, and humble

a

to his dominion, lie resolved to tame them by
submit voluntarily
rougher methods, and appointed governors, who dornineered over them
‘The tyranny of these governors,’
in the most arbitrary manner.
says Russell, ‘exceeded all belief; but I need not repeat the story of
the governor of Uri, who ordered his hat to be ﬁxed upon a pole in the
market-place, to which every passenger was commanded to pay

eration and all the higher sentiments were manifested, when they
solemn fast, passed the day in religious exercises and
proclaimed

!

with great indulgence, and had generously assisted them in defending
their liberties against the nobleman who attempted to infringe them.
But Albert aimed to govern the Swiss as an absolute sovereign, and
had formed a scheme for erecting their country into a principality for
one of his sons. Having failed in his attempts to induce them to

To
feet; but the Swiss beheld the gathering storm without dismay.
meet it. and to dispute
1,400 men, the ﬂower of their youth,
Ven
grasped their arms and assembled at the town of Schweitz.

;’

The Swiss had been free
icans, ﬂorn civil or religious persecution.
from time immemorial, although their independence dates from 1308.
“Till the reign of Albert 1.,” says Mr. G. Lyon,* “the Emperors
of Germany had respected the rights and privileges of the Swiss.
Rodolph, in particular, the father of Albert, had always treated them

force of Austria, affords
another striking example of the manner in which self-devotion con
tributes to the establishment of independence. “Leopold assembled
20,000 men, to trample, as he said, the audacious rustics under his

Swiss encountered and defeated the whole

is

[oomxosn raou sizrraxula Rosana]
As a contrast to.thesc events, the history of the Swiss and the Dutch
may be alluded to. Both of these people have large brains, and con
siderable development of both the moral and intellectual organs. The
Swiss were early distinguished by the simplicity of their manners, and
their moral devotion and determination; while Holland was peopled
from various countries by individuals ﬁying, like the British Amer

I

[non 'ral u'ru'r uvrsao urnauaan ant-non]

protect the murderers,’ who all subsequently suffered the punishment
'
due to their crime.”
The celebrated battle of Morgarten, in which, for the ﬁrst time. the

a

MAN

according to knowledge, will immediately appear; but there can be
no doubt that the gift was generously, freely, and honestly bestowed.
The Sicilian government was, therefore, formed exactly after the
The legislative, executive, and judicial powers
model of the British.
were separated; vesting the ﬁrst in a parliament composed of lords
and commons; the second in the king and his ministers; the last in
Due limits were set to the'prerogative by not
independent judges.
permitting the sovereign to take cognizance of bills in progress, or to
interfere in any way with the freedom of debate or the purity of
election; the peerage was rendered respectable by making titles

‘

OF

a

DUTIES

CONSIDERED IN HIS INDIVIDUAL SOCIAL, AND DOMESTIC CAPACITIES.
BY GEORGE CUMBE.

expecting to ﬁnd an
Schweitz, and Unterwalden, not unnaturally
asylum among a people whom Albert was preparing unjustly to
invade; ‘but the generous natives,’ says Coxc, ‘detesting so atrocious
a deed, though committed on their inveterate enemy, refused to

;

on,
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the qualiﬁcations of members for districts at 300 ounces (or £187 105.
sterling) per annum, and of members for towns at half that sum—an
exception being made in favor of professors of universities, whose
learning was accepted in lieu of house and land; and, lastly, that
the electors should be possessedof property to the amount of 18 ounces,
or £11 5s.; and (which was most important of all) the\right of orig
inating every tax was reserved to the commons alone.”
Such is the outline of the constitution given to Sicily by the
British; and the result of this experiment is contained in the following

clamorously, required that their liberty should be taken from them,
and begged for the establishment of martial law as a boon.”
From these examples and illustrations,l trust that you are now
able to distinguish between'the independence and the freedom of
nation, and are prepared to agree with me in opinion, that there can
be no real freedom without prevalent intelligence and morality among

a

unalienable and strictly hereditary, and by forbidding the elevation to
the peerage of such as were not already in possession of a ﬂat to
which a title had belonged, and whose annual income was not 6,000
ounces of silver” (of the value of 12s. 6d. sterling to the ounce); or
“ Due weight was assigned to the commons by ﬁxing
£3,950 a year.

81

the body of the people. These can be introduced only by education
and training; but the general diffusion of property, by giving
direct
interest to numerous individuals in the maintenance of justice, greatly
Hence public enlightenment,
promotes the progress of morality.
a

18614

morality, and wealth constitute the grand basis of freedom.

LECTURE

XVII.

This was the signal for universal uproar. The president’s voice was
unhoeded and unheard; the whole house arose, partisans of different
antagonists mingled in the affray, when the ground was literally

roams or GOVERNMENT.
Despotlsmthebestformof government‘ina rudestateof society—Mixedform of gov
ernment—Interests
of the manysacriﬁcedunderdespoticand oligarchlcalgovern
mentsin thoseof thofew—Badeffectsof hereditaryartiﬁcialrank in its existingshape
in favor of
—Ratloual pride of‘ ancestryand true nobility of nature—Arguments
hereditaryrank considered (1.) That presentsobjectsof respecttothepeople,and
acoustorns
them to deferenceand obedience;(2.) That establishesa refinedand
polisth class.who,by their example,improvethe multitude;(8.) That there
electsof en
naturaland universaladmirationof proving to bebeneficial—Bad
tails,andof exclusiveprivilegesand distinctionsenjoyedby individualsor classes
reprobated—Pulltical
Forcit-leabolitionof hereditarynobility.entails,andmonopolies
oi' themixed formof governmenttopromoto
aspectof theUnited States—Tendency
unfairlytheinterestsof thedominantclass—Thisexempliﬁedin thelawsof Britain,
of seamen—Democratic
particularlythoserelatingto themilitiaandthelmprvssment
onlyto stateof societyin whichmoralityandintelli
formof government—Adapted
and Romanrepublicsno
gencehavemadegreatand generaladvancement—Greek
of theserepublics-Smallitalianrepublicsof themiddleages
exception—Character
Swiss republics,particularlythat of Borne-Democracyin the United States—No
probabilitythatthepresentcivilizedcountriesof Europewill everbecomebaroarouc
of gov
—OrthattheUnitedStateswill fall a-underor losetheirfreedom—Tendency
ernmentsto becomemore democraticin proportionas the peoplebecomemore
intelligentand moral—Grouudless
fearsthat ignorantmassesof thepeoplewill gain
theascendancy.

covered with combatants, kicking, biting, scratching, and exhibiting
all the evolutions of the old Pancratic contests. Such a state of things
could not be expected to last a long time; indeed, this constitutional
synod was dissolved in the very ﬁrst year of its creation, and martial

endeavored to expound the difference between
IN my last Lecture
the independence and the freedom of nations, and to trace the causes
endeavored to show that a higher degree of moral and
of each.
necessary to freedom, than to
intellectual attainments in the people

7.

5,
6,

i.,

After

to the utter profiigacy of all ranks of the people,
observes, that “no one will wonder that difﬁculties

is
a

it

ment.

a

a

environed those who endeavored to resuscitate the embers of
patriot
ism already extinct, and break the fetters of
nation who rather chose

advert

it

the different forms of govern

Phrenology enables us to arrive at clear conceptions on this

subject.

adverting

Mr. Hughes

it

It,

more independence.
The next topic to which

~

Mr. Hughes thus concludes: “That constitution,
so beautiful in theory, which rose at once like a fairy palace, vanished
also like that baseless fabric, without having left a trace-of its exist
and
ence.” Vol.
pp.
law established.”

is

invariably commenced by several speakers, accompanied with such
furious gesticulations and hideous distortions of countenance, such
bitter taunts and personal invectives, that blows generally ensued.

is

the veryﬂoor oft/1e senate. As soon as the president had proposed the
subject for debate, and restored some degree of order from the confusion
of tongues which followed, a system of crimination and recrimination

a

ducted with dignity, bore the resemblance of a receptacle for lunaties
instead of a council-room for legislators; and the disgraceful scenes,
so often enacted at the hustings in England, were here transferred to

I

“ No
words,” says he, “can describe the scenes which
daily
occurred upon the introduction of the representative system in Sicily.
The House of Parliament, neither moderated, by discretion nor con

:

by the Rev.

I

in Sicily, Greece, and Albania,

I

from Travels

Mr. Hughes :

The animal organs are the largest, the most powerful, and (when
uncultivated) also the most active, in the brain; and all of

man

is

quotation

DIFFERENT

As long, therefore, as any nation continues
destitute of education, and not devoted to industrious pursuits calcu
consists of
lated to exercise the moral and intellectual faculties,

them aim at selﬁsh ends.

that those among the higher classes who
nor enthusiasm;
received
at all, received
like a toy, which they played with for

vidual

bativeness, Destructiveness, and Self-Esteem reigned supreme, uncon
and like
trolled by Benevolence, Veneration, or Conscientiousness;
wayward children whom an indulgent father has for a time left to
their own government, to convince them, perhaps, of their utter
inability to guide and direct themselves, and who, ﬁnding at length
the misery of unrcstrained freedom, are glad to return to his ﬁrm but
parental authority, and to surrender that liberty which they had only
the power to abuse, so the Sicilians,

not only voluntarily,

but even

is

is

a

Men in this condition are animals possessing the human form and
intelligence, but not yet the human morality, which alone
causes individuals to love justice and become a law unto themselves.
human

If

the best and wisest of men were requested to devise a government
nation of selﬁsh and ferocious beings, possessed of intellect sufﬁ
cient to foresee consequences, but not inspired with the love of justice,
for

must be one of great energy, vigorous to
he would at once say that
otherwise there would be no tran
repress and prompt to punish
despotism, therefore, naturally springs up in a. very rude
quillity.
the form of government best adapted to
and barbarous country, and
it

a

“In this instance,” continues Mr. Lyon, “the institution of
representative assembly, in which unlimited freedom of debate was
permitted, instead of giving rise to those calm, temperate, and digniﬁed
discussions which characterize the British House of Commons, was
only the signal and the scene for confusion and uproar, where Com

state of society,
for one man, or a small
semblance of law, in such
number of individuals, superior to the rest in vigor, sngacity, and
decision, to seize on the reins of government and to rule despotically.

;

p. 13.

is

Vol.

A

and take the power into their own hands.”

i.,

time, and then broke to pieces; and that the populace, having pene
tration sufﬁcient to discover the weakness of their rulers, were clam
orous for the English authorities to dissolve the whole constitution

energetic leader, in any enterprise that promises gratiﬁcation to indi
interests and passions, however immoral, or detrimental to the
one great record‘of the truth of this
community at large.
History
The only mode of preserving public tranquillity, and any
remark.

a

a

it

it

talent

it

hordes of human beings in whom the animal propensities predominate,
and who, in consequence, are ready to embark under any bold and

it

to hug them; that civil liberty was received with an hypocrisy more
injurious to its cause than open enmity, and that, returning without
returned without vigor, and excited neither
any efforts of the people,

its circumstances.
The despot rules in the full spirit of the selﬁsh system.

He pun
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and moral attainments;

and

it

a

it
is

inequality in these particulars, on which
founded, exists.
The mixed form of government itself obviously arises when
nu
merous class has considerably preceded the mass of the people in
exhibits the spectacle of

is

It

is

is

is

a

is

I

is a

is

is,

is

is

It

it
is

cultivate, as their especial province, taste, reﬁnement, and all the
elegancies of life, and improve the inferior members of the social body
by their example.
further maintained, that such a class

is

natural, and has existed in almost all countries, and must therefore be
advantageous. In a certain state of society these reasons have some
weight; but my position
that, when the general body of the people
become enlightened, these advantages disappear, and an hereditary
nobility becomes

positive evil.

beg leave, however, to state, that do not propose to abolish hered
itary and artiﬁcial rank byviolence, and against the will ofits possessors.
The grand principle which
have advocated in these Lectures, that all
real improvement must proceed from the supremacy of the moral and
intellectual faculties, forbids such
project. My aim
to render
nobles ashamed of hereditary titles, decorations, and privileges, which
is,

testify nothing in favor of their merit; and regard this as undoubtedly
practicable, in the course of a few generations, merely by enlightening
their superior faculties.
you trace the forms in which Self-Esteem
and Love of Approbation seek gratiﬁcation in different stages of social
improvement, and observe how these approach nearer and nearer to
reason,
proportion as society becomes enlightened, you will not con
sider this idea chimerical.
In the “ Constitution of Man”
have
remarked that the tatooed skin, and nose transﬁxed with ornamental
bones, are profoundly respected and greatly prized by the savage.

I

it

a

is

a

is

I

the public mind.
now remark, that the existence of a noble or
mixed form
one of the characteristic features of
privileged class
the natural result of
of government, like that of Britain, and
por
tion of the people having far outstripped the mass in Wealth, intelligence,
may be expected to endure as long as the great
and reﬁnement; and

The grand.argument by which
defended
that, by presenting
objects of cslablished respect and consideration to the people, we
accustom them to the practice of deference and obedience, and thereby
promote the tranquillity of the state.
argued also, that, by insti
tuting a class of nobles, a branch of society
formed which will

I

it

it

is

nobility, protected by law in the possession of political power and
exclusive privileges, without regard to individual qualities and attain
an infringement of the natural laws, and produces evil to
ments,
the community, not only by the abuses of power which
commits,
but by the misdirection which
gives to the sentiment of ambition in

other men, even when these are more virtuous, more learned, more
useful, and more highly accomplished than himself,
in direct oppo
sition to this maxim, and must, therefore, manifestly be an abuse.

I

I

a

a

it
is

countries, the priests prohibit the people at large from freely reading
their Scriptures or sacred books. In short, the genius of selﬁshness
every
tramples on justice, and grasps at advantages for itself;
where, and at all times, the same, whether appearing in an individual
or in a class, in
political body or a religious corporation.
In
endeavored to point out that an hereditary
former Lecture

in selecting their objects, should be guided by reason,
morality, and religion; yet the creation of artiﬁcial, and especially
hereditary rank, which shall enable its possessor, independently of his
mental qualities, to assume superiority over and take precedence of
faculties,

a

of the nobles and the people. In Rome, besides,
plebeians—that
all places of trust, power, and inﬂuence were conﬁned to the patri
cians, and a plebeinn could not, for many ages, aspire to the honors of
the consulship.
In France, before the Revolution, only nobles could
obtain military rank.
In Hindustan, and in some Roman Catholic

When the Creator bestowed on us Veneration, prompting us to
reverence high qualities and attainments, and Love of Approbation,
desiring distinction for ourselves, he must have intended that these

is

is,

a

a

it

that
tends to promote
The great beneﬁt, I have said, of freedom
the general welfare; whereas all other forms of government, whether
limited
despotic, under one supreme prince, or oligarchical, under
number of nobles, tend to the sacriﬁce of the interests oflthe many to
the advantage of the few. In all ages and countries this has been the
case, and in our own mixed form of government the evil also exists.
In ancient Rome, in which the patricians or nobles ruled the state,
there was
law prohibiting the intermarriage of patricians and

superiority although they possessed neither titles nor exclusive priv
ileges. This has long been the state of Britain, and
so, to con
siderable extent, still.
In
former Lecture
pointed out that hered
itary rank and superiority
in opposition to nature, unless the organic
laws are obeyed, and that then statutes are not needed to transmit
property and honor to posterity.
Those who transmit high moral,
intellectual, and physical qualities to their offspring confer on them
the stamp of nature’s nobility, and they need no other.

I

is,

this state of society.

As long, therefore, as the class of nobles are
superior attainments.
superior in intellect, moral qualities, and education to the great body
of the people, their superiority
real, and they would maintain this

It

A mixed form of government,
a due regard to the general welfare.
like the British, in which great executive power is committed to the
king, but in which the enlightened classes, through their representatives
in Parliament, enact the laws, and also control the executive, by
granting or withholding the public supplies, is the natural result of

an obstacle to general improvement.
There
one principle, however,
ehually clearly taught, both by Christianity and by the doctrine of
the supremacy of the moral sentiments—that
the only beneﬁcial
manner of producing a moral equality,
by improving and raising up
the lower, and not by pulling down the higher classes, possessed of

is,

eighteenth centuries, and it is partially so in the present times. The
kind of government adapted to a nation composed of such elements is
obviously one which shall combine the force and energy of the despot,
necessary to repress and punish all attempts at individual supremacy
and domination, and at the same time enforce order and justice, with

ileges on classes; and hence the highest members of the ruling body
easily induced the king to bestow on them the character of nobility,
and the right of hereditary legislation; but as the great principle of
doing to another as we would wish another to do to us leads, in its
general application, to the removal of all distinctions not founded on
real superiority, the existence of this class becomes, in course of time,

If

nation at large under foot, but would rather, by their wealth and
intelligence, assist the people to expel a tyrant and establish the
But the superior men who constitute
supremacy of equitable laws.
this class ﬁnd themselves associated with a mass of uneducated and
penniless individuals, who compose the great body of the people.
This was the condition of Great Britain during the seventeenth and

their own persons, and the inferior portion do so by means of repre
sentatives, leaving no political inﬂuence whatever to the majority of
the people.
the genius of this form of government to confer priv

a

own authority.
When a nation has become partially civilized and instructed in the
arts of industry, wealth is created; and a class arises whose moral
and intellectual faculties, developed by education and stimulated by
the love of property, desire to observe the dictates of morality toward
their fellow-men, and to enjoy the advantages of just government
themseIVes; a class which would not join a leader to trample the

that class becoming the sole depositaries of political power. The
upper portion, or nobles, exercise the function of legislators directly in

in

ishes through caprice as often as from justice ; and he rewards through
favoritism more frequently than from perception of real merit, but in
doing so he acts on the principles generally prevalent in his commu
If he be enlightened, just, and beneﬁcent, he may do great
nity.
service to his people by instructing and civilizing them; but as a
general rule, he will be found acting, like themselves, on the purely
selﬁsh principle, obstructing their moral and intellectual improvement,
whenever he discovers that their enlightenment will prove fatal to his

intelligence
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These are the external signs of his consequence—the outward symbols
by which his Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation demand and
receive the homage of inferior men. But a very limited advance in
civilization destroys the illusion.
[t is seen that these are mere phys
ical ornaments, which bespeak nothing but the vanity of the Wearer;
they are, therefore, ridiculed and laid aside.
Ascending to a more reﬁned yet still barbarous age, you ﬁnd that
the marks of distinction formerly prized in our own country were a
full-bottomed wig and cocked hat, rufﬂes at the wrists, a laced waist
A century ago, when a man thus
coat,- and buckles in the shoes
attired appeared in any assembly of the common pe0ple, place Was
given to his rank, and respect was paid to his dignity, as if he had been
of a superior nature.
But when, in the progress of enlightenment, it
was discovered that these outward testimonials of greatness were
merely the workmanship of barbers and tailors, men who enjoyed any
real mental superiority, who were distinguished by reﬁnement of man
ners, and the other qualities of a true gentleman, became ashamed of
them, and preferred to wear plain yet elegant attire, and to trust to
their owri manners and the discrimination of the public, for being
and
recognized as of superior rank, and being treated accordingly;
they have been completely successful.
A gentleman in the trappings
of the year 1700, appearing in our streets now Would be regarded as
insane, or as facetiously disporting himself in order to win a wager.
The progress of reason which has swept away tattooed skins, bone
ornaments in the nose, full-bottomed wigs, and laced waistcoats, will
one day extinguish orders of knighthood, coronets, and all the other
artiﬁcial means by which men at present attempt to support their
claims to respect and considerdtion, apart from their personal qualities
and virtues.
They will be recognized by the wearers, as well as by
the public, as devices useful only to the unworthy. An advanced
education and civilization will render men acute observers of the real
elements of greatness, and profound admirers of them, but equally
intolerant of tinsel impositions.
The greatest danger to which the British nobility is at present
exposed is that which arises from their own imperfect education.
While the middle classes have been reforming their schools, colleges,
and universities, and rendering them vehicles, to a greater or less
extent, of useful knowledge, based on science and the laws of nature ;
and while the working classes have been pursuing the same course of
instructive and elevating study in works of cheap literature, the high
aristocracy has been clinging to Greek, Latin, History, and Mathematlcs,
as the staple of their instruction, and been fairly left behind. In the
extensive and important discussions of social interests which lately
agitated the country,‘ the ignorance of the titled aristocracy concern
ing the natural laws which regulate manufactures, agriculture,
capital, and commerce, and which, as legislators of a commercial
country, they were bound to understand, became the subject of
universal remark ; while the magnitude of their antiquated prejudices,
and their general incapacity for comprehensive, profound, and logical
reasoning, struck their own educated friends and admirers with dis
may. The causes of this inferiority are to be found in the low state
of education in the schools of Eton and Westminster, and in the
universities

of Oxford and Cambridge, in which the aristocracy are
Mr. Lyell, in his Travels in America, says, “ After the year
1839, we may consider three fourths of the sciences still nominally
taught at Oxford to have been virtually exiled from the university.
The class-rooms of the professors were, some of them entirely, others
trained.

nearly deserted. Chemistry and Botany attracted, between the years
1840 and 1844, from three to seven students; Geometry, Astronomy,
and

Experimental
Philosophy,
scarcely more;
and
Mineralogy
Geology, still taught by the same professor who, ﬁfteen years before,
had attracted crowded audiences, from ten to twelve;
Political
Economy

still

fewer;

even Ancient

History

and Poetry

scarcely

' The subjectwasFreeTradeandAbolttlonof theCorn-Laws,March,1546.
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commanded an audience ; and, strange to say, in a country with whose
destinics those of India are so closely bound up, the ﬁrst of Asiatic
scholars gave lectures to one or two pupils; and these might have
been absent. had not the cherished hope of a Boden scholarship for
Sanscrit induced them to attend.”
During his last course, the pro
fessor of‘ Geology lectured to an audience of three ! If this state of
education of the aristocracy continues, no ghost is needed to predict
their downfall.
The enlarged and enlightened understandings of the
middle and lower classes can not worship moral and intellectual
phantoms, however large their possessions and ancient their lineage.

Their extinction is decreed, and neither violence nor revolution will
be needed to accomplish it. Only leave them to themselves to pursue
their present course of education, and in half a century they will be
no more !

Perhaps you do not perceive that society will have gained much
when this change shall have been accomplished; yet I anticipate
decided advantages from it. Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation
exist, and have large and powerful organs. The feelings with which
they inspire the mind will never be extinguished ; their direction only
can be changed. When we contemplate the history of the world, and
perceive what laborious, painful, and dangerous enterprises men have
undertaken and accomplished, and what privations and sufferings they
have submitted to, in order to obtain the gratiﬁcation of these two
faculties, we may. form some estimate of the impulse which would be
given to physical, moral, and intellectual improvement, if we were
withdrawn from the worship of hollow idols and directedto nobler
objects. Men will always desire to stand high in rank, to be respected,
and to be treated with consideration by their fellow-men, but their
notions of what constitutes nobility and high rank will be elevated, as
their minds become enlightened.
As formerly remarked, under the
system of nature, a family would esteem itself noble when it was
able to show in its genealogy a long line of healthy, handsome, reﬁned,
moral, intelligent, and useful men and women, with few prodigates
and few imbeciles; and an individual would present before an intel
ligent public, high intellectual attainments, pure morals, and reﬁned
manners, as the foundations of his claim to social consideration.
If you conceive nobles and individuals of high rank and remote
ancestry animated by such motives, and setting such examples before
their inferiors, what a powerful impulse would be given to improve
ment compared with that which ﬂows from the present state of
opinion, when men, overlooking the real elements of greatness, worship
the external symbols of vanity, and elevate mediocrity. if sufﬁciently
rich, to the station which should be held only by the most able, vir
tuous, and accomplished !
We are now prepared to answer the arguments by which hereditary
and artiﬁcial nobility are defended, as advantageous in the
The ﬁrst is that their existence presents
present state of Britain.
objects of respect to the common people, and accustoms them to the
practice of deference and obedience. I reply, that the common people
respected the decorations of rank—the wig, the ruﬂies, and the waist

rank

coats of the last century—only

while they Were deplorably ignorant;
and in like manner they will regard with deference and awe ancient
titles apart from merit only while they continue in the same condition.
The moment they become sufﬁciently enlightened and independent in
their moral and intellectual judgments to arrive at sound conclusions,

It
they will cease to admire hereditary rank without high qualities.
is therefore neither moral, safe, nor advantageous to resort to means
for cultivating the respectful feelings of the people that will not bear
the investigation of enlightened reason; the end in view can not be
attained by such a method.
The secondary defense of hereditary nobility
that by instituting
you establish a separate class dedicated to reﬁnement, taste, and
elegance, who by their example will improve the inferior orders. The
answer is, that all these qualities are essential elements in nature’s
is,
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ident of Boston. During his college career he
enjoyed the friendship and advice of Washing
ton Allston, and produced the design from
which the present Bunker Hill Monument was
erected. Before completing his college course
he sailed for Marseilles, and proceeded thence
to Rome, where he arrived in the autumn of
1825. Here he formed the acquaintance of
the great Thorwaldsen, to whom he had let~
ters, and a cordial intimacy soon sprung up
between the great master and his Yankee
pupil. The young man had muCh of the bold
ness of his race in his nature, and he com
menced with singular ardor the study of the
art whose models stared him in the face from
every corner of the city.
He made some
strong strokes with his chisel, but careful and
earnest study under so excellent a master, and
surrounded by many young and ambitious pu
pils, from whom he learned rapidly respecting
the mechanical part of the art, he worked
with the most promising success.
He returned to Boston in 1826, and after
modeling hosts of John Quincy Adams, Chief
Justice Marshall, and others, returned to Italy,
and ﬁxed his residence in Florence.
His ﬁrst commission was from James Feni
more Cooper, vfor whom he executed his
“ Chanting Cherubs,’7 suggested by a portion
of one of Raphael’s pictures, and of whom he
said: “Fenimore Cooper saved me from de

PORTRAIT
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PHRENOLOGXCAL CHARACTER.
IIORATIO GREENOUGH had a predominance
of the Mental Temperament, which gave in
tensity and excitability to his mind, and a
constant liability to over-act.

His head was

too large for his body, and his nervous system
too sensitive for the strength of his constitu
tion. He had all those mental peculiarities
which

tend to keep the mind wrought up to a
high degree of tension and earnestness of ac

tion; hence he was more likely to break down
by over-mental effort than most persons. His
forehead was large, as the portrait indicates.

part of his forehead was promi
nent, indicating uncommonly well-developed
perceptive powers; and the upper part of
the forehead, in the region of the reasoning
The

lower

was amply expanded, showing the
thinker as well as the observer, theiman of
broad ideas and. large plans as well as of prac
intellect,

spair, after,my second return to Italy.
He
employed me as I wished to be employed, and
has been a father to me in kindness.”
This
was the ﬁrst original group from the chisel of
an American sculptor.

GBEENOUGII.

have rendered his mind exceedingly sympa
thetical and kind in its action.
His large
Firmness and Self-Esteem tended to make him
stern and determined, self-reliant, his own
master, and to give him dignity and stateli
ness of character.
His Combativeness and Destructiveness ap
pear not to have been large; hence his temper
was comparatively amiable, and he was averse
to everything like controVersyrand severity.
His social organs appear to have been well
developed, but they were not controlling tend
The upper side head
appears to have been large, showing Cautious
and
ness, Sublimity, Ideality, Mirthfulness,
the qualities of prudence, wit, and taste for
the beautiful and the grand. Such a head,

encies of his character.

under proper circumstances, will always take
an elevated rank in whatever pertains to the
moral and intellectual.
Dignity, pride, am
bition, along with justice, perseverance, and
good taste, may also be expected.
BIOGRAPHY.
was born

.
in

The top head is shown to
tical, ready talent.
be very high and largely expanded. His Firm
ness was unusually strong. Ills Veneration

Boston,
Mass, September 6th, 1805. At the age of
sixteen he entered Harvard College, but pre

was large, which was exhibited in his choice
of subjects for artistic effort, and he had also
aﬁne development of Benevolence, which must

vious to this he had modeled in clay and tried
his hand at sculpture.
His ﬁrst master was a

W

Horatio

Greenough

French sculptor, named Binon, who was a res

In 1831 he went to Paris for the purpose of
modeling the bust of Lafayette, and upon his
return to Florence received liberal commissions
from his countrymen, principally for busts, to
which the example of Cooper in no slight de
gree contributed.
To the same friend he was
indebted for the commission from Congress to
execute his colossal statue of Washington,
which was ﬁnished in 1843, after many years’
hard labor, and now stands in front of the
national Capitol.
During this time he exe
cuted, among other original works, the “ Me
dora,” for Mr. Gilmore, of Baltimore, the
“Angel Abdicl,” and the “Venus Victrix,”
in the gallery ofthe Boston Atheneum.
A
second commission from Congress employed
him for some years subsequent to this, and in
1851 he returned to the United States to super
intend, the placing in its destination in Wash
ington of his grottp of the f‘ Rescue,”,in which
the triumph of civilization
is symbolized.
Many vexatious delays prevented the arrival
of the Work from Italy, and Greenough. unac
customed by long absence to the excitement
and turmoil of American life, and the un
healthl‘ul variations of the American climate,
was attacked by brain fever soon after he had
commenced a course of lectures on Art. in
Boston, and died, after a short but severe ill
ness, in Somerville, near Boston, on the 181h
of December, 1852, in the 48th year of his age.
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CATHERH‘TE

HAYES BUSHNELL.

the curtain.

tention of the late Bishop Knox in the follow
ing manner, which so much interested him,
that he at once took measures to procure for
Near the
her a thorough musical education.
house of the Bishop, Catherine was visiting a
relation. The gardens of these houses extended
“ A woodbine
to the banks of. the Shannon.
covered bower, near the river’s brink, was a
resort of Catherine

Hayes,

In 1846

she went

CATHERINE HAYES, the celebrated singer,
died at Sydcnham, near London, in the month
of, August last. She was born in Limerick,
Ireland, in 1820, and early attracted the at~

favorite

then a

young and delicate child, timid, gentle, and
reserved, shrinking from the sportive compan
ionship of her playmates, h‘er chief source of
pleasure being to sit alone, half hidden among
One
the leaves, and warble Irish ballads.
"
evening, while thus occupied, herself forget
ting,7 and not dreaming but that she was ‘by
the world forgot,’ some pleasure parties on the
river we re attracted by the clear, silvery tones
of her voice, and the correct taste she even
then displayed.
Boat after boat silently drop
ped dOWn the stream, pausing in the shadow
of the trees, whence, as from the cottage of a

to Vienna,
and next year to Ven

ice, and thenceforth
made a sort of trium
phal progress through
the Italian cities.

In 1849 London
enthusiastically
af
ﬁrmed for her the ver
dict of the Continent.

At Covent Garden she
recognized from the
stage her old benefac
tor, the Bishopof Limerick, and hurrying to
his box after the per
formance, fell upon
her knees, and with
tears thanked him for
all-the success she had
ever enjoyed.
In 1851 lVIiss Hayes
came to America, and
after the brilliant seasons here, which most
New Yorkers remem

' '

.
_;

'

_:

'

_

Ho'if

‘

ber, starred with ex
PORTRAIT OF
H
cellent acceptance
singing-bird, came the warblings that attracted
through the country, and ﬁnally visited those
them, Not awhisper
announced to the un
conscious child the audience she was delight- - irrepressible sons of California. who, at the
close of each evening, used to toss their
ing, till at the close of the last air, ‘The Lass
nuggets to her on the stage. She afterward
of Gowrie,’ the unseen vocalist ﬁnished the
visited Australia
and British India, every
ballad, dwelling on the passage, ‘ And new
Gowrie,’ with that prolonged and
thrilling shake which owes nothing to all the
this Lady

after cultivation her voice received, and which,
in years to come, was to cause the critical and
fastidious admirers of the grand opera to for
get, in the passionate fervor of their enthusi

where meeting a sustained success. In 1857
she was married to Mr. William A. Bushnell,
of New York.

She was very “fair to look upon,” of mek'
dium height; had'a clear, ruddy complexion,
broad shoulders, deep chest, and apparently a
and vigorous constitution.
She ap
peared to be a very warm-hearted, affectionate

asm, the cold formalities of etiquette. Then
from her unseen auditory arose a rapturous

healthy

shout

woman, one whose sympathies constituted the
leading element of her nature, and who could
win and retain the love of all whom she wished

of

blushing

applause, the ﬁrst
and half-frightened

intimation
child

the

received

that her ‘native wood-notes wild’ had attract
ed a numerous and admiring auditory. Bishop
Knox was one of those unseen listeners, and
his correct taste and reﬁned discrimination at
once discerned the germ of that talent, the
natural growth of which has so happily proved
the soundness of his judgment.”
Bishop invited her to his house, and
provided for her instruction under the celebrat
The

ed Signor Saphio, residing in the city of Dub
lin.
Her ﬁrst appearance in public took place
in Dublin on the 3d of May, 1841, and that
public discovered the foreshadowing ofher

In the same year she
triumphs.
repaired to Milan, to complete her dramatic
culture under Ronioni, and in 1845 made her
ultimate

dibﬂt

in

“Puritani,”

at the operahouse

85

W.ma

of

Marseilles.
Her next engagement was as prime danna
at La. Scala, in Milan.
Here she ﬁrst appeared
as Linda, and was called twelve times before

to please. Difﬁdenee was the leading defect of
her character; she was too childlike, and dis
posed to look up to those whom she should

CATHERINE

HAYES

BUSHNELL.

and strength, but less compass, pathos, and
pliability of voice than had Catherine Hayes.
The voice of the former is majestic, but rather
cold and wiry, while that of Catherine was
soft, liquid, sweet, blending deliciously with
the sentiment of the subject, but lacking
breadth and power.
It must be remembered that Jenny Lind is
the standard by which these vocalists are crit
cised. They are great, nay, glorious, when
compared with public singers generally; but
when one comes to the fountain-head of song,
to the Pierian spring itself; when his ears are
once blest with those angelic tones which none
other than the Swedish Nightingale can reach,
all other efforts at touching the glory-smitten
summit appear feeble.

dignity,

control, and failed to exercise that well-poised
ﬁrmness, and self-reliance that give

When Jenny Lind strikes the lyre, every
string seems to leap with a joy so rich and full,
now rising with a comprehensive sublimity,
now melting away into such a. bewitehing

power to character, and infuse into the mind
of the observer the impression that she feels
the master of herself and her subject.
She

sweetness, such Eolian mellowness, yet so
clear and distinct that not the softest breath
ing of her matchless melody is lost to the most

seemed rather to he possessed by, than to p05
sess, the soul of song: to be the passive in

distant ear, one stands amazed, and bows with
a full-souled adoration before the impersona
tion of all that is possible in the empire of

through which its spirit breathes,
rather than to embody, control, and wield that
spirit as the instrument of her will.
Her leading characteristic as a singer was

strument

plaintiveness, such as touchesv
the sensibilities in a half melancholy, half
pathetic manner, instead of enrapturing and

a sentimental

bewildering the senses, or startling the listener
by the majesty of its strains.
Madame Anna Bishop has more volume

song. Jenny Lind plays with every note she
touches as if it were completely in her power,
nor does she seem to labor up with a weary
wing to her matchless ﬂights, but rather to
stoop with an easy grace. as if her pinions
were equal to vastly more than she attempts.
In nothing did Catherine Hayes remind us
of the matchlcss Swede, except in the closing
of the “ Casts Diva,” from the opera of Norma.

This is alike the favorite and master-piece of

both, and had Catherine the breadth and vol
ume of voice which Jenny possesses,she would
in this piece rise to a comparison with the lat
'
But the comparative thinness of her
ter.
voice, and the consciousness in the listener
that his conception of what is possible in the
piece is not realized, is not fully compasscd,
makes one think of Jenny as the imperial

monarch of the realm of song. Yet it'is high
praise to any vocalist to be able to remind one
Had Catherine Hayes come
of Jenny Lind.
among us before Jenny Lind, she would have
been regarded as the best singer who had vis
ited our shores; but Jenny coming after her,
would have been like ‘the glorious king of
day’ compared with the gentler queen of night.

——‘o.o’————
SELF-RELIANCE AND SELF-DIS
'
IRUST.
BY JOHN NEAL.
[coxctnoan no! JUNE Roxana]
Navmt boast. A character for modesty is
worth having, if it can be obtained innocently.
No matter how well founded your good opinion
of yourself may be, no matter how certain you
may feel that you have done all that you say
you have done, keep your own counsel—pass
for a modest man. You may even be obliged
You may be
to do so at the expense of truth.
urged to declare what you know to be true of
your own doings, discoveries, or inventions—
and this by your best friends, many of whom
may think more highly of you than you do of
yourself, or by strangers, who have been puff
ing you to the skies—but beware! let nothing,
let nobody persuade you to acknowledge the
truth ! “ Aﬂ'ect a virtue, if you have it not,”
or you are ruined forever. The world will\
never forgive you for a distinct revelation of
They have got behind the
your self-reliance.
scenery—they haVe had a peep at the wrong
side of the canvas—and from that hour to the
day of your death you are nobody but the man
who thinks so highly of himself as to be the
laughing-stock of those who think still more
highly of him.
With all your self-reliance, therefore, be
discreet and modest. Keep your own counsel
Persevere,
and the counsel of your fellows.
and the time will come when you may venture
to let the world catch glimpses, few and afar
off, but glimpses nevertheless, of the sustain
ing power within you——ofthat unquenchable
and magniﬁcent self- reliance which to the great
man is another soul.
But how are they to whom nature has de

It
nied the gift of ~relf-reliance to obtain it?
is not to be counterfeited, you say. And if
you are not born with it——or,phrenologically
speaking, if you have not a fair endowment of
organic power—reasonable Firmness, moderate
Self-Esteem, tolerable Secretiveness, etc., and

$2»
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no unreasonable Caution, nor a marvelous de
ﬁciency of Combativeness and Destructiveness
—both indispensable to great plans—how are
you to become strong of purpose, and steadfast,
and far-reaching, and self-sustained in your
plans ?
AnsWer: By educating yourself anew. Study
That you can do, if you
your own character.
have a moderate share of common sense. Find
Consult your friends
out your weak points.
— hearken to your enemies. If you are
charged with

a want of steadiness, a want of

healthy purpose, of indecision, or self-distrust,
On the con
depend upon it you are guilty.
trary, if you are charged with presumption,
vanity, or self-conceit, comfort yourself with
the belief that people are sometimes mistaken;
and that, if you succeed, those who have been
loudest and foremost in their denunciations of
your self-conceit will be the ﬁrst to acknowl
For self
edge your right to be self-conceited.
distrust there is no cure but one; the mind
must be educated anew—the soul, as it Were,
re-created. For presumption, arrogance, self
conceit, inordinate presumption, unjustiﬁable
self-reliance, there are ten thousand remedies.
Every man you meet is a physician; every
eyent of your life is a medicine; every great

enterprise upon which you enter, a speciﬁc. If
you live, your self-conceit will be cured, or
justiﬁed, it matters little which, by the natu
ral progress of things.
But with self-distrust, that enfeebling, base,
and cowardly temper of the mind, it is not so.
The man must be made over.

But how ?—that is the question—How

$§§
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shall

Having ascertained what
his besetting sins are, let him call to mind,
Second
ﬁrst, that all Beginners are children.
ly, that to learn anything well and speedily,
we must learn one thing at a time, and but one.
he be made over?

[0012,

upon. And what i the courage of the soul?
It is that courage—that ﬁxed and holy conﬁ
dence in ourself and in our destiny, under God
is derived from a long course of trial
and experiment.
_
The timid child, instead of rising up from
his little stool and walking off at once, to be

—whieh

caught by his inother, sits still, and trembles
and whimpers, or faces about, and drops down
by little and litlle, and for a long time can not
be coaxed into trusting himself.
But watch
him, and by-and-by you ﬁnd him holding by a
chair, then standing alone, then trying to walk,
led by both hands, then by a single ﬁnger.
Study him well, and remember the lesson. Or
watch the sailor boy when he ﬁrst goes aloft—~
how timidly the bravest feel their way! how
bravely the timi’dest mount the dizzy mast
after a while ! And then which is the better
sailor will depend not so much upon their ani
mal courage as upon their common sense a'nd
their habit of reasoning with themselves.
The ﬁrst plunges at once; and would he
persevere, and think, and reason with himself,
he would keep ahead all his life; but he sel
dom does, and fpr that reason is often out
stripped by the sel/idialruslful but persevering.
The second feels his way—gathers conﬁdence
and by little and little begins to overlook dan
ger, to forget himself, and to see nothing but
one great object before him—duty;
duty to
himself, to his Maker, to society; all three
resolving themselves at last into one and the
same duty.

A ﬁve-barred gate
Take another example.
You are on horseback, and
have a pretty good seat; but, for the world,

is before you.

you would not venture to take such a leap.
Yet others, no more accustomed to leaping

man look about him, and

than yourself, ride at the gate; and while
some clear it with a triumphant cheer, others
are left in the mud. If you are timid and

watch

the progress of children learning to
walk, to run, to swim, or to ride; then let him
lift up his eyes and watch the progress of all

self-distrustful, what should be your course?
You are urged to try—you are told there is no
danger—what others have done you can do.

beginners in business—the great business of
Beginners are always timid; yet, in
life.
business, beginners are almost always success

Don’t believe a word of it. With your pres
ent feelings, if you try, you will be sure to
stick by the way and spoil your horse—to pull
him over backward upon yourself, or to break

Let the distrustful

ful.

And it is only after they have become in

a degree successful—when they have enlarged
they have lost their
their business—when
timidity, and become over-conﬁdent in them
selves, or presumptuous—that their star begins
to stand still—that their credit is questioned,
and their downfall prophesied and expected.
Watch their progress, nevertheless; and as
they cure themselves of their timidity, do you

cure yourself of yours.
The rash child begins to run too early, and
“gets bumped into a more just opinion of him

He is soon cured. But though cured, he
is by no means sure of beating the timid, self
distrustful child in the long run. Mere animal

self.

The courage of
courage is almost worthless.
the soul, and that only, is to be depended

Go
What, then, shall you do?
home—go to a riding-school, or betake your
self to an open ﬁeld, and practice by yourself
or with a friend, beginning at one bar, then
trying at two, three, four, and ﬁnally at ﬁve,
your neck.

if you

think it seriously worth your while, and

know your horse.
People
Perhaps you are learning to swim.
about you are jumping off from high places,
or diving, head ﬁrst, with their legs straight
and feet close together. You would give the
world to be able to do it.
rounded by injudicious

But you are sur
“ Try—try—

friends.

M

you can do it l” they say.
Not for your life ! if you are self-distrust
ful, you will be sure to fall ﬂat, or to turn

>>-——
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Look out for the crouching tiger.
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ﬁculties which may introduce themselves on
the occasion of the registry of acts of assign
recommend to
mentor of mutation, and
you, in the case of doubt, to proceed to the

is

it
is

if

is

a

it

payment of the annuities shall be effected, and
that such act shall be registered at the prefec
ture exactly as an act of assignment for the
purpose, that this license shall be consigned of
ﬁcially to the Minister of Agriculture, Com
merce, and Public Works.
only after the
accomplishment of these formalities that the
licensee will be regularly and irrevocably in
vested against all men.
hovvever, the par
ties do not wish to effect the entire payment
of the taxes of the patent,
preferable in
this case to draw up the license by notarial
act;

this formality accomplished, the licensee
who shall desire, at any time, to be more fully
secured in his right, may forward
copy of
the notarial act, effect the entire payment of
the annuities, and make a registry of this act
at the prefecture,
be notiﬁed to the Minister
of Agriculture and Commerce. On the whole,
our advice
that for assignments as for
censes for the working of patents, the acts
under private signature may well bind the
contracting parties respectively, but these acts
have no legal character, and are without effect
in regard to others.

——40.0-._
Ascucs'r

Psvsnssrs ——Several cities had

the taxes
obligatory at the time of making
total or partial assignment of
patent to

the greatest commerce were the ﬁrst who paid
attention to good streets and highways to

registration subject to the subsequent decision

is

of the department.”
appears to be evident from these ministe
rial observations, that the entire payment of

paved streets before the commencement of the
Christian era, nevarthcless those which are
at present the ornament of Europe (Rome ex
cepted), were destitute of this great advantage
till almost the 12th or 13th century.
probable that those people who ﬁrst carried on

It

the third, that which teaches him to govern
community.
cunning man seems the most
Wuns
often the most
humble and submissive, he

mand of the receipt certifying the payment of
reserve to myself
the last accrued annuity.
further the examination and solution of dif

Thus every holder of
license who desires
to be in full and entire security during the full
term of the patent must exact that the act
conceding this license for working the patent
shall be drawn up by a notary, that the entire

%

a ;

a.

is

that which teaches
Tm: best government
man to govern himself; the next best, that
which teaches him how to govern his family

previous payment of the complement of the
tax. Your prefecture has not then to exact
such payment, but must limit itself to the de

a

——‘0.0’———

effects the mutation—the law has not made
has the acts of
the registry of this act, as
assignment, subordinate to the condition of the

I

is
a

a

if

is
it

you fail?
live, whose fault
Begin afar off. Begin cautiously—as cau
tiously as you please. Try your strength by lit
tle and little, and after few years—not months
nor days, but years—you will be astonished at
your progress and be cured of your self-distrust.
Persevere. Think well before you begin.
But having once begun, persevere through
good report and through evil report, and as
sure as there
God in heaven, you shall
have your reward.

ration of associates, etc. In these different
cases there exists the right to the production
and registry of the abstract of the act which

is

if

if

ised to do, and failed.
Try—try
So with all the business of life.
You will most assuredly sue
—keep trying.
you do not
And
you live.
cecd at last,

be transmitted by other means than assign
ments the mutation may result from judg
ment in the case of action in claim for the
may be the
ownership of'the discovery;
result of
decease, of a partition, of a sepa
;

two was the braver man?
“I’ll try,” said Miller. And trying, he did
what an over-conﬁdent man Would have prom

ership of his title.
“ All these acts, without
exception, neces
sarily involve the previous payment of the
complement of the tax.
“But the ownership of a patent may also

a

dowri upon the enemy in a whirlwind of dust,
and scattered them like chaff. Which of these

well as to assignments-for a consideration; in
word, to all voluntary acts by which the
patentee conveys or extends to others the own

It

I

a

“Clap spurs to your horse,
thier companion.
sir,’7 was Wellington’s reply, “or the business
will be done by your cowardly companion be
The
He was right.
fore you get there."
business was done. The coward had swept

“The preceding observations apply to as
signments properly speaking, to partial as well
as to total transfers, to assignments of gifts as

a

I

if

would turn your horse’s head and ride back to
camp.” The other, indignant, returned to Wel
wor
lington to tell the story, and to ask for

graphs:

a

tarial act will be sufﬁcient for the registry.”
The same circular adds the following para

a

his feet shook in his stirrups. His companion,
and reproached
a ﬁne, bold fellow, observed
“ You are afraid,” said he. “ That’s
him.
“ am afraid; and
very true,” said the other;
you were half as much afraid as am, you

if

the patent had already
“Nevertheless,
been the object of a previous assignment, the
ofﬁcial certiﬁcate of registry of the said as
signment and the authentic extract of the no

it,

young ofﬁcers, who were sent afterward, under
Wellington’s own eye, to make a charge upon
As they
a body of French cavalry in Spain?
rode together, one grew pale, trembled, and

ent to some other person by the owner, his
agent, his heirs, or his assignecs, without
mentioningthe license conceded, or the neglect
by the patentee of the payment of
subse
quent annuity, by conforming for the license
to the prescriptions of Article 20 for assign
ments.

is

ment of the patent, whether to gratuitous title
or to a title for a consideration.

cession may be made under private signature.
But. the holder of a license can only be as
sured of the enjoyment of his rights against
either a full and entire assignment of the pat

a

central at Paris, certifying the entire payment
of the complement of the tax of the patent;
and 3d. Of an authentic abstract of the nota
rial act passed before a notary of the depart
ment, and showing the total or partial assign:

ment of the last accrued annuity.
2d. hummus—Article 20, before cited, has
only mentioned the total or partial sale of the
has not prescribed
ownership of a patent;
the total payment of the tax for
license for
working the patent. Consequently this con

It

“1st. Of the receipt showing the payment
in due time of the last accrued annuity other
than the ﬁrst. 2d. Of
receipt from the re
ceiver-general in the departments, or from the

separation of partners, there
no necessity of
effecting the payment.
The administration
should then only exact the production of the
act of transfer, and the certiﬁcate of the pay

If,

date of October 31, 1844, gives to the prefects
the necessary instructions for the registry of
This circular states that no
assignments.
right of assignment must be admitted but on
the production and deposit—

it
is

ever will, worth listening to. Of such men
there is no hepe. Do you know that Frederick
the Great ran away in his ﬁrst battle? that
Lord Wellington showed the white feather in
India? Have you ever heard the story of two

[oos'mrcln no! smausaa NUXBII..]
THE ministerial clrcular published at the

a stranger to the patent;
any person who
but that
effected by a judgment in rec
lamation, by a decease, by a partition, or by a

to

And
ﬁrst speech, and made a fool of himself?
so with half a hundred more, who afterward
The man whose ﬁrst
became distinguished.
speech is‘wonderful never makes another, nor

OP
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is,

at a time, and but one. Begin as a little child.
And, mark me. if
Be teachable and patient.
you are faithful to yourself, you will be sure of
outstripping the over-conﬁdent in the long run.
Do you know that Curran broke down in his

ASSIGNMENTS AND LICENSES
FRENCH PATENTS.

a

over as you dive, and pretty sure to be dis
couraged, or stopped forever in your progress.
Begin small. Go
What, then, shall you do?
where you know you are safe. Do what you
know you can do; for that you will do boldly
and that will give you conﬁdence. One thing

'
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In

the course of

the forenoon

he ate

his

of
consisting
bread-and-butter,
mince-pie, and cheese. At noon his dinner
consisted of fresh pork, pickles, mince-pie, and
the usual accompaniments.
His afternoon
luncheon,

luncheon

was

like

that

of

the

forenoon.

When

he came home to supper, his favorite
dish had not been prepared as part of that
meal.
The old man fretted and scolded till
fresh pork was added to the substantiuls.
He
ate voraciously as usual.
In the evening he
toasted some cheese, buttered and ate it. Just
before going to bed, he roasted a. couple of
apples and ate them. In the night he was
taken with a severe colic.
The doctor was
with him till morning. and nearly wrought a
miracle in the old man’s life.
The next day
llolles W
, one of his neighbors, went
in to condole with the “ Old Squire.”
“ Faithful
Belles,” said the old worthy,
like to have died last night.
I’ll never eat

“I

another roast apple as long as I live.
I never
did love them very well, and last night I ate
only two, and they nearly killed me.”
Bollcs never told this story without laugh~
ing.

is

a

is

A

chimney, and curled over the frozen hill,
there was no evidence of a white man’s

in that institution, and the medical gentlemen
in attendance have done everything which

habitation

invent

for

his

relief.

Months

it

It

make

it, it

skill could

between

the rivers of Canada.

and the settlements on
Its remains still exist;
[carry my chil

an annual visit.

to teach them the hardships cndurcd
have gone before
love to dwell on thetender recollec

passed away, and the man was kept in life by
food in a liquid state being administered to
him.
The case was one which excited con

dren to

siderable interest among the medical faculty,
but grave doubts were entertained whether the

tions, the kindred ties, the early affections, and
the narrations and incidents which mingle
with all know of this primitive family abode.

ever be restored to consciousness.

in their
were, however, unremitting
attention, and two days ago, to the surprise of
all, as well as to himself, he recOVerd the use

They

It is said that he ap

of his voice and limbs.

peared quite frightened at the sound of his
own .voice. His life has been a complete
blank for the past nine months. He states
that his name is Ingharn, and that the last
thing he remembers

that he was residing in

Quebec last summer; but in regard to his
coming to Toronto he can give no informs.
curi
certainly
tion whatever.
The case
ous one, and has caused considerable discus
sion among the medical gentlemen of the city.
——Toronto Globe.

——-¢o.a->——

THE SOLDIER’S

TEAR.

Uses thehill he turned
To takethelastfondlook
Of thevalleyandthevillagechurch,
And thecoitus by thebrook;
He listenedto thesounds,
Sn familiarto inscar,
And thesoldierlean!uponhis sword
And brushedaway tear.
Besidethe cottageporch
A girl wason her knees,
Sheheldalofta snowyscarf,
Which ﬂutteredin thebreeze;
Shebreatheda prayerfor him—
prayerhecouldnot hear—
But he pausedto blessherassheknelt,
And wipedaway tear.
He turnedand leftthespot—
Oh, do notdeemhim weak,
For dauntleeswasthesoldier’sheart,
Thoughtearswereon his cheek.
Go watchtheforemostrank
In dangrr‘sdark career
Be surethehandmustdaringthere
Has wipedaway tear.

I

them.

weep to think that none of those who
inhabited
are now among the living; and if
it

man would

by the generations which

Iever fail in affectionate veneration for him
who raised

and defended it against savage

and destruction, cherished all the
domestic virtues beneath its roof, and through
the ﬁre and blood of seven years’ revolutionary
violence

war shrunk from no toil, no sacriﬁce, to serve
his country and to raise his children to a con
dition better than his own, may my name and
the name of my posterity be blotted for ever
from the memory of mankind—Daniel lVeb
ster.

—<o.+>-—
STARTLING PREVIBION.

A LADY in America dreamed that an aged
female relative had been murdered by a black
servant; and the dream occurred more than
She was then so much impressed by
that she went to the house of the lady to
whom
related, and prevailed upon a gentle
once.

it

next morning there was fresh pork for break
fast, and the old man ate most wondrously.

convey him in a cab to the General Hospital.
Since the time referred to above, he has been

man to watch in an adjoining room during the
About three o’clock in the
night.

following

morning, the gentleman, hearing footsteps on
the stairs, left his place of concealment, and
met the servant carrying up a quantity of
coals. Being questioned as to where he was
going, he replied, in a confused and hurried
manner, that he was going to mend his mis
tress’s ﬁre, which, at three o’clock in the
morning, in the middle of summer, was evi
dently impossible, and, on further investiga
tion,
strong knife was found concealed
beneath the coals. This narrative, remark
not given in sufficient detail.
able as
does not intimate whether the lady who

i

Massachusetts, and a more amazing eater
never lived in any town anywhere.
And
especially much did he cut when fresh pork
was to be his nourishment.
\Vell. at a certain
time one of his hogs had been killed.
The

born in a log cabin, raised among the snow
drifts of New Hampshire at a period so early
that when the smoke ﬁrst rose from its rude

it,

OLD Squire H
was a very successful
and substantial farmer in an interior town of

change in his appearance or manner from that
of the previous evening, and the police magis
trate directed one of the ofﬁcers of police to

condition.
did not happen to me to be born in a log
cabin, but my elder brother and sisters were

is,
is

_‘0.0.———

DANGER OF EATING FRUIT.

are

i

in

but those who

of himself need not be ashamed of his early

it

some of the suburbs

country

it

VIII.,

1544, others in 1571 and 1605, and Smithﬁeld
market in 1614.-—-Dublin Builder.

nobody in this

foolish enough to indulge in them, and they
are generally sufficiently punished by the
man who
not ashamed
published rebuke.

a

under Henry

matter
personal merit, or an obscure origin
of personal reproach. Taunt and smiling at
the humble condition of early life affects

I

Several of the principal
century.
streets, such as Holborn, were paved for the
ﬁrst time by royal command in 1417, others

pretenders who
origin a matter of

l

11th

only shallow.mindcd

either make distinguished

It

in 1641 many of the streets had no pavements.
was not paved at the end of the

London

IT

to, he only rewarded the speaker with avacant
stare, and was unable to articulate a single
On the following morning he was
syllable.
brought into the ,police court, but there was no

a

Cordova, in Spain, was paved as early as the
middle of the 9th century.
Lutetia (Paris)
was not paved in the 12th century, and even

pinched him, placed his hands above his head,
When spoken
but he gave no sign of feeling.

is

riages and raised footpaths at either side, were
discovered both at Herculanmum and Pompeii.

men, he remained in every position in which
They
he was placed, however uncomfortable.

is,

578, others in 584, others in 459. Streets paved
with lava, having deep ruts for the whccisofcar

He was taken to the City Hall police-station,
and to the astonishment of the sergeant and

a

year v.0. 188, Appius Claudius, then censor,
constructed the ﬁrst real highway—the Appian
Way—~termed the queen of roads. Some allege
that the pavement of the streets commenced in

ONE evening in the month of September,
last year, a young man was found on the
streets by the police in a state of catalcpsy.

a

Long before that period,
Semiramis paved highways, as appears by her
The streets of
own vainglorious inscription.
Thebes, and probably those of Jerusalem, were
In the
paved during the time of its kings.
lowed by the Romans.

[001,

THE LOVE OF HOME.

CASE.

A CURIOUS

a

facilitate the same. We are told by Isidorus,
had the ﬁrst paved
that the Carthaginians
streets, and that their example was soon fol

.-<<=
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dreamed knew or not, at the time, that her
Nor does
aged relative had a. negro servant.
it say anything of the subsequent conduct and
Nor does it furnish the
names of the parties. I am, fortunately, en
abled to supply these deﬁciencies. While in
Edinburgh. in October, 1858,I had occasion

fate of that. servant.

to submit this chapter to a lady—the daughter
of a distinguished statesman, and herself well
known by numerous and successful works—
who, in returning it to me, kindly appended
to the above narrative the following note

-“ This lady was Mrs. Rutherford, of Egerton,

grandaunt of Sir Walter Scott; and I have
The
myself heard the story from the family.
lady who dreamed was the daughter of Mr.
Rutherford, then absent from home. On her
return she was astonished, on entering her
mother’s house, to meet the very black ser
vant whom she had seen in her dream, as he
had been engaged during her absence. This
man was, long afterward, hung for murder;
and, before his execution, he confessed that
he had intended to assassinate Mrs. Ruther
The story, with this attesting voucher
—giving the names of the persons referred to,
and supplying particulars which greatly add
ford.’7

to the value of the illustration—is, I think, the
very strongest example of provision in a dream

I

ever met with.

W

——<-.~>——

AN old sea-captain said he never knew but
one man who had a good excuse for going to
sea; and that was Noah, for had he remained
on shore he would have been drowned.

TRUE POETRY.
[For eleganceand beautvof simlle,the followinglines
from the pen of Charles Mackeychallengethe whole
worldof poesy.]
How manythoughtsI givethee!
Comte
hitheron thegrass,
And if thou’ltcountunfailing
The greenbladesaswe pass;
Or theleavesthatsighandtremble
To thesweetwind of thewest,
Or theripplingof theriver,
Or thesunbeam:on itsbreast,
I'll countthethoughtsI givethee,
My beautiful,mybest!
How manyjoys I owethee1
Comesit wheresonsrun high,
And counttheheavingblllows,
That breakon theshoreanddie
01'thegrainsof sandtheyfondle,
When thestormsareoverblown,
Or thepearlsin thedeep-sen
caverns,
Or thestarsin themilky zone,
And I‘ll counttheJoys I one thee,
My beautiful,myowni
And howmuchlove I proﬂ’erl
Come,scooptheoceandry,
Or weighin thyilny balance
The starshipsor rhesky;
Or twinearoundthyﬁngers
wide,
The straightstreaming
Or foldit in thybosom,
While theworldis darkbeside;
And I‘ll tell howmuchI lovethee,
My beautiful,my bride!

PHRENOLOGICAL
“BITE BIGGER, BILLY!"

A GREAT friend of the children, Mrs. Gil
dersleerve, Buﬁ'alo, N. Y., contributes the fol
lowing touching and beautiful incident to the
Boys’ and Girls’ Department of the American
Agriculturist.
Walking down the street, we saw two very
ragged boys with bare toes, red and shining,
and tattered clothes, upon which the soil of
long wear lay thick and dingy.
They were
“ few and far betweerr”-—only jacket and
trowaers—and

these solitary

<<>a5
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garments were

and objected to a union,
however strongly the autumn winds hinted at

very unneighborly,

the comfort of such an arrangement.
One of
the boys was perfectly jubilant over a half
withered bunch of ﬂowers which some person
had cast away.

“Say, Billy, warn’t ~somebodyreal good to
drop these ere posies jest where I could ﬁnd
Look
’em, and they’s so pooty and nice!
sharp, Billy, and maybe you’ll ﬁnd some
thing, bimehy. Oh, jolly! Billy, if here ain’t
mest half a peach, and 7taint much dirty,
neither.
’Cause you hain‘t got no peach you
Bite bigger, Billy, maybe
may bite ﬁrst.
we’ll ﬁnd another ’fore long.”
That boy was not cold, nor poor, and iiever

will be; his heart will keep him warm, and

if

men and women forsake him, the very
angels will feed him and close their wings
about him.
“Bite bigger, Billy, maybe we’ll ﬁnd
another ’fore long.”
What a hopeful little soul ! If he ﬁnds his
unselﬁshness illy repaid, he will not turn
“
misanthrope, for God made him to be a man,”
one to hear his own burdens uncomplainingly,
and help his fellows besides. Want can not
crush such a spirit, nor ﬁlth stain it. for with
in and about him'the spirit of the Christ
child dWelleth always.

——4-o.o-.--

THE GLORY or A LAUGH.—A iter all, what
a capital, kindly, honest, jolly, glorious thing
a laugh is! what a febrifuge, what an exor
Better than walk before
ciser of evil spirits!
How it shuts
breakfast, or nap after dinner.
the mouth of malice, and opens the brows of
~
kindness!
Whether it discovers the gums of infancy
or age, the grinders of folly or the pearls of
beauty; whether it racks the sides or dis
ﬁgures the countenance of vulgarity, or dim
ples the visage or moistens the eyes of reﬁne
ment, in all its phases, and in all faces, con
torting, relaxing, overwhelming, convulsing,
throwing the human countenance into some
thing approximate to Billy Button’s transfor
mation; under every circumstance, and every
where, a laugh is a good thinv.
“A thing of beauty” is a “joy forever.”
There is no remorse in it. It leaves no sting
-—except in the sides, and that goes off—even
If there is
a single unparticipated laugh.
one laugher and one witness, there are forth
with two laughers. and so on. The convul
sion is propagated like sound. What a thing
it is when it becomes epidemic !

89

HOW THE

WORLD IS GOVERN'BD.

THY-“RE are about one hundred srparately
organized governments in the world at the present
time. Nearly one half are monarchies in Europe,
and of these a large proportion are petty princi
palities and dukedoms, containing. altogether,
about six millions of inhabitants. 0f the govern
ments of Europe, Great Britain is a limited mon
archy ; France is nominally constitutional, but in
reality an absolute monarchy; Russia and Austria
are absolute; Prussia. Spain, and Sardinia are
limited, with two chambers of deputies. There
are only four republics in Europe—Switzerland,
San Marino, Montenegro, and Andorre. The
three latter contain an aggregate population of
not over 120.000 people. Switzerland. secure in
her mountain fastness,is now, by commonconsent,
left unmolested.
The governments of Asia are all absolute dea
potisma. Thibet has the name of being a hie
rarchy, but differs in no practical sense from a
despotism.
In Africa, the Barbary States, and all the
various negro tribes, of whatever name, are ruled
despoticaily, except Liberia. which is republican,
and may be an opening wedge of civilization on
that continent.
The great islands in the Southern and Paciﬁc
oceansare mostly independent and despotic—such
as Japan, with a population of 20 000 000, and
Madagascar containing about 5,000,000. The
Sandwich and Society islands are limited mon
archies, and the other islands in the Southern and
Paciﬁc oceans belong mostly to the diiferenr
European powers, and are ruled according to their
respective forms of government.
On the American continent, there is but one
monarchical government—that of Brazil—which
is,however, liberally constitutional. In the three
_
great geographical divisions of America there are
now eighteenseparate republics.

__‘....——

PARODY ON THE DESTRUCTION OP
BENACHERIB.
Tu: sherii!camedownlike a cuton strangekits;
His pocketswerefull of attachments
and writs;
And thesoundof his voicewasasdrearasthedim
That makesa poordebtorin hastecutandrun.
And therestoodtheprinting-prev still as a dream,
Propelledby no muscle,unawukenedby steam;
The furnace unlighted,theengineunheard,
The cylinder empty,thepistonunatirred;
Andytherelay lhefnabrcapunwrittenandpain,
Upon it no “cm, no leader,no tale,
Thn lampswereunlightcd,theaandumwasstill,
With ruston the01-foeranddustin thequill,
And therelay thehorsewithn i paperupon’t,
No rule in thestick andno ink in thefmmt;
The caseswereemptyof letterandspice,
No sMelcon thebankand noform in thechaos;
The plattm wasstill andthecarriage movednot,
in thepot,
Noform in thelye-trough,no 11/0
theloaderunwrit,
‘l‘he'proofuncorrected,
uniit‘ted,
matcl»
theplanar
unhlt.
The
For theAngelof Death-the Evangelof Law
Iliadfoundin the True ﬁlliform'a a ﬂaw,
And thejournal,alas! like theswordfishthatﬂew,
Felt death in the touch, and turned corpse-like and
blue;
And therelay themightyColossusof Rhodes,
With brainquitesufﬁcientfor ninehundredloads,
And thegloryof Caxton,in spiteof his rhymes,
Hath perishedlike Ironwork,for wantoi thedimes.

W
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among the aristocracy—those on whom nature has set the stamp of
moral as well as intellectual greatness—have been their friends and
willing benefactors. If there were no nobility except that of nature,
her nobles would be prompted by interest as well as inclination to

a

promote the improvement and elevation of all classes, because they
would feel that their own rank, happiness, and usefulness depended
on having
cultivated, discriminating, moral, and intellectual com
munity for their associates and admirers.
a

l

have dwelt on this subject longer than some of you may consider
to have been necessary; but the same principles have
wide appli
cation.
They lead us to the conclusion, that hereditary entails, as

if

is
a

it

is

is

constituted in Scotland, ought also to be abolished.
In England, an
entail
limited to the lives of the heirs in existence at the time when
heirs
executed; but in Scotland
may extend to perpetuity,
exist so long. In this country on entail
deed in law executed by

it

it

a

the proprietor of an estate, by which he calls
certain series of heirs,
without limitation, to enjoyment of the rents, or produce, or possession
of the land, but without allowing to any one of them a right of prop
erty in itself.
None of them can sell the estate. or burden
with
debt, beyond his own lifetime, or give
to a different order of heirs

is

If,

from that pointed out in the deed of entail.
for example, the prop
erty be destined to heirs-male, the present possessor may have a
the apple of his eye and the treasure of his heart,
daughter who
and no male relation nearer than a tenth cousin, and this cousin may

is

it

a

is

it, is
a

It

it

it

it

a

;

A

a

I

The same arguments which
have now employed against artiﬁcial
rank and entails, apply to all exclusive privileges and distinctions
conferred by law on individuals or classes, independently of their
merits. The social institutions of every country in Europe have been
tarnished more or less by such abuses. Iii France, before the Revo
lution, every class of the people except the lowest, had its exclusive
privileges, and every town and department its selﬁsh rights of monop
oly or exemption, which were maintained with all the blind avidity
The Revolution
usually displayed by an unenlightened selﬁshness.
swept these away, and made all France and all Frenchmen equal in
their rights and privileges, to the great advantage of the whole nation.
In our own country, the spirit of reform
busy extinguishing similar
marks of barbarism, but they are still clung to with great affection by
the true adherents of the individual interest system.
The brief limits of this course prevent me from entering into further
details on this subject; but
again beg of you not to misunderstand
me. He who should go forth from this hall and report that the great
object of my Lectures on Moral Philosophy was to recommend the
abolition by force of hereditary nobility, entails, and monopolies,
would do me injustice.
The real object of this course has been, to
show that men must obey the laws of God before they can be happy—
that one of these laws is, that we should love our neighbors as our
selves, or, in other words, that individual enjoyment
inseparably
is

abject poverty and ignorance. And the most purely aristocratic, un
intellectual, and poorly gifted among peers have always been the
greatest opponents of the emancipation, education, and elevation of
the people; while, on the contrary, all the truly noble minds born

ranks, to the instruction and reﬁnement of the people, may be traced
to the consciousness that their own pretensions rest, to
great extent,
on an artiﬁcial basis, and on illusions which must inevitably yield
before an advanced and generally diffused civilization.

is

a

who are placed by Providence directly under the inﬂuence of the
landed aristocracy, have, as class, been most thoroughly neglected.
While the lords of the soil have been wallowing in luxury, they, the
instruments of their wealth and power, have been allowed to pine in

looks with an
natural consequence,
and, as
not a hostile eye, on all its inferiors who are laboring to
indifferent,
great deal of the luke
attain that excellence which itself despises.
warmness, if not positive aversion, manifested by some of the higher
native strength

I

;

;

is

it

At present,
the interest of artiﬁcial nobles to keep the people
because men in such a condition are
ignorant, rude, and superstitious
best ﬁtted to worship idols and accordingly the agricultural laborers,

which

connected with and dependent on social welfare; that, to promote the
general welfare,
necessary to render all the members of the cum
munity alive to its improvement, and to withdraw from them all

it

understanding, to the moral sentiments, and to these faculties them
selves, and beneﬁcial to society.

The class
systems for preserving family distinctions?
thus supported has many powerful motives for improvement
withdrawn from it;
leans upon crutches, and rarely exercises its
artiﬁcial

is

directed, and which objects, when examined by reason, are found to be
unworthy of enlightened regard, whereasl propose to have them
directed only according to reason, to objects pleasing at once to the

general mind from the real principles of social improvement, and
false direction, appears to be the worst evil attending all

giving

if

is

that the faculties of Veneration, Self-Esteem, and Love of Approbation
are all natural, and that one of their tendencies
to respect and
esteem ancient descent and superior qualities.
The only difference
between the admirers of things as they are and myself consists in this
-—that they present artiﬁcial objects to which these faculties may be

natural excellence, and to strive only to attain wealth, and to preserve
in their families, by the aid of legal technicalities, against the law
This averting of the
of God and the welfare of their fellow-men.

By strangecoincidence,
while this sheetis in the press,thefollowingadvertise
ment has appearedin the newspapers:“A meetinnof the proprietorsof entailed
estatesin St‘Oillinll,for the purposeof comidsringthe greatnationalowls connected
with thelaw of entail,andtheproprietyof an immediateapplicationto theLegislature
thereupon, herebyrequestedto beheld on Thursday,the12thdayof March,within
the liopetounRooms,QueenStreet,Edinburgh,at one o‘clock. (Signed) BIIADAL
arms; I). BAntn, Bart: Jan
Boavmm, BarL; W. D. Gums, of Walihonse;
W. Maemtszru,ot‘Muirton. Edinburgh,8d of March,1546." Let us wish this effort
everysuccess
is

l

it

it
is

is,

it

to esteem
for its own sake, and to respect those only who really
possess it.
that
The‘third argument in favor of hereditary and artiﬁcial rank
the admiration of
natural, and has existed in all ages and countries,
and that
have already explained
must, therefore, be beneﬁcial.

of the law, the erroneous principle of preserving social greatness and
influence to individuals, independently of their natural qualities;
which tends directly to encourage all classes to overlook or undervalue

l

it,

cultivated by the lower grades. But the best way to bring about this
result is to dissipate the essentially vulgar illusion, that descent,
or
title, or any artiﬁcial or accidental circumstance, can produce
can exclude any individual from attaining it; and thereby induce all

small social evil, affecting
Many persons may imagine that this
and who, they suppose, are
only the individuals who give way to
not numerous.
But
appears to me to be of greater magnitude, and
to lead to more extensive consequences.
supports, by the sanction

it
a

I am anxious to see it prized and more generally

noble character,

and inﬂuence, individuals who, by their natural qualities, ought to
stand at the bottom of the scale, and who, like the hereditary nobility,
operate as idols on the minds of the aspiring and rising of the middle
and lower ranks, leading them to an insensate worship of aristocracy.

is

1 am a
erally attending them, are not necessary for social welfare.
strong advocate for reﬁnement, and clearly perceive that the higher
classes possess much more of it than the middle and lower ranks;
and viewing it as one important element in a truly excellent and

proﬂigate of the most disgraceful description; but the law
blind—the daughter can not inherit one acre of the vast domain, and
all.
This. however,
the remote and unworthy male heir will take
Their exist
comparatively the least of the evils attending entails.
ence maintains in an artiﬁcial rank, and in possession of great wealth
he

a

patents of nobility, to preserve individuals who lack these high attain
ments in their minds, in possession of the outward advantages gen

[0012,

it

[oonnxcxn no! rain llGHTT-TIXRII.]
nobility, and that after a certain stage of social enlightenment has
been reached, they will be assiduously cultivated for their own sake,
and for the distinction which they will confer; and that. therefore,

'
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means of propping up their individual fortunes and rank,
independently of virtue; that hereditary titles, entails, and other ex
clusive prttheges of classes and individuals, are the fortiﬁcations in
which the selﬁsh principle intrenclies itself, in order to resist and
artiﬁcial

obstruct general improvement, and that, on this account, they should
be undermined and destroyed. I have endeavored to show that the
classes who now imagine themselves to be beneﬁted by them, would
actually proﬁt by their abolition, by being directed into the true paths
of happiness and virtue; and I propose, by enlightening their under
standings, and elevating the standards of public approbation, to induce
a voluntary surrender of these distinctions, and not a forcible abroga
tion of them. Ages may elapse before these results will be accom
plished, but. so did many centuries intervene between the painted skins
and the laced coat; and so did generations pass away between the
embroidered waistcoats and our own age; yet our day has come, and
so will a brighter day arrive, although we may be long removed from
the scene before it daWns.
Since the foregoing remarks were written, I have lived for twenty
months in the United States of North America, where no hereditary
It is impossible
nobility, no privileged classes, and no entails exist.
not to perceive that, in their absence, the higher faculties of the mind
have a freer ﬁeld of action.
At the same time, truth compels me to
remark, that as they were abolished in the United States by a sudden
exercise of power. and as a system of equality was introduced as the
result of a successful revolution, and did not arise spontaneously from
the cultivation of the public mind and the development of the moral
and intellectual faculties of the people, the democracy of the United
States does not present all that enlightenment of the understanding.
that high-minded love of the beneﬁcial and the just, that reﬁnement
self-control which constitute the
most valuable fruits of political freedom. In the United States the
selﬁsh faculties appear to me to be as active and as blind as in Britain.

of manners, and that well-regulated
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labor, and laws authorizing sailors to be impressed and forced to serve
in the navy, at wages inferior to the common rate allowed in mer
chants’ ships; and even the militia-laws, although apparently equal,
were actually contrived to throw the whole burden of service on the
lower orders. The penalty on men of all ranks for non~appearance to
be enrolled was £20.
This, to a laboring man whose income was
10s. a week, was equal to forty weeks’ labor; or to an artisan who
earned 20.9. a week, it was equal to twenty weeks’ wages. To a
master-tradesmen, a merchant, professional man. or small pt'Oprietor,
whose revenue was £365 per annum, it was equal only to twenty days’
income. To have produced equality, the ﬁne ought to have been com
puted at the amount of a certain number of days’ income for all
classes. According to this rule, a man having £360 per annum of
income, would have paid £l40 of ﬁne, when a mechanic, who earned
20;. a week, would have paid £20, or a laborer, with 10s. a week,

£l0.

A great proprietor, enjoying £50,000 a year, would then have
paid £20,000 of ﬁne, for exemption from service.
If the operative classes had had avoice in Parliament proportionate
to their numbers, there is no doubt that this would have been the
rule ; and if so, it would have rendered the militia system so intoler
ably burdensome to the middle and higher classes, that its existence
would have been brief, and means might perhaps have been discovered
for bringing the last French war to a more speedy termination.
In the British army the law allows a wounded officer a gratuity
corresponding to the severity of his injury; while it not only provides
no immediate compensation to the wounded common soldier, but actu
ally charges him with hospital expenses during his cure. In virtue
of a war-ofﬁce order, when a soldier is received into a military hos
pital, 10d a day at home, and 9d a day on foreign service, is deducted
from his pay while he continues a patient, and no exception is made
in cases of wounds received in battle.
See “ Explanatory Directions
for the Information and Guidance of Pay-Masters and Others; War
Office, 20th Nov., 1830.”
{t283, 284.
It is argued that impressment of seamen is indispensable to the
defense of the country; but no such necessity exists, if justice were
done to sailors.
Let the country recompense equitably their services,

which there is no possibility of depriving them, it is equally the
interest and the duty of men of all ranks and conditions to concur in
elevating them in the scale of moral, religious, and intellectual

and these will not be withheld.
The great argument in my mind for abolishing impressment
that
when seamen must be enticed by high wages and good treatment to

improvement, so as, in time, to render them worthy of their high call
ing among nations. Much remains to be accomplished.
The great characteristic of the mixed form of government is its tend
ency to promote the interests of the classes who wield political power
to the injury of the others. Ever since Britain apparently attained

enter into ships of war,
will be necessary for naval ofﬁcers to become
will only be by such qualities
just, intelligent, and kind. because
that crews will be retained and authority preserved over them.
Sailors themselves, by being well treated, will be improVed. War
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' Theseselﬁsh,erroneous,andprrjndlcialprlnclplu ofleghlatlonarenownib-avowed
and mercantile
by Mr. Cobden,and all the enlightenedleadersof the manufacturing
.
classes. 1846.

Sex is EGGs.—A correspondent of the London Field talking on this sub
ject, says “ In all eggs, whether of poultry or pigeons there to be found
an indentation resembling the dimple in the chin often tebe found in our
own sex, in the round and of the egg. This mark wilh always be found di
rectly on the top or to one side of the egg. If the breeder wishes to select
eggs for hatching cock birds, let him pick thosohaving the dimple imme
diately on the top of the egg; and
for hens, let him choose those eggs
with the dimple to the one side. Ihave been assured by those who have ob
served this peouliarity in the marking of eggs. that no better method can
hatch of the sex most to be desired. The process
be adoptedto insure
at least a simple and cheap one, and offer my information as have it."

if

colonies, and all other departments of the public service, were con
verted into great pasture-ﬁelds for the sons and political dependents
while there Were combination-laws against the
of the aristocracy;
laboring classes, to punish them for uniting to raise the price of their

+

or shorter period, by themselves.
[TOan 00:111an

I

public purse, direct bounties to those engaged in them, or by laying
protecting duties, to bcbaid by the public. on the rival produce of
In the administration of public affairs, the same
foreign nations.it
The army and navy, the church and the
principle was followed.

not the perfection
gent class co-exists With an ignorant mass but
of human institutions.
the
The next form of government presented to our consideration
deposited exclusively in
democratic, or that in which political power
the people, and by them delegated to magistrates, chosen, for a. longer

a

portion, again, as the mercantile classes acquired political power, they
followed the some example. They induced Parliament to pass acts
for encouraging the shipping interests, the ﬁsheries, the linen-manu
facture, and a great variety of other interests, by paying, out of the

tend to induce the public generally to put an end to
altogether.
If am right in these views, the mixed form of government
one
adapted to
particular stage of civilization, that in which an intelli

:

the game-laws, the corn-laws, and the heavy duties
legacy-duty;
imposed on foreign timber, are all instances in which the aristocracy
have legislated for themselves, at the expense of the people. In pro

will be softened in its horrors, when waged by men thus civilized;
and hope that the additional costliness of
on such
system, will
I

freedom, there has been an evident system of legislating for the
advantage and gratiﬁcation of the dominant class. The laws of pri
mogeniture, of entails, and of the non-liability of heritable property in

is,

The political institutions of the country are in advance of the mental
cultivation of the mass of the people ; and the most cheering consider
ation for the philanthropist, in the prospect of the future, is the fact,
that these institutions having given supreme power to the people, of
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Nature’s attributes are perfectly distinSt
Are not the atlribuies Form and Size perfectly
distinct with respect to each other .’ Form is one
thing; size, another; color, another—there is no
blending of one into the other. So with the p -re
nology—one organ has as deﬁniie an existence
from another as one attribute of Nature is dis
tinct from another, and why not ?
indeed, the phrenology is a prototype of Naiure
—organ or faculty for attribuie or principle of
Nature; and therefore we must look to the con
stitution of external life and being to ﬁnd a solu
tion to the philosophy of Phrenology.
RAVENNA,O.

——-‘o.o>—
are happy to see
BUSINESS anwrxm—We
Our people
that business is again reviving.
who at ﬁrst regarded the issue of the war
with some doubt and misgivings, have come to
the conclusion

that the country is becoming

safer every day; and are plucking up‘ courage
enough to let their money go out from its
hiding-place once more. The consequence is
a revival of business; one man’s example
starts another, so that in a very short time our
merchants, mechanics, and artisans will be at
their Work again as diligently as ever. This

will help very much to blunt the sharp edge of
war, and instead of being gloomy and anxious
spectators of the ﬁght, we shall be domg

W

scription, to pay postage to the lines.

@u

@nrrzsgnnhtnts.

J. W. W.—lt would aﬂ'ordme great pleasure to
seeIn theJOURNALthe hrenologlcalcharacterof Clay,
Webster,Calhoun,and lurriil. the learned blacksmith;
also,whethera certainvoratkn will changeor modifythe
of an individual.
temperament
Ans. We frequentlyhavelettersaskingwhywe donot
publishsuchmenasyou mention,but,of course.suchin
quiriescomefrom personswho havenot readtheJOUR
EAL, as manyhavedone,from the beginning. Clay we
publishedin 1842,
Burriii.in 1539,Webster,Calhoun,and
others,froml~89to is“. Werewe to re-publishtheseto
mightcom
accommodate
newreaders,theoldsubscribers
plain thal we were keepingour pages in the Jonas“.
themselves,
sincein
tilledwiih topicsnot interestingto
theirﬁlestheyhavethesamematter. When wepublish
ed Clay, Webster,Calhoun,andothersof theirera,they
were in the (lushand glow of their effortsand achieve
menls; now we puillsh such men as Scott,McClellan,
Blinks.BishopHughes,ando hers,whoseconnec'ionwiih
theincidentsandinterestsof thedaytendto makethem,
we think,morevaluableto the readerthan patriotsof I
formergenerationcould be. Nevertheless,we may at
some
someiuiuretime think propertoinner!occasionally
menreferredto,for theben
portraitsof thedistinguished
eﬁtof therisinggeneration.
You, a changeof occupationwill modifythe temper
ament.
A. J. M.—What physical and mental peculiari
ties would you ascribeto a temp-ramentin which the
decidedlypredomi
Bilious andLymphatictemperaments
naw overtheNervousandSanguine?
Am. The mentalpeculiaritieswhichwe wouldascribe
to such a personwould dependupon the shapeof his
head. The physicalqualilieswhich sucha temperament
indicatesale lllllgllnrﬂband moderation,enduranceand
coolness;and,with a welibalance-lhead,thesequalities
wouldbeexhibitedin the mentalmanifestations.When
highlyaroused,thepersonwould eihibii greatforce,but
to call himout.
it wouldrequiremuchexcitement
E S.—Yes, we shall be glad to have you write
articlesfor the OUINAL

J

aboveCairo.
We have frequent opportunities of seeing many
of the huge animals of foreign countries. but those
who neglect the present opportunity to seea live
h‘ppoporamns. can judge of their chances of ever
Be ing one from the fact that this is ihe ﬁrst one
seen alive in America, and none were exhibited in
Europe since the time of the Emperor Gordian llI. ,
in Rome, in the third century, until 1850, when
ons,was presented to the Briiish Zoological S»
ciety, by order of Abba Pasha Viceroy of Egypt.
It arrived in London in May. 1850, at which time
it was supposedto be only about ian months old—
it was then sevenfeet long and six and a half feet
girlh in his middle of the body. it is still compar
atively young. and has not attained its full gromh.
The hippopotamus is found in its native state
inhabiting Africa. By the colonists of the Cape
of Good Hope it is generally termed the sea-cow.
The average length of the male from the end of
the nose to the tip of lhe tail (the latter being
about a foot long) is fourteen feet, but they have
been known to be much lar er. The girth is
nearly equal to the length, an the height at the
shoulders between ﬁve and six feet; the aperture
of the mouth is about two feet wide. and the tasks
are more than a foot long The body is in form
betweenthat of an over fed pig and a faitch ox.
and supported by four short stout limbsv The
nose broad and trunciied, and the nostrils, on
the end and c'pable of protrusion so that the
under
animal may breathe when all the body
water, may be closed during submersion. Its eyes
are prominent, and adapted for use either under
dry.
or out of water. _The color, when the skin
reddish gray. brownish on the back and
lighter beneath; under water the colors are various
smaller than the
shades of nlue. The female
male and
lighter colored. They spend most of
dreamy
their time in water, lolllng about in
manner, frolicking like a porpoise or wallowing
like ahog. They frequently pass all day in the
ocean near the moulhs of rivers. They come on
land chieﬂy in night, and eat ihe soft succulent
grasses on the banks. Though clumsy on land
their motions in the water are graceful and rapid.
They are gregarious, and both sexes delight to
congregate at all seasons of the year in small
herds. They can remain under water walking on
the bottom of rivers for some time. They are
generally playful, peaceful, and inoffensive when
undisturbed, but savegelwhenassailed or wounded.
Its sagaeity. though inferior to the elephant, is
considerable.
They are hunted for their ﬂesh, which resembles
pork; for Ihe speck or layer of fat just under the
skin; for their teeth, which are valuable as articles
made
of trade; and for iln-ir tough skin. which
into shields, and helmets. and Whips Their vorac
very great. For further information relative
ity
“
to this unimsl. reference may be had to Apple
ton's Encyclopedia,” and to the works of Cumming,
Andersson, Livingston, and other travelers in
Central and Southern Africa.
is

The mind is composed of faculties—and the
brain, of organs, because Nature herself is con
stituted of distinct attributes or principles. as
be‘ng, motion, forms, colors, etc. But if, instead
of these distinctions in Nature, she was a system
of perfect monotony or sameness.then the whole
mind would be as one fecnlly,‘and the brain as a
single organ, instead of being complex as Phre
nology declares or demonstratesit to be.
Faculties or organs are distinct—have deﬁnite
limits in the cranium, for the same r ason that

paid on receipt of each number.
The postage on the Warns-Conn JOURNAL is
the same.
To Canada and other British North American
Provinces. the postage is the same—six cents a
year. payable in New York instead of at the ofﬁce
where received. Subscribers in the Provinces will
therefore send six cents in addition to their sub

A PERSONAL inspection of the hippopotamus
may be had, for the present, at Barnum's famous
Museum, in this city, where one is being exhibited,
a pretty fair likeness of which we give above.
This animal was captured on the Nile, 2,000 miles

is

Motion, Music, etc.
The inevitable c nclusion, therefore, is that
there must be as many distinct faculties of mind
and organs of the brain as there are distinct
attributes in the system of Nature. -

W1: are informed by a subscriber that the new
postmaster of his place charges more postage on
the JOURNAL than he has formerly paid, and he
asks us to publish the legal postage.
On the PH “snowmen. Joumvan, any distance
in the United States, California, Oregon, and
Washington Territory included, the postage is six
cents a year, if paid in advance for the year, at
the oﬁice where received, not in New York. or one
cent a number, which is twelve cents a year, if

THE HIPPOPOTAMUS.

a

through which they becomemanifested.
One attribute of Nature is form—another, size
—another, co'or, etc.; and so with the brain, or
mind. One faculty or organ we denominate
so on; because each
Form—another, Size-and
mental faculty must correspond to the same
attribute in Nature. as Form, Size, Weight,

—40.o.———
ON THE JOURNAL.

POSTAGE
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BY J. P. STOCKWELL.
PHRENOLOGY is the physical scienceof mind,
the brain being an index of the diversiﬁed peculi
arities of the mental principle.
Nature is composed of certain attributes and
relations, each of which is perceived or recog
nized by a distinct department of the mental prin
ciple; thereby giving rise to what phrenologists
denominate organs of the brain. Faculties are
those mental principles or functions which cor
respond to the several organs of the physical brain.
In other words, faculties are mental powers;
organs, their corresponding physical instruments,

something toward insuring the success of our
He who runs may read the signs
brave army.
of returning prosperity, so plain are they1 and
not the least signiﬁcant evidence of the fact we
have above stated. may be found in the in
creasing number of new business advertise
ments. There is no surer ihdex to the busi
ness of a community than the columns of a
When it is
daily paper published in it.
prosperous, everybody else is doing well, and
the reverse is equally true.
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Anvi-za'risEMENTs intended for this Journal, to
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forthenextnumber
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vation,etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
25
Coal,and has beensuccessfullylntmduccdat theWest
CATRoiiisuor Ciinuts'rar.........................
80
the past three years. We arepreparedto ﬁll ordersior
Donss'rioANDORNAMENTAL
POULTRY.With sixty
themat shortnotice.
ﬂveoriginal Portraits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
25
RICHARDSON, BOYNTON dzC“.,
By mail,post-paid,on receiptof price.
260Canal-sh,a fewdoorseastof Broadway,New York.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
808Broadway,New York.
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WE HAVE CONCLUDED AN ARRANGEMFNT by
which we nowoti'erto anyold subscribera Premiumof a
copyof
\VEBSTER‘S ABRIDGE O DICTIONARY,
Edition,containingnearlyﬁve hundred
Counting-House
pages,torthe nami-of everynewsubscriberforone year
sent.us with two dollars. The price ol the Dictionary
is 81 50 The bookwill bede
alone at.the book-stores
livered at our oiiice,or be sentby exori-ssas desired.
We arehappytosaythat.we shallbeable to sendor de
liver this premiumimmediatelyon receiptof the order,
with the money.astoe AbridgedEditionof Webstercan
be manufacturedmuch fasterthan his very large Una
bridged“ PictorialQuarto." Every famin r ow receiving
The~Indeerirlnit should havea (uipyol ebsier’sDic
tionary. he nameof one new subscribersentus with
M will insurethereceiptol thisinvaluablebook(Abridged
Edition)asa present. Reader,sendus yourorder.
A GREAT REWARD FOR LITTLE PAINS.
Any crsonwhowill sendto the oﬂlceof THE INDE
PEND .NT the namesof ﬁve new subscribersfor one
year,or one newsubscriberfor ﬁve years,with Ten Dol
will
Iars(beingtwo dollarsa yearforeachsubscrip-ion),
copyof
receiveasa gilt a handsome
WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY,
PictorialEdition,containingﬁfteenhundredengravedIl
lustrstions.
This is thebesteditionof thebestDictionaryof theEu
is six dollars
glish language. Its priceat thebook-stores
and a half. Even farmer should havea copy in his
house,everymerchantin hi<store,every lawyer in his
ofﬁce,everyministerIn his study. Nobodycan aﬂordto
Dictionary. Ask ﬁveof yourfriends
be withoutWebster’s
to subscribefor THE INDEPENDENT for oneyear,or
onefriendto subscribefor liveyears,andyouWill receive
thisbeautifulvolumeasa freegilt.
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24 Pages Monthly, instead of 16.
TERMS, IN ADVANCE:
l
GAS AND STEAM FITTING AND
Singlecopy,monthly.one year.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .31 00
REPAIRING.
Ten copies,toseparateaddre-ses.if desired
. .. . . . . . . b 00 Only'Manufactory
andOfﬁce—Nos.
180and182CENTRE
Any personsendingFive Dollarsfor ten copieswill be
STREET, New York.
grott'ii.
year
entitledto an sir/tracopy
Add six centsa
foreachsubscrfberin theBritish Provincesto paypost
By mail,80cents.
senttree.
age. Specimens
OUR FARM OF FOUR AoREs,
“FOWLER AND WELLS,
AND'ms
808Broadway,New York.
MONEY WE MADE BY IT.
A cnts wantedeverywhere,to sell our publications.
Sen for our WholesaleList and ClinﬂdcntialCircular.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
.4 .Ncw Edition

How

TO

GET

A

of

808Broadway,New York.

PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patcntecs
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,
in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postagestamps.
FDWLER AND WELLs,
308 Broadway, New York.

NEW

ELECTRO-GALVANIC

BATTERY,

CILEBRA'I'IID
roa 'rns (mania or
NERVOUSNESS,‘ NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM,
ANDsiniuia Disassss,
.WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN ITS PHILOSOPHY AND
MODES OF APPLICATION.
Patent,810.

FOWLER

AND WELLS,

8‘18
Broadway,New York.
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SHOULD READ THE

WATER-CURE JOURNAL.

Because teachesyouhowto recoverHealth.
Because teachesyou howto avoidDisease.
. Bectoss untoidsthetruescienceof HumanLife.
. It explainstheLqu andConditionsot Health.
It enablesyoutodispenseWithall Drug Medicines.
It enablesyouin in \stcasestobeyourown Physician.
Its doctrinespromoteTemperancein all things
. It tendsto thecorrectionof all Injurionshabits.
. 1'sinﬂuencein societyis in all respectsReformatory.
1". Its teachingsbenefiteverybodyandinjureno one.
ll. It advocatestheonly possiblebasisfor theenduring
of the HumanRace.
prmpcrityandimprovement
_
12.Because wasthefirstjournaiin theworldtobring
beforethe people knowledgeof the true or Hygienic
Systemof toeHealingArt.
I'u'uisnedmonthlyfor $1 year; tencopiesfor $‘i.
AGENTS WANTED. Specinn-msenton application.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New ork.
omappamwu
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PHONOGRAPIIIC BOOKS.

l 4

it
is

a

a

it,

it

WELLS,

FQWL

REPORTER-S,

sold,“ ilul PHONDl-IU'HY
lion.T. ii. Bust-0N
been
known
43"in
ago. Would
haveast‘hiu
at:20runs mancanon."
The Reporter’sManual,tofollowthe Phon.Teacher 60
ManualofPhonogrsphy.Exerc’sinterpau'd.Pitmnn 60
Reporter'sCompanion.Guideto VerbatimBe ort‘g it)
PhonograpnicTeacher.A TreatiseonTeach’g hon. 00
Historyof Shorthandin theReportingStyle. .. . .. 75
toPnonoManual 96
PhonographicReader. Companion
style. . . . . .. .. 75
New MannersBook. Corresponding
Webster. 40
PhouographicTeacherforBeginners.
AmericanManualof Phonovrspby. By Longlcy... 50
PhonogrnphlcCopyBook.with MoroccoCovers.... 50
Blank CopyBook.llulcd, withoutCover .. . .. . . ...
10
The AmericanPhoneticDictionary. By Smallcy... 00
The Book of Psalmsin ReportingStyle. By Pittnan 00
The abovebookswill be sent,prepaid,by returnof the
Ftasr MAIL, on receiptof price.
FOWLER AND WELLs, 308Broadway,New York.
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MD. Price $12.
BY
Theseplateswerepreparedexpresslyforlecturersand
teachers,as well as for students.They representall of
the organsandprincipalstructures
of thehumanbodyin
oil/it,andof the sizeof life. Every familyoughtto have
set,andeveryman,woman,andchildoughttobe fami
liar with the wonderfulstructuresand functionswhich
theyso admirablyillustrate. Thereare six in theset,as
follows:
The Heart and Lungs.-Nopresentsa frontview
of the lungs,heart,stomach,liver. gall-bladder.larynx,
thymusandparOtidglands.commoncarotidarteriesand
jugularvein alsoof theprincipalportionsof thebowels,
andcawlor omentum.Coloredas in Life.
Dissections.-No.
a completedissectionof the
heart,exhibitingits valvesand cavities.andthecourseof
theblood. The largearteriesandveinsof theheart.lungs,
and neckare displayed,with thowmdpipeand its bron
chialramifications;alsotheliverwith itsgall-bladderand
ducts;the pancreas;the kidneyswith their uretersand
blind-vessels;thedescending
aorta.or largearteryof the
chestandabdomen,with its branchesinto the right and
leftiliac arteries;theascending
venacava.or greatveinof
theabdomenandthorax; theuterusanditsappendages—
Ovar'les,
fallopiantubes,roundandbroadligaments,
clc.
Nervous Systnn.—Nn. 3. Side view of the brain,
heart,lungs,liver,bowels,uterus,and bladder. Alsothe
varioussubdivisions
ofthebaseofthebrain.withthewhole
lengthof thespinalcord.showingtheoriginof all thecere
bro-spinalnerves. Very usefulto physicians,phrenolo
gists,teachers,lecturers,andothers.
The Eye and the Eon-No. *- The anatomy
of the
eyeandear,representing
thearrangements
of theminute
blorxl-ves-cls,
nerves,andotherstructures
concerned
in the
functionsof seeingandhearing. Beautifullycolored.
Digestion.—N0- 5- The alimentarycanalcomplete
exhibitingtheonsetsize,shapeand arrangements
of the
structures especiallyconcernedin digestion,mm,the
mouth.throat,tongue,es0phagns,
smallandlarge
stomach.
intestines,with the liver, gait-bladder,and the biliary
ducts; also the internalstructureof the kidneys,and a
beautifulrepresentation
of the lacteal absorbentsand
glands,thoracicduct,and theirconnections
withthetho
racicarteriesandveins. Ooloredto representLife.
Clrculaﬂon-Sklnp-No. 6. The lobesof thelungs
andcavitiesof theheart,valves,etc.,withthelargevessels
of thecirculation; also minutedissection
ofthestructures
follicles,sweatglands,eta—ex
of theskin—thesebaceous
hibitingtheestentand importanceof the greatdepurat
ing functionof the surface. The mostnaturaland best
evermade.
Everylecturer,teacher.andphysicianshouldhave set.
Price for thewholeset,beautifullycoloredand mounted,
$12 We do notsellsingleplates. Address,
FOWLER AND W ELLE,
308 Broadway,New York.
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NOW WITHIN mason OF ALL.
How TO RISE IN THE ‘WORLD.
--Y0ung men should be temperate,active. courteous,
h
onest,
honorable,
prompt,careful.persevering,
respect;
’
"Know Themselves.
andshouldthoroughly
ful. generous,
and With it all the
Phrenologyteachesself-knowledge,
of
o
perandi
7It0dlh8
Christiangraces,togetherwith the
rising in theworld.
lion. Home! MANNsays: “I lookuponPhrenologyas
theguideto Philosophyandthehandmaidof Christianity.
truePhrenologyis a public bene
Whoeverdisseminates
factor."
Rev. Hmrav Wasp Baucunasays: “If a man wishes
to know practicallywhat he is made11 of; if a man
wishesa knowledgeof humannaturefor eﬂnitepractical
FOR FAMILY AND MANUFACTURING USE,
thereis nosystemwhichwill aid himin acquir
purposes.
ing thatknowledgelike thesystemof Phrenolony. Prac
495 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
character,
of
instructions,
writtendescriptions
with
tical
Agenciesin all theprinoiptll (Ti-iceand Townsin the
givendailyby
Uﬂil'tl Sales.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
The Grover 6t Baker Sewing Machine Companyare
manufacturing,
exhibitionat their dif
andhaveon
now
NEW EDITIONS!
machinesmakingtheShuttleor Lock
ferentsalesrooms,
Stitch,of thesamepatternsandat thesamepricesastheir
celebrated
Grover8; BakerStitchMachines.thusaffordn-g
thepublictheadvantageof comparingthestucnesof the
twoleadingmachinesandexercisingtheirown Judgment
as to their respectivemerits. This is theonlycompany
bothkinds of machines,andtherefore
thatmanufactures
FOR
theonlyonethatcanoﬂerthisprivilegeto thepurchaser.
HOME IMPROVEMENT.
GEORGE L. CANNON, DEALER 1N
HOT AIR FURNACES, Poa'rsaur. linsrsas, Ws'rlta
STEAMHEATINGAresaa'rus, KITCHENAND LAUN
AND
A New Pocrta'rMANUAL or Conrosn'toa ANDLama
Dttv RANGES,REGISTERS.VitN'rtLA'roasETC. Rae/tins
Wat'rmo. Just thethingfor everybodywhowntes—
run The Rsrrowsn Rss'ors ANDFURNACES.No.54Eas-r
Love La'rraas.
BustNrssLm'ruas,
13m S'rasa'r, ss'rwsaN Baosnwar AND UNtvaast'rY
Novas ANDCsuDs.AND
FAMILY Li-z'r'ruas,
Pasha, Nsw Yoax.
12L
Faisva La'r-raas, Nuwsvsrsa ARTICLES;
or anythingelse. No youngmanor youngwomanin the
Paocums
27
indis
$5 SAVED—$1
countrycanaffordto be withoutthis popular and
POST-PAIDSuasoainaas. Patent Press and Book for
pensablelittlemanual. Price80cents; muslin,50cents.
businesslettersinstantlyand perfectly.
coating
holesaieAgentsandCanvassers
wanted.
For particulars,address,with stamp,
ANDDEBATE
A NEW Pooan'rMANUALor CONVERSATION
6t*
_J. H. ATWA'I‘ER. Providence.R.
Exceedinglyusefulto everyonewhowouldtalk—
IN DEBATINGSocta'rv,
(Yoaaso'rhv,
THE PHONOGRAPIIIC .TEACIIFR.
AT Puuuo Mammos,
l-‘uuus'ru,AND
—A CompleteSvstcmaticInstructorin theArt of Phonog
ON ALL OCCASIONS.
ELOQUl-ZNTLY;
by,or
ra
Short-Hand.
Probablyno work in the English languagecontainsso
the
his book explains,in mannereasilyunderstood.
muchusefulmatteron this subject,in so small a space; principlesof Phonogrsphy,
andtoimpartthoroughinstruc
an interestingbookto read. Price80c.: muslin,50cts.
tion in the art withoutthe aid of an oral teach~-r.Pho
nographyis themostsimpleandnaturalshort-handever
invented. By theaid of anyonecaneasilyWriteout
speech,or a sermon.as is being delivered. Phouog
E'rtqua'rrsAND
or
RaruauosN
A Naw Poettm'MANUAL
ranhyis highlyusefulacquiremcntto any young man,
Gums T0 Connor Paasesst. HABITS. If youdesireto
no matterwhatbusinesshemayselect. Prepaidby mail,
know whatGoodMannersrequire—
for45cents,by
IN CONVERSA'UON,
A'r lions,
FOWLER AND WELLS, 303Broadway,New York.
IN Tasvstino,
AT A PARTY,
or Litmus,
IN TitsCOMPANY
Ar Cnuucu,
REMARKABLE BOOK.
IN Coua'istttr.
Ar TABLE,
this
HINTS'rowsan PHYSICALPunrsoron: or, The Philoso
This is thebookyouwant. The Mirror pronounces
“ themostcompletethingof thekindwe haveeverseen.”
by of Human Beauty: showingllow to Acquire and
etain Bodily Synnnery, Ilealth, and Vigor, Secure
A standardworkon manners.Price thesame.
Long Life, andAvoid theInﬁrmitiesandDeformitiesof
Age. By D. H. Jacques.
This is an original anddeeplyinterestingwork,replete
Nsss: A New Pooxn'rMANUALof Practical Affairs.and
and pre
with wonderfulfactsand importantdeductions.
Guide to Successin thevariousPursuitsof Life. indis
sentingmanynovel applicationsof the highesttruthsof
pensable—
Physiolmy, Hy iene, Mental Science,and Esthcticsto
FOB 'ms CLERK,
IN Tun:COUNTING-BOOM,
lluman Physics Improvement.Our author noquack,
Foa 'rnn Areamv'rthn,
1:: run S'roaa,
in
butan earnestandsincerediscipleof Science,and
Foa 'rns FABMElt-BOY,
ON 'rnn Faun,
rational
and not in spirit
the light of
Evsavwmtaa,
Fort ALL Bt'stNrssMEN.
of charlatanism,that hePhilosophy,
heresiows us how the phys
It teacheshowto choose'apursuit,howtoeducateone’s ical regenerationof theracemaybebroughtabout—how
selffor andhowtofollow withcertainsuccess.Same. man may becomestmng. active.efﬁcient—d.a word,
manly; howWomanmayrej liceiii thefullnessof health
“ How to \Vrite," “Hour to Talk,” “How to
andadornherselfwithall thecharmswhich
and freshness,
Behave,” and “ How to Do Business,” in paper
properlybelongto hersex; and howthechild,well-born
maygrow up into the ripenedbeauty
and well-matured,
covers, 81 00, or bound In one large, handsome
of perfectmanhoodor womanhood.Everybodyshould
gilt vol “"10, prepaid by post, for $1 50.
readthe book,tor everybodyis (or should be)deeplyin
topicssoboldly‘andat.thesame
in themomentous
terested
Address,
ER a;
timeso chaster anddelicatelydiscussedin it; but,while
808Broadway,New York.
itself to all. has especialclaimsupon the
commends
may
attentionof woman,whethermaiden,or wireandmother.
in everyneighborhood,
Adams and BOOKSELLEBS,
Illustratedwith morethantwentyplates,andnumerous
do wellbyengagingin thesaleof theNew HAND-Booas.
wood-cuts
A newedition nowread . Price $1.
THE PHRENOLOGICAL BUST,
FOWL ‘R AN WELLS,
designedespeciallyfor Learners; showing
808Broadway,New York.
the exact locationof all the Organsof the
wrll
enable
Brain, fully developed,which
EDUCATION UOMPLETE. —- CON
everyone to studythe sciencewithoutan
instructor. 1' maybepackedandsentwith
Physiology,Animaland Mental; Memoryand
TAININ
by
safetyby express.or as freight_(00l mail)
andSelf-CultureandPerfection
to any part of the world. Price, including IntellectualImprovement,
_
of Character. With Illustrations. One large volume.
box for packing.only $125.
way,New
York.
FOWLER AND WELLS, 3h8Broad
Price $2.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
“ This oneof themostingeniousinventionsof theage.
‘
808Broadway,New York, Publishers.
,
castmadeof plasterof Paris.thesizeot thehuman
“
Self-Made,or NeverMadc,’is themottoof theauthor.
headi
on whichtheexactlocationof eachof thePhrenologica
work,and,in
our opinion.thebestof the
capital
This
is
allthedivisions
fullydeveloped,wtth
Organs represented,
andclassiﬁcations.Thosewhocannotobtaintheservices kind in theEnglishlanguage. No individualcan read
of prob-ssormaylearn.in very shorttime,from this pageof withoutbeing improvedthereby. We wish
sofar asthe Werein the handsof every oung man and womanin
modelhead,the whole.scienceof Phrenology,
ou'rnul.
America.”—-C'0mmon-School
1'.Daily Sun.
ocatlonsof theOrgansareconcerned.”—N.
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THE NEW HYniiOPA'i'nIc FAMILY
a

PHYSICIA N—A MedicalAdviser and ReadyPrescriber
with rclerenccsto the Nature,Causes,Prevention,uni
WILL LAST TWICE as LONG.
Treatmentof Diseases.Accidents.and Casualties
kind; with Glossary,Table of Contents,andor every
Requiresonlylobe nailed down. HEAVIES'I‘ WOVEN MATERIAL EVER USED FOR ROOFING. Put upon
thewholeIllustratedwith nearlyThreeHundred Index;
Eucrnv
rollsandshippedto all partsof thecountry.
inizs and Colored Fronilspicccs. By Joel Show,
M. D.
One large Volumeof s20panes,snbstuniinilvboundin
library style. Published by Fownait
I?“ Samplessentby Express,or a small piecefor two stampsby mail.
an» Wlua, 808
Broadway,New York. This greatwork contains:
Arumnnoar, Pm'srowoioan, AND HYGIINIO
lEltTA'HOIB. Illustratedwith numerouscugravmgs.Dis
II. Tn: Narunn or DIFIAA‘B,Physiologicaiiyand Pa
23 CEDAR STREET, NEW YORK.
thologicallyconsidered; Rules for Managementin the
Sick-room.
III. Descriptionof thevariousDiseasestowhich the
OFFICE For. Parsons.
PHRENOLOGICAL
EXAMINATIONS,
HumanBodyis
with methods
of PRIVKN‘I‘ION
and
sully-cl,
Court,on
liydropatiic
Principles.
Fowuzn sun WELLs’
any-[H HHHH settingfortii all the strongand weak
1V.
Mnucnrxs-r
or
Wourms,
Heuommsoss,Fruc
pointsof
AMERICAN
AND
III!
characterand disposition,
FOREIGN PATENT AGENCY
HH
rnaizs. Disnocarioivs,Scams, Boar's, Poisoswo, and
In!
RE
what to encourageand what to re
Our patentbusinessis conductedby Mr. ThomasP.
otherPhysicalCalumitlcs. Illustrated.
nn
an
How (authorof theWell-knownand popularsynopsisof
an,“ ’
V. Tnl Drsnsus or hustle, with Advice andDirec
“
patentlaw, How toGet Patent"),aidedbyanableand
HgIIH Egg
tions for lions Tnak'niari'r concerningMenstruation,
experienced
cor of assistants,
bothat homeandabroad. Pregnancy.
R};
Will Aid Young M911
Childbirth,andthe Management
HE
of Infants.
Ennsz yearsn experience(onthe partof Mr. How) in
IllI
llll
VI. Tun Warns-Case Pnocnsslsfully illustratedand
thebusiness,
and theresidenceat \Vnsiiinglonof an emi
HHHH IIIIHH just startingin life, who are full of
explained; Temperature
nentlycarefuland cilicientexaminlng
of Bulbs,andthe Philosophyof
agent,formerlycin
theActionof Wateruponthe HumanSystem.
zeal,strength,and courage,and yet
pioyvd iu the United StatesPatent 08100,and familiar
with its details,enableus to otTerto invcnucrsunusual
VII. Tun Errlc'rs or Ain, Exncisn. sun Dm'r,with
havelittle experience
EEEEEEEEEEE
facilitiesfor
the
transnciion
of
theirbusiness.
especial
When
is
referenceto thetreaimentof chronicdi~easco.
an
at;
considered
that a patentof ordinaryvalue worthsev
El“ In
VIII. Tm: Dnvo-Pnsorrclrcontrasted
with Hydropathio
Govermng their Passions,
eralthousands
of dollars,
unnecessary
to saythat the
E
and PhysiologicalTreatment.
carefulmanagement
of an applicationthereforis a mailer
IX. II‘i'DBOl'A'l'lilO
and bringing their moraland intel
cl amt importance
Es'rsnusnusms; their Location,
to the inventor.especiallywhen
knownthathundredsof applicationsare rejrctcdentirely Formation,andRight Management.
EE
‘ ‘ lectnal powers into the ascendant, in consequence
“ The New HydropnthicFamily
of not beingproperlypreparedand pre
Physician" themost
tbere qnallfylngthemfor
sented. To performthis servicein a mannersafeto the
elaborateand coinnote popular work on the subject.
EEEEEEEEEEE
inventor,requiresa thoroughknowledgeof patentlaw.
Every l'.-milyshonh have copy.
clearperception
andundersianding
Price,
o
f
action,
mechanical
dBIIVPI'EIl
Selecting Proper Pursuits,
free,or wiih postageprepaidby mail,
yearsof experience
andcareiuldeliberative
consideration. only M 60. The amountmaybe inciosedin letter,and
AA
Our patentbusinesshas beenunderits presentmanage directedto
in whichtheirabilitiescanbeusedto
mentsincethelatterpart of the year1306,during which
FOWLER
thebestadvantage,
AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
and their defects
A
AA
time hasincreasedto severaltimesits previousmagni
wantedin everyCountyin all
AA A
mosteffectually
overcome,
ttlunoa'smgAqmta
thussecur
6
of crises mWSl
tude.and largeportionofil. latelyhasconsisted
Cl.
A
andthediscussionandsolution
ing thebestresultsof theircil'orts,
involviansevr-recontests,
A
AA
ofdiillcnlt anduntroddenquestionsof patentlaw,bothin
A
AA
WORKS ON HEALTH.
the PatentOtllceand beiorethe Judges of the United
And Gaining Honor and
StatesCircuitCourt.
IIYDROPATHIO ENCYCLOPEDIA.
A Complete
Happiness.
Anvicl IN RIGABDTo run NOVELTYarm Paras-raun
rystem of Hydreputhyand lly h-ne. Illustrated
rrv or as INVENTION
With300engravings. By R. T. rail, M.D... . . "$8 00
Theseexaminations
Dggnnngn
are givenver
givenli'eeof chargeupon receiptof suilicicntdescrip
FAMILY PHYSICIAN, HYDBOPATIIIC.
By
bully,withall thecandorand hit-Mul
tion and sketchor model. In a majorityof casesour
DD
DD
Dr. Joel Shew. A new and invaluablework for
DD
DD nessof conﬁdentialcommunications, knowledgeof previousinventionsenablesus to givesatis
homepractice. Prolusclyillustrated.... . . . . . . .. 50
factoryinformationto inventorswithoutthe expenseof
and,whendesired,
CONSUMPTION: Its Causes.Prevention,andCure
specialsearch.
by Water-Treatment.By Dr. Show. . . . . . . . . .. . ..
DD
DD
.
Panmmuur EXAMINATIONS
. .
on
Full Written Descriptions
on
are,however,madein caseswhich involve considerable CHILDREN: their Hydropaihic Managementin
DDDDDDD
Healthand Disease. By Dr. Sbew. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
doubt,ior theusualfeeof live dollars,exceptin casesof
are made,accompanied
by bookor
extremeandunusualcoi-piicstionand dilliculty. These ALCOHOL AND THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
examinationsare carefully made and elaboratelyre
lllustrnt'd by Diagram. By Prof. Youmans.. . . 80
885585
chartwithillustrationsof theorgans,
5355
HINTS TOWARD PHYSICAL PERFECTION;
largeandsmall,with full instructions ported.
Arruca'rioxs son Pants-rs
55855 8555
or,
The Philosophyof Human Beauty: Showing
how to cultivate and direct every
833
are preparedby us with greatcare,not onlyto obtaina
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AMONG other anccdotes of the ﬁrst experi
ments of Robert Fulton, the following is from
the pen of R. W. Haskiris, of Buffalo:
“Some twenty years since, more or less—for

can not ﬁx the date with more certainty—I
the acquaintance, on a steamboat
on the Hudson River, of a gentleman who
on that occasion related to me some incidents
of the ﬁrst voyage of Fulton to Albany, in

I

formed

steamboat, the Clermont, which I had
never met with elsewhere.
“I chanced,” said my narrator, “to be at
Albany on business when Fulton arrived there

his

in his unheard-of craft, which every one felt

so much interest in seeing. Being ready to
leave, and hearing that his craft was to return
to New York,I repaired on board and inquired
for Mr. Fulton.
I was referred to the cabin, and found there
a plain gentlemanly man, wholly alone and
engaged in writing.”
“ Mr. Fulton, I presume."

“Yes, sir.”

‘

is

it

:

is

a

is

pipe. which is open
THE ventilator consists of
connectedwith the chimney ﬁne
at the top. and
at the bottom of the room, as seenin the out.
In rooms warmed by stoves, the supply of pure
air comesin at the windows and doors, and being
colder than the air of the room, falls to the ﬂoor,
as is represented in the cut by arrows without
feathered ends; as this cold air comesin contact
with the stove, the furniture, and persons in the

UNGRATEFUL CHILDREN.-—A!i Eastern proverb
which declares that there are no ungrateful chil
dren,
nearer the truth than
appears. It
but aﬂoiher version of the Biblical maxim Train
up child in the way he should go, and when he
old he will not depart from it. The parent who
does really train up a child in the way he should
the parent who truly deservesthe gratitude
go,
the only parent who can
of his child, and he
in full measure. How many
hope to receive
parents there are who, after indulging iheir chil
dren's every desire, are sincerely astonished to
is

him as from a rchry, and as he looked up at
me, the big tear was brimming in his eye, and
his voice faltered as he said, Excuse me, sir;
contemplated this,
but memory was busy as
the ﬁrst pecuniary reward have ever receiVed
for all my exertions in adapting steam to

OP ROOMS.

it

i”

I

it,

laid in his open hand; and with an eye ﬁxed
he remained so long motionless that
upon
supposed there might be some miscount, and
This aroused
said to him, ‘Is that right, sir

VENTILATION

a

“I

APPARATUS.

VENTILATING

is

“ You can take your chance with us, sir.”
inquired the amount to be paid, and after
a moment’s hesitation, a sum, I think six
dollars, was named. The amount in coin I

LYMAN’S

is

“ Do you return to New York in this boat ?”
“ We shall try to go back, sir.”
“ Can I have a passage down '9”
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rooms, becomesrareﬁed and rises to the ceiling,
as representedby the arrows with feathered ends,
ﬁnd them making no return of love and gratitude.
becomes impure by the exhala
On its way up
Gratitude! For what should they be grateful?.
tions of our bodies and lungs, and, by the draft of
For will uncurbcd?
For an impaired digestion
drawn off from the upper part of
Iwould gladly commemorate the
the chimney,
navigation.
For
heart cold
For an appetite unregulated
ventilator,
am
dis
but
and
the
with
you,
wine
room
down
through
of
the
bottle
event over
For
For hands unskillful?
For a mind empty
ﬂue
at
the
of
the
bottom
the
yet
chimney
into
charged
really too poor for even that just new;
For the chance of forming
a childhood wasted
would
ﬂue
at
the
10p,
the
entered
room. If
trust we may meet again when this will not
These are poor claims upon
noble character lost
destroy the draft of the stova. In a room occu
be so.’ ”
the gratitude of a child. Bring up your child so
——_‘0.'>—-—
pied by from three to six persons, the pipe should
that, at mature age. he has a sound constitution,
round; if oval (as
be seven inches in diameter,
ap
healthy desires, an honest heart, a wellinforined
epitaph
decidedly
original
Tr-n: following
cut), ten by ﬁve inches, with a seven-inch
the
in
ntlachcdto one of
mind, good manners, and useful calling. and you
in the cemetery
pearsona tombstone,
the
bottom
ﬁne
at
with
the
to
connect
round pipe
our cities. The deceasedwas an engineeron theSt. I»,
may rely upon his making you such a rich return
eleven
ﬁve
by
If
the
room
larger,
of the room.
A. andC. B. IL, and usedtodrive an enginefamousfor
of grim-ful affection as shall thousand tunes re
previous
an
and half inches, connected with the ﬂue by
ll! speed. The epitaphwaswritten by himself
pay you for the toil and self denial which such a
to his death:
training costs. No—there are no ungrateful chii
eight-inch round pipe, is none too large.
“ My enginenowis coldandstill,
dren, when there anything to be grateful for.
have some thirty of them in operation, and
No waterdoesmyboiler ﬂii;
in
them
have
been
of
to
do
well.
Some
none
fail
very unfair
Enucarionr.-—Thewuld thought
My cokeaffordsits ﬂameno more,
use four years.
areo’er.
My daysof usefulness
to inﬂuence a child‘s mind by inculcating any
diameter,
costs
seven
inchesin
My wheelsdenytheirnotedspeed,
round tin pipe.
should have come to years of
opinion before
No moremyguidinghand theyhccd;
oval, about $4.
from $2 50 to $3;
discretion, and be able to choose for itself.
My whistle—ithaslost its tonc,
very highly.
All who have used it, prize
was my
showed him my garden, and told him
Ils shrill andthrilling soundis gone.
a better ventilator than an openﬁre-place.
think
all
My valvesare nowtoruwaopenwide,
botanic garden. “ How so 2” said be, “it
" that is
It not patented, and free to all.
My ﬂanges,all refuseto guide;
covered with weeds." “ Oh," replied,
My clucks- alas! thoughoncesostrong,
In rooms warmed by a furnace, the ventilation
because has not yet cometo its age of discretion
Refusetheir aid in the[maythrong.
should be from the bottom of the room, because
and choice. The weeds, you see, have taken the
No more feeleachurgingbreath,
unfair in me to
the supply air being heated, rises to the top of the
liberty to grow, and thought
in death;
My steam newcondensed
DAVID LYMAN.
prejudice the soil in fqul‘ of roses or straw
used.
room before
Life’s railwayo’er,eachstationpassed,
berries.”—Coleridge.
MIDDLIJ'IILD, (Jr., Aug. 28,1861.
In deathl’m stopped,andrestatlast."
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the dignity which he
was able to evince
arose more from ino
ral uprightness and
intellectual
compre
hension of his true
position than from
any feeling of arro
gance and

personal
pride. He was plain
in his manners, sim
ple in his dress, open
and direct in his style

NIXON BRIGGS.
AND BIOGRAPHY.

PHRENOLOGICAL cumucrea.

and
expression,
always able to im
and
people
press

of

THi-z late Governor Briggs had a predom
inance of the vital temperament, which gavu
a healthy constitution and a free supply of
blood to the brain, and in his earlier days he 1
had a fresh, almost ﬂorid countenance“ He

meet them with that
strong, friendly spirit
which so distinguish
ed his character. Few

was a man of warmth, earnestness, and zeal,
but these elements were tempered by pru
dence and by a. harmonious balance of body
As a speaker he was earnest, and
and mind.

!

PORTRAIT

OF

r

EX.-GOV. GEORGE N. 331068.

men have lived to ac
complish so much as
he. and been able to

do with so little op
position; and few men who have taken so bold
astand as he on the side ofjustice and human
ity have lived and died with so few enemies.
The organs in the side-head were not large,
it

often pathetic, but he never lost the command
of himself or his subject.
His forehead was largely developed, indi

215.

desire
to worship,
and to do good to

A YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

PHRENQLOGICAL anmc-raa

NUMBER,

He was profoundly
religious and philan
strong
thropicalliad

OIouteuts.

GEORGE

ﬁnttlligcnts.

“moi

1861.

AND WELLS,

No. 308 Broadway,
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g

AND

was good, and to suppress and check
their opposing elements. He had a large de
velopment of Benevolence ; the portrait shows
which

it

it,

cating a strong and practical understanding.
He had a. good memory of facts, and could al
still more
but the head itself indicated
ways command his knowledge when he most
The great height of the head
needed it. He had an excellent knowledge of - distinctly.
from the root of the nose indicates Benevo
character, understood mind and motive well,
and knew how to adapt himself to the people
lence, and as we trace backward to the middle
of the tophead, we ﬁnd Veneration to be large.
in such a way as to call out. from them that

frankness and an amiable temper.
His desire for property was not very strong;
still, through economy and uncompromising
temperance, he was able, even in Washington,
indicating

,
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in early education, his natural nentern-ss, lug- I
of his salary.
to save the greater proportion
ical powers. industry, and prepussressing man
considerable
a
of
which laid the foundation
ners gnVe him an extensive law practice, and a I
twelve
his
during
ofhim,
property. It was said
high reputation in the profession.
of Congress,
member
a
as
residence
years’
In 1830 he was elected to Congress. and
society
Washington
of
that the dissipations
his seat in the House of Representatives
took
efﬁcient
and
An energetic
never reached him.
in December. 1831. He was but thirty-four
light shine,
his
let
he
advocate,
Temperance
years of age when he entered Congress.
which so
and in the midst of temptation, before
Although at that time Berkshire was generally
in
his
many strong men fall, he maintained
regarded as a close district. such was the per
of vice
tegrity, and retired from that hot-bed
sonal popularity of Mr. Briggs, and the satis
His head shows
and dissipation untarnished.
faction felt with his services, that. he was con
Christian,
the
the friend, the honest man,
tinued in his sent through six Congressional
and from such
thinker,
the
and
philanthropist,
terms, until, in 1843, he was called to the
a
character
to
expect
right
a
a head we have
No‘
gubernatorial chair of Massachusetts.
His
almost, if not quite, without blemish.
esteemed in
more
was
respected
man
and
a more
native State never had a purer patriot,
Washington, though he carried thither the
or a.
upright man, a more patriotic executive,
sternest moral and religious principles of his
more unsullied judge.
New England nurture. He was for some
BIOGRAPHY.
George Nixon Briggs was born in the town

of Adams, in the county of Berkshire, on the
12th of April, 1796. His father was a black:
slnith, who reared his family by the hard
labor of his hands. When George was seven
to
years old, his father removad from Adams
Manchester, in the State of Vermont, where
he resided two years; from thence he re
moved to White Creek. Washington County,
N. Y., where he resided several years. At
thirteen years of ago George went to learn the

trade of a butter, and worked at it for three
manner,
years, though in a very irregular
being the youngest person in the shop, and
Returning
therefore the general drudge.
home, he went to an academy one year. which
according to a
constituted his “education,”
much misapplied term.
In September, 1813, he returned to his na
tive village in Berkshire, with nothing but a

small trunk, along on his back. containing his
He soon entered
scanty stock of clothing.
the law ofﬁce of Mr. \Vashburn, in Adams,
and began the study of his chosen profession.
He remained there one year. when he re
moved to Lanesboro’, in the same county, and
studied laboriously at his profession for four
years. at the end of which time he was con
sidered qualiﬁed to commence practice as a
lawyer in the courts; and accordingly, in
October, 1818. he was admitted to the bar of
At this time he was
the Common Pleas.
twenty-two years old, and had been married
six months before the completion of his studies.
having been admitted to the bar, he
removed from Lanesboro’ to his native town
of Adams, where he put out his sign and
opened an office. He remained in Adams
After

ﬁva years. at the end of which time his busi
ness was such that he found it would be for
his advantage to reside at the shire town of the
county, and accordingly he removed again to
Lanesboro’, where he lived until the spring of
1842, when he removed to Pitlsﬁold, where he
lived till his death.

In spite of his deﬁciencies ,

[qu
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time Chairman of the Post Ofﬁce Committee,
and did much for the cause of cheap postage.
He was reputed to be one of the best pre
siding oﬁ‘icers in the House, and was fre
quently called to the chair while
sat in committee of the whole.

the House

He was chosen Governor of the Common
wealth in 1843. and was re-elected every year
till 1851. He brought to the administration of
this ofﬁce the same broad and conscientious
views, careful habits, untiring activity, and
had marked his
genial deportinent which
whole public career. He was eminently suc
cessful. and it would take more room than we
have to spare to enumerate all the useful
measures with which he was identiﬁed, and of
which We are all reaping the beneﬁts to-day.
In 1852—53 Mr. Briggs was appointed one of
the judges of the Court of Common Pleas,
and continued on the bench until the courts
were changed during the administration of

preside Well “'nS lire-eminent, and the con
sciousness on all sides that this ability was
combined with the purest integrity, and the
largest measure of practical good sense. gave
his decisions the weight of oracles. No man
ever appealed from them, however much he
may have regretted that they were not more
favorable to his side of the question.
The death of a man whose sterling excel
lences have adorned so many conspicuous

positions, in the State and in the Church,
through so many years of public service, is in
every respect a great loss. But the inﬂuence
of such a life as that of George N. Briggs can
not die. So long as the youngest child that
knew him lives, his name will live, to illustrate
how beautiful is inﬂexible Christian principle,
when combined with the best of practical
every-day sense and a perfectly childlike ten
derness of heart.
He died of no disease, but of a wound in
ﬂicted by the accidental discharge of a shot
gun, while obeying one of the generous im
pulses of his ruling passion. A neighbor’s
family, whose carriage had broken down near
his residence. needed help; and Gov. Briggs,
ﬁnding that the broken carriage could not be
tirade ﬁt for immediate use, hastened to get his
own. that he might himself convey the unfor
tunate family to their home. It was one of
those acts of kindness in which he delighted.
But in hastily taking his overt-oat.from a closet,
the gun was in some way made to discharge
itself in his face and neck. fenrfully lace-rating
both, and producing death. How inscrutable
is the fact that such a man should come to his
But
end at such a time and in such it way!
mysterious as the Providence which ordered
it might have seemed to him, he acquiesced in
its wisdom; for when unable to speak a word.
he wrote on a slate to his ngonized wife. " IT
HAS cons; BE s'rtLL AND KNOW THAT I AM
Goo!"
He received the injury September
4th, 1861, and lingered till the 12th, when
death relieved him from his suﬂ'erings.

W’—

Governor Banks.
Since his retirement from public life, he had
quietly pursued the profession of law at Pitts
ﬁeld, enjoying to an eminent degree the conﬁ
dence of all who knew him, and always ready
to perform any service to mitigate human suf
fering, or to promote public virtue. He was,
in the highest sense. a PHILANTHROPIC MAN.
Every man, no matter where‘ he lived or what
his condition, Was his nslcnnoa—a man to be
This inherent
loved as he would love himself.
benevolence of his nature, attempered and
expanded by the power of genuine Christian
principle, made his sympathies world-wide,
while they were, at the same time. as warm

A PRODUCTIVE

LIFE.

PART OF A LECTURE TO YOUNG PEOPLE: BY
REV. J. L. FORNING.
I SHOULD suppose, in looking over the world,
that. God had constructed a small fraction of
mankind for beneﬁeent purposes, and the large
residue for their own selﬁsh ends. To see the
utter obliviousness of most people in regard to
the world’s uplifting, one would think that God
had denied them any faculties suited to this
high purpose, and had given all mission of
beneﬁcence to a small committee. Looking at
great benefactors like Howard and Fry, you

and as active in his family, in his neighborhood,
and in his church, as though no broader sphere
was embmced within their mission of lone;
and the suffering which was near by was not
permitted to shut up his heart against that

suppose that they had a certain set of natural
endowments for doing good which most people
have not. Now this is no such thing, and I
believe there are thousands of men and women

which was far off.

tivation

was elected President of the
Union. the largest and most im
portant of Baptist organizations, at the Cincin
nati annual meeting of 1847. His ability to

available for men’s good, might have had as
splendid a moral organization, and perhaps. too,
done as splendid a work as Howard or Fry.
But this is the radical fault with parental

Gov. Briggs

Missionary

who. if in early life they had set about the cul
of those facilities which are most

!

composition as many clover heads as that of
Moses or Solomon

hearts are to be bandaged and sin-sick souls
lie all over on reeking litters—in such

world,
say that both for men and Women esthetic-s
should be the exception and work the rule.
Have you ﬁne social powers, which make
These are
you the pet of the drawing- room?
the very qualities which will make you a mes
senger of seraph tongue and wing to the
Have you education
squalid homes of want.
There
and reﬁnement?
many a spot of
rugged deﬁlement in the world which waits to
be gilded with their radiance.
Have you a
genial outﬂow of kindness, which makes the
of
sparkle of your eyes the star-twinkles

and bedizened etiquette.
should
Suppose
tell you, my reﬁned sisters, that you have no
talent for anything but leaving cards at front

for just that qual
bright love-glance and
ity which makes you a lovely daughter and
sister that these forsaken ones are waiting and

doors and waiting obsequiously on millincrs,
with a dismal episode of dusting the parlor

yearning.

now and then. You would not think
me very complimentary, and
should doubt
1

furniture

it
is

ing hearts in this world which from morn till
night never hear a soft love-syllable or see a
;

I

I

domestic friendship, and your voice silver
Oh! there are break
melody to human ear?

I

wish
could apply this truth to our accom
plished young ladies, who have graduated with
honor from our seminaries in too many in
stances only to live a life of elegant idleness

Was not this Christ’s idea of life
Not on verdant meadows
productiveness?
and soft globes did He distill his love-drops.
But where ware Afric sands from which life’s

is

is

it

if

is I

It

is

a

is

it

it

is

it

By no means. These things
have their place in life.
But, after all, in a
world where wounded
great hospital of

I

esthetic taste.

A

it

a

crusade against embroideries
and the employments of

a

I

;

I

needlework

c>>=

vice by their death than they do in their life;
for the carcase of an ape will fructify in de

and

is

begrudge his carcass six feet by two to rot in.
And, in fact, such creatures do really more ser

inaugurating

I I

I

i

a chronic type—the disease of laziness.
Out
for
almost think the earth would
upon him

always ﬁnd them
Contrariwise,
attired for work, with homespun aprons and
busy hands. Now do not understand me as

it

it

with an aggravated form of that most unmedi
cable of all diseases, especially when
takes

not so.

I

sia, hypochondria, and light literature, and go
to “ the springs” in summer to physic off the
winter’s surfeiting, and die in life’s meridian

garden lawns, while the groans of the sick and
wounded were issuing from every ward
But

l

plished,

nurses busy with crochet work, and embroidery,
and promenades before the looking-glass and in

a

and Homer ad libilum, accom~
reﬁned, polite, the star of brilliant
coteries, very talented, and nothing to do but
mope through the winter months with dyspep

Shakspeare

What
should go into the hospital of the
Sisters of Charity and ﬁnd those self-styled

over the top of the pan. We cultivate our in
tellects for self; we go to college for? self. just
to be more erudite than the average; we learn
etiquette and music for self; we study art for
tell you, that in the case of most
self; and
of us, life
little better than a holiday—as
God had ordained that
should be Christmas
or Fourth of July from solstice to solstice, from
the crib to the cofﬁn.
few years ago a pea-kernel was found
buried in a vase of an Egyptian sarcophagus
nearly three thousand years old.
was
brought to England and planted, and sprung
garden at Highgate with blossoms as
up in
fresh and redolent as have decked any garden
during the past summer.
That buried germ
of life and friiitage
a symbol of
conse
crated life.
Do you think the harvest of such
a life will be gathered in a life-time or a gen
Verily nay. Paul’s life
eration?
hearing
more fruit to-day than
ever did when his
heart throbbed in its mortal tenement. Luther’s
life
was when
more energetic to-day than
he deﬁed the Vatican in the Diet of Worms.
The very fragrance of Wesley’s name, sup
fusing the atmosphere of Christendom, has
done more for religion than ever his preaching
did and the mere sound of the names of Cary
and Schwartz
worth to-day millions of dol
lars to the cause of missions.
A real pro
ducer can never cease producing so long as
earth has a spot of soil left on
for spiritual
If to-day you are an earnest
seed-sowing.
laborer for the world, good generations yet un
born shall gather the sheaves which you have
sown away over the telegraphic lines of the
centuries, human hearts shall throb with
purity and love and joy at your behest to-day.
Gird up your loins, then, young brethren, for
work.
God and the world are waiting for us.
might die in the
would to God
For myself,
harness, and that the last spasm of this mortal
life might be an endeavor or a prayer for the
world’s uplifting toward goodness and heaven.
Of all curses beneath the stars this seems to
me the chief, to outlive one’s usefulness; to
fondle the body so by self-indulgence that
either in the retributions of mental senility or
physical decadence one’s longevity should sur
a
vive one’s life-work for God. [think
thing that you may well pray for, to have the
Oh!
toil
coeval.
end of life and the end of
what a curse to get through living and ﬁnd
ﬁnd life a vacuum
“
Said Theodore Parker on his death-bed,
have had great powers committed to me.
have but half used them.’7 Do not say he was
can hardly say
a villain, for fear you and
as much.
This
life’s laurel crown, its amaranthine
chaplet, which autumn chills can not wither—
to have our life
copy of the IDEAL LIFE, and
as its climax to say with the ﬁnal gasp. and
with a truthfulness which even Omniscience
can not question, IT is ristsnan.

I

i),

in foreign parts (better he had staid there
has a ﬁne library, has a smack of science, has
skimmed over all the poets, can quote from

hot bosom.

We skim off the cream of life for ourselves,
and even after this
done, most of us give to
the world only the milk that accidentally spills

I

suppose, has been to college, is a connoisseur of
paintings, an amateur in music, has traveled

more seldom

met with than roses and violets on Sahara’s

contradiction of that.
Selﬁshuess
our dire
distemper, and the aggregations of force by
which we might bless others are but the diet
on which this damning lust feeds and fattens.

is

Of all hideous sights, to my mind, on the
globe, is a young gentleman or a young lady
of elegant leisure.
A young man, we will

oblation to God and the world

!

reeking with wounds and bruises and putrefy
ing sores, this in God’s eye makes a man the
oﬁ'scouring. the peeling of his species.

fallen sisters in infamy, as a teacher of the
ignorant—the
instance of such heroic self

a

verybad ! Ah. young man, I tell you poverty
is not the brand of infamy in God’s heraldry,
but lazy irresponsibility and magniﬁcent repose
on sofas and divans in a great hospital world,

is

as the

is not so very

ing, as a nurse of the sick, as an angel visit
ress to the garrets of poverty, as
matron of
orphans, as an admonisher and help to their

is

missed by the world

instance of a rich man’s daughter consecrating
herself to any drudgery for the world’s uplift

a

and die as little

hound that dogs his heels—(his

the providence, of
am afraid nine tenths of our female
poverty,
teachers would desert their posts. And the

if

with a rag carpet on the floor, were about
equal for ignominy to going to State Prison.
But to be a young gentleman of elegant leisure,
with nothing to do but go trouting, and hunt
partridges and quail, and drive a. fast horse,

thousand who makes herself of appreciable
and were
not for

consequence to the world
the accident, or rather

I

frescoed drawing-room into a “ seven-by-nine,”

fashion of self-seeking in this world, that there
not one daughter of wealthy parents out of

I

mother’s milk, that to be poor is of all things
the most disgraceful; to walkout ofhis father’s

noblest endowments behind the gilded
And
tell you such
the

walls of fashion?

siroccos had swept all that was green and
beautiful, there was the altar on which his
noblest traits lay billcted for an oblation. And
every other life seems to me almost a blank

is

the idea of usefulness to the world.
And the
son of a rich man imbibes the idea with his

your

is

bread-and-buttcr consideration (for I can dlg~
nify it with no better terms) is, in the case of
most people, from the very nursery, made to
overtop and overshadow by its magniﬁcence

is
it

a

think that they really supposed that God had
cut them out after so stingy
And
pattern.
so? Or rather, have you not immured

99

;

I

talented than the average. But judging from
the diary of most elegant young ladies, should

a is

understand that we expect them in how their
way successfully through the world, and be
the architects of their own fortunes; and this

less incur the wrath of your fond parents, who
. think that their daughters are rather more

I

education and self-culture, that they too much
ignore any mental qualities except those which
And our boys fully
pertain to personal thrift.
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TEMPTATION.
BY HENRY \VARD BEECHER.
[Extractfrom a sermonon the text, "Resist thedevil,
andhe will ﬂeefromyou."—Jae. lv. 7.]
THERE is no man who has not moral sover
The soul is a. kingdom.
eignty over himself.
We can suffer it to go by default, or conniv
ance, or agreement, into the hands of evil ; or
by due exertion we may hold it for virtue and
truth.
God has not ensnared us in life, and ﬁlmed
the air with webs which catch our wings, and
given us helplessly to be devoured by tempta
tion. \Ve have a reserved power, we have a
personal will, we have a victorious ability,
which, by the grace of God, will give us vic
tory over every temptation, so that the triple
alliance, the world, the ﬂesh, and the devil,
shall not have dominion over us, unless we
choose to be in subjection to them.
Let us consider, then, the great Christian
duty of resisting evil.

I. All men are clothed with ability efﬁciently
to resist evil.

Therefore

I afﬁrm the exist

PHRENOLOGICAL
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has become lnore popularly diffused and be
lieved, there is a tendency among men to go
over to laxity and demoralization on that side,
and to argue that men are so made that their
nature is ineVitable and irresistible; that their
being placed in certain conditions and circum
stances will determine what they shall feel
and will and do; and that their being good or
bad is the result of the outworkings of two
necessities, one psycholoaical, within, and the
other circumstantial. without.
Now, men’s organization will certainly have
great inﬂuence upon them. This I do not
need to argue, because I have so constantly
taught it in my instructions '0 you. A man’s
(organization, for instance, will determine the
relative strength of various parts of his mind
and of his body. Some are strong in one part
of the body, and some in another. Some are
swift of foot, some are strong of hand, some
are powerful in the chest, some have their
power in their loiiis, and the power of some is
equally distributed.
Some have their power
in the eye, some have their power in the face,
and some have their power distributed equally.

ence of a plenary power of men over them
selves, by which they can control their whole
being so that it shall be co-incident with
This is the
natural law and with moral law.

In some the muscular system predominates;
in others the cerebral; and in still others the
assimilative and circulatory.
And as it is with the body, somore signally is

side which has been made weak in every age
of the world by philosophy. Different philoso
phies, springing from different roots and ele
ments, have agreed very largely in attempting
to show that men were in some way compelled
to follow their nature.
In our day. these

it with the mind. Men are organized differently
in mental as well as in physical respects.

philosophies, if possible, are more rife than
they ever were before, for they are coming to
A fuller
be used on the side of physiology.
knowledge of natural law. the introduction of

ceptively and reﬂectiver intellectual. Some are
stronger in the moral than in the intellectual ele

many elements of knowledge that have hitherto
been hidden from our understanding, is bring
ing the attendant evils of new discoveries in
truth.
There is a great deal of skepticism
springing out of the bosom of a great deal of
good.
Men once erred by giving too little inﬂuence
to the constitution of things in men. There
have been a great many that have taught that
all men were born substantially alike.
Cer
tainly, the inﬂuence of their teaching has been
to make it

appear that all men were alike
responsible—responsible, that is, as if each
one was just as liable to temptation. and was
endowed with just as much power of resisting
temptation as every other.
But now ihe tendency is to go to the oppo
site extreme. Since men have found out that
organization is a fact; that men differ from
each other according to the various elements
in the composition of their body and mind;
that different men carry different qualities in
and thai. ihe
them, in differing proportions:
responsibility of each man is to be estimated,
not by any comprehensive phiiosophical prin
ciple, but by his own iiature-—siiice this truth

Z2529);—

Some are strong in the intellect—and of course
in the intellect there are various gradations.
Some are perceptiVely intellectual, and others
are reﬂectively intellectual. Some are both per

ments. Some are Weak in the moral elements.
Some are strong in the social faculties, and others
are weak in those faculties.
Some are strong
in appetites and passions, and some are alm0st
free from them. A great many men are so strong
basilarly that they do not answer the end of
life. They are too strong at the bottom, and
too weak at the top to he of much use. Other
men are too strong at the top and too weak at
bottom, and are useless for that reason. They
are strong in the moral nature, but they have
no impelling force. They have neither courage
nor power.

$®

Though they carry a good head,
It is good, but not

it is an inefficient head.

[N0v.,

how they can be made better; let him see
where they are too strong and where they are
too weak, and how their strength can be rightly
distributed : let him make sermons from men,
and preach them to men again, wiih his eye
upon the living. palpitating human heart, feel
ing ﬁrst what they want, and then attempting
to supply their deﬁciency—let a man do this,
and in the proportion in which he does it he
will have to recognize the difference between
one man and another. True preaching can
not be a thing of absolute unities, like medi
cine; it is a thing to be divided and subdivided
according to the symptoms, the wants, the cou
stitutional peculiarities, the temperament, the
education of those to whom it is administered.
Such was Scripture preaching.
It is supposed by some that this will lead to
laxity; and that it will tend to make men feel
that sinning is merely the result of their con
stitution.
So it is. Sinning is the result of
men’s constitutions—and so is everything else
that they do. When a man draws a bow and
lets ﬂy the arrow, and slays a man, the slay
ing is the result of the constitution of the how.

It is so whether the act itself is right or wrong.
Is a man’s hand given to strike down?
Then
the striking down is the result of the constitu
tion of the hand whether it is employed in a
just or an unjust cause. Everything a man
does is the result of his constitution.

But that
I hold that there
does not touch the question.
can he no doctrine of freedom from moral
responsibility based upon the peculiarity of a

man’s constitution.

This constitutional condition will determine
which part of a man will be most active, and
which part he can use with most facility.
It
will go far to determine whether he shall work
by force, by feeling, by thought. or by imagin
ation.
It will determine whether he shall be
engineer, philosopher, poet, orator, artist, or
loving friend. It will determine whether he
shall ﬁnd his work chiefly in the household, in
the forum, in the ﬁeld, in the studio. or in the
study. It will go far to determine what ele
ments shall predominate in a man—whether
caution, or hope, or vigor, or gentleness, or
love, or courage. or ﬁrmness, or yieldingncss.
What part of a man’s feeling shall act, will

powerful.
We must recognize these facts; and we must
recognize them just in the proportion in which

depend largely upon his organization.
But ihere we must stop. We have come to
the end. Organization merely shows which
of the instruments of a man are strongest. It

we tench by a knowledge of men rather than
by a knowledge of books. Let a man learn
his theology in the study, let him shape his

does not determine either of these two things:
ﬁrst, the objects to which we shall apply our
several mind-forces; and, secondly, the restraint

views of truth according to the schools, and he
will be apt to substitute mere philosophical

of stronger feelings from excess.

ideas or conceptions for
man learn his theology
business be not so much
systematic viewa, as to
ally and in classes; let

the truth.
But let. a
from men, and let his
to authenticale ceriaiu
look at men individu

him. like a physician.
examine their nature, and see what they are,

In these two

things lies the whole of sinfulness—namely,
wrong direction or wrong application of our
faculties, and inordinatencss or excess in them.
Sin, traced back from the technical deﬁnition
to the physiological, comes to be one of two
things—either using right feelings in wrong
directions, or using right feelings in wrong de

is

I

it

I

I

I

it,

dark spaces showing the ﬁgure had given rise
within the sentient aspect of my mind to a con

I

i.

sciousness of its presence (sensation), had thus
what
call my attention,
c., had
caused my conscious perceptive faculties to be

drawn to

turned to the work of receiving and cognizing
knowledge brought within their reach by the
But so soon as

I

sensation.

averted or closcd

the eyes, impression and sensation ceased; and
so, therefore, did seeing proper, or perception.
The knowledge
had of the triangle while
also called ape'rcep
actually looking on
tion, and an idea. When the perception ceased,
the seeing became only
seeming to see; there
still lingered in the mind what we may call a

PROCESSES AND FACULTIES.

mental picture, or image, that
the idea of
the triangle.
But this idea
now a CONCEP

Not 1].

Tlon; and the act or process of holding
before the mind, whether perception has just

it

open other people’s doors ! You might as well
say that because a man is adapted to engrav
ing, and has great powers of imitation, he must
be a counterfeiter ? Just as though there was

manner see, and can continue seeing, the tri
angle. Now, while, previously,
actually
looked on
impressions due to the light and

is,

and inquisitive, he must
be a maker of false keys, and a pick-lock to

if

is

is

is,

it

is
a

—~—‘..v->—_

IMAGINATION:

ceedingly ingenious

After a little,
time attentively, a triangle.
averting my eyes, or closing them,
ﬁnd that,
such be my choice or will,
can still in a

is

be always running away from danger. You
might as well say that because a man is ex

writers now more commonly apply the
name of CONCEPTION, ﬁrst distinctively given
to
by Stewart.
As an example of this in
tellectual act :—Suppose
see, for the ﬁrst

a

They teach substantially that if a man
has large Seeretiveness he must be a thief;
that if he has large Cautiousness he must be
a coward; that if he is swift of foot he must
tion.

ical

I

is supposed by many such, that a
man’s character is determined by his constitu

In that division, the process placed ﬁrst,
because simplest,
that to which, though
sometimes called by other names, metaphys

it,
is

other—it

is

believe it is far from being a perfected science,
but that it is further toward the truth than any

is

It is
here lies the popular fallacy.
supposed by many who believe that phrenology
reveals the true science of the human mind—I
And

;

it

every faculty may be held to right objects.

101

it

faculties.
There is in every man who is ﬁt to
be out of the lunatic asylum a power by which

it

it and holding it within due bounds by other

is

him the power of excessive caution, but itdoes
not take away from him the power of limiting

is

ing, or the excess of it.
Now organization does not touch either of
these two things. It may determine that a man
should be cautious, but it does-not determine
where his caution should work.
It may give

has nothing to do with the fact. The fallacy
this: the supposition that there
but one
direction in which secretiveness, combative
ness, destructiveness, or any animal appetite
or passion, can act, and that that
inevitably
the wrong way; whereas the fact
that no
man has any of these faculties in excess who
has not also the power to direct them right as
well as wrong.
For each of them, and for
every passion, there
life-work, indispen
sable, and in its degree noble, and the very
that
guilt of wrong use
prevents a legiti
mate right use.
Organization, then, will determine what
will
part of a man
strongest, and indirectly
determine what his tendencies and ambitions
in life will be; but
does not determine the
use to which his strength shall be put.
Actions may be good or bad; regulated or un
but whether good or bad, whether
regulated
regulated or unregulated, they have nothing to
do with organization.
That inheres in every
man. And there
where responsibility takes
hold. God has given you great forces, not to
be held for promiscuous, unregulated uses, but
to be directed in right channels.
In the stalls
of the human soul, in all the lower range of
not one steed for which there
faculties, there
not harness and bridle, and which, being
bitted and trained, a man can not ride and
drive.
[10 a: communal

is

grees- It is misapplication or it is excess—
one or the other. There is not a sin or a vice
that is not the misapplication of a normal feel
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Just as though it were not a
immoral way.
faculty world-wide in its beneﬁcence. Just as

the resulting

been a retention of the idea in its unconscious

though it were not what walls are to defend a
city, or what vails are to hide things sacred
from the gaze of vulgar eyes. Just as though

broad and vague term, Imagination.
Restrict
ing the word, as should be done, to what

things.
Some philosophers argue that because a man
is born with a large brain behind the ear and
he must be a ﬁghting man or a mur
above

Of
abstraction, judgment, and taste.
course, operations of reasoning proper must
also be rejected from the scope and meaning of
the term. Finally, a very broad subject-matter

lion,

being still left after these exclusions, a division
or analysis, recognizing in this at least jbur
distinct processes. and calling for the existence
of certain corresponding faculties, closed that
article.
This preliminary division,
neces

This theory may gain cur~
rency among people that are ignorant, but

although the consummation we reach may de
viate somewhat from it.

it,

derer. They say that some are born thieves,
that some are born liars, and that some are

sary convenience in the way of guiding our
progress, must not be regarded, however, as
controlling that progress, nor the results of our
Its uses will have been served,
research.

W

it

born murderers.

a

it

is

of

It is

it

believe, agrees with
more. The deﬁnition,
the origin of the term: conception, from the
Latin con, in this class of words meaning
take, grasp, or hold.
within, and came,
Hamilton objects that the force of con, here,
so that conception would be
“together
“a taking in bundles,” “ grasping into unity.”
Surely, in this, Hamilton forgot those every
day words, conscience and consciousness, in
both the every-day and the scientiﬁc usage of
which, cosv does not at all mean “together,”
the
but within, interim-1y. To distinguish
process now named from an allied one yet to
be considered, let us call
Simple Concep
it

ﬁnd that contractors, nineteen out of twenty,
have this faculty large.
It is a gift peculiar to
those whose business it is to subdue material

such are perception, memory proper in all its
forms, including the act of recall or rccollec~

mind’s consciousness, and for the time during
which the act
continued. A conception, as a
the idea so held in consciousness. In
result,
either case
exactly this, neither less nor

I

the mountain, combativeness is indispensable.
In boring, and cutting, and grinding physical
things we need combativeness.
Combative
ness is the engineer’s dependence. You will

certain processes of an intellectual character,
even though often preparatory or auxiliary to
the work of imagining, must be excluded;

a

But are there no right objects in life that call
for combative forces ? Are there no duties in
this world in the performance of which a man
needs combativeness?
To him that tunnels

idea proper—a mental image or representation
of some quality. phenomenon, object, or
may
the
be, relation or connection of such—in

I

cluding the whole force and activities of Idealin
proper—must be excluded from the ﬁeld to be
Besides these, was found that
investigated.
it

sin. The sin is not in having the feeling, but
in putting it to a wrong use.
Some men suppose that if a man is born with
large Combativeness he must be a pugilist.

no part of conception proper.
In every case, then, what we properly term
one and the same
an act of conception
the holding
an
simple mental fact.

is

in substance and charac

ter, we saw that, hence, all proper action and
inﬂuence of propensities or sentiments—in

ing of

;”

strictly intellectual

it were not a divine feeling, lent for a divine
purpose. To use it for a wrong purpose is a

recollection or reproduc
in consciousness,- but both these
latter operations belong to memory, and are

form, and afterward

it
is

products, now com
under this

grouped

is

intellectual
admissibly

is

and

is

monly

is

recalled after
ceased, or whether the image
any lapse of time, takes the same name. In
the case of such recall, of course there has

Secretiveness can act,
and that the furtive way, the illicit way, the

I

In the former article on this subject, aimed
to ﬁnd and to state the whole comprehension
and extent of the intellectual activities, and

but one way in which

tion.
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vivid as those of pain, of heat or cold, of a taste,
or of an odor, may at the ﬁrst seem erroneous.
But the most careful observation, the longest
experience, will show that we can not. And,
doubtless wisely order
that the fact
such,

moment when the present sensations vanih,
beyond his reach. But then,
what
were otherwise, and we could at
will reproduce these sensations? Certainly

in consciousness, for the mere possibility of the
thing, for simple inspection of the idea, or for
gen
the higher purposes of abstracting from

the whole current of experience and thought
as now realized by us, would be broken up by
a very great, and apparently a very useless

it,

it

some intellectual faculty, perceptive in
so related that through and by

it,

with its like, inferring from
eralizing
into new combinations, hypothetiz
bringing
in some of its
ing in respect to
putting
known relations into speech or expression, or
out in that practi
in certain cases working
cal expression which we recognize as art, or
which subserves other human uses.
it

sort of disturbances.

there

it

to be wholly

mind, due to perception or to the higher cogni
tion of any non-perceptive intellectual faculty,

when
experience them, and remembered by
their name and by facts of their association
with certain conditions, the one took the place

ceptions, are such as never give rise to ideas
proper—such as in their substance are never

a

and in the past or just now, an idea, of that,
and of that only we can hays
conception.
follows that the sensations above enumer
ated as incapable of being represented in con

The ﬁrst characteriza
selected by Webster,—

“ The povver or faculty of the mind by which

conceives and forms ideas of things [pre
by the organs of
viously] communicated to
precise definition of
sense"-—is essentially
errs in making
simple conception,- though
in fact an act or
that a “faculty” which

result of any one of many faculties. Glanville’s
“ imagination”—-“ Our imple apprehension of
a
absent,"—is
corporeal objects, ‘1’ *l' ’I‘
deﬁnition precisely true of the perceptive part
of the same ﬁeld, without the error above
pointed out. Reid’s view, narrower than this,
Web
as will be seen,
quite inadequate.
ster’s second deﬁnition of imagination—“ Con
ception; image in the mind; idea,”—exactly
not a.
tallies; but his illustrative quotation
is

is

a

of our having
corre
And thislbeing univer

quoted, or by others.
tion of “imagination”

it

mind has once distinctly and permanently
enough possessed itself, can form subject
matter for conception and imagination.
The
having of an idea, representing any quality,
phenomenon, object, or relation, in fact deter

Let us now ascertain with what distinctness
this simplest phase of imagination has been
discerned and recorded by authorities already

it

Of all this large body of sensations, then,
nothing (of their substance, that is)
left to
be subject-matter for conception or imagina
tion. But every idea proper, of which the

It

is

to this kind of sensations;
while to every sensation of the second class

can acquire a per
means of that sensation
ception or idea, to be lodged among the stores
of the mind’s actual and proper knowledge;
perhaps, upon occasion, to be recalled and held

feeling or sensation, per se, but the circum
stance that, at
particular time, of two states
of feeling or sensation, both known to me
a

have no relation

the piercing thrill of toothache, a feeling of
warmth in a cold atmosphere, the luscious
flavor of a ripe peach, or the odor of cinnamon
or of the rose; he will ﬁnd these, from the

they are the same thing, seen in different
now in the
aspects. Of that of which there

is

these, those of the ﬁrst class have no relation
to intellectual faculties proper, or, more logi
cally stated, the proper intellectual faculties

character,

the going of the sensation were two events—
changes. As events or changes, thesell sup
pose were at the time cognized by the faculty
of Eventuality.
Their substance
not any

I

of consciousness are in this important respect
divisible into two great classes: of

ed. Let any one strive to picture in mind or
to hold in his consciousness the smart of aburn,

sponding conception.
sally true, we come to use conception and idea
as synonymous and interchangeable terms;

I

;

wholly

;

To afﬁrm that
tastes, of odors, and of-jlavors.
we can not recall nor conceive sensations so

arose in my bodily organization, but leaving
had taken due nourishment; and_that
The coming and
entirely a different thing.

is
'

have no share in our consideration of the pro
cesses and results of imagination.
Thus, then, our sensations or simplest states

mines the possibility

a»

study of any properly intellectual processes;
and of course, as to their substance, they will

show the place or moVement of parts of the
body; all sensations of temperature many of the
less distinct sensations of feeling or touch in
the surfaces of the body; sensations of simple

only to hold in consciousnesslthe idea
ger,’7
of an event, or two events—namely, that at
such or such a time a sensation of hunger
after

storehouse, they are wholly left
behind us when we address ourselves to the

if

I

human being
Mark:
say
impossible.
the idea, hunger. For, to conceive mentally
the fact, “at such or such a time Ifelt hun

they leave no

themselves in the

a

it
is It

in mind the idea that shall reproduce or rep
resent to your consciousness" now the hunger
can not be done: to every
you once felt.

As
of

is

is,

it,

in mind.
tinctly had the sensation of hunger. Strive,
when that sensation is absent, to conceiVe
to form, picture, or in some way have
that

sensations.
transcript

it,

can now conceive or re-picture
Now, you have often and Very dis

number—you

appreciated
permanent
intellectual

is

sufﬁcient, here, that some parts or phenomena
of the total object you did perceive; and some
parts or phenomena of it—very likely a less

same thing true of the sensations we name
thirst, satisfaction (from food or drink), comjbrt
(the bodily feeling), uneasiness, pain,- the
aching to act of unused muscles, fatigue, and
a host of minor muscular sensations, that

it

distinctly perceived and well remember. We
need not now inquire how far, in case :the
object perceived was complex, such conception
It is
may, or may not, be complete in detail.

arise, are felt, and fade again, wholly in the
organic, physical, or merely sentient aspect of
the mind at best, they never rise above keenly

is

knowings, or those coming to us directly
through sense. You form at will a conception
of the triangle, the tree, the hue of green, the
sound, the incident, the storm, etc., that you

any faculty can afterward call up and realize
as conception. We shall find, on trial, the

—of the mind (as we may choose to word it)—
nothing having the dignity of an idea. They

it

as now understood by us, possible? Naturally,
we would begin with tracing the process
through the lowest plane of our cognitions or

The actual sensation, hunger, then, however
vivid, can leave nothing in the intellect that

those given us by Eventuality,
above
alluded to; they are ideas about them, not qf
them. This large class of sensations leaves
in the grasp of conciousness—of the faculties

it

ing processes.
To what and how many of the intellectual
faculties are the act and result—conception—

as

is

ﬁning it more narrowly to the higher Work of
the mind’s combining, inventing, and originat

knows, remembers, and can conceive CHANGE:
by associated time, place, conditions, etc., the
mind knows the particular characters of the
change, namely, from comfort to hunger, and
then the reverse.

is

speciﬁcness and distinctness in our thinking
and speech, by withdrawing this term from the
whole region of conception proper, and con

perceived by any perceptive, nor cognized by
any higher intellectual faculty.
The only
ideas we can have in respect to them are such

is

Again, both the true sense and
“
the more common use of imagination” lean
than simple
rather
toward image-making,
image~holding. So that, on the other side,
there would be an equal gain in the way of
other term.

[Nov.,

the other, and afterward, gave place again to
the other. The substance of these ideas or
conceptions is' simply cusses:
Eventuality

if

properly say we imagine the triangle
which we are holding in consciousness, as well
“ I
as that We conceive it. However, to say
imagine the triangle,” is to express the mean
ing intended in this class of cases less specif
ically and distinctly than is done by the
very

JOURNAL.

of

This, for either the process, the act, or the
result now considered, is the appropriate spe
ciﬁc name; but Imagination, as a broader or
generic term, is often with a good degree of
propriety used to cover this ground. We can
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of Comparison, along with
active
memory or reproduction of ideas, would make
But
sound metaphysics, not less
the poet

upward direction to keep a body from falling,
can conceive of the downward tendency the
body has, and which we call weight.
These
conceptions, lying at the basis of our mechan

memory—the latter, his Reproductive Faculty.
Elsewhere he concludes that the higher imag
ination, as yet only incidentally referred to
here, “the

Productive

is,

Imagination- of the
philosophers, is nothing but the Representative
process plus that to which [he] would give the

it

I

eyes
closed and muscular system quiet as before,
can conceive the how-greatness—the amount

—of

resistance or an effort; not as
deﬁn
itely measured, but as so great in one case, less
or greater in another. So, conceive the quan
tity of place, i.e., size proper, within certain

if

of

a

Primarily, the topographic faculty.
3. Magnitude-knowing
(Size).—With

boundaries or surfaces.

nevertheless left

The algebraic faculty.
is

a

from

sideration.

or size.

it

Simple, or considerably complex,
readily and vividly conceived.
am yet in
doubt whether to regard the knowing of form

I

stage after stage, or faculty after fac
ulty, until we hays as nearly as may be
exhausted the material
offers to our con

as in itself

simple perception, or as cognized
the relations that compose
and
hence, as a cognition of sensible relations.
The geometric faculty.
through

To return, then, to the lowest stage—that
of Simple Conception.
Having aimed to clear
the special ground here to be investigated, let
us next strive to ﬁnd its limits; that
to
determine just how many and what

faculties

can form conceptions representing the appro
priate objects of each. This will determine
at the same time how many and what kinds
of simple conceptions there can be.

make the comparing of any two ideas, or any

act or muscular

(fort by which

I

I

1. Eﬂ'ort-knowing (Weight).-—I
ﬁnd that,
my eyes closed and muscular system wholly
can imagine or conceive the quality
passive,
and fact of resistingness (resistance), and the
become

A simple perception.

4. Conﬁguration-knowing (Form).—Form
quality resulting from impasing on place or
space the conditions of direction and quantity,

advance securely and successfully through a
subject-matter so broad,
appears to me that
the true course
to individualize and detach

is

found

this important ﬁeld as he
in almost inextricable confusion.
To

name of the Comparative”—that
the pro
cess of comparison.
But let us remark, at
this point, that by no amount of philosophizing,
by no effort of sagacity or thought, can we

¢>>

crete surﬁtce, plan, map, etc.
conceive also
a change from place to place,
e., motion;
and the motion of
given weight, momentum.

it,

cussion seems to have been found properly to
the now generally used term,
Conception (simple), Hamilton regards as only
the imaging or Representative Faculty holding
in consciousness one of the kinds of ideas it
can deal with, those given it by perception and
come under

Taken to one side or other of a spot,
position.
we conceive
as direction.
collection of
positions, marked by objects, gives us a con

plausible and deceptive show of perspicuity
which pervades this as all his writings, he has

is,

That mental act and result which in this dis

The

that his Representative
Faculty embraces a heterogeneous assemblage
of processes; and that, in spite of
certain

it

he elsewhere signiﬁes that he would include
also the thoughts it has new-combined or pro
duced in] Consciousness ;” and this one power
he prefers to name the Representative Faculty.

or Discrimination.

it

remaining under the term, Imagination, Ham
ilton assigns all of such ﬁeld to what he
regards as one elementary power of mind—
that which “ holds up vividly before itself the
thoughts which 1*if * it has recalled into [and

Diﬁ'crence-knowing,
consequence here

is,

constitutes

is

a marked exception.
Parceling out very nearly the same mental
ﬁeld that I have found as quite allowably

authorities,

Scotch phrenologist, Mr. Scott, ﬁrst sus
pected that his co-laborers had lost sight of
under the idea and faculty of Wit, and which
has occurred to me would ﬁtly be named

it,

To this well-grounded tendency, however,
Sir Wm. Hamilton, standing among the highest

enally and in appearance, confused, or similar.
The great metaphysician was wanting in due
development of that elementary power which

'

and the special application of the name is also
becoming common.

tially unlike, however they may be, phenom

it

the work of
metaphysicians
simple conception is coming to be, as a rule,
pretty clearly and distinctively
recognized;

a

later

it

Among

the ability to discriminate—Ito see
asunder things that are inherently and essen

is

in lack

A

process, but as two wholly distinct operations,
and so best characterized by unlike names.

an obvious or sensible relation—0f this spot to
that spot, etc. Fixed, by presence of or known
as
relation, to certain objects, we conceive

I

system, Hamilton clearly betrays the fatal
deﬁciency that blighted much of the fruit of
his great genius. That fatal deﬁciency was

meet

resisting body, and
the germ of our knowledge
of place, and of space;
not a simple per
a cognition of
ception, as
resistance, but

This

there none.

i.

terms here used are highly appropriate; but
we shall see abundant reason, as we proceed,
for not regarding these as two varieties of one

ceive that here

a

facts, and with true ideas of what constitutes
a faculty, to warrant the statement that here
at least,
in no other part of his metaphysical

if

Simple conception and the combining imag
ination have been by some writers distinguished
as the Reproductive,
and the Productive
The qualifying
Imagination.
or adjective

concerned.
A simple perception.
Primarily, the dynamic faculty.
2. Place-knowing
(Locality).—I can con
faculty

it
is

We have already, however,
detected enough of inconsistency with mental

I

will be complete.

effort and resistance are so; and as both
are in one sense efforts, the term Effort-know
ing seems to give the essential of the perceptive

I

the reproductive form or simple
conception, then the refutation of Hamilton’s
views, on the subject of imagination generally,

is

is

neither found nor

needed in

a

if,

l

it

I

shall be able to show that into the combining
a special faculty

or productive imagination
must enter, and one that

ical knowledge, are given us primarily by the
muscular sense. The perceiving faculty gives
the cognition or ground of the law—“Action
and reaction are equal, and opposite”—that

a

better designate the character had in view.

will refuse to accept this

is

deduction, and by consequence, the supposition
from which
ﬂows. And
in future articles,

a

than Phrenology,

coming through sense,—is simple conception.
So is the “passive imagination” of the French

it

faculty

I

concciVe of pressure—the result of the effort
when met by the resistance; and of course,
when that pressure has to be exerted in an

strength, or the reverse. Morell’s ﬁrst or re
productive form of imagination, which “ stores
the mind with ideal images”——meaning those

As this form has in it little of
Encyclopedia.
the enthusiasm—Shakspcare’s “ ﬁne phrensy”
—of the higher and creative form, the epithet
“
but as
passive’7 at ﬁrst seems well-chosen;
the process is generally a voluntary one, the
term is inapplicable.
Unimpassioned would

°

paring wc may see whether or not two ideas
or parts admit of joining; but we can not thus
do the joining.
If we could, the powerful

a

can have no higher qualities
than truthfulness, clearness, and vioidness, but
of the products of combining or creative imag
which may possess boldness and
ination,

aware of such resistance; also, a resisting
object or thing, as disclosed to me—not as seen,
but as felt—through such resistance.
can

I

ceptions, which

parts of ideas do the work of combining
or consolidating these two ideas or parts into
one new and totally diﬂ'ering idea. By com

.two

is,

suitable one; for when we say of one, “ His
imagination: were often as just as they were
bold and strong,” we speak, not of simple con

5. Color-knowing
(Color).—Wc vividly
conceive hues, and also lights and shades, as
wall as degrees of mere brilliancy.
Evidently
in the three ﬁrst-named aspects, at least, a
simple perception. The optic faculty.
6. Sound-knowing
(not generally recog
nized).—Simple
perception of sounds, apart
from any relations or qualities of melody, and
whether they be noises or lanes. We readily
form conceptions of such of these as hearing
has furnished us. The acoustic faculty.
7.

Thing-kmoing

(Individuality).—This

t»—

is,

is

is
a

a

is

:

;

is

it
is

it

is

it

it

is

I

is

a.
Simple perreptit'cs.—Those knowing
Effort, Magnitude, Conﬁguration
(perhaps),
Color, Sound; in all, 5.
II. Relative prrcep!ives.—Those knowing
Place, Name, Arrangement, Number, Duration,
Melody: in all, 6.
III. Concrelire pcrceptices.-—Those knowing
concrete Thing, and Change; in all, 2.—Per
ceptives. 13.
Ralioeinatioefaculties.-—Those knowing
Resemblance, Dependence, and Diﬂ'erence in
all, 3.
The Perceptive faculties, then, receive the
sensations resulting in ideas only through four
of the senses; namely, the Muscular Sense,
But some of them
Touch, Sight, Hearing.
appear to take cognizance, in part at least, of
facts of consciousness, in se, and not, as in the
larger number of cases, as mirroring impres
sions from the external world.
no
From this review we learn that there
place whatever for a faculty of Simple Con
and
ception, whether objective or relative;
We ﬁnd, in the very nature of the results
arrived at, incidental conﬁrmation sufﬁcient
of the truth of the phrenological view, that
every intellectual faculty serves as both the
memory and the power of conception for its own
class of perceptions or cognitions. Further,
be remarked that simple conception is
let
in order
here ﬁrst treated of, not because
of time always earlier than original conception,
not; but
as probably in some instances
because in point of simplicity as an act,
stands lowest in the scale. Finally, we should
remark that, in consequence of the necessarily
more or less loose employment of terms, the
sometimes taken to denote,
word conception
not the precise acts—the simple and the
original eonceptive processes proper, which
even the
my aim ﬁrst to individualize—but
In
higher results of creative imagination.
such sense may, for 'convenience, sometimes
ernploy it.

I.

it.

if

:

I

nition of a relation between our own mental
states, accepted as corresponding with a suc
cession in nature.
The chronologic faculty.
13. llIclody-lcnowing
(Tune).——Itecognizes
and appreciates that quality, or rather relation,
in successive toneswhich we term melody, and
in case of the blending of two or more series
of such tones, harmony. The ease and vivid
ness with which these are formed in concep
tion are well known.
The musical faculty.
The reasoning faculties, as stated in my ﬁrst
article, cognize each a relation between things
or events. that is of a higher, or we may say
deeper sort; that is, a non-sensible, or recon
dite relation.
When one of these faculties, for
the ﬁrst time in the experience of the child

is

of small given length, time is
readily conceived in idea. Evidently, prima
rily known to us by the succession of events,
such as our own sensations, or thoughts, or
perceptions. Thus, it appears to be a cog

is

or durations

is

12. Duration-knowing
as
(Time).--Whether
the passage from moment to moment, or the
lapse or interval embracing so many moments

it is
is

A cognition

is

l + l, or 2.

The arithmetic faculty.

This
a case of analogy, which
only a
proportionateness or resemblance in pairs of
relations between things or ideas. The faculty
for speech and literature, the nietaphoric,
and for science and reasoning, the generalizing
and inductive faculty.
15. Dependence-knowing (Causality).—The
cognition
and
suggested by this faculty,
repeated through life, we generalize and ex
press in the axiom—“No event takes place
without an adequate cause.”
Then the rela
tion of cause
a thing to be found in an
immense number of instances. Reason, mean
ing motive or determining antecedent,
also
thing extending to a wide range of instances.
The reason of darkness
a certain position of
the spectator and of the sun; but this
not
the cause of the darkness, unless a positive
cause can produce a negation of effect. Be
cause
the word we most commonly employ,
in assigning both causes and reasons. Now,
there
a still broader element or idea in both
these cases; the single element that constitutes
them, in an essential particular, one; and
am led to think that this element
that
expressed by the word dependence. Every
cause and every reason
a dependence of this
on that, of one fact on another fact. This idea
a
of
relation of dependence
one in essence,
in all the phenomena; and
one that we
readily and forcibly conceive, though, of course,
is

its element—namely,

ofa relation.

a

ceived; indeed, it is carried forward in con
ception to combinations inﬁnitely beyond the
reach of the perception that ﬁrst assured it of

is

11. Number-knowing (Calculation) .—Given,
things, the relation of how-many-ness is readily
obvious or sensible among them; and this
relation thus once learned, is also readily con

is

the eye and ear. Given the sub
stances or things, we readily conceive the
changes we have witnessed in them. A cog
nition of simple or conereted sensible relations.
The historic faculty.
through

is

This is true, as seen above, of changes going
on in our own bodies, nay, in our own con
sciousness, as well as of those known to us

is

(Eventuality).-—All

events or actions are changes in some way,
and to our perception, are phenomena proper.

is,

The classiﬁc faculty.
10. Changoknowing

if

simplest sense, methods of putting them.
a cognition of sensible relations.
Evidently

I.

will be probable we shall ﬁnd in them some
mark or other by which we can place them
consecutively in a rank or ranks.
\Ve easily
conceive orders of known things—or, in the

I

The lexicographic faculty.

9. Arrangement-knowing (Order) .—-Given a
number of things, of almost any character, it

a

ness.

b.

A
and conceives names, in great number.
cognition of a relation ﬁxed in our conscious

not in the manner of almost positive vision in
which we mentally hold up a form or a. color.
The logical and deductive faculty.
16. D/ﬁ‘erence-knmoing (an element under
what has been called Wit).—The minds that
most readily and continually see resemblances,
and so tend to explain by illustrations, to group
and generalize, and to reason by analogies, are
not always nor necessarily the minds that best
discriminate, divide, and distinguish in idea,
that abstract readily, and criticise with point
and truth.
More frequently than otherwise,
the former ability
unattended, or much more
A part of
feebly attended. with the latter.
what we call wit, and all that we recognize as
acumen, especially of the metaphysical sort.
am persuaded, due to the discriminative fac
ulty.
Now, difference, not less than resem
relation of things and phenomena
blance,
very widely present, and very continually met
with.
The relation, like resemblance, or
dependence,
one, but met under an inﬁnite
We readin
variety of aspects and conditions.
and distinctly conceive in mind this idea of
relation, essential unlikeness, or diﬁ'erence.
The abstractive and specially critical faculty.
The other reasoning faculties are, however, in
a degree employed in criticism.
So far as we have new advanced, we seem,
by the test of having clear conceptions of each
kind essentially unlike
sort, and each sort of
those possible to other powers, to have con
ﬁrmed the existence of the following element
ary faculties

it

recognizcs that quality in a symbol by
which it can be a symbol—feels and appre
ciates the namingness of a name. It retains

ulty

1'.

objects, as previously perceived, in inﬁnite
Not a simple perception, but a con
variety.
The specially
crete cognition.
descriptive
faculty.
8, Name-knowing (Language).-—-This fac

mind, cognizcs the relation it has never before'
felt, or, as we may say, projects the idea of
that relation into consciousness, the act is the
one appropriately termed Original Suggestion,
giving a mentally suggested, not a simply
perceptive, idea ; but. had it not been speciﬁc
ally assigned to another ﬁeld, the name Orig
inal Conception would answer for this act
almost or quite as well.
After ﬁrst projection
or suggestion of any of these rational ideas, or
ideas of non-sensible relation, they recur again
as often as occasions in nature or in thought
evoke them.
When so recurring, they are
named Suggestions (relative) ; but in common
or in technical language, they are quite as
often spoken of as merely Conceptions (higher
relative) ; and I think no loss of clearness or
truth can follow from our so regarding them
in the present connection. Thus doing, we
shall have :
l4. Resembtance-knowing (Comparison).—
Weight must bring or put together. i. e., in the
common meaning. compare, hold in the conscious
mind side by side, lit-o or more (conceptions of)
weights; and so, Form must compare,
e.,
conceive at one time two or more forms
Color, two or more hues; Eventuality, two or
more phenomena. proper; and so on. Then,
there be in the nature of any such pair or group
of things resemblance, and the corresponding
will cognize such resem—
faculty be active,
blance, and pronounce (what the expression
faculty will be left to put into terms). ajudg~
ment of such or such degree of identity.
and Event
accordingly.
So, Individuality
uality may bring forward in conception a
candle streaming its light through the night,
and also a good act, beaming (on men’s minds)
through a world recognized as full of wicked
ness. Now,
Combining or Poetic Imagination
and the Expression-faculty stand ready to do
their work, the resemblance which the Resem
blance-faeulty discerned may come forth to us
in the following beautiful and beautifully
worded truth
" How farthatlittlecandlethrowsitsbenrns!—
Boshines gooddeedin annughtyworld."
;

power concretes various of the qualities now
named, and separately perceivable, into indi
vidual objects. And we readily conceive such

~<<®
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IF the world be really governed by God on the principle of the
supremacy of the moral and intellectual faculties, our social miseries
must arise from individuals and classes pursuing their separate inter
ests, regardless of those of the rest of the community;
and in this
view, the sooner all ranks enjoy political power, the sooner will leg
islation assume a truly moral character, and beneﬁt the entire nation.
But keeping in view the other principle which I have endeavored to
expound—that men are incapable of steadily pursuing moral and just
their moral and intellectual faculties have been well
trained and enlightened—you will perceive that no nation can become
ﬁt for a republican form of government until all classes of the people

objects until

have been adequately and nearly equally instructed
The ancient
republics of Greece and Rome form no exceptions to this rule.
They
were conﬁned to a. very small territory, and the citizens of each repub
lic were for many ages within reach of personal communication with
each other, so that there existed some degree of equality of intelligence
among them. Whenever their boundaries became extensive, their
free government ceased, and was superseded by despotism. But these
ancient republics never Were moral institutions.
Their freedom, so
far as it existed, resulted from the equal balance of selﬁshness and
power in the different classes of the community; or from the rivalry
of their diﬁ'erent orators and leaders, who destroyed each other, as
they respectively attempted to usurp an undue share of authority.
The people in their assemblies, and the senators in their senates, were
often guilty of the most unjust and unprincipled tyranny against indi
viduals; and altogether, the boasted liberties of Greece and Rome
appear only as the concessions of equally matched combatants, always
withdrawn when equality in the power of aggression and resistance
ceased to exist. The reason of this is obvious.
In those states there
was no true religion, no moral training, no printing-presses, and no
science of nature.

The great mass of the people were ignorant; and
experience teaches us that although a people, enjoying large brains
and active temperaments, situate in a ﬁne climate, but destitute of
moral and intellectual training, may have been ingenious and acute,

yet that they must have been turbulent and immoral ; and such these
ancients really were. Their monuments and records which have
reached us are the works of a few distinguished men who arose among
them, and who certainly displayed high genius in the ﬁne arts, in
literature, and eloquence; but these were the educated and the
talented few. From the very necessity of their circumstances, without
science, and without printed books, the mass of the people must have
been profoundly ignorant, the slaves of the animal propensities.
Their domestic habits, as well as their public conduct, show that this
was the case. The popular religion of the ancient nations was a mass
of revolting absurdities and superstitions.
Their wives were reduced
to the condition of mere domestic drudges, and the hours of recreation
of the men were devoted to concubines.
Their public entertainments
were sanguinary combats, in which ferocious men put each other to
death, or in which Wild animals tore each other to pieces. All labor
was performed by slaves, whom they treated in the cruelest manner.
They pursued war and conquest as their national occupations, and in
their public acts they occasionally banished or condemned to death
their best and most upright citizens.
These are facts, which we read
of in the histories of Greece and Rome.
They exhibit the vigorous
ascendency of the animal propensities, and the feeble power of the
moral sentiments, as clearly as if we saw the barbarian crowds stand
ing before us in all their prowess and ferocity.
§&§¢=%§e-—
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In the middle ages, a number of small republics sprang up in Italy,
and we are dazzled by representations of their Wealth, magniﬁcence,
and freedom. One observation applies to them all.
They exhibited
the dominion of an oligarchy over the people, and the ruling classes
practiced the most disgraceful tyranny, wherever they were not
restrained by fear of each other.
Most of them ultimately fell before
the power of the larger monarcliies, and are now extinct.
Switzerland presents a brighter prospect. As it was the ﬁrst coun
try in Europe which acquired freedom, so has it longest preserved the
blessing. The moral and intellectual qualities of the people, which
I described in my last Lecture, ﬁtted them for free governments, and
the Swiss nation constituted itself into a congeries of republics, acting
in federation, but each independent in its internal administration.
III
the course of time, power fell into the hands of an aristocratic class
there, as in Italy, but the native qualities of the Swiss mind seem to
have warded off the consequences which in other countries generally
ensued. “The members of the Sovereign Council of Bern,” we are
“ were elected for
told,*
life, and every ten years there was an election
to supply the vacancies that had occurred during that period. The
councilors

themselves were the electors; and as old families became
extinct, and as it was a rule that there should not be less than eighty
families having members in the great council, vacancies were supplied
from new families of burghers.
Still, the number of families in whose
hands the government was vested was comparatively small; and
several unsuccessful attempts were made, in the course of the eight
eenth century, to alter this state of things, and to reinstate the
assemblies of the body of the burghers.
The discontent, however, was
far from general, and it did not extend to the country population
The administration was conducted in an orderly, unostentatious, and

economical manner; the taxes were few and light.
‘It would be
difﬁcult,’ says the historian Muller, ‘to ﬁnd in the history of the
world a commonwealth which, for so long a period, has been so wisely
administered as that of Bern.
In other aristocracies, the subjects
were kept in darkness, poverty, and barbarism;
factions were
encouraged among them, while justice winked at crime or took bribes;
and this was the case in the dependencies of Venice.
But the people
of Bern stood, with regard to their patricians, rather in the relation
of clients toward their patrons, than in that of subjects toward their
sovereigns.’
Zschokke. a later Swiss historian, speaking of Born, and
other aristocracies of Switzerland, says, ‘They acted like scrupulous
The magistrates, even the highest among them, received
guardians.
small salaries, fortunes were made only in foreign service, or in the
of the subject districts.
Although the laws were
defective and trials secret, the love ofjustice prevailed in the country;
In the
power wisely respected the rights of the humblcst freeman.
principal towns, especially the Protestant ones, wealth fostered science
common bailiwicks

Bern opened ﬁne roads, raised public buildings,
and the ﬁne arts.
fostered agriculture in its ﬁne territory, relieved those districts that
were visited by storms or inundations, founded establishments for the
weak and the helpless, and yet contrived to accumulate considerable
But the old patriotism of the Swiss slumbercd;
it was replaced by selﬁshness, and the mind remained stationary; the
various cantons were estranged from each other; instruction spread
in the towns, but coarseness and ignorance prevailed in the country.’
The consequence of all this was, that when the storm came from

sums in its treasury.

abroad, it found the Swiss unprepared to face it. The French repub
lic, in its career of aggression, did not respect the neutrality of Switz
erland,” but seized upon its territory and treasures, and inﬂicted on it
In 1815, an aristocratical constitution was
the greatest calamities.
given to Bern, under the sanction of the allied powers who dethroned
Napoleon; but in 1830, the canton of Bern, and several others, again
“
changed their government, and became democratic republics.
The
new constitution has now (1835) been in force for more than three

' PennyCyclopedla,articleBaas—vol.lv., p. 804.
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highly educated men; but beside them, you will perceive countless
multitudes of human beings envsloped in the profoundcst ignorance.
In America, you will meet with few men of such eminent culture and
attainments as England and France can boast of; but you will look
in vain for the masses of uneducated stolidity which are the disgrace
of Europe.
The American people are nearly all to some extent

responsibility, invariably became selﬁsh and unprincipled tyrants,
converting the laws into engines of oppression, and the revenues of
the state into sources of private gain. I can account for the superiority
of the Swiss only by the larger endowment of the moral and reﬂecting
organs in their brains, which seems to have been a characteristic

educated. They are not only able, on an emergency, to read and
write, but they are in the daily habit of reading; and they understand
the great principles of morals, political economy, and government
better than the uneducated classes of this country.
The co-existence
of the greatest freedom, therefore, with the highest general intelligence,
in America,
in harmony with the doctrines which
am new
endeavoring to expound.

I

I

I

I

great and valuable, and rather exceeds than falls short
contribution,
of my preconceived opinions—but the quality and quantity of the edu
cation dispensed by
are far inferior to what
had imagined. The

I

it

things laughf, and the modes
teaching, in the public or common
schools which educate the people, are greatly inferior to what are
found in the improved schools of Britain.
While, therefore,I retain
the observation, “that the people generally understand the great

of

of the adaptation of any particular people for any particular form of
government; a principle which is entirely lost sight of by those phi
losophers who believe that all men are naturally equal in their dis
positions and intellectual capacities, and that a free government is

them, and from books. After enjoying the advantages of personal
allow these remarks to remain, as essentially correct;
observation,
but ﬁnd that
have over-estimated the attainments of the mass of
the people in the United States. The machinery for education which
they have instituted, and which they support by taxation, or voluntary
is

seen. The Germans, who are originally the same people, in many
districts, resemble them; but they vary much in different places.
The Swiss brain, I may also notice, is not equally favorably developed
in all the cantons. In Bern, Geneva, and Zurich, the combinations
are the best; at least this struck me in traveling through the country.
I introduce these remarks to direct your attention to the fact, that
the develOpment of the brain is a most important element in judging

had visited the
[The foregoing observations were written before
United States, and were founded on such information asI had then
obtained from communications with individuals who had lived in

I

feature in the people from a very remote period, and which still con
The Swiss skulls in the possession of the Phrenological
Society, present higher developments of the moral and intellectual
organs than those of any other of the continental nations which I have
tinues.

is

years : notwithstanding some heart-burnings and party ebullitions,
things appear to be settling into a regular system, and no act of violence
or open bloodshed has accompanied the change.”
This account of Bern appears remarkable, when compared with the
history of other republics, the ruling factions of which, when allowed
the privilege of self-election, life-tenures of ofﬁce, and freedom from

morals, political economy, and government, especially of the ﬁrst and
the second, the people of the United States appear to me to be greatly
in the dark. At the same time, there are many enlightened philan
thropists among them who see and deplore this ignorance, and are
laboring assiduously, and
have no doubt successfully, to remove it.
The impulse toward
at this time, strong and
higher education

appears that, by the ordination of
people under their feet. Thus
Providence, the people have no alternative but to acquire virtue and
knowledge; to embrace large, liberal, and enlightened views; and to
pursue moral and beneﬁcial objects—or to suffer oppression. This
based
another of the proofs that the moral government of the world
on the principle of the supremacy of the moral sentiments and intellect;

energetic and as the Americans are practical people, anticipate
great and rapid improvement.
In Massachusetts, the Hon. Horace
Mann
devoting the whole powers of his great and enlightened mind
to the advancement of the common schools, and he
ably and

I

traced, in the history of this people, their prep
The founders of American society Were moral,
religious, and industrious men, ﬂying from injustice and oppression;
and were, therefore, probably men of the keenest moral and religious
feelings to be found in the Old World, at the time when they emigrated

is

I

a

a

is,

I

a

;

is

seconded by the Government and enlightened coadjutors.
The results can not fail to be highly advantageous. The people of
the United States owe
to themselves, and to the cause of freedom all

a

is,

a

over the world, to exhibit the spectacle of reﬁned, enlightened, moral,
and intellectual democracy. Every male above twenty-one years of
age among them, claims to be sovereign. He
therefore, bound to
be a gentleman. The great cause of the extravagance and apparent
unsteadiness of democracy in the United States appears to me to be
referrible to the extreme youth, and consequent excitability and want
of experience of the majority of their voters. The population doubles
itself by natural increase every twenty-ﬁve years, and hence the pro
much greater than in European
portion of the young to the aged
is

a

In my last Lecture,

zealously

it

is

is

is

is

there lodged with the entire people; and their magistrates,
Power
from the lowest to the highest, are truly the delegates of the national
authority.
Yet, in the older States of the Union, life and property are
as secure as in any country in the world, and liberty
more complete.

is

is

is

it

for, turn where we will, we ﬁnd suffering linked with selﬁshness, and
enjoyment with benevolence and justice, in public as well as in private
affairs.
The United States of North America present the best example of
democracy which has hitherto appeared in the history of the world.

I

address himself strongly to the interests and prejudices of an ignorant
people, will carry their suifrages to any scheme which he may propose,
and he will speedily render himself adictator and them slaves. If
there be a numerous dominant class equally talented and enlightened,
the individuals among them will keep each other in check, but they
will rule as an oligarchy, in the spirit of a class, and trample the

it

principles of morals, political economy, and government better than
the uneducated classes of Britain,”
must add the qualiﬁcation, that
the difference between the two
only like that between moonlight!
and the light of the stars. In regard to the scientiﬁc principles of

is,

equally suited to all.
The conclusion which I draw in regard to the republican form of
ﬁt for
in whom the moral and
that no people
government
intellectual organs are not largely developed, and in whom also they
The reason
clear.
are not generally and extensively cultivated.
The propensities being all selﬁsh, any talented leader, ‘who will

countries. The franchise
enjoyed at the age of 21, and the
majority of their voters are under 35, so that the country
governed
to
great extent by the passion, rashness, and inexperience, instead
of by the wisdom and virtue of its people.}

to America.
Their ranks continued to be recruited from the indus
trious and enterprising sons of Europe; and hence, when they throw
off the yoke of Britain, the materiel of the States consisted chieﬂy of

The history of the world has shown nations degenerating, and losing
the independence and freedom which they once possessed, and
prophesied that America will lose her freedom and become a kingdom
in the course of years, or that her States will fall asunder and destroy
each other.
supposed, also, that the civilized nations of Europe

is

is

is

It

it

a

la

ls

An Americangentleman,
who muchinterested
in his country’swelfare,on read
ing this passageremarked,“You maysaymoonlightwhen the moon in theﬁrst
quarter."

'

is

minds of the best quality.
Since they acquired their independence,
they have continued to advance in education, morality, and intelligence;
and the extent of education
considerably greater there than in any
other country in the world, certain portions of Germany, perhaps,
being alone excepted. In Britain and France, you will ﬁnd more

is

aration for freedom.

AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL

is founded on the hope that they will give a real education to their
people; an education which shall render them conversant with the great
principles of morals and political economy; so that they may know
that there is a power above themselves, that of nature and nature’s
God, whose laws they must obey before they can be prosperous and

I assume, also, that means will be found to expunge the blot
happy.
and pestilence of slavery from their free institutions.
It is a canker
which will consume the vitals of the Union, if it be not in time eradi
cated. These expectations may appear to some to be bold and chimer

ical; but truth’s triumphs have no limits, and justice, when once
recognized as a rule of action, which it emphatically is in the institu
tions of the United States, can not be arrested midway in its career.

is,

The greatest dangers to the institutions of the United States are now
impending over them. The people are young, prosperous, rapidly in
creasing, and still very imperfectly instructed.
The natural conse
quence
that they are rash, impetuous, boastful, and ambitious, ready
to rush into contests with other nations about real or imaginary inter
ests. Their institutions are calculated to preVent and remove causes
of quarrel among themselves, but provide no adequate barriers to their

is

A

I

it

is

I

I

it

I

a

foster the industry of one at the expense of another will be given up,
and they may live in amity, and ﬂourish long, the boast of the world,
so far as natural causes of dissolution are concerned. This expectation

is

For the same reasons I do not anticipate the dissolution of the union
of the States of North America, or that they will lose their freedom.
They are advancing in knowledge and morality;
and whenever the
conviction becomes general, that the interests of the whole States are
in harmony, which they undoubtedly are, the miserable attempts to

I

nations.

it
is

A barbarous people can not exist in safety beside enlightened

welfare.

I

educating the people; but Prussia, France, Holland, and Switzerland
have done so, and Britain is becoming anxious to follow their example.
The others must pursue the same course, for their own security and

I

perishing, or modern nations becoming eﬂ'eminate and
The discovery of the natural laws, and those of organization
corrupt.
in particular, will guard them against this evil.
It is true that only
a few states in Europe have yet organized the means of universally

the ascendency here, will be that of civilized and enlightened, of
have expounded
the principles which
moral and reﬁned men; and
be correct, that the higher sentiments and intellect are intended by
will be morally impossible that while an enlight
nature to govern,
ened and an ignorant class co-cxist, as in Britain, the ignorant can
rule.
The British aristocracy, by neglecting their own education, may
become relatively ignorant, in comparison with the middle classes, and
would still
their influence may then decay; but should this happen,
be an example of the intelligence of the country bearing the chief
In France, the dominion of the ferocious democrats was short
away.
lived; the superior class gradually recovered their authority, and the
reign of terror never was restored. In the ancient democracies there
regard,
was no enlightened class comparable with that of Britain.
therefore, the fears of those who apprehend that the still ignorant and
rude masses of our country will gain political power, and introduce
anarchy, as equally unfounded with the terror that the rivers will
some day ﬂow upward, and spread the waters of the ocean over the
The laws of the moral are as stable as
valleys and the mountains.
those of the physical world; both may be shaken for a time by storms
or convulsions, but the great elements of order remain forever un
touched, and after the clearing of the atmosphere they are seen in all
The result which
anticipate is,
their original symmetry and beauty.
that education, religion, and the knowledge of the natural laws will in
time extend over all classes of the community, till the conviction
shall become general, that the Creator has rendered all our interests
and enjoyments compatible
and that then all classes will voluntarily
abandon exclusive privileges, unjust pretensions to superiority, and the
social condition in which hom
love of selﬁsh dominion, and establish
age will be paid only to virtue, knowledge, and utility, and in which
capable of
pure Christian equality, in so far as human nature
realizing
embodying the principle of doing to others as we would
These days may
wish others to do unto us, will universally prevail.
be very distant; but causes leading to their approach appear to me to
be
and
already in operation;
hope that, in giving ex
exist, and to
am stating the deductions of
pression to these anticipations,
sound
philosophy, and not uttering the mere inspirations of a warm imagina
tion.
At all events, this theory, which places independence, freedom,
public prosperity, and individual happiness on the basis of religion,
ennobling in itself, and can not possibly
morality, and intelligence,
do harm.
can scarcely disappoint us; because, however far
Indeed,
have anticipated, and
mankind may stop short of the results which
certain that
allow centuries of time,
for the realization of which
every step which they shall advance in this career will lead them
nearer to happiness, while by no other path can they attain to perma
nent prosperity and power.
[oonmum ox no: as: Bunsen um 11.11.]
a

civilization

They have their minds ﬁlled with the barbarous demoe—
philosophy.
racies of Greece and Rome, and of the French Revolution, and tremble
On the other
at the anticipated rule of an ignorant rabble in Britain.
anticipate, to be capable of gaining
hand, the only democracy which

I

for the ﬁrst time in the world, the spectacle of a universally educated
people; and on this account Ido not subscribe to the probability of

to become more democratic in
all governments, in modern times,
Since
proportion as the people become more intelligent and moral.
1831 our own government has been much more under the inﬂuence of
Those who feel
the people than at any previous period of our history.
alarm at the march of democracy read history without the lights of

if

the eye of the commanding genius who had raised it.
When we apply the history of the past as an index to the events of
the future, the condition of like circumstances is wanting; for Europe
and the United States are in the progress (however slew) of presenting,

now admirably supplied by E. P. Hurlbut, Esq.,
much wanted, and
“ Civil Ofﬁces and Political
Ethics.”
The
namely, a work on
“ Ethics” are obviously founded on the new philosophy.
follows that the tendency of
From the principles now laid down,

;

It was like the dominion
viduals, aided by accidental circumstances.
of France in our own day, when the military talents of Napoleon
extended her sway from Naples to Moscow, and from Lisbon to Vienna;
but which, resting on no superiority in the French people over the
people of the conquered nations, was dissolved in a day, even under

Private individuals, also, are contributing important works to the edu
cation of the people. Among these have recently seen one that was

is

ancient governments, the mass of the people, owing to the want of
printing, never were educated or civilized; and even the attainments
of the ruling classes were extremely limited.
They had literature and
the ﬁne arts, but they had no sound morality, no pure religion, little
science, and very few of the useful arts which have resulted from
science. The national greatness of those ages, therefore, was not the
growth of the common mind, but arose from the genius of a few indi

generation in

Boston under the sanction and by authority of the Board of Education
of the State of Massachusetts, contains volumes replete with instruc
tion, and characterized by good taste. The State of New York, like
wise, has established a fund for supplying schools with good libraries

I

modern Europe and the United States of America were in the same
condition in which the monarchies and republics of the ancient world
But in the
existed, I should at once subscribe to the conclusion.

the success of their efforts to train and instruct a rising

virtue and knowledge.
cheering sign of improvement
presented
in the superior works that are now prepared for the instruction of the
people in the United States. “The School Library,” published in

is

destruction of European
that freedom, art, and science may ﬂourish in some other region of the
globe. The principle in philosophy, that similar causes, in similar
circumstances, produce similar effects, admits of no exception ; and if

it

and it is argued that, as there is nothing
has been, will be, and that the ultimate
civilization is certain; while it is admitted

eucroachments on other nations.
The extension of their territory may
render their bonds of union too feeble to hold them together, and ambi
tion may ruin a fabric which, under the guidance of morality and
Their only chance of salvation lies in
reason, might endure forever.

it

great nations of antiquity;
new under the sun,'what

107

it,

will become corrupt, and, through excessive reﬁnement, sink into
effeminacy, and proceed from eﬂ‘eminacy to ignorance, from ignorance
to barbarism, and thence to dissolution.
This has been the fate of the
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are quite desirous of
accumulating proper
ty; it may not be
money, perhaps a li
brary, pictures, en
gravings. or curiosi
ties oftlifferent kinds.
are very frank,
and
open
candid,
You

hearted, are scarcely
cautious enough, but
trust to
to
others too much; are
to
sensitive
very
praise, are decidedly

liable

ambitious, but some
what wanting in dig
nity, pride, and self
you have more
powers of mind than
you have capacity to
command respect and
love;

make an impression
upon others.
You

are conscien

tious, honest, andup
, right,‘ are hopeful,
sanguine, and enthu
siastic;

have a good

degree of Spirituality
and appreciation of
subjects of a spiritual
have
fair
nature;

PROP.

DANIEL

E.

GROUX.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY.
PKBEKOLOGICAL CHAIACTER.
[This gentlemanwasbroughtforwardforpublicexam
inationat oneof our lecturesin thecityof Washington,
in March,1860,andthefollowingis theresultasreported
hornthelips of the examiner.]

You

have a remarkably active, intense,
Are susceptible of
nervous organization.
almost the highest degree of mental action,
and you will ﬁnd it difﬁcult to take life quietly.
You have not sufﬁcient strength of body and
power of the vital system to go through with
so severe tasks as you

put upon yourself.

Your digestive system is quite out of order,
and you need to pay more attention to physical
exercise.
You have a very ardent, intense, and ex
citable tone of mind. Your social brain being
large and active, you are susceptible of rather
strong love, are decidedly conjugal, deeply
interested in children, strongly attached to
friends, fond of home, and are continuous
in mental action—are liable to be absent
minded. You have all the executive organs
strongly developed; are combative and quick
to resent injury or insult, and can not tamely
submit to any interference with your rights.
Your appetite is strong and active, and you
are in danger of eating too much or of indulg
ing your appetite in some other form. You

we»:

Veneration and re
spect, but your Benevolence is decidedly the
more prominent and inﬂuential.
Your sym
pathies are easily excited, and when they are
awakened, you are quite generous.
You have ingenuity, imagination, and powers
of imitation in a full degree of development;
you have love of the sublime, fondness for the
witty and mirthful, and are rather easily
captivated by brilliancy and wit; but the most
remarkable features of your organization
intellectual.
Very

few

men exist who

have

are

a better

language, can tell more of
what they know, or learn foreign languages
You
more easily or rapidly than yourself.

command

of

have a remarkable memory of events and
statistics, of places, localities, and the relative
position of objects, and of all kinds of know
ledge. You have very great powers of obser
vation, you see all that is to be seen in your
travels.
You remember everything you do
and say, as well as forms, faces, figures,
You
shapes, and the adaptation of things.
measure by the eye, and judge of proportions
You have a correct idea
of weight; remember colors and the order and

with great accuracy.

arrangement of all you come in contact with,
whether it relates to natural objects, to
works of art and mechanism, or to scientiﬁc
arrangements.
for arithmetic

You have a favorable talent
and could make a good mathe

[Nov.,

matician.
You think too much, and are occu
pied too much with your reasoning intellect.
You are a good critic, are particularly dis
criminative, and are remarkable for your dis
cernment of character and ability to read the
minds of others.v You have an unusual de
gree of expertness of mind in becoming ac
quainted with coming events, and you become
Your
prophetic about persons and things.
forte is in the languages and sciences.
If you wish to live long, to be healthy and
happy, you must study less and work more,
have more recreation, and devote yourself

to

more physical enjoyments.
BIOGRAPHY.

Mr. Groux is Professor of Numismatics and
Modern Languages—French, Spanish, Italian,
German, Swedish, Danish, Dutch, Russian,
etc. Since his arrival in the United States, in
1844, be cherished the idea of publishing a
work on American medals and coins, to qualify
himself for which he has journeyed widely
over the continent, and been permitted to
inspect private and public cabinets. The
work is proposed to be published in three large
volumes, with ample illustrations, and, if re
alized, can not fail to be of great historical
value, as well as most interesting and curious.
In regard to his talents and attainments we
have obtained from authentic sources the fol
lowing interesting particulars:
As a child he was exceedingly precocious.
Before he was three years old he had learned
to read, and was so far capable of appreciating
a subject that he fell in a fit of laughter in
reading “Don Quixote” to his mother. He
early showed the great passion of his life, for
at the age of seven years he had nearly eight
hundred French ﬁve-sous pieces. At the age
of twelve he spoke Greek, Latin, French, and
At the age of fourteen
German very fluently.
he traveled all over Europe, visited most of
the museums and picture galleries of Italy,
France, and England, where he learned the
English language in six weeks; visited Russia,
and learned its language in six months; visited
Sweden, and mastered its language in a few
weeks.
His memory is such that, after a lapse of
sixteen years, he could point out all the re
markable objects of art he has seen, and state
where the best pictures from Raphael, Van~
dyke, Rembrandt, Murillo, Salvator Rosa, etc.,
may be found; in fact, time has no power on
his memory either for localities, events, or
dates. His capacity in languages, and ability
to master them, is most remarkable; but the
leading tendency of his mind is the knowl
This science is to him
edge of Numismatics.
Any medal or coin once
the M plus ultra.
seen by him is never forgotten; and it is a fact
well known, that he can nearly always tell the
reVerse of a coin when the obverse is shown to
Some of his pupils brought 685 different
him.
coins in a box to try his powers of memory,
and he readily told the reverse of all by being
shown the obverse, with the exception of
twelve, and the reason of his failure on these
was that he had never seen the coins before.
His memory of music is so great, that he can
sing correctly from recollection over one hun
dred operas, in German, French, and Italian.
In mechanism he is eminent, samples of his
skill are treasured in different parts of Europe.
A model of a “Swedish Mine” (Philipstadt)

A lieutenant-colonel is second in commandof a
regiment, and is known by the leaf on his strap,
which is of silver, otherwise his uniform is the
same as a colonel’s. The mnjor's is also the same,
the leaf being of gold. His duty is to act as aid
de-camp of the colonel, and in the event of his two
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a
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CAPTAIN.
superior oﬂicers being disabled or absent, he takes
commandof the regiment; these three constitute
the ﬁeld oﬁicers of regiment, and are mounted.
the same to the
The adjutant, whose position
regiment as that of the orderly sergeant to a com
pany, generally ranks as lieutenant.
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is the only one who has ever held this rank in the
United States. The principal distinguishing marks
of uniform are three stars on the shoulder-strap or
.
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LlI-IUT.-COLONIL AND MAJOR.
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AND DISTINGUISHED MARKS AND BADGESIN THE
ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.

is

it
is
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INSIGNIA OF RANK,

Tm: highest rank in our army is that of lien
tenant-general, and was conferred by Congress
for merit on Winﬁeld Scott, General-in-chief, who

a ﬁrst lieutenant; also wears a green sash. The
quartcrmaster also takes lieutenant’s rank, and
has the letters
D.—quartermaster’s department
-—embroidered on his strap; the paymasier the
same, with the letters P.
——paymaster‘s
depart
ment, and the commissarywith the letters 0. D.—
commissary department.
These constitute (with the chaplain, who wears
no marks, only plain clothes of uniform cut) the
regimental staff, and are all allowed to have
horses. The non-commissioned oﬂioers are hos
to attend to
pital steward, whose business
the hospital stores, and all the detail of the hos
pital department, under the orders of the surgeon.
a green band on the upper arm,
His insignia
with a serpent entwined round
winged staﬂ’
embroidered on it.
The sergeant-major
second sergeant in the
regiment, and acts as assistant to the adjutant.
He wears on the upper arm a chevron (V) of
three stripes, connected at the top by half circu
lar continuations. The quartermaster manages
the details of that department; his chevron
straight across the top. The orderly sergeant
ﬁrst sergeant in the company, and commands in
the absenceof commissionedofﬁcers; the chevron
of three stripes, without connection at the top,
and
diamond or star above. The second ser
company, called
geant takes charge of half
platoon. and has the same chevron as the ﬁrst,
but without a diamond. The corporals are in
company, and
charge of sections or quarters of
are distinguished by but two bars in the chevron.
0f the swords the cavalry saber
longest, and
has a steel scabbard. The ﬁeld ofﬁcerscomenext;
the scabbard being of chocolate enamel, with gilt
trimmings. The line oﬁicers, plainer and shorter,
with sheath of black leather.
general oﬂicer’s
weapon
straight, with a gilt scabbard ot' the
pattern in the engraving; regimental stnﬁ
straight and short. Musicians and non-commis
sioned oﬁicers being shorter still, and more for
show than use.
The color of the shoulder straps denotesthe arm
of the service—infantry being blue; artillery,
red; cavalry, orange; and riﬂes, green.
D

an eagle on his strap, the buttons on his coat in
double lines numbering eight at equal distances.
When this cﬂicer is placed in charge of a brigade
he is called a colonel-commanding.

is

is in St. l’etersburg, where 300 ducats ($750)
were paid to him for it. A beautiful “Gothic
Palace,” in stucco, is in the Royal Palace of
Stockholm, for which 31,000 were paid him.
He cut in eight days, in cork, a “Model of the
Mount St. Michel,” for which he receiVed
In 1853 he ex
$200. It is in Hamburg.
hibited at the Mechanical Fair in Washington,
D. 0., an“ American Temple” made of minute
shells, which obtained the ﬁrst prize.
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hiAJOR-GENERAL.
epaulette—a large one in the middle, ﬂanked by
two smaller ones—a double row of nine buttons on

—‘0.0>_

FIRST LI EUTENAN'I‘.

iggz¥€ikfééa?%éjhy
BRIGADIER-GENERAL.

. .15.:1’ .
i

There’s mysticalbalmin its magicalthrill,
As dropsitsambrosialdelightson thecar;
There’s powerto restrainthedissolth youth,
directin thepathwayof truth—
And his footsteps
A pow- to subdueman’sobduratcwill.
And throughhis sternnaturethefragrancedistill
ardor,aﬂection,andcheer.
or tenderness,
a

r

,2."

it

,/252:;:;4

\

musicalcadencethat‘sbornefromafar,
As vi'vratesalongthedepthsof theheart—
Liire theripp o! waveson thecalmsummerseas,
Like thesoil,soothingtonesof eve’sgentlebreeze,
Like thehumof thebee’mongthe fair,fragrantﬂowers,
Like theﬂowof thebrookthroughnature’sglad bowers,
Falls thelow voiceof woman,devoidof all art.
a

sword, and a sword knot terminating in acorns.
A major-general is the same, but with only two
stars on the shoulder. A brigadier-general has

BY GREENLII!‘B. Mil-lER.

ler.

e

a

,

il'nrLitalllnllttl-odu

WOMAN’S VOICE.
it. a

Captains are commandants of companies, and
are distinguished by two bars of gold on the
shoulder-strap, and eight buttons at regular dis
tances in single row on the coat; the ﬁrst lieu
tenant the same, but with one bar on the strap,
the secondlieutenant having a plain strap without

a

S

is

If music sweet,itsswcetness
abides

In thelow voiceof woman,sereneandsubdued;
Her soil modulations
thebosominspires
With loftieraimsandmoreboly desires:
There’s minglingof melody,pathos,andlove,
Seraphicandpure,asfromangelsabove,
In theaccentsof womanwith 900an imbued.
Bnooxtrx, Aug. 18,1561.
a

SECONDLIEUTENANT.
These last are called line otheers; all
regimental oﬂieers wear red sash.
COLONEL.
The surgeon ranks as ﬁrst lieutenant in the
volunteer service, and as major in the regulars,
one star, and the buttons on his coat number but
stint—embroid
eight in each row. disposed in twos. The colonel I and has the letters M. ——medic;tl
is the highest in rank in a regiment, and Wears | ered on his strap, which otherwise is the same as
marks.
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LECTURE

RELIGIOUS

XVIII.

DUTIES OF MAN.

of man‘sdutiesto God,so far as discoverableby the light of nature—
Consideration
Natnral theologya branchof naturalphilosophy—Notsupersededby revelation—
Brown, Stewart,andChalmersquoted—Natural
theologya guideto the soundinter
pretationof Scripture—Foundation
of naturalreligion in thefacultiesof man—Dis
morals
andreligion—The
tinctionbetween
Bibledoesnotcreatethereligiousfeelings,
but is ﬁttedonlyto enlighten,enliven,and directthem—Illustration
of thisview—
St-sbiliiyof religion,evenamid thedownfallof churchesandcreeds—Moral
andreli
giousdutiesprescribedto man by naturaltheology—Provalent
viewsof
erroneous
ignorance
divineworship—Natural
evidenceof God'sexistence
andattributes—Man‘s
thecauseof thepastharrenness
andobscurityof naturalreligion—Importance
of the
Book of Creationasa revelationof theDivine Will.
Hsvrnc

discussed the foundation of moral philosophy, the duties of
and as a social being, and also the causes of the

man as an individual

independence and freedom of nations, with the relations of the differ
ent forms of government to the moral and intellectual conditions of the
people, I proceed to consider man’s duty to God, so far as this can be
discovered by the light of nature.
Lord Brougham, in his “ Discourse of Natural Theology,’7 main
tains, with great truth, that natural theology is a branch of natural
His argument is the following: It is a truth of physics,
philosophy.
that vision is performed by the eye refracting light, and making it con
verge to a focus upon the retina.
The eye is an optical instrument,
which, by the peculiar combination of its lenses, and the different
materials they are composed of, produces vision.
Design and adapta
tion are clearly manifested in its construction.
These are truths in
natural philosophy; but a single step converts them into evidences in
natural theology. The eye must have been formed by a Being possess
ing knowledge of the properties of light, and of the matter of which
the eye is composed; that Being is no inhabitant of earth—he is supe
rior to man—he is his Maker—he is God. Thus the ﬁrst branch of
natural theology, or that which treats of the existence and power of
the Deity, rests on the same basis with physical science; in fact, it is
a direct induction from the truths of science.
The second branch of natural theology treats of the duties of man

*@

[N0v.,

ages, amid the oppression of tyranny in various forms, and of supersti
tion more aﬂlicting than tyranny itself, could preserva, still dimly vis
ible to man, that virtue which he was to love, and that Creator whom
he was to adore. Nor can it be without proﬁt even to their better
faith to ﬁnd all nature thus concurring as to its most important truths
with revelation itself, and everything, living and inanimate, announc
ing that high and holy One of whose perfections they have been privi
leged with a more splendid manifestation.”
Dugald Stewart, in his “Outlines of Moral Philosophy," also treats
“ The study of philosophy,”
at considerable length of natural religion.
says he,* “ in all its various branches, both natural and moral, affords
at every step a new illustration that the design which we trace in
creation indicates wisdom, and that it operates in conformity to one
uniform

plan, insomuch that the truths of natural religion gain an
accession of evidence from every addition that is made to the stock of
human knowledge.”
Dr. Chalmers, in the ﬁfth chapter of his “Bridgewater
Treatise,”
discusses “ the special and subordinate adaptations of external nature
to the moral constitution of man,” and observes, “Notwithstanding
the blight which has so obviously passed over the moral world and

defaced many of its original lineaments, while it has left the material
ism of creation, the loveliness of its scenes and landscapes, in a great
measure untouched—still we possess very much the same materials
for a natural theology in reasoning on the element of virtue as in
reasoning on the element of beauty.”
(P. 19L)
Further—I consider the study of natural theology as important in
leading to a sound interpretation of Scripture itself.
Great differences
exist in the interpretations of its declarations by different sects ,~and,
as all truth must be harmonious, it appears to me that whenever the
constitution of man and the attributes of the Deity shall be ascertained,
so far as this is possible, by strictly logical inductions from facts cor
rectly observed in nature, all interpretations of Scripture touching
these points must be brought into harmony with nature, otherwise

toward God, and of the probable designs of the Deity in regard to his
creatures. The facts of mental philosophy stand in the same relation

they will justly be regarded as erroneous. Every well-established
doctrine in moral philosophy and in natural theology founded on the
constitution of nature, will be a plumb-line by which to adjust inter
The Scriptural doctrine of the corruption of
pretations of Scripture.

to this branch that the facts in physical science stand in relation
By contemplating each mental faculty, the objects
to which it is related by its constitution, its sphere of action, its uses

human nature, for example, is one on which a vast variety of opinions
is entertained by Christians.
Phrenology shows that every faculty
has received from the Creator an organ, and been furnished with legit

to the ﬁrst branch.

and abuses, we may draw conclusions regarding the divine intentions
in creating our faculties, and touching the duty which we owe to God
in the employment of them. It is obvious that as God has given us
understanding able to discriminate the uses and abuses of our faculties;
and moral sentiments leading us to prefer their use, we owe it to Him
as a duty to fulﬁll his intentions, thus obviously expressed in our crea
tion, by using our powers aright, and not abusing them.
The second branch of natural theology, like the ﬁrst, rests upon the
same foundation with all the other inductive sciences; the only differ
ence being, that the one belongs chieﬂy to the inductive science of
physics, and the other to the inductive science of mind} This dis
tinction, however, is not perfectly accurate, because the evidence of
the existence and attributes of God, and also of man’s duty toward
Him, may be found in both of these branches of science.

It has been objected that revelation supersedes the necessity of study
ing natural theology. Dr. Thomas Brown, in his lectures on Moral

imate objects, although each of them has also a wide sphere in which
it may commit abuses. As the evidence of the organs is physical and
indestructible, the views correctly deduced from it must in time extin
guish all interpretations of Scripture that are at variance with them.
When Scripture is interpreted in such a manner as to contradict the
sound conclusions of reason on subjects which lie within the legitimate
province of reason, such interpretations must be powerless, or posi
The Christian world at present (i846) appears
tively mischievous.
to be in a state of transition.
In Germany, a large portion of the
people, under the guidance of Johanne Ronge, have thrown off Roman
Catholicism, also rejected the dogmas of the Protestant churches estab
lished at the Reformation, and adopted Rationalistic interpretations of
As a contrast to this movement, a number of the scholars
Scripture.
of Oxford, under the inﬂuence of Dr. Pusey, have gone over to the
Church of Rome; while the middle classes in Scotland have aban
doned their ancient Presbyterian Church, reared a now one on the same

powerful

foundation, and embraced with fresh fervor the doctrines and opinions
of the sixteenth century, rejected by theGermans.
In these evolutions,
no appeal has been made to the lights afforded by the New Philosophy i
but as the sound dictates of reason are the revelations of God’s

every inquiry superﬂuous that does not ﬂow from it. But to th0se
who are blessed with a clearer illumination, it can not be uninterest
ing to trace the fainter lights which,in the darkness of so many gloomy

attributes and will to the human understanding, through the medium
of our natural constitution and that of external nature, they can not be
neglected with impunity by any class of teachers, and the day is on the
wing when this philosophy will purify and control every Christian creed.

in the University of Edinburgh, has furnished a brief but
answer to this objection.
“On this subject,” says 116,1“
“that comprehends the sublimest of all the truths which man is per
mitted to attain, the beneﬁt of revelation may be considered to render
Philosophy

'

8dedit, p. 98. His argumentis notclear.
SecLord Brougham'sDiscourses,
1'Vol. iv., p. 401.
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It is gratifying to trace the recognition of this principle in the works
of divines.
The Rev. Baden Powell, Savilian Professor of Geometry
“
in the University of Oxford, in his Work on The Connection of Natural
“ Physical science is the necessary founda
Truth,”
and Divine
says,
tion of natural theology ; certain of the truths it discloses are warnings
against mistaking the purport of Scripture; and the right use of the
caution thus inculcated applies widely in the interpretation of revela
tion. Inductive philosophy is subservient both to natural and revealed
The investigation of God’s works is an essential introduction
religion.
to the right reception of his Word.”
In like manner there should be no philosophy that is not religious ;
that is to say, which should not be viewed as a chapter of the Crea
tor’s great book of revelation, addressed to the human understanding in
the constitution of the universe.

I proceed, therefore, to consider the subject of natural theology with
out feeling that, if properly conducted, it will endanger any other class
of truths.
The ﬁrst point which I propose to investigate relates to the founda
I beg of you to observe, that religion ema
tion of natural religion.
nates from sentiments or emotions, and that it does not consist of a col.
conceptions or ideas. The foundations of
it lie in the organs of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope. A brief ex
War springs,
planation will enable you to understand this view.
originally, not from the human intellect, but from the propensities of
Combativeness and Destructiveness, which give an instinctive tend
ency to oppose, to contend, and to destroy. There are legitimate spheres
within which these propensities may act beneﬁcially ; but when they
are too energetic, they carry captive the other powers, enlist them in
lection of mere intellectual

their service, and then lead to the extensive destruction and horrors of
war.
Combativeness and Destructiveness, operating in savage man
with very little intellect, produce war in which ambush and cunning,
The
clubs and bows and arrows, are used as the means of assault.
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wish to cultivate

music in a people, we must address the organs of
by the sweetest and most touching melodies, and
thereby call them gently and agreeably into action; because, by exer
cising them, and by no other means, can we increase their energy and
augment that people’s love of music.
Tune

and Time

Similar observations apply to religion.
The foundations of religion
lie in the organ of Veneration, which instinctively feels emotions of
reverence and respect—in the organ of Wonder, which longs after the
new, the astonishing, and the supernatural, and which, combined with
Veneration, leads us to adore an unseen power—and in the organ of
Hope, which instinctively looks forward in expectation to future enjoy
ment. These inspire man with a ceaseless desire to offer homage to a
superior Being, to adore him, and to seek his protection.
The inherent
activity of these organs has prompted men in all ages to employ their
intellectual faculties to discover as many facts as possible concerning
the existence and attributes of superior powers or gods, and to institute
ceremonies for their gratiﬁcation.
In some tribes of savages, we are
informed that no traces of religion have been discovered; but you will
ﬁnd that in them the organs which I have named are extremely small.
They are in the same condition as regards the religious feelings that
other tribes, in whom the organs of Tune and Time are deﬁcient, stand
in regard to melody; these have no music in consequence of the ex
treme feebleness of the related organs in their brains.
On the other
hand, wherever the organs of the religious sentiments are large in a
people, that nation or tribe will be found to be proportionably devoted

If their intellectual faculties be feeble, if they have no
to religion.
science and no true revelation to direct them, they may be engulfed in
superstition; but superstition is only the religious sentiments gone
They may be found worshiping stocks and stones, reptiles,
astray.
and idols of the most revolting description; but still, this shows not
only that the tendency to worship exists in them, but that it may be

same propensities, acting in the nations of modern Europe, lead to the
employment of scientiﬁc principles in the c struction of works of
attack and of defense, and to the use of cannon and other ingenious and

is feeble or very imper
It proves, also, that :these sentiments are in them
fectly informed.
selves blind or more general impulses, which will inevitably err, un
less directed by an illumination superior to their own.

Still, Combativeness and
complicated instruments of destruction.
Destructiveness are the original sources in the human mind from which
If these
war itself, in all its forms and with all its weapons, ﬂows.

The religious sentiments may act in combination with the propen
sities or with the moral sentiments. In combination with the lower
feelings they produce a cold, cruel, and selﬁsh faith, in which the

instincts were not possessed, men would feel no impulse to ﬁght, any
more than they feel an impulse to ﬂy. In like manner, the whole art
In
of music rests on the organs of Tune and Time as its foundation.
some individuals these organs are extremely defective; and they not

votary’s chief object is to secure the favor of Heaven for himself, while
he allots endless and nearly universal misery to the rest of mankind

only feel no internal impulse prompting them to produce melody, but
are insensible to its charms when produced by others. In other per
sons, again, these organs act with such energy, that they impel them,
as it were, to elicit music from every object. You may have seen in
viduals who, in want of a better instrument, have beat out passable
When the musical
tunes by a succession of blows on their chins.
organs engage the intellectual faculties to assist them, they obtain, by
their aid, instruments for producing music, reﬁned and perfect in pro

manifested in great vigor when the intellect

In combination with Benevolence and Conscientiousness they lead to
a faith in which justice and mercy, truth and humility, prevail.
The
There is a distinction in nature between morals and religion.
organs of Conscientiousness and Benevolence are the foundations of
When they are predominently large, they produce the ten
morals.
dency to do justly and to act kindly toward all men ; but if the organs
of the religious sentiments are deﬁcient, there Will not be an equal ten
Thus we meet with many men who are moral, but
dency to worship.
In like manner, if the organs of the religious sentiments
not religious.
be large, and those of Conscientiousness and Benevolence be deﬁcient,

portion to the degree in which the intellect is instructed in the various
arts and sciences capable of being applied to the production of such in
struments.
Still you perceive that the origin or foundation of the
whole art and practice of music lies in the organs of Tune and Time.

there may be a strong tendency to perform acts of religious devotion
with a great disregard of the duties of brotherly love and honesty. We
The late Sir Henry Mon~
meet with such characters in the world.
creiff, minister of St. Cuthbert’s Parish, in Edinburgh, is said to have

Further—You can readily infer that war will be practiced by any
nation very much in the proportion which Combativeness and Destruc
tiveness bear in them to the other faculties.
If these propensities pre
ponderate overthe moral sentiments, the people will be constantly crav

described a person, with whom he had had many transactions, inthese
forcible terms: “ He is a clever man, a kind-hearted man, and he
seems to be a religious man—in short, an excellent man; only, some

If they be very feeble,
ing for war and seeking occasions for quarrels.
public attention will be directed to other and more peaceful pursuits, and
If we wish to tame a
contentions will, as far as possible, be avoided.
people to the arts of peace, we must try to stimulate their
higher faculties, and to remove all objects calculated to excite their
pugnacious propensities. The same remarks apply to music. A native
love of music will prevail in any people in proportion to the natural
warlike

endowment of the organs of Tune and Time

in their brains.

If

we

Phrenology
how or other, he is sadly deﬁcient in common honesty.”
enables us to comprehend the combination of qualities which gives rise
The description indicates large intellect, large
to such characters.
organs of the religious sentiments. and large Benevolence, but great
deﬁciency in the organs of Conscientiousness.
According to these views, religion rests on the sentiments of Venera
The enlightenment of the
tion, Wonder, and Hope as its foundations.
intellect serves to direct these sentiments to their proper objects, but
It is
does not produce them, and therefore does not produce religion.

l
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no doubt the first
The ezislence of a supreme Ruler of the world,
are
position to be established in natural religion; but the proofs of
so abundant, so overpowering to the understanding, and so captivating
it

thus impossible that religion itself can be overset or eradicated from
the human mind.
The forms and ceremonies by which the religious
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to the sentiments, that
regard this as the simplest, the easiest, and
the least likely to be disputed of all the branches of the subject.
If
reﬂecting intellect be possessed, we can scarcely move a step in the
investigation of nature without receiving irresistible proofs of divine

only when he ceases to exist.
After you understcnd that music springs from the organs of Time
and Tune, you would smile
were to assure you that it would per

agency and wisdom.
opened the ﬁrst book embracing natural
hap
science, that came to my hand, when composing this Lecture.
pened to be a number of'the “Penny Encyclopedia,” which had just

ish if the Society of Professional Musicians were dissolved. You
would at once discover that this society itself, as well as all the pieces
which its members perform, and the instruments which they use, have

been sent in by the bookseller; and
turned up the ﬁrst page that
chanced to be one on Bees, and read as
presented itself (p. 15l).
only by the bees travaling from
follows: “ In many instances,

sprung from the innate love of music in the mind ; and that it is mis
taking the effect for the cause, to imagine that when they cease to ex
ist as a society, music will become extinct. The result of their disso

ﬂower to ﬂower that the pollen or farina
carried from the male to
the female ﬂowers, without which they would not fructify.
One

earthly

I

it

is

sovereign, whom they may win and gratify by praises and
ﬂattery, and from whose favor they may expect to receive something
agreeable and advantageous in return.
All this
superstition and
error, and
partakes too much of the character of selﬁshness.
am
aware that no rational Christian puts his religious faith and worship

l8€¢$~
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into the form of such propositions; but fear that the spirit of them can
be too often detected in much of the religion of the world.
appears to me that the religious service of the Deity possesses,
under the lights of nature,
totally different character.

I

It

I

is

is

it

I

It

it

I.

is

;

is

It

a

a

is
a

a

of

of

?
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ifI

it
is

a

Divine Being for his own gratiﬁcation, the neglect of which he will
punish, and the performance of which he will reward.
Many persons
have
notion of the Divine Being somewhat resembling that of an

If,

it

it

if

it
is
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God; but
plied lo doing the will
has often
appears to me that
led to misconceptions and abuse. Religious duty has, somehow or
other, come to be too generally regarded (in the spirit, at least, in
which
not in words) as a homage rendered to the
practiced,

a

I

there be any
moral or religious duties prescribed to man by natural theology?
In
ansWering this question, moralists in general proceed to prove the ex
istence and attributes of God, and to infer from them the duties we
owe to Him as our creator, preserver, and governor. They regard Him
as the mighty God, and us as His lowly subjects, bound to fear,
tremble, love, and obey him;
entirely concur in this view when ap

I

is,

of religion itself, might probably be moderated.
The next question that presents itself
Whether

a

stantly live, lest it should be destroyed ; and the acrimony of contend
ing sects, also, every one of which identiﬁes its own triumph with that

;

It would greatly assist the progress of improvement, if a firm con
viction could be carried home to the public mind, that religion has its
foundations in the nature of man, because many excellent persons
might thereby be delivered from the blind terrors in which they con

is

dor, in proportion to the enlightenment of the public mind, and they
will fear neither infernal nor terrestrial foes.

it is
is

doom of religion has been sealed; but all men who are capable of look
ing at the true foundation of religious worship, ﬁrmly and deeply laid
in the human faculties, will be unmoved by such alarms.
They will
expect religion to shine forth in ever-brightening loveliness and splen

is

assured the world that the moment their church and authority were
subverted, religion would be forever destroyed. But We have lived to
see religion ﬂourishing vigorously in nations which disown that author
If the churches and articles of faith now prevalent
ity and church.
shall be changed, of which there is much probability, the adherents of
them will, after the fashion of the priests of Rome, proclaim that the

is

of parliament for the foundations of religion, and to imagine that when
these are changed, religion will perish. The day was when religion
was universally believed to rest, for its existence, solely on the decrees
of Roman Catholic councils and Popish bulls, and when the priests

species of bee would not be sufﬁcient to fructify all the various sorts
re
of ﬂowers, were the bees of that species ever so numerous, for
M. Spren
quires species of different sizes and different constructions.”
“
gel found that not only are insects indispensable in fructifying different
species of iris, but that some of them, as Xiphium, require the agency
of the larger humble bees, which alone are strong enough to force
and hence, as these insects are not
their way between the stile-ﬂags
so common as many others, this iris
often barren, or bears imperfect
seeds.”
announcement
to
my understanding, incontest
This simple
proves
ably, the existence and presence of a Deity in creation; because we
see here an important end, clearly involving design, accomplished by
agents altogether unconscious of the service in which they are
engaged. The bee, performing, all unconsciously to itself. the work
of fructiﬁcation of the ﬂowers—and the provision of bees of different
weights for stile-ﬂags of different strengths—bespeak, in language
irresistible, the mind and workmanship of an intelligent contriver.
this contriver?
not man. There is only one answer
And who
the Deity; and one object of his selecting such a method
possible,
for operating may perhaps have been, to speak home to the under
his own presence, power, and wisdom.
standings of men,
ov ﬂowing with similar examples.
absolutelyconcjning
Nature
another species of proof of the existence of a God—that
But there
which
addressed to the poetic sentiments of man. “The external
“
God, in two
proves to us the being of
world,” says Mr. Sedgwick,
ways, by addressing the imagination, as well as by informing the
reason. It speaks to our imaginative and poetic feelings, and they are
as much a part of ourselves as our limbs and our organs of sense.
Music has no charms for the deaf, nor has painting for the blind; and
all the touching sentiments and splendid imagery borrowed by the
poet from the world without, would lose their magic power, and might
as well be presented to a cold statue as to
man, were there no pre
ordained harmony between his mind and the material beings around
him.
certain that the glories of the external world are so ﬁtted
to our imaginative powers as to give them
perception of the Godhead
and a glimpse of his attributes; and this adaptation
proof of the
existence of God, of the same kind (but of greater or less power.
according to the constitution of our individual minds) with that which
we derive from the adaptation of our senses to the constitution of the
Cam
material world”—Discourse on the Studies
the University
bridge, pp. 20, 21.
Deity as demonstrable by means
Assuming, then, the existence of
of the work of creation, the next question is, What can we discover
of his character, by the exercise of our natural faculties
In answering this question,
observe, in the ﬁrst place. that we
can not possibly discover anything from creation concerning His person,
no
may use such expressions, because there
or personal history,
for example, we
manifestation of these in the external world.
were to present a thread of raw ilk to an intelligent man, and ask
him to discover, from its physical appearances alone, the individual
characteristics of the maker of the thread, he would tell us that
impossible to do so because the object presented to him does not con
tain one element from which his understanding can legitimately infer
a single fact in answer to such
In like manner, when we
question.
survey earth, air, and ocean, our own minds and bodies, and every
open to us, although we perceive thousands of
page of creation that
indications of the mental qualities of the Creator, we receive not one
ray of light concerning his form of being, his personal history, residence,
or individual nature.
All conjectures on this subject, therefore, are
the offspring of fancy or of superstition.
[To an oommJ
is

be, that the inherent activity of the musical faculties
would prompt other individuals to establish other societies, probably
on more improved principles, and music would ﬂourish still.
It is equally absurd to mistake churches, articles of faith, and acts

is

lution would

It

ifI

I

sentiments manifest themselves may be expected to vary in different
ages and in different countries, according to the degree of development
of the religious, moral, and intellectual organs, and the state of the
intellectual cultivation of the people; but these emotions themselves
evidently glow with a never-dying ﬂame, and man will cease to adore

.
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the soul that lit her features with a glowing
light, for there is a beauty of the soul that
makes indelible impressions on the counte

IN the German Ocean, near the northeast
coast of England, there is a group of islands
called the Farne Islands, At low tide twenty
ﬁve of these appear above the water, but at
high tide most of them are completely hidden

nance after—thefeatures have lost the regular

his life to the mysteries of the deep, from the
rippling, dancing wave, as it reﬂected the
sun-light in rainbow colors, to the deep bass
toned roaring of the furious breakers as they

Why is it
ity of youth and beauty of outline.
that we like to visit the birthplaces of our
heroes and heroines, where their childhood

rose mountain-high, threatening to carry off
the rocky foundations of his humble abode—
he, a child of the sea, was now afraid of his

was

nurtured, and where their successful
achievements made their names imperishable?
and why does it give us a sad pleasure to drop

own foster-mother, the ocean. Though in his
nature kind and sympathetic, he was disin
clined to brave the furies of that storm. But

tears on their graves?
Because
virtue by its godlike qualities con
sccrates the barren rock and makes the dreary

the gentle, modest Grace, twenty-two years of
age only, to whom, perhaps, the opportunity
to develop the strongest yearnings of her soul

waste

to do good had never before come, said, “Let
us go, father; lcan help you row, and we will
save. we must save, these helpless beings !”
With the mother’s assistance, the father and

GRACE DARLING AND HER ISLAND

The traveler, unless he saw the
brilliant light from the lighthouses of two of
them, would certainly think they were desti

from view.

reverential

tute of human beings, and still less that those
dreary spots had ever been blessed by woman’s
smile and illumined by the halo of her affec
Without soil, presenting a surface of
tion.

illustrious

bare rocks, canopied by the blue vault of
heaven, it would seem as if not even the sea
gulls Would wish to alight there. Probably be
fore the year 1837, comparatively very few in

The father of Grace was a lighthouse keeper
on one of the Farne Islands, as his father had
been before him. Grace, the seventh child of

dividuals were familiar with the name or local
ity of these islands; and had it not been for a
fair, gentle, yet heroic being, whose name
on Memory’s tablet in
undying characters, these islands might hays
remained comparatively unknown.
should be inscribed

It was abright afternoon in July, 1861, when
place
our party left Newcastle, England—a
famous for the magniﬁcent bridge of George
Stephenson, 120 feet high, under which ships
pass with ease, also for its grindstones, coal and
iron—to sail on the river Tyne, thence on the
Though smaller
German Ocean for Scotland.
than our American

rivers, those of England
On this noble stream we

are well improved.
ﬁnd sailing Vessels of every variety, especially
as we pass South Shields, a great coal region
and shipping port, and Tynemouth, a famous
Emerging from the mouth of
watering-place.
the Tyne we are upon the German Ocean, as
smooth on this ﬁne afternoon, as if the oracles
of Delphi had smiled propitiously on our voy
age. You may judge that we felt some trepi
dation at ﬁnding ourselves on these waters,
having recently visited Hartlepool, a seaport
some twenty miles southward, where, in one
storm last spring, eighty ships were wrecked
and nearly all the passengers drowned.
Some ﬁfty miles north of the mouth of the
Tyne, the Farne Islands are situated, and you
may imagine my feelings as we approached the
birthplace and early home of Grace Darling.
I well remember how in childhood the story of
her life and heroism touched my soul as the
news was wafted over the Atlantic and echoed
to every coast;_and these recollections were

resplendent

with

a

beauty

not

its

own.

the family, was born in 1815, and passed her
childhood on this lonely island.
For objects of

daughter were launched forth upon the deep at
the ebb-tide, knowing full well that unless
they had extra assistance on their return they

contemplation she had the sea birds, the encir
cling ocean, the shifting clouds by day and the

could not stem the returning tide, which would
probably be at its height, and consequently they

starry vault by night—or the meaning winds or
the howling storm which seemed in the thunder

would be obliged to moor their own little boat
(a mile from their own island) to the rock where

of its power to rock the foundations of the
island speck on which she dwelt.
There are
some persons so constituted that they derive

the shipwrecked mariners were awaiting their
destiny.
We can well imagine the feelings of
that wife and mother as they left her to en

more

knowledge

from

Nature

than from

books.
But let us recall the deed of heroism as his
tory records it: One dark, stormy night in the
month of September, 1838, the Forfarshire
steamer, carrying forty-one passengers and a
crew of twenty-two men, started from Hull for
Dundee. A leakage in her boiler which had
been insufﬁciently repaired prior to her start
ing, reappeared, increasing rapidly until the
ﬁres were extinguished and her engine ceased

from the rock to the lighthouse, and had to re
main there from Friday till Sunday on account
of the roughness of the sea; also a boat’s crew
that came to the lighthouse from Sunderland
for their rescue, were obliged to remain there
several days, making, in all, twenty persons
who were entertained in their little abode, the

The captain endeavored to prevent
the boat from drifting ashore, but it was
tossed about at the mercy of the storm, and
was ﬁnally driven upon the rocks, while the

mother and daughter cheerfully giving up their
beds to the passengers, while the crew slept on
the ﬂoor around the ﬁre.

efforts of the captain to steer it between the
At
islands and the shore were unavailing.

brow

four o’clock in the morning, the fog being dense
and the rain descending in torrents, she struck
a precipitous rock, where the water is said to
be 100 fathoms deep. Some of the passengers
were so terriﬁed that they immediately left the
ship in a small boat. Some fell into the angry

A heavy sea broke the
vortex and perished.
ship into two pieces. Those who were in the
cabin were at once irretrievably lost, while
four passengers and ﬁve of the crew who were
on the other part of the vessel which still
adhered on the rock, remained till morning,
exposed to the relentless fury of the waves,
staring death in the face, expecting every

affected me more than any other in the gallery.
I was spell-bound for the moment, for it revived

moment to be swept into eternity.
The long
hours passed away till seven o’clock in the morn

all the associations of her heroism.
It was a
face so sweet, so ethereal in expression, with
so much more of heaven in it than of earth,
that a casual observer, even, would never

ing, when by the aid of a glass the wreck was
seenby the Darling family. The father, mother,
and Grace wore the only occupants of the

With Grace Darling it was

A thrill of joy went through those desolate
hearts as they saw their deliverers approaching.
The survivors, nine in number, were taken

to move.

refreshed, when recently I saw a beautiful
drawing of her face in the Crystal Palace at
Sydenham, near London, and the picture

pass it unnoticed.

counter the waves.

at the time. Wm. Darling, born
and bred on these islands, accustomed all of
lighthouse

Fame soon began to weave a chaplet for the
of Grace.
But she bore her honors
modestly. Many visited that humble abode
to see the unassuming heroine, but it was not
hers long to enjoy the homage which the world
was willing to bestow; for consumption, that
terrible yet insidious disease, marked her for
its victim; it became evident that her work
was ﬁnished, and she breathed out her pure,
gentle life only ﬁve years after she became
known to the world.
own

She was buried in her

parish, Bamborough,
opposite the lighthouse.

on the mainland.
The gentry and

noblemen of the neighborhood attended her
remains to their last resting-place.
But she
will never be forgotten so long as there is an
instinct in the human soul to appreciate genu
ine heroism and goodness. Some might feel
that England ought to rear a monument to her
memory on Langstone Island, where the light
house stands; but as long as there is a wave
of the ocean to beat upon these rocks, so long

will a glorious funeral dirge be sung to her
memory—a requiem to her worth more sublime
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and enduring than the measured melodies of
Mozart.
have never seen the ocean,
especially in a storm, might say, “Oh, any
kind-hearted woman would have done the
same,” and will never appreciate that act in
Those

its fullest, highest aspect. I, who have been
cradled on an island around which the ocean
beat the symphonies of my childhood, was
And
electriﬁed when I ﬁrst heard the tale.

I

see these rocks, and perceive more
plainly the really imminent danger those brave
hearts encountered, it seems to me that Grace
Darling, as she came from that peaceful ﬁre
now when

In the course of our progress through the

Pnonss. TREATMENT or THE vIcIous.

who

VISITING one of the State prisons, a few
years since, in company with the governor or
superintendent, I was much interested by his
upon several of the convicts, their
manifestations of character, and the effect upon
them of the discipline to which they were sub

'remarks

Some were cheerful at labor, and ap
peared to ﬁnd it arelief from painful thought;
others submitted to it patiently, but yet with

jected.

evidence that it was irksome to their feelings,
their habits—it was endured only, not wel

side and descended into the little boat, taking
the oar and risking her own life to rescue

comed.

human beings that she had never seen before,
was a sublime act of moral heroism honorable
alike to her womanhood and her humanity,

were a sullen expression, and they contrived a
thousand expedients to retard the progress of
their work, yet without exposing themselves to

and it is with great pleasure that I point to the
life of this English girl by way of inciting my
young oouutrywomen to noble deeds for the
happiness of others.
My true ideal of woman is the blending of
affection and courage. Our Saviour had these
two attributes in a pre-eminent degree, and
every human being who is deﬁcient in either,
acks an indispensable
of character.

requisite to perfection

The portrait of Grace Darling, of which I
have spoken, gives her a predominance of the
mental temperament, Benevolence, Intuition,
Spirituality, reﬁnement, Sensitiveness, Imita
tion, Ideality, and strong social feelings. Had
she been born on the classic soil of Italy, her
name might have been wafted on the pinions
of Fame as a poet or artist; but the chimes of
her childhood were the waves and the storms,
and from these she drank her inspirations, and
under their inﬂuence was her nature developed.
Some say there is no disinterested benevolence.
Methinks Grace Darling’s magnanimous deed
sprang impulsively from a kind spirit, uncon
scious of its depth and of the opinions of the
world.
She did not stop to reason. Her gen
erous impulses, her intuitions were better than
reason. She did not stop to argue—her keen
sympathies were more telling than arguments,
her enthusiasm as boundless as the deep. She
had doubtless felt the want of ordinary privi
leges, but her privations had developed her
soul ; for from sorrow in some form every
great and noble spirit is born. As no ﬂower
blossoms without a preparation, so no heroic
deed springs into life except from a nature pre
pared for it by circumstances waiting only for
opportunity for its manifestation.
Else how is it that a whole nation will pour
out its sympathies for the woes of others at a
a favorable

single call?

Some natures are more receptive
than others, and are more rich in their minis
trations of wisdom and goodness, as some
ﬂowers in the same ﬁeld receive more dew than
others, and give forth more aroma or perfume
to the world.

Au revot'r.

MATER.

Others, again, were always reluctant,
sometimes refractory at their toil ; their faces

punishment

by actual

neglect

willful perversion of duty.

Dhm

or evidently

The conversation

of the governor, suggested by these varieties
of conduct and disposition, had an intrinsic
interest, resulting from the clearness and
sagacity of his views in relation to the vary

wards and workshops, the governor
requested me, as we were approaching one
large apartment, to take especial notice of the
person whom he should call when we had en
tered, and from whom he should ask an explan
various

ation of the process carried on in that part of
the prison. I of course complied, and soon
found myself listening to the intelligent re
marks of a man apparently about thirty or
thirty-ﬁve

years old, well made, of middle
height, and strongly marked, though far from
unhandsome features.
His eyes, of a rich,
bright hazel, were yet singularly soft and mild
in their expression, contrasting remarkably
enough with that of his month, which be
tokened an uncommon degree of energy and
ﬁrmness; the lips, though well formed, clos
ing upon each other with a ﬁxedness than
which nothing could more plainly indicate
strong will and self-reliance.
The character
of the face and head generally was good—such
as to please both the physiognomist and the
phrenologist, who would respectively pronounce
the features and developments attractive.

ing elements with which he had to deal. I
soon discovered that he was a quick and shrewd
observer of men’s minds; naturally endowed

What struck me particularly, however, were
the appearances of personal attachment to the
governor that rather escaped from him occa

with

a penetrating glance at the inward,
sharpened and perfected by long practice until
it afforded him a knowledge that seemed
almost intuitive.
I perceived, too, by the

sionally than Were exhibited.

They were per
ceptible in the tone of his voice, in his look of
affectionate respect, in the air of delighted but
deferential interest with which he listened

demeanor of the convicts in his presence, that
he exercised over them that quiet authority
which superior power of intellect always com

when the governor addressed him; perhaps
more than all in the eager alacrity with which

mands.

Their manner toward him, their very

aspect and movement when

he was

among

them, though indicating neither servile fear,
nor that shrinking avoidance which is gener
ated by habitual harshness and severity, told
more plainly than words could do that they
knew him as their ruler; as one whose vigil
ance they could not elude or his authority re
sist, while yet they had nothing to apprehend
from wanton severity or capricious tyranny.
He had not been very long in the prison, and
report said that his predecessor, though an up
right and well-meaning man, had been so lack
ing in decision and tenacity of purpose that
under his control the institution had become
very much disorganized; but whatever the
faults of the previous administration had been,
and however injurious they had proved to the
moral and physical discipline required in such
a condition of society, I needed not the evi
dence of general commendation to assure me
that under its present head the prison was
governed and controlled with perhaps as near
an approach as it is possible to the difﬁcult
attainment of the two desired objects in all
and reforma
penal institutions—punishment
tion—punishment for the good of the commu
nity at large, as a means of deterring others
from the commission of crime, and reformation
for the good of the individual criminal.

he hastened to afford any explanation requested
by the latter on my behalf; for the room in
which we were was occupied by machines of
various kinds, employed in the formation or
preparation of different fabrics, and from the
tenor of the questions addressed to him, and of
his answers, Ijudged that the man of whom I
speak was to some extent charged with their
management or superintendence.
At all
events, he appeared to understand them thor
oughly, and his explanations of their nature,
their construction and performances, were sin
gularly

intelligent and satisfactory, adding
much to the interest with which I had been
inspired by his appearance and manner.

It may be supposed that after we had left
him, and were on our way to another part of
the 'prison, I inquired with some eagerness
whether there was anything peculiar or re
markable in his history; and the answer I re
ceived was substantially as follows:
“That man, when I ﬁrst took charge of the
prison, was the veriest black sheep of the
whole ﬂock.

His sentence was fourteen years,
of which three had elapsed, and my predeces
sor, when he turned the prisoners over to me,
assured me that he had less trouble with all
the others than with him ; that he was incor
rigible and utterly unmanageable.
The ut
most severity of punishment had been inﬂicted
on him to no purpose; neither hunger, nor
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stripes, nor the shower, nor solitary conﬁne
ment, nor kindness, nor expostulation had an
effect upon his indomitable temper. His sen
tence was for an aggravated and wanton
assault with intent to kill, which he barely
failed to accomplish; and this was but the
last of several, in the perpetration of which
he had exhibited a ferocity, a recklessness and
desperate courage that made his name actually
a terror to the police as well as to the fre
quenters of the low haunts where he was gen
erally to be found. The same violent and in
domitable spirit he had exhibited ever since
his arrival at the prison.
Coercion seemed
only to harden him, and gentle means were
but wasted on his obduracy.
Work he would
not, except at intervals when he was in the
humor; his fellow-prisoners all stood in awe
of him, and even the keepers were reluctant
to meddle with him, three of them having at
different times sustained severe personal in

jury at his hands in attempts to subdue his
In short, according to the
refractory spirit.
account of my predecessor, Harding—for that
is his name—was more like a wild beast than
a human being: and like a wild beast ought to
be shut up in a cage where he could do no
mischief; to repeat the expression made use of
to me, he was as untamable as a hyena, and
deserved
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better

than

a hyena’s

treat

ment.

“I

do not mean to compliment my own
sagacity, but I will say that I could not help
I
doubting the entire accuracy of all this.
had had plentiful experience of refractory con
victs in other prisons—had had occasion to
deal with depraved and brutal men in almost
every conceivable variety of wickedness—and
I had never yet found one for whom there were
not some available means of correction and
reformation, if we could but ﬁnd them out.
“ This
man, I felt conﬁdent, had a heart—a
human heart, with true sympathies and right
emotions—but it was locked up, and nobody
had been able to discover the key that should
it open. Perhaps, in the course of his
short but violent and stormy life—for then he

lay

was but little beyond the age of legal manhood
one had fallen in his way who would
have been willing to apply the key, had it
been in his possession; I could easily conceive

—no

that a childhood and youth of neglect and
hardship, without sympathy, without the soft
ening inﬂuence of care or kindness, without
joys or pleasures except the most sensual and
base, might have been the ferocious manhood
of brutal and desperate ferocity. You have
secn Harding, and can understand me when I
say that his features seemed even then to in
dicate the existence of better elements within
than were believed to form his character; I
felt assured that with a countenance so beﬁt
ting a man was not associated the nature of a
beast, and I resolved to spare no pains for the
education and development of that nature of a

man which

I

believed to exist beneath his out

ward show of heartlessness and depravity.
“ My ﬁrst
step was to watch him carefully,
yet in such a way as not to excite in him sus
picions of my observance. I noted heedfully
his actions, his manner, his countenance—at
work and at meals, in the chapel and when
allowed to exercise in the prison-yard—in
every situation I brought him to view I stud
ied his appearance and bearing with unremit
Whether it was that report of
governing other prisons had
reached him, and produced some effect of ap
prehension even on his obdurate disposition, or
that he felt the inﬂuence of the quiet but ener
ting vigilance.
my success in

getic regularity which pervaded the prison, I
know not; but it so happened that for some
weeks he was unusually peaceable and dili
gent, performing his tasks in the workshop well
and cheerfully, and giving no annoyance to his
fellow-prisoners, and the consequence was that
I had no occasion to hold direct communica
tion with him. I was not sorry for this, as it
gave me ample time for the watchful observ
ance to which I have alluded; and perhaps all
the results I could expect from it had been at
tained, when at length some neglect or viola
tion of duty on his part made it proper for me
to notice him personally.
I was careful, how
ever, not to engage in conversation with him,
to ask no question, for my object was merely
by a few words of admonition, to suggest
rather than announce that the treatment he
might expect from me was to combine the
resolute and undeviating ﬁrmness of control
with the kindness of sympathizing humanity.
I wished him to draw this inference from my
manner of speaking—grave, earnest, indicative
not so much of determination to be obeyed as
of assurance that to be disobeyed was impos
sible; but carefully divested of harshness or
the least appearance of resentment. This was
the lesson Iwished him to receive and ponder,
and

I
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had reason to believe that my object was

accomplished.

“But I will not take up your time by going
into the detail of my various experiments upon
Harding, and their results. Suffice it to say,
that in the course of ﬁve or six months I be
came convinced of the truth of my original
impression, that there was something more
and better in him than had been supposed;
but as yet this conviction was the only good
fruit of my endeavors. He was still willful,
intractable, and sometimes fearfully violent;
punishment was still thrown away upon him,
and so sure was I that it even aggravated his
faults of temper, thatl regretted the necessity
of inﬂicting it for the sake of maintaining the
general discipline of the prison. I made some
important discoveries, however, in relation to
the course of early life which, as I had from
the ﬁrst suspected, had been largely instru

In
mental in the formation of his character.
his furious moods he would often lot fall ex
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pressions, disjointed indeed, but capable of being
put together and wrought into a connection
full of signiﬁcance. They generally took the
form of

maledictions and reproaches upon
society—upon mankind at large—for cruelty
and injustice of which he had been the victim;
and from them, as reported to me by the keep
ers, I gathered that his father, an English
man, had been transported for a crime of
which, after his death at Van Dieman’s Land,
he had been ascertained to be innocent; that
his mother, coming to America, had died in

prison of a jail fever while detained as a wit
ness merely; and that himself, thus left an

orphan when little more than a child, had
struggled on to manhood through penury, and
suffering, and evil companionship, and tempta
tions of the coarsest and most debasing kind,
such as are but too much incident to the
career of indigent and neglected orphanhood in
the squalid haunts of all large cities.

“I

ascertained, moreover, byinquiries of the
in the city where his life had been
passed, that no crime had ever been alleged
against him, except those acts of violence which
at last brought him to the prison. He had ﬁg

police

ured repeatedly in the annals of the criminal
department as a rowdy, a rufﬁan, a leader in
riots and aggravated breaches of the peace,
but never a a thief, a shoplifter, a burglar,
or in any other grade of felonious rascality.
This was encouraging; and still more so were
accounts that had reached me of several in
stances in which Harding had been known to
exhibit a sort of rude and reckless generosity,
not out of keeping'with the darker features of
his character.
Ifelt more and more assured
that there must be a way of reclaiming him ;
but I was still forced to acknowledge that as
yetI had made little or no substantial progress
toward the discovery of that way.
“ At
length, however, a fortunate accident
befriended me. I had conceived the idea, and
was strongly impressed with its truth, that if
Harding could be made to feel himself useful,
a great step would be gained. My theory was,
that want of self-respect—the failing of a gen
erous nature perverted by circumstances—was
the root of his depravity; and that if he could
be induced to believe there was good in him
capable of being called into action proﬁtable
to his fellow-men,'this
belief might without
'
much difﬁculty be nurtured so as to bring forth
abundant fruit.
“ It happened one day that he was called in
to assist, with others, under the direction of
the engineer, in putting together a new piece
is,

a»

of machinery; that
he and the other con
victs, three or four of them, were required to
lift and place in certain positions various parts
of the engine, while the constructor adjusted
them and applied the fastenings.
Iobserved
that Harding, who had been for some days in
a remarkable good humor, bestowed much
attention upon the putting together of the

-<<>@
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engineer; and I noticed that when the latter
two or three times made a trial movement of
a principal wheel, Harding quickly turned his
attention to another part of the machine,
where the effect was to be looked for, showing
that he comprehended the principle of its
action.
“ My

plan was quickly formed, and circum
stances took just the turn most favorable to its
There was something wrong in
application.
the engine, something'had been omitted or mis
placed in its construction, and it did not_work
to the satisfaction of the engineer. Repeated
trials were made to remedy the defect, what
ever it was, but still the same check occurred
You
when the wheels were put in motion.
may suppose that I watched Harding more

I did the machine, and I was
at perceiving that he seemed to
be as deeply interested in the matter as the
His eyes followed
professional machinist.
than

vigilantly

delighted

every movement of the latter, and it was evi
dent from the intent expression of his counte
nance that everything but the engine and the
difﬁculty was forgotten.

At length there was

a ﬂash of the eye—a lighting up of all the
features—succeeded in a moment by an earnest
and thoughtful gaze at one part of the engine,
whence I inferred, and rightly, that Harding
had conjectured the cause of the failure and
was seeking to verify his idea.

Stepping to

his side quietly, and looking for a few moments
at the spot on which his attention was ﬁxed, I
said, in a kind of abstracted way and rather
as if thinking aloud than addressing myself
purposely to him, LWhat can be the matter
with thisthing ? Can’t you find it out, Hard

I dare say it is some very slight defect
If
which could be remedied in ten minutes.’
I had spoken in any other way, it is probable
that his thoughts would have been recalled to
ing ?

our relative positions; but my remark had so
casual and matter-of-course an air—conveyed
so perfectly the idea that I was thinking only
of the machine, and chimed in so well with
his own similar pre-occupation—that he con
tinued to forget the prison, the governor, and
his own position as convict; and he proceeded
at once to point out what he supposed to be
the cause of the difficulty.
He was right; the
engineer saw in a moment what was wanted,
and, again most fortunately for the success of
my effort, acknowledged the fact with a brief
but hearty expression of thanks to Harding for
his discovery.
Sir, the key was found to the
true and better nature of the man.

The grati

he felt at that moment in the con

sciousness of having rendered a valuable ser
vice, aided no doubt by some uprising of self
estecm at his sagacity and success where a

Qt»—
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machinery, and seemed to be interested in its
construction and object, as one who understood
them. While the others merely did what was
required of them with careless indifference, his
eyes closely followed the movements of the

fication
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THE RIGHT MAN.

skillful machinist had been baﬂied, afforded all
that

I

wanted for his regeneration, as I may
call it. My course with him henceforth was
clear, though

requiring

much

caution

and

skillful management. I had but to encourage
and develop to full action his feeling of self
respect, perhaps now called into existence, but
certainly for the ﬁrst time fostered and rightly

[qu

\Vn clip from the New York Tribune the
paragraph relative to a prominen;
and useful public man, and annex with pleasure
some further description of his method of

following

management:

REPAIRS or THE ERIE RAILROAD.—It
is
but an act of simple justice to Mr. Minot, Su
perintendent of the Erie Railroad, to call the
attention of the public to the wonderful energy
suggested by some occurrence of the moment, . and expedition with which the repairs upon
That mate
that road have been completed.
I not only kept alive in his mind the recollec
rials can be transported, and men got together
tion of the pleasant feeling he had experienced,
and organized into working parties. so as to
but at length induced him to express a wish
build such bridges as were Washed away in
for employment in the machine department,
the late great ﬂood, on the western division of
that road, and have the trains passing over it
for which he had evidently anatural aptitude,
again in a period of four days, shows an exec
and the promptness with which I acceded to
utive ability that Would be of immense value
his wish, aided by an encouraging, half-jocular
to an army, if engaged in its service.
remark upon the certainty of his becoming a
While fully indorsing the favorable opinion
skillful engineer, put him in precisely the right
expressed with regard to Mr. Minot, We be
frame of mind for working out all the good
lieve that he could not serve the interest of the
which I had hoped and expected. Henceforth
public in any other Way so fully as in his pres
his progress was rapid and scarcely interrupted.
Others there unquestionably
ent situation.
You have seen him the foreman of the machine
are who in some respects equal or perhaps
in
which
he
has
introduced
sev
department,
surpass him, but the opinion has been frequent
eral very ingenious and valuable
improve
ly expressed to us by railraad men fully com
ments; you have seen him grateful, gentle,
patent to judge in the matter, that for general
and I have
assiduous, and self-respecting;
ﬁtness and ability in all the qualities necessary
only to add, that when he receives the pardon
in a superintendent, he is without an equal.
which I have solicited for him, though society
Always the friend of those under his control,
will gain a useful member, I shall lose my
they obey his orders with cheerfulness and
most excellent and esteemed assistant.”
alacrity, because his orders are his wishes. In
Such was the story related to me by the
working the read, he obtains the greatest poa
humane and judicious governor of a State
aible amount of service from the cars and loco
Prison—a man who had sagacity to perceive
To accomplish this, he
motives employed.
and a heart to feel that eVen in the most per
introduced during his former management of
verted nature there might be a germ of good
the road, a thorough system of classiﬁcation
still subsisting, which needed only gentle and
and duplicates, and by this means kept con
wise culture to quicken and expand and ulti
stantly on hand all the parts necessary for the
Let parents
mately bring forth golden fruit.
repair of any and every kind of locomotives on
learn a lesson from this narrative.
the road.
To such perfection was this system carried,
———<-o.o->—-—
that'when an engine came to the shop crippled
Passer-2s m Penna—The
Comruunrrramr
by the failure of some important part of its
style of the complimentary phrases used in Persia,
machinery, it was again ready for service as
guided.

By slight occasional allusions to his
acuteness, made incidentally and as if merely

we learn from an account of an interview with
the governor of Oroomiah. “ We found the gov
ernor occupying a splended mansion, and sur
rounded by numerous attendants. He received
usjwith much civility, and apparent kindness; and
as we entered the great hall, he beckoned us to
the upper end to'sit by his side, and then inquired
after our health in the usual Persian manner.
‘
Kaef-uz yokhshee dur 7' (Is your health good?)
‘ Damnghun chakh dur ?’
(Your palate—appetite
—lusty ?) ‘ Kaef-tlz Iroek dur 7’ (Are you in
hale, fat ~_keeping
?) And all this so rapidly, that
we could only reply by an inclination of our heads.
When he had ﬁnished, we inquired after his
health. to which, while solemnly _stroking his
’ ‘
Only let
beard, he replied—‘ By your auspices
your condition be prosperous. and I am of course
very well.’ He then reiterated his expressionsof
welcome, saying—‘ Your coming is dcleotable.’
‘ Your arrival is gladsome.’ ‘ Upon my eyes you
”
have come.’

soon as the defective parts could be removed
and new ones substituted. It was the wish of
Mr. Minot to extend this system of duplicates
as far as practicable to all the machinery and
structures of the road. including bridges, which,
according to his views, should be constructed
in classes, the number of classes being as few
as possible, and by keeping constantly on hand
all the parts of a bridge of each class, to be
ready at all times to meeta sudden demand.
Whether with the great amount of labor
and expense consequent upon the depreciated
condition of nearly everything belonging to the
Erie Road when he last accepted the superin
tendency, he has been able to extend and per
fect the system of repairs above referred to,
we do not know, but from the great dispatch
with which new bridges were erected over
swollen streams in the recent case, we infer
that he has.
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Tna'rll, upon Allen’s system. can be ob
tainedat 22Bond Street. By thismethodthe
roof,andraga:oflhe monthareso accurately
fteethﬁums
orme asto
displaya perfectprototype
of thenaturalorgans,restoring
theruns uxramsloirot the mouthand original contour
of theﬂare.
It is theheightof art M concealart This wedo most
positively,asour numerouspatronscanattest.
A descriptivepamphletma he obtainedby addressing
Dr. J. Arman& Sol, $8Bon Street,New York.
J. Pliunlsrl, 323 Canal Street, New York,
manufacturer
of Sh-rts.Bosoms,Wristbands,and Collars,
is nowsellingatpricesIt)suitthe times:
Men's and Boys' White Shirts,hocents; Linen Bosom
do., 75cents,it. ti VI); and superiormade,to measure,
cut by a.practicalshirt-cutter,and ﬁt guaranteed,
six for
'9, lift ﬁll.and 8'2.
Ladieswill ﬁndat thisEstablishment
a largestock
of ltosoms,Collars,and Wristbands,for shirt-making,at
verylow prices.
Senoril. or Au'r FOR Lamas, 86‘3 Broad
way, New York.—Miss S. E. Fun.“ respectfullyan
nouncesthat the Schoolof Art for Ladies reopenedon
Monday,September
16,1861.Thoroughinstructiongiven
in Drawingand Paintingfrom the humanﬁgure,natural
objects,models,etc.,by competentartists. Drawing and
engravinguponwoodthoroughlytaught. Arramu-rncnts
are beingmadeto enablepupils,as soonasqualiﬁed,to
receivea fair remunerationlor their labora Saturday
classes,for Teachersand pupils attendingother
schools
during theweek.
Pup-ls receivedatanytime duringtheTerm.
Ordersreceivedfor drawingand engravinguponwood.
Portraits,Machinery,Architectural
Designs,Landscapes,
Fruits, Flowers,etc.,executedin the bestmanner,upon
easonnbie
terms.

W

is a

we bend, dwarf, maim, and otherwise
or distort the ideas of the young,
looking at schools too often as
they were
ation;

disﬁgure

jelly molds, and the young mind ajelly.

The

result to the mind
very much what
would
be to the body
we grew infants in molds for
the improvement of their ﬁgures. We do not
get improvement of the ﬁgure, but: distortions
of an unexpected form, and lasting sickness.

it

it

The mind, which every word which reaches
meddled with so easily, so hardly
affects,
understood, the signs of health or sickness in
are so undetermined by the multitude, that

we should fall into the most hopeless confusion
of wits but for the truth underlying social in
tercourse of every sort, that men and women
are good fellows in the main, and that there
an unseen guiding and sustaining hand upon
the instincts and the strivings of their nature.

is

E. W. F.—l. What trait or talent is indicated
by a browthatoverhangsthe eyes.whenthe eyesthem
selvesarenotdeeplyaunkor thrown back fromthesur
faceof theface?
AM. Sometimes
thefaceis verysmall,asif its develop
menthadbeenarrested,whilethebrainitseifis notextra
large. In such a casethe apparentoverhangingof the
regionof theperceptivetalentmaynotexhibitan exces
liiIu development
of thoseorgans;butif the brainheof
fair size and the brow is pushedforward,or the whole
foreheadis overhanging,it indicatesintellectualcapacity.
1f the lower part only projects,it indicatesperception,
off-handtalent,power to gainknowledgefromtheexter
as] world,to pick up informationreadily. If the upper
partis equallyprominent,It indicatesalso abilityto rea
son,think, plsn,and philosophize.
2. What truit or characteris indicatedby veryheavy
lips, accompaniedby a mental temperament,
the other
featuresbeingﬁne,apprOpriate
for thattemperament?
Arts. The lips maybeheavy,or thick and large,while
theotherfeaturesaresmalland delicate,and,at.thesame
time,theindividualpossess
a tine-grained
mentaltemper
ament—thelips maybelarge withoutbeingcoarse. For
example,supposelhatthefatherhasa strong,hardycon
stitution,haslargeteethandthicklips,andothermembers
of thefacein harmony,wesometimes
ﬁnda child resem
bllr-gitsmotherin all its featuresbut its 0)esor its nose,
its mouthor its chin. The mothermay he very ﬁne
grsiuedwhile the fatheris not,and thechild inherit the

ference with the growth of our own legs and
But We commit minds to absolute starv

arms.

Perkins’ temper

an asthma to his mind;

Wilkins’ nervous scnsitiveness a tie doloreux;

Joncs’ eternal talk about himself
an obesity
of consciousness that retards all the movements
of his wit; ﬁdgety Smith has St. Vitus’s dance

in the brain.
A hermit’s cell—perhaps the
nutshell within which so many things are said
to lie—would contain all the absolutely sane
men in the land. But
this be true, or
any

if

do QLtrrzsglinhrnts.

There should be fuller recognition than there
yet of the set of truths that run from such
starting-point.
Complete health of body
rare, though we know pretty well what to
eat,
drink, and avoid, in the way of corporal nour
ishment, and have not much power of inter

if
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IMPROVEMENTS made in the machinery for
manufacturingGold Pens,and securedto thesubscriber
byLettersPatent.haveenabledhim toovercomethemany
imperfectionshithertounavoidablein their production,
and also to bring the costwithin the rear-hof all. The
writingpublicshouldknowthefollowingfacts:
Com-tautwriting for six monthsis donecheaperwith
Gold PensthanwithSteel; then-fore,
it is economytouse
Gold Pens.
The GoldPen remainsunchanged
strs‘ vanas'rrcs.—Dr. Lewis, of Boston, is use,
by yearsof continued
whiletheSteelPenis everchanginghy corrosionand
doingagreatandgoodworkfor thephysicaldevelopment wear;
therefore,perfectuniformityof writingis obtained
of theAmericanpeople. His meansfor eﬁectlngthisare,
onl by theuseortheGold Pen.
heGold Pen is alwaysreadyand reliable,while the
the publicationof a “Journal of Physical Culture" in
SteelPenmustheoftencondemned
anda newoneselect
Boston,which explainsthe importanceof training the
ed; therefore,
in the use of theGold Pen thereis great
body,and the methodsby whichit maysafelyand prop
savingof time.
erlybedone; andtheestablishment,
Gold is capableof receivingany deareeof elasticity.so
notonlyofa gymna
siumfortheuse and instructionof the citizensof Boston that theGold Pen is exactlyadaptedto the handof the
writer; therefore,thenervesof thehandandarmarenot
and vicinity,but a Noaxar. Scuool.for the educationof
injured,as is known to be the caseby the use of Steel
teachersof gymnastics,and with a competentcorpsof
Pens.
He is nowsellingGold Pens at pricesvarying from25
teachers,givestopupils of both sexrsa thorougheduca
‘1, accordingto mm,the averagewear of every
centsin
tion in this noble and usefulart, giving, at graduation,
oneof whichwill faroutlasta grossof thebestSteelPens.j
diplomasto all pupils qualiﬁedto receivethem. On the
Sold by all dealersin the line throughoutthecountry.
5thdayof Septemberlast the ﬁrst commencement
Wholesaleand retail at the store,No. 26Maiden Lune,
exer
cises took place at the Institution,on which occasion whereall orders,inclosimrcashor post-stamps,
wtlt re
ceivepromntattention,anda penor
corresponding
PresidentFelton,of HarvardCollege,occupiedthechair,
in value.and selectedaccordingto (pr-us
eseription,will im
and conferredthe diplomas,when Dr. Lewis, Edward
mediatelybesentby mailor otherwiseasdirected.
Address, A. Morn-ox.25MaidenI’lune,New York
Quincy,Est}, Rev. Dr. Kirk, Mr. Hagar, and President
“ We happen
to knowMr. A. Mortonto benotonlyone
Felt-onaddressedthe classandthe audience. It was an
of thebestandmostextensivemauutacturers
of GoldPens
occasionof greatinterest,andwe hall with pleasurethis
notonly in America,butin theworld. We usehispens,
greatmovein therightdirectionandwiththerightmeans. and can assureour readersof theirexcellence."—N.Y.
Tribune.
" We havebeenin the habitof
using theseGoldPena
for a longtime.and havealways foundthemthe bestin
strumcntaof the kind that havetallen in our way."—
N. Y. Eccm'ngPost.

everything in equal proportion, there is nothing
in agreeable excess. Anything like
exclusive
regard for a particular idea upsets the
balance;
and so
that to the men whose minds are
not whole, round, and perfect, we owe all the
progress of the world.

is

I

lilntiris.
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Tr-tr:Innus'rna'ren Pnnnrvomr; CA1.AND PHY
sroLooloat.ALXANAOyou 1862,containing,besidesthe
usualcalendarmatter,a greatnumberof portraitsof emi—
nentpersons,with theirhistoryand character;also,arti
cleson healthand otherinterestingtopics,will be ready
on the 10thday of November. Price, by mail, postage
prepaidby thepublishers,6 centssingle,or $1fortwenty
ﬁve copies. Usual termsto the trade. Ordersmay be
sentin atonce. AddressFowua ans Wants,808Broad
way,New York.

thing like this be true, what becomes of the
broad line that
drawn between the man in
the lunatic asylum and the man on ’Change?
is

thus

I

reckon up my friends and enemies upon
my
ﬁngers, and beginning with my best friend, or
worst enemy, myself, ﬁnd one with a
twist
here, one with a soreness there, one with this
eccentricity, and one with
that inﬁrmity.
Ideal health of body is not possessed by one
in
a million of civilized men, and I
almost doubt
whether there be a man in Europe with
an
absolutely healthy mind.
If there be such a
man, rely upon it he stands at the head of the
class of social bores. For he must
have, to be
healthy, that abomination of desolation, a well
balanced mind, in which, because there is

it.

munber,

SHOULD like to know how many people in
the world have absolutely healthy
minds.

is

December

RIGHT MIND.

I

is

the

giving them thirteen numbers, instead
of twelve. Subscribers, however, can
begin at any time; but the ﬁrst of
the year, we think, is preferable.

OP

'

is

who send in their names for either
JOURNAL for the year 1862 before the
1st of January, we will send to them,

ﬁnenessof themother‘stemperament,
withallher features
butthemouth,andthatapparentlycoarsemouthmaystill
betine-grained,
delicatein itsorganicquality,thoughnot
delicatein its formandmagnitude. Wesometimes
ﬁnda
personwith all the elementsof ﬁnenessin feature,in
grainof skin, in lightnessof bone,etc.,while the hair is
wiry, and hard, and coarse,being inherited from one
parent,while the other qualities resemblethoseof the
otherparent.
8. HaveL. N. Fowler’sLectureson The Moral Bearing
of Phrenologyyet.beenpublished7
Amt. They havenotyetbeenpublished
4. Doesthecentralor middleline portionof Philopro
genitiveness
givetheloveof children,and theouter por
tionof theorgantheloveof theloweranimals?
Ans. We have no evidencethat such divisionexists.
The lower partof the organ has been supposedto give
the love of pets and little helplessinfants, while the
higher portion,towardAdhesiveness,
gavethe tendency
to love oﬁsprlugas they approximateto maturity,and
afterward.
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NEW Seasonmms and renewals for
the next year are already ﬂowing in
upon us. Friends, we thank you for
this ready and cordial support. Those

gratis,
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The law declares men lunatics when they are
dangerous to society, or when they are incapa
ble of managing their own affairs.
One of
[coir-naval:on Law 2101.]
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OF

ALL.

Journal, to
ADVERTISEMENTS intended for this
on or be
secureinsertion,shouldbesentto thePublishers
in which
fore the10thof the monthpreviousto the one
forthenextnumber
theyaretoappear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
centsa line eachinsertion.
Tamra—Twenty-ilve
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WE HAVE CONCLUDED AN ARRANGEMENT
whichwe nowotferto anyoldsubscribera Premiumof a
copyof
WEBSTER’S ABRIDGEI) DICTIONARY,
Edition,containingnearlyfive hundred
Counting-House
for one year
pages,torthe nameof everynewsubscriber
dollars. The price ol the Dictionary
twu
with
sent us
is $1 5.0 The bookwill bede
alone at the book-stores
express.as desired.
livered at our ofﬁce,or be sentby
de
We are happyto saythatwe shallbeable to >endor
the order,
liver this premiumimmediatelyon receiptof
with the money,asthe AbridgedEdition of Webstercan
much fasterthan his very large Una
be manufactured
bridged" PictorialQuarto.” Every familynowreceiving
a copyof Webster‘sDic
Tite'lridependmtshouldhave
tionary. The nameof one new subscribersentus with
thisinvaluablebook(Abridged
32will insurethereceiptof-.der,
sendus yourorder.
Edition)asa present. Re
A GREAT REIVARD FOR LITTLE PAINS.
the oﬂiceof THE INDE
will
sendto
Any ersonwho
for orre
PEND ‘NT the namesof ﬁve new subscribers
year,or one newsubscriberfor ﬁve years,with Ten Dol
ion),will
subscrip
yearforeach
dollarsa
lars(beingWe
copyof
receiveasa gilt a handsome
WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGEI) DICTIONARY,
Pictorial Edition,containingfiltecnhundredengravedIl
Iustrations.
This is thebesteditionof thebestDictionaryof theEn
is six dollars
glish language. Its priceat thebook-stores
and a half. Every farmer should havea copy in his
house,everymerchantin his store,everylawyer in his
ofﬁce,everyministerin his study. Nobodycan affordto
Dictionary. Ask tiveof yourfr-ends
bewithoutWebster’s
to subscribefor THE INDEPENDENT for oneyear,or
onefriendtosubscribeforﬁve years,andyouWill receive
thisbeautifulvolumeasa freegilt.
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The Grover & Baker Sewing Machine Companyare
andhaveon exhibitionat their dif
new manufacturing,
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With No. 80 VANITY FAIR commencedits Fourth
Volume.
thefact
of thisperiodicalhasdemonstrated
The success
thata first-class
HUMOROUS ORIGINAL PAPER
canbesustainedin thiscountry.
VsNrrv Fara is the onlypaperin which the lettersof
ARTEMUS WARD appear,beingwrittenexpresslyfor it,
illustratedby HENRY L. S l EPHENS,
andappropriately
whose eXlraordinarytalent for caricaturehas stamped
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LEADING COMIC ARTIST OF AMERICA.
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these conditions lunatics share with the crim
inals, who are all persons of diseased mind,
although not the less righteously punishable
for their offenses. To the other class how
many of our friends belong! What rash specu
indiscrcct and unjust quarrels, stupid
prejudices, and idiotic credulity cause men to
bring their worldly state to ruin is not to be

lation,

learnt only in the Bankruptcy Court.
We would not, of course, convert the jail
There can be nothing
into a lunatic asylum.
wholesomer than the determination to push
human responsibility to the utmost. With the
unsound bit in the mind, there is commonly
more than enough of serviceable reason to con
trol a pet excess within the bounds of common
When, as happened
justice and morality.
lately, a soldier of marked eccentricity spends
a night in cutting the throats of his wife and
six children whom he loves, and prepares also
to blow up the fort in which he is stationed, a
But
just pity recognizes thc plea of insanity.
when, as also happened lately. it schoolmaster
with a perverted sense of duty flogs a boy to
death, though we may understand the twist
of his mind, we condemn him to the uttermost.
The law, in fact, admits already too often the
plea of insanity, or unsoundness of mind, in
The obvious rarity of a
bar of responsibility.
sound body, which is so much easier of acqui
sition than a sound mind, is enough to suggest
to us how constantly and universally more or
less unsoundness of mind must live subject to
There is no line ot'dcnmrk
ation between sane and insane, the healthy
and the sickly hues of mind shade one into the

full responsibility.

other by the most imperceptible gradation of
But there is to be drawn somewhere an
tint.
arbitrary line, and we believe the number to
be very small of those whom such a line can
safely or wisely put on the side of the irrespon
sible.
Men with a tendency to go wrong in
any particular direction, are not to be kept
wizh n bounds by removal of the common
restraints of 50ciety.
\Vhen we accept fairly this doctrine, we get
rid of one bar to the improvement of a danger
ous class of sick minds, in the terror with
And yet
which people still regard insanity.
insanity is but the Latin term for “want of
This is a terror left from
health” of mind.
the old days of whips, chains, cells, and straw
There is an extreme insanity of mind
pallets.
dependent upon well-marked bodily diseases
altering the condition of the brain, with which
the physician now knows how to deal. But
minor differences in the health and constitution
of the brain, to be recognized only by their
effect on the workings of the intellect or tem
In their ﬁrst arising,
per, are innumerable.
they are inﬂuenced by a wholesome treatment,
physical and mental, to a most remarkable
degree, and so it is that the ﬁrst movements of
the minds of children may be regulated to their
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cured from asylum-s of the present sort. In
life-long advantage, in a quiet, wisely-ordered
l’rcjudices. everybody knows, may he ' such a house assurance might be had that the
discharged patients are reasonably safe against
removed easily when they are but a few
those relapses which are now perpetually
months old, hardly, or not. at all, when of long
bringing them to the bar of our courts for wild,
As of prejudices. so of all mental
standing.
There are a thousand sul
distressing crimes.
cides among us every year, of which the greater
Of cases of insanity brought
unsoundness.
number come of an uncontrollable diseased
into the York Retreat, the recoveries were four
impulse.
to one from attacks not more than three
There never Wlll be room for all who re
months old, but only one in four from attacks
Pcrverse temper, wrong
quire treatment.
headed action, undue distress over triﬂes. and
older than a twelvcmonth.
almost uncontrollable impulses to do this or
Until we have bridged over with a little
that wild thing, never can, to their full extent,
better knowledge and some honest admissions
be practically recognized as what they are.
the gulf now set between insanity and sanity
it is. on the whole, quite right and necessary
of mind, the repugnaiice to whatever looks like
to consider them as points of character to
which afnll responsibility attaches. “'0 only
an admission even of a possible insanity will
urge, in aid of Mr. Gaskell’s argument, a con
keep a vast number of diseased minds out of
sideration that should soften very greatly our
asylums during those earlier stages of inﬁrm
impression of the difference between soundness
ity in which they are to a considerable extent
and unsoundness of mind. If houses of volun
at
it
was
urged
as
remedy.
Moreover,
to
open
tary retirement, under any sense of inﬁrmity
or trial of mind, are to be established, let us
the last meeting of the Social Science Associ
have with them, we say, a fair sense of the
ation by one of the best practical authorities
fact that in variety and extent mental disorder
upon this topic, Mr. Samuel Gaskell, now
is like bodily disorder, and that there is a wide
Commissioner in Lunacy, most insufﬁcient
range of mental as of bodily affection very far
means of help are offered to the laboring and
short of mutilation, nay, that there are whole
middle classes when attacked or threatened
pieces of mind that many a man contrives to
do without, as he might do without an arm or
with disease of the mind. The law has already
an eye. or both his eyes. Let men feel that
done much for the insane pauper, but in En
there is a common lot to them all in mental
gland and Wales for those who are not
as in bodily afﬂiction, and let nobody suppose
want
of
is
lamentable
proper
there
paupers,
that, although like people in hospital he also
Mr. Gaskell
is liable to his headaches and sicknesses, his
means of care and treatment.
mind never feels any of the inﬁrmity over
believes that for the support of such asylums
which science and humanity keep watch in
adequate funds could be derived from the
lunatic asylums.
We must. not only dismiss
patients, if the land and buildings were once
_
_
" the strait Waistcoats and the chains.‘ but also
furnished by the public, and there are few
In
much of the old vague horror of insanity.
ways in which expenditure would lead to as
this, as in other matters, there is to be estab
lished a yet closer sense of fellovvship among
much return of public good.
men than was recognized in the old days that
But Mr. Gaskell urges also that view of the
We may live to see
are gone. Who knowa?
case on which we are now more particularly
a Committee of Physicians managing a Sulky
diseases
us
“that
taking
dwelling, when he reminds
out his license for an
Club, a physician
Hotel of the Thousand Passions. and the best
of the mind, as Well as diseases of the body,
half of the town may spend its holiday under
assume an inﬁnite variety of forms, varying
the doctor in a School for Scandal.
both in kind and intensity.’7 He thinks it un
The extent of the old error is suggested by
wise that “the same certiﬁcates, orders, re
the phrase left to us for insanity. that it is a
turns, restrictive regulations, and penalties are
man’s being " out of his mind," or “beside
applicable to all patients, whether affected
He and his mind are, of course, not
himself.”
parted, but his mind is out of some part of its
merely by the slightest aberration, or suffering
health, and, as was said at starting, I should
from total loss of mental power and self-con
like to know how many people in the world
trot.”
have absolutely healthy minds,
“How marked a difference,” he says, “is
Again, however, let it be urged that this
here observable in respect to bodily complaints,
view of the general condition of men’s brains
home.

for which we have hospitals both general and
special, dispensaries for milder cases, as well

And
as convalescent and sea-side houses.
why, it may with good reason he asked, haVe
We not asylums adapted to the slightest as
well as the most severe form of disease ?”
The particular suggestion made by Mr.
Gaskell is for the legal sanctioning of a sort of
asylum in which, under wise medical super
vision. and with quiet oversight, care might
be had of slight affections, or the slight begin
nings of disease, that neglect only, or misman
agement. would cause to be severe. This
should be a recognized asylum, lying outside
the operation of the present lunacy laWs, and
use might be made of it as a sort of probation
ary house for insane patients, discharged as

contracts instead of extending the bounds
within which pleas of insanity are justiﬁable
No man
in bar of criminal responsibility.
would commit a willful crime being right
minded; and as long as a man is wrong
rninded he is best warned into self-restraint by
certainty of penalty for hurt inﬂicted on his
Let the pleas of inﬁrmity be met
neighbors.
by the general persuasion that we are all more
or less infirm, and let us abide by the whole
some maxim of law, that every offender must
be answerable for a crime of which he has
sense enough to know that he committed it.
To knock out a man’s brains under the real
belief that one is breaking a glass bottle, is,
for example, the only kind of insanity that
should protect homicide from punishment.—
All the Year Round.
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TERENCE BELLEW

McMANUS.

PHBENOLOGICAL cnaaacrsn AND BIOGRAPHY.
_.O-O-——
PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

Talc portrait of McManus

indicates a stout‘
Well-set person, with a predominance of the
vital and mental temperaments. producing very
strong feelings. great ardor of emotion, earn
estness of impulse, and clearness and strength
of thought.
more than

The head being large, he evinced
His
ordinary mental powers.

strong points, intellectually, gave him great
power of analysis and discrimination, good
judgment in business affairs, memory of de
tails nnd particulars, freedom ofspeech. know
ledge of character, and ability to inﬂuence men
strongly with his own spirit. He appears to
have had very large Benevolence. which gave
him strong sympathy for suffering; very strong
social organs, which made him a devoted friend.
and capable of winning his way socially to the

His
conﬁdence and affection of people.
ardent temperament tended to make him very
sympathetical—to be too much governed by
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his feelings. \Vlien not excited, his intellect
was the ruling quality; but when his feelings
were interested, he did not stop to consider
In other
economy, safety, or philosophy.
words, he acted from the heart rather than
from the head ; from the feelings rather than

PHRENOLOGIGAL
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with all that energy and enthusiasm which
had so far steadily led him to success in life.
McManus was born in Monaghan, in the
northern province of Ulster.
The descendant
of a gallant, proud, and unconquerable race,
which in the olden time held sway ovcr ford
and fastness, gray hill and glorious valley, in
the north, Terence was an epitome, so to say,
from the intellect and the will.
In the family,
of the daring, the self-reliance, the pride, the
in the social circle, in business, he was cordial.
manhood of the chiefs that went before him.
affectionate, conﬁding, faithful, and upright.
In boyhood he was distinguished for character
BIOGRAPHY.
and energy more than for scholarly attain
ments. Indeed, his education was not formed
The talent, energy, patriotism, and elo
in the routine of colleges or the philosophies
quence of the Young Ireland Party is con
of schools, but what was omitted in this re
ceded even by the English press; and by some
spect was more than made up by the activity
distinguished English minds, such as Lord
and grasp of a quick brain, which was hearty
Jeffrey, Thomas Carlyle, Miss Mitford and
if not brilliant, and truthful if not profound.
others, the genius of Davis and Mitchel is en
The discordant elements of the north at the
thusiastically acknowledged.
The party was
time of his youth—the contests between the
distinguished for its elevation of character,
"
Orangemcn” and the Catholics—soon aroused
and could not do otherwise than win the re
the
hereditary ﬁre of his race within him, and
spect even of its antagonists.
IL was com
being an earnest Catholic, be deeply felt the
posed of men who could have entered the army
or navy and won distinction;
intolerance of the more dominant sectionalists
who in their
of that day; and it is stated, that even in his
professions certainly would have earned repu
youth he was present, if not a participant, in
tation, if not fortune, at the bar, in the
more than one skirmish on the 12th of July,
laboratory, in the studio; who, applying their
that being the anniversary of the battle of the
clear intelligence, unruﬂled by politics, would
have risen in mercantile status, and brought a
Boyne, and celebrated as such by the latter
vigor to mercantile pursuits which would have
day partisans of the Prince of Orange.
But; the boy McManus looked abroad and
insured ease and success.
Such men they
outside of this factious provincialism for a
were as with the axe, the shuttle, the pestle,
future life-track, and bidding good-bye to his
the pencil, or the pen in hand, form the soul
native place and country, soon found himself
and sinew of society, enriching it as well by
in Liverpool, and deep in the mysteries of
the products of the brain as the energy of the
mercantile life.
hand. They were not enamored with politics,
His bright brain and active
habits sonn mastered all obstacles, while his
but they loved Ireland.
They had nothing to
energy and personal popularity gave him busi
gain, much to l0se.*
However people may
ness facilities beyond his compeers. His suc
differ as to the wisdom’ or expediency of the
cess was commensurate.
Incessant atten
revolutionary movement in 1848, the truthful
tion to his duties and sterling honesty of
purposes of the leaders are not for a moment
character
and purpose impressed all those
doubted, while the actual good done by them
with whom he became associated, until in the
can not be overlooked.
They accomplished
much arduous labor, gave an impetus to Irish
spring of 1846 he was in a position of con
siderable commercial distinction.
art and manufacture, pushed the history of the
He had
won not merely the good-will of the great
country into the studios of the one, and ex
commercial community which surrounded him,
hibited in a hundred points of view the neces
but he was intrusted with as much proﬁtable
sities and resources of the other. Their teach
business as he could attend to. His commer
ing seduced the young tradesman from the
cial relations with Ireland were most exten
tavern, and the young professional man from
sive. The forwarding agent; of many of the
the gambling-house.
largest houses in the north and south of Ire
The name of Terence Bellow McManus has
land—houses importing the woolens of York
been brought prominently before the American
shire
and the cotton goods of Lancashire—
of
late by the devotion of his country
public
merchandise to the annual value of a million
men on the Paciﬁc and Atlantic shores of the
and a. half pounds sterling (seven and a half
continent. A member of the Young Ireland
million dollars annually) passed through his
Party, and an exile for its principles, it was
hands. Yet, with all these marks of conﬁ
his fate to die on the golden shores of Cali
dence, with all these glowing results of his
fornia, and the spirit evinced since his death
must be taken as no slight evidence of the ex
industry, with all these teeming indications of
a 'millionaire future, his love for Ireland was
tent to which the teaching of Young Ireland
has traveled.
irrepressible.
He conceived it to be his duty
to be not absent from any movement for the
Unlike
most of the chief members of
regeneration
of Ireland which seemed to have
“Young Ireland,” McManus was not a poet,
the sanction of the Irish people.
an orator, a journalist, a writer, or speecbiﬁer
In
of any kind.
1843,
when
it was supposed that O’Con
He was an energetic, able,
nell would “show front” against the govern
capable business-man, who entered politics
ment attempt to put down the monster meet
because he thought them patriotic; and expect
ing to make nothing out of them, lost every
ings—especially that to be held in October on
the shores of Clontarf, where the great men
thing he possessed in them. With every pros
arch of Ireland, Brian Born, eight centuries
pect of becoming a “solid man,” if not. a
before, had driven the Danes. under Sitric, into
merchant-prince, already indccd having at
the sea—the Irish of Manchester and Liver
tained competence and the conﬁdence of the
commercial community of the north of En
pool determined to come to the aid of their
gland, where he had for years resided, he dis
country, and for this purpose chartered steam
ers. At the head of the Manchester ltepeal
interestedly threw himself into the Irish cause
crs sailed Bernard Sebastian 'I‘rcanor, now a
" See “ ’98and ‘43,ModernRevolutionary
lawyer in Boston; and at the head of the
Historyand
Literatureof Ireland." Tuird Edition. New York, 1860.
Liverpool men was Terence Bellew McManus.

[Dsc.,

O’Connell did not meet the crisis as was ex
pected, the armaments returned. and McManus
was at his desk again. Meagber gives us a
graphic picture of him—the impressions of
many visits to Liverpool.
He invariably
found him “mounted on a tall, spindle-legged,
black leather-bottomed stool, in a dusky little
mom, in a gloomy, vast, overwhelming sort of
warehouse,” up to his eyes in business, at an
old mahogany desk, dashing through " letters,
bills of lading, bills of sale, orders on Hud
dersﬁeld, orders on Manchester, drafts, ad
vices, railway receipts, invoices, columns of
ﬁgures two feet in height. policies of insurance
—a perfect labyrinth of business.
“ There he
was, dashing through his multi
farious business, full of pluck, teeming with
brain, and having a fond, proud, dutiful, chival
rous thought for Ireland all the while.
On a
shelf in that dusky little ofﬁce of his there
was a large tin box, painted in imitation of
bronze, with the initials, ‘ T. B. Mc.,7 in white
upon the lid.
That box contained his green
and-gold uniform, a brace of pistols, and a
riﬂe.
He never wheeled round on his tall,
gawky, leather-bottomed old stool without his
eye ﬂashing on that box; and as surely as it
did, off went his bounding heart right into the
romantic hills of Ireland—into the thick of a
tempest of ﬁre and smoke—and he was charg
ing and cheering for the freedom of the land that
bore him, ringing out with a reckless ecstasy——
“ ‘ A soldier‘slife’sthelife for me—
A soldier‘sdeathsoIreland" has1'”
Strange to say, these dreams and transports
never disturbed his tamer calculations.
His
hand never played the truaiit while his heart
was on the wing.
He had the faculty of com
bining the mechanism of business with what
may be called the spiritualism of politics.
With all his social impulsiveness, McManus
was a persistent drudgc, when there was oc
casion for drudgery.
He never left until he
was through with his business for the day.
In 1846, when O’Brien was imprisoned for
alleged contempt of the Commons, McManus
was one of a deputation sent to present an ad
dress to him from the celebrated ’82 Club.
From this time forward he took a. more active
part in the politics of Ireland, at the same
time that his business attention was unﬂinch
ing, and in this respect he is a worthy and
rare example for young men who, longing to
ﬁgure in the world of politics from the im
pulses of ambition or principle, almost in
variably sacriﬁce all the honest ways and
means of life to the desire for notoriety.
When the Habeas Corpus Act was sus
pended for Ireland, McManus
crossed the
channel in the same vessel that carried the
He lost no time in following
Suspension Act.
the chief leaders to the south, and was shar
ing their councils in Tipperary almost before
he was missed from Liverpool.
He was fore
most in whatever of good was attempted.
Full of daring, manliness, pluck, and patriot
ism, he impressed his sincerity on his comrades
in a manner which never ceased to inspire
their heartiest and moat loving adulation.
“
Intrepidity which knew no fear,” says Smith
O'Brien, “resolution of purpose directed by
intelligence and accompanied by promptitude
of action and personal prowess, these were
the qualities which be displayed during the
few days which we spent in 'fipperary——quali
ties which, if our struggle had been sustained
even for a few months, would have placed the
name of McMaiius in the catalogue of those
warriors whose deeds have given to our country
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the fame of heroism.” - After the failure of
the movement he wandered about the moun
tains for some time, and succeeded in getting
to sea on board the N. D. Chase, an American
vessel; which. however, being overhauled by
an English vessel, the gallant fellow was ar
rested on the 7th September, 1848, in the Bay
of Core, and taken on shore. He was brought
to trial at Clonmel on the 9th of the month
following, and having been found guilty of
treason, was brought up for sentence on the
23d. His speech in the dock, in reply to the
Judge’s query, "if he had anything to say
why sentence of death and execution should
not he passed upon him?” was thoroughly
characteristic of his soldier-heart and manly
nature, and being brief is worthy of reproduc
tion here:

“My

lords [he said],I trust I am enough of
a Christian and enough of a man to under
stand the awfnl responsibility of the question
that has been put to me. My lords, standing
on this, my native soil—standing in an Irish
court of justice, and before the Irish nation—
I have much to say why sentence of death,
or the sentence of the law should not be passed
upon me. But, my lords, on entering this
court, I placed my life, and what is of much
more importance to me, my honor, in the
hands of two advocates; and, my lords, if I
had ten thousand lives, and
tenv thousand
honors. I Would be content to place them under
the watchful and the glorious genius of the
one, and the high legal ability of the other.
My lords, I am content.
“ In that regard
I have nothing to say. But
I have a word to say which no advocate, how
ever anxious, can utter for me. I have this to
say, my lords, that whatever part I may have
taken through any struggle for my country’s
independence; whatever part I may have acted
in that short career, [stand before your lordships
with a free heart and with a light conscience,
ready to abide the issue of your sentence.
“And now, my lords, perhaps this is the
ﬁttest time that I might put one sentiment on
record, and it is this: Standing, as I do, be
tween this dock and the scaffold—it may be
now, or to-morrow, or it may he never; but
whatever the result may be, I have this state
ment to put on record—that in any part I have
taken I have not been actuated by animosity
to Englishmen.
I have spent some of the
happiest and most prosperous days of my life
there, and in no part of my career haVe I been
actuated by enmity to Englishmen, however
much I may have felt the injustice of English
rule in this island.
My lords, I have nothing
more to say. It is not for having loved En
gland less, but for having loved Ireland more,
that I now stand before you.”
He was then sentenced to be hanged. drawn,
and quartered, according to the formula of the
barbaric ages.
A writ of error was sued out, principally
on the ground that the principles of consti
tutional law Were violated.
The House of
Lords ﬁnally quashed the error and conﬁrmed
the judgment.
Meanwhile petitions were in
circulation praying the Queen and the Lord
Lieutenant for a free pardon. The petitions
were spurned; “ but Her Majesty [says Mr.
Doheny], yielding to the powerful sentiment
of abhorrence against punishment of death for
political offenses, commuted the sentence on
O’Brien, Meagher, McManus, and O’Donohoe
into transportation for life.”
This ﬁnal sen
tence was carried into effect on the 9th July,
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1849, when the exiles named were sent on
board the war-ship Swift to Australia.
\Vlien in Australia. a mercantile friend de
siring the assistance of his talents and energy,
McManus applied for the necessary per
mission. It was refused; and he, resolving to
test whether he was or was not to be allowed
the some privileges which were accorded to
other holders of tickets-of-leave, proceeded to
Hobart Town on business, and made a visit to
O‘Brien at New Norfolk.
For thin offense a
magistrate warned him that he must not again
leave his district, but the Governor of the
colony, Sir \Villiam Denison, set aside the decisions ofthe magistrate. and ordered McMiinus
to he sent to a probation station. Here he was
clothed in the dress of a convict, and subjected
to hard labor for a period which. by the
Governor's command, was to extend to three
months. Under the cruel treatment to which
he was exposed, the health of McManus gave
way, and the colonists, who. for the most piirt,
showed the warmest sympathy for the Irish
exiles, being apprehensive that his life would
be sacriﬁced, caused a motion to be made in
the Court of Supreme Jurisdiction at Hobart
Town for a writ of habeas corpus to try the
legal validity of the commitment.
It was decided by the court that the commitment was
illegal, and he was discharged from custody
without any renewal of his piirole.
He re
turned to Launceston in a very exhausted state.
and his friends there having learned that it was
the intention of the police authorities to re
commit him to prison, carried him off from
his lodgings. and placed him on board aship,
by which he was conveyed to California.
As
McManus had rendered himself very popular
during his stay at Liiunceston. the exultution
evinced by the inhabitants of that town on the
occasion of his escape was universal, and it is
only fair to say. that this exultntion was shared
by the English inhabitants of Lnunceston to as
great an extent as by the Irish residents.
He arrived in California in 1851, and re
sumed his old business. but not with the suc
It was con
cess of his days in Liverpool.
ducted on It wilder and more speculative sys
tem in California; and into the wild. hazard
ous, and desperate style he was too cou
scientious to enter. “ Hence [says Mengher,
who met him there] his days in California
were days of poverty, and the proud face that
once was full _oflight, and light alone, now had
heavy shadows crossing it at times."
He died
in the early part of the present your, and
O‘Brien has no hesitation in nscrihing his pre
mature decease to the mental and bodily suf
ferings brought on by his imprisonments in
Ireland and Van Dieman’s Land, and the cor
roding disappointment incidental to a life of
compulsory exile.

His friends in California determining to
send his remains to mingle with the dust of
his native country, their desires were met in a
congenial spirit by a large number of promi
nent gentlemen in New York, Boston, Phila
delphia, and other cities. The remains Were
received at the hands of a deputation from the
Paciﬁc shore. and a delegation, headed by
Messrs. M. Doheny'nnd
John Savage, was
appointed in New York to convey them to
Ireland.
On the 18th October a most im
pressive public funeral procession conveyed
the body from its temporary resting-place to
the steamer City of Washington, and on the
following day it left these shores for the " Isle
of Sorrow."
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TEMPTATION.

l

BY HENRY \YARD BEECHER.

l

[Extractfrom a sermonon the text, "Resist thedevil,
andhe wlll ﬂeefromyou."—JAJ. iv. 7.]

l

[ooa'otcosa]
EXPERIENCE shows that our text is phil
l
osophically true—namely, that wrong tenden
cies may be overcome by resistance to
them. I

II.

have argued that a man has power to resist
moral evil in himself;
and if a man has
‘ power to resist evil
in himself, he has power to
‘
resist it everywhere else. For it is in the man
that evil is intrenched in its might.
It is vic
torious there

I

if

anywhere.

proceed now to show that experience im
plies what is taught in the Bible—namely,
that this moral resisting power is adequate to
the quenching of evil. “ Resist the devil, and
he will ﬂee from you.”
Resist his works, and
you can overcome every single one of them.

.

We are not to attempt to suppress the faculties
with which God has endowed us. It is a cap
ital mistake to suppose that they must be
rubbed out to be kept from sinning.
Many
men seem to think that we must pen them, and
lock them up, as we do dangerous animals,
and not allow them to go out.
We must teach a better doctrine than this.
There is nothing given to man that he does not
need.

There is no part of a man’s nature that

is not useful.

Regulation, not destruction;
right use, not inordinate use; right objects,
not illicit and wrong ones—let these conditions
be observed in regard to our faculties, and

._ their results will be good, and only good.
No man will succeed in resisting evil in
himself who undertakes to do it in a manner
subversive of the laws of his being. There
are well-meaning men who set about doing
what never can be done—who weary them
selves and discourage themselves in attempt
ing to do things that they can not do, and that
Here isa man that is
proud; and he seems to think that his business
is to crucify pride.
Mistaking the ﬁgure of
Scripture, which is eminently true in its pro
they ought not to do.

per sphere, he seems to think that to crucify
pride is to root it out; so he goes to work to
root it out. He sings more hymns, prays more
prayers, cries more tears, and puts forth more
effort, to do a wrong thing, than would be
necessary to enablc‘liim to do the right thing
over and over again. Do you suppose that
when God wove the fabric of your being he
put into itone thread too many ? Do you sup
pose that he created you with one faculty
which you do not need?
Do you suppose that
when be implanted pride in your nature he
meant that it should be rooted out?
You
might as well take the backbone out of a man,
as to deprive him of this faculty.
What is a
man without a backbone? and what is a man
without this central element of self-respect?

It is called self-esteem.

When it is perverted
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I

was
Iwish that
neighbor to get through.
quick.’7 The other says, “I am like powder,
was cold
wish
and go off like powder.
without his
Nobody,
say,
like this man.”
you are phlegmatie, you have
equivalents.
disadvantages which an impulsive man has
not; but you also have advantages which he
has not. You have your platform, and he has
his; and you are not to stand looking and
You are
coveting each other’s peculiarities.
and study
to accept your nature such as
way as to
in such
how you can carry
glorify God and serve your fellow-men.
There
amost memorable instance of the
efﬁcacy of the power of men to overcome the
evil tendencies of their disposition, in the case
of St. John.
were to ask you who of all
the Scripture characters had the ripest, the
richest, the noblest, and the sweetest nature,
And as
you would probably say St. John.
always painted. All the old paint
such he
ers, when they attempted to represent Christ,
represented him as a woman, not as a man—a
compliment to the sex, but not' to the painters
All the authoritative delineations of the
features of Christ were more feminine than
masculine.
In order that their types might be
those of purity and love, they took them from
that side. And as St. John was conceived to
nature characterized by these qualities,
have
they were made prominent in representations
of him.
Now, St. John had a nature most caustic
and revengeful.
You will remember that
was he and his brother who, encouraged by
their mother, ambitiously wanted to be raised
above the other disciples, and to be allowed to
He
sit on the right and on the left of Christ.
was the one that called down ﬁre on the head
He had a
of those who were not of his faith.
But
hot, revengeful, bitter, ambitious spirit.
that spirit was so transformed, that, for nearly
two thousand years, the impression has pre
vailed that he had a sweet and loving nature.
His old nature was not lost, but he learned to
control it; and he showed what anature such
as his, being controlled, could be made to be
and to do. As we look at our rude, undevel
oped faculties, we do not imagine what grace
and glory will be brought out of them when,
by Divine help, and by the exertion of our
own powers, they are brought into right
courses and right uses.
Now, are there any persons here who are
saying to themselves, “ was made with sandy
white skin, and my
hair, blue eyes. and
of no use for me
nerves are outside, and
to attempt to restrain my faculties; other
people, with less sensitive natures, may be
able to restrain theirs, but can not mine ?”
“Resist the devil, and he will ﬂee from
Stop
in the shape of nerves.
he
you,” even
You must learn how to direct the elements of
your being aright, and then you must make
your physical, intellectual, social, and moral
powers co-operate in the accomplishment of
that object. You must use the whole man to
build up the whole man.
Men may go far toward equalizing their very
moods. The disposition to have moods will
never change, any more than the disposition of
the ocean to have tides will change. If man
so made that his blood courses in his veins
be
like tides in the Bay of Fundy, how can
otherwise than that when the tides go out he
man’s
should be on the sand? So long as
un
constitutional tendency to have moods
unable
to
be
will
cultured and uncared for, he
!
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it,

The problem
liberty, to rub out one ﬁgure.
you are to work out in life requires that you
should use everything put into you. You
but you are. God
think you are not doing
laughs to see how deceived you are—to see
you think you are not doing what you are, and
to see you doing what you think you are not.
You must go through this world with just
such faculties as God has given you. Every
man, looking at himself, should say, “With
just this hull, with just these spars, with just
these sails, with just this compass, must make
the voyage of life.”
Are you ﬁnely built?
Are you an object of beauty
Do you sit like
a duck on the water?
will be compara
tively easy for you to make the voyage. Are
Are
you—the next one—blunt at the bow?
your spars clumsy?
your rigging unwieldy?
You need not cut your bow. You may cut
till the vessel sinks, but you can not change
her form. And you need not attempt to
You must take
change the spars and rigging.
that how, those spars, and that rigging, and
make the voyage With them, as they are. Do
you ﬁnd that you are built after the pattern of

is

so, he holds things down in their places,
and you among them, and your faculties in
you. He gives you liberty to control one
faculty by another, but he never givas you

is is

it

it

and its own peculiar constitution.
God meant
should be so; he watches to see that
that

is

Everything will haVe its
prefer to be violet.
own peculiar form, its own peculiar color, its
own peculiar juices, its own peculiar odors,

is

it

It

It may rub the feathers of, but they will
can not eradi
speedin come green again.
cate the color from its feathers. The sun
ﬂower will be yellow, however much
may

is,

I

a

its existence in your mind you can not help.
dove saying, “ dislike this glossy
Imagine
green on my neck,” and trying to remove it.

of
Well, now, in order to do this, there
course to be resistance in some spots, and so
licitation in others. \Ve can not change the
fundamental elements of our nature, but we
can change the results of those elements upon
our character and conduct. By a timely
thorough, persistent determination in the use
of all proper means, men can resist evil.
That
they can put all their faculties on
good courses. They can resist every tendency
to deﬂect and go to wrong courses. Of course
casual and momentary inducements to eVi] can
be resisted; but
afﬁrm that dispositions]
causes tending toward evil can be restrained,
can be rightly directed, can be entirely con
trolled.
Or, to come right to the matter, a hot, irri
table nature may iiot be made to be an even
and calm one. But a man who has a great
deal of nerve, who
like
living ﬂame of
constitutionally quick and imperi
ﬁre, who
ous, can teach his nature to work in such
way as to make his quickness and imperious
ness a beneﬁt and not a. curse.
When
steed
ﬁrst brought into the ring
to be broken, he
wild and ﬁery; he snorts
at the sight of the bridle and saddle; he
restless under the rider; there
nothing at
which he does not shy, he has no such thing
as
regular gait. But patient, ﬁrm, diligent
training by-and-by subdues him, so that he
becomes docile. His original frantic efforts
become niinbleness and ﬁne action. He
not
changed so that he has other than a. quick,
sensitive disposition; but his quickness and
sensitiveness are disciplined, so that he
steady and easily manageable.
He
broken,
not in his absolute nature, but in the way in
which he carries that nature, which
tanta
mount to the eradication of it.
Nobody
without his equivalents.
If a
man
very impulsive, he says, “Oh,
could be as cool as that man
l" The equa
tor
always talking about icebergs, and ice
bergs are always talking about the equator.
very phlegmatic, he says, “It takes
man
me longer to get a-going than
does my
a

is

it

it,

it

it

out.
a
But you can not expect to root
will more
part of your original nature, and
You can regulate
or less shape your life.
shall subserve, but
and determine what uses

is

It it

is

turn whatever they touch to gold; and they
a worldly
think that this propensity to gain
out.
propensity, and that they must root

is

is,

your time in attempting to do an impossible
and useless thing. instead of doing what you
might do and ought to do.
There are some men that, as the saying

is

It

it,

it
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it,

it

take a higher place,
you can make
“ Here you may go, but not
you can say to
out. If
but you never can throw
there
you will spend
you attempt to get rid of

control

a

it,

it,

will
and throw it!
you can wrestle with
color yourlife, and you can not help it. You can

a

;

it,

you can prevent
that kind, you can regulate
but you can
its working in a. wrong direction
wrestle with death, and throw him, easier than

a

a

a

if

their hankering after other people’s applause
—their desire to appear well in the sight of
God has given you feeling of
others. Now,

useless for you to wish or try to
scow?
be anything different from what. you are. God
shoves you out. and says, "There, put to the
other side!” and you must go through the
same storms and the same currents that those
of better build are obliged to go through.
Some are built like noble steamers, some like
ﬁne sailing vessels, and some like scows, and
to take what God has given him, and
each
go across the ocean with it.
Now many men are lying on the beach,
were built so!”
That
whining. “Oh,
has nothing to do with it. You are built just
could change l” That
as you are. "Oh,
has nothing to do with
either. Your form
and you can not change it.
just what
worse than
If man’s powor
basilar,
useless for him to lament that
not intel
lectual.
The true course for him to pursue
to say, “I will accept the powers that belong
to me, and will glorify God with them.”
If
he does this he will solve the problem of his
man has large endowments
being. Whether
or small ones,
he accepts them, such as
they are, and applies them to their highest
use, he answers the object for which he
created. We are not to attempt to make our
selves over, we are not to struggle to change
our nature; we are to take what God has
given us, and make our voyage heavenward
with it. That
the end of life.
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it
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eradicated, but properly controlled.
good
Many think that in order to live
Christian life, they must subdue their vanity——

is
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is it

works mischief, but when rightly directed
to be, not
beneﬁcent in its effects.
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ASSAILED.
“ The

Life Battle,”
contributed to the Independent for October 17th,
the writer, Rev. T. L. Cuyler. steps entirely
out of his way to make
thrust at Phrenology.
a

IN an article entitled

if

It

:

it

I

I,

a

He introduces as
topic of discussibn the
words of Saint Paul, “ So ﬁght
not as one
that beateth the air, but
keep under my
into subjection."
body, and bring
In the development of his subject he makes
the following captions digression
“Paul—like other men of energeticmake and ardent
einpcralne'it
—wasveryprobablytriedwithstrongtempta
tionsto excesses
of thepassions,bothphysicalandmoral.
He himnotchosento let us intoall thesecretsof his chur
anter. He knewnothlngof thepseudoscienceof Flu-on
oloqy,nor would he we beenone wit“ thewiser he
had. He does not tell us how often ‘Acqulsltlveness'
temptedhim to pocket the ‘collvctlons’sent up to the
saintsat Jerusalem; or howoftenhefell throughthesore
stress of ‘Destructiveneas.’
his ‘Amativcness,’or his
'Comhst'iveness.’Suchjargon heleavesfor modernern
sclenceof th mind.”
plricsin themysterious
There are many modern sciences and arts of
which Paul had no knowledge, and as he was
only an apostle, not a prophet, We never sup
posed his ignorance of these sciences was any
evidence of their falsity or want of value.
Astronomy, geology, the circulation of the
blood, the art of printing, the existence of the
American continent, the science of steam and
steam navigation, the magnetic telegraph, the
power loom, the science and art of photogra
phy, as well as phrenology, were alike un
known in the times of the Apostles; but this
no disparagement of the truth and import
ance of all these sciences and arts. Since
to be held responsible only for the
Paul
is

it
is

right use of the knowledge that was available
not considered fair to blame
in his time,
him for not having been acquainted with mod
ern sciences, nor to quote his ignorance against
them, and we here and now enter our earnest
protest against the narrow and bigoted idea
that he would not have been “one whit the

if

he had known them.
Phrenology explains the mind bet
Now,
its names and
ter than any other system,
analysis of the various faculties and passions

wiser”

if

if

a

if
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are more correct than any other which the
world has known, we think that Saint Paul,
even, would have been much more than “a
whit the wiser” for an acquaintance with it.

To show that Phrenology has done something
for the science of mind, we beg leave to call
attention to the testimony of some persons
who would not be, generally, regarded as
“em

'n'cs,” nor their statements set down as

“jargon.”
Archbishop Whately, so celebrated for his
works on logic and rhetoric, says that, “even
all connection between the brain and mind

if

it,

is

is

it

A

it

is
a

is

it

it

it
is

is

is
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claimed from the ocean. Now, like a vast
spirit of evil, that scowling enemy lurks,
raging along the coast, beating in every bay.
and estuary, and river, and undermining with
every tide, seeking to regain its lost possession.
But the same watchful eye, the same bold
heart, the same industrious hand which put
out, has kept the ocean out.
there .not here an image of that
And
lurking foe. temptation, by which every man
beset? If you keep out the ocean of evil,
you must throw up dikes of resistance. In
that way you can exclude it; and once having
excluded
by watchfulness, and boldness,
and industry, you can keep
out. No man
can by indolence overcome evil. but for him
that has a will to do
there
No
way.
matter what our organization may be, we
we
may keep ourselves from going wrong
are willing to faithfully employ the powers
which have been given us for that purpose.
" Resist the
devil, and he will ﬂee from you.’7
it,

it
is

is

!

if

And think how by means of immense banks

half of the kingdom of Holland has been re

is

it it
a. it is is is

a
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Men may overcome passions and appetites.
Not by simply letting the sun shine on them,
any more than great swamps can be improved
by simply letting the sun shine on them. The
engineer, by striking channels through the
low, level morass‘, where nothing thrives but
noisome reptiles and insects, can drain
and
make
capable of yielding luxuriant growths
useful to men.
man may subsoil and drain
himself.
To succeed he needs to take hold of
the work with discretion and ﬁrmness.
Phy
riiians and ministers are consulting engineers
in such a work.
a work which requires
to be carried on in the body and in the soul co
ordiiiately.
Are there those who are addicted to degrad
ing lusts and illicit courses which they do not
willingly obey, and which they would fain
abandon?
You may abandon them. and with
draw your obcdienee from them. Not only
may you do this, but you may over-ride them.
Hitherto they have been the masters and you
have been the subjects.
Henceforth you may
be the masters, and make them the subjects.
God crowns you heir-apparent in your own
no need that you should
selves, and there
ever be subjected to the worst part of your
seIVes. Hope, patience, courage, and perse
verance are all that are necessary to enable
you to assert supremacy over those propen
cities which threaten to bring mischief upon
you.
In order that men may succeed in this great
work of overcoming what
evil in themselves,
they must have such a sense of being, here
and hereafter, as to make
seem worth their
while to employ every motive of time and
eternity in endeavors to control the powers of
their nature, and put them to right uses;
They must make the right ordering of them
selves a business of life, as much as engineers
do the undertakings to which they devote their
energies in physical things,
All about the island of Great Britain, on
every out-jutting rock, in every mountain dis
trict, along every river, and at every ship
yard, there are indications of what engineers
'can do. Smeaton could take a rock against
which the whole ocean seemed to thunder a
declaration of war, and build thereon
light
house. During many a. wild and screaming
storm has the light which he kindled in Eddy
stone light-house shone fortli to warn from
danger the imperiled mariner.

is

I

is

it
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control them, but let that tendency become a
matter of culture and care, and he can keep
them within bounds, so that he shall be habit
ually in a joyful state of mind, instead of a
dismal one. Such control over men’s moods
can be attained, but not without pains and
time.
Men may ovarcome stinginess, closeness,
avarice itself.
Not by defending it; not by
saying they do not care; not by building up
excuses out of other men’s examples; not by
hoping and praying. and putting forth no
effort; but by authenticating God’s promises
by making use of all proper agencies to fulﬁll
his commands. A man can change himself
from being avaricious, so as to be really gener
ous. He can so far restrain his disposition as
to overcome the littleness which that disposi
becomes avarice,
tion begets. Carefulness
and avarice corrected may be but carefulness
again.
It is very strange how the same disease
stands differently in men’s regard. If a man
was known to be afﬂicted with that most awful
and loathsome disease, the itch. he would be
scouted and pointed at. His physician could
scarcely get practice while attending him.
This Would be the case if it was on the body,
but if it was on the soul, no notice would be
taken of it. Now when a man has av rice, he
has the itch stuck in. It is life-long, unless he
betakes himself to remedies, and is healed.
But even so desperate a disease as that can be
cured.
Men must not compare their own
peculiarities with their neighbors,’ and say,
“Their constitutional tendencies are such that
they can easily restrain their faculties from
working in wrong directions, and they ought
to do it; but I am so organized that I can not
of no use for me to try.”
and
do
assure you that by faith and patience you can
do it. There
release for you from your evil
inclinations
you will but employ the powers
which God has given you with which to over
come them. The crooked can be made straight.
As a crooked piece of timber can be made
straight though its nature can not be changed,
so a man’s faults can be corrected though his
natural disposition can not be rooted out.
Men may overcome timidity and cowardice,
so that they shall not appear to be what they
are. Timidity when rightly manifested
beautiful, but when wrongly manifested
hateful.
Where a. man ought to be bold
hateful. but where
man ought to be timid
beautiful.
On the ﬁeld of battle, where
man should be fearless,
despicable, but in
places where timidity
admir
becoming
able. ln many situations it
beautiful in
men, Women, and children—or
was, when
children were timid
lndolence, carelessness, heedlessness— all
these spendthrift tendencies men may overrule
and readjust.
Men may so direct and modify these two
opposites, that yet always work together, self
esteem and love of approbation, or vanity
and pride, that they shall be wholesome, and
religiously abundant in whatever
pure, and
noble, and right.
the
Approbativeness—it
broad road through which God sends angels
down to the soul.
The love of approbation,
wrongly directed, leads a man to want to be
loved for things low and ignoble; but love of
approbation.
rightly directed, leads a man
to want to be loved for things high iind noble.
harmful or beneficent, according as
works up or down.
And so
with pride.
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were a perfect chimera, the treatises of phren
ologists would be of great value, from their em
ploying a metaphysical nomenclature far more
logical, accurate, and convenient than Locke,
Stewart, and other writers of their schools.”
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late Hon. Horace Mann, President of
College, who, as an educatinnalist,
did more for his countrymen and the world
than any other man has done, and was thor

lected thousands of specimens of animal phren
ology, and, ﬁnally, contrary to the expectation
of his friends who appointed him, and contrary
also to his own original predilections, he made

brought to the investigation of Phrenology
the highest intellectual power and the most un
ﬂinching integrity, guided by the most liberal

oughly acquainted with Phrenology, as well
as with all other systems of mental philosophy,
deliberately put on record this signiﬁcant.

a most elaborate and overwhelming report in
WVhat a freshness and
favor of Phrenology.

devoted to the science as

spent two or more years, and went into a most
elaborate analysis of the whole subject; col

‘>%

I
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our public

asylums, has not only understood
Phrenology, but been guided by its teachings
in the treatment of the insane. To this fact.
mainly, may be attributed the great success of
modern times in treating that terrible disease.
Columns of testimonials could be given to
the truth and utility of Phrenology from emi

a

is

it

is
a

the same columns in which
may be found such brilliant and faithful vindi
cations of this science at the hands of one at

once so able and so celebrated.

Our readers

have perused some of his discourses, which
we have copied in the Jounrur. (the present
number, in fact, containing a part of one), and
it

they) can vouch for the fact that they are de
cidedly phrenological, and to them as to us

must appear amusing to read such a ﬂing at
Phrenology bya writer in a paper which weekly
carries such an able and triumphant vindica
a

tion of the value and power of the science in
the hands of so eminent man.
Though St. Paul “does not tell us how often
Acquisitiveness tempted him to pocket the col
lections, or how often he fell through the sore
stress of his Destructiveness, Amativeness, and
very evident from his
Combativeness,”
own confessions that he was sorely tempted
by all, or nearly all of the lower passions,

I

though he might not have had an appropriate
"' When
would
name for them; for he says,
We have
do good, evil
present with me.”
often thought, while perusing his writings, that
the “great

have been in

Apostle of the Gentiles” could
possession of that beautiful

analysis of mind and character which Phrenol
ogy gives, he would have' understood better
than he did his complex, and often contradict
ory, states of mind. With such a philosophy
to and him, his great mind would have thrown
“ the old
a ﬂood of light upon the struggles of
“
man” with the new” in himself and others.
century in which We
In the quarter of
have endeavored to maintain and defend Phren
against the assaults of prejudice or
striking similar
ignorance, we have noticed
ity in the principal class of persons who oppose

ology

a

I

I
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Every medical man who has within the last
thirty years gained any considerable eminence
for his success in the treatment of insanity in

which to make

is

the Royal Society
London, and Presi
the Royal Society
Edinburgh .
“While
was unacquainted with the facts
on which
founded,I scoffed with many
others at the pretensions of the new philosophy
of mind as promulgated by Dr. GALL, and now
known by the term Phrenology.
Having
been disgusted with the utter uselessness of
what
had listened to (on mental science) in
the University of Edinburgh,
became a zeal
ous student‘of what
now conceive to be the
truth.
have
During the last twenty years
lent my humble aid in resisting a torrent of
ridic'le and abuse. and have lived to see the
true philosophy
mind establishing
itself
wherever talent
jbund capable
estimating
its immense value.”
dent

of of

low

from Sir G. S. Macxsszns, Fel

gentleman whose assault we are attempting to
repel should select as the medium through

a

is

it

the following

necessary.

For the most part they are men with corn
paratively small heads and bodies, but who
wiry constitu
have an active temperament,
tion, and promptness, clearness, and readi

candor and judgment of the eminent authori
ties above quoted, for they are known to have

They have
ness, but not greatness, of mind.
heard the phrenologieal doctrine, which indeed
the unﬂinching law of nature, that Size is
the measure of poWer, other things being equal,

Whatever persons unacquainted
with Phrenology may think of
they will not
hesitate to accord the highest respect to the

it.

is

nent physicians, jurists, and clergymen in our
own country and in Great Britain, but
not
it
is

Dr. Vimont, an eminent man of science, was
appointed by his fellow-members of the Royal
College of Medicine, of Paris, to investigate
Phrenology and report upon its claims.
He

We record with plea
signal instance of manly frankness in

it,

I

I

I
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“For more than thirteen years have paid
beg to
some attention to Phrenology, and
investigate it, the
state, the more deeply
more am convinced of the truth of the science.
have examined
in connection with the
beautifully
anatomy of the brain, and ﬁnd
have tested the truth of
on
to harmonize.
un
numerous individuals, whose characters
folded with accuracy and precision.
For ten
have taught Phrenology publicly, in
years
connection with anatomy and physiology, and
have no hesitation in stating that, in my opin
a science founded on truth, and
ion,
capable of being applied to many practical
and useful purposes.
am convinced that
the true science
the mind.
Phrenology
Every other system
defective in enumerat
ing, classifying, and tracing the relations of the
faculties.”
“ candidly
confess,” says Sir William Ellis,
M.D., late physician to the great lunatic
asylum for Middlesex, England, " that until
became acquainted with Phrenology,
had no
solid foundation upon which
could base any
treatment for the cure of the disease of in
sanity.”

when fairly convinced.
sure

is

Robert Hunter, M.D., Professor of Anatomy,
etc., in the Andersonian University, Glasgow,
says:

Phrenology has met with ridicule and abuse
before the year of grace 1861, by men of varied
not always that they hava
abilities, but
the magnanimity to acknowledge their error

it I
is

“To me Phrenology appears to bear the
same relation to the doctrines of even the most
recent metaphysicians, which the Copernican
Astronomy bears to the system of Ptolemy.
By this science the faculties of the mind have
been, for the ﬁrst time, traced to their element
ary forms.”

being as true, as well-founded in fact, as the
sciences of Astronomy and Chemistry.”

a

“jargon,” says:

every day for twenty years to the study of
and adds, that “ he feels con
Phrenology,”
vinced of the phrenological being the only
sound view of the mind, and of Phrenology

of qf

a

the Edinburgh Review, who can hardly be sup
dealer in
and
posed to be an “empiric”

support of Phrenology, and was for years
President of the London Phrenologieal Society.
He said that he “ had devoted some portion of

I

is

it

writings, inspired by Phrenology, shall illu
mine the path of the true teacher in all com
ing time.
Mr. Robert Chambers, one of the editors of

sity of London. lent the strength of his great
name and eminent scientiﬁc attainments to the

Beecher, who regards Phrenology as the only
true basis of mental philosophy, and employs
in those skillful dissections and vivid descrip
tions of mind and character for which he
so
little singular that the
famous; and

it

President of the Royal
London, Professor of Principles and Practice of
Medicine, and Dean of Faculty in the Univer

the basis of his entire system of in
The world
struction and mental culture.
reaping the fruit which he planted, and his
made

Elliottson, F.R.S.,
Medical Society of

it

is

The celebrated Dr. John

1

it,

great Spurzheim, and understood it theoretic
ally as well as any man of his time; and he
taught
practiced upon its teachings, and

n

“I

The Independent, which contains the article
of Mr. Cuyler to which we refer, also contains
each week a sermon by the Rev. Henry Ward

is

I

declare myself a hundred times more
indebted to Phrenology than to all the meta
Again:
physical works I ever read.”
look upon Phrenology as the guide to philoso
Who
phy and the handmaid of Christianity.
ever disseminates true Phrenology is a public
benefactor.”
- Horace Mann studied Phrenology under the

it

“The indifference which
ﬁrst entertained
for the writings of Dr. Gall gave place to the
true.
most profound veneration.
Phrenology
The mental faculties of men maybe appreciated
of their heads.”
by an examinati

“I

Nor have either of these men been

profession, so that
self-interest,
personal bias, or professional
pride can not be supposed to have inﬂuenced
their verdict.

if

cordiality he evinces in this statement!

statement:

culture.

is

The

Antioch
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origin, they had features resembling the Afri
can to some extent, were much darker in color

and not being large, and believing themselves
smart, they conclude that this doctrine of Size
the measure of power, and Phrenology, as a.
whole, must be false, and they are instinctively
led, in self-defense, to oppose it. These wiry

than any dark-complexioned white man, and
had hair about as curly as the ordinary mu~
latto, or half white and half negro. Still, the

men have keen feelings, and generally large
perceptive organs, which giVe readiness in

child had inherited from its white, red-haired,
light-complexioned, freckled parent enough of

gathering facts, and an entertaining, pertinent,
racy way of stating them. and though not pro
found and far-reaching in their thoughts, they
captivate

his qualities thus to be magked ; while the negro
element, which was not probably more than
an eighth, had insisted upon being represented
by pouting lips, a ﬂattish nose, and very

popular.

crooked hair.

the public mind and become very
As teachers, physicians, ministers,
merchants, and mechanics, they are quick,
smart, practical, and useful, use their knowl
advantage, and frequently
But they are generally
become distinguished.
surface-men, they follow routine, have few
edge to excellent

great ori'ginal ideas, and do not add much to
the world’s knowledge.
Phrenology, however,
is perfectly vindicated in their organization,
when the quality of their constitution is con
sidered. It is this which gives smartness and
activity, and these are the characteristics
which being manifested by persons with com
paratively small heads, lead some persons’ not
well versed in the subject of temperament to
regard Phrenology at fault in their cases.
Such persons seemto be exceptions to the doc
trines of Phrenology as understood by those
who do not take into account “other conditions”
besides size. Hence smart, small-headed men
have for years been thrust upon our attention,
just as also have been certain big-headed, dull
men, each being urged as fatal to Phrenology,
when, in fact, each is a.veriﬁcation of it when
the quality
or temperament is considered.
When, therefore, this objection is made to our
science, or it is opposed by men of small size
but of active, wiry temperament and correspond
ing smartness, we regard the opposition as
quite natural, and only wish to convert the
objector by a correct explanation of his difﬁ
culty respecting a. great truth which he hon
-estly, but ignorantly, opposes.

-_<o.~.—

TALK WITH READERS.
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PECULIARITIES.

Why is it that certain children, in a

Again, dark-complexioned pa
rents sometimes originate in families where

one parent is dark and the other light, and
partake in their appearance of the dark-com
plexioned parent, while they carry enough
blood of

the light-complexioned
parent to
A
transmit those qualities to their children.
dark-complexioned man might marry one wo
man of light complexion, and all his children
by her would have dark complexion and wiry
He might marry another light
hair, like his.
complexioned woman, with a different degree
of constitutional strength, and his children by
her would perhaps have red hair, though her
own might not be red, but ﬂaxen or auburn.
She might also insist upon giving to the chil
dren her own features, her tone of voice, her
We remember a case
phrenology, her walk.
(which

we think

has been published

in the

Jonas/u.) which interested us much at the
time, because we had not then given attention
The
to this subject, and it seemed a mystery.
case referred to was a young lady with bright
blue eyes, exceedingly white skin, with freckles
and ﬂaxen hair.
She was the daughter of
parents noted for the darkness of their com
plexions, and especially for their piercing
On
black eyes and glossy, Indian-like hair.
expressing surprise to a friend of ours, an ac
quaintance of the family, we Were told that
the daughter, though apparently a speckled
bird in the ﬂock of eight children, resembled
her father’s father so perfectly that her very
walk and tone of voice were recognized as

family in which both parents have dark com
plexions, or one dark and the other light, the

being

had straight black hair and dark skin, while
both children had coarse, straight, red hair,
and skin to match.
In the other case, the
father had black, curly hair, dark eyes and

nature of his father to transmit to this daugh
ter the perfect image and complexion of her

children have deep red hair? I have recently
seen two such cases, one in which both parents

skin, while the mother had ﬂaxen hair, light
skin and'eyes, a plump and very beautiful
form.
In this family three boys had light
hair, and forms like the mother ; two girls had
dark hair, and forms like the mother, while
one girl, who resembled the father generally,
had red curly hair, blue eyes, and light,
freckled skin.

Ass. Red hair

belongs to people of light
complexion, though we have seen persons with
red hair and blue eyes that are called negroes;
that is to say, they were in part of African

like his by all who had known the
The grandmother had black
grandfather.
hair and eyes, and the father had taken these
qualities, but he had also taken enough of the

grandfather.
Does not our correspondent know that the
Morgan horses, which in New England and in
the State of New York have been so deserv
edly popular, are raised from dams of every
color, form, and size ? yet the colts have the
ﬁgure, action, size, characteristics, and gener

ally the color of the male parent. Are
From the simple fact that
asked, Why?
male in these cases was, in constitution
nervous force, the stronger parent, and

We
the
and
his

qualities dominated over those of the dam.
It is a fact that in the north of Ireland the
Scotch element prevails, not because it was
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entirely

peopled by the Scotch Covenanters
who ﬂed in days of persecution from Scotland
to the north of Ireland, but because the kind
of men who

had character enough to hold
such opinions as would be troublesome to gov
ernment or the controlling power, and who,
for the sake of these opinions, would expatri
ate themselves, would be likely to impress
upon their posterity qualities of endurance,
fortitude, pride, self-reliance, conscience, and
courage. To such a degree have they thus
transmitted their peculiarities of phrenology,
as well as of feature and form, even, that we
can generally recognize the descendants of
these old Scotch emigrants; and nothing is
more common for us to say when we have a
head in hand than, This is a Scotch head, and
one will contradict us by saying he is a native
Irishman, and that for four or ﬁve generations
his parentage is Irish.
One such case we re
member, and the argument seemed to be going
as
statements were concerned,
against us, so far
when we bethought ourselves to ask his name,
and his prompt reply was, “Gregor Macdon
ald,” which name, of course, is Scotch from
beginning to end.
Let such an emigrant as went from Scotland
to the north of Ireland, at the time and for the
reasons mentioned, marry a native of ordinary
character and mental caliber, and his children
would be eminently Scotch; and should one of
his daughters marry an Irishman of ordinary
character and talent, her children would be
more likely to resemble herself and carry the
Scotch outline, though they might hear an
Irish name; and thus, for ten generations, and
we know not how much longer, the inherited
qualities of the strong parent will assert
themselves, unless it may chance to meet some
extraneous stock, which is difficult to be di
verted or combined.
Speaking of expatriated Scotchmen as being
men of character and power, reminds us also
that pioneers of New England, who came
for opinion’s sake. furnish another instance of
the power of individual character upon the
posterity and the institutions which they leave
behind them. Let it be remembered that the
weak in constitution and courage seldom are
found planting colonies on Plymouth rocks, or
penetrating the wilds of the \Vest, or throng
To
ing the coasts of Oregon and California.
overcome obstacles and conquer difﬁculties
such as beset the path of the pioneer, requires
all the stronger and bolder elements of human
character, and those who lack these are swept
away by discouragement and failure, or return
to their native land, to curse all new countries,
to live unknown, and to die forgotten.
If our friend is a farmer, he is aware that
if there be sown two or more kinds of grass
seed which may appear the ﬁrst year in equal
degree, the second year one or more kinds will
seem to predominate, and ﬁnally one seems to
run out all the rest. He need not be told that
it is because this is the more hardy and per
sistent species of grass. There are many laws
which pertain to vegetables, which are equally
applicable to men, but they have not all yet
If our friend Wlil
been traced and classiﬁed.
read the work entitled “Hereditary Descent,”
he will ﬁnd several hundred pages of facts and
explanations which would amply answer his
questions, and qualify him for understanding
thousands of other questions which frequently
arise in the minds of observing persons.
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cially his Benevolence and Reverence; and
while he is a natural philanthrOpist, his large
Veneration gives him fondness for antiquity,
He has a consider
for legends and traditions.

sibility as in the calmer passages of life.
If
he had a large development of the Vital tem

able amount of dignity, strong social affections,
and fondness for home and society.
His selﬁsh propensities appear to be only

employed mainly as agents for executing his

average, and not very inﬂuential.

The reader

deed, would

business, or a large body of men, better than a
small one.
With large perceptives, he has

BIOGRAPHY.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was born on
the 27th of February, 1807, in the city of
He graduated in 1825, at
Portland, Maine.
Bowdoin College, and then went to Europe,

w

HENRY
Paarnonociciu.

LONGFELLOW.

W.

LONGP'BLLOW.
CHARACTER AND nrocasruv.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER.

Ma. Lonoraaaow appears to have a full
development of the vital and motive tempera
which

give nutrition,
bulk, bone,
strength, and the power not only to manufac
ture nourishment for body and brain, but
ments,

power to perform the labors of life, physical
He has a large brain and gen
and mental.
he is more
constitution;
quiet, consistent, and well-balanced in body,
mind, and character than most persons.
The portrait shows a very strong develop
harmony

of

ment of the perceptive intellect. The forehead
projects forward of the eye-ball to the root of
the nose greatly, and the middle of the fore
the root of the nose upward to
where it joins the hair is specially prominent,
head from

Eventual
showing very large Individuality,
These
ity, Comparison, and Human Nature.
traits he exhibits very strongly in his writings.
He individualizes everything; nothing escapes
his attention.

He has an excellent memory of

events, and is very successful in coloring his
torical reminiscences, so as to make them ap
pear life-like and real, by weaving into them

studied in Gottingen, traveled in France, Spain,
Italy, Germany, and England, and returned to
America in 1829. During the same year he
Lan

received the professorship of Modern
guages in Bowdoin College, and entered imme
diately upon its duties. In 1832 he was mar
ried. Three or four years after this he was
proffered the professorship of Modern Lan
guages in Harvard University, made vacant by
the resignation of George Ticknor, which he
accepted, resigning his post at Bowdoin, and
again visiting Europe to perfect himself in the
language and literature of the northern nations,
and spending considerable time in Sweden and
Denmark.
During this visit to Europe he lost
his wife, who died suddenly at Heidelberg.
On his return to America, in 1836, he entered
upon the duties of his professorship at Harvard
University, where he remained in that capacity
till 1857. His principal works are “Outre
Mer ;” “ Hyperion, a Romance ;” “ The Span
ish Student, a Play,” “Poets and Poetry of
“ Kavanagh,
a
“Evangeline,”
Europe ;”
Tale ;” “ The Golden Legend ;” “Hiawatha,”
and various collections of poetry. He is the
best known and most popular, if not the great
est, of American poets. He manifests great
artistic skill, almost unrivaled command of
rhyme and expression, and a nice appreciation
of both material and spiritual harmonies.

COL.

#0...—

MICHAEL CORCORAN.

PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER AND BIOGRAPHY
PHRENOLOGICAL

annscraa.

THE temperament of Colonel

Corcoran

is

all those little events that the general thinker
His large Com
would be likely to overlook.
parison makes him analytical and clear, and

mental-motive.
He has a strong. bony frame,
but is slim, with but little ﬂesh, a large head,
and an active, excitable, nervous system. His

gives that talent which he possesses in so high
a degree to draw nice distinctions and discrim

feelings are very positive; he is bold, cour
ageous, executive, and ﬁrm to the last degree;

inatious

and though he is sometimes excitable, his intel
lectual developments, along with Firmness, are

in respect to subjects and objects,
while his organ of Human Nature, which is
signally prominent, is the foundation of his
love for the study of character, and his power
to portray it in its true colors.
His moral brain appear to be large, espe

.will and carrying out the purposes of his mind.
He has naturally a comprehensive mind, is
able to grasp subjects of magnitude, and, in

forward, as well as height of head from that
point. He has along, high, and comparatively
narrow head, showing great predominance of

mind and character.

PROF. n.

perament his feelings might swamp his judg
ment, but with his constitution his feelings are

will observe very great length from the ear

the intellectual, moral, and social development
over the selﬁsh and animal propensities, and
the consequent reﬁnement and elevation of

eral
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sufﬁcient to keep his feelings steady, so that he
is comparatively cool in the hour of danger,
and there understands his position, and can
execute as well under the pressure of respon

enjoy the management of a large

also a practical mind, can attend to all the
details and keep himself fully advised of every
thing which is transpiring around him.
He
thinks rapidly, and his decisions when formed
are ﬁrm and earnest; he is satisﬁed with his
own conclusions, and willing to stand or fall
with them. He is not only qualiﬁed -to govern
men and win their conﬁdence, but also to in
sure their respect.
The weak points of his
organization relate to the nutritive apparatus:
he has hardly power enough in his constitution
to manufacture nourishment for the body and
the brain; is liable to dyspeptical tendencies,
and is thereby rendered comparatively delicate.

Still, organically, he is tough, enduring, and
hardy, but needs more digestive and assimilat
ing power to manufacture blood for the support
of his constitution.
This is evinced by the
slimness of his body, especially in the region
of the waist; also, by the narrowness of the
face and sunken condition of the cheeks.

Let

the reader compare this face with that of
MacManus, through the middle, and indeed the
entire temperament of the two, and he will see
a marked difference: one was a sanguine,impul
sive, ardent, enthusiastic man, full of impulse
and zeal; the other, thoughtful, persevering,
wiry, persistent, and as calm in intellect in a.
pinch or emergency as in the retirement of the
study, so far as accuracy and consecutivenesa
of thought are concerned.
BIOGRAPHY.
In conformity with a custom, to which the
wisest and best men have given their sanction,
it will not be deemed inappropriate, in giving
a biographical memoir of the heroic Colonel
the gallant 69th Regiment of the New
York State Militia, to preface it with a brief
of

record of his genealogy. While it gives us
pleasure to show that Col. Corcoran is in
trinsically the founder of his own fortunes, it
may not be overlooked that he is a scion of a
stock which is distinguished in the history of his
native land, and never recreant to a cause in
principles of freedom similar to that
in the sustainment of which the subject of

volving

this notice is so worthily prominent.
One of the most brilliant pages of Irish
history was written in the heroism of General
Sarsﬁeld, Earl of Luean, and the
whole range of history records no more touch

Patrick

ingly devoted burst of patriotic feeling than
his death-scene. Exiled from Ireland after
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the famous siege of Limerick, he continued,
increased glory, his military career

with

it,

Stricken
on the battle-ﬁelds of Europe.
down at Landon, and dying on the ﬁeld,
he caught the blood which ﬂowed from
him in his hand, and contemplating
exclaimed: “Oh! that this were for [re
land!” From this hero, who fought for
his nationality

at home, and added splen
name and fame abroad,
Col. Corcoran—from the testimony of rec

dor to the Irish

ords still kept in his family—is descended.
Sarsﬁeld’s daughter was married in 1656
to Col. Brown, of Malahide, in the county
of Dublin.
Col. Brown’s daughter was
married to William Fitzgerald,
more, in

the county of

of Cloon

Roscommon,

in

1678, and by whom he had ﬁve daughters
and one son.

The

latter died at the age

ofeighteen, and William Fitzgerald divided
his property—still in possession of his dc
scendants—between
his daughters, who
married

as

follows:

The

eldest to Mr.

Gardner, the second to Mr. Kelly, the
third to Mr. Frazsr, the fourth, in 1746,
to Patrick McDonogh, and the ﬁfth to Mr.
fourth

daughter,

named

.0

“

'i“?

The

Yew.”
4...
ﬂit/tilt;

Dowling.

Dorothy, wed Patrick McDonogh. The son
of this pair, Patrick McDonogh, Jr., was __
born 17-19, and married in 1777 to Mary,
daughter of Owen Sweeny, of Castletown,
"
in the county of Sligo.
daughter of this

A

i

',-

now

so

eminently distinguished among the citizen
soldiery of New York.
Michael

\

\>*ss§ls

\_‘\\_\\<:_1\

.

Corcoran,

‘5

the father of Michael

\

union, Mary McDonogh, was married to
Thomas Corcoran in the year 1824, after
his retirement from the West Indies, an
ofﬁcer on half-pay.
This gentleman was

Corcoran was born on the 21st

of September, 1827, in Carrowkeel,
the
seat of the McDonoghs, in the county Sligo.
After receiving

the beneﬁts of an English

education, he spent some three years in
the Irish Constabulary establishment.
He
resigned his place in August,_1849, and

nian Hall,” in the city of New York, and on

every position.

the retirement of Mr. Heeney, Mr. Corcoran
succeeded him as proprietor of the establish

Capt. Corcoran was a faithful servant of
the State in what
known as the "Quaran
tine War
being then Senior Captain of the

military career of Col. Corcoran in
America may be dated from his entrance into
the 69th, as a private in CompanyI (which

5

has been since changed to Company A).

Here

is

69th; and the Inspector-General’s return pays
adistinguished tribute to his military character.
In this ofﬁcial recognition of true and modest
might say
merit the Inspector said: " What

I

The

;”

ment, which he held until March of the pres
ent year.

comrades to be successively First Lieutenant

01' Capt.

Corcoran,

'commanding

Company

if

and Captain, receiving from the Company,
during his upward progress, several substan
tial testimonials to his ﬁtness and ability in

it

which are proverbial.
From these, however,
seems Mr. Corcoran was singularly exempt,
owing to his directness of purpose and energy
of action.
After some time he entered the
employment of Mr. John Heeney, of “ Hiber

A. as to his military knowledge, would not
add to his already well-knowu reputation as
not the very best, ofﬁcer of
among the best.
This was high
. his rank in the First Division.”
praise, and occurrences since and recently
reﬂects not less credit on the
show that
ofﬁcer who conferred than on him who re
ceived it.
Capt. Corcoran was elected to ﬁll the
vacant colonelcy of the 69th, August 25th,
Since that date his name has been
1859.
synonymous_with the designation of the regi‘
was especially brought forward on
ment.
the occasion of the Visit of the Prince of
Col. Corcoran declined
“’ales to New York.
to parade the Irish-born citizens whom he
commanded, to do honor to the son 01 the
sovereign under whose rule the best men
raised in Ireland for halt~ a century were
it

the passion which has been so strongly devel
He soon was elected
oped was not dormant.
Orderly Sergeant, and rose by the voice of his

it

emigrated to America.
The position of
emigrants, of even the most cultivated na
ture, need not be illustrated by us in this
place. They all have to undergo vicissitudes,

[qu

To gain
enjoy the good-will of his follows.
that good-will one needs to restrain the energy
of hiQown will to some extent, in order to
accommodate hiinselfto

the wishes and will of

a

in
it

new fashion, and to be ﬁrst
occu
pies the attention and engrosses the care of the
Wealthy class, while the laboring million strng'
gle to keep up appearances by endeavoring to
follow in the wake of the rich.

This faculty should not be crushed out, but
healthy and harmonious develop
ment with all the other powers, so that
may
blend with them in giving the true shading to
allowed

it

APPROBATIVENESS.
MAN is constituted to live in society. and it
is necessary to his happiness that he should

obtain

n

EDUCATION AND TRAINING PHRE—
NOLOG-ICALLY CONSIDERED—No. 5.

basis of politeness. The faculty which we call
'Approbativeness lies at the basis of the desire
to please and perhaps no faculty of the mind

In the
accessory of morality and good order.
training of this faculty there are grave errors
to be met and mastered. In ten thousand

more influential than this; its effects on
In the
feeling and character are immense.
civilized countries the
majority of mankind

inﬂamed without any knowledge or
ways
intention on the part of those who have the
care of the young.
be large in
Suppose

love of praise
both the strong and the wenk
be
renders a person weak when
point.

the head of

it
is in

it

noun has been greatly abused by training and
the force of custom. While
exists in proper
strength and
harmony with the other fiicul
ties, while
directed to proper objects, and
subordinated

to the intellectual and moral
powers,-its manifestations are not only pleasur~
able to its possessor, but productive of virtue
and good order.
Its cultivation has been such
that
predominant in the character, and the
a

a

majority of mankind are thus made slaves to
perverted public sentiment, to false standard
of fashion, to fashion right or wrong. Nothing

more insatiable than the desire to see and

it

it

it
is

is

a

is

is

it

is

is

it
is

in

if

is

will

be too much

is

if

Being popular without
effort, and caressed without deserving
she
sees no necessity for being amiable or studious.
it.

sensitive to censure.

If she

wayward and vicious in disposition,
little ﬂattery on the part of others serves to
sinoothe her countenance and restore
to
smiles, when, in fact, she ought to be held

a

it

responsible, morally and intellectually, for her
imperious temper and breach of good manners.

\Vhen she old enough to go into society, she
there meets with ﬂattery, seeks
expects
lives upon it. She may be rude, fretful, and

it,

faculty arises from its paramount activity and
perversion. Like Alimentiveness, Approbative

child

attentions to study, and
she
neglects her lessons, the teacher overlooks an
so
imperfect recitation, especially since she

impolite, yet her beauty palliates her defects
and captivates her admiring associates. If she
attends church, her fevered Approbativeness
makes her more alive to the admiration of
observers, more solicitous to display her elegant
dress and sparkling eyes, than to attend to the
true object of church-going.
At school, indif
shallow and
ferent to intellectual culture, she
barren in education; in the social circle she
curbs not her selﬁsh propensities, and fails to
become polite and attentive to the wants and
hnppiness of others

morals she

is

in

ﬁnements nnd elegances which are deemed
well-cultivated
social life.
indispensable
The great error of society in respect to this

Such

excused.
eluted with

it,

it
is

tenance of manners that are polite and unex
next to impossible
ceptionnble. Indeed,
for person entirely removed from society to
maintain, in appearance and manner, those re

temper,
regarded as
sharp, and perverse
smartness, and
therefore tolerated,
not

is

n

In large cities, where men expect to
power.
meet strangers almost exclusively; they feel
the necessity for tidy garb, and for the main

. her good looks attract the attention and awake
the partialin tilike of teacher and pupils, and
as
natural consequence she becomes the
selﬁsh,
favorite and the pet of all. If she

;
in

it

toward
higher state of civilizationJo villages
and cities, we ﬁnd the manifestation of this
feeling in its highest degree of activity and

chagrin excites Approbntiveness quite as much
as praise. If she
sent to school gnyly attired,

a

is

it,

in

who live scattered and are very little
society
are usually not well endowed with
and what
inactive, while ns we advance
they have

bidly sensitive to applause, and literally lives
as she does upon the vital air. If she
upon
miserable, and this
does not receive
she

is

by

it
a

This faculty has in
social quality.
Men
who live rip-art.from their fellows, whose busi
ness or circumstances almost hermetically
estrnnge them from society, have very little
culture or development of this feeling. Those

presence, pmise her good looks and
pretty dress. All she says or does
repeated
in her hearing and applauded, which serves to
make her vain and selﬁsh. She becomes inor
it

it

it

It

it

lllOI‘tll elevation are
no means_free from its
influence, nor should they be.

in her

a

in

is

It

author. the orator, and the devotee of fashion;
and' those who stand on the highest summits of

little girl who, perchance,
beautiful and interesting.
Persons delighted
with her appearance and anxious to please her
parents as well as herself, SPBilk of her beauty

is

;

is

comes the avenue of ﬂattery,
renders him
serves to create an ambition for
strong when
ﬁres the
eminence or noble attainment.
merchant and the mechanic, the farmer and the
artist, the lawyer, the physician, the poet, the

the character.

It

should have such action as
the reason and the moral feelings will approve,
then
will become on aid to virtue, and an

it,
is

others.
This sacriﬁce of individual feeling for
others, or rather the modiﬁcation of
the

a

banished.
He was consistent with the history
of the hero from whom he sprung, and the
traditions of the stalwart corps he represented.
It is unnecessary here to go into the details of
His trial and defense are now
this affair.
matters of pride, not only among the hundreds
of thousands of his adopted fellmvwitizens,
but in the hearts of the people of Ireland.
Nor was it overlooked when a necessity arose
for a. display of the American fealty of his
and here let us remark,
gallant regiment;
that Col. Corcoran’s action at the timewas
Many
singularly devoid of personal feeling.
of the officers of the 69th were doubtful of
the propriety of “turning out” while their
Colonel was undergoing a court-martial for
what they thought and felt to be an act which
Immediately Col.
they completely justiﬁed.
Corcoran, in a letter (published in the Tri
to
take him into any
them
not
bune). implored
account, but to stand by the flag of the Union
and the sacred principles involved in its sus
The court
The result is known.
taiiiinent.
martial was quashed, the 69th left for the seat
of war attended by one of the mast enthusias
tic multitudes ever chronicled in our city his
tory, and its gallant. conduct has kept the eyes
of the entire people centered on it until its
term of serVice expired.
All through the service of the regiment its
indomitable Colonel gave it unceasing ex
He greatly
amples of courage and patriotism.
distinguished himself at Bull Run; and if we
err not, is the only one chronicled in an ofﬁcial
report (see Report of General Sherman) as
having brought his regiment off the ﬁeld in a
A private letter from a
hollow square.
soldier, which found its way into the papers
at the time, gives a graphic glimpse of the
"‘ Sherman,” says the writer, "told the
fact.
bravest of coloiiels (Corcoran) to form square.
The gallant Colonel said: ‘I have not as
many as I like to do so, but we’ll do the best
we can.’ The brave and determined Colonel
formed us into square, and so we retreated,
receiving a. fresh flanking ﬁre from our ad
versaries as we went along.H It was in this
ﬁre Colonel Corcoran was wounded, which
For some time he was
led to his capture.
held prisoner in Richmond, but was subse
quently sent to Castle Pinckney, Charleston
He was offered his liberation if he
Harbor.
himself not to take up arms
would-pledge
He indignantly
again against the traitors.
repelled the overture, avoWed his enthusiastic
faith in, and devotion to, the cause of the
Union, and declared his intention to take up
arms for it as soon as circumstances would
permit.
In the progress of the arduous and honor
able labors which were assigned to his com
mand, Col. Corcoran won the esteem of the
heads of the \Var Department and the enthu
siastic applause of the United States ofﬁcers
with whom he co-operated- As the bulwark
and avant garde of the brigade, having in
special charge the defense of the principal
entrance from Virginia into the capital of the
United States, Col. Corcoran’s command won
enduring honors. Their fortiﬁcations will re
main a lasting monument of their zeal and
"' Fort Cor
patriotism, and by its designation.
coran,” a name conferred by the War Depart
ment—not less than by the watchful prompti
tude and military decision of him after whom
it was called—will carry the name of Col.
Corcoran into the imperishable chronicles of
his adopted country.
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which

is

already by
not strange that
they become excessively vain. Hence
that children removed from parental inﬂuence,
and trained

is

by persons whose organizations
diﬂ'erent from~their own, are

among inventors.
Some few, in view of the
threatening attitude of the rebel army in Vir
ginia, have apprehended danger of the loss of
Government fees in applying for patents. This,
in any case which may be reasonably pre
sumed, was a groundless fear to applicants
having their business done through agencies in
this city. as
not. the custom of solicitors
of patents here to send money to the patent
Ofﬁce at Washington, but the money
paid
into the oﬂice of the assistant treasurer in

Wall Street, and his certiﬁcate to that effect
answers as well
Should

happen to the mails, no loss
to the applicant can then occur, for Govern
ment
already in possession of the money,
and has given its receipt therefor, which re
duplicated to cover any possible con
Others have supposed that in the
present state of affairs patents will not be as
valuable as formerly, and have questioned the
ceipt

tingency.

expediency of applying, on that ground.
true that enterprises in patents have had to
suffer as well as other branches of business,
but
can be perhaps scarcely said that they
have suffered more than the generality of
other pursuits, and this reason
applied gen
erally would lead us to sit with arms folded,
waiting for the war to close and general pros
perity to regain its sway, without any sort of

often better trained than they can be at home.
Children who inherit but little of this ﬁiculty

that affects reputation.
Like Alimentiveness, the faculty of Appro
bativeness
the food feeds upon,
enlarged
and like that,
becomes more and more

degree of it.
toward children according to our own stronger
they be
feelings and impulses, especially
difﬁ
sympathies and amiable affections;

ﬁcultiss.

ruling element in proportion as one's habits are
calculated to excite it. Teachers and parents
should never let this element sleep in the chil

cult to be guided by the philosophy of our
organization, and contrary to our sympathies
and inclinations in the application of this phi
losophy to the training of children, especially

oeuntry in

when such
course crosses our path and reu
But
ders the children temporarily unhappy.

§§F=ii=

subordinate sphere, its inﬂuence

effort to produce that rcsult——or any other.
This
not the way for Americans to treat dif
is

Instead

of idle imbecility

in

the

matter, we should

look our troubles squarely
in the face, and set about devising ways and
means to keep the industrial pursuits of the
ﬂourishing condition, and to be
ready when the war closes to ride again the tide
The war, we apprehend, will be
hort duration, and then in what condition
are our industrial interests to be found
has been very properly said, "' in time of

of success.
of

?

a

is

if
it

is

It

by those who have
larger
diﬂicult not to conduct

It

in
a

dren under their care, nor should they allow
to be lashed into absorbing wakefulness. While

training

a

a

it

it.

is

by

a

a

feverish susceptibility, and makes its
possessor keenly alive to reproach, eager to
slave to all
gain praise and popularity, and

require

as the gold at Washington.

anything

it

are somewhat

scents like a state of anarchy, and a. feeling of
uncertainty has seemed to prevail, particularly

is

;
it

it

is

When this faculty
excessively active,
perverts every thought, tinges every emotion,
and modiﬁes every action
gives to the whole

Smcr: the commencement of the rebellion,
applications for patents have, until recently,
fallen off rapidly.
Our citizens are so accus
tomed to peace, that to them a. state of war

is

it

a

by

this faculty
training
nature too active, and

it

her whole

is

and derange

it

warp

parents are also liable to inherit an excessive
amount of this susceptibility to praise, and
therefore they obtain an excessive amount of
in

by

is

a

and thereby
character.

hold which they can have upon their characters
thus they employ ﬂattery almost exclusively as
means of control.
Children
from such

a

a

it
is

is

because not being beautiful she was not ﬂat
tered. and therefore her Approbativeness did
not absorb or overpower all the other faculties,

that those parents who have Approbativeness
large are apt to feel that an appeal to the same
feeling in children constitutes the strongest

WAR.

It

We are aware that
righteousness, and truth,
the great trouble in the training of children is,

THE

is

vanity. To make herself acceptable, she aims
to cultivate and exemplify the amiable virtues;
not expecting to be particularly admired at
church, she has nothing to distract her atten

is

Let the child be trained
propriety of things.
be
to feel that no praise has value except
sanctioned
the abstract principles of reson,

a

When she goes into society
of respectability.
not the observed of all observers, the
she
not inﬂamed
special pet of strangers, and

AND

if

‘

governing inﬂu

ence.

\Vhen
child‘s Approbativeness
large,
that faculty should rarely be addressed; but an
appeal should be made to conscience, intellect,
benevolence, and particularly to the ﬁtness and

and receive company; she becomes industri
ous, practical, and domestic, and in general dis
position all that woman should be, and simply

a

a

a

A
' i

is

can be concealed from public knowledge as
crime, and
led to think the sin
scarcely
consists merely in being found out, and virtuous
actions are virtuous only because they win
These ideas, whether based on
applause.

and cultivates the qualities which reﬁne and
only through the
ennoble the mind, since
position
action of these that she can attain to

At
tion from moral and religious instruction.
home she has something to do besides to dress

is

by

is

is

attempted to'be restrnined from
wrong-doing only by an appeal to his sense of
shame, regards such vices and irregularities as

truth or error, become their

_.0.0>—

is

it

a

but to seek excellence as scholar, and social
favor through aminbility and gentleness of man
good scholar,
ners. She becomes, therefore,

under the laws of Lycurgus, to steal was no
disgrace, but to be found out was infamy.
child who

series of articles will be con
in the volume for the coming year,
showing how to train and educate all the pos
sions and mental powers.

PATENTS

is

tered at school. and therefore she has nothing
If she has
to do but to attend to her studies.
Approbativeness, and desires to gratify her
ambition, she sees no way open for her to do

\Vhatever brings praise to such
disposition.
child seems right; whatever brings censure
and disgrace accounted as wrong. At Thrace,

a

a

is

is

a

a

faculty by way of contrast. Let us suppose
plain face, which has no qual
little girl with
ity to attract attention or win admiration. Her
mother never told her she was beautiful, she
she ﬂat
not decked with gaudy dress. nor

a

'!

\Ve can hardly estimate the inﬂuence which
girl
powerful Approbativeness produces upon
whose beauty calls out praise and admiration,
and the consequent undue culture of Appro
bativeness. unless we study the action of that

Nora—This

tinued

it

it it
is

seem that the parent and teacher thought so
by the constant appeals which are made to
as
means of controlling and restraining the

a

and

is

sex

kind from the earliest ages have suffered, and
still suffer.

is

her

be possessed
all parentsand teacherstosuch
an extent, at least, that great majority of the
errors of education will be corrected. and
facilities for drawing out the minds and disposi
tions in the right direction, opened to the
for the want of which man
world—facilities

sure are the only inﬂuences brought to bear upon
the conduct of the young, and the result is,
this feeling becomes almost literally the only
Would
conscience which the child has, and
it

to

station

W8 trust the day
coming when
general
knowledge of thp principles of Phrenology will

it

if

belonging

better qualities

becomes the master of all. In many
made
families and schools, Approbativeness
the nucleus of all inﬂuence; praise and cen

it

a

in

a

\Vho would not be sur
wife and mother?
she were to exhibit all the higher and
prised

I t

which

health;

i

travening every canon of politeness and reﬁne
ment. What are we to expect but that such
woman,
girl so trained should become, as
selﬁsh, peevish, deceitful, hypocritical, igno
rant, and wanting
all the noble virtues of

it.

most exoellent, like the fire while kept on the
breaks away from its due
but when
like the conﬂagration
sphere of action,

acting
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because she has been praised and caressed
and popular without the
without deserving
exercise of moral feeling—indeed, while con

mind
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speak gently and act
toward her that
becomes second
If you would prosper in business,
it

.'

a

enjoy long life, a happy and serene old age.
and, above rillI
peaceful end, cherish thy
mother, and don’t forget the kind word

Mas. M. A. Kinnsa.

the

a

I

a

from a knowledge of the science of Phren
ology, while other works of ﬁctitious charac
ter are freely read. and more important read

I

Yours, for the cause,
W. C.

;

'?

it

it

is

it

;

a

in

by

guide their action, and control

their pupils,

by the aid of Phrenology.

their dispositions

The question

shall

want of support?

it?

Hitherto

Though

the times are

afford to do with

has been sustained by

effort; each subscriber has used
exertion to secure another; some

individual
personal

as many as five or six hun

have obtained
dred

be

war times, for

dull, can our countrymen
out

Jonas“.

this

to languish even

allowed

year.

subscriber;
agency—his
him

To

such voluntary

agents

Let each reader get one new
of
he needs no certiﬁcate
neighbor knows him and will

we appeal.

to send

Men are

the money.

and each can

beings,

who

Thousands

inﬂuence

never

have

an
read

thank any of our sub‘

would

upon them the pro

scrihers for impressing

of becoming

priety and proﬁtableness

There

ers of the JOURNAL.

read

no citizen

who
capable of earning his living, or exert
ing any inﬂuence in society, who would not
a
be in m0re ways than one beneﬁted

Will

year’s perusal of these pages.
not make the effort at once?
ginning

of the new year

though
fresh

the be

Our terms are extremely low,
of perma
Every volume of the Jonansn,

ten years
book

At

the best time to

and the matter which we print
nent value.

not our

and will they

try the experiment?

subscribe.

price of subscription.

court;

its phil
hlesi.
osophy in the comprehending and treatment
teachers havelearned
to study
of insanity

into notice here, for some who think them

things which can be of no sort of beneﬁt to
either body or mind.
For the coming year
you will send the JOURNAL to my address, as
heretofore, and ﬁnd inclosed one dollar, the

a

for the insane are

friends

spend
one year to pay the price of My
enough
subscriptions to the woik, and that, too. for

sermons; lawyers

their

their arguments and charges

shall,
almost wholly discarded.
ing matter
however, use my best endeavors to get the
JOURNAL. and the noble cause
advocates.

Jonas“.

a
it.

a

ogy

nsylums

the Jonansi.

can not
JOURNAL,

PHRENOLOGICAL
war or no war.
am endeavoring to get up
club among my neighbors.
But few persons
have any just sense of the great beneﬁt ari.~ing

selves unable to take the

into

its doctrines

by

do without

Fownsa AND Witan:

has

and judges speak the language of Phrenol

other.’

I

Massns.

literature

social

THE TRUE SPIRIT.

mission

Its teachings pervade the best
of the day; ministers incorporate

been felt.

trust

———§0.¢

than

philosophy

Its

is

dutifully
nature.

the

in

old,

would

family

that

read
had

like

a

it

comes so natural to

senger of a better mental
the world had known.

is

speak another kind word to-morrow
morning, as you kiss her pale cheek—io
be
morrow night, ofterier and oftener, until

then;

since

is

be too late

time

or

yet

lts
tiny boat.
build was unique, its ﬂag unknown
no
was devised as
mes
stranger.
longer

never

Unlike the newspaper,
the value of which passes with the date of
perused its pages.

rendered
the JOURNAL
publication,
even more valuable
long keeping, espe

its

is

will

It

laid beneath the sod.

the ﬁrst.
auburn

in

derness of the mother pleading for her erring
boy.
Boys, cherish that dear mother before she

short

launched

is

is

getting so disobedient
and willful," then comes up from the over
ﬂowing heart to the eloquent lips all the ten

us but
was

is,

a

It

done with Willie, he

to

it

When she retires for the night
cuddles closer even than
goes with her.
the baby on her arm’ and when
voice at her
side oaclaims, sternly, “ Something must be

it

of sins.

from

;

and thoughtless words spoken, and they knock
hard against the door of that heart to get in
and lodge, but they’re not harbored.
That
kind word, that dutiful act, covers a multitude

to

looks were

are now gray with age

JOURNAL

in

it
is

it.

She knows where she can ﬁnd
Well enough.
too. Close in her loving heart
locked
safe. There has been plenty of unkind, rude,

seems

in
a

word spoken by her thoughtless, 'and some
times disobedient, boy, she remembers that

their youthful

black—they

a

But that kind

readers have adhered
Then

by

THE JounivAi. is published strictly upon the
ossn ers-ran;copiesare never mailedto individualsub
scribersuntil paid for,and alwaysdiscontinued
when the
subscriptionexpires. Hencewe forcetheJonas“. upon
none,andkeepnocreditbooks,experiencehavingdemon
stratedthatthecashsystemIs altogetherthebestfor both
subscriberandpublisher.

she laid her scissors or thimble.

W'i'rii the new year, 1862, THE AMERI—
csn PHRENOLOGIOAL JOURNAL will enter
Many of its
upon its thirty-ﬁfth volume.

a

VoLUiv'rAmr Admire—Any and every sub
scriberor readerIs requested
to actin behalfof theJona
iui., by formingclubsor otherwise. Now is thetimefor
itsfriendstomanifesttheirinterestin theJonas“. andthe
causeit advocates,
eitherby obtainingnewsubscribers,
or
inducingothersin art in its behalf. If anyloseor wear
outnumbersin showingtheJenkins—that's thebestway
togetsubscribers—we
will duplicatethemin ordertomake
theirtilescompletefor binding

She carries them with her from
forget them!
room to room.
Up-stairs and down-stairs, and
She has so much on her
yet she is forgetful.
mind she can’t remember half the time where

it

————‘0.o>—--——

Bors, do you ever consider how much that
dear mother of yours thinks of the kind words
She can't
you spoke to her this morning?

is

DYT. HULIIBT [null-WOOD.
Fsiit Nature,at restin thisscene,
In dreamingsweetdreamsof theyear.
Softvisionsof purpleandgreen
Are capturedand beautiﬂedhere.
Rosy Light, on thecrest
Of themouniain,at rest,
Is dreamingthisdreamof theyear.
While Light ls asleepon thehill,
Sly Shadowcreepsdowntothevale,
In searchof theloiteringBill,
To restwhileshewhispersa tale;
But theBill is a-doze
In thearmsof theRose,
And Shadowmaywaitin thevale.
The hnrpsof theOrioleswing,
Unstrung,on the anresteleaves;
Not a wood-pigeonventuresa wing,
They drowsin nodundereaves
Of theforest-roofold,
With its eorniceof gold,
Its ﬂags,and itslancesin sheaves.
A curtain,whosenameis “ Snrcease,"
From theﬁngersof sir-spiritsnear,
Descendswiih a missionof peace,
And quietlycoversall here:
By its softfolvsoppressed,
All theearthis at rest
In thissweetest
sweetdreamof theyear.

TO REMEMBER

in

_Qo.o>—

INDIAN SUMMER.

AND WHAT nors ouoii'r

[Dac.,

SHALL WE SEPARATE

WHAT MOTHERS CAN NOT FORGET,

is

peace prepare for war;” we say, in time of
war prepare for peace. When the rebels shall
have laid down their arms, and peaceful in
dustry shall again assume its accustomed tone,
valuable opportunities will be presented for
the introduction of useful inventions.
The
very changes which the war Will have pro
duced will, many of them, have a tendency to
facilitate such introduction.
But suppose they
are not patented. Suppose an inventor waits
till everything is settled before venturing to
apply for a patent. When peace comes, it will
ﬁnd him unprepared.
His invention not
patented, he is in no condition to operate ad
vantageously, and the more diligent, and con
sequently more fortunate, inventor will be able
to take advantage of the ﬂood-tide, while he
must linger behind for his patent before he can
be ready to proceed to business.
We are glad to learn that our inventors are
to a certain extent beginning to look at this
matter in a more proper light, than was the
case when the war commenced, and that appli
caiions for patents are on the increase, we
mean among inventors and their agents. At
the Patent Ofﬁce the change is not yet very
great. This is right; improvements in the
industry of the country should go on, and in
ventors will ﬁnd it much to their advantage to
be prepared for the investments that will of
necessity be made when the war is over.
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cially

the biographical

The JOURNAL

part.

will be profusely illustrated, published on
the ﬁrst of every month, and couched in
such language as will adapt it topall classes
of readers.
This was the ﬁrst
pictorial
paper

in America;

years ago, could

nowhere

else, twenty

be found the portraits

and

biographies of men in a serial publication.
Many of the pictorial papers of the present

of per
while the

day publish merely

the likenesses

sons

biography,

without

JOURNAL

any

gives the phrenological character

and biography,

and

thus

maintains

those

which combine to
characteristics
peculiar
make it oi'incalculablc value in the present,
and a rich source of reference for all future
time.

~———4-o.~>—v

WHO

WILL

DO

IT?

Tm: proprietors of the Pnnnwonocrcu.
Jo a~
NAL and ‘VATER-CURE JOURNAL oﬂ‘er the fol
lowing inducements to VOLUNTARY AGENTS.
The one who shall ﬁrst send twenty subscrip
tions for the Journals, for the year 1862, and Ten
Dollars, shall receive as a premium TEN DOL
LARS in books, prepaid by mail, which he may
choose from the list published in the present
number. To the one who shall send the second
twenty subscriptions, NINE DOLLARS in books,
as above.
For the third Twenty Names, EIGHT Donnaas in
books, as above.
For the fourth Twenty Names, Sr;sz DOLLARS
in books, as above.
For the ﬁfth Twenty Names, Six Dollars in books,
as above.
I
_
For the sixth Twenty Names, Five Dollars in
books, as above.
_
For the seventh Twenty Names, Four Dollars in
books, as above.
_
For the eighth Twenty Names, Three Dollars in
books, as above.
For the ninth Twenty Names, Two Dollars
books, as above.
For the tenth Twenty Names, One Dollar n
books, as above.
Our friends can send names for either or both
Journals, to make up their numbers. and they
may be sent to any number of post-oﬁices, as de
sired. A list of the successful competitors will
be published so soon as their claims shall be de
cided. Who will be lheﬁrst 7

+

Poe'rAcn on ma Jovnnans.--On the Piranivo
LOGICALor Warn-Cues JounruLs, any distancein the
UnitedStates,California,Oregon,andWashingtonTerri
toryIncluded,the postageis six centsa year,if paidIn
advanceforthe year,at theofﬁcewhere received,not in
New York, or onecenta number,whichis twelvecentsa
year,if paid on receiptof eachnumber. To Canadaand
other British North Americanprovinces,the postageis
thesame—sixcentsa year,payableIn New York Instead
of at theoﬂicewhere received. SubscribersIn theProv
Inces will thereforesend six centsin additionto their
subscription,topay postagetothelines.
WI: send specimens gratuitously with pleasure;
but ourfriendsmustnotbedisappointed
If theydo notre
ceivethe particularnumberdesired. We do not make
any numbersto serveus asspecimens.
butIntendthatany
month'sissueshallbea fair indexof theyear,andconse
quentlyusefor distributionthoseof whichwe havea sur
‘
plusaflersupplyingsubscribers.
§%i=%>s>
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WOMAN CAN

DO

IT.

FROM the earliest ages the very best things
have been done by woman.
Now that thou
sands of our countrymen are off for the war,
and the Women have to a greater extent than
ever before the home-interests to manage and
care for, we appeal especially to our female
reader-friends

to act as agents for the
Some of our most efﬁcient and
successful agents for obtaining subscribers have
ever been women; and now lhat woman has
JOURNALS.

increased responsibilities, she needs more than
ever before the aid which the PHRI-ZNOLOGXCAL
Jonaxar. would give her in guiding the edu
cation of her children, and ihe health-advice
contained in the WATER-CURE
JOURNAL to
enable her to keep her family well, and thus
avoid doctors' bills and death.
What maid or
matron realizing this truth will not get one or
more subscribers for the new volume.
W'e
mean to make the JOURNAL the coming year
richer in good counsel to all than ever before.

@u

Qinrrtspuuhtnis.

Coaunsroivnniv-r.—1. Can nervous vitality be
increased7
Am. We think it can.
2. Cana recluseor hermitcultivatethe organsof Be
nevolence,Human Nature,Agrseablenus,Approbatlvo
nese,Secretiveness,
andAdhesiveness,
withoutany inter
coursewithsociety?
Am. He wouldnotbe likely to do so.
8. CanOrunnicQualitythatis markedaveragebecome
largo by a right courseof lift-i or can it be improvedat
all in a personeighteenyearsof nge‘!
Arte.It might be muchimpr yet],thoughit might be
diﬁcult to makea greatchange.
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TO FRIENDS

Eiuiitts

AND CO-WORKERB.

l

In Jaxoaar and In JULY we begin now Volumesof l
thisJOURNAL. Thosewhow subscriptionsclosewiththe
lastnumber,can nowforward,with their requestf-lr re
newal,the namesof theirneighborsasnewsubscribers.
May wenothopefora verylargeaccessionto our list to
begin with the new volume? We wall print the man
elevatingtruths,and trn-t in our co-workingfriendsin
everyneighborth to ﬁndthereaders. Now is thetime
to beginthegoodwork.

We’—

Trrr: JANUARY number commencesthe Trrrn'rx
Firm VoL of the Axnrom Pnnuonoorou. JOUINAL.
TEACHERS, Ebrroae, CLnaGYMEn, and others,
are invited to obtain subscribersin the neighborhood
where they reside. Traveling Agentsmay obtain Cer
tiﬁcatesfrom the Publishers,on presentingsuitablerec
ommondatious.
Sunscaianns may remit for one, two, three, or
moreyears,as maybe convenient.The amountwill be
credited,andtheJonas“. senttheibll time.
Cures may be ‘made up of persons receiving
theirJournalsatdilercut post-omces.It oftenoccursthat
oldsubscribers
aredesirousof makinga presentof a vol
umetofriendsat a distance.
HAVING new a member of a club at some
previoustimedoesnotentitlepersonsto renewtheirsub
scriptionsatclubrules,excepta newclubis formed. Our
termsare: for 10copies,orderedat once(and onecopy
extra),one year,‘5; 5 copies,$3; singlecopy,$1.
Q“ Our. terms are, PAYMENT lN Anvancn.
No Journal sentbeforeor longerthanpaid for.
IF you want to have your correspondence do
youcredit,study“ How to Write," andusetheAdjustable
SteelPen.

FRIENDS—CO-WOEKEBS—VOLUNTA av Acnwrs,
In everyneighborhood,
areinvited to engagein thegood
work of extendingthecirculationof theseuniqueandval
uableperiodicals. A little well-directedeffort,Just now,
will doubleourlist of readers,andthusscatterinvaluable
T. A. B.—I um naturally extremely diﬂident
blessings
amongthousands.May we nothearfromyou?
and bashful; somuchsoasto make it nextto impossible
Br: Cannon—if those ordering the JOURNAL
for meto expressa thoughtIn public. WhereIs theded
cloncyor excess?and what the remedy? In someof
wouldwrite all namesof persons,post-oﬂices,etc., cor
'ourwork‘ you statethatthis ariseslromdeﬁcientSelt
rectlyandplalnly,w: shouldreceivelessscoldingabout
stceru. I think this incorrectin my case. My Self
Er'tem Is large,and, I think,active. 1 haveIn uncom
otherpeople'serrors. We arenotInfalllble,butmostof
monly Ill'llﬂ need, but lack force of character. Whit
theerrorsaboutwhich agentscomplainare not attribut
organsarelacking? What meanscan I useto stimulate
ableto anyonein theJonaiur. oﬂlce. Peoplewhoforget
my powersto theutmostthat naturewill endure,and at
to dnletheirlettersat anyplace,or to signtheirnames,or
thesametimeconstantlyandnaturally.
to
give thenameoraddressfor copiesordered,will please
AM. You askalmosttoomuchto beansweredon such
slightdata as you give. You mayhave a verysensitive takethingscalmlyand not chargeus with their sins of
omission,etc.
temperament,
andthatmademoresensitivethanIs natu
ral byyour habits. You mayhaveexcessive
Csuilousnees , To get an idea of what a whaling voyage really
and Approbativeness,
and small organsof courageand
is, withoutencountering
its perilsand hardships,one has
energy; this latter you confess. We doubt your Self
only to visittheline panoramaof Capt.Williams,nowon
Esteembeinglargeandactive. You shoulduseabundant exhibitionat HopeChapel,720Broadway,
whereaneven
exerciseIn somemanlyvocation. Eat nutritious,but not
ing canbepleasantlyspent,andmanythingslearned,for
stimulatingarticlesof food. Your heedbeingwry large, “only u quarter."
requiresmore bodilypower than you possessto give It
N cw Posr-Orrrcn.—A new post-oﬁice has been
adequatesupport. Also notlessthaneighthoursof sleep,
togiverestandquietnesslo thenervoussystem. It might establishedin Columbia County, N. Y., and named
“Mount Lebanon." This is the addressof the Shaker
be well for you to send your portrait,and have a full
writtendescriptionof your character.whenwecananswer Societyin thatvicinity.
all yourquestions.If youwill giveus your address,we
POSTAGE Swan’s—As the old stamps are no
will sendyou “ The Mirror of the Mind,” whichwill give
longer receivedin paymentof postage,our friendswill
theparticularsrelativeto suchexaminations.
obligeus by sendingnew ones instead,any quantityof
which will bereceivedin paymentof booksor subscrip
Canned—Se“ for the “ Mirror of the Mind,"
which will be sent free by mail, and this will explain tions.
everythlngrespectingexaminations
Pnunwr sunscnrn ERS are our main reliance.
by the portrait,with
directionshowthelikenessshouldbetaken. The lecture Thosewhoknowtheutilityof theJouniul. will work for
youmentionhas not beenpublished,thoughthe essence It, andrecommendit to their Meadeand neighbors,that
of It is embodiedIn variousworksof ours. We can not theytoomayparticipateIn thebeneﬁtsof its teachings.
nowtell relativetofuturelabors.
WE will club with any newspaper or magazine
publishedin New York, Boston,or Philadelphia.
Tr-rs: article entitled “ What Becomesof all the
Rsmrrrincns.——Checks, Drafts, or Bills on
MOIlOD
7" Is notregardedassoundin theory,andtherefore
New York, Boston,or Philadelphia,properlyindorscd,
it will notbepublished.
I may be remitted
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./1JVcw Edition

How

TO

of

GET A PATENT.

This valuable work for Inventors and Patcntecs
has undergone a thorough revision, and con
tains the

New Patent Law Entire,
in which many important changes have been
made.
Sent by mail on receipt of two postagestamps.
Fowuzn AND WELLS,
308 Broadway, New York.

Now

ilhiltt'liﬁtmtlliﬁ,

WITHIN

OF

REACH

ALL.

Anvnnrrsi-zmnw'rs intended for this Journal, to
secureInsertion,shouldbesenttothePublishersonor be
forethe10thof the monthpreviousto the one in which
forthenextnumber
theyaretoappear. Announcements
shouldbesentin at once.
Trans—Twentydlvecentsa line eachinsertion.
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ANDrm:
The AmericanPhoneticDictionary. By Smnliey... 4 00
MONEY WE MADE BY IT.
The BookofPsalmsin ReportingStyle. By Pittnun1 00
FOWLER AND WELLS,
The abovebookswill besent,prepaid,by returnof the
FIRST MAIL.on rccci)I or price.
303Broadway,New York.
ELL-s, 308Broadway,New York.
FOWLER AND

GEonCE

L

CANNON,

TnE

DEALER IN

HOT AIR FURNACES, Ponrsntr: Ilasrnas, Warns
arm STEAMIlsa'rtso Amman-ms,Kircnax sun Lann
mtr Rasoas, Rants-mas,VENTILATORSare. REPAIRS
run run Barrows! RANGESarmFunruols. No.54Essr
13m S-rnss'r,nmwaas Baosnwsr asn Umvsasrrr
l2t.
PLACE,Naw Your.

Booxs.

Personsat a distancewishing to procureany book
advertisedin our Jouansw, by remittngus the amount
of thepriceof thebookin moneyor postaaestamps,will
bymail,treeof postage.
haveit promptlyforwttrnwd
FOWLER AND WELLS,
Address
308Broadway,New York.

READY BUDFING,

TEACHER.

PHONOGRAPHIC

CompleteSystematic
Instructorin theArt of Phouog
——A
raphy,or Short-Hand.
the
This bookexplains,in mannereasilyunderstood,
andtoimpartthoroughinstruc
principlesof Phonogrsphy,
Pho
aid
of
an
oralteacher.
withoutthe
art
the
ttonin
nographyis themostsimpleandnaturalshort-handever
Invented. By theaid of anyonecaneasilywriteouta
beingdelivered. Phonog
speech,or a sl‘rmon.as
raphy
highlyusefulacquircmcntto any youngman,
no matterwhatbusinesshemayselect. Prepaidby mail,
for 4'1Cents.by
FOWLER AND WELLS, 808Broadway,New York.
a

IMPROVEMENTS made in the machinery for
Gold Pens,and securedto thesubscriber
manufacturing
themany
byLettersPutt-ht.haveenabledltlllltoovercome
iniperft‘cllonshithertounavoidablein their production,
and also to bringthe.Costwi'hin the rent-hof all. The
writingpublicshouldknowthe followingfacts:
writingfor six monthsis donecheaperwith
CODHQHL
G 'ld PensthanwithSteel;tnsrrtorc,it is economytouse
Guld Pt'IlB.
byyearsof continued
TheGoldPenremainsunchanged
use,whiletheSteelPenis everchangingbycorrosionand
wear; therelore,perfectnni'ormityof writingis obtained
only by theuseortheGoldPen.
The Gold Pen is alwaysreadyand reliable,while the
anda newoneeclect
Ste~lPm mustheoftencondemned
ctl; therefore,
in the use of theGold Pen thereIs great
savingof time.
degree
receiving
any
of elasticity.so
Gold is capableof
thattheGold Pen is exactlyadaptedto the handof the
thenervesof thehandandarmarc not
writer: therefore,
as is known to he the easeby the useof Steel
ilpjurcd,
t-ns.
lie is nowsellingGold Pens at pricesvaryingfrom 25
centsto +1.arc-rdmgtoam, the averagewear of every
oneof whichwill foroutlasta grossof thebestStet-lPens.
thecountry.
Sold byall dealersin the line throughout
Wllulesﬂﬁand retail at the store,No. '25MaidenLane,
w-ll re
whereall orders,lIIClOSIII!cashor post-stamps,
ceiveprom-t attentloli,anda penor enscorresponding
In value.and selectedaccordingto cscrtptlon,will in:
asdirected.
mediaterbesentby mailor otherWtse,
Ad'ITOPS, A. Monron.‘25MaidenLane,New York.
" We happentoknowMr. A. Mortonto benotonlyone
ofGoldPens
of thebestandmostextensivemanu'acturers
notonlytn America,butin theworld. We usehispens,
Y.
and can assureour readersof lhﬂl!’excellencc."—A'.
Tribune.
“ We havebeenin the habitof using theseGold Pens
for a longtune and havealways foundthemthebestin
tn our way.”—
strumentsof the kind that havefallen
'
A’. l'. Earning I’Oxf.
\
'1 EE'I‘II. upon Allen’s system, can be ob
tnincdat‘22BondStreet. By thismethodthetcclh,gums
rwf, andraga:of themoutharesoaccurately
formedasto
displaya pt-riectprotolypeof thenaturalorgans.l'vl-IOIIbg
tln-TRUEExrnasstonor the mouthand original contour
of thelace.
It is theheightof 02‘!t»concrtrlart Thuswedo most
patronscanattest.
positively.asour numerous
pamphletmaybeobtainedbyaddressing
A tlt‘SCl'lleVe
Dr. J. ALLEN dzSon,23Bond Street,New York.
J. I’Annlsn, 323 Canal Street, New York,
of Shlrts,Bosoms,Wristbands,andCollars,
IIII‘IIIIILICIIII‘CI'
is nowsellingat PflCFSlo suitthel'mt'SZ
Men'sand Boys’Whlte Shins, cen's: Linen Bosom
do.,75cents,6 , $1 75; and superiormade,to measure,
six for
and ﬁt guaranteed,
cut mya practicalshirtpcuttcr,
so gm Hi. and8 ‘2.
a largestock
(3‘1- Ladiaswill ﬁndatthisEstablishment
at
of Bosoms,Collars,and Wristbands,for shirt-making,
verylow prices.
SonooL or ART FOR LADIES, 863 Broad
way, New York.—Miss S. E. FULLER respectfullyan
nouncesthat theSchoolof Art for Ladies reopenedon
Monday,Scplcmbcr16,1861.Thoroughinstructiongiven
in IlrnwmgandPaintingfrom the humanii are,natural
artists. grawmg and
objmts,models,etc.,bycompetent
eturavtnguponwoodthoroughlylaught. Arrangements
are beingmadeto enablepupils,as soonasqualiﬁed,to
rem-Iveproﬁtable employment. Saturdayclasses,for
and pupils attendingotherschoolsduring the
'I‘catihers
Wct‘
'.
PupilsreceivedatanytimeduringtheTerm.
Ordersreceivedfor oruwmgandengravinguponwood.
Portraits,Machinery,ArcnitecturnlDesigns,Landscapes,
Fruits, Flowers,etc.,executedin the bestmanner,upon
alsonableterms.
INSTRUCTIONS IN GYMNASTICS, containing
a full Descriptionof morethanEight HundredExercises,
and Illustrated Five HundredEtiarnvings,by J. E.
d‘Alfonce. Geo.by. Nesbittand Co.,cornerof Wall and
New York, publishers.
Waterstreets,
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AT HALF

WTLL LAST TWICE

THE PRICE

OF

a. Samplessentby Express,or

READY

small piecefor two stampsby mail.

ROOFING COMPANY,

23 CEDAR

STREET,

TIN.

AS LONG.

Requiresonlytobenailed down. HEAVIES'I‘ WOVEN MATERIAL EVER USED FOR ROOFING.
rollsandshippedtoall partsof thecountry.
a
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Long Life,and Avoid theluﬁrmitiesand Deformitiesof
Age. By l). II. Jacques.
This an original anddeeplyinterestingwork,replete
wi-h wonderfulfactsand im rtantdeductions.
and pre
ventingmanynovel applieatoneof the highesttruthsof
Pil)8[t)lO'V,Hygiene, Mental Science,and Estheticsto
HumanPhysicalImprovement. Our author no quack,
butan earnestandsincerediscipleof Science,81d is in
the light of a rational Philosoihy, and not in spirit
of enurlataolsm,that he here shows us how the phys
ical regenerationof theracemaybe broughtabout-how
man may becomestrong, active. eﬂieient—ln word,
monly nowwomanmayre] ice in theminus of health
and freshness.
andworn hersellwllhail thecharmswhich
properlyiwlongto hersex; and howthechild,Well-born
and well-matured,
maygrow up into the ripenedbeauty
perfect.
of
inunnood0r Womanhood.Everybodyshould
readthe book,tor everybodyis (or should be)deeplyin
terestedIn themomentum
tonicssoboldlyandatthesame
timeso christerand delicatelyoisens-cdin it; but, while
commends
itself in all. it has especialclaimsupon the
attentionof woman,whethermaiden.or whoandmother.
Illustratedwith morethantwentyplates,andnumer..us
weedcuts
A newedition nowready. Price $1.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
$08Broadway.New York.
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For:

YOUNG MEN

a

if

AND
FACTS FOR YOUNG WOMEN,
On the evils of thoseperniciouspracticeswhich impair
theintellect,aﬁ‘ect
thehealth,and, continued,ﬁnallyin
surethedes-ruction
of bothbodyandsoul.
We havebeenuna'ilefor sometimeto furnishthisvalu
aho little work,but havenow supplyon hand.
Price of each,postpaid,l-‘icents.
FOWLER AND WELLS.
30sBroadway,New York.
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GniissrsANDPux'rs. TheirNaturalHlatory. By
CharlesL. Flint . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1 25
Litton Cows urn Darn Panama. By CharlesL.
Flint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
AMERICANFnur'r Company.
John Thomas...
25
Hons: ANDHts Dtszssxs. By obertJennings...
‘15
AGRICULTURAL
Cunrts'rltv. By Jan. I".W. Johnston 50
Cmmis'ritvis m Arrucnroxs 'ro Aosrcuurtrns
urn Prrrstotoor. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
00
DAD!)on 'rns Dissasssor CATTLI...............
‘25
Cousrilr Lira av COPBLAND..
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Noam AMERICANlasso". By B. Jaeger... .. ...
1:5
Usm arm Arrest-:4
or Ala. By Griscom.. . . .. .
(i0
Assn“. Briers-ranroa ieli . By J.
Thomas....
80
Evan MAN [its Own LAWYER..... . . . . . .. . . . . ..
25
MYBTIRIKBor Bu-Knrrso Exrnarxnn. By M.
..
.
.
.
.
.. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .... .. .. .... .
25
Qumsv
Oca Fax! or Form Acxns,andtheMoneyweMade
by it... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
60
Pun Cot-runs. Ila Propagation,Planting, Culti
vation,etc. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Ca'rxcmsxor Cnxurs'rav. . . .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . ..
80
Dollss-rrcarm ORNAMENTAL
Pom-rat. With sixty
ﬁveorigin-dPortraits.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
25
By mail,post-paid,on receiptof price.
FOWLER AND WELLS,
308Broadway,New York.
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Pit RENOLOGICAL BUST,

designedespeciallyfor Learnt-rs;showing
the exactlocstionof all the.Organsof the
Brain, fully developed,which writ enable
every one to studyhe sciencewithoutan
instructor. maybepackedandsentwith
safetybyexpress,or asi‘reighttriotby mail)
pitting“ to any part or the world. Price, including
box for packing,only $1 25,
FOWLER AS WELLS, 8i‘8Broadway.New York.
“ This oneof themostingeniousinVcntlonsof theage.
castmadeof plasterof Paris.thesizeorthehumanhead,
on whichtheexactInvasionof eachof the l’hrenological
fullydeveloped,wdtl
Or ens represented.
all thedivisions
an classiﬁcations.'l'hi-acwhocannotobtaintheservice!
of
rofi-ssormaylearn in_a very short time,fromthis
mode head,thewriolesc'enceof Phrenology,sofor asthe
locationsof thcOrgansarccoricerned.”—.V.i Daily Sun.
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W. FOSTER, Land Commissioner. Chicago, Illinois.
For the names of the Towns Village and f‘lties situated upon the Illinois
(‘entral Railroad see pages 188,
O, 90, APPLETON’S RAILWAY GUIDE.
A
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population
a ratioof 102per cent.in tenyears,
1,723,663,
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.
which,” they will perceive,will enablethemby proper TheAgriculturalproductsof Illinoisaregreaterthanthose
.ofanyotherState. Theproductssent.out during thepast
and industry,toprovidecomfortable
energy,perSeveranco
yearexceeded
tons. Thewheatcropof 1800ap
1,500,600
and families,with, comparatively
homesfor themselves
proaches
8:3000,000bushels,whilethecorncropyieldsnot
snaking, verylittle capital.
lessthan140,000,000
bushels,
LANDS OF ILLINOIS.
FERTILITY OF THE som'
.‘.'oTtntein theValleyof theMississippi
offerssogreatan
suchimmeifiinducement
astheStat)of Illinois. There is no portionoi Nowherecantheindustriousfarmersecure
ateresults
for
hislaborasupontheseprairiesoils theybeing
of Climateandsoil so
i'i thr'tl whereall tho conditions
ol'adeeprich loam,thefertility of which,is un
admirablycombineti produci “10%)
twogreatstaples,Coils composed
surpassed
by anyontheglobe.
anl \i'nsn, asthePrairiesof Illinois.
TO ACTUAL CULTIVATORS.
THE SOUTHERN PART
Fince1854,thecompanyhavesold 300,000
acres. They
of theFtatelieswithinthezoneof thecottonregions,while sell lily toactualcultivatorsand everycontractcontains
thesoil admirablyadaptedto thegrowth of tobaccoand anagreement
tocultivate. Theroadhas beenconstructed
hemp;andthewheatis Worthfrom ﬁfteento twentycentsthro'theselandsat anexpense
or$0,000,000. In 1850the
moreperbushelthan thatraised urthcrnorth.
population
oftheforty-ninecounties
throughwhich passes
was only
,5'38sincewhich 470,203have beenadded,
RICH ROLLING PRAIRIE LANDS.
makingthewholepopulation
a gainof 143percont.
814,801,
Thedeeprich loamof theprairies cultivatedwith such
EVIDENCES OF PROSPERITY.
wonderfulfacilitythatthe farmersof theEasternandMid
of thethriftof thepeople,
dleStatesaremovingtoIllinoisin greatnumbers. Thearea As anevidence
bestated
may
tonsof freight,inclucing8,000,000ushelsof
of Illinois is aboutequaltothatof England,andthosod that600,000
n
barrelsof llour,wereforwardedoverthe
sorich that will supporttwentymillionsof people.
zrain. and..50,000
linelastyear.
EASTERN AND SOUTHERN MARKETS.
EDUCATION.
to railroad700milesinlength. Mechanics
Theselandsarecontiguous
andworklngmen
will ﬁndthefreeschoolsystem
whichconnectswith other roadsandnavigablelakesand encouraged
by theState,andcndowrdwitha largerevenue
rivers, thus affording
an unbrokencommunication
with the forthesupportof schools. Their childrencanlivein sight
markets.
EasternandSouthern
ofthechurchand schoolhouse
andgrowwiththeprosperity
of theleadingStatein theGreatWesternllmpire.
APPLICATION
OF CAPITAL
Thusfar,capltalandlaborhavebeenappliedto developing
PRICES AND TERMS OF PAYMENT.
of theStatein coalandironare Thepricesof theselandsvary from $0to $25peracre
thesoil thegreatresources
almostd'ntouched.Theinvariablerulethatthe mechanical
according
tolocation,
quality,kc. First-classfarminglands
will fol sell for about$10or 8;? peracre andtherelativeexpense
arts ﬂourish -stwherefoodandfuelarecheapest,
lowat an earlydayin Illinois.and in thecourseof thenextofsubduingprairieland as compared
withwoodlands IT]
I‘Ii years thenaturallawsandnecessities
of thecasewar theratioof to 10in favor of theformer. Thetermsof
riut thebelief that at leastﬁvehundredthousandpeoplesalefor thebulkof theselandswill be
Willbeengaged
in theStateof Illinoisinvariousmanufactur
One Year’s Interest in advance,
in; pursuits.
atsix perct.perannum,andsix interestnotesat six perct.
RAILROAD SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS.
payablerespectively
in one,two, three,four, ﬁveandsix
of privatecapitalhavebeenexpended
Over$100,000,000
yearsfromdateofsale;andfournotesfor principal,payable
ontherailwaysof Illinois. Inasmuchaspartof theincomein four,ﬁve,six and sevenyears from dateof sale the
iiom rcveraltheseWorks,witha Valuablepublicfund in contractstipulatingthat one-teuthof the tractpurchased
lands,gotodiminishtheStateexpenses,
theum ansmom,shall be {one and cultivated,eachandeveryyear, for
andmustconsequently
everydaydecrease.
ﬁveyears romdateof sale sothatattheendof ﬁveyears,
one-halfshallbefencedandundercultivation.
THE STATE DEBT.
TheStateDebt only $10,105,398,
14, and within the
Twenty Per Cent. will be deducted
list threeyearshasbeenreduced
$2,000,746
80,andwemay fromthevaluationforcash, exceptthe sameshould beat
reasonably
expectthatin tenyears Willbecome
extinct. six dollarsperacre,whenthecashpricewill beﬁvedollars
Pamphlets
descriptive
of thelands,soil,climate,produc
tions,pricesandtermsof payment,can behadonapplica
tionto
and liberalinducements
otl'ered
themby the

.

rapidlyﬁllingup with population 808,025
;

The State
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sums

portionof
attention
of theenterprising
andindustrious

the communityis directedto the followingstatements
personshavingbeenaddedsince15.30,
makingthe present
THE
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ACRES

In Tracts of Forty Acres and upward, on Long Credit and at Low Prices.
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$5
POST-PAIDSUBSCRlBBRB.
Patent Press and Book for
coining businesslettersinstantlyand perfectly.
WholesaleAgentsand Canvassvrswanted.
For particulars,address,with stamp,
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J. U. ATWA'I'ER, Providence,R.
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TRAITS.—Orlsin of Races.New Theory of Population.
givenin THE ILLUSTR \TED H YDHOPATIIIO ENCY
CLOPEDIA. Sentby Mail for 08 00.
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to give the
Enl'ron's Nora—We had intended
Purnosormr, and
closing chapters of the Moan.
of the subject
also an article in continuation
“ Imagination,” with a review of Herbert Spencer
elements,but
and J. D. Morel respecting mental
the necessity of
matter,
and
other
of
a pressure
etc., in the present number,
publishing title-page,
When completed we shall
impossible.
made it
form.
issue the Mount. Purwsormr in book

M
[ForLifeillustrated]

PRIDE AND WORTH.
‘

er nuts.14.a. noose.

A 'rtxr leaf,oneautumnday,
Went slowlyﬂutteringtothe ground,
Whereclothedwithgrief andshameit lay,
Nor hardlydaredtolookaround.
Onewhohad feltso veryproud
And haughtyin herrobeof green,
Who alwayspraisedherselfaloud,
And nowtofeelso verymeani
around,
What couldshedo? Sheglanced
With moreof hate,andlessof grace,
When,loi shemetupontheground
Her next-doorneighbors,facetoface.
Shetriedtoloseher dyinghead,
within,)
(So muchof pridewasleli.
“ I think,myfriends."shefaintlysaid,
" Somegreatmistaketheremusthavebeen.
a leaf like me,
It ill becomes
Who liveduponthetopmostbough,
To lingerin suchcompany
As seemstogatherroundmenow.
Ifelt thesun’sﬁrstmorningray,
My captheearliestﬁlledwith dew;
While here,degraded,I mustlay,
And sharethefatethat’smeantfor you."
A leaf,muchwiserthantherest,
Still green,andlingenngon thetree,
Who alwayslovedtheshadethebest,
Felt grievedsuchfoolishprideto see.
“ My friend,"quothshe,“ comedownwe must,
Bothyoungand old,bothhigh andlow,
And minglewith unsightlydust,
Or ﬁnda gravebeneaththesnow.
For He whopaintsthehumblcstleaf,
And notesthehtlplesssparrow‘sfall,
Appointsa slumber,deep,thoughbrief,
A lonelygravealike toall.
But whenthespring-timecomesagain,
He’ll Villi-everyleaﬂet‘sbod"—
speechhadbeenin vein:
Shepaused—her
The proudand silly leaf wasdeadi
Moran.
rise,
He whowith vain andemptyshowwould
eyes;
May blindhis own,but nothis neighbor‘s
last,depend,
Sooneror later,firstor
True worthwill shine,andpridewill havean end.

A,»—

OriuM.—One of the curious facts recently re
vealed by the publication of Custom-House tables
is, that there was imported into this country last
year three hundred thousand pounds of opium.
data,
Of this amount, it is estimated from reliable
that not more than one tenth is used for medical
to
purposes. The habit of eating opium is known
be spreading rapidly amonglawyers, doctors,cler

gymen, and literary men ; and enormous quanti
ties are used by the manufacturers of those pois
the
onous liquids which are dealt out in drinks in
saloons and groggaries that infest every city and
village in the country.
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WUKRs or HUMAN Larson.—
Rasmussen]:
Nineveh was 15 miles long, 8 wide, and 40 miles
round, with a wall 100 feet high, and thick enough
for three chariots abreast. Babylon was 50 miles
within the walls, which were 75 feet thick and l00
high, with 100 brazen gates. The temple of Di
ana, at Ephesus, was 420 feet to the support of

the roof. It was a hundred years in building.
The largest of the pyramids is 481 feet high, and
653 on the sides; its base covers 11 acres. The
stonesare about 60 feet in length, and the layers
are 208. It employed 330,000 men in building.
The labyrinth in Egypt contains 300 chambers
and 12 halls. Thebes, in Egypt, presents ruins
27 miles around, and 100 gates. Carthage was 29
miles round Athens was2') miles round, and con
tained 350,000citizens and 400,000 slaves. The
temple of Delphoswas so rich in donations, that it
was plundered of $50,000,000,and Nero carried
away from it 200 statues. The walls of Rome
were 13 miles round.

_—‘o.o>——

Forms—Forks came into England for the ﬁrst
time in the reign of James 1.; prior to that pe
riod, people used their ﬁngers, as Oriental nations
do to this day. There is an allusion to this fact
“
in an old book entitled Coryat’s Cruditiee, hast
ily gobbled up in Five Months‘ Travells in France,

Savoy, Italy, Rboetia (commonly called the Grisons
country), Helvetia (Switzerland), some. parts of
High Germany and the Netherlands." The au
thor of this book describes a custom among the
Italians, “ not used in any other country." He
says: “ The Italians, and also most strangers in
Italy, do always at their meals use a little forke
when they cut their meate; for while with their
knife, which they hold in one hand, they cut the
meatc out of the dish, they fasten their forke,

which they hold in the other hand, upon the same
dish. ' ' ' This form of feeding is, I under
stand, generally used in all places in Italy, their
forkes being for the most part of yron or steele,
and some of silver, but these are used only by
gentlemen. The reason of this their curiosity is,
because the Italian can not by'any means en
dure to have his dish touched with ﬁngers.” Rid
icule directed its shafts against forks when they‘
were ﬁrst brought into England. Beaumont and
Fletcher cast their jokes at the "fork-carving
traveler ;" and Ben Jonson makes-oneof his char
acters allude to “ the laudable use of forks,
brought into custom here as they are in Italy, to
the sparing of napkins."
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Dssn Rsmsar, in his “ Reminiscencesof Soot

tish Life and Character,” tells us of an old lady
who liked a party at quadrille, and sent out her
servant every morning to invite the ladies required
to make up the game, and her directions were
“ Nelly, you’ll ging to Lady
graduated thus:
Carnegy’s, and mak my compliments, and ask the
honor of her ladyship‘s company, and that of the
Miss Carnegies, to tea this evening; and if they
cannn come, ging to the Miss Mudies, and ask
the pleasure of their company ; and if they canna
come,you may ging to Miss Hunter, and ask the
if she canua come,
favor of her company; and
ging to Lucky Spark, and bid her come."

[DEO., 1861.

Tu: Innusras-rnn Pnnna'caocrcst. AND Purs
rcnootcu. Amtuno roa 1862,containing,besidesthe
usualcahndarmatter,a greatnumberof portraitsof emi
nentpersons,with their historyandcharacter:also,arti
cleson healthand other interestingtopics,is nowready.
Price,by mail,postageprepaidby thepublishers,6 cents
single,or ii for twenty-tivecopies. U>ualtermsto the
trade. Ordersmaybesentin at once. AddressFowna
an» Wnus, 808Broadway,New York.
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Cosu BREAD.—A few years since, half the bread
eaten in New England was made of corn and rye
meal ; new the majority of families see nothing but
wheat bread, except on very rare occasions, from
one year to another. The farmers of the West and
the planters of the South live on corn bread, and
sell their wheat to us, because corn bread costs
only half, or less than half, as much as wheat
bread. Yet there are thousands of poor families
in New England who do not know one week where
the next week's supplies are to come from, who
would feel a sort of degradation in living on corn
bread; and if they resort to it occasionally, eat
slyly and by stealth, that it may not be known
they are so poor as to live on India meal.
There is a mistake in this. There is nothing
more palatable than corn meal properly cooked.
There is a variety of articles for the table that
may be pre ared from it, that are highly tooth
some, and will be preferred to anything else by
many people, almost universally by the children.
Here is an opportunity for considerable economy,
and one at the same time productive of health.
Let Indian meal be partially substituted for ﬂour,
and the expensesof the table can be wary consid
erably reduced by this one change—Springﬁeld
Republican.
COLLEGE! in Tm: Urn-run Sharla—By the
annual statement just printed, it appears that in
forty-seven colleges of the land there are 8,540
students, of whom 3,082 are professors of religion.
There were during the last year 492 hopeful con
versions There were 987 who intend to become
ministers. According to the fullest report we
have ever seen. there were 122 colleges in the
United States, of which 113 are Protestant and 9
Roman Catholic. Of the Protestant colleges, 16
are controlled by the Baptists, 13 by Methodists,
8 by the Episcopalians, some 11 by the Congrega
tionalists, 2 by the Unitarians, and 1 by the Uni
versaliats, and the remainder by the various
branches of the Presbyterians. Of all the col
leges, 15, or about one eigh'h of the whole, are
situated in New England. The Free States have
65 of the colleges, and the Slave States 57.
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A LITTLE girl, showing her little cousin, about
four years old, a star, said, “ That star you seeup
there is bigger than this world.” “ No, it aint,"
it keep
said he. “ Yes, it is." “ Then why don’t
'
the rain elf?"
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L mo BROADLANDB, who was a fast man, once
asked dear old Mr. Justice Mellow, of convivial
memory, if there was any truth in that old saying,
“ As sober as a judge." It was a good bit, and
we all laughed heartily at it. “It is perfectly
true,” replied the judge, “as most of those old
saws are. They are characteristic, at least; for
sobriety is the attribute of a judge, as inebriety
is of a nobleman. Thus we say, ‘As sober w a
judge,’ and ‘ 11sdrunk as a lurd.’”
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